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Abend Codes
Abends are generated when serious error conditions occur.

CA Compress Data Compression for IMS Abend Codes
This section lists abend codes numerically, contains explanations of the associated messages, and the appropriate
corrective actions.

Numeric prefix conventions are used to tie the abend codes to the part of the program that issued them. The following list
shows some common prefixes:

• 01xx abend codes are issued by the Control File initialization process.
• 09xx abend codes are issued by the Interactive Dialog initialization process.
• 36xx abend codes are issued by the test compression process.
• 37xx abend codes are issued by the byte distribution analysis process.
• 38xx abend codes are issued by the data sample extract process.

When errors described by these messages occur, the program is abnormally terminated with an abend user code, with
one exception: In subroutine mode, the abend can be optionally suppressed for certain error conditions by coding a return
code parameter. Error conditions for which abends can be suppressed are identified by an "RC" value on the same line
following the abend user code.

NOTE
For IMSPASS messages, all input parameter statements of the PARMFL data set are printed on the PRINT data
set. Notation conventions for highlighting errors in these messages are:

• Syntax errors are underscored by asterisks.
• Incorrect continuation of a line is shown by an asterisk in column 72.
• Parameters that are duplicates or cannot be used together are shown by asterisks under the second parameter.

Other error messages are directed to the system output writer. Any error condition causes termination of IMSPASS
execution.

0002
INVALID FILE DESCRIPTOR TABLE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR002I. The data set defined by a TABLxx DD statement or the PDS
member indicated by an SCB is not a File Descriptor Table. The job will abend and a dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct the TABLxx DD statement and resubmit the job.

0004
{CA-COMPRESS or SHRINK} RECORD DEFINITIONS TOO LONG

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR004I. Record definitions exceed the FDT capacity. The job will abend
and a dump will be produced.

Action:
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Consolidate field definitions and resubmit the job.

0005
INVALID {CA-COMPRESS or SHRINK} PARM

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR005I. PARM value for File Compression Utility is invalid. The job will
abend but no dump will be produced

Action:

Correct the PARM value and resubmit the job.

0006
CANNOT OPEN ddname CANNOT OPEN OUTFILE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with messages SHR006I. and SHR315I respectively. No ddstatement was found for the
specified ddname. Probably a spelling error. The job will abend and a dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct the JCL or program as appropriate and resubmit the job.

0008
ERROR IN RECORD DEFINITIONS

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR008I. One or more errors are detected by the File Prepass Utility in
user-coded RDL specifications. A descriptive message accompanies each error detected and appears in the RDL listing.
The job will abend but no dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct RDL specifications and resubmit the job.

0010
(RC=4) fdt" CHECK BYTE MISMATCH

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR010I. Several conditions may cause this error:

• The FDT that is used to expand the file does not correspond to the file that is expanded.
• The record area address passed to the EXPAND subroutine is not the first byte of the data portion of the record.
• The compressed record is modified by the user before expansion.
• The RDL Position Function is used incorrectly.
• The job will abend with a user code of 10 and a dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.
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0013
FN AND P PARMS MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE. FN IGNORED.

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR013I. The message is issued by the File Prepass Utility program. It
indicates that an FDT in load module format is incompatible with execution of the File Prepass Utility, because it is the File
Prepass Utility that creates the FDT, and FDTs are always created in sequential data set format.

Action:

If you are executing PREPASS, remove the FN parm. If you are executing SHRINK, remove the P parm. After the error
has been corrected, resubmit the job.

0015
(RC=4) fdt" REC DEFS IMPLY WRONG LENGTH

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR015I. RDL specifications do not completely define the record, or the
Position Function is used improperly. The job will abend with a user code of 15, and a dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct RDL specifications and resubmit the job.

0016
‘fdtname’ ICB MISMATCH - RECORD ICB = rrr, FDT ICB = fff

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR016I. During the EXPAND process, a record was found to have been
compressed by an FDT other than the current one. The value rrr is the FDT number from the record, and fff is the current
FDT’s number. The record is not expanded. A user abend code of 16 may result.

Action:

Use the FDT Services of the Interactive Dialog to determine the FDT name for the FDT numbers in question.

0020
(RC=8) fdt" INVALID TYPE VP OR VZ FIELD

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR020I. A field defined as type VP does not contain packed decimal data,
or a field defined as VZ does not contain zoned decimal data. The job will abend with a user code of 20, and a dump will
be produced.

Action:

Check the RDL specification for errors, and verify that all user records are valid.

0025
fdt" D FIELD >> 128 BYTES

Reason:
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This abend code is associated with message SHR3625. A field whose field length descriptor is coded in the "Dc" form
does not contain the delimiter character within the first 128 bytes. The job will abend with a user code of 25, and a dump
will be produced.

Action:

Use a different field length descriptor and resubmit the job.

0031
{INFILE or OUTFILE} DD CARD INVALID

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR031I. Self-explanatory. The job will abend with a user code of 31, but no
dump will be produced.

Action:

Resubmit the job with the correct ddstatement.

0032
{INFILE or OUTFILE} PDS MEMBERNAME NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR032I. The INFILE or OUTFILE data set is a PDS, but the member name
is not coded on the ddstatement as required. The job will abend with a user code of 32, but no dump will be produced.

Action:

Code the member name and resubmit the job.

0033
{INFILE or OUTFILE} DSCB NOT FOUND

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR033I. UNIT and VOL JCL parameters are coded, but the data set is not
contained on the specified volume. The job will abend with a user code of 33, but no dump will be produced.

Action:

Use the correct UNIT and VOL parameters and resubmit the job.

0034
{INFILE or OUTFILE} BLKSIZE NOT A MULTIPLE OF LRECL

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR034I. Self-explanatory. Applies to fixed-length records only. The job will
abend with a user code of 34, but no dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

OUTFILE DCB INFO MISSING OR INVALID
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Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR316I. Self-Explanatory.

Action:

Rerun after specifying valid DCB information.

0035
{INFILE or OUTFILE} BLKSIZE TOO SMALL

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR035I. The value of the file’s BLKSIZE attribute is less than the value of
the file’s LRECL attribute. The job will abend with a user code of 35, but no dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

0036
OUTFILE RECFM DIFFERS FROM RECFM BEFORE COMPRESSION

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR036I. The RECFM attribute of an expanded data set must be identical
to the RECFM attribute of the original uncompressed data set. The job will abend with a user code of 36, but no dump will
be produced.

Action:

Correct the OUTFILE dd statement and resubmit the job.

0037
OUTFILE LRECL LESS THAN LRECL BEFORE COMPRESSION

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR037I. The LRECL attribute of an expanded data set must be at least
equal to the LRECL attribute of the original uncompressed data set. The job will abend with a user code of 37, but no
dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct the OUTFILE dd statement and resubmit the job.

0038
OUTFILE KEYLEN ABSENT. NO DEFAULT TAKEN.

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR038I. The data set defined by the INFILE dd statement has physical
sequential organization. The data set defined by the OUTFILE dd statement has indexed sequential organization but the
KEYLEN attribute is not specified. The job will abend with a user code of 38, but no dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct the OUTFILE dd statement specifying the KEYLEN attribute and resubmit the job.
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0039
OUTFILE KEY NOT WITHIN TYPE N DEFINITIONS

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR039I. The ISAM/VSAM key for the compressed data set is not
exempted from compression. The job will abend with a user code of 39, but no dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct user-coded RDL specifications, exempting the key from compression, and resubmit the job.

0040
OUTFILE RKP INVALID FOR RECFM=V..

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR040I. The value of the OUTFILE data set RKP attribute is less than 4.
This is invalid for RECFM=V.., because the first four bytes contain the RDW. The job will abend with a user code of 40, but
no dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct the OUTFILE dd statement, specifying a value greater than 3, and resubmit the job.

0041
OUTFILE IS OUTFILE NOT SUPPORTED FOR EXPRESS

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR041I. Only VSAM or PS files may be created from Express compressed
data sets.

Action:

Correct the OUTFILE dd statement specifying one of the above data set DSORG types.

0042
OUTFILE RECFM MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR EXPRESS OUTFILE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR042I. The RECFM parameter is required for OUTFILE DD when
expanding to a PS file.

Action:

Add the RECFM parameter to the OUTFILE dd statement.

0043
OUTFILE LRECL MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR EXPRESS OUTFILE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR043I. The LRECL parameter is required for OUTFILE DD when
expanding to a PS file.
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Action:

Add the LRECL parameter to the OUTFILE dd statement.

0050
INVALID PARM PASSED TO EXPAND

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR050I. PARM value for the File Expansion Utility is invalid. The job will
abend with a user code of 50, but no dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct the PARM value and resubmit the job.

0101
COMPANY CONTROL CARD NOT FIRST CARD READ

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR010I. The first control card read was not the company "C" card

Action:

Correct the order of the cards and rerun the job.

0102
AUTHORITY CARD NOT SECOND CARD READ

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR0102. The second control card read was not the authority "A" card.

Action:

Correct the order of the cards and rerun the job.

OUTFILE ISAM/VSAM BUT UNCOMPRESSED WAS SEQUENTIAL

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR102I. Issued from File Compression and File Expansion utilities. It is
expected that the DSORG file attribute remains the same for the expanded and compressed versions of the file.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

0103 SVC
26 FAILED TO GET DATA PORTION SHAREOPTIONS, R15=xx

SVC 26 FAILED TO GET DATA PORTION SHAREOPTIONS, R15=xx

CONTROL FILE DOES NOT HAVE SHARE OPTIONS (4,3). WITHOUT THESE

SHARE OPTIONS, THE CONTROL FILE IS DESTROYED WHEN SHARED BETWEEN
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MULTIPLE USERS. CURRENT DATA SHARE OPTION IS (X,X). CURRENT INDEX

SHARE OPTION IS (X,X).

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR0103E. If SVC 26 was unable to get the share options for the data and/
or index components, one or both of the first two messages precedes the third message.

SHAREOPTIONS defaulted or was incorrectly specified on the DEFINE for the control file.

Action:

Recreate control file with shareoptions (4,3) at the cluster level. If SVC 26 failed, contact Technical Support. Then send all
output and the dump if requested.

OUTFILE KEYLEN NOT EQ KEYLEN BEFORE COMPRESSION

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR103I. Issued from File Compression and File Expansion utilities. It is
expected that the KEYLEN file attribute remains the same for the expanded and compressed versions of the file.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

0104
END OF CONTROL CARDS BEFORE COMPANY AND AUTHORITY CARDS WERE

READ

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR0104. Neither the company nor the authority cards were found.

Action:

Supply the needed control cards and rerun the job.

OUTFILE LRECL LARGER THAN BEFORE COMPRESSION

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR104I. Issued from the File Expansion Utility. The expanded file’s LRECL
is expected to be identical to the LRECL of the file before compression.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

0105
SFEANAL OPEN ERROR, ERROR = xxx

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR0105E. The OPEN failed with error code xxx. If xxx=128, the DD card is
missing or misspelled, and this message was preceded by IEC130I. If xxx=188, the data set is not VSAM.

Action:
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Make sure that the SFEANAL DD card is present and describes the control file. If you are unable to resolve the problem,
contact Technical Support for assistance.

OUTFILE LRECL NOT 8 LONGER THAN INFILE LRECL

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR105I. Issued from the File Compression Utility. The compressed output
file’s LRECL should be at least eight bytes greater than the uncompressed file’s LRECL to avoid system abends in the
event that a particular compressed record is longer than the uncompressed record from which it is created.

Action:

Define the compressed output data set to include the additional 8 bytes in the record length. Then resubmit the job.

0106
SFEANAL CLOSE ERROR, ERROR = xxx

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR0106E. The CLOSE failed with error code xxx. Error code xxx=004
indicates that the file is already closed. Other conditions probably indicate damage to the catalog or device.

Action:

For xxx=004, contact Technical Support. For other conditions, contact your systems programmer.

OUTFILE RECFM (F..) USUALLY INVALID

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR106I. Issued from the File Compression Utility. Compressed output is
usually defined as RECFM=Vxx, or RECFM=U. Unless the user specifically intends RECFM=Fxx, this message denotes
an error which must be corrected.

Action:

Specify RECFM=Vxx on the OUTFILE dd statement.

0107
OUTFILE RKP NOT EQ RKP BEFORE COMPRESSION

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR107I. Issued from the File Expansion Utility. The expanded file’s RKP is
expected to be identical to the RKP of the file before compression.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

0108
OUTFILE RKP PROBABLY SHOULD BE nnnn

Reason:
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This abend code is associated with message SHR108I. Issued from the File Compression Utility. According to RDL
specifications, the key is placed at offset nnnn in the compressed record, but the OUTFILE data set RKP indicates a
different location.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

0109
OUTFILE RKP VALUE PREVENTS RECORD DELETION

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR109I. Issued from the File Compression Utility. The RKP value is
zero for fixed-length records, or less than five for variable-length records. This RKP value prevents deletion by the DCB
parameter OPTCD=L.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

0110
OUTFILE IS SUBSYSTEM DATA SET

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR110I. This warning message indicates that the OUTFILE data set is
allocated to a JES or a BrightStor CA-Compress data set. OUTFILE will be a compressed data set. If OUTFILE is a
BrightStor CA-Compress data set, the data will be compressed twice. If OUTFILE is a JES data set, JES will try to print/
punch compressed data.

Action:

Check your JCL.

0111
ERROR ON READING DATABASE, PCB STATUS CODE xx

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR314I. The xx indicates the PCB status code.

Note: In addition to the above abend, normal File Prepass Utility abends may be issued during IMSPASS execution.

Action:

None.

0800
ERROR ON THE CA-COMPRESS CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR0800E. A LOGICAL VSAM error or a DASD PHYSICAL error has
occurred while the Control File was being processed.

Action:
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Obtain the I/O error report and the SYSUDUMP. If the error is a LOGICAL VSAM error, contact Technical Support for
assistance. If the error is a DASD PHYSICAL error, contact your own operations area for assistance.

0801
CA-COMPRESS DIALOG QSAM/BPAM I/O ERROR

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR0801E. A DASD PHYSICAL error has occurred while one of the
Interactive Dialog programs was processing a physical sequential data set or a partitioned data set.

Action:

Obtain the I/O error report and the SYSUDUMP and contact your own operations area for assistance.

0900
None

Reason:

Loading of the "ISPEXEC" interface module failed.

Action:

If you are using a release of ISPF prior to 2.0, you cannot use the Interactive Dialog. If you are using ISPF 2.0 or later,
contact your systems programmer for ISPF support.

0901
None

Reason:

Loading of the "ISPLINK" interface module failed.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer for ISPF support.

0902
None

Reason:

Opening of the Control File failed.

Action:

Obtain the snap dump of the Control File control blocks and take it to your systems programmer for VSAM support to
determine the exact nature of the problem.

0903
None

Reason:

Closing of the Control File failed.
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Action:

Obtain the snap dump of the Control File control blocks and take it to your systems programmer for VSAM support to
determine the exact nature of the problem. Also see the VSAM Administration Macro Instruction Reference Manual or the
MVS/DFP Macro Instructions for Data Sets for more information about VSAM return codes.

0904
None

Reason:

Unable to allocate the snap dump data set.

Action:

Obtain the Allocation Failure report and take it to your systems programmer for help. Also see the MVS/XA Systems
Programming Library: System Macros and Facilities, Volume I, or the MVS/ESA Application Development Guide:
Authorized Assembler Language Programs for more information about SVC 99 return codes.

0905
None

Reason:

During the initialization of the Interactive Dialog, the information about the user’s installation must be obtained from the
Control File. The record containing the needed information was not found.

Action:

Check the startup CLIST for the Interactive Dialog and insure that it points to the Control File. If it does not, correct the
CLIST and re-execute. If it does, obtain an IDCAMS dump print of the Control File and contact Technical Support for
assistance.

0906
None

Reason:

An ISPF error occurred when the primary menu panel was being displayed.

Action:

Make sure that you are using the CLIST from the correct release of the Interactive Dialog. If the CLIST is correct, contact
Technical Support for assistance.

0909
None

Reason:

The allocation of a SYSOUT file failed. The Interactive Dialog was attempting to generate a report on SYSOUT and the
dynamic allocation failed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.
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0910
None

Reason:

OPEN failed for the control file. The Reason: code for the abend contains the hexadecimal error code from OPEN. If the
Reason: code is x’80’, the dd card is missing or misspelled.

Action:

Make sure that you are using the CLIST from the correct release of the Interactive Dialog. If the CLIST is correct, contact
Technical Support for assistance.

0912
None

Reason:

The ddname SFELIN has had its BLKSIZE overridden in the OPEN routine, which is likely to cause a linkedit failure. This
was issued by program SFEMOBJR, ordinarily while trying to generate an FDT. This can only apply if OPEN is modified
by the installation to override the BLKSIZE. The overriding BLKSIZE is given in the Reason: code.

Action:

Exempt ddname SFELIN from any vendor package that optimizes BLKSIZE for data sets.

0920
None

Reason:

SVC 26 was unable to get the SHAREOPTIONS information for the control file. This abend follows the panel that says
that the SHAREOPTIONS were incorrect, and that they were question marks. The last four digits of the Reason: code
contain the return codes from the data and index portion of the SVC 26 calls in the form ddii.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Send the dump if requested.

0999
None

Reason:

An error occurred when the error recovery (ESTAE) environment was being established.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Send the dump if requested.

3002
None

Reason:
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A label field within the FDT does not equal "SHRINK 3." A library containing a module with the same name as the
requested FDT may be concatenated ahead of the FDT library.

Action:

Check the FDT library concatenation. Also, check the FDT library and verify that the BLKSIZE is valid.

3596
UNEXPECTED I/O RETURN CODE ON CA-COMPRESS INTERACTIVE DIALOG

CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3596E. The return code from an I/O to the Control File was not one of
those expected.

Action:

Obtain the error report which was routed to the user’s default SYSOUT class. If it is a physical error, investigate and fix
the problem locally. If it is a logical error, determine if it is something that can be corrected locally. If it cannot be corrected
locally, contact Technical Support for assistance.

3597
THE "SFEFILE" DCB FAILED TO OPEN

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3597E. The file being analyzed must be opened to obtain needed
information. The file open failed for some Reason:.

Action:

Check the job log for any error messages. Correct the error and resubmit the job. The JCL will be found in the Interactive
Dialog GENLIB with a member name of SFETAPEA.

3598
FILE "********" DATA SET NAMES DO NOT MATCH

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3598E. The data set name used to analyze the data set was not the
same as the data set name found in the header label of the tape file. This was probably caused by the tape being reused
prematurely.

Action:

Correct the catalog. Using the Interactive Dialog, delete the old information about the file and re-analyze the correct data
set.

3599
FILE "********" NOT IN THE INTERACTIVE DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:
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This abend code is associated with message SHR3599E. The information about file "********" was not found in the Control
File. Either the job’s JCL was created by hand and an error was made or the information about the file was deleted from
the Control File before the batch analysis job ran.

Action:

The JCL for the batch tape analysis job is generated and submitted when the Dialog analyzes the data set.

• Only analyze data sets using the Interactive Dialog.
• Do not delete tape file data from the Dialog Control File until after the batch analysis has completed.

If it was decided that the file was not to be considered for compression, take no Action:.

3600
A CA-COMPRESS SIMULATION SUBROUTINE TRIED TO CALL A SHRINK

SERVICE

This abend code is associated with message SHR3600E. Any of the following unnumbered messages can appear with
abend code 3600.

CA-COMPRESS ABEND WAS CALLED

CA-COMPRESS LINKAGE WAS CALLED

CA-COMPRESS RETURN WAS CALLED

CA-COMPRESS FREEMAIN WAS CALLED

CA-COMPRESS WTO WAS CALLED

A CA-COMPRESS EXIT, 1 THRU 9 WAS TAKEN

Reason:

This abend should never occur.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

3601
AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO USE THE EXPAND CODE DURING A

COMPRESSION TEST

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3601E. This abend should never occur.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.
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3602
INVALID FILE DESCRIPTOR TABLE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3602E. The data set defined by a TABLxx dd statement or the PDS
member indicated by an SCB is not a File Descriptor Table. The job will abend and a dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct the TABLxx dd statement and resubmit the job.

3603
None

Reason:

An unexpected error was detected in test compression module SFEPCMPR.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

3604
CA-COMPRESS or SHRINK} RECORD DEFINITIONS TOO LONG

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3604E. Record definitions exceed the FDT capacity. The job will abend
and a dump will be produced.

Action:

Consolidate field definitions and resubmit the job.

3610
EXPRESS " CHECK BYTE MISMATCH

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3610I. Several conditions may cause this error:

• The FDT that is used to expand the file does not correspond to the file that is expanded.
• The record area address passed to the EXPAND subroutine is not the first byte of the data portion of the record.
• The compressed record is modified by the user before expansion.
• The RDL Position Function is used incorrectly.
• The job will abend with a user code of 10 and a dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

3615
RDL FOR "********" IMPLIES WRONG LENGTH

Reason:
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This abend code is associated with message SHR3615E. RDL specifications do not completely define the record, or the
Position Function is used improperly. The job will abend with a user code of 15, and a dump will be produced.

Action:

Correct RDL specifications and resubmit the job.

3620
INVALID TYPE VP OR VZ FIELD

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3620E. A field defined as type VP does not contain packed decimal
data, or a field defined as VZ does not contain zoned decimal data. The job will abend with a user code of 20, and a dump
will be produced.

Action:

Check the RDL specification for errors. Also verify that all user records are valid.

3625
D FIELD >> 128 BYTES

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3625E. A field whose field length descriptor is coded in the "Dc" form
does not contain the delimiter character within the first 128 bytes. The job will abend with a user code of 25, and a dump
will be produced.

Action:

Use a different field length descriptor and re-execute the job.

3684
INVALID TESTING PROCEDURE. DATABASE DATA SETS MUST BE DEFINED

BEFORE COMPRESSION TESTING.

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3684E. The correct procedure for testing is:

• Analyze the DBD structure.
• Set data sample extraction parameters.
• Define the data set name that belongs to each DDNAME in the database and each associated database.
• Generate testing JCL.
• Execute testing jobs.

This abend has occurred because one or more of these steps was not performed in the proper sequence.

Action:

Activate the Interactive Dialog and enter the data set names for each of the listed ddnames. Then generate new testing
JCL and proceed with the compression testing.
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3685
NO BYTE DISTRIBUTION DATA FOR SEGMENT ******** IN DATABASE ********

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3685. The Byte Distribution Analysis job was not run prior to running the
Test Compression job.

Action:

Execute the Byte Distribution Analysis job and then execute the Test Compression job.

3686
ERROR OCCURRED IN "SFEMFCMP"

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3686E. A compression error occurred during the Test Compression job.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

3687
COMPRESS FOR COMPONENT "********" FAILED

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3687E. A compression error occurred during the Test Compression job.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

3688
COMPRESSION CODE GENERATION FAILED FOR COMPONENT -- "********"

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3688E. An error occurred during the generation of the compression
control code for the specified segment/record.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

3689
NO TEST COMPRESSION CONTROL CARD FOUND

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3689E. There was no test compression run control card found in the
JCL. This was probably caused by someone trying to create the test compression JCL rather than by generating it using
the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:
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Generate the Test Compression JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

3690
INVALID CA-COMPRESS INTERFACE CODE IN THE CONTROL CARD

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3690E. The Interface code in the control card does not represent a
valid BrightStor CA-Compress Interface. This was probably caused by someone trying to create the test compression JCL
rather than by generating it using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:

Generate the Test Compression JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

3691
THIS IS NOT A TEST COMPRESSION CONTROL CARD

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3691E. The control card read is not for the Test Compression program.
This was probably caused by someone trying to create the test compression JCL rather than by generating it using the
Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:

Generate the Test Compression JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

3692
CA-COMPRESS INTERFACE CODE IN CONTROL CARD DOES NOT AGREE

WITH THE EXTRACT FILE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3692E. The Interface code in the control card does not agree with the
BrightStor CA-Compress Interface code contained in the Data Extract file. This is probably caused by someone trying to
create the test compression JCL rather than generating it using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:

Generate the test compression JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

3693
EXTRACTS FOR DIFFERENT CA-COMPRESS INTERFACES

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3693E. While the test compression program can accept a file that
contains the merged data from several extract runs, all of the extract files must be from a single extract program.

Action:

Check the source of the merged extract data sets and eliminate the incorrect extract data sets. Then re-execute the
merge operation and the test compression job.
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3694
INVALID EXTRACT RECORD TYPE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3694E. This indicates that the input file was not created by one of the
BrightStor CA-Compress data extrAction: programs.

Action:

Check your JCL. To be safe, regenerate the test compression analysis JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation
facilities.

3696
LOAD OF "********" FAILED

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3696E. The load of the indicated module failed. This can be caused if
the module cannot be found in the STEPLIB or because there was not enough storage in the region to load the module.

Action:

If the load failed due to insufficient storage, increase the region size and rerun the job. If the module was not found,
contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

3697
HUFFMAN TEST COMPRESSION ENDED WITH ERRORS

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3697E. The Huffman test compression detected an internal processing
error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

3698
UNEXPECTED VSAM RETURN CODE WHILE ACCESSING THE DIALOG

CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3698E. An unexpected return code was received from VSAM while
processing the Control File. A snap dump of the control areas for the file will be produced.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

3699
"********" NOT IN THE DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:
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This abend code is associated with message SHR3699E. The indicated data structure (database or file) could not be
found in the Control File. The probable cause of this is one of the following:

• This is old JCL for a data structure that has been deleted from the Control File.
• Someone tried to create test compression JCL by converting the JCL for another data structure.

Action:

Generate the test compression JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

3786
DISTRIBUTION COUNTER OVERFLOW— X"**"

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3786E. The number of occurrences of a single hexadecimal byte
exceeded the physical limit of a one word binary number. The specific hexadecimal character is shown in hex notation.

Action:

Using the Interactive Dialog, modify the data extrAction: parameters. Reduce the number of records or segments to be
extracted and re-execute the data extrAction: job.

3787
BDA FOR COMPONENT -- "********" FAILED

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3787E. An error occurred when the byte distribution analysis code was
being executed for the indicated component (segment or record).

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

3788
DISTRIBUTION CODE GENERATION FAILED FOR COMPONENT -- "********"

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3788E. An error occurred when the byte distribution analysis code was
being generated for the indicated component (segment or record).

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

3789
NO BYTE DISTRIBUTION CONTROL CARD FOUND

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3789E. No byte distribution run control card was found in the JCL. This
is probably caused by someone trying to create the byte distribution JCL rather than generating it using the Interactive
Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:
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Generate the byte distribution JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

3790
INVALID CA-COMPRESS INTERFACE CODE IN THE CONTROL CARD

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3790E. The Interface code in the control card does not represent a valid
BrightStor CA-Compress Interface. This is probably caused by someone trying to create the byte distribution JCL rather
than generating it using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:

Generate the byte distribution JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

3791
THIS IS NOT A BYTE DISTRIBUTION CONTROL CARD

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3791E. The control card read is not for the byte distribution program.
This is probably caused by someone trying to create the byte distribution JCL rather than generating it using the
Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:

Generate the byte distribution JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

3792
CA-COMPRESS INTERFACE CODE IN CONTROL CARD DOES NOT AGREE

WITH THE EXTRACT FILE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3792E. The Interface code in the control card does not agree with the
BrightStor CA-Compress Interface code contained in the data extract file. This is probably caused by someone trying to
create the byte distribution JCL rather than generating it using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:

Generate the byte distribution JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

3793
EXTRACTS FOR DIFFERENT CA-COMPRESS INTERFACES

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3793E. While the byte distribution program can accept a file that
contains the merged data from several extract runs, all of the extract files must be from a single extract program.

Action:

Check the source of the merged extract data sets and eliminate the incorrect extract data sets. Then re-execute the
merge operation and the byte distribution analysis job.
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3794
INVALID EXTRACT RECORD TYPE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3794E. This indicates that the input file was not created by one of the
BrightStor CA-Compress data extrAction: programs.

Action:

Check your JCL. To be safe, regenerate the byte distribution analysis JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation
facilities.

3795
LOAD OF "SFEMCPLD" FAILED

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3795E. The load of the byte distribution code compiler failed. This can
be caused if the module cannot be found in the STEPLIB or because there is not enough storage in the region to load the
module.

Action:

If the load failed due to insufficient storage, increase the region size and rerun the job. If the module was not found,
contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

3796
LOAD OF "SFEMRDLP" FAILED

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3796E. The load of the RDL processor module failed. This can be
caused if the module cannot be found in the STEPLIB or because there is not enough storage in the region to load the
module.

Action:

If the load failed due to insufficient storage, increase the region size and rerun the job. If the module was not found,
contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

3797
NO "JCL" RECORD FOR "********" IN THE DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3797E. A required record was not found in the Control File for the
indicated data structure (database or file). A snap dump of the control areas for the file will be produced.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

3798
UNEXPECTED VSAM RETURN CODE WHILE ACCESSING THE DIALOG
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CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3798E. An unexpected return code was received from VSAM while
processing the Control File. A snap dump of the control areas for the file will be produced.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

3799
NOT IN THE DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3799E. The indicated data structure (database or file) could not be
found in the Control File. The probable cause of this is one of the following:

• This is old JCL for a data structure that has been deleted from the Control File.
• Someone tried to create byte distribution JCL by converting the JCL for another data structure.

Action:

Generate the byte distribution JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

3888
NO RECORDS WERE EXTRACTED FOR THE DATA SAMPLE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3888E. The "BYPASS" value in the extract parameters specified in the
Interactive Dialog exceeded the total number of records in the file; or, the file in which the data sample is to be extracted
may be an empty data set.

Action:

Check the sample data extract parameters and verify that the file is not empty. If the problem persists, contact Technical
Support for assistance.

3889
RECEIVED AN UNEXPECTED STATUS OF "**" FROM IMS

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3889E. The indicated IMS status code was received after a GN call.
The extrAction: of the data sample must be accomplished with read integrity.

Action:

If the status code is "GG", it indicates that the PCB being used has a PROCOPT of "GO". Regenerate the extract JCL
using a PCB that has a PROCOPT of only "G". For all other status codes, contact your local database administrator for
assistance.

3890
UNKNOWN SEGMENT IN DATABASE
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Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3890E. IMS returned a segment that was not in the DBD specified at
the time of DBD analysis. This can be caused by one of the following:

• The data sets specified for the database were for the wrong version of the database.
• The DBD analyzed was not for the desired version of the database.

Action:

If the data sets are incorrect, correct the data set name for the database and regenerate the extract JCL. If the wrong
version of the DBD was analyzed, delete the DBD from the Control File and start the DBD analysis process from the
correct DBDLIB.

3891
THE DL/I LANGUAGE INTERFACE WAS NOT FOUND

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3891E. The DL/I language interface module DFSLI000 was not found in
the STEPLIB or the LINK LIST.

Action:

If the IMS modules must be accessed using a STEPLIB, modify the skeleton SFESIMSE in the Interactive Dialog ISPSLIB
data set. Add the appropriate data set to the STEPLIB dd statement, and then regenerate the JCL and re-execute the job.

3893
PCB(***) IN PSB(********) IS NOT FOR DBD(*******)

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3893E. The PCB was specified to be used for extracting the sample
data. This PCB was not for the database shown.

Action:

Using the JCL generation facility of the Interactive Dialog, regenerate the extract JCL specifying a correct PCB/PSB.

3894
IS NOT A SUPPORTED RELEASE OF IMS

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3894E. Extracting a data sample from an image copy of a database can
only be accomplished when using an IMS release of 1.3.0 or higher.

Action:

Regenerate the extract JCL to extract from the actual database using standard DL/I calls.

3895
INVALID IMS RECORD TYPE ON DIALOG CONTROL FILE

INVALID MVS RECORD TYPE ON DIALOG ANALYSIS FILE

Reason:
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This abend code is associated with message SHR3895E. This error indicates a logic failure in the maintenance of the
Control File, or that the Control File has been damaged.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O error report and the snap dump if requested.

3896
PROGRAM "SFEPIMSE" DOES NOT WORK FOR "DEDB" DATABASES

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3896E. The extrAction: of data from a FAST PATH (DEDB) database
requires the use of program "SFEPIMSD." The probable cause of this error is that someone tried to create data extract
JCL without using the JCL generation facility of the Interactive Dialog.

Action:

Generate the desired JCL using the Interactive Dialog.

3897
NO "JCL" RECORD FOR DATABASE "*******" IN THE DIALOG CONTROL FILE

NO JCL RECORD FOR FILE "*******" IN DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3897E. This indicates an error in the analysis program or the delete
program, or a damaged Control File.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O error report and the snap dump if requested.

3898
UNEXPECTED VSAM RETURN CODE WHILE ACCESSING THE DIALOG

CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3898E. VSAM returned an abnormal/unexecuted status code. The
abend will be accompanied by a snap dump of the Control File’s ACB, RPL, EXLST and I/O area.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O error report and the snap dump if requested.

3899
FILE "*******" NOT IN CA-COMPRESS CONTROL FILE

DATABASE "*******" NOT IN DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR3899E. The specified file or database identifier was not found in the
Control File. The probable cause of this is:
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• This is old JCL for a database or file that has been deleted from the file.
• Someone tried to create extract JCL without using the JCL generation facility of the dialog.

Action:

Generate the desired JCL using the Interactive Dialog.

3980
SEGM xxxxxxxx. FIXED SEGMENT DIDN’T EXPAND TO CORRECT LENGTH

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR350I. Express was called to expand a segment that was fixed in length.
However, after expansion the segment was not the correct length.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

3981
SEGM xxxxxxxx. NON-COMPRESSED SEGMENT LARGER THAN DEFINED

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR351I. Express was called to expand a segment. However, it was
discovered that the segment wasn’t compressed by Express and that the length of the segment was larger than defined in
the DBD.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

3982
SEGM xxxxxxxx. KEY LOCATION INVALID

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR352I. Express was called to compress or expand a variable-length
keyed segment. The location of the segment’s key included part, or all, of the segment’s length field.

Action:

Correct the key location in the DBD for that segment or, if the length is desired as part of the key, remove compression
from that segment.

3985
IMSHRINK. SEGM xxxxxxxx. OPEN PROCESSING HAS FAILED.

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR308I. Self-explanatory.

Action:

Check prior messages for Reason:.
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3986
IMSHRINK. SEGM xxxxxxxx. KEY COMPRESSION WOULD OCCUR

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR301I. Type N RDL specification does not completely contain the
segment key.

Action:

Rerun IMSPASS with corrected RDL.

3987
IMSHRINK. SEGM xxxxxxxx. "SHR" REQUEST IN SEGCC BUT NO TYPE C1

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR303I. The specified segment cannot share the FDT unless type C1 is
defined in RDL associated with the FDT.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

3988
IMSHRINK. LOAD FAILED FOR SHRINKCB MODULE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR306I. The SHRINKCB module is probably not yet on STEPLIB, JOBLIB,
etc.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

3989
IMSHRINK. INVALID SHRINKCB MODULE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR305I. The loaded module does not have the word SHRINKCB as its first
8 characters.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

3990
IMSHRINK. TOO MANY FDTs

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR304I. The default is 350 FDTs.

Action:
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Change the SHRMAXN EQU and reassemble, relink as non-re-entrant.

3991
DATA COMPRESSION EXIT RE-ENTERED FOR SAME SEGMENT TYPE

Reason:

Compressing/expanding a segment while another transAction: was attempting to compress/expand the same segment.
This condition can only occur in a data communications environment.

Action:

Retry the transAction:.

3992
None

Reason:

The SEGM macro specified IMSHRINK as the COMPRTN, but no corresponding SEGCC macro was generated.

Action:

None

3993
Various

This abend code is associated with the messages and message numbers shown below.

‘xxxxxxxx’ RECORD WAS NOT COMPRESSED BY THIS FDT

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR335I. The ICB in the FDT is not the same as the ICB in the Segment.
The application is using a different FDT to expand the data than the one used to initially compress the data.

Action:

Check the FDT that the application is using. Resubmit the job with the correct FDT.

SEGM xxxxxxxx LARGER THAN EXPANSION WORK AREA

Reason:

This abend code is also associated with message SHR331I. After segment expansion, the expanded length was greater
than the maximum length specified in the DBD.

Action:

Verify that the program is accessing the correct DBD and the correct FDT for the database.

SEGM xxxxxxxx. SEGM LENGTH IS ZERO OR NEGATIVE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR330I. An invalid segment length was encountered. This error can occur
in a database level sharing environment, where subsystem ALPHA is updating a segment while subsystem BETA is
reading the same segment.
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Action:

Make sure the PSB PROCOPT of the subsystem doing the inquiry is "GOT" or "GON".

SEGM xxxxxxxx. SHRINK OR EXPAND ERROR

and

xxxxxxxx RECORD DEFINITIONS IMPLY WRONG LENGTH

or

xxxxxxxx CHECK BYTE MISMATCH

Reason:

This abend code is associated with messages SHR320I and SHR309I.

Action:

Check the correspondence between the segment type and the File Descriptor Table.

3994
SEGM xxxxxxxx. INVALID SEGM LENGTH AND/OR KEY LENGTH SPECIFIED

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR321I. Either the SEGM specified a length greater than 32K or the
sequence field extends beyond the record length.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

3995
SEGM xxxxxxxx. CANNOT SWITCH TO/FROM CONTROL REGION

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR322I. If the LSO=X or S parameters were specified, this message will
not be written.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

3996
SEGM xxxxxxxx. IMODULE GETMAIN ERROR

or

xxxxxxxxIMSHRINK. DYNAMIC AREA GETMAIN FAILURE

Reason:

This abend code is associated with messages SHR323I or SHR307I respectively. Insufficient core may have been
specified.

Action:
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Increase the region size.

3997
MODULE=XXXXXXXC RC=XXX

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR317I. Unable to load "SHRINKCB" or a "FDT."

Action:

Make sure link edit was successful (return code 0).

SEGM xxxxxxxx. IMODULE LOAD FAILED FOR FILE DESCRIPTOR TABLE

Reason:

This abend code is also associated with message SHR324I. The FDT must be a load module (created by the utility
FDTLOADR) on STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or LINKLIB.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

3998
SEGM xxxxxxxx. IMODULE DELETE FAILED

Reason:

This abend code is associated with message SHR325I. Self-explanatory.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

3999
None

Reason:

An unexpected error in IMS Express occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

This section lists messages alphanumerically by message ID number, contains explanations of the messages, and the
appropriate corrective Action:. All these messages have the prefix SHR.

3979
Reason:
This abend code is associated with message SHR401E.
Action:
See the message SHR401E for more information. If the error cannot be resolved, contact Broadcom Support.
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CA Mainframe Configuration Manager Abend Codes
The following abend codes are generated by CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS .

U4021
Reason:

A fatal error occurred. See the output produced by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS batch
execution for an explanation of the reason for the abend. If this abend occurs in the online system, messages will be
written to the JES log of the IMS control region address space describing the reason for the failure. The abend ends the
address space.

Action:

Investigate messages describing the reason for the abend.

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager Abend Codes
The following abend codes are generated by CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS.

U0998
Reason:

See the accompanying error message in the job log or sysout.

Action:

Verify that the correct version of IMS and CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS are installed on the
system.

Module:

ETMLIST

U0999
Reason:

One of the following message numbers (with a suffix of E) was displayed just before execution of this utility.

Action:

Review the previous message, and make the appropriate corrections; then rerun the job step executing the ETMUD1U0
utility.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

U4001
Reason:

An error occurred while doing a batch refresh of the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA
tables. The message preceding the abend indicates the reason for the failure.

Action:

Correct the problem described by the preceding message.
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Module:

ETMLOAD2

U4002
Reason:

A severe error occurred in the IMS terminal cleanup process. A descriptive error message immediately precedes this
abend.

Action:

Contact CA Support. For a temporary bypass, deactivate terminal cleanup.

Module:

ETMCLNB0

U4003
Reason:

The installed version of CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is incompatible with the version of
IMS.

Action:

Install a compatible version of CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS.

Module:

ETMINTXZ

U4004
Reason:

A severe error occurred during the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA table load process
during IMS restart. A descriptive message should precede the abend.

Action:

Correct the problem described by the preceding message.

Module:

ETMINTXL

U4021 1
Reason:

See the accompanying error message in the job log or sysout.

Action:

Follow instructions for the accompanying error message.

Module:

Multiple modules
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U4044
Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS options data set access
module.

Action:

Check for any preceding error messages in the MVS syslog. If there are no error messages, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMTDLI

U4049
Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS received a bad return code when attempting to create an
MVS NAME/TOKEN entry.

Action:

Determine the cause of the bad return code from the NAME/TOKEN creation routine (IEANTCR). The return codes are
documented in the z/OS MVS Programming: Assembler Services Reference manual.

U4051
Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA getmain routine.

Action:

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMCSA02

U4052
Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA freemain routine.

Action:

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMCSA03

U4053
Reason:

One of the preceding modules does not support the version of IMS that is currently installed.

Action:
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Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was properly installed. Contact CA Support if
further help is needed.

Module:

ETMCLN00, ETMCCMDZ, ETMDYN0Z, ETMGMSGZ, ETMINSXZ, ETMLGNXZ, ETMPFKI0, ETMSGFXZ, ETMSGNXZ

U4054
Reason:

Module ETMSRCH1 is running in an unsupported version of IMS.

Action:

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was properly installed. Contact CA Support if
further help is needed.

Module:

ETMSRCH1

U4055
Reason:

An internal error occurred in the auto SAF signon processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support. For a temporary fix, disable any SLU1 or SLUP devices that are using auto SAF signon.

Module:

ETMSGNX0

U4060
Reason:

An invalid length was supplied in the call to the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS search
subroutine.

Action:

Correct the length, and try the program again.

Module:

ETMSRCH5

U4069
Reason:

A table overflow occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS message builder.

Action:

Contact CA Support.

Module:
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ETMBMSG0

U4070
Reason:

An error occurred while trying to open the data set referenced by ddname APPCERR.

Action:

Verify that the APPCERR ddname points to a valid data set.

Module:

ETMAPPC9

U4071
Reason:

An error occurred in the APPC/MVS error extract service.

Action:

Obtain a storage dump, and contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMAPPC9

U4072
Reason:

An error occurred during execution of an APPC/MVS service.

Action:

Look for messages indicating the cause of the failure, and make the appropriate corrections.

Module:

ETMAPPC9

U4073
Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS online transaction program.

Action:

Obtain a storage dump, and contact CA Support.

Module:

EMTRAN

U4074
Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS online transaction program.
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Action:

Obtain a storage dump, and contact CA Support.

Module:

EMTRAN

U4090
Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS signoff cleanup process.

Action:

Obtain a storage dump, and contact Broadcom Support. You can temporarily bypass the problem by deactivating CA
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS signoff cleanup.

Module:

ETMCLNA0

U4091
Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS signoff cleanup process.

Action:

Obtain a storage dump, and contact Broadcom Support. You can temporarily bypass the problem by deactivating CA
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS signoff cleanup.

Module:

ETMCLNA0

U4092
Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS signoff cleanup process.

Action:

Obtain a storage dump, and contact Broadcom Support. You can temporarily bypass the problem by deactivating CA
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS signoff cleanup.

Module:

ETMCLNA0

U4093
Reason:

An error was encountered while CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS attempted to release storage
from the high I/O pool (HIOP).

Action:
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Obtain a storage dump, and contact Broadcom Support. You can temporarily bypass the problem by deactivating CA
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS signoff cleanup.

Module:

ETMCTRN0

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager Abend Codes
The following abend codes are generated by CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS.

U0109
Reason:

Initialization of IMS-managed ACBs environment has failed. The job step abends with a U0109 completion code.

Action:

Review associated messages in JES log.

U3619
Reason:

The IVP program abended because the threshold for the number of successful checkpoints (as set in the ABENDCNT=
parameter) was exceeded. The job step abends with a U3619 completion code.

Action:

Rerun the abended job step.

U3620
Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed while trying to create the CTDS. The job step abends with a U3620 completion code.

Action:

Message PRM0006E provides more information about the dynamic allocation failure.

U3621
Reason:

The current program and PSB do not match the program and PSB recorded in the CTDS from the previous abend of the
job. The job step abends with a U3621 completion code.

Action:

See message PRM0009E for more information.

U3622
Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed for the inclusion options data set. The job step abends with a U3622 completion code.

Action:
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See message PRM0012E for more information about the dynamic allocation failure.

U3623
Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed while trying to allocate an existing CTDS that might be required for extended restart. The job
step abends with a U3623 completion code.

Action:

See message PRM0013E for more information about the dynamic allocation failure.

U3624
Reason:

An application terminated with a non-zero return code equal to, or higher than the return code value specified in the
RCABEND= parameter. The job step abends with a U3624 completion code without doing any cleanup of the CTDS for
the job.

Action:

When this job step is restarted, an automatic extended restart is attempted. See message PRM0028E for more detailed
information.

U3625
Reason:

An indoubt checkpoint might be committed. However, CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS was
unable to confirm whether the checkpoint is commited, possibly because the IMS control region abended before the
checkpoint call completed. The job step abends with a U3625 completion code.

Action:

See message PRM0011E for more details.

U3626
Reason:

The value for the CTDSHLQ= parameter was more than the 8-character maximum allowed. The job step abends with a
U3626 completion code.

Action:

See message PRM0005E for more details.

U3627
Reason:

AUTOWTOR=YES was specified in the inclusion options data set. An automatic extended restart was possible, and the
operator replied ABEND to the PRM0014A WTOR when the job was resubmitted. The job step terminates abnormally with
a U3627 completion code.

Action:

See message PRM0014A for more detailed information.
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U3630
Contents

U3630 Reason=00000047

Reason:

The log data set being processed was not properly closed by the log recovery utility. The job step abends.

Action:

Verify that the log recovery utility (DFSULTR0) is used to close the log.

U3630 Reason=00000100

Reason:

A dynamic allocation error for a log data set has occurred. The job step abends.

Action:

Review the message PRM2007I preceding the abend, and make the appropriate changes.

U3630 Reason=00000101

Reason:

A dynamic allocation error for the batch backout control data set has occurred. The job step abends.

Action:

Review the message PRM2007I preceding the abend, and make the appropriate changes.

U3630 Reason=00000102

Reason:

A catalog search for the inclusion options data set has failed. The job step abends.

Action:

Verify that you have correctly customized the PRM#INCL module.

U3630 Reason=00000103

Reason:

A dynamic allocation error for the inclusion options data set has occurred. The job step abends.

Action:

Review the message PRM2007I preceding the abend, and make the appropriate changes.

U3630 Reason=00000299

Reason:

A fatal error was detected while processing the dynamic allocation options for allocatint log data sets. The job step
abends.

Action:
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Review the error messages preceding the abend, and make the appropriate changes.

U3630 Reason=00000300

Reason:

The LRECL for the inclusion options data set must be at least 80 characters. The job step abends.

Action:

Reallocate the inclusion options data set with a minimum LRECL of 80 characters.

U3630 Reason=00000400

Action:

An automatic batch backout cannot be attempted because the information in the batch backout control data set is missing
or incorrect. The job step abends.

Action:

Review any error messages preceding the abend, and make the appropriate corrections.

U3630 Reason=00000410

Reason:

An automatic batch backout cannot be attempted because the PSB in the current running job does not match the PSB
name stored in the batch backout control data set is missing or incorrect. The job step abends.

Action:

Review any error messages preceding the abend, and make the appropriate corrections.

U3630 Reason=00000500

Reason:

The log recovery utility terminated with an unexpected return code. The job step abends.

Action:

Review any error messages preceding the abend, and make the appropriate corrections.

U3630 Reason=00000507

Action:

The batch backout utility has completed. The job step abends.

Action:

If the utility completed with a return code of X’00’ or X’1C’, the job is ready to be restarted or rerun as appropriate.

NOTE
For other return codes and their associated responses, see the IMS Utilities Reference: Database and
Transaction Manager.

U Abend Codes
Contents
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This section lists abend codes numerically that start with U.

U0434

Reason:

The DRG system services address space encountered a problem that could not be resolved or ignored at execution time.

Action:

The DRG system services address space terminates with this abend. Follow the instructions associated with the
messages generated prior to the abend.

U4000

Reason:

The file associated with the pppMSGS DD statement could not be opened.

The DD statement is missing or incorrectly specified. ppp is the three character acronym of the executed component.

Action:

The component terminates with this ABEND code. Add or correct the pppMSGS DD statement and rerun the job.

U4002

Reason:

A component attempted to locate a load module needed for correct execution. The load module could not be found.

The component terminates with this abend code but no dump is produced.

Action:

Perform these steps:

1. Look in the JES log or the job JESMSG file to determine the module that could not be located. The module name is
provided in a WTO (Write To Operator) message.

2. Determine why the load module was not available to the component. Usually this requires the inclusion of the product
load module library in the STEPLIB or JOBLIB of the job.

3. Correct the JCL and restart the job.

U4003

Reason:

A component attempted to load a load module needed for correct execution. The load module was located but could not
be loaded.

The component terminates with this abend code.

Action:

Perform these steps:

1. Look in the JES log or the job JESMSG file to determine the reason the load failed. The failure code is provided in a
WTO (Write To Operator) message.

2. Correct the problem and restart the job.
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U4004

Reason:

A component detected a serious exception condition. The component terminates with this abend code.

Action:

Perform these steps:

1. Look in the JES log or the job JESMSG file to locate the message describing the exception. The failure code is
provided in a WTO (Write To Operator) message.

2. Correct the problem and restart the job.

U4005

Reason:

A component detected a serious exception condition. A user-specified control statement or parameter requested than an
abend dump be provided for the exception.

There are two different control statements that will cause this abend. Some components use the ABENDRC control
statement to generate this abend; others use the ERRORACTION keyword to cause this abend.

The component terminates with this abend code.

Action:

Perform these steps:

1. Look in the JES log or the job JESMSG file to locate the message describing the exception. The failure code is
provided in a WTO (Write To Operator) message.

2. Correct the problem and restart the job.

If ABENDDUMP=YES was specified and a SYSUDUMP or SYSABEND DD statement is present, a dump will be
produced. The dump will be of little value because the data that caused the bad return code is no longer in the address
space. The dump can be discarded.

U4006

Reason:

An attempt was made to execute another product that is incompatible with the CA products for IMS for z/OS. The job
terminates with this abend code.

Action:

Rerun the job using standard product facilities or change the STEPLIB to point at another product library.

U4007

Reason:

The component could not initialize because it could not find IDILCD in the STEPLIB and therefore could not validate
licensing. The job terminates with this abend code.

Action:

Ensure that IDILCD is in STEPLIB concatenation. Then, in TSO foreground execution, the products will attempt to load
modules.

The first attempt will be from the ISPLLIB and then, if the IDILCD module is not found, STEPLIB. If the IDILCD module is
not found in either library, the products will abend with a U4007.
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U4009

Reason:

The hook to the IMS program request handler, DFSPR000, failed in an attempt at passing control to the original version of
the code.

Action:

Ensure the SDFSRESL library is included in the STEPLIB concatenation or is specified under the DFSRESLB ddname.

U4010

Reason:

A valid database cannot be built if the application tries to store a non-root segment with a duplicate key and the key field is
defined as unique. The job terminates with this abend code.

Action:

Rerun the job using native DL/I or correct the application program.

U4018

Reason:

The program encountered an internal logic error while processing the index table (ITBL).

Action:

The job terminates with this ABEND code. Report the error with job output and dump to CA Support.

U4019

Reason:

The program encountered an internal multitasking error.

Action:

The job terminates with this ABEND code. Report the error with job output and dump to CA Support.

U4020

Reason:

The program encountered an internal multitasking error.

Action:

The job terminates with this ABEND code. Report the error with job output and dump to CA Support.

U4024

Reason:

Partition ID could not be found in internal control block.

Action:

The job terminates with this ABEND code. The error with job output and dump should be reported to CA Support.

Module:

DBODCTL0
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U4025

Reason:

Partition ID could not be found in DFSPCT.

Action:

The job terminates with this ABEND code. The error with job output and dump should be reported to CA Support.

Module:

DBORHPS0

U4026

Reason:

Partition ID could not be found in internal control block.

Action:

The job terminates with this ABEND code. Report the error with job output and dump to CA Support.

Module:

DBORHPS0

U4027

Reason:

The segment size exceeds the block size. DIRECTRELOAD acquires a number of buffers whose size is that of the DSG
with the largest blocksize.

Action:

The job terminates with this ABEND code. Report the error with job output and dump to CA Support.

Module:

DBOUOFU0

U4028

Reason:

See the message SIBH050E for more information.

Action:

The job terminates with this ABEND code. Report the error with job output and dump to CA Support.

Module:

SIBHCTL0

U4029

Reason:

See the previous message for the abend reason.

Action:
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The job terminates with this ABEND code. If the associated error message does not provide a reason, report the error with
job output and dump to CA Support.

Module:

DBOFSUXT

U4030

Reason:

An internal error has occurred while processing the IMS DMB and associated control blocks.

Action:

The job terminates with this ABEND code. Report the error with the job output and dump to CA Support.

Module:

DBOIULU0
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Return Codes
Several different return codes are generated based on the results of the function executed. The return code generated for
each error condition is given with each message. The greatest return code encountered in the run is the one passed to z/
OS at step end.
The return codes and their meanings are:

• 0
The function executed successfully with no warnings or errors.

• 4
The function has been executed but warning messages relating to the database have been generated in the messages
file.

• 8
The function executed but errors were found in the database. For details, see the messages file.

• 12
User errors were detected in the JCL or control statements. Depending on the error encountered, the database might
have been processed.

• 16
Logic errors were encountered. For details, see the messages file.

The ABENDRC control statement determines the highest return code that can be generated before an ABEND U4005 is
issued.

Snapshot General Services Return and Reason Codes
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CCM Messages
CCM messages are generated from Command Control Manager.

CCM0100W
FOLLOWING RECORD FAILED EDITING

Reason:

There is a syntax error in the database command. The system action depends on the value of the General failure option.

Action:

Update the batch job with a valid database command.

CCM0106E
IMS PLEX NAME MIS-MATCH DETECTED

Reason:

IMS systems in CCM group are not defined with the same Plex name for Operation Manager. Batch job ends.

 Action:

Change CCM setting of Plex name for the affected systems.

CCM0107E
INCOMPATIBLE COMMAND ROUTING TECHNIQUES SPECIFIED

Reason:

When the command routing technique for any IMS system in the group uses IMS Operation Manager (OM), all IMS
systems in the group must use IMS OM.

Action:

The batch job fails with the return code specified in CCM.

Change all IMS systems in the group to use OM or APPC.

CCM0108E
SPECIFIC PARAMETER MIXED WITH ALL PARAMETER

Reason:

The ALL parameter is mutually exclusive with other parameters specified in the same keyword.

Action:

The command is ignored.

Remove other parameters from keywords where the ALL parameter is specified or remove the ALL parameter. Reenter
the command.
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CCM0111E
ERROR OPENING DD NAME ddn

Reason:

The CCM Input DDNAME specified in Global options (ddn) was not present in the job. The job terminates with a U4070
ABEND.

Action:

Update the job with correct ddname.

CCM0150I
FOLLOWING RECORD READ FROM: ddn

Reason:

The information in the following line of output was read from the specified ddname (ddn).

CCM0201E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED PROCESSING OPTIONS DATA SET

Reason:

An error was encountered when processing the options data set.

CCM020E
INPUT COMMAND LENGTH EXCEEDS ALLOWED LIMITS

Reason:

The input command was longer than the AOIDATA field limit allows. Maximum allowed length is 1020 bytes for an
IMSplex destination and 252 bytes for an IMSID or group destination.

Action:

Specify a command that fits in the limits.

CCM0250E
UNABLE TO LOAD CCMCAPI0

Reason:

The Command Control Manager ISPF LOG View screen could not load module CCMCAPI0. Processing is aborted.

Action:

Verify that module CCMCAPI0 is available to the ISPF dialog, and retry the operation.

CCM0251E
UNABLE TO LOAD CCMCAPI0 FROM TASKLIB

Reason:

The Command Control Manager ISPF LOG View screen could not load module CCMCAPI0. Processing is aborted.
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Action:

Verify that module CCMCAPI0 is available to the ISPF dialog, and retry the operation.

CCM0252E
COMMAND LENGTH CANNOT BE GREATER THAN 252 CHARACTERS

Reason:

An internal error occurred within Command Control Manager. The IMS command is not processed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CCM0306I
NO MODBLKS DDNAME, DRD ASSUMED FOR imsid

Reason:

An IMS /DIS MODIFY ALL command did not return a MODBLKS DDNAME for the named IMS system (imsid). Command
Control Manager assumes that no MODBLKS is present because the IMS is DRD-enabled. /CCMMOD processing
continues.

CCM0307I
APPC ERRORS BYPASSED DUE TO USER OPTIONS

Reason:

APPC error was bypassed because the Routing failure option is set to Ignore. The job ends with RC=0.

Action:

To end the job with error, change the value of the Routing failure option.

CCM0329I
COMMAND EXECUTING ON: imsid

Reason:

Identifies the IMS system (imsid) where the command submitted in batch is executing. Processing continues.

CCM0350E
SERVICE service RETURN CODE: rc REASON CODE: rsn

Reason:

An unexpected APPC/MVS error occurred.

• service
Identifies the APPC/MVS service being attempted.

Action:

If you cannot determine or correct the APPC/MVS error, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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CCM0355W
COMMAND BYPASSED DUE TO OPERATOR RESPONSE

Reason:

After an unsuccessful database command, WTOR was issued and operator responded to skip the command. The last
unsuccessful database command is being skipped.

CCM0356W
COMMAND BYPASSED DUE TO ERR488=IGNORE SPECIFICATION

Reason:

Previous command was not processed. This command is skipped because the DFS0488I Failure option is set to ignore.
The job continues, but the command was skipped.

Action:

To end the job with error, change setting of DFS0488I in Global or Job option.

CCM0357E
REGION TERMINATING, MAXIMUM RETRY ATTEMPTS EXCEEDED

Reason:

The maximum number of attempts specified in CCM was done but with negative results

Action:

The job ends with a nonzero RC, the IMS region did not terminate.

CCM0359I
COMMAND BEING ATTEMPTED AGAIN DUE TO OPERATOR RESPONSE

Reason:

After an unsuccessful database command, WTOR was issued and operator responded to retry the command. The last
unsuccessful database command is being attempted again.

CCM0362E
DATAGRP ERROR, JOB TERMINATING, ERR488=IGNORE NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

The job terminates because a DATAGRP command error has occurred and ERR488 is not set to IGNORE. The job
terminates.

Action:

Review the DATAGRP command error and make the required corrections.

CCM0363E
DATABASE COMMAND UNSUCCESSFUL, DATAGRP ERROR:dbcommand

Reason:
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The DATAGRP command error occurred, presumably because of an undefined database group name.

• dbcommand
Displays the command in error.

Action:

Correct the database group name specification and resubmit the job.

CCM0364E
DATAGRP ERROR, JOB TERMINATING DUE TO OPERATOR RESPONSEdbcommand

Reason:

The operator indicated to terminate the job after the DATAGRP command failure. The DFS0488I failure option is set to
WTOR.

• dbcommand
Displays the command in error.

Action:

Correct the database group name specification and resubmit the job.

CCM0372E
DB OPEN FOR SSID=ssid ACC=access DBD=dbdname

Reason:

DBRC was set to YES and there is a problem with the processed database. The system action depends on CCM settings.

Action:

Depends on CCM settings.

CCM0374I
NO DATABASES OPEN WITH UPDATE INTENT

Reason:

DBRC was set to YES and there is no problem with the processed database. Processing continues.

CCM0375I
DBRC VALIDATION SUCCESSFUL

Reason:

DBRC was set to YES and there is no problem with the processed database. Processing continues.

CCM0377W
COMMAND FAILED ON ALL SYSTEMS, STORE/FORWARD BYPASSED

Reason:

The command was executed on multiple IMS systems and was not successful on any of them. The failed command is not
written to the Store/Forward data set.

Action:
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Confirm the reason of the failure and repair the problem.

CCM0380I
DATABASE dbdname MARKED COMPLETE BY PRE-SCAN

Reason:

The PRE-SCAN indicated that the database (dbdname) is already in a state specified by the requested command. The
command will not be issued.

CCM0381I
PRE-SCAN STARTED ON IMS: imsid

Reason:

A prescan of the database started to determine the current state.

CCM0382I
PRE-SCAN ENDED ON IMS: imsid

Reason:

The PRE-SCAN function has successfully completed.

CCM0391E
INVALID RETURN CODE ON ATBALC2, RC=rc

Reason:

The IMS ID that is defined in CCM is not present on mainframe (invalid region).

Action:

Review the preceding ATB message for error details. Correct the error and try again.

NOTE
For the description of ATB messages, see the MVS/QuickRef.

CCM0393E
INVALID RETURN CODE ON ATBRCVW, RC=rc

Reason:

An invalid database command was used in the batch job. The system action depends on the value of the Routing failure
option.

Action:

Update the batch job with a valid database command.

CCM0396E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON ATBSEND CALL, RC=rc

Reason:

An error occurred in an APPC/MVS service, while trying to send a command to an IMS system.
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Action:

The system action depends on the CCM settings for Routing failures.

Review the error messages, and correct the problem. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCM0449I
ONE OR MORE DATA BASES STILL HELD IN DBRC

Reason:

DBRC was set to YES and there is problem with the processed database. A WTOR message was issued.

Action:

Reply with one of the suggested options.

CCM0450A
REPLY "C" TO CANCEL, "S" TO SKIP OR "R" TO RETRY COMMAND

Reason:

Database command was not successful. WTOR message was issued because of CCM settings.

Action:

Reply with one of the suggested options.

CCM0451E
DATA BASE COMMAND UNSUCCESSFUL

Reason:

Last database command was not successful.

Action:

The system action depends on CCM settings.

CCM0452I
database command

Reason:

Identifies the database command. Processing continues.

CCM0454E
APPC ERROR FOR: imsid SYMDEST: system PARTNER: imsidPPC

Reason:

APPC ERROR was encountered.

Action:

The system action depends on setting of CCM.
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CCM0455I
database command

Reason:

Identifies the command that caused APPC ERROR in CCM0454E. Processing continues.

CCM0457I
jobname   imsid  SYMD system PARTNER imsidPPC

Reason:

WTO Database Command option is set to YES and database commands are shown in syslog. Processing continues.

CCM0458I
database command

Reason:

WTO Database Command option is set to YES and database commands are shown in syslog. Processing continues.

CCM0488I
command COMMAND COMPLETED. type= dbdname|areaname  RC= rc

Reason:

This message notifies about the completion of a command that changes the state of a database or area. RC=0 indicates
that the command completed successfully.

CCM0506W
NON-ZERO CODE RETURNED FROM DSPURX00, RC=00000004

Reason:

A non-zero code was returned when interacting with RECON (DBRC). The DBRC log follows this message.

Action:

Read the DBRC log and act accordingly.

CCM1200W
INVALID COMMAND: command

Reason:

The command (command) entered in the ISPF CCM IMS Command Panel is invalid.

Action:

Enter a valid command.

CCM1222W
DATAGRP group NOT FOUND

Reason:
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The specified group was not found in RECON when executing the DATAGRP command.

Action:

The system action depends on the CCM setting of ERR488.

Confirm that this group is in the RECON.

CCM1227I
FOLLOWING DATABASES FOUND FOR DATAGRP: group

Reason:

DATAGRPEXP was set to YES and the databases in that group are going to be shown. The system writes the databases
on the next line. Processing continues.

CCM1229W
DBRC MODULE DSPURXX0 NOT FOUND

Reason:

DATAGRPEXP was set to YES but there is no active DBRC module to process the request. The DATAGRP command is
not expanded.

Action:

If you want to use DBRC, update your job with the correct STEPLIB.

CCM3466I
timestamp DDIR FOR DATABASE dbdname NOT FOUND

or

timestamp DMAC FOR AREA areaname NOT FOUND

Reason:

The specified database (dbdname) or area (areaname) is not defined in the IMS system. Processing continues.

CCM4074I
MODIFY COMMAND HAS BEEN EXECUTED

Reason:

When using the Command Control Manager remote-STC to issue /MODIFY commands, IMS does not return a response.
Command Control Manager issues this message to indicate the /MODIFY command has been issued. Processing
continues.

CCM5042W
COMMAND BYPASSED DUE TO PRIOR SCI CONNECT FAILURE

Reason:

The IMS command is being bypassed due to a previous XCF connect failure. The IMS command is bypassed.

Action:

Take appropriate action based upon accompanying messages, and retry the operation.
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CCM6007I
CHANGED TO DBACCESS=ASIS DUE TO MISSING MODBLKS DSN IN imsid

Reason:

/START DB ACCESS is set to SYSGEN, but MODBLKS DSN is not in IMSID (imsid). Access was changed to AS
CODED.

Action:

Define MODBLKS in the IMSID system.

CCM6008I
COMMAND STORE/FORWARD ACTIVE

Reason:

The CCM Store/Forward data set is active. Processing continues.

CCM6009I
STORE/FORWARD DSN=dsn

Reason:

This message shows the name of the Command Control Manager Store/Forward data set. Processing continues.

CCM6011E
MISSING CCM#OPTS MEMBER FOR CCMOPTIONS DATA SET

Reason:

A load failed for the member that contains the Command Control Manager dynamic allocation (CCM#OPTS). The job
terminates with a U4095 abend.

Action:

Verify that the Command Control Manager options data set dynamic allocation member (CCM#OPTS) is present in a
STEPLIB library, and rerun the job.

CCM6012E
CCMOPTIONS NOT FOUND - DSN=dsn

Reason:

Command Control Manager obtained the options data set name from CCM#OPTS, but the data set cannot be found. The
job terminates with a U4095 abend.

Action:

Verify that member CCM#OPTS contains the name of a properly initialized Command Control Manager options data set,
and rerun the job.

CCM6013E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR CCMOPTIONS DATA SET
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Reason:

An error was encountered issuing a dynamic allocation for the Command Control Manager options data set. The job
terminates with a U4095 abend.

Action:

Verify that the dynamic allocation member (CCM#OPTS) contains the name of the correct Command Control Manager
options data set, and that the data set is properly initialized. Correct all problems, and rerun the job.

See the z/OS log for additional information.

CCM6014E
OPEN FAILED FOR CCMOPTIONS DATA SET

Reason:

An error was encountered attempting to open the Command Control Manager options data set. The job terminates with a
U4095 ABEND.

Action:

Verify that the dynamic allocation member (CCM#OPTS) contains the name of the correct Command Control Manager
options data set, and that the data set is properly initialized. Correct all problems, and rerun the job.

See the z/OS log for additional information.

CCM6015E
IMS NOT DEFINED - IMSID=imsid

Reason:

Command routing to an IMS system (imsid) was requested, but the requested IMS is not defined in the Command Control
Manager options data set. The job terminates with the abend code specified in the Command Control Manager global
options record.

Action:

Specify the correct IMS for command routing, or define the desired IMS in the Command Control Manager options data
set, and rerun the job.

CCM6016W
CCMGROUP NOT DEFINED - IMSID=imsid GROUP=grpname

Reason:

Command routing to a Command Control Manager group (grpname) was requested, but the requested group was not
defined in the Command Control Manager options data set. The job terminates with the abend code specified in the
Command Control Manager global options record.

Action:

Specify the correct group for command routing, or define the desired group in the Command Control Manager options
data set, and rerun the job.

CCM6017E
EMPTY CCMGROUP RECORD
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Reason:

Command routing to a Command Control Manager group was requested, but the requested group did not have any IMS
systems defined. The job terminates with the abend code specified in the Command Control Manager global options
record.

Action:

Add the appropriate IMS definitions to the Command Control Manager group, and rerun the job.

CCM6019W
IMSID=imsid IN GROUP=grpname BUT NOT IN OPTIONS DS

Reason:

Command Control Manager group (grpname) contained an IMS system (imsid) that was not defined as an IMS entry
in the Command Control Manager options data set. The job terminates with the abend code specified in the Command
Control Manager global options record.

Action:

Define an IMSID entry for the IMS system in the Command Control Manager options data set, or remove the IMS system
from the Command Control Manager group entry, and rerun the job.

CCM6020E
GLOBAL OPTIONS RECORD IS MISSING

Reason:

An error was encountered reading the Command Control Manager options data set. The global record was not found, and
the options data set has not been properly initialized. The job terminates with a U4095 abend.

Action:

Verify that the Command Control Manager options data set is initialized, and rerun the job.

CCM6022W
ABOVE OPTION UNKNOWN

Reason:

An option read from DDNAME CCMOPTS, and listed in message CCM6024I, is invalid. Processing continues.

Action:

Correct the options before the next scheduling of this job.

CCM6023W
CCMGROUP TRUNCATED TO 8 CHARACTERS

Reason:

The length of the Command Control Manager group name exceeded the maximum of eight characters. Processing
continues, but the group name is shortened to eight characters.

Action:

Correct the group name specification before the next scheduling of this job.
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CCM6024I
//CCMOPTS: text

Reason:

An error was encountered parsing the runtime options specified in DDNAME CCMOPTS. This message lists the invalid or
unknown parameter (text). Processing continues with the invalid or unknown parameter ignored.

Action:

Correct or remove the invalid or unknown parameter before the next scheduling of this job.

CCM6025I
JOB RECORD FOUND

Reason:

The runtime options used for this Command Control Manager batch job were obtained from a matching jobname entry in
the options data set. Processing continues.

CCM6026I
JOB RECORD FOUND - MASK=%%%%%%%%

Reason:

The runtime options used for this Command Control Manager batch job were obtained from a matching jobname entry,
including wildcards, in the options data set. Processing continues.

CCM6027W
CCMOPTS "GROUP=" SPECIFICATION IGNORED

Reason:

When running the Command Control Manager command driver as an IMS BMP, conflicts were found in control statements
read from DDNAME CCMOPTS. Both LOCAL and GROUP= control statements were specified in the CCMOPTS input.
Processing continues, but the GROUP= specification is ignored.

Action:

Correct the CCMOPTS control statements before the next scheduling of this job.

CCM6028W
CCMOPTS "IMSID=" SPECIFICATION IGNORED

Reason:

When running the Command Control Manager command driver as an IMS BMP, conflicts were found in control statements
read from DDNAME CCMOPTS. Both LOCAL and IMSID= control statements were specified in the CCMOPTS input.
Processing continues, but the IMSID= specification is ignored.

Action:

Correct the CCMOPTS control statements before the next scheduling of this job.
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CCM6029W
IMSID TRUNCATED TO 4 CHARACTERS

Reason:

The length of the IMSID exceeded the maximum of four characters. Processing continues, but the IMSID is shortened to
four characters.

Action:

Correct the IMSID name specification before the next scheduling of this job.

CCM6032W
DBRC=IGNORE IN EFFECT BECAUSE RECONS ARE NOT SHARED

Reason:

DBRC verification of /DBD and /DBR commands is not possible because the IMS systems in the Command Control
Manager group do not share RECON data sets. The DBRC processing option is set to DBRC=IGNORE.

Action:

If the IMS systems in this Command Control Manager group do share the RECONs, use the Command Control Manager
ISPF dialog to specify so in the group entry, and rerun the job.

CCM6033W
DBRC BYPASSED - SYSPRINT/SYSIN DDNAMES SELECTED

Reason:

The Command Control Manager options specified to perform the DBRC verification of /DBD and /DBR commands. The
SYSPRINT or SYSIN ddnames are used for input or output. However, DDnames SYSPRINT and SYSOUT are required
for DBRC processing, and cannot be used for the ddnames for Command Control Manager input and output. The DBRC
processing option is set to DBRC=IGNORE.

Action:

To perform the DBRC verification of /DBD and /DBR commands, change the name of the ddnames used for Command
Control Manager input and output data sets.

CCM6034W
DBRC BYPASSED - SYSPRINT/SYSIN JCL ALLOCATED

Reason:

The Command Control Manager options specified to perform the DBRC verification of /DBD and /DBR commands. The
SYSPRINT or SYSIN ddnames are present in JCL. However, ddnames SYSPRINT and SYSOUT are required for DBRC
processing, and must be dynamically allocated by Command Control Manager. The DBRC processing option is set to
DBRC=IGNORE.

Action:

To perform the DBRC verification of /DBD and /DBR commands, remove SYSPRINT and SYSIN ddnames from the JCL.

CCM6035W
DBRC BYPASSED - RESLIB IS NOT IN STEPLIB
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Reason:

The Command Control Manager options specified to perform the DBRC verification of /DBD and /DBR commands.
Command Control Manager requires the IMS DBRC modules to be present in the STEPLIB to perform DBRC verification,
but the IMS SDFSRESL data set is missing. The DBRC processing option is set to DBRC=IGNORE.

Action:

To perform the DBRC verification of /DBD and /DBR commands, add IMS SDFSRESL to the STEPLIB, and rerun the job.

CCM6036W
CCMOPTS "GROUP=" ALREADY SPECIFIED

Reason:

The GROUP parameter was specified twice, on the PARM statement in the JCL and in a CCMOPTS control statement.
Processing continues using the GROUP value from the PARM statement in the JCL.

Action:

Remove one of the GROUP parameter specifications before the next scheduling of this job.

CCM6037W
CCMOPTS "IMSID=" ALREADY SPECIFIED

Reason:

The IMSID parameter was specified twice, on the PARM statement in the JCL, and in a CCMOPTS control statement.
Processing continues using the IMSID value from the PARM statement in the JCL.

Action:

Remove one of the IMSID parameter specifications before the next scheduling of this job.

CCM6038E
NO VALID IMSID/GROUP SPECIFIED

Reason:

No Command Control Manager GROUP or IMSID parameters were specified. The job terminates using the Command
Control Manager specified abend code.

Action:

Specify either a Command Control Manager GROUP or IMSID name, and rerun the job.

CCM6039E
SETRC= VALUE MUST BE NUMERIC BETWEEN 0-4095

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the SETRC control statement read from ddname CCMOPTS. Valid values are 0 through
4095. The invalid control statement is ignored, and processing continues.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the SETRC control statement before the next scheduling of this job.
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CCM6040E
ABEND= VALUE MUST BE NUMERIC BETWEEN 0-4095

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the ABEND control statement read from ddname CCMOPTS. Valid values are 0 through
4095. The invalid control statement is ignored, and processing continues.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the ABEND control statement before the next scheduling of this job.

CCM6041E
RETRYATT= VALUE MUST BE NUMERIC BETWEEN 1-99

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the RETRYATT control statement read from ddname CCMOPTS. Valid values are 1
through 99. The invalid control statement is ignored, and processing continues.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the RETRYATT control statement before the next scheduling of this job.

CCM6042E
RETRYSEC= VALUE MUST BE NUMERIC BETWEEN 1-99

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the RETRYSEC control statement read from ddname CCMOPTS. Valid values are 1
through 99. The invalid control statement is ignored, and processing continues.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the RETRYSEC control statement before the next scheduling of this job.

CCM6043E
DFS0488I= VALUES (UP T0 20 2-DIGIT PAIRS) MUST BE NUMERIC

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the DFS0488I control statement read from ddname CCMOPTS. Valid values are two-
digit pairs, up to 20 pairs are allowed. The invalid control statement is ignored, and processing continues.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the DFS0488I control statement before the next scheduling of this job.

CCM6044E
TIMEOUT= VALUE MUST BE NUMERIC BETWEEN 1-1440

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the TIMEOUTcontrol statement read from ddname CCMOPTS. Valid values are 1
through 1440. The invalid control statement is ignored, and processing continues.

Action:
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Specify a valid value for the TIMEOUT control statement before the next scheduling of this job.

CCM6521W
NO RECORDS RETURNED

Reason:

The Command Control Manager STORE/FORWARD data set appears to be empty. The ISPF dialog continues.

CCM6522E
OPEN ERROR FOR STORE/FORWARD DATA SET - RC=rc REASON=rsn

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to open the Command Control Manager STORE/FORWARD data set. The
ISPF dialog continues.

• rc
Identifies the return code.

• rsn
Identifies the reason code.

Action:

See the return code (rc), reason code (rsn), and the z/OS log to determine the error. Correct all problems, and rerun the
job.

CCM6532E
STORE/FORWARD OPEN ERROR - RC=rc REASON=rsn

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to open the Command Control Manager STORE/FORWARD data set. The
ISPF dialog continues.

• rc
Identifies the return code.

• rsn
Identifies the reason code.

Action:

See the return code (rc), reason code (rsn), and the z/OS log to determine the error. Correct all problems, and rerun the
job.

CCM6601W
WILDCARD TABLE INITIALIZATION FAILED

Reason:

An error was encountered attempting to create the resource name table for Command Control Manager wildcard
processing. The process is aborted.

Action:

Take appropriate action based upon the messages that are displayed for this failure, and retry the operation.
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CCM6705E
NO IMSID/GROUP SPECIFIED

Reason:

A command was entered in the IMS CMD field, but no Command Control Manager GROUP or IMSID were specified. The
process is aborted.

Action:

Enter a Command Control Manager GROUP or IMSID in the IMSID/GROUP field, and retry the operation.

CCM6706E
CCMGROUP NOT FOUND

Reason:

A command was entered in the IMS CMD field, but the name specified in the IMSID/GROUP field was not defined as an
IMSID or GROUP in the Command Control Manager options data set. The process is aborted.

Action:

Enter a Command Control Manager GROUP or IMSID in the IMSID/GROUP field, and retry the operation.

CCM6707E
IMSID/GROUP NOT FOUND

Reason:

A command was entered in the IMS CMD field, but the name specified in the IMSID/GROUP field was not defined as an
IMSID or GROUP in the Command Control Manager options data set. The process is aborted.

Action:

Enter a Command Control Manager GROUP or IMSID in the IMSID/GROUP field, and retry the operation.

CCM7401E
CSLSCREG FAILED FOR: CSLplex RC=rc RSN=rsn

Reason:

The command to the IMS system with IMS OM Routing Technique was not successfull.

Action:

The batch job ends. See the log for more information about the failure and try to fix the problem.

CCM7407W
IMS MEMBER imsid FOUND IN CSL GROUP BUT NOT IN CCM GROUP

Reason:

The specified IMS member (imsid) is included in a CSL group (IMSplex) but not in the CCM group.

The IMS command will be sent to all systems in the CSL group. If the command fails on the specified system (imsid),
Command Control Manager cannot process the response and will ignore the error condition.

Action:
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Processing continues.

When a CCM group uses command routing technique IMS OM, we recommend including all IMS systems that are in the
CSL group in the CCM group.

CCM7456I
NO MODBLKS DDNAME, DRD ASSUMED FOR imsid

Reason:

An IMS /DIS MODIFY ALL command did not return a MODBLKS DDNAME for an IMS system (imsid). Command Control
Manager assumes that no MODBLKS is present because the IMS is DRD-enabled. /CCMMOD processing continues.

CCM8001W
LOAD FAILED FOR CCM#OPTS

Reason:

Module CCM#OPTS for support of dynamic allocation of the CCM Options data set was not found in the load library.

Action:

The CCM Options data set does not open. CCM cannot be used. IMS startup continues.

Change the load library or put CCM#OPTS in the current library and restart the IMS region.

CCM8101I
CCMLOGR INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

Reason:

Initialization of the CCM logger finished.

Action:

IMS startup continues.

CCM8103I
IXGxxxxx  REQUEST=xxxxxxxx ERROR nn / nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Connecting to the CCM log stream failed with an error.

Action:

CCM logging does not work. IMSstart up continues.

Examine the error message and try to fix the problem.

CCM8105I
EXIT xxxxxxxx SUCCESSFULLY LOADED

Reason:

Command Control Manager IMS Automated Operator exit successfully loaded the user exit (xxxxxxxx) specified in the
Command Control Manager options data set. Processing continues.
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CCM8106I
CCM USING MAXBUFSIZE 65532 LOGSTREAM logname

Reason:

CCM is using MAXBUFSIZE for the specified log stream (logname).

Action:

IMS startup continues.

CCM8108I
CCMAOE00 ANCHOR ESTABLISHED AT addr

Reason:

This message shows the storage address (addr) of the anchor point for the Command Control Manager tables used for
message management functions. IMS startup continues.

CCM8109I
LOGSTREAM NAME NOT SPECIFIED, CCM MESSAGE LOGGING NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

The CCM log name was not found.

Action:

The CCM logging does not work. IMS startup continues.

Verify that the CCM Options data set was loaded. Define the CCM logger for the current IMS region and restart the IMS
region.

CCM8110E
CCMAOE00 INITIALIZATION FAILURE

Reason:

An internal error occurred within Command Control Manager. IMS startup continues, but Command Control Manager will
not perform message management functions.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CCM8111E
CCM NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS IMS VERSION

Reason:

Command Control Manager does not support the version of IMS that is starting. IMS startup continues, but Command
Control Manager will not perform message management functions.

Action:

Verify that the Command Control Manager SMP/E maintenance is current, and restart IMS.
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CCM8112I
xxxxxxx REQUEST FAILED-COMMAND IN PROGRESS

Reason:

An IMS /LOG CCM function (xxxxxxx) failed. The requested function is not completed.

Action:

Review the z/OS log for additional information, correct the errors, and retry the /LOG CCM command.

CCM8113I
xxxxxxx REQUEST FAILED-ALREADY yyyyyyyy

Reason:

An attempt to CONNECT or DISCONNECT (xxxxxxx) from the Command Control Manager z/OS log stream failed. The
XCF connection to the z/OS log stream is already in the desired state (yyyyyyyy). The z/OS logger connection status
remains unchanged.

CCM8114I
MVS ATTCH FAILED ATTEMPTING CCMREFRESH RC=rc

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to attach to the TCB to perform the /LOG CCMREFRESH processing. The
attach failed with the displayed return code (rc). The /LOG CCMREFRESH processing is aborted.

Action:

See the z/OS log for additional information, correct the problem with the failed attach, and retry the /LOG CCMREFRESH
command.

CCM8202I
ARCHIVE STARTED FOR LSN=dsname

Reason:

The archive utility is archiving the log stream with the dsname specified. Processing continues.

CCM8206I
CCM LOGGER ARCHIVE COMPLETE

Reason:

Archive utility finished archiving the logstream.

CCM8208E
ERROR ON xxxxxxxx / xxxxxxxx RC=rc, RSN=rsn

Reason:

An error ocurred during archiving of a logstream.
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CCM8253E
RECS= CANNOT BE SPECIFIED WITH DATE OR HOURS=

Reason:

The Archive utility was started with colliding paramaters.

Action:

Log stream is not archived.

Specify a valid combination of parameters for the Archive utility.

CCM8263
"ALL" PARAMETER NOT VALID WITH RECS=, HOURS= OR DATE

Reason:

The Archive utility was started with colliding paramaters.

Action:

Log stream is not archived.

Specify a valid combination of parameters for the Archive utility.

CCM8263E
"ALL" PARAMETER NOT VALID WITH RECS=, HOURS= OR DATE

Reason:

The Archive utility was started with colliding parameters. Log stream is not archived.

Action:

Enter a valid combination of parameters for the Archive utility.

CCM8265E
LOGSTREAM NAME (LSN=) MORE THAN 26 BYTES

Reason:

The log stream name specified in the SYSIN ddname exceeds the maximum of 26 bytes. The Command Control Manager
z/OS logger archive utility, CCMARCH0, terminates with a return code of 12.

Action:

Specified a valid value for the LSN= parameter, and rerun the job.

CCM8266E
PARM CONFLICT - "MAX" NOT ALLOWED WHEN OTHER PARMS SPECIFIED

Reason:

The Archive utility was started with colliding paramaters.

Action:

Log stream is not archived.
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Specify a valid combination of parameters for the Archive utility.

CCM8301I
CCMREFRESH COMPLETE

Reason:

A user issued the /LOG CCFREFRESH command to refresh the message disposition tables. This command was
successful.

CCM8403I
CCMLOGSTREAM DISCONNECTED

Reason:

Command Control Manager successfully disconnected from the z/OS log stream due to an IMS /LOG CCMDISCONN
command. Processing continues, but without the z/OS log stream.

CCM8404E
CCMLOGC0 CALLED WITHOUT FUNCTION REQUEST

Reason:

An internal error occurred within Command Control Manager. The request is aborted.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CCM8405W
CCMLOGGING INACTIVE

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to enable the Command Control Manager z/OS log stream. Processing is aborted.

Action:

Take appropriate action based upon the accompanying messages, and retry the operation.

CCM8406I
CCMLOGSTREAM CONNECTED

Reason:

Command Control Manager successfully connected to the z/OS log stream. Processing continues.

CCM8407I
CCMWAITING FOR LOGSTREAM FORMATTING

Reason:

Command Control Manager has connected to the z/OS log stream, but the initial write to the log stream received return
code 08 reason code 868. The log stream data set is being formatted, and writes are not yet permitted. Command Control
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Manager will retry the initial write periodically until the write is successful, or until the timer expires. Command Control
Manager retries the write.

CCM8408I
CCMWAITED number OF 240 SECONDS

Reason:

Command Control Manager has connected to the z/OS log stream, but the initial write to the log stream received return
code 08 reason code 868. The log stream data set is being formatted, and writes are not yet permitted. This message
indicates the time in seconds (number) that Command Control Manager has been waiting for the log stream to be
prepared.

CCM8409I
CCMLOGSTREAM FORMAT WAIT TIME EXPIRED

Reason:

Command Control Manager has connected to the z/OS log stream, but the initial write to the log stream received return
code 08 reason code 868. The log stream data set is being formatted, and writes are not yet permitted. This message
indicates that the retry period of four minutes for the initial write has expired. The log stream is closed, and no messages
will be written to the log stream.

Action:

Investigate the reason for the log stream not to be available. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CCM9531E
STORE/FORWARD PUT ERROR - RC=rc REASON=rsn

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to PUT a record to the Command Control Manager STORE/FORWARD data
set. The job continues, but no records will be written to the Command Control Manager STORE/FORWARD data set.

• rc
Identifies the return code.

• rsn
Identifies the reason code.

Action:

See the return code (rc), reason code (rsn), and the z/OS log for additional information. Correct all problems, and retry the
operation.
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CFM Messages
CFM messages are generated from CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS.

CFM0001E
IMS TRAN EDIT NAME FIND FAILED - REASON=a

Reason:

An unexpected condition occurred while CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS attempted to read
the nucleus to determine the IMS transaction edit routine names included in the IMS nucleus. The reason code (A - I)
provides an internal indication of the reason for the condition. Processing fails. In a batch environment, the job abends
with a U4022 code. In an ISPF environment, the function fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0003E
CFM003E ALESERV function FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

An ALESERV macro failed for function ADD or DELETE for addressability to the IMS control region address space. The
request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0004E
BLDL FAILED FOR MEMBER mmmmmmmm RC=nn

Reason:

BLDL could not find the IMS nucleus member of RESLIB (member name mmmmmmmm). The indicated return code is
the return code from the BLDL macro. Processing fails. In a batch environment, the job abends with a U4022 code. In an
ISPF environment, the function fails.

Action:

Verify that the proper IMS RESLIB data set and IMS nucleus suffix are being used.

CFM0005E
FIND FAILED FOR MEMBER mmmmmmmm RC=nn

Reason:

A FIND macro failed when CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS attempted to find the IMS nucleus
member of RESLIB (member name mmmmmmmm). The indicated return code is the return code from the FIND macro.
Processing fails. In a batch environment, the job abends with a U4022 code. In an ISPF environment, the function fails.

Action:

Verify that the proper IMS RESLIB data set and IMS nucleus suffix are being used.
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CFM0006E
POINT FAILED IN MEMBER mmmmmmmm RC=nn

Reason:

A POINT macro failed when attempting to point within the IMS nucleus member of RESLIB (member name
mmmmmmmm). The indicated return code is the return code from the POINT macro. Processing fails. In a batch
environment, the job abends with a U4022 code. In an ISPF environment, the function fails.

Action:

Verify that the proper IMS RESLIB data set and nucleus suffix are being used.

CFM0101S
INVALID PARM PASSED TO CFMCBMG

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The sysgen fails. In batch mode, the job abends with code U4021 and produces a dump. In
online mode, the /MODIFY request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0111S
INVALID PARM PASSED TO xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The sysgen fails. In batch mode, the job abends and produces a dump. In online mode, the /
MODIFY request is canceled. Abend U4021

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0112S
IMSGEN MACRO SUFFIX (a) DOES NOT MATCH THE IMS ONLINE SUFFIX (b)

Reason:

An online IMS sysgen request specified a SUFFIX= value on the IMSGEN macro that did not match the running IMS
system suffix specified in the DFSPBxxx member of PROCLIB. The /MODIFY command fails. This error occurs only in an
online request.

Action:

Verify that the proper IMSGEN macro and values are included in the IMS sysgen input. Correct the inconsistency by
changing the IMSGEN macro or the running IMS system suffix.

CFM0113S
MULTIPLE SPECIFICATIONS OF xxxxxxxx MACRO

Reason:
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The specified IMS sysgen source contains multiple IMSCTRL or IMSGEN macros. Only one occurrence of each macro is
permitted. The sysgen fails. In batch mode, the job ends with condition code 16. In online mode, the /MODIFY request is
canceled.

Action:

Correct the IMS sysgen input to include only one occurrence of the macro specified in the error message text.

CFM0121S
INVALID PARM PASSED TO CFMDDIR

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The sysgen fails. In batch mode, the job abends with code U4021 and produces a dump. In
online mode, the /MODIFY request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0131S
PARM FIELD REQUIRED FOR KEYWORD TARGET=

Reason:

The DBD name included in the message was specified more than once in the IMS sysgen input. The sysgen fails. In batch
mode, the job ends with condition code 16. In online mode, the /MODIFY request is canceled.

Action:

Review the CFMPxxxx member of the PROCLIB DD statement (where xxxx is the online system's IMSID or the SUFFIX=
parameter of the batch job step PARM= field).

CFM0132S
INVALID KEYWORD IN PARM FIELD

Reason:

The PARM= value specified in the invocation of CFMFGEN (on the EXEC JCL statement or TSO CALL statement) was
not valid. The sysgen fails. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

Review the PARM passed to program CFMFGEN. It should specify SUFFIX= (a 1 to 4 character member name suffix for
CFMPxxxx) and TARGET= (which can be S, I, A, and B).

CFM0133S
INVALID VALUE IN PARM FIELD FOR KEYWORD aaaaaaaa

Reason:

The PARM= value on the EXEC JCL statement or TSO CALL statement specified an invalid value for the keyword noted
in the message. SUFFIX= specifies a 1 to 4 character member name suffix. TARGET= specifies the target libraries (which
can be S, I, A, and B). The sysgen fails. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

Review the value specified for the keyword noted in the message.
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CFM0134E
LOAD FAILED FOR module RC=nnnn ABCODE=abcode

Reason:

A LOAD for a required module failed. The abend code and reason code are described in the message. The job step
abends.

Action:

Verify that the STEPLIB concatenation for the fastgen utility is correct.

CFM0135E
FASTGEN PROCESS TERMINATED DUE TO IMS SYSGEN ERROR(S)

Reason:

IMS sysgen errors caused the fastgen to fail. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

When this message is issued in batch mode, review the output to find the cause of the errors, and correct the problem.
When this message is issued in online mode, review the JES log of the IMS control region to identify possible errors or run
the utility in batch mode to identify the IMS sysgen source statements in error.

CFM0136E
FASTGEN PROCESS TERMINATED DUE TO MODULE LINK ERROR(S)

Reason:

The IMS sysgen failed because it encountered errors. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

View the detailed fastgen output to determine whether any updates were implemented in the requested target libraries.
When this message is issued in batch mode, review the output to find the cause of the errors, and correct the problem.
When this message is issued in online mode, review the JES log of the IMS control region to identify possible errors or run
the utility in batch mode to identify the cause of the error.

CFM0137S
ABEND REQUESTED BY CFMP* PARAMETER MEMBER OPTIONS STATEMENT

Reason:

The OPTIONS statement in the fastgen control statement member specifies ABEND=YES. The job abends.

Action:

Remove the OPTIONS control statement from the member.

CFM0138E
FASTGEN PROCESS TERMINATED DUE TO IMS SECURITY GEN ERROR(S)

Reason:

Prior errors encountered cause the IMS security gen to fail. The job ends with condition code 16.
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Action:

When this message is issued in batch mode, review the output to find the cause of the errors, and correct the problem.
When this message is issued in online mode, review the JES log of the IMS control region to identify possible errors or run
the utility in batch mode to identify the IMS security source statements in error.

CFM0139W
STORAGE CLEANUP EXPERIENCED AN ERROR FREEING STORAGE

Reason:

A storage FREEMAIN failed. The job ends with condition code 2.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0140E
THE SUFFIX PARAMETER IS NO LONGER SUPPORTED

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS does not support the SUFFIX= keyword. The job step ends.

Action:

Update the PARM field specified in the CFMFGEN job. Remove the SUFFIX= and value, and include the IMSID= keyword
with an appropriate value.

 

CFM0141E
THE IMSID SPECIFIED IN THE PARM FIELD EXCEEDS FOUR CHARACTERS

Reason:

The specified IMSID= keyword parameter value exceeds four characters. The job fails.

Action:

Review the IMSID= value specified in the PARM field of the fastgen EXEC statement. It must be four characters or less.

CFM0142E
IMSID WAS NOT SPECIFIED AND REQUIRED DD STATEMENT ddname WAS NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

The fastgen job step did not include the specified DD statement, and the data set could not be dynamically allocated
because the IMSID= keyword was not specified in the PARM field of the EXEC statement. The job fails.

Action:

Add the specified DD statement or add the IMSID= keyword to the PARM field so that CA Mainframe Configuration
Manager for IMS for z/OS can dynamically allocate the required DD statement.

CFM0151E
MISSING KEYWORD TABLE FOR MACRO aaaaaaaa
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Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS encountered an error while processing the internal keyword table
for the specified macro. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0152E
INVALID MACRO NAME/OPCODE - aaaaaaaa

Reason:

The IMS stage 1 source contains an invalid or unsupported opcode. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

Review the statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0153E
INVALID KEYWORD FOR MACRO mmmmmmmm - kkkkkkkk

Reason:

The specified macro statement contained an unidentified keyword. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

Review the statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0154E
KEYWORD SPECIFIED EXCEEDS 8 CHARACTERS

Reason:

A keyword specified in the IMS stage 1 source was longer than eight characters. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

Review the statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0155E
DUPLICATE SPECIFICATION OF KEYWORD aaaaaaaa

Reason:

The specified keyword was included more than once on a macro invocation. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

CFM0156E
UNBALANCED QUOTE MARKS

Reason:

A statement with a value that included quotes (') had unbalanced quotes. The job ends with condition code 16.
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Action:

Review the statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0157E
INVALID SYNTAX (OPEN PAREN IN MID-WORD)

Reason:

An open parenthesis was found without a preceding blank or comma. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

Review the statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0158E
UNBALANCED PARENTHESIS

Reason:

An open parenthesis was found without a matching close parenthesis. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

Review the statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0159E
VALUE SPECIFIED FOR KEYWORD xxxxxxxx EXCEEDS 8 CHARS

Reason:

The value specified for the indicated keyword exceeds the maximum length of eight characters. The job ends with
condition code 16.

Action:

Review the statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0160E
TOO MANY VALUES SPECIFIED FOR KEYWORD aaaaaaaa

Reason:

The indicated keyword had more values specified than are valid. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

Review the statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0161E
POSITIONAL PARAMETER IS FOLLOWED BY "x"

Reason:

A positional parameter contained or was followed by an open or close parenthesis or an equal sign. The job ends with
condition code 16.

Action:
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Review the statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0162E
NO COMMA FOLLOWING )

Reason:

The statement in error contained a close parenthesis that was not followed by either a blank or a comma. The job ends
with condition code 16.

Action:

Review the statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0163E
SYNTAX ERROR

Reason:

The statement in error was unable to complete parsing due to an unidentified syntax error. This might be caused by
previous errors for the same statement. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

If there are other errors for this statement, correct the other identified errors. If this error occurs without obvious reason or
other errors, contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0164E
UNMATCHED QUOTES

Reason:

A statement with a value that included quotes (') had unbalanced quotes. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

Review the statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0165E
UNSUPPORTED IMS RELEASE

Reason:

The IMS release identifier in the modify work area extension was not valid. The job ends with condition code 16.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0166E
MSNAME STMTS MISSING-SYSID CHECKING BYPASSED

Reason:

The IMS sysgen source did not include MSC link definitions, however, transactions were present in the sysgen source
which included sysid= specifications. The request fails. Syntax checking continues, although CA Mainframe Configuration
Manager for IMS for z/OS is unable to verify transaction sysid specifications.
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Action:

Verify that the MSNAME macros are included in the IMS sysgen source.

CFM0172E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR KEYWORD name

Reason:

The $CFMGEN statement that was flagged in error contains an invalid value for the specified keyword. Syntax checking
for the statement fails, but syntax checking continues for the next sysgen source statement.

Action:

Verify that the value specified for the named keyword is valid, and correct any invalid values.

CFM0173E
REQUIRED KEYWORD NOT SPECIFIED (AGN OR RELOAD REQUIRED)

Reason:

The $CFMGEN statement that was flagged in error is missing a required keyword. Either the RELOAD or AGN= keyword
is required. Syntax checking for the statement fails, but syntax checking continues for the next sysgen source statement.

Action:

Check the syntax of the $CFMGEN statement to verify that you have specified either the RELOAD keyword or the AGN=
keyword.

CFM0174E
REQUIRED KEYWORD NOT SPECIFIED keyword

Reason:

The $CFMGEN statement that was flagged in error is missing a required keyword. The missing keyword (or list of possible
keywords) is included in the message. Syntax checking for the statement fails, but syntax checking continues for the next
sysgen source statement.

Action:

Check the syntax of the $CFMGEN statement to verify that you have specified all required keywords for the form of the
$CFMGEN statement being used.

CFM0175E
INVALID COMBINATION OF KEYWORDS SPECIFIED keywords

Reason:

The $CFMGEN statement that was flagged in error includes an invalid keyword for this form of the $CFMGEN statement.
The conflicting keywords are specified in the message text. Syntax checking for the statement fails, but syntax checking
continues for the next sysgen source statement.

Action:

Check the syntax of the $CFMGEN statement to verify that you have specified only the keywords permitted for the form of
the $CFMGEN statement being used.
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CFM0176E
INVALID KEYWORD SPECIFIED FOR type STATEMENT keyword

Reason:

The $CFMGEN statement that was flagged in error includes an invalid keyword for this form of the statement. The type
of statement (either RELOAD or AGN) and the unexpected keyword name are specified in the message text. Syntax
checking for the statement fails, but syntax checking continues for the next sysgen source statement.

Action:

Check the syntax of the $CFMGEN statement to verify that you have specified only the keywords permitted for the form of
the statement being used.

CFM0185E
LOAD FAILED FOR aaaaaaaa RC=nnnn ABCODE=cccc

Reason:

A load for the specified module name failed. Had the condition not been intercepted, the result would have been an abend
with abend code cccc reason code nnnn. The batch job or IMS control region abends with code U4021.

Action:

Verify that the STEPLIB concatenation is correct for batch processing or that the IMS control region STEPLIB
concatenation is correct.

CFM0187E
DELETE FAILED FOR aaaaaaaa RC=nnnn

Reason:

An attempted delete of a module failed with the indicated return code. Processing continues.

Action:

Review the JES log of the job that encountered the error for indications of the problem. Contact CA Support for
assistance.

CFM0188S
SCD ADDRESS RECEIVED BY CFMINIT IS INVALID

Reason:

DFSXCIC0 passed an invalid SCD address to CFMINIT. The IMS control region abends with code U4021.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0189S
DFSVC000 LOADED FROM STEPLIB IS INVALID

Reason:

Module DFSVC000 is not valid. The batch job abends with code U4021.
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Action:

Verify that the STEPLIB concatenation for the job does not contain any data sets with module name DFSVC000 other
than the RESLIB data set. If an IMS sysgen was done recently, verify that the sysgen was successful.

CFM0190S
UNSUPPORTED IMS RELEASE

Reason:

An unsupported release of IMS/ESA was found in module DFSVC000. The job abends with code U4021.

Action:

Verify that the IMS RESLIB in the STEPLIB concatenation contains a supported release of IMS. Upgrade CA Mainframe
Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS if the release is not supported.

CFM0192E
LOAD FAILED FOR aaaaaaaa RC=nnnn ABCODE=aaaaa

Reason:

A load for the specified module name failed. Had the condition not been intercepted, the result would have been an abend
with abend code cccc and reason code nnnn. The batch job or IMS control region abends with code U4021.

Action:

Verify that the STEPLIB concatenation is correct for a batch execution or that the IMS control region STEPLIB
concatenation is correct.

CFM0202S
FIND FAILED FOR aaaaaaaa MEMBER bbbbbbbb.

Reason:

The specified member name in the specified DDNAME could not be found. The batch job abends with code U4021. In an
online environment, the fastgen request fails.

Action:

Verify that the COPY statement or the member name specified on the IMSGEN or SECGEN MEMBER= keyword exists in
the library or libraries specified for the gen source.

CFM0205S
INVALID PARM PASSED TO CFMIOS00

Reason:

An internal error occurred in CFMIOS00. The batch job abends with code U4021. In an online environment, the fastgen
request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Supportt for assistance.

CFM0206E
INTERNAL ERROR - INVALID OPEN REQUEST
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Reason:

An internal error occurred in CFMIOS00. The batch job abends with code U4021. In an online environment, the fastgen
request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0207E
INTERNAL ERROR - INVALID GET REQUEST

Reason:

An internal error occurred in CFMIOS00. The batch job abends with code U4021. In an online environment, the fastgen
request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0208E
MISSING OPCODE - STMT IGNORED

Reason:

An internal error occurred in CFMIOS00. The batch job abends with code U4021. In an online environment, the fastgen
request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0209E
INTERNAL ERROR - INVALID LENGTH

Reason:

An internal parsing error occurred in CFMIOS00. The batch job abends with code U4021. In an online environment, the
fastgen request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0210E
INTERNAL PARM ERROR - GENTYPE NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

An internal error occurred in CFMIOS00. The batch job abends with code U4021. In an online environment, the fastgen
request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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CFM0211E
OPCODE EXCEEDS 8 CHARACTERS - STMT IGNORED

Reason:

An internal error occurred in CFMIOS00. The batch job abends with code U4021. In an online environment, the fastgen
request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0212E
BEGIN TO CONTINUE COLUMNS NOT BLANK

Reason:

A macro statement was continued (as indicated by a non-blank character in column 72), but the first 15 columns on the
following statement were not blank. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the macro statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0213E
TITLE MUST HAVE A SINGLE OPERAND ENCLOSED IN QUOTES

Reason:

A TITLE statement was encountered containing more than one operand or whose operand was not enclosed in quotes.
The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the macro statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0214E
TITLE VALUE EXCEEDS 100 BYTES

Reason:

A TITLE statement with title text exceeding 100 bytes was encountered. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Reduce the length of the title text to less than 100 bytes.

CFM0215E
LABEL TOO LONG (EXCEEDS 63 CHARACTERS)

Reason:

A control statement had a label beginning in column 1 that exceeded 63 characters in length. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Reduce the length of the label to less than 63 characters.
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CFM0216E
TOO MANY CONTINUATION CARDS (EXCEEDS 10 CARDS)

Reason:

A single macro statement was composed of more than 10 source lines (or exceeded the maximum length available for a
single macro statement, which is approximately 720 characters). The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the source macro that caused the error. Reduce the number of text lines comprising the macro or reduce the
entire length of the macro statement by eliminating parameters with default values.

CFM0217E
UNMATCHED QUOTE

Reason:

A macro statement with a quoted value did not have an ending quote. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the macro statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0218E
TOO MANY NESTED COPY STATEMENTS (EXCEEDS 10)

Reason:

The number of active (open) COPY members exceeded the limit of 10. Fastgen has a limit of 10 nested COPY levels. The
COPY statement is ignored.

Action:

Restructure the source code to reduce the number of nested COPY statements.

CFM0219E
COPY OPERAND EXCEEDS 8 CHARACTERS

Reason:

A COPY statement specified a member name of more than eight characters. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the statement in error and correct the problem.

CFM0220E
RECURSIVE COPY MEMBER REQUESTED

Reason:

A COPY statement was included in a COPIED member that referred back to a member already open. This would result in
an endless loop of COPY members. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the COPY statements included in the gen source and correct the COPY statements to prevent a recursive COPY.
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CFM0221E
COPY STATEMENT FOUND IN SEQUENTIAL INPUT

Reason:

A COPY statement was included in a COPIED member that referred back to a member already open. This would result in
an endless loop of COPY members. The fastgen process ends. For batch jobs, a U4021 abend occurs. For online fastgen
requests, the command is canceled.

Action:

Review the COPY statements included in the gen source and remove COPY statements or make the input a PDS
member.

CFM0222W
WARNING - CONTINUED STATEMENT DOES NOT END WITH A COMMA

Reason:

An input line had a non-blank continuation character, indicating that the statement is continued, but the statement does
not end with a comma. Although this syntax is valid, it might indicate that a comma is missing. The remainder of the macro
statement is treated as comments.

Action:

Verify that the continued statement is coded correctly.

CFM0223E
COPY STATEMENT INVALID IN PROCLIB MEMBER

Reason:

The fastgen process encountered a COPY statement while processing member CFMPimid in the IMS PROCLIB DD.
COPY statements are not permitted in CFMPimid. The fastgen process ends. The /MODIFY command is canceled.

Action:

Remove any COPY statements from the CFMPimid member of PROCLIB.

CFM0231I
jjjjjjjj WAITING FOR DATASET dsn volser

Reason:

Job jjjjj is waiting for an enqueue or reserve for an output data set. The data set name (dsn) and volume serial (volser) are
indicated in the message. The job waits for the holder of the resource to release control.

Action:

If the wait continues, investigate which job is holding the resource required. For example, a batch fastgen that requests an
update to the active MODBLKS or MATRIX data sets will encounter this problem.

CFM0234S
STOW FAILED FOR MEMBER aaaaaaaa IN DD bbbbbbbb RC=nn SC=ssss

Reason:
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A STOW request for the indicated member and DDNAME failed. The return code and subcode issued by the STOW
macro appear in the message. The fastgen process ends. For batch jobs, a U4021 abend occurs. For online fastgen
requests, the command is canceled.

Action:

Review the JES log of the failing job for other messages relating to the indicated DDNAME. Review the JCL for proper
specification of the indicated DDNAME. Verify that there is sufficient space in both the data set and the directory.

CFM0235E
ffffffff FOR COMPRESS WORK AREA FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

A GETMAIN or FREEMAIN, as specified in the message, failed when attempting to access below the line storage for a
work area to be used to perform a compress of a MODBLKS or MATRIX data set. The fastgen process ends. If the error
occurs in a batch job, the job abends. In an IMS or ISPF environment, the requested function fails.

Action:

Review storage available in the address space which experienced the problem. Because this storage is below the 16 MB
line, verify that sufficient region is available.

CFM0236S
NOTE MACRO FAILED FOR DDNAME aaaaaaaa RC=nn

Reason:

A NOTE macro request for the indicated DDNAME failed. The return code from NOTE appears in the message. The
fastgen process ends. For batch jobs, a U4021 abend occurs. For online fastgen requests, the command is canceled.

Action:

Review the JES log of the failing job for other messages relating to the indicated DDNAME. Review the JCL for proper
specification of the indicated DDNAME.

CFM0237S
INVALID PARAMETER PASSED TO CFMLMOD

Reason:

An internal error occurred when the fastgen process passed a parameter to module CFMLMOD. The fastgen process
ends. For batch jobs, a U4021 abend occurs. For online fastgen requests, the command is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0238S
MODULE SIZE REQUESTED NOT DOUBLEWORD ALIGNED

Reason:

An internal error occurred related to the size of the module to be written. The fastgen process ends. For batch jobs, a
U4021 abend occurs. For online fastgen requests, the command is canceled.

Action:
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Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0239S
ERROR PARSING MODSTAT RECORD

Reason:

An error occurred while the fastgen process was interpreting the information in the MODSTAT data set. The fastgen
process ends. For batch jobs, a U4021 abend occurs. For online fastgen requests, the command is canceled.

Action:

Verify that the MODSTAT data set contains valid information. If the MODSTAT record is valid, contact CA Support and
provide a copy of the MODSTAT data set record for review.

CFM0240S
aaaaaaaa ERROR FOR bbbbbbbb RC=nn

Reason:

An ENQ or RESERVE macro for QNAME bbbbbbbb failed with the indicated return code. The fastgen process ends. For
batch jobs, a U4021 abend occurs. For online fastgen requests, the command is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0241S
DFSOC001 ENQUEUE FAILED FOR dsn

Reason:

The online IMS control region issued an ENQ for the indicated data set. The ENQ would have resulted in the IMS control
region waiting for exclusive use of the resource. The fastgen process ends to prevent the IMS control region from waiting
for the resource.

CFM0242S
UNABLE TO LOCATE TIOT ENTRY FOR DDNAME aaaaaaaa

Reason:

The specified DDNAME was not found in the TIOT. The fastgen process ends. For batch jobs, a U4021 abend occurs. For
online fastgen requests, the command is canceled.

Action:

Verify that the indicated DDNAME is included in the JCL for the failing address space.

CFM0243S
SWAREQ FAILED RC=nn

Reason:

A SWAREQ macro failed with the indicated return code. The fastgen process ends. For batch jobs, a U4021 abend
occurs. For online fastgen requests, the command is canceled.

Action:
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Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0244W
WARNING - ALL xxxxxxxx DATASETS DO NOT HAVE THE SAME BLKSIZE

Reason:

The three data sets (staging, A, and B) of the type indicated by the message do not all have the same block size. The
smallest block size is used for all the indicated data sets.

Action:

All MATRIX data sets and all MODBLKS data sets should have the same block size. Reallocate the data sets to specify
the same block size for all three data sets.

CFM0245E
ERROR PROCESSING RELOCATABLE ADDRESSES

Reason:

An internal error occurred while the fastgen process was processing the AGN matrix table. The fastgen process ends. For
batch jobs, a U4021 abend occurs. For online fastgen requests, the command is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0246E
ABEND Saaa RCrr DDNAME dddddddd - SYSGEN ABORTED

Reason:

An abend was intercepted during an I/O operation for the indicated DDNAME. The fastgen process ends. For batch jobs,
a U4021 abend occurs. For online fastgen requests, the command is canceled.

Action:

Review the JES log of the failing job for other messages relating to the indicated DDNAME. For D37 or E37 abend codes,
review the space available in the indicated data set and compress the data set as required.

CFM0247E
TASK NOT APF AUTHORIZED - UNABLE TO COMPRESS OUTPUT LIBRARY

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS was unable to automatically compress the output library because
the job step task was not running APF authorized. Processing fails because output to the MODBLKS or MATRIX library
which experienced the D37 or E37 abend could not continue without compressing the library. For a batch job, a U4021
abend occurs. For online fastgen requests, the /MODIFY command fails.

CFM0248E
SPACE ABEND RECURRED AFTER OUTPUT LIBRARY WAS COMPRESSED

Reason:
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CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS compressed a library that experienced a D37 or E37 abend,
but the abend reoccurred. Processing fails because output to the MODBLKS or MATRIX library which experienced the
D37 or E37 abend could not continue. For batch jobs, a U4021 abend occurs. For online fastgen requests, the /MODIFY
command fails.

Action:

Review space allocation for the library that experienced the D347 or E37 abend and verify that sufficient space is
available.

CFM0249E
COMPRESS FAILED - ATTACH TO IEBCOPY FAILED RC=rcCOMPRESS FAILED - IEBCOPY RETURN CODE rc

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS compressed a library that experienced a D37 or E37 abend, but
the abend reoccurred. Processing fails because output to the MODBLKS or MATRIX library which experienced the D37 or
E37 abend could not continue without compressing the library. For batch jobs, a U4021 abend occurs. For online fastgen
requests, the /MODIFY command fails.

Action:

Review the return code/abend code and any messages in the SYSLOG to determine the cause of the IEBCOPY failure.
Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0250I
COMPRESS SUCCESSFUL DDNAME

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS compressed the library that experienced a D37 or E37 abend and
will retry the output processing that was in progress at the time of the abend.

CFM0251S
aaaaaaaa FAILED FOR bbbbbbbb STORAGE RC=nn

Reason:

A storage request for I/O related storage failed with the indicated return code. aaaaaaaa indicates whether the request
was a GETMAIN or FREEMAIN. bbbbbbbb indicates the storage use (DCB, DSNENT, or BUFFER). The function fails. For
batch jobs, a U4021 abend occurs. For online fastgen requests, the /MODIFY command fails.

CFM0261E
ERROR - reason

Reason:

An error occurred while the fastgen process was processing control statements. The message indicates whether an
invalid OPCODE (IMSGEN or SECGEN) or an invalid keyword (DDNAME= or MEMBER=) was encountered. The fastgen
process ends.

Action:

Review the fastgen control statements in the CFMPxxxx member of the PROCLIB DD and correct the problem.
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CFM0262E
KEYWORD VALUE FOR kkkkkkkk reason

Reason:

The indicated keyword specified a value that was missing, invalid, or too long, as indicated in the error message text. The
fastgen process ends.

Action:

Review the fastgen control statements in the CFMPxxxx member of the PROCLIB DD and correct the problem.

CFM0263E
MULTIPLE SPECIFICATIONS OF PARM aaaaaaaa

Reason:

The indicated parameter was already specified on this statement or a prior statement. The fastgen process ends.

Action:

Review the fastgen control statements in the CFMPxxxx member of the PROCLIB DD and correct the problem. There
should be only one occurrence of each type of statement (IMSGEN or SECGEN) in the control statement member.

CFM0264E
DD NAME AND DSN KEYWORDS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

Reason:

Both the DD name and DSN keyword were specified. Only one of these keywords is permitted on as IMSGEN or
SECGEN statement. The fastgen process ends.

Action:

Remove one of the keyword specifications from the statement.

CFM0265E
CLOSE PAREN WITHOUT MATCHING OPEN PAREN

Reason:

The value for a keyword began with an open parenthesis, but no close parenthesis was found by the end of the statement.
The fastgen process ends.

Action:

Review the parenthesis specified on the statement.

CFM0266E
DSNAME EXCEEDS 44 CHARACTERS

Reason:

A data set name was specified for the source keyword, but the length of the name exceeded 44 characters. The fastgen
process ends.

Action:
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Correct the data set name.

CFM0267E
MORE THAN 50 DSNAMES SPECIFIED

Reason:

The DSN keyword specified more than the maximum number of data set names. The fastgen process ends.

Action:

Reduce the number of data set names.

CFM0268E
DYNAMIC XXXXXXXXXXXXX FAILED RC=XX ERROR CODE=XXXX INFO CODE=XXXX

Reason:

A dynamic allocation, concatenation, or unallocation request failed. One or both CFM0268I messages may appear with
this message. The fastgen process ends.

Action:

Check the error and information codes returned and correct the error.

CFM0268I
DSN XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Reason:

A dynamic allocation, concatenation, or unallocation request completed.

CFM0269W
DSN=XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Reason:

Dynamic allocation information returned an unexpected value for the DSORG of the specified data set. The fastgen
process ends.

Action:

Verify that the DSORG of the identified data set is valid.

CFM0270E
SOURCE DATA SETS HAVE INCONSISTENT DSORG

Reason:

The concatenated data sets do not all have the same data set organization. Some are sequential (PS), and some are
PDS(PO). The fastgen process ends.

Action:

Verify the data set names specified in the CFMPxxxx member in order to verify that all data sets in a concatenation have
the same data set organization.
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CFM0271S
INVALID PARM PASSED TO CFMPDIR

Reason:

An internal error occurred due to an invalid parameter being passed to module CFMPDIR. The fastgen process ends. A
batch job receives a U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0272E
TRANSTAT= KEYWORD INVALID PRIOR TO IMS V10

Reason:

IMS sysgen source for an IMS system before IMS 10.1 includes an APPLCTN macro with the TRANSTAT keyword.
Processing continues.

Action:

Verify that you are generating an IMS system for the proper release of IMS (which is determined by the IMS RESLIB you
are using). If the intended IMS system is earlier than IMS 10.1, you must remove any TRANSTAT= keywords from the IMS
sysgen source.

CFM0281S
INVALID PARM PASSED TO CFMRDIR

Reason:

An internal error occurred due to an invalid parameter being passed to module CFMRDIR. The fastgen process ends. A
batch job receives a U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0282E
IMODULE GETMAIN FAILED FOR CFMDSNDI RC=nn

Reason:

An IMODULE GETMAIN failed.

Action:

Verify that the IMS control region has sufficient virtual storage to obtain 2 KB of storage above the 16 MB line. Contact CA
Support for assistance.

CFM0291S
INVALID PARM PASSED TO CFMSDIR

Reason:

An internal error occurred due to an invalid parameter being passed to module CFMSDIR. The fastgen process ends. A
batch job receives a U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0301E
ERROR BUILDING DFSAGT00 MATRIX

Reason:

An internal error occurred while building the AGN matrix tables. The fastgen process ends. A batch job receives a U4021
abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0311E
INVALID LABEL IN COLUMN 1 - STMT IGNORED

Reason:

Column 1 contains an invalid character. The only valid characters that can start in column 1 are a blank or a close
parenthesis followed by an open parenthesis followed by a blank. Syntax checking continues, but the fastgen process will
not produce any updated control block modules.

Action:

Reduce the number of AGN names in the security gen source.

CFM0312E
LOGIC ERROR IN CFMSECB

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the security control statements. The fastgen process ends. A batch job
receives a U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0313E
OPCODE ERROR (INVALID OR OUT OF SEQUENCE - STMT IGNORED)

Reason:

The opcode on the preceding statement is not currently valid. The opcode is spelled wrong or is out of sequence. The
statement is ignored. Syntax checking continues, but the fastgen process will not produce any updated control block
modules.

Action:

Review the security gen source and correct the error.

CFM0314E
MISSING REQUIRED OPERAND - STMT IGNORED
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Reason:

A required operand for the preceding statement was not specified. The statement is ignored. Syntax checking continues,
but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the security gen source and correct the error.

CFM0315E
NO DATA RECORDS FOR PRECEDING CONTROL RECORD

Reason:

A control record -- one with a )( label -- had no data records associated with it. Syntax checking continues, but no control
block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the security gen source and correct the error.

CFM0316E
DATA RECORD SPECIFIED WITHOUT PRECEDING CONTROL RECORD

Reason:

A data record -- one without a )( label -- was encountered before a control record. The statement is ignored. Syntax
checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the security gen source and correct the error.

CFM0317E
SPECIFIED OPERAND NOT DEFINED IN THIS SYSTEM

Reason:

The resource specified on the preceding statement was not defined in this system. The statement is ignored. Syntax
checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the security gen source and correct the error.

CFM0318E
TRANSACT SPECIFIED IS FAST PATH EXCLUSIVE (NOT VALID)

Reason:

A transaction name specified on a security gen statement is a Fast Path transaction, and therefore is not valid. The
statement is ignored. Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the security gen source and correct the error.
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CFM0319E
SPECIFIED COMMAND NOT VALID FOR TCOMMAND

Reason:

The command specified is not eligible for AOI command processing, and therefore for the TCOMMAND statement. The
statement is ignored. Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the security gen source and correct the error.

CFM0320E
STORAGE MANAGEMENT ERROR

Reason:

An internal storage management error occurred while processing the security control statements. The fastgen process
ends. A batch job receives a U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0321E
SPECIFIED PTERM NUMBER ID INVALID

Reason:

The specified PTERM number is invalid. The statement is ignored. Syntax checking continues, but no control block
modules are updated.

Action:

Review the security gen source and correct the error.

CFM0322E
REDUNDANT SIGN / STERM COMMAND

Reason:

An STERM ALL statement was encountered with an STERM name statement. The statement is ignored. Syntax checking
continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Remove the STERM ALL statement or all other STERM statements.

CFM0323E
OPERAND EXCEEDS MAXIMUM VALID LENGTH

Reason:

A resource name specified in the previous security statement exceeds the maximum allowable length for that type of
resource. The maximum is typically eight characters, or 11 for an IMS command name. The statement is ignored. Syntax
checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.
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Action:

Review the security gen source and correct the error.

CFM0324E
OPERAND CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS

Reason:

The specified operand contained invalid special characters. The statement is ignored. Syntax checking continues, but no
control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the security gen source and correct the error.

CFM0325E
TCOMMAND * NOT PERMITTED ON CONTROL STMT

Reason:

A )( TCOMMAND * statement was encountered. To use TCOMMAND *, the CTRAN statement must be the control
statement (the one with the backwards parenthesis). The statement is ignored. Syntax checking continues, but no control
block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the security gen source and correct the error.

CFM0326E
INVALID IPAGE ADDRESS

Reason:

An internal storage management error occurred while processing the security control statements. The fastgen process
ends. A batch job receives a U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0327E
INVALID ROW OFFSET CALCULATED

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the security control statements. The fastgen process ends. A batch job
receives a U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0328E
DUPLICATE AGN NAME SPECIFIED

Reason:
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An AGNAME control statement was encountered that specified an AGN name already in use. The statement is ignored.
Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the security gen source and correct the error.

CFM0329E
IMBEDED PSB, TRAN OR LTERM NAME=ALL

Reason:

An AGNAME control statement was followed by both specific resource names and an ALL resource name. If a resource of
ALL is specified, no other resources of that type can be specified for that AGN. The statement is ignored. Syntax checking
continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the security gen source and correct the error.

CFM0341E
ROW REDUCTION IPAGE ERROR

Reason:

An internal error occurred while performing matrix row reduction. The fastgen process ends. A batch job receives a U4021
abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0342E
TCOMMAND IPAGE ERROR

Reason:

An internal error occurred while creating the TCOMMAND matrix tables. The fastgen process ends. A batch job receives a
U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0351I
MORE THAN 65535 LTERMS DEFINED. TERMINAL, PASSWORD AND SIGNON MATRICES WILL NOT BE USABLE.

Reason:

The number of defined LTERMs makes generation of matrix tables for the identified matrices impossible.

CFM0352I
MORE THAN 65535 DATABASES DEFINED. PASSWORD MATRIX WILL NOT BE USABLE.

Reason:

The number of defined databases makes generation of matrix tables for the above matrices impossible.
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CFM0353I
MORE THAN 65535 PROGRAM SPECIFICATION BLOCKS DEFINED. PASSWORD MATRIX WILL NOT BE USABLE.

Reason:

The number of defined programs makes generation of matrix tables for the above matrices impossible.

CFM0354I
MORE THAN 65535 TRANSACTION NAMES DEFINED. TERMINAL, PASSWORD AND TRANCMD MATRICES WILL
NOT BE USABLE.

Reason:

The number of defined transactions makes generation of matrix tables for the above matrices impossible.

CFM0361S
INVALID PARM PASSED TO CFMSTMG

Reason:

An internal error occurred due to an invalid parameter being passed to CFMSTMG. The fastgen process ends. A batch job
receives a U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0362S
GETMAIN FAILED FOR aaaaaaaa RC=nn

Reason:

A GETMAIN failed for the identified module name. The return code from the GETMAIN macro is shown. The fastgen
process ends. A batch job receives a U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Almost all fastgen storage is obtained above the 16 MB line, with the exception of some DCB and other I/O related
control blocks. Verify that the amount of storage above the 16 MB line (extended private) is reasonable for the number
of resources being generated. Message IEF374I in the JES messages for the job indicates the amount of private area
(VIRT) and extended private area (EXT) used by the job. Increasing the region size to 32 MB or more might resolve the
problem.

CFM0363W
FREEMAIN FAILED FOR aaaaaaaa RC=nn

Reason:

An error occurred while freeing storage for the named module. The FREEMAIN macro return code is also indicated. The
fastgen process ends. A batch job receives a U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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CFM0364S
IMODULE GETMAIN FAILED FOR aaaaaaaa RC=nn

Reason:

An IMS IMODULE GETMAIN function for the named module failed with the indicated return code. The fastgen process
ends.

Action:

Almost all fastgen storage is obtained above the 16 MB line, with the exception of some DCB and other I/O related
control blocks. Verify that the amount of storage above the 16 MB line (extended private) is reasonable for the number
of resources being generated. Message IEF374I in the JES messages for the job indicates the amount of private area
(VIRT) and extended private area (EXT) used by the job. Increasing the region size to 32 MB or more might resolve the
problem.

CFM0365W
IMODULE FREEMAIN FAILED FOR aaaaaaaa RC=nn

Reason:

An IMS IMODULE FREEMAIN failed for the named module with the indicated return code. The fastgen process ends.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0366S
LOAD FAILED FOR aaaaaaaa RC=nn

Reason:

A LOAD for the named module failed with the indicated return code. The fastgen process ends. A batch job receives a
U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Verify that the named module exists in the job's STEPLIB concatenation.

CFM0367S
IMODULE LOAD FAILED FOR aaaaaaaa RC=nn

Reason:

An IMS IMODULE LOAD for the named module failed with the indicated return code. The fastgen process ends.

Action:

Verify that the named module exists in the job's STEPLIB concatenation.

CFM0368W
DELETE FAILED FOR aaaaaaaa RC=nn

Reason:

A DELETE macro failed for the named module with the indicated return code. The fastgen process ends. A batch job
receives a U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0369W
IMODULE DELETE FAILED FOR aaaaaaaa RC=nn

Reason:

An IMS IMODULE DELETE failed for the named module with the indicated return code. The fastgen process ends.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0370S
MAXIMUM IPAGES EXCEEDED FOR MODULE aaaaaaaa

Reason:

The maximum number of IPAGEs of storage was exceeded for the named module. The maximum number of IPAGEs is
999. The fastgen process ends. A batch job receives a U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is
canceled.

Action:

Verify that the named module exists in the job's STEPLIB concatenation.

CFM0371S
IPAGE MODULE NAME ERROR - aaaaaaaa

Reason:

An internal error occurred while creating an IPAGE module. The fastgen process ends. A batch job receives a U4021
abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0381E
LOAD FAILED FOR xxxxxxxx RC=rrrr ABCODE=aaaa

Reason:

A LOAD for the named module failed with the indicated return code and abend code. The fastgen process ends. A batch
job receives a U4021 abend. In an online environment, the fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Verify that the named module exists in the job's STEPLIB concatenation.

CFM0421E
INVALID PARM PASSED TO CFMDCB

Reason:
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An internal error occurred because an invalid parameter was passed to module CFMDCB. The job step abends with code
U4021.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0422E
CLOSE FAILED FOR DDNAME xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Cleanup processing failed to close the specified DDNAME. The job step completes normally. In an online environment,
additional fastgen requests could experience unpredictable results.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0423E
OPEN FAILED FOR type DDNAME ddname ABEND S aaa RC=nn

Reason:

An attempt to open a file failed. The message describes the DD type and DD name, as well as the return code (if there
was not an abend condition) or the abend code and return code if an abend condition caused the OPEN failure. The
function fails.

Action:

Review the DD type and DDNAME in the message text, and the abend code and return code. Also review the SYSLOG
for related messages, such as IEC130I DD STATEMENT MISSING, or security error messages.

CFM0424E
AN ERROR OCCURRED PARSING THE OLCSTAT DATA SET

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS attempted to read the OLCSTAT data set to determine the active
MODBLKS data set but encountered an unexpected error while parsing the OLCSTAT data set contents. The request
fails.

Action:

Verify that the OLCSTAT data set name specified is correct in the JCL (if the failing request was in a batch job) or in the
IMSID options module, and that the OLCSTAT data set is not corrupted.

CFM0441E
UNABLE TO LOCATE FASTGEN MWX CB

Reason:

An IMODULE LOCATE call to find the CFMMWX module in IMS control region storage failed. The /DIS MODIFY
command fails.

Action:
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Check for prior fastgen error messages to see whether the cause of the problem occurred during initialization. Contact CA
Support for assistance.

CFM0442E
INVALID MWX ADDRESS RECEIVED

Reason:

Verification of the fastgen MWX control block failed. The /DIS MODIFY command fails.

Action:

Check for prior fastgen error messages to see whether the cause of the problem occurred during initialization. Contact CA
Support for assistance.

CFM0443E
ERROR UPDATING /DIS MODIFY STATUS INFORMATION

Reason:

Parsing and attempted update of /DIS MODIFY command output failed.

Action:

Check for prior fastgen error messages to see whether the cause of the problem occurred during initialization. Contact CA
Support for assistance.

CFM0461E
TCOMMAND UPDATE FOR TRAN name FAILED - SMB NOT FOUND

Reason:

While installing a TCOMMAND update, CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS was unable to locate the
SMB for the transaction identified in the message text. The installation of the resource update list fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0462E
TCOMMAND MATRIX DFSISTC x NOT FOUND

Reason:

While installing a TCOMMAND update, CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS found that the
TCOMMAND MATRIX (module DFSISTC x was not initialized. The installation of the resource update list fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0463E
TERMSEC UPDATE FAILED-type name NOT FOUND

Reason:
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While installing a TERMSEC update, CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS was unable to locate a
resource (COMMAND, LTERM, or TRANSACT as shown in the message) with the indicated name. The installation of the
resource update list fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0464E
TERMSEC UPDATE FAILED-INVALID RESOURCE ID FOUND FOR LTERM name

Reason:

While installing a TERMSEC update, an invalid row number was found for the indicated IMS LTERM name. The row
number in the CVB or SMB exceeded the number of rows in the MATRIX table. The installation of the resource update list
fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0465E
TERMSEC UPDATE FAILED-LTERM name ACCESS TO resource ALREADY status

Reason:

While installing a TERMSEC update, an error occurred trying to allow or disallow (as indicated in the message text)
access. If the request was to allow access, the named LTERM already had access to the resource. If the request was to
disallow access, the named LTERM did not have access to the resource. The installation of the resource update list fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0466E
TERMSEC UPDATE FAILED-RESOURCE name IS NOT PROTECTED

Reason:

While installing a TERMSEC update, an error occurred trying to disallow access because the resource was not protected.
The installation of the requested resource update list fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0467E
TERMSEC UPDATE FAILED-# CVBS IN MATRIX INCONSISTENT WITH SCD

Reason:

While installing a TERMSEC update, an error occurred verifying the command verb block (CVB) control blocks. The
installation of the requested resource update list fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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CFM0468E
AGN NAME agnname NOT FOUND IN OLD MATRIX(s)

Reason:

While attempting to locate the existing AGN named in the message, the AGN was not found. The installation of the
requested resource update list fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0469E
ERROR DELETING typenameFROM AGN agnname CODE x

Reason:

While attempting to remove the named resource from the named AGN, an error occurred. The installation of the
requested resource update list fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0470E
LOAD FAILED FOR modname RC=rc ABCODE= code

Reason:

A LOAD for the specified module name failed. Had the condition not been intercepted, the result would have been an
abend with abend code code, reason code rc. The requested function fails.

Action:

Verify that the RESLIB DSN and IMS suffix in the IMSID options are correct.

CFM0471E
TCOMMAND MATRIX ROW LENGTH INVALID-code

Reason:

The length of an IMS command row in a MATRIX module exceeded twenty bytes. The requested function fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0501E
MODULE xxxxxxxx LOADED FROM dddddddd IS NOT A VALID IMS CONTROL BLOCKS MODULE

Reason:

The compare process loaded the identified control block module from the identified DDNAME. It was determined not to be
a valid IMS control block module. The job step abends with code U4021.

Action:
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Verify that the MODBLKS data set was created with the same release of IMS that is contained in the RESLIB data set in
the job STEPLIB concatenation.

CFM0511S
PARM FIELD REQUIRED FOR KEYWORD SUFFIX=

Reason:

The CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS Compare utility requires the SUFFIX= parameter in the PARM
field of the JCL to identify the module suffixes. The job step abends with code U4021.

Action:

Add or correct the PARM field.

CFM0512S
INVALID KEYWORD IN PARM FIELD

Reason:

The value specified in the PARM field of the EXEC JCL statement included an undefined keyword. The PARM field for
CFMCOMP must be of the form PARM= SUFFIX=n. The job step abends with code U4021.

Action:

Correct the PARM field in the EXEC statement.

CFM0513S
INVALID VALUE IN PARM FIELD FOR KEYWORD keyword

Reason:

The keyword that is named in the message had a invalid value specified. The job fails.

Action:

Review the PARM= field in the JCL to verify that the named keyword has a valid value associated with it.

CFM0514S
PARM FIELD DID NOT SPECIFY ANY SUFFIX

Reason:

There was no SUFFIX value specified in the PARM field. The job fails.

Action:

Verify that the PARM field includes the SUFFIX= keyword with at least one value.

CFM0515S
UNABLE TO LOCATE TIOT ENTRY FOR DDNAME ddname

Reason:

A required DD statement was not found. The job fails.

Action:
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Verify that the specified DD name is included in the job's JCL.

CFM0516S
SWAREQ FAILED RC=nn

Reason:

A SWAREQ macro failed with the indicated return code. The job fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0517S
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME ddname

Reason:

An OPEN macro failed for the indicated DD name. The job fails.

Action:

Verify that the DD name that is specified is present in the JCL. Check the job's JESLOG for any other error conditions that
might have prevented the DD name from opening.

CFM0518S
CLOSE FAILED FOR DDNAME ddname

Reason:

A CLOSE macro failed for the indicated DD name. The job fails.

Action:

Check the job's JESLOG for any other error messages that might be associated with the close failure.

CFM0519S
DFSVC000 LOADED FROM STEPLIB IS INVALID

Reason:

Module DFSVC000 was loaded from the job's STEPLIB, but failed to pass validation. For example, the first four bytes of
the module might not have been SSCD. The job fails.

Action:

Verify that module DFSVC000 which is being loaded from the IMS RESLIB data set, is a valid module.

CFM0521E
LOAD FAILED FOR mmmmmmmm RC=rrrr ABCODE=aaaaa

Reason:

A LOAD for a required module failed. The abend code and reason code are described in the message. The job step
abends.

Action:
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Verify that the STEPLIB concatenation for the compare utility is correct.

CFM0522E
UNSUPPORTED IMS RELEASE FOUND IN DFSVC000

Reason:

The IMS release indicated in the DFSVC000 module found in STEPLIB is not supported in this release of CA Mainframe
Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS . The job step abends with code U4021.

Action:

Apply the required maintenance or upgrade CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS .

CFM0523E
EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF SUFFIX PARAMETERS SPECIFIED

Reason:

More than 40 suffix parameters were specified in the PARM field of a compare utility execution. The maximum number
permitted is 40. The job step abends with code U4021.

Action:

Reduce the number of SUFFIX= parameters specified in the PARM field.

CFM0524E
BLDL MACRO FAILED RC=rrrr

Reason:

A BLDL macro failed with the indicated return code. The job step abends with code U4021.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0525S
CFMPUNCH DD BLKSIZE IS NOT A MULTIPLE OF 80

Reason:

The data set specified for the CFMPUNCH DD did not have a block size that was a multiple of 80. The job step abends
with code U4021.

Action:

Review the DD statement or data set specified for the CFMPUNCH DD. Verify that the data set includes DCB attributes of
RECFM=FB and LRECL=80.

CFM0531S
BOTH MODSTAT AND OLCSTAT DDNAMES PRESENT

Reason:

Both MODSTAT and OLCSTAT data sets were found in the job step's JCL. The JCLIN generation function fails.

Action:
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Identify the correct data set included in the JCLIN generator's JCL, and change the data set name to NULLFILE. You can
also remove the invalid DD from the JCL.

CFM0532S
REQUIRED DDNAMES NOT PRESENT FOR MODBLKS DATA SETS

Reason:

One or more MODBLKS data sets required to run the JCLIN function were not present in the job step's JCL. The JCLIN
generation function fails.

Action:

If you specified a MODSTAT or OLCSTAT data set, you are required to include both MODBLKSA and MODBLKSB DD
statements with the appropriate data sets. If you did not specify either MODSTAT or OLCSTAT data sets in the JCL, then
a MODBLKS DD statement is required with the staging MODBLKS data set.

CFM0541E
INVALID PARM PASSED TO CFMTIME

Reason:

An internal error occurred because an invalid parameter was passed to module CFMTIME. The job step abends with code
U4021 in batch mode or an online fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0542E
TIME MACRO RETURNED RC=xx

Reason:

A TIME macro returned a non-zero return code. Return codes from a TIME call are documented in the IBM Assembler
Services Reference manual. The job step abends in batch mode with code U4021, or an online fastgen request is
canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0543E
MVS DATE CONVERSION ROUTINE macro RETURNED RC=rc

Reason:

The named macro, either STCKCONV or CONVTIME, returned an unexpected return code. The function fails.

Action:

Review the macro named in the message and the return code issued by that macro. Contact CA Support for further
assistance.

CFM0561E
PRINT WAS ATTEMPTED BEFORE OPEN
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Reason:

A call to print a message was made before print functionality was available. The job step abends with code U4021 in
batch mode or an online fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0562E
INVALID DD INDICATOR PASSED TO PRINT ROUTINE

Reason:

A call to print a line included an invalid indicator specifying the DDNAME for the print output. The job step abends with
code U4021 in batch mode or an online fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0563E
PRINT TO CURRENT DDNAME REQUESTED BUT NO GEN PROCESS WAS ACTIVE

Reason:

A request to print an input line failed because the indicator for the type of input in progress was not set properly. The job
step abends with code U4021 in batch mode or an online fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0564E
MESSAGE EXCEEDS 132 BYTES

Reason:

A message or header to be printed by CFMPRNT exceeded the maximum size (132 bytes). The job step abends with
code U4021 in batch mode or an online fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0565W
MACRO EXCEEDED 50 LINE LIMIT - ONLY FIRST 50 LINES WILL BE PRINTED

Reason:

An IMS SYSGEN macro encountered in the IMS sysgen input exceeded 50 lines, and an error occurred associated with
the macro. If a separate print DD is associated with IMS SYSGEN output (based on the IMSGEN specification in the
fastgen parameters), then only the first 50 lines of the macro will be printed in the error summary. The job step abends
with code U4021 in batch mode or an online fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Review the macro that experienced the error. Reduce the number of continuation lines used to specify the macro.
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CFM0566E
INVALID PRINT FUNCTION REQUEST BYTE

Reason:

A request to CFMPRNT specified an invalid function indicator. The job step abends with code U4021 in batch mode or an
online fastgen request is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM0567E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR MSG BUFF IN CFMPRNT

Reason:

A GETMAIN for message buffers failed. The job step abends with code U4021 in batch mode or an online fastgen request
is canceled.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM0568E
OPEN FAILED FOR PRINT DDNAME xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Open failed for the specified DDNAME. This DDNAME was specified in the fastgen parameters as a PRINT= value. The
job step abends with code U4021.

Action:

Verify that all print output DDNAMEs specified in the fastgen parameter specifications are included in the batch job's JCL.
If output is directed to a data set instead of SYSOUT, verify that the DCB attributes are RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133.

CFM0569E
CLOSE FAILED FOR PRINT DDNAME dddddddd

Reason:

A CLOSE macro returned with RC=04, leaving the specified print DD name open. The job step abends with code U4021.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG for any additional error messages related to this DD name. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFM0570E
REQUESTED MESSAGE LENGTH EXCEEDS MAX LENGTH

Reason:

A message or header to be printed by CFMPRNT exceeded the maximum size (132 bytes). In batch mode, the job step
abends with code U4021. For online fastgen requests, the command is canceled.
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Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM1500E
CFMIMSID DD STATEMENT MISSING

Reason:

The DD statement for input data set CFMIMSID is not present in the JCL. This is a required data set. The job step ends
with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

CFM1501E
UNABLE TO OPEN DD NAME CFMIMSID

Reason:

An error occurred when CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS attempted to open data set CFMIMSID.
The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

CFM1520E
IMSID MUST START IN COLUMN 1

Reason:

An invalid record was read from the CFMIMSID input. Column 1 must contain the first character of the IMSID or an
asterisk (*). The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1521E
INVALID IMSID, MUST BE BLANK AFTER IMSID

Reason:

An invalid record was read from the CFMIMSID input. The IMSID must start in column 1 and occupy the first four bytes.
Column 5 must be a blank and the parameter must start at or after byte 6. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1522E
IMSID MORE THAN FOUR BYTES LONG

Reason:
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An invalid record was read from the CFMIMSID input. The IMSID must start in column 1 and occupy the first four bytes.
Column 5 must be a blank and the parameters must start at or after byte 6. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1523E
MORE IMSID ENTRIES THAN SUPPORTED

Reason:

The CFMIMSID input contained more than 64 IMS ID records. The Merge/Clone utility only supports up to 64 IMS
systems. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1524E
PARAMETER REQUIRED BUT NONE SUPPLIED

Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record contained a potentially valid IMSID, but the record was missing all parameter
information. CFMIMSID input parameters must end by byte 72. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1525E
INVALID PARAMETER ENCOUNTERED

Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record contained a potentially valid IMSID, but it also contained an invalid parameter name.
CFMIMSID input parameters must end by byte 72. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1526E
NOT ENOUGH BYTES IN RECORD FOR VALID SUFFIX

Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record reached an end of record condition before a valid parameter was found. CFMIMSID
input parameters must end by byte 72. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1527E
NO VALUE SUPPLIED FOR SUFFIX PARAMETER
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Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record did not contain a valid suffix value. The Merge/Clone utility requires the IMS gen
suffix to determine which MODBLKS data set members to load. CFMIMSID input parameters must end by byte 72. The
job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1528E
NOT ENOUGH BYTES IN RECORD FOR VALID VERSION

Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record reached an end of record condition before a valid parameter was found. CFMIMSID
input parameters must end by byte 72. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1529E
NO VALUE SUPPLIED FOR VERSION KEYWORD

Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record did not contain a valid IMS version. The Merge/Clone utility requires the IMS version
so that knows which CFM module to use when reading the MODBLKS data set. CFMIMSID input parameters must end by
byte 72. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1530E
UNSUPPORTED IMS VERSION SPECIFIED

Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record contains an invalid version number or an IMS version that is not supported by this
release of the Merge/Clone utility. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1531E
REQUIRED PARAMETERS OMITTED

Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record did not contain a valid parameter. CFMIMSID input parameters must end by byte
72. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.
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CFM1532E
SYNTAX ERROR, OPENING PAREN NOT PRESENT

Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record contained invalid syntax. The syntax for the SYSID parameter is SYSID=(a,b),
where a is the remote SYSID and b is the local SYSID. Both values must be numeric. The job step ends with return code
12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1533E
SYNTAX ERROR, NON-NUMERIC CHARACTER ENCOUNTERED

Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record contained a non-numeric value in the SYSID. The syntax for the SYSID parameter
is SYSID=(a,b), where a is the remote SYSID and b is the local SYSID. Both values must be numeric. The job step ends
with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1534E
END OF RECORD REACHED BEFORE VALID SYSID FOUND

Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record did not contain a valid SYSID parameter. The syntax for the SYSID parameter is
SYSID=(a,b), where a is the remote SYSID and b is the local SYSID. CFMIMSID input parameters must end by byte 72.
The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1535E
SYNTAX ERROR, VALID SYSID NOT FOUND

Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record did not contain a valid SYSID parameter. The syntax for the SYSID parameter is
SYSID=(a,b), where a is the remote SYSID and b is the local SYSID. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1536E
SYNTAX ERROR, TOO MANY DIGITS IN SYSID

Reason:
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The previous CFMIMSID input record contained an invalid SYSID value. Both the remote and local SYSID values can
contain up to four digits. Valid values for the SYSIDs are 1 to 2055. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1537E
SYSID GREATER THAN MAXIMUM VALUE (2055)

Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record contained an invalid SYSID. The maximum valid value is 2,055. The job step ends
with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1538E
INVALID SYSID, MUST BE GREATER THAN 0

Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record contained an invalid SYSID value. The minimum valid value is 1. The job step ends
with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1539E
SYNTAX ERROR, PADDING BYTE NOT BLANK

Reason:

The previous CFMIMSID input record was invalid. The byte after the closing parenthesis must be blank. The job step ends
with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

CFM1540E
MORE THAN 512 SYSID PAIRS DEFINED

Reason:

A table overflow condition has been encountered. A single IMS can have a maximum of 512 SYSID pairs. The job step
ends with return code 12.

Action:

Remove any unnecessary SYSID pairs and rerun the job. If all pairs are required, contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.
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CFM1550E
NO VALID IMS SECTIONS FOUND

Reason:

No valid IMS system records were found. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID and resubmit the job.

CFM1551E
SYSID nnnn DEFINED AS LOCAL IN MULTIPLE SYSTEMS

Reason:

The specified SYSID was defined as local to multiple systems. Each IMS being merged must have a unique local SYSID.
The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1552E
VERSION REQUIRED BUT NOT SPECIFIED FOR: imsid

Reason:

A valid version was not supplied for the specified IMSID. The Merge/Clone utility requires the IMS version so that it can
call the proper routine to read the IMS MODBLKS data set. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Supply a valid version and resubmit the job.

CFM1553E
SUFFIX REQUIRED BUT NOT SPECIFIED FOR: imsid

Reason:

A valid gen suffix was not supplied for the specified IMSID. The Merge/Clone utility requires the IMS gen suffix so that it
can load the proper members from the IMS MODBLKS data set. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Supply a valid suffix and resubmit the job.

CFM1554E
AT LEAST ONE SYSID PAIR REQUIRED BUT NONE SPECIFIED FOR: imsid

Reason:

The specified IMSID does not have a valid SYSID pair. The Merge/Clone utility requires a SYSID pair so that it can build
the SYSID parameters on the transaction definitions. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Provide all valid SYSID pairs for each IMS being merged.
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CFM1555E
MORE THAN ONE IMS REQUIRED

Reason:

To perform a merge of IMS systems, there must be more than one IMS. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1556E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN REMOTE SYSID TABLE

Reason:

An error has been detected in the IMS MSC cross reference checking. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Check for prior error messages in the CFMLIST output. Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1557E
imsid1 DOES NOT HAVE ANY LINKS TO imsid2

Reason:

The specified IMSID (imsid1) does not have any SYSID pairs that point to imsid2. The Merge/Clone utility cannot build
the correct SYSID definitions on the IMS transactions unless each IMS has a SYSID pair that points to each IMS system
being merged. The job step ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMIMSID input and resubmit the job.

CFM1600W
 ** TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid HAD PROGRAM CHANGED FROM pgm1 TO pgm2  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The program to which the transaction was
assigned changed from pgm1 to pgm2. Processing continues and a return code of 4 is set. If a more severe error is
encountered, the return code for that error will be used.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information. 

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1601W
** TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid WAS CHANGED FROM REMOTE OUTSIDE THE PLEX TO LOCAL

Reason:
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The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The transaction was defined as both local and
remote. Because it was local on one or more systems, it is changed to local in all systems. Processing continues and a
return code of 4 is set. If a more severe error is encountered, the return code for that error will be used.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1602I
TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO MULTSEG

Reason:

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The transaction was defined as MULTSEG on at
least one system in the IMSPlex, therefore it was changed to MULTSEG on all systems. Processing continues.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1603I
TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO NONRESPONSE

Reason:

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1604I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO RESPONSE  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1605I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO CONVERSATIONAL  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The transaction was defined as conversational
on at least one system, therefore it was changed to conversational on the specified IMSID. Processing continues and a
return code of 4 is set. If a more severe error is encountered, the return code for that error will be used.
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See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMSGEN.

CFM1606I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO EDIT=ULC  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1607I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO EDIT=UC  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1608I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO MODE=MULT  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1609I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO MODE=SNGL  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.
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See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1610I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO DCLWA=NO  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1611I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO DCLWA=YES  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1612I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO ROUTING=NO  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. 

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1613I
TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO ROUTING=YES

Reason:

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.
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NOTE
For information about how CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS resolves conflicts, see the 
CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS User Guide.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1614I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO NOT A WFI  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1615I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO WFI  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1616I
TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO SCHD=n

Reason:

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

NOTE
For information about how CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS resolves conflicts, see the 
CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS User Guide.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1617I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO INQ=NO  
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 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues. 

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1618I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO RECOVER  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues. 

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1619I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO SERIAL=NO  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues. 

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1620I
TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO SERIAL=YES

Reason:

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1621I
 TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED FROM FPATH (POTENTIAL/EXCLUSIVE) TO FPATH=NO  
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 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1622I
TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO FPATH=YES (POTENTIAL)

Reason:

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1623I
TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO FPATH=YES (EXCLUSIVE)

Reason:

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1624W
** TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid DEFINED WITH TRANSACTION EDIT ROUTINE

Reason:

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The transaction was defined on at least one IMS
as using a transaction edit routine, therefore all systems will now use the transaction edit routine. Processing continues
and a return code of 8 is set. If a more severe error is encountered, then a higher return code might be set at termination.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

Action:

You must edit your stage 1 source. The Merge/Clone utility cannot determine the name of the edit routine on your
transaction so it fills in the stage 1 TRANSACT macro with eight plus signs (++++++++). Replace the plus signs with the
valid transaction edit routine name. If adding new routines or changing the sequence of the edit routine in the gen, you will
need to run a minimum of a CTLBLKS gen.
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CFM1625I
** TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO CLASS n

Reason:

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1626I
** TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO SPA xxxxxx

Reason:

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1627I
TRANSACTION tran ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO AOI=value

Reason:

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1628I
 TRANSACTION xxxxxxxx ON IMS yyyy CHANGED TO TRANSTAT=z  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected by the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.
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CFM1630I
 APPLCTN psb ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO RESIDENT  

 Reason: 

The specified application on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The application was defined as resident on one
or more IMS systems, therefore it is now defined that way in all IMS systems. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1631I
 APPLCTN psb ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO DOPT  

 Reason: 

The specified application on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The application was defined as DOPT on one or
more IMS systems, therefore it is now defined that way in all IMS systems. (If the application was previously found to be
defined as resident, all DOPT checking is bypassed.) Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1632I
 APPLCTN psb ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO PARALLEL  

 Reason: 

The specified application on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The application was defined as PARALLEL on
one or more IMS systems, therefore it is now defined that way in all IMS systems. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1633I
 APPLCTN psb ON IMS imsid HAD GPSB REMOVED  

 Reason: 

The specified application on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The application was defined as non-GPSB on
one or more IMS systems, and the PSBLIB contans a member with the same name. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.
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CFM1634I
APPLCTN psb ON IMS imsid HAD GPSB REMOVED

Reason:

The specified application on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The definition for psb was changed on IMS
imsid. At least one IMS system in the IMSPlex had the same named PSB defined as a non-GPSB and PSBLIB contained
a member with the same name as psb. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1635W
 APPLCTN psb ON IMS imsid IS NOW GENNED AS FPATH=NO  

 Reason: 

The specified application on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected using the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues with a return code of 4 set. If a more severe error is encountered, that return code will be
used at program termination.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1636W
 APPLCTN psb ON IMS imsid IS NOW GENNED AS FPATH=nnn  

 Reason: 

The specified application on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The conflict was resolved using the default
transaction definition selected using the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS default option selection
routine. Processing continues with a return code of 4 set. If a more severe error is encountered, that return code will be
used at program termination.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1637I
APPLCTN psb ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO PGMTYPE=TP

Reason:

The specified application on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The application was defined as TP on one or
more IMS systems, therefore it is now defined that way in all IMS systems. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

Action:
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Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1640I
DATABASE dbd ON IMS imsid IS NOW GENNED AS RESIDENT

Reason:

The specified database on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The database was defined as resident on one or
more IMS systems, therefore it is now defined that way in all IMS systems. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1641I
 DATABASE dbd ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO ACCESS=RO  

 Reason: 

The specified database on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. Another IMS system has the specified database
defined with ACCESS=EX, therefore the specified database will be reset to ACCESS=RO in all other IMS systems.
Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1642I
 DATABASE dbd ON IMS imsid CHANGED TO ACCESS=UP  

 Reason: 

The specified database on the specified IMSID has a definition conflict. The database was defined as ACCESS=UP on
one or more IMS systems, or it was specified as a database name in the CFMSHLVL input, therefore it is now defined as
UP in all IMS systems. Processing continues.

See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1643I
DATABASE dbd ON IMS imsid DEFINED WITH ACCESS=xx

Reason:

The specified database was added to the specified IMS and defined with ACCESS=xx. Processing continues.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.
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CFM1699I
NO EXCEPTIONS ENCOUNTERED

Reason:

CFM editing completed without encountering a definition conflict. Processing continues.

Action:

Review and update the definition, if necessary, before running the IMS gen.

CFM1700E
CFMLIST DD STATEMENT MISSING

Reason:

The required CFMLIST DD statement is not present. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

CFM1701E
UNABLE TO OPEN DD CFMLIST

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to open data set CFMLIST. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Check the job log for additional information, correct the JCL, and resubmit the job.

CFM1702E
CFMPDS DD STATEMENT MISSING

Reason:

The required CFMPDS DD statement is not present. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

CFM1703E
UNABLE TO OPEN DD CFMPDS

Reason:

An error was encountered attempting to open DD CFMPDS. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Check the job log for additional information, correct the JCL, and resubmit the job.

CFM1704E
IMS DD STATEMENT MISSING
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Reason:

The required IMS DD statement is not present. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

CFM1705E
UNABLE TO OPEN DD IMS

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to open DD IMS. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Check the job log for additional information, correct the JCL, and resubmit the job.

CFM1706E
CFMEXCPT DD STATEMENT MISSING

Reason:

The required CFMEXCPT DD statement is not present. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

CFM1707E
UNABLE TO OPEN DD CFMEXCPT

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to open DD CFMEXCPT. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Check the job log for additional information, correct the JCL, and resubmit the job.

CFM1708I
AFFINITY PROCESSING BYPASSED, CFMAFFIN DD STATEMENT MISSING

Reason:

The CFMAFFIN DD statement is not present. CFMAFFIN input is used to force transaction routing to certain systems.
When this DD statement is not supplied, all transaction routing is determined using database ACCESS and PSB
PROCOPT values. Processing continues.

CFM1709E
UNABLE TO OPEN DD CFMAFFIN

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to open DD CFMAFFIN. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:
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Check the job log for additional information, correct the JCL, and resubmit the job.

CFM1710I
 SHARELVL PROCESSING BYPASSED, CFMSHLVL DD STATEMENT MISSING  

 Reason: 

The CFMSHLVL DD statement is not present. CFMSHLVL input is used to force Sharelvl(3) on certain databases, which
defines these databases with ACCESS=UP in all systems regardless of how they were previously defined. Processing
continues.

When this DD statement is not supplied, the Merge/Clone utility determines database access as described in How to
Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems.

CFM1711E
UNABLE TO OPEN DD CFMSHLVL

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to open DD CFMSHLVL. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Check the job log for additional information, correct the JCL, and resubmit the job.

CFM1712E
CFMPDS DATA SET MUST BE LRECL 80

Reason:

The data set defined by DD CFMPDS must be defined as LRECL 80. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the data set allocation and resubmit the job.

CFM1719E
ERROR LOADING MODULE mod FOR IMS: imsid

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to load the specified module for the Merge/Clone utility. Processing ends with
return code 12.

Action:

Verify that the product has been installed correctly and that this module is available to be loaded. Check the job log for
additional information, correct the problem, and resubmit the job.

CFM1720E
REQUIRED DDNAME ddn NOT PRESENT IN JCL

Reason:

Each IMS system defined through CFMIMSID input must have an associated MODBLKS data set defined in the JCL.
The DD name is created by appending the IMSID to the character string "MBLK". For example, IMS1 would require a DD
name of MBLKIMS1 pointing to IMS1's MODBLKS data set. Processing ends with return code 12.
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Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

CFM1721E
ERROR OPENING DATA SET, DD NAME=ddn

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to open the specified data set. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Check the job log for additional information, correct the JCL, and resubmit the job.

CFM1730E
SPECIFIED IMS NOT FOUND: imsid

Reason:

An input record in the CFMAFFIN data set contained an invalid IMS. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Enter a valid IMS and resubmit the job.

CFM1731E
SYNTAX ERROR, COLUMN 5 MUST BE BLANK

Reason:

The previous CFMAFFIN input record did not follow correct record syntax. The IMSID must start in column 1, column 5
must contain a blank, and the transaction name must start in column 6. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMAFFIN input data and resubmit the job.

CFM1732E
TRANSACTION NAME MORE THAN EIGHT CHARACTERS

Reason:

The previous record contains a transaction name that exceeds the eight-character maximum. Processing ends with return
code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMAFFIN input data and resubmit the job.

CFM1733E
SYNTAX ERROR, TRAN NAME NOT PRESENT OR NOT STARTING IN COLUMN 6

Reason:

The transaction name is not supplied or it does not start in column 6. The IMSID must start in column 1, column 5 must
contain a blank, and the transaction name must start in column 6. Processing ends with return code 12.
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Action:

Correct the CFMAFFIN input data and resubmit the job.

CFM1734E
TRAN: tran NOT DEFINED IN ANY SYSTEM

Reason:

The specified transaction was specified in a CFMAFFIN input record, but is not present in any IMS system. The
transaction cannot be defined with the requested routing unless it is present in an existing IMS. Processing ends with
return code 12.

Action:

Remove the transaction from the CFMAFFIN input data or add the desired transaction to one (or more) of the IMS regions
being merged.

CFM1741E
DATA BASE NAME MORE THAN EIGHT CHARACTERS

Reason:

The previous record read from CFMSHLVL contained a database name that exceeds the eight-character maximum
length. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMSHLVL input and resubmit the job.

CFM1742E
DATA BASE NAME MISSING OR NOT STARTING IN COLUMN 1

Reason:

The previous record read from CFMSHLVL was incorrect. The database name was not provided or does not start in
column 1. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Correct the CFMSHLVL input and resubmit the job.

CFM1743E
DATA BASE: dbd NOT DEFINED TO ANY IMS

Reason:

The specified database is not defined in any of the IMS regions defined in the CFMIMSID input. The database access
cannot be set using the CFMSHLVL input unless the database is defined to one of the IMS regions being merged.
Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Remove the database from the CFMSHLVL input data or add it to one (or more) of the IMS systems being merged.

CFM1751E
JOB TERMINATING, UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE CFMCNTL0
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Reason:

The specified module is unavailable. This module is required for the Merge/Clone utility. Processing ends with return code
12.

Action:

Check the job log for additional information, correct the problem, and resubmit the job.

CFM1752E
JOB TERMINATING, UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE CFMEDIT0

Reason:

The specified module is unavailable. This module is required for the Merge/Clone utility. Processing ends with return code
12.

Action:

Check the job log for additional information, correct the problem, and resubmit the job.

CFM1753E
JOB TERMINATING, UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE CFMPSBS0

Reason:

The specified module is unavailable. This module is required for the Merge/Clone utility. Processing ends with return code
12.

Action:

Check the job log for additional information, correct the problem, and resubmit the job.

CFM1754I
NO RECORDS IN TRANSACTION AFFINITY LIST

Reason:

There were no user-specified transaction routing requirements. Transaction routing will be determined by the Merge/Clone
utility, based upon the database access and the PSB PROCOPT values. Processing continues.

CFM1755I
NO RECORDS IN DATA BASE SHARELVL LIST

Reason:

There were no input records supplied in the CFMSHLVL data set. The Merge/Clone utility will determine database access.
Processing continues.

CFM1756E
JOB TERMINATING, UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE CFMPRPT0

Reason:

The specified module is unavailable. This module is required for the Merge/Clone utility. Processing ends with return code
12.
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Action:

Check the job log for additional information, correct the problem, and resubmit the job.

CFM1800E
ERROR LOADING MODULE mod FROM DD ddn

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to load a module from an IMS MODBLKS data set. The last four characters
of the DD name are the IMS that is being processed. The last character of the module name is obtained from the SUFFIX
parameter supplied in the CFMIMSID input data. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Verify that the correct IMS MODBLKS data set names are used and that the correct IMS gen suffix was specified in the
CFMIMSID input data. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

CFM1801E
FAILED FOR DDNAME xxxxxxxx RC=nn REASON=rr

Reason:

The BLDL macro failed with the indicated return code and reason code. The BLDL macro is used to get module lengths
for the IMS MODBLKS modules. The function fails.

Action:

Check the BLDL return code and reason code and verify that the named MODBLKS data set contains valid load modules.

CFM1802E
ERROR PROCESSING MODULE mmmmmmmm FROM DDNAME dddddddd

Reason:

The length of the named MODBLKS module was invalid for the version of IMS. The function fails.

Action:

Verify that the named MODBLKS DDNAME contains valid IMS MODBLKS modules. Also verify that the IMS version
specified in CFMISMID input stream is specified correctly.

CFM1900I
STAGE1 GENERATION STARTED

Reason:

The Merge/Clone utility has started generating the IMS stage 1 source. Processing continues.

CFM1901W
 ** TRANSACTION tran REQUIRES EDITING BEFORE RUNNING IMS GEN  

 Reason: 

The specified transaction was defined on at least one IMS as using a transaction edit routine, therefore all systems
will now use the transaction edit routine. Processing continues and a return code of 8 is set. If a more severe error is
encountered, then a higher return code might be set when processing ends.
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See How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems for more information.

 Action: 

Edit your stage 1 source. The Merge/Clone utility cannot determine the name of the edit routine you had on your
transaction so it fills in the stage 1 TRANSACT macro with eight plus signs (++++++++). Replace the plus signs with a
valid transaction edit routine name. If you are adding new transaction edit routines or changing the sequence of the edit
routine in the gen, you will need to run a minimum of a CTLBLKS gen.

CFM1902I
STAGE1 GENERATION COMPLETED

Reason:

The Merge/Clone utility has completed generating the IMS stage 1 source. Processing continues.

CFM1903E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED DURING STOW FOR member RETURN CODE nnnnnnnn

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to stow the PDS member member. The return code from the STOW is
indicated in nnnnnnn. Processing ends with return code 12.

Action:

Check the job log for additional messages, verify that the CFMPDS is allocated as a PDS, correct the problem, and
resubmit the job.

CFM1904I
MEMBER member HAS BEEN SAVED

Reason:

The Merge/Clone utility has completed building the stage 1 for member member and written it to the CFMPDS.
Processing continues.

CFM2010W
** DBD dbd IN PSB psb NOT FOUND, ALL RELATED TRANSACTIONS DEFINED LOCAL

Reason:

While performing routing analysis on PSB psb, the Merge/Clone utility attempted to load the specified DBD. It was unable
to load this DBD, so it could not complete its analysis. It therefore chose to make all transactions that use this PSB local in
all IMS regions. Processing continues and return code 4 is set. If a more severe error is encountered, this job will end with
a higher return code.

Action:

If possible, make the DBD available to the IMS DD data set and resubmit the job. Otherwise, review the IMS stage 1 and
verify that the transactions using this PSB are routed properly.

CFM2011W
** PSB psb NOT FOUND, ALL RELATED TRANSACTIONS DEFINED LOCAL

Reason:
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The Merge/Clone utility was unable to load the specified PSB and could not perform routing analysis. Therefore, the utility
defaulted to make all transactions assigned to this PSB local in all IMS regions. Processing continues and return code 4 is
set. If a more severe error is encountered, this job will end with a higher return code.

Action:

If possible, make the PSB available to the IMS DD data set and resubmit the job. Otherwise, review the IMS stage 1 and
verify that the transactions using this PSB are routed properly.

CFM2012W
** DBD dbd REFERENCED BY PSB psb BUT NOT DEFINED IN ANY SYSTEM

Reason:

The specified database was referenced by the specified PSB, but it was not defined in any IMS region. The PSB is
assumed to be NOTINIT and all transactions are made local in all IMS systems. Processing continues and return code 4
is set. If a more severe error is encountered, this job will end with a higher return code.

Action:

Verify that the correct PSB is being used. Review the IMS stage 1 and verify that the transactions are routed to the correct
systems.

CFM2013W
** NO SYSTEM MET PROCOPT REQUIREMENTS FOR: psb - MADE LOCAL EVERYWHERE

Reason:

The Merge/Clone utility could not find an IMS where the database access for all databases met the Procopt requirements
of the specified PSB. Therefore, the PSB is defined as local everywhere. Processing continues and the return code is set
to 4. If a more severe error is encountered the job might end with a higher return code.

Action:

Review the routing for all transactions associated with the PSB.

CFM2014I
APPLCTN psb ADDED AS A REMOTE PDIR

Reason:

A transaction was found that was defined to use the specified PDIR, but psb was not defined as an application on any IMS
in the IMSPlex. The Merge/Clone utility therefore assumed that the application was defined as remote and built a remote
application. Processing continues.

CFM2015W
** APPPLCTN psb ADDED. MAY HAVE PREVIOUSLY BEEN DEFINED AS A REMOTE PDIR.

Reason:

The specified PSB was referenced in a transaction, but was not in the PDIR table. It will be added and treated as a local
APPLCTN. Processing continues.

Action:

Review the IMS stage 1 input and verify that the transactions for PSB psb are defined with proper routing information.
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CFM2016W
** PSB ANALYSIS ERROR, POSSIBLY NOT A PSB, NAME=psb - ALL TRANSACTIONS MADE LOCAL

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to analyze the specified PSB. An address outside the range of the PSB was
detected. This is typically the case when the module loaded from the IMS DD is a program rather than a PSB. Processing
continues and the return code is set to 4. If a more severe error is encountered the job might end with a higher return
code.

Action:

Verify that the PSB loaded from the IMS DD data set is a valid PSB. If not, correct the PSB and resubmit the job. If the
member is a valid PSB, contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM2201E
LOAD FAILED FOR module RC=rc ABCODE=code

Reason:

A LOAD for the named module failed. The LOAD return code and the abend code are shown in the message. The utility
ends with return code 12.

Action:

Verify that the load module named in the message is present in the STEPLIB of the batch utility job.

CFM2202E
CFMOPT BLKSIZE TOO SMALL

Reason:

The block size of the CFMOPT data set was less than the required size. The utility ends with return code 12.

Action:

Reallocate the CFMOPT data set with RECFM=U and a block size of at least 4,096.

CFM2203E
UNKNOWN KEYWORD SPECIFIED IN PARM FIELD

Reason:

The utility found an unknown keyword or syntax error while processing the PARM field in the EXEC statement. The utility
ends with return code 12.

Action:

Review the PARM= field specified on the JCL EXEC statement. The PARM field can contain only IMSID=xxxx and the
LIST or UPDATE keyword, separated by a comma.

CFM2204E
KEYWORD VALUE FOR keyword condition

Reason:
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An error occurred when the utility was parsing the PARM field specified on the JCL EXEC statement. The keyword
and the reason for the error are shown in the message text. The possible keywords are IMSID, LIST, or UPDATE. The
conditions that may occur are MISSING, INVALID, or NOT ALLOWED. The utility ends with return code 8.

Action:

Review the PARM= field specified on the JCL EXEC statement. The PARM field can contain only IMSID=xxxx and
the LIST or UPDATE keyword, separated by a comma. Only the IMSID keyword can have an equal sign following the
keyword.

CFM2205E
keyword NOT INCLUDED IN PARM FIELD

Reason:

The IMSID or the function (LIST or UPDATE) was not specified in the PARM field. The message indicates which type of
keyword was not present. The utility ends with return code 12.

Action:

Review the PARM= field specified on the JCL EXEC statement. The PARM field must contain the IMSID=xxxx keyword
and the LIST or UPDATE keyword.

CFM2206E
MVS NOTE FAILED STORING MEMBER member R15=rcR0=reason

Reason:

A NOTE macro failed with an unexpected return code. The utility ends with return code 12.

Action:

Review the JESLOG for the batch utility for other messages related to this problem. The return code and reason code
returned during the NOTE macro are shown in the message text.

CFM2207E
IMSID OPTIONS NOT FOUND FOR IMS imsid

Reason:

The IMSID options member for the named IMSID was not found in the CFMOPT data set during a LIST request. The utility
ends with return code 12.

Action:

Verify that the proper IMSID was specified in the PARM field of the batch utility and that the appropriate CFMOPT data set
name was specified.

CFM2208E
UNABLE TO SAVE imsid OPTIONS-CFMOPT OUT OF DIRECTORY SPACE

Reason:

The CFMOPT data set was out of directory space when the utility attempted to save the updated IMSID options member
in the CFMOPT data set. The utility ends with return code 12.

Action:
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Reallocate the CFMOPT data set with more directory blocks.

CFM2209E
STOW FAILED FOR imsid OPTIONS R15=rc R0=reason

Reason:

A STOW macro failed with an unexpected return code. The utility ends with return code 12.

Action:

Review the JESLOG for the batch utility for other messages related to this problem.

CFM2210E
ABEND OCCURRED WRITING imsid OPTIONS - ABEND code

Reason:

An abend was intercepted while writing the updated IMSID options member to the CFMOPT data set. The utility ends with
return code 12.

Action:

Review the JESLOG for the batch utility for other messages related to this problem. The abend code that would have
occurred is shown in the message text.

CFM2241E
SYNTAX ERROR IN PRIOR STATEMENT - MISSING =

Reason:

A syntax error occurred when the utility was processing the SYSIN statements. A statement was found that did not include
the equal sign (=). The utility ends with return code 8.

Action:

Review the statement preceding this error message and verify that an equal sign was placed after the keyword.

CFM2242E
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME ddname RC=rc

Reason:

An OPEN for the ddname shown in the message failed. The open return code is shown in the message text. The utility
ends with return code 8.

Action:

Review the JESLOG for the batch utility for other messages related to this problem. The OPEN macro return code and the
DDNAME being opened are shown in the message text.

CFM2243E
CLOSE FAILED FOR DDNAME ddname RC=rc

Reason:
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A CLOSE for the ddname shown in the message failed. The close return code is shown in the message text. The utility
ends with return code 8.

Action:

Review the JESLOG for the batch utility for other messages related to this problem. The CLOSE macro return code and
the DDNAME being closed are shown in the message text.

CFM2244E
PRIOR STATEMENT HAS AN INVALID KEYWORD

Reason:

The keyword specified on the prior statement is unknown. The utility ends with return code 8.

Action:

Review the statement preceding this error message and verify that the keyword specified is specified correctly.

CFM2245E
VALUE SPECIFIED IN PRIOR STATEMENT EXCEEDS MAXIMUM LENGTH FOR THE KEYWORD

Reason:

The length of the value specified in the prior statement is longer than the maximum length allowed for this keyword. The
utility ends with return code 8.

Action:

Review the statement preceding this error message to verify that the value specified for the keyword is correct.

CFM2246E
PRIOR STATEMENT INCLUDES A COMMA BUT IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR CONTINUATION

Reason:

A comma was encountered following the value specified for a keyword, but continuation statements are not permitted for
this keyword. The utility ends with return code 8.

Action:

Review the statement preceding this error message. Verify that both the keyword and value are specified on the same
line. Also verify that the first non-blank character following the value is not a comma.

CFM2247E
ERROR REPOSITIONING FOR NEXT KEYWORD VALUE

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred parsing a continued statement. The utility abends with code U4081.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM2248E
TOO MANY SOURCE DATA SETS WERE SPECIFIED
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Reason:

The number of source data set names specified on the preceding statement exceeds the maximum allowed for this
keyword. The utility ends with return code 8.

Action:

Review the statement preceding this error message. Verify that no more than 30 IMS sysgen source data set names or 10
security source data set names were specified.

CFM2249E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR OLC - MUST BE LOCAL OR GLOBAL

Reason:

An invalid value was specified on the OLC= statement. The utility ends with return code 8.

Action:

Review the statement preceding this error message. Verify that the value specified for the OLC = keyword is LOCAL or
GLOBAL.

CFM2250E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR DRD - MUST BE ENABLED OR DISABLED

Reason:

The DRD value specified in the IMSID Setup Utility is not valid.

Action:

Specify a valid value, ENABLED or DISABLED, and rerun the utility.

CFM3001I
This message contains an error message retrieved from the APPC error extract service. CA Mainframe Configuration
Manager for IMS for z/OS uses this message to show the information retrieved from APPC.

Reason:

An APPC call returned an unexpected return code and provided the text in this error message for documentation of the
problem.

Action:

Use the APPC error information in this message in conjunction with the information in message CFM3002E to determine
the reason for the APPC call failure.

CFM3002E
APPC CALL TO module FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

The call for APPC services to the named module failed. The module name might be ATBALC2 (for Allocate), ATBSEND
(for Send), ATBRCVW (for Receive), or ATBEES3 (for Error Extract).

Action:

Determine whether the failure was caused by an environmental problem, such as an APPC or VTAM problem, or by an
abend in CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS code running in the APPC address space by reviewing
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the SYSLOG on the systems where both the TSO user was logged on and the system where IMS runs. For other
problems, contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM3045E
UNKNOWN ISPF MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM APPC - msgid

Reason:

An ISPF message identifier was received from CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS while it was
running in an APPC initiator, but the message ID was not a known message. The requested function fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM3052E
ERROR RETRIEVING IMS imsid OPTIONS reason

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to read and interpret IMSID options for the named IMSID. The reason text describes
the reason for the failure. The requested function fails.

Action:

Verify that the named IMSID has an options module present on the MVS system where the TSO user is logged on, and
that the options module is valid. This error could also occur if a group is defined with a name that begins with CFM@.

CFM3053E
ERROR RETRIEVING IMS OPTIONS FOR PLEX MEMBER imsid-reason

Reason:

When CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS installs a resource update list, it retrieves the IMSIDs of
all IMS subsystems in the IMSPlex from the OLCSTAT data set. An error occurred when CA Mainframe Configuration
Manager for IMS for z/OS attempted to read and interpret the IMSID options for this IMS system.

Action:

Verify that the named IMSID is defined to CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS on the system where the
TSO user is logged on, and that the options module for that IMS subsystem is valid. This error may occur for an IMSID
that was not the target of the install request, but was required because it is in the same IMSPlex as the target of the
install.

CFM3054E
EXPECTED CONFIG DATA NOT RECEIVED FOR GLOBAL ONLINE CHANGE TARGET

Reason:

An attempt to obtain a list of the IMSIDs defined in the OLCSTAT data set for a target IMS subsystem with global online
change enabled did not return the expected information from the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS
APPC transaction program. The requested function fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.
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CFM3055E
UNEXPECTED CONFIG DATA NOT RECEIVED FOR LOCAL ONLINE CHANGE TARGET

Reason:

Global online change configuration information was received for an IMS subsystem that has local online change enabled.
The requested function fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM3056E
INSTALL SYNC POINT DATA NOT RECEIVED - code

Reason:

During an install request, the expected sync point confirmation was not received. The requested function fails.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG where the target IMS subsystems run to determine whether there are any CA Mainframe
Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS messages related to an APPC processing error. Such messages would begin
with "CFM".

CFM3061E
INVALID MESSAGE DATA RECEIVED FROM APPC ADDRESS SPACE

Reason:

A CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS APPC transaction program returned a message to the TSO
user, but the message length was invalid. The requested function fails.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG where the target IMS subsystems run to determine whether any CA Mainframe Configuration
Manager for IMS for z/OS messages were issued at the time of the failure. Such messages would begin with "CFM".
Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM3135E
FASTGEN PROCESS TERMINATED DUE TO IMS SYSGEN ERROR(S)

Reason:

The fastgen process failed.

Action:

Determine the reason for the failure by reviewing the sysgen output listings for other CFM prefixed messages.

CFM3136E
FASTGEN PROCESS TERMINATED DUE TO MODULE LINK ERROR(S)

Reason:

The fastgen process failed.
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Action:

Determine the reason for the failure by reviewing the sysgen output listings for other CFM prefixed messages.

CFM3138E
FASTGEN PROCESS TERMINATED DUE TO IMS SECURITY ERROR(S)

Reason:

The fastgen process failed.

Action:

Determine the reason for the failure by reviewing the sysgen output listings for other CFM prefixed messages.

CFM3201E
LOAD FAILED FOR modname RC=rc ABCODE=code

Reason:

A LOAD macro failed with the indicated return code and abend code for the named load module. The job fails.

Action:

Review the abend code and module name to determine the cause of the load failure. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM3202E
keyword WAS ALREADY SPECIFIED ON A PRIOR STATEMENT

Reason:

The indicated keyword statement was specified more than once in the SYSIN data stream. This keyword can only be
specified one time in the SYSIN data. The job fails.

Action:

Remove the additional occurrences of the named keyword.

CFM3203E
UNKNOWN KEYWORD SPECIFIED

Reason:

The keyword value specified on the prior statement was not a valid keyword. The job fails.

Action:

Review the SYSIN statement prior to this error message for an error. Verify that the keyword value is spelled correctly.

CFM3204E
KEYWORD VALUE FOR keyword condition

Reason:

The value specified for the named keyword was missing or invalid. The job fails.

Action:
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If the value was missing, specify a value for the keyword. If the value was invalid, verify that the value was one of the
allowable values for the keyword or that the value does not exceed four characters for an IMSID or eight characters for a
resource update list name.

CFM3205E
NUMBER OF SELMBR NAMES EXCEEDS MAXIMUM (512)

Reason:

The number of SELMBR values specified in the job exceeded the maximum of 512 names. The job fails.

Action:

Reduce the number of SELMBR values to less than 512. You can break the members into multiple jobs or use generic
member names to reduce the number of names specified in the job.

CFM3206E
MISSING REQUIRED STATEMENT (LIST= IMSID= SOURCE= or CTLBLKS=)

Reason:

The CFMCLIST control statements did not include one of the required keyword statements. The job fails.

Action:

Verify that the keyword statements include all the required statements, and that valid values were specified for these
keywords.

CFM3207E
UNBALANCED OR INVALID PARENTHESIS SPECIFIED

Reason:

Parentheses were used improperly in the prior statement. There was a close parenthesis before an open parenthesis, or
there were multiple open parentheses. The job fails.

Action:

Review the prior control statement to verify that parentheses were used properly.

CFM3208E
UNSUPPORTED IMS RELEASE

Reason:

The release of IMS currently running for the IMS subsystem identified by the IMSID= statement is not supported by this
level of CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS . The job fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM3209E
CFMCLNS REPORTED A CLEANUP ERROR

Reason:
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The CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS cleanup processor encountered an error while closing files
and freeing storage. The job fails.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG for additional CFM error messages that define the error condition. Contact CA Support for
assistance.

CFM3211E
AN MVS macro FOR DDNAME CFMOPT FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

An OPEN, BLDL, POINT, or CLOSE macro returned with an unexpected return code. The macro and return code are
identified in the message text. The job fails.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG for the job to determine if there were any additional error messages associated with the error.
Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM3212E
CFM OPTIONS MODULE name IS INVALID

Reason:

Validation of the IMSID options module named in the message failed. The job fails.

Action:

Verify that the proper CFMOPT library was specified in the JCL for the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM3213E
CFM OPTIONS MODULE NOT FOUND

Reason:

The options member for the IMSID named in the control cards was not found in the CFMOPT data set specified in the
job’s JCL. The member name for the IMSID is CFM@ followed by the four-character IMSID. The job fails.

Action:

Verify that the IMSID= was specified properly and that the CFMOPT data set contains an options module for that IMS
subsystem.

CFM3214E
NO MEMBERS WERE SELECTED BY THE SELMBR VALUE(S) SPECIFIED

Reason:

There were no members of the CFMGEN data set selected for the SELMBR names specified in the CFMCLIST control
statements. The job fails.

Action:

Correct the SELMBR specifications specified in the job. Also, verify that the members you intended to select are present
in the first and only data set in the CFMGEN DD. Concatenated PDSs are not supported.
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CFM3215E
UPDATE LIST MEMBER name ALREADY EXISTS BUT REPLACE NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

The specified resource update list name already exists in the CFMPDS data set, and REPLACE was not specified. The
job fails.

Action:

Change the LIST= keyword to specify a different resource update list or include the REPLACE keyword on the LIST=
statement.

CFM3216E
INVALID ERROR MESSAGE RETURNED FROM APPC PROCESSING

Reason:

The length of an error message returned from CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS APPC processing
was not valid. The job fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM3225E
AN INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED WRITING ETMPUNCH

Reason:

An internal error occurred while determining the current output block for the ETMPUNCH data set. The job step ends.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM3226E
MISSING PARM KEYWORD (IMSID= or CTLBLKS=)

Reason:

IMSID= or CTLBLKS= was not specified or was specified incorrectly in the CFMBRVRS PARM field. The job step ends.

Action:

Review the CFMBRVRS PARM field to verify that both the IMSID= and CTLBLKS= keywords are included. Check for any
error messages that may have occurred while parsing the PARM field.

CFM3227E
CFMPUNCH DD HAS AN INVALID BLKSIZE (NOT A MULTIPLE OF 80)

Reason:

The DCB attributes for the CFMPUNCH DD are invalid. The job step ends.

Action:
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Verify that the CFMPUNCH DD is allocated properly. It must have LRECL=80, a BLKSIZE that is a multiple of 80, and
RECFM=FB.

CFM3241I
OPTIONS IN USE option

Reason:

This message describes the options selected for this execution of the CFMCLIST utility. The options in use are based on
the control statements read from the SYSIN DD.

CFM3243I
NUMBER OF DEFINED resources number

Reason:

This message describes the IMS version and number of each resource type defined in the target subsystem.

CFM3244I
CFMGEN MEMBERS SELECTED:

Reason:

This message describes the IMS sysgen source members of the CFMGEN DD that were selected for processing based
on control statement input provided by the user.

CFM3301E
INVALID ENTRY VECTOR DETECTED IN CFMCLST2

Reason:

The entry vector used to determine the function to be performed by module CFMCLST2 was not valid. The job fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM3302E
MVS BLDL DDNAME CFMPDS FAILED RC=rc REASON CODE reason

Reason:

A BLDL macro returned an unexpected return code and reason code. The job fails.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG for any additional error messages that may be related to this problem. Contact CA Support for
assistance.

CFM3303E
MVS STOW DDNAME CFMPDS FAILED RC=rc REASON CODE reason

Reason:

A STOW macro returned an unexpected return code and reason code, as indicated in the message text. The job fails.
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Action:

Review the SYSLOG for any additional error messages that may be related to this problem. Contact CA Support for
assistance.

CFM3304E
CFMPDS DIRECTORY FULL - UNABLE TO SAVE UPDATE LIST

Reason:

The PDS directory did not have sufficient space to store the resource update list. The job fails.

Action:

Delete unneeded members from the CFMPDS data set, or reallocate the data set with additional directory blocks.

CFM3307W
NO UPDATE LIST ENTRIES ARE REQUIRED

Reason:

The comparison of sysgen source and IMS system control blocks resulted in no required changes to IMS control blocks.
The job completes, but no updates are made to the CFMPDS data set.

CFM3308E
MVS ENQUEUE FOR CFMPDS FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

An ENQ macro returned with an unexpected return code, as indicated in the message. The QNAME used in the ENQ was
CFMPDS01, and the RNAME was the data set name of the CFMPDS data set. The job fails.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG for additional messages that may be related to this problem. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM3309E
CFMPDS DATA SET IN USE

Reason:

The CFMPDS data set was being read or written when the job attempted to write the resource update list. The job fails.

Action:

Retry the job when the CFMPDS data set is no longer being written.

CFM3310E
NUMBER OF UPDATE LIST ENTRIES EXCEEDS MAX OF 32767

Reason:

The maximum number of entries allowed for a single resource update list has been exceeded. The job fails.

Action:

Reduce the number of entries that are created by the job. If this is not a practical solution, contact CA Support for
assistance.
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CFM3311E
ERROR IN ACB RELOAD/AGN ENTRY

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing $CFMGEN macro requests. The job fails.

Action:

Retain the dump which accompanies this error and contact CA Technical SupportCA Support for assistance.

CFM3316E
ERROR CONDITION x OCCURRED WRITING UPDATE LIST MEMBER name

Reason:

An internal error occurred while writing the resource update list to the CFMPDS data set. The job fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM3317E
AN MVS NOTE FAILED FOR MEMBER name RC=rc

Reason:

A NOTE macro returned an unexpected return code and reason code, as indicated in the message text, while processing
the resource update list member of the CFMPDS data set. The job fails.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG for any additional error messages that may be related to this problem. Contact CA Support for
assistance.

CFM3341I
UPDATE LIST ENTRY CREATED TO CHANGE type name FOR THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS:

Reason:

This message shows the resource type and name that were identified as inconsistent in definition attributes between
IMS sysgen source macros and control blocks in the MODBLKS data set or the control blocks in use by the target IMS
subsystem. An entry in the generated resource update list is created.

CFM3342I
UPDATE LIST ENTRY CREATED TO ADD type name

Reason:

This message shows the resource type and name that were identified as inconsistent between IMS sysgen source macros
and control blocks in the MODBLKS data set or the control blocks in use by the target IMS subsystem. The named
resource was present in the sysgen source, but not in the control blocks. An entry in the generated resource update list is
created.
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CFM3343I
UPDATE LIST ENTRY CREATED TO DELETE type name

Reason:

This message shows the resource type and name that were identified as inconsistent between IMS sysgen source macros
and control blocks in the MODBLKS data set or the control blocks in use by the target IMS subsystem. The named
resource was present in the control blocks, but not in the sysgen source. An entry in the generated resource update list is
created.

CFM3344I
UPDATE LIST ENTRY CREATED TO RELOAD type name

Reason:

This message shows the resource type (PSB or DBD) and name that were requested for an ACB reload through a
$CFMGEN statement included in the IMS sysgen source. An entry in the generated resource update list is created.

CFM3345I
UPDATE LIST ENTRY CREATED TO UPDATE AGN agn-name TO action type-name

Reason:

This message shows information about an AGN update that was requested through a $CFMGEN statement included
in the IMS sysgen source. The value specified in the message text includes the AGN name to be updated, the action
(CONNECT or DISCONNECT) to be performed, the resource type (PSB, TRAN, or LTERM), and the resource name. An
entry in the generated resource update list is created.

CFM4000I
This message contains an APPC error message retrieved from the APPC error extract service. CA Mainframe
Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS uses this APPC message to show the information retrieved from APPC.

Reason:

An APPC call returned an unexpected return code

Action:

Use the APPC error information in this message in conjunction with the information in message CFM4024E to determine
the reason for the APPC call failure.

CFM4007W
CA CONFIGURATION MANAGER FAILED LICENSE VALIDATION

Reason:

A valid product license was not found. An attempt to execute the product on a CPU other than the CPU on which it is
licensed has been detected.Action:Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM4008W
PLEASE ENSURE THE LICENSE INFORMATION IS CORRECT

Reason:
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The product license cannot be validated.

Action:

The return code is not affected.

Correct the LMP key. For correct LMP key, contact the Total License Care (TLC) group at http://ca.com/support. When
contacting TLC, have your site ID and CA serial number available.

CFM4020E
GETMAIN FAILED IN CFM APPC PROGRAM CFMZRCB

Reason:

A GETMAIN request failed.

Action:

For errors related to the failure in an APPC/MVS initiator, review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running.
Review how much storage above the 16 MB line is available to the APPC.

CFM4021E
APPC request-1 REQUEST SEQUENCE ERROR-LAST REQUEST request-2

Reason:

There was an unexpected request from a CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS module for an APPC/
MVS action. The requested action was inconsistent with the state of the APPC/MVS conversation. The function fails.

Action:

For errors related to an APPC error in an APPC/MVS initiator, review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running.
There may be messages preceding this message that indicate a reason for the sequence error.

CFM4022E
CFMZAPPC RECEIVED AN INVALID APPC REQUEST TYPE

Reason:

An unknown requests type was received from a CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS module for an
APPC/MVS action. The function fails.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running for errors related to an APPC error in an APPC/MVS initiator.
Verify that the SVC dump which was produced following this error is retained, and contact CA Technical Support for
additional assistance.

CFM4023E
LOAD FAILED FOR MODULE module ABEND=aaa RC=nn

Reason:

A LOAD for the stated APPC module failed. An abend with code U4001 occurs in the address space of the APPC
transaction program.

Action:
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Verify that APPC callable service modules are available through the link list, or add the APPC callable services library to
the STEPLIB concatenation of the CFMTPADD JCL (after EXEC PGM=CFMZMAIN). Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance. Retain the APPC transaction program dump written to the dump data set specified in the CFMTPADD job in
the SCFMSAMP data set.

CFM4024E
APPC CALL TO module FAILED RC=nn

Reason:

The call for APPC services to the named module failed. The module name might be ATBALC2 (for Allocate), ATBSEND
(for Send), ATBRCVW (for Receive), or ATBEES3 (for Error Extract). A U4001 abend occurs in the address space of the
APPC transaction program.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the systems where IMS runs to determine whether the failure was caused by an environmental
problem, such as an APPC or VTAM problem, or by a problem with CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/
OS code running in the APPC transaction program address space. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4025E
APPC request RECEIVE RETURNED AN UNEXPECTED DATA_RECEIVED VALUE nn

Reason:

APPC returned an unexpected value for the DATA_RECEIVED parameter. The APPC function requested is shown in the
message text. The requested function fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4100E
AN ERROR OCCURRED CHECKING AN UPDATE LIST-AN UNKNOWN RESOURCE TYPE WAS ENCOUNTERED -
type

Reason:

The header of a resource update list element did not contain a valid resource type indicator. The requested function fails.

Action:

Retain a copy of the resource update list being processed for problem determination. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFM4101E
AN ERROR OCCURRED CHECKING AN UPDATE LIST-AN UNKNOWN FUNCTION WAS ENCOUNTERED - type

Reason:

The header of a resource update list element did not contain a valid function indicator. The requested function fails.

Action:

Retain a copy of the resource update list being processed for problem determination. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.
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CFM4102E
TRAN trancode REQUESTS EDIT ROUTINE NAME editname BUT THAT NAME IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

The edit routine name specified for this transaction was not already present in this IMS subsystem. Transaction edit
routines cannot be dynamically added; they must already exist in the target IMS subsystem. The requested function fails.
Resource checking is stopped following this error condition.

Action:

Change the edit routine name to a name already present in this IMS system.

CFM4103E
MULTIPLE RESOURCE UPDATES FOR type name PRESENT IN THIS UPDATE LIST

Reason:

The resource update list contains more than one entry for the same resource. There can be only one resource update list
entry for a specific resource. The requested function fails. Resource checking is stopped following this error condition.

Action:

Remove all but one occurrence of the entries that duplicate add, delete, or update the resource type and name indicated
in the message.

CFM4104E
ADD FOR type name FAILED BECAUSE IT IS ALREADY DEFINED

Reason:

A resource update list entry attempted to add a resource that was already defined. The resource list check continues.

Action:

Change the resource update list entry so that it does not attempt to add a resource that is already defined.

CFM4105E
DELETE FOR type name FAILED BECAUSE IT IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

A resource update list entry requested that a non-existent resource be deleted. The resource list check continues.

Action:

Change the resource update list entry so that it does not attempt to delete an undefined resource.

CFM4106E
UPDATE FOR type name FAILED BECAUSE IT IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

A resource update list entry requested that a resource that does not exist be deleted. The resource list check continues.

Action:

Change the resource update list entry so that it does not attempt to update an undefined resource.
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CFM4107E
type NAME name IS INVALID. FIRST CHAR MUST BE ALPHA, OTHERS ALPHANUMERIC.

Reason:

A resource update list entry requested that a resource be added, but the specified name is invalid. The resource list check
continues.

Action:

Change the resource update list entry to have a valid name for the resource being added.

CFM4108E
type NAME name IS INVALID. NAME IS RESERVED.

Reason:

A resource update list entry requested that a resource be added, but the specified name is reserved. The resource list
check continues.

Action:

Change the resource update list entry to have a valid name for the resource.

CFM4109E
type NAME name HAS AN INVALID PSB NAME psbname

Reason:

A resource update list entry specified an undefined or invalid PSB name to be associated with the transaction or route
code. The resource list check continues.

Action:

Change the resource update list entry to have a valid PSB name for the resource or route code.

CFM4110E
DELETE FOR PROGRAM name FAILED-MUST ALSO DELETE type name2

Reason:

A resource update list entry requesting a delete of a program name but did not also delete or change all transactions and
route codes that were associated with the program. Transactions and route codes defined to IMS must be associated with
a defined PSB name. The resource list check continues.

Action:

When deleting a program definition, all transactions and route codes must also be deleted or changed to be associated
with some other PSB.

CFM4111E
RTCODE name REQUIRES THAT PSB psbname HAVE FAST PATH=YES

Reason:

The named route code was associated with a PSB that did not have FPATH=YES specified. The verify or install request
fails.
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Action:

Verify that route codes are always associated with PSB names that have FPATH=YES specified.

CFM4112E
type name OPTION opt1 CONFLICTS WITH OPTION opt2

Reason:

Incompatible options were requested. For example, one of the specified options could be a PSB option (such as a
schedule type SERIAL), and the other option could be a transaction option (such as MAXRGN). The resource list check
continues.

Action:

Review the options specified for the named resource. The two options specified in the message are incompatible. Make
changes as required for a valid definition.

CFM4113E
type name OPTION opt1 IS REQUIRED FOR OPTION opt2

Reason:

Incompatible options were requested. For example, one of the specified options could be a PSB option (such as a
schedule type SERIAL), and the other option could be a transaction option (such as MAXRGN). The resource list check
continues.

Action:

Review the options specified for the named resource. Verify that the first option is specified properly, or change the
second option to make it compatible with the first.

CFM4114E
type name REQUIRES FPATH WHICH IS NOT ACTIVE IN THE TARGET IMS

Reason:

A resource option specified requires that Fast Path be present in the IMS control region. Fast Path is not present in the
target IMS environment. The resource list check continues.

Action:

Remove the requirement for Fast Path from the named resource definition.

CFM4115E
type name CONTAINS AN INVALID VALUE FOR option

Reason:

The resource update list entry contained an invalid value for the option specified. The resource list check continues.

Action:

Review the resource update list entry for the named resource and correct the value of the named option.

CFM4116E
type name OPTION option VALUE value IS NOT SUPPORTED IN THE TARGET IMS
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Reason:

The resource update list entry contained an invalid value for the option specified. The resource list check continues.

Action:

Review the resource update list entry for the named resource, and change the value of the named option to a value that is
supported in the appropriate IMS environment (and release).

CFM4117E
TRANSACT name CONTAINS SYSID VALUE(S) BUT MSC IS NOT SUPPORTED IN THE TARGET IMS

Reason:

The resource update list entry contained values for the remote and/or local SYSID attributes. The target IMS environment
does not contain support for MSC, or the local SYSID of the input IMS system is not unique in the MSC network. The
resource list check continues.

Action:

Verify whether MSC is enabled for your IMS system. If it is, verify if the local SYSID of the input IMS system has a unique
value in the MSC network.

CFM4118E
TRANSACT name EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED SYSID VALUE FOR THIS IMS

Reason:

The resource update list entry contained values for the remote and/or local SYSID attributes that were invalid. The
resource list check continues.

Action:

Review the resource update list entry for the named resource and specify SYSID values that are compatible with the
target IMS environment.

CFM4119E
TRANSACT name option IS NOT DEFINED AS AN APPROPRIATE LOCAL OR REMOTE SYSID

Reason:

The resource update list entry contained values for the remote or local SYSID attributes that were invalid. The resource
list check continues.

Action:

Review the resource update list entry for the named resource, and change the SYSID values to values that are compatible
with the target IMS environment.

CFM4120E
TRANSACT name CLASS EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM CLASS FOR THIS IMS

Reason:

The resource update list entry contained an invalid value for the CLASS option. The class number must not exceed the
maximum number of classes supported by this IMS subsystem. The resource list check continues.

Action:
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Review the resource update list entry for the named resource, and change the CLASS values to values that are
compatible with the target IMS environment.

CFM4121E
TRANSACT name REQUIRES CONVERSATIONAL PROCESSING BUT THIS IMS WAS NOT GENNED FOR
CONVERSATIONAL TRANS

Reason:

The resource update list entry contained an invalid value for the SPA size option. The target IMS does not contain support
for conversational transactions. The resource list check continues.

Action:

Review the resource update list entry for the named resource, and change the SPA value to blank. Conversational
transactions are not supported in the target IMS environment.

CFM4122E
TRANSACT NAME trancode DUPLICATES AN EXISTING LTERM OR LINK NAME

Reason:

A transaction name to be added already exists in the target IMS subsystem as an LTERM name. The verify or install
request fails.

Action:

Verify that transaction names to be added to the IMS system definition do not duplicate LTERM names that are included in
the IMS sysgen or that are created dynamically by ETO when a user logs on.

CFM4123E
resource-type name CANNOT BE DELETED BECAUSE IT IS ACTIVE

Reason:

An attempt was made to delete a resource, but the resource was active. The verify or install request fails.

Action:

Verify that resources that are being deleted are not active.

CFM4124E
DATABASE dbdname CANNOT BE DELETED BECAUSE IT HAS NOT BEEN /DBR'D

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS will not delete a database unless the database has already been
taken offline by using a /DBR command. The verify or install request fails.

Action:

When you delete a database definition, verify that the DB has been the object of an IMS /DBR command before installing
the resource update list.

CFM4125E
TRANSACT trancode CANNOT BE DELETED BECAUSE IT HAS MESSAGES QUEUED
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Reason:

A resource update list that is being verified or installed included a transaction delete, but the transaction has messages
queued and waiting to process. CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS cannot delete a transaction that
has messages queued. The verify or install request fails.

Action:

Verify that no messages are queued for transaction codes that are to be deleted in a resource update list.

CFM4126E
FPATH EXCLUSIVE TRAN trancode DOES NOT HAVE A MATCHING ROUTE CODE DEFINED

Reason:

A fast path exclusive transaction code is required to have a matching route code definition. The named fast path exclusive
transaction does not have a matching route code defined. The verify or install request fails.

Action:

Verify that the named transaction code has a fast path route code with the same name defined, or change the named
transaction so that it is not a fast path exclusive transaction.

CFM4127E
FASTPATH EXCLUSIVE PROGRAM name HAS NON-FASTPATH TRANSACTION trancode

Reason:

A fast path exclusive application program cannot have a non-fast path transaction associated with it. The verify or install
request fails.

Action:

Verify that the named program is a fast path exclusive program, or that the named transaction code should be non-fast
path.

CFM4128E
INVALID COMMAND ENCOUNTERED-MUST BEGIN WITH A SLASH

Reason:

The first character of the IMS command specified in an update list entry did not begin with a slash (/). The verification or
installation of the resource update list fails.

Action:

Correct the IMS command specified in the resource update list to verify that it is a type one command and that it begins
with a slash (/).

CFM4129E
IMS TRAN COMMAND SECURITY IS NOT ACTIVE-TCOMMAND CHANGES INVALID

Reason:

The target IMS subsystem does not have transaction command security active. TCOMMAND changes cannot be made
when transaction command security is not active. The verification or installation of the resource update list fails.

Action:
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TCOMMAND changes are not valid for the specified IMS subsystem. Remove the TCOMMAND update list entries or
change the IMS subsystem to a subsystem name that supports the TCOMMAND function.

CFM4130E
RELOAD FOR type name FAILED BECAUSE IT IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

The PSB or DBD (as shown in the message) name requested for a reload could not be found in the target IMS
subsystem. The verification or installation of the resource update list fails.

Action:

Change the name of the PSB or DBD specified in the reload update list entry to a name that is defined in the target IMS
subsystem.

CFM4131E
RELOAD ENTRY CONTAINS INVALID RESOURCE TYPE - type

Reason:

An invalid value was found for the specified resource type. Only PSB and DBD are permitted. The verification or
installation of the resource update list fails.

Action:

Change the resource type in the resource update list entry to be PSB or DBD.

CFM4132E
COMMAND ENTRY CONTAINS INVALID SEQUENCE - sequence

Reason:

The sequence field for the IMS command contains an invalid value. The only valid values are BEFORE and AFTER. The
verification or installation of the resource update list fails.

Action:

Change the sequence field specified on the command entry to BEFORE or AFTER.

CFM4133E
ALESERV function FAILED RC=nn

Reason:

An ALESERV macro failed for function ADD or DELETE, as identified in the message text, for addressability to the IMS
control region address space. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM4134E
TERMSEC ENTRY CONTAINS AN INVALID STATIC LTERM NAME - name

Reason:
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The LTERM name specified in a TERMSEC update list entry (as shown in the message text) is not a valid static name for
the target IMS subsystem. The verification or installation of the resource update list fails.

Action:

Specify a valid static LTERM name for the target IMS subsystem.

CFM4135E
TERMSEC ENTRY CONTAINS AN INVALID type NAME - name

Reason:

A TERMSEC entry in the resource update list contains a COMMAND or TRANSACT that is not defined in the target IMS
subsystem. The verification or installation of the resource update list fails.

Action:

Change the command name or transaction code to a name that is valid in the target IMS subsystem.

CFM4136E
type SECURITY IS NOT ACTIVE. CANNOT PROCESS type ENTRIES

Reason:

The named security type (AGN or TERMINAL) is not active in the target IMS subsystem. AGN or TERMSEC update list
entries are not valid when the associated security feature is not active. The verification or installation of the resource
update list fails.

Action:

Resource update list entries for AGN or TERMSEC cannot be processed for the target IMS subsystem. Change the target
IMS subsystem to a subsystem that has the required security feature active or delete the AGN or TERMSEC entries from
the resource update list.

CFM4137E
AGN name action FOR type BECAUSE IT IS reason DEFINED

Reason:

The requested action cannot be performed. If the request was to add a resource to an AGN, it cannot be performed
because it is already defined to the AGN. If the request was to delete a resource from an AGN, it cannot be performed
because a resource type with the name specified is not defined for AGN. The verification or installation of the resource
update list fails.

Action:

Change the AGN update request to a valid resource name, type, and action. Verify that the resource type/name is not
already included for an ADD request, or that the resource type and name are included in the AGN definition for a DELETE
request.

CFM4138E
TERMSEC UPDATED FAILED - name IS NOT PROTECTED

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS does not support adding security for a resource that is not
currently protected. The verification or installation of the resource update list fails.
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Action:

To add security for a currently unprotected command or transaction, perform an IMS security gen and use online change
to implement the new security gen definitions.

CFM4139E
TERMSEC UPDATED FAILED - LTERM name ACCESS TO resource ALREADY status

Reason:

The access requested in the update list TERMSEC entry is already defined. The verification or installation of the resource
update list fails.

Action:

The terminal security request is already defined. Remove the TERMSEC entry from the resource update list.

CFM4140E
TERMSEC UPDATED FAILED - INVALID RESOURCE ID FOUND FOR LTERM name

Reason:

While installing a TERMSEC update, an invalid row number was found for the indicated IMS LTERM name. The row
number in the CVB or SMB exceeded the number of rows in the matrix table. The verification or installation of the
resource update list fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM4141E
UNABLE TO UPDATE type ENTRIES FOR AGN name BECAUSE IT WAS GENNED FOR type ALL

Reason:

When an AGN definition specifies ALL for a resource type (PROGRAM, TRANSACT, or LTERM), individual entries cannot
be added or deleted from the AGN definition. The verification or installation of the resource update list fails.

Action:

Remove any AGN requests for the indicated AGN name and resource type. It was generated for all of the indicated
resource types, therefore, individual resource names cannot be added or deleted.

CFM4142E
RELOAD of-type-name FAILED - reason

Reason:

An ACBLIB reload request failed. The type (PSB or DBD) and ACBLIB member names are shown in the message with
one of the following reasons for the failure:

• NOT STOPPED
The named program or database named in the message was not stopped. CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for
IMS for z/OS should automatically stop the resource when the reload request is processed. Contact CA Support for
assistance.

• PSB SCHEDULED
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The program named in the message was active at the time that the reload was in progress. Verify that the application
program is not active at the time that a reload request is installed.

• DBD OPEN
The database named in the message was still open when the reload request was attempted. Verify that a database
whose DBD is to be reloaded is not open when a reload is attempted.

• DBD IS A HALDB PART
The database named in the message is a HALDB partition. Only the master HALDB name has a DBD, so only the
master can be reloaded. Change the name of the database to the HALDB master name.

• DB NOT /DBR'ED
The database to be reloaded must have been the object of an IMS /DBR command in order to reload the DBD. Verify
that the database has been /DBR'd before reloading the DBD.

• DBD HAS ERROR BLOCKS
The named database has EEQE elements that should be resolved before the DBD is reloaded. Recover the database
(using the old DBD) before attempting to reload the DBD.

• DBD IS ACTIVE
The database named in the message is currently in use. Before reloading the database, verify that no applications are
using the database.

• DB IS AN MSDB
CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS does not support reloading the DBD of an MSDB type
database.

• FP NOT PRESENT
An attempt was made to reload the DBD of a DEDB type database, but the IMS Fast Path feature is not available in
the target IMS subsystem.

• NO OTHREADS PRESENT
An attempt was made to reload the DBD of a DEDB type database, but there are no OTHREADS available in the
target IMS subsystem.

• DBR IN PROGRESS
A /DBR command was in progress for the named database at the time that the reload was attempted. Wait for the /
DBR to complete, and retry the reload.

• RECOVERY IN PROGRESS
Recovery is in progress for the named database. Wait for the recovery to complete before attempting to reload the
DBD.

• DEDB NOT SUPPORTED
DEDB type databases are not supported by the level of CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS that is
currently installed. Contact CA Support to identify maintenance that could resolve this problem.

The reload of the indicated ACBLIB member fails, but the other changes in the resource update lists are implemented.

Action:

Review the reason for the ACBLIB member reload failure, and take appropriate action.

CFM4143E
UNABLE TO VERIFY EDIT ROUTINE NAME editrtn FOR TRAN trancode DUE TO PRIOR ERROR

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS was unable to verify the named edit routine because of a prior
error. The install request fails.

Action:

Review error messages preceding this message to determine the reason for the failure of CA Mainframe Configuration
Manager for IMS for z/OS to identify the transaction edit routine names present in the target IMS subsystem.
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CFM4144E
VERIFY FUNCTION REQUESTED FOR AN UPDATE LIST WITH NO ENTRIES

Reason:

An attempt was made to verify or install a resource update list which contained no entries. The requested action fails.

Action:

Verify that the resource update lists you specify for the verify or install functions are not empty.

CFM4145E
IMS DYNAMIC RESOURCE DEFINITION (DRD) ENABLED

Reason:

The maintenance level of CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS does not support IMS Dynamic
Resource Definition (DRD). The request fails.

Action:

This maintenance level of CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS does not support an IMS system with
DRD activated. CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS maintenance may be available to resolve this
problem. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM4146E
IMS IS BEING SHUT DOWN

Reason:

Resource update lists cannot be installed while IMS is being stopped. The request fails.

Action:

Retry the request when IMS is not being shut down.

CFM4147E
DBD dbdname AREA areaname DBR NOT POSSIBLE-reason

Reason:

A randomizer reload was requested that required that the named database be /DBRed. An area in the database is
currently being preloaded, or has a long-running region which is accessing the area. A/DBR is not possible at this time.
The randomizer reload request fails.

Action:

Retry the request when IMS in the long-running region or area preload has completed.

CFM4148E
DEDB RANDOMIZER RELOAD FAILED-FP NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

A randomizer reload was included in the resource update list being verified or installed, but Fast Path is not included in
the target IMS system. CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS can only reload randomizers for DEDB
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databases. Because Fast Path is not included in the target IMS system, there cannot be any DEDB databases defined.
The request fails.

Action:

Remove any requests for DEDB randomizer reloads from the resource update list and retry the operation.

CFM4149E
DEDB RANDOMIZER RELOAD FAILED-NO DEDBS FOUND

Reason:

A randomizer reload was included in the resource update list being verified or installed, but there were no DEDB
databases defined in the target IMS system. The request fails.

Action:

Verify that the proper target IMS system was used to verify or install the resource update list. Remove the DEDB
randomizer reload entry from the resource update list for target IMS systems that have no DEDBs defined.

CFM4150E
DEDB RANDOMIZER RELOAD FAILED-NO DEDBS FOUND USING RANDOMIZER

Reason:

A randomizer reload was included in the resource update list being verified or installed, but the randomizer was not found
in any active DEDB databases. The request fails.

Action:

Review the randomizer names specified for DEDB randomizer reload to verify that the randomizer name is currently in
use. Use the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS View option to verify that the randomizer name is
currently loaded. If a DEDB has been /DBRed, the randomizer would not currently be loaded.

CFM4151E
DEDB RANDOMIZER RELOAD FAILED-DEDB CONFIG CHANGED DURING RELOAD

Reason:

The number of databases using the requested randomizer changed during the process of reloading the randomizer
module. The request fails.

Action:

Verify that the databases using the randomizer being reloaded were not started during the randomizer reload process.

CFM4152E
LOAD FAILED FOR module RC=rc ABCODE=abend

Reason:

A load failed for the module named in the message. The message shows the load macro return code and the abend code
that would have occurred. The request fails.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the LPAR where the target IMS subsystem is running for other error messages that may be
associated with the load failure. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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CFM4153E
resource-type CHANGES NOT PERMITTED IN A subsystem-type ENVIRONMENT

Reason:

A resource update list contained a request for a resource type that is not supported in the target IMS subsystem. The
message identifies the type of resource (DATABASE, TRAN, or RTCODE) and the target IMS subsystem type (DBCTL or
DCCTL). The request fails.

Action:

Remove resource update list entries that are not appropriate for the target IMS subsystem.

CFM4154E
THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SUPPORTED EDIT ROUTINES WAS EXCEEDED.

Reason:

More than 255 edit routines are defined for the specified IMS region.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. The resource list check continues.

Remove unused transaction edit routines and rerun the job.

CFM4155W
TRANSACTION name IS FPATH EXCLUSIVE. PRIORITY3 VALUE IS IGNORED.

Reason:

The specified transaction (name) is Fast Path exclusive. The PRIORITY3 option is ignored for Fast Path exclusive
transactions.

Action:

None. Verification continues.

CFM4156E
RTCODE FOR FPATH EXCLUSIVE TRANSACTION name ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

IMS is creating routing codes for Fast Path exclusive transactions automatically. This transaction cannot be created
because routing code by this name already exists.

Action:

Review the options specified for the named resource. Either change the transaction name or remove the conflicting
routing code from the system.

CFM4157W
resource-type name CANNOT BE deleted|updated BECAUSE IT IS ACTIVE

Reason:
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The specified resource is active and cannot be deleted or updated during the resource update list installation. The verify
process continues. 

Action:

Add a BEFORE COMMAND to the resource update list to ensure that resources that are being deleted or updated are not
active before installing the resource update list.

CFM4158W
DATABASE name CANNOT BE deleted|updated BECAUSE IT HAS NOT BEEN /DBR'D

Reason:

The specified database is still online and cannot be deleted or updated during the resource update list installation. The
verify process continues. 

Action:

Add a BEFORE COMMAND to the resource update list to ensure that the database has been taken offline (/DBR) before
installing the resource update list.

CFM4159E
RTCODE FOR FPATH EXCLUSIVE TRANSACTION name CANNOT BE DELETED.

Reason:

The routing code was created for the specified Fast Path exclusive transaction (name) and cannot be deleted individually.

Action:

Delete the named transaction and the associated routing code will be automatically removed.

CFM4160E
NON-FPATH PROGRAM pgm-name HAS FPATH EXCLUSIVE TRANSACTION transaction-name

Reason:

A non-Fast Path application program cannot have a Fast Path exclusive transaction associated with it. The verify or install
request fails.

Action:

Verify that the named program (pgm-name) is a Fast Path exclusive program, or that the named transaction code
(transaction-name) should be non-Fast Path.

CFM4161E
DRD CHECK FAILED. ENSURE THAT DRD FOR MODBLKS IS ENABLED

Reason:

The IMS subsystem is active, but dynamic resource definition for MODBLKS is not enabled. 

Action:

Verify the DRD setup of the specified IMS subsystem.
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CFM4162E
 UNEXPECTED ERROR OCCURRED FOR RESOURCE name 

 Action: 

If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

CFM4201E
INVALID COMMAND REQUESTED - CODE x

Reason:

The command entered was not found in the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS list of valid
commands. The command is not issued.

Action:

Verify that the command entered on the panel begins with a slash (/) and contains a valid three-character command
immediately following the slash.

CFM4202E
AN ERROR OCCURRED LOADING MODULE modname ABEND abcde REASON CODE rc

Reason:

A LOAD macro returned an unexpected return code. The command is not issued.

Action:

Review the abend code and return code to determine the cause of the LOAD macro failure. Review the SYSLOG on the
system where the requested IMS subsystem runs to determine whether there are any associated z/OS error messages.

CFM4203E
MODULE modulename RECEIVED AN APPC MESSAGE WITH AN UNKNOWN REQUEST TYPE - reqtype

Reason:

An unknown function was supplied in the APPC message received by module CFMZCMA or CFMZRCB. The command is
not issued.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4204E
APPC/IMS CALL TO modname FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

An unknown function was supplied in the APPC message received by module CFMZCMA. The command is not issued.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system for any messages related to the APPC/IMS session failure. Also, determine whether
message CFM4205I, which follows this message, contains any APPC message text.
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CFM4205E
AN INTERNALLY GENERATED COMMAND HAD AN UNEXPECTED RESPONSE, AS FOLLOWS.

Action:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS received an unexpected response to an internally generated
command to start or stop a resource. The command that was issued and the response received follow this message.
Processing continues.

Reason:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM4205I
This message contains an error message retrieved from the APPC error extract service. CA Mainframe Configuration
Manager for IMS for z/OS uses this message to show the information retrieved from APPC.

Reason:

A call to an APPC module to service an APPC/IMS session returned with an unexpected return code. The command is not
issued. The error text returned by the error extract APPC service is documented in this message.

Action:

Review this message and the CFM4204E message that precedes it. For assistance with resolving the problem, contact
CA Technical Support.

CFM4206E
NAME/TOKEN SERVICE IEANTCR FAILED WITH RETURN CODE rc

Reason:

An unexpected return code was received from the name/token service. The command is not issued.

Action:

For assistance with resolving the problem, contact CA Technical Support.

CFM4208E
AN INTERNALLY GENERATED COMMAND HAD AN UNEXPECTED RESPONSE, AS FOLLOWS:

Reason:

An internally generated IMS command, such as START or STOP, returned an unexpected response. The requested action
fails.

Action:

Review the command and the unexpected response. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4209E
AN EMPTY RESOURCE UPDATE LIST WAS PRESENTED FOR INSTALL

Reason:

An attempt was made to verify or install a resource update list that contained no entries. The requested action fails.
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Action:

Verify that the resource update lists you specify for the verify or install functions are not empty.

CFM4210E
IMS SHUTDOWN DETECTED (code)-INSTALL REQUEST FAILS

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS determined that IMS was in the process of shutting down at the
time the requested function was being processed. The request fails.

Action:

Verify that IMS is not being shut down when the function was requested.

CFM4211E
MVS STIMERM REQUEST FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

A STIMERM macro returned with an unexpected return code. The request fails.

Action:

Review the STIMERM return code and contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

CFM4302E
AN ERROR OCCURRED LOADING MODULE modname ABEND abcde REASON CODE rc

Reason:

A LOAD macro returned an unexpected return code. The command is not issued.

Action:

Review the abend code and return code to determine the cause of the LOAD macro failure. Review the SYSLOG on the
system where the requested IMS subsystem runs to determine whether there are any associated z/OS error messages.

CFM4303E
MODULE CFMZCMB RECEIVED AN APPC MESSAGE WITH AN UNKNOWN REQUEST TYPE -reqtype

Reason:

An unknown function was supplied in the APPC message received by module CFMZCMB. The command is not issued.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4304E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE FROM IMS AIB CALL RETURN CODE rc REASON reason

Reason:

An IMS call using the AIB interface completed with an unexpected return code. The request fails.

Action:
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Look up the return code and reason code in the IMS Application Programming: Transaction Manager manual to determine
the reason for the AIB call failure.

CFM4306E
NAME/TOKEN SERVICE IEANTCR FAILED WITH RETURN CODE rc

Reason:

An unexpected return code was received from the name/token service and is documented in the message text. The
command is not issued.

Action:

Review the return code documenation in the z/OS Assembler Services Reference manual.

CFM4307E
RELOAD SUCCESSFUL FOR type name

Reason:

The specified ACBLIB member was reloaded.

CFM4401E
AN ERROR OCCURRED CHECKING AN UPDATE LIST-AN UNKNOWN RESOURCE TYPE WAS ENCOUNTERED-
type

Reason:

The resource update list sent to the APPC transaction program contained an unknown function in the APPC message.
The installation is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4402E
AN ERROR OCCURRED CHECKING AN UPDATE LIST-AN UNKNOWN FUNCTION WAS ENCOUNTEREDfunction

Reason:

The resource update list sent to the APPC transaction program contained an unknown function code in the APPC
message. The installation is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4403E
Type name function ERROR-RESOURCE reason

Reason:

The resource update list being installed contained an element for the resource type and name specified in the message.
The function identified in the message was the action requested in the resource update list. The reason identifies the error
condition encountered attempting to perform the requested function. The installation is stopped.

Action:
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Check the status of the resource type and name specified in the message.

CFM4404E
Type name CONTAINS AN INVALID VALUE FOR option

Reason:

An error occurred while installing the named resource type and name specified in the message. The value for the
specified option is not a valid value. The installation is stopped.

Action:

Check the value specified for the option attribute for the named resource type and name. Use the VERIFY function to
validate the content of the field.

CFM4405E
AN ERROR OCCURRED PROCESSING DBD dbdname FOR THE VALUE OF THE option PARM

Reason:

While processing a resource update list entry for the named database, an error occurred while interpreting the value of the
named option. The installation stops.

Action:

Check the value specified for the option attribute for the named database. Use the VERIFY function to validate the content
of the field.

CFM4406E
AN ERROR OCCURRED PROCESSING PSB psbname FOR THE VALUE OF THE option PARM

Reason:

While processing a resource update list entry for the named program, an error occurred while interpreting the value of the
named option. The installation stops.

Action:

Check the value specified for the option attribute for the named program. Use the VERIFY function to validate the content
of the field.

CFM4407E
TRAN transcode INDICATES EDIT ROUTINE NUMBER nl BUT ONLY n2 EXISTS

Reason:

The value of the transaction edit routine number created by CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS (n1)
exceeds the maximum number of transaction edit routines (n2). The installation stops.

Action:

Verify that a valid transaction edit routine name was included in the Resource Update List.

CFM4409E
AN EMPTY RESOURCE UPDATE LIST WAS PRESENTED FOR INSTALL

Reason:
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An attempt was made to verify or install a resource update list that contained no entries. The requested action fails.

Action:

Verify that the resource update lists you specify for the verify or install functions are not empty.

CFM4421E
MODULE CFMZRCB ENCOUNTERED AN ERROR PARSING type CONTROL BLOCKS

Reason:

Module CFMZRCB encountered an error while it was parsing the named type of IMS control block. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4422E
CONTROL BLOCK DATA EXCEEDS MAXIMUM SIZE

Reason:

The amount of data that was gathered in response to a request exceeds the maximum buffer size. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4501E
AN ERROR OCCURRED CHECKING AN UPDATE LIST-AN UNKNOWN RESOURCE TYPE WAS ENCOUNTERED-
type

Reason:

The resource update list sent to the APPC transaction program contained an unknown resource type in the APPC
message. The installation is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4502E
AN ERROR OCCURRED CHECKING AN UPDATE LIST-AN UNKNOWN RESOURCE TYPE WAS ENCOUNTERED-
function

Reason:

The resource update list sent to the APPC transaction program contained an unknown function code in the APPC
message. The installation is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4503E
Type name function ERROR-RESOURCE reason

Reason:
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The resource update list being installed contained an element for the resource type and name specified in the message.
The function identified in the message was the action requested in the resource update list. The reason identifies the error
condition encountered while attempting to perform the requested function. The installation is stopped.

Action:

Check the status of the resource type and name specified in the message.

CFM4504E
Type name CONTAINS AN INVALID VALUE FOR option

Reason:

An error occurred while installing the named resource type and name specified in the message. The value for the
specified option is not a valid value. The installation stops.

Action:

Check the value specified for the option attribute for the named resource type and name. Use the VERIFY function to
validate the content of the field.

CFM4505E
AN ERROR OCCURRED PROCESSING DBD dbdname FOR THE VALUE OF THE option PARM

Reason:

While processing a resource update list entry for the named database, an error occurred while interpreting the value of the
named option. The installation stops.

Action:

Check the value specified for the option attribute for the named database. Use the VERIFY function to validate the content
of the field.

CFM4506E
AN ERROR OCCURRED PROCESSING PSB psbname FOR THE VALUE OF THE option PARM

Reason:

While processing a resource update list entry for the named program, an error occurred while interpreting the value of the
named option. The installation stops.

Action:

Check the value specified for the option attribute for the named program. Use the VERIFY function to validate the content
of the field.

CFM4507E
TRANS trancode INDICATES EDIT ROUTINE NUMBER n1 BUT ONLY n2 EXISTS

Reason:

The value of the transaction edit routine number created by CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS (n1)
exceeds the maximum number of transaction edit routines (n2). The installation stops.

Action:

Verify that a valid transaction edit routine name was included in the resource update list.
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CFM4701E
ERROR INTERPRETING IMS CTRAN TCOMMAND MATRIX (1)

Reason:

An error occurred while retrieving information from the IMS transaction command matrix. The length of a row in the matrix
was an unexpected value (not 9 for IMS 9.1 and later). The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM4702E
MODULE CFMZGET RECEIVED AN INVALID RESOURCE TYPE-resource

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS initiated a request through APPC to extract the attributes of a
resource. The APPC message contained an invalid value for the type of resource to be obtained. The operation stops.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4703E
MODULE CFMZGET RECEIVED AN APPC MESSAGE WITH AN UNKNOWN REQUEST TYPE-type

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS initiated a request through APPC to extract the attributes of a
resource. The APPC message contained an invalid value for the function to be performed. The operation stops.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4704E
AN ERROR OCCURRED PROCESSING DBD dbdname FOR THE VALUE OF THE option PARM

Reason:

While processing a resource update list entry for the named database, an error occurred interpreting the value of the
named option. The installation stops.

Action:

Check the value specified for the option attribute for the named database. Use the VERIFY function to validate the content
of the field.

CFM4705E
AN ERROR OCCURRED PROCESSING PSB psbname FOR THE VALUE OF THE option PARM

Reason:

While processing a resource update list entry for the named program, an error occurred interpreting the value of the
named option. The installation stops.
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Action:

Check the value specified for the option attribute for the named program. Use the VERIFY function to validate the content
of the field.

CFM4706E
TRAN trancode INDICATES EDIT ROUTINE NUMBER n1 BUT ONLY n2 EXISTS

Reason:

The value of the transaction edit routine number created by CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS (n1)
exceeds the maximum number of transaction edit routines (n2). The installation stops.

Action:

Verify that a valid transaction edit routine name was included in the resource update list.

CFM4713E
RESOURCE DEFINITIONS EXCEED MAXIMUM APPC MESSAGE SIZE

Reason:

IMS system definitions exceeded the size available to transfer the definitions to the requesting address space. The
request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM4714E
LOAD FAILED FOR modname RC=rc ABCODE= code

Reason:

A LOAD for the specified module name failed. Had the condition not been intercepted, the result would have been an
abend with abend code code, reason code rc. The requested function fails.

Action:

Verify that the RESLIB DSN and IMS suffix in the IMSID options are correct.

CFM4801E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR SYSID TABLE

Reason:

A GETMAIN for storage above the 16 MB line storage failed. The request is stopped.

Action:

Verify that sufficient storage is available in the APPC transaction program JCL (see sample library SCFMSAMP member
CFMTPADD).

CFM4802E
ALESERV function FAILED RC=rc

Reason:
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An ALESERV macro with function ADD or DELETE failed. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4803E
FIND FAILED FOR A LOCAL MSC SYSID

Reason:

While reviewing the MSC SYSID table, a local SYSID value was not found. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4901E
UNABLE TO INSTALL UPDATES - ONLINE CHANGE IS ACTIVE

Reason:

The IMS subsystem has an online change in progress. CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS cannot
install a resource update list if an online change is already in progress. The request is stopped.

Action:

Determine why an online change is in progress. Use the /MODIFY ABORT command to end the active online change, and
then retry the operation.

CFM4902E
THE CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS PSB NAME DEFINED IN THE SETUP OPTIONS WAS
NOT FOUND

Reason:

The PSB name specified in the IMSID options for this IMS system was not found in the IMS online control blocks. The
request fails.

Action:

Verify that the proper PSB name was entered in the IMSID options for this IMS subsystem. If correct, verify that the PSB
name is included in the IMS system definition.

CFM4903E
LOAD FAILED FOR MODULE modname RC=rc

Reason:

A LOAD failed with the indicated return code. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is active for messages related to the load failure.

CFM4904E
LOCAL ONLINE CHANGE REQUESTED IN GLOBAL ONLINE CHANGE ENVIRONMENT
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Reason:

A request for local online change process was made for an IMS subsystem with global online change enabled. The
requested action fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4905E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR storage RC=rc

Reason:

A GETMAIN for the specified storage type failed with the indicated return code. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is active for messages related to the load failure. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFM4908E
MVS ATTACH FOR DFSRRC00 FAILED-RC=rc

Reason:

An ATTACH failed with the indicated return code. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is active for messages related to the attach request failure. Contact CA
Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4909E
SUBTASK FAILED-ABEND=ab-code

Reason:

An attached task abended with the indicated abend code. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is active for messages related to the subtask failure and for additional CA
Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS messages.

CFM4912E
IMS imsid HAS AN UNKNOWN APPC STATUS-status

Reason:

The indicated IMS subsystem contained an unknown value in the LSCD_STATUS field. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4913E
IMS imsid HAS A TRANSITORY APPC STATUS-code
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Reason:

The indicated IMS subsystem contained a transitory status in the LSCD_STATUS field. The request is stopped.

Action:

Determine why the APPC/IMS status is being started or stopped.

CFM4914E
INSTALLATION FAILED WITH UNDETERMINED CAUSE

Reason:

The install request experienced an error. Installation fails.

Action:

Review the messages in the SYSLOG where the target IMS subsystem runs for additional information about this error.

CFM4924E
RETRIEVE FOR OLCSTAT IMSIDS FAILED

Reason:

An attempt to retrieve the active IMSIDs from an OLCSTAT data set failed. The requested action fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM4925E
COPYMOD REQUEST RECEIVED FOR LOCAL ONLINE CHANGE IMS SYSTEM

Reason:

A request to perform the COPYMOD function was invalid. The COPYMOD request copies the active MODBLKS
information to the inactive MODBLKS data set for an IMSPlex member that is not being updated by a resource update list.
The target IMS subsystem does not have global online change active. The requested action fails.

Action:

If the IMS system that received this error message was recently converted from global online change to local online
change, verify that this IMSID is removed from the old OLCSTAT data set by performing an online change for the old
IMSPlex. Otherwise, contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5001E
LOAD FAILED FOR MODULE modname RC=rc

Reason:

A LOAD macro returned an unexpected return code while loading the indicated module name. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is active for additional messages related to the LOAD failure. Contact CA
Technical Support for assistance.

Modules:

CFMZMAIN, CFMZCMD, CFMZCTL, CFMZPST
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CFM5003E
UNKNOWN FUNCTION PASSED TO CFMZMAIN-function

Reason:

The APPC message received did not contain a valid CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS function code
in the message text. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5005E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR storage RC=rc

Reason:

A GETMAIN failed with the indicated return code. The type of storage being obtained is indicated in the message text. The
request is stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is active for additional messages related to the storage request failure.
Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

Modules:

CFMZMAIN, CFMZCMD

CFM5007E
OPEN FAILED FOR TASKLIB (IMS RESLIB)

Reason:

An OPEN for the IMS RESLIB failed. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is active for additional messages related to the OPEN failure. Contact CA
Support for assistance.

CFM5008E
MVS ATTACH FOR DFSRRC00 FAILED-RC=rc

Reason:

An ATTACH failed with the indicated return code. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is active for additional messages related to the ATTACH request failure.
Contact CA Technical SupportCA Support for assistance.

CFM5009E
SUBTASK FAILED ABEND=ab-code

Reason:
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An attached task abended with the indicated abend code. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is active for additional messages related to the subtask failure and for
additional CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS messages.

CFM5010E
IMS NOT ACTIVE ON THIS MVS IMAGE-IMS imsid

Reason:

The IMS SCD for the named IMSID was not found. The request is stopped.

Action:

Verify that IMS is active. Also, verify that the APPC symbolic destination supplied in the SETUP options for this IMSID is
correct for the system where this IMS runs.

CFM5011E
IMS imsid IS RUNNING AN UNKNOWN VERSION OF IMS version

Reason:

The specified IMS version is not supported. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM5012E
IMS imsid HAS AN UNKNOWN APPC STATUS-code

Reason:

The indicated IMS subsystem contained an unknown value in the LSCD_STATUS field. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM5013E
IMS imsid HAS A TRANSITORY APPC STATUS-code

Reason:

The indicated IMS subsystem contained a transitory status in the LSCD_STATUS field. The request is stopped.

Action:

Determine why APPC/IMS status is being started or stopped.

CFM5014E
IMS imsid WAS SHUT DOWN WHILE AN UPDATE LIST WAS BEING IMPLEMENTED

Reason:
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The requested IMS subsystem ended during the resource update list installation process. The process could not be
completed. The request is stopped.

Action:

Retry the operation when IMS is restarted.

CFM5015E
OPEN FAILED FOR CFMOPT

Reason:

An OPEN request for CFMOPT DD failed. The function fails.

Action:

For errors related to the OPEN failure in an APPC/MVS initiator, review the SYSLOG where IMS is running. This could
include security errors or DD statement missing types of errors. Contact CA Support for additional assistance.

CFM5016E
THE RESPONSE MESSAGE WAS LARGER THAN THE MAXIMUM SIZE PERMITTED

Reason:

The response to an APPC request was larger than the maximum permitted message size. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running for any error messages. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM5017E
NAME/TOKEN SERVICE IEANTCR FAILED WITH RETURN CODE=rc

Reason:

A request to create a name/token returned an unexpected return code. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM5018E
THE CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS PSB NAME DEFINED IN THE SETUP OPTION WAS
NOT FOUND

Reason:

The PSB name specified in the IMSID options for this IMS system was not found in the online control blocks. The request
fails.

Action:

Verify that the proper PSB name was entered in the IMSID options for this IMS subsystem. If it is correct, verify that the
PSB name is included in the IMS system definition.

CFM5020E
Function FAILED FOR IMS INSTALL RC=nn
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Reason:

An ENQUEUE or DEQUEUE function received an unexpected return code. The requested action fails. This error may
occur if a resource update list installation was in progress when the user attempted to install a second resource update
list.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM5021E
EXTAEX MACRO FAILED RC=nn REASON=nn

Reason:

An ESTAEX macro received an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM5022E
DEVTYPE MACRO FAILED RC=nn REASON=nn

Reason:

A DEVTYPE macro received an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM5023E
DEALLOCATION FAILED DD ddname ERROR CODE=code INFO CODE=code

Reason:

A dynamic allocation deallocation request received an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Review the dynamic allocation error code and contact CA Support for assistance, if necessary.

CFM5024E
SDUMP FAILED RC=rc REASON=reason code

Reason:

An SDUMP macro returned with an unexpected return code and reason code. The dump request fails.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG where the function failed for additional messages indicating the reason the SVC dump failed.

CFM5024I
Message text

Reason:
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This message shows the results of an APPC error extract request for the error message text associated with an APPC
error.

Action:

Review the error message text to determine the cause of the APPC failure described by this error. There are additional CA
Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS error messages that describe the APPC function being performed and
the return code from that function.

CFM5025E
DUPLICATE DUMP SUPPRESSED BY DAE

Reason:

The dump analysis and elimination services suppressed an SVC dump, probably because a duplicate SVC dump was
already taken.

CFM5100I
This message contains an error message retrieved from the APPC error extract service. CA Mainframe Configuration
Manager for IMS for z/OS uses this message to show the information retrieved from APPC.

Reason:

An APPC call returned an unexpected return code and provided the text in this error message for documentation of the
problem.

Action:

Use the APPC error information in this message with the information in message CFM5104E to determine the reason for
the APPC call failure.

CFM5101E
EXPECTED MESSAGE DFS3499I NOT RECEIVED FOR MODIFY type COMMAND

Reason:

While attempting to install a resource update list, an IMS /MODIFY command (PREPARE or COMMIT) did not return a
DFS3499I message indicating that the function had completed. The request is stopped.

Action:

Determine the reason for the failed online change command. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5102E
AN ERROR OCCURRED LOADING MODULE modname ABEND abcde REASON CODE rc

Reason:

A LOAD macro failed for the indicated module name. The abend code and return code indicate the reason for the LOAD
failure. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the reason for the load failure as indicated in the abend code and return code, and any additional messages that
might be present in the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running.
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CFM5103E
APPC/IMS SECURITY ERROR ISSUING CMD command

Reason:

While attempting to issue the IMS command shown in the message text, an APPC/IMS return code indicated that a
security error occurred. The request is stopped.

Action:

Verify that the authorized user ID specified for this IMSID in the SETUP options has authority to issue the command
shown in the message.

CFM5104E
APPC CALL TO module FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

An APPC/IMS request issued to the indicated APPC service module failed with the indicated return code. The request is
stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running as well as the IMS MTO log for additional indications of
the reason for the APPC/IMS session error. When APPC provides additional error text, the text is shown in message
CFM5111I. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5105E
DISPLAY MODIFY FAILED TO SHOW NO WORK PENDING

Reason:

While performing an online change for MODBLKS, the /DIS MODIFY ALL command failed to show that there was no work
pending. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5106E
NAME/TOKEN SERVICE IEANTRT FAILED WITH RETURN CODE rc

Reason:

The name/token service provided an unexpected return code while retrieving the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager
for IMS for z/OS token. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5107E
/MODIFY PREPARE WAS UNSUCCESSFUL-SEE MVS SYSLOG FOR MESSAGES

Reason:
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CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS issued a /MODIFY PREPARE MODBLKS command, but the
command failed.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running for IMS messages indicating the reason for a failure in the /
MODIFY PREPARE command that was issued.

CFM5108E
/MODIFY COMMIT DID NOT COMPLETE

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS issued a /MODIFY COMMIT command, but the command failed.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running and the IMS MTO log for IMS messages indicating the reason
for a failure in the /MODIFY COMMIT command that was issued.

CFM5110E
UNEXPECTED RESPONSE TO MODIFY type COMMAND

Reason:

The response to an IMS /MODIFY PREPARE or COMMIT command was not the expected response. The message that
follows is the response received from IMS. The request fails.

Action:

Review the message that follows this message for the response to the /MODIFY command. Contact CA Technical Support
to review the cause of the unexpected response.

CFM5201E
UNEXPECTED RESPONSE TO command COMMAND

Reason:

A response to the indicated command was not expected. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review this message and the message that follows it (which is the unexpected response text). Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFM5202E
AN ERROR OCCURRED LOADING MODULE modname ABEND abcde REASON CODE rc

Reason:

A LOAD macro failed for the indicated module name. The abend code and return code indicate the reason for the LOAD
failure. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the reason for the LOAD failure and any additional messages that are present in the SYSLOG on the system
where IMS is running.
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CFM5203E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE FROM IMS AIB CALL type RETURN CODE retcode REASON CODE reason

Reason:

IMS returned an unexpected return code from an AIB call. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the reason for the AIB call. The call type, return, and reason codes are shown in the message text. These codes
are documented in the IMS Messages and Codes.

CFM5401E
SAF function ERROR-SAF RC=rc RACF RC= RACF REASON=reason

Reason:

The SAF interface returned an unexpected return code for a security validation request. The function might be
VRFYUSER (verify a user ID), AUTH (authorization), DELUSER (delete user ID), or VFRFYAUTH (verify authorization).
The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running for additional security error messages related to the failure.
Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5403E
UNKNOWN FUNCTION PASSED TO CFMZSACF-function

Reason:

The APPC message received did not contain a valid CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS code in the
message text. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5501E
AN ERROR OCCURRED CHECKING AN UPDATE LIST-AN UNKNOWN RESOURCE TYPE WAS ENCOUNTERED-
resource

Reason:

The resource update list sent to the APPC transaction program contained an unknown resource type in the APPC
message. The installation is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5502E
AN ERROR OCCURRED CHECKING AN UPDATE LIST-AN UNKNOWN FUNCTION WAS ENCOUNTERED-code

Reason:
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The resource update list sent to the APPC transaction program contained an unknown function code in the APPC
message. The installation stops.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5503E
AN MVS function FAILED WITH RETURN CODE rc

Reason:

A POINT or BLDL macro failed with the indicated return code. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running for additional error messages related to the failure. Contact CA
Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5504E
MODBLKS MODULE modname IS INCONSISTENT WITH MATRIX TABLE id

Reason:

The active MODBLKS and MATRIX libraries have an inconsistency in the number of resources defined in the named
module name and the MATRIX table ID specified in the message text. The request is stopped.

Action:

Verify that the proper IMS libraries were specified in the SETUP for this IMSID and that the MATRIX libraries have only
members that were created in the last IMS security gen process.

CFM5505E
RESOURCE TYPE resource REQUESTED BUT MODBLKS MEMBER modname WAS NOT FOUND

Reason:

A request for the stated resource type was received, but the MODBLKS module that identifies resources of that type was
not present in the MODBLKS data set. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5506E
RESOURCE TYPE resource REQUESTED BUT MODBLKS MEMBER modname HAS AN INVALID LENGTH

Reason:

A request for the stated resource type was received, but the MODBLKS module that identifies resources of that type
appears to be invalid. The request is stopped.

Action:

Verify that the stated MODBLKS module is valid.
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CFM5507E
IMS ONLINE AND MODBLKS HAVE A DIFFERENT NUMBER OF resource

Reason:

The number of resources of the type identified in the message text defined in the active MODBLKS data set and the
number present in the IMS online environment are not the same. The request is stopped.

Action:

Verify that the stated MODBLKS module for the stated resource type is valid.

CFM5508E
VALIDATION FAILED FOR MATRIX TABLE id

Reason:

The MATRIX table loaded from the active MATRIX library did not contain valid header information. The request is stopped.

Action:

Verify that the stated MATRIX module containing the stated table ID is a valid MATRIX table.

CFM5509E
MATRIX MEMBER modname WAS NOT FOUND IN THE ACTIVE MATRIX DATASET

Reason:

The stated module name was not found in the active MATRIX library, although definitions appear to have been loaded
from the member when IMS was started. The request is stopped.

Action:

Verify that the stated MATRIX module containing the stated table ID is a valid MATRIX table.

CFM5510E
A CMD ENTRY IN THE RESOURCE UPDATE LIST HAS AN INVALID SEQUENCE - value

Reason:

An invalid value was found in an IMS command entry of a resource update list. Only values of BEFORE or AFTER are
permitted. Processing stops.

Action:

Verify that IMS command entries in the resource update lists contain valid values for the command sequence field. The
value must be either BEFORE or AFTER. The value found is shown in the message text.

CFM5511E
RESOURCE COUNT MISMATCH FOR resource IN matrix MATRIX

Reason:

The number of resources defined in the MATRIX table type identified in the message text does not agree with the number
of resources defined in the MODBLKS data set. The request is stopped.

Action:
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Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5512E
AN EMPTY RESOURCE UPDATE LIST WAS PRESENTED FOR INSTALL

Reason:

An attempt was made to install a resource update list that contained no entries. The requested action fails.

Action:

Verify that any resource update lists you specify for the install function is not an empty list.

CFM5601E
UNKNOWN DDNAME FOUND IN DDNAME LIST

Reason:

A call to retrieve DDNAME information from the IMS control region contained an unexpected value for one of the DD
names specified. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5603E
SETLOCK type FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

A SETLOCK macro request received an unexpected return code. The function (OBTAIN or RELEASE) is also specified in
the message text. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5604E
function FOR ECSA FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

A GETMAIN or FREEMAIN macro request for ECSA storage received an unexpected return code. The request is
stopped.

Action:

Review the documentation, including any messages that might be in the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS control
region runs. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5605E
SRB ERROR IEAMSCHD RC=10 COMP=synchcomp CODE=abend-code REASON=rc (STATUS xxxx)

Reason:
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An SRB scheduled to gather information from the IMS control region address space failed due to the abend code and
reason code stated in the message text. The status information displayed indicates the activity type that was being
processed at the time of the failure.

Action:

Review the documentation, including any messages that might be in the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS control
region runs. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5606E
IEAMSCHD FAILED RC=XX

Reason:

An IEAMSCHD (schedule) macro completed with an unexpected return code. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the documentation, including any messages that might be in the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS control
region runs. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5607E
CFMSRB00 FAILED - SEE SYSLOG MESSAGE(S) (STATUS=XXXX)

Reason:

Module CFMSRB00 failed to gather the documentation requested. The status information identifies the activity in progress
at the time of the failure.

Action:

Review the documentation, including any messages that might be in the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS control
region runs. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5609E
BLDL FAILED RC=rc REASON=reason

Reason:

While attempting to verify the presence of modules DFSVNUC n, DFSISDC n, and DFSVC000 in the IMS control region
STEPLIB data sets, an error occurred during the BLDL process. The return code and severity code associated with the
BLDL macro are shown. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5610E
MODULE modname NOT FOUND IN IMS CONTROL REGION STEPLIB

Reason:

While attempting to verify the presence of modules DFSVNUC n, DFSISDC n, and DFSVC000 in the IMS control region
STEPLIB data sets, the listed module was not found. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.
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CFM5611E
MODULE modname NOT FOUND IN SAME LIBRARY AS MODULE modname

Reason:

While attempting to verify the presence of modules DFSVNUC n, DFSISDC n, and DFSVC000 in the IMS control region
STEPLIB data sets, the modules were found, but not all in the same library. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5711E
DDNAME SEARCH FAILED - type ADDRESS WAS 0

Reason:

Module CFMSRB00 failed to gather the documentation requested. A search for a requested DD name returned a 0
address for control block KSCB, DSABQ, or DSAB1, as identified in the message text. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the documentation, including any messages that might be in the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS control
region runs. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5712E
SWAREQ FAILED FOR type RC=rc

Reason:

A SWAREQ macro returned with an unexpected return code while trying to retrieve the SIOT or a JFCB, as identified in
the message text. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the documentation, including any messages that might be in the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS control
region runs. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5801E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR SYSID TABLE

Reason:

A GETMAIN macro failed for storage above the 16 MB line.

Action:

Verify that sufficient virtual storage is available to the APPC application programs. The REGION= keyword used in the
CFMTPADD job executed at product installation time might be related to this problem.

CFM5802E
ALESERV function FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

An ALESERV macro failed for function ADD or DELETE, as identified in the message text, for addressability to the IMS
control region address space.
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Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5901E
ONLINE SYSTEM UPDATES WERE NOT BACKED OUT

Reason:

Removal of a partially installed resource update list was unsuccessful. A partial resource update list installation might be
left in place.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS control region runs for messages associated with CA Mainframe
Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS . Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM5903E
LOAD FAILED FOR MODULE modname RC=rc

Reason:

Removal of a partially installed resource update list was unsuccessful. A partial resource update list installation might be
left in place.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS control region runs for messages associated with CA Mainframe
Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS . Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM6001E
AN ERROR OCCURRED CHECKING AN UPDATE LIST-AN UNKNOWN RESOURCE TYPE WAS ENCOUNTERED-
type

Reason:

The resource update list sent to the APPC transaction program contained an unknown resource type in the APPC
message. The installation is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM6002E
AN ERROR OCCURRED CHECKING AN UPDATE LIST-AN UNKNOWN RESOURCE TYPE WAS ENCOUNTERED-
function

Reason:

The resource update list sent to the APPC transaction program contained an unknown function code in the APPC
message. The installation is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.
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CFM6003E
Resource name function ERROR-RESOURCE condition

Reason:

While attempting to install the named resource definition, an inconsistency was found. The condition that caused the error
is identified in the message text. The installation is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM6004E
Resource name CONTAINS AN INVALID VALUE FOR option

Reason:

While attempting to install the named resource definition, an inconsistency was found. An invalid value for the option
identified in the message text was encountered. The installation is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM6005E
ERROR INSERTING ENTRY IN modname

Reason:

An error occurred while inserting a resource definition entry in the named MODBLKS module. The installation is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM6006E
AN EMPTY RESOURCE UPDATE LIST WAS PRESENTED FOR INSTALL

Reason:

An attempt was made to install a resource update list that contained no entries. The requested action fails.

Action:

Verify that the resource update lists you specify for the install function is not empty.

CFM6101E
INVALID LOG RECORD LENGTH-reason

Reason:

A request to log an IMS update contained an error in the record, which is indicated in the reason code in the message
text. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.
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CFM6102E
TIME MACRO FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

The TIME macro returned an unexpected return code. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the return code returned by the TIME macro. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM6103E
INVALID RESOURCE TYPE IN LOG RECORD-type

Reason:

A request to log an IMS update contained an invalid control block type in the record. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM6104E
AN EMPTY RESOURCE UPDATE LIST WAS PRESENTED FOR INSTALL

Reason:

An attempt was made to install a resource update list that contained no entries. The requested action fails.

Action:

Verify that any resource update lists you specify for the install function are not empty.

CFM6201E
OPEN FAILED FOR CFMOPT

Reason:

An attempt to open the CFMOPT data set failed. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running for additional error messages related to the OPEN failure.
Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM6202E
CLOSE FAILED FOR CFMOPT

Reason:

An attempt to close the CFMOPT data set failed. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running for additional error messages related to the OPEN failure.
Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.
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CFM6204E
CFM OPTIONS MODULE modname IS INVALID

Reason:

The CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS options module named in the message text is invalid. The
request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM6205E
CFM OPTIONS MODULE modname NOT FOUND

Reason:

The CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS options module named in the message text was not found.
The request is stopped.

Action:

Verify that the named options module is present in the CFMOPT data set on the system where IMS is running.

CFM6206E
CFM GROUP DEFINITION MODULE modname IS INVALID code

Reason:

Validation of a CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS group definition module failed.

Action:

Verify that the requested group module, located in the CFMOPT data set, is a valid group definition module.

CFM6207E
CFM GROUP DEFINITION MODULE modname NOT FOUND

Reason:

The requested CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS group was not found in the CFMOPT data set. The
requested action fails.

Action:

Verify that the requested group is a valid group. Check the Group Setup option to verify that the group name is defined.

CFM6208E
SUPPLIED TARGET NAME name IS NOT A DEFINED IMSID OR GROUP NAME

Reason:

The requested target name was not found in the CFMOPT data set. The requested action fails.

Action:

Verify that the requested target is a valid IMSID or group. Check the Setup option to verify that the group name or IMSID
is defined.
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CFM6209E
AN MVS DELETE FOR OPTIONS MODULE modname FAILED RC=nn

Reason:

A DELETE macro for the named options module returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM6210E
LOAD FAILED FOR OPTIONS MODULE name RC=nn ABEND CODE=code

Reason:

A LOAD macro for the named options module returned an unexpected return code. The return code and abend code are
shown in the message text. The requested action fails.

Action:

Review the abend code and return code to help determine the cause of the LOAD failure. Verify that the options module
named is a valid options module.

CFM6301E
INTERNAL ERROR WRITING OUTPUT - INVALID BUFFER INDICATOR

Reason:

An unexpected condition occurred while writing the JCLIN file. The job step abends with code U4021.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM6302E
INVALID MODULE LENGTH DETECTED FOR MODBLKS MEMBER xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The length of the MODBLKS module specified in the message was not valid for the release of IMS found in the RESLIB
data set. The job step abends with code U4021.

Action:

Verify that a valid MODBLKS data set was supplied as input to the CFMJCLIN process and that the RESLIB data set is
the same release is the MODBLKS data set.

CFM6303E
AN ERROR OCCURRED PROCESSING DBD aaaaaaaa FOR THE VALUE OF THE pppppppp PARAMETER

Reason:

While trying to interpret the value of the specified parameter for DBD aaaaaaaa, an unexpected value was encountered.
The job step abends with code U4021.

Action:
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Verify that a valid MODBLKS data set was supplied as input to the CFMJCLIN process and that the RESLIB data set is
the same release is the MODBLKS data set.

CFM6304E
AN ERROR OCCURRED PROCESSING PSB aaaaaaaa FOR THE VALUE OF THE pppppppp PARAMETER

Reason:

While trying to interpret the value of the specified parameter for PSB aaaaaaaa, an unexpected value was encountered.
The job step abends with code U4021.

Action:

Verify that a valid MODBLKS data set was supplied as input to the CFMJCLIN process and that the RESLIB data set is
the same release is the MODBLKS data set.

CFM6305E
AN ERROR OCCURRED PROCESSING THE TRANSACTION EDIT ROUTINE FOR TRAN tttttttt

Reason:

The transaction edit routine number found in the SMB definition for the transaction specified was not valid. The transaction
edit routine number exceeded the number of transaction edit routines included in the IMS nucleus. The job step abends
with code U4021.

Action:

Verify that a valid MODBLKS data set was supplied as input to the CFMJCLIN process and that the RESLIB data set is
the same release is the MODBLKS data set.

CFM6401E
CFM BMP PSB ADDRESS condition

Reason:

There was an error locating the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS BMP PSB. The address was
missing or invalid. Processing stops.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM6501E
ERROR PARSING INITIATE OLC COMMAND - CODE=nn

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS failed to successfully parse the output of the initiate OLC
command output.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM6502E
IMS SCI function CALL FAILED RC=rc REASON CODE=reason
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Reason:

An IMS SCI call received an unexpected return code or reason code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Review the requested SCI function and return/reason codes.

CFM6503E
UNEXPECTED IMSID imsid FOUND IN RESPONSE TO GLOBAL /DIS MODIFY ALL

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS encountered an unexpected IMSID in the output of a global DIS
MODIFY ALL command. The requested action fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM6504E
GLOBAL ONLINE CHANGE REQUESTED IN LOCAL ONLINE CHANGE ENVIRONMENT

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS attempted to perform a global online change for an IMS
subsystem with local online change enabled. The requested action fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM6521E
GLOBAL OLC PREPARE FAILED FOR IMS imsid WITH CONDITION CODE rc

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS issued a global online change INIT OLC PHASE(PREPARE)
TYPE(MODBLKS) command, but received an unexpected return code, as shown in the message text. The requested
action fails.

Action:

Review the return code received.

CFM6522E
GLOBAL OLC COMMIT FAILED FOR IMS imsidWITH CONDITION CODE rc

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS issued a global online change INIT OLC PHASE(COMMIT)
command, but received an unexpected return code, as shown in the message text. The requested action fails.

Action:

Review the return code received.
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CFM6523E
GLOBAL OLC TERM FAILED FOR IMS imsid WITH CONDITION CODE rc

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS issued a global online change TERM OLC command, but received
an unexpected return code, as shown in the message text. The requested action fails.

Action:

Review the return code received.

CFM6524E
GLOBAL OLC PREPARE HAS WORK PENDING FOR IMS imsid

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS encountered an unexpected work pending condition in a DIS
MODIFY ALL command. The requested action fails.

Action:

Review the work pending for the named IMSID.

CFM7001E
MATRIX MODULE modname TABLE ID SHOWS num type RESOURCES library MODULE modname SHOWS num
type RESOURCES DUMMY RESOURCE NAMES WILL BE GENERATED IN CONTROL STATEMENTS

Reason:

An inconsistent number of resources were defined in the MATRIX and either the MODBLKS or RESLIB data set. Dummy
resource names (one alphabetic character and a seven-digit number) are generated for names of the resource type that is
shown in the message.

Action:

Verify that the MATRIX, MODBLKS, and RESLIB data sets in use by this reverse MATRIX process have consistent
definitions. The MATRIX library must have been created by using the supplied MODBLKS and RESLIB data sets.

CFM7004E
MATRIX MODULE modname TABLE ID HAS aaa-bbb type ENTRIES library MODULE modname SHOWS num type
RESOURCES DUMMY RESOURCE NAMES WILL BE GENERATED IN CONTROL STATEMENTS

Reason:

An inconsistent number of resources were defined in the MATRIX and either the MODBLKS or RESLIB data set. Dummy
resource names (one alphabetic character and a seven-digit number) are generated for names of the resource type that is
shown in the message.

Action:

Verify that the MATRIX, MODBLKS, and RESLIB data sets in use by this reverse MATRIX process have consistent
definitions. The MATRIX library must have been created by using the supplied MODBLKS and RESLIB data sets.

CFM7101E
LOAD FAILED FOR module RC=nn ABCODE=code
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Reason:

A LOAD macro failed due to the indicated return code and abend code. The job fails.

Action:

Review the reason for the load failure. Verify that the requested module is present in the STEPLIB data set for the job.
Increase the region size if the job might have run out of private storage.

CFM7102E
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME ddname RC=nn

Reason:

An OPEN macro failed with the indicated return code.

Action:

Verify that an appropriate DD statement was specified for the indicated DD name. Review the job's JESLOG for any
indications of a security or other error that might have prevented the data set from opening.

CFM7103E
CLOSE FAILED FOR DDNAME RC=nn

Reason:

A CLOSE macro failed for the indicated DD name and return code.

Action:

Review the job's JESLOG for any indications of a security or other error that might have prevented the data set from
closing.

CFM7104E
INVALID STATEMENT TYPE - type

Reason:

An invalid statement was encountered in the SYSIN statements. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the statement in error. The statement must begin with an asterisk in column 1 (for a comment), or the first word on
the line must be VERIFY or INSTALL. If the indicated statement was to be continued from a prior statement, verify that a
comma was specified at the end of the preceding line.

CFM7105E
INVALID KEYWORD - keyword

Reason:

An unknown keyword was specified on a SYSIN statement. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the statement to verify that the keyword (NAME= or IMSID=) was specified correctly.
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CFM7106E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR KEYWORD keyword value

Reason:

An invalid value was found in a SYSIN statement for the indicated keyword. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the value that was coded for the specified keyword and correct the error.

CFM7107E
DUPLICATE SPECIFICATION OF KEYWORD keyword

Reason:

A statement in the SYSIN stream included a duplicate specification of the indicated keyword. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the statement and remove the redundant specifications of the indicated keyword.

CFM7108E
ERROR PARSING ABOVE STATEMENT

Reason:

A statement that was read from the SYSIN stream was invalid. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the statement to determine the cause of the syntax error.

CFM7109E
REQUIRED KEYWORD (IMSID OR NAME) NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

A statement that was read from the SYSIN stream did not specify both the IMSID= and NAME= keywords. The statement
is ignored.

Action:

Review the statement and supply both the IMSID= and NAME= keywords.

CFM7110E
SECOND OPEN PAREN WITHOUT A CLOSE PAREN

Reason:

A second open parenthesis was encountered without the first open parenthesis being closed. Nested parentheses are not
permitted. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Verify that the parentheses that are specified on the statement are balanced.
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CFM7111E
CLOSE PAREN WITHOUT AN OPEN PAREN

Reason:

A closing parenthesis was found before an open parenthesis was encountered. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Verify that the parentheses in the statement are balanced.

CFM7112E
CONTINUATION CARD EXPECTED-BLANK CARD FOUND

Reason:

A blank line was encountered following a statement that indicated that it was continued. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Remove the blank line that is embedded within a continued statement.

CFM7113E
EXPECTED CONTINUATION CARD-NEW STATEMENT FOUND

Reason:

A new statement was encountered when a continuation was expected. The prior statement is ignored.

Action:

Verify that the prior statement was complete. Complete the statement or remove any commas at the end of the line, and
verify that all open parentheses were closed.

CFM7114E
UNEXPECTED OPEN PAREN ENCOUNTERED

Reason:

An open parenthesis was encountered when it was not expected. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Remove the extraneous open parenthesis.

CFM7115E
MULTIPLE IMSID PARAMETERS NOT ALLOWED

Reason:

More than one IMSID was specified on a statement. Only one IMSID can be specified. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Verify that the statement includes only a single IMSID specification in the IMSID= keyword value.
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CFM7116E
IMSID EXCEEDS 4 CHARACTERS

Reason:

The IMSID value that was specified is not valid. IMSID lengths are limited to four bytes. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Correct the specification of the IMSID= value.

CFM7117E
MORE THAN 256 UPDATE LIST NAMES WERE REQUESTED

Reason:

More that the maximum number of resource update list names were specified in a single statement. The statement is
ignored.

Action:

Reduce the number of resource update list names specified in the NAME= specification so that less than 256 names are
included.

CFM7118E
ERROR IN STATEMENT TYPE FLAG

Reason:

An error occurred while determining the statement type (verify or install) when the prior statement was being processed.
The job abends.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM7119E
STATEMENT SKIPPED DUE TO PRIOR ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred when the prior statement was being processed. The statement was ignored because of the error.

Action:

Review other error messages describing the reason the statement was skipped.

CFM7120E
BOTH IMSID AND TARGET WERE SPECIFIED-USE ONLY ONE OF THESE KEYWORDS

Reason:

Both IMSID= and TARGET= keywords were found in an CFMBLIST job PARM field. These are mutually exclusive
parameters. The job step ends.

Action:
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Update the PARM= field of the resource update list verify/install job step. Verify that either IMSID= or TARGET= was
specified, but not both.

CFM7141E
BLDL FOR MEMBER member IN DDNAME CFMPDS FAILED WITH RETURN CODE nn

Reason:

A BLDL macro returned an unexpected return code for the indicated member name. The request fails.

Action:

Review the return code to determine the reason for the failure.

CFM7142E
REQUESTED CFMPDS MEMBER member WAS NOT FOUND

Reason:

The indicated member name was not found in the CFMPDS data sets. The request fails.

Action:

Verify that the member name that was specified exists in the CFMPDS data sets that are specified in the job's JCL.

CFM7143E
STOW FOR MEMBER member IN DDNAME CFMPDS FAILED WITH RETURN CODE nn

Reason:

A STOW macro returned an unexpected return code. The member will not be updated with new status as a result of the
statement that is being processed.

Action:

Check the job's JESLOG and the return code from the STOW macro to determine the cause of the failure.

CFM7144E
REQUESTED RESOURCE UPDATE LIST(S) HAVE NO UPDATE ENTRIES

Reason:

The resource update lists that were requested in a VERIFY or INSTALL statement had no entries. The request is ignored.

Action:

Verify that a resource update list that contains at least one entry is specified on the statement.

CFM7146E
GETMAIN FAILED RC=nn

Reason:

A GETMAIN macro returned an unexpected return code, as indicated in the message text. The request fails.

Action:

Verify that sufficient region is available in the batch job.
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CFM7147E
FREEMAIN FAILED RC=nn

Reason:

A FREEMAIN macro returned an unexpected return code, as indicated in the message text. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM7148E
ENQUEUE FOR CFMPDS DATA SET FAILED RC= nn

Reason:

An enqueue for major name CFMPDS01 and minor name of the CFMPDS data set returned an unexpected return code.
The member will not be updated with new status as a result of the statement being processed.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM7149W
CFMPDS DATA SET IN USE - UNABLE TO UPDATE MEMBER STATUS

Reason:

An enqueue for major name CFMPDS01 and minor name of the CFMPDS data set indicated that the data set was in use.
The member will not be updated with new status as a result of the statement being processed.

Action:

Verify that the CFMPDS data set is not in use when running a batch update list job.

CFM7150E
Command COMMAND FAILED

Reason:

A VERIFY or INSTALL command failed.

Action:

Review the preceding error messages to determine the cause of the failure.

CFM7151I
command COMMAND COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

Reason:

The indicated request has completed successfully.

CFM7152I
ERROR IN STATEMENT TYPE FLAG
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Reason:

An error occurred while determining the statement type (verify or install) when the prior statement was being processed.
The job abends.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM7153I
RESOURCE UPDATE LIST ENTRIES:

Reason:

The lines that follow this message show the resource update list entries that will be processed by the statement.

CFM7154E
FIND FOR MEMBER member IN DDNAME CFMPDS FAILED WITH RETURN CODE nn

Reason:

A FIND macro failed with the indicated return code.

Action:

Verify that the indicated member name exists in the data sets that were specified for the CFMPDS DD statement.

CFM7155E
AN ERROR OCCURRED READING MEMBER member -ERROR CODE code

Reason:

An error occurred while reading the indicated member of the CFMPDS data set. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM7156E
CSL CALL ERROR FOR imsid. CORRECT THE IMSID SETUP PARAMETERS IN CFM.  

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS could not verify the specified IMSID (imsid) within the IMSplex.

Action:

Verify that the following IMSID setup values are correct: DRD, PLEX_NAME, RESLIB. Ensure that the IMSplex is active
and the IMSID is active in the IMSplex.

CFM7201E
AN ERROR OCCURRED CHECKING AN UPDATE LIST- AN UNKNOWN RESOURCE TYPE WAS ENCOUNTERED -
xxxx

Reason:

An inconsistency was found while validating the resource update list contents in the APPC address space. The request
fails.
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Action:

Verify that the resource update lists in progress are valid. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM7202E
AN ERROR OCCURRED CHECKING AN UPDATE LIST- AN UNKNOWN FUNCTION WAS ENCOUNTERED - x

Reason:

An inconsistency was found while validating the resource update list contents in the APPC address space. The request
fails.

Action:

Verify that the resource update lists in progress are valid.

CFM7203E
FIND FAILED FOR type name FOLLOWING INSTALLATION OF UPDATE LIST

Reason:

An error occurred finding the indicated resource while reviewing the results of the installation of a resource update list.
Processing continues.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFM7204W
ACLIB MEMBER FOR NEW/UPDATED type name WAS NOT FOUND

Reason:

A resource that was updated or added in the resource update list did not have a valid ACBLIB member, and the resource
is currently NOTINIT. Processing continues.

Action:

Perform the appropriate ACBGEN and activate the updated ACBLIB members with an online change for ACBLIB.

CFM7205E
AN EMPTY RESOURCE UPDATE LIST WAS PRESENTED FOR INSTALL

Reason:

A resource that was updated or added in the resource update list did not have a valid ACBLIB member, and the resource
is currently NOTINIT. The requested action fails.

Action:

Perform the appropriate ACBGEN and activate the updated ACBLIB members with an online change for ACBLIB.

CFM7400I
IMS /CHANGE COMMAND INTERCEPT PLANTED FOR ACBLIB RELOAD FUNCTION

Reason:

This informational message appears the first time a reload request is encountered after an IMS control region restart.
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CFM7401E
LOAD FAILED FOR MODULE name RC=rc

Reason:

A load for the indicated module name failed with the indicated return code. The installation of the resource update list fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM7402E
LOCATE FOR CVB /CHANGE FAILED

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS failed to locate the CVB control block associated with the /
CHANGE command. The installation of the resource update list fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM7403E
LOCATE FOR CDE OF MODULE name FAILED

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS could not locate the CDE associated with the specified module.
The installation of the resource update list fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM7501E
UNABLE TO SET /MODIFY BARRIER - IN USE

Reason:

An online change or display modify command was in progress when an ACBLIB reload was requested. The CA
Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS reload process requires that no online change activity be in progress.
The reload ACBLIB request fails

Action:

Verify that an IMS online change is not in progress by using the /DIS MODIFY ALL or /MODIFY ABORT command. Retry
installing the ACBLIB reload when an online change or display modify command is not in progress.

CFM7502E
UNABLE TO LOCATE IMS NUCLEUS

Reason:

To process an IMS ACBLIB reload request, CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS must locate the IMS
nucleus that is loaded in the IMS control region address space. The CDE entry for the IMS nucleus was not found while
scanning the CDE chain in the IMS address space. The reload ACBLIB request fails.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM7503E
UNABLE TO LOCATE DFSICVD0 OR DFSRMS00

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS was unable to locate module DFSICVD0 or DFSRMS00 in the IMS
nucleus loaded in the IMS control region address space. The reload ACBLIB request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM7506E
BLDL FAILED FOR ACTIVE ACBLIB

Reason:

A DFSSTS macro requesting a BLDL for the IMS ACBLIB for an ACBLIB reload request returned an unexpected return
code of 8 or higher. The reload ACBLIB request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM7508E
RELOAD FOR ACBLIB MEMBER xxxxxxxx FAILED-MEMBER NOT FOUND IN ACTIVE ACBLIB

Reason:

The indicated ACBLIB member was not found in the active ACBLIB data set. The reload ACBLIB request fails.

Action:

Verify that the member name to be reloaded is present in the active ACBLIB data set concatenation before attempting to
reload the ACBLIB member.

CFM7509E
RELOAD OF type-name FAILED - ACBLIB MEMBER reason. ACBLIB MEMBER NOT A PSB, ACBLIB MEMBER IS
NOTCP, ACBLIB MEMBER NOT A DBD

Reason:

The named ACBLIB member was not valid for the PSB or DBD being reloaded. The reload ACBLIB request fails.

Action:

Verify that a valid ACBLIB member has been placed in the active ACBLIB data set before attempting to reload the
member. The reason in the message indicates the inconsistency found with the member. It may be NOT A PSB or NOT A
DBD, indicating that the member is not a valid ACBLIB member for a PSB or DBD. Or, it may be IS NOTCP, meaning that
the ACBLIB member is not compatible with this release of IMS. For NOTCP, verify that the ACBGEN which created the
ACBLIB member was processed using the same SDFSRESL data set that the IMS control region is using.
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CFM7510E
RELOAD OF type-name FAILED - reason. NOT STOPPED, PSB SCHEDULED, DBD OPEN, DBD IS A HALDB
PARTITION, DB NOT /DBR'ED, DBD HAS ERROR BLOCKS, DBD IS ACTIVE, DB IS AN MSDB, FP NOT PRESENT,
NO OTHREADS PRESENT, DBR IN PROGRESS, RECOVERY IN PROGRESS, DEDB NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

The reload ACBLIB request fails. CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS requires that a database to
be reloaded be /DBR'ed, and that a program to be reloaded not be active when the installation of the reload request is
attempted. Other conditions that can cause this message include the following: attempting to reload a HALDB partition
(you can only reload the HALDB DBD), attempting to reload a DBD that has error blocks or EEQEs present, attempting
to load a DEDB DBD when the IMS subsystem has not been genned for Fast Path or when no OTHREADS are defined.
Also, if the DEDB NOT SUPPORTED reason is received, verify that you have the latest CA Mainframe Configuration
Manager for IMS for z/OS maintenance installed.

Action:

Verify that a DBD to be reloaded has been /DBR'ed or that a program to be reloaded has been stopped and is not
scheduled. See explanation text for other error conditions.

CFM7512E
DFSCBTS FIND FOR type FAILED-RC= RC

Reason:

The IMS DFSCBTS macro was unable to locate the PSB or DBD that was requested to be reloaded. The macro returned
with the indicated return code. The reload ACBLIB request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFM7513E
ONLINE CHANGE IN PROGRESS

Reason:

An IMS online change was in progress when the ACBLIB RELOAD request was attempted during the installation of a
resource update list. The reload ACBLIB request fails.

Action:

Verify that an IMS online change is not in progress, and run the ACBLIB RELOAD request again.

CFMA001
INVALID COMMAND

Reason:

The command entered is not valid on this panel. The request is ignored.

Action:

Review the valid commands listed on the panel and choose a valid command.
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CFMA003
DATA CONVERSION ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred converting a sysgen table variable to display format. The request is stopped.

Action:

Retain the module name and operation type (read or write) as shown in the long version of this message (obtained by
pressing PF1). Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA004
INVALID SORT COLUMN

Reason:

The SORT command requires a single operand, which must be a column name. The column name specified was missing.
The SORT command is ignored.

Action:

Review the SORT column specified in the message and provide a valid column name.

CFMA005
INVALID LOCATE VALUE

Reason:

The LOCATE command specified an invalid value. This command requires a single operand, which must be a value
to which the list will be scrolled. The value is based on the current SORT column. The value specified for the LOCATE
operand must match the type of the column. For a numeric SORT column, a numeric LOCATE value is required.

Action:

Change the operand of the LOCATE command to a valid value for the current sort column.

CFMA006
INVALID LINE COMMAND

Reason:

The line command entered is not valid on this panel. The line command is ignored.

Action:

Review the list of valid line commands shown on the panel and use one of these values for the line command.

CFMA007
INVALID LINE COMMAND

Reason:

The line command entered is not valid on this panel. The line command is ignored.

Action:

Review the list of valid line commands shown on the panel and use one of these values for the line command.
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CFMA008
MISSING CMD VALUE

Reason:

The primary command was entered without an operand. The command specified requires an operand. The command is
ignored.

Action:

Review the list of primary commands shown on the panel and use one of these values.

CFMA010
STOW FAILED

Reason:

A STOW operation failed. The long message (obtained by pressing PF1) shows the member name, operation in progress,
and the return code and subcode. The operation is stopped.

Action:

There could be a problem with the directory of the CFMPDS data set. Review the SYSLOG on the system where the TSO
user is logged on for any related messages.

CFMA011
DIRECTORY SPACE ERROR

Reason:

The directory has insufficient directory space to add a new member to the CFMPDS data set. The operation is stopped.

Action:

Allocate a new CFMPDS data set with more directory space or delete unused members of the CFMPDS data set.

CFMA012
MEMBER EXISTS

Reason:

An ADD command was specified with a member name that already exists. The new member is not created.

Action:

When using the ADD command, verify that the specified member name does not already exist.

CFMA013
ENQ FAILED

Reason:

An ADD command was specified with a member name that already exists. The operation fails.

Action:
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Obtain the additional information from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Note the QNAME and RNAME
and the ENQ return code. Review the SYSLOG on the system where the TSO user is logged on for any related
messages. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA014
DATASET IN USE

Reason:

An ENQ macro failed because the resource is in use. The action is stopped.

Action:

Retry the operation. If this does not eliminate this message, determine the holder of the enqueue on the CFMPDS data
set (QNAME CFMPDS01), and obtain documentation, such as a dump, for the holder of the enqueue.

CFMA015
INVALID NEW NAME

Reason:

The specified new member name already exists. The action is stopped.

Action:

Change the new member name to a name that does not already exist.

CFMA016
FIND FAILED

Reason:

A FIND failed. The request is stopped.

Action:

Obtain diagnostic information from the long message by pressing PF1. The member name, return code and subcode are
provided. Review the SYSLOG on the system where the TSO user is logged on for any related messages. Contact CA
Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA017
ERROR READING LIST

Reason:

An error occurred while reading the resource update list from the CFMPDS data set. The request fails.

Action:

Obtain the error code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMA018
ERROR WRITING LIST

Reason:
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An error occurred while writing the resource update list from the CFMPDS data set. The request is stopped.

Action:

Obtain the error code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMA019
NOTE FAILED

Reason:

A NOTE operation failed. The request is stopped.

Action:

Obtain the NOTE return code and subcode and the member being written from the long version of this message by
pressing PF1. Review the SYSLOG on the system where the TSO user is logged on for any related messages. Contact
CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA020
BLDL FAILED

Reason:

A BLDL operation failed. The request is stopped.

Action:

Obtain the BLDL return code and member name from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Review the
SYSLOG on the system where the TSO user is logged on for any related messages. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMA021
DELETE FAILED

Reason:

A DELETE macro failed.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Review the SYSLOG on
the system where the TSO user is logged on for any related messages. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA022
CFMPDS DS Invalid

Reason:

The specified CFMPDS data set is not valid. CFMPDS must have DSORG=PO,RECFM=VB,LRECL=256. The request
fails.

Action:

Change the CFMPDS data set name on the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS primary options menu
to a valid data set name.
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CFMA023
RESOURCE NOT FOUND

Reason:

The resource was not found. This might be as a result of a COPY command or as a result of entering an invalid resource
name for an UPDATE or DELETE resource list entry. The request is stopped.

Action:

Provide a valid resource name.

CFMA024
MISSING NAME

Reason:

The COPY command was entered without an operand. An operand that is the name of an existing resource, must be
supplied following the command. The request is stopped.

Action:

Specify a resource name to copy.

CFMA025
GETMAIN FAILED

Reason:

A GETMAIN failed.

Action:

Obtain the failing module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA
Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA026
FREEMAIN FAILED

Reason:

A FREEMAIN macro failed.

Action:

Obtain the failing module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA
Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA027
FUNCTION FAILED

Reason:

The CFMPDS member processing module returned an unexpected return code. The function fails.

Action:
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Obtain the return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMA028
NAME/TOKEN Svc FAILED

Reason:

A name/token service module failed.

Action:

Obtain the name/token service name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Review the
SYSLOG on the system where the TSO user is logged on for any related messages. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMA029
DATA CONVERSION ERROR

Reason:

A date conversion routine failed with an unexpected return code. The date being converted from internal format to
displayable format will display as blank.

Action:

Use the Help key (PF1) to retrieve the full form of this message and determine the name of the conversion macro, return
code, and member name involved in the error. Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

CFMA030
INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

Module CFMDCB was invoked with an invalid parameter list. The operation fails.

Action:

Obtain the error code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMA031
INVALID OPTION

Reason:

The MODBLKS option is not valid for randomizers. You must select INCORE to view randomizers. The request is rejected.

Action:

Select the INCORE option when requesting a list of DEDB randomizer names.

CFMA032
NO DATA TO DISPLAY

Reason:
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No CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS log records met the date criteria; therefore, there were no
macros to display.

CFMA033
SELECT ONLY 1 DEF TYPE

Reason:

Both MODBLKS and ONLINE definition types were selected. Select only one definition type. The request is not
processed.

Action:

Correct the option that was specified on the View selection panel. Select either ONLINE or MODBLKS, but not both.

CFMA034
SELECT A DEFINITION TYPE

Reason:

You must select either INCORE or MODBLKS definitions to display. The request is not processed.

Action:

Correct the option that was specified on the View selection panel. Select either INCORE or MODBLKS.

CFMA035
SELECT RESOURCE TYPEs

Reason:

You must select a resource type to include in the reverse process. The request is not processed.

Action:

Correct the option that was specified on the reverse sysgen panel. Select the resource types to reverse (database or
program/transaction/route code) by entering a non-blank character to the left of all the resource types that you want to
include.

CFMA036
INVALID JULIAN DATE

Reason:

You must supply a valid Julian date for the start and stop dates. The request is rejected.

Action:

Enter a valid Julian date in both the start and stop date fields. Julian dates must be entered in the YYYY.DDD format.

CFMA037
MISSING RECORD TYPEs

Reason:

When you use option 1, you must select at least one history log record type. The request is regjected.

Action:
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Select a history log record type.

CFMA038
NO RESOURCES DEFINED

Reason:

No resources of the type requested are defined in the target IMS system.

Action:

Select a resource type that is used in the target IMS system.

CFMA040
MESSAGE ERROR

Reason:

The BRIF service requested a message that exceeded the number of error messages. The action is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA041
MESSAGE ERROR

Reason:

A message of invalid length was received in the module name indicated in the long form of the message. The request is
stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA042
RESPONSE ERROR

Reason:

The response from an APPC transaction did not have a response type specified. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA060
INVALID GROUP MODULE

Reason:

The group definition module on the system where the TSO user or batch job is running is not a valid group module. The
request fails.

Action:

Verify that a valid group name is specified and that the module in the CFMOPT data set is a valid group module.
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CFMA061
INVALID GROUP MODULE

Reason:

The group definition module on the system where the IMS subsystem is running is not a valid group module. The request
fails.

Action:

Verify that a valid group name is specified and that the module in the CFMOPT data set is a valid group module.

CFMA062
GROUP MODULE NOT FOUND

Reason:

The group definition module on the system where the TSO user or batch job is running was not found in the CFMOPT
data set. The request fails.

Action:

Enter a valid CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS group name.

CFMA063
GROUP MODULE NOT FOUND

Reason:

The group definition module on the system where IMS is running was not found in the CFMOPT data set. The request
fails.

Action:

Enter a valid CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS group name.

CFMA064
INVALID OPTIONS MODULE

Reason:

Validation of the options module read from the CFMOPT data set failed. The request is stopped.

Action:

Verify that the options member in the CFMOPT data set for the specified IMSID is valid.

CFMA065
INVALID OPTIONS MODULE

Reason:

Validation of the options module read from the CFMOPT data set failed. The request is stopped.

Action:

Verify that the options member in the CFMOPT data set for the specified IMSID is valid. The options member in this
request was read from the CFMOPT data set on the MVS system where the IMS control region is running.
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CFMA067
IMSID OPTIONS NOT FOUND

Reason:

The IMSID options module on the system where the TSO user or batch job is running was not found in the CFMOPT data
set. The request fails.

Action:

Enter an IMSID that is defined to CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS . You can review which IMSIDs
are defined by selecting the Setup option on the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS primary options
menu.

CFMA068
IMSID OPTIONS NOT FOUND

Reason:

The IMSID options module on the system where IMS is running was not found in the CFMOPT data set. The request fails.

Action:

Enter an IMSID that is defined to CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS . You can review which IMSIDs
are defined by selecting the Setup option on the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS primary options
menu.

CFMA070
CFMTIME PARAMETER ERROR

Reason:

An invalid parameter was passed to module CFMTIME. The request is rejected.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA071
TIME macro ERROR

Reason:

The TIME macro returned with an unexpected return code. The request is rejected.

Action:

Use the Help key (PF1) to retrieve the full form of this message and obtain the return code from the TIME macro. Contact
CA Technical Support for further assistance.

CFMA072
DATA CONVERSION ERROR

Reason:

The TIME macro returned with an unexpected return code. The date being converted from internal format to displayable
format will display as blank.
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Action:

Use the Help key (PF1) to retrieve the full form of this message and find the name of the conversion macro and return
code. Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

CFMA080
INVALID RESOURCE FOR REL

Reason:

The resource type selected is invalid for a RELOAD request. Only programs or databases can be reloaded.

Action:

Correct the value specified for resource type.

CFMA081
COMMAND ERROR

Reason:

There was an error locating the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS BMP PSB. The address found
was invalid or missing. Processing stops.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CFMA100
INVALID LENGTH

Reason:

The length specified is invalid. It must be a valid hexadecimal number between 1 and 1M. The request fails.

Action:

Enter a valid hexadecimal number in the length field.

CFMA101
INVALID REGION ID

Reason:

The region ID entered is not valid. The request fails.

Action:

Enter a valid region ID (IMS, DLISAS, or DBRC).

CFMA102
MULTIPLE SELECTS

Reason:

More than one field was selected. The request fails.

Action:
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Remove entries from all but one selection field.

CFMA103
MODULE ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred while processing the selected module. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA104
INVALID SELECT CHARACTER

Reason:

An invalid line or field selection character was entered. The request fails.

Action:

Enter a valid selection character. On the storage request panel, this is a D or an S. On the storage display panel, this is a
percent sign (%) or a question mark (?).

CFMA105
INVALID REQUEST FIELD

Reason:

The request field is missing or contains a syntax error. The request fails.

Action:

Enter a valid value for the address field.

CFMA106
INVALID COMMAND

Reason:

The command entered is not valid. The request fails.

Action:

Correct or remove the entry in the Command field.

CFMA107
ZAP COMPLETE

Reason:

Storage updates have been installed.

CFMA108
INVALID VALUE
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Reason:

The updated storage value is not valid. The values must be 0 - 9 or A - F. The request fails.

Action:

Correct the value entered in the storage area. The value must be a valid hexadecimal number.

CFMA109
TOO MUCH DATA

Reason:

More storage was entered on the ZAP panel than was originally displayed. Excess was deleted.

Action:

Verify that you only enter updated storage information for storage values that were originally displayed on the panel. You
cannot add storage by entering additional data at the end of the display.

CFMA110
INVALID REGION ID

Reason:

The region ID encoded in the APPC message was invalid. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA111
ALESERV FAILURE

Reason:

An ALESERV macro, which ran in the APPC address space, received an unexpected return code. The request fails.

Action:

Retrieve the long form of this message by pressing PF1 to retrieve the ALESERV function and return code. Contact CA
Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA112
INVALID ADDRESS

Reason:

The address space was not valid. The request fails.

Action:

Enter a valid value for the address field.

 

CFMA113
SYNTAX ERROR IN REQUEST
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Reason:

The name included in the request was not valid. The request fails.

Action:

Retrieve the long form of this message by pressing PF1 to retrieve the invalid name. Enter a valid value for the address
field.

CFMA114
NOT FOUND

Reason:

The requested control block was not found. The request fails.

Action:

Enter a valid control block name or number.

CFMA115
SYNTAX ERROR

Reason:

The requested control block was not found. The request fails.

Action:

Enter a valid value for the address field.

 

CFMA116
MODULE LIST TOO LARGE

Reason:

The module list exceeded the space available to return in the APPC message. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA117
REQUEST INVALID

Reason:

The request received in the APPC address space contained a value of 0 for the address length. The request fails.

Action:

Verify that a valid address and length were specified on the request panel.

CFMA118
STORAGE NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:
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The requested storage is not available because it has not been getmained. The request fails.

Action:

The value specified for the address field was not valid because the address requested was not available. Correct the
address field so that it specifies a valid value.

CFMA119
ZAP REQUEST CANCELLED

Reason:

The ZAP process has been cancelled.

CFMA120
VSMLIST FAILED

Reason:

A VSMLIST macro received an unexpected return code. The request fails.

Action:

Retrieve the long form of this message by pressing PF1 to retrieve the VSMLIST function and return code. Contact CA
Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA121
ERROR PROCESSING VSMLIST

Reason:

An error occurrred during processing of the output of the VSMLIST macro. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA122
DRD check failed. Ensure that DRD for MODBLKS is enabled.

Reason:

The IMS subsystem is active, but the dynamic resource definition for MODBLKS is not enabled.

Action:

Check the DRD setup of the specified IMS subsystem.

CFMA130
OPTION INVALID

Reason:

The option entered is not a valid option on this panel. The request is ignored.

Action:

Enter a valid option as shown on the panel.
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CFMA131
OPTION DATA SET REQUIRED

Reason:

The options data set name entered on the panel is invalid or missing. The request is ignored.

Action:

Enter a valid CFMOPT data set name.

CFMA132
INVALID COMMAND

Reason:

The command entered was invalid or was missing the operand of the command (such as an IMSID or group name). The
request is ignored.

Action:

Enter a valid command (Select or Delete). Include the IMSID or group name after the command, for example: S IMSA.

CFMA133
GROUP/IMSID MISSING

Reason:

The command entered was invalid or was missing the operand of the command (such as an IMSID or group name). The
request is ignored.

Action:

Enter a valid command (Select or Delete). Include the IMSID or group name after the command, for example: S IMSA.

CFMA134
INVALID IMSID

Reason:

The IMSID specified on the Select or Delete command exceeded the four-character maximum. The request is ignored.

Action:

Enter a valid IMSID.

CFMA135
INVALID LINE COMMAND

Reason:

The line command entered is not valid on this panel. The request is ignored.

Action:

Enter a valid line command (S to select the entry or D to delete the entry).
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CFMA136
ENTRY NOT FOUND

Reason:

The entry name specified on the delete command was not found in the CFMOPT data set. The request is ignored.

Action:

Enter the name of an existing IMSID when entering the delete command.

CFMA137
DSN REQUEST FAILED

Reason:

An error occurred in the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS APPC transaction program. The attempt
to gather data set name information from the IMS control region failed. The request fails.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running for additional CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for
z/OS error messages that indicate the reason for the failure.

CFMA138
IMSplex check failed. Ensure that the IMSplex name is correct, the IMSplex is active, the IMSID is active in the
IMSplex, and that the RESLIB value is valid.

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS could not check the IMSID within the specified IMSplex.

Action:

Verify that you specified correct IMSplex name and RESLIB value, the IMSplex is active, and the target IMSID is active in
this IMSplex.

CFMA140
IMSID imsid ADDED

Reason:

The requested IMSID options module was added to the CFMOPT data set.

CFMA141
IMSID imsid DELETED

Reason:

The requested IMSID options module was deleted from the CFMOPT data set.

CFMA142
IMSID imsid UPDATED

Reason:
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The requested IMSID options module was updated in the CFMOPT data set.

CFMA143
GROUP name UPDATED

Reason:

The requested group definition was updated in the CFMOPT data set.

CFMA144
GROUP name DELETED

Reason:

The requested group definition was deleted from the CFMOPT data set.

CFMA145
GROUP name ADDED

Reason:

The requested group definition was added to the CFMOPT data set.

CFMA147
INVALID COMMAND

Reason:

The command entered on the command line is not valid on this panel. Only the CAN (cancel) command is valid. The
request is ignored.

Action:

Remove the command from the command line, or enter a valid command.

CFMA150
ERROR-INSTALL IN PROGRESS

Reason:

An install is currently in progress for the IMS subsystem. The request is ignored.

Action:

Try the request again. If the condition persists, determine whether an IMS online change is in progress.

CFMA151
ENQUEUE FAILED

Reason:

An ENQ request failed in module CFMZMAIN. The request is ignored.

Action:
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Find the ENQ return code from the long form of the message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical Support for
additional assistance.

CFMA160
NO IMS SYSGEN SOURCE

Reason:

IMSID options do not have any sysgen source data sets specified. The request is ignored.

Action:

The IMS sysgen source data sets must be specified in the IMSID options. Update IMSID options to include the
appropriate IMS sysgen source libraries.

CFMA161
NO IMS SECURITY SOURCE

Reason:

IMSID options do not have any IMS security gen source data sets specified. The request is ignored.

Action:

The IMS security gen source data sets must be specified in the IMSID options. Update the IMSID options to include the
appropriate IMS security gen source libraries, or perform only an IMS sysgen instead of a sysgen and a security gen.

CFMA162
TARGET NOT FOUND

Reason:

The requested target name was not found defined in the CFMOPT data set as either an IMSID or a group name. The
request is ignored.

Action:

Enter a valid target name. You must specify the name of an IMSID or group that is present in the CFMOPT data set.

CFMA163
TARGET NOT FOUND

Reason:

The APPC transaction program was unable to locate the required IMSID options module. The request is ignored.

Action:

Verify that the IMSID options module for the IMS subsystem is present on the system where IMS is running. If the options
module is present, review the SYSLOG for possible error messages indicating the reason for the failure.

CFMA164
INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

An invalid parameter was passed to module CFMXAPPC. A blank or invalid SYMDEST was supplied.
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Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA165
INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

An invalid parameter was passed to module CFMXAPPC. The request byte did not indicate whether a name or SYMDEST
was supplied.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA166
INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

A request to identify the type of the target name failed. This is an internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA167
INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

Unable to locate the ECB that was posted. This is an internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMA170
CFMOPT BLKSIZE TOO SMALL

Reason:

The block size of the CFMOPT data set is too small. It should be allocated with a block size greater than 4,096. The
request is ignored.

Action:

Verify that the block size of the CFMOPT data set is at least 4,096 bytes.

CFMA181
DELETE FAILED

Reason:

A DELETE by an APPC transaction program failed.

Action:
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Review the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS subsystem is running for additional error messages that may indicate
the cause of the error. The long form of this message indicates the module name and return code and abend code for
which the DELETE macro experienced the error.

CFMA182
LOAD FAILED

Reason:

A LOAD by an APPC transaction program failed.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS subsystem is running for additional error messages that may indicate
the cause of the error. The long form of this message indicates the module name and return code and abend code for
which the LOAD macro experienced the error.

CFMA190
OLCSTAT ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred while parsing the contents of the OLCSTAT data set. The requested action fails.

Action:

Verify that the OLCSTAT data set has not been corrupted.

CFMA200
PROFILE name ADDED

Reason:

The requested profile name was added to the CFMOPT data set with the defaults and options you specified.

CFMA201
PROFILE name DELETED

Reason:

The requested profile name was removed from the CFMOPT data set.

CFMA202
IMSID name UPDATED

Reason:

The requested profile name was updated in the CFMOPT data set.

CFMA203
USER name UPDATED

Reason:

The requested user definition was updated in the CFMOPT data set.
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CFMA204
USER name DELETED

Reason:

The requested user definition was deleted from the CFMOPT data set.

CFMA205
USER name ADDED

Reason:

The requested user definition was added to the CFMOPT data set.

CFMA207
INVALID OPTIONS MODULE

Reason:

The CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS validation of an options load module failed.

Action:

Press the Help key (usually PF1) to obtain the module name from the long version of this message. Verify that the
CFMOPT data set is properly allocated and that no errors occurred loading the specified options module.

CFMA208
INVALID PROFILE NAME

Reason:

The profile name you requested to be deleted was not found. The request fails.

Action:

Specify a valid profile name to delete.

CFMA209
INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

A table row counter did not agree with the number of rows present in the table. The request fails.

Action:

Press PF1 to see the long version of this message and obtain the table name which experienced the problem. Contact CA
Technical Support for further assistance.

CFMA210
INVALID USER NAME

Reason:

The user name you requested to be deleted was not found. The request fails.
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Action:

Specify a valid user name to delete.

CFMA211
PROFILE IN USE

Reason:

You attempted to delete a profile entry that was still being used by at least one user entry. The request fails.

Action:

Press PF1 to see the long version of this message and obtain the user name that is still using the profile name. Change
the user name to use a different profile entry before attempting to delete the profile name.

CFMA212
INVALID PROFILE NAME

Reason:

The profile name you specified was not found. The request fails.

Action:

Specify a valid profile name.

CFMA213
INVALID USER PROFILE

Reason:

The authorization profile associated with your user ID contains an invalid profile name. The request fails.

Action:

Press PF1 to view the long version of this message and obtain the user name and profile name which are in error. Change
the user entry to specify a valid profile entry.

CFMA214
PROFILE name SELECTED

Reason:

The default values and the authorization to update resource attributes which are associated with your user ID was
obtained from the named profile.

CFMA215
USER NAME ALREADY DEFINED

Reason:

The user name you are trying to add is already defined in the user entries. The request fails.

Action:

Change the user entry name or edit the existing user entry which is already defined with the user entry name.
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CFMA216
MOVE COMMAND CONFLICT

Reason:

More than one line was selected with the M command, or more than one line was selected with the B or A command. The
request fails.

Action:

Verify that you select only one entry to move with the MOVE (M) command and only one line with either the BEFORE (B)
or AFTER (A) command.

CFMA217
NOT AUTHORIZED

Reason:

You are not authorized to view CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS authorization profiles (Profiles or
Users). You do not have read access to CFM.SETUP in class FACILITY.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to gain access to security profile CFM.SETUP in class FACILITY.

CFMA218
AUTHORIZATION ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred while checking your authorization to view profiles and users. An AUTH request for CFM.SETUP in class
FACILITY received an unexpected SAF return code. The request fails.

Action:

Press PF1 to obtain the SAF return code from the long version of this message. Contact CA Technical Support for further
assistance.

CFMB000
ISPF VDEFINE FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF VDEFINE service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB001
ISPF DISPLAY FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF DISPLAY service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.
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Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB002
ISPF SETMSG FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF SETMSG service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB003
ISPF TBEND FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBEND service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB004
ISPF TBCREATE FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBCREATE service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB005
ISPF TBADD FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBADD service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB006
ISPF TBTOP FAILED

Reason:
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A request to run the ISPF TBTOP service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB007
ISPF TBDISPL FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBDISPL service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB008
ISPF TBDELETE FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBDELETE service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB009
ISPF TBMOD FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBMOD service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB010
ISPF TBSORT FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBSORT service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB011
ISPF TABLE IN USE
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Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBCREATE service failed because the ISPF table name was already in use. The requested
action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB012
ISPTLIB NOT ALLOC

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBCREATE service failed because the ISPF table library was not allocated. The requested
action fails.

Action:

Verify that the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS table library (CFMTLIB) is allocated to file
CFMTLIB. Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA
Technical Support for assistance.

CFMB013
ISPF TBOPEN FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBOPEN service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB014
ISPF TABLE NOT FOUND

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBOPEN service failed because the requested ISPF table was not found in the ISPF table
library. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB015
ISPF TBCLOSE FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBCLOSE service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:
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Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB016
ISPF TBGET FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBGET service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB017
ISPF CONTROL FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF CONTROL service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB018
ISPF TBBOTTOM FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBBOTTOM service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB019
ISPF TBSCAN FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBSCAN service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB020
ISPF VPUT FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF VPUT service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.
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Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB021
ISPF TBSKIP FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBSKIP service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB022
ISPF VGET FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF VGET service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB023
ISPF TBPUT FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBPUT service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB024
ISPF FTOPEN FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF FTOPEN service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB025
ISPF FTINCL FAILED

Reason:
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A request to run the ISPF FTINCL service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB026
ISPF FTCLOSE FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF FTCLOSE service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB027
ISPF BROWSE FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF BROWSE service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB028
ISPF TBQUERY FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF TBQUERY service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB029
ISPF BRIF FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF Browse Interface (BRIF) service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action
fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.
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CFMB030
ISPF VCOPY FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF VCOPY service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB031
ISPF VREPLACE FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF VREPLACE service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB032
ISPF EDIT REQUEST FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF EDIT service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB033
ISPF EDIF REQUEST FAILED

Reason:

A request to run the ISPF EDIF (edit interface) service returned an unexpected return code. The requested action fails.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMB034
Invalid Resource View DEDB database randomizer names and associated DBDs is not supported in the DRD
environment.

Reason:

The selected resource is not valid for systems using dynamic resource definition (DRD). DRD cannot read randomizer
data.
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Action:

Select another resource for view.

CFMB035
Invalid Option
View resources as defined in the last sysgen or update lists is not supported in the DRD environment.

Reason:

The selected MODBLKS option is not valid for systems using dynamic resource definition (DRD). DRD does not process
MODBLKS.

Action:

Select the INCORE option to view resources as currently being used in the IMS control region.

CFMC000
CLOSE ABENDED

Reason:

An attempt to close a file abended.

Action:

Obtain the DD name, data set type, and abend code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Review the
SYSLOG on the system where the TSO user is logged on for any related messages. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMC001
INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

An invalid parameter was passed to module CFMMBLK. The request fails.

Action:

Obtain the function type from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMC002
OPEN FAILED

Reason:

An attempt to open a file failed.

Action:

Obtain the DD name, data set type, and abend code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Review the
SYSLOG on the system where the TSO user is logged on for any related messages. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMC003
OPEN ABENDED
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Reason:

An attempt to open a file abended.

Action:

Obtain the DD name, data set type, and abend code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Review the
SYSLOG on the system where the TSO user is logged on for any related messages. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMC004
CLOSE FAILED

Reason:

CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS received an unexpected return code when closing a data set. The
request fails.

Action:

Obtain the return code and data set by pressing PF1 to view the long form of the error message. Review the SYSLOG
on the system where the TSO user or batch job is running for other indications of a problem during the close process.
Contact CA Technical Support for additional assistance.

CFMC005
ALLOCATION FAILED

Reason:

Allocation of a data set failed.

Action:

Obtain the DD name, data set type, and abend code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. 

CFMC006
DEALLOCATION FAILED

Reason:

Deallocation of a data set failed.

Action:

Obtain the DD name, data set type, and abend code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA
Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC007
UNKNOWN IMS RELEASE

Reason:

An unknown or unsupported release of IMS was encountered. The request fails.

Action:

Obtain the release of IMS found in DFSVC000 from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA
Technical Support for assistance.
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CFMC008
LOAD FAILED

Reason:

A LOAD macro failed.

Action:

Obtain the module name and abend code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Review the SYSLOG
on the system where the TSO user is logged on for any related messages. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC009
INVALID MODBLKS MOD

Reason:

The length of a MODBLKS module was not valid for the release of IMS found in the IMS RESLIB. The request fails.

Action:

Obtain the MODBLKS module name and abend code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Verify that
the MODBLKS module is valid. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC010
INVALID MODBLKS

Reason:

An error occurred interpreting a DBD definition loaded from the MODBLKS data set. The request fails.

Action:

Obtain the DBD name and the attribute name from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Verify that the
MODBLKS module is valid for this version of IMS. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC011
INVALID MODBLKS

Reason:

An error occurred interpreting a PSB definition loaded from the MODBLKS data set. The request fails.

Action:

Obtain the PSB name and the attribute name from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Verify that the
MODBLKS module is valid for this version of IMS. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC012
TRAN EDIT NAME ERROR

Reason:

The transaction edit routine number obtained from the MODBLKS data set was not valid. The edit routine number
exceeded the number of edit routines included in the RESLIB data set in the last IMS CTLBLKS or higher sysgen. The
request fails.
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Action:

Obtain the tran code and edit routine number from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Verify that the
proper RESLIB library is being used for this MODBLKS data set. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC013
MACRO FORMAT ERROR

Reason:

An unknown attribute value was encountered while converting a resource definition back to IMS sysgen source. The
request fails.

Action:

Obtain the resource type and name and the attribute being formatted from the long version of this message by pressing
PF1. Verify that the proper RESLIB library is being used for this MODBLKS data set. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMC014
MACRO FORMAT ERROR

Reason:

An invalid parameter was passed to module CFMFMAC. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC015
MEMBER NAME REQUIRED

Reason:

A PDS data set was specified for output, but a member name was not specified. The request is stopped.

Action:

When specifying a PDS as the output data set, verify that a member name is included in the data set name specified.

CFMC016
INVALID BLKSIZE

Reason:

The LRECL of the output data set specified was not 80. The request is stopped.

Action:

Verify that the output data set has an LRECL of 80. Reallocate the output data set or select a different data set with a
LRECL of 80.

CFMC017
BUFFERING ERROR

Reason:
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An internal error occurred while processing buffers for the input file. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC018
MISSING OPTION

Reason:

The option field was missing. The request is stopped.

Action:

Supply a valid option.

CFMC019
INVALID OPTION

Reason:

The option selected was not a valid option value. The request is stopped.

Action:

Supply a valid option.

CFMC020
INVALID MATRIX

Reason:

MATRIX table verification failed. The request fails.

Action:

Obtain the MATRIX table name from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Verify that a valid MATRIX data
set was specified.

CFMC021
INVALID MATRIX

Reason:

A member required for reverse matrix processing was not found in the MATRIX data set. The request fails.

Action:

Obtain the member name in error from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Review the previous IMS
security gen to verify that it was successful. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC022
INVALID PSWD MATRIX

Reason:

Validation of the password for MATRIX members failed.
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Action:

Review the previous IMS security gen to verify that it was successful. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC024
ERROR OBTAINING DSNs

Reason:

An error occurred while CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS was obtaining the data set names
currently in use so that it could match them to the data set names in the IMSID options. The request being processed fails.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the LPAR where IMS executes for CFM error messages that indicate the nature of the problem.
Either populate the data set names on the setup panel yourself, or correct the problem and retry setup.

CFMC025
CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS PSB INVALID

Reason:

Validation of the PSB name that was specified in the IMSID options failed.

Action:

Verify that the proper PSB name is specified in the IMSID options for the requested IMS system. If the PSB name is
correct, verify that the PSB name is included in the IMS system definition.

CFMC026
GEN SRC UPDATED

Reason:

The GEN SRC flag, which indicates that the IMS sysgen source has been updated to reflect this log entry, was updated as
requested. Processing continues.

CFMC027
INVALID DFSVC000

Reason:

Module DFSVC000 loaded from RESLIB was invalid. The request fails.

Action:

Verify that a valid RESLIB data set name was specified. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC028
CFMXGEN PARM ERROR

Reason:

CFMXGEN was called without a value set for variable CFMLINK, which should be set by the CFM@PRIM Primary
Options menu. The request is stopped.

Action:
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Verify that any modifications to the CFM@PRIM Primary Options menu did not interfere with ISPF variable CFMLINK.
Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC029
CLEANUP ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred while performing cleanup for open files and freeing storage. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the sysgen output for any additional messages indicating the reason for the cleanup failure. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMC030
SYSGEN ERRORS

Reason:

One or more IMS sysgen errors were found while performing the fastgen. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the fastgen output to identify the errors. Search for letters CFM starting in column 1 to find error messages.

CFMC031
LINKEDIT ERRORS

Reason:

One or more link edit errors were found while performing the fastgen. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the fastgen output to identify the errors. Search for letters CFM starting in column 1 to find error messages.

CFMC032
SECURITY GEN ERRORS

Reason:

IMS security gen errors were found while performing the fastgen. The request is stopped.

Action:

Review the fastgen output to identify the errors. Search for letters CFM starting in column 1 to find error messages.

CFMC033
GETMAIN ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred during an internal storage manager GETMAIN request. The request fails.

Action:
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Obtain the pseudo module name for which the GETMAIN was being performed from the long version of this message by
pressing PF1. Review the SYSLOG on the system where the TSO user is logged on for any related messages. Contact
CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC034
FREEMAIN ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred during an internal storage manager FREEMAIN request. The request fails.

Action:

Obtain the pseudo module name for which the FREEMAIN was being performed from the long version of this message by
pressing PF1. Review the SYSLOG on the system where the TSO user is logged on for any related messages. Contact
CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC035
INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred during processing of the MODSTAT data set. The request fails.

Action:

Verify that a valid MODSTAT data set name was specified in the SETUP option for this IMSID.

CFMC036
FUNCTION ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred during processing of an internal storage manager request. The request fails.

Action:

Obtain the pseudo module name in error from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Review the SYSLOG on
the system where the TSO user is logged on for any related messages. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC037
FUNCTION ERROR

Reason:

An ENQ or DEQ operation failed.

Action:

Obtain the data set type and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Review the SYSLOG on
the system where the TSO user is logged on for any related messages. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMC038
DATA SET IN USE

Reason:
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An enqueue failed for major name DFSOC001

Action:

Verify that an IMS online change for MODBLKS is not in progress. Also, verify that the same MODBLKS or MATRIX data
sets are not shared among multiple IMS systems.

CFMC039
DDNAME NOT FOUND

Reason:

An attempt to locate the TIOT entry for a DD name failed.

Action:

Obtain the DD name from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMC040
SWAREQ FAILED

Reason:

A SWAREQ macro failed.

Action:

Obtain the return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMC041
CONCATENATION FAILED

Reason:

A dynamic concatenation request failed.

Action:

Obtain the data set type and return codes from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMC042
UNSUPPORTED ENVIRONMENT

Reason:

IMS includes global online change. CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS does not support this
environment. The request is rejected.

Action:

Remove the global online change from the IMS system if you want to use CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS
for z/OS with this system.
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CFMC043
INCONSISTENT MODBLKS

Reason:

The number of resources defined in MODBLKS module DFSISDB x does not match the number of resources defined in
the MODBLKS resource definition module. The request is stopped.

Action:

Obtain the member names in error from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Verify that the MODBLKS data
set contains valid modules.

CFMC044
INCONSISTENT MODBLKS

Reason:

The names of resources defined in MODBLKS module DFSISDB x does not match the number of resources defined in the
MODBLKS resource definition module. The request is stopped.

Action:

Obtain the member names in error from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Verify that the MODBLKS data
set contains valid modules.

CFMC045
MEMBER INVALID

Reason:

The ZAP process has been cancelled.

Action:

Verify that the proper data set name was specified for the output data set. If the data set is not a PDS, omit the member
name from the data set specification.

CFMC046
CONCATENATION INVALID

Reason:

IMS sysgen source or security gen source data sets specified in the IMSID options have inconsistent DSORGs. The
request fails.

Action:

Review the IMS sysgen and security gen data set names specified in the IMSID setup options. When multiple data sets
are specified, all the data sets must either be sequential data sets or PDS data sets.

CFMC048
OUTPUT DATA SET INVALID

Reason:

The output DSN specified has invalid DCB parameters. The request fails.
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Action:

Review the DCB information for the output data set specified on the screen. Verify that the LRECL is 133, the RECFM is
FBA, and that the block size is a multiple of 133.

CFMC049
OUTPUT DATA SET INVALID

Reason:

The output DSN specified has invalid DCB parameters. The request fails.

Action:

Correct the output data set name that was specified on the screen to specify a data set that is allocated with RECFM=FB,
LRECL=80, and a block size that is a multiple of 80.

CFMD001
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

Both RESIDENT and DOPT cannot be specified.

Action:

Select RESIDENT or DOPT (or neither), but not both.

CFMD002
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

Both DOPT and SCHDTYP=PARALLEL cannot be specified.

Action:

Select DOPT or PARALLEL for SCHDTYP, but not both.

CFMD003
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

Both FPATH=YES and SCHDTYP=PARALLEL cannot be specified.

Action:

Select YES for FPATH or PARALLEL for SCHDTYP, but not both.

CFMD004
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

Both FPATH=YES and LANG=JAVA cannot be specified.

Action:
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Select YES for FPATH or JAVA for LANG, but not both.

CFMD005
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

Both FPATH=YES and PGMTYPE=BATCH cannot be specified.

Action:

Select YES for FPATH or BATCH for PGMTYPE, but not both.

CFMD006
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

Both GPSB and DOPT or RESIDENT cannot be specified.

Action:

Select GPSB NO or BATCH with either RESIDENT or DOPT.

CFMD007
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

Both FPATH=YES and PGMTYPE=BATCH cannot be specified.

Action:

Select YES for FPATH or BATCH for PGMTYPE, but not both.

CFMD008
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

LANGUAGE must be blank except when GPSB is YES.

Action:

Specify a language only when GPSB is specified as YES. Otherwise, LANG must be blank.

CFMD010
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The RESIDENT field must be YES or NO.

Action:

Specify YES or NO for the RESIDENT field.
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CFMD011
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The DOPT field must be YES or NO.

Action:

Specify YES or NO for the DOPT field.

CFMD012
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The GPSB field must be YES or NO.

Action:

Specify YES or NO for the GPSB field.

CFMD013
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The FPATH field must be YES or NO.

Action:

Specify YES or NO for the FPATH field.

CFMD014
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The LANGUAGE field must be left blank (when not GPSB) or specified as ASSEM, COBOL, PASCAL, PL/I, or JAVA.

Action:

Choose a valid value for the LANGUAGE field, or leave it blank if GPSB=NO.

CFMD015
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The PGMTYPE field must be specified as BATCH or TP.

Action:

Specify BATCH or TP for the PGMTYPE field.

CFMD017
INVALID VALUE
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Reason:

The SCHDTYP field must be specified as PARALLEL or SERIAL.

Action:

Specify SERIAL or PARALLEL for the SCHDTYP field.

CFMD018
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The Security field must be specified as NONE, AGN, PASSWORD, or BOTH.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the Security field.

CFMD019
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The TRANSTAT field must be YES or NO.

Action:

Specify YES or NO for the TRANSTAT field.

CFMD020
resource NOT FOUND

Reason:

The specified resource name was not found in this IMS subsystem.

Action:

Change the resource name to a valid resource name in the specified IMS subsystem.

CFMD021
resource ALREADY DEFINED

Reason:

The specified resource name is already defined in this IMS subsystem.

Action:

Change the resource name to a name that is not already defined in the specified IMS subsystem.

CFMD022
resource NOT FOUND

Reason:

The resource name specified in the COPY command was not found in this IMS subsystem.
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Action:

Change the resource name to copy to a resource name defined in the specified IMS subsystem.

CFMD023
ERROR OBTAINING RESOURCE

An error occurred retrieving attributes for resource name.

Reason:

An error occurred retrieving attributes for the specified resource.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS control region is running for error messages indicating the reason for
the failure.

If the dynamic resource definition (DRD) environment is enabled on the IMS system, verify that the resource is supported
by DRD.

CFMD100
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The RESIDENT field must be specified as YES or NO.

Action:

Specify YES or NO for the RESIDENT field.

CFMD101
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The ACCESS field must be specified as one of the following: RO, RD, UP, or EX.

Action:

Specify RO, RD, UP, or EX for the ACCESS field.

CFMD200
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The INQUIRY field must be specified as YES or NO.

Action:

Specify YES or NO for the INQUIRY field.

CFMD300
INVALID VALUE

Reason:
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The DCLWA field must be specified as YES or NO.

Action:

Specify YES or NO for the DCLWA field.

CFMD301
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The ULC field must be specified as UC or ULC.

Action:

Specify UC or ULC for the ULC field.

CFMD302
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The FPATH field must be specified as YES, NO, or as a number between 12 and 30,720.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the FPATH field.

CFMD303
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The INQUIRY field must be specified as YES, NO.

Action:

Specify NO or YES for the INQUIRY field.

CFMD304
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The RECOVERY field must be specified as RECOVER or NORECOV.

Action:

Specify RECOVER or NORECOV for the RECOVERY field.

CFMD305
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The MAXRGN field must be specified as a number between 0 and 255.

Action:
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Specify a number between 0 and 255 for the MAXRGN field. Zero is the default and should be used if the MAXRGN
parameter has not been specified in the IMS sysgen TRANSACT macro.

CFMD306
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The MODE field must be specified as MULT or SNGL.

Action:

Specify MULT or SNGL for the MODE field.

CFMD307
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The MSGTYPE field must be specified as SNGLSEG or MULTSEG.

Action:

Specify SNGLSEG or MULTSEG for the MSGTYPE field.

CFMD308
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The RESPONSE field must be specified as YES (for response) or NO (for nonresponse).

Action:

Specify YES or NO for the RESPONSE field.

CFMD309
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the CLASS field.

Action:

Specify a number between 1 and 999 for the CLASS field.

CFMD310
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The PARLIM field must be specified as NONE or a number between 0 and 32,767.

Action:

Specify NONE or a number between 0 and 32,767 for the PARLIM field.
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CFMD311
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The PROCLIM COUNT field must be specified as a number between 0 and 65,535.

Action:

Specify a number between 0 and 65,535 for the COUNT field.

CFMD312
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The PROCLIM SECONDS field must be specified as a number between 1 and 65,535.

Action:

Specify a number between 1 and 65,535 for the SECONDS field.

CFMD313
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The PRIORITY1 field must be specified as a number between 0 and 14.

Action:

Specify a number between 0 and 14 for the PRIORITY1 field.

CFMD314
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The PRIORITY2 field must be specified as a number between 0 and 14.

Action:

Specify a number between 0 and 14 for the PRIORITY2 field.

CFMD315
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The PRIORITY3 field must be specified as a number between 10 and 65,535.

Action:

Specify a number between 1 and 65,535 for the PRIORITY3 field.

CFMD316
INVALID VALUE
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Reason:

The ROUTING field must be specified as YES or NO.

Action:

Specify YES or NO for the ROUTING field.

CFMD317
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The SCHD field must be specified as a number between 1 and 4.

Action:

Specify a number between 1 and 4 for the SCHD field.

CFMD318
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The SEGNO field must be specified as a number between 0 and 65,535.

Action:

Specify a number between 0 and 65,535 for the SEGNO field.

CFMD319
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The SEGSIZE field must be specified as a number between 0 and 65,535.

Action:

Specify a number between 0 and 65,535 for the SEGSIZE field.

CFMD320
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The SERIAL field must be specified as YES or NO.

Action:

Specify YES or NO for the SERIAL field.

CFMD321
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The SPA SIZE field must be left blank (for nonconversational) or specified as a number between 16 and 32,767.
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Action:

Specify a number between 16 and 32,767 for the SPA SIZE field.

CFMD322
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The SPA TYPE field must be specified as RTRUNC or STRUNC, or leave it blank.

Action:

Specify RTRUNC or STRUNC for the SPA TYPE field, or leave it blank.

CFMD323
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The RMT SYSID field must be left blank (for a non-MSC transaction), or be specified as a number between 1 and 2,036.

Action:

Specify a number between 1 and 2,036 for the RMT SYSID field, or leave it blank.

CFMD324
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The LCL SYSID field must be left blank (for a non-MSC transaction), or be specified as a number between 1 and 2,036.

Action:

Specify a number between 1 and 2,036 for the LCL SYSID field, or leave it blank.

CFMD325
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The WFI field must be specified as YES or NO.

Action:

Specify YES or NO for the WFI field.

CFMD326
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The AOI field must be specified as YES, NO, or TRAN.

Action:

Specify YES, NO, or TRAN for the AOI field.
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CFMD327
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The TRANSTAT field must be YES or NO.

Action:

Specify YES or NO for the TRANSTAT field.

CFMD328
INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The EXPRTIME field must be a number between 0 and 65,535.

Action:

Specify a number between 0 and 65,535 for the EXPRTIME field.

CFMD331
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

Conversational transactions (those with a SPA SIZE specified) must specify MODE=SNGL.

Action:

Change the SPA SIZE field to blank or change the MODE field to SNGL.

CFMD332
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

WIFI transactions must specify MODE=SNGL.

Action:

Change the WFI field to NO or change the MODE field to SNGL.

CFMD333
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

INQUIRY=NO AND RECOVERY=NORECOV are invalid.

Action:

Change the INQUIRY field to YES or change the RECOVERY field to RECOVER.

CFMD334
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS
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Reason:

RECOVERY=NORECOV (nonrecoverable) cannot be specified for a conversational transaction (SPA SIZE non-blank).

Action:

Change the SPA SIZE field to blank or change the RECOVERY field to RECOVER.

CFMD335
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

RECOVERY=NORECOV (nonrecoverable) cannot be specified for a Fast Path transaction.

Action:

Change the FPATH field to NO or change the RECOVERY field to RECOVER.

CFMD336
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

MAXRGN cannot be greater than 0 for a transaction with SERIAL=YES.

Action:

Change the MAXRGN field to 0 or change the SERIAL field to NO.

CFMD337
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

When MAXRGN is specified as nonzero, a PARLIM value other than NONE is required.

Action:

Change the MAXRGN field to 0 or change the PARLIM field to NONE.

CFMD338
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

SERIAL=YES requires that MAXRGN be specified as 0.

Action:

Change the SERIAL field to NO or change the MAXRGN field to 0.

CFMD339
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

SERIAL=YES requires that PARLIM be specified as NONE.
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Action:

Change the SERIAL field to NO or change the PARLIM field to NONE.

CFMD340
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

Fast Path transactions must specify RESPONSE mode YES.

Action:

Change the FPATH field to NO or change the RESPONSE field to YES.

CFMD341
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

Fast Path transactions must specify RESPONSE mode YES.

Action:

Change the FPATH field to NO or change the MSGTYPE field to SNGLSEG.

CFMD342
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

Batch oriented transactions (PRIORITY 0) cannot be parallel scheduled. PARLIM must be specified as NONE.

Action:

Change the PRIORITY1 and PRIORITY2 fields to nonzero or change the PARLIM field to NONE.

CFMD343
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS

Reason:

PRIORITY1 and PRIORITY2 must both be 0 for a batch oriented transaction; or they must be nonzero for an online
transaction.

Action:

Change both the PRIORITY1 and PRIORITY2 fields to nonzero, for an online transaction; or to 0 for a batch transaction.

CFME002
SECURITY CHECK FAILED

Reason:

Resource is not defined to security system or security is not active. The request is stopped.

Action:
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Verify that the appropriate security definitions are in place. Check the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running for
additional security messages related to this problem.

CFME003
NOT AUTHORIZED

Reason:

Authorization was denied.

Action:

Verify that the appropriate users have access to the CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS security
definitions. Check the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running for additional security messages related to this
problem.

CFME004
LOAD FAILED

Reason:

A LOAD macro failed.

Action:

Obtain the module name, abend code, and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1.
Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running for any related messages. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFME005
APPC TRANS ERROR

Reason:

A remote APPC process experienced an error but did not provide an error message ID. The request fails.

Action:

Obtain the process name from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Review the SYSLOG on the system
where IMS is running for any related messages. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFME006
APPC CALL ERROR

Reason:

A call to an APPC service module failed.

Action:

Obtain the module name and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Review the SYSLOG on
the system where IMS is running for any related messages. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFME007
UNKNOWN FUNCTION IN CALL

Reason:
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A call to CFMXAPPC contained an unknown function code. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFME009
SECURITY ERROR

Reason:

An attempt to issue an IMS command by means of APPC/IMS failed due to a security failure. This could be caused by
authorization for the command being rejected by SAF or IMS exit DFSCCMD0.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running and the IMS MTO log for any related messages. Contact CA
Technical Support for assistance.

CFME013
APPC ERROR

Reason:

APPC returned an unexpected value for the DATA_RECEIVED variable. The request fails. The DATA_RECEIVED value
returned and the call type are shown in the long form of the message displayed by pressing PF1.

Action:

Verify that the SYMDEST specified in the IMSID options is correct. If it is correct, contact CA Technical Support for
additional assistance.

CFME015
INVALID RECV LENGTH

Reason:

The APPC header contains a receive length of zero. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFME017
APPC MSG TOO LARGE

Reason:

The APPC message area was too small. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFME019
MISSING DEALLOC

Reason:
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The APPC response received back from the APPC transaction did not include a deallocate for the conversation. The
request fails.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where IMS is running for any related messages. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFME020
INVALID MEMBER

Reason:

The member name specified in the select command was either missing or invalid. The request is ignored.

Action:

Specify an existing member name on the SELECT command.

CFME021
UPDATE LIST HAS 0 LINES

Reason:

The selected update list is empty and cannot be processed. The request is ignored.

Action:

When selecting a resource update list to verify or install, select a list that has entries.

CFME022
SECURITY ERROR

Reason:

Unable to validate your user ID on the image where IMS runs. Password expired. The request fails.

Action:

Change your password on the system where IMS is running.

CFME023
SECURITY ERROR

Reason:

Unable to validate your user ID on the image where IMS runs. User ID is not defined. The request fails.

Action:

The user ID that was used to logon to TSO must also be defined on the system where IMS is running.

CFME024
SECURITY ERROR

Reason:

Unable to validate the authorized user ID on the system where IMS runs. Password expired. The request fails.
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Action:

Change your password on the system where IMS is running.

CFME025
SECURITY ERROR

Reason:

Unable to validate the authorized user ID on the system where IMS runs. User ID not defined. The request fails.

Action:

The user ID that was used to logon to TSO must also be defined on the system where IMS runs.

CFME030
ABEND abend-code

Reason:

Creation of the options module failed because of the stated abend code.

Action:

Review the abend code and check the SYSLOG on the system where the TSO user is logged on for additional messages
related to this error.

CFME031
LOG RECORD ERROR

Reason:

Invalid field values were encountered while formatting the CFMLOG records. The request is stopped.

Action:

Obtain the error code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFME032
COPY FAILED

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to read the member to be copied, causing the copy operation to fail.

Action:

Verify that the member that is being copied is a valid resource update list. Contact CA Technical Support for additional
assistance.

CFME033
COPY COMPLETE

Reason:

The request to copy the contents of another resource update list has completed successfully.
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CFME034
INVALID MEMBER

Reason:

The member name that was specified in the COPY command was not found in the CFMPDS data set. The COPY request
fails.

Action:

Verify that the name to be copied was specified correctly.

CFME035
COPY ABORTED

Reason:

The COPY command was entered, but no member was selected. The request is rejected.

Action:

Verify that you select a member to copy.

CFME036
NO ENTRIES SELECTED

Reason:

No resource update list was created because no entries were selected by using the U line command. The request is
stopped.

Action:

Select one or more entries before pressing Enter to process the selected members.

CFME037
FUNCTION ABORTED

Reason:

The request to create an undo resource update list was stopped because End was pressed.

CFME038
LOG RECORD ERROR

Reason:

Invalid field values were encountered formatting the CFMLOG records. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance with the identification of the invalid records in the CFMLOG data set.

CFME039
INVALID MEMBER NAME
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Reason:

The member name that was specified is invalid or already exists. The member name is rejected.

Action:

Specify a member name that does not already exist.

CFMF001
UNKNOWN REQUEST TYPE

Reason:

The APPC transaction program received an APPC message with an unknown request type. The request fails.

Action:

Obtain the request type from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMF002
LOAD FAILED

Reason:

A LOAD macro failed.

Action:

Obtain the abend code and reason code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Review the SYSLOG
on the system where IMS is running for other messages related to the LOAD failure. Contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

CFMF003
IMS NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

The IMS control region was not found. The request fails.

Action:

Check to see if IMS is running. Verify that the SYMDEST specified in the Setup options for this IMSID is correct for routing
requests to the system where IMS is running.

CFMF005
GETMAIN FAILED

Reason:

A GETMAIN macro failed.

Action:

Obtain the storage type and return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.
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CFMF006
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERROR

Reason:

A dynamic allocation error occurred. The request fails.

Action:

Obtain the data set type and return codes from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMF007
OPEN FAILED

Reason:

OPEN failed for the IMS RESLIB.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS control region is running for other messages related to the OPEN
failure. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMF008
SUBTASK FAILED

Reason:

A subtask running the in APPC initiator failed.

Action:

Obtain the abend or return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1. Review the SYSLOG on the
system where the IMS control region is running for other messages related to the OPEN failure. Contact CA Technical
Support for assistance.

CFMF009
UNSUPPORTED IMS RELEASE

Reason:

The release of IMS requested by the IMS subsystem is not supported. The request is stopped.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMF010
ATTACH FAILED

Reason:

An ATTACH failed.

Action:
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Obtain the module name being attached and the return code from the long version of this message by pressing PF1.
Review the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS control region is running for other messages related to the failure.
Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMF011
VERIFY SUCCESSFUL

Reason:

The Verify request has completed without any errors or warnings.

CFMF012
UNKNOWN APPC STATUS

Reason:

IMS field LSCD_STAT has an unknown status. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMF013
TRANSITORY APPC STATUS

Reason:

IMS field LSCD_STAT has a transitory status (starting or stopping). The request fails.

Action:

Retry the request.

CFMF014
IMS SHUTDOWN

Reason:

The IMS control region was shut down while the update list was being implemented. The request fails.

Action:

Retry the request when IMS is restarted.

CFMF015
VERIFY FAILED

Reason:

One or more errors occurred while verifying the compatibility of the resource update list entries with the named IMS
subsystem. Processing continues.

Action:

Review the messages that were displayed to determine the causes of the verification failure. Correct the problems and
rerun the Verify request.
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CFMF016
COMMAND NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

The command entered is invalid or not supported in the APPC/IMS environment. The request fails.

Action:

Verify that the command entered begins with a slash (/) and that the command was entered correctly.

CFMF017
INSTALL SUCCESSFUL

Reason:

The install request has completed successfully.

CFMF018
INSTALL FAILED

Reason:

An installation request was stopped because one or more error conditions prevented the successful installation of the
resource update list.

Action:

Review the messages that are shown to determine the causes of the installation failure, and correct the problems before
trying again.

CFMF027
APPLICATION ERROR

Reason:

The response message for this request exceeded the maximum allowable size. The request fails.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMF050
OPEN FAILED

Reason:

OPEN failed for the CFMOPT data set.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS control region is running for other messages related to the OPEN
failure. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMF051
CLOSE FAILED
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Reason:

CLOSE failed for the CFMOPT data set.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS control region is running for other messages related to the failure.
Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMF052
function FAILED

Reason:

A LOAD or DELETE, as specified in the message, failed.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG on the system where the IMS control region is running for other messages related to the failure.
Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

CFMG000E
IMS CTRL MUST BE FIRST STATEMENT

Reason:

The IMS sysgen source did not include an IMSCTRL macro prior to any transact macros. The request fails. Syntax
checking continues, but CA Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS is unable to verify that transaction classes
do not exceed the maximum class as specified in the IMSCTRL macro.

Action:

Verify that the IMSCTRL macro is included in the IMS sysgen source.

CFMG002E
FOLLOWING OPERAND(S) OMITTED OR INVALID: aaaaaaaa

Reason:

By operand, an error was detected. Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated. The list can
include one or more of the following:

• DBRC
More than one parameter was specified. The parameter was not specified as YES or NO.

• ETOFEAT
More than two parameters were specified. The first parameter was not YES, NO, or null. The second parameter was
not ALL or ONLY. A second parameter was specified when the first parameter was NO.

• IMSID
More than one parameter was specified. The parameter specified contained more than four characters. The parameter,
as specified, was not alphameric.

• IRLMNM
More than one parameter was specified. The parameter was not one to four characters in length. The parameter does
not consist of alphameric characters.

• MAXCLAS
More than one parameter was specified. The parameter was not specified as a decimal value from 1 through 255.

• MAXIO
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More than two parameters were specified. The first parameter is no longer used. It is kept only for compatibility
purposes. The second parameter was specified, but not as a decimal value from 7 through 255.

• MAXREGN
More than four parameters were specified. The first parameter was specified, but not as a decimal value from 1
through 255. The second value was specified, but not as a value from 1 KB through 99,999 KB. The third parameter
was specified, but not as an alphameric character. The fourth parameter was specified, but not as an alphameric
character.

• MSVID
More than one parameter was specified. The parameter was specified as a decimal number from 1 through 676. The
parameter was not specified for an MSVERIFY type of system definition.

• SYSTEM
More than four parameters were specified. The first parameter was specified, but not as a decimal value from 1 to 31.
The first part of the second parameter was not specified as ALL, CTLBLKS, NUCLEUS, BATCH, ON-LINE, MSVERIFY
or MODBLKS. The second part of the second parameter was not specified as DB/DC, DBCTL, DCCTL, or null. The
fourth parameter can be specified only as LGEN or null.

Action:

Correct the IMSCTRL macro's specification of the indicated keyword.

CFMG006W
DCLWA OPERAND IS INVALID; DEFAULT ASSUMED

Reason:

The value specified for the DCLWA= parameter of the IMSCTRL macro was neither YES nor NO. The value specified is
ignored, and the default value of YES is used.

Action:

Correct the IMSCTRL macro's specification of keyword DCLWA.

CFMG102E
DBD OPERAND IS OMITTED OR INVALID. SPECIFIED DBD NAME WAS nnnnnnnn

Reason:

A DATABASE macro was encountered with either an invalid DBD= value, or the DBD= value was missing. The sysgen
fails. In batch mode, the job ends with condition code 16. In online mode, the /MODIFY request is canceled.

Action:

Review the DATABASE macro that caused the problem. In an online request, it might be necessary to reproduce the error
in batch mode to identify the macro in error. Verify that the DBD= syntax is correct.

CFMG103E
THE FOLLOWING ARE DUPLICATE DBD NAMES: nnnnnnnn

Reason:

The DBD name included in the message was specified more than once in the IMS sysgen input. The sysgen fails. In batch
mode, the job ends with condition code 16. In online mode, the /MODIFY request is canceled.

Action:

Eliminate the duplicated database names from the IMS sysgen source.
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CFMG104E
ACCESS OPERAND IS OMITTED OR INVALID.

Reason:

The ACCESS= keyword of a DATABASE macro did not specify a valid value. The sysgen fails. In batch mode, the job
ends with condition code 16. In online mode, the /MODIFY request is canceled.

Action:

Review the ACCESS= value specified on the DATABASE macro that caused the error. Valid specifications are EX, UP,
RD, or RO.

CFMG105E
DATABASE STATEMENT TOTAL SPECIFICATION EXCEEDED

Reason:

More than 32,700 database names were included in the IMS sysgen source. The sysgen fails. In batch mode, the job
ends with condition code 16. In online mode, the /MODIFY request is canceled.

Action:

Reduce the number of DBD= values specified on DATABASE macros to less than 32,700.

CFMG201E
POSITIONAL PARAMETER(S) INVALID.

Reason:

One of the following has occurred:

• More than one positional parameter was specified.
• A positional parameter other than DOPT or RESIDENT was specified.
• DOPT and SCHTYP=PARALLEL, which are mutually exclusive, were specified.

Syntax checking continues, but the fastgen process will not produce any updated control block modules.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G201 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG202E
PGMTYPE OPERAND IS INVALID.

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• More than three parameters were specified.
• TP and BATCH were both specified.
• TP, BATCH, or OVLY was specified twice.
• A parameter was not specified as TP, BATCH, or OVLY.
• The class number was not specified as a value from 1 to 255 inclusive.
• The class number was greater than the specified or defaulted value of the MAXCLAS operand of the IMSCTRL

statement.
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Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G202 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG203E
SCHDTYP OPERAND IS INVALID.

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• More than one parameter was specified.
• The parameter was not specified as SERIAL or PARALLEL.

Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G203 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG204E
IQF OPERAND IS INVALID.

Reason:

The value specified for the IQF keyword was not NO. Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are
updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G204 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG205E
PSB OPERAND IS OMITTED OR INVALID.

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• The PSB keyword operand was not specified.
• More than one parameter was specified.
• The parameter did not begin with an alphabetic character, or it contained more than eight alphameric characters.
• The value began with the string DFS or DBCDM or it contained a reserved word.

Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G205 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG206E
THE FOLLOWING ARE DUPLICATE PSB NAMES: xxxx

Reason:
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The specified PSB name was previously specified on an APPLCTN macro-instruction statement. Syntax checking
continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G206 or G975 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG207E
SYSID OPERAND IS INVALID.

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• The specified SYSID keyword operand did not contain two parameters.
• The specified parameter was not a decimal value from 1 through 2036.
• The same value was specified for both SYSID parameters.

Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G207 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG208E
FPATH OPERAND IS INVALID.

Reason:

The FPATH= keyword operand is not one of the following valid specifications: FPATH=YES, FPATH=NO, FPATH=,
FPATH=0, or FPATH=size. Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G208 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG209W
OVLY IS INVALID WHEN FPATH=YES. PGMTYPE OPERAND OVLY PARAMETER IS IGNORED.

Reason:

The OVLY parameter of the PGMTYPE= keyword operand is incompatible with FPATH=YES. The OVLY specification is
ignored.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G209 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG210W
CLASS IS INVALID WHEN FPATH=YES. PGMTYPE OPERAND CLASS PARAMETER IS IGNORED.

Reason:

Fast Path does not use class specification for program scheduling. The class specification is ignored.

Action:

Remove the class specification from the PGMTYPE keyword. Also see message G210 in the IMS messages and codes
manual.
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CFMG211E
IQF=YES IS INVALID WHEN FPATH=YES.

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the IQF parameter. Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are
updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G211 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG212E
SYSID IS INVALID WHEN FPATH=YES.

Reason:

The SYSID= keyword operand is incompatible with FPATH=YES. Syntax checking continues, but no control block
modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G212 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG213E
FPATH=YES IS INVALID WITH PGMTYPE=BATCH

Reason:

Non-message-driven fast path regions are not supported. Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are
updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G213 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG214E
GPSB IS INVALID

Reason:

The GPSB= parameter has been incorrectly specified. Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are
updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G214 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG215E
RESIDENT AND DOPT ARE INVALID WITH GPSB

Reason:

The GPSB= parameter has been specified with either the RESIDENT parameter or the DOPT parameter. The RESIDENT
and DOPT parameters are mutually exclusive with the GPSB= parameter. The RESIDENT or DOPT parameter is ignored.
Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.
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Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G215 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG216E
LANG IS ONLY VALID WITH GPSB

Reason:

The LANG= parameter was specified, but the GPSB= parameter was not specified. Syntax checking continues, but no
control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G216 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG217E
LANG IS INVALID

Reason:

The LANG= parameter has been incorrectly specified. The value specified must be ASSEM, COBOL, PL/I, or PASCAL.
Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G217 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG218E
GPSB OPERAND IS INVALID

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• The GPSB= parameter does not begin with an alphabetic character, or it contains more than eight alphanumeric
characters.

• The value begins with the string DFS or DBCDM or it contains a reserved word.

Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G218 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG219E
PSB IS INVALID WITH GPSB

Reason:

Both the PSB= and GPSB= keywords were specified. These keywords are mutually exclusive. Syntax checking continues,
but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G219 in the IMS messages and codes manual.
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CFMG220E
LANG=JAVA INVALID WHEN FPATH=YES

Reason:

A Fast Path potential or Fast Path exclusive transaction cannot specify LANG=JAVA. The sysgen fails. In batch mode, the
job ends with a specified condition code. In online mode, the /MODIFY request is canceled.

Action:

Remove LANG=JAVA from any Fast Path transactions.

CFMG221E
TRANSTAT OPERAND IS INVALID

Reason:

Validation of the TRANSTAT keyword value failed. Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Correct the TRANSTAT value specified. Remove the TRANSTAT keyword if the IMS version being generated is below
version 11.1.

CFMG300E
TRANSACT SPECIFICATION CANNOT PRECEDE APPLCTN

Reason:

The TRANSACT statement must be used in conjunction with a preceding APPLCTN statement. Syntax checking
continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G300 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG301W
LWA OPERAND IS INVALID; DEFAULT ASSUMED

Reason:

The LWA parameter was specified with an invalid value (not YES or NO). The default specified on the IMSGEN macro for
DCLWA is assumed. The LWA value is set to the default.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G301 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG303W
PRIORITY VALUES FOR TRANSACTION CODES USED BY BATCH PROGRAMS MUST BE NULL; SPECIFIED
PRIORITY VALUES RESET TO ZERO.

Reason:

The priority value for this transaction are reset to 0.

Action:
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Review the statement in error. Also see message G303 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG304E
INQUIRY AND INQ OPERANDS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE; ONLY ONE MAY BE SPECIFIED

Reason:

The INQUIRY and INQ operands cannot both be specified on any one TRANSACT statement. Syntax checking continues,
but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G300 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG305W
CONVERSATIONAL OR WFI TRANSACTION MUST BE MODE=SNGL; MODE RESET TO INDICATE SNGL

Reason:

The MODE specification is changed to SNGL.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G305 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG306E
THE FOLLOWING OPERANDS ARE INVALID: aaaaaaaa

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• The value begins with the string DFS or DBCDM , or it contains a reserved word.
• By operand, one of the following errors was detected:

– EDIT
More than two parameters were specified. The first parameter was specified, but was not specified as UC or ULC.
The second parameter was specified, but was not specified as a one to eight character alphameric name that
begins with an alphabetic character.

– INQ/INQUIRY
More than two parameters were specified. A parameter specified was not specified YES, NO, RECOVER or
NORECOV. NORECOV and SPA were both specified. Incompatible parameters were specified. For example,
INQ=(YES,NO) or INQ=(NO,NORECOV).

– MODE
More than one parameter was specified. A parameter other than SNGL or MULT was specified.

– MSGTYPE
More than three parameters were specified. A parameter specified was not specified as MULTSEG, SNGLSEG,
NONRESPONSE, RESPONSE, or not specified as a decimal number from 1 to 255, and less than the specified or
default value of the IMSCTRL statement MAXCLAS keyword operand. An invalid combination of parameters was
specified.

– PARLIM
SCHDTYP=PARALLEL was not specified for the preceding APPLCTN macro instruction statement. The parameter
was specified, but was not specified as a decimal number from 1 to 32,767.

– PROCLIM
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More than two parameters were specified. One of the parameters was specified, but was not specified as a decimal
number from 1 to 65,535.

– PRTY
More than three parameters were specified. The first and/or second parameter was specified, but was not specified
as a decimal number from 1 to 14. The third parameter was specified, but was not specified as a decimal number
from 1 to 65,535.

– SCHD
More than one parameter was specified. The specified parameter was not a decimal number from 1 to 4.

– SEGNO and/or SEGSIZE
More than one parameter was specified. The specified parameter was not a decimal number from 1 to 65,535.

– SPA
More than three parameters were specified. The first subparameter was not a decimal number from 16 to 32,767.
The second subparameter was not the characters STRUNC or RTRUNC.

– SYSID
The operand did not contain two parameters. The specified parameters were not a decimal value from 1 to 2,036.
The same value was specified for both SYSID parameters. The parameter cannot be specified for a Fast Path
exclusive transaction.

Syntax checking continues, but the fastgen process will not produce any updated control block modules.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G306 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG307E
THE FOLLOWING ARE DUPLICATE TRANSACTION CODES: aaaaaaaa

Reason:

A specified transaction code name was previously specified as a transaction code name. Syntax checking continues, but
no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G307 or G976 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG309E
CODE OPERAND IS OMITTED OR INVALID. SPECIFIED TRANSACTION CODE - aaaaaaaa

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• The CODE operand was not specified.
• The parameter contained a null subparameter.
• The parameter was not specified as a one to eight character alphameric name.

Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G309 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG310E
TRANSACT MACRO INVALID FOR FAST PATH NON-MESSAGE DRIVEN APPL PROGRAM.
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Reason:

Fast Path non-message-driven application programs are not allowed to issue file calls to retrieve or insert terminal
messages. TRANSACT macros following a Fast Path non-message-driven APPLCTN macro are therefore invalid. Syntax
checking continues, but the fastgen process will not produce any updated control block modules.

Action:

Remove all TRANSACT macros following the APPLCTN macros with FPATH=YES and PGMTYPE=BATCH specified.

CFMG311E
SPA OPERAND(S) INVALID FOR FAST PATH APPLICATION PROGRAMS.

Reason:

Fast Path does not support conversational transactions. Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are
updated.

Action:

Remove the SPA= keyword operand specification on all Fast Path transactions.

CFMG313E
IMS/VS BMP APPLICATION INCOMPATIBLE WITH FAST PATH POTENTIAL TRANSACTION.

Reason:

Fast Path does not support Fast Path potential transactions on BMP application programs. The specified edit routine
name is ignored.

Action:

Remove the FPATH= keyword operand from the TRANSACT macro or convert the BMP application to an MPP.

CFMG313W
TRANSACTION EDIT TABLE IS FULL. CURRENT REQUEST IS IGNORED

Reason:

More than 255 transaction edit routine names were specified. The specified edit routine name is ignored.

Action:

Review the edit routine names specified and reduce the number of routine names to less than 255.

CFMG314W
FAST PATH TRANSACTION MUST BE MODE=SNGL. MODE RESET TO SNGL.

Reason:

Fast Path only supports transactions that are specified as MODE=SNGL. The MODE= specification is changed to
MODE=SNGL.

Action:

Specify MODE=SNGL or remove the MODE keyword operand.
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CFMG315W
FAST PATH TX MUST BE MSGTYPE=(SNGLSEG,RESPONSE). MSGTYPE RESET TO (SNGLSEG,RESPONSE).

Reason:

Fast Path only supports transactions that are specified as MSGTYPE=(SNGLSEG,RESPONSE). The MSGTYPE=
specification is changed to MSGTYPE=(SNGLSEG,RESPONSE).

Action:

Change the MSGTYPE keyword operand to specify MSGTYPE=(SNGLSEG,RESPONSE) or eliminate the specification.

CFMG317W
MAXRGN OPERAND INVALID, DEFAULT ASSUMED

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• More than one value was specified for the MAXRGN= keyword on the TRANSACT macro.
• If the value is not zero, then PARLIM= is not specified.
• The MAXRGN= keyword is not a value from 0 through 255.

The default value of 0 is used.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G317 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG318W
SERIAL OPERAND INVALID, DEFAULT ASSUMED

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• More than one value was specified for the SERIAL= keyword on the TRANSACT macro.
• The PARLIM= keyword has a value specified.
• The SERIAL= keyword is not set to YES, NO, or null.

The default value of NO is used.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G318 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG394E
5000 AGNS PROCESSED. SUBSEQUENT AGNS IGNORED

Reason:

More than 5,000 AGN names were specified in the IMS security gen control statements. Syntax checking continues, but
no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Reduce the number of AGN names in the security gen source.
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CFMG582
SYSID SPECIFICATION OMITTED OR INVALID

Reason:

The SYSID= specification on an MSNAME macro was in error. One of the following occurred:

• The required operand was not specified.
• The operand was not specified as two numeric parameters between the range of 1 and 2,036.
• The value of the first parameter is identical to the second.

Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the SYSID specification on the statement in error. Also see message G582 in the IMS messages and codes
manual.

CFMG583
SYSID SPECIFIED PREVIOUSLY AS A REMOTE OR LOCAL SYSID

Reason:

A parameter specified for the SYSID is a duplicate of one specified as a remote or local SYSID on a previous MSNAME
statement. Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review this and preceding MSNAME macro statements for a previous specification of the remote SYSID or a previous
specification of the local SYSID as a remote SYSID.

CFMG800E
RTCODE SPECIFICATION CANNOT PRECEDE APPLCTN.

Reason:

The RTCODE statement must be used in conjunction with a preceding APPLCTN statement. Syntax checking continues,
but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G1000 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG802E
RTCODE MUST FOLLOW FAST PATH MSG-DRIVEN APPLCTN SPEC.

Reason:

The RTCODE specification is only valid for Fast Path message-driven application programs. RTCODE specifications
are used to route transactions to the correct application program. Non-message-driven programs cannot retrieve input
messages and process them. Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G1002 in the IMS messages and codes manual.
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CFMG803E
THE FOLLOWING ARE DUPLICATE ROUTING CODES: aaaaaaaa

Reason:

A specified routing code name was previously specified as a routing code name. Syntax checking continues, but no
control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G1003 or G980 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG804E
CODE OPERAND IS OMITTED OR INVALID.

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• The CODE operand was not specified.
• The parameter contained a null subparameter.
• The parameter or subparameter was not specified as a one to eight character alphameric name.
• The value begins with the string DFS or DBCDM or it contains a reserved word.

Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G1004 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG805E
INQ/INQUIRY OPERAND IS INVALID.

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• More than one parameter was specified.
• The parameter specified was not YES or NO.
• Both INQ and INQUIRY parameters were specified.

Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the statement in error. Also see message G1005 in the IMS messages and codes manual.

CFMG906W
NO TRANSACTIONS SPECIFIED FOR PRIOR APPLCTN MACRO

Reason:

This message indicates the presence of an APPLCTN macro with PGNTYPE=TP with no associated TRANSACT macros.
The APPLCTN is still defined, but because there are no associated transactions, the program will never be scheduled.
Processing continues.

Action:
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Review the APPLCTN definition to determine whether it should be defined with no associated transactions. This message
applies not to the statement immediately preceding the message, but to the APPLCTN statement before the preceding
statement.

CFMG922W
SUFFIX OPERAND IS INVALID; DEFAULT ASSUMED

Reason:

The value specified for the SUFFIX keyword of the IMSGEN macro was invalid. The sysgen fails. In batch mode, the job
ends with condition code 16. In online mode, the /MODIFY request is canceled.

Action:

Correct the value specified for the SUFFIX keyword of the IMSGEN macro.

CFMG951E
REMOTE SYSID ssss SPECIFIED FOR TRAN tttttttt IS NOT A VALID REMOTE SYSID

Reason:

A remote system ID, specified in the SYSID= keyword operand of a TRANSACT or APPLCTN statement, was not
specified as a remote system ID in any MSNAME statement in the input to this IMS system definition. Syntax checking
continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the SYSID specified and correct the SYSID specification on either the TRANSACT/APPLCTN statement or the
MSNAME statement.

CFMG962E
FPCTRL MACRO MUST BE CODED WHEN FP RESOURCES ARE DEFINED

Reason:

The FPCTRL macro was not coded and Fast Path resources were defined. The sysgen fails. In batch mode, the job ends
with condition code 16. In online mode, the /MODIFY request is canceled.

Action:

Code an FPCTRL macro.

CFMG964E
LOCAL SYSID ssss SPECIFIED FOR TRAN tttttttt WAS DEFINED AS A REMOTE SYSID

Reason:

A local system ID, specified in the SYSID= keyword operand of a TRANSACT or APPLCTN statement, was specified as a
remote system ID in an MSNAME statement. Syntax checking continues, but no control block modules are updated.

Action:

Review the SYSID specified and correct the SYSID specification on either the TRANSACT/APPLCTN statement or the
MSNAME statement.
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CFMG965W
NO FAST PATH APPLCTN SPECIFICATIONS

Reason:

The FPCTRL macro was coded, but no Fast Path application programs were specified. The FPCTRL macro statement is
ignored. Processing continues.

Action:

Remove the FPCTRL macro specification, or define at least one Fast Path application program.
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CHA Messages
CHA messages are generated from the Change Accumulation component of CA High Performance Recovery for IMS for
z/OS.

CHA0000I
START OF THE CHANGE ACCUMULATION

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the change accumulation (CHA) processor starts.

CHA0001E
UNABLE TO OPEN ddname FILE

Reason:

CHA writes statistical reports to a reports file. The file (ddname) could not be opened.

Action:

Add the ddname DD statement and rerun the job.

CHA0002E
UNKNOWN FUNCTION REQUESTED

Reason:

For CHA execution, the FUNCTION control statement was incorrectly coded. FUNCTION=CHAACCUM is the only
acceptable value. For any other type of execution, an internal error has occurred.

Action:

Modify the FUNCTION control statement in the CHACTRL file, and rerun the job if this is a CHA execution.

Otherwise, contact CA Support.

CHA0003I
A U4005 ABEND WILL BE ISSUED DUE TO THE ABENDRC= SETTING

Reason:

Processing is complete. Instead of going to step end with a return code, an ABEND U4005 will be issued because the
return code that was set was greater than or equal to the value specified in the ABENDRC control statement. The ABEND
alerts the user that a serious error has occurred. At some sites, a bad return code is not enough to alert the user and so
the use of ABENDRC and the issuance of a U4005 ABEND.

Action:

Determine why the return code exceeded the minimum acceptable level. Correct the problem, and rerun the job.

CHA0004E
ERROR IN CONTROL STATEMENTS
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Reason:

During a CHA execution, the control statements were incorrect or insufficient. Review the messages that precede this one
for additional information.

Action:

Correct the control statements in the CHACTRL file, and rerun the job.

CHA0005I
END OF THE CHANGE ACCUMULATION

Reason:

Processing has completed. This message is written to the messages file when the Change Accumulation (CHA) processor
completes.

Action:

Review the messages that precede this one for information regarding the execution.

CHA0006E
THE LAST REQUEST RESULTED IN NO ACTION TO PERFORM

Reason:

The last control statement processed was not of the type that resulted in the execution of any function. This usually
indicates a follow-on control statement was missing.

Action:

Remove the last control statement or add the missing control statement and rerun the job.

CHA0008E
CHA IS NOT APF AUTHORIZED

Reason:

The CHA task has to run as APF-authorized.

Action:

Probably one of the libraries concatenated to the STEPLIB is not authorized. Authorize the libraries and resubmit.

CHA0010I
SYSTEM DEFINED BLOCK SIZE USED FOR FILE ddname

Reason:

Indicates that the system defined block size was used for the file identified by ddname.

CHA0011E
CHANGE ACCUMULATION FAILED, RC=nnnn.

Reason:

Indicates that the CHA process has failed with a code of nnnn.
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Action:

See previous error messages on log data sets. Correct errors and rerun.

CHA0012I
REFER TO CHAMSGS FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Reason:

The messages concerning the CHA failure are probably on the CHAMSGS data set.

Action:

See the error messages on the CHAMSGS data set.

CHA0013E
RECOVERY FAILED, RC=nnnn.

Reason:

Indicates that the CHA process has failed with a code of nnnn.

Action:

See previous error messages on log data sets. Correct errors and rerun.

CHA0014I
REFER TO DBOMSGS1 - DBOMSGSn FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Reason:

The messages concerning the CHA failure are probably on the DBOMSGSn data set.

Action:

See the error messages on the DBOMSGSn data set.

CHA0015I
CHANGE ACCUM AND RECOVERY SUCCESSFUL, RC=nnnn.

Reason:

Successful completion of recovery process, including a change accumulation.

CHA0015W
CHANGE ACCUM AND RECOVERY SUCCESSFUL, RC=nnnn.

Reason:

This message indicates that the Change Accumulation and/or Recovery task ended with a non-zero return code. There
will be other messages to indicate the exact nature of the failure. A common cause for this message is that there was no
input on the input Change Accumulation file. If this is an expected condition then this is a normal return condition.

Action:

Review the output for additional messages indicating the exact cause of the non-zero return code.
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CHA0016I
REFER TO CHAMSGS AND DBOMSGS1 - DBOMSGSn FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Reason:

Indicates to check the messages describing the events during the recovery and CHA process on the CHAMSGS and
DBOMSGSn data sets.

Action:

For informational messages, see the CHAMSGS and DBOMSGSn data sets.

CHA0017E
Timestamp initialization error.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CHA0017I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:

An error occurred getting the service pack level.

Action:

Check previous messages. The return code is zero.

CHA0100E
Load failed for DFSVC000 - IMS SDFSRESL must be in STEPLIB or DFSRESLB DD.

Reason:

The load failed for IMS module DFSVC000.

Action:

Make sure the module is in the STEPLIB concatenation or DFSRESLB and resubmit the job.

CHA0101E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED, CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An ABEND has occurred with the function currently being executed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..
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CHA0102E
TIMESTAMP INITIALIZATION ERROR

Reason:

The Timestamp Initialization routine has failed. To determine the error, see the previous messages.

Action:

Correct errors and rerun job.

CHA0103E
UTC DATE CONVERT FAILED, RC=nn.

Reason:

The date conversion routine failed. See previous messages.

Action:

Correct errors and rerun job.

CHA0104E
BUILD LOG DSN TABLE FAILED

Reason:

Log data sets defined on control statements are not valid.

Action:

Data sets are not available. Correct the definition of the log data sets and rerun the job.

CHA0105E
DBRC CAGRP PROCESSING FAILED

Reason:

A change accumulation with DBRC=YES must have some input to complete successfully.

Action:

Correct groupname or DBRC and resubmit.

CHA0106E
DBRC HISTORY PROCESSING FAILED

Reason:

History processing failed.

Action:

Correct dbdname or DBRC, and resubmit.

CHA0107E
LOAD DBD PROCESSING FAILED
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Reason:

The DBD specified in the control statement was not found in the DBD library specified in the IMS or DBDLIB file.

Action:

Correct the control statement or the IMS or DBDLIB DD statement and rerun the job.

CHA0108E
SORT CONTROLLER FAILED, RC=nn

Reason:

See previous error from the sort controller.

Action:

Follow instructions from previous errors.

CHA0109E
INITIALIZE CA SFRB ENTRIES FAILED

Reason:

See previous messages.

Action:

Follow instructions from previous errors.

CHA0110E
NO INPUT LOGS TO PROCESS

Reason:

There were no log data sets as input to the change accumulation.

Action:

Check that the change accumulation is running against the correct data.

CHA0113I
DBRC PROCESSING WILL BE USED FOR THIS CHANGE ACCUMULATION

Reason:

DBRC=YES was specified.

CHA0114I
DBRC OPTION '{CATDS|NOCATDS}' HAS BEEN SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Indicates the DBRC environment that has been specified. The following values are available:

• CATDS
Indicates that logs and other data sets must be cataloged.

• NOCATDS
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Indicates that logs and other data sets do not have to be cataloged. Device information will be required for the dynamic
allocation.

CHA0115E
MERGE RRQ ENTRIES FAILED

Reason:

See previous messages.

Action:

Follow instructions from previous messages.

CHA0116E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRIES

Reason:

No group entries found for this process, or mixing native and compatibility mode control statements.

Action:

Correct group name on control card or JCL, and rerun.

CHA0117I
NO LOG INPUT FOR CHANGE ACCUM GROUP “cagrp”

Reason:

Notification that no log data sets were input to the change accumulation for cagrp.

CHA0118E
VERIFY log/ca/ic INPUT FAILED, RC=nn.

Reason:

There is a mismatch between the input JCL and the DBRC specifications for the listed DD statements.

Action:

Correct the DD statements and resubmit.

CHA0119I
VERIFY=NO SPECIFIED, JCL log/ca INPUT WILL BE USED FOR CHANGE ACCUMULATION

Reason:

When VERIFY=NO is specified, the JCL overrides any DBRC specifications.

CHA0120I
VERIFY=NO SPECIFIED, JCL IMAGE COPY INPUT WILL BE USED FOR RECOVERY.

Reason:

When VERIFY=NO is specified, the JCL overrides any DBRC specifications.
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CHA0121E
DBRC environment error, RC=nnnn.

Reason:

Unable to establish the DBRC interface environment.

Action:

Refer to the preceding ITK messages for specific failure.

CHA0122W
INPUT CHANGE ACCUM FOR GROUP “cagrp” IS MISSING LOGS.

Reason:

The input change accumulation is missing logs, and is invalid for recovery until the logs required have been processed.

Action:

This message is a warning that spill records are contained on the input change accumulation. It is not a valid input to
recovery until the required logs have been processed.

CHA0123W
MISSING LOGS FOR CHANGE ACCUM GROUP “cagrp”.

Reason:

The log set used for current change accumulation is incomplete. Spill records may be created for the change
accumulation output for this group.

Action:

This message is a warning that spill records may be created, and the change accumulation may not be used for recovery.
Review the DBRC history to determine the logs necessary to complete the change accumulation, and resubmit the job
when the missing logs are available.

CHA0124E
NO INPUT LOGS WERE AVAILABLE FOR PROCESSING. RECOVERY ABORTED.

Reason:

The change accumulation invoked by recovery determined that logs are missing, and the change accumulation cannot be
used for recovery.

Action:

The recovery is aborted. Review the DBRC history to determine the logs necessary to complete the change accumulation,
and resubmit the job when the missing logs are available.

CHA0125E
CALL TO IDCAMS PROCESSOR FAILED FOR GROUP “groupname”.

Reason:

Errors detected in call to IDCAMS processor for delete/define processing.
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Action:

Review the output in IDCPRT0 and correct the user control statement error.

CHA0126E
Getmain failed for Save Log Table

Reason:

Unable to obtain storage for saved log table.

Action:

Increase region size and rerun the job. If error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA0127E
LOG DATASET "dsname" NOT CATALOGED.

Reason:

CATDS was specified in DBRC, but the log data set was not cataloged.

Action:

Verify correct log data set has been requested. Catalog the log data set, and rerun the job.

CHA0128E
SPILL=YES IS NOT SPECIFIED TO CONTINUE WITH MISSING LOGS. CHANGE ACCUM ABORTED.

Reason:

Change Accum is aborted because there are missing logs and keyword SPILL=YES is not specified.

Action:

Specify SPILL=YES to allow Change Accum to create spill records for missing logs.

CHA0500E
DBD "dbdname" NOT FOUND IN EITHER "IMS" OR "DBDLIB".

Reason:

Loading the DBD (dbdname) from the DDNAME=IMS or DDNAME=DBDLIB failed.

The DBD specified in the control statement was not found in the DBD library specified in the IMS or DBDLIB data set.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Correct the control statement or the IMS or DBDLIB DD statement, and rerun the job.

CHA0501I
DBD “dbdname” IS A PARTITIONED DATABASE.

Reason:

Identifies the DBD as a partitioned database.
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CHA0502E
UNSUPPORTED DATABASE TYPE X"type", FOR DBD/DDN "dbd/ddn".

Reason:

This error occur, when specified database is not HDAM/OSAM, HIDAM/OSAM, HDAM/VSAM, HIDAM/VSAM, HISAM/
VSAM, SHISAM, INDEX VSAM nor DEDB

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Verify that the DBD and DBDLIB are valid. Note that some DBDs are not downward compatible.

CHA0503E
DATABASES CONTAINING LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS ARE NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

CHA does not support logical relationships.

Action:

Remove the logical relationships and rerun.

CHA0505E
UNABLE TO DELETE DBD “dbdname”.

Reason:

Indicates an internal problem.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA0506E
DDNAME “ddname” NOT FOUND IN DBD “dbdname”

Reason:

The ddname was not part of the DBRC record for dbdname.

Action:

Verify that the ddname is correct. If this is a partitioned database, the dbdname must be the name of the partition.

CHA0507E
NO DDNAMES FOR DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

The utility could not retrieve the requested ddname entries from DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Specify correct DBD and the DBDLIB. Be aware of back-level problems.
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CHA0508E
GETMAIN error for DDN table - DBD “dbdname”.

Reason:

Storage not available to allocate for DDN table.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA0509E
*ALL DDN NOT SUPPORTED FOR HALDB, DBD “dbdname”.

Reason:

All DDNs are not supported for HALDB.

Action:

Change control statement to specific DDN and resubmit.

CHA0511E
FREEMAIN error for DDN table - DBD “dbdname”.

Reason:

Storage FREEMAIN error on DDN table.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA0601E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRIES.

Reason:

Indicates a possible internal error. No group entries found for this process, or mixing native and compatibility mode control
statements.

Action:

Verify JCL and control statements.

CHA0700E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS THE VALUE.

Reason:

An internal table could not be built because there was no memory available.

Action:

The region size might be too small. Increase the region parameter and rerun.
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CHA0701E
UNABLE TO SAVE VALUE FOR “keyword”, LIMIT IS nnnnn VALUES.VALUE= “dropped-value”.

Reason:

Keyword process limit for “keyword”.

Action:

Correct “keyword” limit.

CHA0702W
DUPLICATE VALUE FOR KEYWORD “keyword” HAS BEEN IGNORED. VALUE= “ignored value”.

Reason:

Keyword processing found a duplicate for “keyword” and ignored the new value.

Action:

Verify that the proper value was used.

CHA0703E
KEYWORD “keyword” INVALID - FUNCTION=CHACCUM NOT SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The “keyword” is only valid with CHAACCUM.

Action:

Correct control statements if required, and resubmit.

CHA0704E
KEYWORD “keyword” INVALID - CHACCUM TABLES NOT ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The “keyword” is only valid when doing a group function.

Action:

Correct control statements, and resubmit.

CHA0705E
KEYWORD “keyword” UNKNOWN KEYWORD FOR CHANGE ACCUM.

Reason:

The “keyword” is invalid.

Action:

Correct control statements, and resubmit.

CHA0706E
KEYWORD “keyword” INVALID TABLE ENTRY ADDRESS.
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Reason:

The “keyword” is only valid when doing a group function.

Action:

Correct control statements, and resubmit.

CHA0711E
KEYWORD “keyword” VALUE IS NON-NUMERIC.

Reason:

The “keyword” value must be numeric.

Action:

Correct control statements and resubmit.

CHA0712E
KEYWORD “keyword” VALUE IS GREATER THAN MAX.

Reason:

The “keyword” value exceeds maximum value for “keyword”.

Action:

Correct control statements, and resubmit.

CHA0713E
NO CORRESPONDING GROUP ENTRY.

Reason:

DBD name specified does not match the group name specified.

Action:

Correct control statements, and resubmit.

CHA0714E
KEYWORD “keyword” LENGTH OF VALUE INCORRECT.

Reason:

The length of “keyword” exceeded the size for this keyword.

Action:

Correct control statements, and resubmit.

CHA0715E
KEYWORD “keyword”, VALUE “value” IS AN INVALID ESOTERIC UNIT NAME.

Reason:

The “value” is not in the system EDT.
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Action:

Correct control statements, and resubmit.

CHA0716E
DUPLICATE DBD/DDN “dbdname/ddname” SPECIFIED.

Reason:

A duplicate DBD/DDN was specified in the control statements.

Action:

Correct the JCL and rerun.

CHA0717E
ERROR IN SUBRTN TO LOAD DBD “dbdname”.

Reason:

The subroutine was unable to load the specified DBD. See previous messages.

Action:

Correct error and rerun.

CHA0718E
NO DDNs FOUND IN DBD “dbdname”.

Reason:

The DBD “dbdname” had no DDN's coded.

Action:

Correct the dbdname or the DBDLIB and rerun the job.

CHA0719E
INVALID DATE/TIME VALUE “nnnnnnnnnnnn” SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The supplied timestamp nnnnnnnnnnnn is not coded correctly, or exceeds the maximum digits allowed of 14 (not including
punctuation).

Action:

Correct the timestamp and rerun the job.

CHA0720E
CADBD GROUP KEYWORDS NOT IN VALID SEQUENCE - GRP, PRG, DBD, DDN.

Reason:

Control statement keywords are not in the proper sequence.

Action:

Correct the control statements and rerun the job.
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CHA0721I
KEYWORD “MAXSORT” VALUE IS LIMITED TO 1.

Reason:

MAXSORT value is incorrect.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA0722E
DUMPTYPE VALUE OF "x" IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

Only DUMPTYPE=I is supported.

Action:

Correct the control statement and resubmit the job.

CHA0723E
ERROR ADDING CHA TABLE VALUE "dbdname/ddname"

ERROR ADDING CHA TABLE VALUE "dbdname/ddname"

Reason:

An internal error occurred. 

Action:

Check the JES output for preceding messages and proceed accordingly. 

CHA0801E
NO DBD TABLE ENTRIES.

Reason:

While attempting a change accumulation, the subroutine did not find the DBD to be accumulated in the DBD table entry.

Action:

Correct the JCL based on other messages.

If this is an internal error, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA0802E
DBD LOAD SUBROUTINE FAILED FOR DBD ddname.

Reason:

The subroutine was unable to load the specified DBD. See previous message.

Action:

Correct error and rerun the job.
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CHA0900E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR WORK AREA.

Reason:

CHASE350 program could not obtain the necessary storage for internal use.

Action:

Increase above the line storage and resubmit your job.

CHA0901E
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE OLD CHANGE ACCUM DATA SET

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the input/old change accum data set failed.

Action:

Check your job msglog for further information as to the cause.

CHA0902E
UNABLE TO OPEN OLD/INPUT CHANGE ACCUM DATA SET

Reason:

The open of the input/old change accum data set has failed.

Action:

Check your job msglog for further information as to the cause.

CHA0903E
UNABLE TO OPEN NEW/OUTPUT CHANGE ACCUM DATA SET

Reason:

The open of the output/new change accum data set has failed.

Action:

Check your job msglog for further information as to the cause.

CHA0904W
CREATING EMPTY CHANGE ACCUM; NO INPUT LOG OR CHANGE ACCUM

Reason:

There were no change accum records created.

Action:

This is a warning message only.

CHA0905E
ERROR IN OLD/INPUT CA DATASET; EXPECTING DETAIL(HEADER) RECORD
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Reason:

We have detected an error in the input/old change accum data set and cannot continue processing.

Action:

This could be caused by two consecutive header records or a detailed record that does not match its corresponding
header record.

CHA0906W
THERE IS NO OLD/INPUT CHANGE ACCUM DATASET

Reason:

We could not locate the change accum data set.

Action:

This is a warning message only.

CHA0907I
INPUT CHANGE ACCUM DD ddname ALLOCATED VIA JCL

Reason:

Input change accumulation data set has been provided in the JCL.

CHA0908E
UNABLE TO CREATE OUTPUT DATA SPACE

Reason:

We were unable to create a data space to hold the change accum records and cannot continue processing.

Action:

Check your job msglog for further information as to the possible cause.

CHA0909E
ERROR WRITING CHANGE ACCUM RECORD TO OUTPUT DATASPACE

Reason:

An error was encountered writing the output change accum records and processing cannot continue.

Action:

Check your job msglog for further information as to the possible cause.

CHA0910E
UNABLE TO DETERMINE UNIT TYPE FOR OUTPUT CA DATASET

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the output change accum data set has been requested.

Action:

Parameter CAUNIT must be specified.
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CHA0911E
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE OUTPUT CHANGE ACCUM DATA SET

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the output/new change accum data set failed.

Action:

Check your job msglog for further information as to the possible cause.

CHA0912I
CHANGE ACCUMULATION FOR DATABASE (dbdname) - DSID #### - DDNAME (ddname)

Reason:

Display of the count of input change accum records, input log records, and output change accum records for the individual
databases being requested.

CHA0913I
RECORD COUNT

Reason:

Displays the count of input change accum records, input log records, and output change accum records for the individual
databases being requested.

CHA0914I
CHANGE ACCUMULATION FOR ALL OTHER DATABASES

Reason:

This message will be accompanied by three CHA0913I messages to display the count of input change accum records,
input log records, and output change accum records.

CHA0915E
NO OLD CHANGE ACCUM OR LOG INPUT; CHANGE ACCUMULATION ENDING

Reason:

A change accumulation with DBRC=YES must have some input to complete successfully.

Action:

Check your control statements and resubmit.

CHA0916I
INPUT CHANGE ACCUM WILL BE DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The input change accumulation data set will be dynamically allocated using DBRC.
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CHA0917I
INPUT CHANGE ACCUM DSN ===> dsname

Reason:

Displays the input change accumulation dsname that was dynamically allocated.

CHA0918I
DSN dsname NOT CATALOGED

Reason:

The input change accumulation data set is not cataloged. The data set must be cataloged when running in a DBRC
CATDS environment.

Action:

Verify the correct input has been selected, catalog the data set, and rerun the job.

CHA0919I
LOAD FAILED FOR MODULE DFSURTR0.

Reason:

Unable to load IBM module DFSURTR0 required for change accumulation conversion.

Action:

Make sure IMS SDFSRESL is DFSRESLB DD or STEPLIB DD and resubmit.

CHA0920I
CHA0920I USING DATASPACE first dataspace name, START OFFSET start offset last dataspace name, END
OFFSET end offset.

Reason:

Information message to show the offsets within the dataspaces that were processed for this DBDname and DDname

Action:

Processing continues.

CHA0921E
NO HEADER RECORD FOUND IN CHANGE ACCUMULATION DATASET FOR DATABASE (dbdname) - DSID
dataset_id - DDNAME (ddname)

Reason:

During processing of the input change accumulation dataset, no CA header record was found for the specified database.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA0921I
LOAD FAILED FOR DBD “dbdname”.
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Reason:

Load failed for DBD required for converting input change accumulation data set.

Action:

Make sure the DBD module resides in the IMS DD or DBDLIB DD and resubmit.

CHA0924E
CALL TO DIV SAVE FAILED

Reason:

During change accumulation, the Data-In-Virtual (DIV) save function failed for the output change accumulation data
space.

Action:

Review the explicit error messages, and correct any noted problems. If you are unable to determine the specific problem,
contact CA Support.

CHA1001W
DATA COMPRESSION ERROR

Reason:

An error was encountered during compression.

Action:

Processing will continue, but uncompressed change accum records will be written.

CHA1002W
UNCOMPRESSED DATA WILL BE WRITTEN TO DD (DDNAME)

Reason:

Uncompressed data is written to the specified ddname.

Action:

Processing will continue with uncompressed records. This is a warning message.

CHA1003W
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR COMPRESSION

Reason:

CHASPUT0 was unable to obtain required storage.

Action:

Processing will continue with uncompressed records. This is a warning message.

CHA1004W
UNCOMPRESSED DATA WILL BE WRITTEN

Reason:
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Uncompressed data will be written.

Action:

Processing will continue with uncompressed records. This is a warning message.

CHA1100I
SORT TASK FOR CHANGE ACCUMULATION GROUP cagrp ATTACHED

Reason:

The sort task for the change accumulation group (cagrp) was attached.

CHA1101I
SORT TASK FOR CHANGE ACCUMULATION GROUP cagrp DETACHED

Reason:

The sort task for the change accumulation group (cagrp) was detached.

CHA1102I
SORT TASK FOR CHANGE ACCUMULATION GROUP cagrp NOT ATTACHED

Reason:

An error prevented the change accumulation group (cagrp) from being attached.

Action:

Check for other errors. If none, contact CA Support.

CHA1103I
MAXSORT SET TO 1 WHEN IMS CATALOG IN USE.

Reason:

Only one level of multi-tasking (MAXSORT) is allowed when the IMS Catalog is in use for Recovery and Change
Accumulation processing.

Action:

None.

CHA1200I
SORT TASK FOR CHANGE ACCUMULATION GROUP cagrp STARTED

Reason:

Notification that the SORT task has started for cagrp.

CHA1201I
SORT TASK FOR CHANGE ACCUMULATION GROUP cagrp ENDED

Reason:

Notification that the SORT task has ended for cagrp.
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CHA1202E
INVALID ATTACH BLOCK - ABORTING SORT

Reason:

Probable internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA1203E
GETMAIN FOR SORT CONTROL AREA FAILED - ABORTING SORT FOR GROUP cagrp

Reason:

The attempt to get additional storage has failed.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun; or, if multiple groups are specified, try serializing the change accumulation.

CHA1204E
SORT TASK FOR CHANGE ACCUMULATION GROUP cagrp ABENDED

Reason:

An abend has occurred. See previous and subsequent error messages for reason.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA1205E
ERROR INITIALIZING ESTATE FOR GROUP cagrp SORT ABORTED

Reason:

Indicates a probable internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA1206E
ERROR TERMINATING ESTATE FOR GROUP cagrp

Reason:

Indicates a probable internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA1207E
ERROR ALLOCATING ddname FOR GROUP SORT ABORTED
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Reason:

The ddname needed for sort could not be allocated.

Action:

Correct the JCL and return; or, this might be an internal error.

CHA1208I
RECOVERY INVOKED FOR CHANGE ACCUM GROUP “cagrp”.

Reason:

Indicates that the recovery has invoked change accumulation.

CHA1209I
RECOVERY COMPLETED FOR CHANGE ACCUM GROUP “cagrp”.

Reason:

Indicates that the recovery has completed for the change accumulation group with a return code of zero.

CHA1209W
RECOVERY COMPLETED FOR CHANGE ACCUM GROUP “cagrp”.

Reason:

Indicates that the change accumulation ended with a non-zero return code. The RC=4 value indicates that no input
records were read from the input change accumulation file.

Action:

Review the other message output files to validate that the change accumulation job performed the task as expected. If no
change accumulation records were expected from an input file then this is a normal completion.

CHA1210E
CREATE RECOVERY CONTROL STATEMENTS FAILED FOR GROUP groupname.

Reason:

An error occurred when trying to create the control statements to be passed to recovery from change accumulation.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA1210I
CREATE RECOVERY CONTROL STATEMENTS FAILED FOR GROUP “cagrp”.

Reason:

The recovery control statements for the cagrp specified could not be created.

Action:

See other messages for reason and action.
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CHA1211E
ALLOCATE RECOVERY DATA SETS FAILED FOR GROUP “cagrp”.

Reason:

The recovery data sets could not be allocated for the cagrp specified.

Action:

See other messages for reason and action.

CHA1212E
LINK TO RECOVERY FAILED FOR GROUP “cagrp”, RC=nn.

Reason:

An error occurred when change accumulation invoked recovery for the specified group. Non-zero return codes from the
recovery process include:

RC=4-Warning.

RC=12-Failure.

RC=16-Abend.

Action:

Review the recovery error messages in DBOMSGn output. Normally, RC=4 is a warning only, and the recovery was
successful.

CHA1213E
UNABLE TO INVOKE RECOVERY - SORT FAILED FOR CA GROUP “cagrp”, RC=16.

Reason:

Indicates the sort failed.

Action:

Review the messages to determine cause of failure. Correct the problem, and rerun.

CHA1214E
DBRC NOTIFY FAILED FOR GROUP “cagrp”.

Reason:

DBRC notification failed for the group specified.

Action:

This is an internal error or a DBRC error. Review the specific DBRC message issued. Correct the problem, and rerun.

CHA1215E
UNABLE TO PERFORM DBRC NOTIFY. CA -'SORT FAILED FOR CA GROUP “cagrp”, RC=nn.

Reason:

DBRC notification failed for the group specified. Review the return code for more information.
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Action:

Correct DBRC problem and rerun.

CHA1216E
xxxx SET TERMINATE RC = 0016.

Reason:

E15, E35, or SORT set the return code to 16.

Action:

Look at the other messages for the reason the return code was set.

CHA1218I
RECOVERY INVOKED FOR GRP/DBD/DDN “cagrp/dbd/ddn”.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the current recovery being processed.

CHA1219I
RECOVERY COMPLETED FOR GRP/DBD/DDN “cagrp/dbd/ddn”, RC=xx.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the result of the recovery. The return code indicates the recovery status. Refer to the
DBOMSGx output for recovery error messages.

Action:

If non-zero return code, determine the action based on the recovery error message.

CHA1220E
CHECK STACKED IMAGE COPIES FAILED FOR GROUP “cagrp”.

Reason:

Call to subroutine to process stacked image copies failed.

Action:

Refer to error message issued by module CHASTIC0.

CHA1221E
ALLOCATE SORTWORK DATASETS FAILED

Reason:

Unable to dynamically allocate the sort work data sets.

Action:

Review the preceding explicit error messages and correct any noted problems. If you are unable to determine the specific
problem, contact CA Support for assistance.
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CHA1222E
DBRC CHANGE.DB OLRDBDS() FAILED  FOR GROUP cagrp-name.

Reason:

The DBRC CHANGE.DB OLRDBDS command to set the ACTIVE-DBDS for the specified CAGRP has failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA1300E
GETMAIN FOR DSN TABLE FAILED

Reason:

An internal table could not be built because there was no memory available.

Action:

The region size might be too small. Increase the region size and rerun.

CHA1400E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERR ER=xxxx IF=zxxx

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed. xxxx is the return code from z/OS or OS/390, zxxx is the information code.

Action:

Determine the cause of the allocation failure and rerun the job.

CHA1401E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERR DSN=dsname

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the file dsname failed. xxxx is the return code from z/OS or OS/390, zxxx is the information code.

Action:

Determine the cause of the allocation failure and rerun the job.

CHA1402E
ERROR IN TIOT .

Reason:

An error was returned from processing the TIOT during dynamic allocation.

Action:

Refer to any CHA13xx messages issued previously, and correct as required.

If there are no messages, it is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance..
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CHA1403E
ERROR IN UCB TABLE.

Reason:

An error occurred attempting to obtain a UCB for log dynamic allocation.

Action:

Internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA1404E
DDNAME ddname NOT FOUND.

Reason:

Unable to find the log ddname referenced in the message.

Action:

Internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA1500E
DYNAMIC UN-ALLOCATION ERR ER=xxxx IF=zxxx

Reason:

Dynamic un-allocation failed. xxxx is the return code from z/OS or OS/390, zxxx is the information code.

Action:

Determine the cause of the allocation failure and rerun the job.

CHA1501E
DYNAMIC UN-ALLOCATION ERR DSN=dsname

Reason:

Dynamic un-allocation of the file dsname failed. xxxx is the return code from z/OS or OS/390, zxxx is the information code.

Action:

Determine the cause of the allocation failure and rerun the job.

CHA1502E
GQSCAN ERR RC=nn, RSN=nn

Reason:

Indicates an internal error. The return code and reason code are listed from z/OS.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA1503E
GQSCAN ERR QNAME=qname, RNAME=rname
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Reason:

Indicates an internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA1504E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN CATALOG DATA FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

Log data set is not cataloged.

Action:

Resolve catalog problem and rerun the job.

CHA1505E
NO VOLSERs OBTAINED FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

Log data set has catalog error.

Action:

Resolve the catalog problem and rerun the job.

CHA1600E
FREEMAIN ERROR EDT TABLE

Reason:

Indicates an internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA1700E
GETMAIN FOR MESSAGE WRITER DCB FAILED

Reason:

The SNAP message writer could not get enough storage to open the CHASNAP file.

Action:

The region size might be too small. Increase the region parameter and rerun.

CHA1701E
SNAP=Y MUST BE COPIED

Reason:

Indicates an internal error.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA1702E
NO CHASNAP DD-CARD FOUND

Reason:

The SNAP=Y parameter was coded but no CHASNAP DD card was present in the JCL.

Action:

Code a CHASNAP DD statement in the JCL to record the SNAP output.

CHA1800E
ERROR INVALID DATA SPACE ID FOR GROUP cagrp

Reason:

Indicates an internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA1801E
ERROR IN LOG TABLE FOR GROUP cagrp SORT TASK NOT ATTACHED

Reason:

Indicates an internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA1802E
OPEN ERROR ON SUB-TASK MESSAGE DATASET datasetname FOR GROUP groupname

Reason:

An error occurred when trying to open the specified dataset.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA1900E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR CHADSANC, EXITING

Reason:

An internal table could not be built because there was no memory available.

Action:

The region size might be too small. Increase the region parameter and rerun.
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CHA1901E
DATA SPACE CREATION FAILED FOR DATA SPACE dspname.

Reason:

Unable to create a data space for the CHA process.

Action:

This might be a possible system restriction. Contact your systems programmer.

CHA1902I
DATA SPACE dspname CREATED SIZE =nnnnnn BLOCKS.

Reason:

Notification of data space creation.

CHA1903E
ALESERV ADD FOR DATASPACE dspname FAILED.

Reason:

Authorization or system restriction caused the data space recording failure.

Action:

This might be a possible system restriction. Contact your systems programmer.

CHA2100E
LOAD FAILED FOR MODULE DFSUCTR0.

Reason:

Unable to load IBM module DFSUCTR0 from PDS referred to by DFSRESLB DD statement.

Action:

Correct JCL statement IMSRESLB statement and resubmit the job.

CHA2101E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR WORK AREA.

Reason:

Unable to obtain storage for IMS work areas.

Action:

Increase the region size, and rerun the job.

CHA2102E
IMS LOG RECORD COMPATABILITY CHECK FAILED.

Reason:
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Change Accumulation detected a log record from a version of IMS that is higher then the version that it is executing
on. This can occur if a user has a database in a data sharing environment with multiple IMS releases and the change
accumulation or recovery is attempted on the older IMS system. For example, if you have a database named DB1 in
IMS 7.1 and IMS 8.1 and updates are run through both IMS systems. This type of scenario is not supported by Change
Accumulation or therefore our recovery product to attempt the recovery in IMS 7.1 since IMS 8.1 records will exist. You
must execute the change accumulations and recoveries in IMS 8.1.

Action:

Rerun the change accumulation or recovery in the most recent IMS system.

CHA2103E
LOG RECORD TIMESTAMP CONVERSION ERROR.

Reason:

An internal timestamp conversion error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA2200E
INVALID RECORD TYPE - ABORTING.

Reason:

The CHA log processor has failed because it could not recognize the record type on the input logs or the CA file.

Action:

Verify that the data sets input to the CHA process are valid. If necessary, contact CA Support.

CHA2201E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR WORK AREA.

Reason:

An internal table could not be built because there was no memory available.

Action:

The region size might be too small. Increase the region parameter and rerun.

CHA2202E
INVALID OR NO ALET - ABORTING.

Reason:

An internal table or a system restriction exists.

Action:

Review logs for additional errors. Correct errors and rerun job.

CHA2300E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN SOTRAGE FOR CHAODSP0
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Reason:

Program CHAODSP0 could not obtain the necessary storage for internal use.

Action:

Increase above the line storage and resubmit your job.

CHA2301E
DATASPACE CREATION FAILED FOR DATASPACE (DSPNAME)

Reason:

Creation of the named data space has failed.

Action:

Check your job MSGLOG for further information as to the cause.

CHA2400E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR CHAPDABB

Reason:

An internal table could not be built because there was no memory available.

Action:

The region size might be too small. Increase the REGION parameter size and rerun.

CHA2401E
OPEN FAILED FOR LOG DBC, DSN=dsname, VOL=volser

Reason:

The DCB open for the specified LOG failed.

Action:

This is an internal or system error.Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA2402I
LOG DSN=dsname, VOL=volser

Reason:

The log data set volume details in DBRC differ from the actual cataloged data set volume details. This message displays
the log data set volume information from DBRC.

• dsname
Identifies the log data set name.

• volser
Identifies the volume where the log data set is allocated.
If the CATDS option has been specified for DBRC, the message does not show volume serial information.

CHA2500E
ALET NOT VALID FOR DATASPACE
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Reason:

Invalid data space control blocks.

Action:

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA2501I
xxxxxxxxx LOG RECORDS FILTERED

Reason:

Identifies the input filtering record counts (xxxxxxxxx).

CHA2502E
SORT ABORTED NO INPUT DATA.

Reason:

No data was available for the change accumulation or nothing passed the filtering process.

Action:

Correct the inputs or the time stamps for this run and resubmit.

CHA2503I
LOG DSN=dsname, VOL=volser.

Reason:

Notification message.

CHA2504E
OPEN FAILED FOR LOG DCB, DSN=dsname, VOL=volser.

Reason:

Unable to open the named data set.

Action:

Correct any problems and resubmit.

CHA2505E
CALL TO DIV SAVE FAILED

Reason:

During change accumulation, the Data-In-Virtual save function failed for the input log data space.

Action:

Review the explicit error messages and correct any noted problems. If you are unable to determine the specific problem,
contact CA Support.
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CHA2601E
DELETE DATASPACE FAILED

Reason:

Internal error deleting log token dataspace.

Action:

No action required. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA2700I
NUMBER OF RECORDS PASSED TO SORT xxxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

CHA2701E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR WORK AREA.

Reason:

An internal table could not be built because there was no memory available.

Action:

The region size might be too small. Increase the REGION parameter size and rerun.

CHA2702I
NUMBER OF UNCOMMITED UPDATE RECORDS FILTERED xxxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

CHA3100I
THE SYSIN FILE IS NOT ALLOCATED - IMS CONTROL STATEMENTS WILL NOT BE USED.

Reason:

CHA is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSUCUMO JCL has been used. The control statement
file with ddname SYSIN was not allocated and therefore the control statements cannot be processed by CHA.

Action:

If DFSUCUMO control statements are required for this execution of CHA, correct the JCL to make sure a SYSIN DD
statement exists and rerun the job.

CHA3101E
NO MEMORY TO BUILD THE SYSIN DCB - INCREASE REGION SIZE BY 4K.

Reason:

An internal table could not be built because there was no memory available.
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Action:

The region size might be too small. Increase the region parameter size and rerun the job.

CHA3102E
UNABLE TO OPEN SYSIN DCB.

Reason:

CHA is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSUCUMO JCL has been used. The control statement
file with ddname SYSIN could not be opened.

Action:

Review the error messages that precede this one. Correct the errors and rerun the job.

CHA3103E
FIELD IS INVALID - fieldname.

Reason:

In IMS compatibility mode a field was read that was not valid.

Action:

Correct the fieldname and rerun.

CHA3104E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

Indicates an internal program error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA3105E
INVALID VALUE IN MVS EXEC PARM=“parmvalue” - PARMS WILL NOT BE USED.

Reason:

This program does not know the parmvalue in the PARM statement.

Action:

Correct parmvalue and resubmit.

CHA3108E
NO DBO CONTROL STATEMENT FOUND.

Reason:

While attempting an accumulation in IBM compatibility mode, no DBO statements were found.

Action:

Specify a DBO control statement and rerun.
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CHA3109E
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CHANGE ACCUM TABLES.

Reason:

An internal table could not be built because there was no memory available.

Action:

Increase the region size (region parameter) and rerun.

CHA3110E
INVALID PURGE VALUE “datetime” SPECIFICATION.

Reason:

The date/time specified is not a valid date or time for a change accumulation purge time.

Action:

Correct datetime and resubmit.

CHA3111E
DUPLICATE DBD/DDN “dbdname/ddname” SPECIFIED.

Reason:

A duplicate DBD/DDN was specified in the control statements.

Action:

Correct JCL and rerun.

CHA3112E
CHANGE ACCUM DBD TABLE FULL.

Reason:

The internal change accumulation DBD table filled up.

Action:

If running multiple CA groups simultaneously, serialize and resubmit. Otherwise, this might be an internal error.

CHA3113E
GET SFRB ENTRY ERROR.

Reason:

Internal table restriction (internal error).

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. and provide any available documentation.

CHA3115E
ERROR IN SUBRTN TO LOAD DBD “dbdname”.
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Reason:

The subroutine was unable to load the specified DBD. See previous message.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun the job.

CHA3116E
NO DDNs FOUND IN DBD “dbdname”.

Reason:

The specified DBD had no DDNs defined.

Action:

Correct the DBD or the dbdname and rerun the job.

CHA3117E
NO DBRC CAGRP FOR DBD/DDN “dbdname/ddname”.

Reason:

A DBRC request was made to locate the CAGRP associated with the dbdname/ddname but no CAGRP was found.

Action:

Correct the dbdname/ddname definitions or determine if this process should be running under DBRC.

CHA3118E
DBD/DDN “dbdname/ddname” NOT FOUND IN CAGRP “cagrp”.

Reason:

A DBRC request was made to validate the existence of dbdname/ddname as part of cagrp.

Action:

Correct the dbdname/ddname definitions or the definitions within the cagrp and rerun the job.

CHA3119E
DBRC=YES INVALID WITH DBD *ALL.

Reason:

The combination of control statements above is not valid.

Action:

If you are running a DBD=*ALL process, you must run as DBRC=NO.

CHA3200E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

Control statements specified in the submitted job are invalid.
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Action:

Correct the control statements and rerun the job.

CHA3201I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED.

Reason:

Indicates control statement analysis is starting.

CHA3202I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.

Reason:

Indicates control statement analysis has finished.

CHA3301E
NO FUNCTION SPECIFIED FOR CHANGE ACCUM.

Reason:

The change accumulation program was executed but no function was requested.

Action:

Correct JCL and resubmit.

CHA3302E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRIES.

Reason:

No change accumulation group entries were found in our internal table.

Action:

This is a JCL error in that no CAGROUP was specified or an internal error.

CHA3303E
CAGRP(*) MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE WITH DBRC=Y.

Reason:

User has specified CAGRP(*) and DBRC=Y in the same run. This is not allowed.

Action:

Specify CAGRP(*) or DBRC=Y (not both), and resubmit.

CHA3304E
CAGRP(*) MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE WITH OTHER CAGRP OR CADB CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

User has specified CAGRP(*) and CAGRP or CADB in the same run. This is not allowed.
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Action:

Specify one or the other, and resubmit.

CHA3305E
DDNAME ddname SPECIFIED FOR MORE THAN ONE CA GROUP.

Reason:

The ddname indicated was specified for more than one CA group.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA3306E
CAPREFIX MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF OUTPUT CHANGE ACCUM.

Reason:

For dynamic allocation of an output change accumulation data set, the CAPREFIX control statement must be specified.

Action:

Correct JCL and resubmit.

CHA3307E
CAUNIT MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF OUTPUT CHANGE ACCUM.

Reason:

For dynamic allocation of an output change accumulation data set, the CAUNIT control statement must be specified.

Action:

Correct JCL and resubmit.

CHA3308E
CAPREFIX EXCEEDS MAXIMUM LENGTH (21) FOR ALLOCATION OF GDG.

Reason:

Prefix for output change accumulation exceeds the maximum for GDG data sets.

Action:

Modify the CAPREFIX to a maximum of 21 characters, and resubmit the job.

CHA3309E
CAPREFIX EXCEEDS MAXIMUM LENGTH (30) FOR ALLOCATION OF OUTPUT CHANGE ACCUM.

Reason:

Prefix for output change accumulation exceeds the maximum.

Action:

Modify the CAPREFIX to a maximum of 30 characters, and resubmit the job.
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CHA3310E
GDG BASE NOT DEFINED FOR DATASET dsname

Reason:

Catalog entry not defined for GDG data set.

Action:

Perform required catalog maintenance, and resubmit the job.

CHA3311E
CAEXPDT MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE WITH CARETPD.

Reason:

Expiration date and retention period are mutually exclusive options.

Action:

Change control statements to specify only one option, and resubmit.

CHA3312E
WHEN STR=YES SPECIFIED, RECOVERTIME MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR ALL CAGRPs.

Reason:

When a special timestamp recovery is requested, all CAGRPs must specify the RECOVERTIME control statement.

Action:

Add the RECOVERTIME control statement and resubmit the job.

CHA3313E
VIO AND SYSALLDA INVALID ESOTERIC UNIT NAMES - MUST SPECIFY TEMPUNIT KEYWORD.

Reason:

VIO and SYSALLDA are not valid esoteric unit names defined to MVS.

Action:

Specify the TEMPUNIT control statement for valid unit name for temporary data sets.

CHA3314E
DSPBLKS specified exceeds maximum number of 4K blocks (524,288).

Reason:

The control statement DSPBLKS exceeds the maximum for dataspaces.

Action:

Modify the DSPBLKS control statement and resubmit the job.

CHA3315I
TRACE function invalid when multi-tasking - TRACE turned OFF.
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Reason:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

CHA3316E
DBPREFIX and DBAPPEND keywords are mutually exclusive.

Reason:

Both keywords cannot be executed in the same function.

Action:

Remove one of the keywords and resubmit.

CHA3317E
DIV processing requires DIVDSNPREFIX and one or more SMS keywords: DIVDCLASS,DIVMCLASS,DIVSCLASS.

Reason:

The SMS keywords used for Data-In-Virtual processing during change accumulation have not been specified correctly.

Action:

Ensure that keyword DIVDSNPREFIX and at least one SMS class keyword have been defined for change accumulation.
For recovery, the keywords must be defined in the global member for change accumulation.

CHA3318I
DSPBLKS LESS THAN MINIMUM REQUIRED, DSPBLKS=8192 ADOPTED.

Reason:

The value specified for the number of log dataspace blocks is less than the minimum.

Action:

Default of 8192 4 KB blocks has been substituted. No action is required unless the minimum is inadequate or too many
dataspaces are created. If so, increase the number and rerun the job.

CHA3319E
UNABLE TO SAVE DBD/DDN "dbdname/ddname" IN CHACCUM TABLE

UNABLE TO SAVE DBD/DDN "dbdname/ddname" IN CHACCUM TABLE

Reason:

An internal error occurred. 

Action:

Check the JES output for preceding messages and proceed accordingly.

CHA3320E
INVALID GROUP TABLE ENTRY ADDRESS

INVALID GROUP TABLE ENTRY ADDRESS

Reason:
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An internal error occurred. 

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. 

CHA3321E
DUPLICATE DBD/DDN "dbdname/ddname" SPECIFIED

DUPLICATE DBD/DDN "dbdname/ddname" SPECIFIED

Reason:

A duplicate DBD/DDN was specified in the control statements. 

Action:

Correct the JCL and rerun the job. 

CHA3323E
NO DDNS FOUND IN DBD "dbdname"

NO DDNS FOUND IN DBD "dbdname"

Reason:

The specified DBD contains no coded DDNs. 

Action:

Correct the DBD name, or the DBDLIB and rerun the job. 

CHA3324E
IMS CATALOG REQUIRES DBRC.

Reason:

You must specify DBRC=Y to run CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS with IMS-managed ACBs.

Action:

Specify DBRC=Y and resubmit the job.

CHA3325E
NO DBRC CAGRP FOR DBD/DDN "dbdname/ddname" SPECIFIED

NO DBRC CAGRP FOR DBD/DDN "dbdname/ddname" SPECIFIED

Reason:

A DBRC request was made to locate the CAGRP associated with the specified DBD/DDN, but no CAGRP was found. 

Action:

Correct the DBD/DDN name, or confirm that the process should not be running under DBRC and edit the process
accordingly.

CHA3901E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRIES.
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Reason:

No CAGRP table entries found for CAGRP specified.

Action:

Correct JCL and resubmit. If this does not correct the problem, an internal error has occurred. Contact CA Support for
assistance..

CHA3902E
BUILD DSN TABLE FAILED FOR DDNAME “ddname”, RC=nn.

Reason:

The internal table build failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA3903E
NO DSNAMES IN TABLE.

Reason:

No data set names were found in the internal table.

Action:

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA3904E
NO VOLUMES FOR DSN dsname

Reason:

No volumes could be located for the data set specified.

Action:

The data set is not cataloged or this is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA3906E
ADD LOG ENTRY FAILED.

Reason:

Internal problem adding a new MADS entry.

Action:

Rerun with SNAP=YES control statement.

CHA3907I
UNABLE TO OBTAIN DASD LOG SPACE ALLOCATION - ESTIMATE WILL BE USED.

Reason:
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Failure in obtaining space allocation for DASD log file. Estimate will be used when calculating space requirements for
CAGRP temporary files used in LOGMAX processing.

CHA4001E
NO FUNCTION SPECIFIED FOR CHANGE ACCUM

Reason:

Change accumulation was invoked but no valid function was specified.

Action:

Specify a valid function and resubmit.

CHA4002E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRIES FOR CHANGE ACCUM

Reason:

No internal group table entries were found for change accumulation.

Action:

Specify CAGRP and resubmit the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4003E
DFSCVTM MODULE HAS NOT BEEN LOADED.

Reason:

The DFSCVTM module could not be loaded.

Action:

Make sure IMS SDFSRESL is in DFSRESLB DD or STEPLIB DD and resubmit.

CHA4004E
NO DBD TABLE ENTRIES FOR CHANGE ACCUM.

Reason:

No DBD table entries were found for the change accumulation specified.

Action:

Specify a valid change accumulation group. If this is an internal error, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4007W
CHANGE ACCUMULATION FAILED LICENSE VALIDATION

Reason:

The program was unable to validate the CA Change Accumulation license information. An attempt to execute the product
on a CPU other than the CPU on which it is licensed has been detected.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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CHA4008I
PLEASE ENSURE THE LICENSE INFORMATION IS CORRECT.

Reason:

This message is informational only. Refer to message CHA4007W.

CHA4100E
NO TAPE UCBS AVAILABLE FOR LOG READERS

Reason:

No tape units available for reading logs.

Action:

Bring more tape units online, and resubmit.

CHA4101E
DBRC INDICATED CATDS - FOR DATA SET: dsname VOLSER: volser Reason: not cataloged.

Reason:

DBRC indicates that the data set should be cataloged, but the data set is not cataloged.

Action:

Catalog the data set and resubmit.

CHA4103E
ESOTERIC or GENERIC UNITNAME 3400 IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

The unit name is not defined correctly.

Action:

Edit and resubmit the JCL.

CHA4201E
NO RECOVERY REQUEST QUEUE (RRQ) ENTRIES

Reason:

Caller did not supply any recovery information or an internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA4202E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRIES

Reason:

No entries in the table generated for the RRQ group.
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Action:

Check for other errors. If none, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4203E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRY FOR RRQ CAGRP “cagrp”.

Reason:

No matching entry in the group table for the recovery group.

Action:

Check for other errors. If none, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4204E
NO DBD/DDN ENTRIES FOR CAGRP “cagrp”.

Reason:

No DBD/DDN entries in the table for the recovery group.

Action:

Check for other errors. If none, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4301E
NO RECOVERY REQUEST QUEUE (RRQ) ENTRIES

Reason:

Caller did not supply any recovery information or an internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4302E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRIES

Reason:

No entries in the table generated for the RRQ group.

Action:

Check for other errors. If none, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4303E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRY FOR RRQ CAGRP “cagrp”.

Reason:

No matching entry in the group table for the recovery group.

Action:

Check for other errors. If none, contact CA Support for assistance.
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CHA4304E
NO DBD/DDN ENTRIES FOR CAGRP “cagrp”.

Reason:

No DBD/DDN entries in the table for the recovery group.

Action:

Check for other errors. If none, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4305E
NO DBD TABLE ENTRIES.

Reason:

Internal control table error.

Action:

Rerun with SNAP=YES control statement.

CHA4306E
NO MADS ENTRIES FOR CAGRP/DBD/AREA “cagrp/dbdname/area”.

Reason:

No ADS entries defined to DBRC for DEDB database.

Action:

Correct definition in DBRC, and resubmit job.

CHA4307E
NO MADS ENTRY FOR ADDN “ddname” - CAGRP “cagrp” DBD/AREA “dbd/area”.

Reason:

Specific ADDN name in recovery control statement is not defined to DBRC.

Action:

Correct control statement or DBRC definition, and resubmit.

CHA4308E
DUPLICATE ADD MADS FOR ADDN “ddname” - CAGRP “cagrp” DBD/AREA “dbd/area”.

Reason:

Duplicate ADDN name specified in recovery control statement.

Action:

Correct the ADDN specification in the recovery control statements, and resubmit job.

CHA4309E
MADS TABLE ADD ERROR FOR ADDN “ddname” - CAGRP “cagrp” DBD/AREA “dbd/area”.
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Reason:

Internal control table error.

Action:

Rerun with SNAP=YES control statement.

CHA4310E
FIRST ADDN MUST BE AREA NAME, ADDN “ddname” - CAGRP “cagrp” DBD/AREA “dbd/area”.

Reason:

When providing specific ADDN list for recovery and MADS replication, the first ADDN specified must be the AREA name.

Action:

Correct the ADDN list control statements and resubmit the job.

CHA4311E
ERROR OBTAINING HALDB DDNs FOR DBD dbdname.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while attempting obtain the partitions and/or DSGs of the specified HAL database.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4401E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR ddname, RC=xxxx, INFO=zzzz.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of file “dsname” failed. xxxx is the return code from the operating system, and zzzz is the information
code.

Action:

Determine the cause of the allocation failure and rerun the job.

CHA4402E
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME “ddname”.

Reason:

Unable to open data set with “ddname.” See additional messages.

Action:

Correct the data set problem, and resubmit.

CHA4403E
NO DBD/DDN ENTRIES FOR GROUP “cagrp”.

Reason:

The group (cagrp) did not contain any entries.
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Action:

Correct the group name, or add entries into the group.

CHA4404E
NO DEDB ADS ENTRIES FOR CAGRP/DBD/AREA “cagrp/dbdname/area”.

Reason:

No ADS entries defined to DBRC for DEDB database.

Action:

Correct definition in DBRC, and resubmit job.

CHA4405I
Online Reorg used as input to HPR for Partition: pppppppp  DDN: dddddddd.  Proceeding with FWDRECOV=OLR.

Reason:

FWDRECOV=YES was specified, but since there was no Image Copy and an Online Reorg can be used as input,
processing will continue with FWDRECOV=OLR.

Action:

Processing continues. Message is informational only.

CHA4501E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR DDNAME “ddname”, DSNAME “dsname”, RC=nnnn.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed for ddname, data set name (dsname). nnnn is the return code from z/OS or OS/390.

Action:

Determine the cause of the allocation failure and rerun the job.

CHA4502E
NO DBD/DDN ENTRIES FOR GROUP “cagrp”.

Reason:

Group entry did not contain any DBD/DDN entries.

Action:

Correct groupname or update the group entries and rerun.

CHA4503E
READ JFCB FAILED FOR DDNAME “ddname”, RC=nnnn.

Reason:

Unable to read the JFCB for the specified “ddname”.

Action:

Correct “ddname” JCL & resubmit. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.
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CHA4504W
DSNAME IN JCL FOR DDNAME “ddname” NOT EQUAL TO DBRC DSNAME ** USING JCL DSN.

Reason:

The specified DSN in the JCL does not match the registered DSN in DBRC. If VERIFY=YES is specified or defaulted, we
will abort processing. If VERIFY=NO is specified, we will issue a return code and use the JCL specified value..

Action:

Remove or respecify JCL DSNAME or specify VERIFY=NO. The return code is set to 8 or 4.

CHA4505W
JCL “dsname” - DBRC “dsname”.

Reason:

During verification the DSNAME was found to be different on the JCL version of ddname and what DBRC had specified.
The JCL version was used.

Action:

Notification only. (VERIFY=NO was specified.)

CHA4506E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR ddname, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=zzzz

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of file “ddname” failed,. “xxxx” is the return code from z/OS or OS/390 and “zzzz” is the information
code.

Action:

Determine the cause of the allocation failure and rerun the job.

CHA4507I
DYNALLOC IMAGE COPY DD(ddname), DSN “dsname”.

Reason:

The image copy data set was dynamically allocated.

CHA4508E
IMAGE COPY NOT CATALOGED, DSN “dsname”.

Reason:

The requested image copy is not cataloged and dynamically allocation cannot occur.

Action:

Verify that image copy is valid and cataloged, and resubmit.

CHA4509E
IMAGE COPY HAS NO VOLUMES, DSN “dsname”.
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Reason:

In a DBRC NOCATDS environment, the image copy has no volumes registered.

Action:

Verify DBRC information and correct as required.

CHA4510E
INVALID IMAGE COPY UNIT NAME (image_copy_unit_name); DSN dsnname.

Reason:

A call to the DBRC interface routine to return the Image Copy data set returned UNIT information for the Image Copy data
set that was not a TAPE or DASD unit type.

Action:

Ensure the unit type of the Batch Image Copy data set registered in the RECON data sets is a TAPE or DASD unit type.
Check the JOBLOG and messages data set for more information. Fix the problem and rerun the job.

CHA4510I
INVALID IMAGE COPY UNIT NAME (3400 ), DSN “ ...”

Reason:

The image copy unit name is invalid.

CHA4511E
VOLUME NOT AVAILABLE - IF STACKED IMAGE COPIES, MUST SINGLE THREAD RECOVERIES

Reason:

Dynamic allocation for multiple stacked image copies on the same tape volume is not supported due to z/OS and OS/390
constraints.

Action:

Multiple concurrent recoveries must be changed to run individually, and then resubmit the job.

CHA4512E
NO DEDB ADS ENTRIES FOR CAGRP/DBD/AREA “cagrp/dbdname/area”.

Reason:

There are no ADS entries defined to DBRC for a DEDB database.

Action:

Define ADS names to DBRC, and resubmit the job.

CHA4513E
NO DEDB ADS ENTRIES ALLOCATED FOR CAGRP/DBD/AREA “cagrp/dbdname/area”.

Reason:

Unable to allocate any DEDB ADS data sets.
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Action:

Correct allocation problem with DEDB, and resubmit.

CHA4514I
Recovery processing will be bypassed for DEDB ADDN “ddname”.

Reason:

Unable to allocate DEDB ADDN, replication of this MADS will not occur.

CHA4515I
STACKED IMAGE COPY DD(ddname), DSN "dsname".

Reason:

The image copy data set is a stacked image copy, and will be allocated with unit affinity to the ddname indicated.

CHA4516I
DYNALLOC DATABASE DD dd, DSN dsn.

Reason:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

CHA4517E
DBRC function ERROR FOR DBD=dbdname, RC=return code, REASON=C’reason', X’reason’.

Reason:

The CA IMS Toolkit DBRC Interface returned an error for the named internal function against the named DBD. The return
code and two part reason code are displayed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4601E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRIES.

Reason:

No internal group table entries were found during a change accumulation.

Action:

Check control statements for completeness. This is likely an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4602E
DBRC LIST.CAGRP ERROR FOR GROUP=cagrp, RC=nn.

Reason:

An internal list.cagrp failed for the group specified. The value of RC indicates the failure type.

Action:
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Correct the failure and resubmit.

CHA4604E
NO DBRC DBD/DDNs FOR CAGRP “cagrp”.

Reason:

While processing the CAGRP specified, no DBD/DDNs were found to accumulate.

Action:

Fix the CAGRP, or this is an internal error.

CHA4605E
DBRC function ERROR FOR DBD=dbdname, RC = rc, REASON = cc x’xxxx’.

Reason:

An internal list.history failed for the dbdname specified. This is possible a DBRC error. The value of RC indicates the
failure type.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4608E
DBRC DBD/DDN NOT FOUND FOR “dbdname/ddname”.

Reason:

The DBD/DDN specified could not be found in DBRC recon.

Action:

Correct the DBRC definition, or this is an internal error.

CHA4609E
NO IMAGE COPY FOR DBD/DDN “dbdname/ddname”.

Reason:

No image copy data set could be found to recover from.

Action:

No valid image copy exists or this is an internal error. If a valid image copy exists, contact CA Support for assistance.
Otherwise, recovery cannot continue without a valid image copy.

CHA4612E
NO DBRC CAGRP FOR GROUP “cagrp”.

Reason:

No CAGRP entry found for group specified in control statements.

Action:

Correct the CAGRP specified or this is an internal error.
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CHA4613E
NO DBD/DDNs ENTRIES IN DBRC CONTROL BLOCK FOR CAGRP “cagrp”.

Reason:

The DBD/DDN specified could not be found in the control block from DBRC for CAGRP specified.

Action:

Specify the correct CAGRP, or this is an internal error.

CHA4614E
DBD TABLE FULL.

Reason:

The internal DBD table filled up during a change accumulation.

Action:

Serialize the change accumulations.

CHA4615E
DUPLICATE DBD/DDN “dbdname/ddname” SPECIFIED.

Reason:

A duplicate DBD/DDN was found.

Action:

Correct the JCL or CAGRP and resubmit.

CHA4616E
NO DBRC CAGRP FOR DBD “dbdname”.

Reason:

The DBD specified could not be found in the CAGRP specified.

Action:

Correct CAGRP and resubmit.

CHA4617E
IMAGE COPY INVALID FOR DBD/DDN “dbdname/ddname”.

Reason:

The image copy specified is not valid for DBD/DDN.

Action:

Specify correct image copy data set and resubmit.

CHA4618E
NO DBRC IMAGE COPY VOLUMES FOR DBD/DDN “dbdname/ddname”.
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Reason:

No DBRC image copy volumes available for specified DBD or DDN.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CHA4619E
MAX IMAGE COPY VOL COUNT EXCEEDED FOR DBD/DDN “dbdname/ddname”.

Reason:

The maximum number of volumes for an image copy has been reached.

Action:

Use larger volumes or this is an internal error.

CHA4620E
MAX CHANGE ACCUM VOL COUNT EXCEEDED FOR CAGRP “cagrp”.

Reason:

The maximum number of volumes for a change accumulation has been reached.

Action:

Use larger volumes or this is an internal error.

CHA4621E
ADD LOG ENTRY FAILED.

Reason:

Internal problem adding a new log tape entry.

Action:

Rerun with SNAP=YES control statement.

CHA4622E
No DBRC ADS table address for DEDB AREA “area name”.

Reason:

Internal problem with DBRC interface.

Action:

Rerun with SNAP=YES control statement.

CHA4623E
No DBRC ADS table entries for DEDB AREA “area name”.

Reason:

Internal problem with DBRC interface.
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Action:

Rerun with SNAP=YES control statement.

CHA4624E
DUPLICATE DBD/AREA/DDN “dbdname/area name/ddname”.

Reason:

Internal problem with DBRC interface.

Action:

Rerun with SNAP=YES control statement.

CHA4625E
MADS TABLE ADD ERROR.

Reason:

Internal problem adding a new MADS entry.

Action:

Rerun with SNAP=YES control statement.

CHA4626W
MISSING LOGS FOR DBD “dbdname”.

Reason:

The log set used for current change accumulation of this DBD is incomplete. Spill records may be created for the change
accumulation output for this DBD.

Action:

This message is a warning that spill records may be created, and the change accumulation cannot be used for recovery.
Review the DBRC history to determine the logs necessary to complete the change accumulation, and resubmit the job
when the missing logs are available.

CHA4627E
INVALID "LASTIC" RECOVERY - REQUIRES BATCH IMAGE COPY FOR DBD/DDN "dbd/ddn".

Reason:

When using the LASTIC recovery option, the most current image copy must be a batch image copy.

Action:

Create a batch image copy for the database and rerun, or change the recovery options.

CHA4628E
INTERNAL ERROR CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATES.

Reason:

A logic error in the software has occurred.
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Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance..

CHA4629E
PIT RECOVERY SPECIFIED FOR HALDB DATABASE BUT PIT LESS THAN LAST REORG DATE.

Reason:

A point-in-time forward recovery was specified and HPR does not support timestamps earlier than the last reorg
timestamp.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Correct the timestamp and rerun the job.

CHA4630E
DSNAME SUBSTITUTION ERROR FOR DDNAME ddname.

Reason:

An error occurred during DBPREFIX or DBAPPEND processing attempting to apply the prefix or suffix nodes to the
dataset name. The database data set could not be allocated.

Action:

Processing terminates. Examine the DBPREFIX or DBAPPEND parameter specifications taking into consideration the
actual database data set names. Check messages dataset and JOBLOG for further information. Correct problem and
resubmit the job.

CHA4631E
NO DBD/DDNs SELECTED FOR CAGRP cagroup.

Reason:

Only indices were defined to the CAGRP, and AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES was specified.

Action:

Correct the CAGRP definition, or do not specify AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES.

CHA4632E
DBPREFIX/DBAPPEND NOT SUPPORTED FOR HALDB DATABASES - DBD/DDN dbd/dbn.

Reason:

This option is not supported for HALDB databases. The member is bypassed.

Action:

HALDB defines that have a new data set name must be done manually.
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CHA4633E
LOG DATASET NOT CATALOGED - DSN=dsname

Reason:

Log data set is not cataloged.

Action:

Resolve catalog problem and rerun the job.

CHA4634E
USER IMAGE COPY FOR dbdname/ddname IS NOT A TIGER FLASH COPY

Reason:

A user image copy has been registered in DBRC, but it was not created using the snapshot services software.

Action:

Update DBRC to remove this UIC image copy and use the previous valid image copy.

CHA4635E
PIT INVALID FOR HALDB dbd/ddn, DDN IS NOT ACTIVE AT PIT.

Reason:

The DBD/DDN specified are not the active datasets for the specified Point-In-Time recovery.

Action:

Change the specified DDN to either the corresponding A-J or the M-V dataset name.

CHA4636E
PROCESSING OF A HALDB OSAM 8 GIG DATABASE IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS toolkit does not support an 8GB HALDB OSAM database.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

CHA4637E
RECOVERY CANNOT CONTINUE. IC NEEDED FLAG ON FOR dbdname / ddname.

Reason:

The IC NEEDED flag in the RECON was on while attempting a recovery of the specified DBD and DDNAME.

Action:

Make an image copy of the specified DBD and DDNAME before attempting another recovery. This ensures a valid starting
point for the database after a Point-in-Time recovery.
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CHA4638I
ARCHIVEWAIT=YES WILL WAIT UNTIL ALL REQUIRED LOGS ARE ARCHIVED. REPLY "GO" TO RETRY NOW, OR
"CANCEL" TO ABORT.

Reason:

Required logs are unarchived and are therefore unavailable to the operation. ARCHIVEWAIT=YES was specified.

Action:

Ensure that all the required logs become available, then reply “GO” to continue normally. If there is no way to obtain
the logs required, reply “CANCEL” to abort the log checking operation. If no action is taken, the operation will wait until
all required logs become available, or it may abort the High Performance Recovery or Change Accumulation operation
according to the ARCHIVEWAITFAIL parameter value.

CHA4639I
INCORRECT RESPONSE. "GO" AND "CANCEL" ARE VALID VALUES. PLEASE TRY AGAIN.

Reason:

An invalid response was provided to message CHA4638I.

Action:

Respond to the next instance of CHA4638I with either “GO” to immediately check for log availability or “CANCEL” to abort
the log checking operation.

CHA4640I
ARCHIVEWAIT PROCESSING WILL WAIT FOR LOG ARCHIVAL AND RETRY LOG SELECTION.

Reason:

Required logs are unarchived and are therefore unavailable to the High Performance Recovery or Change Accumulation
operation. ARCHIVEWAIT=YES was specified. ARCHIVEWAIT processing will wait until all required logs become
available, or the log checking operation is aborted due to the ARCHIVEWAITFAIL control statement value or a “CANCEL”
response to the WTOR message CHA4638I.

Action:

If no action is taken, the High Performance Recovery or Change Accumulation operation will wait until all required logs
become available, or it may abort according to the ARCHIVEWAITFAIL parameter value. You can override the wait time or
cancel log checking by replying to WTOR message CHA4638I.

CHA4641I
RECEIVED RESPONSE "GO" TO WTOR, RETRYING LOG SELECTION NOW.

Reason:

The CHA4638I WTOR message received a response of “GO” from the operator, which triggers an immediate check for log
availability.

CHA4642I
ABORTING WAIT FOR LOG ARCHIVAL DUE TO TIME LIMIT EXPIRATION.

Reason:
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The time limit specified by the ARCHIVEWAITFAIL control statement has expired and the wait for log archival operation
was aborted. The High Performance Recovery or Change Accumulation operation that was waiting for the log archival
was also aborted.

CHA4643W
LOG DATASET IN USE FOR DBD dbdname

Reason:

The log dataset used for the current change accumulation of this DBD can’t be allocated. The log dataset may still be
allocated to the IMS Log Archive utility.

Action:

This message is a warning that a log dataset is not available for change accumulation processing. If ARCHIVEWAIT=YES
was specified then change accumulation will try to access the log dataset again after the interval set by
ARCHIVEWAITTIME.

CHA4800E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function”; RETURN CODE=rc.

Reason:

A DBRC NOTIFY was scheduled, but failed due to an internal error.

Action:

The output from the DBRC command should be printed to one of the output data sets of the JES job log. If not, add a
CHADBRC DD statement to the step and rerun to get the error. Correct the error and reprocess the change accumulation.
If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4801E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR COMMAND INTERFACE TO DBRC.

Reason:

An internal table could not be built because there was no memory available.

Action:

The region size might be too small. Increase the region parameter and rerun.

CHA4802I
DBRC NOTIFY WAS SUCCESSFUL.

Reason:

DBRC was updated with a NOTIFY. CAGRP to indicate a successful change accumulation. DBRC has a record of the
change accumulation.

CHA4803E
UNABLE TO CREATE ULU ENVIRONMENT - SEE PREVIOUS ERROR

Reason:

A previous error message should indicate a problem.
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Action:

See previous error instructions.

CHA4804E
DBRC SIGNON FAILED - SEE PREVIOUS ERROR

Reason:

A previous error message should indicate a problem.

Action:

See previous error instructions.

CHA4805E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR PDRC WORKAREA

Reason:

An internal table could not be built because there was no memory available.

Action:

The region size might be too small. Increase the region size and rerun.

CHA4806E
CHADBCK ROUTINE FAILED - SEE PREVIOUS ERROR

Reason:

A previous error message should indicate a problem.

Action:

See previous messages for error instructions.

CHA4807E
NO TABLE ADDRESS PASSED - INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

Indicates an internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4808E
ERROR IN LOADING OF "module name"; RETURN CODE = rc.

Reason:

An error occurred during loading specified module.

Action:

Check the specified member, verify that it is a proper load module.
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CHA4901E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRIES

Reason:

No group entries found for this process, or mixing native and compatibility mode control statements.

Action:

Correct group name on control card or JCL, and rerun.

CHA4902E
BUILD DSN TABLE FAILED FOR DDNAME “ddname”, RC=nn.

Reason:

Errors reading the JCL entries for ddname specified.

Action:

Correct ddname control statements and resubmit.

CHA4903E
NO DSNAMES IN TABLE.

Reason:

Invalid data set names provided on log dd statements.

Action:

Correct JCL and resubmit.

CHA4904E
NO VOLUMES FOR DSN dsname.

Reason:

No volumes provided on input log data sets.

Action:

Correct JCL and resubmit.

CHA4905E
MORE THAN 5 VOLUMES FOR DSN dsname.

Reason:

More than five volumes specified for DSN. This is an internal program restriction (internal error).

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA4907I
VERIFY LOG INPUT - MISMATCH FOR DDNAME “ddname”, CAGRP “cagrp”.
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Reason:

With DBRC=YES, a mismatch occurred on the ddname specified for CAGRP specified when compared with recon
information.

Action:

Correct the mismatch or rerun with VERIFY(NO). Be very careful using VERIFY(NO) in that the DBRC values will be
ignored and JCL values used.

CHA4908I
DBRC LOG: DSN(dsname), VOL(volsers).

or

JCL LOG: DSN(dsname), VOL(volsers).

Reason:

Notification message that indicates the DSN and VOL found in DBRC or JCL.

CHA4910I
VERIFY LOG INPUT SUCCESSFUL FOR DDNAME “ddname”, CAGRP “cagrp”.

Reason:

Notification message.

CHA5001E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRIES

Reason:

No group entries were found for this process, or native and compatibility mode control statements were mixed.

Action:

Correct the group name on the control card or JCL, and rerun.

CHA5002E
BUILD DSN TABLE FAILED FOR DDNAME ddname, RC = rc.

Reason:

The internal table build failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5003E
NO DSNAMES IN TABLE.

Reason:

No data set names were found in the internal table.

Action:
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This is most likely an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5004E
NO VOLUMES FOR DSN dsname.

Reason:

No volumes available for DSN specified.

Action:

Make volumes available and resubmit.

CHA5005E
MORE THAN 5 VOLUMES FOR DSN dsname.

Reason:

More than 5 volumes for DSN specified.

Action:

This is not currently supported.

CHA5007I
VERIFY CA INPUT - MISMATCH FOR DDNAME “ddname”, CAGRP “cagrp”.

Reason:

With DBRC=YES, a mismatch occurred on the ddname specified for CAGRP specified when compared with recon
information.

Action:

Correct the mismatch or rerun with VERIFY(NO). Be very careful using VERIFY(NO) in that the DBRC values will be
ignored and JCL values used.

CHA5008I
DBRC CA: DSN(dsname), VOL(volsers).

or

JCL CA: DSN(dsname), VOL(volsers).

Reason:

Notification message that indicates the DSN and VOL found in DBRC or JCL

CHA5010I
VERIFY CA INPUT SUCCESSFUL FOR DDNAME “ddname”, CAGRP “cagrp”.

Reason:

The inputs specified in JCL verified with recon values.
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CHA5101E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRIES.

Reason:

No group table entries were found for CAGRP specified.

Action:

Specify a correct CAGRP and rerun the job. If this is an internal error, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5102E
BUILD DSN TABLE FAILED FOR DDNAME “ddname”, RC=nn.

Reason:

Build for an internal table failed. The return code explains the reason.

Action:

Check the return code for the failure reason. Fix and resubmit.

CHA5103E
NO DSNAMES IN TABLE.

Reason:

No data set names were found in the internal table.

Action:

An internal error has probably occurred. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5104E
NO VOLUMES FOR DSN dsname.

Reason:

No volumes available for DSN specified.

Action:

Make volumes available and resubmit.

CHA5105E
MORE THAN 5 VOLUMES FOR DSN dsname.

Reason:

More than five volumes for DSN specified.

Action:

This is not currently supported.

CHA5106E
NO DBD/DDN ENTRIES FOR GROUP “cagrp”.
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Reason:

No DBD/DDN entries found for CAGRP specified.

Action:

Fix CAGRP and rerun the job.

If this is an internal error, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5107I
VERIFY IC INPUT - MISMATCH FOR DDNAME "ddname", DBD/DDN "dbdname/ddname".

Reason:

With DBRC=YES, a mismatch occurred on the ddname specified for IC specified when compared with recon information.

Action:

Correct the mismatch, or rerun with VERIFY(NO). Be very careful using VERIFY(NO) in that the DBRC values are ignored
and the JCL values are used.

CHA5108I
DBRC IC: DSN(dsname), VOL(volsers).

or 

JCL IC: DSN(dsname), VOL(volsers).

Reason:

Notification message that indicates the DSN and VOL found in DBRC or JCL.

CHA5110I
VERIFY IC INPUT SUCCESSFUL FOR DDNAME “ddname”, DBD/DDN “dbdname/ddname”.

Reason:

The inputs specified in JCL verified with recon values.

CHA5200E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR LOG TABLE

Reason:

An internal table could not be built because no memory was available.

Action:

The region size might be too small. Increase the REGION parameter size and rerun.

CHA5201E
ERROR BUILDING PREPROCESSOR LOG TABLE

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the temporary log table.

Action:
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Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5202E
ERROR NO DATA RECORD IN LOG CHAIN

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing dataspace log records for the temporary log table.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5203E
ERROR NO LOGS.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing input logs for the temporary log table.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5204E
ERROR IN LOG TABLE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing input logs for the temporary log table.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5205E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR UNCOMMITTED TABLE

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for uncommitted recovery tokens used in Point-In-Time processing.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

CHA5206I
UNCOMMITED RECOVERY TOKEN TABLE ENTRIES count

Reason:

Indicates the number of uncommitted log tokens used in Point-In-Time processing.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action required.
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CHA5301E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR "ddname", S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

Unable to dynamically allocate the dataset required to invoke IDCAMS.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

CHA5302E
NO DBD/DDN ENTRIES FOR GROUP "cagroup".

Reason:

Internal error in the DBRC interface.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5303E
REQUIRED DD STATEMENT MISSING FOR "AMSPDS".

Reason:

DD statement for AMSPDS must be provided when the IDCAMS keyword is specified.

Action:

Add the AMSPDS DD statement or remove the IDCAMS keyword, and rerun the job.

CHA5304E
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME "ddname", RC=xxxx.

Reason:

The open failed for either the AMSPDS or DELPDS data set.

Action:

Correct the open failure and rerun the job.

CHA5305E
INPUT "ddname" DATASET NOT DSORG=PO.

Reason:

The AMSPDS or DELPDS data set is not DSORG=PO.

Action:

Correct the JCL to refer to the correct PDS and rerun the job.
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CHA5306E
INPUT "ddname" DATASET NOT RECFM=FB.

Reason:

The AMSPDS or DELPDS data set is not RECFM=FB.

Action:

Correct the JCL to refer to the correct PDS and rerun the job.

CHA5307E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR "ddname" BUFFERS, RC=xxxx.

Reason:

Unable to get the storage required for I/O buffers.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

CHA5308E
NO DEDB ADS ENTRIES FOR CAGRP/DBD/AREA "cagrp/dbd/area".

Reason:

Internal error in the DBRC interface.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5309W
IDCAMS MEMBER "member" NOT FOUND IN "AMSPDS" - PROCESSING BYPASSED FOR THIS MEMBER.

Reason:

The member indicated was not found in the AMSPDS library.

Action:

Create the AMS define member in the AMSPDS library and rerun the job.

CHA5310I
IDCAMS MEMBER "member" NOT FOUND IN "DELPDS" - DELETE MEMBER OPTIONAL.

Reason:

The member indicated was not found in the DELPDS library.

CHA5311E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR IDCAMS SYSPRINT, DDNAME "ddname", RC=xxxx.

Reason:

Unable to dynamically allocate the SYSPRINT data set required to invoke IDCAMS.
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Action:

Determine the cause of the failure, and resubmit the job.

CHA5312E
LINK TO IDCAMS FAILED, RC=xxxx.

Reason:

The LINK to IDCAMS returned a non-zero return code.

Action:

Check the AMS control statements in the IDCPRTx output for errors. Correct as required and resubmit the job.

CHA5313I
LINK TO IDCAMS SUCCESSFUL, RC=xxxx.

Reason:

The LINK to IDCAMS successfully completed.

CHA5314I
OPTIONAL DD STATEMENT FOR "DELPDS" OMITTED.

Reason:

The optional DD statement DELPDS has been omitted.

CHA5315E
DDNAME "ddname" ALLOCATED - UNABLE TO PERFORM IDCAMS PROCESSING.

Reason:

The indicated ddname is currently allocated which prevents IDCAMS processing.

Action:

Determine if this is a valid condition. Correct the JCL if required and rerun the job.

CHA5316I
IDCAMS DELETE/DEFINE PROCESSING COMPLETE, RC=xxxx.

Reason:

The IDCAMS processing has successfully completed.

CHA5400E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE FOR WORK AREA.

Reason:

Unable to obtain storage for IMS ULU control block.

Action:

Increase the region size, and rerun the job.
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CHA5401E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH IMS ENVIRONMENT NEEDED FOR DBRC.

Reason:

ULU initialization failed. See previous errors.

Action:

Verify that the STEPLIB libraries are correct and any overrides are in place. This can happen if the IMS SDFSRESL does
not have the CA modification or the CA library is not concatenated in front of the IMS SDFSRESL. Contact CA Support for
assistance.

CHA5501E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRIES.

Reason:

Unable to open the DD ddname.

Action:

Check for other error messages to explain the problem. Correct and resubmit.

CHA5502E
BUILD DSN TABLE FAILED FOR DDNAME “ddname”, RC=x.

Reason:

Indicates that the system defined block size was used for file “ddname”.

CHA5503I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:

An error occurred getting the service pack level.

Action:

See previous messages. The return code is zero.

CHA5600E
ALET NOT VALID FOR DATASPACE

Reason:

Invalid data space control blocks.

Action:

Internal error. Contact CA Support for support.

CHA5600I
LOAD MODULE “modname” INITIALIZED (VERSION ver).
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Reason:

Notification message.

CHA5601E
CALL TO DIV SAVE FAILED

Reason:

During change accumulation, the Data-In-Virtual save function failed for the output change accumulation data space.

Action:

Review the explicit error messages and correct any noted problems.

If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5701E
dbrc function FAILED FOR DBD dbdname, RETURN CODE= rc, ABORTING.

Reason:

A DBRC function failed against the specified DBD with the following return code.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5703E
GETMAIN FOR DDN TABLE FAILED.

Reason:

A GETMAIN macro returned a unexpected return code.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5704E
FREEMAIN FOR DDN TABLE FAILED.

Reason:

A FREEMAIN macro returned a unexpected return code.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5801E
NO DBD/DDN ENTRIES FOR GROUP “cagrp”.

Reason:

No DBDs were found for CAGRP being processed.

Action:
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Internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5802E
IMAGE COPY NOT CATALOGED FOR DBD/DSN dbdname/ddname, IC DSN “dsname”.

Reason:

Unable to obtain catalog information on stacked image copy, and DBRC specified CATDS.

Action:

Correct catalog error for specified stacked image copy and rerun the recovery.

CHA5803E
MULTI-TASKING NOT ALLOWED WITH MULTI-VOLUME STACKED IMAGE COPIES.

Reason:

Multi-tasking for recoveries is not support when using multi-volume stacked image copies.

Action:

Change the recovery control statement to MAXSORT=1, and rerun the recovery.

CHA5901E
ERROR LOADING PROGRAM ITKCAV00.

Reason:

The program ITKCAV00 could not be loaded.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the ITK messages and documentation, correct the IMS environment, and retry the command. Verify that the CA
Common Services component is installed. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5902E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR ITKCAV PLIST.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for Cave. The initialization of Cave failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the CA Common Services component is installed. Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error
persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5903E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR VGRP TABLE.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for a virtual group (VGRP) table.
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Action:

Verify that the specified VGRP is correct. Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

CHA5906E
ERROR ISSUING IMS command COMMAND.

Reason:

An invalid IMS command was specified.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA5907E
ERROR VGRP TABLE FULL.

Reason:

The virtual group (VGRP) table is full. No new entries can be added.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. Specify another VGRP.

CHA5908E
ERROR AUTOINDEXBUILD WAS SPECIFIED FOR DBD dbd BUT NO INDEXES WERE FOUND

Reason:

The DBD specified did not contain any indexes.

Action:

Remove AUTOINDEXBUILD from the control statements and rerun the job.

CHA5909E
INVALID RECONS FOR IMSID imsid

Reason:

Incorrect RECONs were specified for the indicated IMSID.

Action:

Correct the RECONs specified in the configuration member and retry the request.

CHA6001E
NO DBD/DDN ENTRIES FOR GROUP group.

Reason:

There are no DBD/DDN entries in the table for the recovery group.

Action:

Check for other errors. If there are none, contact CA Support for assistance.
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CHA6002I
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR DDNAME ddname, DSNAME dsname, RC=rc.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of file dsname failed.

• rc
Identifies the return code from the operating system.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Increase the region size. Review the preceding error messages and take an appropriate action.

CHA6003I
DE-ALLOC DATABASE DD(ddn), DSN dsn.

Reason:

This is an informational message stating the database dataset that was deallocated. No action is required.

CHA6004I
DYNAMIC DE-ALLOCATION FAILED, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=zzzz.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed.

• xxxx
Identifies the return code from z/OS or OS/390.

• zzzz
Identifies the information code.

Action:

Determine the cause of the allocation failure and rerun the job.

CHA6005I
NO MADS FOR DEDB AREA area.

Reason:

The request for MADS replication cannot be satisfied. No valid MADS datasets are available for replication.

Action:

Determine whether valid MADS exist for this DEDB area. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

CHA6101E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRIES.

Reason:

No internal group table entries were found during a change accumulation.

Action:
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Check control statements for completeness.

This is likely an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6102E
DBRC LIST.CAGRP ERROR FOR GROUP=cagrp, RC=nn.

Reason:

An internal list.cagrp failed for the group specified. The value of RC indicates the failure type.

Action:

Correct the failure and resubmit.

CHA6104E
NO DBRC DBD/DDNs FOR CAGRP "cagrp".

Reason:

While processing the CAGRP specified, no DBD/DDNs were found to accumulate.

Action:

Fix the CAGRP.

CHA6105E
DBRC LIST.HIST ERROR FOR DBD=dbdname, RC=nn.

Reason:

An internal list.hist failed for the dbdname specified. Possible DBRC error.

• nn
Indicates the failure type.

Action:

Review the DBRC error, and correct.

CHA6106E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR PSEUDO-DBD TABLE.

Reason:

Storage not available to allocate for DBR DBD table.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6107E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR PSEUDO-GRP TABLE.

Reason:

Storage not available to allocate for DBR GRP table.

Action:
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Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6108E
DBRC DBD/DDN NOT FOUND FOR "dbdname/ddname".

Reason:

The DBD/DDN specified could not be found in DBRC recon.

Action:

Correct the DBRC definition and resubmit the job.

If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6112E
NO DBRC CAGRP FOR GROUP "cagrp".

Reason:

No CAGRP entry found for group specified in control statements.

Action:

Correct the CAGRP specified, or this is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6113E
NO DBD/DDNs ENTRIES IN DBRC CONTROL BLOCK FOR CAGRP "cagrp".

Reason:

The DBD/DDN specified could not be found in the control block from DBRC for CAGRP specified.

Action:

Specify the correct CAGRP. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6114E
PSEUDO-DBD TABLE ADD ERROR

Reason:

Internal error adding entry to the pseudo-DBD.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6115E
DUPLICATE DBD/DDN "dbdname/ddname" SPECIFIED.

Reason:

A duplicate DBD/DDN was found.

Action:

Correct the JCL or CAGRP and resubmit.
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CHA6116E
NO DBRC CAGRP FOR DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

The DBD specified could not be found in the CAGRP specified.

Action:

Correct CAGRP and resubmit.

CHA6117E
NO RECOVERY REQUEST QUEUE (RRQ) ENTRIES

Reason:

Caller did not supply any recovery information or an internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6118E
NO PSEUDO-GROUP TABLE ENTRIES

Reason:

No entries in the table generated for the RRQ group.

Action:

Check for other errors. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6119E
NO GROUP TABLE ENTRY FOR RRQ CAGRP "cagrp".

Reason:

No matching entry in the group table for the recovery group.

Action:

Check for other errors. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6120E
NO PSEUDO-DBD ENTRIES FOR CAGRP "cagrp".

Reason:

No DBD/DDN entries in the table for the recovery group.

Action:

Check for other errors. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6121E
ERROR OBTAINING HALDB DDNs FOR DBD "masterdbd".
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Reason:

The call to subroutine CHAHDDN0 to obtain all HALDB partition DSGs failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6122E
NO DBD/DDNs SELECTED FOR CAGRP "cagrp".

Reason:

Only indices were defined to the CAGRP, and AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES was specified.

Action:

Correct the CAGRP definition, or do not specify AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES.

CHA6200E
ALET NOT VALID FOR DATASPACE

Reason:

An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6201E
CALL TO CAGRP FILES FAILED , FUNCTION=function

Reason:

Call to interim CAGRP files for specified function failed. Specific reason for the failure is specified in the preceding error
message (CHA64nnE) from module CHADCAG0.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6202E
CALL TO DIV SAVE FAILED

Reason:

Call to save the log dataspace using a Data-In-Virtual (DIV) linear data set failed.

Action:

Review the explicit error messages and correct any noted problems. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

CHA6203E
CALL TO GET LOG FAILED

Reason:
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Call to read log record failed. Specific reason for failure is specified in preceding error message (CHA66nnE) from module
CHAGPLD.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6300I
NUMBER OF RECORDS PASSED TO SORT nnnnnnnnn

Reason:

Indicates the total number of log records passed to sort.

CHA6301E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR WORK AREA

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage.

Action:

Increase the region size, and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6302I
NUMBER OF UNCOMMITED UPDATE RECORDS FILTERED nnnnnnnnn

Reason:

For Point-In-Time processing, this message indicates the number of uncommitted log records that have been bypassed.

CHA6303E
CALL TO GET LOG FAILED

Reason:

Call to read log record failed. Specific reason for failure is specified in preceding error message (CHA66nnE) from module
CHAGPLD.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6304E
SORT LOG RECORD EXCEEDS 32K

Reason:

A log record greater than 32 KB has been read. The current release is unable to process records greater than 32 KB.
Since log records are compressed, it is extremely unlikely this error will ever occur.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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CHA6305E
ERROR OPENING LOG FILES

Reason:

Unable to open log file.

Action:

Review the preceding explicit error messages and correct any noted problems. If the problem persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

CHA6401E
INVALID PARMLIST

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6402E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR CAGRP DCBs, RC=xx

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6403E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR "ddname", S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

Unable to dynamically allocate the CAGRP interim log file.

Action:

Determine the cause of the failure using the error and reason codes. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

CHA6404E
I/O ERROR ** access method synad error message

Reason:

An I/O error occurred writing to the CAGRP interim log file.

Action:

Determine the cause of the I/O failure using the SYNAD error message. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.
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CHA6405E
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME "ddname", RC=xx

Reason:

An open error occurred on the CAGRP interim log file.

Action:

Determine the cause of the open failure. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

CHA6406E
CAGRP FILE ddname NOT OPEN FOR PROCESSING.

Reason:

This is an Internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6407E
DD DUMMY INVALID FOR CAGRP FILE ddname

Reason:

JCL override for interim CAGRP log file specified as DD DUMMY.

Action:

Remove or correct the JCL override statement and resubmit the job.

CHA6408I
TOTAL ESTIMATED LOG RECORDS = nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Indicates the estimated total number of log records to process. This value is used to allocate work space for the interim
CAGRP log files.

CHA6409I
ESTIMATED CAGRP FILE ALLOCATION - nnnn CYLINDERS

Reason:

Indicates the estimated DASD space allocated for each of the interim CAGRP log files.

CHA6501E
I/O ERROR ** access method synad error message

Reason:

An I/O error occurred reading the CAGRP interim log file.

Action:
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Determine the cause of the I/O failure using the SYNAD error message. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

CHA6502E
DDNAME "ddname" NOT ALLOCATED.

Reason:

Interim CAGRP file not allocated - internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6503E
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME "ddname", RC=xx

Reason:

An open error occurred on the CAGRP interim log file.

Action:

Determine the cause of the open failure. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

CHA6601I
nnnnnnnnn LOG RECORDS value

Reason:

Indicates the total number of log records that are read, kept (selected for processing after excluding the record not
required for processing, or filtered (excluded from processing), where value is read, kept, or filtered, respectively.

CHA6603I
LOG DSN =dsname, VOL = volser

Reason:

Indicates the log selected for processing.

CHA6604E
OPEN FAILED FOR LOG DCB, DSN =dsname, VOL =volser

Reason:

An open error occurred on the input log file.

Action:

Determine the cause of the open failure. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

CHA6700E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR LOG TABLE

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for temporary log table used in Point-In-Time processing.
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Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

CHA6701E
ERROR BUILDING PREPROCESSOR LOG TABLE

Reason:

Internal error processing temporary log table.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6702E
ERROR NO DATA RECORD IN LOG CHAIN

Reason:

Internal error processing dataspace log records for temporary log table.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6703E
ERROR NO LOGS.

Reason:

Internal error processing input logs for temporary log table.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6704E
ERROR IN LOG TABLE.

Reason:

Internal error processing input logs for temporary log table.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA6705E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR UNCOMMITTED TABLE

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for commit tokens used in Point-In-Time processing.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.
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CHA6706I
UNCOMMITED RECOVERY TOKEN TABLE ENTRIES nnnnnnnnn

Reason:

Indicates the number of uncommitted log tokens used in Point-In-Time processing.

CHA6801E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR "ddname”, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

Unable to dynamically allocate the specified sort work file.

Action:

Determine the cause of the failure using the error and reason codes. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

CHA6802I
ESTIMATED SORTWK LOG RECORDS = nnnnnnnn FOR CAGRP "cagrp”.

Reason:

Indicates the estimated log records to sort for the specified CAGRP. This value is used to allocate the sort work space.

CHA6803I
ESTIMATED SORTWK SPACE ALLOCATION - nnnn CYLINDERS FOR CAGRP "cagrp”

Reason:

Indicates the estimated DASD space allocated for each of the sort work areas.

CHA7100E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR WORK AREA.

Reason:

CHA35GS0 program could not obtain the necessary storage for internal use.

Action:

Increase above the line storage and resubmit your job.

CHA7200E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR WORK AREA.

Reason:

CHA35ML0 program could not obtain the necessary storage for internal use.

Action:

Increase above the line storage and resubmit your job.
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CHA7300E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR WORK AREA.

Reason:

CHA35MT0 program could not obtain the necessary storage for internal use.

Action:

Increase above the line storage and resubmit your job.

CHA7400E
ERROR IN OLD/INPUT CA DATASET; EXPECTING DETAIL(HEADER) RECORD

Reason:

An error was detected in the input/old change accumulation data set. Processing cannot continue.

Action:

Verify that there are no two consecutive header records or a detailed record that does not match its corresponding header
record.

CHA7401E
DFSLGUG CONVERSION FAILED FOR INPUT CHANGE ACCUMULATION FILE.

Reason:

Error converting the input change accumulation to a newer version.

Action:

Verify that the input change accumulation is correct. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA7402E
LOAD FAILED FOR DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

Load failed for DBD required for converting input change accumulation data set.

Action:

Make sure the DBD module resides in the IMS DD or DBDLIB DD and resubmit the job.

CHA7500E
INTERNAL ERROR MOVING SPILL DATA TO BUFFER.

Reason:

Indicates an internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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CHA7501E
INTERNAL ERROR - INVALID SPILL DATA LENGTH.

Reason:

Indicates an internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA7600E
ERROR WRITING CHANGE ACCUM RECORD TO OUTPUT DATASPACE

Reason:

An error was encountered writing the output change accumulation record. Processing cannot continue.

Action:

Check your job MSGLOG for further information as to the possible cause.

CHA7601E
IMAGE COPY IS MISSING AND FORWARD RECOVERY NOT SPECIFIED.

Reason:

A recovery was attempted when the image copy was not present. As FWDRECOV=YES was not specified for this
recovery scenario, recovery cannot continue.

Action:

Correct the JCL by adding FWDRECOV=YES to the JCL and resubmit the job.

CHA7700E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION "function"; RETURN CODE = rc.

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC

Function

      Identifies the function requested of DBRC.

rc

     Identifies the return code returned by DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CHA7701E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR COMMAND INTERFACE TO DBRC.

Reason:
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A getmain failed for storage that was to be used as a command buffer for DBRC.

Action:

Increase the region size and resubmit the job.

CHA7702I
DBRC CHANGE.DB OLRDBDS WAS SUCCESSFUL,  "x" IS NOW ACTIVE FOR PARTITION partition-name.

Reason:

Informational message indicating that for the specified OLR-capable partition the active database datasets in DBRC have
been changed to "x", where "x" is either A-J or M-V.

If HPR encounters an error, it will attempt to undo the change to the RECON state. Any changes that were successful will
be noted in CHA7703I messages.

CHA7703I
DBRC CHANGE.DB OLRDBDS WAS UNDONE, "x" STATUS RESTORED FOR PARTITION partition-name.

Reason:

Informational message indicating that for the specified OLR-capable partition the active database datasets in DBRC
have been restored to their original value "x", where "x" is either A-J or M-V. This message is only issued if CA High
Performance Recovery for IMS for z/OS has encountered an error since the issuance of CHA7702I.

CHA7704I
DBRC CHANGE.DB OLRDBDS BYPASSED AS REQUESTED (NOTIFY=NO) FOR PARTITION partition-name.

Reason:

This informational message only indicates that since NOTIFY=NO was specified, the RECON was not updated with the
new ACTIVE-DBDS status for the specified partition.

CHAD600E
DFSTIMX REQUEST HAS FAILED RC=nnnn

Reason:

The DFSTIMX module is required for time services and could not be loaded.

Action:

Make sure the IMS SDFSRESL is in DFSRESLB or STEPLIB DDs, and resubmit.

CHAD601E
LOAD OF MODULE DFSCNVT0 HAS FAILED RC=nnnn

Reason:

The DFSCNVT0 module is required for time services and could not be loaded.

Action:

Make sure the IMS SDFSRESL is in DFSRESLB or STEPLIB DDs, and resubmit.
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CRG Messages
CRG messages are generated from the Conditional Reorg component of CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS.

CRG0000E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

Conditional reorg requires control statements to operate properly. The control statements were not available for use in a
conditional reorg due to an internal error.

Action:

The conditional reorg terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less
than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This is an internal error in the software. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CRG0001E
UNABLE TO OPEN CRGMSGS.

Reason:

The messages file could not be opened. Look for IECxxx messages in the JESMSGLG for more information.

Action:

The product should be able to dynamically allocate CRGMSGS to SYSOUT=* if the DD is not provided. Try specifying the
DD in your JCL.

CRG0004E
ERROR IN CONTROL STATEMENTS

Reason:

During a conditional reorg, the control statements were incorrect or insufficient. Review the messages that precede this
one for additional information.

Action:

Correct the control statements, which are in the CRGCTRL file, and rerun the job.

CRG0005E
UNABLE TO OPEN CRGRPTS FILE.

Reason:

Conditional reorg writes all its statistical reports to the CRGRPTS file but was unable to open the file.

Action:

Conditional reorg terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated conditional reorg return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add a CRGRPTS DD statement and rerun the job.
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CRG0006E
THE LAST REQUEST RESULTED IN NO ACTION TO PERFORM

Reason:

The last control statement processed was not of the type that resulted in the execution of any function. This usually
indicates a follow-on control statement was missing.

Action:

Remove the last control statement or add the missing control statement and rerun the job.

CRG0007E
PROCESSING ABORTED DUE TO ABEND.

Reason:

Conditional reorg detected an abend. Processing is aborted.

Action:

Obtain the preceding abend message and contact CA Support for assistance.

CRG0008E
DBRC=YES WAS SPECIFIED BUT NO RECONS WERE PROVIDED.

Reason:

The RECON data sets are unavailable. These data sets are required when DBRC=YES.

Action:

Processing ends with RC=8.

Rerun the jobstep with RECONs allocated or available for dynamic allocation.

CRG0100E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

Conditional reorg requires control statements to operate properly. The control statements were not available due to an
internal error.

Action:

Conditional reorg terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than
16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This is an internal error in the software. Contact CA Support for assistance.

CRG0103E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE FUNCTION KEYWORD.

Reason:

The value specified for the FUNCTION keyword is unrecognized.
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Action:

Correct the specification and rerun.

CRG0200E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH ENVIRONMENT FOR CONDITIONAL REORG.

Reason:

Unable to establish the Conditional Reorg interface environment.

Action:

Refer to the preceding CRG messages for the specific failure.

CRG0201W
UNABLE TO TERMINATE ENVIRONMENT FOR CONDITIONAL REORG.

Reason:

Unable to terminate the Conditional Reorg interface environment.

Action:

Refer to the preceding CRG messages for specific failure.

CRG0202E
DATABASE RDJFCB FAILURE FOR DDNAME ddname.

Reason:

Call to inquire about attributes for ddname failed.

Action:

The return code is 12.

Verify the ddname or contact CA Support for assistance.

 

CRG0203W
Unable to establish security environment for Conditional Reorg.

Reason:

The application is not able to generate PassTickets. This could be for one of the following reasons:

• The STEPLIB concatenation is not APF-authorized.
• PassTickets has not been setup for the user, or for the Datacom MUFNAME.

Action:

Ensure that the STEPLIB concatenation is APF-authorized, and that PassTickets is correctly set up for the user and for
the Datacom MUFNAME.

CRG0204E
CRG PROCESS WAS TERMINATED.
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Reason:

Conditional Reorg was terminated due to unrecoverable internal error.

Action:

Contact CA support.

CRG0205E
UNABLE TO PRINT x OUTPUT FROM CRG PROCESS.

Reason:

CRG cannot write to MSGS or RPTS dataset.

This message appears together with CRG0206E.

Action:

Contact CA support.

CRG0206E
function FAILED, RETURN CODE=X'rtnc' REASON CODE=X'rsnc'

Reason:

Processing failed during the execution of a 'function' call.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Look for the associated CRG message that gives the explanation for the nonzero return code.

CRG0208E
UNABLE TO EXECUTE crgstart PROGRAM ON USS.

Reason:

Execution of the crgstart program on USS failed.

Appears together with CRG0206E.

Action:

Verify that crgstart is available in the location indicated by ITKPATH DD.

 

 

CRG0300E
DBD 'dbdname' not found in file IMS.

Reason:

The DBD 'dbdname' could not be found.

Action:

Amend the IMS DD to point at a data set that contains the specified DBD, or correct the DBDNAME control statement.
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CRG0400E
Cannot read file 'file'.

Reason:

Unable to read from file 'file'.

Action:

Verify that 'file' is available in the location indicated by ITKPATH DD.

CRG0401E
Cannot find LIBPATH in config file 'cfgfile'.

Reason:

CRG configuration file 'cfgfile' does not contain the JAVA_LIBPATH keyword.

Action:

Update the configuration file 'cfgfile' available in the location indicated by ITKPATH DD to contain a valid JAVA_LIBPATH
keyword and value.

CRG0402E
Cannot open file 'file'.

Reason:

Unable to open file 'file'.

Action:

Verify that 'file' is available in the location indicated by ITKPATH DD.

CRG0403E
Parsing error in 'file' file. Error on line 'x'.

Reason:

There is an invalid statement in the 'file' file on line 'x'.

The file is in the location indicated by ITKPATH DD.

This message is accompanied by CRG0404E or CRG0405E for further explanation.

Action:

Correct the statement and rerun.

CRG0404E
Wrong keyword: 'string'

Reason:

An invalid keyword 'string' was found in file indicated by message CRG0403E.
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Action:

Correct the keyword and rerun.

CRG0405E
Wrong statement: "string". '=' expected.

Reason:

An invalid statement 'string' was found in file indicated by message CRG0403E.

Action:

Correct syntax is "KEYWORD = statement".

Correct the statement and rerun.

CRG0406E
DBDNAME is missing!

Reason:

A valid DBDNAME was not provided to the CRG.

Action:

Correct the DBDNAME control statement in the JCL and rerun.

CRG1009E
Unable to load JDBC driver.

Reason:

Java Database Connectivity driver was not found.

Action:

Check that the system.properties file (available in the location indicated by ITKPATH DD) contains the following lines:

JDBC_DRIVER_CLASS = ca.datacom.jdbc.DatacomJdbcDriver

JDBC_DRIVER_FILE = cadcjdbc.jar

Also verify that the location indicated by ITKPATH DD contains a folder named "common" which contains the JDBC driver
cadcjdbc.jar .

 

 

CRG1010E
Sign-on failure when accessing Datacom server.

Reason:

Authorization failed because Datacom server is not set to use the security exit and passticket is passed as a normal
password.
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Action:

Make sure that Datacom server is it set to use the CHORUSEXT security exit. 

CRG1011E
Database is not accessible.

Reason:

Cannot connect to the Datacom server.

The Datacom server is down or the DATACOM_SERVER_HOST, DATACOM_SERVER_PORT,
DATACOM_SERVER_NAME and DATACOM_MUFNAME are not pointing to the Datacom server.

Action:

Verify that the Datacom server is running.

Verify that system.properties (available in the location indicated by ITKPATH DD) contains a
DATACOM_SERVER_HOST, DATACOM_SERVER_PORT, DATACOM_SERVER_NAME and DATACOM_MUFNAME
that are all pointing to your Datacom server installation.

 

 

CRG1012E
Cannot load properties.

Reason:

The configuration file system.properties available in the location indicated by ITKPATH DD is in error.

Refer to the accompanying CRG messages for the reason.

Action:

Correct the reason and rerun.

CRG1015E
Required keyword missing: 'kwd'.

Reason:

File system.properties (available in the location indicated by ITKPATH DD) is missing the mandatory keyword 'kwd'.

Processing ends.

Action:

Supply the keyword and rerun.

CRG1016E
Required keyword has no value: 'kwd'.

Reason:

File system.properties (available in the location indicated by ITKPATH DD) is missing a valid value for the mandatory
keyword 'kwd'.
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Processing ends.

Action:

Define a valid value for the keyword and rerun.

CRG1202W
No database state data for 'dbdname' found in repository.

Reason:

No state data is found in the IIR tables for the specified DBDNAME.

Action:

Verify that the DBDNAME is correct. Also see whether you have run a DBA analysis against this DBDNAME under the
specified IMSID.

CRG1208W
Database type not passed to service. Thresholds by types not used.

Reason:

The database type is not available. It cannot be used to evaluate thresholds that are based on database types.

Action:

Examine the processed database type or the DBD itself.

CRG1215W
State data for DBD('dbdname') and DDNAME('ddname') not found.

Reason:

Unable to find DBA state data for the processed database data set.

Action:

Verify that the data set with the given DDNAME has been analyzed with DBA under the specific IMSID.

CRG1222W
Threshold repository is empty.

Reason:

No thresholds configuration found in IIR.

Action:

Verify that the thresholds for the processed IMSID and the database type or DBD are set and stored in IIR.

CRG1235W
No state data for partition: 'part'.

Reason:

DBA-analyzed data were not found in IIR for the specified partition.

Action:
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Verify that the specified partition has been analyzed with DBA under the relevant IMSID.

CRG1236W
Service return code has been increased to {0}.

Reason:

An internal error occurred in processing.

Action:

Examine all previous error and warning messages in CRGMSGS. If you cannot locate the issue there, contact CA
Support.

CRG1304W
Invalid keyword: 'kwd'.

Reason:

Unknown keyword was found in system.properties.

Action:

Verify that your system.properties file (available in the location indicated by ITKPATH DD) contains only valid keywords.

CRG1305W
Keyword has no value: 'kwd'.

Reason:

The named keyword has been specified in system.properties, but no value was assigned to it.

Action:

Verify that all the keywords that are specified in your system.properties file (available in the location indicated by ITKPATH
DD) have an assigned value.
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DBA Messages
DBA messages are generated from CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.

DBA0001E
ERROR IN tttt bbb: RELATIVE bbb # = x,xxx,xxx (HEX xxxxxx), RBA OF bbb = xx,xxx,xxx,xxx (HEX XXxxxxxx) -
SEE SNAP ID xxx.

Reason:

This message is written to the DBAERROR file whenever a database block, record or CI is found that contains an error.
It gives the block, record or CI number in both decimal and hexadecimal as well as the RBA (Relative Byte Address)
of the block, record or CI in both decimal and hexadecimal where the error was discovered. One of these messages is
generated for each block found to contain one or more errors.

• tttt
Indicates the section of the database data set where the block resides. Valid values are:
– BASE

The CI resides in the base section of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications in the DMAC
in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– BIT
The block or CI is a bit map block in an HD database. HIDAM and HDAM primary and secondary data set groups
contain bit map blocks.

– CTL
The first CI of a VSAM database is a control CI. The second CI of a DEDB contains the DMAC control block and is
a control CI.

– DATA
The block, record or CI resides in the data portion of a HIDAM, HISAM or INDEX database.

– DOVF
The CI resides in the dependent overflow section of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications
in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– INDX
The block, record or CI resides in the primary index of a HIDAM database or in a secondary index database.

– IOVF
The CI resides in the independent overflow part of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications
in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– OVF
The block or CI resides in the overflow area of an HDAM database.

– ROOT
The block or CI resides in the root addressable area of an HDAM database.

– RORG
The CI resides in the reorganization unit-of-work (UOW) of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the
specifications in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– SDEP
The CI resides in the sequential dependent part of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications
in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

• bbb
Indicates the type of physical record read from the database. Valid values are:
– BLK
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For unblocked OSAM data sets.
– CI

For unblocked VSAM ESDS clusters.
– REC

For ISAM data sets, VSAM KSDS clusters, blocked OSAM data sets and blocked VSAM ESDS clusters.

The snap ID given in the message is used to find the corresponding dump of the block in the DBASNAP file. The snap ID
appears in the title of the snap in the DBASNAP file for easy association.

The block number in the message is relative to one; the first block in a data set is number 1.

If errors are detected in a block, DBA may be unable to accumulate various statistics correctly. This will result in additional
error messages being generated after the database data set is scanned such as pointer-segment total mismatches and
space subtotals not adding up to totals. In these cases the statistical reports generated by DBA will not be totally accurate
but will still represent close approximations to the state of the database data set.

Action:

The block is dumped in hexadecimal with character translation to the DBASNAP file. DBA then continues scanning the
database data set accumulating statistics and performing integrity checking.

Message DBA0020I follows this message as well as a third message that gives the exact type of error that was found.
The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS return code so far is less than 8.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0002I
THE TARGET SEGMENT OF A CROSS-DATA-SET POINTER IS INCORRECT.

Reason:

A pointer in the prefix of a segment in one data set was followed to its target in another data set. The first byte of the
target segment was not the expected segment code.

The two data sets involved could be different data set groups of the same database or data sets in different databases
that are logically related.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block, record or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. DBA analysis continues
following this pointer. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why the pointer or the segment code is incorrect, and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon to
correct the database error.

DBA0004I
THE NEXT-FSE-OFFSET IS NEGATIVE.

Reason:

The first two bytes of a Free Space Element (FSE) should be an offset to the next FSE. This FSE has a negative offset
which is invalid.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:
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The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
part of the block following the FSE is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0005I
THE FSE LOCATION PLUS THE NEXT-FSE-OFFSET IS PAST THE END OF THE BLOCK.

Reason:

The first two bytes of a Free Space Element (FSE) should be an offset to the next FSE. The offset in this FSE points past
the end of the block.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
part of the block following the FSE is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0006I
THE FSE-FREE-SPACE-LENGTH IS NEGATIVE.

Reason:

The second two bytes of a Free Space Element (FSE) should be the length of the free space described by the FSE. This
FSE contains a length that is negative, which is invalid.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
part of the block following the FSE is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0007I
THE FSE LOCATION PLUS THE FSE-FREE-SPACE-LENGTH IS PAST THE END OF THE BLOCK.

Reason:

The second two bytes of a Free Space Element (FSE) should be the length of the free space described by the FSE. The
offset of the FSE in the block plus the length contained in the second two bytes describes an area that extends past the
end of the block, which is invalid.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
part of the block following the FSE is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.
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Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0008I
THE FSEAP NEXT-FSE-OFFSET IS NEGATIVE.

Reason:

The first two bytes of a HIDAM or HDAM block contain a Free Space Element Anchor Point which points at the first FSE in
the block. The FSEAP in this block is negative which is invalid.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set.
The part of the block following the FSEAP is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not
changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0009I
THE FSEAP LOCATION PLUS THE NEXT-FSE-OFFSET IS PAST THE END OF THE BLOCK.

Reason:

The first two bytes of a HIDAM, HDAM or DEDB block contain a Free Space Element Anchor Point, which points at the
first FSE in the block. The FSEAP in this block points past the end of the block itself, which is invalid.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set.
The part of the block following the FSEAP is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not
changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0010I
THE SEGMENT STARTS PAST THE END OF THE BLOCK.

Reason:

According to the FSEs in the block, a segment should be at this offset in the block but the offset is past the end of the
block.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set.
The part of the block following this offset is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not
changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.
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DBA0011I
THE SEGMENT DATA ENCOMPASSES THE NEXT FSE.

Reason:

A segment was found at this offset in the block. The offset of the segment plus the length of the segment results in an
offset that goes past the next FSE in the FSE chain anchored by the FSEAP.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
part of the block following the start of the segment is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code
is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0012I
INVALID SEGMENT CODE.

Reason:

The first byte of a segment is its segment code. According to the FSEs, a segment should exist at this offset in the block
but the byte here is not a valid segment code according to the segments defined in the DBD.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set.
The part of the block following this offset is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not
changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0013I
THE DATA LENGTH OF A SEPARATED SEGMENT IS NEGATIVE OR ZERO.

Reason:

The first two bytes of the data portion of a separated variable length segment is its length. The length in this segment is
negative or zero, which is invalid.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set.
The part of the block following this offset is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not
changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.
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DBA0014I
THE DATA LENGTH OF THE SEPARATED SEGMENT IS LARGER THAN ALLOWED IN THE DBD.

Reason:

The first two bytes of the data portion of a separated variable length segment is its length. The length in this segment is
larger than that allowed by the DBD.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
part of the block following the FSE is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics.

In the variable length segment plot produced as part of the Segment Pointer Statistics report, this segment is tallied in the
maximum length accumulator. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0015I
THE SEGMENT POINTERS ENCOMPASS THE NEXT FSE.

Reason:

While scanning the pointers in the prefix of the segment, all the pointers had not been scanned but the next FSE was
reached.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
part of the block following the FSE is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0016I
THE DATA LENGTH OF THE VARIABLE LENGTH SEGMENT IS NOT A POSITIVE HALFWORD VALUE.

Reason:

The two bytes at the beginning of a variable length segment specify the length of the segment. The length in this segment
is not a positive value but should be.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
part of the block following the FSE is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.
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DBA0017I
AN FSEAP WAS EXPECTED BUT THE CURRENT POSITION IS NOT AT THE BEGINNING OF THE CI.

Reason:

The first two bytes of a CI in the root addressable part and independent overflow part of a DEDB area are the Free Space
Element Anchor Point (FSEAP). CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS was ready to analyze the FSEAP but was not
positioned at the beginning of the CI.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block that contains the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues
scanning the database data set. The part of the block following the FSEAP is not scanned nor accumulated in any
statistics. The return code is not changed.

This is an internal error in the program. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA0018I
THE DEDB FSE DOES NOT HAVE THE HIGH ORDER BIT ON TO IDENTIFY IT AS AN FSE.

Reason:

The first two bytes of a Free Space Element (FSE) in a DEDB are the offset to the next FSE. The high-order bit of a DEDB
FSE must be on but it isn't in this block.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
part of the block following the FSE is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0019E
AN UNKNOWN ERROR WAS FOUND IN THE BLOCK.

Reason:

The CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS (DBA) block checker found an error in this block but was unable to identify
the error.

This message follows the DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block that contains the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set.
The part of the block following this offset is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not
changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA0020I
THE ERROR WAS DETECTED AT bbb OFFSET xx,xxx (HEX xxxx).
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Reason:

Each block error message generated by CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS will be preceded by this message,
which gives the offset in both decimal and hexadecimal where the error was found.

• bbb
Indicates the type of physical record read from the database. Valid values are:

• BLK
For unblocked OSAM data sets.

• CI
For unblocked VSAM ESDS clusters.

• REC
For ISAM data sets, VSAM KSDS clusters, blocked OSAM data sets, and blocked VSAM ESDS clusters.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues by snapping the block with the error and then continues scanning the
database data set. The error offset is underlined in the block that is dumped to the DBASNAP file. The DBA return code is
not changed.

Follow the reaction given for the error message generated.

DBA0021I
DUMP OF tttt bbb: RELATIVE bbb # = x,xxx,xxx (HEX xxxxxx), RBA OF bbb = xx,xxx,xxx,xxx (HEX XXxxxxxx) -
SEE SNAP ID xxx.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file whenever a database block, record, or CI is snapped to the DBASNAP file
because it matched a SNAPBLOCK user-specified control statement request.

• tttt
Indicates the section of the database data set where the block resides. Valid values are:
– BASE

The CI resides in the base section of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications in the DMAC
in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– BIT
The block or CI is a bit map block in an HD database. HIDAM and HDAM primary and secondary data set groups
contain bit map blocks.

– CTL
The first CI of a VSAM database is a control CI. The second CI of a DEDB contains the DMAC control block and is
a control CI.

– DATA
The block, record or CI resides in the data portion of a HIDAM, HISAM or INDEX database.

– DOVF
The CI resides in the dependent overflow section of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications
in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– INDX
The block, record or CI resides in the primary index of a HIDAM database or in a secondary index database.

– IOVF
The CI resides in the independent overflow part of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications
in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– OVF
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The block or CI resides in the overflow area of an HDAM database.
– ROOT

The block or CI resides in the root addressable area of an HDAM database.
– RORG

The CI resides in the reorganization unit-of-work (UOW) of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the
specifications in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– SDEP
The CI resides in the sequential dependent part of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications
in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

• bbb
Indicates the type of physical record read from the database. Valid values are:
– BLK

For unblocked OSAM data sets.
– CI

For unblocked VSAM ESDS clusters.
– REC

For ISAM data sets, VSAM KSDS clusters, blocked OSAM data sets and blocked VSAM ESDS clusters.

The snap ID given in the message is used to find the corresponding dump of the block in the DBASNAP file. The snap ID
appears in the title of the snap in the DBASNAP file for easy association.

The block number in the message is relative to one; the first block in a data set is number 1.

Action:

The block is dumped in hexadecimal with character translation to the DBASNAP file. DBA then continues scanning the
database data set accumulating statistics and performing integrity checking. The DBA return code is not changed.

Use the snapped block as required.

DBA0022I
A DEDB FSEAP WAS FOUND WHEN AN FSE WAS EXPECTED.

Reason:

The first two bytes of a CI in the root addressable part and independent overflow part of a DEDB area are the Free
Space Element Anchor Point (FSEAP). CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS was ready to analyze an FSE but was
positioned at the beginning of the CI, at the FSEAP.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block that contains the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues
scanning the database data set. The part of the block following this offset is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics.
The return code is not changed.

This is an internal error in the program. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA0023I
THE FSE LOCATION PLUS THE NEXT-FSE-OFFSET IS PAST THE END OF THE BLOCK.

Reason:

The first two bytes of a Free Space Element (FSE) should be an offset to the next FSE. The FSE offset plus the offset to
the next FSE gives an offset that is past the end of the block.
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This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
part of the block following the FSE is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0024I
THE FSE-FREE-SPACE-LENGTH IS NEGATIVE.

Reason:

The second two bytes of a Free Space Element (FSE) should be the length of the free space described by the FSE. This
FSE has a negative length, which is invalid.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
part of the block following the FSE is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0025I
THE FSE LOCATION PLUS THE FSE-FREE-SPACE-LENGTH IS PAST THE END OF THE BLOCK.

Reason:

The second two bytes of a Free Space Element (FSE) should be the length of the free space described by the FSE. The
offset of the FSE in the block plus the length contained in the second two bytes describes an area that extends past the
end of the block, which is invalid.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
part of the block following the FSE is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0026I
THE FSE-OFFSET IN THE FSEAP IS LARGER THAN THE CI SIZE.

Reason:

The first two bytes of a DEDB CI contain a Free Space Element Anchor Point, which points at the first FSE in the block.
The FSEAP in this CI points past the end of the CI itself, which is invalid.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:
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The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set.
The part of the block following the FSEAP is not scanned nor accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not
changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0027I
THE RBA IN THE DEDB SUFFIX IS INCORRECT.

Reason:

Each DEDB CI contains a suffix. The suffix contains at least a full word RBA of the CI, the VSAM RDF and CDF. The RBA
field does not match the RBA of the CI itself.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. All
statistics have been properly accumulated. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0028I
THE CI IS MARKED AS AN SDEP CI BUT IT ISN'T IN THE SDEP SECTION OF THE AREA.

Reason:

The third byte of each CI in a DEDB database indicates which type of CI it is. This CI is marked as an SDEP CI but it isn't
within the RBA range of the SDEP section denoted in the second CI, the DMAC.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. All
statistics have been accumulated. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0029I
ACCORDING TO THE DMAC, THIS CI IS IN THE REORG PART BUT THIS CONTRADICTS THE SPECIFICATIONS IN
THE DBD.

Reason:

The DMAC, which is in the second CI of a DEDB area, indicates that this CI is in the reorganization unit-of-work (UOW)
but the DBD specifications say it isn't.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
block is accumulated as a reorganization CI. The DBA return code is not changed.
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This error indicates that the DBD and the area are out of sync. Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file, the
second CI and the DBD to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon
to correct the database error.

DBA0030I
THE CI IS MARKED AS AN IOVF CI BUT IT ISN'T IN THE IOVF SECTION OF THE AREA.

Reason:

The third byte of each CI in a DEDB database indicates which type of CI it is. This CI is marked as an IOVF CI but it isn't
within the RBA range of the IOVF section denoted in the second CI, the DMAC.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
CI has not been accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the second CI and the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then
recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0031I
THE CI SHOULD BE A DOVF-TYPE CI BUT IT ISN'T.

Reason:

The third byte of each CI in a DEDB database indicates which type of CI it is. This CI is not marked as a DOVF CI but it is
within the RBA range of the DOVF section denoted in the second CI, the DMAC.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
CI is not accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0032I
THE CI SHOULD BE A ROOT ADDRESSABLE CI BUT IT ISN'T.

Reason:

The third byte of each CI in a DEDB database indicates which type of CI it is. This CI is not marked as a root-addressable
CI but it is within the RBA range of the base section denoted in the second CI, the DMAC.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
CI is not accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.
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DBA0033I
UNKNOWN DEDB CI TYPE.

Reason:

The third byte of each CI in a DEDB database indicates which type of CI it is. The type field in this CI is not recognized by
DBA.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. The
CI is not accumulated in any statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0034I
THE IOVF CI IS NOT FREE OR ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The control interval in a DEDB was in the independent overflow part of the area and was marked as such. However, the
CI was neither marked as free nor allocated to a unit of work. This is not an allowed state in a DEDB.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. Even though the CI is neither allocated nor
free, DBA scans the CI accumulating statistics and checking pointers. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why the CI is incorrectly flagged.

DBA0035I
THIS DUMMY BLOCK CONTAINS NON “FF” VALUES.

Reason:

The block/CI was determined to be a dummy block/CI created by IMS during a “logical cylinder format” operation but the
block/CI should contain all X'FF' values but it does not.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. The block is considered to be a
dummy and is therefore not scanned for segments or free space. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why the block is not all X'FF's or why it is marked as a dummy block.

DBA0036I
THIS BLOCK WAS EXPECTED TO BE A BIT MAP BLOCK BUT IS NOT IDENTIFIED AS SUCH.

Reason:

The block or control interval should be a bit map block. However the first full work of the block does not contain a value of
X'00000001' or X'FFFFFFFF'.
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This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. The block is considered to be a bit
map block and is therefore not scanned for segments or free space. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why the block is not properly marked as a bit map block.

DBA0037I
THE FSEAP IN THIS SDEP CI IS NOT ZERO.

Reason:

The first half word in a DEDB CI is the free space element anchor point (FSEAP). In an SDEP CI, the FSEAP must be
zero.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. The non-zero FSEAP is ignored.
The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why the FSEAP is not zero.

DBA0038I
AN SDEP SEGMENT WAS EXPECTED BUT NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The DMAC, in CI #2, points at the oldest SDEP segment - the logical beginning of the SDEP part. When DBA looked at
the RBA found in the DMAC, no SDEP segment was found.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. The remainder of this CI is not
accumulated in the statistics. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why no SDEP segment exists here or why the DMAC says there should be one.

DBA0039I
THE POINTER POINTS PAST THE PHYSICAL END OF THE DATA SET.

Reason:

The pointer, which may be a RAP or a pointer in a segment prefix, points past the end of the database data set. Pointer
RBAs should point within the data set bounds.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block, record or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. DBA analysis continues
following this pointer. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why the pointer is incorrect.
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DBA0040I
THE POINTER DOES NOT POINT WITHIN A BASE, DOVF OR IOVF CI ASSOCIATED WITH THE UNIT OF WORK.

Reason:

The pointer, which may be a RAP or a pointer in a segment prefix, points outside the UOW it belongs to. This is not a
permissible condition in a DEDB area.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. DBA analysis continues following
this pointer. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why the pointer is incorrect.

DBA0041I
A POINTER IN AN IOVF CI POINTS BACK TO THE ROOT ADDRESSABLE PART BUT THE IOVF IS NOT
ALLOCATED TO A UOW.

Reason:

The IOVF CI contains segments and pointers back to the base and DOVF sections but the control information in the IOVF
CI indicates that it is not allocated to a UOW. This is not a permissible situation in a DEDB.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. DBA analysis continues following
this pointer. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why the CI information is incorrect.

DBA0042E
ERROR IN tttt bbb: RELATIVE bbb # = x,xxx,xxx (HEX xxxxxx), RBA OF bbb = xx,xxx,xxx,xxx (HEX XXxxxxxx).

Reason:

This message is written to the DBASNAP file whenever a database block, record or CI is found that contains an error.
It gives the block, record or CI number in both decimal and hexadecimal as well as the RBA (Relative Byte Address)
of the block, record or CI in both decimal and hexadecimal where the error was discovered. One of these messages is
generated for each block found to contain one or more errors.

• tttt
Indicates the section of the database data set where the block resides. Valid values are:
– BASE

The CI resides in the base section of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications in the DMAC
in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– BIT
The block or CI is a bit map block in an HD database. HIDAM and HDAM primary and secondary data set groups
contain bit map blocks.

– CTL
The first CI of a VSAM database is a control CI. The second CI of a DEDB contains the DMAC control block and is
a control CI.

– DATA
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The block or CI resides in the data portion of a HIDAM database.
– DOVF

The CI resides in the dependent overflow section of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications
in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– INDX
The block or CI resides in the primary index of a HIDAM database or in a secondary index database.

– IOVF
The CI resides in the independent overflow part of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications
in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– OVF
The block or CI resides in the overflow area of an HDAM database.

– ROOT
The block or CI resides in the root addressable area of an HDAM database.

– RORG
The CI resides in the reorganization unit-of-work (UOW) of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the
specifications in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– SDEP
The CI resides in the sequential dependent part of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications
in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

• bbb
Indicates the type of physical record read from the database. Valid values are:
– BLK

For unblocked OSAM data sets.
– CI

For unblocked VSAM ESDS clusters.
– REC

For ISAM data sets, VSAM KSDS clusters, blocked OSAM data sets and blocked VSAM ESDS clusters.
The block number in the message is relative to one; the first block in a data set is number 1.
If errors are detected in a block, DBA may be unable to accumulate various statistics correctly. This will result in
additional error messages being generated after the database data set is scanned such as pointer-segment total
mismatches and space subtotals not adding up to totals. In these cases the statistical reports generated by DBA will
not be totally accurate but will still represent close approximations to the state of the database data set.

Action:

The block is dumped in hexadecimal to the DBASNAP file with character translation following this message. DBA then
continues scanning the database data set accumulating statistics and performing integrity checking.

Message DBA0020I follows this message as well as a third message that gives the exact type of error that was found.
The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS return code so far is less than 8.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the database or use Database
Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0043I
DUMP OF tttt bbb: RELATIVE bbb # = x,xxx,xxx (HEX xxxxxx), RBA OF bbb = xx,xxx,xxx,xxx (HEX XXxxxxxx).

Reason:

This message is written to the DBASNAP file whenever a database block, record or CI is snapped to the DBASNAP file
because it matched a SNAPBLOCK user-specified control statement request.

• tttt
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Indicates the section of the database data set where the block resides. Valid values are:
– BASE

The CI resides in the base section of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications in the DMAC
in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– BIT
The block or CI is a bit map block in an HD database. HIDAM and HDAM primary and secondary data set groups
contain bit map blocks.

– CTL
The first CI of a VSAM database is a control CI. The second CI of a DEDB contains the DMAC control block and is
a control CI.

– DATA
The block or CI resides in the data portion of a HIDAM database.

– DOVF
The CI resides in the dependent overflow section of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications
in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– INDX
The block or CI resides in the primary index of a HIDAM database or in a secondary index database.

– IOVF
The CI resides in the independent overflow part of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications
in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– OVF
The block or CI resides in the overflow area of an HDAM database.

– ROOT
The block or CI resides in the root addressable area of an HDAM database.

– RORG
The CI resides in the reorganization unit-of-work (UOW) of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the
specifications in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

– SDEP
The CI resides in the sequential dependent part of a DEDB area. This determination is based on the specifications
in the DMAC in CI #2. It is not based on the CI type field in the CI prefix.

• bbb
Indicates the type of physical record read from the database. Valid values are:
– BLK

For unblocked OSAM data sets.
– CI

For unblocked VSAM ESDS clusters.
– REC

For ISAM data sets, VSAM KSDS clusters, blocked OSAM data sets and blocked VSAM ESDS clusters.
The block number in the message is relative to one; the first block in a data set is number 1.

Action:

The block is dumped in hexadecimal with character translation to the DBASNAP file. CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS
for z/OS continues scanning the database data set accumulating statistics and performing integrity checking. The CA
Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS return code is not changed.

Use the snapped block as required.

DBA0044I
AN SDEP SEGMENT OR SDEP FREE SPACE WAS EXPECTED BUT WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:
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Active SDEP CIs must contain segments with a segment code of 2 and possibly a single block of free space at the end
of the CI. The free space must start with a hexadecimal zero. At the noted offset in the CI, an X'02' or X'00' should exist,
indicating an SDEP segment or free space, but neither was found. The SDEP Scan Utility will ABEND with a U1026 if it
scans this CI.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. DBA terminates its scan of this CI
and moves to the next CI. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why the CI information is incorrect.

DBA0045I
THIS POINTER POINTS AT ITS CONTAINING SEGMENT.

Reason:

The pointer found in the database should point at another segment in the database but instead it points at itself. This is an
error.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database by scanning the remainder of the CI
after the point of the bad pointer. The DBA return code is changed to 8, unless only doing statistical checking. Determine
why the pointer points at itself.

DBA0046I
THE LENGTH OF THE CONTIGUOUS SLACK BYTES IS GREATER THAN 7 (OR 8) BYTES.

Reason:

DL/I leaves contiguous free space of less than 8 bytes in an HD database unused and calls it slack. DBA has found an
area of contiguous slack bytes in a database block but there were more than 8 of them together. DL/I could have built an
FSE or segment here instead but DL/I is unable to reclaim slack areas.

If the slack bytes begin on an odd boundary then a maximum of 8 bytes of slack may be left after a database load. If the
slack bytes begin on an even boundary then a maximum of only 7 bytes of slack may be left. Longer areas may exist after
the database has had insert and delete activity.

This message is only generated if the SLACKLENGTHCHECK=YES control statement was specified. This message
follows a DBA0020I message. The offset given in the DBA0020I message is for the eighth (or ninth) slack byte found; the
one that caused the length limit to be exceeded.

Action:

The block or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. DBA terminates its scan of this CI
and moves to the next CI. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why so many slack bytes exist at this location in the block. If the state of the slack bytes is not important,
ignore the message or rerun DBA using SLACKLENGTHCHECK=NO which is the default. If the state of the slack bytes is
important, determine why so many slack bytes exist and reorganize the database.

DBA0047I
THE SLACK BYTE IS NOT INITIALIZED TO X'00' OR X'FF'.
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Reason:

DL/I leaves contiguous free space of less than 8 bytes in an HD database unused and calls it slack. DBA has found a
slack byte in a database block but it was not initialized to hexadecimal zero or ones.

This message is only generated if the SLACKINITCHECK=YES control statement was specified. This message follows a
DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database block immediately after the slack
byte that is not properly initialized. The DBA return code is not changed.

If the state of the slack bytes is not important, ignore the message or rerun DBA using SLACKINITCHECK=NO which is
the default. If the state of the slack bytes is important, determine why the slack byte is not properly initialized and correct
the database using the Database Surgeon.

DBA0048I
THE DATA LENGTH OF THE VARIABLE LENGTH SEGMENT IS SMALLER THAN ALLOWED IN THE DBD.

Reason:

The first two bytes of the data portion of a variable length segment is its length. The length in this segment is smaller than
that allowed by the DBD.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. DBA
continues scanning the block immediately following the segment with the length error. The DBA return code is set to 8
unless Integrity Checking is not active. Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to access the damage to the
database, and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0049I
THE DATA LENGTH OF THE VARIABLE LENGTH SEGMENT IS LARGER THAN ALLOWED IN THE DBD.

Reason:

The first two bytes of the data portion of a variable length segment is its length. The length in this segment is larger than
that allowed by the DBD.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block containing the error is snapped to the DBASNAP file and DBA continues scanning the database data set. DBA
continues scanning the block immediately following the segment with the length error.

In the variable length segment plot produced as part of the “Segment Pointer Statistics” report, this segment is tallied in
the maximum length accumulator. The DBA return code is not changed.

Examine the dump of the block in the DBASNAP file to assess the damage to the database, and then recover the
database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0051I
THE POINTER POINTS PAST THE PHYSICAL END OF THE TARGET DATA SET GROUP.

Reason:
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The pointer, which may be a RAP or a pointer in a segment prefix, points past the end of the database data set. Pointer
RBAs should point within the data set bounds.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block, record or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. DBA analysis continues
following this pointer. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why the pointer is incorrect, and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database
error.

DBA0052I
THE POINTER POINTS BEFORE THE FIRST BLOCK OF THE TARGET DATA SET GROUP.

Reason:

The pointer, which may be a RAP or a pointer in a segment prefix, points before the first block in the database data set.
The first block in a database data set has an RBA equal to the block size. This pointer value was less than the block size.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block, record or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. DBA analysis continues
following this pointer. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why the pointer is incorrect, and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database
error.

DBA0053I
THE POINTER POINTS BEFORE THE FIRST BLOCK OF THE TARGET DATA SET GROUP.

Reason:

The pointer, which may be a RAP or a pointer in a segment prefix, points before the first block in the database data set.
The first block in a database data set has an RBA equal to the block size. This pointer value was less than the block size.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block, record or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. DBA analysis continues
following this pointer. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why the pointer is incorrect, and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database
error.

DBA0054I
THE KEY FIELDS DO NOT MATCH.

Reason:

The key value in the index record does not match the key value in the target segment. INDEXKEYCHECK=YES was
specified and the keys do not match.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:
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The block, record or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. DBA analysis continues
following this pointer. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why the key value is incorrect, and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the
database error.

DBA0055I
THE COUNTER FIELD IS NOT ZERO IN THE HIGH VALUES ROOT SEGMENT.

Reason:

The root segment of the database contains a counter field. The counter field in the high-values root should be zero but
isn't. This is not a serious error in the database because IMS will never use the counter field in the high-values root. It is
a concern because there is no valid way to set the counter field in the high-values root and so how did it get this way?
Usually this means the database was not recovered correctly.

This message follows a DBA0020I message.

Action:

The block, record or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. DBA analysis continues
following this pointer. The DBA return code is not changed.

Determine why the pointer is incorrect. Recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0056I
THE POINTER IN THE INDEX SEGMENT IS ZERO.

Reason:

The index segment should point to a target segment.

Action:

The record is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the index. DBA analysis continues following this
record. Determine why the pointer is incorrect. Then rebuild the index, or use Database Surgeon to correct the database
error.

DBA0057I
THE POINTER IN THE ILE IS ZERO.

Reason:

The ILDS segment should point to a valid database segment.

Action:

The record is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the ILDS. DBA analysis continues following this
record. Determine why the pointer is incorrect. Then rebuild the ILDS or use Database Surgeon to correct the database
error.

DBA0058I
THE ILK DOES NOT MATCH THE SEGMENT POSITION, PARTITION ID, AND REORG NUMBER.

Reason:

If a segment has been inserted since the last time the database was reorganized, DBA can determine what its ILK should
be. This segment's actual ILK does not match what DBA has calculated it should be.
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Action:

The block, record, or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. Determine why the ILK is
incorrect, and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0060I
PARTITION ID DOES NOT MATCH THE DBRC VALUE.

Reason:

The partition ID in the database does not match the partition ID in the RECONs.

Action:

If the database DDs are supplied in the JCL, check that they correspond to the correct and current partition data sets. You
can specify INTEGRITYCHECK=NO and other checks to disable this. Otherwise, contact CA Support.

DBA0061I
REORG NUMBER DOES NOT MATCH THE DBRC VALUE.

Reason:

The reorganization number in the database does not match the number in the RECONs and the REORGV option is
active.

Action:

If the database DDs are supplied in the JCL, and they point to old copies of the database, this message can be ignored.
You can also specify INTEGRITYCHECK=NO and other checks to disable this. If the problem persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBA0062I
SEGMENT HAS AN INVALID ILK.

Reason:

The indirect list key (ILK) of the segment contains an invalid value of hex X'FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF' or
X'0000000000000000'.

Action:

Review the segment with the bad ILK in the DBASNAP data set. Repair the ILK value of the segment and rebuild all
secondary indexes. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA0063I
SEGMENT DOES NOT HAVE AN ILE IN THE ILDS.

Reason:

The segment should have an ILE in the ILDS because it is a target of a PSINDEX or logical child. No entry with a
matching ILK was found for the segment.

Action:

Run the SIB BUILDILDS function to rebuild the ILDS and re-run the database analysis.
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DBA0064I
POINTER NOT MARKED CORRECTLY FOR HALDB TARGET DATASET.

Reason:

The low-order bit of a HALDB pointer should be set according to which datasets, A-J or M-V, are the target of that pointer.
The bit should be zero (0) if one of the A-J data sets is the target. It should be one (1) if one of the M-V data sets is the
target.

Action:

The block, record, or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. Determine why the bit is
incorrect, and recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the pointer in the database.

DBA0064I 1
POINTER NOT MARKED CORRECTLY FOR HALDB TARGET DATASET.

Reason:

The low-order bit of a HALDB pointer should be set according to which datasets, A-J or M-V, are the target of that pointer.
The bit should be zero (0) if one of the A-J data sets is the target. It should be one (1) if one of the M-V data sets is the
target.

Action:

The block, record, or CI is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA continues analyzing the database. Determine why the bit is
incorrect, and recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the pointer in the database.

DBA0100W
THE x OF “y” ON THE IMAGE COPY DOES NOT MATCH THE VALUE IN THE DBD BEING USED.

Reason:

DBA is reading the image copy of a database. The first record on an image copy describes the database that was copied.
DBA analyzes the header to make sure it matches the control statements specified by the user. DBA found that one of the
header fields did not match the control statements. X is the name of the field that did not match and Y is the contents of
the field. X may be “DBD NAME”, “DD NAME” or “DB ORG”. Y is the corresponding value from the image copy header for
X.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS after ensuring that the DBD matches the image copy.

DBA0101E
THE DBD WAS NOT FOUND IN EITHER THE FILE WITH DD NAME “IMS” OR “DBDLIB”.

Reason:

The DBD specified in DBDNAME control statement was not found in the DBD library specified in the IMS or DBDLIB file.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.
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Correct the DBDNAME control statement or the IMS or DBDLIB DD statement and rerun the job.

DBA0101I
DEFAULT VALUES FOR BLKS/TRK AND BLKS/CYL ARE BEING USED.

Reason:

DBA determines its locality of reference statistics by using the blocks per track and blocks per cylinder values to
determine the track and cylinder boundaries. If the user does not specify the BLKS/TRK, BLKS/CYL, CIS/TRK or CIS/
CYL keywords, DBA attempts to determine the actual values that apply to the device where the database resides.
DBA generates this message if it was unable to determine the actual device values and the user had not specified the
keywords. This set of conditions will apply when DBA is scanning an image copy and none of the keywords are specified.
In this case, DBA has no way of knowing the actual device capacity values of the DASD where the database resides. The
defaults are BLKS/TRK=25 and BLKS/CYL=250.

Action:

DBA continues analyzing the database image copy. The return code is not affected.

If the defaults are acceptable or the locality of reference statistics is not important, ignore the message. Otherwise, rerun
DBA against the actual database or specify the blocks per track and blocks per cylinder to be used.

DBA0102E
IMAGE COPY y SEQUENCE ERROR - EXPECTED HEX y x BUT READ HEX y z ON VOLUME volser.

Reason:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS is reading the image copy of a database. Each database block on the image
copy file is prefixed by eight bytes of image copy control data. The first 4 bytes are the RBA or RBN of the block that the
image copy record represents. The RBA or RBN in the prefix of the image copy record read is not the expected value
indicating that too many or too few blocks exist on the image copy.

• y
Specifies RBN or RBA. RBN is used for ISAM and OSAM databases and RBA is used for VSAM ESDS databases.

• x
Identifies the RBA or RBN that CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS expected.

• z
Identifies the RBA or RBN from the image copy record.

• volsert
Identifies the volume serial of the image copy where the error was found.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS terminates processing if INTEGRITYCHECK=YES was specified. Otherwise
processing continues and the error is ignored. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated CA Database Analyzer™ for
IMS for z/OS return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

The image copy is likely bad. Examine the two RBAs or RBNs given in the message to determine if blocks are missing
from the image copy or if additional blocks exist.

DBA0103E
THE LAST REQUEST RESULTED IN NO ACTION TO PERFORM.

Reason:
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The last control statement processed was not of the type that resulted in the execution of any function. This usually
indicates a follow-on control statement was missing.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the last control statement or add the missing one after it and rerun the job.

DBA0104I
DATABASE ANALYZER MESSAGES.

Reason:

This is the first message written to the messages file after the title is generated. All messages written to the messages file
follow this message.

Action:

DBA continues with processing. The DBA return code is not changed. Review the messages that follow this one for
information regarding the execution of DBA.

DBA0105E
ERROR CALLING UOW SERVER. AREA=aaaaaaaa FUNC=vvvv RC=xx

Reason:

While running an online analysis, an unexpected event occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA0105I
DATABASE ANALYZER ERROR MESSAGES.

Reason:

This is the first message written to the DBAERROR file after the title is generated. All messages written to the
DBAERROR file follow this message.

Action:

DBA continues with processing. The DBA return code is not changed. Review the messages that follow this one for
database errors found during the scan of the database.

DBA0106E
THE FIRST RECORD IS NOT AN IMAGE COPY HEADER.

Reason:

DBA is reading the image copy of a database. The first record of an image copy file produced by the IMS batch and online
image copy utilities is a header describing the copied database. DBA found that the first record of the image copy data set
is not a header.

Action:
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DBA terminates processing if INTEGRITYCHECK=YES was specified. Otherwise processing continues and the error is
ignored. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This error usually occurs when a multi-volume image copy is to be analyzed and the image copy volume serial numbers
are out of order or the first volume serial number is missing. If this is the case, correct the volume serial numbers
associated with the database DD statement and rerun DBA.

This error can also occur when the data set name specified on the database DD statement:

Is not an image copy. If so, change the data set name and rerun DBA.

Was supposed to be an image copy, but for some reason, the image copy utility failed without every writing any records
and the failure went unnoticed. If so, rerun the image copy utility or rerun DBA with a different data set.

DBA0107I
END OF DATABASE ANALYZER MESSAGES.

Reason:

This is the last message written to the messages file. All messages written to the messages file precede this message.

Action:

DBA has completed its processing and will return to MVS. The DBA return code is not changed. Review the messages
that precede this one for information regarding the execution of DBA.

DBA0108I
END OF DATABASE ANALYZER ERROR MESSAGES.

Reason:

This is the last message written to the DBAERROR file. All messages written to the DBAERROR file precede this
message.

Action:

DBA continues processing. The DBA return code is not changed. Review the messages that precede this one for
database errors found during the scan of the database.

DBA0109E
THE INPUT DATA SET (DDNAME=x) FILE IS NOT DEFINED IN THE JCL.

Reason:

DBA can analyze the database data set or an image copy. DBA could not gain access to the database data set named in
the message because the DD statement does not exist in the JCL.

Action:

DBA terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add the specified DD statement and rerun the job.

DBA0110E
THE RBA IN THE HEADER OF FIRST IMAGE COPY RECORD IS NOT ZERO.
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Reason:

DBA is reading the image copy of a database. Each database block on the image copy file is prefixed by eight bytes of
image copy control data. The first 4 bytes are the RBA of the block that the image copy record represents. The RBA of the
first block should be zero but it isn't.

Action:

DBA terminates processing if INTEGRITYCHECK=YES was specified. Otherwise processing continues and the error is
ignored. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is
not changed.

The image copy is likely bad.

DBA0111E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE FOR TABLES.

Reason:

During the initialization of DBA, there was insufficient storage to create the variable length segment tables.

Action:

DBA continues with the scanning of the database and production of the reports. No variable length segment plots will be
produced. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed. Increase the REGION value and rerun the job.

DBA0112E
UNABLE TO OPEN DBARPTS FILE.

Reason:

DBA writes all its statistical reports to the DBARPTS file but was unable to open the file.

Action:

DBA terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add a DBARPTS DD statement and rerun the job.

DBA0113E
UNABLE TO OPEN DBAERROR FILE.

Reason:

DBA writes database error messages to the DBAERROR file but was unable to open the file.

Action:

DBA terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add a DBAERROR DD statement and rerun the job.

DBA0114I
A U4005 ABEND WILL BE ISSUED DUE TO THE ABENDRC= SETTING.

Reason:
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Processing is complete. Rather than go to step end with a return code, an ABEND U4005 will be issued because the
return code that was to be set was greater than or equal to the value specified in the ABENDRC control statement. The
ABEND alerts the user that a serious error has occurred. At some sites, a bad return code is not enough to alert the user
and hence the use of ABENDRC and the issuance of a U4005 ABEND.

Action:

Processing ABENDs immediately. The return code is not changed. Determine why the return code exceeded the minimum
acceptable level. Correct the problem and rerun the job.

If ABENDDUMP=YES was specified and a SYSUDUMP or SYSABEND DD statement is present, a dump will be
produced. The dump will be of little value because the data that caused the bad return code is no longer in the address
space. The dump can be discarded.

DBA0115E
DATABASE SCAN TERMINATED.

Reason:

DBA was unable to scan the entire database due to errors in access method used to read the database.

This message is preceded by one or more messages describing the specific error encountered.

Action:

DBA stops reading the database and produces reports that describe the part of the database that was scanned
successfully. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

Review the messages file for the errors that occurred while reading the database.

DBA0116E
PRODUCT IS NOT LICENSED FOR THIS SITE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to execute the product on a machine that is not licensed for the product.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job on a machine that is licensed for the product.

DBA0116S
PROCESSING ABORTED DUE TO ABEND.

Reason:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OSdetected an abend. Processing is aborted.

Action:

Obtain the proceeding abend message and contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA0117E
THE DATABASE (DDNAME=x) FILE CANNOT BE OPENED - reason.
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Reason:

DBA found the specified database DD statement in the JCL but was unable to open the file. The reason is identified by
“y”. If “y” is “OPEN” then the data set could not be opened. If “y” is “BLKSIZE” then the block size of the data set was zero.

Action:

DBA terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Check JESMSG/SYSMSG for an MVS open error message, correct the problem and rerun the job.

DBA0118W
INVALID DD FOR “x”. BLKSIZE RESET TO ZERO.

Reason:

DBA found that there was a DD statement for ddname “x” in the JCL and that the BLKSIZE specified is not an even
multiple of 133. The BLKSIZE has been reset to a value of zero which will cause the system to allocate the optimum
BLKSIZE for the device on which the data set is allocated.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the DD statement for DDNAME “x” to avoid this message in the future. Remove the BLKSIZE parameter
(recommended) or make sure that it is an even multiple of 133.

DBA0119E
ERROR OCCURRED LOADING IIR CONTROLLER “DBAIIRC0”.

Reason:

Indicates an incorrect library concatenation.

Action:

Processing stops with RC=12. To use IIR, the ITK and CA Datacom/AD libraries must be added to the steplib.

DBA0119I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:

An error occurred getting the service pack level.

Action:

Check previous messages. The return code is zero.

DBA0120I
zIIP processing enabled

Reason:

The CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS function executes with zIIP processing.
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DBA0121I
DATA BASE "dbname" HAS ALREADY BEEN PROCESSED - THIS COMMAND BYPASSED

Reason:

The database (dbname) was already processed by previous ANALYZEALL command. This time the database is
bypassed.

DBA0122I
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE FOR MESSAGE WORK AREA. DBA TERMINATIONWILL BE SKIPPED.

Reason:

Not enough storage was available to allocate a message work area.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

DBA0125E
IMS CATALOG REQUIRES DBRC.

Reason:

You must specify DBRC=Y to run CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS with IMS-managed ACBs.

Action:

Specify DBRC=Y and resubmit the job.

DBA0126E
ONLINE PROCESSING REQUIRES DBRC=YES. 

Reason: 

To run DBA online, the DBRC keyword must be set equal to YES, but DBRC=YES was not specified.

Action: 

Specify DBRC=YES and run DBA again.

DBA0127E
PROCESSING CATALOG DATABASE WITH ONLINE=YES IS NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

CA Database Analyzer for IMS for z/OS does not support online processing of the IMS Catalog database using functions
that would cause the Catalog to be paused.

Action:

None.

DBA0201E
THE “AREA” KEYWORD CONFLICTS WITH “FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL”.
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Reason:

The AREA keyword can be used to limit which areas to process, but FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL means all areas should
be processed.

Action:

Remove the AREA keyword if you want to process all areas. Change ANALYZEALL to ANALYZE if you want to use the
list of areas provided by the AREA keyword.

DBA0202I
THE "DDNAME/PARTITION" KEYWORD CONFLICTS WITH “FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL”. KEYWORD IGNORED.

Reason:

The DDNAME or PARTITION keyword names a specific DSG or area, or partition to process, but
FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL means all DSGs/areas/partitions should be processed.

Action:

Remove the keyword if you want to process all DSGs/areas/partitions. Change ANALYZEALL to ANALYZE if you want
to process the DSG/area/partition named by the keyword. If you want to cross check a particular partition(s) against their
PSINDEXes, add the NUMBEROFPARTS keyword.

DBA0203E
THE "DDNAME" AND "PARTITION" AND/OR "DDNAME" AND "DDSUFFIX" KEYWORDS ARE MUTUALLY
EXCLUSIVE.

Reason:

The DDNAME value, for HALDBs, is internally split into a PARTITION and DDSUFFIX specification. Therefore, it is
ambiguous when DDNAME is specified with either PARTITION or DDSUFFIX.

Action:

Remove the duplicate keywords and resubmit the job.

DBA0205E
"FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL" CONFLICTS WITH THE "DDSUFFIX" AND "DDNAME" KEYWORDS.

Reason:

The DDNAME and DDSUFFIX keywords indicate specific DSG(s) to process, but FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL means
all DSGs should be processed. This ambiguity is ignored for non-HALDBs for historical reasons, but is not permitted for
HALDBs.

Action:

Remove the DDNAME keyword if you want to process all DSGs. Use the PARTITION keyword if you need to specify a
particular partition to process. Change ANALYZEALL to ANALYZE if you want to process just the DSG named by the
DDNAME keyword.

DBA0206E
THE DATABASE ORGANIZATION IS NOT SUPPORTED BY THE DATABASE ANALYZER.

Reason:

The DBD specified in DBDNAME control statement specifies a database organization that is not supported by DBA.
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Action:

DBA terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the DBDNAME control statement or the IMS or DBDLIB DD statement to specify a DBD that is HISAM, SHISAM,
HIDAM, HDAM, INDEX or DEDB and rerun the job.

Databases with ACCESS=LOGICAL specified as the access method in the DBD are not supported directly. These types
of databases are analyzed by DBA by specifying the DBD name of the physical DBD. In this case, rerun DBA specifying
the physical DBD name in the DBDNAME control statement.

DBA0207E
NO VIRTUAL MEMORY AVAILABLE FOR “x” WORK AREA - INCREASE REGION SIZE BY AT LEAST 4K.

Reason:

During a DBA initialization, there was no region memory left to process the database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase the REGION value and rerun the job.

DBA0208E
UNABLE TO SPLIT DDNAME=ddname INTO A PARTITION NAME AND DDSUFFIX.

Reason:

The DDNAME value, for HALDBs, is internally split into a PARTITION and DDSUFFIX specification. The specified
ddname can not be split into those components.

Action:

Correct the DDNAME specification and resubmit the job.

DBA0209E
HALDB KEYWORDS "PARTITION", "DDSUFFIX", AND "NUMBEROFPARTS" ARE NOT VALID WITH NON-HALDB
DBD dbdname

Reason:

HALDB-only parms were specified with a non-HALDB DBD name.

Action:

Either correct the DBD name, or remove the HALDB control cards. After correcting the control cards, rerun the job.

DBA0210E
LASTIC=YES IS NOT SUPPORTED WITH DEDB OR HALDB.

Reason:

The database being processed is a DEDB or a HALDB and LASTIC=YES cannot be used with those types of databases.

Action:
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CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated CA
Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove LASTIC=YES or change the database to be processed and rerun the job.

DBA0300E
THE “seg” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' WITH A “ptr1” CONTENTS OF X'b' AT OFFSET X'c' IS NOT PART OF ANY
SEGMENT TWIN CHAIN.

DBA0300I
THE “seg” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' WITH A “ptr1” CONTENTS OF X'b' AT OFFSET X'c' IS NOT PART OF ANY
SEGMENT TWIN CHAIN.

DBA0300W
THE “seg” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' WITH A “ptr1” CONTENTS OF X'b' AT OFFSET X'c' IS NOT PART OF ANY
SEGMENT TWIN CHAIN.

Reason:

After completing the scan of the database, a segment with name “seg” was found in the database but was not part of any
twin chain. No RAP, PCF, LCF, PTF or LTF points at it. It is an orphan segment. This is an unacceptable situation in an
IMS database and indicates the database is corrupted.

• a
Identifies the RBA of the orphan segment.

• b
Identifies the contents of the pointer in the orphan segment.

• ptr1
Identifies the pointer type in the orphan (PTF or LTF).

NOTE
DBA0300I and DBA0300W are generated when SDEPORPHANMSG=YES is specified.

Action:

The pointer-error-counter is incremented by one and processing continues. The segment is not counted in the synonym
chain statistics. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code
is not changed.

Determine why the segment is an orphan, and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the
database error.

DBA0301E
THE “seg1” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' HAS A “ptr” POINTER AT OFFSET X'b' THAT POINTS AT SEGMENT “seg2” AT
RBA X'c' BUT NO SEGMENT WAS FOUND THERE.

Reason:

After completing the scan of the database, a segment with name “seg1” contained a pointer of type “ptr” that pointed at
a segment with name “seg2”. No segment was found there. This is an unacceptable situation in an IMS database and
indicates the database is corrupted. This indicates that a segment twin chain has been broken.

Action:
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The pointer-error-counter is incremented by one and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why the segment is missing at the specified RBA or determine why a PTF or LTF pointer pointed at this RBA,
and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0302E
THE “seg1” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' WITH A “ptr1” POINTER AT OFFSET X'b' THAT POINTS AT SEGMENT “seg2”
AT RBA X'c' COULD NOT BE VERIFIED DUE TO THE PREVIOUS ERROR.

Reason:

This message follows a DBA0301E message. The child last pointer (PCL or LCL) located in seg1, points at a segment of
type seg2 at RBA c. This pointer marks the end of the twin chain. Because the twin chain is broken, the pointer could not
be pointer-checked. ptr1 will be PCL or LCL.

Action:

The pointer-error-counter is incremented by one and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. See message DBA0301E to fix the twin chain.

DBA0303E
THE “seg1” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' WITH A “ptr1” CONTENTS OF X'a” AT OFFSET X'b' WAS NOT VERIFIED DUE
TO THE PREVIOUS ERROR.

Reason:

This message follows a DBA0300E message. The twin backward pointer (PTB or LTB) or the parent pointer (PP or LP)
could not be pointer-checked because the segment it is in is an orphan segment.

Action:

The pointer-error-counter is incremented by one and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. See message DBA0300E to add the segment
to a twin chain.

DBA0305E
THE “dbdname/segmname” SEGMENT AT RBA X'rba' HAS A COUNTER VALUE OF counter BUT lchcnt LOGICAL
CHILDREN WERE FOUND.

Reason:

The named logical parent's counter did not match the number of logical children.

Action:

If there are an equal number of logical children with bad logical parent pointers, you may be able to zap the pointers to
point to the logical parent. Otherwise, you will need to reorganize the database to repair the pointers. You must specify
DBIL to the pre-reorg utility so that the logical pointers will be recreated after prefix resolution and update run.

DBA0307E
THE “SEG1” SEGMENT AT RBS X”A” HAS NO “SEG2” INDEX SEGMENT POINTING AT IT.

Reason:
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While analyzing the database, we found a target segment seg1 that has no corresponding index entry seg2. The only
acceptable occurrence of this is when the index is sparsed and DBA should account for that. Therefore, your index is most
likely corrupted and should be rebuilt by SIB or recovered.

Action:

Pointer error counter is incremented by 1 and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return
code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

We recommend rebuilding the index with SIB or recovering it if the problem is determined to be in the index and not the
underlying database. If the problem is in the underlying database, recover database from a known good state.

DBA0400I
CODE x, 1=a, 2=b, 3=c, 4=d, 5=e.

Reason:

The CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS debug trace is active. One line of this format is generated for every call to
the trace routine.

• x
Identifies the caller code

• a, b, c, d, e
Identify the trace data.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
send the output for debugging.

DBA0500E
ADDITIONAL SUBKEYWORDS REQUIRED - SEGMENT KEYWORD IGNORED.

Reason:

A SEGMENT statement was being parsed. Only the NAME sub keyword was found. The VCHILDLENGTH, the
VLINCREMENT sub keyword or both must also be specified.

Action:

DBA ignores the entire statement and continues processing. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return
code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Delete the statement or add the VCHILDLENGTH or VLINCREMENT sub keywords.

DBA0501E
UNABLE TO PROCESS “SEGMENT” KEYWORD.

Reason:

More SEGMENT control statements were found in the DBACTRL file than CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS was
able to process.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS ignores the SEGMENT control statement and continues parsing the remaining
control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.
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This is an internal error in the software. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA0502W
SEGMENT “x” VALUE “y” ALREADY MODIFIED BY PREVIOUS CONTROL STATEMENT - LATEST VALUE HAS
BEEN USED.

Reason:

A segment definition was to be modified by the SEGMENT keyword. The sub keyword value to be modified had already
been specified on previous control statement. The segment name involved is “x” and “y” specifies a sub keyword of
VCHILDLENGTH or VLINCREMENT.

Action:

DBA uses the latest value specified and continues parsing the remaining control statements. The return code is set to 12 if
the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Eliminate the duplicate keyword/sub keyword combinations.

DBA0600E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS requires control statements to operate properly. The control statements were
not available to CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS due to an internal error.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return
code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This is an internal error in the software. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA0601I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED.

Reason:

This is the first message written to the messages file when the control statements in the DBACTRL file are about to be
processed. All messages related to control statement analysis follow this message and precede the DBA0602I message.

Action:

DBA continues processing. The DBA return code is not changed. Review the messages that follow this one for information
regarding the parsing of the control statements.

DBA0602I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.

Reason:

This is the last message written to the messages file after the control statements in the DBACTRL file have been parsed.
All control-statement-related messages written to the messages file precede this message.

Action:
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DBA starts the analysis of the database. The DBA return code is not changed. Review the messages that precede this
one for information regarding the control statements.

DBA0603E
THE DBDNAME= AND THE DDNAME= VALUES ARE NOT EQUAL TO “IC” - IN AN IMAGE COPY EXIT
ENVIRONMENT THEY MUST BE.

Reason:

DBA is executing as an exit of the image copy utility. The interface has been improperly established.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one for information regarding the error. Check the DBA installation to make sure
the image copy exit has been properly installed.

DBA0700I
RBA ERROR FOR LAST a IN DATABASE - RBA OF LAST a READ IS x BUT CI 0 INDICATES LAST RBA SHOULD
BE y.

Reason:

DBA has read the entire database. The RBA of the last record or CI of the database does not match the last RBA
indicated in the control CI (CI 0) of the database. a will be REC or CI depending on the database type. x is the actual
RBA of the last record read by DBA, and y is the RBA contained in CI 0, the control CI. The two values are relative byte
numbers relative to zero.

Action:

DBA continues processing and does not change the return code. For a HISAM database, examine CI 0 (first CI) and the
last valid record in the cluster to determine which is correct and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon to
correct the database error. The problem is probably not of concern for HDAM and HIDAM databases.

DBA0701I
THE HIGH USED RBA IN CI 0 IS UNREASONABLE. CI 0 MAY BE CORRUPT.

Reason:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS has read the entire database. The last RBA contained in the control CI (CI 0) of
the database does not match the high-used RBA provided by VSAM. This usually means CI 0 is corrupt; the database has
been expanded but CI 0 was not updated.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is
unchanged.

Examine CI 0 (first CI) and the last valid block in the cluster to determine which is correct and then recover the database
or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA0800E
UNABLE TO LOCATE TARGET OF segname1/ptrname1 WHICH IS segname2/ptrname2.

Reason:
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When attempting to build a table of segments and pointers that exist in the DBD, CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/
OS was unable to locate the target of ptrname1. Ptrname1 is contained in segname1 and points at segname2. Segname2
contains a chain pointer of type ptrname2.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

A JES output file with the ddname of IDIDUMP is automatically created when the error occurs. The file contains debug
information needed to correct the problem. Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the IDIDUMP file for
debugging.

DBA0801E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE = x.

Reason:

When attempting to build a table of segments and pointers that exist in the DBD, a logic error occurred in CA Database
Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

A JES output file with the ddname of IDIDUMP is automatically created when the error occurs. The file contains debug
information needed to correct the problem. Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the IDIDUMP file for
debugging.

DBA0802E
ANCHOR OF src segm/ptr ALREADY SET trgt segm/ptr

Reason:

A logic error occurred while attempting to construct the pointer tables describing the segment pointers and their
relationships to each other.

Action:

Contact CA Support and provide your DBDs and DBACTRL cards.

DBA0803E
TWINER OF src segm/ptr ALREADY SET trgt segm/ptr

Reason:

A logic error occurred while attempting to construct the pointer tables describing the segment pointers and their
relationships to each other.

Action:

Contact CA Support and provide your DBDs and DBACTRL cards.
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DBA0805I
THE “indexdbd” INDEX POINTERS WILL NOT BE CHECKED AGAINST THE DATABASE. THE SOURCE SEGMENT
IS COMPRESSED AND HAS A NULLVAL, SPARSING EXIT ROUTINE, AND/OR IS VARIABLE LENGTH. SPECIFY
INDEXKEYCHECK=Y TO CHECK.

Reason:

CROSSDBD pointer checking will not be performed for the index against its target database because the source segment
is compressed. By default, CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS does not decompress the source segment so it does
not know if the database segment should be referred to by the index. This message is informational. To check the index
thoroughly, add INDEXKEYCHECK=Y to the control cards and rerun the analysis job.

DBA0806E
NABLE TO LOAD COMPRESSION ROUTINE rtnname FROM DFSRESLB OR STEPLIB.

Reason:

INDEXKEYCHECK=Y was specified and CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS must load the named routine to
decompress the segments to check the validity of the index key. The routine could not be loaded from DFSRESLB or
STEPLIB.

Action:

Change the JCL so that the library with the routine is in the DFSRESLB or STEPLIB concatenation.

DBA0807E
UNABLE TO LOAD COMPRESSION ROUTINE rtnname DUE TO INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

INDEXKEYCHECK=Y was specified and CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS must load the routine (rtnname) to
decompress the segments to check the validity of the index key. The routine could not be loaded because of an internal
error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA0900I
TEST OF POINTER CHECKER.

Reason:

The pointer checker service aid has been activated in CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS All messages that start
with DBA09 will be generated to verify the correct operation of CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.

This message is only generated if CA Support activates the service aid.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error in the software. If the service aid has not been activated, then contact CA Support.
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DBA0901E
DATA SET SPACE TOTALS DO NOT AGREE - TOTAL SPACE = x BUT THE SUBTOTALS ADD UP TO y.

Reason:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS has read the entire database. When the following subtotals were summed, the
total (y) did not equal the number of blocks in the database times its block size (x):

1. Bit Map Overhead
2. Block Overhead
3. Prefix Overhead
4. Slack Byte Count
5. IOVF Unused Space Management Overhead - DEDB only
6. IOVF Used Space Management Overhead - DEDB only
7. Reorganization UOW Overhead - DEDB only
8. Data Bytes
9. Free Space

This condition is only checked and this message generated if INTEGRITYCHECK=YES is specified or is the default.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set
to 8 if the accumulated CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

This error condition is to be expected if database block errors were reported because CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS
for z/OS was unable to accumulate some of the block data into the correct accumulators. Under these circumstances, the
difference between the x and y values gives you a general idea of the amount of corruption in the database and therefore
can be useful in determining a recovery strategy.

If no database errors were reported then this is a CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS logic error. Contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBA0902W
THE BIT MAP BLOCKS HAVE xxx% OF THE BITS ON. THRESHOLD THCBITMAPAVAIL IS thd%.

Reason:

HIDAM and HDAM databases contain bit map blocks that indicate which data blocks have free space in them. A bit
which is on in the bit map, indicates that the corresponding block has free space inside it. If the bit is off, it means the
block is full. If the percentage of blocks with free space, according to the bit maps, is less than the THCBITMAPAVAIL
threshold, then this message is generated. This condition is only checked and this message is generated only if you set
THRESHOLDCHECK=YES or if it is the default.

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS increments the threshold-error counter and continues processing. The return
code is set to 4 if the accumulated CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Action:

See the free space reports and plots to determine if the database needs more free space to handle future database insert
activity.
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DBA0903W
xxx% OF THE POINTERS IN segname POINT OUTSIDE THEIR CONTAINING BLOCK. THRESHOLD
THCBLKOVERFLOW IS thd%.

Reason:

Any database pointer whose target segment is not within the same block as the pointer indicates that IMS may have to do
additional I/O to follow the pointer. Additional I/O will increase database response time. If the percentage of the segment
pointers that point outside the block is greater than the THCBLKOVERFLOW threshold, then this message is issued. This
condition is only checked and this message is generated only if you set THRESHOLDCHECK=YES is or if it is the default.

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS increments the threshold-error counter and continues processing. The return
code is set to 4 if the accumulated CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Action:

See the Segment Pointer Statistics report to determine if pointer locality can be improved.

DBA0904W
xxx% OF THE POINTERS IN segname POINT OUTSIDE THEIR CONTAINING CYLINDER. THRESHOLD
THCCYLOVERFLOW IS thd%.

Reason:

Any database pointer whose target segment is not within the same cylinder as the pointer indicates that IMS may have to
do additional seek I/Os to follow the pointer. Additional seeks will increase database response time. If the percentage of
the segment pointers that point outside the cylinder is greater than the THCCYLOVERFLOW threshold, then this message
is issued. This condition is only checked and this message is generated only if you set THRESHOLDCHECK=YES or if it
is the default.

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS increments the threshold-error counter and continues processing. The return
code is set to 4 if the accumulated CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Action:

See the Segment Pointer Statistics report to determine if pointer locality can be improved.

DBA0905W
ONLY xx.x% OF THE IOVF IS FREE.

Reason:

Less than five percent (5%) of the total IOVF space is free. If space is not available to add a segment in the segment's
root addressable area CI or that UOW's DOVF, IMS will attempt to place the segment in the IOVF. When the IOVF is full,
segments will not be added to the database, possibly causing an outage or loss of data.

Action:

The IOVF area should be increased in size. The EXTEND function of the Uberutility can be used to accomplish this. This
condition is only checked and this message generated if THRESHOLDCHECK=YES is specified or is the default.

DBA0906W
ONLY x.x% OF THE IOVF CI'S ARE FREE.
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Reason:

Less than five percent (5%) of the CIs in the IOVF are free. If space is not available to add a segment in the segment's
root addressable area CI or that UOW's DOVF, IMS will attempt to place the segment in the IOVF. When the IOVF is full,
segments will not be added to the database, possibly causing an outage or loss of data.

Action:

The IOVF area should be increased in size. The EXTEND function of the Uberutility can be used to accomplish this. This
condition is only checked and this message generated if THRESHOLDCHECK=YES is specified or is the default.

DBA0919E
THE HIGH-VALUES (KEY OF X'FF') ROOT SEGMENT IS MISSING.

Reason:

HIDAM, HISAM and INDEX databases must contain a dummy root segment with a key of high-values. This root is
automatically inserted into the database by IMS. It marks the logical end of the database.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if INTEGRITYCHECK=YES is specified or is the default.

After analyzing the entire database data set it was determined that the dummy root segment was missing. This indicates
that the database is corrupt.

Action:

The entire data set has been read. Processing continues and the statistical reports are generated.

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Study the associated errors and recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct or add the dummy root
segment.

DBA1000I
TEST OF DEDB STATISTICS CHECKER.

Reason:

The pointer checker service aid has been activated in CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS. All messages that start
with DBA10 will be generated to verify the correct operation of CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.

This message is only generated if CA Support activates the service aid.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error in the software. If the service aid has not been activated, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA1001E
TOTAL SDEP CI COUNTS DO NOT AGREE - DMAC INDICATES THERE ARE x SDEP CIS BUT THE # OF SDEPS
CIS FOUND IS y.

Reason:

The DMAC control block is contained in the second CI of DEDB area. The DMAC indicates how many SDEP CIs exist for
the area (x value) but DBA actually found y SDEP CIs in the area.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if INTEGRITYCHECK=YES is specified or is the default.
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Action:

DBA continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBA return
code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This error condition indicates that the DMAC in the second CI does not match the area contents. Recover the database or
use Database Surgeon to correct the DMAC.

DBA1002E
UNUSED SDEP CI COUNTS DO NOT AGREE - DMAC INDICATES THERE ARE xxxxxxxx USED SDEP CIS BUT THE
NUMBER FOUND IS yyyyyyyy.

Reason:

The DMAC (second CI) counter for unused SDEP CI count does not match with the actual number of unused SDEP CIs
counted by CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.

Action:

Reorganize the area in question to resolve this disparity.

DBA1002I
UNUSED SDEP CI COUNTS DO NOT AGREE - DMAC INDICATES THERE ARE xxxxxxxx USED SDEP CIS BUT THE
NUMBER FOUND IS yyyyyyyy.

Reason:

The DMAC (second CI) counter for unused SDEP CI count does not match with the actual number of unused SDEP CIs
counted by CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.

Action:

Reorganize the area in question to resolve this disparity.

DBA1002W
UNUSED SDEP CI COUNTS DO NOT AGREE - DMAC INDICATES THERE ARE x UNUSED SDEP CIS BUT THE
NUMBER FOUND IS y.

Reason:

The DMAC control block is contained in the second CI of DEDB area. The DMAC indicates that x unused SDEP CIs exist
in the area but DBA actually found y unused SDEP CIs.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if INTEGRITYCHECK=YES is specified or is the default.

NOTE
DBA1002I and DBA1002W are generated when SDEPORPHANMSG=YES is specified.

Action:

DBA continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBA return
code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This error condition indicates that the DMAC in the second CI does not match the area contents. Recover the database or
use Database Surgeon to correct the DMAC.
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DBA1003E
IOVF SPACE MGMT CI COUNTS DO NOT AGREE - DMAC INDICATES THERE ARE x IOVF SM CIS BUT THE
NUMBER FOUND IS y.

Reason:

The DMAC control block is contained in the second CI of DEDB area. The DMAC indicates there are x IOVF space
management CIs in the area but DBA actually found y IOVF space management CIs in the area.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if INTEGRITYCHECK=YES is specified or is the default.

Action:

DBA continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBA return
code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This error condition indicates that the DMAC in the second CI does not match the area contents. Recover the database or
use Database Surgeon to correct the DMAC.

DBA1004W
FREE IOVF CI COUNTS DO NOT AGREE - SPACE MAPS INDICATE THERE ARE aaaa IOVF CIS BUT THE # OF
IOVF CIS FOUND IS bbbb

Reason:

The space maps in the IOVF section indicate that there are aaaa unused IOVF CIs; however CA Database Analyzer™ for
IMS for z/OS actually found bbbb unused IOVF CIs in the area. IOVF CIs that are available, but not marked as so in the
space map, will not actually be available for insertion of segments.

Action:

This condition is only checked and this message generated if INTEGRITYCHECK=YES is specified or defaulted. This
condition often occurs after a database's IOVF is extended while online. When this occurs, bbbb will be greater than aaaa
and the difference will be less than 119. If that is the reason, the problem will fix itself when the area is next reorganized.

In other cases it might still be able to correct the mismatch by reorganizing the area (an UNLOAD followed by a
RELOAD). If that fails, recover the database.

DBA1005E
ALLOCATED IOVF CI COUNTS DO NOT AGREE - SPACE MAPS INDICATE THERE ARE aaaa IOVF CIS BUT THE #
OF IOVF CIS FOUND IS bbbb

Reason:

The space maps in the IOVF section indicate that there are aaaa used IOVF CIs; however, CA Database Analyzer™ for
IMS for z/OS actually found bbbb used IOVF CIs in the area.

Action:

This condition is only checked and this message generated if INTEGRITYCHECK=YES is specified or defaulted.

You might be able to correct the mismatch by reorganizing the area (an UNLOAD followed by a RELOAD). If that fails,
recover the database.

DBA1101W
UNABLE TO OPEN DBASNAP FILE.
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Reason:

DBA snaps database blocks with errors to the DBASNAP file but was unable to open the DBASNAP file.

Action:

DBA continues processing without snapping the blocks in error. The return code is not changed.

Add a DBASNAP DD statement and rerun the job if snaps of blocks in error are needed.

DBA1102W
INVALID DD FOR “x”. BLKSIZE RESET TO ZERO.

Reason:

DBA found that there was a DD statement for ddname x in the JCL and that the BLKSIZE specified is not an even multiple
of 133. The BLKSIZE has been reset to a value of zero which will cause the system to allocate the optimum BLKSIZE for
the device on which the data set is allocated.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the DD statement for ddname x to avoid this message in the future. Remove the BLKSIZE parameter
(recommended) or make sure that it is an even multiple of 133.

DBA1200I
DATABASE ANALYZER DEBUG DATA.

Reason:

The DBA debug trace is active. This message is the first one written to the debug trace data set.

Action:

DBA continues processing without writing trace records. The return code is not changed.

Include a DBADEBUG statement and rerun the job if the trace is needed.

DBA1201E
UNABLE TO OPEN DBADEBUG FILE.

Reason:

The CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS debug trace is active. The DBADEBUG file has not been allocated and so
tracing is not possible.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after removing the DEBUG=YES control statement. If the debug data is needed, rerun the job with a
DBADEBUG DD statement and send the output to CA Support for debugging.

DBA1300I
STORAGE MANAGEMENT STATISTICS FOR POINTER CHAIN “s1-p1-s2-p2”.

Reason:
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The CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager has been asked to generate a report. This is the heading
line for a specific pointer chain in the database.

• s1
The segment name that contains the anchor of the pointer chain.

• p1
The pointer type in the anchor segment.

• s2
The segment name of the twin being chained together.

• p2
The type of pointer that links the twins together.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Send the output to CA
Support for debugging.

DBA1301I
PCT CHAIN OVERFLOWS = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times a twin chain
was longer than 48 segments.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.

DBA1302I
PCT SEGMENT OVERFLOWS = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of twin segments that
were not tracked because the twin chain was longer than 48 segments.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.

DBA1303I
PCT CHAINS NOT CHECKED = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times that a twin
chain could not be checked because there was no storage for PCT.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.
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DBA1304I
LOST ORPHANS = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times that a twin
segment could not be processed because there was not enough storage for a new OST PCH.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.

DBA1305I
PCT GETMAINS = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times that a
GETMAIN was issued to build a new PCT block.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.

DBA1306I
PCT ACTIVE ENTRY HIGH WATER MARK = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of highest number of
PCTs in use at any one time.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.

DBA1307I
PCT ACTIVE ENTRIES = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of PCT active
entries. This value should be zero if no pointer errors exist. A nonzero value means an incomplete chain existed at the
end of processing the database.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.

DBA1308I
PCT SCANS = x.
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Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times the PCT
PCHs were scanned looking to see if any chains were waiting for the segment just processed.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for
assistance and provide the output for debugging.

DBA1309I
OST GETMAINS = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times that a
GETMAIN was issued to build an OST block.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. For assistance, contact
CA Support and provide the output for debugging.

DBA1310I
OST ACTIVE ENTRY HIGH WATER MARK = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of highest number of
OSTs in use at any one time.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. For assistance, contact
CA Support and provide the output for debugging.

DBA1311I
OST ACTIVE ENTRIES = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of OST active
entries. This value should be zero if no pointer errors exist. A nonzero value means segments were found that were not
part of any twin chain at the end of processing the database.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. For assistance, contact
CA Support and provide the output for debugging.

DBA1312I
OST SCANS = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times the OST
PCHs were scanned looking to see if the next segment in the chain was already processed.
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Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. For assistance, contact
CA Support and provide the output for debugging.

DBA1313I
SCANS OF PCT BLOCKS = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times a PCT block
was scanned looking to see if any chains were waiting for the segment just processed.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.

DBA1314I
SCANS OF OST BLOCKS = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times an OST
block was scanned looking to see if the next segment in the chain was already processed.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. For assistance, contact
CA Support and provide the output for debugging.

DBA1315I
OST ENTRIES ADDED = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times that an OST
entry was built. It shows how often segments were processed before the pointer pointing at it was processed.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. For assistance, contact
CA Support and provide the output for debugging.

DBA1316I
PCT SET RBA SCANS = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times that a PCT
entry was liquidated that resulted in a need to reset the PCT RBA range by scanning the PCT block to determine the new
RBA bounds.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. For assistance, contact
CA Support and provide the output for debugging.
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DBA1317I
PCT PCH GETMAINS = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times that a
GETMAIN was issued to build a new PCT PCH block.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.

DBA1318I
OST PCH GETMAINS = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times that a
GETMAIN was issued to build a new OST PCH block.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.

DBA1319I
PCT ENTRIES ADDED = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times that a PCT
entry was built. It shows how many twin chains exist in the database.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.

DBA1320I
TOUCHES OF PCT PCH ENTRIES = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times that an entry
in the PCT PCH was referenced.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.

DBA1321I
TOUCHES OF OST PCH ENTRIES = x.

Reason:
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This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times that an entry
in the OST PCH was referenced.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.

DBA1322I
TOUCHES OF PCT ENTRIES = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times that an entry
in the PCT was referenced. A high value means CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS is spending too much time
looking at individual OST entries instead of OST PCH entries.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.

DBA1323I
TOUCHES OF OST ENTRIES = x.

Reason:

This line in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS storage manager report shows the number of times that an entry
in the OST was referenced. A high value means CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS is spending too much time
looking at individual PCT entries instead of PCT PCH entries.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support and
provide the output for debugging.

DBA1401W
DD NAME IN DISK-RESIDENT CONTROL CI (DMAC) IS x.

Reason:

The ddname specified in the DDNAME control statement does not match the ddname found in the DMAC which is in the
second CI of the database VSAM cluster specified in the database DD statement.

Action:

DBA continues with its analysis of the DEDB area. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is
less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Ensure that the correct VSAM cluster was allocated to the job. If the correct cluster or image copy was used then the
DMAC in the second CI is corrupted.

DBA1402I
DATABASE IOVF APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN EXTENDED BY nnn CIS - DMAC BOUNDARIES WILL BE USED.
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DBA1402W
DATABASE IOVF APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN EXTENDED BY nnn CIS - DMAC BOUNDARIES WILL BE USED.

Reason:

The message appears as level “I” if running online and “W” if not. The database and DBD do not match with respect to
the IOVF boundaries. It appears that the IOVF has been extended, but the DBD has not been changed to reflect the
expansion.

Action:

DBA will assume that the DMAC is correct, use the boundaries described therein, and continue the analysis. The DBD
should be corrected to account for the expansion and regened as soon as possible.

DBA1403E
DBD BOUNDARIES DO NOT MATCH DMAC - CI INTEGRITY ERRORS LIKELY.

Reason:

The database and DBD do not match.

Action:

The analysis will continue, but errors will likely be reported. Determine why the DMAC and DBD are out of
synchronization, such as the JCL pointing to an old DBDLIB. Correct the JCL and rerun.

DBA1500E
THE “seg1” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' HAS A “ptr1” POINTER AT OFFSET X'b' THAT POINTS AT SEGMENT “seg2”
AT RBA X'x' BUT THE LAST SEGMENT IN THE CHAIN IS AT RBA x'z'.

Reason:

The pointer says the last segment in the chain is at RBA hex “x” but the last segment in the chain is at RBA hex “z”. The
pointer was found at hex offset “b” in segment “seg1” which is at RBA hex “a”. The pointer type that is in error is specified
by “ptr1” and will be PCL or LCL. This is an unacceptable situation in an IMS database and indicates the database is
corrupted. This indicates that a segment twin chain has been broken or the pointer is bad.

Action:

The pointer-error-counter is incremented by one and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why the pointer is incorrect, and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database
error.

DBA1501E
THE “seg1” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' HAS A “ptr” POINTER AT OFFSET X'b' THAT POINTS AT SEGMENT “seg2” AT
RBA X'x' BUT NO SEGMENT WAS FOUND THERE.

Reason:

The pointer says that a segment with name “seg2” should exist at RBA hex “x” but that segment was not found there. The
pointer was found at hex offset “b” in segment “seg1” which is at RBA hex “a”. This is an unacceptable situation in an IMS
database and indicates the database is corrupted. This indicates that a segment twin chain has been broken. seg2 is the
name of the segment that was expected at RBA x.

Action:
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The pointer-error-counter is incremented by one and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why the segment is missing at the specified RBA or determine why the pointer pointed at this RBA, and then
recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA1502E
THE “seg1” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' HAS A “ptr” POINTER AT OFFSET X'b' THAT POINTS AT SEGMENT “seg2” AT
RBA X'x' CAUSING A TWIN CHAIN LOOP.

Reason:

Segment seg1 at RBA hex a has a pointer at offset hex b that points at itself forming a loop. This is an unacceptable
situation in an IMS database and indicates the database is corrupted. This indicates that a segment twin chain has been
updated incorrectly. seg1 is the name of the segment where the loop was detected.

Action:

The pointer-error-counter is incremented by one and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why there is a loop at the specified RBA or determine why the pointer pointed back at a segment that was
already part of the chain. Recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA1503E
THE “seg1” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' HAS A “ptr1” POINTER AT OFFSET X'b' THAT POINTS AT SEGMENT “seg2”
AT RBA X'x' THAT COULD NOT BE VERIFIED DUE TO THE PREVIOUS ERROR.

Reason:

This message follows a DBA1501E or a DBA1502E message. The pointer located at offset hex “b” within segment “seg1”
at RBA hex “a” points at a segment of type “seg2” at RBA hex “x”. This pointer marks the end of the twin chain. Because
the twin chain is broken, this pointer could not be pointer-checked. The pointer type that could not be checked is “ptr1”
and will be PCL or LCL.

Action:

The pointer-error-counter is incremented by one and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

See message DBA1501E or DBA1502E to fix the twin chain.

DBA1504E
THE “seg1” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' HAS A “ptr1” POINTER AT OFFSET X'b' THAT POINTS AT SEGMENT “seg2”
AT RBA X'x' BUT THE PREVIOUS SEGMENT IN THE CHAIN IS AT RBA X'z'.

Reason:

At offset hex b past segment seg1 at RBA hex a pointer points at a segment at RBA hex x but the previous segment in the
same twin chain was at RBA hex z. This is an unacceptable situation in an IMS database and indicates the database is
corrupted. This indicates that the backward pointers in a segment twin chain have been broken. seg2 is the name of the
segment that was involved. ptr1 is the pointer in error, which will be PTB or LTB.

Action:

The pointer-error-counter is incremented by one and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.
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Determine why the pointer is incorrect, and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database
error.

DBA1505E
THE “seg1” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' HAS A “ptr1” POINTER AT OFFSET X'b' THAT POINTS AT SEGMENT “seg2”
AT RBA X'x' BUT THE “ptr1” SHOULD BE ZERO IN THE FIRST TWIN IN THE CHAIN.

Reason:

At offset hex “b” past segment “seg1” at RBA hex “a” a pointer points at a segment at RBA hex “x” but the segment that
contains the pointer is the first one in the twin chain. This is an unacceptable situation in an IMS database and indicates
the database is corrupted. This indicates that the backward pointers in a segment twin chain have been broken. seg2 is
the name of the segment that was involved. ptr1 is the pointer in error, which will be PTB or LTB.

Action:

The pointer-error-counter is incremented by one and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why the PTB pointer is not equal to zero, and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct
the database error.

DBA1506E
THE “seg1” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' HAS A “ptr1” POINTER AT OFFSET X'b' THAT POINTS AT RBA X'x' BUT IT IS
NOT THE RBA OF ITS PARENT WHICH IS X'y'.

Reason:

At offset hex “b” past segment “seg1” at RBA hex “a” a parent pointer points at the parent at RBA hex “x” but the parent
is actually at RBA hex “y”. This is an unacceptable situation in an IMS database and indicates the database is corrupted.
This indicates that the backward pointers in a segment twin chain have been broken. seg2 is the name of the segment
that was involved. ptr1 is the pointer in error, which will be PP or LP.

Action:

The pointer-error-counter is incremented by one and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why the pointer is not correct, and then recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database
error.

DBA1507E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE = x.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

This is an internal error in the software. Contact CA Support.
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DBA1508E
THE “segmname” SEGMENT AT RBA X'segmrba' IS ANCHORED OFF OF RELATIVE RAP xxx BUT SHOULD BE
ANCHORED OFF OF RAP yyy ACCORDING TO THE RANDOMIZER.

Reason:

The indicated DEDB root segment is anchored (directly or as a twin) off of the wrong RAP.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS first searches DFSRESLB, then STEPLIB, for the randomizer. Check that
the correct randomizer was loaded for analysis by CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS. If that is not the problem,
then performing and UNLOAD/RELOAD on the database should anchor the segment(s) on the correct RAP. Run a DBA
analysis after the UNLOAD/RELOAD to be sure.

DBA1601E
THE DATABASE (DDNAME=x) FILE CANNOT BE OPENED.

Reason:

DBA found the specified database DD statement in the JCL but was unable to open the VSAM cluster associated with the
file.

Action:

DBA terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Check JESMSG/SYSMSG for an MVS open error message, correct the problem and rerun the job.

DBA1602E
THE DATA BASE (DDNAME=ddname) FILE CANNOT BE OPENED BY MEDIA MANAGER.

Reason:

DBA found the specified database DD statement in the JCL but was unable to open the VSAM Cluster associated with the
file.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check JESMSG/SYSMSG and DBAMSGS for a VSAM Open or Media Manager Connect error.
Correct the problem and rerun the job. To circumvent the problem include a DBACTRL keyword containing the following
control statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

DBA1700E
UNABLE TO LOCATE THE PARENT OF SEGMENT "segname”.

Reason:

When attempting to build a table of segments that exist in the DBD, CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS was unable
to locate the parent of the segment with name “segname”.
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Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS terminates immediately with a return code of 16. This is an internal error in the
software.Contact CA Support.

DBA1701I
SEGMENT “segname” HAS BEEN MODIFIED BY CONTROL STATEMENT REQUEST.

Reason:

The DBA parameters associated with the segment named in the message have been changed. Its length, variable length
plot increment, or both have been set to the value on the corresponding SEGMENT control statement.

Action:

DBA uses the new user-stated values in place of the values from the DBD or calculated by DBA. The DBA return code is
not changed. Make sure that the segment was changed as requested.

DBA1702E
THE SEGMENT TABLE HAS OVERFLOWED.

Reason:

The number of segments defined in the DBD and all its related DBDs exceeds the number that CA Database Analyzer™
for IMS for z/OS has calculated.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

A JES output file with the ddname of IDIDUMP is automatically created when the error occurs. The file contains debug
information needed to correct the problem. Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the IDIDUMP file for
debugging.

DBA1703E
THE POINTER TABLE HAS OVERFLOWED.

Reason:

The number of pointers defined in the DBD and all its related DBDs exceeds the number was calculated.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

A JES output file with the ddname of IDIDUMP is automatically created when the error occurs. The file contains debug
information needed to correct the problem. Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the IDIDUMP file for
debugging.

DBA1704E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE = x.

Action:

When attempting to build a table of segments and pointers that exist in the DBD, a logic error occurred in CA Database
Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.
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Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16.

When the error occurs, CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS automatically creates a JES output file with the ddname
of IDIDUMP, which contains debug information needed to correct the problem. Contact CA Support and provide the
IDIDUMP file for debugging.

DBA1705E
NO SEGMENTS HAVE BEEN DEFINED IN DBD “dbdname”.

Reason:

The DBD with the specified name does not have any segments defined in it. This DBD is needed to complete the analysis.
A DBD with no segments defined is invalid.

Action:

DBA terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Correct the DBDNAME control statement, the DBDLIB DD statement or the
DBDs themselves and rerun the job.

DBA1800I
FREE SPACE PLOT TERMINATED.

Reason:

The internal CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS table used to collect free space data is not large enough to track
the free space in the database according to the PLOTINCR value in the control statements.

This message is written to the messages file when the free space plot table overflows while scanning the database.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues scanning the database but the collection of free space for the Free
Space Plot report is terminated. The return code is not changed.

To avoid the free space plot table overflow, specify a larger PLOTINCR value. If such a specification is too large to provide
the level of detail needed, contact CA Support to determine how to enlarge the free space table.

DBA1900I
THERE WERE x,xxx,xxx BBB INTEGRITY ERRORS FOUND.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file after the database data set is scanned. Message DBA1903I will precede this
one if the database was not completely analyzed due to environmental errors. The DBA1900I message gives the total
number of block, record or CI integrity errors. An integrity error relates to the actual construction of each block, record or
CI and not to the contents of segments or pointers. FSEs and segments must be properly layed out or an integrity error is
reported.

• bbb
Indicates the type of physical record read from the database. Valid values are:

• BLK
Indicates the unblocked OSAM data sets.

• CI
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Indicates the unblocked VSAM ESDS clusters.
• REC

Indicates the ISAM data sets, VSAM KSDS clusters, blocked OSAM data sets and blocked VSAM ESDS clusters.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues by closing all the files and terminating. The database has been
completely scanned and all the reports have been produced. This message is for information only. The CA Database
Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS return code is not changed.

Three messages per database error have been written to the DBAERROR file. In addition, the blocks, records or CIs in
error have been snapped to the DBASNAP file. See these files for details.

DBA1901I
THERE WERE x,xxx,xxx UNINITIALIZED SLACK BYTES FOUND.

Reason:

DL/I leaves contiguous free space of less than 8 bytes in an HD database unused and calls it slack. DBA has found the
indicated number of slack bytes in the database not initialized to hexadecimal zero or ones.

This message is written to the messages and DBAERROR file after the database data set is scanned. This message
gives the total number of slack bytes that were found in the database that were not initialized to hexadecimal zero.
The blocks containing the uninitialized slack bytes are reported as errors and snapped to DBASNAP only if the
SLACKINITCHECK=YES control statement is specified for the execution of DBA.

Action:

DBA continues by closing all the files and terminating. The database has been completely scanned and all the reports
have been produced. This message is for information only. The DBA return code is not changed.

If uninitialized slack bytes were found and the location of these bytes is wanted, rerun DBA specifying
SLACKINITCHECK=YES.

DBA1902I
THERE WERE x,xxx,xxx POINTER ERRORS FOUND AND y,yyy,yyy ORPHAN SEGMENT MESSAGES
SUPPRESSED.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages and DBAERROR files after the database data set is scanned.

Message DBA1903I will precede this one if the database was not completely analyzed due to environmental errors.

Message DBA1902I gives the total number of pointer errors found in the database. This message can also indicate
that a number of orphan segment messages were suppressed. This is done to reduce the number of error messages
and only when the not-reported orphan segments are properly chained off another (reported) orphan segment. For
example, if three orphan segments were found where A -> B-> C, only the orphan segment A would be reported
because when the broken pointer to A is fixed, segments B and C will also be fixed. This message is not generated if
POINTERCHECK=NONE or POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL was specified in the control statements.

Action:

DBA continues by closing all the files and terminating. The database has been completely scanned and all the reports
have been produced. This message is for information only. The DBA return code is not changed.

Error messages have been written to the DBAERROR file describing each pointer error found. In addition, the blocks
containing the errors have been snapped to the DBASNAP file. See these files for details.
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DBA1903I
THE ENTIRE DATA SET OR CLUSTER WAS NOT ANALYZED.

Reason:

DBA has concluded its analysis of the database but the entire data set or cluster has not been read and analyzed.

Action:

The reports are produced and DBA terminates. The DBA return code is not changed. Review the messages that precede
this one for the errors that caused premature termination of the analysis. The DBA1900I and DBA1902I messages that
follow this one apply only to the part of the database that had been analyzed.

DBA1904I
THERE WERE X RECS READ FROM THE DATA SET.

Reason:

Indicates the number of records read from the data set being reported on. X is the number of records actually read. If X is
NO, then the data set being pointer checked was empty.

Action:

DBA terminates immediately without producing the reports. However, if X is NO, DBA terminates immediately without
producing the reports. Any other value is normal and processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Check that X is the expected count. If X is NO and the database should have records, review the messages file for the
errors that prevented the analysis and correct them. If there are no error messages (return code is zero), the database is
empty. This means that the end-of-file marker is set to the beginning of the data set.

DBA1905I
THERE WERE x,xxx,xxx BBB SNAPPED BY USER REQUEST.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file after the database data set is completely scanned. The message gives
the total number of blocks that were snapped to the DBASNAP file because they matched the requests specified on the
SNAPBLOCK control statements.

• bbb
Indicates the type of physical record read from the database. Valid values are:
– BLK (for unblocked OSAM data sets)
– CI (for unblocked VSAM ESDS clusters)
– REC (for ISAM data sets, VSAM KSDS clusters, blocked OSAM data sets, and blocked VSAM ESDS clusters)

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues by closing all the files and terminating. The database has been
completely scanned and all the reports have been produced. This message is for information only. The CA Database
Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS return code is not changed.

Use the snapped block information as required.

DBA1906I
THERE WERE x,xxx,xxx SEGMENTS THAT WERE TOO LONG OR TOO SHORT.
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Reason:

The DBD defines the minimum and maximum length allowed for each variable length segments.

This message is written to the messages and DBAERROR file after the database data set is scanned. This message
gives the total number of variable length segments found in the database that were shorter or longer than allowed by the
DBD. The blocks containing the incorrect length segments are reported as errors and snapped to DBASNAP only if the
VLLENGTHCHECK=YES control statement is specified for the execution of DBA.

Note: Using a data compression product could reduce a segment to fewer bytes than specified as the minimum in the
DBD. This causes DBA to report the segments as too short.

Action:

DBA continues by closing all the files and terminating. The database has been completely scanned and all the reports
have been produced. This message is for information only. The DBA return code is not changed.

If segment length errors were found and the location of these segments is wanted, rerun DBA specifying
VLLENGTHCHECK=YES.

DBA1907E
THERE WERE x,xxx,xxx SEGMENT CHAINS NOT CHECKED.

Reason:

During the scan of the database, DBA was unable to acquire sufficient virtual storage to check all the segment chains in
the database.

This message is written to the DBAMSGS and DBAERROR file after the database data set is scanned. This message
gives the total number of segment chains that could not be checked.

Action:

DBA continues by closing all the files and terminating. The database has been completely scanned and all the reports
have been produced. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun DBA with a larger region size if complete integrity checking is needed. Otherwise, ignore the message. When this
message is issued, any pointer errors reported may not actually exist in the database.

DBA1908E
THERE WERE x,xxx,xxx SEGMENTS NOT CHECKED.

Reason:

During the scan of the database, DBA was unable to acquire sufficient virtual storage to check all the segment pointers in
the database.

This message is written to the DBAMSGS and DBAERROR file after the database data set is scanned. This message
gives the total number of segments that could not be checked.

Action:

DBA continues by closing all the files and terminating. The database has been completely scanned and all the reports
have been produced. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun DBA with a larger region size if complete integrity checking is needed. Otherwise, ignore the message. When this
message is issued, any pointer errors reported may not actually exist in the database.
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DBA1909I
THERE WERE x,xxx,xxx SLACK AREAS GREATER THAN 7 (or 8) BYTES.

Reason:

DL/I leaves contiguous free space of less than 8 bytes in an HD database unused and calls it slack. DBA has found the
indicated number of contiguous areas of slack that were longer than 7 or 8 bytes. A slack area may be up to 7 bytes long
if on an even boundary. If on an odd boundary, it may be 8 bytes long. Longer areas may exist due to insert and delete
activity. IMS is unable to reuse slack bytes. The database must be reorganized to eliminate them.

This message is written to the messages and DBAERROR file after the database data set is scanned. This
message gives the total number of contiguous areas of slack greater than 7 or 8 bytes that were found in the
database. The blocks containing the long slack areas are reported as errors and snapped to DBASNAP only if the
SLACKLENGTHCHECK=YES control statement is specified for the execution of DBA.

Action:

DBA continues by closing all the files and terminating. The database has been completely scanned and all the reports
have been produced. This message is for information only. The DBA return code is not changed.

If long slack areas were found and the location of these are wanted, rerun DBA specifying SLACKLENGTHCHECK=YES.
To eliminate the long slack areas, reorganize the database.

DBA1910I
THERE WERE X RBA STATISTICAL ERRORS FOUND.

Reason:

DBA found X statistical errors in the data set being analyzed. Look in the DBAERROR or SYSPRINT DD for the exact
statistical error found. If X is NO, then DBA found no errors in the data set being analyzed. If a more detailed explanation
of the cause of the error is required, make sure that POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD is specified and that DBA is run in
stand-alone mode instead of as an exit of DBC and DFSUDUMP.

Action:

DBA continues. The DBA return code is not changed. That message found in the DBAERROR or SYSPRINT DD is
responsible for setting that.

See DBAERROR or SYSPRINT DD and read its message to proceed with error correction.

DBA1911I
THERE WERE X THRESHOLD WARNINGS FOUND.

Reason:

DBA found X threshold warnings in the data set being analyzed. Look in the DBAERROR or SYSPRINT DD for the
exact statistical error found. If X is NO, then DBA found no threshold warnings in the data set being analyzed. Threshold
warnings can be suppressed by specifying THRESHOLDCHECK (NO) or =NO depending on which syntax of the control
statements is in use.

Action:

DBA continues. The DBA return code is not changed. That message found in the DBAERROR or SYSPRINT DD is
responsible for setting that.

See DBAERROR or SYSPRINT DD and read its message to proceed with error correction.
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DBA2000I
THE x IN THE IMAGE COPY HEADER IS “y” BUT IN THE DBD IT IS “z”.

Reason:

DBA is reading the image copy of a database. The first record on an image copy describes the database that was copied.
DBA compares the header record to the DBD to be used during analysis to make sure they match. DBA found that one of
the header fields did not match the DBD. X is the name of the field that did not match and Y is the contents of the field. X
may be “BLKSIZE” or “LRECL”. Y is the corresponding value from the image copy header for X. Z is the value in the DBD.

Action:

DBA continues analyzing the database image copy. The value used for field x by DBA is the value contained in the image
copy header record. The return code is not changed.

It is valid for the DBD not to reflect the actual database in some instances. However, unless done carefully, misleading or
incorrect results in IMS processing may occur.

DBA2001I
THE x IN VSAM CI 0 IS “y” BUT IN THE DBD IT IS “z”.

Reason:

DBA is reading a VSAM database. The first CI in a VSAM database is a control CI built by IMS to control the cluster. DBA
compares CI 0 to the DBD to be used during analysis to make sure they match. DBA found that one of the CI 0 fields did
not match the DBD. X is the name of the field that did not match and Y is the contents of the field. X may be “BLKSIZE” or
“LRECL”. Y is the corresponding value from CI 0 for X. Z is the value in the DBD.

Action:

DBA continues analyzing the database. The value used for field x by DBA is the actual value that applies to the cluster as
determined from the catalog. The return code is not changed.

It is valid for the DBD not to reflect the actual database in some instances. However, unless done carefully, misleading or
incorrect results in IMS processing may occur.

DBA2002I
THE x OF THE DATABASE DATA SET IS “y” BUT IN THE DBD IT IS “z”.

Reason:

DBA has determined the specifications of the database data set by interrogating the catalog or VTOC. DBA compares
this data to the DBD to be used during analysis to make sure they match. DBA found that one of the catalog or VTOC
fields did not match the DBD. X is the name of the field that did not match and Y is the contents of the field. X may be
“BLKSIZE” or “LRECL”. Y is the corresponding value from the catalog or VTOC for X. Z is the value in the DBD.

Action:

DBA continues analyzing the database. The value used for field x by DBA is the actual value that applies to the data set or
cluster as determined from the catalog or VTOC. The return code is not changed.

It is valid for the DBD not to reflect the actual database in some instances. However, unless done carefully, misleading or
incorrect results in IMS processing may occur.

DBA2100S
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR DETECTED!  CONTACT CUSTOMER SUPPORT.
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Reason:

An internal check of control blocks during processing discovered a problem that indicates a logic error elsewhere in the
code.

Action:

A storage dump is written to IDIDUMP. Contact CA Support and provide the IDIDUMP file and additional information, such
as the DBAMSGS and the DBD source, for debugging.

DBA2102E
NO VIRTUAL MEMORY AVAILABLE FOR "GPMCODE " POINTER CHECKING. INCREASE REGION SIZE OR
SPECIFY "REGION=0M".

Reason:

There is not enough virtual memory to perform pointer checking on the segment specified in the message..

Action:

Increase the region size or specify 0M for a region size and rerun the job.

DBA2102W
NO VIRTUAL MEMORY AVAILABLE FOR “x” POINTER CHECKING - INCREASE REGION SIZE.

Reason:

DBA requires dynamic storage areas to do pointer checking. No storage was available in the address space to continue
pointer checking for segment “x”. Message DBA2103I follows.

Action:

Processing continues. Pointer checking will be discontinued for the named segment. The return code is set to 4 if the
accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Rerun DBA with a larger region size if pointer checking needs to be done for the named segment.

DBA2103I
POINTER CHECKING HAS BEEN DISCONTINUED FOR THIS SEGMENT.

Reason:

This message follows DBA2102W and states the action DBA will take.

Action:

Processing continues. Pointer checking will be discontinued for the named segment. The return code is not changed.

Rerun DBA with a larger region size if pointer checking needs to be done for the named segment.

DBA2200E
IMAGE COPY y SEQUENCE ERROR - EXPECTED HEX y x BUT READ HEX y z ON VOLUME volser.

Reason:

DBA is reading the image copy of a database. Each database block on the image copy file is prefixed by eight bytes of
image copy control data. The first 4 bytes are the RBA or RBN of the block that the image copy record represents. The
RBA or RBN in the prefix of the image copy record read is not the expected value indicating that too many or too few
blocks exist on the image copy.
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y will be RBN or RBA. RBN is used for ISAM and OSAM databases and RBA is used for VSAM ESDS databases. x is the
RBA or RBN that was expected by DBA and y is the actual value found in the image copy record. volser is the volume
serial of the image copy where the error was found.

Action:

DBA terminates processing if INTEGRITYCHECK=YES was specified. Otherwise processing continues and the error is
ignored. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is
not changed.

The image copy is likely bad. Examine the two RBAs or RBNs given in the message to determine if blocks are missing
from the image copy or if additional blocks exist.

DBA2300E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE x FILE.

Reason:

The file with a ddname of “x” could not be opened.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after correcting the problem that caused the open to fail. The messages that precede this one describe the
problem in detail.

DBA2301E
RAPKEYS=YES WAS SPECIFIED BUT THE ROOT SEGMENT DOES NOT HAVE A KEY FIELD.

Reason:

A RAPKEYS=YES control statement was found but the DBD specified in the DBDNAME control statement does not have
a key field defined for the root segment type. Consequently a DBAKEYS file cannot be created.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after specifying RAPKEYS=NO or using a DBD with a key field defined for the root segment type.

DBA2400E
FILE IS NOT AVAILABLE - x.

Reason:

The file with a ddname of “x” is not available for writing a record.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after correcting the problem that caused the error on the file. The messages that precede this one describe
the problem in detail.
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DBA2401E
FILE ERROR - x.

Reason:

The file with a ddname of “x” encountered an error.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after correcting the problem that caused the error. The messages that precede this one describe the
problem in detail.

DBA2500E
THE “seg” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' HAS “ptr1” POINTER AT OFFSET X'b' THAT POINTS AT RBA X'c' BUT THE
PREVIOUS SEGMENT IN THE CHAIN IS AT RBA X'd'.

Reason:

The segment with name “seg” contains a PTB pointer at offset “b” that points at a previous twin at RBA “c”. However, the
previous twin in the chain is actually at RBA “d”. This is an unacceptable situation in an IMS database and indicates the
database is corrupted. This indicates that the backward pointers in a segment twin chain have been broken.

Action:

The pointer-error-counter is incremented by one and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why the pointer is incorrect and recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database error.

DBA2501E
THE “seg” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' HAS A “ptr1” POINTER AT OFFSET X'b' THAT POINTS AT RBA X'c' BUT THE
“ptr1” SHOULD BE ZERO IN THE FIRST TWIN IN THE CHAIN.

Reason:

The segment with name “seg” contains a PTB pointer at offset “b” that points at a previous twin at RBA “c”. However, the
segment is the first one in the twin chain and so the PTB should be zero, not X'c'. This is an unacceptable situation in an
IMS database and indicates the database is corrupted. This indicates that the backward pointers in a segment twin chain
have been broken.

Action:

The pointer-error-counter is incremented by one and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why the PTB pointer is not equal to zero and recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the
database error.

DBA2502E
THE “seg1” SEGMENT AT RBA X'a' HAS A “ptr1” POINTER AT OFFSET X'b' THAT POINTS AT RBA X'x' BUT IT IS
NOT THE RBA OF ITS PARENT WHICH IS X'y'.

Reason:
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At offset hex “b” past segment “seg1” at RBA hex “a” a parent pointer points at the parent at RBA hex “x” but the parent
is actually at RBA hex “y”. This is an unacceptable situation in an IMS database and indicates the database is corrupted.
This indicates that the backward pointers in a segment twin chain have been broken. “seg2” is the name of the segment
that was involved. “ptr1” is the pointer in error, which will be PP or LP.

Action:

The pointer-error-counter is incremented by one and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why the pointer is not correct and recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the database
error.

DBA2503E
THE “segmname” SEGMENT AT RBA X'segmrba' IS ANCHORED OFF OF RELATIVE RAP xxx BUT SHOULD BE
ANCHORED OFF OF RAP yyy ACCORDING TO THE RANDOMIZER.

Reason:

The indicated DEDB root segment is anchored (directly or as a twin) off of the wrong RAP.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS first searches DFSRESLB, then STEPLIB, for the randomizer. Check that
the correct randomizer was loaded for analysis by CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS. If that is not the problem,
then performing and UNLOAD/RELOAD on the database should anchor the segment(s) on the correct RAP. Run a CA
Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS analysis after the UNLOAD/RELOAD to be sure.

DBA2504I
THE SEGMENT "EINVDESC " HAS A CHAIN LENGTH OF 65535 OR GREATER.

Reason:

The indicated segment has 65535 or more twins.

Action:

No action required.

DBA2600E
THE SPECIFIED DDNAME WAS NOT FOUND IN THE DBD.

Reason:

The ddname specified on the DDNAME control statement was not found in the DBD specified in the DBDNAME control
statement.

Action:

DBA terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the DBDNAME or DDNAME control statement and rerun the job.

DBA2602E
PARTITIONED DATABASES ARE NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:
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Partitioned databases are not supported.

Action:

Update as needed and resubmit.

DBA2603E
SPECIFIED DDSUFFIX=g NOT FOUND

Reason:

The indicated HALDB DSGROUP is not used by the master DBD. Note that the DDSUFFIX could have been explicitly
specified, or implied by the use of DDNAME with a HALDB DBDname.

Action:

Check the control card specifications for specifying either an invalid DDSUFFIX, or specifying a Partition Name using the
DDNAME keyword. Correct the control cards and resubmit.

DBA2700E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE POINTERCHECK KEYWORD - MUST BE “NONE”, “STATISTICAL”,
“LOCAL”, “CROSSDSG” OR “CROSSDBD”.

Reason:

A POINTERCHECK statement was being parsed. The value specified is invalid.

Action:

The statement is ignored and processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is
less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Delete the statement or change the value to one of the 5 supported constants.

DBA2701E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE POINTERCHECK KEYWORD FOR HALDB IMAGE COPY INPUT. VALUE
MUST BE “NONE”, “STATISTICAL”, OR “LOCAL”.

Reason:

The value specified for the POINTERCHECK parameter was invalid for the input of a HALDB image copy.

Action:

Local checking is used.

DBA2702E
INVALID SPECIFICATION FOR SSID KEYWORD, VALUE MUST BE "JOBNAME" or "JOBNAMES".

Reason:

Invalid value was specified for the SSID keyword. Valid operands are JOBNAME and JOBNAMES.

Action:

Correct the SSID specification and resubmit the job.
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DBA2800W
NO VIRTUAL MEMORY AVAILABLE FOR “x” TWIN CHAIN ANALYSIS - INCREASE REGION SIZE BY 2K.

Reason:

DBA requires dynamic storage areas to do twin chain analysis. No storage was available in the address space to do twin
chain analysis for segment “x”. Message DBA2801I follows.

Action:

Processing continues. No twin chain analysis will be done for the named segment. The return code is set to 4 if the
accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Rerun DBA with a larger region size if twin chain analysis needs to be done for the named segment.

DBA2801I
TWIN CHAIN ANALYSIS AND HISTOGRAM REPORTS HAVE BEEN SUPPRESSED FOR THIS SEGMENT.

Reason:

This message follows DBA2801W and states the action DBA will take.

Action:

Processing continues. No twin chain analysis will be done for the named segment. The return code is not changed.

Rerun DBA with a larger region size if twin chain analysis needs to be done for the named segment.

DBA2802W
NO VIRTUAL MEMORY AVAILABLE FOR “x” POINTER CHECKING - INCREASE REGION SIZE.

Reason:

DBA requires dynamic storage areas to do pointer checking. No storage was available in the address space to do pointer
checking for segment “x”. Message DBA2803I follows.

Action:

Processing continues. No pointer checking will be done for the named segment. The return code is set to 4 if the
accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Rerun DBA with a larger region size if pointer checking needs to be done for the named segment.

DBA2803I
POINTER CHECKING HAS BEEN SUPPRESSED FOR THIS SEGMENT.

Reason:

This message follows DBA2802W and states the action DBA will take.

Action:

Processing continues. No pointer checking will be done for the named segment. The return code is not changed.

Rerun DBA with a larger region size if pointer checking needs to be done for the named segment.

DBA2804E
NO VIRTUAL MEMORY AVAILABLE FOR POINTER CHECKING.
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Reason:

See DBA2802E for description and any preceding error message for possible causes.

Action:

DBA continues. The DBA return code is not changed.

DBA2805I
POINTER CHECKERING HAS BEEN SUPPRESSED.

Reason:

Pointer checking has been suppressed. This informational message is always preceded by an error message. DBA
continues and the DBA return code is not changed.

DBA2900E
UNABLE TO LOAD RELATED DBD “x” FROM THE DBD LIBRARY.

Reason:

A DBD related to the database being analyzed was needed by DBA. The named DBD “x” could not be found. The related
DBD may be needed because it is logically related or is an index for the database under analysis.

Action:

DBA terminates immediately. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 8.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Make sure the named DBD is in the library defined by the IMS or DBDLIB DD statement and rerun the job.

DBA2901E
DBD TABLE OVERFLOW WHILE PROCESSING DBD dbdname.

Reason:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS could not analyze the DBDs related to DBD dbdname because the number of
external DBDs in DBD dbdname was different than the number of external DBDs in the table within the DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

DBD dbdname is probably defective. Make sure that a valid DBD exists in the DBD library that CA Database Analyzer™
for IMS for z/OS uses. If the DBD appears to be valid, contact CA Support.

DBA3000E
INTERNAL TABLE ERROR.

Reason:

An internal error occurred related to one of DBA's tables. Message DBA3001I follows with details.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing by ignoring the error. The affected table is not affected.
The return code is not changed.
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When the error occurs, CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS creates a JES output file with the ddname of IDIDUMP,
which contains debug information needed to correct the problem. Contact CA Support and provide the IDIDUMP file for
debugging.

DBA3001I
CALLER = x,y. TABLE = z.

Reason:

This is a companion message to DBA3000E. “x” is the name of the module that detected the error and “y” is the offset
within the module. “z” is the address of the table involved.

Action:

See message DBA3000E.

DBA3100E
NO VIRTUAL MEMORY AVAILABLE FOR “x” WORK AREA - INCREASE REGION SIZE BY AT LEAST 4K.

Reason:

During a DBA initialization, there was no region memory left to process the database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase the REGION value and rerun the job.

DBA3101I
ERROR OCCURRED LOADING DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ROUTINE "routine name".

Reason:

A z/OS LOAD macro instruction failed for a dynamic allocation interface routine.

Action:

Processing terminates. For more information, see the messages data set and JOBLOG. Verify the named load module is
in the job's STEPLIB or JOBLIB library concatenation. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

DBA3200E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE TYPE KEYWORD - MUST BE “FULL”, “F”, “HASH” OR “H”.

Reason:

A TYPE statement was being parsed. The value specified is invalid.

Action:

The statement is ignored and processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is
less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Delete the statement or change the value to one of the 4 supported constants.
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DBA3301E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE = x.

Reason:

When attempting to build a table of segments and pointers that exist in the DBD, a logic error occurred in CA Database
Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

A JES output file with the ddname of IDIDUMP is automatically created when the error occurs. The file contains debug
information needed to correct the problem. Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the IDIDUMP file for
debugging.

DBA3302I
THE INDEX KEY FOR INDEX “F91A21 “ CAN NOT BE VALIDATED. THE SOURCE SEGMENT IS COMPRESSED.

Reason:

The segment in the database is compressed and DBA cannot verify the key value as requested by
INDEXKEYCHECK=YES.

Action:

Processing continues. The RBAs will be compared, but not the key values.

DBA3303E
THE POINTER TABLE HAS OVERFLOWED.

Reason:

The number of pointers defined in the DBD and all its related DBDs exceeds the number was calculated.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

A JES output file with the ddname of IDIDUMP is automatically created when the error occurs. The file contains debug
information needed to correct the problem. Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the IDIDUMP file for
debugging.

DBA3400E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE FUNCTION KEYWORD.

Reason:

The value specified was not one of the acceptable values on the FUNCTION control statement. Message DBA3401I
follows this one to give a list of supported values.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.
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Modify the control statement to use one of acceptable values for FUNCTION and rerun the job if necessary.

DBA3401I
SPECIFY “ANALYZE”.

Reason:

This message follows DBA3400E. It gives the values supported for the FUNCTION control statement.

Action:

See DBA3400E.

DBA3402I
“ANALYZEALL” NOT SUPPORTED FOR HALDB IMAGE COPY INPUT. IGNORED.

Reason:

The FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL parameter was specified for the analysis of an image copy.

Action:

The parameter is ignored. Statistical checking will be done in the absence of a POINTERCHEC override.

DBA3500I
THE “x” KEYWORD VALUE IS NOT PRESENTLY SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The control statement keyword with name “x” was specified but the product does not currently support the value specified.

Specifying ASYNC=YES can cause this error because it is not supported.

Action:

Processing continues and the parameter is ignored. The DBA return code is unchanged.

Remove the control statement or correct the value and rerun the job.

DBA3501I
THE “keyword” KEYWORD DOES NOT APPLY TO THE OPERATION - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

The indicated keyword was specified, but it cannot be applied to the requested function. For example, if
INDEXKEYCHECK=YES but the requested function is the analysis of an image copy.

Action:

Processing continues and the parameter is ignored. The DBA return code is unchanged.

If the keyword came from a global parmlib, ignore the message. If it was specified explicitly, consider removing the
keyword from the control statements before the next time the JCL is submitted.

DBA3502E
NO VIRTUAL MEMORY AVAILABLE FOR “areaname” WORK AREA - INCREASE REGION SIZE.

Reason:
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Not enough storage was available to allocate the named internal structure.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Increase the REGION value and rerun the job.

DBA3503E
THE "keyname" KEYWORD HAS AN INVALID RANGE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

One or both of the values provided for the specified keyword is beyond the permitted range.

Action:

Initially, check for a typographical error. If that is not the problem, check the range permitted for the keyword, correct the
control cards, and rerun the job.

DBA3504E
SPECIFIED DBDNAME=ddddddd DOES NOT MATCH THE DBDNAME IN THE EXEC STATEMENT: yyyyyyy

Reason:

When running in online mode, the DBD name must be specified in the PARM of the EXEC statement.

Action:

It is not necessary to specify the DBDNAME keyword in the utility control statements. If it is specified, however, it must
match the one specified in the EXEC statement.

DBA3505E
CROSS-DATASET POINTER CHECKING IS NOT SUPPORTED UNDER ASYNCRONOUS IMAGE COPY.

Reason:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS will not attempt to perform cross-data set pointer checking while performing an
analysis under the asynchronous copy utility. The cross-data set pointer checking may have been requested by coding
FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL, POINTERCHECK=CROSSDSG, or POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD.

Action:

Change the control cards to use only local or statistical (the default) pointer checking and resubmit the job.

DBA3506E
SMDSPACE OPTION MUST BE 'YES' WHEN RUNNING DBA UNDER ASYNCRONOUS IMAGE COPY.

Reason:

POINTERCHECK=LOCAL and SMDSPACE=NO was requested for the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS
analysis under an asynchronous image copy. CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS needs to use a dataspace for the
pointer-checking control blocks so that more region storage is available for the image copy processing subtasks.

Action:

Remove the SMDSPACE=N control card to use dataspace storage for local checking, or request only statistical pointer
checking and resubmit the job.
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DBA3507I
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE POINTERCHECK KEYWORD WHEN RUNNING AS AN IMAGE COPY EXIT. 
"LOCAL" WILL BE USED.

Reason:

This informational message shares that POINTERCHECK=LOCAL was forced because CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS
for z/OS is being invoked in an image copy exit mode.

DBA3508I
ANALYZEALL IS NOT SUPPORTED RUNNING AS AN IMAGE COPY EXIT.  FUNCTION=ANALYZE USED INSTEAD.

Reason:

This informational message shared that FUNCTION=ANALYZE is forced because CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/
OS is invoked in an image copy exit mode.

DBA3600E
THE “DYNDB(IC)” FUNCTION IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The DYNDB(IC) function was requested but is not supported in this release of the product. This error will also be
generated if DYNDB is specified without any parameters because the default is to use the latest image copy of the
requested database data set.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the control statement or correct the value and rerun the job.

DBA3601I
THE “DYNDB(DB,PREFIX)” FUNCTION IS NOT SUPPORTED AT THIS TIME.

Reason:

The DYNDB(DB,prefix) function was requested but is not supported in this release of the product.

Action:

Processing continues, but this parameter is ignored. Dynamic allocation for the requested database data set will occur, as
long as the required DBD can be found in the STEPLIB for the job step, or the required DD statement is present. The DBA
return code is unchanged.

Remove the control statement or correct the value and rerun the job.

DBA3602I
THE “DYNDB” KEYWORD VALUE x IS INVALID AND IS IGNORED

Reason:

The DYNDB keyword was specified with an invalid value (neither DB or IC).

Action:
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Processing continues. The DBA return code is unchanged. Remove the control statement or correct the value and rerun
the job.

DBA3700I
THE INDEXKEYCHECK KEYWORD DOES NOT APPLY TO THIS OPERATION - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

INDEXKEYCHECK=YES was specified, but can't be respected because no index/database pointers are being processed.

Action:

Remove the INDEXKEYCHECK specification or make sure that the DBDNAME, POINTERCHECK, and FUNCTION
keyword parameters are correct.

DBA3701E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE = x

Reason:

A logic error was detected in the process of determining data set group (DSG) hierarchical order.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the JCL, messages, and the DBD source of the DBD being analyzed.

DBA3800I
THE RBAS IN THIS DATA SET ARE BEING PROCESSED AS 8 GB VALUES.

Reason:

All of the RBAs in this database will be processed as if they were 33 bits. This is because the allocation of the file permits
an 8 GB database to be created. This informational message displays and processing continues. If the database does not
contain 8 GB addresses, then a change in the allocated space below the amount needed for 8 GB values will allow our
code to not process the address as 8 GB addresses.

DBA3802E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERROR FOR DBD = "dbdname" DDNAME = "dddname" from "environment" RC="return
code".

Reason:

A dynamic allocation request for the named DBD and DDNAME failed. Dynamic allocation information was obtained from
the environment (DFSMDA, DBRC or IMAGE COPY).

Action:

Processing terminates. Check the DBA messages file for additional messages. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

DBA3803I
REORGV IS SET IN THE RECON BUT NO REORGANIZATION NUMBER HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED FOR PARTITION
partition.

Reason:
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The reorganization number verification option (REORGV) is set in the RECONs, but the partition number is zero for the
named partition.

Action:

No action is required. IMS sets the reorganization number when the partition is updated. Or the number will be set when
the partition is next reorganized.

For the current reorganization number, see the Database Summary report in the DBARPTS.

 

DBA3809E
THE INPUT DATA SET (DDNAME=ddname) FILE IS NOT DEFINED IN THE JCL

Reason:

Allocation of the input file to DDNAME failed. The file is not allocated in the JCL and a dynamic allocation attempt failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. Make sure that the file or database to be checked is available for the program to process.

DBA3817E
THE DATABASE (DDNAME=ddname) FILE CANNOT BE OPENED - rsn.

Reason:

The file referenced by DDNAME failed to open because of RSN=OPEN, a failure in the open processing. RSN=BLKSIZE,
the block size cannot be determined and is needed for buffer allocation. The file referenced by DDNAME failed to open
because of RSN=EXCP, a failure in the EXCP open processing.

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the problem based on the reason code, and rerun. If RSN=EXCP include a DBACTRL
keyword containing the following control statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

DBA3819I
EXCP ACCESS METHOD USED FOR DD=ddname, DSN=dataset name.

Reason:

The file referenced by DD and DSN is using the EXCP Access Method for processing.

DBA3820E
DATABASE HAS A ZERO BLOCKSIZE SO CAN NOT BE ANALYZED

Reason:

The catalog or VTOC shows a blocksize of zero for the database being analyzed. This means the database has not been
correctly, or fully, built.
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Action:

Ensure the database is correctly built and resubmit the analysis.

DBA3821E
RECFM=U IS INVALID FOR INPUT DATASET.

Reason:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS does not accept a RECFM=U data set as input.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Change the input data set to CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS to a type of data set supported by CA Database
Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.

DBA3904E
THE IMAGE COPY IS OLDER THAN CURRENTLY SUPPORTED IMS RELEASES.

Reason:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS cannot process an image copy input file that is older than currently supported
IMS releases.

Action:

Change the image copy input file and resubmit.

DBA3905I
ERROR MESSAGES FOR DATABASE “dbdname “, DD NAME “ddname “.

Reason:

Information message that indicates that this is the start of the DBA error messages if any are found. No return code is set.
It will be issued at the top of every error message file.

DBA3907I
ERROR MESSAGES INCLUDE DATA FROM OVERFLOW DD NAME “DDNAME”.

Reason:

This informational message is issued when an index being processed has an overflow data set associated. The data in
the overflow data set is read and processed as if it were part of the associated index data set.

DBA4300I
SCAN STARTED FOR DATABASE “dbdname”, DDNAME “ddname”.

Reason:

Informational message that indicates that DBA is starting to process a different database data set. Processing continues.

DBA4301I
SCAN CONTINUES FOR DATABASE “dbdname”, WITH OVERFLOW DD NAME “DDNAME”.
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Reason:

This informational message is issued when an index being processed has an overflow data set associated. The data in
the overflow data set is read and processed as if it were part of the associated index data set.

DBA4401I
SCAN COMPLETED FOR DATABASE “DBDNAME”, DDNAME “DDNAME”.

Reason:

This informational message Indicates that DBA has finished processing of the database data set specified in the
message.

DBA4402I
UNABLE TO BUILD PCH INDEX FOR DBD dbd, REASON rr.

Reason:

Indicates that DBA had a problem building the PCH index.

Action:

Processing continues without the PCH index. Reason codes 1 and 2 indicate that the RBA sequence is in error. Reason
code 3 means that there was an error obtaining storage for the PCH index.

DBA4403I
SCAN COMPLETED FOR DATABASE “DBDNAME”.

Reason:

This informational message is issued when an index being processed has an overflow data set associated.

DBA4408I
END OF ERROR MESSAGES FOR DATABASE “dbdname”, DDNAME “ddname”.

Reason:

This informational message Indicates that there are no more error messages to display and processing continues.

DBA4600I
UNABLE TO GET VOLUME INFO - VOLUME LIST IS INCOMPLETE.

Reason:

This informational message is issued by DBAPDBS0 when a non-zero return code is received from a SWAREQ macro.
We are attempting to find the UCB and receive an error. The processing continues.

DBA4801E
THE SPARSING EXIT COULD NOT BE FOUND IN STEPLIB.

Reason:

The sparsing exit as defined in the DBD could not be found in STEPLIB or LINKLIST concatenation.

Action:
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Processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Make sure that the sparsing exit is in the data set STEPLIB or LINKLIB concatenation and rerun job.

DBA4900E
THE "SEG1" INDEX SEGMENT AT RBA X"A" HAS A "PRT1" POINTER AT OFFSET X"B" THAT POINTS AT
SEGMENT "SEG2" AT RBA X"C" BUT NO SEGMENT WAS FOUND THERE.

Reason:

While pointer checking the index, DBA found an index segment “seg1” at offset “b” that pointed to offset “c” in the target
database. However, no segment of that type was found at that offset. X”a” is the RBA within the database data set where
the erroneous pointer was found. This is an unacceptable situation in the IMS database and indicates that the database
might be corrupt.

Action:

Pointer error counter is incremented by 1 and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return
code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

We recommend rebuilding the index with SIB or recovering it if the problem is determined to be in the index and not the
underlying database. If the problem is in the underlying database, recover database from a known good state.

DBA4901E
THE “SEG1” SEGMENT AT RBS X”A” HAS NO “SEG2” INDEX SEGMENT POINTING AT IT.

Reason:

While analyzing the database, we found a target segment “seg1” that has no corresponding index entry “seg2”. The only
acceptable occurrence of this is when the index is sparsed and DBA should account for that. Therefore, your index is most
likely corrupted and should be rebuilt by SIB or recovered.

Action:

Pointer error counter is incremented by 1 and processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return
code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

We recommend rebuilding the index with SIB or recovering it if the problem is determined to be in the index and not the
underlying database. If the problem is in the underlying database, recover database from a known good state.

DBA4902E
THE KEY FIELD IN THE iiiii INDEX SOURCE SEGMENT AT RBA dbrba DOES NOT MATCH THE KEY IN THE
dbdname/segment INDEX SEGMENT AT RBA indexrba INDEX KEY: indexdata SOURCE KEY: databasedata

Reason:

DBA has verified that the index points to a database segment but has noted that the index key does not match the source-
segment data.

Action:

DBA analysis continues. Rebuild the index or use Database Surgeon to correct the error.

DBA4903E
THE dbdname/segment INDEX SEGMENT AT RBA indexrba HAS A SYMBOLIC POINTER THAT POINTS AT
SEGMENT segname rba BUT NO SEGMENT WAS FOUND THERE.
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Reason:

The symbolic pointer in the index does not point to a valid database segment.

Action:

DBA analysis continues. Determine why the index is incorrect. Then rebuild the index or use Database Surgeon to correct
the error.

DBA5000E
AN ABEND HAS OCCURRED IN type ROUTINE name.

Reason:

An abend occurred while calling a segment edit or segment decompression routine specified by type (type) and name
(name).

Action:

Check the JCL for the following:

• An out-of-date DBDLIB reference to an incorrect routine name.
• A STEPLIB reference to the wrong library from which the named routine should be loaded.

Correct the error in the JCL and rerun the job.

DBA5001E
UNABLE TO LOCATE SEGMENT "SSSSSSSS" IN THE DMB.

Reason:

The DBD references a segment not found in internal tables.

Action:

Check the JCL. Remove the DBDLIB specification and use only the IMS DD specification. If the JCL is in error, correct it
and rerun.

DBA5100S
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR DETECTED!  CONTACT CUSTOMER SUPPORT.

Reason:

An internal check of control blocks during processing discovered a problem that indicates a logic error elsewhere in the
code.

Action:

A storage dump will be written to IDIDUMP. Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the IDIDUMP file for debugging
and additional information, such as the DBAMSGS and the DBD source, if requested.

DBA5300E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE FOR WORK AREA.

Reason:

Not enough storage was available to allocate a program work area.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Increase the REGION value and rerun the job.

DBA5301E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH IMS ENVIRONMENT NEEDED FOR DBRC AND/OR SEGMENT EDIT ROUTINES.

Reason:

The environment needed for communication with DBRC could not be established.

Action:

Check your JCL. Makes sure the IMS DD points to the DBD library, and the IMS SDFSRESL is in the IMS concatenation.
Rerun the job.

DBA5302I
HALDB REQUIRES DBRC, DBRC WILL BE USED.

Reason:

This message notifies you that DBRC=YES is being forced because the processed database is a HALDB.

DBA5400E
ERROR SELECTING PARTITION, RC=x

Reason:

There was an error in preparing to process a HALDB partition.

Action:

Respond to the messages preceding this one. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA5401I
SCAN COMPLETED FOR DATABASE dbdname

Reason:

This informational message Indicates that all requested partitions have been processed for the indicated HAL database.
The message is issued to DBAMSGS.

DBA5402E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE = x.

Reason:

An internal error has occurred in CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

A JES output file with the ddname of IDIDUMP is automatically created when the error occurs. The file contains debug
information needed to correct the problem. Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the IDIDUMP file for
debugging.
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DBA5403E
ERROR CALLING UOW SERVER. AREA=aaaaaaaa FUNC=vvvv RC=xx

Reason:

While running an online analysis, an unexpected event occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA5404I
END OF ERROR MESSAGES FOR DATABASE dbdname

Reason:

Indicates that all requested partitions have been processed for the indicated HAL database. This message is issued to
DBAERROR.

Action:

If any cross-dbd pointers were in error, they are indicated before this message changed. Increase the REGION value and
rerun the job.

DBA5405E
ERROR SIGNING OFF DBRC.

Reason:

DBRC signoff failed. The return code is 12.

Action:

Verify the status of the executed job in DBRC and check any IMS error messages.

DBA5406E
ERROR SIGNING ON TO DBRC.

Reason:

DBRC signon failed. The return code is 12.

Action:

Check other <DBA> and any IMS error messages.

DBA5407E
ERROR IN DBRC AUTHORIZATION.

Reason:

The attempted to get the DBRC authorization failed.

Action:

The return code is set to 12.

Review other CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS and any IMS error messages.
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DBA5409E
PROCESSING OF A HALDB OSAM 8 GIG DATABASE IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS toolkit does not support an 8GB HALDB OSAM database.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

DBA5500E
ERROR OCCURRED LOADING IIR INTERFACE - ITKIIRI0

Reason:

Library concatenation is not correct.

Action:

The return code is unchanged and processing continues.

Add the ITK and CA Datacom/AD libraries to the STEPLIB and rerun the job.

DBA5501E
ERROR OCCURRED IN ITKIIRI0 LOADING DBINFPR , RC=rc

Reason:

Library concatenation is not correct.

• rc
Identifies the return code from the ITK module manager.

Action:

Add the ITK and CA Datacom/AD libraries to the STEPLIB to use the IMS Information Repository (IIR) and resubmit the
job.

DBA5502E
ERROR OCCURRED IN ITKIIRI0 ON xxxxx OF yyy, DATACOM RC=zz(nnn)

Reason:

Indicates a CA Datacom/AD error.

• xxxxx
Identifies the CA Datacom/AD command that encountered the error.

• yyy
Identifies the table that encountered the error.

• zz
Identifies the return code from CA Datacom/AD

• nnn
Identifies the reason code from CA Datacom/AD.

Action:
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For the OPEN command, the return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

For all other commands, the accumulated return code is not changed. Control is returned to the calling program and
processing continues.

NOTE
For more information about the CA Datacom/AD codes (zz, nnn), see the CA Datacom/DB Message Reference
Guide.

DBA5503E
ERROR OCCURRED IN IIR INTERFACE.

Reason:

Communication with CA Datacom through the IMS Information Repository (IIR) interface failed. This message is
associated with an ABEND during IIR processing.

The most common problem is that CA Datacom cannot find or access required libraries (CUSLIB or CAxxLOAD).

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=16.

See messages that follow this one for more information. Verify that the CAxxLOAD and CUSLIB libraries are available and
accessible to CA Datacom and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA5504E
INVALID DATACOM SVC(nnn)DETECTED

Reason:

The CA Datacom SVC number (nnn) is not valid.

Action:

The return code is unchanged and processing continues. Check that the CA Datacom load library is included in the
STEPLIB concatenation. Check that CA Datacom was properly installed. If no error can be found, contact CA Support.

DBA5601E
THE dbdname ddname DD HAS AN ILE AT RBA X'rba-ile' WITH A CURRENT RBA PTR OF X'rba-ptr', BUT THE
segname SEGMENT WITH THE MATCHING ILK IS ACTUALLY AT RBA X'wrong-rba'

Reason:

The indirect list entry (ILE) for the current reorganization number has a segment with an incorrect new RBA pointer.

• rba-ptr
Identifies the segment pointer RBA indicated in the ILE.

• wrong-rba
Identifies the actual segment RBA.

Action:

Rebuild the ILDS by running DBO or consider zapping the ILDS to correct the pointer.
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DBA5602E
THE sssss SEGMENT AT RBA qqqqqq HAS THE SAME ILK (hexilk) AS THE SEGMENT AT yyyyyy.

Reason:

More than one segment has the same ILK. The ILK should be unique.

Action:

Determine how this happened. Was the database recently reorganized? If so, perhaps the reorg number was not
incremented. One of the duplicate segments should be deleted and reinserted after you make sure that the reorg number
is correct.

DBA5603E
THE segname SEGMENT AT RBA X'segrba' HAS AN ILDS MATCH FOR ITS ILK (X'ilkpart1 ilkpart2')BUT THE
dbdname ildsddn DD HAS AN ILE AT RBA X'ile-rba' WITH A CURRENT RBA OF 'wrong-rba'.

Reason:

The named segment at the segrba has a duplicate indirect list key (ILK) as another segment or the indirect list entry (ILE)
for the current reorganization number has a segment with an incorrect new RBA pointer.

Action:

The database analysis processing has not reached the point where the ILDS is pointing.

Rebuild the ILDS by running the BUILDILDS function and rerun the database analysis.

DBA5604E
THE segname SEGMENT AT RBA X'segment-rba' HAS A PHYSICAL PARENT POINTER CONTAINING X'pp-
value'BUT THE ILE AT RBA X'ile-rba' HAS A PARENT RBA VALUE OF X'ile-value'. SEGMENT ILK IS X'segment-ilk'.

Reason:

The prefix of the named segment at segment-rba contains an incorrect physical parent pointer, or the ILE in the ILDS has
the incorrect parent pointer RBA. Messages that are issued during the segment PTF pointers check indicate an incorrect
physical parent pointer.

Action:

Rebuild the ILDS by running the BUILDILDS function and then rerun the database analysis.

DBA5801E
THE dbdname/segment SEGMENT IN PARTITION partname AT RBA dbrba HAS NO dbdname/segment INDEX
SEGMENT POINTING AT IT.

Reason:

The database has a segment, which is not pointed to by the PSindex.

Action:

Rebuild the PSindex or delete and reinsert the not-indexed segment.
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DBA5802E
THE KEY FIELD IN THE psindex INDEX SOURCE SEGMENT AT RBA dbrba DOES NOT MATCH THE KEY IN THE
dbdname/segment INDEX SEGMENT AT RBA indexrba INDEX KEY: indexdata SOURCE KEY: databasedata

Reason:

DBA has verified that the PSindex points to a database segment but has noted that the PSindex key does not match the
source-segment data.

Action:

The record is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA analysis continues. Determine why the PSindex is incorrect. Rebuild the
index or use Database Surgeon to correct the error.

DBA5803E
THE dbdname/segment INDEX SEGMENT AT RBA indexrba HAS A “LCF” POINTER AT OFFSET X'000D' THAT
POINTS AT SEGMENT name rba IN PARTITION partname AT RBA dbrba BUT NO SEGMENT WAS FOUND THERE.

Reason:

The PSINDEX record does not point to a valid database segment.

Action:

The record is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA analysis continues. Determine why the PSindex is incorrect. Rebuild the
index or use Database Surgeon to correct the error.

DBA5804E
PARTITION ID newpid IS NOT DEFINED. THE TARGET PARTITION ID WAS oldpid BEFORE PARTITION
SELECTION BASED ON TARGET'S ROOT KEY rba

Reason:

DBA could not verify an RBA in a PSINDEX because the partition ID was not valid. If the partition ID was obtained using
information from ILDS, the original partition ID is displayed for the target partition. Otherwise, it is not displayed.

Action:

The record is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA analysis continues. Determine why the PSINDEX or ILDS is incorrect.
Rebuild the PSINDEX or use Database Surgeon to correct the error.

DBA5805E
THE segname SEGMENT AT RBA indexrba POINTS TO A SEGMENT WHICH IS POINTED TO BY ANOTHER INDEX
SEGMENT. THE TARGET IS SEGMENT dbsegm AT RBA dbrba IN PARTITION partname.

Reason:

While analyzing a PSINDEX, DBA found that the index pointed to a segment, which is pointed to by another index
segment.

Action:

The record is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA analysis continues. If Index Key Checking is being performed, that might
indicate which index record is incorrect. Determine why the PSINDEX or ILDS is incorrect. Rebuild the PSINDEX or use
Database Surgeon to correct the error.
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DBA5806E
THE dbdname/segment INDEX SEGMENT AT RBA indexrba HAS NO CORRESPONDING ILE IN PARTITION
partname FOR ILK hexilk.

Reason:

DBA could not verify the PSINDEX target-segment pointer directly because the target database has been reorganized.
DBA could not find the target segment's ILE in the ILDS.

Action:

The record is snapped to DBASNAP and DBA analysis continues. Determine why the PSindex or ILDS is incorrect.
Rebuild the PSindex or use Database Surgeon to correct the error.

DBA5900E
DATABASE FILE (DDNAME = ddname) NOT ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The indicated ddname does not have a DD card in the JCL or could not be dynamically allocated.

Action:

Make sure that the database is offline and that the JCL is correct. Rerun the job.

DBA5901E
DATABASE FILE SHOULD BE EITHER VSAM OR OSAM.

Reason:

An internal error occurred in CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA5902E
THE DATABASE (DDNAME=ddname) FILE CANNOT BE OPENED - reason

Reason:

A problem occurred opening the indicated file.

Action:

Look for IEC* messages in the JESMSGLG. Respond accordingly.

DBA6001E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE =rc.

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

DBA6100E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE =rc.
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Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

Action:

Processing continues. False error reporting can occur. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBA6101E
NO VIRTUAL MEMORY AVAILABLE FOR cbname WORK AREA - INCREASE REGION SIZE

Reason:

Not enough storage was available to allocate the named internal structure.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Increase the REGION value and rerun the job.

DBA6102I
THERE WERE nnnnnnn SEGMENT(S) WHICH WERE NOT INDEXED.

Reason:

This informational message summarizes the number of non-indexed database segments. Issued to DBAERROR and
DBAMSGS. This message is issued after all the PSINDEX partitions have been processed. If any database segments
did not have corresponding PSINDEX records, messages DBA5801E will precede this one in DBAERROR for each non-
indexed non-indexed segment.

DBA6103I
DBA COULD NOT VALIDATE THAT ALL DATABASE SEGMENTS WERE INDEXED BY INDEX xxxxx.SPECIFY
INDEXKEYCHECK=YES TO PERFORM THE CHECK.

Reason:

All index segment RBAs were verified against the database but CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS cannot
determine whether some database segments were not indexed.

The source segment for the specified index (xxxxx) uses NULLVAL or has a sparsing exit. CA Database Analyzer™
for IMS for z/OS can only determine that a source segment was eliminated by NULLVAL or a sparsing exit when the
INDEXKEYCHECK option is enabled.

Action:

Specify INDEXKEYCHECK=YES to enable index key checking and rerun the job.

DBA6200E
THE RANDOMIZER ABENDED.

Reason:

An abend occurred in the randomizer. Other messages will indicate module name and register values.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS first searches DFSRESLB, then STEPLIB, for the randomizer. Check that the
correct randomizer will be loaded for use by CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.
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DBA6201E
INVALID DATA RETURNED BY THE RANDOMIZER. RETURN CODE = hexrc. RESPONSE = rndmvalue. MAXIMUM =
valuelimit.

Reason:

The randomizer encountered an error or returned an out-of-bounds response.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS first searches DFSRESLB, then STEPLIB, for the randomizer. Check that the
correct randomizer will be loaded for use by CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS. Otherwise, check the randomizer
for errors.

DBA6202E
SEGMENT IS IN WRONG AREA. THE RANDOMIZER INDICATES THAT THE SEGMENT SHOULD BE IN AREA
areaname

Reason:

The randomizer indicates that a segment should be in a different area than the one in which it was found.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS first searches DFSRESLB, then STEPLIB, for the randomizer. Check that the
correct randomizer will be loaded for use by CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS. Otherwise, check the randomizer
for errors. CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS will continue to try to resolve pointer chains associated with this
root segment. The children of the root will not be flagged with this same message although, as implied by the roots
mislocation, they are also in the wrong area.

DBA6301E
UNABLE TO LOAD RANDOMIZER LOAD MODULE rndmname.

Reason:

DBA needed to load the randomizer for pointer checking or reporting purposes. The module was not found in the
DFSRESLB or STEPLIB concatenations.

Action:

Add the dsn containing the randomizer to the STEPLIB or DFSRESLB concatenation. Rerun the job.

DBA6402I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:

An error occurred getting the service pack level.

Action:

Check previous messages. The return code is zero.

DBA6501E
UNABLE TO OPEN DBASUMM FILE.
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Reason:

DBA writes its summary reports to the DBASUMM file but was unable to open the file.

Action:

If there is a DBASUMM DD in the JCL, either correct it or delete it. If there is no DBASUMM DD, DBA will dynamically
allocate it to SYSOUT. Correct the JCL and rerun the job.

DBA6605E
THE TOTAL ANCHOR POINTS USED IS x BUT THIS DOES NOT AGREE WITH THE ROOT PTF = 0 COUNT OF y.

Reason:

The number of used RAPs (x) is not equal to the number of root PTF pointers with a value of zero (y).

HDAM and DEDB databases contain root anchor points (RAPs) that are the start of a root twin chain. The number of
used RAPs is equal to the number of root twin chains that exist. Each twin chain must end with a root whose physical twin
forward (PTF) pointer is zero.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified or is the default.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set to
8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This message must be accompanied by database errors. Recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct all
the pointers.

If no database errors were reported then this is a CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS logic error. Contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBA6606E
FOR PARENT a AND CHILD b, THE NON-ZERO PCF COUNT IS x BUT THE NON-ZERO PCL COUNT IS y.

Reason:

Physical child first and physical child last pointers exist between segments a and b. The number of active PCF and PCL
pointers is not equal.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified or is the default.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set to
8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This error condition must be accompanied by database errors. Recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct
all the pointers.

If no database errors were reported then this is a CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS logic error. Contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBA6607E
FOR PARENT a AND CHILD b, THE NON-ZERO PCF COUNT IS x BUT THE TOTAL NUMBER OF b SEGMENTS IS y.
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Reason:

There is a physical child first (PCF) pointer from segment a to b. Segment b does not have physical twin forward (PTF)
pointers. The number of active PCF pointers from a to b must equal the number of b segments. In this database, this
equality does not exist.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified or is the default.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set to
8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This error condition must be accompanied by database errors. Recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct
all the pointers.

If no database errors were reported then this is a CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS logic error. Contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBA6608W
FOR PARENT a AND CHILD b, THE NON-ZERO PCF COUNT IS x BUT THE TOTAL NUMBER OF b SEGMENTS
WITH PTF = 0 IS y.

Reason:

The number of active PCF pointers (x) was not equal to the number of PTF pointers that had a value of zero (y).

There is a physical child first (PCF) pointer from segment a to b. The number of active PCF pointers from a to b (x) must
equal the number of the number of b segments with a physical twin forward (PTF) pointer value of zero (y) to terminate
the chains started by the active PCF pointers.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified or is the default.

NOTE
DBA6608I and DBA6608W are generated when SDEPORPHANMSG=YES is specified.

Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set to
8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This error condition must be accompanied by database errors. Recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct
all the pointers.

If no database errors were reported then this is a CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS logic error. Contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBA6609E
FOR SEGMENT a, THE PTF AND PTB POINTERS DO NOT AGREE.

Reason:

Segment a uses both physical twin forward (PTF) and backward (PTB) pointers. The number of each are not equal which
is indicative of database corruption.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified or is the default.
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Action:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set to
8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This error condition must be accompanied by database errors. Recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct
all the pointers.

If no database errors were reported then this is a CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS logic error. Contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBA6610E
FOR SEGMENT a, THE LTF AND LTB POINTERS DO NOT AGREE.

Reason:

Segment a uses both logical twin forward (LTF) and backward (LTB) pointers. The number of each are not equal which is
indicative of database corruption.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified or is the default.

Action:

DBA continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBA return
code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Study the associated errors and recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct all the pointers.

DBA6611E
FOR THE SUBTREE AT SEGMENT a, THE HIER AND HIERBWD POINTERS DO NOT AGREE.

Reason:

The hierarchic forward and backward pointers for segment a are not equally matched. Messages DBA6616I and
DBA6617I follow this message giving the totals for the various pointer combinations.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified or is the default.

Action:

DBA continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBA return
code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Study the associated errors and recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct all the pointers.

DBA6612E
SEGMENT a HAS SOME SEGMENTS WITH PP = 0.

Reason:

Every logical child segment in a logical database must have a physical parent and therefore all physical parent (PP)
pointers must be non-zero. Some of segment a's PP pointers were zero which is an error.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified or is the default.

Action:
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DBA continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBA return
code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Study the associated errors and recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct all the pointers.

DBA6613E
SEGMENT a HAS SOME SEGMENTS WITH LP = 0.

Reason:

Every logical child segment in a logical database must have a logical parent and therefore all logical parent (LP) pointers
must be non-zero. Some of segment a's LP pointers were zero which is an error.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified or is the default.

Action:

DBA continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBA return
code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Study the associated errors and recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct all the pointers.

DBA6614E
FOR THE SUBTREE AT SEGMENT a, THE NON-ZERO HIER POINTERS DO NOT AGREE WITH TOTAL SUBTREE
SEGMENTS.

Reason:

The active hierarchic pointer count down to segment a in the database is not equal to the number of segments down to
segment a which is a database error. Message DBA6618I follows this one giving the related statistics.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified or is the default.

Action:

DBA continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBA return
code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Study the associated errors and recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct all the pointers.

DBA6615E
FOR THE SUBTREE AT SEGMENT a, THE HIER = 0 COUNT IS x BUT THE SUBTREE ROOT COUNT IS y.

Reason:

For a database with hierarchic pointers, the end of a hierarchy for a given subtree is denoted by a hierarchic pointer
(HIER) with a value of zero. The number of HIER pointers with a value of zero must be equal to the number of the highest
level segment in the subtree. DBA found that this equality does not exist for segment a in this database which is an error.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified or is the default.

Action:

DBA continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBA return
code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.
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Study the associated errors and recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct all the pointers.

DBA6616I
HIER PTR 0 x1 PTR SAME BLK x2 PTR SAME TRK x3 PTR SAME CYL x4 OTHER x5.

Reason:

This message follows error message DBA6611E. It provides the counts for the hierarchic forward pointers:

• x1
Indicates that the count is equal to zero.

• x2
Indicates that the count is equal to same block.

• x3
Indicates that the count is equal to same track.

• x4
Indicates that the count is equal to same cylinder.

• x5
Indicates that the count is equal to another cylinder.

Action:

DBA continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is not changed. See message DBA6611E.

DBA6617I
HIERBWD PTR 0 x1 PTR SAME BLK x2 PTR SAME TRK x3 PTR SAME CYL x4 OTHER x5.

Reason:

This message follows error message DBA6611E. It provides the counts for the hierarchic backward pointers:

• x1
Indicates that the count is equal to zero.

• x2
Indicates that the count is equal to same block.

• x3
Indicates that the count is equal to same track.

• x4
Indicates that the count is equal to same cylinder.

• x5
Indicates that the count is equal to another cylinder.Action:

DBA continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is not changed. See message DBA6611E.

DBA6618I
NON-ZERO POINTERS - x TOTAL SEGMENTS - y.

Reason:

This message follows error message DBA6614E. It provides the count of hierarchic pointers not equal to zero and the
number of segments involved in the hierarchy.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified or is the default.
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Action:

DBA continues processing by creating the statistical reports. The return code is not changed. See message DBA6614E.

DBA6620E
THE “ssssssss/pppppppp-ssssssss/pppppppp" TWIN CHAINS ARE IN ERROR

Reason:

An SDEP segment has been orphaned due to a twin pointer chain error.

Action:

Run the SDEP scan utility to unload the SDEP segments and then run the SDEP delete utility to remove orphaned SDEP
segments.

DBA6620I
THE “ssssssss/pppppppp-ssssssss/pppppppp" TWIN CHAINS ARE IN ERROR

Reason:

An SDEP segment has been orphaned due to a twin pointer chain error.

Action:

Run the SDEP scan utility to unload the SDEP segments and then run the SDEP delete utility to remove orphaned SDEP
segments.

DBA6620W
THE “seg1/ptr1-seg2/ptr2” TWIN CHAINS ARE IN ERROR.

Reason:

POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL was specified and a twin chain error was found. With STATISTICAL, the location of the
error cannot be determined but the fact that an error exists can be.

As each segment of type seg2 was found, it's RBA was accumulated. As each pointer of type ptr1 and ptr2 was found, its
value was accumulated separately. At the end of the analysis, the two accumulators are compared. If not equal, this error
is generated.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified.

NOTE
DBA6620I and DBA6620W are generated when SDEPORPHANMSG=YES is specified.

Action:

The entire data set has been read. Processing continues and the statistical reports are generated.

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Study the associated errors. If needed, rerun DBA with POINTERCHECK=LOCAL to find the exact location of the errors.
Recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the pointer errors.

DBA6621E
THE “ptr1-ptr2” POINTERS IN SEGMENT “seg” ARE IN ERROR.

Reason:
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POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL was specified and a forward/backward pointer error was found. With STATISTICAL, the
location of the error cannot be determined but the fact that an error exists can be.

As each segment of type seg was found, the RBA of its forward pointer was accumulated. The RBA of its backward
pointer was accumulated separately. At the end of the analysis, the two accumulators are compared. If not equal, this
error is generated.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified.

Action:

The entire data set has been read. Processing continues and the statistical reports are generated.

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Study the associated errors. If needed, rerun DBA with POINTERCHECK=LOCAL to find the exact location of the errors.
Recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the pointer errors.

DBA6622E
THE “ptr1-ptr2” POINTERS IN SEGMENT “seg” ARE IN ERROR.

Reason:

POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL was specified and a forward/backward pointer error was found. With STATISTICAL, the
location of the error cannot be determined but the fact that an error exists can be.

As each segment of type seg was found, the RBA of its forward pointer was accumulated. The RBA of its backward
pointer was accumulated separately. At the end of the analysis, the two accumulators are compared. If not equal, this
error is generated.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified.

Action:

The entire data set has been read. Processing continues and the statistical reports are generated. The return code is set
to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Study the associated errors. If needed, rerun DBA with POINTERCHECK=LOCAL to find the exact location of the errors.
Recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the pointer errors.

DBA6623E
THE “ptr1” POINTERS IN SEGMENT “seg1” FOR SEGMENT “seg2” ARE IN ERROR.

Reason:

POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL was specified and a last pointer error was found. With STATISTICAL, the location of the
error cannot be determined but the fact that an error exists can be.

As each segment of type seg1 was found, the RBA of its last pointer was accumulated. The RBA of all the seg2
segments with a forward pointer of zero was accumulated separately. At the end of the analysis, the two accumulators are
compared. If not equal, this error is generated.

This condition is only checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL or LOCAL or CROSSDSG
or CROSSDBD is specified.

Action:
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The entire data set has been read. Processing continues and the statistical reports are generated. The return code is set
to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Study the associated errors. If needed, rerun DBA with POINTERCHECK=LOCAL to find the exact location of the errors.
Recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the pointer errors.

DBA6624E
THE “ptr1-seg2/ptr2” TWIN CHAINS ARE IN ERROR.

Reason:

POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL was specified and a twin chain error was found. With STATISTICAL, the location of the
error cannot be determined but the fact that an error exists can be.

As each segment of type seg2 was found, it's RBA was accumulated. As each pointer of type ptr1 and ptr2 was found, its
value was accumulated separately. At the end of the analysis, the two accumulators are compared. If not equal, this error
is generated.

This condition is also checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=LOCAL, CROSSDSG, or CROSSDBD is
specified.

Action:

The entire data set has been read. Processing continues and the statistical reports are generated. The return code is set
to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Study the associated errors. If needed, rerun DBA with POINTERCHECK=LOCAL to find the exact location of the errors.
Recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the pointer errors.

DBA6625E
THE SEPARATED SEGMENT POINTERS FOR SEGMENT "SSSSSSSS" ARE IN ERROR. Module

Reason:

POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL was active and an error was found. With STATISTICAL, the location of the error cannot
be determined, but the fact that an error exists can be.

As the database was processed, the sum of the RBAs from separated prefixes to their data segments was calculated.
Additionally, the sum of the RBAs of separated data segments was calculated. At the end of the analysis, the two
accumulators are compared. If not equal, this error is generated.

This condition is also checked and this message generated if POINTERCHECK=LOCAL, CROSSDSG, or CROSSDBD is
specified.

Action:

The entire data set has been read. Processing continues and the statistical reports are generated. The return code is set
to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Study the associated errors. If needed, rerun CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS with POINTERCHECK=LOCAL to
find the exact location of the errors. Recover the database or use Database Surgeon to correct the pointer errors.

DBA6626E
FOR INDEX “C”, THE INDEX SEGMENT IS “X”, BUT THE SOURCE SEGMENT COUNT IS “C”.

Reason:
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While comparing the index segments to the segments they point to in the database, a discrepancy was found in the
reported numbers.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. User should reload or rebuild index in question.

DBA6627E
FOR LOGICAL PARENT dbdname/segmname, THE COUNTER TOTAL IS cnttotal BUT THE LOGICAL CHILD
SEGMENT COUNT IS lchcnt.

Reason:

There was a mismatch of the statistical check of the total of all the logical parent's counters compared to the total number
of logical children.

Action:

If you were only performing statistical checking, consider running with POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD to produce further
information.

It is possible that, for this specific logical relationship, only statistical checking can be performed. If so, you must
reorganize the database to fix the problem. Specify DBIL to the pre-reorg utility so that the logical pointers will be
recreated after prefix resolution and update have run.

DBA6628I
THE X POINTERS IN SEGMENT Y FOR SEGMENT Z COULD NOT ALL BE CHECKED.

Reason:

DBA determined that the specific pointer X specified in the message could not be verified. If you want them all checked,
run DBA in a higher mode of checker. For example, POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD.

Action:

DBA continues. The DBA return code is not changed.

DBA6629I
THE INDEX KEY FOR INDEX "segname" COULD NOT BE VALIDATED. THE TARGET AND SOURCE SEGMENTS
ARE DIFFERENT.

Reason:

This informational message indicates that INDEXKEYCHECK=YES was specified in a situation where an index was to be
verified against its target database. The pointer checking could not be performed because the target and source segments
are different. CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS checks that the index points to a valid target segment. When the
source segment is different, CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS does not have the data needed to validate the
source data against the index key.

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues. The CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS return code is not
changed. It is a reminder about this restriction of CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS processing.

DBA6630I
THE RBA STATISTICAL CHECK FOR INDEX "ndxname" COULD NOT BE PERFORMED. THE TARGET AND
SOURCE SEGMENTS ARE DIFFERENT.
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Reason:

Statistical pointer checking was active in a situation where an index was to be verified against its target database. The
pointer checking could not be performed because the target and source segments are different. CA Database Analyzer™
for IMS for z/OS validates the index to the target segment. When the source and target segments are different, the sum
of the RBAs in the index and that of the target segments will typically differ. This is because there are likely more source
segments under those target segments. Thus, CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS can not perform the check.

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS continues. The CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS return code is
not changed. This informational message is a reminder of this restriction of CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS
processing.

DBA6631I
THE SYMBOLIC INDEX POINTER FOR INDEX X COULD NOT BE CHECKED. THE TARGET SEGMENT IS NOT THE
ROOT.

Reason:

For DBA to check a symbolic index pointer, the target segment must be a root.

Action:

DBA continues. The DBA return code is not changed.

DBA6632I
NOT ALL INDEX FIELDS FOR INDEX X COULD BE VALIDATED. SOME OF THEM ARE /CK FIELDS THAT PRECEDE
THE SOURCE SEGMENT.

Reason:

DBA cannot check index fields with a /CK field that precedes the source segment.

Action:

DBA continues. The DBA return code is not changed.

DBA6800S
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR DETECTED!  CONTACT CUSTOMER SUPPORT.

Reason:

An internal check of control blocks during processing discovered a problem that indicates a logic error elsewhere in the
code.

Action:

A storage dump will be written to IDIDUMP. Contact CA Support and provide the IDIDUMP for debugging and additional
information, such as the DBAMSGS and the DBD source, if requested.

DBA6900S
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR DETECTED!  CONTACT CUSTOMER SUPPORT.

Reason:

An internal check of control blocks during processing discovered a problem that indicates a logic error elsewhere in the
code.

Action:
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A storage dump will be written to IDIDUMP. Contact CA Support and provide the IDIDUMP for debugging and additional
information, such as the DBAMSGS and the DBD source, if requested.

DBA7000S
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR DETECTED!  CONTACT CUSTOMER SUPPORT.

Reason:

An internal check of control blocks during processing discovered a problem that indicates a logic error elsewhere in the
code.

Action:

A storage dump will be written to IDIDUMP. Contact CA Support and provide the IDIDUMP for debugging and additional
information, such as the DBAMSGS and the DBD source, if requested.

DBA7101E
THE "dbdname/segmname" SEGMENT AT RBA X'chldrba' HAS AN LP POINTER AT OFFSET X'ptroff' THAT
POINTS AT SEGMENT "dbdname/segmname" AT RBA X'lpvalue' BUT NO SEGMENT WAS FOUND THERE.

Reason:

The indicated logical child segment has a bad direct logical parent pointer.

Action:

Zap the pointer to the correct value, if known; look for a matching DBA0305E message. Otherwise, rebuild the logical
relationships by specifying DBIL on the pre-reorg, unloading and reloading all related databases, and running prefix
resolution and update.

DBA7102E
THE "dbdname/segmname" SEGMENT AT RBA X'lchrba' HAS AN LP POINTER WITH SYMBOLIC KEY:C'symbptr'
TO LOGICAL PARENT "dbdname/segmname" BUT NO SEGMENT WAS FOUND WITH THAT KEY.

Reason:

The indicated logical child segment has a bad symbolic logical parent pointer.

Action:

Rebuild the logical relationships by specifying DBIL on the pre-reorg, unloading and reloading all related databases, and
running prefix resolution and update.

DBA7103E
THE "dbdname/segmname" SEGMENT AT RBA X'lchrba' HAS AN LP POINTER AT OFFSET X'ptroff' THAT POINTS
AT SEGMENT "dbdname/segmname" AT RBA X'parntrba' BUT THE LPCK DOES NOT MATCH:PARENT'S KEY:
C'parentkey'CHILD LP KEY: C'lchlpck'

Reason:

The indicated logical child correctly points to a logical parent segment, but the comparison of the LPCK in the logical child
did not match the key of the logical parent.

Action:

Rebuild the logical relationships by specifying DBIL on the pre-reorg, unloading and reloading all related databases, and
running prefix resolution and update.
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DBA7104E
THE "dbdname/segmname" SEGMENT AT RBA X'lchrba' IS ON THE LCF-LTF CHAIN OF LOGICAL PARENT
"dbdname/segmname" AT RBA X'parntrba' BUT THE LPCK DOES NOT MATCH:PARENT'S KEY: C'0HEN'CHILD LP
KEY: C'5HEN'

Reason:

The indicated logical child is chained to the indicated logical parent, but the comparison of the LPCK in the logical child did
not match the key of the logical parent.

Action:

Rebuild the logical relationships by specifying DBIL on the pre-reorg, unloading and reloading all related databases, and
running prefix resolution and update.

DBA7201E
NON-NUMERIC ROOTDIST VALUE.

Reason:

User specified a non-numeric ROOTDIST value.

Action:

Correct the control statement value and resubmit the job.

DBA7202E
ROOTDIST EXCEEDS MAXIMUM DIGITS (8).

Reason:

User specified a ROOTDIST value greater than 8 numeric digits.

Action:

Correct the control statement value and resubmit the job.

DBA7203I
ROOTDIST SET TO MAXIMUM 999.

Reason:

This informational message explains the user specified a ROOTDIST value greater than 999. The maximum value is 999.

DBA7204E
INVALID ROOTDIST SYNTAX.

Reason:

User specified invalid syntax for the ROOTDIST keyword.

Action:

The ROOTDIST control statement must be specified as ROOTDIST(-xx+yy). Correct the control statement and resubmit
the job.
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DBA7300E
INVALID CALL FROM IMAGE COPY UTILITY!

Reason:

Indicates that there is an unrecognized or invalid call to CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS by an image copy utility.

Action:

Check that CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS and the image copy utility are at the same maintenance level. The
DBAICE USERMOD to DFSUDMP0 must be reapplied at release boundaries.

DBA7500E
Not APF-authorized, cannot use online.

Reason:

The ONLINE DBA cannot be used because the LOAD libraries are not APF-authorized.

Action:

APF-authorize all appropriate libraries.

DBA7501E
Unable to execute Snapshot General Services.

Reason:

Snapshot General Services were unable to execute.

Action:

Ensure that the Snapshot General Services started task is up and running.

DBA7502E
Snapshot General Services did not finish successfully.

Reason:

An error occurred while executing Snapshot General Services.

Action:

For the appropriate action, please review the messages from Snapshot General Services.

DBA7503I
All database datasets have been flash copied.

Action:

Information only, no action required.

DBA7504I
The list of datasets to be flash copied was created successfully.

Action:
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Information only, no action required.

DBA7505E
Failed to stop databases.

Reason:

An attempt to stop at least one of the databases involved in processing was unsuccessful.

Action:

For the appropriate action, please review the messages in DBAMSGS, ITK started task, and IMS online region.

DBA7506E
Failed to start databases.

Reason:

An attempt to start at least one of the databases involved in processing was unsuccessful.

Action:

Review the messages in DBAMSGS, ITK started task, and IMS online region to determine the source of the problem.
Manually restart all databases that were stopped. 

DBA7507I
Databases have been successfully stopped.

Action:

Information only, no action required.

DBA7508I
Databases have been successfully started.

Action:

Information only, no action required.

DBA7509E
DDname=%s. Failed to deallocate. RC=%d.

Reason:

A dataset could not be deallocated by the IBM DYNALLOC service.

Action:

For the appropriate action, please review the DYNALLOC return code.

DBA750AE
DDname=%s DSname=%s. Failed to allocate. RC=%d.

Reason:

A dataset could not be allocated by the IBM DYNALLOC service.
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Action:

For the appropriate action, please review the DYNALLOC return code.

DBA750BE
Failed to get DSname for DDname %s. RC=%d.

Reason:

The dataset name could not be retrieved for the given DDname. The reported return code is the return code from the IBM
BPXWDYN service.

Action:

For the appropriate action, please review the BPXWDYN return code.

DBA750CI
ONLINE=NO is forced for a DEDB database

Reason:

DBA cannot run in online mode against a DEDB database. ONLINE=YES is ignored.

Action:

No action required. Processing continues but DBA does not run in online mode.

DBA9900W
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH ENVIRONMENT FOR CROSS-DD STATISTICAL POINTER CHECKING.

Reason:

The environment that is needed for statistical pointer checking between different data set groups (DSGs) could not be
established.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Database will be analyzed, but pointer errors between different DSGs will not be reported.

See the messages that precede this one to determine the problem.

DBA9901W
UNABLE TO TERMINATE ENVIRONMENT FOR CROSS-DD STATISTICAL POINTER CHECKING.

Reason:

The environment that is needed for statistical pointer checking between different data set groups (DSGs) could not be
terminated.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

See the messages that precede this one to determine the problem.
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DBA9902E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE = x.

Reason:

When attempting to perform statistical pointer checking between different data set groups (DSGs), a logic error occurred
in CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

A JES output file with the ddname of IDIDUMP is automatically created when the error occurs. The file contains debug
information that is needed to correct the problem. Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the IDIDUMP file for
debugging.
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DBC Messages
DBC prefixed messages are generated by CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS.

DBC0A04E
INTERNAL ERROR - CONTACT TECHNICAL SUPPORT.

Reason:

Logic error detected in determination of the image copy type.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBC0A05E
INVALID STORE CLOCK VALUE

Reason:

Internal error converting timestamp.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBC0A06E
USER IMAGE COPY DATASET dsname NOT CATALOGED

Reason:

Unable to process flash copy that is not cataloged.

Action:

Determine the reason why the data set failed to be cataloged and rerun the job.

DBC0A07E
NO VOLSERS FOR USER IMAGE COPY dsname

Reason:

Unable to obtain volumes for Flash copy.

Action:

List the catalog to determine if there are any volumes for the indicated data set. Correct the problem and rerun the job.

DBC0A08E
TOO MANY VOLUMES FOR USER IMAGE COPY dsname

Reason:

Unable to process more than five volumes for flash copy.
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Action:

Change the JCL allocation so that the flash copy does not exceed five volumes.

DBC0A09E
FLASH COPY dsname DOES NOT RESIDE ON DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE

Reason:

Unable to process flash copy not on DASD device.

Action:

Verify JCL allocation, correct, and rerun the job.

DBC0B00E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION, RC = xxx - CONTACT CA TECHNICAL SUPPORT.

Reason:

DBRC NOTIFY for user image copy failed.

Action:

Correct any indicated problems with the flash copy, and rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBC0B01I
DBRC RECON HAS BEEN UPDATED.

Reason:

This informational message indicates that DBRC Notify for user image copy has been successfully completed.

DBC0B02I
TIMESTAMP = dd mmm yyyyy hh:mm:ss.t

Reason:

This information only message Indicates timestamp used for DBRC Notify.

DBC0B03E
UNABLE TO FIND AREA FOR DDN “ddname” - CONTACT CA TECHNICAL SUPPORT.

Reason:

Internal processing error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBC0B05E
INVALID STORE CLOCK VALUE

Reason:

Internal error converting timestamp.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBC0B06E
USER IMAGE COPY DATASET dsname NOT CATALOGED

Reason:

Unable to process flash copy that is not cataloged.

Action:

Determine the reason why the data set failed to be cataloged, and rerun the job.

DBC0B07E
NO VOLSERS FOR USER IMAGE COPY dsname

Reason:

Unable to obtain volumes for flash copy.

Action:

List the catalog to determine if there are any volumes for the indicated data set. Correct the problem and rerun the job.

DBC0B08E
TOO MANY VOLUMES FOR USER IMAGE COPY dsname

Reason:

Unable to process more than five volumes for flash copy.

Action:

Change the JCL allocation so that the flash copy does not exceed five volumes.

DBC0B09E
FLASH COPY dsname DOES NOT RESIDE ON DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE

Reason:

Unable to process flash copy not on DASD device.

Action:

Verify JCL allocation, correct and rerun the job.

DBC010AE
REUSABLE IMAGE COPY NOT AVAILABLE FOR DBD: dbd DDN: ddn

Reason:

No reusable image copy was found in the RECON for the specified database data set (dbd, ddn).

• dbd
Identifies the database.

• ddn
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Identifies the database data set ddname.

Action:

See previous messages and the RECON data set to check the availability of reusable image copies. Update RECON and
rerun the job.

DBC010BE
NUMBER OF REQUESTED IMAGE COPIES DOES NOT MATCH RECON FOR DBD: dbd DDN: ddn

Reason:

One of the following situations occurred:

• A duplicate image copy data set is specified in the RECON, but only one image copy was requested.
• No duplicate image copy data set is specified in the RECON, but its creation is requested.
• dbd

Identifies the database.
• ddn

Identifies the database data set ddname.

Action:

Specify the number of image copies that matches the image copy data set information in the RECON. Rerun the job.

DBC010CE
UNABLE TO GETMAIN REUSABLE IC DATA AREA

Reason:

The required storage for reusable image copy information is not available.

Action:

Increase the amount of storage available for CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS. Rerun the job.

DBC010DE
UNABLE TO OBTAIN REUSABLE IC INFO FOR DBD: dbd DDN: ddn

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS could not obtain reusable image copy information from RECON.

• dbd
Identifies the database.

• ddn
Identifies the database data set ddname.

Action:

See previous messages and the RECON data sets. Update RECON and rerun the job.

DBC010EE
UNABLE TO LOCATE AREA FOR DDN: ddn

Reason:

Internal processing error.
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• ddn
Identifies the database data set ddname.

Action:

The job terminates. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBC0100E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function”; RETURN CODE=rc. SEE IMS MESSAGES MANUAL

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC.

• function
Identifies the function requested of DBRC.

• rc
Identifies the return code returned by DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the function and return code in the IMS Messages manual. If a user error is not apparent, contact CA Support for
assistance. It is likely an internal error in the software.

DBC0101I
TIMESTAMP = timestamp

Reason:

Informational message indicating the time (timestamp) that the image copy is registered to DBRC using the following
format:

DD MMM YYYY hh:mm:ss.t(hmiju)

• DD
Identifies the day of the month.

• MMM
Identifies the month (short month name).

• YYYY
Identifies the year.

• hh
Identifies the hours local time.

• mm
Identifies the minutes local time.

• ss
Identifies the seconds local time.

• t
Identifies the tenth's of a second local time.

• hmiju
(Optional) Identifies microseconds.
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DBC0103E
REUSABLE IC INFORMATION IS INCONSISTENT WITH RECON (DD:ddname)

Reason:

The information specified in the image copy DD statement (ddname) is inconsistent with the related reusable image copy
information in the RECON data sets. Expected and provided information is listed in the subsequent messages.

• ddname
Identifies the image copy DD statement.

Action:

See the subsequent messages to identify the inconsistency. Change the image copy data set allocated under the
identified DD statement to match the information in the RECON data sets and rerun the job.

DBC0104I
EXPECTED ICDSN: dsn

Reason:

Informational message identifying the reusable image copy data set name obtained from the RECON. This message
accompanies DBC0103E message.

• dsn
Identifies the image copy data set name.

DBC0105I
PROVIDED ICDSN: dsn

Reason:

Informational message identifying the data set name of the image copy specified in the DD statement. This message
accompanies the DBC0103E message.

• dsn
Identifies the image copy data set name.

DBC0106I
EXPECTED VOLLIST: volser1, volser2,…, volsern

Reason:

Informational message identifying the volume serials obtained from the RECON for a reusable image copy. This message
accompanies the DBC0103E message.

• volser1, volser2,…, volsern
Identify volume serials. (Up to ten volume serials are displayed. If there are more volume serials, a plus character
appears at the end of the list.)

DBC0107I
PROVIDED VOLLIST: volser1, volser2,…, volsern

Reason:
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Informational message identifying the volume serials of the image copy specified in the DD statement. This message
accompanies the DBC0103E message.

• volser1, volser2,…, volsern
Identify volume serials. (Up to ten volume serials are displayed. If there are more volume serials, a plus character
appears at the end of the list.)

DBC0108I
EXPECTED FILESEQ: fileseq

Reason:

Informational message identifying the file sequence number obtained from the RECON for a reusable image copy This
message accompanies the DBC0103E message.

• fileseq
Identifies the file sequence number.

DBC0109I
PROVIDED FILESEQ: fileseq

Reason:

Information message that identifies the file sequence number of the image copy specified in the DD statement. This
message accompanies the DBC0103E message.

• fileseq
Identifies the file sequence number.

DBC0200E
THE REGION TYPE IS INCORRECT.

Reason:

DBC must be executed in an IMS IFP/FPU region. The current execution of DBC is not in this environment.

Action:

Processing terminates.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed. Rerun DBC in an IFP/FPU dependent region.

DBC0201E
THE DATABASE TYPE IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

DBC only copies DEDB databases. The DBD specified in the DBDNAME statement describes a database which is other
than a DEDB.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Rerun DBC using a DEDB DBD.
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DBC0202E
THE DBD NAME SPECIFIED DOES NOT MATCH THE ONE IN USE BY IMS.

Reason:

The DBD name on the DBDNAME control statement does not match the DBD name in the execution JCL.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun DBC specifying the same DBD name on the DBDNAME statement as that used in the DBD execution parameter of
the JCL.

DBC0300E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FOR DD “x” FAILED.

Reason:

An attempt was made to dynamically allocate DD “x”. The request failed.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

See message DBC0303I, DBC0309I and DBC0307I that follow this one for details of the error. Look up the allocation error
in the MVS manuals. Correct the problem and rerun the job.

DBC0301I
DD “x” HAS BEEN DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATED.

Reason:

An attempt was made to dynamically allocate DD “x”. The request was successful. See message DBC0303I for details.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

See message DBC0303I for details.

DBC0302E
ICAVGREC VALUE IS INVALID. IT MUST BE “U”, “K”, “M” or BLANK.

Reason:

The ICAVGREC keyword was specified but the value is invalid.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the value and rerun the job.
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DBC0303I
DSNAME = “x”.

Reason:

This message follows DBC0300E and DBC0301I. It provides the data set name for dynamic allocation.

Action:

See message DBC0300E or DBC0301I that precedes this one. The return code is not changed.

See message DBC0300E or DBC0301I that precedes this one.

DBC0304E
PRE-ALLOCATED DEVICE FOR STKIC OUTPUT IS NOT A TAPE. UNIT MUST BE A TAPE.

Reason:

The STKIC keyword was specified. The DD value refers to a file already allocated in the JCL but the associated device is
not a tape unit. Stacked image copies must be on tape.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the DD or change it to refer to a tape device and rerun the job.

DBC0305E
STKIC WAS SPECIFIED BUT NO JCL SPECIFICATION EXISTS AND ICALLOC=YES WAS NOT SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The STKIC keyword was specified. The DD value refers to a file that is not already allocated in the JCL. Dynamic
allocation is not possible because ICALLOC=YES was not specified.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Change the STKIC to IC or add ICALLOC=YES rerun the job.

DBC0306E
GENERATED DSNAME IS GREATER THAN 44 CHARACTERS.

Reason:

A data set name for an image copy was assembled using the prefix, DBD name, DD name and fixed portions. The
resultant name was longer than allowed by MVS.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Reduce the size of the prefix
and rerun the job.
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DBC0307I
TEXT UNIT IN ERROR = “x”.

Reason:

This message follows DBC0300E. It provides the dynamic allocation text unit that was in error.

Action:

See message DBC0300E that precedes this one. The return code is not changed.

DBC0308E
DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATED DEVICE FOR STKIC OUTPUT IS NOT A TAPE. UNIT MUST BE A TAPE.

Reason:

The STKIC keyword was specified. The DD value refers to a file that is not already allocated in the JCL. Dynamic
allocation is not possible because the unit to be used is not a tape unit. Stacked image copies must be on tape.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add a DD that refers to a tape or change the dynamic unit to refer to a tape device and rerun the job.

DBC0309I
RETURN CODE = “x”. REASON CODE = “y”.

Reason:

This message follows DBC0300E. It provides the dynamic allocation return code and reason code for the error.

Action:

See message DBC0300E that precedes this one. The return code is not changed. See IBM Online Reference Manuals
under OS/390 V2R4.0 and MVS Auth Assembly Services Guide, Topic 26.3.2.

DBC0311E
UNABLE TO LOCATE DSNAME = “dsname” RC=“x”. RO= “y”.

Reason:

During dynamic allocation of a GDG, the data set (dsname) was not found. Typically, this occurs because the GDG base
is not set up so the name is not really a GDG.

Action:

If using GDGs, ensure that a GDG exists for the output image copy. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

DBC0312I
GENERATED DSNAME: icpref.ICx.dbdname.dsgname.Ddate.TtimeTRUNCATED TO    :
icpref.ICx.dbdname.dsgname.Ddate.Ttime

Reason:
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The dataset name (DSN) generated for the image copy was longer than 44 characters. Because ICDSNTRUNCATE=YES
was specified, the DSN was truncated to 44 characters, or 43 characters if the last character would have been a period.
The generated and truncated DSNs are indicated. However, all fields may not be fully displayed in the truncated DSN.

This message applies only to Release 19.0 and later.

Action:

No action is required unless truncated image copy DSNs result in duplications. An image copy step failure can occur when
trying to catalog duplicate DSNs. If duplicate DSNs occur, specify a shorter ICPREF value to ensure enough of the date
and time part of the DSN is available to generate a unique DSN.

DBC0400I
THE SYSIN FILE IS NOT ALLOCATED - DFSUDMP0 CONTROL STATEMENTS WILL NOT BE USED.

Reason:

DBC is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSUDMP0 JCL, has been used. The DFSUDMP0
control statement file with DD name “SYSIN” was not allocated and therefore DFSUDMP0 control statements cannot be
processed by DBC.

Action:

Processing continues. DBC looks for control statements in DBC format in the DBOCTRL file. The return code is not
changed.

If DFSUDMP0 control statements are required for this execution of DBC, correct the JCL to ensure a SYSIN DD
statement exists and rerun the job.

DBC0401E
NO MEMORY TO BUILD THE SYSIN DCB - INCREASE REGION SIZE BY 4K.

Reason:

DBC is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSUDMP0 JCL, has been used. The DFSUDMP0
control statement file with DD name “SYSIN” could not be opened because there is not enough virtual memory to build the
SYSIN control blocks.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

DBC0402E
UNABLE TO OPEN SYSIN DCB.

Reason:

DBC is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSUDMP0 JCL, has been used. The DFSUDMP0
control statement file with DD name “SYSIN” could not be opened.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Review the error messages that precede this one. Correct the errors and rerun the job.
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DBC0403E
FIELD IS INVALID - x.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSUDMP0 JCL has
been used. An invalid value was detected on the control statement read from the SYSIN file, where x is the field that is
invalid and will be one of the following values:

• RECORD TYPE
Indicates that the first position must be a “D”.

• COPY COUNT
Indicates that the copy count must be “1” or “2”.

• INDEX COPY
If the index of a KSDS is to be copied, a value of “I” is supported. Otherwise it must be blank.

• DBD NAME
Indicates that the DBD name must be specified.

• DD NAME
Indicates that the ddname of the database data set must be specified.

• COPY 1 DD NAME
Indicates that the ddname of the primary copy must be specified.

• COPY 2 DD NAME
Indicates that the ddname of the secondary copy must be specified of the copy count field is defined as “2”.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the named field and rerun the job.

DBC0404E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSUDMP0 JCL,
has been used. A logic error occurred within CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS where the SYSIN control statement
processor was called again when an end of file had already been detected.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This is an internal error in the software. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBC0405E
INVALID VALUE IN MVS EXEC PARM=“x” - PARMS WILL NOT BE USED.

Reason:

DBC is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSUDMP0 JCL, has been used. The EXEC JCL
statement contains PGM=DFSUDMP0. The PARM field does not contain valid DFSUDMP0 parameters. “x” is the
parameter value found.
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Action:

Processing continues and the PARM value is ignored. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is
less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the PARM field and rerun the job.

DBC0600E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function”; RETURN CODE=rc. SEE IMS MESSAGES MANUAL

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC.

• function
Identifies the function requested of DBRC.

• rc
Identifies the return code returned by DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the function and return code in the IMS Messages manual. If a user error is not apparent, contact CA Support
because this is likely an internal error in the software.

DBC0703E
IDIDBA ENDED WITH RF='

Reason:

Indicates that an error has been returned from CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS to CA Database Copier™ for IMS
for z/OS.

Action:

Look in the DBAMSGS and DBAERROR DD for reason, action, and next step information.

DBC0906E
ERROR ISSUING IMS "command" COMMAND.

Reason:

An invalid IMS command was specified. Valid commands are: DBR or STA.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Issue an STA or DBR command.

DBC0908I
/STA COMMAND WILL NOT BE ISSUED DUE TO THE "STA=N" KEYWORD SPECIFICATION

Reason:

STA=N is specified in the job, the database are not started automatically after the completion of the flash copy procedure.
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Action:

Start or restart the databases or group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, RECOVGRP, PSBRECOV, or DBGRP) manually after the
physical copy is complete. A message in the JESMSGLG and DBCOPY messages file indicates when each flash copy
completes.

To restart the databases automatically, remove the STA=N control statement.

DBC1001E
LINK TO ITKADR00 FAILED, RC=xxxx

Reason:

Error detected when processing an IC2 image copy.

Action:

Review output in ADRSOUT and correct problem with the IBM ADRDSSU utility.

DBC1002I
IC2 ADRDSSU PROCESSING COMPLETE

Reason:

This informational message indicates that the IC2 image copy processing has completed.

DBC1003E
DDNAME KEYWORD IS REQUIRED

Reason:

DUMPTYPE=T processing requires the database DDNAME keyword.

Action:

Correct the control statements and rerun the job.

DBC1004E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR "ddname", S99ERROR=XXXX, S99INFO=XXXX.

Reason:

Unable to dynamically allocate the interim database data set required for IC2 RESTORE.

Action:

Determine the cause of the failure using the error and reason codes. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

DBC1005E
ICRDSN KEYWORD IS REQUIRED TO SPECIFY THE IC2 INCLUDE DSNAME

Reason:

DUMPTYPE=T processing requires the IC2 database DSNAME to be specified with the ICRDSN keyword.

Action:

Correct the control statements and rerun the job.
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DBC1006E
INVALID ICRDSN SPECIFIED - "dsname"

Reason:

The IC2 database DSNAME specified with keyword ICRDSN is invalid.

Action:

Correct the control statements and rerun the job.

DBC1007E
IC2 PROCESSING REQUIRES "TIMESTMP" ' KEYWORD FOR NEW OUTPUT IMAGE COPY

Reason:

IC2 processing requires the TIMESTMP keyword for the output image copy header.

Action:

Specify the IC2 valid timestamp from DBRC, or “CURRENT” to use the current time. Correct the control statements and
rerun the job.

NOTE
If the current timestamp is used, the new image copy cannot be used for recovery using any log or change
accumulation inputs. It is only valid for an image copy restore.

DBC4007W
DATABASE RECOVERY FAILED LICENSE VALIDATION

Reason:

Indicates a valid product license was not found. An attempt to execute the product on a CPU other than the CPU on which
it is licensed has been detected.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

DBC4008I
PLEASE ENSURE THE LICENSE INFORMATION IS CORRECT

Reason:

The product license cannot be validated.

Action:

The return code is not affected.

Correct the LMP key. For correct LMP key, contact the Total License Care (TLC) group at http://ca.com/support. When
contacting TLC, have your site ID and CA serial number available.

DBC0102E
IMS DISCONNECT FAILURE

Reason:
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An error occurred in IMS disconnect processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBC0310I
STKIC GENERATED DSNAME = dsname.

Reason:

This message is informational and indicates the generated dataset name for the stacked image copy.

Action:

No action is required.

DBC0701E
DYNALLOC FAILURE FOR DBACTRL, RF=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

rc

Identifies the register 15 return code from the operating system attach function.

Reason:

Unable to dynamically allocate the data set required.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE

For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBC0702E
OPEN FAILURE FOR DBACTRL

Reason:

The open failed for the DBACTRL data set.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine the cause of the open failure and rerun the job.

DBC0704E
IDIDBA LINK FAILURE, RF=rc

rc

Identifies the register 15 return code from the operating system attach function.

Reason:
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An error occurred when linking to the Database Analyzer module.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

See the error messages from the DBA process. Correct the errors and resubmit the job.

DBC0705E
DBC WAS UNABLE TO INVOKE DBA

Reason:

A failure occurred trying to invoke Database Analyzer under Database Copier.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

See the error messages from the DBA process. Correct the errors and resubmit the job.

DBC0800E
DBA DBCICRU0 UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR 31-BIT LOCAL WORK AREA.

Reason:

Program is unable to obtain storage above the line for local work area.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase above or below the line region size and rerun the job.

DBC0804E
FAILURE ALLOCATING DATASET FOR DBD=dbdname DDNAME=ddname.

Reason:

Program was unable to allocate the dataset for the specified DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Check JOBLOG for further information. Correct problem and resubmit the job.

DBC0805I
REUSE IC SUCCESSFULLY ALLOCATED FOR DBD=dbdname, DDNAME=ddname.

Reason:

The allocation of the dataset was successful.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action required.
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DBC0806I
IMAGE COPY DSN OBTAINED FROM RECON ===> image copy dataset.

Reason:

This message is informational only. No action required.

 

DBC0808E
S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx, DSN=dsnname.

Reason:

An allocation error occurred on the specified dataset.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE

For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBC0809I
IC DD=ddname ALREADY ALLOCATED TO DSN=dsnname.

Reason:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

DBC0810E
ERROR ALLOCATING REUSE IMAGE COPY FOR DBD dbdname.

Reason:

No reusable image copy datasets were found in the RECON for the specified DBD.

Action:

Ensure that IC REUSE data sets are available and rerun the image copy job.

DBC0811E
INTERNAL ERROR - DBRC INTERFACE FAILED.

Reason:

The image copy dataset returned by DBRC does not match the requested dataset.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBC0901E
ERROR LOADING PROGRAM ITKCAV00.

Reason:

An internal processing error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBC0902E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR ITKCAV PLIST.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for the specified parameter list.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBC0903E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR VGRP TABLE.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for a virtual group (VGRP) table.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the specified VGRP is correct. Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBC0904E
AREA NOT FOUND FOR DDNAME ddname.

Reason:

No area was found for the specified ddname (ddname).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the AREA and DDNAME specifications are correct.

DBC0905E
AREA area-name REQUIRES IMS PRE OPEN SETTING.

Reason:

The specified DEDB area (area-name) must be registered as preopen in DBRC.

Action:
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Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify the preopen status of the area in DBRC.

NOTE

For more information about preopening DEDB areas, see the IBM IMS Database Administration.

DBC0907E
ERROR VGRP TABLE FULL.

Reason:

The virtual group (VGRP) table is full. No new entries can be added.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify another VGRP.
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DBE Messages
DBE messages are generated from the Database Extractor component of CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS.

DBE0201E
UNABLE TO PROCESS “SELECT” KEYWORD.

Reason:

The table that SELECT statement data is saved in, is full.

Action:

Database Extractor continues processing the control statements and then terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBE0202E
DUPLICATE DEFINITION - THIS STATEMENT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

The contents of this SELECT statement are the same as a previous SELECT statement.

Action:

DBE processing continues. The duplicate statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Review the control statements and delete any duplicates or change them so there are no duplicates.

DBE0203E
NOT ENOUGH MEMORY - INCREASE REGION SIZE BY AT LEAST 4K AND RERUN.

Reason:

During an extract, there was no region left to process the SELECT control statement.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase the REGION value and rerun the job.

DBE0300E
SEGMENT “x” IN THE SELECT STATEMENT DOES NOT EXIST IN THE DBD.

Reason:

A SELECT statement refers to a segment type with the name of x but no segment of that name exists in the DBD.

Action:
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DBE processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Change the DBD or the SELECT statements and rerun the job.

DBE0301E
FIELD “x” IN THE SELECT STATEMENT DOES NOT EXIST IN THE DBD.

Reason:

A SELECT statement refers to a field type with the name of x but no field of that name exists in the DBD.

Action:

DBE processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Change the DBD or the SELECT statements and rerun the job.

DBE0302E
FIELD “x” IN THE SELECT STATEMENT DOES NOT EXIST IN SEGMENT “y” IN THE DBD.

Reason:

A SELECT statement refers to a field with the name of x and a segment name of y but no segment/field combination with
these names exists in the DBD.

Action:

DBE processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Change the DBD or the SELECT statements and rerun the job.

DBE0303E
FIELD “x” IN THE CONDITION STATEMENT DOES NOT EXIST IN THE DBD.

Reason:

A CONDITION statement refers to a field type with the name of x but no field of that name exists in the DBD.

Action:

DBE processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Change the DBD or the CONDITION statements and rerun the job.

DBE0304E
FIELD “x” IN THE CONDITION STATEMENT DOES NOT EXIST IN SEGMENT “y” IN THE DBD.

Reason:

A CONDITION statement refers to a field with the name of x and a segment name of y but no segment/field combination
with these names exists in the DBD.

Action:
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DBE processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Change the DBD or the CONDITION statements and rerun the job.

DBE0400E
INTERNAL ERROR IN DBE.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred in Database Extractor.

Action:

Database Extractor processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than
16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBE0401E
INTERNAL ERROR IN DBE.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred in Database Extractor.

Action:

Database Extractor processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than
16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBE0402W
THE DATA BASE IS EMPTY.

Reason:

The database being processed contains no segments. RC=04 will be set.

Action:

Use Database Extractor against databases that contains data.

DBE4007W
DATABASE RECOVERY FAILED LICENSE VALIDATION

Reason:

Indicates a valid product license was not found. An attempt to execute the product on a CPU other than the CPU on which
it is licensed has been detected.Action:Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBE4008I
PLEASE ENSURE THE LICENSE INFORMATION IS CORRECT

Reason:

The product license cannot be validated.
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Action:

The return code is not affected.

Correct the LMP key. For correct LMP key, contact the Total License Care (TLC) group at http://ca.com/support. When
contacting TLC, have your site ID and CA serial number available.
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DBO Messages
DBO messages are generated from CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS.

DBO0000E
UNKNOWN FUNCTION CALL. CANNOT VERIFY.

Reason:

While attempting to validate that the user is licensed to execute a specific function, we could not validate the LMP key
because it did not recognize the function being attempted.

Action:

Ensure control statements are correct, that LMP keys are installed and that the function being executed is a supported
function. The return code is set to 12.

DBO0000I
START OF THE CA IMS DATABASE UTILITY.

Reason:

This informational only message indicates that a CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS utility execution
has started.

DBO0001E
UNABLE TO OPEN x FILE.

Reason:

DBC, DBE, DBF, DBO and SIX write statistical reports to a reports file. The file with ddname “x” could not be opened.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Add the “x” DD statement and rerun the job.

DBO0002E
UNKNOWN FUNCTION REQUESTED.

Reason:

The function control statement was incorrectly coded. FUNCTION=UNLOAD, FUNCTION=RELOAD and
FUNCTION=FORMAT are the only acceptable values. For any other type of execution, an internal error occurs.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Modify the function control statement in the DBOCTRL file and rerun the job if this is a DBO
execution.

DBO0003I
A U4005 ABEND WILL BE ISSUED DUE TO THE ABENDRC= SETTING.
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Reason:

Processing is complete. Rather than go to step end with a return code, an ABEND U4005 will be issued because the
return code that was to be set was greater than or equal to the value specified in the ABENDRC control statement. The
ABEND alerts the user that a serious error has occurred. At some sites, a bad return code is not enough to alert the user
and hence the use of ABENDRC and the issuance of a U4005 ABEND.

Action:

Processing ABENDs immediately. The return code is not changed. Determine why the return code exceeded the minimum
acceptable level. Correct the problem and rerun the job.

If ABENDDUMP=YES was specified and a SYSUDUMP or SYSABEND DD statement is present, a dump will be
produced. The dump will be of little value because the data that caused the bad return code is no longer in the address
space. The dump can be discarded.

DBO0004E
ERROR IN CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

During a DBC, DBE, DBF, DBO, or SIX execution, the control statements were incorrect or insufficient. Review the
messages that precede this one for additional information.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Correct the control statements in the pppCTRL file and rerun the job.

DBO0005I
END OF THE x

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS, CA Database Copier™
for IMS for z/OS, Database Extractor, Secondary Index Builder, or Secondary Index Extractor completes.

• x
Identifies the product or component:
– Database Copier
– Database Extractor
– Database Organizer
– Secondary Index Extractor
– Secondary Index Builder

Action:

Processing has been completed. The return code is not changed. Review the messages that precede this one for
information regarding the execution.

DBO0006E
THE LAST REQUEST RESULTED IN NO ACTION TO PERFORM.

Reason:

The last control statement processed was not of the type that resulted in the execution of any function. This usually
indicates a follow-on control statement was missing.
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Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Remove the last control statement or add the missing one after it and rerun the
job.

DBO0007E
PRODUCT IS NOT LICENSED FOR THIS SITE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to execute the product on a machine that is not licensed for the product.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Rerun the job on a machine that is licensed for the product.

DBO0008A
DBO RUNNING, ENTER STATUS OR STOP AS NEEDED.

Reason:

OPERATOR=YES, MONITOR=0, or PROGRESSREPORT=0 was specified. This message provides the interface to the
operator.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed. Reply to the message with one of the following values:

No response-The status of operation will be provided.

STATUS-The status of operation will be provided.

STOP-Processing terminates.

DBO0010I
SYSTEM DEFINED BLOCK SIZE USED FOR “X”.

Reason:

No block size was specified for file “X” so we used the system defined block size.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

DBO0011I
ERROR OCCURRED LOADING IIR CONTROLLER "DBOIIRC0"

Reason:

A function could not load the IMS Information Repository module DBOIIRC0.

Action:

Ensure that DBOIIRC0 is in steplib. If steplib is correct, contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBO0012I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:

An error occurred getting the service pack level.

Action:

Check previous messages. The return code is zero.

DBO0013I
NO DDNAME/AREA WAS SPECIFIED SO THE WHOLE DATABASE WILL BE IMAGE COPIED.

Reason:

This informational message indicated the entire database will be image copied because neither DDNAME or AREA was
specified.

DBO0014E
UNABLE TO ACQUIRE STORAGE FOR THE DBCA COMM CB WORK AREA.

Reason:

Insufficient storage was available for the DBCA communication work area. The virtual storage for the area was not
acquired.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Increase the region size and rerun the job.

DBO0015E
LOAD MODULE "IDIDBA" IS UNAVAILABLE - DBA WILL NOT BE TERMINATED CORRECTLY.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS attempted to invoke CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS (DBA) for a
cleanup because the DETAILREPORT=YES statement was processed. The DBA load module IDIDBA was not available.

Action:

Processing continues. DBA cleanup will not be performed. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Ensure that the load module IDIDBA is in the STEPLIB or
JOBLIB and rerun the job.

DBO0016E
DBA TERMINATION FAILED, RETURN CODE rc.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS invoked CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS (DBA) to process the image
copy because DETAILREPORT=YES was specified. DBA returned a non-zero return code during the cleanup.

Action:
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Processing continues. If DBA ended with a return code of 4, the return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 4. If DBA ended with a return code greater than 4, the return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return
code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the DBA errors and rerun the job.

DBO0017I
A U4094 ABEND WILL BE ISSUED DUE TO THE CKUPDATE SETTING.

Reason:

Processing has completed. Abend U4094 is issued to indicate that a serious error has occurred.

Action:

Processing abends immediately. The return code does not change.

See the accompanying message DBO2920I. Determine why there is an allocation record in the RECON data sets that is
dated after the unload file. Correct the problem and rerun the job.

A dump is not produced.

DBO0018E
VIC keywords are not to be specified on FFOR COPY subtask control statements (HPOICIN).

Reason:

The VIC keywords were specified in the HPOICIN DD for a REORG function.

Action:

The REORG function fails with a return code of 12.

Remove the VIC keywords from the HPOICIN DD and specify them in the HPOCTRL DD of the REORG function instead.

DBO0019E
SUBSEQUENT CATALOG INITIALIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

The subsequent initialialization of the IMS Catalog failed.

Action:

Review preceding messages, check job log messages (JESMSGLG), take appropriate action, and resubmit the job.

If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

DBO0100E
NO DB PCB FOUND THAT MATCHES DBD NAME SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The PSB in use in an IMS region does not contain a database PCB with the name specified on the DBDNAME keyword.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Rerun the job after changing the DBDNAME value or the PSB being used.
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DBO0101E
UNABLE TO FIND THE TP PCB.

Reason:

The PSB in use in an IMS region does not contain a TP PCB for use with an IMS CHKP call. Since checkpointing has
been requested, a TP PCB is required to synchronize the database access with the other processes and files.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than
12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Rerun the job after changing the PSB to include the CMPAT=YES
specification.

DBO0102W
THE TP PCB IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

The PSB in use in an IMS region does not contain a TP PCB. Because checkpointing has not been requested, a TP
PCB is not mandatory. However several portions of the reports will not be produced since the IMS calls that are issued to
gather report data require a TP PCB.

Action:

Execution continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed. If the additional portions of the reports are wanted, change the PSB to include the CMPAT=YES
specification.

DBO0200E
A VSAM END-OF-FILE OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE 'y', HEX OFFSET z).

Reason:

A premature end of file occurred while reading the database VSAM cluster.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the end of file error and rerun the job.

DBO0201I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, FILE=b, ACB=c.

Reason:

During the access of a VSAM database, a premature end of file occurred while reading the database. This is a companion
message to DBO0200E.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the end of file error and rerun the job.

DBO0300E
THE “x” SEGMENT RETURNED BY IMS IS NOT DEFINED IN THE DBD.
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Reason:

During execution of an unload, copy, or extract, IMS returned a segment of a type that does not exist in the DBD being
used. The unload, copy, or extract was executing in IMS batch or IMS BMP mode.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBC, DBE or DBO return code so far is
less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Rerun the job after changing the DBD being used.

DBO0301E
ALL FAST PATH BUFFERS HAVE BEEN USED.

Reason:

During execution of an unload, copy or extract of a DEDB database, all the Fast Path buffers were exhausted and a
CHKP command could not be executed. The copy, extract or unload was executing in IMS BMP mode.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBC, DBE, or DBO return code so far
is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Rerun the job after increasing the NBA value in the JCL. If
checkpointing was active, a restart can be performed.

DBO0302E
IMS DATABASE ERROR - CHECK IMS MESSAGES.

Reason:

During the execution of an unload, copy, or extract of a database, IMS returned a bad status code to a DL/I call. The copy,
extract, or unload was executing in the IMS batch or IMS BMP mode.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBC, DBE, or DBO return code so far is
less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Review IMS messages in the job log for detailed information about the problem with the database. Ensure that the
database was allocated correctly, such as having secondary allocations defined and appropriate SHROPTION settings.
Rerun the job after determining the reason for the bad status code.

DBO0303E
THE ROOT LOCK TABLE HAS OVERFLOWED

Reason:

One of the two data spaces used by Full Function Online Reorg to manage the progress of the reorg has overflowed. The
named table is too small to hold the data to be placed in it. The table is used by Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) for
coordination of the unload, reload, and transaction playback.

Action:

Check the DSPBLKS setting in the HPO control cards. If a DSPBLKS value was specified, increase the value and rerun
the job. If no DSPBLKS value is specified, look for IDI8104I messages in the HPOMSGS data set to see the size of the
data spaces that were allocated. Ensure that no system exit is restricting the size of the data spaces. Add a DSPBLKS
keyword to the HPO control cards so that larger data spaces will be allocated than the default value. The DSPBLKS
keyword accepts the number of 4 KB blocks to allocate for each data space, so you should convert the value shown in
the IDI8104I message. Note that if the system does not have enough auxiliary storage to accommodate the data space
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allocations, the HPO job will not run. In that case, you will need to run the HPO job when the system is less busy or when
more auxiliary storage has been added.

DBO0304E
BAD RESPONSE FROM END-OF-PARTITION CHECKING, R15=rc

Reason:

Checking for the end of the partition failed with the specified return code (rc).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. See the log for related messages and correct the errors. If the problem
persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO0305E
xx RESPONSE FROM IMS DURING HALDB END-OF-PARTITION CHECK

Reason:

During an FFOR execution in IMS BMP mode, the IMS DL/I call used to establish the position in an HALDB partition
returned a nonblank DL/I status code (xx).

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated FFOR return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Determine the action based on the DL/I status code.

DBO0306E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED DURING BMP UNLOAD PROCESSING. RETURN CODE = rc REASON CODE = rsn.

Reason:

An invalid return code was received from the buffer handler router during the online reorganization (FFOR) BMP
processing. The FFOR job step failed.

Action:

The FFOR task terminates abnormally and the database is reinstated to the status before the start of the online
reorganization step. See the following messages (HPO0516I, HPO1D01I, or HPO0517E and HPO1D02E) for the results
of database reinstatement. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO0307E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED DURING BRIQ PROCESSING.  RETURN CODE = rc.

Reason:

The online reorganization (FFOR) component could not establish communication with the buffer handler router during the
initialization phase. The FFOR job step failed.

Action:

The FFOR task terminates abnormally and the database is reinstated to the status before the start of the online
reorganization step. See the following messages (HPO0516I, HPO1D01I, or HPO0517E and HPO1D02E) for the results
of database reinstatement. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBO0400E
ERROR IN DATABASE BLOCK - SEE IDIDUMP.

Reason:

While trying to deblock a HIDAM database block to find the root segments, a block was found to contain errors. The block
was being scanned because NOPRIMARY=YES was specified. This says that a HIDAM primary index is not available and
so roots should be located by sequentially scanning the blocks.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

A JES output file with the ddname of IDIDUMP is automatically created when the error occurs. The file contains debug
information needed to correct the problem. Correct the database using the IDIDUMP file and the Database Surgeon.
Contact CA Support for help in determining the database error.

DBO0501E
SCAN FILE NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

During a reload, DBO attempted to access the DBOSCAN file to read the SDEP segments. The DBOSCAN file could not
be accessed.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Rerun the job after making the DBOSCAN file available. If checkpointing was
active, a restart can be performed.

DBO0502E
ERROR ON SCAN FILE.

Reason:

During a reload, DBO attempted to read the DBOSCAN file. An I/O error occurred.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Rerun the job after correcting the cause of the I/O error. If checkpointing was
active, a restart can be performed.

DBO0600E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS requires control statements to operate properly. The control statements were
not available due to an internal error.

Action:

CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return
code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBO0601I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED.

Reason:

This is the first message written to the messages file when the control statements are about to be processed. All
messages related to control statement analysis follow this message.

Action:

DBO continues with processing. DBO does not change the return code. Review the messages that follow this one for
information regarding the parsing of the control statements.

DBO0602I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.

Reason:

This is the last message written to the messages file after the control statements have been processed. All messages
related to control statement analysis precede this message.

Action:

DBO continues with processing. DBO does not change the return code. Review the messages preceding this one for
information regarding the parsing of the control statements.

DBO0700E
NO DB PCB FOUND THAT MATCHES DBD NAME SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The PSB in use in an IMS region does not contain a database PCB with the name specified on the DBDNAME keyword.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Rerun the job after changing the DBDNAME value or the PSB being used.

DBO0701E
UNABLE TO FIND THE TP PCB.

Reason:

The PSB in use in an IMS region does not contain a TP PCB for use with an IMS CHKP call. Since checkpointing has
been requested, a TP PCB is required to synchronize the database access with the other processes and files.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than
12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Rerun the job after changing the PSB to include the CMPAT=YES
specification.

DBO0702W
THE TP PCB IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:
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The PSB in use in an IMS region does not contain a TP PCB. Since checkpointing has not been requested, a TP PCB is
not mandatory. However several portions of the reports will not be produced since the IMS calls that are issued to gather
report data require a TP PCB.

Action:

Execution continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed. If the additional portions of the reports are wanted, change the PSB to include the
CMPAT=YES specification.

DBO0800E
x EXIT ERROR OCCURRED.

Reason:

A user exit was invoked to process a database segment. An error status code was returned by the exit. x will be
EXPANSION or COMPRESSION. Message DBO0801I and DBO0802I follow this message with the details of the error
determined by the exit.

Action:

For an E1 status code, processing continues. For an E2 status code, processing terminates. The return code is set to 12
if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Determine why the error
occurred in the user exit and rerun the job.

DBO0801I
ERROR TEXT 1 = x.

Reason:

This message follows the DBO0800E message when a user exit error occurs.

Action:

See message DBO0800E.

DBO0802I
ERROR TEXT 2 = x.

Reason:

This message follows the DBO0800E message when a user exit error occurs.

Action:

See message DBO0800E.

DBO0803E
x EXIT RETURNED UNKNOWN STATUS CODE “y”.

Reason:

A user exit was invoked to process a database segment. An error status code was returned by the exit. x will be
EXPANSION or COMPRESSION. y is the status code returned by the exit.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine why the error occurred in the user exit and rerun the job.

DBO0804E
exittype USER EXIT “x” HAS ABENDED.

Reason:

The user exit with load module name “x” was invoked but ABENDed. The exit type is given by exittype, which will have
one of the following values:

• blank
Indicates the exit defined by the USEREXIT control statement has failed.

• SEGMENT EDIT
Indicates the segment edit/compression routine defined by the COMPRTN keyword in the DBD has failed.

• COMPRESSION
Indicates the exit defined by the COMPRESSIONEXIT control statement has failed.

• EXPANSION
Indicates the exit defined by the EXPANSIONEXIT control statement has failed.

The previous messages document the ABEND.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine why the ABEND occurred in the user exit and rerun the job.

DBO0805E
SEGMENT “x” CANNOT BE INSERTED AFTER PARENT “y” WAS DELETED.

Reason:

The user exit defined by the USEREXIT control statement was called. The user exit returned a return code of zero, which
means to accept the segment. The segment cannot be accepted because the exit had previously deleted the parent of the
segment.

x is the name of the segment that the exit said to insert. y is the name of the parent segment that the exit already said to
delete.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine why the error occurred in the user exit and rerun the job.

DBO0806E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE = x WAS RETURNED BY THE USER EXIT.

Reason:

A user exit was invoked to process a database segment. An unexpected return code was returned in register 15. x is the
return code returned by the exit.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine why the error occurred in the user exit and rerun the job.
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DBO0807E
LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT CALL ERROR, RC=nn.

Reason:

Call to an LE conforming user exit failed.

Action:

See the LE programming guide for return codes from the CEEPIPI module. Correct as required and resubmit the job.

DBO0900E
UNABLE TO OPEN SCAN FILE.

Reason:

During a reload, DBO attempted to open the DBOSCAN file to read the SDEP segments. The DBOSCAN file could not be
opened.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Rerun the job after making the DBOSCAN file available. If checkpointing was
active, a restart can be performed.

DBO1001E
THE CI TYPE IS INCORRECT.

Reason:

A CI has been encountered that is not in the correct format.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Redefine the database data sets or clusters and rerun the job. If this is a DEDB database, run the DEDB initialization
utility as well. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO1002E
THE ROOT ADDRESSABLE PART IS FULL.

Reason:

The entire DOVF area for a unit of work has been used and the IOVF part is full.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Allocate a database with a larger DOVF and/or IOFV area and rerun the job.

DBO1003E
THE FSE OFFSET IS TOO LARGE.

Reason:
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An FSE offset has been found that points past the end of the block.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Run CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS to determine the bad CI and what should be done about it. Reformat the
data set and rerun the job to correct the problem. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO1007E
A DOVF CI WAS EXPECTED BUT WAS NOT RETURNED BY VSAM.

Reason:

After retrieving a DOVF CI, it was determined that the CI is actually not a DOVF CI.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Run the DBA utility to determine the bad CI and what should be done about it. Reformat the
data set and rerun the job to correct the problem.

DBO1009E
AN IOVF SPACE MANAGEMENT CI WAS EXPECTED BUT NOT FOUND.

Reason:

After retrieving an IOVF CI, it was determined that the CI is actually not an IOVF CI.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Run the DBA utility to determine the bad CI and what should be done about it. Reformat the
data set and rerun the job to correct the problem.

DBO1010E
ALLOCATION STATUS IN IOVF SPACE MANAGEMENT IS INVALID.

Reason:

An IOVF space management CI is not marked as allocated or free. This is an invalid condition.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Run the DBA utility to determine the bad CI and what should be done about it. Reformat the
data set and rerun the job to correct the problem.

DBO1101E
UNLOAD INPUT FILE ERROR.

Reason:

The root segment defined in the DBD does not have a key field. HDAM root segments must have a key field.

Action:
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DBO terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Change the DBD and rerun DBO.

DBO1102E
ERROR READING UNLOAD INPUT FILE.

Reason:

The root segment defined in the DBD does not have a key field. HDAM root segments must have a key field.

Action:

DBO terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Change the DBD and rerun DBO.

DBO1200E
DBD “x” WAS NOT FOUND IN EITHER FILE “IMS” OR “DBDLIB”.

Reason:

The DBD named in the control statements was not available in the library with ddname IMS or DBDLIB.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Ensure index DBD “x” is
available in DD library IMS or DBDLIB and rerun the job.

DBO1201I
DBD “x” IS A PARTITIONED DATABASE.

Reason:

The DBD being processed is defined as a partitioned database.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed. Ensure that the database was intended to be partitioned.

DBO1203E
UNABLE TO LOAD RANDOMIZER LOAD MODULE x.

Reason:

An HDAM or DEDB randomizer was not available in DBOLOAD, STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or linklist. x is the load module name
of the randomizer that could not be found.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Add the randomizer to the DBOLOAD or STEPLIB data set and rerun the job.

DBO1204I
ALL PARTITIONS BEING RELOADED - DFSURWF1 WILL BE CREATED.

Reason:
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This informational message is issued when a partition database is reloaded and indicates that all partitions are being
reloaded.

DBO1205I
NOT ALL PARTITIONS BEING RELOADED - DFSURWF1 WILL NOT BE CREATED. USE SIB TO BUILD
SECONDARY INDICES.

Reason:

This message is issued when a partition database is reloaded and indicates that not all of the partitions are being
reloaded.

Action:

Use CA Secondary Index Builder for IMS for z/OS to build the indexes.

DBO1208E
COMPRESSED KEYS ARE NOT PERMITTED DURING HALDB PROCESSING.

Reason:

Indicates that compressed keys were detected during a HALDB reload.

Action:

Compressed keys are not allowed during HALDB processing.

DBO1209W
DBALLOC=YES IGNORED AS THE DATABASE IS A HALDB.

Reason:

Indicates that the DBALLOC=YES control statement has been coded. It is ignored for HALDB processing.

Action:

DBALLOC=YES is not a valid setting for HALDB processing.

DBO1210E
DBD (x) IS AN UNSUPPORTED TYPE, EXECUTION TERMINATED.

Reason:

Indicates that the DBD being processed is not a supported DBD type.

Action:

The return code is set to 8 and the program terminates.

DBO1211E
UNLOAD/RELOAD NOT SUPPORTED FOR FULL-FUNCTION INDEX WITH OVERFLOW.

Reason:

Functions RELOAD and UNLOAD are not supported for a secondary index with overflow. Processing terminates with a
return code of 12.

Action:
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Use the INDEXCREATE function of CA Secondary Index Builder for IMS for z/OS to rebuild the secondary index.

DBO1212E
USEINDEX IS ONLY SUPPORTED FOR HD DATABASES.

Reason:

Non-HD databases are rejected. Job ends with return code 12.

Action:

Supply HD database name.

DBO1215E
SEGPOSO KEYWORD IS ONLY SUPPORTED FOR HDAM DATABASES. DBD=dbdname IS NOT HDAM.

Reason:

SEGPOSO is applied only to HDAM databases.

Action:

The return code is 12. Remove the keyword or specify an HDAM database.

DBO1216I
SWITCHING TO IMS TO PROCESS THIS REQUEST

Reason:

Indicates the job step will be executed under an IMS ULU region rather than the Pseudo-ULU region.

DBO1218E
AN ERROR OCCURED WHILE ATTEMPTING TO BUILD THE RELATIONSHIP TABLE.

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to build the relationship table for the DBD that contains logical relationships.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. See other messages for error details. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO1219E
THE RELATIONSHIP TABLE CONTAINS NO ENTRIES.

Reason:

The specified DBD contains no logical relationships.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. See other messages for error details. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO1220I
LPCKRETRIEVE=YES HAS BEEN SET, IT IS REQUIREDFOR FUNCTION=UNLOAD WITH MIGRATETOHALDB=YES.

Reason:
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This informational message indicates LPCKRETRIEVE=YES is required when unloading a database with
MIGRATETOHALDB=YES to ensure that the unload file contains all required information, but LPCKRETRIEVE=NO was
specified in the syntax. Processing continues with LPCKRETRIEVE=YES.

DBO1223E
PROCESSING CATALOG DATABASE WITH BMPPAUSE=YES IS NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

CA Database Organizer for IMS for z/OS does not support online processing of the IMS Catalog database using functions
that would cause the Catalog to be paused.

Action:

None.

DBO1301E
UNSUPPORTED DATABASE TYPE.

Reason:

During an unload, copy, or extract, the database type defined in the DBD is not supported.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Verify that the correct DBD was used.

DBO1302I
THE DATABASE TO BE PROCESSED IS x.

Reason:

This informational only message indicates processing is about to start on database x.

Action:

The return code is unchanged. Verify the database named in the message.

DBO1303I
CHECKPOINTING INITIALIZED - A RESTART CAN BE PERFORMED IF A FAILURE OCCURS.

Reason:

This informational only message indicates processing has proceeded to the point that should a failure occur of any sort
from this point forward, processing can be restarted by rerunning the job in restart mode.

DBO1304I
CHECKPOINTING TERMINATED - A RESTART IS NO LONGER NEEDED SHOULD A FAILURE OCCUR.

Reason:

This informational only message indicates processing has proceeded to the point that should a failure occur of any sort
from this point forward, no restart is needed because all output files and databases are complete and intact.
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DBO1305I
THE DATABASE HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED.

Reason:

This informational only message indicates processing of the database has completed successfully.

DBO1306I
INVOKING SORT UTILITY.

Reason:

This informational only message indicates the local system sort routine is being invoked to sort the file. A LINK macro is
used. The operating system will search STEPLIB, JOBLIB and the link list for a program named “SORT”.

DBO1307E
THE SORT UTILITY ABENDED. SEE FOLLOWING MESSAGES, SYSOUT AND JESMSGS FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

The local system sort routine was invoked. The sort program ABENDed indicating an error occurred during the sort
operation.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look for error messages generated by the sort program and correct the problem. The sort program will send error
messages to the SYSOUT file and/or the job log.

DBO1310E
THE DBD IS DEFINED AS AN INDEX DATABASE FOR AN INDEXEXTRACT OPERATION.

Reason:

The function being performed is an INDEXEXTRACT. This requires the use of the primary database DBD. However, the
DBDNAME value refers to an index database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Change the DBDNAME value to refer to the primary database and rerun the job.

DBO1311I
RERUN SPECIFYING THE PRIMARY DBD NAME IN THE DBDNAME= CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

This is a follow-on message to DBO1310E.

Action:

See DBO1310E.
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DBO1312E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH IMS ENVIRONMENT NEEDED FOR DBRC AND/OR SEGMENT EDIT ROUTINES.

Reason:

DBRC support has been requested for this execution or the DBD has a segment edit/compression routine defined but the
environment needed to call DBRC or the edit routine could not be established.

Action:

Processing terminates. Refer to the messages that precede this one to determine the nature of the problem. The return
code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Follow
the action defined for the messages that precede this one.

DBO1313E
DBRC DATABASE AUTHORIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

DBRC was called with a request to authorize the access to the database but the authorization failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. Refer to the messages that precede this one to determine the nature of the problem. The return
code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Follow
the action defined for the messages that precede this one and rerun the job.

DBO1314E
ONLY HIDAM, HDAM AND DEDB DATABASES ARE SUPPORTED.

Reason:

An attempt was made to run against a database type that is not supported.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Rerun the job using a supported database type.

DBO1315E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED - CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

The function being executed has abended.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO1316E
THE SORT UTILITY ENDED WITH RETURN CODE = x.

Reason:
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The local system sort routine was invoked. The sort program passed back a bad return code indicating an error occurred
during the sort operation. x in the message is the hexadecimal value of the return code.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look for error messages generated by the sort program and correct the problem. The sort program will send error
messages to the SYSOUT file and/or the job log.

DBO1317E
UNABLE TO LOAD THE SORT UTILITY. SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES AND JESMSGS FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

The local system sort routine was not available. A LINK macro was used. The operating system searched STEPLIB,
JOBLIB and the link list for a program named SORT.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look for error messages generated by MVS and correct the problem. MVS will send error messages to the job log.

DBO1318W
THE DATA BASE IS EMPTY.

Reason:

CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS unloaded the specified database or database partition or database area and
found no records to unload.

Action:

The return code is set to 4. Verify that no database records exist. If any database records exist, contact CA Support for
assistance.

DBO1319E
ERROR DURING ATTACH PROCESS.

Reason:

The DIRECTRELOAD=YES option was specified and reload initialization failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO1320E
THE DIRECTRELOAD PROCESS DOES NOT SUPPORT HDAM AND HIDAM DATABASES WITH COMPRESSED
KEYS.

Reason:

The DIRECTRELOAD=YES option was specified for a HDAM or HIDAM database with compressed keys.

Action:
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Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO1321E
HALDB PARTITION SELECTION FAILED.

Reason:

A problem was encountered selecting a HALDB partition.

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the preceding messages and take appropriate action.

DBO1322E
UNABLE TO IDENTIFY HALDB PARTITION FROM DDNAME.

Reason:

The HALDB partition could not be determined.

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the preceding messages and take appropriate action.

DBO1323E
ERROR OCCURRED LOADING IIR CONTROLLER “DBOIIRC0”.

Reason:

Indicates an incorrect library concatenation.

Action:

Processing completes with RC=12. To use IIR, the ITK and CA Datacom/AD libraries must be added to the steplib.

DBO1324W
PARTITION XXXXXXX IS EMPTY.

Reason:

The specified partition is empty.

Action:

Ensure that the specified partition is intended to be empty.

DBO1325I
SDEP=sdep IGNORED. NO SDEP SEGMENTS DEFINED IN DBD.

Reason:

This informational message indicated the DBD contains no SDEP segments. The option specified for SDEP statement is
ignored.

• sdep
Identifies the SDEP option that was specified, ROOT, SCAN, or ALL.

Action:
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To suppress this message, specify SDEP=NONE.

DBO1326E
THE BMP UNLOAD OF A HALDB IS NOT CURRENTLY SUPPORTED.

Reason:

An IMS compatibility mode unload with the BMP region type cannot be used to unload a HALDB.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Use another process to unload the HALDB.

DBO1327I
FILEFORMAT=SHORT|XSHORT IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR HALDB'S: THE REQUEST IS IGNORED.

Reason:

This informational message indicates the SHORT and XSHORT file formats are not supported for HALDB. The
FILEFORMAT= option is ignored and the default is used.

DBO1328E
INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

A fixed point overflow occurred in the calculations for the compression report for Unload/Reload.

Action:

Processing continues, but the compression report is incomplete. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO1329E
THE IMAGE COPY OF A PHINDX OR ILDS IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

A VSAM PHINDX or an ILDS image copy has been requested. Any attempt to image copy either of these data sets results
in this message. By design, IBM does not permit the image copying of the primary index of a PHIDAM database and the
ILDS of any HALDB; therefore, it is not supported.

Action:

Modify your JCL as needed.

DBO1330I
DSG x WILL BE COPIED TO y.

Reason:

This informational message indicates the data set or area DD “x” in the database will be image copied to output DD “y”.

DBO1331I
1ST DSG OF DB "dbd" IS REGISTERED WITH DBRC BUT DSG "dsg" IS NOT. PLEASE REGISTER DSG "dsg"
WITH DBRC. EITHER ALL, OR NONE, OF A DB'S DSGs MUST BE REGISTERED WITH DBRC.
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Reason:

An error occurred when registering the data set group (dsg) of the database (dbd) with DBRC. Either all, or none of the
data set groups in a database must be registered with DBRC. Image copy continues.

Action:

Register all or none of the data sets in the data set group to DBRC.

DBO1332I
1ST DSG OF DB "dbd" IS NOT REGISTERED WITH DBRC BUT DSG "dsg" IS. PLEASE REGISTER THE 1ST DSG
OF "dbd" WITH DBRC. EITHER ALL, OR NONE OF A DB'S DSGs MUST BE REGISTERED WITH DBRC.

Reason:

An error occurred when registering the data set group (dsg) of the database (dbd) with DBRC. Either all, or none of the
data set groups in a database must be registered with DBRC. Image copy continues.

Action:

Register all or none of the data sets in the data set group to DBRC.

DBO1334W
USER EXIT TERMINATED - NO DATABASE RECORDS PROCESSED

Reason:

The user exit reached the stop value but no records were found. No records are processed.

Action:

Verify that the database you specified contains records. Adjust the range of records to be processed in your syntax and
resubmit the job.

DBO1335E
HALDB MIGRATION ERROR CODE: error, DATABASE dbnameA, SEGMENT segnameA, PAIRED with
segnameB / dbnameB, RBA rba'

Reason:

An invalid virtually paired segment occurred.

• error
Indicates the type of the error:
– 01

Unable to locate the physical paired segment.
– 02

The physical parent pointer to the concatenated parent is zero.
– 03

Internal error, unable to locate the offset of the physical parent RBA.
– 04

Internal error, unable to locate the offset of the logical twin forward pointer RBA.
– 05

The RBA of the physical parent is zero.
– 06
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Internal error, unable to locate the physical parent pointer in the SWAN.
– 07

Internal error, call to a buffer handler failed.
– 08

Segment code of the paired physical segment is invalid.
– 09

Internal error, buffer handler call failed.
– 10

The RBA of the physical paired segment type is invalid.
– 20

Internal error, unable to match the paired segment name in the SWAN.
– 21

Internal error, invalid PWAN structure detected.
– 22

The target RBA of the LCF pointer is invalid.
– 23

Internal error, unable to locate the LPE table.
• dbnameA

Identifies the database being unloaded.
• segnameA

Identifies the virtual segment in the database being unloaded.
• segnameB

Identifies the physical paired segment in the virtually paired relation.
• dbnameB

Identifies the database where the paired segment resides.
• rba

Identifies the RBA of the physical paired segment type.

Action:

For error codes 03, 04, 06, 07, 09, 20, and 23 contact CA Support.

For all other error codes a physical error in the database has been detected. Run the IMS Database Analyzer program
with the POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD to indicate possible database corruption errors. Repair or recover the database
and rerun the migration to HALDB.

DBO1336I
UNLOAD SAMPLE PROCESSING COMPLETE. THERE WERE x RECORDS and y SEGMENTS UNLOADED.

Reason:

This informational message indicates the the database unload completed. This message provides number of records (x)
and segments (y) that are included in the unload file.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.

DBO1337W
UNLOAD SAMPLE PROCESSING COMPLETE. THERE WERE ZERO RECORDS UNLOADED IN THE SPECIFIED
RANGE.

Reason:
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Database unload completed. No records were unloaded based on the specified extraction parameters.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4. Modify the range for the database sample unload and resubmit the job.

DBO1338E
BMP UNLOAD WITH LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

Databases with logical relationships cannot be unloaded in BMP mode.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Execute the unload when the database is offline.

DBO1339E
PROCESSING OF A HALDB OSAM 8 GIG DATABASE IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS toolkit does not support an 8GB HALDB OSAM database.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

DBO1401E
 UNSUPPORTED ACCESS METHOD. 

 Reason: 

The database type specified in the DBD is not supported.

 Action: 

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Verify that the correct DBD was used. See Operational Considerations for CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS for
supported database types in the CA DB Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS documentation.

DBO1402I
THE DATABASE TO BE PROCESSED IS x.

Reason:

This informational message indicates processing will be performed for database x, where x is the DBD name.

DBO1403E
THE STATISTICS RECORD DOES NOT MATCH THE DATA SPECIFIED IN THIS RUN - x.

Reason:
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During an unload, DBO writes a statistics record at the end of the unload file. During the reload, DBO compares the data
in the statistics record with those currently being used. If any of the data does not match and DBDCHANGE=NO was
specified or defaulted then this message is issued.

x will be DBD NAME or DD NAME.

Action:

DBO continues by generating the statistics reports. The database reload has already been completed. The return code is
set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Ensure that the parameter named in the message should have changed between the unload and the reload. If it should
have been the same, rerun the unload and/or the reload using the correct parameters. If the parameter change is part of a
restructuring of the database, the reload has worked properly but use the DBDCHANGE=YES control statement next time
to eliminate this warning message and related return code.

DBO1404E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH ENVIRONMENT NEEDED FOR LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS OR SECONDARY INDEXES.

Reason:

During a reload, DBO was unable to establish the environment needed to reload a database that contained secondary
indexes and/or logical relationships.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Refer to the messages that precede this one to determine the nature of the problem. Follow the action defined for those
messages.

DBO1407I
THE DATABASE HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED.

Reason:

This informational message indicate the function has completed successfully.

DBO1413E
DBRC DATABASE AUTHORIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

DBRC was called with a request to authorize the access to the database but the authorization failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. Refer to the messages that precede this one to determine the nature of the problem. The return
code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Follow
the action defined for the messages that precede this one and rerun the job.

DBO1416E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED - CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

The function being executed has abended.
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Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO1420E
ERROR DURING INDEXCREATE FUNCTION.

Reason:

Indicates a failure in the AUTOINDEXBUILD process. This message follows DBOH705E or DBOP303E.

Action:

See message DBOH705E or DBOP303E for more information about the failure.

DBO1421E
ERROR DURING DBA ANALYZE FUNCTION.

Reason:

Indicates a failure during analysis by CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS. See the DBAMSGS output to determine
the problem.

Action:

See the DBA messages for error condition.

DBO1422I
AUTOINDEXBUILD ONLY VALID FOR PRIMARY DATABASE.

Reason:

This informational message indicates the AUTOINDEXBUILD keyword is only valid for the primary database recovery.

DBO1423I
AUTOINDEXBUILD ONLY SUPPORTED FOR HISAM, HIDAM AND HDAM DATABASES.

Reason:

This informational message indicates this process is only supported for HISAM, HIDAM, and HDAM databases.

DBO1424I
AUTOINDEXBUILD ONLY SUPPORTED FOR OSAM AND VSAM ACCESS METHODS.

Reason:

This informational message indicates this process is only supported for OSAM and VSAM access methods.

DBO1426I
RECOVER TO POINT-IN-TIME dd mmm yyyy hh:mm:ss.t

Reason:

This informational message indicates the timestamp used for a point-in-time recovery.
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DBO1427E
ERROR DURING MADS REPLICATE FUNCTION.

Reason:

Indicates a failure in the MADS replication process. See the preceding messages to determine the problem.

Action:

See the MADS replication error messages for error condition.

DBO1428E
IMAGE COPY HEADER BLKSIZE/LRECL DOES NOT MATCH DATABASE BEING RECOVERED.
DBLRECL:XXXXXXXX  BLKSIZE:YYYYYYYY
ICLRECL:XXXXXXXX  BLKSIZE:YYYYYYYY

Reason:

The file attributes of the database being recovered do not match the header information from the image copy. This
indicates that the database definition is incorrect or the wrong image copy is being used.

Action:

Correct the file definition or image copy being used, and resubmit the job.

DBO1429E
DBRC SIGNON FAILED FOR SUBSYS SSID "jobname".

Reason:

The DBRC signon failed for the indicated SSID jobname. Typically, this occurs due to a previous recovery failure, which
must be deleted from DBRC.

Action:

Run a job to list the DBRC subsystem activity recorded.

DBO1430I
IDCAMS(*) ignored - requires DBALLOC=YES.

Reason:

This informational message indicates IDCAMS processing is valid only when the database data sets are dynamically
allocated.

Action:

To use IDCAMS, specify DBALLOC=YES option.

DBO1431I
Primary database does not have any index.

Reason:

This informational message indicates the AUTOINDEXBUILD keyword was specified and no index exists for this
database.
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Action:

The keyword is ignored and index build processing is bypassed. This message is issued with DBO1404I.

DBO1432E
ERROR DURING IMAGE COPY FUNCTION.

Reason:

The image copy function failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. See the log for related messages and correct the errors.

DBO1433W
HALDB PIT recovery requires all indices and the ILDS to be rebuilt if PIT is prior to a reorg.

Reason:

A point-in-time recovery for a HALDB requires all indices and the ILDS to be rebuilt if the recovery timestamp is prior to a
reorganization for this database.

Action:

Review the DBRC history to determine if the recovery point is prior to a database reorganization. If so, then all indices and
the ILDS will need to be rebuilt. This can be achieved by recovering the database with BLDINDEX=YES or by recovering
the database and then using CA Secondary Index Builder for IMS for z/OS to rebuild any indices and the ILDS.

DBO1434I
Database Analyzer processing deferred until both HISAM datasets have been processed.

Reason:

This informational message indicates CHECK=YES was specified for the recovery of a HISAM database with an overflow
data set. The main database data set has been recovered, but CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS cannot check
the database until the overflow data set has been restored.

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS will not be invoked for the main database data set, but for the overflow data set
instead.

DBO1435I
HALDB REQUIRES DBRC, DBRC WILL BE USED.

Reason:

This message notifies you that DBRC=YES is being forced because the processed database is a HALDB.

DBO1436E
FWDRECOV=OLR CAN BE ONLY SPECIFIED FOR NON-INDEX HALDB.

Reason:

Online Reorg does not apply to an index or non-HALDB database.

Action:
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The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed. Modify or remove the FWDRECOV control statement to an acceptable value and rerun the job.

DBO1437E
PROCESSING OF A HALDB OSAM 8 GIG DATABASE IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS toolkit does not support an 8GB HALDB OSAM database.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

DBO1438I
PRIMARY DDNAME DSG NOT FOUND

Reason:

A search of CA control blocks failed to locate a DSB for the Primary DSG for the Recovery Function.

Action:

Contact CA Support for Assistance.

DBO1439E
FORWARD RECOVERY OF AN EMPTY DATASET IS NOT A VALID OPERATION.

Reason:

CA High Performance Recovery for IMS for z/OS does not support forward recovery of an empty dataset.

Action:

Perform forward recovery on a dataset that is not empty.

DBO1500E
SEGMENT TABLE MISMATCH.

Reason:

The input file has a table containing segment names and counts. The segment names in the table were compared with
those found in the DBD. If any of the segment names do not match and DBDCHANGE=NO was specified or defaulted
then this message is issued.

Action:

Processing continues by generating the statistics reports. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Ensure that the segment names should have changed since the creation of the input file. If they should have been the
same, recreate the input file using the correct DBD. If the segment name changes are part of a restructuring of the
database, processing has completed normally but use the DBDCHANGE=YES control statement next time to eliminate
this warning message and related return code.
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DBO1501E
THE NUMBER OF SEGMENTS UNLOADED IS DIFFERENT THAN THE NUMBER RELOADED - SEE THE DBORPTS
REPORT.

Reason:

During an unload, DBO writes a table containing segment names and counts to the end of the unload file. During the
reload, DBO compares the segment counts in the table with those reloaded to the database. If any of the segment counts
do not match and DBDCHANGE=NO was specified or defaulted then this message is issued.

Action:

DBO continues by generating the statistics reports. The database reload has already been completed. The return code is
set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Review the Unload Versus Reload Statistics report in the DBORPTS file and ensure that the segment counts should be
different. If they should have been the same, rerun the unload and the reload, if needed, using the correct DBD. If the
segment name count differences are part of a restructuring of the database, the reload has worked properly but use the
DBDCHANGE=YES control statement next time to eliminate this warning message and related return code.

DBO1502I
SEQUENCE CORRECTION WAS PERFORMED x TIMES.

Reason:

This informational message indicates that sequence correction was requested by specifying SEQCHECK=CORRECT. x
sequence errors were found and corrected.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

DBO1503W
SEQUENCE ERRORS WERE FOUND x TIMES.

Reason:

Sequence checking was requested by specifying SEQCHECK=VERIFY. x sequence errors were found.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using SEQCHECK=CORRECT if the database segments are needed to be in the correct sequence.

DBO1504I
NO SEQUENCE ERRORS WERE FOUND.

Reason:

This informational message indicates that the sequence checking was requested by specifying SEQCHECK=VERIFY. No
sequence errors were found.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.
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DBO1506I
THE INPUT FILE WAS PROCESSED BY HDSORT - UNLOAD/RELOAD SEGMENT COUNT MAY NOT MATCH.

Reason:

Indicates that the input file was processed by HDSORT and the count of segments loaded does not match what was in the
DBO header created by RAP HDSORT.

Typically, this message occurs when a multi file database is unloaded and is then resequenced by HDSORT where the
header records of each data set are combined into one header. When one data set of the database is reloaded the count
of segments for that data set will not match the count for the entire database, and the message is issued.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed. If all data sets of the database are being reloaded, compare the
totals of all the data sets to verify that all segments were reloaded.

DBO1604E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE = x.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred, where x is one of the following:

• 1
Indicates that a bad return code was received when following segment pointers.

• 2
Indicates that a bad return code was received when building an index record.

• 3
Indicates that a bad return code was received when processing a bad pointer.

• 4
Indicates that more root addressable blocks were expected in the database but end of file was reached.

• 5
Indicates that there was no need to process a specific segment type for the requested function. While following
database pointers, that segment type was encountered. This should not occur.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO1608E
A DUMMY ROOT SEGMENT WAS FOUND BUT ONE SHOULD NOT EXIST IN THE DATABASE.

Reason:

The entire database has been processed. A root segment with a key of high-values (X'FF') was found in the database but
this type of database should not contain a high-values root segment. Only HIDAM and HISAM/ISAM/OSAM databases
contain dummy root segments.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine why a dummy segment exists, fix the database and rerun the job.
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DBO1610I
A DUMMY ROOT SEGMENT WAS NOT FOUND IN THE DATABASE.

Reason:

The entire database has been processed. A root segment with a key of high-values (X'FF') was not found in the database.
It is recommended that all HIDAM and HISAM/ISAM/OSAM databases contain a high-values root segment.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed. If this is the only error, the unload and reload of the database
inserts a root segment with a key of high-values (X'FF').

DBO1611E
SEGMENT WITH LPCK NOT FOUND.

Reason:

Segment with the specified logical parent concatenated key (LPCK) was not found in DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. Specify LPCK correctly and rerun the job.

DBO1612W
ERRORS IN LPCKRETRIEVE SUBTASK. VERIFY ERROR MESSAGES IN DBOMSGSx OUTPUT.

Reason:

Errors in LPCKRETRIEVE subtask.

Action:

The return code is 12 (or 4 if ACCEPTPTRERROR=Y). Check error messages in DBOMSGSx ouput listings for each
subtask. One subtask per Logical Parent.

DBO1700E
ERROR READING THE HEADER RECORD DURING RESTART ON THE FILE WITH DD NAME “x”.

Reason:

During a restart, the header record on the output file could not be read properly.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Use the OS Messages manual to determine the nature of the read error, correct it and rerun
the job.

DBO1701I
SECOND COPY OF THE OUTPUT FILE WILL BE CREATED ON THE FILE WITH DD NAME “x”.

Reason:

DBO will produce 2 copies of the output file.

Action:
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Processing continues. The return code is unchanged. Two copies of the output file will be available.

DBO1702E
ERROR WRITING HEADER RECORD ON THE FILE WITH DD NAME “x”.

Reason:

DBO was unable to write out the header to the output file.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Use the OS Messages manual to determine the nature of the I/O error, correct it and rerun the job.

DBO1703E
UNABLE TO OPEN PRIMARY OUTPUT FILE WITH DD NAME “x”.

Reason:

The primary output file could not be opened satisfactorily.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Use the OS Messages manual to determine the nature of the open error, correct it and rerun the job.

DBO1704E
HEADER RECORD MISMATCH DURING RESTART ON THE FILE WITH DD NAME “x”.

Reason:

During a restart, it was determined that the header record on the output file, created during the previous run, does match
the current execution parameters.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Rerun the job using the correct output files.

DBO1705E
THE DBRC ERROR PREVENTS FURTHER EXECUTION.

Reason:

Due to an error in DBRC, execution cannot continue.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Review the DBRC messages that precede this message to determine the error condition and how to respond to it and
then rerun the job.
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DBO1706E
THE DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERROR PREVENTS FURTHER EXECUTION.

Reason:

Due to a previously reported error, the file could not be allocated.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Review the other
dynamic allocation messages generated. Correct the error condition rerun the job.

DBO1707W
FREEMAIN OF UNLOAD HEADER STORAGE FAILED WITH RETURN CODE = rc.

Reason:

The FREEMAIN macro failed with the specified return code (rc).

Action:

Processing continues with a return code of 4. See the log for related messages. If the problem persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBO1708I
THE OUTPUT FROM A BMP UNLOAD OF A DEDB WITH SDEPS MAY NOT BE RELOADED

Reason:

When using a BMP to unload a DEDB containing SDEPs, certain pieces of information are not present which means that
while the unload file is valid it may not be reloaded.

Action:

To fully unload a DEDB with SDEPs DBO’s native mode should be used instead of BMP mode. The unload will continue.

DBO1709W
THE UNLOAD FILE WILL BE MARKED AS NON-RELOADABLE.

Reason:

The output file from the unload process will be marked as invalid for reload purposes. A preceding message indicates the
reason for this.

Action:

The unload will continue but the unload file may not be used as input to reload.

DBO1710E
"DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF WORKFILE FAILED: DDNAME=ddname DSN=&&dsname, S99ERROR=nnnn,
S99INFO=nnnn."

Reason:
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The specified work file (ddname, dsname) have not been allocated. Dynamic allocation has failed. CA Database
Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS RELOAD with AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES, when SPLITOUTPUT=YES is specified (or is
implicit by default).

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBO1711E
“FILE ddname IS NOT ALLOCATED IN THE JOBSTEP AND CANNOT BE DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATED: SEE
PREVIOUS MESSAGE.”

Reason:

The specified work file (ddname) is not pre-allocated.

Action:

See preceding message DBO1710E; RC=12.

DBO1712I
“DFSURWF1 DYNALLOC INFORMATION WAS APPLIED TO INDEX WORKFILE work-file.”

Reason:

This informational message indicates that dynamic allocation was applied to the specified index work file (ddname). The
return code is 00.

DBO1713E
INVALID UTC TIMESTAMP SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The TIMESTMP keyword contains invalid timestamp.

Action:

Correct the timestamp and rerun the job.

DBO1714E
UNABLE TO OPEN SECOND OUTPUT FILE WITH DD NAME "ddname" FOR THIS COPY FUNCTION.

Reason:

The secondary output file that was specified in the control statements (ddname) could not be opened.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the specification of the DD statement for the secondary output file. Determine the nature of the open error using z/
OS messages. Correct the error and rerun the job.
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DBO1715I
THE SECOND COPY OF THIS COPY IMAGE COPY FUNCTION WILL NOT BE REGISTERED TO DBRC.

Reason:

This informational message indicates that the second copy of the Copy Image Copy function will not be registered to
DBRC.

DBO1800I
RESTART COMPLETE.

Reason:

This message marks the successful restart of a previous unload, copy or extract.

Action:

DBO continues processing. The return code is not affected. Ensure that the execution continues normally.

DBO1801E
UNABLE TO POSITION OUTPUT FILE - x.

Reason:

During a restart of a copy, extract or unload, the positioning of output file “x” failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine why the positioning failed and restart the run.

DBO1900E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO1901E
CHECKPOINT ERROR ON INPUT FILE.

Reason:

DBO attempted to write a checkpoint but received an I/O error.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed. Reallocate the checkpoint file and rerun the job.
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DBO2000E
SEGMENT “x” IS A VIRTUAL LOGICAL CHILD - IT CANNOT BE LOADED INTO THIS DATABASE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to insert a segment with a name of “x” into the database. Segment “x” was defined in the DBD
as a virtual logical child and so it does not physically exist in this database. It is in the paired database. Therefore it is
impossible to load it into the database that is being reloaded.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

If the name “x” was specified for the RELOADNAME keyword of RENAMESEGMENT control statement then remove the
RENAMESEGMENT control statement and rerun the job.

If name “x” was not specified in any control statement then add a DROPSEGMENT control statement specifying segment
name “x”.

DBO2001E
SEGMENT “x” IS NOT DEFINED AS COMPRESSED BUT THE DATA RECORD IS COMPRESSED.

Reason:

An attempt was made to insert a segment with a name of “x” into the database. Segment “x” was defined in the DBD as
not compressed but the record on the input file is compressed. If the segment were inserted, it would be unuseable.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

If segment “x” is supposed to be compressed then change the DBD to define it as compressed and rerun the job.

If segment “x” is not supposed to be compressed, rerun the unload with a DBD that defines the segment as not
compressed and rerun the job using the new unload file.

If segment “x” is not supposed to be compressed but was correctly unloaded as compressed, rerun the job specifying
DBDCHANGE=YES.

DBO2002E
ERROR OCCURRED WRITING SEGMENT "segname" TO DFSURWF1.

Reason:

An attempt to write the segment (segname) to the DFSURWF1 file to process logical relationships failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Review the messages that precede this message. Correct the error and
rerun the job.

DBO2006E
SDEP SEGMENT FOUND IN FREE SPACE.

Reason:
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While inserting a new SDEP segment, an existing SDEP segment was found at the spot where the new one was to be
inserted.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Reformat the data set and rerun the job to correct the problem.

DBO2008E
THE SDEP NEXT RBA IS INVALID.

Reason:

The next SDEP RBA to use, as specified in the second CI of a DEDB, is zero. This is an invalid condition.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Run the DBA utility to determine the bad CI and what should be done about it. Reformat the
data set and rerun the job to correct the problem.

DBO2009E
OSAM RBA EXCEEDS 4 OR 8 GIGABYTE CAPACITY.

Reason:

While database records are written, OSAM RBA exceeds 4 or 8 gigabyte capacity.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Verify input data, correct the error, and rerun the job.

DBO2101E
THE INPUT FILE IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

It was time to read another record from the input file but the file is no longer available.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Correct the problem with the input file and rerun the job.

DBO2102E
ERROR READING THE INPUT FILE - CODE=x.

Reason:

An I/O error on the input file occurred during a read operation.

• x
Indicates the code path that leads to the error.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the problem with the input file and rerun the job. If the error cannot be terminated, contact CA Support for
assistance.

DBO2103E
“FILEFORMAT=SIB” SPECIFIED BUT THE INPUT FILE IS NOT IN SIB FORMAT.

Reason:

During an INDEXBUILD operation, a FILEFORMAT=SIB control statement was processed. When the input file was read,
the records were not in SIB internal format.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Change the FILEFORMAT specification to match the file format and rerun the job.

DBO2104E
“FILEFORMAT=DFSURWF1 OR DFSURIDX” WAS SPECIFIED BUT THE INPUT FILE IS NOT IN DFSURWF1 OR
DFSURIDX FORMAT.

Reason:

During an INDEXBUILD operation, a FILEFORMAT=DFSURWF1 or FILEFORMAT=DFSURIDX control statement was
processed. When the input file was read, the records were not in DFSURWF1 or DFSURIDX IMS format.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Change the FILEFORMAT specification to match the file format and rerun the job.

DBO2105E
THE INPUT FILE FORMAT FOR A SIB BUILD, WHOSE SOURCE IS A PARTITION DB IS NOT IN SIB FORMAT.

Reason:

The input file for an index build that refers to a Partition DB must be in SIB format.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Use SIB INDEXEXTRACT to create the input to SIB INDEXBUILD or use INDEXCREATE to
create the index.

DBO2106E
CALL TO PECK INTERFACE FAILED. RC= XXXX

Reason:

Abends 0C4 occurred in PECK and CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS during PECK/CA Database Organizer™
for IMS for z/OS testing.

Action:

Review the PECK and CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS reports. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.
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DBO2200E
UNABLE TO FORMAT THE DATABASE CLUSTER.

Reason:

An internal error occurred when attempting to format a VSAM ESDS database cluster.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO2201E
THE CLUSTER IS FULL. REALLOCATE WITH MORE SPACE AND RERUN.

Reason:

The VSAM cluster is full.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. Reallocate cluster with more space and rerun the job.

DBO2300E
THE RBA IN THE CI SUFFIX IS INCORRECT OR VSAM RETURNED THE WRONG CI.

Reason:

A DEDB CI has been encountered that does not have the proper format.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Redefine the database clusters and rerun the job. For PREFORMAT=YES, run the DEDB initialization utility as well. If the
problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO2301E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION.

Reason:

An internal exception has been detected in the software.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO2302E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - rc. Expected RBA: xxxxxxxx but last RBA processed was: yyyyyyyy.

Reason:

An internal exception has been detected in the software.

• rc
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Indicates the return code.
• xxxxxxxx

Identifies the expected RBA
• yyyyyyyy

Identifies the RBA that was processed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO2400E
I/O ERROR ON THE x FILE.

Reason:

An I/O error occurred on the checkpoint or restart file. x indicates which file is involved.

Message DBO2408I follows this message to provide the details of the I/O error that occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. See the user action for the message following this one in the messages file.

DBO2401I
THIS IS NOT A RESTART.

Reason:

During initialization, it was determined that this execution is not a restart of a previous execution. It is not a restart
because the restart file was not present or the file was defined as DD DUMMY or a NULLFILE.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged. Ensure that a restart was not expected for this execution.

DBO2402I
NO CHECKPOINTS WILL BE TAKEN.

Reason:

During initialization, it was determined that checkpointing would not be active for this execution. No checkpoints will be
taken because the checkpoint file was not present, the file was defined as DD DUMMY or a NULLFILE or the file would
not open.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged. Ensure that check pointing was not wanted for this execution.

DBO2403I
CHECKPOINTS WILL BE TAKEN FOR RESTART.

Reason:

During initialization, it was determined that checkpointing would be active for this execution because the checkpoint file
was present and the file was not defined as DD DUMMY or a NULLFILE.
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Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged. Ensure that check pointing was wanted for this execution.

DBO2404I
RESTART IN PROGRESS.

Reason:

During initialization, it was determined that this execution is a restart of a previous execution. It is a restart because the
restart file was present and the file was not defined as DD DUMMY or a NULLFILE.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged. Ensure that a restart was wanted for this execution.

DBO2405E
THE CHECKPOINT DATA DOES NOT MATCH THE DATA SPECIFIED IN THIS RUN - x.

Reason:

During initialization, it was determined that this execution is a restart of a previous execution. It is a restart because the
restart file was present and the file was not defined as DD DUMMY or a NULLFILE. The data found in the restart file does
not match the data in the current restart execution.

x will be DBD NAME, ROOT SEG, ROOT KEY, KEY LENG, SDEP NM, or STAT SEG.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine why the restart file data does not match the data in this execution or rerun the job
in non-restart mode.

DBO2406E
THE SYSTEM DATA IN THE CHECKPOINT RECORD DOES NOT MATCH THE SYSTEM DATA SPECIFIED IN THIS
RUN - x.

Reason

During initialization, it was determined that this execution is a restart of a previous execution. It is a restart because the
restart file was present and the file was not defined as DD DUMMY or a NULLFILE. The data found in the restart file does
not match the data in the current restart execution.

x will be CHKPT LL or STAT LL.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine why the restart file data does not match the data in this execution or rerun the job
in non-restart mode.

This error can occur when a different release of the IMS ToolKit software is used during the restart than was used during
the previous execution.

DBO2407E
RESTART IS NOT POSSIBLE FROM THIS CHECKPOINT - PREVIOUS EXECUTION HAD NOT STARTED.
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Reason:

A restart file was provided so a restart was attempted but failed. The restart file indicates that the previous execution had
not yet started its processing.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job without providing a restart file or define the restart file as DD DUMMY or a NULLFILE.

DBO2408Ix
Reason:

An error occurred on the checkpoint or restart file. This message follows a DBO2400E message and provides the details
of the error.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is unchanged. Review the DBO2400E message and the contents of this message
to determine how to fix the I/O error.

DBO2409E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE x FILE.

Reason:

The restart file could not be opened.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine why the file will not open and rerun the job or rerun the job without a restart file.

DBO2410E
UNEXPECTED END OF FILE ON THE x FILE.

Reason:

During a restart, a premature end-of-file occurred on the checkpoint or restart file.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine why the restart file does not contain all the necessary records or rerun the job in
non-restart mode.

DBO2411E
RESTART IS NOT POSSIBLE FROM THIS CHECKPOINT - PREVIOUS EXECUTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY.

Reason:

A restart file was provided so a restart was attempted but failed. The restart file indicates that the previous execution had
completed its processing successfully.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. No action is necessary.

DBO2412W
x NOT AVAILABLE FOR THIS FUNCTION.

Reason:

A checkpoint or restart was requested but could not be performed for the current function. x will be CHECKPOINT or
RESTART.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. No action is necessary.

DBO2500E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

A logic error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO2501W
ERROR ON OUTPUT FILE - x.

Reason:

During a checkpoint operation, output file “x” encountered an error.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. The nature of this error is documented in messages previous to the DBO2501W message.
See those messages for resolution.

DBO2503E
NO OUTPUT FILES LEFT.

Reason:

Due to errors previously encountered, neither the primary nor the secondary file is available during an unload.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed. Review the messages that preceded this one to determine the error that occurred. Correct
the error and restart DBO.

DBO2600E
A BDAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE 'y', HEX OFFSET z).
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Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, an error occurred.

• x
Identifies the type of the request.

• y
Identifies the name of the module involved.

• z
Identifies the offset where the error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO2601I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, FILE=b, COMPLETION CODE=c, DCB=d.

Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, an error occurred. This is a companion message to DBO2600E.

• x
Identifies the type of the request type.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO2700E
UNABLE TO OPEN ISAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME x.

Reason:

The open of an ISAM database data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the open failure and rerun the job.

DBO2702E
ISAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “x” IS NOT “IS” ORGANIZATION.

Reason:

When attempting to open an ISAM database data set, it was determined that the data set associated with ddname “x” was
not of the correct organization.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Reallocate the data set with the correct DSORG and rerun the job.

DBO2703E
UNABLE TO OPEN ISAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME x.
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Reason:

The open of an ISAM database data set failed. Storage was not available to open the database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Increase the size of the region and rerun the job.

DBO2704E
LARGE FORMAT DATASET DETECTED FOR DD=ddn BUT IS NOT SUPPORTED BY THE LEVEL OF THE
OPERATING SYSTEM.

Reason:

The specified data set (ddn) is a Large Format data set. Data set has been defined with DSNTYPE=LARGE.

Action:

Rerun the job on z/OS 1.7 or higher. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBO2800E
A QSAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE 'y', HEX OFFSET z).

Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, an error occurred.

• x
Identifies the type of the request.

• y
Identifies the name of the module involved.

• z
Identifies the offset where the error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO2801I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, FILE=b, COMPLETION CODE=c, DCB=d.

Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, an error occurred. This is a companion message to DBO2800E.

• x
Identifies the type of the request.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO2901E
UNABLE TO READ THE HEADER RECORD FROM THE FILE WITH DD NAME “x”.

Reason:
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DBO encountered an I/O error while trying to open the input for a reload.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed. Check the JESMSG file for additional information on the error. Once the error is corrected
rerun the job.

DBO2902E
THE PARAMETERS USED TO CREATE THE UNLOAD FILE DO NOT MATCH THE RELOAD PARAMETERS -
MISMATCH IS ON: dbdname.

Reason:

During a reload, CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS determined that the DBD being used for the reload did not
match the DBD used for the unload and that the DBDCHANGE control statement was set to “NO” explicitly or by default.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the DBO parameters in one of the following ways:

• Change the unload to use the same DBD as is used for the reload.
• Change the reload to use the same DBD that was used for the unload.
• Add a DBDCHANGE=YES control statement to the reload execution statements and rerun DBO if it is the intention to

use a different DBD during the reload.

DBO2903E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE INPUT FILE WITH DD NAME “x”.

Reason:

An error was encountered while trying to open the input file.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Check the JESMSG file for additional information on the error. Once the error is corrected
rerun the job.

DBO2904E
UNABLE TO READ THE HEADER RECORD FROM IMAGE COPY FILE WITH DD NAME “x”.

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading the image copy header record from the image copy file.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed. Determine why the header record is missing from the image copy file. Once the error is
corrected rerun the job.
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DBO2905E
THE PARAMETERS USUED TO CREATE THE IMAGE COPY DO NOT MATCH THE RECOVER PARAMETERS -
MISMATCH IS ON: x.

Reason:

During a recover, one of the recover parameters did not match the one used during the image copy operation.

The input values in the image copy header were compared to those in the control statements and database definition for
the current execution and the mismatch was found.

x will be DBD NAME, DB DDNAME, or DB BLKSIZE.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Correct the control statements and database allocation and rerun the job.

DBO2906I
operation_type USING ictype FROM timestamp.

Reason:

This message confirms the type of image copy that is being used for the specified operation.

• operation_type
Identifies the operation executed using the image copy.

• ictype
Identifies the type of image copy. The following values are available:
– BATCH IMAGE COPY
– ONLINE IMAGE CPY
– CONC. IMAGE COPY

• timestamp
Identifies the date and time when the image copy was created in the following format:

DD MMM YYYY hh:mm:ss:t(hmiju)

– DD
Identifies the day of the month.

– MMM
Identifies the month (short month name).

– YYYY
Identifies the year.

– hh
Identifies the hours local time.

– mm
Identifies the minutes local time.

– ss
Identifies the seconds local time.

– t
Identifies the tenth's of a second local time.

– hmiju
(Optional) Identifies microseconds.
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Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

DBO2907W
COMPRESS=NO IGNORED. THE INPUT FILE CONTAINS EXPANDED SEGMENTS.

Reason:

During a reload, COMPRESS=NO was specified. However the input file contains expanded segments and the DBD says
they should be compressed. The COMPRESS=NO specification is ignored and the segments will be compressed before
being placed in the database.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Remove COMPRESS=NO or specify COMPRESS=YES and rerun the job. If the unload file is
supposed to be compressed, rerun the unload with EXPAND=NO and then rerun the reload.

DBO2908W
COMPRESS=YES IGNORED. THE INPUT FILE CONTAINS COMPRESSED SEGMENTS.

Reason:

During a reload, COMPRESS=YES was specified. However the input file contains compressed segments and the DBD
says they should be compressed. The COMPRESS=YES specification is ignored and the segments are not compressed
before being placed in the database.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Remove COMPRESS=NO or specify COMPRESS=YES and rerun the job. If the unload file is
supposed to be compressed, rerun the unload with EXPAND=NO and then rerun the reload.

DBO2909E
THE IMAGE COPY FILE OR CHANGE ACCUMULATION FILE IS IMS 6.1 FORMAT. AN IMS 6.1 RESLIB IS
REQUIRED.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when an IMS 6.1 Image Copy or Change Accumulation file was encountered
and a non IMS 6.1 RESLIB was specified.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Specify an IMS 6.1 RESLIB and rerun.

DBO2910E
LOAD OF MODULE DFSURTR0 HAS FAILED RC=x.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the DFSURTR0 could not be loaded.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Make the module available and rerun the job.

DBO2911E
Unable to reload HDAM Database with Compressed Keys when resequencing is needed

Reason:

DBO cannot reload an HDAM database that has compressed keys and is in need of resequencing of the root segments in
the database.

Action:

Sort unload file with HDSORT prior to running the reload. The return code is set to 12 and processing ends.

DBO2912E
SDEP=ALL MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR RELOAD.

Reason:

The verification of reload header failed.

The unload file was created with SDEP=ALL control statement. SDEP=ALL is required for reload.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Specify SDEP=ALL or PHYSICAL and rerun the job.

DBO2913W
COMPRESS=NO REQUIRED. THE INPUT FILE HEADER INDICATES COMPRESSED SEGMENTS.

Reason:

The input file for reload contains compressed segments, but the COMPRESS=NO was not specified to suspend
compression.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Specify COMPRESS=NO and rerun the job.

DBO2914E
IMAGE COPY FILE OLDER THAN IMS 6.1 IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

Image copy input prior to IMS release 6.1 is not supported.

Action:

Run current release image copy, and then resubmit the job.

DBO2915E
IMAGE COPY IS IMS 8.1 OR ABOVE - REQUIRES CORRESPONDING IMS RESLIB.

Reason:

Mismatch on IMS release level for image copy and execution of this job.
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Action:

Resubmit job using correct IMS SDFSRESL.

DBO2916W
SDEP=ALL WAS SPECIFIED BUT THE UNLOAD FILE WAS NOT CREATED WITH SDEP=ALL, THE PARAMETER IS
IGNORED.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS is reloading a DEDB
and finds that there are no SDEP=ALL records in the unload file but SDEP=ALL was specified for the reload.

Action:

Processing continues. No SDEPs are available from the unload file so reload can not write them into the area.

The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

If you do not intend to reload all the SDEPs into the DEDB, then this message is only informational. You may want to
remove the SDEP=ALL parameter from the control cards when you rerun the job.

If you want to reload all the SDEPs, you must recover the DEDB area and rerun the unload with SDEP=ALL specified.
Both unload and reload must be run with SDEP=ALL specified to carry all the SDEPs forward to the reloaded area.

DBO2917E
INCONSISTENCY IN DATE/TIME OF UNLOAD FILE.

Reason:

An incorrect unload file was mounted during an online reorganization.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Specify that the unload file be cataloged so the system will ensure that the
same unload file is presented to reload. Change the JCL and resubmit the job.

DBO2918E
DBDCHANGE=YES WAS SPECIFIED BUT THE INPUT FILE WAS XSHORT FORMAT.

Reason:

XSHORT format unload file cannot be used for reload with DBDCHANGE=YES.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12, if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. To perform DBDCHANGE processing, create the unload file with the default file format or
specify a FILEFORMAT other than XSHORT.

DBO2919E
THIS RELOAD FILE WAS MARKED AS NON-RELOADABLE BY THE UNLOAD PROCESS

Reason:

The data set name allocated under the DBORELD1 ddname was marked as invalid for the purposes of reload by the
unload process.

Action:
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The reload process terminates with RC=12.

DBO2920I
TIMESTAMP - UNLOAD FILE:(yyyyddd hhmmssth) DB ALLOCATION RECORD:(yyyyddd hhmmssth).

Reason:

An allocation record dated after the unload file, which was created was found in the RECON data sets. The record is as
follows:

• yyyyddd
Identifies the julian date (year, days).

• hhmmssth
Identifies the hours, minutes, seconds, tenths, and hundreds of seconds.

Action:

The execution ends with a user specified return code or abends with a user specified abend code, depending on the
CKUPDATE specification. Check the unload file.

DBO2921E
INTERNAL ERROR. CVTM FAILED.

Reason:

Time conversion from UTC to local time failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO2922E
THIS RELOAD FILE WAS MARKED AS NON-RELOADABLE BY THE UNLOAD PROCESS

Reason:

The data set name allocated under the DBORELD1 ddname was marked as invalid for the purposes of reload by the
unload process.

Action:

The reload process will terminate.

DBO2923E
THE DFSURWF1 FILE IS NEEDED BUT IS NOT ALLOCATED.

Reason:

During a reload, CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS determined that the database to be reloaded has secondary
indexes and/or participates in logical relationships. Therefore DFSURWF1 file records must be created. However, CA
Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS found that the DFSURWF1 file was not allocated.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Add a DFSURWF1 DD statement and rerun the job.
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DBO3001E
THE DATABASE CLUSTER IS EMPTY.

Reason:

The VSAM KSDS cluster was to be opened for input processing. It was determined that the cluster was empty when it
shouldn't have been.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine why the cluster is empty, correct it and then rerun the job.

DBO3003E
DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “x” IS NOT VSAM ORGANIZATION.

Reason:

An attempt was made to access a VSAM KSDS cluster with ddname “x”. It was determined that the data set associated
with ddname “x” is not a VSAM KSDS cluster.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Rerun the job after changing the data set name to a VSAM KSDS cluster.

DBO3004E
THE DATABASE CLUSTER IS NOT EMPTY.

Reason:

The VSAM KSDS cluster was to be opened for output processing. It was determined that the cluster was not empty when
it should have been.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine why the cluster is not empty, correct it and then rerun the job.

DBO3005E
FOR DATABASE CLUSTER WITH DD NAME “x”, THE RECORD LENGTH of y IS TOO SHORT FOR THE LONGEST
SEGMENT z.

Reason:

The VSAM KSDS cluster associated with ddname “x” was to be opened for output processing. It was determined that the
record length is not large enough to contain the longest segment that the DBD says will exist in this cluster plus IMS CI
and record overhead.

While “y” is the record length of the cluster, less than this will be available for segment data due to IMS CI and record
overhead. z is the length of the longest segment in this data set group.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Change the DBD or the cluster definition and then rerun the job.
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DBO3006E
VSAM AND DBD DEFINITION ERROR WITH KEY LENGTH. THE VSAM KEY LENGTH IS "vsam-length" THE DBD
KEY LENGTH IS "dbd-length".

Reason:

The VSAM KSDS cluster was to be opened for output processing, but the VSAM key length (vsam-length) does not match
the DBD key length (dbd-length) definition.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Change the cluster definition and then rerun the job.

DBO3007E
VSAM DEFINITION ERROR, THE RKP (KEY OFFSET) VALUE OF “X” SHOULD BE “Y”.

Reason:

When DBO went to open a VSAM file, we found that the key offset “Y” in the VSAM definition did not match the key offset
“X” that DBO calculated based on the DBD.

Action:

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed. Check VSAM definition and correct.

DBO3100I
RESTART COMPLETE.

Reason:

DBO found difference in the DBD during the restart.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed. User should verify that the same DBD is used and rerun the job.

DBO3101E
UNABLE TO POSITION DBORELD1 FILE.

Reason:

DBO found difference in the DBD during the restart.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed. User should verify that the same DBD is used and rerun the job.

DBO3102E
UNABLE TO POSITION DBOSCAN FILE.

Reason:

DBO was trying to checkpoint restart but found a DBD mismatch.
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Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed. Verify that the correct files were used and that the DBOCTRL control information is
correct.

DBO3200E
A BSAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A tttttttt REQUEST (MODULE nnnnnnnn, HEX
OFFSET nnnn).

Reason:

A SYNAD error has occurred.

Action:

See messages DBO3201I, DBO03202I, and DBO03204I to determine the error. Verify that the data set has not been
deleted, moved, or reallocated to another set of volume(s). Run a LISTCAT ENT(dsn) ALL. Examine the LISTCAT output.
Ensure all volumes are online and a VTOC exists on each volume. Examine the data set to determine it has been built
correctly. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBO3201I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, FILE=b, DCB=c, DECB=d, RBN=e, EXCEPTION CODES=f.

Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, an error occurred. x is the request type. This is a companion message to
DBO3200E.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the I/O error and rerun the job.

DBO3202I
x.

Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, an error occurred. x is the request type. This is a companion message to
DBO3200E and DBO3201I.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the I/O error and rerun the job.

DBO3203E
A BSAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A tttttttt REQUEST (MODULE nnnnnnnn, HEX
OFFSET nnnn).

Reason:

A SYNAD error has occurred.

Action:

See messages DBO320II, DBO3202I, and DBO3204I to determine the error. Verify that the data set has not been deleted,
moved, or reallocated to another set of volume(s). Examine the data set to determine it has been built correctly. Rerun the
job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).
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DBO3204I
VOL=vvvvvv, IOB=nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn

Reason:

This is an informational message used to aid in debugging SYNAD errors. vvvvvv = Volume Serial Number. For more
information about nnnn = IOB Status fields, see IOBSTDRD in the IBM DFSMSdfp Diagnosis manual.

Action:

Examine messages DBO320II, DBO3202I, DBO3200E, and DBO3203E to determine the error.

DBO3301E
DATABASE FILE x IS FULL - ALLOCATE A LARGER DATA SET.

Reason:

The database data set became full while loading the database. There are no more secondary extents available for
expansion.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Increase the database data set size and rerun the job.

DBO3302E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION.

Reason:

A logic exception in the software has been detected.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO3303E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION.

Reason:

An logic exception in the software has been detected.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO3304E
HALDB PARTITION DOES NOT SUPPORT SIZE OVER 4G.

Reason:

HALDB OSAM partition reached the size of 4 GB. IMS does not support HALDB OSAM of size larger than 4 GB.

Action:
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Processing terminates with a return code of 8. Adjust the partition keys so that less data is in the partition and rerun the
job. Reload all affected partitions.

DBO3305E
ddname FILE IS FULL - ALLOCATE A LARGER DATA SET.

Reason:

An insufficient primary and secondary space has been allocated to the overflow workfile (ddname).

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Allocate more space to the overflow workfile data set identified in the message and rerun the
job.

DBO3400E
A QSAM-OSAM END-OF-FILE OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE 'y', HEX OFFSET z).

Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, a premature end of file occurred while reading the database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the end of file error and rerun the job.

DBO3401I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, FILE=b, DCB=c.

Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, a premature end of file occurred while reading the database. This is a
companion message to DBO3400E.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the end of file error and rerun the job.

DBO3500E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME x.

Reason:

The open of an OSAM database data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine the cause of the open failure and rerun the job.

DBO3501E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME x.
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Reason:

The open of an OSAM database data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the open failure and rerun the job.

DBO3502E
OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “x” IS NOT “PS” ORGANIZATION.

Reason:

When attempting to open an OSAM database data set, it was determined that the data set associated with ddname “x”
was not of the correct organization. An OSAM database data set must be DSORG=PS or DSORG=DA.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Reallocate the data set with the correct DSORG and rerun the job.

DBO3503E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME x.

Reason:

The open of an OSAM database data set failed. Storage was not available to open the database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Increase the size of the region and rerun the job.

DBO3504E
ERROR OCCURRED LOADING IIR CONTROLLER “DBOIIRC0”.

Reason:

Indicates an incorrect library concatenation.

Action:

Processing completes with RC=12. To use IIR, the ITK and CA Datacom/AD libraries must be added to the steplib.

DBO3505E
UNABLE TO GETMAIN TDLE CHAIN.

Reason:

Error when getting Snapshot General Services (CA-TIGER) DSNLIST. The first entry of DSNLIST (TDLE CHAIN) could
not be loaded.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. Check CA-TIGER settings for errors, increase region size and rerun the
job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBO3506E
ERROR IN FLASH PREPARE.

Reason:

The preparation of Snapshot General Service for execution of a hardware assisted copy (FlashCopy) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the log for other messages.

DBO3507E
ERROR IN FLASH EXECUTE.

Reason:

Execution of a hardware assisted copy (FlashCopy) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See Snapshot General Services messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

DBO3508E
ERROR IN FLASH CHECKPOINT.

Reason:

Creating the checkpoint after the FlashCopy execution failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the Snapshot General Services messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

DBO3509E
ERROR IN FLASH QUERY.

Reason:

Fetching next data set name (DSN) for a hardware assisted copy (FlashCopy) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the Snapshot General Services messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

DBO3515E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR VGRP TABLE.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for a virtual group (VGRP) table.
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Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the specified VGRP is correct. Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBO3516E
ERROR VGRP TABLE FULL.

Reason:

The virtual group (VGRP) table is full. No new entries can be added.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify another VGRP.

DBO3518E
ERROR LOADING PROGRAM ITKCAV00.

Reason:

The program ITKCAV00 could not be loaded.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the ITK messages and documentation, correct the IMS environment, and retry the command. Verify that the CA
Common Services component is installed. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO3519E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR ITKCAV PLIST.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for Cave. The initialization of Cave failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the CA Common Services component is installed. Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error
persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO3520E
AREA NOT FOUND FOR DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:

No area found for the specified ddname (ddname).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the AREA and DDNAME specifications are correct.
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DBO3521E
AREA "area-name" REQUIRES IMS PRE OPEN SETTING.

Reason:

The specified DEDB area (area-name) must be registered as preopen in DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify the preopen status of the area in DBRC.

NOTE
Note: For more information about preopening DEDB areas, see the IBM IMS Database Administration.

DBO3522E
LIST.DBDS FAILED FOR DBD”dbdname” DDN”ddname”.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS could not find any entries in the recon when attempting to perform list.dbds for the
DBD/DDN.

Action:

Processing terminates. Verify that the job is pointed to the correct DBRC recons.

DBO3523E
NO DBDS ENTRIES FORR DBD"dbdname" DDN"ddname".

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS could not find any entries in the recon when attempting to perform list.dbds for the
DBD/DDN.

Action:

Processing terminates. Verify that the job is pointed to the correct DBRC recons.

DBO3524E
DBDS RECORD NOT FOUND FOR DBD”dbdname” DDN”ddname”.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS could not find any entries in the recon when attempting to perform list.dbds for the
DBD/DDN.

Action:

Processing terminates. Verify that the job is pointed to the correct DBRC recons.

DBO3525I
BATCH IMAGE COPY MARKED "CONC.” DBD “dbdname” DDN”ddname” IS “type” WITH “access-intent” INTENT

Reason:
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This message indicates that CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS detected that a database to be copied was online
with update intent and has marked the image copy as a concurrent image copy.

• type
Identifies the job type, BATCH or ONLINE.

• access-intent
Identifies the access intent, UPDATE or EXCLUSIVE.

DBO3526E
UNABLE TO ISSUE EXCP OPEN FOR OSAM DATA BASE DATASET WITH DDNAME ddname.

Reason:

A severe error incurred in EXCP services.

Action:

Look for ITKA1nnx messages in DBOMSGS. If none are found check for possible WTO messages.

Include a DBOCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

DBO3527E
LARGE FORMAT DATASET DETECTED FOR DD=ddn BUT IS NOT SUPPORTED BY THE LEVEL OF THE
OPERATING SYSTEM.

Reason:

The ddn is a Large Format data set. Data set has been defined with DSNTYPE=LARGE.

Action:

Rerun the job on z/OS 1.7 or higher. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBO3600E
A SYNONYM OCCURRED FOR SEGMENT “x” BUT NEITHER A HIERFWD NOR PTF POINTER HAS BEEN
DEFINED.

Reason:

More than one occurrence of segment name “x” are to be placed under the same parent but the segment has been
defined as not having a hierarchic forward pointer (HIERFWD) or a twin forward pointer (PTF). Had this occurred while
loading the database through IMS, IMS would have returned an II or LB status code.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Change the DBD to include a twin or hierarchic pointer for segment “x” and rerun the job.

DBO3601E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE =rc.

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance..

DBO3605E
SEQUENCE CORRECTION WAS REQUESTED BUT CANNOT BE PERFORMED FOR SEGMENT “x”.

Reason:

Sequence correction was requested by specifying SEQCHECK=CORRECT. Two twin segments for segment type “x” were
found that had identical key field values but the key field was defined as unique. This is an uncorrectable situation.

Messages DBO3606I and DBO3607I follow this one to provide more detail on the cause of the error and the actual
duplicate key value.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using SEQCHECK=IGNORE to ignore the duplicate key field values, recreate the input file so that there are
no duplicate key field values or change the DBD to define the key field as nonunique.

DBO3606I
A DUPLICATE KEY VALUE WITH A UNIQUE KEY FIELD IS UNCORRECTABLE.

Reason:

This informational only message is a follow-on message to DBO3605E.

DBO3607I
UNLOAD FILE REC# 'nnnnnnnn', KEY: X'xxxx……'

SEGMENT CONCAT KEY: 'yyyy……'

Reason:

This informational only message is from module DBORPTR0 and is a companion to messages DBO3605E and
DBO3606I.

• UNLOAD FILE REC#
The segment’s record number in the unload file.

• KEY
The value of the duplicate key.

• SEGMENT CONCAT KEY
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The duplicate segment’s hierarchical concatenated key. That is, the root and all the child segment keys that are
parents to the duplicate segment.

Action:

Use the REC# number to find the segment with the duplicate key. If the segment is not an 01 segment, search backward
in the unload file to find the duplicate’s root (01) segment and all the segments reloaded up to the point of the duplicate
segment key. Between the root segment and the duplicate, you will find the original segment with the other duplicate key.
Take corrective action. The database cannot be reloaded while segments with the duplicate keys exist.

DBO3700E
THE “x” SEGMENT FOUND IN THE INPUT FILE IS NOT DEFINED IN THE DBD.

Reason:

A segment with name “x” was found in the input file. Segment name “x” was not found in the DBD and it was not specified
as the UNLOADNAME value in a RENAMESEGMENT statement.

Action:

Processing terminates.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

If the named segment is to be dropped, add a DROPSEGMENT statement and rerun the job. If the named segment has
a new name, add a RENAMESEGMENT statement and rerun the job. Otherwise change the DBD to include this segment
name.

DBO3701E
ALL FAST PATH BUFFERS HAVE BEEN USED.

Reason:

IMS returned an “FR” status code in the PCB. There are no additional Fast Path buffers available to this region.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Increase the NBA or OBA value and rerun the job.

DBO3702E
IMS DATABASE ERROR - CHECK IMS MESSAGES.

Reason:

IMS returned an “AI” or “AO” status code in the PCB. This indicates that there is a problem with the database. IMS will
have issued one or more DFS0730I messages to JESMSG describing the problem.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Review the DFS0730I messages, correct the problem and rerun the job.

DBO3703E
MISSING LEVEL IN RECORD HIERARCHY.

Reason:
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When attempting to insert a child segment, IMS indicated that no segment was inserted in a previous level of the
hierarchy. IMS returns a “GE” status code.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the DBD or add RENAMESEGMENT statements to ensure that the input file contains segments for each level in
the hierarchy and then rerun the job.

DBO3704E
SEGMENT: "seg-name" WAS UNLOADED COMPRESSED AND CANNOT BE RELOADED IN IMS MODE.

Reason:

The specified compressed segment (seg-name) cannot be loaded.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Specify COMPRESS=YES and rerun the job.

DBO3801E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE =rc.

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO3900E
THE RBA IN THE CI SUFFIX IS INCORRECT OR VSAM RETURNED THE WRONG CI.

Reason:

A CI has been encountered that does not have the proper format.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Correct the format of the incorrect CI and rerun the job.

DBO3901E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

A logic error in the software has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBO3902E
THE RBA RETURNED BY MEDIA MANAGER WAS NOT THE EXPECTED RBA.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Rerun the job. To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following:

MMGRIO=NO

If you contact CA Support for assistance, provide the DBOCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

DBO4000E
A BDAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE 'y', HEX OFFSET z).

Reason:

An error occurred when accessing an OSAM database.

• x
Identifies the type of the request.

• y
Identifies the name of the module involved

• z
Identifies the offset where the error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO4001I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, FILE=b, DCB=c.

Reason:

An error occurred when accessing an OSAM database. This is a companion message to DBO4000E.

• a
Identifies the type of the request.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBO4007W
DATABASE RECOVERY FAILED LICENSE VALIDATION

Reason:

Indicates a valid product license was not found. An attempt to execute the product on a CPU other than the CPU on which
it is licensed has been detected.Action:Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO4008I
PLEASE ENSURE THE LICENSE INFORMATION IS CORRECT

Reason:

The product license cannot be validated.

Action:

The return code is not affected.

Correct the LMP key. For correct LMP key, contact the Total License Care (TLC) group at http://ca.com/support. When
contacting TLC, have your site ID and CA serial number available.

DBO4102E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO4103E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support.

DBO4104I
LOGICAL END OF DATABASE REACHED BEFORE PHYSICAL END OF DATASET. PROCESSING ENDED.

Reason:

While creating the image copy, a block was detected that is beyond the logical end of the database. The block contains
RBAs that are beyond the 32-bit range (4 GB) or 33-bit range (8 GB). Processing ends. The return code is not changed.
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Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required. All the blocks in the database have been written to the image
copy.

DBO4105E
INTERNAL ERROR. OSAM DATA BASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME "ddn" WAS NOT OPEN. DETECTING
MODULE=mmmmmmmm+nnnn.

Reason:

Internal error or storage overlay has occurred.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBO4106E
INTERNAL ERROR. OSAM DATA BASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME "ddn" WAS NOT OPEN. DETECTING
MODULE=mmmmmmmm+nnnn.

Reason:

Internal error or storage overlay has occurred.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBO4200E
“x” DATA SPACE IS FULL. ALLOCATE A LARGER DATA SPACE OR USE A 'y' DATA SET INSTEAD.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the allocated data space was not large enough.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Allocate a larger data space or specify a data set instead.

DBO4202E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x ON FILE “y”.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred while processing the file with a ddname of “y”.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

A JES output file with the ddname of IDIDUMP is automatically created when the error occurs. The file contains debug
information needed to correct the problem. Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the IDIDUMP file for
debugging.
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DBO4203E
UNABLE TO REOPEN FILE “x” USING y.

Reason:

An error was detected when attempting to re-open a data set related to the database.

• x
Identifies the ddname of the file.

• y
Identifies the OS access method that experienced the error.

Action:

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

A JES output file with the ddname of IDIDUMP is automatically created when the error occurs. The file contains debug
information needed to correct the problem. Contact CA Support and provide the IDIDUMP file for debugging.

DBO4204E
REQUESTED RBN BEYOND DATA SET EXTENTS FOR FILE “x”.

Reason:

When attempting to read a block from a data set related to a database, the RBA requested was translated to an RBN but
the RBN was past the end of the file. Message DBO4205I follows with more details.

Action:

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

A JES output file with the ddname of IDIDUMP is automatically created when the error occurs. The file contains debug
information needed to correct the problem. Contact CA Support and provide the IDIDUMP file for debugging.

DBO4205I
REQUESTED RBA = r. REQUESTED RBN = s. HIGH RBN = a.

Reason:

This is a companion message to DBO4204E, where r is the RBA that was needed from the database, s is the RBN within
the data set involved, and a is the high allocated RBN for the data set.

Action:

See message DBO4204E.

DBO4207E
LAST POINT RBN IS NOT THE SAME AS CURRENT RBN FOR FILE "ddn", REQUESTED RBN = nnnn, POINT RBN
= nnnnnnnn.

Reason:

Internal error or storage overlay has occurred.

Action:
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Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBO4300E
THE OUTPUT RECORD LENGTH IS TOO LARGE.

Reason:

CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS has detected an internal error.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO4301W
ERROR ON SECONDARY OUTPUT FILE.

Reason:

During a write operation to the secondary output file, an error occurred.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed. Exclude the secondary copy from any recovery scenarios or rerun
the job.

DBO4302W
ERROR ON PRIMARY OUTPUT FILE.

Reason:

During a write operation to the primary output file, an error occurred.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed. Exclude the primary copy from any recovery scenarios or rerun the
job.

DBO4303E
ALL OUTPUT FILES IN ERROR.

Reason:

Both the primary and secondary output file have experienced an error condition. This message is preceded by messages
DBO4301W and/or DBO4302W.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Correct the errors that disabled the primary and secondary output files and rerun the job.

DBO4304E
DBA RETURNED A NON-ZERO RETURN CODE - SEE DBAMSGS FOR DETAILS.

Reason:
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DBC had invoked DBA to process the image copy because DETAILREPORT=YES was specified. DBA returned a non-
zero return code during the processing of an image copy record.

Action:

DBC terminates any further calls to DBA. If DBA returned with a return code 4, the return code is set to 4 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 4. If DBA returned with a return code greater than 4, the return code is set to
8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Correct the DBA errors
and rerun the job.

DBO4305E
A SEGMENT WAS FOUND THAT WAS LONGER THAN EXPECTED. DUMP WILL FOLLOW.

Reason:

DIRECTRELOAD acquires a number of buffers whose size is that of the DSG with the largest blocksize. This message
indicates that a segment has been found whose size is greater than that blocksize.

Action:

The function will abend with code U4027 and a dump will be produced. Forward the dump to CA Support for assistance.

DBO4306E
CALL TO PECK INTERFACE FAILED. RC= XXXX

Reason:

Abends 0C4 occurred in PECK and CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS during PECK/CA Database Organizer™
for IMS for z/OS testing.

Action:

Review the PECK and CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS reports. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

DBO4307I
zIIP processing disabled by DBA.

Reason:

The CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS function disabled zIIP processing. Possible reasons are following:

• ZIIP=NO is specified in the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS control statements.
• zIIP processing is not beneficial for the current configuration.

Action:

Processing continues without the zIIP processing.

To enable zIIP processing, if the current configuration allows, remove ZIIP=NO from the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS
for z/OS control statements and resubmit the job.

DBO4400E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME x.

Reason:

The open of an OSAM database data set failed.
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Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the open failure and rerun the job.

DBO4401E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME x.

Reason:

The open of an OSAM database data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the open failure and rerun the job.

DBO4402E
UNABLE TO FORMAT OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME x.

Reason:

The formatting of an OSAM database data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the format failure and rerun the job.

DBO4403E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME x.

Reason:

The open of an OSAM database data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the open failure and rerun the job.

DBO4404E
OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “x” IS NOT “PS OR DA” ORGANIZATION.

Reason:

When attempting to open an OSAM database data set, it was determined that the data set associated with ddname x was
not of the correct organization. An OSAM database data set must be DSORG=PS or DSORG=DA.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Reallocate the data set with the correct DSORG and rerun the job.

DBO4405E
FOR DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “x”, THE RECORD LENGTH OF y IS TOO SHORT FOR THE LONGEST
SEGMENT z.
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Reason:

The OSAM data set associated with ddname x was to be opened for output processing. It was determined that the record
length is not large enough to contain the longest segment that the DBD says will exist in this data set plus IMS CI and
record overhead.

While y is the record length of the data set, less than this will be available for segment data due to IMS block and record
overhead. z is the length of the longest segment in this data set group.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Change the DBD or the data set definition and then rerun the job.

DBO4406E
RELOAD ENCOUNTERED A DATABASE DATASET LARGER THAN 8 GIG

Reason:

The reload module attempted to open an HDAM/OSAM database data set, but the allocation was larger than the 8 GB
OSAM limitation. Processing terminates with RC=12.

Action:

Make sure database allocation is less than or equal to the 8 GB OSAM limitation. If 8 GB is not an even multiple of
BLKSIZE, the reload module rounds up the number of tracks or cylinders required to hold 8 GBs.

DBO4407E
LARGE FORMAT DATASET DETECTED FOR DD=ddn BUT IS NOT SUPPORTED BY THE LEVEL OF THE
OPERATING SYSTEM.

Reason:

The specified data set (ddn) is a Large Format data set. Data set has been defined with DSNTYPE=LARGE.

Action:

Rerun the job on z/OS 1.7 or higher. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBO4408E
UCBITMAP SPECIFIED VALUE MUST BE LOWER THAN MAXIMUM OSAM BLOCK FREE SPACE.

Reason:

The UCBITMAP value must not exceed the length of the longest segment in a DBD. When the UCBITMAP statement is
not specified, the longest segment in a DBD is used as the bitmap update threshold.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Specify a valid UCBITMAP value or omit the UCBITMAP statement in
your job and resubmit.

DBO4409E
DATA BASE FILE IS FULL - ALLOCATE A LARGER DATA SET.

Reason:

The database data set became full while formatting the database. No more secondary extents are available for expansion.
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Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Increase the database data set size and rerun the job.

DBO4410W
ERROR CREATING A TOKEN - RC=xx.

Reason:

The call to MVS name token services failed with the identified return code (xx).

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO4500E
A QSAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE 'y', HEX OFFSET z).

Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, an I/O error occurred. x is the request type, y is the module name involved and
z is the offset where the error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the I/O error and rerun the job.

DBO4501I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, FILE=b, DCB=c, STATUS ADDRESS=d, RBA=e, STATUS=f.

Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, an error occurred. a is the request type. This is a companion message to
DBO4500E.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the I/O error and rerun the job.

DBO4502I
x.

Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, an error occurred. x the detailed information. This is a companion message to
DBO4500E and DBO4501I.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the I/O error and rerun the job.

DBO4600E
UNABLE TO PROCESS TRAILER RECORD.

Reason:
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Memory was unavailable to create a work area needed to process an IBM compatible trailer record.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Increase the region size and rerun the job.

DBO4700E
A BSAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE 'y', HEX OFFSET z).

Reason:

An error occurred when accessing an OSAM database.

• x
Identifies the type of the request.

• y
Identifies the name of the module involved

• z
Identifies the offset where the error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO4701I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, FILE=b, COMPLETION CODE=c, RETURN CODE=d, DCB=e.

Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, an error occurred. This is a companion message to DBO4700E.

• a
Identifies the type of the request.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO4800E
A BSAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE 'y', HEX OFFSET z).

Reason:

An error occurred when accessing an OSAM database.

• x
Identifies the type of the request.

• y
Identifies the name of the module involved

• z
Identifies the offset where the error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBO4801I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, FILE=b, DCB=c.

Reason:

An error occurred when accessing an OSAM database. This is a companion message to DBO4800E.

a

Identifies the type of the request.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO4900E
A BSAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE 'y', HEX OFFSET z).

Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, an I/O error occurred. x is the request type, y is the module name involved and
z is the offset where the error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the I/O error and rerun the job.

DBO4901I
SYSTEM INFO: REQ=a, FILE=b, DCB=c, DECB=d, RBA=e, TTR=f, EXCEP CODES=g.

Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, an error occurred. a is the request type. This is a companion message to
DBO4900E.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the I/O error and rerun the job.

DBO4902I
message-text

Reason:

During the access of an OSAM database, an error occurred. x is the detailed information. This is a companion message to
DBO4900E and DBO4901I.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the I/O error and rerun the job.

DBO4904I
VOL=vvvvvv, IOB=nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn

Reason:

This is an informational message used to aid in debugging SYNAD errors.
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• vvvvvv
Indicates the Volume Serial Number.

• nnnn
Indicates the IOB.

NOTE
For more information about these status fields, see IOBSTDRD in the IBM DFSMSdfp Diagnosis manual.

Action:

Locate message DBO4902I. This message contains the error.

DBO5000E
x FILE IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

The file with a ddname of “x” has not been allocated.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after allocating the file.

DBO5001E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE x FILE.

Reason:

The file with a ddname of x could not be opened.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after correcting the problem that caused the open to fail. The messages that precede this one describe the
problem in detail.

DBO5002W
INVALID DD FOR “X”. BLKSIZE RESET TO ZERO.

Reason:

The utility found that there was a DD statement for ddname x in the user's JCL, and that the BLKSIZE specified is not an
even multiple of 133. The BLKSIZE has been reset to a value of zero, which will cause the MVS system to allocate the
optimum BLKSIZE for the device on which the data set is allocated.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 04 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 04. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the DD statement for DDNAME “x”, to avoid this message in the future. Remove the BLKSIZE parameter
(recommended) or make sure that it is an even multiple of 133.
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DBO5003I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:

An error occurred getting the service pack level.

Action:

Check previous messages. The return code is zero.

DBO5100E
UNABLE TO LOAD USER EXIT x.

Reason:

An attempt was made to load user exit load module x. The load module was not available in the local load library or
STEPLIB.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine why the user exit could not be loaded. Ensure that STEPLIB, JOBLIB or link list contains the user exit load
module.

DBO5101E
AN INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED WHILE ATTEMPTING TO LOAD USER EXIT x.

Reason:

An internal error occurred when attempting to load user exit load module x.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO5102E
UNABLE TO ACQUIRE STORAGE FOR THE x WORK AREA.

Reason:

Insufficient storage was available for the named work area. The virtual storage for the work area was not acquired.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Increase the REGION JCL parameter value by at least 4 KB and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

DBO5103W
LOAD MODULE “IDIDBA” IS UNAVAILABLE - EXTENDED REPORTS WILL NOT BE PRODUCED.

Reason:
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DBC attempted to invoke DBA because the DETAILREPORT=YES statement was processed. The DBA load module
“IDIDBA” was not available.

Action:

Processing continues. DBA will not be invoked.

The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Ensure that load module IDIDBA is in STEPLIB or JOBLIB and rerun the job.

DBO5104E
UNABLE TO LOCATE SEGMENT “x” IN THE DMB.

Reason:

Segment x was defined in the DBD as having a segment edit/compression routine. The DMB does not contain an entry for
the named segment.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Verify that the correct DBD is being used.

DBO5105E
SEGMENT EDIT USER EXIT “x” HAS ABENDED.

Reason:

User exit x was invoked and ABENDed. The previous messages document the ABEND.

Action:

Processing terminates.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Determine why the ABEND occurred in the user exit and rerun the job.

DBO5106E
COBOL RUN TIME ENVIRONMENT HAS ABENDED.

Reason:

A user exit was defined using USEREXIT. In case the exit is a COBOL routine, COBOL run time module ILBOSTP0 was
called to initialize a COBOL environment. ILBOSTP0 ABENDed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine why the ABEND occurred and rerun the job.

DBO5108E
LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT INITIALIZATION FAILED, CEEPIPI RC=rc.
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Reason:

The preinitialization for Language Environment failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Verify that the user exit specified in the USEREXITLE control statement is an LE-conforming program. If the specified user
exit is not an LE-conforming program, specify the exit in a USEREXIT control statement and rerun the job.

NOTE
For more information about return codes from the CEEPIPI module, see the IBM Language Environment
Programming Guide.

DBO5200E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR FINDSPACE KEYWORD - DEFAULT OF “FLIPFLOP” WILL BE USED.

Reason:

DBO did not find one of the acceptable values on the FINDSPACE control statement.

Action:

DBO continues processing and uses flip-flop for its space searching.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Modify the control statement to use one of acceptable values for FINDSPACE and rerun the job if necessary.

DBO5300E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE FUNCTION KEYWORD.

Reason:

The value specified was not one of the acceptable values on the FUNCTION control statement. Message DBO5301I
follows this one to give a list of supported values.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Modify the control statement to use one of acceptable values for FUNCTION and rerun the job if necessary.

DBO5301I
SPECIFY “COPY”,”COPYIC”,”EXTRACT”,”FORMAT”,”ICOPY”, “INDEXBUILD”,”INDEXCREATE”,
“INDEXEXTRACT”,”RECOVER”,”RELOAD”, “SETPARM”,' “SIXBUILD”,”SIXEXTRACT” OR “UNLOAD”. MSG1T

Reason:

This informational message follows DBO5300E. It gives the values supported for the FUNCTION control statement.

DBO5400E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE SEQCHECK KEYWORD - DEFAULT OF “IGNORE” WILL BE USED.
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Reason:

DBO did not find one of the acceptable values on the SEQCHECK control statement.

Action:

DBO continues processing but no sequence checking will be performed. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated
DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Modify the control statement to use
one of acceptable values for SEQCHECK and rerun the job if necessary.

DBO5500E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE SDEP KEYWORD - DEFAULT OF “NONE” WILL BE USED.

Reason:

DBO did not find one of the acceptable values on the SDEP control statement.

Action:

DBO continues processing but will not process any SDEP segments. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO
return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Modify the control statement to use one of acceptable values for SDEP and rerun the job if necessary.

DBO5600E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO5701E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE =rc.

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO5702E
OSAM RBA EXCEEDS 4 OR 8 GIGABYTE CAPACITY.

Reason:

While database records are written, OSAM RBA exceeds 4 or 8 gigabyte capacity.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Verify input data and correct the error then rerun the job.
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DBO5800E
UNABLE TO FIND “z” TARGET SEGMENT IN DBD - SOURCE SEGMENT = “x”, TARGET SEGMENT = “y”.

Reason:

The target database contains one or more logical child (LCHILD) definitions. The segment named x in the target database
points at segment y in the related database. The related database DBD did not contain a definition for segment name y.
The two DBDs are inconsistent. z is the pointer type involved and will be LP for logical parent or LCF for logical child first.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Correct the DBDs and rerun the job.

DBO5801E
UNABLE TO FIND BOTH SOURCE AND TARGET DATA SET NUMBER IN DBD - SOURCE SEGMENT = “x”, TARGET
SEGMENT = “y”.

Reason:

When attempting to determine the pointer structure of the database, the segment x that contains the pointer or the target
of the pointer or the segment y is not in a defined data set group for the database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Correct the DBD and rerun the job.

DBO5802E
UNABLE TO FIND DATA SET NUMBER IN DBD FOR SEGMENT = “x”.

Reason:

When attempting to determine the pointer structure of the database, the segment (“x”) is not in a defined data set group
for the database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Correct the DBD and rerun the job.

DBO5900E
THE DDNAME/AREA SPECIFIED WAS NOT FOUND IN THE DBD.

Reason:

The DDNAME or AREA value specified is not defined in the DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine if the DBDNAME and the DDNAME value are incorrect, make the needed change and then rerun the job.
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DBO5901I
THE DDNAME= STATEMENT IS NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS DATABASE TYPE OR MODE - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

The DDNAME keyword is only applicable to a DEDB database and only when processed in OS batch mode. The
database type in this run is not a DEDB or the processing is not occurring in an OS batch region.

Action:

Processing continues and the DDNAME statement is ignored. The return code is not changed.

Eliminate the DDNAME statement in any subsequent executions.

DBO5902E
THE DDNAME= STATEMENT WAS NOT SPECIFIED BUT IS REQUIRED FOR OS BATCH MODE.

Reason:

The DDNAME statement is required when processing is performed in an OS batch region. It was not specified for this run.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job including a DDNAME control statement.

DBO5903E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for support.

DBO5904E
INCORRECT DATASET NAME SPECIFIED ON FREESPACE PARAMETER.

Reason:

An invalid data set name was specified for the FREESPACE statement.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Specify a valid data set name for FREESPACE and rerun the job.

DBO5905E
DDNAME, FBFF AND FSFF MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR EACH DATA SET ON FREESPACE.

Reason:
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The Free Space Frequency Factor (FSFF) and Free Block Frequency Factor (FBFF) parameters are not specified.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Specify FSFF and FBFF values for each data set in the FREESPACE
control statement.

DBO5906E
USE OF LIMITS WITH A PARTITIONED DATABASE REQUIRES DDNAME=, PART= OR PARTITION=.

Reason:

When using LIMITS processing on a partitioned database, you must specify the partition ddname to process.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Include a DDNAME, PART, or PARTITION control statement specifying the partition to be processed and re-run the job.

DBO5907E
FLASHIC DSB ERROR.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO5920E
THE RESETBITMAP FUNCTION ONLY APPLIES TO HD DATABASES.

Reason:

RESETBITMAP can only be used with HD databases. The return code is 12.

Action:

Specify a HD database.

DBO5950E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR 31-BIT LOCAL WORK AREA.

Reason:

Program is unable to obtain storage above the line for local work area.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase above or below the line region size and rerun the job.
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DBO5951E
UNABLE TO LOAD DBRC INTERFACE FROM STEPLIB.

Reason:

An attempt has been made to load program ITKDBFE0 but the program could not be found in the STEPLIB data set or
data sets.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Verify that the CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS load library is specified in the STEPLIB or JOBLIB
concatenation for the job.

DBO5952E
CALL TO DBRC HAS FAILED.

Reason:

The DBRC interface has return a non-zero return code.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Check the messages file for error messages from the DBRC interface explaining the problem. Correct the problem and
rerun the job.

DBO5953E
INTERNAL ERROR; DSB INVALID.

Reason:

Internal control block is invalid.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO5954E
FAILURE ALLOCATING DATASET FOR DBD XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

Program was unable to allocate the needed file.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Check JOBLOG for further information. Correct problem and resubmit the job.
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DBO5955I
DATABASE SUCCESSFULLY ALLOCATED FOR DBD XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

Informational message that indicates that a file has been dynamically allocated. See DBO5956I for further information.

DBO5956I
DSN OBTAINED FROM DBRC ===> A.B.C

Reason:

Informational message that indicates that a file has been dynamically allocated. See DBO5955I for further information.

DBO5958E
S99ERROR=nnna S99INFO=nnnn DSN =dsname

Reason:

Program was unable to allocate the needed file.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBO6001E
RELATED DBD “x” WAS NOT FOUND IN EITHER FILE “IMS” OR “DBDLIB”.

Reason:

The DBD of the target database references other DBDs. DBD x was not available in the DBD library. The DBD may be a
HIDAM INDEX DBD if the target is a HIDAM database. Otherwise the DBD is for a secondary index or logically related
database.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Ensure the named DBD is in the DBD library and rerun the job.

DBO6002E
HIDAM DBD DOES NOT HAVE AN LCHILD FOR THE INDEX.

Reason:

The DBD of the target database defines a HIDAM database. The DBD does not contain a logical child definition (LCHILD)
for the index. This is an incorrect situation and the DBD is likely unusable.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the DBD and rerun the job.

DBO6003E
HIDAM INDEX DBD ACCESS METHOD NOT DEFINED.

Reason:

The DBD for the INDEX of the HIDAM database did not specify whether the index is implemented using VSAM or ISAM/
OSAM. This is an incorrect situation and the DBD is likely unusable.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the DBD and rerun the job.

DBO6004E
ONLY A SECONDARY INDEX ON ROOT SEGMENT CAN BE USED WITH USEINDEX KEYWORD.

Reason:

Secondary indices on non-root segments are rejected. The job ends with return code 8.

Action:

Supply a secondary index on the root segment.

DBO6005E
USEINDEX=YES IS FOR HIDAM ONLY.

Reason:

Parameter YES can be indicated only for HIDAM databases. The job ends with return code 8.

Action:

Specify another parameter or database.

DBO6100E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS THE VALUE.

Reason:

There is insufficient virtual storage in the address space to process the value.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16
and processing continues.

Eliminate or Increase the region size and rerun the job. Rerun the current execution if the keyword was important to the
results expected.
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DBO6101E
UNABLE TO SAVE VALUE FOR “x”, LIMIT IS “n” VALUES. VALUE = “y”.

Reason:

The keyword x is limited in the number of values that can be accepted. The limit n was exceeded. The value y could not
be saved.

Action:

The additional value is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues.

Eliminate the additional values for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the additional
values were important to the results expected.

DBO6102W
DUPLICATE VALUE FOR KEYWORD “x” HAS BEEN IGNORED. VALUE = “y”.

Reason:

The same value was specified more than once for the same keyword x. Duplicate values serve no purpose. The value y is
a duplicate.

Action:

The duplicate value is ignored. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues. Eliminate or correct the duplicate value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have
to be rerun if the value was important to the results expected.

DBO6200W
THE “x” KEYWORD DOES NOT APPLY TO THIS OPERATION - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

The control statement keyword with name x was specified but it does not apply to this type of operation.

The following conditions can cause this error:

1. ACCEPTPTRERROR was specified but only applies to an unload, extract or index extract of a HIDAM, HDAM or
DEDB database in OS batch mode.

2. CHANGESEGMENT was specified but the operation is not a reload. This keyword only applies to a reload operation.
3. DBDCHANGE was specified but the operation is not a reload. This keyword only applies to a reload operation.
4. DROPSEGMENT was specified but the operation is not an unload or reload. DROPSEGMENT only applies to an

unload or reload operation.
5. EXPAND was specified but no segments were defined as compressed with the COMPRTN keyword in the DBD.
6. EXPAND was specified but the operation is not a native mode unload with ENHANCEDFUNCTION=YES. This

keyword only applies to a native unload operation with ENHANCEDFUNCTION=YES.
7. EXPANDSEGMENT was specified but the operation is not a reload. This keyword only applies to a reload operation.
8. FINDSPACE was specified for an unload or reload in IMS mode (DLI or BMP). This keyword only applies to an HD

reload executed in OS batch mode.
9. FINDSPACE was specified for an unload in OS batch mode. This keyword only applies to an HDAM reload executed

in OS batch mode.
10. FINDSPACE was specified for a non-HDAM reload in OS batch mode. This keyword only applies to an HDAM reload

executed in OS batch mode.
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11. FORMAT was specified for an unload in OS batch mode. This keyword only applies to an HD reload executed in OS
batch mode.

12. FORMAT was specified for an unload or reload in IMS mode (DLI or BMP). This keyword only applies to an HD reload
executed in OS batch mode.

13. FORMAT was specified for a non-HD reload in OS batch mode. This keyword only applies to an HD reload executed in
OS batch mode.

14. FORMAT was specified but is only valid for a DEDB or HDAM database reload or index build in OS batch mode.
15. FORMATYES and PREFORMAT=YES was specified. Only one of these may be set to YES.
16. FORMATRAA was specified but is only valid for a HDAM reload in OS batch mode.
17. FORMATRAA=YES was specified with FORMAT=YES or PREFORMAT=YES. FORMATRAA=YES can only be

specified with FORMAT=NO and PREFORMAT=NO.
18. FORMATRAA=YES was specified but only applies to an HDAM reload or index build in OS batch mode.
19. INITSEGMENTDATA was specified but the operation is not a reload. This keyword only applies to a reload operation.
20. LPCKRETRIEVE was specified but the operation is not a reload. This keyword only applies to a reload operation.
21. MOVESEGMENTDATA was specified but the operation is not a reload. This keyword only applies to a reload

operation.
22. NOPRIMARY=YES was specified but is only valid for a HIDAM database.
23. PREFORMAT was specified but is only valid for a DEDB or HDAM database reload or index build in OS batch mode.
24. PREFORMAT=YES and FORMAT=YES was specified. Only one of these may be set to YES.
25. RAPKEYS was specified for a reload. RAPKEYS= only applies to an unload, extract or index extract.
26. RENAMESEGMENT was specified but the operation is not a reload. This keyword only applies to a reload operation.
27. SDEP was specified for other than a DEDB. SDEP only applies to DEDB databases.
28. SEQCHECK was specified for an unload or reload in IMS mode (DLI or BMP). This keyword only applies to a reload

executed in OS batch mode.
29. SEQCHECK was specified for an unload in OS batch mode. This keyword only applies to a reload or index build

executed in OS batch mode.
30. SPACEBLOCKCOUNT was specified for an unload or reload in IMS mode (DLI or BMP). This keyword only applies to

an HD reload executed in OS batch mode.
31. SPACEBLOCKCOUNT was specified for an unload in OS batch mode. This keyword only applies to an HDAM reload

executed in OS batch mode.
32. SPACEBLOCKCOUNT was specified for a non-HDAM reload in OS batch mode. This keyword only applies to an

HDAM reload executed in OS batch mode.

Action:

Processing continues and the named control statement is ignored. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return
code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the control statement for future executions of this operation.

DBO6201E
SEGMENT NAME “x” IN THE “y” STATEMENT WAS NOT FOUND IN THE DBD.

Reason:

A control statement referenced a segment with name x but no segment with this name was found in the DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct or remove the control statement and rerun the job.
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DBO6202E
THE “y” KEYWORD DOES NOT APPLY TO SEGMENT “x”.

Reason:

A control statement referenced a segment with name x but the control statement does not apply to this segment.

The following conditions can cause this error:

The use of a CHANGESEGMENT DROPLL=YES keyword for a variable length segment. The LL field cannot be dropped
on a variable length segment.

1. The use of an EXPANDSEGMENT keyword with a LENGTH value that is greater than the maximum length of the
segment. A segment cannot be expanded greater than its maximum defined length.

2. The use of a series of EXPANDSEGMENT keywords with a total LENGTH value that is greater than the maximum
length of the segment. A segment cannot be expanded greater than its maximum defined length.

3. The use of an INITSEGMENTDATA keyword with a LENGTH value that is greater than the maximum length of the
segment. A segment cannot be initialized greater than its maximum defined length.

4. The use of a MOVESEGMENTDATA keyword wherein the sum of the TOPOSITION value plus the LENGTH value
is greater than the maximum length of the segment. Data cannot be moved past the maximum defined length of the
segment.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct or remove the control statements and rerun the job.

DBO6203E
SELECTSEGMENT AND DROPSEGMENT ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

Reason:

You can run SELECTSEGMENT or DROPSEGMENT, but not both at the same time.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the last control statement or add the missing one after it and rerun the job.

DBO6203I
THE “SEQCHECK” OPTION WILL NOT BE APPLIED TO THE ROOT SEGMENT. ROOT SEGMENTS MUST BE
PRESENTED IN THE CORRECT ORDER.

Reason:

SEQCHECK=CORRECT or IGNORE or VERIFY was specified for a HIDAM, HISAM or SHISAM database and will be
ignored for root segments. During a reload, HIDAM, HISAM or SHISAM root segments on the input file must be in key
sequence order. Therefore the SEQCHECK value will not be applied to the root segment.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Ensure that the value specified for SEQCHECK is correct.
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DBO6204E
THE SEGMENTS ON "SEGMENTFREESPACE" KEYWORD MUST BE OF TYPE COMPRESSED OR VARIABLE.

Reason:

The SEGMENTFREESPACE control statement specifies segments that are of invalid type. The specified segments must
be of type compressed or variable-length.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. Specify valid segments (compressed or variable-length) and rerun the job.

DBO6205W
FREE SPACE NUMBER ON "SEGMENTFREESPACE" KEYWORD IS ODD AND WILL BE ROUNDED UP.

Reason:

The SEGMENTFREESPACE control statement allows only even numbers.

Action:

Processing continues with a return code of 4. The SEGMENTFREESPACE value is rounded up.

DBO6208A
WHEN MAKING A CONCURRENT OR ONLINE IMAGE COPY OF A KSDS, ENSURE THAT THERE ARE NO
UPDATES DURING THE PROCESS.

Reason:

The CIC or OIC keyword was specified for a VSAM KSDS. Other subsystems must not update the KSDS during the copy
process.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Make sure there are no concurrent updaters.

DBO6300E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS THE VALUE.

Reason:

There is insufficient virtual storage in the address space to process the value.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16
and processing continues.

Increase the region size and rerun the job. Rerun the current execution if the keyword was important to the results
expected.

DBO6301E
UNABLE TO SAVE VALUE FOR “x”, LIMIT IS “n” VALUES. VALUE = “y”

Reason:
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The keyword x is limited in the number of values that can be accepted. The limit n was exceeded. The value y could not
be saved.

Action:

The additional value is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues.

Eliminate the additional values for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the additional
values were important to the results expected.

DBO6302W
DUPLICATE VALUE FOR KEYWORD “x” HAS BEEN IGNORED. VALUE = “y”.

Reason:

The same value was specified more than once for the same keyword x. Duplicate values serve no purpose. The value y is
a duplicate.

Action:

The duplicate value is ignored. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the duplicate value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the
value was important to the results expected.

DBO6400E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS THE VALUE.

Reason:

There is insufficient virtual storage in the address space to process the value.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16
and processing continues.

Increase the region size and rerun the job. Rerun the current execution if the keyword was important to the results
expected.

DBO6401E
UNABLE TO SAVE VALUE FOR “x”, LIMIT IS “n” VALUES. VALUE = “y”.

Reason:

The keyword x is limited in the number of values that can be accepted. The limit n was exceeded. The value y could not
be saved.

Action:

The additional value is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues. Eliminate the additional values for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be
rerun if the additional values were important to the results expected.

DBO6402W
DUPLICATE VALUE FOR KEYWORD “x” HAS BEEN IGNORED. VALUE = “y”.
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Reason:

The same value was specified more than once for the same keyword x. Duplicate values serve no purpose. The value y is
a duplicate.

Action:

The duplicate value is ignored. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the duplicate value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the
value was important to the results expected.

DBO6403E
THE FILLER LENGTH IS GREATER THAN THE EXPAND LENGTH - STATEMENT IGNORED.

Reason:

The length of the FILL string is greater than the length of the expand as specified by the LENGTH keyword. The filler must
have a length equal to or less than the length of the expand.

Action:

The entire EXPANDSEGMENT statement is ignored and processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and processing continues.

Eliminate the entire EXPANDSEGMENT statement or correct the length values for subsequent executions. The current
execution may have to be rerun if the statement was important to the results expected.

DBO6500E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS THE VALUE.

Reason:

There is insufficient virtual storage in the address space to process the value.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16
and processing continues.

Increase the region size and rerun the job. Rerun the current execution if the keyword was important to the results
expected.

DBO6501E
UNABLE TO SAVE VALUE FOR “x”, LIMIT IS “n” VALUES. VALUE = “y”.

Reason:

The keyword x is limited in the number of values that can be accepted. The limit n was exceeded. The value y could not
be saved.

Action:

The additional value is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues.

Eliminate the additional values for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the additional
values were important to the results expected.
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DBO6502W
DUPLICATE VALUE FOR KEYWORD “x” HAS BEEN IGNORED. VALUE = “y”.

Reason:

The same value was specified more than once for the same keyword x. Duplicate values serve no purpose. The value y is
a duplicate.

Action:

The duplicate value is ignored. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues. Eliminate or correct the duplicate value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have
to be rerun if the value was important to the results expected.

DBO6600E
ROOT KEY SEQUENCE ERROR - ROOTS MUST BE PRESENTED IN ROOT KEY SEQUENCE.

Reason:

A root segment in a HIDAM, HISAM or INDEX database was determined to be out of sequence according to its key field.
Because of the restrictions placed on a HISAM database, secondary index and HIDAM index by ISAM or VSAM KSDS,
this condition cannot be corrected by the software.

Message DBO6601I follows this one to provide the keys that were out of sequence.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after recreating the input file so that the segments are in the correct sequence.

DBO6601I
x KEY: y

Reason:

This informational only message is a companion message to DBO6600E and DBO6602E. It provides the previous key (x)
and the current key (y) for the sequence error.

DBO6602E
“x” KEY SEQUENCE ERROR - SEGMENTS MUST BE PRESENTED IN KEY SEQUENCE FOR
SEQCHECK=TERMINATE.

Reason:

An occurrence of segment name x was determined to be out of sequence according to its key field. Because
SEQCHECK=TERMINATE was specified, the sequence condition is reported as an error.

Message DBO6601I follows this one to provide the keys that were out of sequence.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using SEQCHECK=CORRECT to resequence the segments, recreate the input file so that the segments
are in the correct sequence or change the DBD to match the sequence of the input file.
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DBO6603I
DO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: 1. RERUN THE BUILD WITH SORT=YES. 2. SORT THE INPUT FILE SEPARATELY
AND RERUN THE BUILD. 3. RERUN THE EXTRACT WITH SORT=YES AND THEN RERUN THE BUILD.

Reason:

This informational only message is a companion message to DBO6601I. It gives the options to correct the problem during
an INDEXBUILD or SIXBUILD operation.

DBO6604E
DUPLICATE INDEX KEY - TARGET RBA=X'y'.

Reason:

A root segment in an INDEX database was determined to be a duplicate of an existing root segment. Duplicate index
segments are not allowed.

Message DBO6605I follows this one to provide the key value.

Action:

Processing continues because ACCEPTDUPLICATES=YES was specified. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Examine the duplicate key and determine if this is an acceptable condition. If not, rerun the job after recreating the input
file so there are no duplicate keys.

DBO6605I
INDEX KEY: y

Reason:

This informational only message is a companion message to DBO6604E. It provides the duplicate key value.

DBO6606W
“x” KEY SEQUENCE ERROR - SEQCHECK=VERIFY.

Reason:

An occurrence of segment name x was determined to be out of sequence according to its key field. Because
SEQCHECK=VERIFY was specified, the sequence condition is reported as a warning.

Message DBO6601I follows this one to provide the keys that were out of sequence.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using SEQCHECK=CORRECT to resequence the segments, recreate the input file so that the segments
are in the correct sequence or change the DBD to match the sequence of the input file.

This message and the two subsequent DBO6601I messages may be suppressed by including SEQVERIFYMSG=NO in
the control statements.
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DBO6700E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE x FILE.

Reason:

The file with a ddname of x could not be opened.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after correcting the problem that caused the open to fail. The messages that precede this one describe the
problem in detail.

DBO6800E
FILE IS NOT AVAILABLE - x.

Reason:

The file with a ddname of x is not available for writing a record.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after correcting the problem that caused the error on the file. The messages that precede this one describe
the problem in detail.

DBO6801E
FILE ERROR - x.

Reason:

The file with a ddname of x encountered an error.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after correcting the problem that caused the error. The messages that precede this one describe the
problem in detail.

DBO6900E
UNABLE TO READ HIGH VALUES ROOT FOR DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “x”.

Reason:

The target database should contain a high-values (X'FF') root segment. An attempt was made to read that root from the
cluster with ddname x. It was determined that the data set associated with ddname x did not contain a high values root.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after ensuring the cluster contains a high-values root.
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DBO6901E
UNABLE TO OPEN DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “X”

Reason:

The database data set listed in the message could not be opened.

Action:

Ensure that the data set is available in JCL or through dynamic allocation and that it is not in use.

DBO6903E
DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “x” IS NOT VSAM ORGANIZATION.

Reason:

An attempt was made to access a VSAM cluster with ddname x. It was determined that the data set associated with
ddname x is not a VSAM cluster.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after changing the data set name to a VSAM cluster.

DBO6904E
UNABLE TO GETMAIN ITKTGR WORK AREA.

Reason:

Error when getting Snapshot General Services (CA-TIGER) area. The ITKTGRWK area could not be loaded. Cannot load
ITKTGRWK area.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. Increase region size and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBO6905E
UNABLE TO GETMAIN TDLE CHAIN.

Reason:

Error when getting Snapshot General Services (CA-TIGER) DSNLIST. The first entry of DSNLIST (TDLE CHAIN) could
not be loaded.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Check CA-TIGER settings for errors, increase region size and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

DBO6906E
ERROR IN FLASH PREPARE.
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Reason:

The preparation of Snapshot General Service for execution of a hardware assisted copy (FlashCopy) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the log for other messages.

DBO6907E
ERROR IN FLASH EXECUTE.

Reason:

Execution of a hardware assisted copy (FlashCopy) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See Snapshot General Services messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

DBO6908E
ERROR IN FLASH CHECKPOINT.

Reason:

Creating the checkpoint after the FlashCopy execution failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the Snapshot General Services messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

DBO6909E
ERROR IN FLASH QUERY.

Reason:

Fetching next data set name (DSN) for a hardware assisted copy (FlashCopy) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the Snapshot General Services messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

DBO6914E
ERROR ISSUING IMS "command" COMMAND.

Reason:

An invalid IMS command was specified. Valid commands are: DBR or STA.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Issue an STA or DBR command.
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DBO6915E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR VGRP TABLE.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for a virtual group (VGRP) table.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the specified VGRP is correct. Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBO6916E
ERROR VGRP TABLE FULL.

Reason:

The virtual group (VGRP) table is full. No new entries can be added.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify another VGRP.

DBO6918E
ERROR LOADING PROGRAM ITKCAV00.

Reason:

The program ITKCAV00 could not be loaded.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the ITK messages and documentation, correct the IMS environment, and retry the command. Verify that the CA
Common Services component is installed. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO6919E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR ITKCAV PLIST.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for Cave. The initialization of Cave failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the CA Common Services component is installed. Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error
persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO6920E
AREA NOT FOUND FOR DDNAME "ddname".
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Reason:

No area found for the specified ddname (ddname).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the AREA and DDNAME specifications are correct.

DBO6921E
AREA "area-name" REQUIRES IMS PRE OPEN SETTING.

Reason:

The specified DEDB area (area-name) must be registered as preopen in DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify the preopen status of the area in DBRC.

NOTE
For more information about preopening DEDB areas, see the IBM IMS Database Administration.

DBOUOPV0

DBO6922E
LIST.DBDS FAILED FOR DBD"dbdname" DDN"ddname".

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS could not find any entries in the recon when attempting to perform list.dbds for the
DBD/DDN.

Action:

Processing terminates. Verify that the job is pointed to the correct DBRC recons.

DBOUOPV0

DBO6923E
NO DBDS ENTRIES FOR DBD"dbdname" DDN"ddname".

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS could not find any entries in the recon when attempting to perform list.dbds for the
DBD/DDN.

Action:

Processing terminates. Verify that the job is pointed to the correct DBRC recons.

DBOUOPV0

DBO6924E
DBDS RECORD NOT FOUND FOR DBD"dbdname" DDN"ddname".

Reason:
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CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS could not find any entries in the recon when attempting to perform list.dbds for the
DBD/DDN.

Action:

Processing terminates. Verify that the job is pointed to the correct DBRC recons.

DBOUOPV0

DBO6925I
BATCH IMAGE COPY MARKED "CONC.” DBD “dbdname” DDN”ddname” IS “type” WITH “access-intent” INTENT

Reason:

This message indicates that CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS detected that a database to be copied was online
with update intent and has marked the image copy as a concurrent image copy.

• type
Identifies the job type, BATCH or ONLINE.

• access-intent
Identifies the access intent, UPDATE or EXCLUSIVE.

DBO7000E
A ROOT SYNONYM OCCURRED BUT THE ROOT DOES NOT HAVE A PTF POINTER.

Reason:

Two roots in an HDAM database randomized to the same block and RAP but the root has been defined as not having a
twin forward pointer (PTF). Had this occurred while loading the database through IMS, IMS would have returned an II or
LB status code.

Message DBO7002I follows this one to provide the duplicate key.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the randomizer or use a DBD that defines a PTF for the root and rerun the job.

DBO7001E
A DUPLICATE ROOT KEY WAS FOUND - UNABLE TO PERFORM SEQUENCE CORRECTION.

Reason:

Sequence correction was requested by specifying SEQCHECK=CORRECT. Two twin segments were found that had
identical key field values but the key field was defined as unique. This is an uncorrectable situation.

SEQCHECK=CORRECT is the default.

Message DBO7002I follows this one to provide the duplicate key.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using SEQCHECK=IGNORE to ignore the duplicate key field values, recreate the input file so that there are
no duplicate key field values or change the DBD to define the key field as nonunique.
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DBO7002I
KEY: x

Reason:

This is a companion message to DBO7000E and DBO7001E. It provides the key value causing the error.

Action:

See message DBO7000E or DBO7001E.

DBO7100E
THE AREA NAME IN SECOND CI (DMAC) IS x WHICH DOES NOT MATCH THE DDNAME= VALUE OF y.

Reason:

The ddname in the second CI (the DMAC) does not match the one on the DDNAME statement. x is the area name found
in the DMAC and y is the ddname specified on the DDNAME statement.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Change the DDNAME value or use a cluster that has been initialized with the same area
name and rerun the job.

DBO7101E
UNABLE TO OPEN DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “X”

Reason:

The database data set listed in the message could not be opened.

Action:

Ensure that the data set is available in JCL or through dynamic allocation and that it is not in use.

DBO7103E
DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “x” IS NOT VSAM ORGANIZATION.

Reason:

An attempt was made to access a VSAM cluster with ddname x. It was determined that the data set associated with
ddname x is not a VSAM cluster.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after changing the data set name to a VSAM cluster.

DBO7104E
DATABASE CLUSTER WITH DD NAME “x” IS EMPTY.

Reason:
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The VSAM ESDS cluster associated with ddname x was to be opened for input processing. It was determined that the
cluster was empty when it shouldn't have been.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine why the cluster is empty, correct it and then rerun the job.

DBO7105E
ERROR OCCURRED LOADING IIR CONTROLLER “DBOIIRC0”.

Reason:

Indicates an incorrect library concatenation.

Action:

Processing completes with RC=12.

To use IIR, the ITK and CA Datacom/AD libraries must be added to the steplib.

DBO7105I
EQES FOUND BUT DBRC IS NOT AVAILABLE. PROCESSING WILL CONTINUE UNTIL SUCCESSFUL OR AN
ERROR OCCURS.

Reason:

This informational message is written to the messages file when CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS is unloading a
DEDB and it finds that there are EQE elements in the DMAC of the area being unloaded, but DBRC is not being used.

Action:

The return code is unchanged. When unloading a DEDB database, EQE elements found in the DMAC of the area indicate
that there have been I/O errors while processing the area. Unload can use a secondary ADS to process the area when I/O
errors occur in the primary ADS. However, DBRC must be available to process multiple ADSs of a MADS and, since it is
not, processing continues until an I/O error is encountered or processing completes successfully.

DBO7106E
UNABLE TO GETMAIN ITKTGR WORK AREA.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for Snapshot General Services.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Review the Snapshot General Services settings. Increase the region size and resubmit the job. If the problem persists,
contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO7107E
UNABLE TO GETMAIN TDLE CHAIN.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for Snapshot General Services.
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Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Review the Snapshot General Services settings. Increase the region size and resubmit the job. If the problem persists,
contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO7108E
ERROR IN FLASH PREPARE.

Reason:

The preparation of Snapshot General Service for execution of a hardware assisted copy (FlashCopy) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the log for other messages.

DBO7109E
ERROR IN FLASH EXECUTE.

Reason:

Execution of a hardware assisted copy (FlashCopy) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See Snapshot General Services messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

DBO7114E
ERROR ISSUING IMS command

Reason:

The IMS system encountered an error when executing the specified command (/DBD, /DBR, or /STA).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Investigate the reason for the failed operation and manually issue the command to the IMS control region.

DBO7115E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR VGRP TABLE.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for a virtual group (VGRP) table.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the specified VGRP is correct. Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.
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DBO7116E
ERROR VGRP TABLE FULL.

Reason:

The virtual group (VGRP) table is full. No new entries can be added.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify another VGRP.

DBO7118E
ERROR LOADING PROGRAM ITKCAV00.

Reason:

The program ITKCAV00 could not be loaded.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the ITK messages and documentation, correct the IMS environment, and retry the command. Verify that the CA
Common Services component is installed. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO7119E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR ITKCAV PLIST.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for Cave. The initialization of Cave failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the CA Common Services component is installed. Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error
persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO7120E
AREA NOT FOUND FOR DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:

No area found for the specified ddname (ddname).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the AREA and DDNAME specifications are correct.

DBO7121E
AREA "area-name" REQUIRES IMS PRE OPEN SETTING.

Reason:
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The specified DEDB area (area-name) must be registered as preopen in DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify the preopen status of the area in DBRC.

NOTE
For more information about preopening DEDB areas, see the IBM IMS Database Administration.

DBO7122E
LIST.DBDS FAILED FOR DBD"dbdname" DDN"ddname".

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS could not find any entries in the recon when attempting to perform list.dbds for the
DBD/DDN.

Action:

Processing terminates. Verify that the job is pointed to the correct DBRC recons.

DBO7123E
NO DBDS ENTRIES FOR DBD"dbdname" DDN"ddname".

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS could not find any entries in the recon when attempting to perform list.dbds for the
DBD/DDN.

Action:

Processing terminates. Verify that the job is pointed to the correct DBRC recons.

DBO7124E
DBDS RECORD NOT FOUND FOR DBD”dbdname” DDN”ddname”.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS could not find any entries in the recon when attempting to perform list.dbds for the
DBD/DDN.

Action:

Processing terminates. Verify that the job is pointed to the correct DBRC recons.

DBO7125I
BATCH IMAGE COPY MARKED "CONC.” DBD “dbdname” DDN”ddname” IS “type” WITH “access-intent” INTENT

Reason:

This informational only messages indicates that CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS detected that a database to be
copied was online with update intent and has marked the Image Copy as a Concurrent Image Copy.

• type
Identifies the job type, BATCH or ONLINE.

• access-intent
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Identifies the access intent, UPDATE or EXCLUSIVE.

 

 

DBO7126E
MEDIA MANAGER WAS UNABLE TO OPEN DATA BASE DATA SET WITH DDNAME ddname.

Reason:

A severe error must have incurred in Media Manager. Check for ITK09nnx messages in DBOMSGS. If none are found
check for possible WTO messages.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide a DBOCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

DBO7127E
No DBRC ADS table address for DEDB AREA "areaname”.

Reason:

Unable to obtain the DEDB ADS list from DBRC.

Action:

List DBRC for the specified fast path database area. If the ADS list is not properly defined to DBRC, make the corrections
and rerun the job.

DBO7129I
FLASH OPERATION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY.

Reason:

The hardware flash operation completed successfully.

DBO7200E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME x.

Reason:

The open of an OSAM database data set failed.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine the cause of the open failure and rerun the job.

DBO7203E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME x.

Reason:

The open of an OSAM database data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine the cause of the open failure and rerun the job.

DBO7204E
OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “x” IS NOT “IS” ORGANIZATION.

Reason:

When attempting to open an OSAM database data set, it was determined that the data set associated with ddname x was
not of the correct organization.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Reallocate the data set with the correct DSORG and rerun the job.

DBO7205E
FOR DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “x”, THE RECORD LENGTH OF y IS TOO SHORT FOR THE LONGEST
SEGMENT z.

Reason:

The ISAM data set associated with ddname x was to be opened for output processing. It was determined that the record
length is not large enough to contain the longest segment that the DBD says will exist in this data set plus IMS CI and
record overhead.

While y is the record length of the data set, less than this will be available for segment data due to IMS block and record
overhead. z is the length of the longest segment in this data set group.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the DBD or the data set definition and then rerun the job.

DBO7300E
THE AREA NAME IN THE SECOND CI DOES NOT MATCH THE DDNAME= VALUE.

Reason:
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The ddname in the second CI (the DMAC) does not match the one on the DDNAME statement.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the DDNAME value or use a cluster that has been initialized with the same area name and rerun the job.

DBO7301E
DATABASE CLUSTER WITH DD NAME “x” IS EMPTY.

Reason:

The VSAM ESDS cluster associated with ddname x was to be opened for output processing. It was determined that the
cluster was empty when it should not have been.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine why the cluster is empty, correct it and then rerun the job.

DBO7302E
THE SDEP CYCLE COUNT IN THE SECOND CI IS NOT EQUAL TO 1.

Reason:

The SDEP cycle count in the second CI (the DMAC) should be equal to 1 for an initialized DEDB area. The cluster
allocated to this run does have a cycle count of 1.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Use a cluster that has been initialized and rerun the job.

DBO7303E
DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “x” IS NOT VSAM ORGANIZATION.

Reason:

An attempt was made to access a VSAM cluster with ddname x. It was determined that the data set associated with
ddname x is not a VSAM cluster.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after changing the data set name to a VSAM cluster.

DBO7304E
DATABASE CLUSTER WITH DD NAME “x” IS NOT EMPTY.

Reason:
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The VSAM ESDS cluster associated with ddname x was to be opened for output processing. It was determined that the
cluster was not empty when it should have been.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine why the cluster is not empty, correct it and then rerun the job.

DBO7305E
FOR DATABASE CLUSTER WITH DD NAME “x”, THE RECORD LENGTH OF y IS TOO SHORT FOR THE LONGEST
SEGMENT z.

Reason:

The VSAM ESDS cluster associated with ddname x was to be opened for output processing. It was determined that the
record length is not large enough to contain the longest segment that the DBD says will exist in this cluster plus IMS CI
and record overhead.

While y is the record length of the cluster, less than this will be available for segment data due to IMS CI and record
overhead. z is the length of the longest segment in this data set group.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the DBD or the cluster definition and then rerun the job.

DBO7306E
ERROR OCCURRED LOADING IIR CONTROLLER “DBOIIRC0”.

Reason:

Indicates an incorrect library concatenation.

Action:

Processing completes with RC=12. To use IIR, the ITK and CA Datacom/AD libraries must be added to the steplib.

DBO7400E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM/y DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME x.

Reason:

The open of an OSAM database data set failed. The ddname of the file is x and y is QSAM or BDAM.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine the cause of the open failure and rerun the job.

DBO7401E
UNABLE TO DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATE “i” FILE. RETURN CODE = x. ERROR CODE = y. INFORMATION CODE =
z.
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Reason:

Dynamic allocation of file i failed. x is the return code from MVS, y is the error code, and z is the information code.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine the cause of the allocation failure and rerun the job.

DBO7402I
MAXIMUM SIZE DATA SPACE FOR “x” COULD NOT BE CREATED.'

Reason:

An attempt was made to create a 2GB data space. MVS would not create a data space of this size.

Action:

Processing continues. A smaller data space is created. The return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the execution.

DBO7403E
UNABLE TO CREATE DATA SPACE FOR “x”. DSPSERV RETURN CODE = y. REASON CODE = z.

Reason:

An attempt was made to create a data space. MVS would not create the data space.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the error and rerun the job. If the system is too busy to support data spaces, add a DD statement and rerun the
job.

DBO7404E
UNABLE TO ADD DATA SPACE FOR “x”. ALESERV RETURN CODE = y.

Reason:

The data space could not be made available for processing.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the error and rerun the job.

DBO7405I
“x” DATA SPACE CREATED. SIZE = XX,XXX,XXX,XXX.

Reason:

A data space has been successfully created.
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Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the execution.

DBO7406I
FILE “x” HAS BEEN DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATED.'

Reason:

The file with ddname x was dynamically allocated.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the execution.

DBO7407I
UNIT=x,SPACE=(CYL(y,z).

Reason:

This message follows DBO7406I. It provides the details of the allocation.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the execution.

DBO7408I
A DATA SPACE FOR “x” WILL NOT BE USED. DSPSERV RETURN CODE = y, REASON CODE = z.

Reason:

A data space could not be created.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the execution.

DBO7409I
PREALLOCATED FILE “x” WILL BE USED.

Reason:

File x was allocated in the JCL. Neither a data space nor a dynamically allocated file will be used.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the execution.
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DBO7410I
'????????' NOT ALLOWED ON TAPE. DATASPACE WILL BE USED.

Reason:

If overflow file is tape, do not allow but instead use a data space.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the execution.

DBO7411I
'????????' MULTI-VOL NEW FILE NOT SUPPORT. DATASPACE WILL NOT BE USED.

Reason:

The overflow ???????? file is allocated as a new multiple volume file. It is not supported, and a data space will be used
instead. Only previously allocated multiple volume files are supported.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the execution.

DBO7413E
LARGE FORMAT DATASET DETECTED FOR DD=ddn BUT IS NOT SUPPORTED BY THE LEVEL OF THE
OPERATING SYSTEM.

Reason:

The specified data set (ddn) is a Large Format data set. Data set has been defined with DSNTYPE=LARGE.

Action:

Rerun the job on z/OS 1.7 or higher. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBO7500E
UNABLE TO COPY THE OVERFLOW OR THE SDEP.

Reason:

The overflow portion of an HDAM database or the IOVF part of a DEDB or the SDEP part of a DEDB was being copied
from the DBOOVER data set or the DBOSDEP data set to the database cluster. The copy failed. If the problem is that the
cluster is too small, message DBO7501I will follow this one.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine the cause of the copy failure and rerun the job.

DBO7501I
THE CLUSTER IS TOO SMALL.
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Reason:

This message follows DBO7500E if the copy problem is due to the cluster being too small.

Action:

See message DBO7500E. The return code is not changed.

Reallocate the primary database cluster with more space and rerun the job.

DBO7600E
UNABLE TO COPY THE OVERFLOW.

Reason:

The overflow portion of the database was being copied from the DBOOVER data set to the database data set. The copy
failed. If the problem is that the data set is too small, message DBO7601I will follow this one.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine the cause of the copy failure and rerun the job.

DBO7601I
THE DATA SET IS TOO SMALL.

Reason:

This message follows DBO7600E if the copy problem is due to the data set being too small.

Action:

See message DBO7600E. The return code is not changed.

Reallocate the primary database data set with more space and rerun the job.

DBO7700E
SEPARATED SEGMENT DATA PREFIX IS NOT PROPERLY IDENTIFIED - ID IS i IN PREFIX AT RBA y FROM RBA z.

Reason:

A separated segment was found in the database. The prefix portion of the segment was used to find the segment data.
After following the data pointer, it was determined that the prefix in the data portion was not marked with a X'FF' in
the delete byte. This is an invalid separated segment data prefix. i is the value found instead of X'FF'. y is where the
separated data prefix was found and z is the RBA of the pointer to the separated data.

Action:

Processing continues if ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES was specified, otherwise processing terminates. The return code is
set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

The database is corrupted. Run DBA to determine the nature of the corruption, use DBS to correct the database
and rerun the job. When ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES is specified, this message may be suppressed by specifying
REPORTPTRERROR=NO.
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DBO7701E
SEPARATED SEGMENT CODES DO NOT MATCH - SEPARATED DATA CODE IS a AT RBA x AND SEPARATED
PREFIX CODE IS b FROM RBA y.

Reason:

A separated segment was found in the database. The prefix portion of the segment was used to find the segment data.
After following the data pointer, it was determined that the segment code in the data portion did not match the segment
code in the prefix portion. a is the segment code of the separated data at RBA x and b is the segment code of the
separated prefix. y is the RBA where the separated pointer was found.

Action:

Processing continues if ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES was specified, otherwise processing terminates. The return code is
set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

The database is corrupted. Run DBA to determine the nature of the corruption, use DBS to correct the database
and rerun the job. When ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES is specified, this message may be suppressed by specifying
REPORTPTRERROR=NO.

DBO7702E
INVALID SEGMENT CODE c AT RBA x FROM RBA y - ERROR - z.

Reason:

A bad segment code has been detected in the database. c is the segment code that was found at RBA x. The pointer that
led to the segment is at RBA y. The error code z has the following meanings:

• 1
Indicates that a PCF pointer was followed. The segment it pointed at has an invalid segment code. The segment code
is zero or a value larger than allowed by the DBD.

• 5
Indicates that a HIER pointer was followed. The segment it pointed at has an invalid segment code. The segment code
is zero or a value larger than allowed by the DBD.

• 6
Indicates that a PTF pointer was followed. The segment it pointed at has an invalid segment code. The segment code
is zero or a value larger than allowed by the DBD.

Action:

Processing continues if ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES was specified, otherwise processing terminates. The return code is
set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

The database is corrupted. Run DBA to determine the nature of the corruption, use DBS to fix the database and
rerun the job. When ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES is specified, this message may be suppressed by specifying
REPORTPTRERROR=NO.

DBO7704E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE =rc.

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO7705E
THE SEPARATED SEGMENT DATA POINTER IS ZERO AT RBA x.

Reason:

A separated segment was found in the database. The prefix portion of the segment was to be used to find the segment
data. However, the pointer to the segment data was zero. This is an invalid separated segment prefix. The pointer was
found at RBA x.

Action:

Processing continues if ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES was specified, otherwise processing terminates. The return code is
set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

The database is corrupted. Run DBA to determine the nature of the corruption, use DBS to fix the database and
rerun the job. When ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES is specified, this message may be suppressed by specifying
REPORTPTRERROR=NO.

DBO7706E
WRONG SEGMENT CODE AT RBA x FROM RBA y.

Reason:

A segment with the wrong segment code was retrieved from the database. Examples of this error are HDAM RAPs and
HIDAM index records that point at a segment other than a root. “y” is the RBA where the pointer was found and “x” is the
RBA of the segment.

Action:

Processing continues if ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES was specified, otherwise processing terminates. The return code is
set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

The database is corrupted. Run DBA to determine the nature of the corruption, use DBS to fix the database and
rerun the job. When ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES is specified, this message may be suppressed by specifying
REPORTPTRERROR=NO.

DBO7707E
LOOP IN POINTER CHAIN AT RBA x.

Reason:

While following a pointer chain in the database, a pointer was found that pointed back to the segment that contained the
pointer.

Action:

Processing continues if ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES was specified, otherwise processing terminates. The return code is
set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why the pointer loop exists, fix the database and rerun the job. When ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES is specified,
this message may be suppressed by specifying REPORTPTRERROR=NO.
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DBO7708E
POINTER a POINTS PAST HIGH USED b - POINTER FOUND IN SEGMENT c AT RBA d - ERROR z.

Reason:

A pointer with a value of a was found in the prefix of segment name c. The pointer value is greater than the high used
RBA b for the data set. The pointer was located at RBA d. The error code z has the following meanings:

• 1
Indicates that a PCF pointer is bad.

• 2
Indicates that the pointer that is bad is a pointer to the next overflow record in an OSAM overflow data set.

• 3
Indicates that the pointer that is bad is a pointer to the next overflow record in an OSAM overflow data set.

• 4
Indicates that a PTF pointer is bad.

• 5
Indicates that a HIER pointer is bad.

• 6
Indicates that a PTF pointer is bad.

• 7
Indicates that a separated data pointer is bad.

Action:

Processing continues if ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES was specified, otherwise processing terminates. The return code is
set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Validate the pointers for the database using CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS. If it indicates pointer errors, use
DBS to correct the errors and rerun the job. If no pointer errors are found, contact CA Support.

To suppress this message when ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES is specified, specify REPORTPTRERROR=NO.

DBO7709I
MESSAGE(S) SUPPRESSED BY REPORTPTRERROR=NO - SEE SEGMENT POINTERS REPORT

Reason:

Pointer errors were detected but were not reported because REPORTPTRERROR=NO was specified. The Segment
Pointers Report shows the number of pointer errors that occurred for each pointer type.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Ensure that the errors that occurred are expected.

DBO7800I
PROGRESS REPORT: DBD = x, y.

Reason:

When PROGRESSREPORT=YES is specified, this message is generated at each interval defined by the control
statement. “x” is the target database. “y” is the function currently being executed.

Action:
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The return code is not affected. Review the message and determine how much longer it will take to process the database.

DBO7801I
DATABASE RECORDS PROCESSED = y.

Reason:

When PROGRESSREPORT=YES is specified, this message is generated at each interval defined by the control
statement. “y” is the number of database records processed.

Action:

The return code is not affected. Review the message and determine how much longer it will take to process the database.

DBO7802I
RECORDS/MINUTE = z.

Reason:

When PROGRESSREPORT=YES is specified, this message is generated at each interval defined by the control
statement. “z” is the number of database records that have been processed per minute.

Action:

The return code is not affected. Review the message and determine how much longer it will take to process the database.

DBO7803I
CPU TIME/RECORD = secs.mil.mic.

Reason:

When PROGRESSREPORT=YES is specified, this message is generated at each interval defined by the control
statement. “secs.mil.mic” is the average number of CPU seconds, milliseconds and microseconds to process each record.

Action:

The return code is not affected. Review the message and determine how much longer it will take to process the database.

DBO7804E
INCORECT RESPONSE. VALID VALUES ARE STOP, STATUS OR NO RESPONSE.

Reason:

A response was entered to message DBO7805A. The response was not one of the valid values.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Reenter a correct response.

DBO7805E
DBO RUNNING, ENTER STATUS OR STOP AS NEEDED.

Reason:

OPERATOR=YES, MONITOR=0, or PROGRESSREPORT=0 was specified. This message provides the interface to the
operator.
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Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Reply to the message with one of the following values:

• No response
Indicates that the status of operation will be provided.

• STATUS
Indicates that the status of operation will be provided.

• STOP
Indicates that the processing is to terminate.

DBO7806E
STOP REQUEST ACKNOWLEDGED.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the operator replies with STOP to message DBO7805A.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job when needed.

DBO7807E
OPERATOR REQUESTED TERMINATION.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the operator replies with STOP to message DBO7805A.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job when needed.

DBO7900E
UNABLE TO LOAD “IDIDBO”.

Reason:

An application program DL/I call was intercepted to be supported by the DBO API interface. This interface requires access
to module IDIDBO but it was not available.

Action:

A $3 status code is set in the PCB and return is made to the application program. The step return code is not changed.

Make IDIDBO available to the program and rerun the job.

DBO7901E
INTERNAL ERROR - MODULE MANAGER FAILURE.
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Reason:

An application program DL/I call was intercepted to be supported by the DBO API interface. This interface requires access
to module IDIDBO but an internal error occurred.

Action:

A $3 status code is set in the PCB and return is made to the application program. The step return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO7902I
DBO API MODE INITIALIZED FOR DBD x.

Reason:

An application program DL/I call was intercepted to be supported by the DBO API interface. This interface from the
application program has been successfully established.

Action:

The return code is not affected. Ensure that the DBO API interface was to be used instead of DL/I.

DBO7903E
DBO API MODE NOT INITIALIZED.

Reason:

An application program DL/I call was intercepted to be supported by the DBO API interface. This interface from the
application program has not been successfully established.

Action:

A $3 status code is set in the PCB and return is made to the application program. The step return code is not changed.

Refer to the Program Action for the previous messages in the JESMSG or DBOMSGS file.

Review the previous message for the cause of the failure.

DBO7904E
INTERNAL ERROR - UNABLE TO DETERMINE MODE.

Reason:

An application program DL/I call was intercepted to be supported by the DBO API interface. This interface could not be
established. The application program is returned with an AM status code.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO8000E
THE “x” SEGMENT IS NOT DEFINED IN THE DBD.

Reason:

An application program DL/I call was intercepted to be supported by the DBO API interface. The segment name specified
in the call was not found in the DBD.

Action:
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The application program is returned to with an AC status code.

Correct the DBD and rerun the job.

DBO8100E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x.

Reason:

An internal error occurred within the software.

When “x” is 0, the HIDAM primary index entry could not be found in the DBD that IMS is using for the database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO8200E
SEGMENT “x” WAS UNLOADED AS COMPRESSED AND THEREFORE CANNOT BE RESTRUCTURED.

Reason:

An EXPANDSEGMENT, INITSEGMENTDATA or MOVESEGMENTDATA control statement was specified during a reload
but the segment found in the input file was compressed. Compressed input segments cannot be restructured.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Remove the control statement and rerun the job. If the segment restructuring is needed, rerun the unload specifying
EXPAND=YES so that segments are expanded before being written to the output file and then rerun the reload.

DBO8201E
LENGTH ERRORS CORRECTED FOR SEGMENT "s". THE LENGTH IN THE RELOADED DATABASE IS x.

Reason:

The length (x) of the segment occurrence of the segment (s) was longer than allowed by the DBD. The segment was
truncated to the maximum allowed.

NOTE
This message appears concatenated with information messages DBO8202I, DBO8203I, and DBO8204I.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine why the segments were too long and do one of the following:

• If truncation is acceptable, no action is needed.
• If truncation should not have been done, correct the DBD and rerun the job.
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DBO8202I
SEGMENT CONCATENATED KEY IS X'kkkkkkkk'

Reason:

Indicates the concatenated key (X'kkkkkkkk') of the truncated segment occurrence.

NOTE
This message appears concatenated with the error message DBO8201E, and information messages DBO8203I
and DBO8204I.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine why the segments were too long and do one of the following:

• If truncation is acceptable, no action is needed.
• If truncation should not have been done, rerun the job with correct DBD.

DBO8203I
DBD DEFINED SEGMENT LENGTH IS y to z

Reason:

Indicates the minimum (y) and the maximum (z) length defined in DBD for truncated segment occurrence.

NOTE
This message appears concatenated with the error message DBO8201E, and information messages DBO8202I
and DBO8204I.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine why the segments were too long and do one of the following:

• If truncation is acceptable, no action is needed.
• If truncation should not have been done, rerun the job with correct DBD.

DBO8204I
SEGMENT LENGTH IN UNLOAD FILE IS t.

Reason:

Indicates the length (t) of the truncated segment occurrence defined in the unload file.

NOTE
This message appears concatenated with the error message DBO8201E, and information messages DBO8202I
and DBO8203I.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine why the segments were too long and do one of the following:
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• If truncation is acceptable, no action is needed.
• If truncation should not have been done, rerun the job with correct DBD.

DBO8208E
INVALID SEGMENT LENGTH RETURNED FROM COMPRESSION PROGRAM ‘prgname’.yy SEGMENT ‘segname’ :
MAX LENGTH = ‘xxxx’, zzz LENGTH = ‘xxxx’ , COMPRESSED LENGTH = ‘xxxx’.

Reason:

The CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS RELOAD processing used the named compression program (prgname)
to compress the named segment (segname) but the compressed segment length is invalid. The RELOAD uses the same
rules for inserting compressed segments as IMS:

• When the segment is variable-length (VL), the compressed segment length must be between the MIN and MAX
lengths defined in the DBD.

• When the segment is fixed-length (FL), the compressed segment length can be up to 10 bytes longer than the
segment length defined in the DBD.

• yy
Indicates the segment type: VL or FL.

• zzz
Specifies the segment length value:
– MIN -- For VL segments. Specifies the minimum length as defined in the DBD.
– ADJ -- For FL segments. Specifies the adjusted length, which is the length defined in DBD plus 10 bytes.

NOTE
When IMS encounters this error, it abends with code U0863.

Action:

Processing continues. This error does not affect the reload. But at the end of processing, the return code is set to 8 and
the database has segments that will cause IMS to abend.

WARNING
Do not use the database. Restore the database to its state before the reorganization began.

To analyze the problem, review the trace records for the RELOAD step in the DBOTRACE data set. The following trace
records are created for each error:

• The uncompressed segment.
• The compressed segment as returned from the compression program.
• The concatenated key of the segment just prior to the segment in error.

Correct the reason of the error. Possible reasons are:

• A mismatch of DBDs between the database unload and reload.
• A mismatch of segment compression programs.
• The segments LL field in the database was corrupted.
• The database is corrupted. In this case, use CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS to validate the database

integrity.

DBO8209I
USER EXIT SUCCESSFUL TERMINATION

Reason:

Informational message that indicates that the user exit terminated successfully with an RC=0.
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DBO8300E
THE PRIMARY DATABASE DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY EXTERNAL DBDS AND THEREFORE NO INDEXES.

Reason:

During an index extract, the DBD named in the DBDNAME control statement does not contain any related DBDs. It cannot
therefore have any primary or secondary indexes to extract.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the value specified for the DBDNAME control statement or regenerate the DBD and rerun the job. A DBD
describing a database with primary or secondary indexes must have external DBDs.

DBO8301E
THE PRIMARY DATABASE DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY LOGICAL CHILDREN AND THEREFORE NO INDEXES.

Reason:

During an index extract, the DBD named in the DBDNAME control statement does not contain any logical children. It
cannot therefore have any primary or secondary indexes to extract.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the value specified for the DBDNAME control statement or regenerate the DBD and rerun the job. A DBD
describing a database with primary or secondary indexes must have a least one logical child.

DBO8302E
INDEX DBD “x” WAS NOT FOUND IN EITHER FILE “IMS” OR “DBDLIB”.

Reason:

During an index extract, the DBD named in the DBDNAME control statement referenced index DBD “x”. The DBD was not
available in the library with ddname IMS or DBDLIB.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Ensure index DBD “x” is available in DD library IMS or DBDLIB and rerun the job.

DBO8303E
INDEX DATABASE “x” DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY LOGICAL CHILDREN.

Reason:

During an index extract, the DBD named in the DBDNAME control statement referred to secondary index “x”. DBD “x”
does not contain any logical children. It cannot therefore be a secondary index DBD.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the value specified for the DBDNAME control statement or regenerate the DBD and rerun the job. A primary or
secondary index DBD must have a logical child.

DBO8304E
THE LOGICAL CHILD IN INDEX DBD “x” IS NOT FOR AN NOT INDEX SOURCE SEGMENT.

Reason:

During an index extract, the DBD named in the DBDNAME control statement referred to secondary index “x”. DBD “x”
does not contain an index source segment. It cannot therefore be a secondary index DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the value specified for the DBDNAME control statement or regenerate the DBD and rerun the job. A primary or
secondary index DBD must have an index source segment.

DBO8305E
INDEX FIELD NAME “x” WAS NOT FOUND IN THE SOURCE DBD.

Reason:

During an index extract, the DBD named in the DBDNAME control statement referred to a secondary index. The
secondary index DBD references index field name “x” but that field does not exist in the DBD named in the DBDNAME
control statement. It cannot therefore be a secondary index DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the value specified for the DBDNAME control statement or regenerate the DBD and rerun the job. A primary or
secondary index DBD must refer to a field in the primary DBD.

DBO8306E
UNEXPECTED ENTRY TYPE FOUND IN INDXTAB FOR INDEX FIELD NAME “x”.

Reason:

During an index extract, the DBD named in the DBDNAME control statement contains an index table (INDXTAB) entry
that is unknown and its definition cannot be determined. The index being processed relates to index field “x”.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the value specified for the DBDNAME control statement or regenerate the DBD and rerun the job. All index table
entries in the DBD must be valid.

DBO8307E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE TO BUILD A SECONDARY INDEX TABLE - INCREASE REGION BY 4K AND RERUN.
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Reason:

During an index extract, there was no region left to build the secondary index table.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase the REGION value and rerun the job.

DBO8308E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = 'x'

Reason:

During an index extract, a logic error occurred in the software. If the error occurred during the loading of the sparsing exit,
x = 7.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Fix any errors reported in previous messages and rerun the job.

DBO8309E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE TO BUILD AN OUTPUT SPLIT TABLE - INCREASE REGION BY 4K AND RERUN.

Reason:

During an index extract, there was no region left to build the split table required to process the SPLITOUTPUT=YES
control statement.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase the REGION value and rerun the job.

DBO8310E
UNABLE TO LOAD SPARSING EXIT MODULE “x”.

Reason:

During an index extract, the DBD named in the DBDNAME control statement referred to a sparsing exit named “x”. The
exit load module could not be loaded.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Ensure the named load module is available in STEPLIB, JOBLIB or DBOLOAD and rerun the job.

DBO8311W
BASED ON THE INDEXDBDNAME VALUES AND THE DBD, THERE ARE NO INDEXES TO EXTRACT.
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Reason:

During an index extract, it was determined that there are no indexes to extract. The DBD named in the DBDNAME control
statement contains no indexes or the values named in the INDEXDBDNAME do not exist in the DBD.

Action:

The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Change the value specified for the DBDNAME control statement, change the value specified for the INDEXDBDNAME
control statement or regenerate the DBD and rerun the job.

DBO8312E
INDEXDBDNAME=x WAS SPECIFIED BUT NOT DEFINED IN THE DBD AS AN INDEX.

Reason:

During an index extract, the index with DBD name “x” was specified on the INDEXDBDNAME control statement but the
named index was not found in the primary DBD defined by the DBDNAME control statement.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the value specified for the DBDNAME control statement, change the value specified for the INDEXDBDNAME
control statement or regenerate the DBD and rerun the job.

DBO8313I
NOPRIMARY=YES ASSUMED BECAUSE THE PRIMARY INDEX WILL BE BUILT.

Reason:

Informational message that indicates the INDEXCREATE function was specified with the INDEXDBDNAME control
statement. Primary index will not be extracted.

Action:

Processing continues with NOPRIMARY=YES.

DBO8314I
BASED ON THE HALDB DBD THERE ARE NEITHER INDEXES NOR LOGICALLY-RELATED PAIRED SEGMENTS
TO EXTRACT.

Reason:

Informational message that indicates the specified DBDNAME identifies a HALDB that does not have secondary indexes
or logical relationships. Therefore, no secondary indexes or ILDS can be extracted or built from this HALDB.

DBO8315E
AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR HALDB.

Reason:

Indicates that AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES was specified in the JCL. During reload of a HALDB, you cannot specify
AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES for HALDB databases.

Action:
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Change the value specified for AUTOINDEXBUILD and rerun the job.

DBO8322W
BASED ON THE DBD, THERE ARE NO INDEXES TO PROCESS.

Reason:

The FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE value was specified but there are no indexes defined in the DBD.

Action:

The message is informational only. The function ends with RC=4.

Module:

DBO8322W

DBO8404E
DBA RETURNED A NON-ZERO RETURN CODE - SEE DBAMSGS FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

DBC had invoked DBA to process the image copy because DETAILREPORT=YES was specified. DBA returned a non-
zero return code during the cleanup of DBA processing.

Action:

Processing continues. If DBA returned with a return code 4, the return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 4. If DBA returned with a return code greater than 4, the return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return
code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the DBA errors and rerun the job.

DBO8405E
exittype USER EXIT “x” HAS ABENDED.

Reason:

The user exit with load module name “x” was invoked but ABENDed. The exit type is given by exittype, which will have
one of the following values:

• blank
Indicates that the exit defined by the USEREXIT= control statement has failed.

• SEGMENT EDIT
Indicates that the segment edit/compression routine defined by the COMPRTN= keyword in the DBD has failed.

The previous messages document the ABEND.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine why the ABEND occurred in the user exit and rerun the job.

DBO8406E
LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT HAS ABENDED IN TERMINATION.
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Reason:

The language environment termination failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO8500E
UNABLE TO RECONNECT TO IMS. RETURN CODE xx:

Reason:

The AIC task is unable to communicate Image Copy information to DBRC. Although the resulting Image Copy dataset is
complete it is not registered in DBRC.

Action:

Processing for this task terminates. The resulting Image Copy file should be discarded. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

DBO8500I
IMAGE COPY RECORD COUNT = xx DDNAME = ddname.

Reason:

Informational message that indicates the number of image copy records (xx) that were registered to DBRC for the
specified ddname (ddname).

DBO8501I
ZERO RECORDS WRITTEN TO IMAGE COPY.

Reason:

Informational message that indicates no image copy records were registered to DBRC.

DBO8504E
DBA RETURNED A NON-ZERO RETURN CODE - SEE DBAMSGS FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

DBC had invoked DBA to process the image copy because DETAILREPORT=YES was specified. DBA returned a non-
zero return code during the cleanup of DBA processing.

Action:

Processing continues. If DBA returned with a return code 4, the return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 4. If DBA returned with a return code greater than 4, the return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return
code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the DBA errors and rerun the job.

DBO8505I
FLASH IMAGE COPY COMPLETED FOR DD NAME = ddname

Reason:
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Informational message that indicates the flash copy successfully completed.

DBO8600E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function”; RETURN CODE=rc. SEE IMS MESSAGES MANUAL

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC.

• function
Identifies the function requested of DBRC.

• rc
Identifies the return code returned by DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates. Look for the associated IMS (DFS or DSP) message that gives the reason for the nonzero return
code.

DBO8601E
DDNAME=ddname NOT FOUND IN INTERNAL TABLES.

Reason:

The specified ddname (ddname) was not found in data specification block (DSB).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Review the DDNAME and ADSLIST specification.

DBO8602E
ADS DATA SET NAME DID NOT MATCH THE DATA SET NAME FOR DDNAME=ddname.

Reason:

DNS record not found in any ADS list entry.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the ADS data set name and ddname are specified properly.

DBO8603E
ERROR IN CHANGE.DB DBD(aaaaaaaa) OLRDBDS(A), R15=xxx

Reason:

Indicates that the command to set the A-J data sets as current during the reload of a HALDB partition failed with the
specified return code.

Action:

Check the JES message log for DBRC-related messages.
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DBO8604E
ERROR OBTAINING DBRC REQUEST BLOCK, RC=rc

Reason:

A STORAGE call to obtain a DBRC request block failed with the specified return code (rc).

Action:

Processing terminates.

Increase the private region specification for the job and resubmit the job.

DBO8700W
THE “x” KEYWORD DOES NOT APPLY TO THIS OPERATION - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

The control statement keyword with name “x” was specified but it does not apply to this type of operation.

The following conditions can cause this error:

1. COPY1DDNAME was specified for other than a COPY.
2. COPY2DDNAME was specified for other than a COPY.
3. FILEFORMAT was specified for other than an INDEXEXTRACT, INDEXBUILD, SIXEXTRACT, SIXBUILD or UNLOAD.
4. FILEFORMAT and USERHDR were specified.
5. ICNEEDED was specified for other than an INDEXBUILD, SIXBUILD, INDEXCREATE or RELOAD.
6. LIMITS was specified for other than an UNLOAD.
7. LARGESTRECORDS was specified for an INDEXBUILD or SIXBUILD.
8. NOPRIMARY was specified for an INDEXBUILD or SIXBUILD
9. RECORDDIST was specified for an INDEXBUILD or SIXBUILD.
10. REPORTPTRERROR was specified for other than an EXTRACT, INDEXCREATE, INDEXEXTRACT or UNLOAD.
11. SORT was specified for other than an INDEXEXTRACT, INDEXBUILD, SIXEXTRACT or SIXBUILD.
12. SPLITOUTPUT was specified for other than an INDEXEXTRACT or SIXEXTRACT.
13. USERHDR was specified for other than an UNLOAD or RELOAD.

Action:

Processing continues and the named control statement is ignored. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return
code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the control statement for future executions of this operation.

DBO8701W
THE “RECORDDIST” VALUES ARE NOT ASCENDING - DEFAULTS HAVE BEEN USED.

Reason:

The values specified for the RECORDDIST control statement must be ascending in magnitude but they are not.

Action:

Processing continues and the default values are used. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is
less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the control statement for future executions of this operation if the defaults are acceptable. Otherwise correct the
values so that they are in ascending order of magnitude.
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DBO8702E
THE “x” KEYWORD VALUE IS NOT PRESENTLY SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The control statement keyword with name “x” was specified but the product does not currently support the value specified.

The following conditions can cause this error:

1. FILEFORMAT=DFSURGU0 was specified for an INDEXEXTRACT, INDEXBUILD, SIXEXTRACT or SIXBUILD
operation.

2. FILEFORMAT=DFSUINXX was specified for an INDEXEXTRACT, INDEXBUILD, SIXEXTRACT or SIXBUILD
operation.

3. FILEFORMAT=DFSURWF1 was specified for an INDEXEXTRACT, or SIXEXTRACT operation.
4. FILEFORMAT=DFSURIDX was specified for an INDEXEXTRACT, or SIXEXTRACT operation.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Remove the control statement or correct the value and rerun the job.

DBO8703E
THE “x” KEYWORD VALUE DOES NOT APPLY TO THIS OPERATION.

Reason:

The value specified for the control statement keyword with name “x” is invalid for the operation to be performed.

The following conditions can cause this error:

1. FILEFORMAT=DFSURWF1 was specified for an UNLOAD operation.
2. FILEFORMAT=DFSURIDX was specified for an UNLOAD operation.
3. FILEFORMAT=DFSUINXX was specified for an UNLOAD operation.
4. FILEFORMAT=SIB was specified for an UNLOAD operation.
5. FILEFORMAT=SIX was specified for an UNLOAD operation.
6. FILEFORMAT=FRMT1 was specified for an INDEXEXTRACT, INDEXBUILD, SIXEXTRACT or SIXBUILD operation.
7. FILEFORMAT=FRMT2 was specified for an INDEXEXTRACT, INDEXBUILD, SIXEXTRACT or SIXBUILD operation.
8. FILEFORMAT=FRMT3 was specified for an INDEXEXTRACT, INDEXBUILD, SIXEXTRACT or SIXBUILD operation.
9. FILEFORMAT=SHORT was specified for an INDEXEXTRACT, INDEXBUILD, SIXEXTRACT or SIXBUILD operation.
10. FILEFORMAT=XSHORT was specified for an INDEXEXTRACT, INDEXBUILD, SIXEXTRACT or SIXBUILD operation.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Remove the control statement or correct the value and rerun the job.

DBO8704W
THE “x” KEYWORD HAS NO CORRESPONDING FUNCTION - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:
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This message indicates that the job contains a foreign keyword (x) that has no corresponding CA function. When running
in BMC compatibility mode, this message is issued for following keywords: ASYNCH, COMP, FEOV, FSE, STATS, and
TIME.

This message is issued only when keyword(Y) is specified. No message is issued for keyword(N).

Action:

Processing continues but the keyword is ignored. The return code remains unchanged.

Correct the syntax and rerun the job if necessary.

DBO8705E
MULTIPLE VALUES FOR INDD ALLOWED FOR INDEXBUILD AND SIXBUILD ONLY.

Reason:

The INDD control statement was specified with a list of values. More than one value is allowed only for an index build or a
SIX index build.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove all but one value and rerun the job.

DBO8706E
SPECIFIED DBDNAME=ddddddd DOES NOT MATCH THE DBDNAME IN THE EXEC STATEMENT: yyyyyyy

Reason:

When running in online mode, the DBD name must be specified in the PARM of the EXEC statement.

Action:

It is not necessary to specify the DBDNAME keyword in the utility control statements. If it is specified, however, it must
match the one specified in the EXEC statement.

DBO8708W
KEYWORD “REPORTSEQERROR” HAS BEEN IGNORED BECAUSE SEQCHECK IS NOT VERIFY.

Reason:

The REPORTSEQERROR keyword was specified. It is ignored if SEQCHECK=VERIFY is not also specified.

Action:

Processing continues. Remove the REPORTSEQERROR keyword or if sequence verification is desired, include
SEQCHECK=VERIFY.

DBO8712I
ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES HAS BEEN ADOPTED SINCE NATIVEMODE=YES WAS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Informational message that indicates ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES is always used when NATIVEMOVED=YES is specified.

Action:
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Processing continues with ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES.

DBO8713I
SPLITOUTPUT=YES IS ASSUMED BECAUSE AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES WAS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Informational message that indicates SPLITOUTPUT=YES is always used when automatically rebuilding secondary
indexes.

Action:

Processing continues with SPLITOUTPUT=YES.

DBO8714E
SDEP=ALL AND HDSORT=YES ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE FOR RELOAD.

Reason:

The SDEP=ALL and HDSORT=YES keywords were specified. SDEP=ALL and HDSORT=YES are mutually exclusive for
reload.

Action:

Processing ends. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

If you are intending to reload a DEDB with an unload that was created with the keyword SDEP=ALL, you cannot specify
HDSORT=YES. Rerun without HDSORT=YES.

If the unload file was not created with SDEP=ALL or the database is not a DEDB database, remove SDEP=ALL.

DBO8715I
DBALLOC=YES HAS BEEN ADOPTED SINCE DBRC=YES WAS SPECIFIED

Reason:

Informational message that indicate when DBRC=YES is set DBALLOC=YES will be enforced. This message will only
appear when DBRC=YES,DBALLOC=NO is specified.

DBO8716E
THE BLOCKTHRESHOLD PARAMETER IS REQUIRED BY THE RESETBITMAP FUNCTION.

Reason:

The RESETBITMAP function requires that you specify the block threshold value in the BLOCKTHRESHOLD control
statement.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Specify the BLOCKTRESHOLD value and resubmit the job.

DBO8717E
CALL TO GET DEFAULT DBRC VALUE FAILED, RC=rc.
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Reason:

The module IDIDBRC0 ended with unexpected return code, the DBRC check failed.

Error was detected when attempting to get the default DBRC value.

Action:

Processing ends. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one, correct the error, and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBO8718E
FILSZ PARAMETER IS REQUIRED TO BE A NUMBER.

Reason:

The FILSZ keyword contains an invalid value. The value of the FILSZ keyword must be an integer in the range of 1 to
999999999.

Action:

Specify a correct value or delete the FILSZ control statement and resubmit the job.

DBO8719E
NOPRIMARY=NO AND PRIMIND=YES (OR ONLY) ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

Reason:

In the INDEXCREATE function, both NOPRIMARY=NO and PRIMIND=YES keywords were specified, but they are
mutually exclusive. The option NOPRIMARY=NO requires the Secondary Index Builder (SIB) to use the primary index to
retrieve root segments, but PRIMIND=YES imposes SIB to rebuild the primary index within the same step, which is not
allowed.

Action:

Correct the syntax and resubmit the job.

DBO8720I
NOPRIMARY=YES HAS BEEN ADOPTED SINCE PRIMIND=YES OR ONLY WAS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

In the INDEXCREATE function, PRIMIND=YES or PRIMIND=ONLY was specified, therefore NOPRIMARY=YES
Secondary Index Builder behavior was adopted.

Action:

None.

DBO8721I
PRIMIND=YES HAS BEEN ADOPTED SINCE NOPRIMARY=YES WAS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

When NOPRIMARY=YES is set, PRIMIND=YES will be enforced. This message appears only when NOPRIMARY=YES
is specified and PRIMIND is not specified.
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Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

 

DBO8800W
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR FILEFORMAT KEYWORD - DEFAULT OF “SIB” WILL BE USED.

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the FILEFORMAT control statement.

Action:

Processing continues with FILEFORMAT=SIB.

Specify required valid value and resubmit the job.

 

DBO8900E
THE SORT UTILITY ENDED WITH RETURN CODE = x.

Reason:

The local system sort routine was invoked as part of an INDEXCREATE operation. The sort program passed back a bad
return code indicating an error occurred during the sort operation. “x” in the message is the hexadecimal value of the
return code.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look for error messages generated by the sort program and correct the problem. The sort program will send error
messages to the SYSOUT file and/or the job log.

DBO8901E
UNSUPPORTED DATABASE TYPE - ONLY HISAM, HIDAM and HDAM DATABASES ARE SUPPORTED.

Reason:

During the extract part of an INDEXCREATE operation, it was determined that the database type in the DBD named by
the DBDNAME control statement is not supported. Secondary indexes can only exist for HISAM, HIDAM and HDAM
databases.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the DBDNAME control statement value to refer to the correct DBD and rerun the job.

DBO8902I
THE DATA FOR THE INDEXES WILL BE a FROM b “x”.

Reason:
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This message is issued at the start of the input phase of an INDEXCREATE operation. The primary database will be used
in which case a will be EXTRACTED and b will be DATABASE or the input file will be used in which case a will be READ
and b will be FILE. Message DBO8917I will follow this one if the input phase completes successfully.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.

Verify the database or file named in the message.

DBO8903I
RERUN SPECIFYING “INDEX” IN THE INDEX DBD.

Reason:

This is a follow-on message to DBO8914E.

Action:

See DBO8914E.

DBO8904I
CHECKPOINTING INITIALIZED - A RESTART CAN BE PERFORMED IF A FAILURE OCCURS.

Reason:

Informational message indicating processing has proceeded to the point that should a failure occur of any sort from this
point forward, processing can be restarted by rerunning the job in restart mode.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.

DBO8905I
CHECKPOINTING TERMINATED - A RESTART IS NO LONGER NEEDED SHOULD A FAILURE OCCUR.

Reason:

Informational message indicating processing has proceeded to the point that should a failure occur of any sort from this
point forward, no restart is needed because all output files and databases are complete and intact.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.

DBO8906I
INDEX DATABASE PROCESSING COMPLETE.

Reason:

Informational message indicating during the build phase of an INDEXCREATE operation, the index database referred to in
the previous DBO8916I message has been successfully built.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.
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DBO8907I
INVOKING SORT UTILITY.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the local system sort routine is being invoked to sort the file. A LINK macro is used. The
operating system will search STEPLIB, JOBLIB and the link list for a program named “SORT”.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.

DBO8908E
THE SORT UTILITY ABENDED. SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES AND JESMSG FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

The local system sort routine was invoked. The sort program ABENDed indicating an error occurred during the sort
operation.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look for error messages generated by the sort program and correct the problem. The sort program will send error
messages to the SYSOUT file and/or the job log.

DBO8909E
DBD “x” IS DEFINED AS AN INDEX DATABASE FOR THE EXTRACT SIDE OF AN INDEXCREATE OPERATION.

Reason:

The function being performed is the extract phase of an INDEXCREATE. This requires the use of the primary database
DBD. However, the DBDNAME value refers to an index database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the DBDNAME value to refer to the primary database and rerun the job.

DBO8910I
RERUN SPECIFYING THE PRIMARY DBD NAME IN THE DBDNAME= CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

This is a follow-on message to DBO8909E.

Action:

See DBO8909E.

DBO8912E
DBRC DATABASE AUTHORIZATION FAILED.
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Reason:

DBRC was called with a request to authorize the access to the database but the authorization failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. Refer to the messages that precede this one to determine the nature of the problem. The return
code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Follow the action defined for the messages that precede this one and rerun the job.

DBO8913E
DBD “x” DOES NOT USE VSAM OR OSAM.

Reason:

For the extract phase of an INDEXCREATE operation, an attempt was made to run against a database type that is not
supported.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using a supported database type.

DBO8914E
DBD “x” IS NOT DEFINED AS AN INDEX DATABASE FOR THE BUILD SIDE OF AN INDEXCREATE OPERATION.

Reason:

The function being performed is the build phase of an INDEXCREATE. This requires that each DBD for each secondary
index be defined in the DBD as an index. DBD “x” was not defined as an index database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the DBD to define an index database and rerun the job.

DBO8915E
UNABLE TO LOAD THE SORT UTILITY. SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES AND JESMSGS FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

During the extract phase of an INDEXCREATE operation, the local system sort routine was not available. A LINK macro
was used. The operating system searched STEPLIB, JOBLIB and the link list for a program named “SORT”.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look for error messages generated by MVS and correct the problem. MVS will send error messages to the job log.

DBO8916I
THE INDEX TO BE BUILT IS “x”.
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Reason:

During the build phase of an INDEXCREATE operation, the database with DBD name “x” will be used. Message
DBO8906I will be generated when the index is successfully built.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.

Verify the database named in the message.

DBO8917I
EXTRACTION OF INDEX DATA COMPLETE.

Reason:

Informational message indicating during the input phase of an INDEXCREATE operation, the input referred to in the
previous DBO8902I message has been successfully processed.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.

DBO8918E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED - CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

The function currently being executed has abended.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide this message and the following detailed messages.

DBO8920E
HALDB INDEX PROCESSING FAILED: SEE PRECEDING MESSAGE(S).

Reason:

CA Secondary Index Builder for IMS for z/OS failed while processing a HALDB and its PSINDEX.

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the preceding messages and take appropriate action.

DBO8921E
DDNAME “AMSPDS” IS REQUIRED FOR IDCAMS PROCESSING.

Reason:

CA Secondary Index Builder for IMS for z/OS reads the partitioned data set associated with ddname AMSPDS to process
the indexes’ IDCAMS delete/define statements, but ddname AMSPDS was not allocated in the jobstep JCL and no
DFSMDA member named AMSPDS could be found in STEPLIB for dynamic allocation of this ddname. The return code is
12.

Action:
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Allocate a ddname AMSPDS in the jobstep JCL or a PDS with members called as ddnames of indexes to be deleted or
defined and containing the IDCAMS delete/define statements or assemble/linkedit to a loadlib on the jobstep's STEPLIB a
DFSMDA member named AMSPDS and which contains the PDS DSName to be allocated dynamically.

DBO9600E
DBD(dbdname), DD(ddname) n EXTENTS EXCEEDS OSAM MAXIMUM.

Reason:

Indicates that the number of extents of the OSAM data set exceeds its maximum.

• n
Identifies the number of extents of the OSAM data set.

Action:

Processing terminates with return code 8. Increase primary and/or secondary allocation size of the OSAM data set.

DBO9601W
ERROR DELETING A TOKEN - RC=xx.

Reason:

The call to MVS name token services failed with the identified return code (xx).

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO9700I
INDEX “dbd-name” WILL BE BUILT AS AN EMPTY INDEX.

Reason:

During the build phase of an INDEXCREATE operation, the utility builds the database with the specified DBD name (dbd-
name) as an empty index with no segments because no records were extracted for this index.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged. Verify the database named in the message.

DBO9701I
RERUN SPECIFYING “INDEX” IN THE INDEX DBD.

Reason:

This is a follow-on message to DBO9707E.

DBO9702I
CHECKPOINTING INITIALIZED - A RESTART CAN BE PERFORMED IF A FAILURE OCCURS.

Reason:

This informational only message indicates processing has proceeded to the point that should a failure occur of any sort
from this point forward, processing can be restarted by rerunning the job in restart mode.
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DBO9703I
CHECKPOINTING TERMINATED - A RESTART IS NO LONGER NEEDED SHOULD A FAILURE OCCUR.

Reason:

Processing has proceeded to the point that should a failure occur of any sort from this point forward, no restart is needed
because all output files and databases are complete and intact.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

DBO9704I
THE INDEX HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY BUILT.

Reason:

This informational only message indicates during the build phase of an INDEXCREATE operation, the index database
referred to in the previous DBO9700I message has been successfully built.

DBO9705E
DBRC DATABASE AUTHORIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

DBRC was called with a request to authorize the access to the database but the authorization failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. Refer to the messages that precede this one to determine the nature of the problem. The return
code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Follow the action defined for the messages that precede this one and rerun the job.

DBO9706E
DBD “x” DOES NOT USE VSAM.

Reason:

For the build phase of an INDEXCREATE operation, an attempt was made to run against a database type that is not
supported.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using a supported database type.

DBO9707E
DBD “x” IS NOT DEFINED AS AN INDEX DATABASE FOR THE BUILD SIDE OF AN INDEXCREATE OPERATION.

Reason:
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The function being performed is the build phase of an INDEXCREATE. This requires that each DBD for each secondary
index be defined in the DBD as an index. DBD “x” was not defined as an index database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the DBD to define an index database and rerun the job.

DBO9708E
HALDB PARTITION SELECTION FAILED.

Reason:

A problem was encountered selecting a HALDB partition.

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the preceding messages and take appropriate action.

DBO9709E
INTERNAL ERROR - PSINDEX DDIR NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The IMS DDIR for the PSINDEX could not be found.

Action:

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO9710I
PROCESSING EMPTY PARTITIONS FOR INDEX DATABASE dbdname.

Reason:

Informational message that indicates processing of empty partitions for index database specified.

DBO9711I
INDEX PARTITION psindex partition WILL BE FORMATTED.

Reason:

Informational message that indicates the index partition that will be formatted.

DBO9712E
INDEX index-name COULD NOT BE ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The specified index (index-name) is empty. The dynamic allocation of the specified index failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Review your allocation settings and fix the errors. Resubmit the job.
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DBO9713E
INDEX "ix-name" IS EMPTY AND IS MISSING A DUMMY ROOT SEGMENT

Reason:

For the build phase of an INDEXCREATE operation, the utility attempted to build an empty index (ix-name) that is missing
a dummy root segment.

Action:

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why a dummy segment does not exist, fix the index to be built, and rerun the job.

DBO9714E
PRIMARY INDEX "ix-name" IS EMPTY AND IS MISSING A DUMMY ROOT SEGMENT

Reason:

For the build phase of an INDEXCREATE operation, the utility attempted to build an empty primary index (ix-name) that is
missing a dummy root segment.

Action:

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why a dummy segment does not exist, fix the index to be built, and rerun the job.

DBO9800E
DBOFSUXT INTERNAL ERROR, LDA24WKA NOT GOTTEN.

Reason:

The DBOFSUXT FSU bridge program could not obtain required storage.

Action:

Processing terminates with abend U4029.

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

DBO9801E
DBOFSUXT INTERNAL ERROR, LDASEGWA NOT GOTTEN.

Reason:

The DBOFSUXT FSU bridge program could not obtain required storage.

Action:

Processing terminates with abend U4029.

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

DBO9802E
DBOFSUXT INTERNAL ERROR, SEGMENT CODE INVALID.

Reason:
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The DBOFSUXT FSU bridge program found an invalid segment code.

Action:

Processing terminates with abend U4029.

This error is internal. Obtain the job output and dump and contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO9803E
FSUEXIT RETURN CODE IS 'rc'.

Reason:

The FSU exit program returned an incorrect return code (rc) to the DBOFSUXT FSU bridge program.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 101.

Review the valid return codes that are expected from the FSU exit program and correct the program.

DBO9804E
DBOFSUXT OPEN OF CARDIN FAILED.

Reason:

DBOFSUXT could not open the file with ddname CARDIN.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 101.

See the messages in the DBOMSGS and JESMSGS to determine why the file could not be opened. Correct the problem
and rerun.

DBO9805E
DBOFSUXT TOO MANY PSB CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

DBOFSUXT found more than one PSB control statements in the CARDIN input file. Only one PSB control statement is
allowed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 101.

Correct the problem and rerun.

DBO9806E
DBOFSUXT INTERNAL ERROR, INITIALIZATION ERROR.

Reason:

DBOFSUXT encountered an error during the program initialization.

Action:

Processing terminates with abend U4029.

This error is internal. Obtain the job output and dump and contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBO9807E
DBOFSUXT INTERNAL ERROR, TERMINATION ERROR.

Reason:

DBOFSUXT encountered an error during the program termination.

Action:

Processing terminates with abend U4029.

This error is internal. Obtain the job output and dump and contact CA Support for assistance.

DBO9808E
FSU-II TYPE EXIT xxxxxxxx  NOT FOUND.

Reason:

DBOFSUXT cannot load the FSU-II type user exit specified in CARDIN DD.

Action:

Ensure that your FSU-II type user exit is presented in STEPLIB concatenation, and check that the exit name in CARDIN
DD is correct.

DBO9900E
KEYWORD “x” IS ONLY VALID FOR AN IMAGE COPY.

Reason:

The keyword specified can only be used when the function to be performed is an image copy. The current function is not
an image copy.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the keyword and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBO9901E
KEYWORD “CIC” CAN HAVE A VALUE OF “YES” OR “NO” ONLY.

Reason:

The CIC keyword can only have a value of YES or NO. Something else was specified.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Change the value specified for CIC and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBO9902E
KEYWORD “x” CAN NOT HAVE A VALUE.

Reason:
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Keyword “x” was specified with a value but the keyword does not accept a value.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the value and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBOA000E
PTRERROR KEYWORD VALUE INCORRECT - SPECIFY "ACCEPT" OR "ABEND".

Reason:

The first positional parameter of specified keyword must be ACCEPT or ABEND.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the keyword value and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBOA100E
KEYWORD “x” IS ONLY VALID FOR A RELOAD.

Reason:

The keyword specified can only be used when the function to be performed is a reload. The current function is not a
reload.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the keyword and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBOA200E
SEQERROR KEYWORD VALUE INCORRECT - SPECIFY "ACCEPT" OR "ABEND".

Reason:

The first positional parameter of the specified keyword must be ACCEPT or ABEND.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the first parameter and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBOA300E
KEYWORD “x” IS ONLY VALID FOR AN UNLOAD.

Reason:

The keyword specified can only be used when the function to be performed is an unload. The current function is not an
unload.
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Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the keyword and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBOA400I
THE WAIT VERB IS NOT SUPPORTED. IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

Informational message that indicates an unsupported command was specified.

Action:

The unsupported command is ignored, processing continues.

DBOA500E
SIB SUPPORTS EXECUTION OF BUILDALL FROM PGM=BMCSIU ONLY.

Reason:

BUILDALL was specified but this is only supported when used with PGM=BMCSIU on the EXEC JCL statement.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Change the control statement to use INDEXCREATE or change the JCL to EXEC=BMCSIU and rerun the job.

DBOA600E
THE XSCN FUNCTION REQUIRES THAT ONE OR MORE XFLD CONTROL STATEMENTS PRECEDE IT.

Reason:

XSCN was specified but no XFLD statements preceded this one. At least one XFLD must precede the XSCN statement to
define the index to be extracted.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add an XFLD statement and rerun the job.

DBOA601E
MORE THAN ONE PRIMARY DATABASE IS BEING SCANNED IN THIS RUN - THIS IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

More than one XFLD statement precedes this XSCN statement. However all the XFLD statements do not refer to the
same primary database. This is not supported.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.
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Change the XFLD statements to refer to the same primary database and rerun the job.

DBOA602E
SIB SUPPORTS EXECUTION OF XSCN FROM PGM=BMCSIU ONLY.

Reason:

XSCN was specified but this is only supported when used with PGM=BMCSIU on the EXEC JCL statement.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Change the control statement to use INDEXEXTRACT or change the JCL to EXEC=BMCSIU and rerun the job.

DBOA603E
ALL OUTDD VALUES MUST BE “x” FOR THIS EXECUTION.

Reason:

More than one XFLD statement precedes this XSCN statement. One or more of the statements specified DD “x” which
means they all must. Mixing DD names is not supported.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Change the XFLD statements so they all refer to the same name or so they all refer to unique DD names and rerun the
job.

DBOA604E
ALL OUTDD VALUES MUST BE UNIQUE FOR THIS EXECUTION.

Reason:

More than one XFLD statement precedes this XSCN statement. One or more of the statements specified a unique
OUTDD ddname, which means they all must. Specifying the same ddname on more than one XFLD statement is not
supported.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Change the XFLD statements so they all refer to DFSURWF1 or so they all refer to unique DD names and rerun the job.

DBOA605E
INDEX DBD “x” WAS NOT FOUND IN EITHER FILE “IMS” OR “DBDLIB”.

Reason:

During an index extract, the DBD named in the DBDNAME control statement referenced index DBD “x”. The DBD was not
available in the library with ddname IMS or DBDLIB.

Action:
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Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Ensure index DBD “x” is available in DD library IMS or DBDLIB and rerun the job.

DBOA700E
PGM VALUE NOT SUPPORTED - ONLY “SIUPXBLD” and “ULPXSCAN” ARE ACCEPTED.'

Reason:

The value specified for the PGM control statement is not supported. Only SIUPXBLD and ULPXSCAN are supported.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the keyword and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBOA800E
XLOD FUNCTION MUST BE PRECEDED BY AN XFLD CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

XLOD was specified but no XFLD statements preceded this one. One XFLD must precede the XLOD statement to define
the index to be built.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the keyword and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBOA801E
MORE THAN ONE XFLD SPECIFIED - XLOD SUPPORTS ONLY ONE INDEX AT A TIME.

Reason:

This XLOD control statement was preceded by more than one XFLD statement. SIB only supports building one index at a
time.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Match one XFLD with one XLOD and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBOA802E
SIB SUPPORTS EXECUTION OF XLOD FROM PGM=BMCSIU ONLY.

Reason:

XLOD was specified but this is only supported when used with PGM=BMCSIU on the EXEC JCL statement.

Action:
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Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Change the control statement to use INDEXBUILD or change the JCL to EXEC=BMCSIU and rerun the job.

DBOA900W
HDAMFSPF= VALUE OF "x" IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

The value specified for the control statement is not valid.

Action:

Processing continues. The keyword is ignored.

The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the keyword value and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBOB000I
THE LARGEST RECORD REPORT WILL NOT BE PRODUCED.

Reason:

The largest record report was requested using the LARGESTRECORDS control statement or by default but the report
cannot be produced. This message is issued when all the segment types defined in the DBD are not going to be
processed and therefore largest record statistics cannot be collected. This can occur during the scan of a database to get
index information but all the segment types are not needed in order to produce the index extract information. If a segment
type is neither an index source segment nor part of the concatenated key of an index source segment then it will not be
processed. The two functions that can generate this message are INDEXEXTRACT and INDEXCREATE.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

This message is informational only. No action is required.

DBOB001I
THE RECORD DISTRIBUTION REPORT WILL NOT BE PRODUCED.

Reason:

The record distribution report was requested using the RECORDDIST control statement or by default but the report
cannot be produced. This informational only message is issued when all the segment types defined in the DBD are not
going to be processed and therefore record size distribution statistics cannot be collected. This can occur during the scan
of a database to get index information but all the segment types are not needed in order to produce the index extract
information. If a segment type is neither an index source segment nor part of the concatenated key of an index source
segment then it will not be processed. The two functions that can generate this message are INDEXEXTRACT and
INDEXCREATE.

DBOB100E
AOI KEYWORD VALUE OF x IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The value specified for the control statement is not supported.
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Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the keyword and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBOB200W
PTRCHECK KEYWORD VALUE INCORRECT - ONLY "NO" IS VALID.

Reason:

The value specified for the control statement is not supported.

Action:

Processing continues. The keyword is ignored. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less
than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the keyword and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBOB300W
USEINDEX KEYWORD VALUE OF x HAS NO CORRESPONDING FUNCTION.

Reason:

The value specified for the control statement is not supported.

Action:

Processing continues. The keyword is ignored. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less
than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the keyword and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBOB400E
ABEND HAS OCCURRED IN SPARSER ROUTINE “x”.

Reason:

Sparser exit “x” was invoked and ABENDed. The previous messages document the ABEND.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine why the ABEND occurred in the sparser and rerun the job.

DBOB401I
TOO SHORT RECORD WAS FOUND IN SEGMENT(x) INDEX(y).

Reason:

A short segment was found that does not contain enough data for the secondary index search field. This message is
issued once per segment and index. “x” is the source segment name. “y” is the index name of the source segment.

Action:

Process is continued and the return code is not changed. No index entry will be created for segments that are too short.
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Verify that the database is correct. If it's necessary, correct the database and rerun the job.

DBOB500E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR USERHDR - “x”.

Reason:

The USERHDR keyword was specified but the value is invalid. “x” is the value specified. The valid values are:

BMCFLAGS

1. DBDNAME
2. FILLERnn
3. HDRLEN
4. ROOTKEY
5. ROOTRBA
6. SEGCKEY
7. SEGCKYSZ
8. SEGCODE
9. SEGDATSZ
10. SEGKEY
11. SEGKEYOF
12. SEGKEYSZ
13. SEGLEV1
14. SEGLEV2
15. SEGNAME
16. SEGRBA

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the values and rerun the job.

DBOB501E
MAXIMUM OF 100 VALUES FOR USERHDR HAS BEEN REACHED.

Reason:

The USERHDR keyword was specified but there are more than 100 values specified. The maximum allowed is 100.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the values and rerun the job.

DBOB502E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS THE VALUE.

Reason:

The USERHDR keyword was specified. There was insufficient virtual storage in the address space to save the values.
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Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Increase the region size for the step and rerun the job.

DBOB503E
INVALID FILLER NN VALUE IN USERHDR - “x”.

Reason:

The FILLLERnn value of the USERHDR keyword was specified but the nn value was not between 1 and 9 or between 01
and 99. “x” is the FILLERNN value that is in error.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the value and rerun the job.

DBOB600E
UNEXPECTED END OF FILE ON INPUT FILE.

Reason:

During the reading of the input file, an unexpected end of file occurred. The last record on the file should be a statistics
record but it was not read before end-of-file occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Ensure that all volumes of the file have been specified. If they have not, rerun the job with all the volumes specified. If they
have all been specified, recreate the input file.

DBOB601E
UNSUPPORTED ACCESS METHOD.

Reason:

The database type found is not supported for the INDEXBUILD function.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

DBOB602I
THE DATABASE TO BE PROCESSED IS x.

Reason:

This informational only message indicate processing will be performed for database “x”. “x” is the DBD name.
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DBOB604E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH ENVIRONMENT NEEDED FOR LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS OR SECONDARY INDEXES.

Reason:

During an index build, the environment needed to build an index that contained secondary indexes and/or logical
relationships could not be established.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Refer to the messages that precede this one to determine the nature of the problem. Follow the action defined for those
messages.

DBOB605I
CHECKPOINTING INITIALIZED - A RESTART CAN BE PERFORMED IF A FAILURE OCCURS.

Reason:

Processing has proceeded to the point that should a failure occur of any sort from this point forward, processing can be
restarted by rerunning the job in restart mode.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.

This message is informational only. No action is required.

DBOB606I
CHECKPOINTING TERMINATED - A RESTART IS NO LONGER NEEDED SHOULD A FAILURE OCCUR.

Reason:

This informational only message indicates processing has proceeded to the point that should a failure occur of any sort
from this point forward, no restart is needed because the new database is complete and in tact.

DBOB607I
INDEX DATABASE PROCESSING COMPLETE.

Reason:

This informational only message indicates the function has completed successfully.

DBOB608I
INVOKING SORT UTILITY.

Reason:

This informational only message indicates the local system sort routine is being invoked to sort the file. A LINK macro is
used. The operating system will search STEPLIB, JOBLIB and the link list for a program named “SORT”.

DBOB609E
THE SORT UTILITY ABENDED. SEE FOLLOWING MESSAGES, SYSOUT AND JESMSGS FOR DETAILS.
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Reason:

The local system sort routine was invoked. The sort program ABENDed indicating an error occurred during the sort
operation.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look for error messages generated by the sort program and correct the problem. The sort program will send error
messages to the SYSOUT file and/or the job log.

DBOB610E
THE DBD IS NOT DEFINED AS AN INDEX DATABASE FOR AN INDEXBUILD OPERATION.

Reason:

The function being performed is an INDEXBUILD. This requires the use of the index database DBD. However, the DBD
provided is a primary database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Use an index DBD and rerun the job.

DBOB611I
RERUN SPECIFYING THE INDEX DBD NAME IN THE DBDNAME= CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

This is a follow-on message to DBOB610E.

DBOB613E
DBRC DATABASE AUTHORIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

DBRC was called with a request to authorize the access to the database but the authorization failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. Refer to the messages that precede this one to determine the nature of the problem. The return
code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Follow the action defined for the messages that precede this one and rerun the job.

DBOB614E
ONLY OSAM AND VSAM DATABASES ARE SUPPORTED.

Reason:

An attempt was made to run against a database type that is not supported.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using a supported database type.

DBOB615E
THE DFSURWF1 FILE IS NEEDED BUT IS NOT ALLOCATED.

Reason:

During an index build, it was determined that the index to be built has secondary indexes and/or participates in logical
relationships. Therefore DFSURWF1 file records must be created. However the DFSURWF1 file was not allocated.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Add a DFSURWF1 DD statement and rerun the job.

DBOB616E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED - CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

The function currently being executed has abended.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide this message and the following detailed messages.

DBOB617E
THE SORT UTILITY ENDED WITH RETURN CODE = x.

Reason:

The local system sort routine was invoked. The sort program passed back a bad return code indicating an error occurred
during the sort operation. “x” in the message is the hexadecimal value of the return code.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look for error messages generated by the sort program and correct the problem. The sort program will send error
messages to the SYSOUT file and/or the job log.

DBOB618E
UNABLE TO LOAD THE SORT UTILITY. SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES AND JESMSGS FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

The local system sort routine was not available. A LINK macro was used. The operating system searched STEPLIB,
JOBLIB and the link list for a program named “SORT”.
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Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look for error messages generated by MVS and correct the problem. MVS will send error messages to the job log.

DBOB700E
DBD “x” WAS NOT FOUND IN EITHER FILE “IMS” OR “DBDLIB”.

Reason:

The DBD named in the INDEXDBDNAME control statement could not be found in the DBD library. If ddname IMS was
included in the job, it was searched first. Then, if ddname DBDLIB was included in the job, it was searched. “x” is the
name of the DBD that could not be found.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Ensure the named DBD is in the DBD library and rerun the job.

DBOB701E
EITHER DBDNAME OR INDEXDBDNAME MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR INDEXBUILD.

Reason:

For an index build operation, the DBD of the index to be built must be specified. Neither the DBDNAME nor the
INDEXDBDNAME control statement was found. These control statements specify the DBD for the index to be built. One of
them must be present but it wasn't.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Add DBDNAME or INDEXDBDNAME and rerun the job.

DBOB702E
BOTH DBDNAME AND INDEXDBDNAME WERE SPECIFIED FOR INDEXBUILD. ONLY ONE IS ALLOWED.

Reason:

For an index build operation, the DBD of the index to be built must be specified. Both the DBDNAME and the
INDEXDBDNAME control statement was found. Only one of them should be used.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove DBDNAME or INDEXDBDNAME and rerun the job.

DBOB703E
THE DBDNAME OR DBD KEYWORD WAS NOT SPECIFIED BUT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS FUNCTION.

Reason:

The DBD name must be specified using the DBDNAME or DBD control statement. Neither was found.
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Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add DBDNAME and rerun the job.

DBOB704E
FOR EACH INDEXDBDNAME, A INDD KEYWORD MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR THIS FUNCTION.

Reason:

The INDEXDBDNAME control statement was specified. There must be an INDD control statement too but was not found.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add INDD and rerun the job.

DBOB705E
NO PCB LIST IS AVAILABLE TO PROCESS THE PCB OR PCBNAME CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

The PCB or PCBNAME control statement was specified but no PCB list was provided. The named PCB cannot be located
without a PCB list.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Rerun the job in an IMS DLI or DBB batch region so that a PCB list is available.

DBOB706E
THE IMS RELEASE IN USE DOES NOT SUPPORT PCB NAMES.

Reason:

The PCBNAME control statement was specified but the level of IMS in use is lower than IMS/ESA 3.1. IMS/ESA 3.1 or
later is needed to use PCB names.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using IMS/ESA 3.1 or later.

DBOB707E
PCB NAME “x” WAS NOT FOUND IN THE PSB.

Reason:

The PCBNAME control statement was specified but the PCB named could not be found in the PCB list.

Action:
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Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using the correct PSB or change the PCB name in the PCBNAME control statement.

DBOB708E
PCB “x” WAS NOT FOUND IN THE PSB.

Reason:

The PCB control statement was specified but the database named could not be found in the PCB list.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using the correct PSB or change the DBD name in the PCB control statement.

DBOB709E
PCB NUMBER GREATER THAN THE NUMBER OF PCBS IN THE PSB.

Reason:

The PCB control statement was specified with a relative number value but the PSB did not contain that many PCBs.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using the correct PSB or change the PCB number in the PCB control statement.

DBOB710E
DBD “x” WAS NOT FOUND IN THE PSB.

Reason:

The DBD control statement was specified with a name that was not in the PSB.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using the correct PSB or change the processing option in the PCB.

DBOB711E
DBD “x” DOES NOT HAVE A PROCOPT OF “L” OR “LS”.

Reason:

During an API mode load, the PCB to be used does not have a processing option of L or LS.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the PCBNAME to match the one to use in the PSB or use a PSB, which specifies the PCB name needed.
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DBOB713I
INTERNAL RELATIVE PCB NUMBER ADJUSTED TO ACCOUNT FOR I/O PCB.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the PCB number that is affected by alternate PCB was adjusted for I/O PCB.

DBOB717E
OPEN ERROR ON IMS PSB LIBRARY. SERVICE PCB WILL BE ROUTED TO IMS.

Reason:

When executing an API in a BMP mode, an error occurred on the IMS PSB library.

Action:

Make sure the PSB specified in the BMP region parameter is correct and that the DBDLIB statement is present. The
library containing the PSB must be contained in the DBDLIB concatenation.

DBOB718E
BLDL ERROR ON PSB RETURN CODE: xx, REASON CODE: yy. SERVICE PCB WILL BE ROUTED TO IMS.

Reason:

When executing an API in a BMP mode, an error occurred on the IMS PSB library with the return code and reason code
specified. This can occur if the PSBLIB is missing.

Action:

Make sure the PSB specified in the BMP region parameter is correct and that the DBDLIB statement is present. The
library containing the PSB must be contained in the DBDLIB concatenation.

DBOB719E
THE USEREXIT KEYWORD IS MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE WITH INDEX EXTRACT, BUILD AND CREATE FUNCTIONS.

Reason:

The USEREXIT or USEREXITLE control statements were specified for functions INDEXEXTRACT, INDEXBUILD, or
INDEXCREATE. User programs can be used only for UNLOAD or RELOAD functions.

Action:

Processing terminates. Return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

Remove the USEREXIT or USEREXITLE control statements and resubmit the job.

DBOB800E
IMAGE COPY x SEQUENCE ERROR - EXPECTED HEX x y BUT READ HEX x z.

Reason:

Where x is the record identifier type (RBA or RBN), y is the value expected, and z is the value found.

An image copy of a database is being read. Each database block on the image copy file is prefixed by eight bytes of
image copy control data. The first 4 bytes are the RBA or RBN of the block that the image copy record represents. The
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RBA or RBN in the prefix of the image copy record read is not the expected value indicating that too many or too few
blocks exist on the image copy.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

The image copy is likely bad. Examine the RBAs or RBNs to determine if blocks are missing from the image copy or if
additional blocks exist.

If this is a multivolume tape data set and the VOL=SER parameter was specified in the JCL, insure that the volumes are in
the correct order and none are left out.

DBOB802I
OSAM RBA EXCEEDS 4 OR 8 GIGABYTE CAPACITY.

Reason:

While recovering the database, a block was detected that is beyond the OSAM capacity limit. The block would contain
RBAs that are beyond the 32-bit range (4 GB) or 33-bit range (8 GB).

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

All the blocks in the image copy which have IMS data have been written to the database but verify the report.

DBOB900E
KEYWORD REC IS ONLY VALID FOR A RECOVER.

Reason:

The keyword specified can only be used when the function to be performed is a database recovery. The current function is
not a recovery.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the keyword and rerun the job, if necessary.

DBOC000E
SYSIN DD NOT FOUND BUT MUST BE PRESENT.

Reason:

HPR is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSURDB0 JCL, has been used. The DFSURDB0
control statement file with ddname “SYSIN” was not allocated and therefore DFSURDB0 control statements cannot be
processed by HPR.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Add the DFSURDB0 control statements and rerun the job.
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DBOC001E
NO MEMORY TO BUILD THE SYSIN DCB - INCREASE REGION SIZE BY 4K.

Reason:

HPR is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSURDB0 JCL, has been used. The DFSURDB0
control statement file with ddname “SYSIN” could not be opened because there is not enough virtual memory to build the
SYSIN control blocks.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

DBOC002E
UNABLE TO OPEN SYSIN DCB.

Reason:

HPR is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSURDB0 JCL, has been used. The DFSURDB0
control statement file with ddname “SYSIN” could not be opened.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Review the error messages that precede this one. Correct the errors and rerun the job.

DBOC003E
FIELD IS INVALID - x.

Reason:

HPR is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSURDB0 JCL, has been used. An invalid value was
detected on the control statement read from the SYSIN file. “x” is the field that is invalid and will be one of the following
values:

• RECORD TYPE
Indicates that the first position must be an “S”, “ABEND” or “NOSEQCK”.

• DBD NAME
Indicates that the DBD name must be specified.

• DD NAME
Indicates that the ddname of the database data set must be specified.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the named field and rerun the job.

DBOC004E
INTERNAL ERROR.
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Reason:

CA High Performance Recovery for IMS for z/OS is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSURDB0
JCL, has been used. A logic error occurred within CA High Performance Recovery for IMS for z/OS where the SYSIN
control statement processor was called again when an end of file had already been detected.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOC005E
SECOND x RECORD NOT ALLOWED.

Reason

HPR is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSURDB0 JCL, has been used. A second control
statement was found that was already found. x is the control statement that has been found again and will be S, ABEND,
or NOSEQCK.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the duplicate statement and rerun the job. to take; can embed a procedure, process, or other topic to help
explain]

DBOC006E
'S' RECORD MUST BE AFTER OTHER CONTROL CARDS.

Reason:

HPR is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSURDB0 JCL, has been used. The “S” control
statement was found before the other DFSURDB0 control statements. It must follow them.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Move the statement and rerun the job.

DBOC007E
NO 'S' RECORD FOUND.

Reason:

HPR is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSURDB0 JCL, has been used. The “S” control
statement was not found. It is required.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add the “S” statement and rerun the job.
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DBOC100E
CHANGE ACCUMULATION FILE WITH DDNAME “x” NOT FOUND BUT MUST BE PRESENT.

Reason:

HPR is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSURDB0 JCL, has been used. The change
accumulation DD statement “x” must be defined but it wasn't.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add the change accumulation DD statement and rerun the job.

DBOC101E
LOG FILE WITH DDNAME “x” NOT FOUND BUT MUST BE PRESENT.

Reason:

HPR is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSURDB0 JCL, has been used. The log DD statement
“x” must be defined but it wasn't.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add the log DD statement and rerun the job.

DBOC103E
HPRLOG INPUT IS ONLY SUPPORTED WHEN CHANGE ACCUM IS INVOKED FOR RECOVERY.

Reason:

HPR is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSURDB0 JCL, has been used. The log DD statement
exists but is not DD DUMMY. HPR does not support log input.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Change the log DD statement to DD DUMMY and rerun the job.

Ensure that the control statement BYPASSCA=YES was not specified.

DBOC104E
DFSICLGn DD FOUND BUT HPR DOES NOT SUPPORT THIS INPUT DD.

Reason:

HPR is being executed in IMS compatibility mode, which means DFSURDB0 JCL, has been used. The HSSP image copy
DD statement exists but HPR does not support HSSP image copy input.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.
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Remove the HSSP image copy DD statement to DD DUMMY and rerun the job.

DBOC105E
UNABLE TO DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATE “x” FILE. RETURN CODE = a. ERROR CODE = b. INFORMATION CODE =
c.

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the specified file (x) failed

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

If the error is an environmental error, correct error and rerun the job.

NOTE
For the explanation of return code (a), error code (b), and information code (c), see MVS manuals.

DBOC106E
DBRC NOT SUPPORTED FOR COPYIC.

Reason:

DBRC=YES was specified for the copy image copy function but the DBRC interface is not supported for this.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Change the control statement to DBRC=NO and rerun. DBRC can be notified with the new image copy information by
using the Database Recovery Control utility DSPURX00.

DBOC107E
DEDB DATABASES NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The recover, incremental image copy or copy image copy function is being invoked for a DEDB database, which is not
supported.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Use the appropriate IMS utility to recovery the DEDB database.

DBOC108E
INPUT IC DD 'x' NOT FOUND OR DUMMY.

Reason:

The recover, incremental image copy or copy image copy function is being invoked and it did not find an input image copy
file allocated by the ddname 'x'.

'x' is the file ddname being searched for.

Action:
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Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the JCL if the ddname is incorrectly named. If this is intended to be a USEDBDS recovery, use the IMS recover
utility DFSURDB0.

DBOC200E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE CHANGE ACCUMULATION FILE WITH DD NAME “x”.

Reason:

The change accumulation file associated with ddname “x” could not be opened.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Check the JESMSG file for additional information on the error. Once the error is corrected rerun the job.

DBOC201E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE LOG FILE WITH DD NAME “x”.

Reason:

The log file associated with ddname “x” could not be opened.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Check the JESMSG file for additional information on the error. Once the error is corrected rerun the job.

DBOC202E
THE FIRST RECORD IN THE CHANGE ACCUMULATION FILE IS NOT A HEADER RECORD.

Reason:

The function did not find a change accumulation file header record as the first record in the file.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

If this multi-volume tape data set and VOL=SER was coded in the JCL, insure that the volume sequence is correct. Also
insure that it is a valid change accumulation file. Correct the error and rerun.

DBOC203E
FILES NOT CONSISTENT. THE CHANGE ACCUM FILE WAS CREATED BEFORE THE IMAGE COPY FILE.

Reason:

The create time stamp in the change accumulation file header record is before the create date in the image copy file.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Based on the create time stamps, the change accumulation file does not have database updates for the image copy being
processed. Rerun with a change accumulation file that updates the database from the time since the image copy was
made up to the desired recovery time. Alternately, if there is no change accumulation file, set the DD to DUMMY.

DBOC204I
USING CHANGE ACCUM FILE FROM timestamp.

Reason:

The function is being performed with Change Accumulation file input whose header record has the indicated timestamp.

• timestamp
Indicates the date and time when the file was created in the following format:

DD MMM YYYY hh:ss:mm.t(hmiju)

– DD
Identifies the day of the month.

– MMM
Identifies the month (short month name).

– YYYY
Identifies the year.

– hh
Identifies the hours local time.

– mm
Identifies the minutes local time.

– ss
Identifies the seconds local time.

– t
Identifies the tenth's of a second local time.

– hmiju
(Optional) Identifies microseconds.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 0 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 0. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

This an informational message that can be used to verify the correct file was input.

DBOC205E
A IMS 6.1 OR GREATER HEADER DETECTED, A IMS 6.1 OR GREATER RESLIB MUST BE IN STEPLIB CONCAT TO
PROCESS.

Reason:

The load of module DFSCNVT0 has failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.
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Processing a change accumulation file created by IMS 6.1 requires that the IMS 6.1 Reslib must be in the STEPLIB
concatenation. Add it and rerun the job.

DBOC206E
LOAD OF MODULE DFSCNVT0 HAS FAILED RC=xxxx

Reason:

The DFSCNVT0 module could not be loaded.

Action:

Ensure the IMS SDFSRESL is in the STEPLIB concatenation or DFSRESLB DD. Correct the problem and resubmit the
job.

DBOC300E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function”; RETURN CODE=rc.

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC.

• function
Identifies the function requested of DBRC.

• rc
Identifies the return code returned by DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

NOTE
For the description of the function and return code, see the IMS messages and codes manual.

DBOC301E
ERROR OBTAINING DBRC REQUEST BLOCK, RC=rc

Reason:

A STORAGE call to obtain a DBRC request block failed with the specified return code (rc).

Action:

Processing terminates.

Increase the private region specification for the job and resubmit the job.

DBOC302E
RECOVERY CANNOT CONTINUE. IC NEEDED FLAG ON FOR dbdname / ddname.

Reason:

The IC NEEDED flag in the RECON was on while attempting a recovery of the specified DBD and DDNAME.

Action:
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Make an image copy of the specified DBD and DDNAME before attempting another recovery. This ensures a valid starting
point for the database after a Point-in-Time recovery.

DBOC400E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function”; RETURN CODE=rc. SEE IMS MESSAGES MANUAL

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC.

• function
Identifies the function requested of DBRC.

• rc
Identifies the return code returned by DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

NOTE
For the description of the function and return code, see the IMS Messages and codes manual.

DBOC402W
DATABASE DATASET NOT REGISTERED. NOTIFY=YES WILL BE IGNORED.

Reason:

Target data sets for recovery are not registered in DBRC and keyword NOTIFY=YES was specified.

Action:

Processing continues with a return code of 4.

NOTIFY=YES is ignored and the IC NEEDED flag does not change.

To suppress this message, use data sets that are registered in DBRC or specify NOTIFY=NO.

DBOC500E
THE LIMITS STARTING VALUE IS NOT ALL NUMERIC.

Reason:

The LIMITS keyword was specified for an HDAM database. The starting value is not numeric and it should be.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the value and rerun the job.

DBOC501E
THE LIMITS ENDING VALUE IS NOT ALL NUMERIC.

Reason:

The LIMITS keyword was specified for an HDAM database. The ending value is not numeric and it should be.
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Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the value and rerun the job.

DBOC502E
THE LIMITS STARTING VALUE IS TOO LARGE.

Reason:

The LIMITS keyword was specified for an HDAM database. The starting value is larger than 2,147,483,647.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the value and rerun the job.

DBOC503E
THE LIMITS ENDING VALUE IS TOO LARGE.

Reason:

The LIMITS keyword was specified for an HDAM database. The ending value is larger than 2,147,483,647.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the value and rerun the job.

DBOC504W
THE LIMITS KEYWORD IS VALID FOR HDAM and HIDAM DATABASES ONLY - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

The LIMITS keyword was specified. It is only supported for HIDAM and HDAM databases. The current database is not
HIDAM or HDAM.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Remove the LIMITS keyword and rerun the job.

DBOC600E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS THE VALUE.

Reason:

The LIMITS keyword was specified. There was insufficient virtual storage in the address space to save the values.

Action:
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Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Increase the region size for the step and rerun the job.

DBOC601E
UNABLE TO SAVE VALUE FOR “x”, LIMIT IS “n” VALUES. VALUE = “y”.

Reason:

The keyword “x” is limited in the number of values that can be accepted. The limit “n” was exceeded. The second line of
this message shows the value “y” which could not be saved.

Action:

Processing continues with the next request conditioned on the STOPRC value. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Eliminate the additional values for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the additional
values were important to the results expected.

DBOC603E
A LIMITS VALUE OF AUTO IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The AUTO value of the LIMITS control statement is not supported.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than
12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the AUTO value from LIMITS.

DBOC701W
ONLY ONE VALUE FOR PCBNAME= IS SUPPORTED. DL/I CALLS ON PCB “x” WILL BE PASSED TO IMS.

Reason:

More than one value was specified for the PCBNAME control statement. Only one is supported,

Action:

Processing continues. The DL/I calls for PCB “x” will be passed to IMS. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

No action is required.

DBOC800E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS THE VALUE.

Reason:

There is insufficient virtual storage in the address space to process the value.

Action:
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The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16
and processing continues.

Increase the region size and rerun the job. Rerun the current execution if the keyword was important to the results
expected.

DBOC801E
UNABLE TO SAVE VALUE FOR “x”, LIMIT IS “n” VALUES. VALUE = “y”.

Reason:

The keyword “x” is limited in the number of values that can be accepted. The limit “n” was exceeded. The second line of
this message shows the value “y” which could not be saved.

Action:

The additional value is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues.

Eliminate the additional values for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the additional
values were important to the results expected.

DBOC802W
DUPLICATE VALUE FOR KEYWORD “x” HAS BEEN IGNORED. VALUE = “y”.

Reason:

The same value was specified more than once for the same keyword “x”. Duplicate values serve no purpose. The second
line of this message shows the value “y” which is a duplicate.

Action:

The duplicate value is ignored. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the duplicate value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the
value was important to the results expected.

DBOC803E
THE FILLER LENGTH IS GREATER THAN THE INITIALIZATION LENGTH - STATEMENT IGNORED.

Reason:

The length of the FILL string is greater than the length of the initialization as specified by the LENGTH keyword. The filler
must have a length equal to or less than the length of the initialization.

Action:

The entire INITSEGMENTDATA statement is ignored and processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and processing continues.

Eliminate the entire INITSEGMENTDATA statement or correct the length values for subsequent executions. The current
execution may have to be rerun if the statement was important to the results expected.

DBOC900E
(DFS0747I EQUIVALENT) CHANGE ACCUM DATA SET IS MARKED INCOMPLETE.

Reason:
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The program as detected that the input change accumulation file is incomplete and does not contain all the log data set
changes required to recover the database.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC=value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8 and processing continues.

The process found a change accumulation type '50' or '51' spill record, which indicates the condition. Create a complete
change accumulation file and rerun.

DBOC901E
FAST PATH CHANGE ACCUM RECORD FOUND. CA FP RECORDS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The program as detected that the input change accumulation file has Fast Path database update records.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC=value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8 and processing continues.

If the database being processed is Fast Path DEDB, use the appropriate IMS utility to process the database. If this is not a
DEDB, correct the change accumulation file error and rerun.

DBOC902E
HSSP FAST PATH CHANGE ACCUM RECORD FOUND. CA HSSP FP RECORDS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The program as detected that the input change accumulation file has Fast Path database update records.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC=value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8 and processing continues.

If the database being processed is Fast Path DEDB, use the appropriate IMS utility to process the database. If this is not a
DEDB, correct the change accumulation file error and rerun.

DBOC903E
UNDEFINED CHANGE ACCUM RECORD CODE 'xxxx' FOUND.

Reason:

The program has detected an unknown record type on the change accumulation file with the code 'xxxx'.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC=value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8 and processing continues.

Verify the integrity of the change accumulation file and rerun the job.

DBOC904E
MVS EXPAND ROUTINE CSRCESRV QUERY RC = 'xx'.

Reason:
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The program uses the MVS expand routine to expand change accumulation records.

• xx
Identifies the RC that the routine gave for a QUERY call.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC=value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8 and processing continues.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOC905E
MVS EXPAND ROUTINE CSRCESRV EXPAND RC = 'xx'.

Reason:

The program uses the MVS expand routine to expand change accumulation records.

• xx
Identifies the RC that the routine gave for an EXPAND call.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC=value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8 and processing continues.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOC906E
MVS EXPAND ROUTINE NOT AVAILABLE IN SP ENVIRONMENT.

Reason:

The program uses the MVS expand routine to expand change accumulation records. The program detected that it is being
run in an MVS SP environment but the input change accumulation file has compressed '51' records indicating that the file
was created in an MVS\ESA environment.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC=value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8 and processing continues.

Convert the compressed change accumulation file to uncompressed using the program IDICAEX. Contact CA Support for
assistance.

DBOC907E
CHANGE ACCUM WITH UPDATES BY OLR IS NOT YET SUPPORTED.

Reason:

CA High Performance Recovery for IMS for z/OS does not support change accumulation files that carry online
reorganization (OLR) log updates.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Use IMS recovery utilities to recover the objects.
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DBOD100E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION; RETURN CODE = 'x' - CALL IDI.

Reason:

An error occurred in the DBRC interface when the program attempted to notify DBRC that the incremental image copy
completed.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC=value. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12 and processing continues.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOD101I
DBRC RECON HAS BEEN UPDATED.

Reason:

This is an informational message that says DBRC was successfully notified of the incremental image copy.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

This message is informational only. No action is required.

DBOD103I
DBRC RECON HAS NOT BEEN UPDATED FOR THIS COPY IMAGE COPY. IC1 AND IC2 ARE BOTH ALREADY
VALID.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the DBRC RECON has not been updated for this copy image copy (COPYIC) function
because image copies IC1 and IC2 are still valid.

DBOD104W
DBRC RECON HAS NOT BEEN UPDATED FOR THIS COPY IMAGE COPY. REUSABLE IC INFORMATION IS
INCONSISTENT WITH RECON.

Reason:

The image copy DD is inconsistent with the related reusable image copy information in the RECON data sets.

Action:

Change the image copy data set DD to match the information in the RECON data sets and rerun the job.

DBOD105I
yyyyyy.xxx SUCCESSFULLY ISSUED DONE FOR dbd,ddn TIMESTAMP: timestamp, DSN: dsname

Reason:

Informational message indicating the timestamp of the image copy registered to DBRC for a specific DBD (dbd) and
ddname (ddn).
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• yyyyyy
Identifies the DBRC command, NOTIFY or CHANGE.

• xxx
Identifies the type of image copy, user image copy (UIC) or normal image copy (IC).

• timestamp
Specifies the timestamp in the following form:

DDMMMYYYYhh:mm:ss.t(hmiju)

– DD
Identifies the day of the month.

– MMM
Identifies the month (short month name).

– YYYY
Identifies the year.

– hh
Identifies the hours local time.

– mm
Identifies the minutes local time.

– ss
Identifies the seconds local time.

– t
Identifies the tenth's of a second local time.

– hmiju
(Optional) Identifies microseconds.

DBOD200W
CHANGE ACCUM RECORDS WERE REJECTED BECAUSE THEIR DATE AND TIME WAS BEFORE THE IMAGE
COPY DATE AND TIME.

Reason:

The process found change accumulation database change records whose time stamp was before the image copy creation
time. The records are rejected and no database update was done. See the Change Accumulation File Record Types
Processed report for rejected record counts.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC=value. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 4 and processing continues.

This is an informational message. If this is unexpected, then verify that the correct change accumulation file was input.

DBOD201W
NO RECORDS PROCESSED FROM CHANGE ACCUM FILE 'x'.

Reason:

The process found change accumulation file x had database change records whose time stamp was before the image
copy creation time and rejected all of them or, no database change records were found. See the Change Accumulation
File Record Types Processed report for rejected record counts.

Action:
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Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC=value. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 4 and processing continues.

This is an informational message. If this is unexpected, then verify that the correct change accumulation file was input.

DBOD300E
INTERNAL ERROR - CALL IDI.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred. A change accumulation to image copy file merge error was detected.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC=value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOD301E
CA RECORD SEQUENCE ERROR. RBA\RBN IN ERROR.

Reason:

The change accumulation file is being read. At the end of file, when new blocks are being added to the end of a VSAM or
OSAM HD database, the blocks should be in RBA\RBN sequence. The next block does not have the expected RBA\RBN.

Action:

Processing continues conditioned on the STOPRC=value. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 8 and processing continues.

Validate that the change accumulation file is correct.

DBOD404E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE = x.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred, where x is one of the following:

• 6
No RBA was available for the parent of a dependent child.

• 5
Unable to reposition on the last segment to follow a PCF pointer.

• 4
Unable to reposition on the last segment when ready to follow a PTF pointer.

• 3
A bad return code was received.

• 1
No RBA was available for the parent of a dependent child.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support.
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DBOD405E
SEGMENT dbd1/seg1 AT RBA r1111111 HAS LP dbd2/seg2 RBA r2222222 POINTING TO INVALID SEGMENT
CODE.

Reason:

Logical Pointer (LP) error messages issued for invalid segment code. The return code is 12 (or 4 if
ACCEPTPTRERROR=Y).

The following variables are used in this message description:

• dbd1
Identifies the database being unloaded.

• seg1
Identifies a segment name in DBD1.

• r1111111
Identifies the RBA of SEG1.

• dbd2
Identifies the LP database.

• seg2
Identifies the LP segment name in DBD2.

• r2222222
Identifies the LP RBA error of SEG2.

Action:

Run CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS to identify L-R pointer errors, invalid, or corrupted data.

DBOD406E
SEGMENT dbd1/seg1 AT RBA r1111111 HAS INVALID LP dbd2/seg2 RBA r2222222.

Reason:

Indicates that an invalid logical parent RBA is provided for the segment and DBD. The return code is 12 (or 4 if
ACCEPTPTRERROR=Y).

The following variables are used in this message description:

• dbd1
Identifies the database being unloaded.

• seg1
Identifies a segment name in DBD1.

• r1111111
Identifies the RBA of SEG1.

• dbd2
Identifies the LP database.

• seg2
Identifies the LP segment name in DBD2.

• r2222222
Identifies the LP RBA error of SEG2.

Action:

Run DBA to identify L-R pointer errors, possibly low values or out of bound RBAs.
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DBOD407I
SPECIFY ACCEPTPTRERROR=Y TO DISPLAY ALL LOGICAL PARENT POINTER ERROR MESSAGES.

Reason:

Informational message that indicates that you need to specify ACCEPTPTRERROR=Y to display all logical parent pointer
error messages. The return code is 4.

Action:

Rerun with ACCEPTPTRERROR=Y if needed.

DBOD500E
THE EXEC PGM(x) FUNCTION REQUIRES THAT ONE OR MORE XFLD CONTROL STATEMENTS PRECEDE IT.

Reason:

Program SIUPXBLD or ULPXSCAN was specified in the PGM keyword but no XFLD control statements were found.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Add one or more XFLD control statements and rerun the job.

DBOD501E
MORE THAN ONE PRIMARY DATABASE IS BEING SCANNED IN THIS RUN - THIS IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

Several index DBDs were specified but all of them do not relate to the same primary database. This is not supported by
the product. They must all refer to the same primary database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the index DBD name values and rerun the job.

DBOD503E
ALL OUTDD VALUES MUST BE x FOR THIS EXECUTION.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the OUTDD values are not the same.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Specify the same value for each OUTDD and rerun the job.

DBOD504E
ALL OUTDD VALUES MUST BE UNIQUE FOR THIS EXECUTION.
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Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the OUTDD values for this operation are not unique.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the OUTDD values and rerun the job.

DBOD505E
INDEX DBD x WAS NOT FOUND IN EITHER FILE “IMS” OR “DBDLIB”.

Reason:

An attempt was made to load DBD x. The DBD was not available.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Make the DBD available and rerun the job.

DBOD506E
UNSUPPORTED PGM VALUE SPECIFIED WITH EXEC VERB - “PGM(SIUPXBLD)” AND “PGM(ULPXSCAN)” ARE
ACCEPTABLE.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when a program other than SIUPXBLD or ULPXSCAN is specified in the
PGM statement.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the PGM value and rerun the job.

DBOD700E
ONLINE IMAGE COPY IS NOT SUPPORTED PRIOR TO IMS 3.1.

Reason:

An attempt was made to perform an online image copy on a release of IMS prior to 1.3. This is not supported.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun on a newer version of IMS or change to a batch image copy.

DBOD701E
FLASH" AND "FLASHIC" KEYWORDS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

Reason:
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FLASH=Y and FLASHIC=Y were specified for the same COPY function. These keywords are mutually exclusive and
cannot be specified together. The job terminates with return code 12.

Action:

Specify only one of these options and resubmit the image copy JCL.

Module:

DBOPCSC0

DBOD702W
THE "DETAILREPORT " KEYWORD DOES NOT APPLY TO THIS OPERATION - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

Indicates that an image copy has been run against a database and index where DETAILREPORT is used and VIC=Y is
specified for the index.

Action:

The DETAILREPORT keyword is ignored; however, the image copy completes correctly and the DBA reports on the
database are correct. The return code is set to 0.

DBOD703E
KEYWORD "VIC" INCOMPATIBLE WITH "DBRC=NO or NOTIFY=NO"

Reason:

A virtual image copy must register the image copy to DBRC.

Action:

Specify DBRC=YES, or NOTIFY=YES, or both in the control statement and resubmit the job.

DBOD704E
DATA SET FOR VIRTUAL IMAGE COPY IS NOT CATALOGUED - dsname

Reason:

The alternate virtual image copy data set (dsname) does not exist.

Action:

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Ensure that the virtual image copy data set (dsname) exists and is present in the z/OS catalog or use VIC=NO to not use
virtual image copies. Rerun the job.

DBOD705I
DELETEFLASH=Y" IGNORED WHEN SPECIFIED WITH "FLASHIC=Y". THE FLASH COPY WILL BE RETAINED.

Reason:

The DELETEFLASH=Y and FLASHIC=Y keywords are specified. DELETEFLASH is ignored when specified with
FLASHIC=Y.

Action:
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Processing continues. The DELETEFLASH option is ignored and the resulting flash image copy is registered in DBRC as
a user copy.

DBOD708E
"DBRC=YES" IS REQUIRED FOR "FLASH, AOI, DBR, OR STA" KEYWORDS.

Reason:

DBRC is required for issuing IMS commands.

Action:

Correct the control statements to specify DBRC=YES and resubmit the job.

DBOD710E
IMSID IS REQUIRED WHEN "AOI=Y", "DBRI=Y", "STA=Y", OR "BMPPAUSE=Y" KEYWORDS ARE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The listed keywords require specifying an IMS SSID where the FFOR cycle will be executed.

Action:

Add the IMSID control statement to the syntax and resubmit the job. 

DBOD711E
BMPPAUSE=Y REQUIRES "AOI=Y" OR "DBR=Y" AND "STA=Y" KEYWORDS TO BE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Required keyword AOI=Y or the combination of DBR=Y and STA=Y are missing from the syntax.

Action:

To execute the job with the BMP Pause and Resume facility, add either AOI=Y or the combination of DBR=Y and STA=Y
to the syntax and resubmit the job.

DBOD712E
"COPY1DDNAME" AND "COPY2DDNAME" KEYWORDS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE WITH THE "FLASHIC=YES"
KEYWORD.

Reason:

The COPY1DDNAME or COPY2DDNAME keywords were specified with FLASHIC=YES for the same COPY function.
These keywords are mutually exclusive. Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Action:

Specify only one of the following:

• COPY1DDNAME or COPY2DDNAME keyword
• FLASHIC=YES keyword

Rerun the job.

DBOD713E
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE VALUES OF THE "FLASH" AND "SNAPSHOT" KEYWORDS WERE SPECIFIED.
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Reason:

JCL contains one of the following mutually exclusive combinations of keyword:

• SNAPSHOT=N and FLASH=YES
• SNAPSHOT=P and FLASH=NO
• SNAPSHOT=R and FLASH=NO

Action:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS cannot determine whether to create a temporary snapshot image copy.
Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Use either SNAPSHOT or FLASH keywords to specify whether to create a temporary snapshot image copy and resubmit
the job.

DBOD714E
DBCOPY REQUIRES APF AUTHORIZATION TO CREATE A SNAPSHOT COPY.

Reason:

JCL contains one of the FLASH=YES, FLASHIC=YES, SNAPSHOT=P, or SNAPSHOT=R keywords that require APF
authorization, but the CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS did not run APF authorized. Processing terminates with a
return code of 12.

Action:

Run the CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS APF authorized.

DBOD715E
DUMPTYPE KEYWORD IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR COPYIC WITH DBRC=YES.

Reason:

The DUMPTYPE control statement was specified with DBRC=YES for the copy image copy (COPYIC) function of CA
Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS. This option is not supported.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code does not change.

Specify DBRC=NO for the COPYIC function and resubmit the job.

DBOD716E
THE BMPPAUSE KEYWORD ONLY VALID WITH THE FLASH=Y KEYWORD SPECIFICATION

Reason:

When making batch image copies, BMPPAUSE=YES requires specifying FLASH=YES.

Action:

Remove the BMPPAUSE=YES or add FLASH=YES and rerun the job.

DBOD717E
STA=N NOT ALLOWED WITH BMPPAUSE(Y)
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Reason:

The STA=N keyword is invalid when BMPPAUSE=YES is specified. All paused BMPs must be started to resume the
application processing after they had been /DBR.

Action:

Remove the STA=N keyword and rerun the job.

DBOD718E
THE STKIC, NEWICOPY, IC, AND COPY1DDNAME/COPY2DDNAME KEYWORDS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

Reason:

The listed control statements are mutually exclusive for all copy functions.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the syntax to include only one of the control statements per function and resubmit the job.

DBOD719E
SECONDIC=NO CANNOT BE SPECIFIED IN THE CONTROL STATEMENTS IF FUNCTION ALREADY HAS A
SECOND OUTPUT IC.

Reason:

A second output image copy data set is specified in the JCL for an image copy with SECONDIC=NO.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Remove SECONDIC=NO or the second output image data set from your control statements and resubmit the job.

DBOD720E
SECONDIC=YES CANNOT BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH A SINGLE STKIC VALUE.

Reason:

The SECONDIC control statement cannot be used with the STKIC control statement on the same jobstep.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

To create a dual stacked image copy, remove SECONDIC=YES and specify a second output DD on the STKIC control
statement.

DBOD721E
THE SPECIFIED VALUE FOR ICPREF EXCEEDS THE NUMBER OF ALLOWABLE CHARACTERS(33) IF NOT USED
IN CONJUNCTION WITH ICPREFONLY.

Reason:
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The value that is assigned to the keyword is longer than allowed keyword value in this situation.

Action:

The keyword is ignored. Processing the rest of the statement continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Eliminate the keyword or change the value to the range supported for subsequent executions. If the keyword was
important to the results expected, rerun the current execution.

DBOD800E
KEYWORD “OIC” CAN HAVE A VALUE OF “YES” OR “NO” ONLY.

Reason:

The OIC keyword value can be specified as YES or NO only. An invalid value was specified.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the value and rerun the job.

DBOD801E
KEYWORD “x” CAN NOT HAVE A VALUE.

Reason:

The specified keyword cannot have a value but one was specified.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the value and rerun the job.

DBOD900W
REPORTPTRERROR=NO HAS BEEN IGNORED BECAUSE ACCEPTPTRERROR=NO WAS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when REPORTPTRERROR=NO was specified but
ACCEPTPTRERROR=NO was also specified. The reporting of pointer errors cannot be turned off when pointer errors are
not accepted.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the execution.

DBOD902W
ENHANCED FUNCTION=YES IS REQUIRED WITH COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES.

Reason:
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When specifying COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES, ENHANCED FUNCTION must also =YES or COMPRESSOUTPUT is not
compatible with CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS ToolKit.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after making ENHANCED FUNCTION=NO or by not using COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES.

DBOD903I
COMPRESSION OF OUTPUT WILL NOT BE PERFORMED.

Reason:

DBO did not perform the compression requested. This message is always issued with DBOD902W/DBOD904W.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Review the messages before and after this one for information regarding the execution.

DBOD904W
KEYWORD “COMPRESSOUTPUT” IS NOT SUPPORTED WITH THE “LIMITS” KEYWORD.

Reason:

When specifying COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES, LIMITS must also =NO or COMPRESSOUTPUT is not compatible with CA
Solutions for IMS for z/OS ToolKit.

Action:

Processing continues. No compression takes place. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated DBO return code so far
is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after making LIMITS=NO or by not using COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES.

DBOD905W
KEYWORD “COMPRESSOUTPUT” IS NOT SUPPORTED WITH THE “FILEFORMAT” KEYWORD.

Reason:

When specifying COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES, FILEFORMAT must also =NO or COMPRESSOUTPUT is not compatible
with the products.

Action:

Processing continues. No compression takes place. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated DBO return code so far
is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after making FILEFORMAT=NO or by not using COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES.

DBOE000E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR SDEP WORK AREA.

Reason:

The CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS fails to get storage for the named area.
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Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

DBOE100E
PCB VALUE IS GREATER THAN 255.

Reason:

The PCB (number) parameter was used and the number specified was greater than 255.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

IMS allows a maximum of 255 PCBs in a PSB. Correct the PSB or the PCB number to be used.

DBOE101W
ONLY ONE VALUE FOR PCB= IS SUPPORTED. DL/I CALLS ON PCB “x” WILL BE PASSED TO IMS.

Reason:

More than one value was specified for the PCB control statement. Only one is supported,

Action:

Processing continues. The DL/I calls for PCB “x” will be passed to IMS. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. This message is informational only. No action
is required.

DBOE200W
THE "xxxxx" KEYWORD DOES NOT APPLY TO THIS OPERATION - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

This message indicates that the specified keyword (xxxxx) cannot be applied to the requested function. For example,
when FINDSPACE=FLIPFLOP or SPACEBLOCKCOUNT=10 is specified for a HIDAM database.

Action:

Processing continues and the parameter is ignored. The return code is set to 4.

DBOE206E
A CONCURRENT IMAGE COPY (CIC) REQUIRES THE USE OF DBRC.

Reason:

The CIC keyword was specified with a value of YES but DBRC was not in use. IMS requires the use of DBRC to create a
concurrent image copy.

Action:

Processing continues with the next set of control statements. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code
so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.
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Change the value of the CIC keyword to NO or activate DBRC with the DBRC keyword and rerun the job.

DBOE208A
WHEN MAKING A CONCURRENT OR ONLINE IMAGE COPY OF A KSDS, ENSURE THAT THERE ARE NO
UPDATES DURING THE PROCESS.

Reason:

The CIC or OLIC keyword was specified for a VSAM KSDS. Other subsystems must not update the KSDS during the
copy process or the copy created will be a fuzzy image copy, which cannot be relied upon for successful recovery of the
database.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Make sure there are no concurrent updaters.

DBOE209I
SEGMENT EDIT/COMPRESSION EXITS WILL NOT BE CALLED.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the segment edit/compression exits defined in the DBD will not be
called. This provides optimal performance.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Ensure that there was no need to call the segment edit/compression exits for the requested function.

DBOE210I
SEGMENT EDIT/COMPRESSION EXITS WILL BE CALLED.

PERFORMANCE WILL NOT BE OPTIMAL.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the segment edit/compression exits defined in the DBD will be called.
This does not provide optimal performance. Elapsed time and CPU time will be higher.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Ensure that there was a need to call the segment edit/compression exits for the requested function. Otherwise rerun the
job requesting that the exits not be called.

DBOE212I
SEGMENT EDIT/COMPRESSION EXITS WILL BE CALLED IF REQUIRED BY THE INPUT OR USER EXITS.

Reason:

Informational message indicating CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS calls segment edit or compression routines if
the input is compressed or if segments will be passed to the user exits.
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DBOE214I
The " x " KEYWORD DOES NOT APPLY TO THIS OPERATION - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

The specified keyword “x” is not applicable for the operation being performed and has been ignored.

Action:

Remove the keyword since it is not applicable.This message does not affect the return code.

DBOE215E
AREA= OR DDNAME= MUST BE SPECIFIED WHEN UNLOADING OR RELOADING A DEDB.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS is unloading or
reloading a DEDB and finds that neither the AREA or DDNAME parameters are specified.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

When unloading or reloading a DEDB database, you must specify the area or areas to be processed using the AREA or
DDNAME parameter in the control cards.

DBOE216I
EXPAND=N INVALID IN API MODE. EXPANSION EXITS WILL BE CALLED IF NEEDED.

Reason:

EXPAND=N was specified during an API unload. This specification is not supported because applications expect the data
to be expanded.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required. The data will be expanded, regardless of the EXPAND setting.

DBOE300E
UNABLE TO ACQUIRE STORAGE FOR WORK AREA.

Reason:

Insufficient storage was available for the named work area. The virtual storage for the work area was not acquired.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Increase the REGION JCL parameter value by at least 4 KB and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

DBOE301E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH IMS ENVIRONMENT NEEDED FOR DBRC AND/OR SEGMENT EDIT ROUTINES.

Reason:
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DBRC support has been requested for this execution or the DBD has a segment edit/compression routine defined but the
environment needed to call DBRC or the edit routine could not be established.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the DBDNAME value to refer to the primary database and rerun the job.

DBOE303E
STANDALONE PSEUDO-ULU FAILED TO INITIALISE, R15=rc

Reason:

Initialization of the pseudo-ULU region failed.

Action:

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

See the log for other errors, correct them, and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOE304E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

An internal error has occurred while processing the IMS DMB and associated control blocks.

Action:

The job terminates with the abend code U4030. Report the error with the job output and dump to CA Support.

DBOE800E
CKUPDATE SPECIFICATION IS INCORRECT.

Reason:

CKUPDATE specification is incorrect.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS return
code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Correct the CKUPDATE specification and rerun the
job.

DBOE900E
ONLY VALUE SUPPORTED FOR HDSORT IS NO.

Reason:

NO is the only value that is accepted with the keyword HDSORT. RAP provides the functionality that the user needs for
sorting an unload file.

Action:
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Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than
12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

In DBO, HDSORT control statement is not supported. See RAP Manual and refer to control statements DBDNAME,
RANDOMIZER, #RAPBLOCKS and #RAPS/BLOCK.

DBOF000E
INVALID VALUE FOR OSAMMAX SPECIFIED - ONLY 4 OR 8 CAN BE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The values 4 and 8 are the only values that will be accepted by the keyword OSAMMAX.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than
12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the invalid value, mark 4 or 8 as the specified value and rerun the job.

DBOF100W
UNSUPPORTED VALUE FOR PARALLEL - PARALLEL(NO) SUBSTITUTED.

Reason:

The only specified value for PARALLEL that is acceptable is NO. Any other value is changed to NO and processing
continues.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated IMS Toolkit return code so far is less than 4.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the last control statement or add NO as the value and rerun the job.

DBOF200E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS THE VALUE.

Reason:

Not enough virtual storage was available to execute the requested function.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than
16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Increase virtual memory and rerun the job.

DBOF201E
UNABLE TO SAVE VALUE FOR “POSITIONSEGMENT” LIMIT IS “30”

Reason:

There are too many values specified for the POSITIONSEGMENT control statement, which allows a limit of 30.

Action:
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Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 8.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Reduce the number of values specified for POSITIONSEGMENT and rerun the job.

DBOF202W
DUPLICATE VALUE FOR “POSITIONSEGMENT” HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

The same value has been specified twice and the duplicate value is being ignored.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Remove duplicate value specified.

DBOF300W
ONLY VALUE FOR RMBYTES SUPPORTED IS MINBYTES.

Reason:

The only value supported for the control statement RMBYTES is MINBYTES.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Remove the last control statement or add MINBYTES as the value and rerun the job.

DBOF400E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS VALUE.

Reason:

Not enough virtual storage was available to execute the requested function.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than
16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Increase the virtual storage and rerun the job. Check virtual storage requirements.

DBOF401E
VALUE SPECIFIED FOR KEYWORD “PRIMIND” IS INVALID. MUST BE YES, NO OR ONLY

Reason:

The keyword PRIMIND will only accept the values YES, NO and ONLY.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than
12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Specify a value of “YES,” “NO” or “ONLY,” for this keyword, and rerun the job.
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DBOF500E
MORE THAN 32 SORTWORK DATASETS WERE REQUESTED.

Reason:

The SORTWORK data sets requested exceeded the maximum amount of 32.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than
12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Amend request to 32 or fewer SORTWORK data sets and rerun the job.

DBOF501E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FOR DD SORTWKxx FAILED.

Reason:

DYYNAMIC ALLOCATION failed for the specified SORTWORK data set. See follow-on messages for return code, reason
code, and text unit in error.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 8.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Refer to the authorized Assembler Services Guide and determine why DYNAMIC ALLOCATION could not occur for
SORTWORK DD.

DBOF502I
RETURN CODE = nnnn. REASON CODE = ????.

Reason:

This is a follow-on message to DBOF501E and indicates the return code and reason code for the allocation failure.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

The return code is not affected by this message. Refer to the authorized Assembler Services Guide and determine why
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION could not occur for SORTWORK DD.

DBOF503I
TEXT UNIT IN ERROR = nnnn.

Reason:

This is a follow-on message to DBOF501E and indicates the text unit in error.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

The return code is not affected by this message. Refer to the authorized Assembler Services Guide and determine why
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION could not occur for SORTWORK DD.
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DBOF600W
TRACE VERB NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The TRACE VERB is not supported.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not affected by this message.

For similar functionality, add an IDIDEBUG DD.

DBOF700E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR DYNALLOC. MUST BE YES OR NO.

Reason:

The Value for the keyword DYNALLOC can only be YES or NO.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than
12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the specified value and replace with YES or NO, rerun the job.

DBOF701W
DYNALLOC HAS BEEN CHANGED TO DBALLOC. DFSMDA MEMBERS WILL BE USED.

Reason:

DBO uses the control statement DBALLOC instead of DYNALLOC.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Alerts the user that DBALLOC is in use.

DBOG205E
DATABASE 'XXXXXXXX' MUST BE REGISTERED FOR VIRTUAL IMAGE COPY.

Reason:

Indicates that CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS was attempting to create a virtual image copy of a database, but the
DBD is not registered to DBRC. When VIC=YES is specified, the target database must use and be registered to DBRC.

Action:

Processing ends and the return code is set to 12. Register DBD to DBRC or do not specify VIC=YES.

DBOG206I
HALDB REQUIRES DBRC, DBRC WILL BE USED.

Reason:
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This message notifies you that DBRC=YES is being forced because the processed database is a HALDB.

DBOG500I
DATABASE SEGMENTS ARE BEING UNLOADED COMPRESSED.

Reason:

Indicates the database segments are being unloaded compressed.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

The return code is not changed.

DBOG501I
COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES WILL BE IGNORED.

Reason:

Indicates compressout=yes will be ignored.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

The return code is not changed.

DBOG502I
zIIP option is disabled. The reason is that one of the following control statements was found:

EXPAND=YES, USEREXIT, USEREXITLE or USEREXITEXPAND=YES.

Reason:

USEREXIT, USEREXITLE or USEREXITEXPAND=YES keywords were recognized, or a compressed database is
unloaded using EXPAND=YES option. In these cases the database will be unloaded without utilizing zIIP.

Action:

Processing of the utility continues normally. No action needed.

DBOG600E
THE RANDOMIZER ABENDED.

Reason:

The randomizer defined in the DBD was called and it abended.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the randomizer or the DBD and rerun the job.

DBOG601E
INVALID DATA RETURNED BY THE RANDOMIZER. RETURN CODE = x. RESPONSE = y. MAXIMUM = z.
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Reason:

The randomizer has returned a value outside of the root addressable area or set a nonzero return code.

• x
Identifies the return code passed back from the randomizer in register 15.

• y
Identifies the block and area number returned by the randomizer for a DEDB database.

• z
Identifies the maximum value allowed in the DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the randomizer or the DBD and rerun the job.

DBOG700E
THE RANDOMIZER ABENDED.

Reason:

The randomizer defined in the DBD was called and it abended.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the randomizer or the DBD and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support, because this problem
may be caused by an incorrect interface to the randomizer.

DBOG701E
INVALID DATA RETURNED BY THE RANDOMIZER. RETURN CODE = x. RESPONSE = y. MAXIMUM = z.

Reason:

The randomizer has returned a value outside of the root addressable area or set a nonzero return code.

• x
Identifies the return code passed back from the randomizer in register 15.

• y
Identifies the block and area number returned by the randomizer for an HDAM database.

• z
Identifies the maximum value allowed in the DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the randomizer or the DBD and rerun the job.

DBOG800E
PARTITION HAS ALREADY BEEN PROCESSED - UNLOAD FILE OUT OF SEQUENCE.

Reason:
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The partition returned by the randomizer has already been processed by the Reload function.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

For a full reload of a partitioned DB the unload file must be in ascending partition sequence. RAP can be used to sort the
file into the proper sequence or to ensure that the DBD(s) used to unload/reload the partitioned DB are the same.

DBOG801E
THE RANDOMIZER ABENDED.

Reason:

The randomizer defined in the DBD was called and it abended.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the randomizer or the DBD and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support, because this problem
may be caused by an incorrect interface to the randomizer.

DBOG802E
INVALID DATA RETURNED BY THE RANDOMIZER. RETURN CODE = x. RESPONSE = y. MAXIMUM = z.

Reason:

The randomizer has returned a value outside of the root addressable area or set a nonzero return code.

• x
Identifies the return code passed back from the randomizer in register 15.

• y
Identifies the block and RAP number returned by the randomizer for a partitioned HDAM database or the block and
area number returned by the randomizer for a DEDB database.

• z
Identifies the maximum value allowed in the DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the randomizer or the DBD and rerun the job.

DBOH400I
SWAREQ ERROR, R15=xx - VOLUME LIST IS INCOMPLETE.

Reason:

Informational message indicating an unsuccessful attempt was made to get data set volume information for volumes 6
through X.

DBOH600I
THE SYSIN FILE IS NOT ALLOCATED - NO IMS CONTROL STATEMENTS TO PROCESS.
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Reason:

Informational message indicates IMS control statements are read from SYSIN. The SYSIN DD was not found. Processing
continues.

DBOH601E
UNABLE TO OPEN SYSIN DCB.

Reason:

The program could not open the SYSIN data set.

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the preceding messages and correct the problem.

DBOH603E
THE keywordvalue VALUE IS INVALID.

Reason:

The named keyword value is invalid. The PARTITION or NUMBER value is invalid.

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the value and rerun the job.

DBOH603W
NO KEYWORDS FOUND ON CONTROL CARD STATEMENT.

Reason:

A SYSIN control card was read but no valid keywords were found.

Action:

RC=4 is set and processing continues. Check the SYSIN control card and ensure that the parameters are correct.

DBOH604E
PARTITION= KEYWORD NOT FOUND.

Reason:

If a control card is supplied in SYSIN, the PARTITION keyword should be coded. It is not found.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check the SYSIN control card and insure that the parameters are correct.

DBOH605E
CONTROL CARD ERROR STARTING AT ' '.

Reason:

The SYSIN control card could not be read beginning at the specified column.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check the SYSIN control card, make corrections, and rerun the job.
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DBOH705E
ERROR DURING AUTOINDEXBUILD FOR INDEX xxx CHECK DBOMSGS.

Reason:

During an AUTOINDEXBUILD of a database during a reload, an error was encountered during the INDEXBUILD process.

Action:

Look in DBOMSGs for reason for failure of the INDEXBUILD. Look up that message for reason and action. The return
code is set to 12 if not already at least a 12.

To build the indexes for a RELOAD, run INDEXCREATE after correcting the failure reason. To build the indexes for the
RELOAD phase of an online reorg, rerun the online reorg after correcting the failure.

DBOH801E
INTERNAL ERROR - SEGMENT NAME MISMATCH.

Reason:

This is an internal logic error.

Action:

Processing terminates. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOH802E
ERROR IN IMS PNT/PCT CHAIN.

Reason:

This is an internal logic error.

Action:

Processing terminates. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOH803E
PARTITION NOT FOUND WITH HIGH KEY GREATER THAN KEY “key”.

Reason:

Th high-key values of all partitions are less than the specified key (key). The root segment could not be reloaded because
the partition could not be determined.

• key
Displays first 16 bytes of the key.

Action:

Processing terminates. Ensure that a partition is defined whose high-key value is greater than the highest root key for the
HALDB.

DBOH804E
ERROR IN HALDB PARTITION DYNAMIC DATASET ALLOCATION.

Reason:
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The dynamic allocation of the HALDB data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Increase the region size. Review the preceding error messages and take an appropriate action.

DBOH805E
ERROR IN HALDB PARTITION DATABASE OPEN.

Reason:

A HALDB data set could not be opened.

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the preceding error messages, correct the problem, and rerun the job.

DBOH806E
ERROR IN HALDB PARTITION DSB UPDATER.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Processing terminates. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOH807I
HALDB PARTITION SELECTION COMPLETE, DBD=dbdname, PARTITION=partname.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the named partition in the named HALDB was selected for reload.

DBOH808E
INTERNAL ERROR IN RIIN.

Reason:

This is an internal logic error.

Action:

Processing terminates. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOH809E
ERROR IN DBRC AUTHORIZATION.

Reason:

The attempted to get the DBRC authorization failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the associates messages and any DBRC messages. Take appropriate action.
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DBOH810E
ERROR IN PARTITION SEQUENCE.

Reason:

The root segments were not presented to reload in ascending partition sequence.

Action:

Processing terminates. If the DBD, randomizer, or the Partition Selection Exit has changed, the unloaded segments will
have to sorted before reload. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOH811E
ERROR IN RELOAD WRITER.

Reason:

This is a program logic error.

Action:

Processing terminates. Contact CA Support and report this error and associated error messages.

DBOH812I
PARTITION partition-name IS EMPTY AND WILL BE FORMATTED.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the specified partition (partition-name) is empty and will be formatted.

DBOH814E
GETMAIN FAILED.

Reason:

The CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS fails to get storage.

Action:

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

DBOH816E
PROCESSING OF A HALDB OSAM 8 GIG DATABASE IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS toolkit does not support an 8GB HALDB OSAM database.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

DBOH901E
UNSUPPORTED ACCESS METHOD.
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Reason:

The database type specified in the DBD is not supported.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Verify that the correct DBD was used.

DBOH902I
THE DATABASE TO BE PROCESSED IS x.

Reason:

Informational message indicating processing will be performed for database x, where x is the DBD name.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.

DBOH906I
CHECKPOINTING TERMINATED - A RESTART IS NO LONGER NEEDED SHOULD A FAILURE OCCUR.

Reason:

Informational message indicating processing has proceeded to the point that should a failure occur of any sort from this
point forward, no restart is needed because the new database is complete and in tact.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.

DBOH907I
THE DATABASE HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the function has completed successfully.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.

DBOH913E
DBRC DATABASE AUTHORIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

DBRC was called with a request to authorize the access to the database but the authorization failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. Refer to the messages that precede this one to determine the nature of the problem. The return
code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Follow the action defined for the messages that precede this one and rerun the job.
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DBOH914E
ONLY HIDAM, HDAM AND DEDB DATABASES ARE SUPPORTED.

Reason:

An attempt was made to run against a database type that is not supported.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using a supported database type.

DBOH916E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED - CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

The function currently being executed has abended.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOH921E
ERROR DURING AUTOINDEXBUILD PROCESS

Reason:

An error occurred during the AUTOINDEXBUILD process.

Action:

See associated DBOMSGS file for reason and action to be taken.

DBOH922I
HALDB PARTITION 'x' IS FORMATTED.

Reason:

Informational message indicating during processing, an HALDB partition was identified as not having any segments
reloaded into it but because it had been identified as the target of a reload, the partition was formatted.

DBOH923I
AUTOINDEXCREATE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the INDEXCREATE function was successful.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code does not change.

DBOH924I
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DBOH925E
PROCESSING OF A HALDB OSAM 8 GIG DATABASE IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS toolkit does not support an 8GB HALDB OSAM database.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

DBOI022I

DBOI023E
DDNAME CONTROL STATEMENT IS REQUIRED FOR A COPY IC OF A MULTI-DSG DATABASE.

Reason:

The DDNAME statement was omitted from the jobstep of Copy Image Copy of a multi-DSG database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Specify the DDNAME for each DSG in separate Copy Image Copy functions.

DBOI024E
AREA CONTROL STATEMENT IS REQUIRED FOR A COPY IC OF A MULTI-AREA FAST PATH DATABASE.

Reason:

A Copy Image Copy function was run for a Fast Path database containing multiple areas and no AREA control statement
was specified.

Action:

Specify AREA=areaname and rerun the job.

DBOI025E
COPY IC CURRENTLY SUPPORTS ONLY ONE AREA PER FUNCTION FOR A FAST PATH DATABASE.

Reason:

A Copy Image Copy function was run for a Fast Path database and multiple areas of the database were specified or
AREA=ALL was specified. Copy Image Copy supports only one area per function.

Action:

Specify AREA=areaname and rerun the job.

DBOI105I
CHECKPOINTING INITIALIZED - A RESTART CAN BE PERFORMED IF A FAILURE OCCURS.

Reason:
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Informational message indicating processing has proceeded to the point that should a failure occur of any sort from this
point forward, processing can be restarted by rerunning the job in restart mode.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.

DBOI106I
CHECKPOINTING TERMINATED - A RESTART IS NO LONGER NEEDED SHOULD A FAILURE OCCUR.

Reason:

Informational message indicating processing has proceeded to the point that should a failure occur of any sort from this
point forward, no restart is needed because the new database is complete and in tact.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is unchanged.

DBOI112E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH IMS ENVIRONMENT NEEDED FOR DBRC AND/OR SEGMENT EDIT ROUTINES.

Reason:

DBRC support has been requested for this execution or the DBD has a segment edit/compression routine defined but the
environment needed to call DBRC or the edit routine could not be established.

Action:

Processing terminates. Refer to the messages that precede this one to determine the nature of the problem. The return
code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Follow the action defined for the messages that precede this one.

DBOI114E
ONLY HIDAM, HDAM AND DEDB DATABASES ARE SUPPORTED.

Reason:

An attempt was made to run against a database type that is not supported.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job using a supported database type.

DBOI116E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED - CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An abend has been detected and intercepted. Recovery will be attempted.

Action:

See the ABEND messages that follow, and then contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBOI119E
AUTOINDEXBUILD REQUIRES SPLITOUTPUT SPECIFICATION

Reason:

A keyword of AUTOINDEXBUILD was specified and the additional required keyword of SPLITOUTPUT was not specified.

Action:

Add the keyword SPLITOUTPUT=YES to the control statement and rerun the job.

DBOI122E
ERROR OCCURRED LOADING IIR CONTROLLER “DBOIIRC0”.

Reason:

Indicates an incorrect library concatenation. Processing completes with RC=12.

Action:

To use IIR, the ITK and CA Datacom/AD libraries must be added to the steplib.

DBOI123W
NO SEGMENTS WERE RELOADED.

Reason:

A HALDB database partition was being processed by Reload but no segments were written into it.

Action:

Processing continues and RC=4 is set. This message is informational only. No action is required.

DBOI126I
AUTOINDEXCREATE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED.

Reason:

Informational message indicates the INDEXCREATE function was successful.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code does not change.

DBOI129E
DBORELD1/DFSUINPT DD STATEMENT REQUIRED.

Reason:

The DBORELD1 or DFSUINPT DD statement is missing.

Action:

Correct JCL to provide DBORELD1 or DFSUINPT input file, and resubmit the job.
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DBOI130E
HDSORT AND API MODE ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

Reason:

Reload in API mode and HDSORT are mutually exclusive.

Action:

Correct the control statements, and resubmit the job.

DBOI132E
ALLPARTS=YES IS REQUIRED FOR AUTOINDEXBUILD/SPLITOUTPUT FOR HALDB.

Reason:

You need to specify ALLPARTS=YES when AUTOINDEXBUILD or SPLITOUTPUT is YES for HALDB reload. Processing
completes with RC=12.

Action:

Specify ALLPARTS=YES.

DBOI133E
INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

A fixed point overflow occurred in the calculations for the Compression report for Unload/Reload.

Action:

Processing continues, but the compression report is incomplete. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI134E
RDJFCB FAILED FOR DFSURWF1.

Reason:

Unable to read the file control block for DFSURWF1 - internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI135E
OPEN TYPE=J FAILED FOR DFSURWF1.

Reason:

Unable to modify the JFCB and open DFSURWF1 - internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBOI136E
TERMINATION ERROR OCCURRED. SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGE(S).

Reason:

Error was detected during termination processing.

Action:

Termination processing is continued. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one, correct and rerun the job.

DBOI137I
THE DATA BASE WILL BE FORMATTED.

Reason:

Informational message indicating you attempted to reload a HALDB database from an unload file that contains no
segments and you specified ALLPARTS=YES. This message notifies you that the HALDB database will be formatted
during the RELOAD job step.

DBOI138W
THE DATA BASE WILL NOT BE FORMATTED, BECAUSE "ALLPARTS=YES" WAS NOT SPECIFIED.

Reason:

You attempted to reload a HALDB database from an unload file that contains no segments and you did not specify
ALLPARTS=YES. This message notifies you that the HALDB database will not be formatted during the RELOAD job step.

Action:

If the HALDB database does not need to be formatted, for example it is still formatted or will be formatted in a separate job
step, ignore this message.

If the HALDB database needs to be formatted, rerun the RELOAD job step and specify ALLPARTS=YES.

WARNING
The ALLPARTS control statement can cause data loss. For example, if you have an HALDB database with four
parts (PART1, PART2, PART3, and PART4): PART1 and PART2 are unloaded; the unload file is supplied to
reload; PART1 and PART2 will be reloaded with the data unloaded; PART3 and PART4 will be formatted as
empty (losing all data in PART3 and PART4).

DBOI139I
HALDB REQUIRES DBRC, DBRC WILL BE USED.

Reason:
This message notifies you that DBRC=YES is being forced because the processed database is a HALDB.

DBOI140I
DFSURWF1 PROCESSING SUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the DFSURWF1 file was successfully opened and initialized.
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Action:

Processing continues. The return code does not change.

DBOI141I
DFSURWF1 PROCESSING SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the DFSURWF1 file was successfully closed.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code does not change.

DBOI142E
SEGMENT segname RELOADED TO RBA y WITH SEGMENT CODE z CONTAINED BAD ILK OF HEX
'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx'.

Reason:

The indirect list key (ILK) of the specified segment (segname) contains an invalid value of hex X'FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF' or
X'0000000000000000'.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI1701E
NO DBD/DDN pairs in ITKRRQC.

Reason:

There are no DBDname/DDName pairs in the Recovery Request Queue Change Accumulation table. This is an internal
error.

Action:

Processing terminates. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI1702E
UNABLE TO MATCH DBD dbdname AND DDN ddname in ITKRRQC.

Reason:

Unable to find a matching DBDname/DDNane entry in the Recovery Request Queue Change Accumulation table. This is
an internal error.

Action:

Processing terminates. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI201E
DYNALLOC FAILURE FOR ddname, RC=nnn, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.
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Reason:

Error in dynamic allocation for temporary data set used to pass control information to the Secondary Index Build process.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBOI202E
LINK TO DBO SIB FAILED, RC=rc.

Reason:

Error linking to the Secondary Index Build module.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

See the error messages from the SIB process. Correct the errors and resubmit the job.

DBOI203E
UNABLE TO OPEN ddname DATASET.

Reason:

Error opening the temporary data set used to pass control information to the Secondary Index Build process.

Action:

See the z/OS or OS/390 error messages for open error.

DBOI301E
Error checking if Change Accum required for Recovery.

Reason:

Error returned from module DBORTCA0, which determines if recovery must invoke change accumulation.

Action:

If previous messages do not indicate problems with the DBD, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI302E
GETMAIN error for recovery queue parmlist.

Reason:

Error acquiring storage for recovery queue parmlist.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBOI303E
Storage already obtained for recovery queue.

Reason:

This is an internal error in the software.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI304E
GETMAIN error for recovery queue.

Reason:

Error acquiring storage for recovery queue.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI305E
Recovery queue full.

Reason:

The number of recoveries exceeds the maximum of 100 for a single job step.

Action:

Split out recoveries into multiple steps and resubmit.

DBOI306E
PIT or STR Recovery requires RECOVERTIME keyword specified.

Reason:

Point-in-time recoveries must specify the RECOVERTIME keyword.

Action:

Correct the control statements and resubmit.

DBOI307E
keyword (*) keyword requires DBRC=YES.

Reason:

The DUMP(*), ACCUM(*), and LOG(*) keywords require DBRC=YES.

Action:

Correct the control statements and resubmit.

DBOI308E
DBD/DDN “dbd/ddn” not defined to DBRC.
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Reason:

The database is not defined to DBRC.

Action:

Verify the database name is correct and that it is defined to DBRC.

DBOI309E
TEMPUNIT unitname is an invalid esoteric unit name.

Reason:

The TEMPUNIT keyword specifies a unit name that is not defined to z/OS or OS/390.

Action:

Correct the control statements and resubmit.

DBOI310E
VIO AND SYSALLDA INVALID ESOTERIC UNIT NAMES - MUST SPECIFY TEMPUNIT KEYWORD.

Reason:

VIO and SYSALLDA are not valid esoteric unit names defined to MVS.

Action:

Specify the TEMPUNIT control statement for valid unit name for temporary data sets.

DBOI311E
DSPBLKS specified exceeds maximum number of 4K blocks (524,288).

Reason:

The control statement DSPBLKS exceeds the maximum for dataspaces.

Action:

Modify the DSPBLKS control statement and resubmit the job.

DBOI312I
ADDN(*) ignored when DBRC=NO - default of AREA name will be used.

Reason:

Informational message indicating DBRC is required to obtain all ADDNs for a DEDB area.

Action:

This message is informational only, and the default will be used.

DBOI313I
Specific ADDN(ddname) ignored when recovering multiple DEDB AREAS - default ADDN will be used.

Reason:

Informational message indicating when using an AREA select list to recover multiple DEDB areas, it is invalid to specify a
specific ADDN.
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Action:

This message is informational only, and the default will be used.

DBOI314E
Must specify CAGRP or DBDNAME for recovery.

Reason:

A recovery must specify a CAGRP or DBDNAME control statement.

Action:

Correct the control statements and resubmit.

DBOI316E
RECOVGRP “recovgrp” not defined to DBRC.

Reason:

The specified recovery group is not defined to DBRC.

Action:

Correct the control statements or define to DBRC and resubmit.

DBOI317E
No Group entry for RECOVGRP “recovgrp”.

Reason:

Recovery group not defined to DBRC.

Action:

Correct the control statements or define to DBRC and resubmit.

DBOI318E
RECOVGRP “recovgrp” not flagged as Recovery Group.

Reason:

Indicates an internal error in the DBRC interface.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI319E
No DBD/DDN entries for RECOVGRP “recovgrp”.

Reason:

Indicates an internal error in the DBRC interface.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBOI320E
CONFLICTING KEYWORDS DETECTED. BYPASSCA=YES CAN NOT BE SPECIFIED WITH keyword.

Reason:

At least one of conflicting keywords DUMP(*), ACCUM(*), LOG(*), PSBRECOV, CAUNIT, LOGRDRS, LOGUNIT,
MAXSORT, PIT=YES, STR=YES, or LASTIC was specified with the keyword BYPASSCA=YES.

Action:

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Correct the specified keywords and rerun the job.

DBOI321E
LOG DATASETS CAN NOT BE SPECIFIED WITH KEYWORD BYPASSCA=YES.

Reason:

Log data sets cannot be specified with the keyword BYPASSCA=YES.

Action:

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Specify BYPASSCA=NO or DUMMY log data set and rerun the job.

DBOI322E
IDCAMS(member) not supported.

Reason:

The only IDCAMS keyword value supported is IDCAMS=*.

Action:

Correct the control statement and rerun the job.

DBOI323I
IDCAMS(*) ignored - requires DBALLOC=YES.

Reason:

IDCAMS processing is valid only when the database data sets are dynamically allocated.

To use IDCAMS, specify DBALLOC=YES option.

DBOI324E
PSB recovery requires DBRC=YES.

Reason:

The keyword PSBRECOV was specified without DBRC=YES.

Action:
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The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Specify DBRC=YES and rerun the job.

DBOI325E
Call to ITKPSBD0 failed, RC=rc.

Reason:

The module ITKPSBD0 failed getting a list of DBDs/DDNs.

Action:

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Validate the PSB, and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI326E
No DBD/DDNs returned from call to ITKPSBD0.

Reason:

No DBDs can be added to the Recovery Request (RRQ) for the specified PSB.

Action:

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Validate the PSB, and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI327E
"LASTIC" recovery requires DBRC=YES.

Reason:

The keyword LASTIC=YES was specified without DBRC=YES.

Action:

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Specify DBRC=YES and rerun the job.

DBOI328E
DBRCSSIMASK invalid. Column not specified by "#".

DBOI329E
DBRCSSIMASK invalid. Multiple columns specified.

DBOI331E
"keyword" keyword requires DBRC=YES.
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Reason:

The DBPREFIX and DBAPPEND keywords require DBRC=YES.

Action:

Correct the control statements and resubmit.

Module:

DBOPCSR0

DBOI332E
"AOI, DBR OR STA" keywords require DBRC=YES

Reason:

The AOI, DBR, or STA keywords require DBRC=YES.

Action:

Correct the control statements and resubmit.

DBOI333E
"AOI, DBR, OR STA" keywords require IMSID.

Reason:

The AOI, DBR, or STA keywords require IMSID.

Action:

Correct the control statements and resubmit.

DBOI334E
"STA " keyword requires ACCESS=.

Reason:

The STA keyword requires ACCESS=.

Action:

Correct the control statements and resubmit.

DBOI335I
HALDB REQUIRES DBRC, DBRC WILL BE USED.

Reason:

This message notifies you that DBRC=YES is being forced because the processed database is a HALDB.

DBOI336I
CHANGE ACCUMULATION WILL NOT BE PERFORMED.

Reason:

Informational message indicates change accumulation is not needed and it will be bypassed.
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DBOI337E
CALL TO GET DEFAULT DBRC VALUE FAILED, RC=rc.

Reason:

The module IDIDBRC0 ended with unexpected return code, the DBRC check failed.

Error was detected when attempting to get the default DBRC value.

Action:

Processing ends. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one, correct the error, and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBOI338I
DBRC option "option" is in effect.

Reason:

Informational message identifying the used DBRC option, FORCER or NOFORCER.

DBOI339I
DBD "dbdname" not registered with DBRC.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the named dbdname is not registered in DBRC. DBRC will not be used.

DBOI340E
DBD "dbdname" not registered - Recovery Terminated.

Reason:

The specified database dbdname is not registered in DBRC

Action:

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Specify the dbdname correctly and rerun the job.

DBOI341I
DBRCSSIMASK specification ignored - the parameter is no longer required.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the keyword DBRCSSIMASK is ignored.

DBOI342I
RECON DATASETS ARE UNAVAILABLE: DBRC WILL NOT BE USED.

Reason:
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Informational message indicating the RECON data sets are not available. DBRC will not be used.

DBOI343E
THE RECON DATASETS ARE UNAVAILABLE BUT ARE REQUIRED WHEN "DBRC=YES".

Reason:

The RECON data sets are unavailable. These data sets are required when DBRC=YES.

Action:

Processing ends with RC=12.

Rerun the jobstep with RECONs allocated or available for dynamic allocation.

DBOI344E
IC2 IMAGE COPY REQUIRES DBRC=YES.

Reason:

DUMPTYPE=T specified for IC2 image copy processing and DBRC=YES was not specified.

Action:

Correct the control statements and rerun the job.

DBOI345E
RECOVERTIME=LASTIC IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH LASTIC=NO

Reason:

Incompatible parameters LASTIC=NO and RECOVERTIME=LASTIC were specified in JCL.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

DBOI346E
INVALID DATE/TIME VALUE "date/time" SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Value specified for date/time range is invalid.

Action:

Correct the syntax and resubmit the job.

DBOI401E
ERROR TESTING DBD FOR HALDB.

Reason:

This is an error loading DBD to check for HALDB.

Action:

See the previous error messages to identify the problem.
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DBOI501E
DYNALLOC FAILURE FOR ddname, RC=nnn, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

Error in dynamic allocation for temporary data set used to pass control information to the change accumulation process.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBOI502E
LINK TO DBO SIB FAILED, RC=rc.

Reason:

Error linking to the Secondary Index Build module.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

See the error messages from the SIB process. Correct the errors and resubmit the job.

DBOI503E
UNABLE TO OPEN CHACTRL DATASET.

Reason:

Error opening the temporary data set used to pass control information to the change accumulation process.

Action:

See the z/OS or OS/390 error messages for open error.

DBOI505E
NO RECOVERY REQUEST QUEUE ENTRIES.

Reason:

No recovery entries to process.

Action:

This error is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI506E
GROUP NUMBER INVALID - INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

Invalid internal recovery table information.
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Action:

This error is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI507I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the control statements for invoking change accumulation have been completed.

DBOI508I
CHANGE ACCUMULATION INVOKED FOR RECOVERY.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the change accumulation process has been invoked.

DBOI600E
GETMAIN FOR DATASPACE BUFFER FOR GROUP group FAILED.

Reason:

The GETMAIN macro failed getting a storage for data space buffer for the named group.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Verify, that the CA Common Services component is installed, increase region size and rerun the job. If the error persists,
contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI601E
PAGEFIX FOR DATASPACE BUFFER FOR GROUP group FAILED.

Reason:

The macro PGSER failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

See the log for other errors, correct them, and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI602E
NO DATASPACE PASSED FROM CHANGE ACCUMULATION.

Reason:

No anchor to data space has been passed from Change accumulation modules.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

See the log for other errors, correct them, and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBOI700E
TESTART FAILURE FOR DATASPACE dataspace FOR GROUP group FAILED.

Reason:

The TESTART macro failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

This error is internal, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI900E
FREEMAIN FOR DATASPACE BUFFER FOR GROUP group FAILED.

Reason:

The FREEMAIN macro failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Check the log for other errors, correct them and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOI901E
PAGEFREE FOR DATASPACE BUFFER FOR GROUP group FAILED.

Reason:

The PGSER macro failed freeing storage for the named group.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Check the log for other errors, correct them and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOJ100E
ERROR OCCURRED LOADING IIR INTERFACE - ITKIIRI0

Reason:

Library concatenation is not correct.

Action:

Causes snap and processing completes with RC=16.

Add the ITK and CA Datacom/AD libraries to the STEPLIB and rerun the job.

DBOJ101W
ERROR OCCURRED IN ITKIIRI0 LOADING DBINFPR , RC=rc

Reason:

Library concatenation is not correct.
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• rc
Identifies the return code from the ITK module manager.

Action:

Add the ITK and CA Datacom/AD libraries to the STEPLIB to use the IMS Information Repository (IIR) and resubmit the
job.

DBOJ102E
ERROR OCCURRED IN ITKIIRI0 ON xxxxx OF yyy, DATACOM RC=zz(nnn)

Reason:

Indicates a CA Datacom/AD error.

• xxxxx
Identifies the CA Datacom/AD command that encountered the error.

• yyy
Identifies the table that encountered the error.

• zz
Identifies the return code from CA Datacom/AD

• nnn
Identifies the reason code from CA Datacom/AD.

Action:

Processing completes.

See the CA Datacom/AD Messages and Codes for more information about this failure.

DBOJ103E
ERROR OCCURRED IN IIR INTERFACE.

Reason:

Communication with CA Datacom through the IMS Information Repository (IIR) interface failed. This message is
associated with an ABEND during IIR processing.

The most common problem is that CA Datacom cannot find or access required libraries (CUSLIB or CAxxLOAD).

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=16.

See messages that follow this one for more information. Verify that the CAxxLOAD and CUSLIB libraries are available and
accessible to CA Datacom and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOJ104E
INVALID DATACOM SVC(###) DETECTED.

Reason:

Either SVC ### is not the CA Datacom SVC or it has not been installed.

Action:

Ensure that your options module is valid and that the SVC has been installed.
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DBOJ200I
INVOKING SORT UTILITY FOR ILDS REBUILD.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the installation sort is being invoked for this process.

Action:

Processing continues.

DBOJ201E
THE SORT UTILITY ABENDED. SEE FOLLOWING MESSAGES, SYSOUT AND JESMSG FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

Sort has abended.

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the preceding messages and sort messages. Correct the problem and rerun the job.

DBOJ202E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED - CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

A program abend has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOJ203E
THE SORT UTILITY ENDED WITH RETURN CODE = rc.

Reason:

Sort has ended with the nonzero return code (rc).

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the preceding messages and sort messages. Correct the problem and rerun the job.

DBOJ204E
UNABLE TO LOAD THE SORT UTILITY. SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES AND JESMSG FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

The installation sort cannot be found.

Action:

Processing terminates. The sort library must be in STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list.

DBOJ205I
ILDS REBUILD SORT ENDED SUCCESSFULLY.
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Reason:

Informational message indicating the sort ended successfully.

Action:

Processing continues.

DBOJ400E
AN INTERNAL ERROR HAS OCCURRED.

Reason:

A program logic error has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Review the log for other errors, correct them, and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOJ401I
ILDS “ildsname” SUCCESSFULLY REBUILT.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the named ILDS has been rebuilt.

Action:

Processing continues.

DBOJ402E
ILDS WORK FILE ALLOCATION FAILED.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the ILDSWRK data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Search DBOMSGS and the job system messages (JESYSMSG) for 'ILDSWRK'. Review the ILDSWRK allocation
parameters and, if necessary, override them using the ITKDYN parmlib member.

DBOJ403E
QSAM ERROR IN INTERMEDIATE WORK FILE.

Reason:

Processing the ILDS work data set (ILDSWRK) failed.

Action:

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This error is internal. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBOJ600E
LIST HISTORY FAILED FOR 'xxxxxxxx' - ABORTING.

Reason:

During a DBRC list history, DBRC returned an error.

Action:

See DBRC messages and fix as needed. The return code is set to 12.

DBOJ601E
NO DBD ENTRIES FOR DBD = 'dbd-name'.

Reason:

The specified DBD was not found in the DBRC list.

Action:

The return code is set to 12.

Verify that the DBD is registered to DBRC.

DBOJ602E
NO IMAGE COPY FOR DBD = 'xxxxxxxx'.

Reason:

During DBRC processing, the image copy registered for the specified DBD could not be found.

Action:

The return code is set to 12.

Verify that an image copy is taken before executing this function and that the image copy is registered to DBRC.

DBOJ603E
RDJFCB ERROR FOR DDNAME = ' 'xxxxxxxx.'

Reason:

During RDJFCB execution, an error was returned.

Action:

The return code is set to 12.

See JESMSGS for reason and action.

DBOJ604E
ERROR ALLOCATING DDNAME = 'ddname'.

Reason:

During allocation of the specified DDNAME, an error occurred.

Action:
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The return code is set to 12.

Verify that the specified ddname is correct. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOJ605W
DSNAME IN JCL FOR DDNAME = 'xxxxxxxx' NOT EQUAL TO DBRC DSNAME *** 'xxxxxxxx.'

Reason:

The specified DSN in the JCL does not match the registered DSN in DBRC. If VERIFY=YES is specified or defaulted, we
will abort processing. If VERIFY=NO is specified, we will issue a return code and use the JCL specified value.

Action:

Remove or respecify JCL DSNAME or specify VERIFY=NO. The return code is set to 8 or 4.

DBOJ606E
NO CHANGE ACCUMULATION ENTRIES FOR DBD = 'dbdname'.

Reason:

No change accumulation entries registered for the specified DBD were found during DBRC processing.

Action:

Verify that a change accumulation is taken before executing this function and that the change accumulation is registered
with DBRC.

DBOJ607E
DATA SET NOT CATALOGED.

Reason:

The specified data set is not cataloged and is needed for processing. DBRC also indicated that CATDS was in use.

Action:

The return code is set to 12.

Find the reason for data set not being cataloged and fix it.

DBOJ608E
ESOTERIC OR GENERIC UNITNAME unit IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

The specified unit name is not valid.

Action:

Specify a valid unit name that is defined to the operating system and rerun the job.

DBOJ609E
DSN= ' '

Reason:

This message appears after messages that indicate the actual allocation failure and specifies the affected DSN.
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Action:

The return code is set to 8. See the other messages for valid actions.

DBOJ610I
DBRC OPTION '{CATDS|NOCATDS}' HAS BEEN SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Indicates the DBRC environment that has been specified. The following values are available:

• CATDS
Indicates that logs and other data sets must be cataloged.

• NOCATDS
Indicates that logs and other data sets do not have to be cataloged. Device information will be required for the dynamic
allocation.

DBOJ611E
ICUNIT = 'xxxxxxxx'.

Reason:

Specifies the affected ICUNIT to other messages that identify the actual allocation failure.

Action:

The return code is set to 8. See the other messages for valid actions.

DBOJ700E
THE SORT UTILITY ENDED WITH RETURN CODE = rc.

Reason:

The HALDB index record sort encountered an error.

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the sort messages and associated SIB messages. Determine the cause of the error,
correct it, and rerun the job.

DBOJ701E
UNSUPPORTED DATABASE TYPE - ONLY PHIDAM AND PHDAM DATABASES ARE SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The database type was not a HALDB database type.

Action:

Processing terminates. Ensure that the database is a HALDB, correct the DBD name, and rerun the job.

DBOJ702I
THE DATA FOR THE INDEXES WILL BE EXTRACTED FROM DATABASE “dbdname”.

Reason:
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Informational message indicating the HALDB index data will be extracted from the HALDB with the named master DBD
name.

DBOJ703I
RERUN SPECIFYING “INDEX” IN THE INDEX DBD.

Reason:

An index database DBD was not specified.

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the DBD name of the index database and rerun the job.

DBOJ704I
CHECKPOINTING INITIALIZED - A RESTART CAN BE PERFORMED IF A FAILURE OCCURS.

Reason:

Informational message indicating checkpointing has been initialized.

DBOJ705I
CHECKPOINTING TERMINATED - A RESTART IS NO LONGER NEEDED SHOULD A FAILURE OCCUR.

Reason:

Informational message indicatint the process ended successfully while checkpointing occurred. Checkpointing data can be
deleted.

DBOJ706I
INDEX DATABASE PROCESSING COMPLETE.

Reason:

The SIB process is complete.

Action:

Processing continues to completion. This message is informational only. No action is required.

Module:

DBOHCTL0

DBOJ707I
INVOKING SORT UTILITY.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the installation's sort utility is being invoked for this function.

DBOJ708E
THE SORT UTILITY ABENDED. SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES AND JESMSGLG FOR DETAILS.

Reason:
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An abnormal termination of sort was intercepted.

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the preceding messages and take appropriate action.

DBOJ709E
DBD “name “ IS DEFINED AS AN INDEX DATABASE FOR THE EXTRACT SIDE OF AN INDEXCREATE
OPERATION.

Reason:

The SIB process was given an index database from which it is to extract data.

Action:

Processing terminates. Change the DBD name to the master HALDB DBD and rerun the job.

DBOJ710I
RERUN SPECIFYING THE PRIMARY DBD NAME IN THE DBDNAME= CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

The SIB process was given an index database from which it is to extract data.

Action:

Processing terminates. Change the DBD name to the master HALDB DBD and rerun the job.

DBOJ712E
DBRC DATABASE AUTHORIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

The HALDB database could not be authorized with DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the preceding messages and associated DBRC messages for problem d problem
determination.

DBOJ713E
DBD “dbdname” DOES NOT USE VSAM OR OSAM.

Reason:

An invalid access method is defined for the named DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. Most likely the DBD name is incorrect. Correct the DBD name and rerun the job.

DBOJ714E
DBD “dbdname” IS NOT DEFINED AS AN INDEX DATABASE FOR THE BUILD SIDE OF AN INDEXCREATE
OPERATION.

Reason:
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The named DBD is not an INDEX DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the DBD name and rerun the job.

DBOJ715E
UNABLE TO LOAD THE SORT UTILITY. SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES AND JESMSGLG FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

The sort program could not be loaded and initialized.

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the preceding messages and associated sort messages for problem determination.

DBOJ716I
THE INDEX TO BE BUILT IS “dbdname”.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the index build process is beginning for the named index DBD.

DBOJ717I
EXTRACTION OF INDEX DATA COMPLETE.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the extract of index data from the HALDB database is complete.

DBOJ718E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED - CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

A program abend has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOJ719E
THE DBD IS NOT DEFINED AS AN INDEX DATABASE FOR AN INDEXBUILD OPERATION.

Reason:

The named DBD is not an INDEX DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the DBD name and rerun the job.

DBOJ720I
RERUN SPECIFYING THE INDEX DBD NAME IN THE DBDNAME= CONTROL STATEMENT.
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Reason:

The SIB process was not given an index database.

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the DBD name and rerun the job.

DBOJ721E
HALDB PARTITION SELECTION FAILED.

Reason:

HALDB partition selection failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the preceding messages and take appropriate action.

Module:

DBOHCTL0

DBOJ724E
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR: DBOHCTL0 WAS INVOKED TO PROCESS A NON-HALDB DATABASE: dbdname.

Reason:

A logic error caused this program to be called when it should not be.

Action:

Processing terminates. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOJ725E
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR: DBOHCTL0 WAS INVOKED TO PERFORM A PROCESS OTHER THAN AN
“INDEXCREATE” OR “INDEXBUILD”, FOR DATABASE: dbdname.

Reason:

A logic error caused this program to be called when it should not be.

Action:

Processing terminates. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOJ726E
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR DURING HALDB INITIALIZATION: NEITHER EXTRACT NOR BUILD IS ACTIVE.

Reason:

This is a logic error.

Action:

Processing terminates. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOJ727E
ERROR OCCURRED LOADING IIR CONTROLLER “DBOIIRC0”.
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Reason:

Indicates an incorrect library concatenation. Processing completes with RC=12.

Action:

To use IIR, the ITK and CA Datacom/AD libraries must be added to the steplib.

DBOJ728E
INTERNAL ERROR - PSINDEX DDIR NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The DDIR for the PDINDEX was not found.

Action:

Processing terminates. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOJ747E
WRITE TO SECONDARY INDEX FAILED

Reason:

A VSAM write to a secondary index failed.

Action:

See following messages and VSAM error message for specific failure and action to be taken.

DBOJ760E
PARTITION NOT FOUND WITH HIGH KEY GREATER THAN KEY “key”.

Reason:

Th high-key values of all partitions are less than the specified key (key). The root segment could not be reloaded because
the partition could not be determined.

• key
Displays first 16 bytes of the key.

Action:

Processing terminates. Ensure that a partition is defined whose high-key value is greater than the highest root key for the
HALDB.

DBOJ800E
RELOAD AREA CI SIZE IS SMALLER THAN UNLOAD CI SIZE

Reason:

Indicates that DBO expected a CI size to be the same size or bigger at reload of sdep CI.

Action:

Increase CI size to equal or greater than CI size at the time of unload.
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DBOJ801E
TOTAL NUMBER OF ALLOCATED SDEP CI ??? MUST BE HIGHER THAN ???

Reason:

Indicates that the number of SDEP CIs allocated should be higher than ???

Action:

Allocate a higher number of SDEP CIs.

DBOJ802I
THERE WERE NO SDEP CIs RELOADED

Reason:

No SDEP CIs were reloaded.

Action:

Check if any SDEP on input. If yes, report problem.

DBOJ803E
THERE IS NO SDEP CONTROL RECORD ON INPUT.

Reason:

Required SDEP control data is not available on input.

Action:

Retry unload if possible.

DBOJ804E
THERE ARE NO SDEP INPUT RECORD.

Reason:

Indicates that the input data set is empty.

Action:

Check if input for Reload is empty.

DBOJ805E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR SDEP WORK AREA.

Reason:

The CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS fails to get storage for the named area.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase the region size before rerunning the job.
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DBOJ806E
IMS 9.1 DOES NOT SUPPORT IMS 5.1 CIs

Reason:

DEDB CIs in r5.1 are not supported by IMS 9.1.

Action:

Use a version of IMS that is lower than 9.1 or check the area input data set.

Module:

DBPRSDP0

DBOJ900E
UNABLE TO LOAD DFSAIBLI FROM DFSRESLB

Reason:

An interface program with IMS could not be found.

Action:

Check that the DFSRESLB DD is correct. Rerun the job.

DBOJ901E
ENSURE DFSRESLB IS INCLUDED IN JCL AND RESUBMIT

Reason:

Provides additional information related to message DBOJ900E.

Action:

Check that the DFSRESLB DD is correct. Rerun the job.

DBOJ902S
LOAD MODULE program NOT FOUND.

Reason:

CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS could not initialize for processing because the load module (program) was not
found.

Action:

Verify that a complete CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS library is available in JCL. Correct the JCL and resubmit
the job.

DBOK001W
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION; RETURN CODE = rc.

Reason:

The DBRC request failed with a return code of rc.

Action:
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Processing continues.

See previous error messages and take appropriate action. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOK005W
PROCESSING WILL CONTINUE.

Reason:

This message accompanies DBOK001W.

Action:

Processing continues.

See the message DBOK001W for details.

DBOK100E
DBD “dbdname” WAS NOT FOUND IN EITHER “IMS” OR “DBDLIB”.

Reason:

The DBD name supplied was misspelled, or does not exist in the correct libraries.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

DBOK200E
VALUE SPECIFIED FOR KEYWORD BUILDILDS IS INVALID. IT MUST BE YES, NO OR ONLY.

Reason:

An invalid BUILDILDS value was specified. Valid values are YES, NO, and ONLY.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify a valid BUILDILDS value and rerun the job.

DBOK210E
VALUE SPECIFIED FOR KEYWORD FWDRECOV IS INVALID.  IT MUST BE YES, NO, OR OLR.

Reason:

DBO did not find one of the acceptable values on the FWDRECOV control statement.

Action:

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed. Modify the control statement to use one of the acceptable values for FWDRECOV and resubmit the job.

DBOK300I
ILDS "ilds" IS EMPTY.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the named indirect list data set (ilds) is considered as empty.
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DBOK301E
AN INTERNAL ERROR HAS OCCURRED.

Reason:

The indirect list data set (ILDS) AMP cannot be found.

Action:

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This error is internal, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOK500E
COULD NOT LOAD ITKASEL0.

Reason:

Module ITKASEL0 cannot be loaded.

Action:

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This error is internal, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOK501E
DEDB WORK AREA GETMAIN FAILED.

Reason:

The GETMAIN macro failed getting a storage for the DEDB work area.

Action:

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Verify, that the CA Common Services component is installed, increase region size and rerun the job. If the error persists,
contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOK504E
DEDB AUDIT INFORMATION GETMAIN FAILED.

Reason:

The GETMAIN macro failed getting a storage for DEDB Audit Information Record (DAIR).

Action:

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Verify, that CA Common Services component is installed, increase region size and rerun the job. If the error persists,
contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOK600I
TOTAL DEDB AREA RECORDS DROPPED = x.
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Reason:

This message reports the number of records dropped by reload because they randomized to an area not in the AREA list.
This message is associated with DBO901W.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

The AREA and DDNAME statements control the DEDB areas reloaded. If the named area was not to be reloaded, then
this message is informational only. To reload the area, rerun reload and name the area or any areas to be reloaded in the
AREA statement. Use the same unload file as input.

Module:

DBODAPT0

DBOK601I
TOTAL DEDB AREA SEGMENTS DROPPED = x.

Reason:

This message reports the number of segments dropped by reload because their root randomized to an area not in the
AREA list.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

The AREA and DDNAME statements control the DEDB areas reloaded. If the named area was not to be reloaded, then
this message is informational only. To reload the area, rerun reload and name the area or any areas to be reloaded in the
AREA statement. Use the same unload file as input.

DBOK700E
DEDB AREA NAME=”x” NOT FOUND IN DBD. MISMATCH BETWEEN RECON AND DBD. AREA NAME IS FROM
RECON.

Reason:

Indicates that CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS failed to find the named DEDB area name in the DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

This is an internal error in the software. Contact CA Support for assistance. Have the DBD source and the DBRC listing
for the area available.

DBOK701I
PROCESSING DEDB AREA NAME=”x”.

Reason:

Informational message indicating this is an informational message written when processing begins on the named DEDB
area.
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DBOK702I
DEDB AREA, DD=”x”, DSN=”y”.

Reason:

Informational message indicating this is an informational message written when processing begins on the named DEDB
area. It provides additional information after the DBOK701I message.

DBOK800I
DEDB AREA x SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED.

Reason:

Informational message indicating that unload has successfully processed the named DEDB area.

DBOK900E
RECORD FOUND FOR DEDB AREA “x” WHICH WAS ALREADY PROCESSED, RELOAD IS ENDING.

Reason:

Indicates that reload found that the next record from the unload file randomizes to a DEDB area that was already
processed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

The records in the unload file are not in randomizer sequence, so that a DEDB area was reloaded and closed but, later, a
new record was found that should go into the area already processed. This can occur when the randomizer changes or a
parameter that effects record randomization changes.

Use HDSORT to put the records in the unload file into randomizer sequence.

DBOK901W
RECORD FOUND FOR DEDB AREA “x” WHICH WAS NOT SPECIFIED FOR PROCESSING, RELOAD WILL DROP
RECORDS.

Reason:

Indicates that reload found a record is to be reloaded into the named DEDB area that was not named by the AREA or
DDNAME statements. This and all subsequent records for the named area will be dropped and not reloaded.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

The AREA and DDNAME statements control the DEDB areas reloaded. If you did not want to reload the named area, this
message is only for your information. However, if the area is to be reloaded, rerun reload and name the area or any areas
to be reloaded in the AREA statement. Use the same unload file as input.

DBOK902E
INTERNAL ERROR, TARGET AREA NOT RETURNED BY ASEL.

Reason:
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This is an internal error in the software.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOK903E
ERROR IN DEDB AREA OPEN

Reason:

A DEDB area could not be opened.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

See the messages that precede this one to determine why the DEDB area could not be opened. Review the DBOMSGS
and DBORPTS as well as the z/OS or OS/390 messages to determine the problem. If the problem persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBOK904E
ERROR IN DEDB AREA DSB UPDATER.

Reason:

A program component has failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the DBOMSGS and DBORPTS messages as well as
the z/OS or OS/390 messages to determine the problem.

DBOK905E
INTERNAL ERROR IN RIIN.

Reason:

A program component has failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the DBOMSGS and DBORPTS messages as well as
the MVS messages to determine the problem.

DBOK906E
ERROR IN DBRC AUTHORIZATION.

Reason:

The attempted to get the DBRC authorization failed.
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Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one to determine the reason that DBRC authorization failed. Review the
DBOMSGS and DBORPTS as well as the z/OS messages to determine the problem.

DBOK907E
SDEP=ALL ERROR, AREA DMAN NOT FOUND IN THE DBD.

Reason:

The DBD did not contain the required DMAN.

Action:

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the DBOMSGS and DBORPTS messages as well as
the z/OS or OS/390 messages to determine the problem. Also have available the DBD source and a listing of the RECON
for the DBD.

DBOK908E
INTERNAL ERROR, CALCULATED RBN IS PAST RAP.

Reason:

The calculated RBN is past the end of the RAA.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the DBOMSGS and DBORPTS messages as well as
the z/OS or OS/390 messages to determine the problem. Also have available the DBD source and a listing of the RECON
for the DBD.

Module: DBORDAS0

DBOK909E
DMAC AREA NAME RETURNED BY RANDOMIZER NOT FOUND IN THE DBD.

Reason:

Indicates a disconnect between the randomizer and the DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the DBOMSGS and DBORPTS messages as well
as the MVS messages to determine the problem. Also have available the DBD source and a listing of the RECON for the
DBD.
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DBOK910I
TOTAL DEDB AREA RECORDS DROPPED = x.

Reason:

This message reports the number of records dropped by reload because they randomized to an area not in the AREA list.
This message is associated with DBO901W.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

The AREA and DDNAME statements control the DEDB areas reloaded. If the named area was not to be reloaded, then
this message is informational only. To reload the area, rerun reload and name the area or any areas to be reloaded in the
AREA statement. Use the same unload file as input.

DBOK911I
TOTAL DEDB AREA SEGMENTS DROPPED = x.

Reason:

This message reports the number of segments dropped by reload because their root randomized to an area not in the
AREA list. This message is associated with DBOK901W and DBOK910I.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

The AREA and DDNAME statements control the DEDB areas reloaded. If the named area was not to be reloaded, then
this message is informational only. To reload the area, rerun reload and name the area or any areas to be reloaded in the
AREA statement. Use the same unload file as input.

DBOL000I
DBRC OPTION '{CATDS|NOCATDS}' HAS BEEN SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Indicates the DBRC environment that has been specified. The following values are available:

• CATDS
Indicates that logs and other data sets must be cataloged.

• NOCATDS
Indicates that logs and other data sets do not have to be cataloged. Device information will be required for the dynamic
allocation.

DBOL001E
LIST {CAGRP|DBDSGRP} FAILED FOR "group-name" ... ABORTING.

Reason:

An internal LIST.CAGRP or LIST.DBDSGRP failed for the group specified.

Action:

Processing terminates. Verify that the specified group (CAGRP or DBDSGRP) is correct and that the job is pointed to the
correct DBRC RECONs.
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DBOL002E
NO GROUP ENTRIES FOR CAGRP = group.

Reason:

No DBRC groups found in the specified change accumulation group (CAGRP), or the DBRC DBD is not available.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify another CAGRP and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL003E
COPY CONTROLLER FAILED RC = rc

Reason:

The copy controller failed with the specified return code (rc).

• rc
Identifies the return code. The value of the return code reflects the preceding messages.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the log for other errors, correct them, and rerun the job.

DBOL004E
GETMAIN FOR GROUP TABLE FAILED.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for a virtual group (VGRP) table.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the specified VGRP is correct. Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBOL005E
DYNALLOC FAILED FOR DDN = ddname DSN = dsname.DYNALLOC ERROR CODE = error INFO CODE = info

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the specified data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Look up the dynamic allocation error and info codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the dynamic allocation codes, see the IBM MVS Programming: Authorized
Assembler Services Guide.
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DBOL007E
INVALID UNIT SPECIFIED, "UNIT=unit"

Reason:

Processing of the eligible device table (EDT) failed. The specified unit is not valid.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Specify a valid unit name that is defined to the operating system and rerun the job.

DBOL008E
ERROR LOCATING REUSABLE IMAGE COPY

Reason:

CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS encountered one or more of the DBDSs defined as REUSE when performing a
CAGRP image copy. REUSE requires that INIT.IC commands be performed on the image copy data sets. This error is due
to one of the following:

• The INIT.IC commands have not been issued.
• The data sets do not exist.
• No IC REUSE data set was available with a purge time less than the run time.

Action:

Ensure that IC REUSE data sets are available and rerun the image copy job.

DBOL009E
NO ENTRIES FOR IC REUSE.

Reason:

No image copy (IC) is allocated or all image copies are in error.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Ensure that IC reuse data sets are available and rerun the job.

DBOL00AI
FILE filename DBD = dbdname DDN = ddnname HAS BEEN DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATED. DSN = datasetname

Reason:

This message is informational only.

Action:

No action is required.

DBOL00BE
NO USEABLE ADS FOR DBD = dbdname AREA = areaname.

Reason:
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No Area Data Set was found for the DBD specified.

Action:

Verify that the dbdname is correct and resubmit the job.

DBOL00CE
UNABLE TO GETMAIN ITKTGR WORK AREA.

Reason:

The ITKTGR work area could not be built because no memory was available.

Action:

The region size might be too small. Increase the region size and rerun. If the error persists, contact CA support for
assistance.

DBOL00DE
UNABLE TO GETMAIN TDLE CHAIN.

Reason:

The Tiger Dataset List Entry table could not be built because no memory was available.

Action:

The region size might be too small. Increase the region size and rerun. If the error persists, contact CA support for
assistance.

DBOL00EE
ERROR IN FLASH PREPARE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred in FLASH Image Copy processing.

Action:

Contact CA support for assistance.

DBOL00FE
ERROR IN FLASH EXECUTE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred in FLASH Image Copy processing.

Action:

Contact CA support for assistance.

DBOL010E
ERROR IN FLASH CHECKPOINT.

Reason:

Creating the checkpoint after the FlashCopy execution failed.
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Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the Snapshot General Services messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

DBOL011E
ERROR IN FLASH QUERY.

Reason:

Fetching next data set name (DSN) for a hardware assisted copy (FlashCopy) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the Snapshot General Services messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

DBOL012E
ERROR IN FLASH CLOSE

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to close temporary snapshot copy of a VSAM ESDS data set.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the Snapshot General Services messages and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL014E
ERROR ISSUING IMS "command" COMMAND.

Reason:

An invalid IMS command was specified. Valid commands are: DBR or STA.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Issue an STA or DBR command.

DBOL015E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR VGRP TABLE.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for a virtual group (VGRP) table.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the specified VGRP is correct. Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.
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DBOL016E
ERROR VGRP TABLE FULL.

Reason:

The virtual group (VGRP) table is full. No new entries can be added.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify another VGRP.

DBOL018E
ERROR LOADING PROGRAM ITKCAV00.

Reason:

The program ITKCAV00 could not be loaded.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the ITK messages and documentation, correct the IMS environment, and retry the command. Verify that the CA
Common Services component is installed. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL019E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR ITKCAV PLIST.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for Cave. The initialization of Cave failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the CA Common Services component is installed. Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error
persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL020I
DBC IMAGE COPY WAITING, REPLY GO OR STOP.

Reason:

An invalid combination of keywords for a snapshot and hardware assisted flash image copy (FLASH, FLASHIC,
SNAPSHOT) was specified. The database copy process is waiting for your response. 

Action:

Reply GO or STOP:

• STOP
Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

• GO
Processing continues, the return code does not change.
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DBOL021E
NO AREA DATASET AVAILABLE.

Reason:

No multiple area data set (MADS) was available for a fast-path database or no available area data set (ADS) was
specified in the MADS.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that MADS is valid in DBRC and that your ADSs are available. Verify that correct fast-path database was specified.
Review the log for other errors.

DBOL022E
AREA "area-name" REQUIRES IMS PRE OPEN SETTING.

Reason:

The specified DEDB area (area-name) must be registered as preopen in DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify the preopen status of the area in DBRC.

NOTE
For more information about preopening DEDB areas, see the IBM IMS Database Administration.

DBOIGRP0

DBOL023E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR ddname, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99I=xxxx

Reason:

The CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to allocate a control card data set (ddname) for the execution of an
asynchronous copy function.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.
The return code is set to 8.

This error is internal. Contact CA Support for assistance.

NOTE
For more information about the S99 codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBOL024I
BATCH IMAGE COPY MARKED "CONC.” DBD “dbdname” DDN”ddname” IS “type” WITH “access-intent” INTENT

Reason:

This message indicates that CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS detected that a database to be copied was online
with update intent and has marked the image copy as a concurrent image copy.
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• type
Identifies the job type, BATCH or ONLINE.

• access-intent
Identifies the access intent, UPDATE or EXCLUSIVE.

DBOL028E
NOTIFY FLASHIC FAILED, RC=xxx

Reason:

The DBRC NOTIFY command failed.

Action:

Determine the cause of the failure using any DFS error messages. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

DBOL029E
TIGER QUERY FAILED FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

An error occurred processing the flash image copy.

Action:

Rerun the job.

Module:

DBOIGRP0

DBOL101E
UNABLE TO OPEN DATABASE DATA SET WITH DDNAME XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

Indicates that the specified ddname data set could not be opened.

Action:

Check DSN with indicated DDNAME.

DBOL102I
ADS DDN XXXXXXXX IS OPENED (DSN XXXX....XXXXX ).

Reason:

Informational message indicating that the ADS DDN specified is opened.

DBOL103E
ERROR POINT … WITH DD NAME xxxxxxxx.

Reason:

Indicates an error with the specified ddname.

Action:
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Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL104E
ERROR GET ...WITH DD NAME xxxxxxxx.

Reason:

An error with the specified ddname.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL105I
AREA XXXXXXXX HAS NO SECONDARY ADS. EQES FOUND BUT ERRORS CANNOT BE RESOLVED WITHOUT
SECONDARY ADS.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS is unloading a DEDB and it
finds that there are EQE elements in the DMAC of the area being unloaded, but there is no secondary ADS. Xxxxxxxx is
the name of the area being unloaded.

Action:

This message is informational only. Processing continues and the return code is unchanged.

When unloading a DEDB database, EQE elements found in the DMAC of the area indicate that there have been I/O errors
while processing the area. Unload can use a secondary ADS to process the area when I/O errors occur in the primary
ADS. However, because there is no secondary ADS, processing continues until an I/O error is encountered or processing
completes successfully.

DBOL106I
DDN XXXXXXXX IS UNAVAILABLE (DSN XXXX....XXXX).

Reason:

Informational message indicating that the DDN specified is unavailable.

DBOL201I
START INIT PROCESSING FOR DATABASE XXXXXXXX AREA XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

Informational message indicating that init processing has started for the specified database and area.

DBOL202I
START CONNECT PROCESSING FOR DATABASE XXXXXXXX AREA XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

Informational message indicating that connect processing has started for the specified database and area.

DBOL203E
INCORRECT CI RETURNED BY UOW SERVER. CI RBA xxxxxxxx.
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Reason:

An incorrect CI was returned by a UOW server.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL204E
ERROR IN UOW INIT PROCESSING.

Reason:

An error occurred in UOW init processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL205E
ERROR IN UOW CONNECT PROCESSING.

Reason:

An error occurred in UOW connect processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL206E
ERROR IN UOW DISCONNECT PROCESSING.

Reason:

An error occurred in UOW disconnect processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL207I
DATABASE XXXXXXXX AREA XXXXXXXX IS SUCCESFULLY DISCONNECTED.

Reason:

Indicates that a successful disconnect has completed for the database and area specified.

Action:

No action is required. This message is for information only.

Module:

DBOUOW10

DBOL208E
UNABLE TO READ DMAC.
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Reason:

The system was not able to read DMAC.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL300I
FORMATTING EMPTY DEDB AREAS.

Reason:

Indicates that reload is beginning to format empty DEDB areas.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Reload is controlled by the AREA statement. If an area is in the AREA statement list or the AREA statement default is
taken (AREA=ALL) then any areas for which there were no records in the unload file, the areas are formatted as empty.

If this is your intention then you have succeeded. However, if an area was not to be formatted as empty, you must recover
the area. In the future, make sure that all areas to be reloaded or formatted as empty are in the AREA list. The best
results will be achieved if the AREA lists are the same between unload and reload.

DBOL301I
DEDB AREA PROCESSING COMPLETE.

Reason:

Informational message indicating that CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS has completed processing DEDB areas.

DBOL302E
DBRC DATABASE AUTHORIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

The attempt to request authorization from DBRC has failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one to determine the reason that DBRC authorization failed. If the error is
not apparent, contact CA Support. Provide the DBOMSGS and DBORPTS messages as well as the z/OS or OS/390
messages to determine the problem.

DBOL303E
AN AREA IS MARKED AS PROCESSING BEGUN BUT IS NOT MARKED AS PROCESSING COMPLETED.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the DBOMSGS and DBORPTS messages and the z/OS messages to help
determine the problem.

DBOL401E
ERROR IN EXPANDING SEGMENT.

Reason:

An error occurred while expanding segment.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL402E
INPUT SEGMENT LENGTH IS TOO LONG.

Reason:

Indicates that the input segment length is too long.

Action:

Correct segment length and retry.

DBOL403E
INPUT SEGMENT NAME NOT FOUND IN DBD.

Reason:

Indicates that the input segment name was not found in the DBD.

Action:

Correct segment name and retry.

DBOL416E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED - CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

An abend has been intercepted and cleanup will be attempted.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL501E
DLICOMP PARAMETER MUST BE "EXP" OR "NO".

Reason:

Indicates an error in how the DLICOMP parameter was specified.

Action:
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Correct DLICOMP parameter and retry.

DBOL502E
ERROR OPENING DLICOMP DATASET.

Reason:

Indicates that an error occurred opening the DLICOMP data set.

Action:

Correct DLICOMP input and retry.

DBOL503E
DLICOMP PARAMETER NOT FOUND.

Reason:

Indicates that the DLICOMP parameter was not found.

Action:

Provide DLICOMP parameter and retry.

DBOL504E
FILECTL PARAMETER NOT FOUND.

Reason:

Indicates that the FILECTL parameter was not found.

Action:

Provide FILECTL parameter and retry.

DBOL505E
FILE NUMBER MUST HAVE 1 TO 2 DIGITS.

Reason:

Indicates that the file number was specified incorrectly.

Action:

Correct FILE NUMBER and retry.

DBOL506E
AREA NUMBER MUST HAVE 1 TO 4 DIGITS.

Reason:

Indicates that the area number was specified incorrectly.

Action:

Correct AREA NUMBER and retry.
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DBOL507E
DLICOMP PARAMETER MUST BE "CMP" OR "NO".

Reason:

Indicates that the DLICOMP parameter was specified incorrectly.

Action:

Correct DLICOMP parameter and retry.

DBOL508E
AREA NUMBER IS HIGHER THAN EXPECTED.

Reason:

Indicates that the area number should be changed.

Action:

Correct AREA NUMBER and retry.

DBOL600I
FORMATTING EMPTY PARTITIONS.

Reason:

Program started formatting specified HALDB partitions as empty.

DBOL601I
PARTITION PROCESSING COMPLETE.

Reason:

Informational message indicating all defined HALDB partitions were successfully formatted as empty.

DBOL603E
A PARTITION IS MARKED AS PROCESSING BEGUN BUT IS NOT MARKED AS PROCESSING COMPLETED.

Reason:

Option ALLPARTS=YES is not specified. A HALDB partition is in reload process, but reload is not successfully completed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

This error is internal, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL604E
PARTITION NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The partition chaining table (PCT) of the selected HALDB partition cannot be found.

Action:
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Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

This error is internal, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL605E
ERROR IN HALDB PARTITION DYNAMIC DATASET ALLOCATION.

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the HALDB data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Increase the region size. Review the preceding error messages and take an appropriate action.

DBOL606I
PARTITION partition-name IS EMPTY AND WILL BE FORMATTED.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the specified HALDB partition (partition-name) is empty and will be formatted.

DBOL607E
ERROR IN DBRC AUTHORIZATION.

Reason:

The attempted to get the DBRC authorization failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the log for other errors, correct them, and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL800E
THE RBA IN THE CI SUFFIX IS INCORRECT OR VSAM RETURNED THE WRONG CI.

Reason:

The RBA in the CI suffix is incorrect or VSAM returned the wrong CI.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOL801E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

Indicates that an internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBOL808E
ERROR IN INITIALIZING EMPTY ILDS.

Reason:

Reload of HALDB indirect list data set (ILDS) failed.

An error occurred while formatting HALDB partitions as empty.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the log for other errors, correct them, and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOM000W
Replication of MADS will not be performed.

Reason:

Indicates that because of a previous error condition, the MADS will not be replicated.

Action:

Correct the previously indicated error, and resubmit the job.

DBOM001W
already exists; using the text in existing message.

ADDN(*) invalid when DBRC=NO.

Reason:

The request to replicate all MADS is valid only when DBRC=YES.

Action:

Correct the ADDN control statement to specify the DD names requested for replication. Resubmit the job.

DBOM002W
ADDN(ddname) invalid for multiple DEDB AREAS.

Reason:

When reloading multiple DEDB Areas, specific MADS may not be requested.

Action:

Correct the control statement to specify ADDN=* (all MADS), or omit the control statement. Resubmit the job.

DBOM003W
No MADS for AREA “area”.

Reason:

Request for MADS replication cannot be satisfied. No valid MADS datasets are available for replication.

Action:
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Determine whether valid MADS exist for this DEDB area. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

DBOM004E
READ JFCB FAILED FOR DDNAME “ddname”, RC=xxxx.

Reason:

Unable to determine dataset name for MADS verification.

Action:

Refer to the MVS error code and any messages. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

DBOM005W
DSNAME IN JCL FOR DDNAME “ddname” NOT EQUAL TO DBRC DSNAME ** USING JCL DSN.

Reason:

The MADS dataset name in the override DD statement does not match the dataset name defined to DBRC.

Action:

The dataset override is used for MADS replication, but a warning is issued.

DBOM006W
JCL “dsname” - DBRC “dsname”.

Reason:

The MADS dataset name in the override DD statement does not match the dataset name defined to DBRC.

Action:

This message follows the MADS mismatch warning message, and identifies the dataset names.

DBOM007I
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR DDNAME “ddname”, DSNAME “dsname”, RC=xxxx.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed for the indicated DEDB MADS dataset.

Action:

Verify the reason for the allocation failure. This may be only an informational message. The MADS dataset may be
defined to DBRC, but has not been allocated.

DBOM008I
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed for the preceding named MADS dataset. The MADS dataset may be defined to DBRC, but has
not been allocated.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBOM009I
MADS replication will be bypassed for MADS ADDN “addn”

Reason:

Due to the previously indicated error, the MADS replication will be bypassed for this ddname.

Action:

Verify the reason for the allocation failure.

DBOM010W
No MADS defined to DBRC for AREA “area name”.

Reason:

MADS replication was requested, but there are no MADS defined to DBRC.

Action:

Verify the MADS definition, correct the problem and resubmit job if required.

DBOM011E
Internal error - invalid ARCB MADS chain for AREA “area name”.

Reason:

The program has detected an invalid ARCB control block used for MADS replication.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOM012E
Requested MADS ADDN “addn” not found in ARCB.

Reason:

The ADDN name request for MADS replication was not found.

Action:

Correct the definition of the MADS ADDN and resubmit the job. If this MADS ADDN has been defined correctly, contact
CA Support for assistance.

DBOM013W
No MADS allocated for AREA “area name”.

Reason:
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MADS replication was requested, but there unable to allocate any MADS datasets.

Action:

Verify the MADS definitions, correct the problem and resubmit job if required.

DBOM014E
Error during MADS replicate function for AREA “area name”, RC=xx.

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to replicate the MADS datasets.

Action:

Refer to the previous error messages from module HPRWMAD0 to determine the problem. Correct the problem and
resubmit the job.

DBOM015E
Error during DBRC "SET AVAIL” function for AREA “area name”, RC=xxxx.

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to set the MADS status to “available” in DBRC.

Action:

Refer to the prior DBRC error messages. Resolve the DBRC problem, and set the status as required in DBRC.

DBOM016W
DD statement for MADS ADDN “ddname” not found in JCL.'

Reason:

MADS replication was requested with DBRC=NO, and the MADS DD statement was not provided in the JCL.

Action:

Add the appropriate DD statements to the JCL and resubmit the job.

DBOM017W
DD statement for MADS ADDN “ddname” is DD DUMMY in the JCL.'

Reason:

MADS replication was requested with DBRC=NO, and the MADS DD statement is DD DUMMY in the JCL.

Action:

Correct the DD statement in the JCL and resubmit the job.

DBOM018W
Reload processing for AREA “area name” was not completed successfully.

Reason:

MADS replication was requested for a DEDB Area that did not successfully reload.

Action:
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The MADS replication is bypassed for this Area.

DBOM019I
MADS replication bypassed - Function Return Code = xxxx.

Reason:

MADS replication has been bypassed due to an error in the Reload function.

Action:

Resolve the reload error and resubmit the job.

DBOM020I
DBRC NOTIFY bypassed as requested (NOTIFY=NO).

Reason:

Informational message indicating DBRC notification has been bypassed as requested.

DBOM021W
MADS ADDN "addn" specified for replication same as ADDN reloaded.

Reason:

The MADS ADDN specified for replication cannot be the same as the ADDN that was just reloaded.

Action:

The replication of MADS is bypassed for this reload. Correct the ADDN specification to indicate the correct MADS ADDN,
and rerun the job.

This message is issued with message DBOM000W.

DBOM100E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function” - “command”; RETURN CODE=xxx.

Reason:

An error was received in a DBRC function call.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOM101E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR COMMAND INTERFACE TO DBRC.

Reason:

A GETMAIN failed for storage that was to be used as a command buffer for DBRC.

Action:

Increase the region size and resubmit the job.
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DBOM103E
NO DBRC ERROR MESSAGE FOUND.

Reason:

A DBRC command received an error, but no message was found in the buffer.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOM104E
"message-text"

Reason:

This message provides the description of the DBRC error.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the log for other errors, correct them, and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOM105I
DBRC ADS STATUS FOR AREA(area name ADDN(ddname) SET TO “AVAIL”.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the MADS dataset status has been set to “available” in DBRC.

DBOM200E
THE DDNAME/AREA SPECIFIED WAS NOT FOUND IN THE DBD.

Reason:

Indicates that the specified ddname and area were not found.

Action:

Correct the DDNAME/AREA NAME and retry.

DBOM201I
THE DDNAME= STATEMENT IS NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS DATA BASE TYPE OR MODE - IT HAS BEEN
IGNORED.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the DDNAME statement does not apply to this database type or mode.

DBOM202E
THE DDNAME= STATEMENT WAS NOT SPECIFIED BUT IS REQUIRED FOR OS BATCH MODE.'

Reason:

Indicates that the DDNAME statement was not specified.
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Action:

Provide DDNAME and retry.

DBOM203E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance

DBOM301E
UNABLE TO FIND BOTH SOURCE AND TARGET DATA SET NUMBER IN DBD - SOURCE SEGMENT = xxxxxxxx,
TARGET SEGMENT = yyyyyyyy.

Reason:

The system could not find the source and target data set number in the DBD.

Action:

Check DBD and retry the search.

DBOM302E
UNABLE TO FIND DATA SET NUMBER IN DBD FOR SEGMENT = xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The system could not find the data set number in DBD for the segment specified (xxxxxxxx).

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOM400E
DBD XXXXXXXX WAS NOT FOUND IN EITHER FILE "ACBLIB" OR "IMSACB".

Reason:

Indicates that the specified DBD was not found in the ACBLIB or IMSACB.

Action:

Provide the correct ACBLIB or IMSACB.

DBOM403E
UNABLE TO LOAD RANDOMIZER LOAD MODULE

Reason:

The randomizer load module did not load.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBOM500E
INCORRECT VALUE FOR CONSIST KEYWORD - SPECIFY YES, NO, DBD, GLOBAL, OR GROUP.

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the CONSIST control statement. The following values are available: GROUP, GLOBAL,
DBD, YES, Y, Y, ON, NO, N, OFF, and OF.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify a valid value for the CONSIST control statement and resubmit the job.

DBOM501E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR DDNAME “ddname”, DSNAME “dsname”, RC=rc.

Reason:

Unable to dynamically allocate the data set required to invoke HDSORT.

Action:

Correct the reason for failure, and resubmit the job.

DBOM501I
"CONSIST=GLOBAL" IS IGNORED, "DBD" IS ASSUMED.

Reason:

Informational message indicating that the value GLOBAL that was specified for the CONSIST keyword is ignored.
Processing continues with CONSIST=DBD.

Action:

To suppress this message, specify CONSIST=DBD.

DBOM502E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

This message is issued with DBOM501E to provide the dynamic allocation error and reason codes for the failure.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBOM503E
UNABLE TO OPEN ddname DATA SET.

Reason:
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Open failed for the indicated ddname required to invoke HDSORT.

Action:

Correct the reason for failure, and resubmit the job.

DBOM504E
LINK TO RAP FAILED, RC=xxxx.

Reason:

Failure detected when linking to RAP for HDSORT processing.

Action:

Review the RAPMSGS data set for cause of failure.

DBOM505I
LINK TO HDSORT COMPLETE, RC=xxxx.

Reason:

Informational message indicating successful completion of LINK to HDSORT.

DBOM506E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR “ddname” - SYSOUT=*.

Reason:

Unable to dynamically allocate the data set required to invoke HDSORT.

Action:

Correct the reason for failure, and resubmit the job.

DBOM600E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS THE VALUE.

Reason:

The GETMAIN macro failed when trying to obtain storage for a free space table (FRSP).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

DBOKPFR0

DBOM602E
FBFF AND FSFF ON FREESPACE KEYWORD MUST BE NUMERIC.

Reason:

Invalid values were specified for free block frequency factor (FBFF) or free space frequency factor (FSFF).
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FBFF can be a number from 0 through 100, excluding the number 1.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify valid values and rerun the job.

DBOM700E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS THE VALUE.

Reason:

The GETMAIN macro failed when trying to obtain storage for SGFS.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOM702E
NUMBER OF BYTES ON SEGMENTFREESPACE KEYWORD MUST BE NUMERIC.

Reason:

An invalid size of free space for the segment was specified. The free space value must be numeric (0 through 9) or
numeric with the % sign at the end of the number.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify correct value and rerun the job.

DBOM703E
PERCENTAGE ON SEGMENTFREESPACE KEYWORD MUST HAVE LESS THAN 3 DIGITS.

Reason:

An invalid size of free space for the segment was specified. The percent value for the free space size cannot exceed two
digits.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify a correct value and rerun the job.

See message DBO6205W for details.

DBOM704E
FREE SPACE ON SEGMENTFREESPACE KEYWORD MUST HAVE UP TO 4 DIGITS.

Reason:

An invalid size of free space for the segment was specified. Segment free space size can be a number up to four digits
long.

Action:
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Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify a valid value in decimal form (one- to four-digit number), and rerun the job.

DBOM705E
FREE SPACE ON SEGMENTFREESPACE KEYWORD MUST BE GREATER THAN 3 BYTES.

Reason:

An invalid size of free space for the segment was specified. Segment free space size must be at least 4 bytes.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify segment free space size greater than 3 and rerun the job.

Note: The free space length must be an even value. When you specify a percent value and the resulting free space length
is an odd number, the utility rounds up the final free space length to the next even value.

DBOM801E
DYNALLOC FAILURE FOR ddname, RC= rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

The CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to allocate a control card data set (ddname) for the execution of an
asynchronous copy function.

• rc
Indicates the register 15 return code from the operating system dynamic allocation.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

NOTE
For more information about the S99 codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBOM802E
OPEN FAILURE FOR ddname.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is executing an asynchronous copy function and a data set open fails for the data
set with the specified ddname.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.
The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBOM803E
ATTACH FAILURE, RF=rc.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is executing an asynchronous copy function and the operating system attach of
an asynchronous copy task fails.

• rc
Identifies the register 15 return code from the operating system attach function.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.
The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOM804E
ERROR DURING COPY FOR DATABASE aaaaaaaa , CHECK DBOMSGxx DATASET.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is executing an
asynchronous copy function and a COPY function fails.

• aaaaaaaa
Indicates the DBD name of the database being copied.

• DBOMSGxx
Indicates the name of the messages data set of the failed COPY task.

Action:

All control cards are processed and all COPY tasks are dispatched.

The return code is set to the return code of the failed task if the accumulated return code so far is less than the failed
task's return code. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Review the messages in the named messages data set and correct the problem. Look for the first message that is a W or
E level. It should give the reason for the error. Other messages that follow it may give more information or may be a result
of the first error.

DBOM805E
NUMBER OF COPYS GREATER THAN 99, THE REST WILL BE FLUSHED.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is executing asynchronous
copy functions and the number of asynchronous copy functions in the step exceeds 99.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. No more asynchronous copy tasks are
dispatched and all remaining control cards are flushed.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.
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This is a user error. Do not put more than 99 sets of asynchronous copy control cards into a single job step. Reduce the
number to less than 99 and rerun the job.

DBOM806I
BASED ON AVAILABLE RESOURCES, MAX TASKS IS SET TO xx.

Reason:

This is an informational message written to the messages file when the CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is
executing asynchronous copy functions. At step initialization, the amount of operating system below-the-line storage
resources is checked. Based on this amount of storage, the asynchronous copy function will limit itself to not exceed the
number of asynchronous copy tasks indicated.

The amount of below-the-line storage available varies from installation to installation. It first depends upon how much is
used by the operating system. Next is the constraints placed on the job step by the REGION parameter. To get as much
storage as possible, code REGION=0M.

The maximum number of tasks will not be exceeded even if you code the TASKLIMIT parameter. On the contrary, the
TASKLIMIT parameter can limit the maximum number of tasks even though more could be run at once.

DBOM807E
THIS CODE MUST BE APF-AUTHORIZED.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is executing an
asynchronous copy function and the STEPLIB DD is not APF authorized.

Action:

Processing terminates and all control cards are flushed. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This is a user error. All the libraries concatenated in the STEPLIB must be APF authorized.

DBOM808E
COULD NOT LOAD DBD 'aaaaaaaa'.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file when the CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is executing an
asynchronous copy function and the DBD could not be loaded. aaaaaaaa is the name of the DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates and all control cards are flushed. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This is a user error. The DBD library DD should be the DBDLIB or IMS DD. Make sure the DBD is in the library.

DBOM811E
REGION SIZE aaaaaK IS TOO SMALL. INCREASE IT TO AT LEAST bbbbbK OR SPECIFY REGION=0M.

Reason:

The region size that is specified in the JCL is too small to execute the function.

• aaaaa
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Indicates current region size that is specified in the JCL.
• bbbbb

Indicates minimum region size to execute the function.

Action:

Processing terminates with return code 16. Increase region size to at least the minimum size in the message or specify
REGION=0M.

DBOM812I
DBRC SIGNON SUCCESSFUL, SSID: subsystem-name

Reason:

The function successfully signed on to DBRC.

• subsystem-name
Identifies the DBRC subsystem ID.

Action:

Processing continues.

See the messages file and JOBLOG for additional information.

DBOM813I
DBRC SIGNOFF SUCCESSFUL, SSID: subsystem-name

Reason:

The function successfully signed off from DBRC.

• subsystem-name
Identifies the DBRC subsystem ID.

Action:

Processing continues.

See the messages file and JOBLOG for additional information.

DBOM814E
DBRC SERVER ERROR, SSID = subsystem-name, FUNCTION: function, RETURN CODE: rc

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC.

• subsystem-name
Identifies the DBRC subsystem ID.

• function
Identifies the DBRC error function.

• rc
Identifies the return code from the DBRC function.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code does not change.
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Look up the function and return code in the IBM IMS Messages and Codes. If a user error is not apparent, contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBOM815I
COPY FUNCTION REVERTED TO EXECUTE IN AIC MODE FOR DATABASE: dbname

Reason:

The database image copy function (COPY) was turned into the database asynchronous image copy (ACOPY) due to the
previous run of the ACOPY function.

When stacked COPY and ACOPY statements occur in a single execution of the IMS Toolkit, any COPY functions that
occur after an ACOPY function are converted to run as ACOPY. To avoid this behavior, run the COPY function in a
separate step or before the ACOPY function.

Action:

Processing continues in the ACOPY mode. See the messages file and JOBLOG for information.

DBOM901E
Maximum number of Index DBDs exceeded for IDCAMS processing.

Reason:

The maximum number of index DBDs (32) to be rebuilt using the AUTOINDEXBUILD keyword has been exceeded.

Action:

Run the DBO SIB indexcreate as a separate job to rebuild the indices.

DBOM902E
INDEX DBD "dbdname" NOT FOUND IN EITHER "IMS" OR "DBDLIB".

Reason:

The index DBD named was not found in the IMS or DBDLIB libraries.

Action:

Correct the JCL to point to the correct library containing the index DBD and rerun the job.

DBOM903E
No index DBDs available for IDCAMS processing.

Reason:

No index DBDs are defined for this database.

Action:

Remove the AUTOINDEXBUILD statement and rerun the job.

DBOM904E
Call to IDCAMS Processor failed, RC=xxxx.

Reason:

The IDCAMS processor returned a non-zero return code.
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Action:

Check the AMS control statements in the IDCPRTx output for errors. Correct as required and resubmit the job.

DBON000E
INVALID PARMLIST PASSED FROM CALLER TO IDCAMS PROCESSOR.

Reason:

The IDCAMS processor detected an invalid parameter list passed by DBOCIDC0.

Action:

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBON001E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR "ddname", S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

Unable to dynamically allocate the data set required to invoke IDCAMS.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBON003E
REQUIRED DD STATEMENT MISSING FOR "AMSPDS".

Reason:

A DD statement for AMSPDS must be provided when the IDCAMS keyword is specified.

Action:

Add the AMSPDS DD statement or remove the IDCAMS keyword, and rerun the job.

DBON004E
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME "ddname", RC=xxxx.

Reason:

The open failed for either the AMSPDS or DELPDS data set.

Action:

Correct the open failure and rerun the job.

DBON005E
INPUT "ddname" DATASET NOT DSORG=PO.

Reason:
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The AMSPDS or DELPDS data set is not DSORG=PO.

Action:

Correct the JCL to refer to the correct PDS and rerun the job.

DBON006E
INPUT "ddname" DATASET NOT RECFM=FB.

Reason:

The AMSPDS or DELPDS data set is not RECFM=FB.

Action:

Correct the JCL to refer to the correct PDS and rerun the job.

DBON007E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR "ddname" BUFFERS, RC=xxxx.

Reason:

Unable to get the storage required for I/O buffers.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

DBON009W
IDCAMS MEMBER "member" NOT FOUND IN "AMSPDS" - PROCESSING BYPASSED FOR THIS MEMBER.

Reason:

The member indicated was not found in the AMSPDS library.

Action:

Create the AMS define member in the AMSPDS library and rerun the job.

DBON010I
IDCAMS MEMBER "member" NOT FOUND IN "DELPDS" - DELETE MEMBER OPTIONAL.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the member indicated was not found in the DELPDS library.

DBON011E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR IDCAMS SYSPRINT, DDNAME "ddname", RC=xxxx.

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the SYSPRINT data set required to invoke IDCAMS failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

See the log for related messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.
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DBON012E
LINK TO IDCAMS FAILED, RC=rc.

Reason:

The LINK to IDCAMS returned a non-zero return code.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Review the AMS control statements in the IDCPRTx output for errors. Correct as required and rerun the job.

DBON013I
LINK TO IDCAMS SUCCESSFUL, RC=xxxx.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the LINK to IDCAMS successfully completed.

DBON014I
OPTIONAL DD STATEMENT FOR "DELPDS" OMITTED.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the optional DD statment "DELPDS" has been omitted.

DBON015E
DDNAME "ddname" ALLOCATED - UNABLE TO PERFORM IDCAMS PROCESSING.

Reason:

The indicated ddname is currently allocated which prevents IDCAMS processing.

Action:

Determine if this is a valid condition. Correct the JCL if required and rerun the job.

DBON016I
IDCAMS DELETE/DEFINE PROCESSING COMPLETE, RC=xxxx.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the IDCAMS processing has successfully completed.

DBON100E
TOO MANY VOLSERS FOR IMAGE COPY.

Reason:

The number of volumes that are specified in the sequential file request block (SFBR) for an image copy exceeds the
limits. You can specify up to 16 volume serials (volsers).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.
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Specify less than 17 volsers. Use the VOLSER option.

DBON200E
FILECTL PARAMETER MISSING OR INVALID FOR AREA NUMBER ???.

Reason:

The FILCTL parameter is missing or invalid for the specified area number.

Action:

Verify that the specified area number is covered by FILECTL parameters and that the corresponding DURD???O DD
exists.

DBON300I
DBRC OPTION '{CATDS|NOCATDS}' HAS BEEN SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Indicates the DBRC environment that has been specified. The following values are available:

• CATDS
Indicates that logs and other data sets must be cataloged.

• NOCATDS
Indicates that logs and other data sets do not have to be cataloged. Device information will be required for the dynamic
allocation.

DBON301E
LIST DBD FAILED FOR DBD = "dbdname" ABORTING.

Reason:

A LIST.DBD was attempted for the specified DBD, but no entries were listed in the RECON.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the job points to correct DBRC RECONs and rerun the job.

DBON302E
NO DBD ENTRIES FOR DBD = 'dbd-name'.

Reason:

The specified DBD was not found in the DBRC list.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the DBD is registered to DBRC.

DBON303E
COPY CONTROLLER FAILED RC = rc

Reason:
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The copy controller failed with the specified return code (rc).

• rc
Identifies the return code. The value of the return code reflects the preceding messages.

Action:

See the preceding messages to determine the error.

DBON305E
DYNALLOC FAILED FOR DDN = ddname DSN = dsname.DYNALLOC ERROR CODE = error INFO CODE = info.

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the specified data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Look up the dynamic allocation error and info codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the dynamic allocation codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services
Guide.

DBON307E
INVALID UNIT SPECIFIED, UNIT=unit

Reason:

Processing of the eligible device table (EDT) failed. The specified unit is not valid.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Specify a valid esoteric unit name that is defined to the operating system.

DBON308E
ERROR LOCATING REUSABLE IMAGE COPY

Reason:

CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS encountered one or more of the DBDSs defined as REUSE when performing a
DBD image copy. REUSE requires that INIT.IC commands be performed on the image copy data sets. This error is due to
one of the following:

• The INIT.IC commands have not been issued.
• The data sets do not exist.
• No IC REUSE data set was available with a purge time less than the run time.

Action:

Verify that there are IC REUSE data sets available and rerun the image copy job.

DBON309E
NO ENTRIES FOR IC REUSE.
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Reason:

No image copy (IC) is allocated or all image copies are in error.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Ensure that IC reuse data sets are available and rerun the job.

DBON30CE
COPY1DDNAME SHOULD BE 1 TO 4 CHARACTERS LONG.

Reason:

The name specified in the COPY1DDNAME keyword exceeds the limits of one through four characters of length.
Processing completes with a return code of 12.

Action:

Enter a valid name for the COPY1DDNAME control statement and reflect this value also in your JCL.

DBON30DE
REUSABLE IC dsname IS NOT CATALOGED.

Reason:

The reusable image copy data set is not cataloged when DBRC indicates that it should be.

Action:

Verify that the image copy data set is cataloged.

DBON30FE
ERROR IN FLASH PREPARE.

Reason:

The preparation of Snapshot General Service for execution of a hardware assisted copy (FlashCopy) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. See the log for other messages. Verify that the database resides on a
snapshot-enabled device with enough free space for the database copy. If not, remove the FLASHUNLOAD keyword and
rerun the job with COPYUNLOAD=Y.

To suspend snapshot processing, remove the FLASHUNLOAD and COPYUNLOAD keywords and rerun the job.

DBON310E
ERROR IN FLASH EXECUTE.

Reason:

Execution of a hardware assisted copy (FlashCopy) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See Snapshot General Services messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.
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DBON311E
ERROR IN FLASH CHECKPOINT.

Reason:

Creating the checkpoint after the FlashCopy execution failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the Snapshot General Services messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

DBON312E
ERROR IN FLASH QUERY.

Reason:

Fetching next data set name (DSN) for a hardware assisted copy (FlashCopy) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the Snapshot General Services messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

Module:

DBOICDB0

DBON313E
ERROR IN FLASH CLOSE.

Reason:

Closing a thread or data set of a hardware assisted copy (FlashCopy) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See Snapshot General Services messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBON315E
ERROR ISSUING IMS "command" COMMAND.

Reason:

An invalid IMS command was specified. Valid commands are: DBR or STA.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Issue an STA or DBR command.

DBON316E
ERROR VGRP TABLE FULL.
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Reason:

The virtual group (VGRP) table is full. No new entries can be added.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify another VGRP.

DBON317E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR VGRP TABLE.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for a virtual group (VGRP) table.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the specified VGRP is correct. Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

DBON321E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR ITKCAV PLIST.

Reason:

Unable to obtain work area storage for Cave. The initialization of Cave failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the CA Common Services component is installed. Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error
persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBON322E
NO AREA DATASET AVAILABLE.

Reason:

No multiple area data set (MADS) was available for a fast-path database or no available area data set (ADS) was
specified in the MADS.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that MADS is valid in DBRC and that your ADSs are available. Verify that correct fast-path database was specified.
Review the log for other errors.

DBON324E
AREA "area-name" REQUIRES IMS PRE OPEN SETTING.

Reason:

The status of the requested DEDB area (area-name) was not set correctly.
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Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Set the DEDB area to PREOPEN using the DBRC CHANGE.ADS command and rerun.

NOTE
For more information about setting area status, see the IBM IMS Database Administration.

DBON325E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR "ddname", S99ERROR=error, S99INFO=info.

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the specified ddname (ddname) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBON326I
BATCH IMAGE COPY MARKED "CONC.” DBD “dbdname” DDN”ddname” IS “type” WITH “access-intent” INTENT

Reason:

This message indicates that CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS detected that a database to be copied was online
with update intent and has marked the image copy as a concurrent image copy.

• type
Identifies the job type, BATCH or ONLINE.

• access-intent
Identifies the access intent, UPDATE or EXCLUSIVE.

DBON327E
INITIALIZE ULU REGION FAILED, RC=xxx

Reason:

Unable to create the ULU region required for the DBRC Notify.

Action:

Determine the cause of the failure using any DFS error messages. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

DBON328E
NOTIFY FLASHIC FAILED, RC=xxx

Reason:

The DBRC NOTIFY command failed.

Action:

Determine the cause of the failure using any DFS error messages. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.
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DBON329E
TIGER QUERY FAILED FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

An error occurred processing the flash image copy.

Action:

Rerun the job.

DBON330E
FLASHIC MAY NOT BE USED ON A DBDS THAT HAS THE REUSE ATTRIBUTE SET.

Reason:

Image copy for a DBDS that has the REUSE attribute set was requested with FLASHIC=YES control statement specified.
Flash image copy of DBDS with the REUSE attribute is not supported. Processing completes with a return code of 12.

Action:

Turn off the REUSE attribute for the DBDS or take a standard image copy by specifying FLASHIC=N.

DBON331E
UNABLE TO CHECK REUSE ATTRIBUTE OF DD TO BE COPIED.

Reason:

The request to DBRC to check whether DBDS has REUSE attribute set failed. Processing completes with a return code of
8.

Action:

Follow the action defined for the messages that precede this one.

DBON332E
UNABLE TO GETMAIN REUSABLE IC DATA AREA

Reason:

The required storage for reusable image copy information is not available.

Action:

Increase the amount of storage available for CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS. Rerun the job.

DBON333E
DBDNAME "dbdname" DOES NOT CONTAIN DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:

The database data set (ddname) specified in the control statements could not be found in the database definition
(dbdname).

Action:

Specify correct values in the DBDNAME and DDNAME control statements and rerun the job.
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DBON335E
PROCESSING CATALOG DATABASE WITH BMPPAUSE=YES IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

CA Database Organizer for IMS for z/OS does not support online processing of the IMS Catalog database using functions
that would cause the Catalog to be paused.

Action:

None.

DBON400E
DBD "dbdname" NOT FOUND IN EITHER "IMS" OR "DBDLIB".

Reason:

Loading the DBD (dbdname) from the DDNAME=IMS or DDNAME=DBDLIB failed.

The DBD specified in the control statement was not found in the DBD library specified in the IMS or DBDLIB data set.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Correct the control statement or the IMS or DBDLIB DD statement, and rerun the job.

DBON402E
UNSUPPORTED DATABASE TYPE X"type", FOR DBD/DDN "dbd/ddn".

Reason:

This error occur, when specified database is not HDAM/OSAM, HIDAM/OSAM, HDAM/VSAM, HIDAM/VSAM, HISAM/
VSAM, SHISAM, INDEX VSAM nor DEDB

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Verify that the DBD and DBDLIB are valid. Note that some DBDs are not downward compatible.

DBON405E
UNABLE TO DELETE DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

Deleting the main DBD and the HIDAM index DBD (if exists) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

See the log for related messages and correct the errors. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBON406E
DDNAME "ddname" NOT FOUND IN DBD "dbdname".

Reason:
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The specified ddname is not included in the DBRC record for the DBD (dbdname).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Correct the ddname and dbdname specification. If this database is partitioned, the dbdname must be the name of the
partition.

DBON407E
NO DDNAMES FOR DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

The utility could not retrieve the requested ddname entries from DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Specify correct DBD and the DBDLIB. Be aware of back-level problems.

DBON408E
GETMAIN error for DDN table - DBD "dbdname".

Reason:A GETMAIN request failed.Action:Increase the region size and resubmit the job. See the log for related messages
and correct the problem. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBON409E
*ALL DDN NOT SUPPORTED FOR HALDB, DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

DBD=*ALL statement is not supported for HALDB.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Change the DBD control statement to specify particular ddnames and rerun the job.

DBON411E
FREEMAIN error for DDN table - DBD "dbd".

Reason:

The FREEMAIN macro failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

See the log for related messages and correct the problems. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBON412I
HALDB REQUIRES DBRC, DBRC WILL BE USED.

Reason:
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This message notifies you that DBRC=YES is being forced because the processed database is a HALDB.

DBON501E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR SEGMENT WORK AREA.

Reason:

The GETMAIN macro failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Rerun the job with a larger region size. See the log for related messages and correct the problem. If the problem persists,
contact CA Support for assistance.

DBON502E
FREEMAIN FAILED FOR SEGMENT WORK AREA.

Reason:

The FREEMAIN macro failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

See the log for related messages. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBON601E
NON-NUMERIC SCAN/SPACEBLOCKCOUNT VALUE.

Reason:

User specified non-numeric SCAN/SPACEBLOCKCOUNT value.

Action:

Correct the control statement value and resubmit the job.

DBON602E
SCAN/SPACEBLOCKCOUNT EXCEEDS MAXIMUM DIGITS (8).

Reason:

User specified SCAN/SPACEBLOCKCOUNT value greater than 8 numeric digits.

Action:

Correct the control statement value and resubmit the job.

DBON603I
SCAN/SPACEBLOCKCOUNT SET TO MAXIMUM 32760.

Reason:

User specified SCAN/SPACEBLOCKCOUNT value greater than 32760.

Action:
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Value is set to maximum of 32760, and an informational message is issued.

DBON604E
INVALID SCAN/SPACEBLOCKCOUNT SYNTAX.

Reason:

User specified invalid syntax for SCAN/SPACEBLOCKCOUNT keyword.

Action:

See the SCAN/SPACEBLOCKCOUNT control statement syntax in the documentation. Correct the control statement and
resubmit the job.

DBON605E
SCAN/SPACEBLOCKCOUNT MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO.

Reason:

User specified a value of “0” for SCAN/SPACEBLOCKCOUNT keyword.

Action:

Correct the control statement value and resubmit the job.

DBON700E
DATABASE OPEN FAILURE; DD=ddname.

Reason:

If EXCPIO=YES was specified, then opening the specified database (ddname) with EXCP failed.

If EXCPIO=YES was not specified, then opening a VSAM or BSAM DCB or obtaining the extent information from them
failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Specify a correct database ddname and rerun the job.

DBON701E
DATASPACES EXHAUSTED.

Reason:

The system rejected the allocation of an additional data space.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

If the system was busy or short on real memory or auxiliary storage, this situation can be temporary. Resubmit the job
when the system is less busy.

If system options do not allow many data spaces to be allocated, change the BUFFEREDDSG option to specify fewer
data set groups to buffer.
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DBON702E
REQUESTED RBA NOT FOUND, RBA=rba, DSG=dsg.

Reason:

The data space control block (DSPCB) is not initialized or the requested relative byte address (RBA) is outside the
DSPCB bounds that are set for all data spaces in the specified data set group (DSG).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Specify another DSG, see the log for other errors, and rerun the job.

DBON703E
GET FAILURE, R15=xxx, RPLFDBWD=yyyyyyyy.

Reason:

Reading a VSAM failed with the specified return code (xxx).

• yyyyyyyy
Identifies the RPL feedback word (RPLFDBWD).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

NOTE
For a description of the fields within the RPL feedback word, see the DFSMS/MVS Macro Instructions for Data
Sets.

DBON704I
DATA SPACE|HIPERSPACE TRIMMED TO X'xxxxxxxx'.

Reason:

After a load of whole data set group, the unused end of data space or hiperspace was trimmed. This message indicates
the new size (X'xxxxxxxx') in hexadecimal format.

DBON705I
THE OVERFLOW AREA OF THE DATABASE IS EMPTY.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the HDAM database being processed does not have an overflow area to be buffered for
unload processing.

DBON706E
HSPSERV xxxxxx ERROR, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Moving record to a data space or from a data space to buffer failed.
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Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

See the log for related messages and correct the errors. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBON708E
EOV ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddname RETURN CODE=nnnn.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of an EOV Macro.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.. Provide the DBODEBUG data set with the documentation. If CA Support requests
you to recreate the issue, include a DBOCTRL keyword specifying TRACEMODULE=YES and TRACEPOINTS=(90).

To circumvent the problem, remove BUFFEREDDSG=dsgname keyword parm from the pppCNTL data set. Rerun the job.

Module:

DBOHUMP0

DBON709E
DCBDEBA IN DCB CONTAINS ZEROS FOR DD=ddname.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of an OPEN or EOV macro. The pointer to the DEB from the DCB (DEBDEBA)
contains zeros.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the DBODEBUG data set with the documentation. If CA Support requests you
to recreate the issue, include a DBOCTRL keyword specifying TRACEMODULE=YES and TRACEPOINTS=(90).

To circumvent the problem, remove BUFFEREDDSG=dsgname keyword parm from the pppCNTL data set. Rerun the job.

DBON710E
DEBUCBA IN DCB CONTAINS ZEROS FOR DD=ddname.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of an OPEN or EOV macro. The pointer to the UCB from the DEB (DEBUCBA)
contains zeros.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide DBODEBUG data set with the documentation. If CA Support requests you to
recreate the issue, include a DBOCTRL keyword specifying TRACEMODULE=YES and TRACEPOINTS=(90).

To circumvent the problem, remove BUFFEREDDSG=dsgname keyword parm from the pppCNTL data set. Rerun the job.

DBON711E
EOV ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddname VOLSER=volser.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of an EOV Macro.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the DBODEBUG data set with the documentation. If CA Support requests you
to recreate the issue, include a DBOCTRL keyword specifying TRACEMODULE=YES and TRACEPOINTS=(90).

To circumvent the problem, remove BUFFEREDDSG=dsgname keyword parm from the pppCNTL data set. Rerun the job.

DBON712E
OBTAIN CAMLST FAILURE OCCURRED FOR DD=ddname VOLSER=volser RETURN CODE=nnn.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of an OBTAIN Macro. The following are possible OBTAIN return codes (nnn):

• 00
Indicates successful completion of the OBTAIN routine.

• 04
Indicates that the required volume was not mounted.

• 08
Indicates that the format-1 DSCB was not found in the VTOC facility.

• 12
Indicates that either a permanent I/O error was encountered, or an invalid format-1 DSCB was found when processing
the specified volume, or an unexpected error return code was received from CVAF (common VTOC access facility).

• 16
Indicates an invalid work area pointer.

Action:

Contact CA Support and provide the DBODEBUG data set with the documentation. If CA Support requests you to
recreate the issue, include a DBOCTRL keyword specifying TRACEMODULE=YES and TRACEPOINTS=(90).

To circumvent the problem, remove BUFFEREDDSG=dsgname keyword parm from the pppCNTL data set and rerun the
job.

DBON713E
MORE THAN 255 VOLUMES WERE DETECTED FOR DD=ddname LAST VOLSER=volser CALCULATED
VOLS=vol# JFCBNVOL=nnn'.

Reason:

Internal EOV error. More than 255 volumes have been processed.

• volser
Identifies the current volume serial number.

• vol#
Identifies the number of volumes that have been processed.

• nnn
Identifies the number of volumes in the JFCB.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide DBODEBUG data set with the documentation. If CA Support requests you to
recreate the issue, include a DBOCTRL keyword specifying TRACEMODULE=YES and TRACEPOINTS=(90).

To circumvent the problem, remove BUFFEREDDSG=dsgname keyword parm from the pppCNTL data set. Rerun the job.
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DBON714E
LARGE FORMAT DATASET DETECTED FOR DD=ddn BUT IS NOT SUPPORTED BY THE LEVEL OF THE
OPERATING SYSTEM.

Reason:

The data set ddn is a Large Format data set. Data set has been defined with DSNTYPE=LARGE.

Action:

Rerun the job on z/OS 1.7 or higher. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBON715E
SEQUENTIAL DATASETS ON EAV VOLUMES ARE NOT CURRENTLY SUPPORTED. DD=ddn, DSN=dsn,
VOL=volser

Reason:

Sequential data sets on an Extended Address Volume (EAV) in the cylinder-managed space are not currently supported.

Action:

Move the sequential data set to a non-EAV.

DBON716E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE IN AMOUNT OF X’length’. RETURN CODE R15=X’return_code’

Reason:

The STORAGE OBTAIN service failed. The utility was not able to allocate the requested amount of storage. Processing of
the utility terminates.

Action:

Increase the region size and resubmit the job.

Also consider turning off performance options for buffering data sets. To turn off performance options, set
AUTOBUFFEREDDSG=NO and remove any BUFFEREDDSG from DBOCTRL control statements. Then resubmit the job.

DBON800E
Invalid number specified for BUFFEREDDSG. Must be 1-10.

Reason:

The value specified for BUFFEREDDSG is outside of the allowable range of numbers from 1 through 10.

Action:

Specify a value within the allowable range and resubmit the job.

DBON801E
BUFFEREDDSG accepts either a single DDNAME or multiple integers ranging 1-10.

Reason:

Multiple DDNAMES or a combination of a DDNAME and numeric values from 1 through 10 were specified in the
BUFFEREDDSG keyword.
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Action:

Specify either a single DDNAME or one or more integers from 1 through 10.

 

DBON900W
ERROR IN FLASH CLOSE

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to close temporary snapshot copy of a VSAM ESDS data set.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. See Snapshot General Services messages. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBON901W
ERROR IN FLASH FREE CHECKPOINT

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to free checkpoint buffer of the temporary snapshot copy of a VSAM ESDS
data set.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. See Snapshot General Services messages. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBON902W
DE-ALLOC FAILED FOR DDN=ddname

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to deallocate the dynamically allocated temporary snapshot copy of
a VSAM ESDS data set.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. See Snapshot General Services messages. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBON910W
ERROR IN FLASH CLOSE

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to close temporary snapshot copy of an OSAM data set.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. See Snapshot General Services messages. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBON911W
ERROR IN FLASH FREE CHECKPOINT

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to free checkpoint buffer of the temporary snapshot copy of an OSAM data
set.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. See Snapshot General Services messages. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBON912W
DE-ALLOC FAILED FOR DDN=ddname

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to deallocate the dynamically allocated temporary snapshot copy of
an OSAM data set.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.
See Snapshot General Services messages. For assistance, contact CA Support at http://ca.com/support.

Module:

DBOUCLO0

DBON920W
ERROR IN FLASH CLOSE

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to close temporary snapshot copy of a VSAM KSDS data set.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. See Snapshot General Services messages. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBON921W
ERROR IN FLASH FREE CHECKPOINT

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to free checkpoint buffer of the temporary snapshot copy of a VSAM KSDS
data set.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. See Snapshot General Services messages. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBON922W
DE-ALLOC FAILED FOR DDN=ddname

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to deallocate the dynamically allocated temporary snapshot copy of
a VSAM KSDS data set.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. See Snapshot General Services messages. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO000E
GETMAIN OF WORKING STORAGE FAILED WITH RETURN CODE = rc.

Reason:

The GETMAIN macro failed with the specified return code.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the log for related messages. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO001E
GET PARTITION dbd REORG NUMBER FAILED WITH RETURN CODE = rc SUBCODE s. CALL CA TECHNICAL
SUPPORT.

Reason:

An error occurred when extracting reorganization numbers of all partitions from a HALDB.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO002W
FREEMAIN OF WORKING STORAGE FAILED WITH RETURN CODE = rc.

Reason:

The FREEMAIN macro failed with the specified return code.

Action:

Processing continues with a return code of 4.

See the log for related messages. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO101E
DYNALLOC FAILURE FOR ddname, RC= rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

The CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to allocate a control card data set (ddname) for the execution of an
asynchronous copy function.
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• rc
Indicates the register 15 return code from the operating system dynamic allocation.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

NOTE
For more information about the S99 codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBOO102E
OPEN FAILURE FOR ddname.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is executing an asynchronous copy function and a data set open fails for the data
set with the specified ddname.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.
The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO103E
ATTACH FAILURE, RF=rc.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is executing an asynchronous copy function and the operating system attach of
an asynchronous copy task fails.

• rc
Identifies the register 15 return code from the operating system attach function.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.
The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO201E
DYNALLOC FAILURE FOR ddname, RC= rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

The CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to allocate a control card data set (ddname) for the execution of an
asynchronous copy function.

• rc
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Indicates the register 15 return code from the operating system dynamic allocation.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

NOTE
For more information about the S99 codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBOO202E
OPEN FAILURE FOR ddname.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is executing an asynchronous copy function and a data set open fails for the data
set with the specified ddname.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.
The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO203E
ATTACH FAILURE, RF=rc.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is executing an asynchronous copy function and the operating system attach of
an asynchronous copy task fails.

• rc
Identifies the register 15 return code from the operating system attach function.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.
The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO204E
TOKEN REQUEST FAILED, RC=rc

Reason:

A request for a data space token was unsuccessful. Return code (rc) is set to 12.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBOO205E
RECOVERY OF IC FAILED, RC=rc. PLEASE SEE DBOMSGS* FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

The recovery step for UNLOADIC failed. Return code (rc) is set to 12.

Action:

See the DBOMSGS* output messages for error details.

DBOO206E
UNABLE TO CREATE DATA SPACE FOR ddname DSPSERV

RETURN CODE = rc REASON CODE = rsn DATASPACE BLOCKS = xxxxxxxx.

Reason:

The creation of the data space failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

See the return code and reason code to determine the reason for the failure.

DBOO207E
ALET REQUEST FAILED, RC= xx.

Reason:

An Access List Entry Token (ALET) request failed during data space processing.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO208I
USE DSPBLKS KEYWORD TO ADJUST THE NUMBER OF 4KDATASPACE BLOCKS.

Reason:

A data space storage problem occurred.

Action:

Use the DSPBLKS control statement to increase or decrease the number of data space blocks.

DBOO301E
DYNALLOC FAILURE FOR ddname, RC= rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

The CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to allocate a control card data set (ddname) for the execution of an
asynchronous copy function.

• rc
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Indicates the register 15 return code from the operating system dynamic allocation.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

NOTE
For more information about the S99 codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBOO302E
OPEN FAILURE FOR ddname.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is executing an asynchronous copy function and a data set open fails for the data
set with the specified ddname.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.
The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO303E
ATTACH FAILURE, RF=rc.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is executing an asynchronous copy function and the operating system attach of
an asynchronous copy task fails.

• rc
Identifies the register 15 return code from the operating system attach function.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.
The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

DBOO401E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE="code" WAS DETECTED. CALLING MODULE="module-name".

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.
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See the log for other errors. Correct them and rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109). Contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

DBOO402E
AN INVALID POINTER TO @BSP PARMS OR POINTER IN @BSP PARMS WAS DETECTED. CALLING
MODULE="module-name".

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the log for other errors. Correct them and rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109). Contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

DBOO403E
MODULE "ITKBSM00" COULD NOT BE LOADED. CHECK STEPLIB AND/OR REGION SIZE. RETURN
CODE=X'rtnc', REASON CODE=X'rsnc', CALLING MODULE=module-name.

Reason:

Most likely the region size is too small or module could not be located in the STEPLIB.

Action:

Specify a larger region size if the region size is too small. Determine why ITKBSM00 is not in the STEPLIB. Rerun the job
with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

NOTE
For the explanation of the return code and reason code, see the z/OS: MVS Systems Code.

DBOO404E
UNABLE TO ISSUE ITKBSAM OPEN FOR DD=ddn. CALLING MODULE=module-name.

Reason:

An Open error has occurred for the specified ddname.

Action:

Investigate preceding ITK messages and determine the error. Verify that the data set has not been deleted, moved, or
reallocated to another set of volumes. Verify that all volumes are online and a VTOC exists on each volume. Examine the
data set to determine it has been built correctly. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBOO405E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR @BSP PARMS. CHECK REGION SIZE. CALLING MODULE=module-name.

Reason:

The region size is too small.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.
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Verify that CA Common Services component is installed, increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error persists,
contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

DBOO700I
INVOKING SORT UTILITY FOR RBA/KEY TABLE.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the SORT utility is being invoked.

DBOO701E
THE SORT UTILITY ABENDED. SEE FOLLOWING MESSAGES, SYSOUT AND JESMSG FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

The SORT utility abended.

Action:

Review the appropriate error messages. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO702E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED - CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

The SORT utility abended.

Action:

Check error messages. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO703E
THE SORT UTILITY ENDED WITH RETURN CODE =

Reason:

The SORT utility ended with the specified error code.

Action:

Check error messages. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO704E
UNABLE TO LOAD THE SORT UTILITY. SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES AND JESMSG FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

The SORT utility could not be loaded.

Action:

Review the appropriate error messages.Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO705I
RBA/KEY TABLE SORT ENDED SUCCESSFULLY.
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Reason:

Informational message indicating the SORT process was successful.

DBOO800E
INVALID FSEAP DETECTED IN BLOCK STARTING AT RBA rba

Reason:

A database block or CI may have invalid data. The return code is 12.

Action:

Run CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS to detect the error.

DBOO801I
BIT MAPS FOR DDNAME ddname HAVE BEEN RESET.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the bitmaps of OSAM/VSAM blocks were updated for the specified ddname according to
the BLOCKTRESHOLD value.

DBOO900E
DATABASE OPEN FAILURE FOR DDNAME ddname

Reason:

CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS could not open the specified ddname. The return code is 12.

Action:

Verify and correct the ddname.

DBOO901E
DATABASE DDNAME ddname IS OF THE WRONG FORMAT

Reason:

The data set specified by ddname is not VSAM nor OSAM. The return code is 12.

Action:

Verify and/or change the data set.

DBOO902E
DATABASE DDNAME ddname IS EMPTY

Reason:

The database is empty. The return code is 12.

Action:

Replace the database if needed.
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DBOO903E
DATABASE RDJFCB FAILURE FOR DDNAME xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Call to inquire about attributes for ddname failed.

Action:

The return code is 12.

Verify the ddname or contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOO905E
BLOCKTHRESHOLD VALUE MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO AND LESS THAN BLOCK SIZE.

Reason:

An invalid BLOCKTHRESHOLD value was specified.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Correct the BLOCKTHRESHOLD value and resubmit the job.

DBOP100E
UNABLE TO LOAD LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT INITIALIZATION MODULE "CEEPIPI".

Reason:

The requested Language Environment module was not found in STEPLIB or linklist.

Action:

Determine if an LE environment is needed for the user exit specified with the USEREXITLE keyword. If LE is required,
specify the correct library in the STEPLIB concatenation.

DBOP101E
LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT INITIALIZATION FAILED, CEEPIPI RC=nn.

Reason:

The pre-initialization for Language Environment failed.

Action:

Ensure that the user exit specified in the USEREXITLE control statement is an LE conforming application. If not, specify
USEREXIT=xxxxxxxx and rerun the job. See the LE programming guide for return codes from the CEEPIPI module.

DBOP102E
LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT INITIALIZATION HAS ABENDED.

Reason:

The Language Environment initialization for LE user exits failed.

Action:
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Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOP200E
AN INTERNAL ERROR HAS OCCURRED.

Reason:

A program logic error has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Review the log for other errors, correct them, and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOP201E
RANDOMIZER xxxxxxxx COULD NOT BE DELETED.

• xxxxxxxx
Indicates the randomizer name.

Reason:

This error should not occur. The message comes out of DBOPDSB0.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOP202E
RANDOMIZER ‘xxxxxxxx’ COULD NOT BE LOADED.

• xxxxxxxx
Indicates the randomizer name.

Reason:

The randomizer program was not found in the STEPLIB or DBOLOAD library concatenations. The message comes out of
module DBOPDSB0.

Action:

Ensure that the library and program are available to the job step.

DBOP300E
DYNALLOC FAILURE FOR ddname, RC= rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

The CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS failed to allocate a control card data set (ddname) for the execution of an
asynchronous copy function.

• rc
Indicates the register 15 return code from the operating system dynamic allocation.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.
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The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

NOTE
For more information about the S99 codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBOP301E
OPEN FAILURE FOR ddname.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is executing an asynchronous copy function and a data set open fails for the data
set with the specified ddname.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the data set exists with correct permissions. Review the log for other errors, correct the errors, and rerun the
job.

DBOP302E
ATTACH FAILURE, RF=rc.

Reason:

CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS is executing an asynchronous copy function and the operating system attach of
an asynchronous copy task fails.

• rc
Identifies the register 15 return code from the operating system attach function.

Action:

Processing terminates after any in-flight asynchronous copy tasks are completed. All remaining control cards are flushed.
The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOP303E
ERROR DURING AUTOINDEXCREATE, CHECK DBOMSGS.

Reason:

During an AUTOINDEXBUILD of a database during a reload, an error was encountered during the INDEXBUILD process.

Action:

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.

Review the messages in DBOMSGS to identify the reason of the INDEXBUILD failure. To build indexes for a database
reload, correct the reason of the failure and run INDEXCREATE. To build indexes for the reload phase of an online reorg,
correct the failure and rerun the online reorg.
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DBOP500I
DBOP500I PRIMARY INDEX WILL NOT BE USED FOR DATABASE ACCESS.

Reason:

Primary index will not be used during index extract.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

DBOP501E
UNABLE TO LOAD THE IMS SSCD MODULE

Reason:

The Callable Interface cannot load the IMS DFSBSCD0 member from the STEPLIB concatenation.

Processing terminates with a return code of 4.

Action:

Ensure the correct IMS RESLIB is specified in the STEPLIB DD.

DBOP502E
UNABLE TO LOAD VERSION MODULE

Reason:

The Callable Interface cannot load the correct DBOXCTLx module for the current version of IMS.

Processing terminates with a return code of 4.

Action:

Ensure the correct version of IMS is specified in the JCL.

DBOP503E
LOAD LIBRARY NOT APF-AUTHORIZED

Reason:

One or more libraries in the STEPLIB concatenation are not APF-authorized.

Processing terminates with a return code of 4.

Action:

Ensure all libraries indicated in the STEPLIB DD are APF-authorized.

DBOP504E
UNABLE TO OPEN CARDIN DD CONTROL FILE

Reason:

The CARDIN DD statement is not defined in the current job step.

Processing terminates with a return code of 4.
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Action:

Ensure the //CARDIN DD is allocated and the correct DBD name is specified, then re-run.
 

DBOP505E
UNABLE TO LOAD DBD MEMBER xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Unable to load the indicated DBD member from the IMS DBD library.

Processing terminates with a return code of 4.

Action:

Ensure the correct DBD library is specified for the indicated DBD member.

DBOP506E
SEGMENT NAME PARAMETER IS ZERO

Reason:

An invalid parameter call list was received. The address to the segment name is zero.

Processing terminates with a return code of 4.

Action:

Refer to the parameter specification requirements and correct the address in the parameter call list.

DBOP507E
SEGMENT NAME xxxxxxxx NOT IN DBD

Reason:

The segment name that was passed by the caller does not match any of the segments defined in the database.

Action:

Refer to the DBD definition and ensure that the correct DBD name is specified.

DBOP508E
UNABLE TO LOAD DFSPRPX0

Reason:

The Callable Interface cannot load the IMS DFSPRPX0 member from the STEPLIB library concatenation.

Processing terminates with a return code of 4.

Action:

Ensure that the correct IMS RESLIB is specified in the STEPLIB DD.

DBOP509E
UNABLE TO LOAD ULUW

Reason:
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The Callable Interface could not identify an internal control block structure.

Processing terminates with a return code of 4.

Action:

Contact CA support.

DBOP510E
UNABLE TO LOCATE DDIR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The Callable Interface could not identify an internal control block structure for the indicated DBD.

Processing terminates with a return code of 4.

Action:

When calling the Callable Interface under the batch IMS control region, check that the used PSB contains the PCB for the
database specified in the CARDIN DD statement. If such PCB is not present in the PSB, add it and resubmit the job.

Otherwise keep the job output and contact CA Support.

DBOP511E
UNABLE TO LOCATE DMB xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The Callable Interface cannot identify an internal control block structure for the indicated DBD.

Processing terminates with a return code of 4.

Action:

Keep the job output and contact CA Support.

DBOP512E
DMBCPAC NOT DEFINED FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The SEGMENT defined in the DMBCPAC does not correspond to the source segment in the DBD definition.

Processing terminates with a return code of 4.

Action:

Keep the job output and contact CA Support

DBOP513E
INVALID SEGMENT CPAC SEG xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The segment name in the DMBCPAC control block is not the same as the segment name in the DBD.

Processing terminates with a return code of 4.

Action:
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Keep the job output and contact CA Support

DBOP602E
IMS CATALOG REQUIRES DBRC.

Reason:

You must specify DBRC=Y to run CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS with IMS-managed ACBs.

Action:

Specify DBRC=Y and resubmit the job.

DBOP606E
INCREMENTAL IMAGE COPY IS NOT SUPPORTED WITH IMS CATALOG.

Reason:

Incremental image copy is not supported with IMS-managed ACBs.

Action:

If possible, use a different image copy function.

DBOP701E
Unable to build UNLDTIME table.  TCBTOKEN RC=rc

Reason:

The Full Function Online Reorg (FFOR) unload function was unable to build the internal table that is used to track unload
progress. The TCB identifier of the FFOR task was not found using the TCBTOKEN z/OS service.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOP702E
Unable to build UNLDTIME table.  IARV64 GETSTOR RC=rc RSN=rsnc

Reason:

The Full Function Online Reorg (FFOR) unload function was unable to build the internal table that is used to track unload
progress. A 64-bit memory object could not be allocated using the IARV64 z/OS service.

Action:

If the RSN in the message is non-zero, it can be found under system code DC2. If the message specifies RC=08
RSN=0016, then try running the job with REGION=0M for the online reorganization step, or increase the system’s
MEMLIMIT. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOQ000W
VERIFICATION OF ITKOPTN0 FAILED. PLEASE RE-BUILD THE MODULE ITKOPTN0.

Reason:

The validation of ITKOPTN0 version failed. The version of the ITKOPTN0 module does not match the version that is
required by product logic.
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Action:

Rebuild the ITKOPTN0 module from the current members in the sample library (hlq.CIMTSAMP).

Rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

DBOQ001I
ACTIVE OPTION(S) FOUND: options

Reason:

Informational message indicating display options that are active for this execution.

DBOQ101E
UNABLE TO OPEN WORK FILE, DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:

An attempt to open the DFSURWF1 file (ddname) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the data set is still available and no hardware or CPU problems exist. Refer to any JES messages for problem
determination.

DBOQ102E
UNABLE TO CLOSE WORK FILE, DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:

An attempt to close the DFSURWF1 file (ddname) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the data set is still available and no hardware or CPU problems exist. Refer to any JES messages for problem
determination.

DBOQ103E
RDJFCB ERROR FOR DDNAME = "ddname".

Reason:

Unable to read the file control block for DFSURWF1 (ddname).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Allocate the specified ddname and resubmit the job.

DBOQ104E
THE DFSURWF1 FILE IS NEEDED BUT IS NOT ALLOCATED.

Reason:
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During a MIGRATETOHALDB reload, CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS determined that the database to be
reloaded participates in logical relationships. The DFSURWF1 file records must be created, but it was not allocated.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Add a DFSURWF1 DD statement and rerun the job.

DBOQ105E
INVALID CALL TO HALDB WF1 CREATION PROGRAM

Reason:

A logic error occurred while attempting to write a record to the WF1 file.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the DBDLIB and the DFSURCDS data set.

DBOS101E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR "ddname", S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

Unable to dynamically allocate the required data set (ddname).

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

DBOS102E
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME "ddname", RC=xxxx.

Reason:

The open failed for the indicated data set.

Action:

Correct the open failure and rerun the job.

DBOS103E
REQUIRED DD STATEMENT MISSING FOR "ddname".

Reason:

Input or output DD statement is missing from the JCL.

Action:

Add the required DD statement to the JCL and rerun the job.
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DBOS104E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR IDCAMS SYSPRINT, DDNAME "ddname", RC=xxxx.

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the SYSPRINT data set required to invoke IDCAMS failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

See the log for related messages and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

Module:

DBOICFC0

DBOS105E
LINK TO IDCAMS FAILED, RC=rc.

Reason:

The LINK to IDCAMS returned a non-zero return code.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Review the AMS control statements in the IDCPRTx output for errors. Correct as required and rerun the job.

DBOS106I
COPY FLASH PROCESSING COMPLETE, RC=rc.

Reason:

Informational message indicating the hardware assisted copy (FlashCopy) processing finished.

DBOS201E
THE UNLDTIME DATASPACE HAS OVERFLOWED. INCREASE STORAGE WITH DSPBLKS KEYWORD.

Reason:

No more data space storage exists to hold unload data for replay processing later. The return code is 12.

Action:

Increase the DSPBLKS keyword value.

DBOU000E
INVALID SPECIFICATION FOR SSID KEYWORD

Reason:

Invalid value was specified for the SSID keyword. Valid operands are JOBNAME and JOBNAMES.

Action:

Correct the SSID specification and resubmit the job.
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DBOU001E
INVALID SPECIFICATION FOR DUMPTYPE KEYWORD.

Reason:

Incorrect value specified for the DUMPTYPE keyword. The only supported value is I.

Action:

Correct the DUMPTYPE value and resubmit the job.

DBOV001E
UCBITMAP SPECIFIED VALUE MUST BE LOWER THAN MAXIMUM ESDS CI FREE SPACE.

Reason:

The UCBITMAP value exceeds the maximum ESDS CI free space.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify UCBITMAP= value less than maximum ESDS free space and rerun the job.

DBOV201W
DBRC ERROR WHILE RETRIEVING INDEX "ixname" FOR DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

An error occurred while retrieving a database data set (DBDS) record.

• ixname
Identifies the index database.

• dbdname
Identifies the main database.

Action:

See previous DBRC messages and check the DBRC registration of the index database (ixname).

DBOV302E
NEXT ALET HAS LOW VALUES.

Reason:

An unexpected Access List Entry Token (ALET) value was encountered.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOV303E
UNEXPECTED RBA OVERFLOW.

Reason:
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An unexpected RBA overflow condition was encountered.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOV304I
LOGICAL END OF DATABASE REACHED BEFORE PHYSICAL END OF DATASET. PROCESSING ENDED.

Reason:

While creating the unload file, a block was detected that is beyond the logical end of the database. The block contains
RBAs that are beyond the 32-bit range (4 GB) or 33-bit range (8 GB). Processing ends. The return code is not changed.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required. All blocks in the valid data portion of the database have been
processed.

DBOV400E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN MINVERS INFO FROM RECON.

Reason:

Indicates an internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOV501E
TOKEN REQUEST FAILED, RC=xx.

Reason:

A token request failed during data space processing.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOV502E
UNABLE TO CREATE DATA SPACE FOR ddname DSPSERV

RETURN CODE = rc REASON CODE = rsn DATASPACE BLOCKS = xxxxxxxx.

Reason:

The creation of the data space failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

See the return code and reason code to determine the reason for the failure.
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DBOV503E
ALET REQUEST FAILED, RC= xx.

Reason:

An Access List Entry Token (ALET) request failed during data space processing.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBOV505I
USE DSPBLKS KEYWORD TO ADJUST THE NUMBER OF 4K DATASPACE BLOCKS.

Reason:

A data space storage problem occurred.

Action:

Use the DSPBLKS control statement to increase or decrease the number of data space blocks.
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DBS Messages
DBS messages are generated from the Database Surgeon component of CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.

DBS0000E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE FUNCTION KEYWORD - EITHER “DISPLAY” OR “ZAP” MUST BE
SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Execution of DBS requires the use of the FUNCTION parameter. A value of DISPLAY or ZAP must be specified. A
FUNCTION keyword was found but the value was not one of the two allowed values.

Action:

The program terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the control statement and rerun the job.

DBS0100I
DATABASE SURGEON MESSAGES.

Reason:

This message is written to the messages file whenever the DBS is run. It is the first message written to the file.

Action:

Processing continues. All other messages follow.

DBS0101I
END OF DATABASE SURGEON MESSAGES.

Reason:

The DBS run has completed. This is the last message printed.

Action:

The program terminates. This message is informational only. No action is required.

DBS0102E
PRODUCT IS NOT LICENSED FOR THIS SITE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to execute the product on a machine that is not licensed for the product.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job on a machine that is licensed for the product.
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DBS0103I
DATA SET HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY CLOSED.

Reason:

The DBS run detected an error, but was successful in closing the data set.

Action:

The program continues. Verify that the data set is indeed closed.

DBS0104E
UNABLE TO CLOSE DATA SET.

Reason:

The DBS run detected a read/write error. DBS attempted to close the data set, but was unable to do so.

Action:

The program terminates.

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Verify that the data set is still available and no hardware or CPU problems exist.

Refer to any JES messages for problem determination.

DBS0105W
INVALID DD FOR “x”. BLKSIZE RESET TO ZERO.

Reason:

DBS found that there was a DD statement for DD name “x” in the JCL and that the BLKSIZE specified is not an even
multiple of 133. The BLKSIZE has been reset to a value of zero which will cause the system to allocate the optimum
BLKSIZE for the device on which the data set is allocated.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the DD statement for DDNAME “x” to avoid this message in the future. Remove the BLKSIZE parameter
(recommended) or make sure that it is an even multiple of 133.

DBS0106I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:

An error occurred getting the service pack level.

Action:

Check previous messages. The return code is zero.

DBS0109E
DATA TO BE VERIFIED GOES BEYOND THE BLOCK DUE TO OFFSET KEYWORD VALUE.
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Reason:

The length of data specified by the VER keyword plus the OFFSET value are greater than the block or CI size.

Action:

Correct the OFFSET keyword value and rerun the job.

DBS0200E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

DBS requires control statements to operate properly. The control statements were not available to DBS due to an internal
error.

Action:

DBS terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBS0201I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED.

Reason:

This is the first message written to the messages file when the control statements in the DBSCTRL file are about to be
processed. All messages related to control statement analysis follow this message and precede the DBS0202I message.

Action:

DBS continues processing. The DBS return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the parsing of the control statements.

DBS0202I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.

Reason:

This is the last message written to the messages file after the control statements in the DBSCTRL file have been parsed.
All control-statement-related messages written to the messages file precede this message.

Action:

DBS starts the execution of the requested function. The DBS return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one for information regarding the control statements.

DBS0203E
INPUT PARAMETER “x” NOT ENTERED BUT REQUIRED FOR FUNCTION REQUESTED.

Reason:

The parameter specified was not entered.

x indicates which parameter was not entered. It may be:
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BLOCK

OFFSET

VER

Action:

Processing terminates.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Enter the missing parameter and rerun the job.

DBS0204E
BOTH THE RBA AND BLOCK PARAMETERS WERE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Both an RBA value and a BLOCK value were specified. Only one is required by DBS.

Action:

DBS is unable to determine which one to be used so DBS terminates immediately.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Eliminate the RBA keyword or the BLOCK keyword and rerun DBS.

DBS0205E
NEITHER AN RBA NOR A BLOCK VALUE WAS ENTERED.

Reason:

DBS needs to know which block it is to operate on. The RBA or the BLOCK keywords define the block to be used but
neither of these values was found in the DBSCTRL file.

Action:

DBS terminates immediately.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Enter the missing keyword and rerun the job.

DBS0206I
UNABLE TO EXECUTE REQUESTED FUNCTION.

Reason:

Because of errors described by previous messages, DBS is unable to execute the requested function.

Action:

DBS terminates immediately. Correct the errors described by the previous messages and rerun DBS.
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DBS0302E
DBD NOT FOUND IN DBDLIB.

Reason:

The DBD supplied to Database Surgeon was not found in the DBD library supplied.

Action:

DBS terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

Correct the DBD parameter or the DBDLIB data set and rerun the job.

DBS0303E
DATABASE TYPE NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The database type is not supported by DBS.

Action:

DBS terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

DBS0304E
DBDLIB DD card was not supplied.

Reason:

A DBDLIB DD card is required for DBS to obtain needed DBD information. This DD card was not in the JCL.

Action:

DBS terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

Add a DBDLIB DD card and rerun the job.

DBS0305E
UNABLE TO OPEN DBDLIB.

Reason:

The program was unable to open the data set specified by the DBDLIB DD statement. DBS requires a DBD to operate.

Action:

Processing terminates.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Correct the DBDLIB DD statement and rerun the job.

DBS0306E
DATABASE DATA SET NOT LOCATED/CATALOGED.
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Reason:

The data set defined in the DBD supplied to DBS is not cataloged or is not on the device where it is cataloged. JCL.

Action:

DBS terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

Verify that the DBD specified is current. Insure that the database data set actually exists.

DBS0307E
THE DEFINED DATA SET TYPE DOES NOT MATCH THE ACTUAL DATA SET TYPE

Reason:

The access method of the actual data set does not match the access method defined for that data set in the supplied
DBD.

Action:

DBS terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

Supply the correct data set name to DBS.

DBS0308E
DATA SET ACCESS METHOD OF ISAM IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

DBS does not currently support the ISAM access method.

Action:

DBS terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

DBS0400E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM DATA SET.

Reason:

The program was unable to open the OSAM data set. Further diagnostic information should be contained in the JES
messages of the job.

Action:

The DBS job completes without further action. Follow normal procedures for data set access errors.

DBS0401E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN WORK AREA STORAGE.

Reason:

The program was unable to obtain enough storage for its internal work area. The amount of virtual storage requested is
equal to the block/CI size of the database data set or cluster.

Action:
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Processing terminates. Rerun the job after increasing the region size.

DBS0402E
DBSRZAP DD CARD WAS NOT SUPPLIED.

Reason:

A DBSRZAP DD card is required for DBS. This DD card was not in the JCL.

Action:

DBS terminates. Supply a DBSRZAP DD card and rerun the job.

DBS0500E
VSAM OPEN ERROR ENCOUNTERED.

Reason:

The program was unable to open the VSAM data set. Further diagnostic information should be contained in the JES
messages of the job.

Action:

The DBS job completes without further action. Follow normal procedures for data set access errors.

DBS0501E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN VSAM WORKAREA.

Reason:

The program was unable to obtain enough storage for its internal work area. The amount of virtual storage requested is
equal to the block/CI size of the database data set or cluster.

Action:

Processing terminates. Rerun the job after increasing the region size.

DBS0502E
DBSRZAP DD card not supplied.

Reason:

A DBSRZAP DD card is required for DBS. This DD card was not in the JCL.

Action:

DBS terminates. Supply a DBSRZAP DD card and rerun the job.

DBS0700E
ERROR READING VSAM CLUSTER.

Reason:

During the read access of a CI in a VSAM database, DBS encountered a VSAM read error.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine the cause of the read error and rerun DBS.

DBS0701E
THE REQUESTED CI, AT RBA x (HEX y), IS PAST THE END OF THE CLUSTER.

Reason:

The value entered for BLK is larger than the total number of CIs in the cluster or the RBA value entered is larger than the
total number of bytes in the cluster.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the value and rerun the job.

DBS0702E
THIS VSAM DATASET DOES NOT SUPPORT RBA HIGHER THAN 4,294,967,295.

Reason:

The specified RBA points to the area beyond 4 GB in a data set. The size of a VSAM data set cannot exceed 4 GB.

Action:

Specify RBA lower than or equal to 4,294,967,295.

DBS0800E
UNABLE TO OPEN DBSRPTS DATA SET.

Reason:

DBS was not able to open the DBSRPTS data set. Either the open failed or the DD card was not supplied.

Action:

The DBS display function is discontinued. The DBS job ends with errors.

Ensure that the DD card is in the JCL and no data set conflict exists. Rerun the job.

DBS0802I
DISPLAY FUNCTION COMPLETED.

Reason:

The Display function of DBS has completed successfully.

Action:

The DBS job completes.

DBS0803I
DISPLAY FUNCTION DISCONTINUED.
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Reason:

The DBS Display function has been discontinued due to a previous error.

Action:

The DBS job completes with errors.

Refer to previous DBS messages for the actual error that occurred.

DBS0805E
DBSRPTS DD card was not supplied.

Reason:

A DBSRPTS DD card is required for DBS output. This DD card was not in the JCL.

Action:

DBS terminates. Supply a DBSRPTS DD card and rerun the job.

DBS0900I
DATA VERIFY WAS SUCCESSFUL.

Reason:

The data has been successfully compared to the contents at the location specified.

Action:

Processing continues. The DBS return code is not changed.

DBS0901I
DATA UPDATE WAS SUCCESSFUL.

Reason:

The data specified by the REP parameter has been written onto the control interval.

Action:

Processing continues. The DBS return code is not changed.

DBS0903E
DATA VERIFY FAILED.

Reason:

The data at the location specified does not match the VER value entered.

Action:

The DBS job completes. No Update will be performed if it is requested. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Either the offset or the VER value may be incorrect. Display the control interval to obtain the corrected information and
rerun the job.
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DBS0904I
DATA AT OFFSET ENTERED IS x

Reason:

The actual data at the entered offset is represented by “x”. The data is in hexadecimal format.

Action:

Processing continues. The DBS return code is not changed.

Examine the “x” field to determine if that is the data expected. If not, correct the data rerun the job.

DBS1000I
DATA BUFFER REWRITTEN.

Reason:

The OSAM block has been written to the data set.

Action:

The DBS job completes.

DBS1100I
DATA BUFFER REWRITTEN.

Reason:

The VSAM control interval has been written to the cluster.

Action:

The DBS job completes.

DBS1101I
VSAM WRITE ERROR OCCURRED. RC=nnnn

Reason:

A VSAM error occurred while attempting to write the updated control interval to the cluster.

Refer to the VSAM Messages and Codes for the meaning of the RC=nnnn.

Action:

The DBS job will attempt to close the cluster and end. Verify that the cluster closed successfully.

Follow standard VSAM problem determination.

DBS1102I
VSAM END ERROR OCCURRED.

Reason:

A VSAM error occurred while attempting to release the control interval.

Action:
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The DBS job will attempt to close the cluster and end. Verify that the cluster closed successfully. Follow standard VSAM
problem determination.

DBS1303E
THIS OSAM DATASET DOES NOT SUPPORT RBA HIGHER THAN 4,294,967,295.

Reason:

The specified RBA points to the area beyond 4 GB in a data set. This OSAM data set has an odd block size, and the
maximum size of the data set is 4 GB.

Action:

Specify RBA lower than or equal to 4,294,967,295.

DBS1304E
INPUT RBA CANNOT BE HIGHER THAN 8,589,934,591.

Reason:

The specified RBA points to the area beyond 8 GB in a data set. This is not allowed. The maximum size of an OSAM data
set is 8GB.

Action:

Specify RBA lower than or equal to 8,589,934,591.

DBS1305E
INVALID RBA FOR 8GB OSAM DATASET.

Reason:

RBA=1 was specified. This is not allowed for an 8 GB OSAM data set.

Action:

Specify another RBA in the control statements.

DBS1400E
AN UNKNOWN UNCORRECTABLE ERROR HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED.

Reason:

An OSAM error occurred while attempting to gain access to the file.

Action:

Examine other DBS14 messages to determine the error. DBS will attempt to close the data set and end. The return code
is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Verify that the data set closed successfully. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBS1401E
AN I/O ERROR ON DD DBSRZAP HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED.

Reason:

An OSAM I/O error occurred while attempting to gain access to the file.
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Action:

Examine other DBS14 messages to determine the error. DBS will attempt to close the dataset and end. The return code is
set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Verify that the dataset closed successfully. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBS1402E
AN INVALID READ REQUEST HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

An OSAM error occurred while attempting to gain access to the file.

Action:

Examine other DBS14 messages to determine the error. DBS will attempt to close the data set and end. The return code
is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Verify that the data set closed successfully. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBS1403E
THE REQUESTED BLOCK, AT RBA x (HEX y), IS PAST THE END OF THE DATA SET.

Reason:

The BLK parameter entered is higher than the maximum block in the data set or the RBA parameter entered is higher
than the maximum number of bytes in the data set.

Action:

Examine other DBS14 messages to determine the error. DBS will attempt to close the data set and end. The return code
is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the BLK or RBA parameter and rerun the job. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBS1200E
ITKLOAD OPEN ERROR. RETURN CODE=X'rtnc'. ENSURE ITKLOAD IS A PDS AND CONTAINS MEMBERS.
CALLING MODULE=mmmmmmm.

Reason:

DD ITKLOAD could not be opened. DD ITKLOAD is used while running under ISPF.

Action:

Ensure the DSN for DD ITKLOAD is the correct PDS and contains the correct BLOCKSIZE, RECFM, and LRECL for a
Load Library.

DBS1201E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE=nnnn WAS DETECTED. CALLING MODULE=mmmmmmm.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109). Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DBS1202E
AN INVALID POINTER TO @BSP PARMS OR POINTER IN @BSP PARMS WAS DETECTED. CALLING
MODULE=mmmmmmmm.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109). Contact CA Support for assistance.

DBS1203E
MODULE "ITKBSM00" COULD NOT BE LOADED. CHECK STEPLIB AND/OR REGION SIZE. RETURN
CODE=X'rtnc', REASON CODE=X'rsnc', CALLING MODULE=mmmmmmmm.

Reason:

Most likely the region size is too small or module could not be located in the STEPLIB.

Action:

Specify a larger region size if the region size is too small. Determine why ITKBSM00 is not in the STEPLIB.

NOTE
For the explanation of the return and reason code, see the z/OS: MVS Systems Code.

DBS1204E
UNABLE TO ISSUE ITKBSAM OPEN FOR DD=ddn. CALLING MODULE=mmmmmmmm.

Reason:

An Open error has occurred for ddn.

Action:

Investigate prior ITK messages and determine the cause of the error. Verify that the data set has not been deleted,
moved, or reallocated to another set of volume(s). Examine the data set to determine it has been built correctly.

DBS1205E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR @BSP PARMS. CHECK REGION SIZE. CALLING MODULE=mmmmmmmm.

Reason:

The region size is not sufficient.

Action:

Specify a larger region size.

DBS1206E
ITKLOAD DD WAS NOT ALLOCATED. ITKLOAD IS REQUIRED WHEN RUNNING UNDER ISPF. CALLING
MODULE=mmmmmmmm.

Reason:

DD ITKLOAD is not allocated in your CLIST.
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Action:

Ensure that you are using the correct version of the CLIST. An allocate for ITKLOAD should be in the CLIST.

DBS1300E
THE REQUESTED BLOCK, AT RBA x (HEX y), IS PAST THE END OF THE DATA SET.

Reason:

The BLK parameter entered is higher than the maximum block in the data set or the RBA parameter entered is higher
than the maximum number of bytes in the data set.

Action:

DBS will attempt to close the data set and end. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less
than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the BLK or RBA parameter and rerun the job. Follow normal problem determination methods for data set errors
used during installation.

DBS1301E
POINT ERROR DETECTED. RETURN CODE=X'NNNN'.

Reason:

Most likely the BLK parameter entered is higher than the maximum block in the data set or the RBA parameter entered s
higher than the maximum number of bytes in the data set.

Action:

DBS will attempt to close the data set and end. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less
than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the BLK or RBA parameter and rerun the job. Follow problem determination methods for data set errors used
during installation. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBS1302E
LOGIC ERROR. POINTER TO USER DCB (@BSPUDCB@) CONTAINS ZEROS.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Follow problem determination methods for data set errors used during installation. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBS1405E
Error message built by IBM via using SYNADAF macro.

Reason:

An OSAM I/O error occurred while attempting to gain access to the file.

Action:

Examine other DBS14 messages to determine the error. DBS will attempt to close the data set and end. The return code
is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.
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Verify that the data set closed successfully. This is the error message built by IBM. Follow normal problem determination
methods for data set errors used during installation. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBS1404I
tttt I/O ERROR HAS OCCURRED. VOL=vvvvvv, IOB=nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn

Reason:

Informational message used to aid in debugging SYNAD error message DBS1405E.

• tttt
Identifies the type of access method (BSAM or BDAM).

• vvvvvv
Identifies the volser containing the error.

• nnnn
Indicates IOB.

NOTE
For more information about the Status fields, see IOBSTDRD in the IBM DMSdfp Diagnosis manual.

Action:

Examine other DBS14nn messages to determine the error. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

DBS1001E
LOGIC ERROR. POINTER TO USER DCB (@BSPUDCB@) CONTAINS ZEROS.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Follow normal problem determination methods for data set errors used during installation. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109). Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DSA Messages
DSA messages are generated from the Database Space Analyzer component of CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/
OS.

DSA0003E
UNABLE TO OPEN MESSAGE FILE DSAMSGS

Reason:

The messages file could not be opened. Look for IECxxx messages in the JESMSGLG for more information.

Action:

The product should be able to dynamically allocate DSAMSGS to SYSOUT=* if the DD is not provided. Try specifying the
DD in your JCL.

Module:

DSACTLR0

DSA0005S
PROCESSING ABORTED DUE TO ABEND.

Reason:

An abend was detected.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the abend information.

DSA0006E
UNABLE TO OPEN DSARPTS

Reason:

The reports file could not be opened. Look for IECxxx messages in the JESMSGLG for more information.

Action:

The product should be able to dynamically allocate DSARPTS to SYSOUT=* if the DD is not provided. Try specifying the
DD in your JCL.

DSA0007I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:

An error occurred getting the service pack level.

Action:

Check previous messages. The return code is zero.
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DSA0007W
SPACE ANALYZER FAILED DBA LICENSE VALIDATION.

Reason:

The program was unable to validate the CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS license information. An attempt to
execute the product on a CPU other than the CPU on which it is licensed has been detected.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

DSA0008I
PLEASE ENSURE THE LICENSE INFORMATION IS CORRECT

Reason:

The product license cannot be validated.

Action:

The return code is not affected.

Correct the LMP key. For correct LMP key, contact the Total License Care (TLC) group at http://ca.com/support. When
contacting TLC, have your site ID and CA serial number available.

DSA0009E
THE LOAD LIBRARY IS NOT APF AUTHORIZED.

Reason:

The STEPLIB concatenation must be APF-authorized to correctly execute.

Action:

Ensure that all data sets in the STEPLIB are APF-authorized.

Module:

DSACTRL0

DSA0100E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE FUNCTION KEYWORD.

Reason:

The value specified for the FUNCTION keyword is unrecognized.

Action:

Correct the specification and rerun.

DSA0101I
SPECIFY "ALLOCHECK" OR "THRESHBUILD".

Reason:

This message follows DSA0100E
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Action:

Correct the FUNCTION= specification and rerun.

DSA0200W
NOT ALL DATABASES/DATASETS COULD BE COLLECTED.

Reason:

DSA was unable to collect information for all specified DBDs. Some may have not been registered in the RECONs and/or
some that were registered may have been archived or not cataloged.

Action:

The Database Space Utilization report will detail the individual DBDs and/or DSNs with these problems. The return code
will be set to 4. To avoid the rc = 4, you can either correct the problems or use the EXCLUDEDBD keyword to exclude the
DBDs with the problem(s).

DSA0201E
ERROR CALLING ITKDSF00 - FUNCTION CODE = xxxx, RC=9999, REASON CODE=9999.

Reason:

DSA was unable to access the threshold PDS.

Action:

Verify the threshold PDS/E specification on the THRESHOLDPDS keyword. Correct and rerun the request.

DSA0202I
COLLECTION SUMMARYNumber of databases selected: 18Number of databases online, IMSid xxxx: 14Number
of databases not defined to IMS: 1Number of databases searched for in RECONs: 4Number of databases with no
RECON info: 0Number of databases collected: 18Number of dataset entries created: 78Number of datasets not
cataloged: 0Number of datasets archived/migrated: 0Number of datasets with online information: 27

Reason:

This is an informational message summarizing the collection process.

• Number of databases selected
This is the number of DBDs selected for processing after applying the DBD and EXCLUDEDBD filters to the Threshold
PDS contents.

• Number of databases online, IMSid xxxx
This is the number of DBDs found online. Dataset names for those databases were found in online control blocks.

• Number of databases not defined to IMS
This is the number of DBDs which were not defined to the named IMS system.

• Number of databases searched for in RECONs
This is the number of DBDs for which the RECONs were searched to obtain data set names of the underlying
datasets.

• Number of databases with no RECON info
This is the number of databases for which information was not found in the RECONs.

• Number of databases collected
This is the total number of databases for which information collection was attempted.

• Number of dataset entries created
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This is the number of datasets successfully collected under the above number of databases. Not included are the
following two numbers:
– Number of datasets not cataloged:

The number of datasets which could not be collected because the datasets were not cataloged.
– Number of datasets archived/migrated:

The number of datasets which could not be collected because the datasets were archived or migrated.

DSA0203E
THRESHOLD PDS IS EMPTY OR NO DBDS SELECTED TO PROCESS.

Reason:

DSA found nothing to process. If the Threshold PDS is not empty, then the DBD/EXCLUDEDBD parameters did not select
any DBDs.

Action:

Verify the Threshold PDS/E specification on the THRESHOLDPDS keyword. Verify the DBD and EXCLUDEDBD
parameters are as intended. Correct the keywords and rerun the job.

DSA0301E
THRESHOLD MEMBER nnnnnnnn IS FOR A HALDB PARTITION. RENAME IT TO THE HALDB MASTER DBD
NAME.

Reason:

The named Threshold PDS member is not that of a DBD, but of a partition under a HALDB DBD.

Action:

DSA cannot determine proper positioning amongst the data returned from a RECON scan. The collection process is
aborted. Delete the named member or rename it to be the HALDB master DBD name.

DSA0302E
UNABLE TO EXTRACT DATABASE NAMES FROM DBRC, RC=xxx

Reason:

DSA was unable to read the RECONs to extract dataset names for the selected DBDs.

Action:

Check the RECON1/2/3 keyword specification(s). Correct the specifications and rerun the job.

DSA0303E
LOGIC ERROR NEAR OFFSET X'offset' program name assembly date

Reason:

The named program had a logic error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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DSA0400E
xxx DATASETS HAD THRESHOLD EXCEPTIONS.

Reason:

The indicated number of datasets had values which exceeded thresholds specified for that DBD.

Action:

See the Dataset Threshold Exception report for details about which datasets exceeded which thresholds by how much.
The return code is set to at least 8.

DSA0401I
SUMMARY OF DSN THRESHOLDS EXCEEDED Number of extents, OSAM: 1Number of extents, VSAM: 0Number
of available extents: 21Allocation used (percent): 28Percent max theoretical size: 0Percent CI splits: 0Percent CA
splits: 1** Total number of exceptions: 51** Total number of DSNs with exceptions: 36

Reason:

This is an informational message summarizing the thresholds that exceeded across all data sets.

• Number of extents, OSAM
The number of datasets that had an XTOSAM threshold exception.

• Number of extents, VSAM
The number of datasets that had an XTVSAM threshold exception.

• Number of available extents
The number of datasets that had an XTAVAIL threshold exception.

• Allocation used (percent)
The number of datasets that had an ALCUSED threshold exception.

• Percent max theoretical size
The number of datasets that had a PCTMAX threshold exception.

• Percentage CI Splits
The number of datasets that had a CISPLIT threshold exception.

• Percentage CA Splits
The number of datasets that had a CASPLIT threshold exception.

• ** Total number of exceptions
The total number of threshold exceptions for all datasets.

• ** Total number of DSNs with exceptions
The number of datasets that had threshold exceptions.

Action:

See the Data set Threshold Exception report for details about which data sets exceeded the particular thresholds.

DSA0500E
vv VOLUMES HAD EXCEPTIONS.

Reason:

The indicated number of volumes had exceptions in attempting to bring datasets into their ALCUSED thresholds.

Action:

See the Volume Summary report for a list of the volumes with exceptions, and then go to the Volume Detail report for
those volumes for more information. The return code is set to at least 8.
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DSA0501I
SUMMARY OF VOLUME THRESHOLD CHECKINGNumber of DSNs attempting space simulation: 26Number
of DSNs with simulated exceptions: 11Number of volume space exceptions: 6Number of extents exceeded
exceptions: 6Number of max size exceeded exceptions: 0Number of 64K tracks exceeded exceptions: 0** Total
number of VOLs with exceptions: 9

Reason:

This is an informational message summarizing space allocation simulation.

• Number of DSNs attempting space simulation
The number of datasets that had an ALCUSED threshold exception and therefore attempted Space Allocation
Simulation.

• Number of DSNs with simulated exceptions
The number of datasets that hit an exception in the process of performing Space Simulation.

• Number of volume space exceptions
The number of datasets that had a simulated exception of not enough space on the volume.

• Number of extents exceeded exceptions
The number of datasets that had a simulated exception of exceeding the maximum number of extents.

• Number of max size exceeded exceptions
The number of datasets that had a simulated exception exceeding the maximum theoretical size for the dataset, either
4 GB or 8 GB.

• Number of 64K tracks exceeded exceptions
The number of datasets that had a simulated exception where taking another extent would have meant the dataset had
more than 64K tracks on a volume.

• ** Total number of VOLs with exceptions
The total number of volumes which had dataset(s) which had Space Simulation exception(s).

Action:

See the Volume Summary report for a list of the volumes with exceptions, and then go to the Volume Detail report for
those volumes for more information.

DSA0600E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

DSA processes control statements to guide its functions. The control statements were not available to DSA due to an
internal error.

Action:

DSA terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated DSA return code so far is less than 16.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

This is an internal error in the software. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DSA0601I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED.

Reason:

This is the first message written to the messages file when the control statements in the DSACTRL file are about to be
processed. All messages related to control statement analysis follow this message and precede the DSA0602I message.
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Action:

DSA continues processing. The DSA return code is not changed. Review the messages that follow this one for information
regarding the parsing of the control statements.

DSA0602I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.

Reason:

This is the last message written to the messages file after the control statements in the DSACTRL file have been parsed.
All control-statement related messages written to the messages file precede this message.

Action:

DSA starts the analysis of the database. The DSA return code is not changed. Review the messages that precede this
one for information regarding the control statements.

DSA0603E
NO FUNCTION SPECIFIED.

Reason:

No FUNCTION keyword was specified.

Action:

Correct the control statements and resubmit the job.

DSA0604I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:

An error occurred getting the service pack level.

Action:

Check previous messages. The return code is zero.

DSA0700E
THRESHOLD PDS MEMBER xxxxxxxx CONTROL CARD NUMBER nn ERROR: problem-with-card > (echo of card
image)

Reason:

There was an error in parsing the indicated Threshold PDS control card. Possible errors include:

• NO KEYWORD FOUND
• KEYWORD INVALID
• NO VALUE FOUND
• VALUE NOT NUMERIC
• KEYWORD NOT RECOGNIZED
• VALUE OUT OF RANGE
• VALUE NOT A PERCENTAGE

Action:
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Correct the threshold PDS member and rerun the job.

DSA0801E
THRESHOLDPDS PARM NOT SPECIFIED AND NO THRSHOLD DD CODED.

Reason:

DSA is unable to process the Threshold PDS because it was not specified.

Action:

Either code the THRSHOLD DD manually in your JCL, or specify the pds name via the THRESHOLDPDS keyword.
Update the job and rerun.

DSA0802E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF 'ddname' FAILED WITH RC=rc S99ERROR=X'xxxx' S99INFO=X'xxxx'

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified ddname (ddname) failed.

Action:

Verify the respective keyword specification for the indicated ddname: the THRESHOLDPDS keyword for ddname
THRSHOLD, the RECON1 keyword specification for RECON1, and likewise for RECON2 and RECON3.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

To circumvent the error, specify the ddnames in your JCL.

DSA1000I
THRESHOLD BUILD SUMMARY Number of new entries created : 120 INDEX : 41 HDAMOSAM : 8 HDAMVSAM :
30 HIDAMOSAM : 6 HIDAMVSAM : 14 PHDAMOSAM : 2 PHDAMVSAM : 6 PHIDAMOSAM : 7 PHIDAMVSAM : 4
Number of databases extracted from DBRC : 199 Number of entries already in threshold file : 0

Reason:

Summarizes threshold build values as follows:

• Number of new entries created
Displays the number of new database thresholds added to the existing threshold file after applying the DBD and
EXCLUDEDBD filters to the Threshold PDS contents. Totals by database type are broken down in the lines following
this message. A single line is printed for each keyword specified in the COPYFROM statement.

• INDEX
Displays the number of index (prime and secondary) databases for which threshold entries were created when you
specify INDEX with the COPYFROM function.

• HISAM
Displays the number of HISAM databases for which threshold entries were created when you specify HISAM with the
COPYFROM function.

• HDAMOSAM
Displays the number of HDAM OSAM databases for which threshold entries were created when you specify
HDAMOSAM with the COPYFROM function.

• HDAMVSAM
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Displays the number of HDAM VSAM databases for which threshold entries were created when you specify
HDAMVSAM with the COPYFROM function.

• HIDAMOSAM
Displays the number of HIDAM OSAM databases for which threshold entries were created when you specify
HIDAMOSAM with the COPYFROM function.

• HIDAMVSAM
Displays the number of HIDAM VSAM databases for which threshold entries were created when you specify
HIDAMVSAM with the COPYFROM function.

• PSINDEX
Displays the number of databases with ILDS's for which threshold entries were created when you specify PSINDEX
with the COPYFROM function.

• PHDAMOSAM
Displays the number of PHDAM OSAM databases for which threshold entries were created when you specify
PHDAMOSAM with the COPYFROM function.

• PHDAMVSAM
Displays the number of PHDAM VSAM databases for which threshold entries were created when you specify
PHDAMVSAM with the COPYFROM function.

• PHIDAMOSAM
Displays the number of PHIDAM OSAM databases for which threshold entries were created when you specify
PHIDAMOSAM with the COPYFROM function.

• PHIDAMVSAM
Displays the number of PHIDAM VSAM databases for which threshold entries were created when you specify
PHIDAMVSAM with the COPYFROM function.

• Number of databases extracted from DBRC
Displays the total number of databases registered in DBRC. The Threshold Build Utility creates threshold entries for
each database registered in DBRC if so required.

• Number of entries already in the threshold file
Displays the total number of databases with threshold definitions prior to the execution of the utility.

DSA1002E
NO THRESHOLD DEFINITION FOUND FOR MEMBER NAME a KEYWORD "b”

Reason:

The named member (a) specified in the keyword (b) specification of the COPYFROM function could not be found in
threshold file. Processing terminates with return code 12.

Action:

Verify that the member name is spelled correctly. Change the member name to an existing threshold entry name or define
a new threshold definition using the indicated member name and rerun the job.

DSA1003E
ERROR CALLING ITKDSF00 - FUNCTION CODE = a, RC =b, REASON CODE=c'

Reason:

DSA was unable to access the Threshold PDS. Processing terminates with return code 12.

Action:

Refer to the preceding messages. Verify the Threshold PDS/E specification on the THRESHOLDPDS keyword. Correct
and retry the request.
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DSA1004E
ERROR PARSING THRESHOLD MEMBER a FOR KEYWORD "b”

Reason:

DSA encountered an invalid keyword or threshold value for the member named (a) in the keyword specification (b) of the
COPYFROM function. Processing terminates with return code 12.

Action:

Refer to message DSA0700 preceding this error message to determine the control statement and nature of the error.
Correct the error and rerun the job.

DSA1005E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILURE

Reason:

DSA was unable to access the Threshold PDS. Processing terminates with return code 12.

Action:

Refer to the preceding ITK5490E message. Verify the Threshold PDS/E specification on the THRESHOLDPDS keyword.
Correct and retry the request.

DSA1006E
INTERNAL ERROR DETECTED ON KEYWORD "a"

Reason:

An internal error was detected.

• a
Identifies the keyword on which the problem occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates with return code 12. Contact CA Support for assistance.

DSA1007E
GETMAIN FAILED

Reason:

A getmain request failed. Processing terminates with return code 12.

Action:

Increase the region size and resubmit the job.

DSA1008E
NO DATABASES REGISTERED WITH DBRC'

Reason:
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No databases are registered with DBRC so DSA is unable to generate threshold definitions. DSA uses the database
names defined in DBRC after applying the DBD and EXCLUDEDBD filters for generating threshold definitions. Processing
terminates with return code 12.

Action:

Change the recon specifications or register the databases for which thresholds must be generated for to DBRC and rerun
the job.

DSA1009E
THRESHOLD PDS IS EMPTY

Reason:

DSA requires that the named members in the COPYFROM keyword be present in the threshold file. Processing
terminates with return code 12.

Action:

Generate the named threshold definitions under ISPF and rerun the job.

DSA1200E
ERROR OCCURRED LOADING IIR INTERFACE - ITKIIRI0

Reason:

Library concatenation is not correct.

Action:

Add the ITK and Datacom/AD libraries to the STEPLIB and rerun the job.

DSA1201E
ERROR OCCURRED IN ITKIIRI0 LOADING DBINFPR , RC=rc

Reason:

Library concatenation is not correct.

• rc
Identifies the return code from the ITK module manager.

Action:

Add the ITK and CA Datacom/AD libraries to the STEPLIB to use the IMS Information Repository (IIR) and resubmit the
job.

DSA1202E
ERROR OCCURRED IN ITKIIRI0 ON xxxxx OF yyy, DATACOM RC=zz(nnn)

Reason:

Indicates a CA Datacom/AD error.

• xxxxx
Identifies the CA Datacom/AD command that encountered the error.

• yyy
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Identifies the table that encountered the error.
• zz

Identifies the return code from CA Datacom/AD
• nnn

Identifies the reason code from CA Datacom/AD.

Action:

For the OPEN command, the return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

For all other commands, the accumulated return code is not changed. Control is returned to the calling program and
processing continues.

NOTE
For more information about the CA Datacom/AD codes (zz, nnn), see the CA Datacom/DB Message Reference
Guide.

DSA1203E
ERROR OCCURRED IN IIR INTERFACE.

Reason:

Communication with CA Datacom through the IMS Information Repository (IIR) interface failed. This message is
associated with an ABEND during IIR processing.

The most common problem is that CA Datacom cannot find or access required libraries (CUSLIB or CAxxLOAD).

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=16.

See messages that follow this one for more information. Verify that the CAxxLOAD and CUSLIB libraries are available and
accessible to CA Datacom and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.
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ETMIMS Messages
These messages are generated from CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS. The following
messages are described:

• ETMSRCH0 return codes
• ETM messages

ETMSRCH0 Return Codes
When subroutine ETMSRCH0 returns values other than zeros in field PARMIRET, these values are return codes
(indicating that the subroutine encountered an error). Additionally, the PARMIRSN field contains CA Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS reason codes.

x'00001000'
PARMIRET=x'00001000', PARMIRSN=x'0000010n'

Reason:

An error occurred while issuing the IMS ICMD call.

• PARMIRSN = x'00000100'
Indicates that the error occurred while issuing the /DIS ASMT NODE command.

• PARMIRSN = x'00000101'
Indicates that the error occurred while issuing the /DIS ASMT LTERM command.

• PARMIRSN = x'00000102'
Indicates that the error occurred while issuing the /DIS NODE command.

Action:

Fields PARMARET and PARMARSN contain the IMS AIB return and reason codes from the failed ICMD call. Take the
action defined for AIBRETRN (PARMARET) and AIBREASN (PARMARSN) code in the IBM IMS Application Programming
Reference: Transaction Manager.

x'00002000'
PARMIRET=x'00002000', PARMIRSN=x'0000010n'

Reason:

An error occurred while issuing the IMS RCMD call.

• PARMIRSN=x'00000100'
Indicates that the error occurred while issuing an RCMD call following the /DIS ASMT NODE command.

• PARMIRSN=x'00000101'
Indicates that the error occurred while issuing an RCMD call following the /DIS ASMT LTERM command.

• PARMIRSN=x'00000102'
Indicates that the error occurred while issuing an RCMD call following the /DIS NODE command.

Action:

Fields PARMARET and PARMARSN contain the IMS AIB return and reason codes from the failed RCMD call. Take the
action defined for AIBRETRN (PARMARET) and AIBREASN (PARMARSN) code in the IBM IMS Application Programming
Reference: Transaction Manager.
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x'00003000'
PARMIRET=x'00003000', PARMIRSN=x'0000010n'

Reason:

The parmlist that was passed to ETMSRCH0 contained invalid data.

• PARMIRSN=x'00000100'
Indicates that field PARMNAME contained blanks or low values.

• PARMIRSN=x'00000101'
Indicates that field PARMTYPE did not contain a valid search type. Field PARMTYPE must be 8 bytes long and contain
NODE, LTERM, UTBLUSER, or UTBLNODE.

Action:

Ensure that PARMNAME and PARMTYPE are correct, and then rerun the application program.

x'00004000'
PARMIRET=x'00004000', PARMARSN = x'0000010n'

Reason:

An error was encountered regarding locating the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA
tables.

• PARMARSN=x'00000100'
Indicates that an error was encountered regarding locating the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for
z/OS E/CSA anchor block.

• PARMARSN=x'00000101'
Indicates that an error was encountered regarding locating the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for
z/OS IMSID E/CSA anchor block.

Action:

Ensure that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was properly installed by verifying that the IMS
control received message ETM1011I at startup.

x'00005000'
PARMIRET=x'00005000', PARMIRSN=x'00000100'

Reason:

An error occurred while on an AIBTDLI call. PARMIRSN=x'00000100' indicates that a bad return code was returned from
an IMS INQY call.

Action:

Fields PARMARET and PARMARSN contain the IMS AIB return and reason codes from the failed ICMD call. Take the
action defined for AIBRETRN (PARMARET) and AIBREASN (PARMARSN) code in the IBM IMS Application Programming
Reference: Transaction Manager.

x'00009000'
PARMIRET=x'00009000', PARMIRSN = x'00000100'

Reason:
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The call to ETMSRCH0 was unsuccessful. PARMIRSN = x'00000100' indicates that ETMSRCH0 was not able to locate
the requested information by using the IMS ICMD /DIS calls or the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for
z/OS tables.

Action:

No action is required.

ETM Messages
ETM messages are generated from CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS.

ETM0000W
LOAD FAILED FOR ETM EXIT module

Reason:

LOAD failed for the specified module (module) while attempting to set an intercept for a CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS exit during IMS restart. Restart continues without the function provided by the exit that failed to
LOAD.

If module is ETMYPRXn or ETMYDRUn, CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS OTMA LTERM
support will not be active. If module is ETMNDMXn, CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS ABEND
message disposition will not be active.

Action:

Determine the reason for the LOAD failure, and restart IMS.

ETM0001E
HOOK FAILED, *NOGU PROCESSING NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

A matching *NOGU entry was found in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS TRANSACTION
ABEND TABLE, but an error was encountered attempting to determine whether the ABENDing application program issued
a GU to the IOPCB.

The application program ABEND continues, but the *NOGU table entry will not be used. CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS will search the LTERM ABEND TABLE and TRANSACTION ABEND TABLE for a matching
table entry.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0101I
{ ALOC | DEAL | INFO } SVC99 RC=xx S99ERROR=xxxx S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

Informational message indicating a dynamic allocation function (ALOCate, DEALocate, or INFOrmation) failed with the
indicated return and reason codes. Depending on the function requested, additional error messages might follow.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC error and information codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler
Services Guide.
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ETM0102E
NO DSNAME FOUND FOR DDNAME=ddname

Reason:

Informational message indicating extraction of the data set (ddname) failed. Depending on the function requested,
additional error messages may follow.

ETM0134E
LOAD FAILED FOR module RC=rc ABCODE=code

Reason:

Batch utility ETMSMU encountered an error attempting to load the specified module.

Action:

The batch utility terminates. Determine the reason for the LOAD failure (by using the return code and abend code), correct
the error, and rerun the job.

ETM0192E
LOAD FAILED FOR module RC=rc ABCODE=code

Reason:

Batch utility ETMSMU encountered an error attempting to load the specified module.

Action:

The batch utility terminates.

Determine the reason for the LOAD failure (by using the return code and abend code), correct the error, and rerun the job.

ETM0202E
FIND FAILED FOR ddn MEMBER membername

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS batch utility ETMSMU encountered an error attempting to
read the member (membername) from the data set (ddn).

Action:

The batch utility terminates.

Verify that member is present in the data set, and that it is allocated with the proper attributes. Correct all problems and
rerun the job.

ETM0205E
INVALID PARM PASSED TO ETMIOS00

Reason:

An internal error occurred in ETMIOS00.

Action:
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The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0206E
INTERNAL ERROR - INVALID OPEN REQUEST

Reason:

An internal error occurred in ETMIOS00.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0207E
INTERNAL ERROR - INVALID GET REQUEST

Reason:

An internal error occurred in ETMIOS00.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0208E
MISSING OPCODE - STMT IGNORED

Reason:

An internal error occurred in ETMIOS00.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0209E
INTERNAL ERROR - INVALID LENGTH

Reason:

An internal error occurred in ETMIOS00.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0210E
INTERNAL PARM ERROR - GENTYPE NOT SPECIFIED
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Reason:

An internal error occurred in ETMIOS00.

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0211E
OPCODE EXCEEDS 8 CHARACTERS - STMT IGNORED

Reason:

An internal error occurred in ETMIOS00.

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0212E
BEGIN TO CONTINUE COLUMNS NOT BLANK

Reason:

A macro statement was continued (as indicated by a non-blank character in column 72), but the first 15 columns on the
following statement were not blank. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the macro statement in error, and correct the problem.

ETM0213E
TITLE MUST HAVE A SINGLE OPERAND ENCLOSED IN QUOTES

Reason:

A title statement was encountered containing more than one operand, or whose operand was not enclosed in quotes.

The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the macro statement in error and correct the problem.

ETM0214E
TITLE VALUE EXCEEDS 100 BYTES

Reason:

A title statement with title text exceeding 100 bytes was encountered.

The statement is ignored.

Action:
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Reduce the length of the text to less than 100 bytes.

ETM0215E
LABEL TOO LONG (EXCEEDS 63 CHARACTERS)

Reason:

A control statement had a label beginning in column 1 that exceeded 63 characters in length.

The statement is ignored.

Action:

Reduce the length of the label to less than 63 characters.

ETM0216E
TOO MANY CONTINUATION CARDS (EXCEEDS 10 CARDS)

Reason:

A single macro was composed of more than 10 source lines (or exceeded the maximum length available for a single
macro statement, which is approximately 720 characters). The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the source macro that caused the error. Reduce the number of text lines composing the macro, or reduce the
entire length of the macro statement by eliminating parameters with default values.

ETM0217E
UNMATCHED QUOTE

Reason:

A macro statement with a quoted value did not have an ending quote.

The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the macro statement in error and correct the problem.

ETM0218E
TOO MANY NESTED COPY STATEMENTS (EXCEEDS 10)

Reason:

The number of active (open) COPY members exceeded the limit of ten.

The COPY statement is ignored.

Action:

Restructure the source code to reduce the number of nested COPY statements.

ETM0219E
COPY OPERAND EXCEEDS 8 CHARACTERS
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Reason:

A COPY statement specified a member name more than eight characters long.

The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the macro statement in error and correct the problem.

ETM0220E
RECURSIVE COPY MEMBER REQUESTED

Reason:

A COPY statement was included in a COPIED member that referred back to a member already open. This results in an
endless loop of COPY members. The statement is ignored.

Action:

Review the COPY statements included in the GEN source, and correct the COPY statements to prevent a recursive loop.

ETM0221E
COPY STATEMENT FOUND IN SEQUENTIAL INPUT

Reason:

A COPY statement was encountered but the input data set is not a PDS.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Review the macro statement in error and correct the problem.

ETM0222W
WARNING - CONTINUED STATEMENT DOES NOT END WITH A COMMA

Reason:

An input line had a non-blank continuation character, indicating that the statement is continued but does not end with a
comma. While this is valid syntax, it might indicate that a comma is missing.

The remainder of the macro statement is treated as a comment.

Action:

Verify that the continued statement is coded correctly.

ETM0223E
COPY STATEMENT INVALID IN PROCLIB MEMBER

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS batch utility ETMSMU encountered an error processing a
COPY statement. When processing a PROCLIB member, a COPY statement is not supported.

Action:
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The batch utility terminates.

Remove the unsupported COPY statement, and rerun the job.

ETM0321E
INVALID PARM PASSED TO ETMDCB - ERROR CODE x

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS batch utility ETMSMU encountered an internal error. An
invalid parameter (x) was passed between programs.

Action:

The job step terminates with a U4021 abend code.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0322E
CLOSE FAILED FOR type DDNAME ddn ABEND CODE code RETURN CODE rc

Reason:

An error was encountered during the attempt to close the specified DDNAME.

Action:

The job step terminates with a U4021 abend code.

Additional error messages might be present in the z/OS log. Correct the reason for the failure, and rerun the failed job.

ETM0323E
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error was encountered during the attempt to open the specified DDNAME. The job step completes normally.

Action:

Additional error messages might be present in the z/OS log. Correct the reason for the failure and try the failed operation
again.

ETM0331I
jjjjjjjj WAITING FOR DATASET dsn volser

Reason:

Informational message indicating jobname jjjjjjjj is waiting for an enqueue or reserve for an output data set. The data set
name (dsn) and volume serial number (volser) are indicated in the message.

The job waits for the holder of the resource to release control.

ETM0340E
xxxxxxx ERROR FOR yyyyyyyy RC=rc

Reason:
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An ENQ or RESERVE macro for QNAME yyyyyyyy failed with the indicated return code (rc).

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0342E
UNNABLE TO LOCATE TIOT ENTRY FOR DDNAME xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The specified ddname was not found in the TIOT.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Verify that the indicated ddname is present in the JCL for the failing job.

ETM0343E
SWAREQ FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

An SWAREQ macro failed with the indicated return code.

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0351E
xxxxxxxx FAILED FOR yyyyyy STORAGE RC=rc

Reason:

A storage request for I/O related storage failed with the indicated return code.

• xxxxxxxx
Indicates whether the failure was for a GETMAIN or FREEMAIN.

• yyyyyy
Indicates the storage use: either DCB, DSNENT, or BUFFER.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0368E
DYNAMIC xxxxxx FAILED RC=rc ERROR CODE=yyyy INFO CODE=zzz

Reason:

A dynamic allocation/concatenation/unallocation request failed. One or both ETM0368I messages might appear, along
with ETM0368E message.

Action:
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The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Check the error and information codes returned, and correct the error.

ETM0368I
DSN=dsn DDNAME=

Reason:

Informational message indicating a dynamic allocation/concatenation/unallocation request completed.

ETM0369W
UNKNOWN DSORG RETURNED DURING DYNAMIC ALLOCATION DSORG=xxxx

Reason:

Dynamic allocation information returned an unexpected value for the DSORG of the specified data set.

Action:

The job step terminates with return code 16.

Verify that the DSORG of the identified data set is valid.

ETM0370E
SOURCE DATA SETS HAVE INCONSISTENT DSORG

Reason:

The data sets in the input concatenation were not allocated with the same data set organization (DSORG).

Action:

The job step terminates with a U4021 abend code.

Ensure all data sets in the input concatenation are allocated with the same data set organization (DSORG), and rerun the
failed job.

ETM0401I
job WAITING FOR DATASET dsn volser

Reason:

Jobname (job) is waiting for an enqueue or reserve for an output data set. The data set name (dsn) and volume serial
(volser) are indicated in the message.

The job waits for the holder of the resource to release control.

Action:

If the wait continues, investigate which job is holding the required resource.

ETM0404E
STOW FAILED FOR MEMBER xxxxxxxx IN DD yyyyyyyy RC=rc SC=zzzz

Reason:
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A STOW request for the indicated member and ddname failed. The return code and subcode issued by the STOW macro
appear in the message.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Review the JES log of the failing job for additional messages relating to the indicated ddname. Review the JCL for proper
specification of the indicated ddname. Ensure there is sufficient space in both the data set and directory.

ETM0405E
xxxxxxxx FOR COMPRESS WORK AREA FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

A GETMAIN or FREEMAIN, as indicated in the message, failed when attempting to access below the line storage for a
work area to be used to perform a compress of the MATRIX data set.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Review storage available in the address space that experienced the problem. Because this is storage below the line,
ensure that sufficient region is available.

ETM0406E
NOTE MACRO FAILED FOR DDNAME ddname RC=rc

Reason:

A NOTE macro request for the indicated ddname failed. The return code from NOTE appears in the message.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Review the JES log of the failing job for other messages relating to the indicated ddname. Review the JCL for proper
specification of the indicated ddname.

ETM0407E
INVALID PARAMETER PASSED TO ETMLMOD

Reason:

An internal error occurred while passing a parameter to module ETMLMOD.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0408E
MODULE SIZE REQUESTED NOT DOUBLEWORD ALIGNED

Reason:

An internal error occurred related to the size of the module to be written.
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Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0416E
ABEND Sxxx RC rc DDNAME ddn

Reason:

An abend was intercepted during an I/O operation for the indicated ddname.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Review the JES log of the failing job for other messages relating to the indicated DDNAME. For D37 or E37 abend codes,
review the space available in the indicated data set and compress the data set as required.

ETM0417E
TASK NOT APF AUTHORIZED - UNABLE TO COMPRESS OUTPUT LIBRARY

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was unable to automatically compress the output library
because the job step was not running APF authorized.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Ensure that the SETMLOAD data set, and any other data set in the STEPLIB, are APF authorized. Either APF authorize
the appropriate data sets, or compress the library and try the operation again.

ETM0418E
SPACE ABEND RECURRED AFTER OUTPUT LIBRARY WAS COMPRESSED

Reason:

The MATRIX data set experienced space problems even after it was compressed by CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Enlarge the output data set and try the operation again.

ETM0419E
COMPRESS FAILED - ATTACH TO IEBCOPY FAILED RC = rc COMPRESS FAILED - IEBCOPY RETURN CODE xx

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS attempted to compress the MATRIX data set, but was
unsuccessful.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.
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Review the return and abend code and any messages in the z/OS syslog to determine the cause of the IEBCOPY failure.
Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0420I
COMPRESS SUCCESSFUL MATRIX

Reason:

Informational message indicating CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS successfully compressed
the data set associated with ddname MATRIX. Processing continues.

ETM0561E
PRINT WAS ATTEMPTED BEFORE OPEN

Reason:

A call to print a message was made before print functionality was available.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0562E
INVALID DD INDICATOR PASSED TO PRINT ROUTINE

Reason:

A call to print a line included an invalid indicator specifying the ddname for the print output.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0563E
PRINT TO CURRENT DDNAME REQUESTED BUT NO GEN PROCESS WAS ACTIVE

Reason:

A call to print an input line failed because the indicator for the type of input in progress was not set properly.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0564E
MESSAGE EXCEEDS 132 BYTES

Reason:

A message or header to be printed by ETMPRNT exceeded the maximum size (132 bytes).

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ETM0566E
INVALID PRINT FUNCTION REQUEST BYTE

Reason:

A request to ETMPRNT specified an invalid function indicator.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0567E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR MSG BUFF IN ETMPRNT

Reason:

A GETMAIN for message buffers failed. Processing cannot continue.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0568E
OPEN FAILED FOR PRINT DDNAME ddn

Reason:

OPEN failed for the specified ddname.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Ensure the data set associated with specified ddname is allocated correctly. If output is directed to a data set instead of
SYSOUT, ensure that the DCB attributes are RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133.

ETM0569E
CLOSE FAILED FOR PRINT DDNAME ddn

Reason:

An MVS CLOSE macro returned with RC=04, leaving the specified ddname open.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend.

Review the z/OS syslog for any additional error messages related to this ddname. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0570E
REQUESTED MESSAGE LENGTH EXCEEDS MAX LENGTH

Reason:

A message or header to be printed by ETMPRNT exceeded the maximum size (132 bytes).

Action:
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The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0601E
INVALID LABEL IN COLUMN 1 - STMT IGNORED

Reason:

The only valid characters that can appear in column 1 are a blank or a close parenthesis, followed by an open
parenthesis, followed by a blank.

Syntax checking continues, but there are no CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX
modules created by this program.

Action:

Correct the invalid control statement(s) and rerun the job.

ETM0602E
LOGIC ERROR IN ETMSECB

Reason:

An internal error occurred processing the security control statements.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0603E
OPCODE ERROR (INVALID OR OUT OF SEQUENCE - STMT IGNORED)

Reason:

The opcode on the preceding statement is not currently valid (either the opcode is spelled wrong or is out of sequence).

The statement is ignored. Syntax checking continues, but the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS
MATRIX modules will not be created.

Action:

Review the security GEN source, and correct the error.

ETM0604E
MISSING REQUIRED OPERAND - STMT IGNORED

Reason:

A required operand for the preceding statement was not specified.

The statement is ignored. Syntax checking continues, but the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS
MATRIX modules are not created.

Action:

Review the security GEN source, and correct the error.
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ETM0605E
NO DATA RECORDS FOR PRECEDING CONTROL CARD

Reason:

A control record -- one with a )( label -- had no data records associated with it.

The statement is ignored. Syntax checking continues, but the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS
MATRIX modules are not created.

Action:

Review the security GEN source, and correct the error.

ETM0606E
DATA RECORD SPECIFIED WITHOUT PRECEDING CONTROL RECORD

Reason:

A data record -- one without a )( label -- was encountered before a control record. The statement is ignored. Syntax
checking continues, but the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX modules are not
created.

Action:

Review the security GEN source, and correct the error.

ETM0607E
ERROR PROCESSING xxx TABLE COUNTERS

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0608E
SECURITY STATEMENT xxxxxxxx NOT SUPPORTED-STATEMENT IGNORED

Reason:

Informational message indicating the indicated statement is not processed by ETMSMU. The statement is ignored, and
processing continues.

ETM0610E
STORAGE MANAGEMENT ERROR

Reason:

An internal storage management error occurred.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ETM0613E
OPERAND EXCEEDS MAXIMUM VALID LENGTH

Reason:

An internal programming error occurred.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0699E
ROW REDUCTION ERROR

Reason:

An internal programming error occurred.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0704E
LOAD FAILED FOR module RC=rc ABCODE=code

Reason:

Batch utility ETMSMU encountered an error attempting to load the specified module. The return code (rc) and abend code
(code) can be used to determine the reason for the load failure.

Action:

The batch utility terminates. Review the z/OS log for additional error messages, correct the reason for the load failure, and
rerun the job.

ETM0706E
ETM SECURITY PROCESS ENDED DUE TO MODULE LINK ERROR(S)

Reason:

Errors were encountered attempting to link-edit the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX
modules. Additional error messages should be displayed.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Review the accompanying message(s) and take appropriate action.

ETM0708E
ETM SECURITY PROCESS ENDED DUE TO SECURITY SOURCE ERROR(S)

Reason:

Syntax errors were encountered in the security source statements. Additional error messages should be displayed.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Review the accompanying message(s) and take appropriate action.
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ETM0712E
REQUIRED DD STATEMENT ddn WAS NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

The indicated ddname was not present in the JCL.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Correct the JCL and rerun the job.

ETM0801E
INVALID PARM PASSED TO ETMSTMG

Reason:

An internal error occurred due to an invalid parameter being passed to ETMSTMG.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0802E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR module RC=rc

Reason:

A GETMAIN failed for the indicated module.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Increase the REGION size and rerun the job.

ETM0803W
FREEMAIN FAILED FOR module RC=rc

Reason:

A FREEMAIN failed for the indicated module.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0806E
LOAD FAILED FOR module RC=rc

Reason:

Batch utility ETMSMU encountered an error attempting to load the specified module.

Action:

The batch utility terminates.

Check the return code (rc) to determine the reason for the load failure. Review the z/OS log for additional error messages,
correct the reason for the load failure, and rerun the job.
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ETM0808W
DELETE FAILED FOR module RC=rc

Reason:

Batch utility ETMSMU encountered an error attempting to delete the specified module. The return code (rc) can be used
to determine the reason for the delete failure.

Action:

The batch utility terminates.

Review the z/OS log for additional error messages, correct the reason for the delete failure, and rerun the job.

ETM0901E
INVALID PARM PASSED TO ETMTIME

Reason:

An internal error occurred because an invalid parameter was passed to module ETMTIME.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM0902E
TIME MACRO RETURNED RC=rc

Reason:

A TIME request to MVS returned a non-zero return code. Return codes from a TIME call are documented in the z/OS
MVS Programming: Assembler Services Reference manual.

Action:

The job terminates with a U4021 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM1000W
ETM CLEANUP NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

One of the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS modules required for user SIGNOFF CLEANUP
was not found at IMS initialization.

Action:

Restart continues, but user SIGNOFF CLEANUP is not available. Verify that modules ETMCLNA0 and ETMCLNI0 are
available, and restart IMS.

ETM1001W
EMTRAN PFKEYS NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

The module that enables use of PF keys by CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS IMS online
transaction (EMTRAN) was not available at IMS initialization.
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Action:

Restart continues, but transaction EMTRAN cannot use PF keys. Verify that module ETMPFKI0 is available, and restart
IMS.

ETM1002I
E/CSA ANCHOR { FOUND | ESTABLISHED } AT xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Informational message indicating this message displays the address of CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for
IMS for z/OS's E/CSA anchor block. Processing continues.

ETM1003W
RC=xx RETURNED FROM E/CSA SEARCH {,RESTART CONTINUES}

Reason:

An error occurred in the E/CSA locate function. This could lead to overutilization of E/CSA. If this error occurs in the
IMS control region, restart continues but ETO is disabled. If this error occurs in a batch load job, batch load processing
terminates unsuccessfully.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. If this error occurs during IMS restart, try to perform a batch load of the database
tables. You might need to take a console dump of the IMS control region.

ETM1004E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN E/CSA ANCHOR GETMAIN {RESTART CONTINUES | RC=rc}

Reason:

A critical error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA acquire routine. CA
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS cannot function when this error is encountered.

If this error occurs in the IMS control region, restart continues but ETO is disabled. If this error occurs in a batch load job,
batch load processing terminates unsuccessfully.

Action:

Verify that adequate E/CSA is available to run the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS product. If
E/CSA appears to be overutilized or corrupted, contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM1005E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN E/CSA IMSID GETMAIN, RESTART CONTINUES

Reason:

A critical error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA acquire routine. CA
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS cannot function when this error is encountered.

Action:

Restart continues, but ETO is deactivated.

Verify that adequate E/CSA is available to run the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS. If E/CSA
appears to be overutilized or corrupted, contact CA Support for assistance.
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ETM1006E
LOCATE FAILED FOR ETMINTX0, RESTART CONTINUES

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was unable to locate module ETMINTX0 in the IMS control
region STEPLIB concatenation during IMS restart. CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS cannot
function when this error is encountered.

Action:

Restart continues, but ETO is deactivated.

Verify that the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS modules are installed properly in an IMS
control region STEPLIB library.

ETM1007W
LOAD FAILED FOR USER INITIALIZATION EXIT, DFSINTX1

Reason:

User exit DFSINTX1 was found at IMS startup, but an error occurred while trying to load the module. Restart continues.

Action:

Correct the problem, and restart IMS.

ETM1008I
IMSID ANCHOR ESTABLISHED AT address

Reason:

Informational message indicating this message displays the address of the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for
IMS for z/OS IMSID E/CSA anchor block. Restart continues.

ETM1009I
DFSINTX1 RETURNED TABLE ADDRESS address

Reason:

Informational message indicates this message displays the address returned by the user's DFSINTX1 exit. This is the
same address passed to all user ETO exits (DFSxxxx1) and from subroutine ETMUTBLx. Restart continues.

ETM1010E
RC=rc FROM DFSINTX1 RETURNED TO IMS

Reason:

This message displays the return code from the user's DFSINTX1 exit. This same return code is passed to IMS.

Action:

Determine the reason for the non-zero return code, and take corrective action.
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ETM1011I
EXTENDED TERMINAL ASSIST INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

Reason:

Informational message indicating this message indicates that initialization is complete.

ETM1012I
EXTENDED TERMINAL MANAGER INIT FAILED, ETO DISABLED

Reason:

An error occurred that caused CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS to deactivate ETO.

Action:

Restart continues without the use of ETO. Correct the error, and restart IMS.

ETM1013E
ETM NOT INSTALLED FOR THIS RELEASE OF IMS - IMS ABEND FORCED

Reason:

The version of CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS installed is incompatible with the version of
IMS.

Action:

IMS terminates with a U4003 abend code. Install the version of CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/
OS that supports this version of IMS.

ETM1014I
AUTO /TEST MFS REQUESTED FOR dddddddd

Reason:

Informational message indicating Auto /TEST MFS has been requested for the indicated device type. Auto /TEST MFS is
enabled for the indicated device unless the IMS system generation included the NOTESTMFS parameter on the COMM
macro.

ETM1015I
IMS BACKEND FLAG SET

Reason:

This IMS region has been designated as a back-end system because DD statement ETMBKEND was present in the
control region JCL.

Action:

Processing continues, but autologon data will not be provided for dynamic printer LTERMs.

If autologon data is required for dynamic printers, remove DD statement ETMBKEND from the control region JCL, and
restart IMS. If autologon data is not required, no action is needed.
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ETM1025E
INTERNAL ERROR SETTING CTRN0 INTERCEPT

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to set the intercept for the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS
for z/OS Matrix security module. This is an error with CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS and
requires service.

Action:

IMS terminates with a U4003 abend code. Install the latest CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS
PTF level and restart IMS. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM1026I
NO VALID ETM= SETTING PROVIDED IN PROCLIB, ETM INACTIVE.

Reason:

Informational message indicating CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS failed to activate because
the ETMIimsid PROCLIB member does not contain a valid ETM= control statement. IMS continues initialization with CA
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS inactive.

Action:

To initialize IMS with active CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS, specify ETM=YES in the
ETMIimsid PROCLIB member and restart IMS.

ETM1059E
NAME/TOKEN CREATION FAILED, RC = rc

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS received a bad return code (rc) when attempting to create an
MVS NAME/TOKEN entry.

Action:

IMS abends.

Determine cause of the bad return code from the NAME/TOKEN creation routine (IEANTCR). The return codes are
documented in the z/OS MVS Programming: Assembler Services Reference manual.

ETM1101E
ERROR RELEASING HIOP STORAGE

Reason:

An error was encountered while CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS attempted to release storage
from the high I/O pool (HIOP).

Action:

The control region terminates with a U4093 abend. Contact CA Support and provide the storage dump.
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ETM1102E
ERROR OBTAINING HIOP STORAGE

Reason:

An error was encountered while CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS attempted to acquire storage
for ETV (Enhanced Transaction Verification) processing. ETV processing is bypassed. This error is likely caused by an
insufficient high I/O pool (HIOP) definition in the DFSPBxxx member of PROCLIB.

Action:

Processing continues. Increase the HIOP parameter specification and restart IMS.

ETM1201E
ETMMTRX DDNAME NOT PRESENT

Reason:

A request was made, using EMTRAN, to refresh the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX
tables, but the required ddname (ETMMTRX) was not present in the IMS control region.

Processing continues without CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX Enhanced
Transaction Verification (ETV).

Action:

Ensure that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX Enhanced Transaction Verification
(ETV) is properly installed.

ETM1202E
ETMMTRX DSN IN-USE, ENQUEUE FAILED

Reason:

A request was made, using EMTRAN, to refresh the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX
tables, but the data set was being updated by another task.

Processing continues, but the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX table is not refreshed.

Action:

Attempt the refresh operation after the task holding the MATRIX data set completes.

ETM1203E
OPEN FAILED FOR DDN ETMMTRX

Reason:

An error was encountered attempting to OPEN the data set associated with ddname ETMMTRX.

If this message is displayed at IMS initialization, IMS restart continues, but without CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV). If this message is displayed while attempting
a table refresh, processing continues but the refresh is not successful.

Action:

Review the z/OS syslog for additional messages describing the OPEN failure, correct the errors, and try the failed
operation again. After the problem is corrected, either restart IMS or use the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
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for IMS for z/OS EMTRAN online transaction program to refresh/load the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for
IMS for z/OS MATRIX tables.

ETM1204E
NON-ZERO RETURN FROM BLDL

Reason:

An error was encountered attempting a BLDL macro for DDNAME ETMMTRX.

If this message is displayed at IMS initialization, IMS restart continues, but without CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV). If this message is displayed while attempting
a table refresh, processing continues but the refresh is not successful.

Action:

Ensure the data set associated with ddname ETMMTRX was properly populated by the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX build utility (ETMSMU). After the problem is corrected, either restart IMS or use the
CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS online program to refresh/load the CA Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX tables.

ETM1205E
ETMMCNT IS INVALID

Reason:

Module ETMMCNT was found in the data set associated with DDNAME ETMMTRX, but it was not created with the CA
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX build utility program (ETMSMU).

If this message is displayed at IMS initialization, IMS restart continues, but without CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV). If this message is displayed while attempting
a table refresh, processing continues but the refresh is not successful.

Action:

Ensure the data set associated with ddname ETMMTRX was properly populated by the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX build utility (ETMSMU). After the problem is corrected, either restart IMS or use the
CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS online program to refresh/load the CA Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX tables.

ETM1206E
ETMMSMB IS INVALID

Reason:

Module ETMMSMB was found in the data set associated with ddname ETMMTRX, but it was not created with the CA
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX build utility program (ETMSMU).

If this message is displayed at IMS initialization, IMS restart continues, but without CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV). If this message is displayed while attempting
a table refresh, processing continues but the refresh is not successful.

Action:

Ensure the data set associated with ddname ETMMTRX was properly populated by the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX build utility (ETMSMU). After the problem is corrected, either restart IMS or use the
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CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS online program to refresh/load the CA Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX tables.

ETM1207E
ETMMTX IS INVALID

Reason:

Module ETMMTX was found in the data set associated with ddname ETMMTRX, but it was not created with the CA
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX build utility program (ETMSMU).

If this message is displayed at IMS initialization, IMS restart continues, but without CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV). If this message is displayed while attempting
a table refresh, processing continues but the refresh is not successful.

Action:

Ensure the data set associated with ddname ETMMTRX was properly populated by the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX build utility (ETMSMU). After the problem is corrected, either restart IMS or use the
CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS online program to refresh/load the CA Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX tables.

ETM1208E
ETMMTRX MODULES DATE/TIME MISMATCH

Reason:

The modules in the data set associated with ddname ETMMTRX were not created at the same time.

If this message is displayed at IMS initialization, IMS restart continues, but without CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV). If this message is displayed while attempting
a table refresh, processing continues but the refresh is not successful.

Action:

Ensure the data set associated with ddname ETMMTRX was properly populated by the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX build utility (ETMSMU). After the problem is corrected, either restart IMS or use the
CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS online program to refresh/load the CA Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX tables.

ETM1209E
GETMAIN FAILURE

Reason:

A request for above the line storage was unsuccessful.

If this message is displayed at IMS initialization, IMS restart continues, but without CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV). If this message is displayed while attempting
a table refresh, processing continues but the refresh is not successful.

Action:

Increase the region size in the IMS control region JCL, and restart IMS.
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ETM1210I
ETM MATRIX SUCCESSFULLY LOADED

Reason:

Informational message indicating the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX Enhanced
Transaction Verification (ETV) tables were successfully initialized or refreshed. Processing continues.

ETM1301W
TRAN TEXT DESC RECORD SKIPPED, COLUMN 72 IS NOT BLANK

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. The
record did not contain a blank in position 72.

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid record and restart IMS.

ETM1302W
TRAN TEXT DESC RECORD SKIPPED, TRAN KEYWORD EXPECTED

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. A
record was encountered that was not a comment or a TRAN control statement. The TRAN control statement must be the
first TTD control statement.

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid record and restart IMS.

ETM1303W
TRAN TEXT DESC RECORD SKIPPED, FAILED EDITING

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. The
record failed standard editing.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Ensure all records in PROCLIB member TTDimsid are valid, and restart IMS.

ETM1304W
TRAN TEXT DESC RECORD SKIPPED, INVALID TRANSACTION NAME

Reason:
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While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. The
TRAN control record contained a transaction name that was longer than 8 bytes, or was not followed by a comma.

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Action:

Correct the length of the transaction name, or add a comma following the transaction name, and restart IMS.

ETM1305W
TRAN TEXT DESC RECORD SKIPPED, MSGLEN= PARAMETER MISSING

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. The
TRAN control record did not contain the MSGLEN= parameter.

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Action:

Add the MSGLEN= parameter to the TRAN control record and restart IMS.

ETM1306W
tttttttt - TRAN TEXT DESC CONTAINED INVALID MSGLEN VALUE

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. The
TRAN control record for transaction tttttttt contained an invalid MSGLEN value. The MSGLEN value was either non-
numeric, contained more than three digits, or was greater than 252.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Ensure the value specified for MSGLEN is numeric, contains three digits or less, and is not greater than 252, and then
restart IMS.

ETM1307W
tttttttt - TRAN TEXT DESC CONTAINED INVALID NUMERIC DATA

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. The
MSG descriptor control statement following TRAN descriptor tttttttt contained invalid numeric data in either its LTH= or
POS= field.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Ensure that the LTH= and POS= parameters contain numeric values, and restart IMS.

ETM1308W
tttttttt - TRAN TEXT DESC LENGTH FIELD SPECIFIED AS ZERO

Reason:
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While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. A
MSG descriptor control statement following TRAN descriptor tttttttt contained a value of zero for either its LTH= or POS=
field.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Ensure that the LTH= and POS= parameters contain non-zero values, and restart IMS.

ETM1309W
tttttttt - TRAN TEXT DESC LENGTH GREATER THAN MAX (252)

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. A
numeric value specified for a TRAN/MSG descriptor record for TRAN tttttttt contained a value greater than the maximum
allowed. The maximum value that can be specified is 252.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Ensure that all numeric values are 252 or less, and restart IMS.

ETM1310W
tttttttt - INVALID RECORD SYNTAX

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. A
TRAN/MSG descriptor control statement for transaction tttttttt failed editing. Either a parameter was missing, or there was
no comma between parameters.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues. Correct the invalid record and restart IMS.

ETM1311W
tttttttt - MISSING PARAMETER

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. A
MSG descriptor control statement for transaction tttttttt failed editing. Either the POS= or LTH= parameter was omitted
from a MSG descriptor control statement.

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid record and restart IMS.

ETM1312W
tttttttt - LTH SPECIFIED MODE THAN ONCE

Reason:
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While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. The
LTH= parameter was specified more than once for a MSG descriptor control statement for transaction tttttttt.

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid record and restart IMS.

ETM1313W
tttttttt - POS SPECIFIED MODE THAN ONCE

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. The
POS= parameter was specified more than once for a MSG descriptor control statement for transaction tttttttt.

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid record and restart IMS.

ETM1316W
tttttttt - POS+LTH GREATER THAN MSGLEN

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. A
MSG descriptor control statement for transaction tttttttt contains an invalid POS= or LTH= value. The sum of the LTH= and
POS= values is greater than the value specified in the MSGLEN parameter for TRAN descriptor tttttttt.

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid record and restart IMS.

ETM1317W
tttttttt - INVALID TEXT RECORD (QUOTE AS FIRST CHAR)

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. A
MSG descriptor TEXT control statement for transaction tttttttt is invalid. A TEXT control statement (as designated by a
quote in column two) cannot have another quote as the first byte of text (column three).

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid record and restart IMS.

ETM1318W
tttttttt - INVALID TEXT RECORD, DATA TOO LONG

Reason:
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While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered.
A MSG descriptor TEXT control statement for transaction tttttttt is invalid. The sum of the length TEXT plus the value
specified for POS= is greater than the value specified for the MSGLEN parameter in the TRAN descriptor control
statement.

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid record and restart IMS.

ETM1319W
tttttttt - INVALID TEXT RECORD, POS PARAMETER MISSING

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. A
MSG descriptor TEXT control statement for transaction tttttttt is invalid. The POS= parameter is not specified.

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid record and restart IMS.

ETM1321W
INTERNAL ERROR, TTD FIELD LIMIT REACHED

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, a table used by CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS
reached it maximum size. The maximum number of MSG descriptor control statements has been read.

Action:

All subsequent MSG records are bypassed and processing continues.

Contact CA Support to have the maximum number of MSG fields increased.

ETM1322W
tttttttt / kkkkkkk “POS” LOCATED IN TRANSACTION NAME

Reason:

While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. A
MSG descriptor control statement (kkkkkkk) for transaction tttttttt is invalid. The value specified for POS causes the field to
be placed within the transaction name portion of the message.

The invalid record is ignored and processing continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid record and restart IMS.

ETM1390W
tttttttt / kkkkkkk CONTAINED INVALID LENGTH - SET TO MAX (8)

Reason:
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While reading PROCLIB member TTDimsid, an invalid Transaction Text Descriptor (TTD) record was encountered. A
MSG descriptor control statement (kkkkkkk) for the specified transaction (tttttttt) is invalid. The value specified for LTH= is
greater than the actual field.

The invalid LTH= field is ignored, and a length of eight bytes is assumed.

Action:

Correct the invalid LTH= value and restart IMS.

ETM1391I
MEMBER(TTDimsid) SUCCESSFULLY LOADED

Reason:

Informational message indicating IMS PROCLIB member TTDimsid successfully loaded. IMS startup continues.

ETM2001E
INVALID REFRESH OPTION SELECTED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid option was entered.

Action:

Enter a valid selection or command.

ETM2002E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GU FOR DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

ETM2003E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GN FOR DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

ETM2004E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GU FOR DBETM1 = xx
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Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

ETM2005E
NO SYMBOLIC DESTINATION NAMES IN DBETM1

Reason:

An IMS E/CSA refresh was requested, but there are no symbolic destination names in the routing table.

Action:

Processing ends.

From the Primary Menu in EMTRAN, choose option Y (and add the appropriate symbolic destination routing information).

ETM2006E
E/CSA LOCATE SERVICE FAILED

Reason:

The E/CSA locate service failed.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that no errors were encountered during CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS initialization at
IMS startup.

ETM2007E
E/CSA LOCATE FAILED FOR IMS SECTION: imsid

Reason:

The E/CSA locate service failed for this IMSID.

Action:

Processing ends. Verify that no errors were encountered during CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/
OS initialization at IMS startup.

ETM2008E
UNABLE TO LOCATE E/CSA OPTIONS DATA SET TABLE

Reason:

The CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA IMSID section was found, but there was no
pointer to the options data set table. This indicates a CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS
initialization error occurred at IMS startup.

Action:
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The CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS table refresh terminates. Check for CA Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS initialization messages in the startup of the failed IMS, and take appropriate
action.

ETM2010E
APPC ERROR EXTRACT ENDED WITH RC= rc- rsn

Reason:

A bad return code was received from the APPC/MVS error extract service, ATBEES3. Both the error and reason codes
are listed in the message.

Action:

Processing ends. Verify that no errors were encountered during CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/
OS initialization at IMS startup.

ETM2012E
DATA RECEIVED STATUS ERROR = xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An incomplete message was received from the conversation partner program. This is an internal error.

Action:

Processing ends. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM2013I
E/CSA REFRESH COMPLETED

Reason:

Informational message indicating the refresh process is complete.

ETM2014E
MUST SELECT - R, S OR X

Reason:

An invalid option was requested. No processing is attempted.

Action:

Select from one of the valid options.

ETM2015W
E/CSA REFRESH PROCESSING ENDED

Reason:

Informational message indicating the refresh process is complete.
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ETM2016E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error occurred processing the options data set. The MVS syslog probably contains additional error messages. The
return code (xxxxxxxx) is of value only if you need help from CA Support.

Action:

The CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS table refresh terminates.

Check the MVS syslog for additional messages. If any messages are found, take appropriate action based on those
messages. If there are no additional messages in the MVS syslog verify that the options data set is valid by running an
IDCAMS print of the data set. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM2017I
ASYNC INACTIVE TABLE CLEANUP SUBMITTED

Reason:

EMTRAN submitted the inactive E/CSA table cleanup task to the APPC ASCH tasks. Processing is complete.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG for ETM messages to determine whether the cleanup task was successful.

ETM2024E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GU FOR DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends. Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

ETM2050E
INVALID OPTION SPECIFIED ON THE COMMAND LINE

Reason:

An invalid option was requested. No processing is attempted.

Action:

Select from one of the valid options.

ETM2060E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON GU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:
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Processing ends. Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

ETM2061E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON GN CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends. Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

ETM2062E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON GU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends. Determine the cause of the error code and correct the problem.

ETM2070E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON GU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends. Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

ETM2071E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON GN CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends. Determine the cause of the error code and correct the problem.

ETM2072E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON GN CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends. Determine the cause of the error code and correct the problem.
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ETM2080E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON GU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends. Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

ETM2081E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON GN CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends. Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

ETM2082E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends. Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

ETM2083E
NODE xxxxxxxx NOT FOUND FOR LTERM yyyyyyyy

Reason:

This is an internal error. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM2090E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON GU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends. Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.
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ETM2091E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON GN CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends. Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

ETM2092E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON GN CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends. Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

ETM2099E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN APPC SERVICE

Reason:

An error occurred in an APPC/MVS service.

Action:

Processing ends. Review the error messages returned from the error extract service, and correct the problem.

ETM2101E
ERROR ON ATBGETC, RC=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error occurred in an APPC/MVS service.

Action:

Processing ends. Review the error messages, and correct the problem.

ETM2102E
ERROR ON ATBRCVW, RC=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error occurred in an APPC/MVS service.

Action:

Processing ends. Review the error messages, and correct the problem.
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ETM2103E
INCOMPLETE DATA RECEIVED

Reason:

An error occurred in an APPC/MVS service.

Action:

Processing ends. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM2104E
INVALID TABLE MESSAGE LENGTH

Reason:

An error occurred in an APPC/MVS service.

Action:

Processing ends. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM2105E
ERROR ON ATBSEND, RC=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error occurred in an APPC/MVS service.

Action:

Processing ends. Review the error messages, and correct the problem.

ETM2106E
ERROR ON ATBRCVW, RC=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error occurred in an APPC/MVS service.

Action:

Processing ends. Review the error messages, and correct the problem.

ETM2107E
INCOMPLETE DATA RECEIVED

Reason:

An error occurred in an APPC/MVS service.

Action:

Processing ends. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ETM2110E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error occurred in an APPC/MVS service. Processing ends.

Action:

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM2111E
RETURN CODE: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error occurred in an APPC/MVS service. Processing ends.

Action:

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM2119I
xxxxx INACTIVE TABLE FREED

Reason:

Informational message indicating the inactive table (xxxxx) has been freed. Processing continues.

ETM2120I
INACTIVE TABLE CLEANUP STARTED

Reason:

Informational message indicating the inactive E/CSA table cleanup task has begun. Processing continues.

ETM2121I
INACTIVE TABLE CLEANUP COMPLETED

Reason:

Informational message indicating the inactive E/CSA table cleanup task has completed. Processing continues.

ETM2201W
ERROR IN IMS COMMON SERVICES INITIALIZATION

Reason:

An error occurred in IMS Common Services initialization. Cleanup processing (message queue and terminal status
cleanup) fails for the terminal in progress.

Action:

Cleanup processing ends for this terminal. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ETM2202W
GET FOR HIOP STORAGE FAILED-CLEANUP FAILED

Reason:

An error occurred in a GETPOOL for space in the high I/O pool (HIOP). Cleanup processing (message dequeue and
terminal status cleanup) failed for the terminal in progress.

Action:

Cleanup processing ends for this terminal. Verify that the HIOP is sufficiently large. The amount of storage being
requested is approximately 360 bytes. If sufficient pool space is available, contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM2203E
FREE OF HIOP STORAGE FAILED

Reason:

An error occurred in a DFSPOOL request to free space in the high I/O pool (HIOP). To prevent the IMS pool from filling,
the IMS control region abends. Register 14 at abend contains the return code from DFSPOOL. Register 15 at abend
contains X'1C'.

Action:

The IMS control region abends with a U4002 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM2205W
ERROR LOCATING CVB

Reason:

During terminal cleanup processing, an attempt to find an IMS command verb failed. Cleanup processing (message
dequeue and terminal status cleanup) fails for the terminal in progress.

Action:

Cleanup processing ends for this terminal. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM2208W
ERROR IN DFSBCB GET AWE PROCESSING

Reason:

An error occurred in a DFSBCB request to get an AWE. Cleanup processing (message dequeue and terminal status
cleanup) failed for the terminal in progress.

Action:

Cleanup processing ends for this terminal. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM2209E
ERROR IN DFSBCB FREE AWE PROCESSING

Reason:
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An error occurred in a DFSBCB request to free an AWE. To prevent an IMS control region shortage of AWEs, the IMS
control region abends. Register 14 at abend contains the return code from DFSBCB. Register 15 at abend contains X'24'.

Action:

The IMS control region abends with a U4002 abend. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ETM2210W
MULTISEGMENT COMMAND RESPONSE - FIRST SEG:

Reason:

During terminal cleanup processing, an unexpected IMS command response was received. The first segment of the
command response is shown on the next line. Cleanup processing (message dequeue and terminal status cleanup) failed
for the terminal in progress.

Action:

Cleanup processing ends for this terminal. Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMCLNA0

ETM2211W
DFSCMTI COMMAND RESPONSE:

Reason:

During terminal cleanup processing, an unexpected IMS command response was received. The first segment of the
command response is shown on the next line. Cleanup processing (message dequeue and terminal status cleanup) failed
for the terminal in progress.

Action:

Cleanup processing ends for this terminal.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMCLNA0

ETM2212E
DFSCMTI COMMAND FAILED DUE TO INSUFFICIENT WKAP POOL

Reason:

An error occurred in a DFSCMTI request for IMS command execution. Cleanup processing (message dequeue and
terminal status cleanup) failed for the terminal in progress.

Cleanup processing ends for this terminal.

Action:

Verify that sufficient space is available in the WKAP pool. If sufficient space exists, contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMCLNA0
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ETM2213E
DFSCMTI CMD FAILED

Reason:

An error occurred in a DFSCMTI request for IMS command execution. Cleanup processing (message dequeue and
terminal status cleanup) failed for the terminal in progress.

Action:

Cleanup processing ends for this terminal. Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMCLNA0

ETM2214W
DFSCMTI MACRO UNSUCCESSFUL

Reason:

An error occurred in a DFSCMTI request for IMS command execution. Cleanup processing (message dequeue and
terminal status cleanup) failed for the terminal in progress.

Action:

Cleanup processing ends for this terminal.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMCLNA0

ETM2215W
COMMON SERVICES FIND INTERFACE ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred during an IMS common services FIND operation. Cleanup processing (message dequeue and terminal
status cleanup) failed for the terminal in progress.

Action:

Cleanup processing ends for this terminal.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMCLNA0

ETM2216W
UNABLE TO CLEAN UP USER - SPQB ALLOCATED

Reason:

An error occurred during cleanup processing (message dequeue and terminal status cleanup). Cleanup processing was
unable to complete successfully because the same IMS user logged on before cleanup could complete.
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Action:

Cleanup processing ends for this terminal.

This error may occur if a user who is already signed on issues another /SIGN ON command, resulting in reuse of the
same USER control block. If this is not the case, contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMCLNA0

ETM2217W
SCDINTXP WAS ZEROS

Reason:

The pointer to the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS ECSA area in the SCD was not populated
with a valid address. Cleanup processing (message dequeue and terminal status cleanup) failed for the terminal in
progress.

Cleanup processing ends for this terminal.

Action:

Verify that no user exits (or other products) use the SCDINTXP field for anchoring control blocks. Contact CA Support for
assistance.

Module:

ETMCLNA0

ETM2218W
ADDRESS OF ETMCLNI0 WAS MISSING

Reason:

The address of the cleanup intercept module was not valid.

Action:

Cleanup processing ends for this terminal.

Contact CA Support for help.

Module:

ETMCLNA0

ETM2219W
INITIAL CLEANUP OF STATIC TERMINALS - SCAN ERROR

Reason:

An error was encountered during the scan of static terminals for CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/
OS signoff cleanup processing. Signoff cleanup of static terminals is aborted, but IMS continues operating.

Action:

If this problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:
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ETMCLNB0

ETM2400E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

The E/CSA locate service failed for the DBETM1 section of the E/CSA table.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that no errors were encountered during CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS initialization at
IMS startup.

Module:

ETMCLST0

ETM2410E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM2411E
INVALID ROW COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: x

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and try again.

ETM2421E
INVALID COMMAND, MUST BE 1 OR 2

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid command.

Module:

ETMCLST0
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ETM2422E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An error occurred in the E/CSA table locate service.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that no errors were encountered during CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS initialization at
IMS startup.

Module:

ETMCLST0

ETM2423E
ENTRY NO LONGER FOUND IN TABLE: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The selected entry is no longer in the E/CSA table. This is probably because a refresh took place while the E/CSA was
being viewed.

Action:

Processing ends.

List the E/CSA table again.

Module:

ETMCLST0

ETM2424E
INVALID IMS COMMAND TYPE, MUST BE "1" OR "2"

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the IMS COMMAND TYPE field. Valid values for this field are 1 and 2.

Action:

Correct the value specified in the IMS COMMAND TYPE field, and try again.

Module:

ETMCLST0

ETM2430E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An error occurred in the E/CSA table locate service. Processing ends.

Action:
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Verify that no errors were encountered during CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS initialization at
IMS startup.

Module:

ETMCLST0

ETM2431E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An error occurred in the E/CSA table locate service.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that no errors were encountered during CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS initialization at
IMS startup.

Module:

ETMCLST0

ETM2432E
ENTRY NO LONGER IN ECSA TABLE: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The selected entry is no longer in the E/CSA table. This is probably because a refresh took place while the E/CSA was
being viewed.

Action:

Processing ends.

List the E/CSA table again.

Module:

ETMCLST0

ETM2441E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM2442E
INVALID ROW COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: x

Reason:
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An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and try again.

ETM2451E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An error occurred in the E/CSA table locate service.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that no errors were encountered during CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS initialization at
IMS startup.

Module:

ETMCLST0

ETM2452E
ENTRY NAME NO LONGER IN TABLE: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The selected entry is no longer in the E/CSA table. This is probably because a refresh took place while the E/CSA was
being viewed.

Action:

Processing ends.

List the E/CSA table again.

Module:

ETMCLST0

ETM2461E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM2470E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An error occurred in the E/CSA table locate service. Processing ends.
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Action:

Verify that no errors were encountered during CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS initialization at
IMS startup.

Module:

ETMCLST0

ETM2471E
ENTRY NO LONGER IN E/CSA TABLE: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The selected entry is no longer in the E/CSA table. This is probably because a refresh took place while the E/CSA was
being viewed.

Action:

Processing ends.

List the E/CSA table again.

Module:

ETMCLST0

ETM2500E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED OBTAINING CPU LOCK

Reason:

An error occurred obtaining the CPU lock.

Action:

Processing ends.

If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMCSA02

ETM2501E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED RELEASING CPU LOCK

Reason:

An error occurred releasing the CPU lock. This error should not happen.

Action:

Processing ends.

If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMCSA02
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ETM2510E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED DURING GETMAIN

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to perform a GETMAIN for E/CSA. Make sure enough E/CSA is defined in your MVS
configuration.

The request for storage was denied. The precise action depends on what module requested the storage, but in all cases
the process could not complete successfully.

Action:

Review E/CSA storage definitions and use. If E/CSA is merely exhausted, increase allocations and IPL your system. If E/
CSA is overutilized and it appears that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is using an excessive
amount of storage, contact CA Technical Support.

Module:

ETMCSA02

ETM2511I
FUNCTION RECEIVED RETURN CODE xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message displays the return code for the service that encountered the error.

Action:

See the previous ETM message for the failing service name and an explanation of the error.

Module:

ETMCSA02

ETM2597I
ECSA GETMAIN ADDRESS address LENGTH length KEY protect-key

Reason:

This message lists the address, length, and protect key of the E/CSA table entry.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMCSA02

ETM2600E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED OBTAINING CPU LOCK

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to obtain the CPU lock. This lock is required to FREEMAIN E/CSA.
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Action:

Processing continues, but the storage is not FREED.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMCSA03

ETM2601E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED RELEASING CPU LOCK

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to release the CPU lock.

Action:

This error results in a U4051 abend.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMCSA03

ETM2610E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED DURING FREEMAIN

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to freemain E/CSA. Processing continues, but the E/CSA freemain is unsuccessful.

Action:

Review E/CSA storage utilization. If the E/CSA utilization percent is high, avoid running a CA Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS table refresh until the problem is resolved. Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMCSA03

ETM2611I
FUNCTION RECEIVED RETURN CODE xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message displays the return code for the service that encountered the error.

Action:

See the previous ETM message for the failing service name and an explanation of the error.

Module:

ETMCSA03

ETM2697I
ECSA FREMAIN ADDRESS address LENGTH length KEY protect-key
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Reason:

This message shows both the area address, length, and protect key of the freed storage.

Action:

Processing continues. No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMCSA03

ETM2700I
PROFILE NAME IS A REQUIRED FIELD

Reason:

The Security Profile name is a required field, but it was not supplied.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid Security Profile name, and try again.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2701E
BAD STATUS CODE RETURNED ON GU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2702E
INVALID LINE COMMAND ENTERED, MUST BE S OR BLANK

Reason:

An invalid line command was entered.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid line command, and continue.

Module:

ETMCUPD0
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ETM2703E
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2704E
BAD STATUS CODE ON DLET CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2705E
BAD E STATUS CODE ON ISRT CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2706E
INVALID VALUE FOR PROFILE TYPE

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the PROFILE TYPE field.

Reason:

Specify a valid value in the PROFILE TYPE field, and try again.
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Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2707E
PROFILE NAME IS ALREADY DEFINED WITH DIFFERENT PROFILE TYPE

Reason:

The name specified in the PROFILE NAME field is already defined in the options data set with a different PROFILE TYPE.

Reason:

Specify a new name in the PROFILE NAME field, or specify the correct PROFILE TYPE, and try again.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2710I
OPTIONS DATA SET RECORD HAS BEEN REPLACED

Reason:

The updated record was successfully stored in the options data set. For the update to take effect, a table refresh must be
performed.

Action:

Processing completes.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2711I
OPTIONS DATA SET RECORD HAS BEEN ADDED

Reason:

The record was successfully added to the options data set. For the update to take effect, a table refresh must be
performed.

Action:

Processing completes.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2712I
OPTIONS DATA SET RECORD HAS BEEN DELETED

Reason:
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The record was successfully removed from the options data set. For the update to take effect, a table refresh must be
performed.

Action:

Processing completes.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2721E
INVALID OPTION SELECTED, MUST BE 1 OR 2

Reason:

An invalid option was entered. Valid options are 1 or 2.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter one of the valid options.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2722E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2723E
PROFILE NAME IS REQUIRED

Reason:

The Security Profile name is a required field, but it was not supplied.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid Security Profile name, and try again.

Module:
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ETMCUPD0

ETM2731E
INVALID SELECTION MADE, MUST BE S OR BLANK

Reason:

An invalid selection code was entered. Valid line commands are a blank or an S.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid line command, and try again.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2741E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL TO DBETM1 =

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2751E
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED, COMMAND xxx NOT IN TABLE

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Processing ends.

Clear the screen, and attempt processing from the beginning. Dump the IMS log records for transaction EMTRAN, and
contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2752E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL TO DBETM1 =

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.
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Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2753W
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED, COMMAND xxxxxxxx NOT FOUND IN TABLE

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Processing ends.

Clear the screen and attempt processing from the beginning. Dump the IMS log records for transaction EMTRAN, and
contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2754W
OPTION MUST BE AN A OR D INVALID OPTION BYPASSED

Reason:

An invalid line command was entered. Valid line commands are A and D.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid line command, and try again.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2755E
BAD STATUS CODE ON DLET CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0
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ETM2756E
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2757E
BAD STATUS CODE ON ISRT CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2758I
RECORD HAS BEEN DELETED FROM DBETM1

Reason:

The record was deleted from the options data set. For the update to take effect, a table refresh must be performed.

Action:

Processing completes.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2759I
RECORD HAS BEEN REPLACED IN DBETM1

Reason:

The record was replaced in the options data set. For the update to take effect, you must perform a table refresh.

Action:

Processing completes.
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No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2760E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM2760I
RECORD HAS BEEN ADDED TO DBETM1

Reason:

The record was added to the options data set. For the update to take effect, a table refresh must be performed.

Action:

Processing completes.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2761I
INVALID ROW COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: x

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and try again.

ETM2764I
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU=xx

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to read a record from the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx) indicates
the reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:
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ETMCUPD0

ETM2765E
BAD STATUS CODE ON DLET=xx

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to delete a record from the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx)
indicates the reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2766E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error occurred processing the options data set. The MVS syslog probably contains additional error messages. The
return code (xxxxxxxx) is of value only if you need help from CA Technical Support.

Action:

The options data set I/O operation ends.

Check the MVS syslog for additional messages. If any messages are found, take appropriate action based on those
messages. If there are no additional messages in the MVS syslog, verify that the options data set is valid by running an
IDCAMS print of the data set. Contact CA Support if additional help is needed.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2775E
CONFLICTING ROW COMMANDS HAVE BEEN ENTERED

Reason:

Conflicting line commands were entered. Only one type of command can be entered at a time. You can enter multiple D
(delete) commands, but you cannot enter different types of commands.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Determine which commands you want, and remove the others.

Module:

ETMCUPD0
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ETM2793E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU CALL TO SLU2 GLOBAL RECORD = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2794E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GN CALL TO SLU2 NODE RECORD = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2796E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GN CALL TO SLU2 NODE RECORD = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2798E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON REPL OF DBETM1 CONTROL RECORD, CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.
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Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2799E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU TO DBETM1 CONTROL RECORD, CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMCUPD0

ETM2801E
ETM SCD ANCHOR NOT FOUND imsid

Reason:

An error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA search routine.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is installed properly by checking the messages
issued at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMPPUE0

ETM2802E
NON-ETM TABLE ADDRESS IN SCDINTXP imsid

Reason:

The address stored in field SCDINTXP is not that of the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS
anchor control block.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is installed properly by checking the message
issued at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMPPUE0
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ETM2803E
ERROR LOCATING OTMA SCD imsid

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Processing ends.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMPPUE0

ETM2804E
DESTINATION RESOLUTION EXIT (DRU) NOT ETM imsid

Reason:

An internal error occurred. CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS failed to dynamically set the hook
for exit DFSYDRU0.

Action:

Processing ends.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMPPUE0

ETM2805E
OTMA DESCRIPTOR TABLE NOT FOUND imsid

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Processing ends.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMPPUE0

ETM2806I
OTMA INIT COMPLETE FOR MEMBER member imsid

Reason:

During IMS startup, the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS Partner Product user exit
successfully completed initialization for the OTMA member. This message is issued for each OTMA member defined in
IMS PROCLIB member DFSYDTx.
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This message indicates CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS will use its Destination Resolution
user exit (ETMYDRU0) to route messages inserted to the alternate-PCB destinations defined in the OTMA DESTINATION
TABLE.

Reason:

IMS startup continues.

Verify that this message is displayed for each OTMA member defined in IMS PROCLIB member DFSYDTx. If this
message is not displayed for an OTMA member defined in IMS PROCLIB member DFSYDTx, verify that the OTMA
member has a DRU= parameter specified.

If you do not use a Destination Resoultion user exit for this OTMA member, you should code DRU=IEFBR14 for this
OTMA member.

Module:

ETMPPUE0

ETM2900E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM2970E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN ETM

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS encountered an error while trying to locate its E/CSA tables.

Action:

Processing ends.

Check IMS startup messages, and make sure CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is installed
correctly.

Module:

ETMDLST0

ETM2971W
DEVICE DEFAULT NOT DEFINED IN TABLE

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS encountered an error while trying to locate one of its E/CSA
tables.

Action:

Processing ends.
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Check IMS startup messages, and make sure CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is installed
correctly.

Module:

ETMDLST0

ETM2972E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM3101E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: x

Reason:

An invalid value (x) was specified in the command line.

Action:

Remove the invalid value from the command line, and try again.

ETM3102I
INVALID OPTION SELECTED FOR LOGON PROCESS

Reason:

An invalid option was selected for the LOGON PROCESS.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Select one of the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3103I
INVALID OPTION SELECTED FOR xxxxxxx PROCESS

Reason:

An invalid option was selected for either the DFS3649 or DFS3650 process.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Select one of the listed options, and try again.

Module:
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ETMDUPD0

ETM3104I
MOD REQUIRED IF OPTION 5 SELECTED IN xxxxxxx PROCESS

Reason:

Option 5 was selected for either the DFS3649 or the DFS3650 process, but the MFS MOD name was not supplied. The
MFS MOD name is required for option 5.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Select one of the other options, leave a blank, or add an MFS MOD name.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3105I
MOD NOT ALLOWED UNLESS OPTION 5 SELECTED IN xxxxxxx PROCESS

Reason:

For the DFS3649 or DFS3650 process, an MFS MOD name was supplied but option 5 was not selected. Option 5 must be
selected if an MFS MOD name is supplied.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Remove the MFS MOD name, or select option 5.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3106I
INVALID VALUE SELECTED FOR LTERM/USER NAMING OPTION

Reason:

An invalid value was selected for LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Select one of the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3107I
INVALID CHARACTER DETECTED IN ASOT

Reason:
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An invalid character was detected in the ASOT field. Only numeric characters or blanks are allowed in this field.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the ASOT value.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3108I
INVALID VALUE FOR ASOT, MUST BE xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid value was requested in the ASOT field.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the ASOT value.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3109I
INVALID CHARACTER DETECTED IN ALOT

Reason:

An invalid character was detected in the ALOT field. Only numeric characters or blanks are allowed in this field.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Correct the ALOT value.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3110I
INVALID VALUE FOR ALOT, MUST BE xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid value was requested in the ALOT field.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Correct the ALOT value.

Module:

ETMDUPD0
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ETM3111E
INVALID VALUE SELECTED FOR LTERM NAMING OPTIONS

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the LTERM NAMING OPTIONS field.

The input is ignored.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the LTERM NAMING OPTIONS and try again.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3112E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR "SPQB NAMING OPTIONS"

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the SPQB (USER) NAMING OPTIONS field.

Action:

Correct the value in the USER (SPQB) NAMING OPTIONS field, and try again.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3113E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR USER RECORD FOR SIGNON

Reason:

You have specified an invalid value in the USER RECORD FOR SIGNON field.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid option in the USER RECORD FOR SIGNON field and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3114E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR TIME-OF-DAY VERIFICATION

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the TIME-OF-DAY VERIFICATION field.

The options data set is not updated.

Action:

Enter a valid value in the TIME-OF-DAY VERIFICATION field and try the operation again.
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Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3115E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR "3649A RC WITH USER MOD"

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the ETM RC FOR DFS3649A W/USER MOD field.

Action:

Correct the value in the ETM RC FOR DFS3649A W/USER MOD field, and try again.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3116E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR BYPASS SEC WHEN USERID = NODE

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the BYPASS SEC WHEN USERID = NODE field.

The options data set is not updated.

Action:

Specify a valid value in the BYPASS SEC WHEN USERID = NODE field and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3117E
TRX NOT ALLOWED UNLESS OPTION 7 SELECTED IN DFS3650 PROCESS

Reason:

A transaction name has been specified, but option 7 has not also been selected for the DFS3650I options.

No update takes place.

Action:

Specify 7 for the DFS3650I option, or remove the transaction name.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3118E
TRX NAME NOT ALLOWED WHEN USER MOD SELECTED FOR DFS3650

Reason:

Both a user MFS mod name and DFS3650I Transaction Replacement name have been specified for DFS3650 options.
However the transaction name cannot be specified when the user mod name has already been specified.
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No update takes place.

Action:

Remove the transaction name if the user mod name is the required option.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3119E
USER MOD NOT ALLOWED WHEN TRX NAME SELECTED FOR DFS3650

Reason:

Both a user MFS mod name and DFS3650I Transaction Replacement name have been specified for DFS3650 options.
However the user mod name cannot be specified when the DFS3650I Transaction Replacement name has been
specified.

No update takes place.

Action:

Remove the user mod name if the DFS3650I Transaction Replacement name is the required option.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3120I
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3121E
TRX NAME REQUIRED IF OPTION 7 SELECTED FOR DFS3650

Reason:

The DFS3650I Transaction Replacement name has been specified for the DFS3650 option, however option 7 must also
be specified.

No update takes place.

Action:

Specify option 7 if the DFS3650I Transaction Replacement name is the required option.

Module:
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ETMDUPD0

ETM3130I
INVALID DEVICE TYPE SELECTION

Reason:

An invalid selection was made for the DEVICE TYPE option.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid DEVICE TYPE option, and try again.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3131I
INVALID VALUE SUPPLIED FOR MSGDEL OPTION

Reason:

An invalid option was selected for the MSGDEL OPTIONS function.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid MSGDEL option, or leave it blank.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3132I
INVALID VALUE SUPPLIED FOR RESPONSE OPTION

Reason:

An invalid option was selected for the RESPONSE OPTIONS function.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid selection for RESPONSE OPTIONS, or leave it blank.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3143I
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to read a record from the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx) indicates
the reason for the failure.
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Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3160E
BAD STATUS CODE ON DLET CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3161E
BAD STATUS CODE ON ISRT CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3162E
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMDUPD0
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ETM3163E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL = xx

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to read a record from the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx) indicates
the reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Determine the cause of the failure, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMDUP0

ETM3170I
NO OVERRIDE FIELDS PROVIDED, RECORD DELETED FROM DBETM1

Reason:

No override fields were present, so this record was not added to the options data set or, if present, the record was deleted.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3171I
RECORD ADDED TO DBETM1

Reason:

All entered fields passed edit checking; this record was added to the options data set. Before the changes actually take
effect, a table refresh is required.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3172I
RECORD REPLACED IN DBETM1

Reason:

All entered fields passed edit checking; this record was replaced in the options data set. Before the changes actually take
effect, a table refresh is required.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.
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Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3173E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL = xx

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to read a record from the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx) indicates
the reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the reason for the failure, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3174E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = rc

Reason:

An error occurred processing the options data set. The MVS syslog probably has additional error messages.

Action:

The options data set I/O operation ends.

Check the MVS syslog for additional messages. If any messages are found, take appropriate action based on those
messages. If there are no additional messages in the MVS syslog, verify that the options data set is valid by running an
IDCAMS print of the data set.

Contact CA Support if additional help is needed and provide the return code (rc).

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3175E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR SRMDEF

Reason:

An incorrect value was specified in the SRMDEF field. Valid values are 0, 1, 2, or blank.

Action:

Processing ends.

Specify a valid value, and continue.

Module:

ETMDUPD0
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ETM3176E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR FASTPATH RECOVERY

Reason:

An incorrect value was specified in the FASTPATH RECOVERY field. Valid values are Y, N, or blank.

Action:

Processing ends.

Specify a valid value, and continue.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3177E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR CONVERSATION RECOVERY

Reason:

An incorrect value was specified in the CONVERSATION RECOVERY field. Valid values are Y, N, or blank.

Action:

Processing ends.

Specify a valid value, and continue.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3178E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR SIGNON W/RM AFFIN

Reason:

An incorrect value was specified in the ALLOW SIGNON W/RM AFFIN field. Valid values are Y, N, or blank.

Action:

Processing ends.

Specify a valid option, and continue.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3179E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL = xx

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to read a record from the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx) indicates
the reason for the failure.

Action:
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Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMDUP0

ETM3180E
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL = xx

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to replace a record in the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx) indicates
the reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3181E
BAD STATUS CODE ON ISRT CALL = xx

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to insert a record into the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx) indicates
the reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3182E
FASTPATH RECOVERY=Y INVALID WHEN SRMDEF=0

Reason:

Conflicting parameters were specified. FASTPATH RECOVERY is not valid with SRMDEF= none.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the parameter conflict, and continue.

Module:

ETMDUPD0
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ETM3183E
CONVERSATION RECOVERY=Y INVALID WHEN SRMDEF=0

Reason:

Conflicting parameters were specified. CONVERSATION RECOVERY is not valid with SRMDEF= none.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the parameter conflict, and continue.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3199E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU TO DBETM1 CONTROL RECORD, CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMDUPD0

ETM3200E
UNABLE TO LOCATE E/CSA ANCHOR POINT

Reason:

An error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA search routine.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is installed properly by checking the messages
issued at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMGLST0

ETM3201E
IMSID SECTION OF ETM TABLES NOT FOUND

Reason:

An error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA search routine.

Action:
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Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is installed properly by checking the messages
issued at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMGLST0

ETM3202E
OPTIONS DATA SET SECTION OF ETM TABLES NOT FOUND

Reason:

An error occurred in the E/CSA search for the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS tables for this
options data set. Processing ends.

Action:

Review the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS initialization messages from IMS restart. Correct
any errors that were encountered.

Module:

ETMGLST0

ETM3203W
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM3204E
AN INVALID OPTION SPECIFIED ON COMMAND LINE

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the command line.

Action:

Remove the invalid value from the command line, and try again.

Module:

ETMGLST0

ETM3301I
INVALID STATUS CODE ON CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.
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Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3302I
INVALID OPTION SELECTED FOR LOGON PROCESS

Reason:

An invalid selection was made for the LOGON PROCESS.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Select from one of the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3303I
INVALID OPTION SELECTED FOR xxxxxxx PROCESS

Reason:

An invalid selection was made for either the DFS3649 or DFS3650 process.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Select from one of the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3304I
MOD REQUIRED IF OPTION 5 SELECTED IN xxxxxxx PROCESS

Reason:

Option 5 was selected for the DFS3649 or DFS3650 process, but the respective process did not have a USER MOD
supplied.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Select another listed option or supply a USER MOD name.

Module:

ETMGUPD0
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ETM3305I
MOD NOT ALLOWED UNLESS OPTION 5 SELECTED IN xxxxxxx PROCESS

Reason:

A USER MOD name was supplied for either the DFS3649 or DFS3650 process, but a selection other than option 5 was
entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Either select option 5, or remove the USER MOD name.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3306I
INVALID VALUE SELECTED FOR LTERM/USER NAMING OPTION

Reason:

An invalid selection was entered for the LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Select from one of the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3307I
INVALID CHARACTER DETECTED IN ASOT

Reason:

An invalid character was detected in the ASOT field. Only numeric characters or blanks are allowed in this field.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the ASOT value.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3308I
INVALID VALUE FOR ASOT, MUST BE xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid value was requested in the ASOT field.

Action:
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No processing is attempted.

Correct the ASOT value.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3309I
INVALID CHARACTER DETECTED IN ALOT

Reason:

An invalid character was detected in the ALOT field. Only numeric characters or blanks are allowed in this field.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the ALOT value.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3310I
INVALID VALUE FOR ALOT, MUST BE xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid value was requested in the ALOT field.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the ALOT value.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3311I
INVALID VALUE FOR SIGNOFF CLEANUP MUST BE Y OR N

Reason:

An invalid value was requested in the SIGNOFF CLEANUP option.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Select from the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0
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ETM3312I
INVALID VALUE FOR PROCESS STATIC TERMINAL, MUST BE Y OR N

Reason:

An invalid value was requested in the PROCESS STATIC TERMINALS option.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Select from the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3313E
INVALID VALUE FOR BYPASS DEQUEUE (STATIC), MUST BE Y OR N

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for BYPASS DEQUEUE (STATIC).

Action:

Specify Y (yes) or N (no), and try again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3314E
INVALID VALUE FOR --- BYPASS DEQUEUE (DYNAMIC), MUST BE Y OR N

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for the BYPASS DEQUEUE (DYNAMIC) option.

Action:

Specify either Y (yes) or N (no) and try again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3320I
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:
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ETMGUPD0

ETM3321I
BAD STATUS CODE ON ISRT CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3322I
RECORD SUCCESSFULLY ADDED

Reason:

The updates have been successfully added to the options data set.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3323I
RECORD SUCCESSFULLY REPLACED

Reason:

The updates have been successfully added to the options data set.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3325I
GLOBAL OPTION RECORD UPDATED ON DBETM1

Reason:

All input successfully passed edit checking.

The CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS global options member was replaced in the options data
set.

Action:
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Before options take effect, IMS must be restarted or a table refresh must be performed.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3326W
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM3327E
INVALID OPTION FOR TABLE SEARCH SEQUENCE

Reason:

An incorrect value was entered for the TABLE Search Sequence field.

Action:

Processing ends.

Enter a valid option in the TABLE Search Sequence field and try the transaction again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3328E
INVALID OPTION FOR USERID SUFFIXING

Reason:

An incorrect value was entered in the USERID SUFFIXING field.

Action:

Processing ends.

Enter a valid option in the USERID SUFFIXING field and try the transaction again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3329E
INVALID VALUE FOR ALTERNATE ALOT=0

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for the ALTERNATE ALOT=0 option.

Action:
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Specify either Y (yes) or N (no), and try again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3330E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error occurred processing the options data set. The MVS syslog probably contains additional error messages.

Action:

The options data set I/O operation ends.

Check the MVS syslog for additional messages. If additional messages are found, take appropriate action based on the
messages. If there are no additional messages in the MVS syslog, verify that the options data set is valid by running an
IDCAMS print of the data set. Contact CA Support if additional help is needed and provide the return code (rc).

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3331E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR LU03 LOGON

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the LU03 LOGON field. Valid values are Y or N.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the invalid field, and continue.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3332E
INVALID OPTION SPECIFIED, SELECT FROM LISTED OPTIONS

Reason:

A value other than one of the listed options has been specified.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Specify one of the listed options, and press Enter.

Module:

ETMGUPD0
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ETM3333E
INVALID VALUE FOR DYNAMIC TRANSACTIONS, MUST BE Y OR N

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the DYNAMIC TRANSACTION option. Valid values are a Y or N.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the invalid value, and continue.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3334E
INVALID VALUE FOR DISABLE VGR FOR ISC, MUST BE Y OR N

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the DISABLE ISC FOR VGR option. Valid values are Y or N.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the invalid value, and continue.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3335E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR SRMDEF, MUST BE 0, 1 OR 2

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for SRMDEF. Valid values are 0, 1, 2, or blank.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the invalid values, and continue.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3336E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR FP RECOVERY, MUST BE Y OR N

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for FP RECOVERY. Valid values are Y or N.

Action:

Processing ends.
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Correct the invalid value, and continue.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3337E
INVALID SPECIFICATION FOR CONV RECOVERY, MUST BE Y OR N

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for CONVERSATION RECOVERY. Valid values are Y or N.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the invalid value, and continue.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3338E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR SIGNON W/RM AFFIN, MUST BE Y OR N

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for ALLOW SIGNON W/RM AFFIN. Valid values are Y or N.

Processing ends.

Action:

Correct the invalid value, and continue.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3339E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR STSN RECOVERY, MUST BE "Y" OR "N"

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for STSN RECOVERY.

Action:

Specify Y (yes) or N (no), and try again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3340E
INVALID VALUE LU03 LOGON OPTION, MUST BE 1, 2 OR 3

Reason:
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You have specified an invalid value in the LU03 LOGON OPTIONS field.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid option in the LU03 LOGON OPTIONS field and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3341E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR DFS3650 WHEN USER MOD USED

Reason:

An incorrect value was specified in the field titled DFS3650 WHEN USER MOD USED. Valid values are Y or N.

Action:

Enter a valid value and try the failed operation again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3342E
A RESERVED VALUE WAS ENTERED IN SIGNON FAILURE LOG REC ID

Reason:

A value that is either currently being used by IMS, or that is likely to be used in the future, was entered in the SIGNON
FAILURE LOG REC ID field. CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS does not allow the use of one of
the reserved log record IDs for its log record. The values that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS
allows are x'D0' through x'FF'.

Processing is bypassed.

Action:

Enter a valid log record ID and try the failed operation again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3343E
A NON-HEX CHARACTER WAS ENTERED IN SIGNON FAILURE LOG REC ID

Reason:

Only hexadecimal values are allowed in this field, but a non-hexadecimal character was entered. Valid hexadecimal
characters are 0-9, A, B, C, D, E, and F.

Processing is bypassed.

Action:

Enter valid hexadecimal data and try the failed operation again.
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Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3344E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR "DISABLE STATIC ISC SHR"

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for DISABLE STATIC ISC.

Action:

Specify Y (yes) or N (no), and try again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3345E
CANNOT SPECIFY BOTH NODE OFFSET AND NODE KEYWORD

Reason:

Values for NODE OFFSET and NODE KEYWORD cannot both be specified. Only a value for NODE OFFSET or a value
for NODE KEYWORD can be specified, but not both.

No update takes place.

Action:

Either specify a value for NODE OFFSET (leaving NODE KEYWORD blank) or specify a value for NODE KEYWORD
(leaving NODE OFFSET blank). Leaving both NODE OFFSET and NODE KEYWORD as blanks is also acceptable.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3346E
NON-NUMERIC CHARACTER IN NODE OFFSET

Reason:

A value has been specified for NODE OFFSET; however, the value specified did not contain two numeric digits.

No update takes place.

Action:

Specify two numeric digits for NODE OFFSET, or leave the value blank.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3347E
CANNOT SPECIFY BOTH OFFSET AND KEYWORD FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:
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Values for both OFFSET and KEYWORD for any specific xxxxxxxx cannot be specified. Only a numeric value for OFFSET
or a character value for KEYWORD can be specified (but not both).

No update takes place.

Action:

Possible responses to the problem include the following:

• Leave both values for OFFSET and KEYWORD as blanks.
• Specify only a numeric value for OFFSET (leaving KEYWORD as blanks).
• Specify a character value for KEYWORD (leaving OFFSET as blanks).

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3348E
CANNOT SPECIFY BOTH OFFSET AND KEYWORD FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Values for both OFFSET and KEYWORD for any specific xxxxxxxx cannot be specified. Only a numeric value for OFFSET
or a character value for KEYWORD can be specified (but not both).

No update takes place.

Action:

Possible responses to the problem include the following:

• Leave both values for OFFSET and KEYWORD as blanks.
• Specify only a numeric value for OFFSET (leaving KEYWORD as blanks).
• Specify a character value for KEYWORD (leaving OFFSET as blanks).

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3349E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A value other than Y or N has been specified for the process user data option for SLU2 devices.

No update takes place.

Action:

Specify either Y or N for the indicated prompt.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3350E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR USERDATA NOT PRESENT OPTIONS

Reason:
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An invalid value was specified in the SLU2/3270 OPTIONS IF USERDATA NOT PRESENT field.

Reason:

Specify a valid value in the field, and try again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3351I
UPD DONE, BUT REJECT LOGON VALID ONLY FOR ETM PROCESS USERDATA

Reason:

Field SLU2/3270 USERDATA PROCESSING OPTIONS specified an option other than 2, and field SLU2/3270 OPTIONS
IF USERDATA NOT PRESENT specified 2 (REJECT LOGON). Option REJECT LOGON can occur only when CA
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS processes VTAM userdata.

The specified values are saved in the options data set, but logons will not be rejected due to lack of VTAM userdata.

Action:

If logons should be rejected due to lack of VTAM userdata, specify 2 for SLU2/3270 USERDATA PROCESSING
OPTIONS, and try again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3352I
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR SRCH PRT LTERM FROM OTMA

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for SRCH PRT LTERM FROM OTMA option.

The input is ignored.

Action:

Specify either Y (yes) or N (no) and try again.

Module:

ETMGUPD0

ETM3353E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR "MAXIMUM SESSIONS PER USERID" (2-4096)

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for MAXIMUM SESSIONS PER USERID.

Action:

Specify blank or 2 through 4096.
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ETM3501I
ETMCTRN0 INTERCEPT ESTABLISHED

Reason:

The hook used for CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS Enhanced Transaction Verification has
been successfully activated. IMS startup continues.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMSECI0

ETM4001E
VSAM MODCB ERROR R0=xxxxxxxx, R15=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A VSAM MODCB macro was issued for the DBETM1 options data set and returned with a non-zero return code. The
return code (R15) and subcode (R0) are shown.

If this error occurs in the IMS control region, the IMS control region abends with a U4001 abend. If this error occurs in a
batch table refresh, the update process ends abnormally.

Action:

Verify that the DBETM1 options data set contains data. Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMINTXL, ETMLOAD2

ETM4002E
VSAM POINT ERROR RPLFDBWD=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A VSAM POINT macro was issued for the DBETM1 options data set and returned an unexpected return code. The RPL
feedback word is shown in the message. If this error occurs in the IMS control region, the IMS control region abends with
a U4001 abend. If this error occurs in a batch table refresh, the update process ends abnormally.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMINTXL, ETMLOAD2

ETM4003E
VSAM GET ERROR RPLFDBWD=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A VSAM GET macro was issued for the DBETM1 options data set and returned an unexpected return code. The RPL
feedback word is shown in the message.
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If this error occurs in the IMS control region, the IMS control region abends with a U4001 abend. If this error occurs in a
batch table refresh, the update process ends abnormally.

Action:

See the DFSMS/MVS Macro Instructions for Data Sets for a description of the fields within the RPL feedback word.
Contact CA Support for further help.

Module:

ETMINTXL, ETMLOAD2

ETM4004E
DBETM1 AUTH REQ R15=

Reason:

SAF rejected authorization to the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS options data set
(DBETM1). The batch job terminates.

Reason:

Additional error messages might be present in the z/OS log. Correct the reason for the SAF rejection of authorization to
the options data set, and try again.

Module:

ETMLIST

ETM4005E
INTERNAL ERROR LOADING ECSA TABLES - RC=xx

Reason:

An internal error occurred while loading the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS ECSA tables.
For RC=01, an unexpected function code was passed to subroutine READTBL. For RC=02, an incorrect record count
occurred during the ECSA table load process.

If this error occurs in the IMS control region, the IMS control region abends with a U4001 abend. If this error occurs in a
batch table refresh, the update process ends abnormally.

Action:

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMINTXL, ETMLOAD2

ETM4006E
ERROR LOADING SECURITY TABLE - HEADER NOT FIRST RECORD

Reason:

During security table load, the security header record was not the first security record encountered.

If this error occurs in the IMS control region, the IMS control region abends with a U4001 abend. If this error occurs in a
batch table refresh, the update process ends abnormally.

Action:
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Verify that the DBETM1 options data set contains a security header record (key X'E20000000000000000'). Contact CA
Support for further help.

Module:

ETMINTXL, ETMLOAD2

ETM4007E
ERROR SLU1 RECORD name1 FOUND WHEN LTERM REQUESTED name2

Reason:

While retrieving the LTERM record in the DBETM1 options data set, an unexpected record was retrieved. LTERM record
name2 was requested, but VSAM returned LTERM record name1.

If this error occurs in the IMS control region, the IMS control region abends with a U4001 abend. If this error occurs in a
batch table refresh, the update process ends abnormally.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMINTXL, ETMLOAD2

ETM4008E
NODE node NOT FOUND FOR LTERM name

Reason:

While processing SLU1 LTERM record (name), the SLU1 record associated with this LTERM record was not found in the
DBETM1 options data set. The LTERM name (name) is unavailable.

Action:

Verify that the name LTERM record in the DBETM1 options data set specifies a valid SLU1 node name, and that the node
name has a SLU1 record in the DBETM1 options data set.

Module:

ETMINTXL, ETMLOAD2

ETM4009E
FREECSA FAILED FOR ADDRESS address LENGTH length

Reason:

An attempt to free ECSA tables no longer in use failed.

If this error occurs in the IMS control region, the IMS control region abends with a U4001 abend. If this error occurs in a
batch table refresh, the update process ends abnormally.

Action:

Check for prior ECSA FREEMAIN error messages, and contact CA Support for further help.

Module:

ETMINTXL, ETMLOAD2
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ETM4010E
MULTIPLE LTERM RECORD NOT FOUND FOR type=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

There is a missing record in the options data set. The missing record is identified by type (NODE/USER) and record key
(nnnnnnnn).

The missing record is ignored, and processing continues.

Action:

Try to delete the record related to the missing multiple LTERM record, which can be identified by the type=nnnnnnnn
information in this message, using the online update (EMTRAN) or batch update utility (ETMUD1U0).

Contact CA Support for additional assistance.

Module:

ETMINTXL / ETMLIST / ETMLOAD2

ETM4100E
DBETM1 IS NOT PROPERLY INITIALIZED { ETO DEACTIVATED }

Reason:

The DBETM1 options data set does not contain a header record (key X'000000000000000000').

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is deactivated for this execution of IMS, or the Batch Table
Refresh utility ends abnormally.

Action:

Verify that the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS options data set was properly initialized.

Module:

ETMINTX0, ETMLOAD

ETM4101E
ERROR READING DBETM1 { ETO DEACTIVATED | RPL FEEDBACK=xxxxxxxx }

Reason:

An error occurred reading the header record of the DBETM1 options data set.

If this error occurs in the IMS control region, CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is deactivated
for this execution of IMS. If this error occurs in a batch table load, the batch table refresh processing ends abnormally.

Action:

Verify that the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS options data set was properly initialized, and
that share options were properly specified. See the DFSMS/MVS Macro Instructions for Data Sets for a description of the
fields in the RPL feedback word. If this error occurs in the IMS control region, try to load the DBETM1 tables (using the
batch table refresh procedures). Contact CA Support for further help.

Module:

ETMINTX0, ETMLOAD1
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ETM4102E
UNABLE TO LOCATE DBETM1 DD OR DFSMDA MEMBER { ETO DEACTIVATED }

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was unable to determine the DBETM1 options data set to be
used for this execution of IMS.

If this error occurs in the IMS control region, CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is deactivated
for this execution of IMS. If this error occurs in a batch table load, the batch table refresh processing ends abnormally.

Action:

The IMS control region (not DL/I separate address space) or batch table refresh job must have either a DBETM1 DD
statement in the JCL, or have an IMS dynamic allocation member in the IMS control region STEPLIB concatenation. Make
the DBETM1 options data set available using one of these two methods.

Module:

ETMINTX0, ETMLOAD1

ETM4103E
INVALID DYNALLOC MEMBER FOR DBETM1 { ETO DEACTIVATED }

Reason:

Member DBETM1 in the IMS control region STEPLIB concatenation was not a valid IMS dynamic allocation member.

If this error occurs in the IMS control region, CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is deactivated
for this execution of IMS. If this error occurs in a batch table load, the batch table refresh processing ends abnormally.

Action:

Verify that member DBETM1 is a valid IMS dynamic allocation member. If appropriate, regenerate the dynamic allocation
module, and restart the job.

Module:

ETMINTX0, ETMLOAD1

ETM4104E
ERROR ON DYNALLOC FOR DBETM1 { RC=xx REASON=xxxx | ETO DEACTIVATED}

Reason:

Dynamic allocation for options data set DBETM1 failed.

If this error occurs in the IMS control region, ETO is deactivated for this execution of IMS. If this error occurs in a batch
table load, the batch table refresh processing ends abnormally.

Action:

Verify that the data set name specified in IMS control region STEPLIB member DBETM1 is available to this IMS system,
and restart IMS. If this error occurs in the IMS control region, try to recreate the error in a batch table refresh job. Look up
the reason code for the dynamic allocation error and address the problem, or contact CA Support for help.

Module:

ETMINTX0, ETMLOAD1
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ETM4104W
ERROR ON DEALLOC FOR DBETM1 RC=xx REASON=xxxx

Reason:

Dynamic deallocation for options data set DBETM1 failed.

Batch table refresh processing ends abnormally, but table refresh processing completes.

Action:

Look up the reason code for the dynamic allocation error and address the problem, or contact CA Support for help.

Module:

ETMLOAD1

ETM4105E
ERROR OPENING DBETM1 {R15=xx ACBERFLG=xx | ETO DEACTIVATED}

Reason:

VSAM open failed for the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS options data set.

If this error occurs in the IMS control region, CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is deactivated
for this execution of IMS. If this error occurs in a batch table load, the batch table refresh processing ends abnormally.

Action:

Verify that the VSAM share options for the DBETM1 options data set are specified properly. To activate CA Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS, correct the error and restart IMS.

Module:

ETMINTX0, ETMLOAD1

ETM4106E
RETURN CODE rc ON GETMAIN, ETO DEACTIVATED

Reason:

A GETMAIN for ECSA failed with the specified return code.

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is deactivated for this execution of IMS.

Action:

Verify that sufficient ECSA is available to the IMS control region. Contact CA Support for help.

Module:

ETMINTX0

ETM4107I
DBETM1 DSN=data_set_name

Reason:

This informational message shows the data set name of the options data set that was used to load the CA Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS processing options.
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Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMINTX0 / ETMLOAD1

ETM4108I
E/CSA DATA BASE SECTION ADDRESS: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message displays the address of one of the E/CSA tables. Processing continues.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMINTX0 / ETMLOAD1

ETM4110E
SECTION NOT FOUND,RC=xx,DSN=nnn

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS cannot locate the E/CSA tables associated with data set nnn.
This is probably due to the batch refresh job running on a CPU where these tables do not exist. The tables are created
when an IMS region using this data set is started.

Action:

Processing ends with a nonzero (xx) return code.

Run the batch job on a CPU containing the tables or, alternatively, start IMS on this CPU.

Module:

ETMLOAD1

ETM4111E
ERROR FINDING DSNAME FOR OPTIONS DATA SET RC=xx

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was unable to determine the data set name for the options
data set.

Action:

Batch table refresh processing terminates abnormally.

Contact CA Support for help.

Module:

ETMLOAD1
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ETM4112I
ETM TABLE LOAD COMPLETED

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS batch table load completed successfully.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMLOAD1

ETM4114I
ETM TABLE LOAD INCOMPLETE - SOME TABLE(S) FAILED TO LOAD

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS table load processing completed with some errors.

Not all tables were reloaded.

Action:

Investigate previous error messages to determine the cause of the problem.

Module:

ETMLOAD1

ETM4115I
ETM TABLE LOAD FAILED - ERRORS ENCOUNTERED

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS table load processing was unsuccessful.

No tables were reloaded.

Action:

Investigate previous error messages to determine the cause of the problem.

Module:

ETMLOAD1

ETM4116W
INVALID FORMAT, PARM PROCESSING BYPASSED

Reason:

The data passed in the parameter statement is in an improper format.

Action:

Processing continues.

Correct the parameter statement and rerun the job if you want to.
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Module:

ETMLOAD1

ETM4117W
FORMAT ERROR IN THE PARM DATA, USING DEFAULT TIME

Reason:

The parameter statement indicated that the inactive tables be freed, but the wait time contained an invalid value.

Action:

Processing continues, using the default wait time of 3 seconds before freeing the inactive tables.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMLOAD1

ETM4118I
INACTIVE TABLE CLEANUP STARTED

Reason:

ETMLOAD has begun the cleanup processing phase.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMLOAD1

ETM4119I
xxxxx INACTIVE TABLE FREED

Reason:

The inactive table indicated by xxxxx is freed.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMLOAD1

ETM4120I
E/CSA ANCHOR FOUND AT xxxxxxxx

Reason:
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The E/CSA table anchor point was found at address xxxxxxxx.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMLOAD1

ETM4121W
RC=rc RETURNED FROM E/CSA SEARCH

Reason:

An error occurred in the E/CSA search routine. The return code from the search routine is displayed as rc.

Action:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS batch load processing terminates unsuccessfully.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMLOAD1

ETM4122I
DBETM1 LOADED FROM DDNAME IMSDALIB

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS options data set dynamic allocation module was loaded from
ddname IMSDALIB.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMLOAD1

ETM4123I
DBETM1 LOADED FROM STEPLIB/LINKLIST

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS options data set dynamic allocation module was loaded from
a library in JOBLIB/STEPLIB or LINKLIST.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:
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ETMLOAD1

ETM4200E
EITHER LUNAME OR USERID REQUIRED

Reason:

The LUNAME and/or a USERID is required to perform the table lookup, but neither was supplied.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter the LUNAME and/or the USERID, and try again.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4201E
SEARCH TYPE IS A REQUIRED FIELD

Reason:

SEARCH is a required field, but it was not supplied.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid SEARCH selection, and try again.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4202E
INVALID OPTION SELECTED IN SEARCH FIELD: x

Reason:

An invalid value was entered for the SEARCH option.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid SEARCH selection, and try again.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4203E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.
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Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4204E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4205E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4206E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLKUP0
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ETM4207W
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM4208W
USER REC BYPASSED, NODE NAME IN REC DID NOT MATCH LUNAME

Reason:

An LU 6.1 (ISC) user ID record was found, but the node name in the record did not match the name specified for
LUNAME.

Action:

Processing continues.

Verify the LUNAME and USERID fields contain the appropriate values and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4230E
BAD STATUS CODE ON CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned on a call to the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx) indicates the
reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4231E
BAD STATUS CODE ON CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned on a call to the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx) indicates the
reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.
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Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4232E
BAD STATUS CODE ON CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned on a call to the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx) indicates the
reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4250E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM TABLE xxxxxxxx SEARCH ROUTINE

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA lookup routine.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is properly installed, and check for error messages
at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4251E
IMSID TABLE SECTION NOT FOUND

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA lookup routine.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is properly installed, and check for error messages
at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMLKUP0
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ETM4252E
IMSID SPECIFIC TABLE NOT FOUND

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA lookup routine.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is properly installed, and check for error messages
at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4260E
VALUE ENTERED MUST BE ONE LISTED UNDER TRANSLATION TYPE

Reason:

An incorrect value was entered on the command line. The valid values are listed under the TRANSLATION TYPE menu.

Action:

Processing is bypassed.

Enter a valid value on the command line and try the failed operation again.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4261E
LUNAME IS A REQUIRED FIELD

Reason:

LUNAME is required but was not specified.

Action:

Processing ends.

Specify the required data, and continue.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4262E
LTERM IS A REQUIRED FIELD

Reason:

LTERM is a required field but was not specified.

Action:
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Processing ends.

Specify the required data, and continue.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4263E
LTERM CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS

Reason:

The value specified in the LTERM field contains characters that are not supported by IMS.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the invalid characters in the LTERM field, and continue.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4264I
MATCHING LTERM NOT FOUND IN ANY TABLE

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS did not find an exact match or a mask character pattern in
any of its tables that matched the name specified in the LTERM field.

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS does not allow the creation of this LTERM during “unknown
destination” processing unless IMS sets the forced create flag.

Action:

If this LTERM name should build CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS control blocks during
“unknown destination” processing, create a CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS table entry for
this LTERM.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4265E
BAD STATUS CODE ON CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An unacceptable IMS status code was returned while trying to call DBETM1.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the problem with DBETM1, and then continue.

Module:
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ETMLKUP0

ETM4266E
BAD STATUS CODE ON CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An unacceptable IMS status code was returned while trying to call DBETM1.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the problem with DBETM1, and continue.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4267I
OPTIONS DATA SET IS UNAVAILABLE

Reason:

The options data set either could not be allocated or could not be opened. The MVS syslog may contain additional
information.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine why the options data set is unavailable, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4268I
USERID RECORD NOT FOUND, REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL SIGNON

Reason:

Because USER RECORD REQUIRED FOR SIGNON is set to Yes (EMTRAN option B.2), a USER record is required for
successful signon. However, the value you specified in the USERID field is not defined in the CA Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS User table (EMTRAN option D).

Action:

If you plan to use this USERID to sign on to IMS, define it in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/
OS User table (EMTRAN option D).

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4269I
USERID REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL SIGNON

Reason:
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Because USER RECORD REQUIRED FOR SIGNON is set to Yes (EMTRAN option B.2), a USERID must exist in the CA
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS User table (EMTRAN option D). Because you have not entered a
value in the USERID field, the translation table lookup cannot determine if signon can be successful.

Action:

Processing continues.

To determine if signon can be successful, specify a value in the USERID field.

Module:

ETMLKUP0

ETM4300E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An error was encountered when attempting to locate the E/CSA tables. The requested information is unavailable.

Action:

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was properly initialized by reviewing the ETM
messages in the IMS control region. Contact CA Support for further assistance.

Module:

ETMLLST0

ETM4301E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM4302E
INVALID ROW COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: x

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and try again.

ETM4330E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA lookup routine.
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Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is properly installed, and check for error messages
at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMLLST0

ETM4340E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA lookup routine.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is properly installed, and check for error messages
at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMLLST0

ETM4341E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA lookup routine.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is properly installed, and check for error messages
at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMLLST0

ETM4342E
ENTRY NO LONGER EXISTS IN TABLE: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The selected entry no longer exists in the E/CSA table. This is probably because one user deleted it while another user
attempted to process the record.

Action:

Processing ends.

Display the entries again, and if the problem persists contact CA Support.
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Module:

ETMLLST0

ETM4350E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM4400I
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM4401I
LTERM NAME IS A REQUIRED FIELD

Reason:

LTERM is a required field but contains blanks.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid LTERM name, and try again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4402I
NODE NAME REQUIRED IF DFSINSX1=N AND RCNT NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

If DFSINSX1 was set to N and RCNT data is not entered, then the Node Name data is required.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter either DFSINSX1=Y, RCNT data, or the intended Node Name and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0
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ETM4410I
LTERM NAME CONTAINS AN INVALID CHARACTER

Reason:

The LTERM failed edit checking due to an invalid character.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter valid characters for the LTERM name, and try again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4411I
NODE NAME CONTAINS AN INVALID CHARACTER

Reason:

The NODE NAME failed edit checking due to an invalid character.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter valid characters for the NODE NAME, and try again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4412I
MODE NAME CONTAINS AN INVALID CHARACTER

Reason:

The LOGMODE failed edit checking due to an invalid character.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter valid characters for the LOGMODE, and try again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4413I
LOGON DESCRIPTOR CONTAINS AN INVALID CHARACTER

Reason:

The LOGON DESC failed edit checking due to an invalid character.

Action:

No processing is attempted.
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Enter valid characters for the LOGON DESC, and try again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4414I
ASOT MUST BE A NUMERIC

Reason:

A non-numeric value was entered in the ASOT field.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid numeric value for ASOT, and try again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4415I
ASOT VALUE NOT IN RANGE

Reason:

An invalid value was entered for ASOT. The valid ranges are listed on the screen.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid numeric value for ASOT, and try again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4416I
ASOT CANNOT EXCEED 1440

Reason:

A value greater than 1440 was entered for ASOT. ASOT cannot exceed 1440.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid numeric value for ASOT, and try again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4417I
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL = xx
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Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4418I
BAD STATUS CODE ON ISRT CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4419I
entry/ node ENTRY status

Reason:

This message indicates which record type was updated and how it was updated.

• entry
Identifies the entry name.

• node
Identifies the node or LTERM name.

• status
Indicates whether the record was INSERTED or REPLACED.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4421E
INVALID VALUE REQUESTED FOR MSGDEL

Reason:

An invalid selection was entered for the MSGDEL OPTIONS.

Action:
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No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid MSGDEL OPTION, and try again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4422E
USER DFSINSX1 MUST BE Y OR N

Reason:

An invalid selection was entered for the DFSINSX1 option.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid DFSINSX1 option, and try again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4423E
PRINTER/RCNT DATA NOT ALLOWED IF USER DFSINSX1 = Y

Reason:

DFSINSX1 has been set to Y, and Node Name or RCNT data is also specified. If DFSINSX1 is set to Y, Node Name and
RCNT data are not allowed.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Do one of the following, then try the operation again:

• Specify DFSINSX1=N.
• Remove the RCNT and Node Name data.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4424E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLUPD0
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ETM4425E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4426E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR "SKIP AUTO-LOGON"

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the SKIP AUTO-LOGON field.

Action:

Correct the value in the SKIP AUTO-LOGON field, and try again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4427I
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4428I
BAD STATUS CODE ON ISRT CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.
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Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4429E
LTERM ALREADY DEFINED IN ENTRY=entry TYPE=type

Reason:

The name specified in the LTERM field is already defined in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/
OS options data set.

• entry
Identifies the member name within the table that contains the duplicate LTERM.

• type
Identifies the table where the duplicate LTERM name resides. The following values are available: SLU1 CONSOLE,
SLU2/3270, USER, or SLUP/3600/FINANCE.

Action:

The LTERM table entry is not added to the options data set.

Correct the reason for the duplicate LTERM, and continue.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4440E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM4441I
AN INVALID ROW COMMAND WAS ENTERED: x

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid command, and try again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4443E
BAD STATUS CODE ON DATA BASE GHU=xx
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Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4444E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned on a GHU call to the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx)
indicates the reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4445E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned on a GHU call to the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx)
indicates the reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the failure, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4446E
BAD STATUS CODE ON DLET TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned on a DLET call to the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx)
indicates the reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.
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Determine the reason for the failure, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4447E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = rc

Reason:

An error occurred processing the options data set. The MVS syslog probably contains additional error messages.

Action:

The options data set I/O operation ends.

Check the MVS syslog for additional messages. If any messages are found, take appropriate action based on those
messages. If there are no additional messages in the MVS syslog, verify that the options data set is valid by running an
IDCAMS print of the data set. Contact CA Support if additional help is needed and provide the return cde (rc).

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4448E
BOTH PRINTER AND RCNT DATA CANNOT BE SPECIFIED

Reason:

You have specified printer data along with RCNT data. You cannot specify both Printer and RCNT data.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Remove either the Printer or RCNT information, and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4475E
CONFLICTING ROW COMMANDS HAVE BEEN ENTERED

Reason:

An invalid combination of commands was entered. Only one type of command can be entered at a time.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Remove the conflicting command type, and try again.

Module:

ETMLUPD0
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ETM4493E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU CALL TO SLU2 GLOBAL RECORD = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4494E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GN CALL TO SLU2 NODE RECORD = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4496E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GN CALL TO SLU2 NODE RECORD = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4498E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON REPL OF DBETM1 CONTROL RECORD, CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.
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Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4499E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU TO DBETM1 CONTROL RECORD, CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMLUPD0

ETM4500E
INVALID COMMAND, MUST BE 1 OR 2

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid command, and try again.

Module:

ETMNLST0

ETM4510E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA lookup routine.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is properly installed, and check for error messages
at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMNLST0

ETM4521E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx
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Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM4522E
INVALID LINE COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: x

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid command, and try again.

Module:

ETMNLST0

ETM4530E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA lookup routine.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is properly installed, and check for error messages
at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMNLST0

ETM4540E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA lookup routine.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is properly installed, and check for error messages
at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMNLST0
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ETM4541E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA lookup routine.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is properly installed, and check for error messages
at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMNLST0

ETM4542E
ENTRY NO LONGER IN TABLE: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The selected entry no longer exists in the E/CSA table. This is probably because a table refresh took place while the E/
CSA table was being viewed.

Action:

Processing ends.

Display the entries again, and if the problem persists contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMNLST0

ETM4551E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM4602I
INVALID OPTION SELECTED FOR LOGON PROCESS

Reason:

An invalid option was selected for the LOGON PROCESS.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid option for the LOGON PROCESS, and try again.
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Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4603I
INVALID OPTION SELECTED FOR xxxxxxx PROCESS

Reason:

An invalid option was selected for either the DFS3649 or DFS3650 process.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid option for the respective process, and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4604I
MOD REQUIRED IF OPTION 5 SELECTED IN xxxxxxx PROCESS

Reason:

Option 5 was selected for the DFS3649 or DFS3650 process. When option 5 is selected, a USER MOD name is required
for that respective process.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Choose another option or add a USER MOD name, and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4605I
MOD NOT ALLOWED UNLESS OPTION 5 SELECTED FOR xxxxxxx

Reason:

A USER MOD name was supplied for the DFS3649 or DFS3650 process, but option 5 was not specified. Option 5 is
required to use a USER MOD name.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Choose option 5 or remove the USER MOD name, and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4606I
INVALID VALUE SELECTED FOR LTERM/USER NAMING OPTION
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Reason:

An invalid selection was entered for the LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Select from one of the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4607I
INVALID CHARACTER DETECTED IN ASOT

Reason:

An invalid character was detected in the ASOT field. Only numeric characters or blanks are allowed in this field.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the ASOT value.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4608I
INVALID VALUE FOR ASOT, MUST BE (BLANKS, 0000, 0010-1440)

Reason:

An invalid value was entered in the ASOT field. The valid values are listed on the user's screen.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the ASOT value.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4609I
INVALID CHARACTER DETECTED IN ALOT

Reason:

An invalid character was detected in the ALOT field. Only numeric characters or blanks are allowed in this field.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the ALOT value.

Module:
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ETMNUPD0

ETM4610I
INVALID VALUE FOR ALOT, MUST BE (BLANKS, 0000, 0010-1440)

Reason:

An invalid value was entered in the ALOT field. The valid values are listed on the user's screen.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the ALOT value.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4611E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE=xx KEY=yyyyyyyyy

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned on a GHU call to the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx)
indicates the reason for the failure.

• yyyyyyyyy
Identifies the key for the read operation.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the reason for the failure, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4612E
ERROR ON DLET CALL, STATUS CODE=xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned on a DLET call to the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx)
indicates the reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the reason for the failure, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0
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ETM4613E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE=xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned on a GHU call to the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx)
indicates the reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the reason for the failure, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4614E
ERROR ON DLET CALL, STATUS CODE=xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned on a DLET call to the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx)
indicates the reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the reason for the failure, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4615E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = rc

Reason:

An error occurred processing the options data set. The MVS syslog probably contains additional error messages.

Action:

The options data set I/O operation ends.

Check the MVS syslog for additional messages. If any messages are found, take appropriate action based on those
messages. If there are no additional messages in the MVS syslog, verify that the options data set is valid by running an
IDCAMS print of the data set. Contact CA Support if additional help is needed and provide the return code (rc).

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4616E
USERID NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:
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Option 4 was specified for LOGON OPTION, but no USERID was specified.

The input is ignored.

Action:

Either specify a USERID, or specify a value other than 4 for LOGON OPTION.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4617E
USERID CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS

Reason:

The USERID field contains an invalid character. Valid characters are alphanumeric and national (@#$).

The input is ignored.

Action:

Remove the invalid character in the USERID field and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4618E
USERID NOT ALLOWED UNLESS LOGON PROCESS 4 SPECIFIED

Reason:

A value was specified in the USERID field, but LOGON OPTION 4 was not specified.

The input is ignored.

Action:

Either specify LOGON OPTION 4, or remove the value specified in the USERID field.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4620I
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0
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ETM4621E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR BYPASS DEQUEUE

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for the BYPASS DEQUEUE option.

The input is ignored.

Action:

Specify either Y (yes) or N (no) and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4630I
INVALID DEVICE TYPE SPECIFIED, MUST BE 1, 2, OR 3

Reason:

A value other than 1, 2, or 3 was specified on the device type menu.

The input is ignored.

Action:

Specify 1, 2, or 3 and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4631I
INVALID VALUE SUPPLIED FOR MSGDEL OPTION

Reason:

An invalid selection was entered for the MSGDEL OPTIONS.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid MSGDEL OPTION, and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4632I
INVALID VALUE SUPPLIED FOR RESPONSE OPTION

Reason:

An invalid option was selected for the RESPONSE OPTIONS function.

Action:

No processing is attempted.
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Enter a valid choice for RESPONSE OPTIONS, or leave it blank.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4633E
LTERM/USER OPTION 3 CANNOT BE SELECTED WITH WILDCARD IN LUNAME

Reason:

The LUNAME cannot contain a wildcard when LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS contains a 3. When option 3 is used, it
relates a specific LUNAME to the specific LTERM name contained in the USER/LTERM field. This USER/LTERM cannot
be shared by multiple LUNAMEs.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Either remove the wildcard from the LUNAME, or change the LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS to something other than
3.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4634E
USER/LTERM NAME CANNOT BE SUPPLIED WITH WILDCARD IN LUNAME

Reason:

The USER/LTERM is not allowed when the LUNAME contains a wildcard so that different LUNAMEs do not create the
same USER/LTERM names.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Either remove the wildcard from the LUNAME, or clear the USER/LTERM name field.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4635E
USER/LTERM MUST BE PROVIDED WHEN LTERM/USER OPTION 3 USED

Reason:

The USER/LTERM is required when LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS contains a 3.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a USER/LTERM name, or change the LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS to something other than 3.

Module:

ETMNUPD0
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ETM4636E
USER/LTERM CAN BE SUPPLIED ONLY WHEN LTERM/USER OPTION 3 USED

Reason:

The USER/LTERM is not allowed unless the LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS contains a 3.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Remove USER/LTERM name or change the LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS to 3.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4637E
USER/LTERM CONTAINS AN INVALID CHARACTER

Reason:

An invalid character was found in the USER/LTERM name.

Action:

Processing ends.

Remove the invalid character from the USER/LTERM name and make sure the first character is non-numeric.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4638E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4639I
DUP USER/LTERM=xxxxxxxx IN OPTIONS DS, REC=yyyyyyyy TYPE=zzzzzzzz

Reason:

A duplicate USER/LTERM name was found in the options data set assigned to a different Userid or Node record. Because
USER/LTERM names cannot be shared, CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS does not allow the
same USER/LTERM name to be defined for more than one Userid or Node record.
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• xxxxxxxx
Identifies the name of the USER/LTERM that is a duplicate.

• yyyyyyyy
Identifiies the name of the options data set where the duplicate USER/LTERM is defined.

• zzzzzzzz
Identifies the type of entry where the duplicate USER/LTERM name exists. The following values are available: SLU2,
SLUP, SLU1/C, or USERID.

Action:

Processing ends.

Either select another USER/LTERM name, or remove the USER/LTERM name from the duplicate options data set record.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4640E
BAD STATUS CODE ON ISRT TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4641I
AN INVALID ROW COMMAND WAS ENTERED: x

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid command, and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4642E
MULTIPLE LTERM RECORD NOT FOUND

Reason:

Data contained in the Node record indicates a multiple LTERM record should be present in the options data set. However,
the record is not present. This is likely an internal error.
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Action:

Processing ends.

Save the contents of the options data set to another file, restore the options data set from the last good backup, and
contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4643E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU TO DBETM1 =xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4644E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM4645I
ENTRY IS NO LONGER IN OPTIONS DATA SET: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The selected entry no longer resides in the options data set. This is probably because one user deleted the entry while
another user was viewing the options data set.

Action:

Processing ends.

Return to the EMTRAN main menu, and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4646E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU TO DBETM1 =xx
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Reason:

An invalid status code was returned on a GHU call to the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx)
indicates the reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the reason for the failure, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4650I
INVALID CHARACTER DETECTED IN THE LUNAME MASK

Reason:

An invalid character was detected in the LUNAME mask.

Action:

Processing ends.

Remove the invalid character, and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4651I
ASTERISK (*) MUST BE THE LAST CHARACTER IN THE LUNAME MASK

Reason:

An asterisk (*) was found in the LUNAME, but it was not the last character of the name. If an asterisk is used, it must be
the last character of the name.

Action:

Processing ends.

Fix the LUNAME mask, and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4652I
LUNAME IS A REQUIRED PARAMETER

Reason:

The LUNAME field is required but was blank.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Fix the LUNAME mask, and try again.
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Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4653I
LUNAME MUST START WITH ALPHA CHARACTER

Reason:

The first character of the LUNAME contains an invalid character.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Fix the LUNAME mask, and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4654E
NODE NAME ALREADY DEFINED AS A devtype

Reason:

The node you are trying to enter is already defined as a node of a different device type (devtype).

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the correct device type for the node.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4655E
BAD STATUS CODE ON CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4656I
INVALID VALUE SELECTED FOR LTERM NAMING OPTION

Reason:
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An invalid value was specified in the LTERM NAMING OPTIONS field.

Action:

The input is ignored.

Specify 1, 2, or 3 and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4657E
LTERM(S) NOT ALLOWED UNLESS LTERM FROM TABLE SELECTED

Reason:

User-supplied LTERMs were present, but a value other than LTERM FROM TABLE was specified for the LTERM NAMING
OPTIONS.

Action:

The input is ignored.

Either remove the user-supplied LTERM names, or choose LTERM FROM TABLE in the LTERM NAMING OPTIONS field.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4659E
LTERM FROM TABLE SELECTED BUT NO LTERMS WERE DEFINED

Reason:

There must be at least one valid LTERM defined when LTERM FROM TABLE is selected.

Action:

The input is ignored.

Either choose an option other than LTERM FROM TABLE, or define a valid LTERM entry.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4660E
BAD STATUS CODE ON DLET CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:
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ETMNUPD0

ETM4661E
BAD STATUS CODE ON ISRT CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4662E
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4663E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4664E
BAD STATUS CODE ON DLET CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.
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Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4665E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4666E
BAD STATUS CODE ON DLET CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4670I
NO OVERRIDE FIELDS PROVIDED, RECORD DELETED FROM DBETM1

Reason:

There were no input fields supplied, so the empty entry was deleted from the options data set.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMNUPD0
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ETM4671I
RECORD ADDED TO DBETM1

Reason:

All entered fields passed edit checking. The record was added to the options data set.

Action:

Processing completes.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4672I
RECORD REPLACED IN DBETM1

Reason:

All entered fields passed edit checking. The record was replaced in the options data set.

Action:

Processing completes.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4674E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM4675E
CONFLICTING ROW COMMANDS HAVE BEEN ENTERED

Reason:

Conflicting commands were entered. This is not allowed.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Remove the command conflict, and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0
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ETM4676E
INVALID COMPONENT SPECIFIED FOR: lterm

Reason:

An invalid component number was specified for the specified LTERM. Valid component numbers are 1 - 4, and they must
match the component from the selected LOGON descriptor. The LOGON descriptor can be defined in CA Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS, selected by IMS, or provided by the device as logon data.

Action:

The input is ignored.

Correct the LTERM definition, and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4677E
INVALID CHARACTER CASE SPECIFIED FOR: lterm

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the character case for the specified LTERM. Valid character case values are 0
(uppercase) and 1 (uppercase/lowercase).

Action:

The input is ignored.

Correct the LTERM definition, and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4678E
CANNOT HAVE MULTIPLE LTERMS WHEN USING CHARACTER MASKING

Reason:

An entry cannot have more than one LTERM defined when using mask characters (!) in an LTERM entry.

Action:

The requested entry is not added to the options data set.

Remove the entry with mask characters or all other USER/LTERMS.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4679E
LUNAME REQUIRES WILDCARD IF MASK CHARACTER IN USER/LTERM

Reason:

It the USER/LTERM name contains mask characters (!), then the LUNAME must contain wildcard characters (*, %, or ?).
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Action:

The requested entry is not added to the options data set.

Either remove the entry with the mask characters, or use a wildcard in the LUNAME.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4680E
LTERM NAMING OPTION 2 NOT ALLOWED WITH WILDCARD IN LUNAME

Reason:

For this device type, LTERM names cannot be specified when the LUNAME contains wildcards (*, %, or ?).

Action:

The requested entry is not added to the options data set.

Remove the wildcards from the LUNAME, or choose a different LTERM NAMING OPTION.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4681E
INVALID LTERM/USER OPTION WHEN USER/LTERM NAME SUPPLIED

Reason:

If USER/LTERMS are supplied, LTERM/USER naming option 3 must be specified.

Action:

The requested entry is not added to the options data set.

Remove the USER/LTERM names, or set LTERM/USER naming option to 3.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4682E
USER/LTERM MUST CONTAIN MASK CHARACTERS WHEN LUNAME HAS WILDCARD

Reason:

When the LUNAME contains wildcard characters (*, %, or ?), the USER/LTERM must contain mask characters (!).

Action:

The requested entry is not added to the options data set.

Remove the wildcards from the LUNAME, or add mask characters to the USER/LTERM name.

Module:

ETMNUPD0
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ETM4683E
MASK CHARACTER IN LTERM NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS DEVICE TYPE

Reason:

This device type does not support the mask characters.

Action:

The requested entry is not added to the options data set.

Choose another way to create USER/LTERM names.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4684E
DEVICE DOES NOT ALLOW LTERM WHEN WILDCARD SPECIFIED IN LUNAME

Reason:

LTERM names are not allowed for this device type when the LUNAME contains wildcards (*, %, or ?).

Action:

The requested entry is not added to the options data set.

Correct the inconsistency, and continue.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4685E
USER/LTERM name ALREADY DEFINED AS PRINTER LTERM

Reason:

The specified LTERM (name) is already defined in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS
options data set as a printer LTERM.

Action:

The requested entry is not added to the options data set.

If this entry is valid, remove the LTERM name from the printer LTERM table.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4686E
INVALID LTERM NAMING OPTION WHEN LTERM SPECIFIED

Reason:

LTERM naming option 2 must be used when LTERM names are supplied.

Action:
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The requested entry is not added to the options data set.

Use LTERM naming option 2 or remove the LTERM name.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4687E
TRX NAME NOT ALLOWED WHEN DFS3650 OPTION 5 SELECTED

Reason:

Both a user MFS mod name and DFS3650I Transaction Replacement name have been specified for DFS3650 options.
However, the transaction name cannot be specified when the user mod name has already been specified.

Action:

No update takes place.

Remove the transaction name if the user mod name is the required option.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4688E
USER MOD NOT ALLOWED WHEN DFS3650 OPTION 7 SELECTED

Reason:

Both a user MFS mod name and a DFS3650I Transaction Replacement name have been specified for DFS3650 options.
However, the user mod name cannot be specified when the DFS3650I Transaction Replacement name has been
specified.

Action:

No update takes place.

Remove the user mod name if the DFS3650I Transaction Replacement is the required option.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4689E
TRX NAME REQUIRED WHEN DFS3650 OPTION 7 SELECTED

Reason:

Option 7 has been selected for the DFS3650 option; however, a value for DFS3650I Transaction Replacement has not
also been specified.

Action:

No update takes place.

Specify a value for the transaction name.

Module:
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ETMNUPD0

ETM4690E
TRX NAME NOT ALLOWED UNLESS DFS3650 OPTION 7 SELECTED

Reason:

A value for DFS3650I Transaction Replacement has been specified; however, option 7 has not been specified for the
DFS3650 option.

Action:

No update takes place.

Specify option 7 for the DFS3650 option in addition to the value for DFS3650I Transaction Replacement.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4693E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU CALL TO SLU2 GLOBAL RECORD = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4694E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GN CALL TO SLU2 NODE RECORD = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4696E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GN CALL TO SLU2 NODE RECORD = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.
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Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4699E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU TO DBETM1 CONTROL RECORD, CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM4701W
EMTRAN PF KEYS WILL NOT FUNCTION FROM SOME DEVICES

Reason:

During initialization, CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS code was unable to set intercepts to
provide functioning PF keys for the EMTRAN transaction.

Action:

Restart continues.

To use EMTRAN functions, enter the commands END, DOWN, and UP instead of using PF keys.

Module:

ETMPFKI0

ETM4710E
ERROR IN MESSAGE FORMAT

Reason:

An error was encountered while editing the EMTRAN input message. The message was not in the required format.

Action:

Processing is bypassed.

Ensure that programs EMTRAN and ETMPFKIx are at the same maintenance level. If that does not correct the problem,
ensure the IMS Receive-Any buffer size is at least 1920 bytes. You can verify this in the IMS startup message DFS1920I
as parameter RECASZ. If the problem still persists, contact CA Support.

Module:
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ETMPFKIx

ETM4711I
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR TYPE

Reason:

The value you specified in the TYPE field is not valid.

Action:

Processing is bypassed.

Enter one of the values listed on the screen for TYPE.

Module:

ETMPFKIx

ETM4712E
ERROR IN MESSAGE FORMAT

Reason:

An error was encountered while editing the EMTRAN input message. The message was not in the required format.

Action:

Processing is bypassed.

Ensure that the programs EMTRAN and ETMPFKIx are at the same maintenance level. If that does not correct the
problem, ensure the IMS Receive-Any buffer size is at least 1920 bytes. You can verify this in the IMS startup message
DFS1920I as parameter RECASZ. If the problem still persists, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMPFKIx

ETM4713E
ERROR IN MESSAGE FORMAT

Reason:

An error was encountered while editing the EMTRAN input message. The message was not in the required format.
Processing is bypassed.

Action:

Ensure that the programs EMTRAN and ETMPFKIx are at the same maintenance level. If that does not correct the
problem, ensure the IMS Receive-Any buffer size is at least 1920 bytes. You can verify this in the IMS startup message
DFS1920I as parameter RECASZ. If the problem still persists, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMPFKIx

ETM4714I
NAME FIELD REQUIRED
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Reason:

There was no data entered in the NAME field.

Action:

Processing is bypassed.

Enter the name of the object you want displayed in the NAME field.

Module:

ETMPFKIx

ETM4715I
TYPE FIELD REQUIRED

Reason:

There was no data entered in the TYPE field.

Action:

Processing is bypassed.

Enter the type of display you want performed in the TYPE field.

Module:

ZTPFKIx

ETM4716I
CONTROL BLOCK LOCATE FAILED

Reason:

The value specified in the NAME field is unknown to IMS.

Action:

Processing is bypassed.

Enter a valid NAME and TYPE combination.

Module:

ETMPFKIx

ETM4717E
ESTAE PROCESSING COMPLETE

Reason:

An error was encountered while performing the requested display. The ESTAE routine prevented an abend. This is
probably because IMS was cleaning up the control block while the display was being formatted.

Action:

Processing is bypassed.

Try the display again. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.
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Module:

ETMPFKIx

ETM4801E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM4802E
START FIELD CONTAINS AN INVALID VALUE

Reason:

An invalid value was entered in the START field. This field must contain only numeric data.

Action:

The input is ignored.

Enter a numeric START key, or scroll to your desired location.

Module:

ETMMLST0

ETM4803E
AN INVALID ROW COMMAND WAS ENTERED: x

Reason:

An invalid command (x) was entered in a member selection field.

Action:

The input is ignored.

Enter a valid row command, and try again.

Module:

ETMMLST0

ETM4804I
ENTRY nnnnnn IS NO LONGER IN THE E/CSA TABLE

Reason:

Entry nnnnnn was selected for viewing, but it is no longer in the E/CSA table. Another user or process probably deleted it
after the E/CSA table entries were listed on your screen.

Action:

The input is ignored.
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If desired, select another entry for viewing.

Module:

ETMMLST0

ETM4805E
E/CSA TABLE NOT FOUND

Reason:

The CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA anchor point was not found.

Action:

Processing ends.

Check the IMS control region startup messages to make sure CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS
initialized successfully.

Module:

ETMMLST0

ETM4901E
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

IMS returned a status code of xx during a REPL call to DBETM.

Action:

The options data set update was not completed.

Check status code xx in the IMS messages and codes manual. Correct the condition, and the update again.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4902I
AN INVALID ROW COMMAND WAS ENTERED: x

Reason:

An invalid command (x), was entered on a member selection line.

Action:

The input is ignored.

Correct the command, and try again.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4903E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU TO DBETM1 = xx
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Reason:

An error occurred while attempting a GHU call to DBETM1. The status code is described in the IMS Messages and
Codes.

Action:

The request is ignored.

Correct the problem that caused the bad status code, and try again.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4904E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM4905I
ENTRY IS NO LONGER IN OPTIONS DATA SET: xxxxxx

Reason:

The options data set record for the selected return code (xxxxxx) is no longer valid. The record was probably deleted by
one user while another was trying to view it.

Action:

Processing ends.

Go back to the EMTRAN main menu, and display the DFS3649A error messages again.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4911E
INVALID DATA IN RETURN CODE FIELD

Reason:

The return code field contains non-numeric data. The return code must be a numeric value.

Action:

The input is ignored.

Correct the return code, and try again.

Module:

ETMMUPD0
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ETM4912E
MESSAGE TEXT IS A REQUIRED FIELD

Reason:

No data was entered in the MESSAGE TEXT field, and this is a required field.

Action:

The input is ignored.

Add the error message override, and try again.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4913E
INVALID DATA IN START FIELD

Reason:

The START field indicates the starting return code value that is used to list the entries in DBETM and, therefore, must
contain numeric data. CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS found non-numeric data in the START
field.

Action:

The input is ignored.

Enter numeric data or use blanks in the START field, and try again.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4914E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM4915E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting a GHU call to DBETM1. The status code is described in the IMS Messages and
Codes.

Action:

The request is ignored.

Correct the problem that caused the bad status code, and try again.
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Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4916E
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL TO DBIZT1 = xx

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting a REPL call to DBIZT1. The status code is described in the IMS messages and codes
manual.

Action:

The request is ignored.

Correct the problem that caused the bad status code, and try again.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4917E
BAD STATUS CODE ON ISRT TO DBIZT1 = xx

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting an ISRT call to DBIZT1. The status code is described in the IMS messages and codes
manual.

Action:

The request is ignored.

Correct the problem that caused the bad status code, and try again.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4918I
RECORD SUCCESSFULLY REPLACED IN DBETM1

Reason:

The record addition completed successfully.

Action:

The database record update completed.

Continue normal processing.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4919I
RECORD SUCCESSFULLY INSERTED IN DBETM1
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Reason:

The record addition completed successfully.

Action:

The database record addition completed.

Continue normal processing.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4921E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GU TO DBIZT1 = xx

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting a GU call to DBIZT1. The status code is described in the IMS messages and codes
manual.

Action:

The request is ignored.

Correct the problem that caused the bad status code, and try again.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4922E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GN TO DBIZT1 = xx

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting a GN call to DBIZT1. The status code is described in the IMS messages and codes
manual.

Action:

The request is ignored.

Correct the problem that caused the bad status code, and try again.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4923E
CONFLICTING ROW COMMANDS HAVE BEEN ENTERED

Reason:

Multiple CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS row commands were attempted, but only one at a
time is allowed.

Action:

The request is ignored.
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Specify only one row command, and try again.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4924E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GN TO DBIZT1 = xx

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting a GN call to DBIZT1. The status code is described in the IMS messages and codes
manual.

Action:

The request is ignored.

Correct the problem that caused the bad status code, and try again.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4925E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU TO DBIZT1 CONTROL RECORD, CODE = xx

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to read the control record from DBIZT1. The status codes are described in the IMS
messages and codes manual.

Action:

The request is ignored.

Correct the problem that caused the bad status code, and try again.

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM4926E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = xx KEY=yyyyyyyyy

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned on a GHU call to the options data set.

• xx
Indicates the reason for the failure.

• yyyyyyyyy
Identifies the key of the record being retrieved.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the reason for the failure, and correct the problem.

Module:
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ETMMUPD0

ETM4928E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = rc

Reason:

An error occurred processing the options data set. The MVS syslog probably contains additional error messages.

Action:

The options data set I/O operation ends.

Check the MVS syslog for additional messages. If any messages are found, take appropriate action based on those
messages. If there are no additional messages in the MVS syslog, verify that the options data set is valid by running an
IDCAMS print of the data set. Contact CA Support if additional help is needed and provide the return code (rc).

Module:

ETMMUPD0

ETM5000I
EMTRAN PROCESSING COMPLETE

Reason:

EMTRAN processing ended.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

EMTRAN00

ETM5001E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GU TO IOPCB - xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

EMTRAN00

ETM5002E
ERROR ON INQY CALL RC=rc REASON=rsn

Reason:

An invalid RETURN or REASON code was returned for an IMS INQY call.
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Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the bad return or reason code, and correct the problem.

Module:

EMTRAN00

ETM5010E
INTERNAL ERROR, INVALID PROCESS NAME = xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Processing ends.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

EMTRAN00

ETM5011W
DATA BASE DBETM1 NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

The CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS database was not available.

Action:

Processing ends.

Try the command again when the database becomes available.

Module:

EMTRAN00

ETM5012E
INTERNAL ERROR, NULL SUB ROUTINE ADDRESS

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Processing ends.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

EMTRAN00
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ETM5013E
NON ZERO RETURN CODE FROM xxxxxxxx RC=rc

Reason:

A bad return code (rc) was returned from routine xxxxxxxx.

Action:

Processing ends.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

EMTRAN00

ETM5014E
STATUS CODE = xx ON CHNG CALL TO EMTRAN

Reason:

A message switch was attempted to transaction EMTRAN, but the CHNG call encountered a non-blank status code.

• xx
Identifies the status code.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the error.

Module:

EMTRAN00

ETM5050E
AN INVALID SELECTION WAS ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid selection was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid selection code, and try again.

Module:

EMTRAN00

ETM5051E
VINT FAILED FOR DBETM1, RC=rc

Reason:

The options data set initialization routine failed with an unexpected error.
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Action:

Processing ends

Check the MVS syslog for additional messages. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

Module:

EMTRAN

ETM5052E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN SYSTEMS ENQ ON DBETM1

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS ensures serialized access to the options data set by means
of an MVS ENQ. The attempt to acquire the ENQ failed because another job was holding it.

Action:

Processing ends.

Try the transaction again. If repeated attempts fail, check to see if there is a long-running batch update taking place.

Module:

EMTRAN

ETM5053E
BLDL FAILED FOR MEMBER DBETM1

Reason:

Member DBETM1 was not found in a STEPLIB library. When accessing the options data set as a VSAM KSDS, the IMS
message region must contain member DBETM1 (the options data set dynamic allocation member) in a STEPLIB library.

Action:

Processing ends.

Make sure CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS installation is correct. Dynamic allocation member
DBETM1 must be in a STEPLIB library for the MPR.

Module:

EMTRAN

ETM5054E
MEMBER DBETM1 WAS NOT CREATED BY DFSMDA

Reason:

Member DBETM1 was found in a STEPLIB library, but it was not created using the IMS DFSMDA macro.

Action:

Processing ends.

Create a valid DBETM1 member using the DFSMDA dynamic allocation macro.

Module:
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EMTRAN

ETM5101E
BAD STATUS CODE ON CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMREFR0

ETM5102E
BAD STATUS CODE ON CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMREFR0

ETM5103E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMREFR0

ETM5104E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHN CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.
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Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMREFR0

ETM5105E
BAD STATUS CODE ON DLET CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMREFR0

ETM5106E
BAD STATUS CODE ON ISRT CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMREFR0, ETMSEKW0

ETM5107I
RECORD SAVED

Reason:

The REFRESH ROUTING INFORMATION record was saved in the options data set.

Action:

Processing completes.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMREFR0
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ETM5108E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = rc

Reason:

An error occurred processing the options data set.

Action:

The options data set I/O operation ends.

Check the MVS syslog for additional messages. If additional messages are found, take appropriate action based on the
messages. If there are no additional messages in the MVS syslog, verify that the options data set is valid by running an
IDCAMS print of the data set. Contact CA Support if additional help is needed and provide the return code (rc).

Module:

ETMREFR0

ETM5201I
x IS AN INVALID SELECTION CODE

Reason:

An invalid selection was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid selection code, and try again.

Module:

ETMSEKW0

ETM5202E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMSEKW0

ETM5203I
COMMAND KEYWORD SECURITY CHECKING IS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

An attempt to activate a command/keyword combination was made, but Enhanced Command/Keyword checking is not
active.
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Action:

Processing ends.

If command/keyword checking is desired, enter option E from the Primary Menu and activate ENHANCED COMMAND/
KEYWORD SECURITY.

Module:

ETMSEKW0

ETM5204I
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED, CONTACT VENDOR FOR SUPPORT

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Processing ends.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMSEKW0

ETM5205E
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED, COMMAND xxxxxxxx NOT IN TABLE

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Processing ends.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMSEKW0

ETM5206W
OPTION MUST BE AN A OR D, INVALID OPTION BYPASSED

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid command, and try again.

Module:

ETMSEKW0
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ETM5207E
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED, COMMAND xxxxxxxx NOT IN TABLE

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Processing ends.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMSEKW0

ETM5208E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL FOR DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMSEKW0

ETM5209E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL FOR DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMSEKW0

ETM5210E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL FOR DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.
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Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMSEKW0

ETM5211E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM5212E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = rc

Reason:

An error occurred processing the options data set. The MVS syslog probably contains additional error messages.

Action:

The options data set I/O operation ends.

Check the MVS syslog for additional messages. If additional messages are found, take appropriate action based on the
messages. If there are no additional messages in the MVS syslog, verify that the options data set is valid by running an
IDCAMS print of the data set. Contact CA Support if additional help is needed and provide the return code (rc).

Module:

ETMSEKW0

ETM5301I
x IS AN INVALID SELECTION CODE

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid command, and try again.

Module:

ETMSEKW5

ETM5302I
E/CSA TABLE NOT FOUND ON THIS CPU

Reason:

An internal error occurred.
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Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was installed correctly, and check for ETM
messages at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMSEKW5

ETM5303I
COMMAND KEYWORD SECURITY CHECKING IS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

A request was made to list the Enhanced Command Keyword tables, but Enhanced Command/Keyword checking is not
active.

Action:

Processing ends.

If Enhanced Command/Keyword checking is desired, enter option E from the Primary Menu, activate ENHANCED
COMMAND/KEYWORD SECURITY, and refresh the E/CSA tables.

Module:

ETMSEKW5

ETM5304I
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED, CONTACT VENDOR FOR SUPPORT

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Processing ends.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMSEKW5

ETM5400E
UNABLE TO LOCATE ETM ANCHOR

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was installed correctly, and check for ETM
messages at IMS initialization.
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Module:

ETMSLST0

ETM5401E
UNABLE TO LOCATE IMSID TABLE SECTION

Reason:

An internal error occurred. Processing ends.

Action:

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was installed correctly, and check for ETM
messages at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMSLST0

ETM5402E
UNABLE TO LOCATE OPTIONS DATA SET SECTION

Reason:

An internal error occurred. Processing ends.

Action:

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was installed correctly, and check for ETM
messages at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMSLST0

ETM5403W
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM5404E
OPTIONS SELECTED, MUST BE 1 OR 2

Reason:

You specified an invalid option on the command line. Valid options are either 1 or 2.

The request is ignored.

Action:

Enter a valid option and try the operation again.
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Module:

ETMSLST0

ETM5500E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM5501E
INVALID STATUS CODE ON GHU TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5502E
INVALID OPTION FOR DYNAMIC TERMINALS

Reason:

An invalid selection was entered for DYNAMIC TERMINALS processing.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Select from the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5503E
INVALID OPTION FOR STATIC TERMINALS

Reason:

An invalid selection was entered for STATIC TERMINALS processing.

No processing is attempted.

Action:
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Select from the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5504E
INVALID OPTION FOR LU 6.2 DEVICES

Reason:

An invalid selection was entered for LU 6.2 DEVICES processing.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Select from the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5505E
INVALID OPTION FOR OTMA DEVICES

Reason:

An invalid selection was entered for OTMA processing.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Select from the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5506E
INVALID OPTION FOR ICMD PROCESSING

Reason:

An invalid selection was entered for ICMD processing.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Select from the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5507E
INVALID OPTION FOR ENHANCED KEYWORD SUPPORT
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Reason:

An invalid selection was entered for the ENHANCED COMMAND/KEYWORD SECURITY option.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Select from the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5508E
INVALID OPTION FOR COMMANDS FROM WTOR

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the COMMANDS FROM THE WTOR field.

Action:

Correct the value in the COMMANDS FROM THE WTOR field, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5509E
INVALID OPTION FOR COMMANDS FROM MTO

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the COMMANDS FROM THE MTO field.

Reason:

Correct the value in the COMMANDS FROM THE MTO field, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5510E
INVALID OPTION FOR COMMANDS FROM TCO

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the COMMANDS FROM TCO field.

Reason:

Correct the value in the COMMANDS FROM TCO field, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0
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ETM5511E
INVALID OPTION FOR COMMANDS FROM EMCS

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the COMMANDS FROM THE EMCS field.

Reason:

Correct the value in the COMMANDS FROM EMCS field, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5512E
INVALID OPTION FOR IMS CMD CALLS

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the CMD CALLS field.

Action:

Correct the value in the CMD CALLS field, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5513E
INVALID OPTION FOR LU 6.1 DEVICES

Reason:

An invalid selection was entered for LU 6.1 device processing.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Select from the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5520E
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:
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ETMSUPD0

ETM5521E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5522E
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5523E
BAD STATUS CODE ON ISRT CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5531I
SECURITY OPTIONS UPDATE COMPLETE

Reason:

All selections passed edit checking, and the database update completed successfully.
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Action:

Processing completes.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5532E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = rc

Reason:

An error occurred processing the options data set. The MVS syslog probably contains additional error messages.

Action:

The options data set I/O operation ends.

Check the MVS syslog for additional messages. If additional messages are found, take appropriate action based on the
messages. If there are no additional messages in the MVS syslog, verify that the options data set is valid by running an
IDCAMS print of the data set. Contact CA Support if additional help is needed and provide the return code (rc).

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5533E
INVALID OPTIONS SELECTED, MUST BE "1" OR "2"

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the command line.

Action:

Correct the value in the command line, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5534E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR "PERFORM TRAN/LTERM VERIFICATION"

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the PERFORM TRAN/LTERM VERIFICATION field.

Action:

Correct the value in the PERFORM TRAN/LTERM VERIFICATION field, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0
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ETM5535E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR "PERFORM TRAN/PASSWORD VERIFICATION"

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the PERFORM TRAN/PASSWORD VERIFICATION field.

Reason:

Correct the value in the PERFORM TRAN/PASSWORD VERIFICATION field, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5536E
SAF PREFIX NOT ALLOWED UNLESS TRAN/LTERM OR TRAN/PSWD ACTIVE

Reason:

A value was specified in the PREFIX NAME FOR SAF RULES field, but both TRAN/LTERM VERIFICATION and TRAN/
PASSWORD VERIFICATION are inactive.

Action:

Clear the PREFIX NAME FOR SAF RULES field, or set TRAN/LTERM VERIFICATION or TRAN/PASSWORD
VERIFICATION to Y, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5537E
SAF PREFIX REQUIRED IF TRAN/LTERM OR TRAN/PSWD ACTIVE

Reason:

TRAN/LTERM VERIFICATION or TRAN/PASSWORD VERIFICATION is set to Yes (Y), but no value was specified in the
PREFIX NAME FOR SAF RULES field.

Action:

Specify a value in the PREFIX NAME FOR SAF RULES field, or set both TRAN/LTERM VERIFICATION and TRAN/
PASSWORD VERIFICATION fields to N, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5538E
SAF PREFIX CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS

Reason:

Invalid characters were detected in the PREFIX NAME FOR SAF RULES field. Only alphanumeric (A-Z, 0-9) and national
characters (#,@,$) are allowed in the PREFIX NAME FOR SAF RULES field.

Action:
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Correct the value in the PREFIX NAME FOR SAF RULES field, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5539E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR "SUPPRESS ICH408I/ETM0008I"'

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the SUPPRESS ICH408I/ETM00008I field.

Reason:

Correct the value in the SUPPRESS ICH408I/ETM00008I field, and try again.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5540E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR ETM MATRIX

Reason:

An invalid value was coded for the ETM MATRIX option. The options are not updated.

Action:

Enter a valid value (Y or N) for ETM MATRIX, and press Enter.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5541E
BOTH SAF AND ETM MATRIX CANNOT BE SPECIFIED

Reason:

You can specify the use of either SAF verification or ETM MATRIX verification. Both cannot be used at the same time. The
options are not updated.

Action:

Choose SAF verification or ETM MATRIX Verification, and specify N for the other.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5550E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:
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Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMSUPD0

ETM5600E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An internal error occurred. Processing ends.

Action:

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was installed correctly, and check for ETM
messages at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMULST0

ETM5610E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM5611E
INVALID ROW COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: x

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and try again.

ETM5630E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Processing ends.

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was installed correctly, and check for ETM
messages at IMS initialization.
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Module:

ETMULST0

ETM5640E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An internal error occurred. Processing ends.

Action:

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was installed correctly, and check for ETM
messages at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMULST0

ETM5641E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE LOCATE SERVICE

Reason:

An internal error occurred. Processing ends.

Action:

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was installed correctly, and check for ETM
messages at IMS initialization.

Module:

ETMULST0

ETM5642E
ENTRY NO LONGER IN TABLE: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The selected entry no longer exists in the E/CSA table. This is probably because one user was refreshing the table while
another user was viewing it.

Action:

Processing ends.

Return to the Primary Menu, and try again.

Module:

ETMULST0

ETM5651E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:
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An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM5700E
USERID MUST BE PROVIDED

Reason:

USERID is a required field, but it contained blanks.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid user ID, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5701E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted. Enter a valid command and retry.

ETM5702E
TRX NOT ALLOWED UNLESS OPTION 7 SPECIFIED FOR DFS3650

Reason:

A transaction name has been specified in TRX NAME, but DFS3650 option 7 has not been specified. No update takes
place.

Action:

Specify option 7 for the DFS3650 option, or remove the TRX NAME.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5703I
INVALID OPTION SELECTED FOR DFS3650 PROCESS

Reason:

An invalid selection was made for the DFS3650 process.

Action:

No processing is attempted.
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Select one of the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5704I
MOD REQUIRED IF OPTION 5 SELECTED IN xxxxxxx PROCESS

Reason:

option 5 was selected for the DFS3650 process, but the USER MOD field contained blanks.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Either select another option, or enter a valid USER MOD name.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5705I
MOD NOT ALLOWED UNLESS OPTION 5 SELECTED IN DFS3650 PROCESS

Reason:

Option 5 was not selected for the DFS3650 process, and the USER MOD field was non-blank.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Either select option 5, or do not enter a USER MOD name.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5706I
INVALID VALUE SELECTED FOR LTERM/USER NAMING OPTION

Reason:

An invalid value was entered for LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Select one of the listed options, or leave the field blank.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5707I
INVALID CHARACTER DETECTED IN ASOT
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Reason:

An invalid character was detected in the ASOT field. Only numeric characters or blanks are allowed in this field.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Correct the ASOT value.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5708I
INVALID VALUE FOR ASOT, MUST BE xxx

Reason:

An invalid value was entered in the ASOT field. No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a value in the listed range, or leave the field blank.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5709I
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED IN LOGON PROCESS FIELD

Reason:

An invalid option was selected for the LOGON PROCESS.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Select one of the listed options, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5710I
INVALID ICOMPT VALUE FOR LTERM llllllll

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the ICOMPT field for LTERM llllllll.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the ICOMPT value, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0
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ETM5711I
INVALID OCOMPT VALUE FOR LTERM llllllll

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the OCOMPT field for LTERM llllllll.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Correct the OCOMPT value, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5712I
INVALID CASE VALUE FOR LTERM llllllll

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the CASE field for LTERM llllllll.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Correct the CASE value, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5713I
LTERM NAME REQUIRED IF LTERM NAMING OPTION 2 SPECIFIED

Reason:

Option 2 was specified in the LTERM NAMING OPTION field, but there were no LTERM names provided in the table.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Either choose another value for LTERM NAMING OPTION, or include LTERM name(s) in the table, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5714I
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR LTERM NAMING OPTION

Reason:

The value specified in the LTERM NAMING OPTION field is not one of the supported values.

Action:

No processing is attempted.
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Correct the value specified in the LTERM NAMING OPTION field, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5715I
LTERM(S) NOT ALLOWED UNLESS LTERM NAMING OPTION = 2

Reason:

LTERM name(s) were specified, but the LTERM NAMING OPTION field was not set to 2.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Remove the LTERM name(s) or change LTERM NAMING OPTION field to 2, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5716E
USERID userid ALREADY DEFINED AS A table USERID

Reason:

The attempt to create a record for user ID failed because a user ID record already exists in the table.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the conflict in user ID names, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5717E
LTERM NAME(S) REQUIRED WHEN LTERM NAMING OPTION 2 IS SPECIFIED

Reason:

A 2 is specified for LTERM NAMING OPTION, but there are no LTERM name(s) specified.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Either change the LTERM NAMING OPTION, or add LTERM name(s), and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5719E
TRX NAME NOT VALID WHEN USER MOD SELECTED FOR DFS3650
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Reason:

Option 5 has been specified for DFS3650, and a transaction name has also been specified in DFS3650 TRX NAME.

No update takes place.

Action:

Either specify option 5 for DFS3650 and provide a USER MOD name, or specify option 7 for DFS3650 and provide a TRX
NAME.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5720I
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL TO DBETM1 = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5721E
TRX NAME REQUIRED WHEN OPTION 7 SPECIFIED FOR DFS3650

Reason:

DFS3650 option 7 was specified, but the TRX NAME field contained blanks.

Action:

No update takes place.

Either specify a TRX NAME or specify a different value for option DFS3650.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5722E
USER MOD NOT VALID WHEN TRX NAME SELECTED FOR DFS3650

Reason:

DFS3650 option 7 was specified, but the USER MOD field did not contain blanks.

No update takes place.

Action:

Specify option 5 for DFS3650 and provide a USER MOD name, or specify option 7 for DFS3650 and provide a TRX
NAME.
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Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5731I
INVALID VALUE SUPPLIED FOR MSGDEL OPTION

Reason:

An invalid selection was entered for the MSGDEL OPTIONS.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid MSGDEL OPTION, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5732I
INVALID VALUE SUPPLIED FOR RESPONSE OPTION

Reason:

An invalid option was selected for the RESPONSE OPTIONS.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid selection for RESPONSE OPTIONS, or leave it blank.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5733E
USER/LTERM NAME REQUIRED IF LTERM/USER TABLE OPTION 3 USED

Reason:

Option 3 was selected for the LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS, but the USER/LTERM field contains blanks. A USER/
LTERM name is required when option 3 is requested.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Either change the LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS, or enter a valid USER/LTERM name.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5734E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = rc

Reason:
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An error occurred processing the options data set. The MVS syslog probably contains additional error messages.

Action:

The options data set I/O operation ends.

Check the MVS syslog for additional messages. If additional messages are found, take appropriate action based on the
messages. If there are no additional messages in the MVS syslog, verify that the options data set is valid by running an
IDCAMS print of the data set. Contact CA Support if additional help is needed and provide the retun code (rc).

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5735E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR BYPASS DEQUEUE

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for the BYPASS DEQUEUE option.

The input is ignored.

Action:

Specify either Y (yes) or N (no) and try again.

Module:

ETMNUPD0

ETM5740E
AN INVALID COMMAND WAS ENTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid command, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5741I
AN INVALID ROW COMMAND WAS ENTERED: x

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid command, and try again.

Module:
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ETMUUPD0

ETM5742E
MULTIPLE LTERM RECORD NOT FOUND

Reason:

Data contained in the Userid record indicates a multiple LTERM record should be present in the database. However, the
record is not present. This is likely an internal error.

Processing ends.

Action:

Save the contents of the database to another file, restore the database from the last good backup, and contact CA
Support.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5743E
BAD STATUS CODE ON DATA BASE GHU=xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5744E
BAD STATUS CODE ON A DATABASE GHU=xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5750E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE=xx KEY=yyyyyyyyy

Reason:
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An invalid status code was returned on a GHU call to the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx)
indicates the reason for the failure, and yyyyyyyyy is the record key.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the reason for the failure, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5751E
ERROR ON DLET CALL, STATUS CODE=xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned on a DLET call to the options data set. The status code that was returned (xx)
indicates the reason for the failure.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the reason for the failure, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5760E
BAD STATUS CODE ON DLET CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5762E
BAD STATUS CODE ON REPL CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:
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ETMUUPD0

ETM5763E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5764E
BAD STATUS CODE ON DLET CALL = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5770I
NO OVERRIDE FIELDS PROVIDED, RECORD DELETED FROM DBETM1

Reason:

No override values were provided for this entry. The entry was deleted from the database.

Action:

Processing completes.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5771I
RECORD ADDED TO DBETM1

Reason:

All fields passed edit checking, and the record was added to the database.
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Action:

Processing completes.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5772I
RECORD REPLACED IN DBETM1

Reason:

All fields passed edit checking, and the record was replaced in the database.

Action:

Processing completes.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5775E
CONFLICTING ROW COMMANDS HAVE BEEN ENTERED

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid command, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5776E
BAD STATUS CODE=xx FOR RECORD=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0
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ETM5777E
BAD STATUS CODE=xx FOR RECORD=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5781E
USERID CONTAINS AN INVALID CHARACTER

Reason:

The USERID contains an invalid character.

Action:

Processing ends.

Remove the invalid character, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5782E
SECURITY PROFILE CONTAINS AN INVALID CHARACTER

Reason:

The SECURITY PROFILE contains an invalid character.

Action:

Processing ends.

Remove the invalid character, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5783E
USER/LTERM CONTAINS AN INVALID CHARACTER

Reason:

The USER / LTERM contains an invalid character.

Processing ends.

Action:
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Remove the invalid character, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5784E
BAD STATUS CODE ON ISRT TO DBETM =xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5785E
DUP LTERM lterm IN MEMBER (member) TYPE-table

Reason:

The specified LTERM is a duplicate name. It is already defined in CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for
z/OS table (table) in entry member.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the duplicate LTERM name condition, and try again.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5786E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU TO DBETM = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5787E
USER/LTERM NOT ALLOWED UNLESS LTERM / USER OPTION = 3
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Reason:

The USER / LTERM is not allowed unless the LTERM / USER NAMING OPTIONS contains a 3.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Remove USER / LTERM name, or change the LTERM / USER NAMING OPTIONS to 3.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5788E
BAD STATUS CODE ON GHU TO DBETM1 xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5789E
BAD STATUS CODE ON DELETE CALL TO DBETM xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5790E
FIRST CHARACTER MUST BE ALPHA OR NATIONAL

Reason:

The USERID must start with an alphabetic or national character.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid USERID, and try again.

Module:
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ETMUUPD0

ETM5791E
LTERM lterm ALREADY DEFINED AS PRINTER LTERM

Reason:

The specified LTERM name is already defined in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS Printer
LTERM table. Duplicate LTERMS are not allowed.

Action:

The requested entry is not added or updated in the database.

Remove the duplicate LTERM from this entry or from the Printer LTERM table and continue.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5793E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU CALL TO SLU2 GLOBAL RECORD = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5794E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GN CALL TO SLU2 NODE RECORD = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5796E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GN CALL TO SLU2 NODE RECORD = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.
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Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5799E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU TO DBETM1 CONTROL RECORD, CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMUUPD0

ETM5800E
INVALID OPTION SPECIFIED ON COMMAND LINE

Reason:

An invalid option was entered on the command line.

Processing ends.

Action:

Enter a valid option, and continue.

Module:

ETMRXIT0

ETM5810I
SUCCESSFUL REFRESH FOR EXIT xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The exit designated by xxxxxxxx was successfully loaded.

Action:

Processing completes.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMRXIT0
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ETM5813E
LOAD FAILED FOR EXIT xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The MVS LOAD failed for exit xxxxxxxx. Processing ends.

Action:

Check the MVS system log for additional messages. Make sure the load module is in the proper STEPLIB library and is
executable.

Module:

ETMRXIT0

ETM5814E
UNDETERMINED ERROR ENCOUNTERED LOADING module

Reason:

An error occurred trying to LOAD the specified module.

Action:

Processing continues, but the requested module did not get loaded.

Check the MVS syslog for additional messages. Make sure that the load module is in the proper STEPLIB library and is
executable. Verify that the STEPLIB library where the exit resides did not go into new extents when the exit was updated.

Module:

ETMRXIT0

ETM5815I
ETM MATRIX REFRESH COMPLETE

Reason:

The CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS MATRIX table has been successfully refreshed.
Processing continues.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMRXIT0

ETM5816E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN ETM MATRIX REFRESH

Reason:

An error was encountered attempting to refresh the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS Matrix
table.

Action:
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Processing continues.

Review the IMS control region JES log for additional messages, and take the action indicated by that message.

Module:

ETMRXIT0

ETM5901E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An unsupported value was entered on the command line.

No processing is performed.

Action:

Enter a valid option, and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJLST0

ETM5902E
UNABLE TO LOCATE ETM E/CSA TABLES

Reason:

The CSA scan routine was unable to locate the tables that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS
loads at IMS restart.

No processing is performed.

Action:

Search the IMS job log for ETM-series messages that were issued at IMS restart. If CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS was installed properly the IMS job log should contain message ETM1011I. Otherwise , there will
be other ETM-series messages that describe errors that were encountered by CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
for IMS for z/OS.

Module:

ETMJLST0

ETM5903E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An unsupported value was entered on the command line.

Action:

No processing is performed.

Enter a valid option on the command line and try the operation again.

Module:
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ETMJLST0

ETM5904E
AN INVALID ROW COMMAND HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid command and try again.

Module:

ETMJLST0

ETM5905E
MORE THAN 1 ENTRY SELECTED FOR LISTING

Reason:

More than one entry has been selected for listing. Only one entry can be listed at a time.

Processing ends.

Action:

Select a single entry and try again.

Module:

ETMJLST0

ETM5906E
REQUESTED ENTRY NO LONGER IN TABLE

Reason:

The selected entry no longer exists in the E/CSA table. This is probably because one user deleted it while another user
attempted to process the record.

Action:

Processing ends.

Display the entries again. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMJLST0

ETM6001W
xxxxx FAILURE - KEY=yyyyyyyyy, FDBK=zzzzzz

Reason:
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An error occurred while accessing the options data set. Access type is designated by xxxxx, and the record key is
designated by yyyyyyyyy. Valid values for access type are as follows:

• GET (a VSAM GET operation)
• PUT (a VSAM PUT operation)
• ERASE (a VSAM ERASE operation)

The values for the RPL feedback (FDBK=zzzzzz) area are described in DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data Sets.
Processing continues.

Action:

Follow the action for RPL feedback as described in the DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data Sets.

Module:

ETMBKOT0

ETM6002W
BACKOUT PROCESSING TERMINATED

Reason:

The options data set backout ended due to conditions described in prior messages.

Action:

Processing continues but without backout.

Take action based on prior messages.

Module:

ETMBKOT0

ETM6003I
CLEANUP OF INDOUBT RECORDS SUCCESSFUL

Reason:

During open processing for the options data set, CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS determined
that an in-doubt condition existed in the options data set. When an in-doubt condition exists, CA Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS automatically attempts to resolve the condition. This message indicates the in-doubt
condition was detected and corrected.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMBKOT0

ETM6004W
ERRORS DURING INDOUBT RECORD CLEANUP

Reason:
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During open processing for the options data set, CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS determined
an in-doubt condition existed in the options data set. When an in-doubt condition exists, CA Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager for IMS for z/OS automatically attempts to resolve the condition. This message indicates that an error occurred
while CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was trying to ensure the integrity of the options data
set.

Processing continues.

Action:

Contact CA Support, and keep an unloaded copy of the options data set for documentation.

Module:

ETMBKOT0

ETM6005W
OPTIONS DATA SET RESTORE RECOMMENDED

Reason:

Unrecoverable errors were found in the options data set. Processing continues, but it is recommended that the options
data set be either restored or rebuilt.

Processing continues.

Action:

At your earliest convenience, restore or rebuild the options data set.

Module:

ETMBKOT0

ETM6006I
RECORD DELETED FOR xxxx yyyyyyyy

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS found inconsistencies in the options data set during in-doubt
processing. CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS determined that the best course of action was
to delete records containing inconsistencies. The record type is designated by xxxx and the record key by yyyyyyyy. Valid
record types can be any of the following values:

• SLU1
• SLU2
• SLUP
• USER

Action:

Processing continues.

If the deleted record is required, take manual action to add the record back to the options data set.

Module:

ETMBKOT0
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ETM6007W
xxxx yyyyyyyy IS A DUPLICATE NODE NAME

Reason:

A duplicate NODE name was found in the options data set for different devices. The device type is represented by xxxx
and the NODE name by yyyyyyyy. Valid values for device type (xxxx) are as follows:

• SLU1
• SLU2
• SLUP

Processing continues.

Action:

Determine the correct device type for the specified NODE, and delete the invalid entry.

Module:

ETMBKOT0

ETM6008I
xxxx yyyyyyyy RECORD CONTAINED ERRORS, RECORD DELETED

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS found inconsistencies in the options data set during in-doubt
processing. CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS determined that the best course of action was to
delete the records containing the inconsistencies. The record type is designated by xxxx and the record key by yyyyyyyy.
Valid values for device type (xxxx) are as follows:

• SLU1
• SLU2
• SLUP

The listed record is deleted from the options data set, and processing continues.

Action:

If the deleted record is required for normal operation, recreate the deleted record.

Module:

ETMBKOT0

ETM6201E
BLDL FAILED FOR DBETM1

Reason:

Dynamic allocation member DBETM1 was not found in any STEPLIB library.

Processing ends.

Action:

Add either the DBETM1 DD name or the dynamic allocation member to the failing job.

Module:
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ETMTDLI

ETM6202E
INVALID DFSMDA MEMBER FOR DBETM1

Reason:

Member DBETM1 did not contain a valid DFSMDA dynamic allocation entry.

Action:

Processing ends.

Add either the DBETM1 DD name or a valid dynamic allocation member to the failing job.

Module:

ETMTDLI

ETM6203E
DYNALLOC FAILED FOR DBETM1, RC=xxxxxxxx / REASON=yyyy

Reason:

Dynamic allocation (SVC 99) failed with return code = xxxxxxxx and reason code = yyyy.

Processing ends.

Action:

Determine why dynamic allocation failed, and correct the problem. The dynamic allocation return/reason codes are
documented in MVS/ESA System Programming Library: Application Development Guide or in MVS/ESA Programming:
Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

Module:

ETMTDLI

ETM6204E
OPEN FAILED FOR DBETM1

Reason:

The MVS OPEN service failed to open options data set DBETM1.

Processing ends.

Action:

Determine why OPEN failed, and then correct the problem. Additional messages should appear in the job log.

Module:

ETMTDLI

ETM6205E
GET FAILED FOR CONTROL RECORD

Reason:
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An error occurred while trying to read the options data set control record.

Processing ends.

Action:

Make sure that the options data set was correctly initialized. Run an IDCAMS print against the data set. The control record
should contain hexadecimal zeros in the first nine bytes.

Module:

ETMTDLI

ETM6206E
xxxx RPLFDBK yyyyyy

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to process a record in the options data set. The operation type is designated by xxxx. The
value for RPLFDBK (yyyyyy) can be found in DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data Sets. Valid values for operation type are
as follows:

• GET (VSAM GET operation)
• Gxxx (any IMS Get type call - VSAM GET operation)
• ISRT (VSAM PUT operation)
• UOWG (VSAM GET operation)
• UOWP (VSAM PUT operation)

Action:

Processing continues.

Determine the cause of this failure, and review the job log for additional messages. Correct the problem and continue.

Module:

ETMTDLI

ETM6207E
VINT NOT FIRST CALL TYPE

Reason:

The first call type to module ETMTDLI was not a VINT call. This is an internal CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
for IMS for z/OS error.

Action:

The job step abends with a U4044.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMTDLI

ETM6301E
ETMMBLKS MEMBER NAME MISSING
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Reason:

Member ETMMBLKS was specified in the IMS control region, but the member name was omitted.

Action:

IMS restart continues but without CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS enhanced dynamic
transactions.

If you want CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS enhanced dynamic transactions, correct the
ETMMBLKS DD statement and restart IMS.

Module:

ETMDYN00

ETM6302E
ETMMBLKS MEMBER NAME INVALID

Reason:

The member name for ETMMBLKS must be in the format DFSSMB0x (where x is the suffix of the IMS sysgen from which
you want the transaction table built).

IMS restart continues, but without CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS enhanced dynamic
transactions.

Action:

If you want CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS enhanced dynamic transactions, correct the
ETMMBLKS DD statement and restart IMS.

Module:

ETMDYN00

ETM6303E
DYNALLOC FAILED FOR ETMMBLKS, RC=xxxxxxxx, RSN=yyyy

Reason:

Dynamic allocation (SVC 99) failed with return code = xxxxxxxx and reason code = yyyy.

IMS restart continues but without CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS enhanced dynamic
transactions.

Action:

Determine why dynamic allocation failed, and correct the problem. The dynamic allocation return/reason codes are
documented in MVS/ESA System Programming Library: Application Development Guide or in MVS/ESA Programming:
Authorized Assembler Services Guide. If you want CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS enhanced
dynamic transactions, correct the problem and restart IMS.

Module:

ETMDYN00

ETM6304E
OPEN FAILED FOR ETMMBLKS
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Reason:

The MVS OPEN service failed to open the ETMMBLKS data set.

IMS restart continues but without CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS enhanced dynamic
transactions.

Action:

Determine why OPEN failed, and then correct the problem. Additional messages should appear in the job log. If you want
CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS enhanced dynamic transactions, correct the problem and
restart IMS.

Module:

ETMDYN00

ETM6305E
BLDL FAILED FOR MEMBER xxxxxxxx IN DDN ETMMBLKS

Reason:

Member xxxxxxxx was not found in the data set associated with DD ETMMBLKS.

IMS restart continues but without CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS enhanced dynamic
transactions.

Action:

Specify a valid member name for the ETMMBLKS DD, and if you want CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS
for z/OS enhanced dynamic transactions, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMDYN00

ETM6310I
ENHANCED DYNAMIC TRANSACTION TABLE BUILD STARTED

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS found no errors in the ETMMBLKS DD statement, and CA
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS has started building the enhanced dynamic transaction table.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMDYN00

ETM6311I
ENHANCED DYNAMIC TRANSACTION TABLE BUILD COMPLETED

Reason:
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CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS has completed building the table used by CA Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS enhanced dynamic transactions.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMDYN00

ETM6312E
ENHANCED DYNAMIC TRANSACTION CREATION INACTIVE

Reason:

Due to an initialization error, CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS has deactivated enhanced
dynamic transactions.

IMS restart continues but without CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS enhanced dynamic
transactions.

Action:

Follow instructions for previous CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS enhanced dynamic
transactions messages.

Module:

ETMDYN00

ETM6801E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An unsupported value was entered on the command line.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid option, and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6802E
ERROR ON GU CALL, STATUS CODE=XX

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to read the options data set.

Action:

Processing ends.
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Determine the cause of the bad status code, correct the problem, and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6803E
ERROR ON GN CALL, STATUS CODE=XX

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to read the options data set.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the bad status code, correct the problem, and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6805E
AN INVALID ROW COMMAND WAS ENTERED: X

Reason:

An unsupported value was entered on one of the displayed member rows.

Action:

No processing is performed.

Enter a valid option, and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6806I
ENTRY NO LONGER EXISTS IN OPTIONS DATA SET: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Member xxxxxxx was selected for processing, but it no longer exists in the options data set. It probably no longer exists
because the entry was deleted by another user after the member list was obtained.

Action:

No processing is performed.

If the entry is necessary, add a new entry with the appropriate name.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6807E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = XX
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Reason:

An error was encountered during an attempt to read the options data set.

Processing ends.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error status code and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6808E
ERROR ON GN CALL, STATUS CODE = XX

Reason:

An error was encountered during an attempt to read the options data set.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error status code and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6809E
CONFLICTING ROW COMMANDS HAVE BEEN ENTERED

Reason:

Only one type of row command can be processed at a time.

Action:

Enter only one type of row command and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6810E
NAME IS A REQUIRED FIELD

Reason:

An attempt was made to add a new entry but the name field was omitted. The name field is required in order to add a new
record.

Processing ends.

Action:

Specify the name and try the operation again.

Module:
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ETMJUPD0

ETM6811E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = XX

Reason:

An error was encountered during an attempt to read the options data set.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error status code and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6812E
ERROR ON DLET CALL, STATUS CODE = XX

Reason:

An error was encountered during an attempt to remove a record from the options data set.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error status code and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6813E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR TYPE

Reason:

An incorrect value was specified in the TYPE field. The TYPE field must contain either an N for a node name entry, or a U
for a userid entry.

Action:

Processing ends.

Enter a valid option, and continue.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6814E
ASTERISK (*) MUST BE THE LAST CHARACTER IN THE NAME

Reason:

If an asterisk is specified in the NAME field, it must be the last character in the specification.
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Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the value in the NAME field and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6815E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error was encountered by subroutine ETMTDLI. Review the MVS syslog for additional error messages.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the problem that is identified by the additional error messages in the MVS syslog and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6816E
NAME MUST START WITH AN ALPHANUMERIC OR WILDCARD

Reason:

A syntax errror was detected for the value that was specified in the NAME field. The NAME field must contain
alphanumeric (A-Z, 0-9, #, $, or @) or wildcard (*, %, or ?) characters.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the NAME field and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6817E
INVALID CHARACTER DETECTED IN THE NAME MASK

Reason:

A syntax errror was detected for the value that was specified in the NAME field. The NAME field must contain
alphanumeric (A-Z, 0-9, #, $, or @) or wildcard (*, %, or ?) characters.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the NAME field and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD0
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ETM6820E
ERROR ON REPL CALL, STATUS CODE = XX

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to update a record in the options data set.

Processing ends.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error status code and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6821E
NON-NUMERIC VALUE IN XXXX TIME

Reason:

A non-numeric value was specified in either the FROM or TO (XXXX) fields. The format of the TIME field is hhmm where
hh must be 00-23, and mm must be 00-59.

Processing ends.

Action:

Correct the value in the TIME fields and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6822E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = XX

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to read a record from the options data set.

Processing ends.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error status code and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6823E
ERROR ON REPL CALL, STATUS CODE = XX

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to update a record in the options data set.

Action:
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Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error status code and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6824E
ERROR ON ISRT CALL, STATUS CODE = XX

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to add a record to the options data set.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error status code and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6825I
RECORD HAS BEEN REPLACED

Reason:

A record has been successfully updated in the options data set.

Action:

Processing ends.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6826I
RECORD HAS BEEN ADDED

Reason:

A record has been successfully added to the options data set.

Action:

Processing ends.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMJUPD0
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ETM6827E
INVALID HOUR VALUE IN xxxx TIME

Reason:

An invalid value has been specified in bytes 1 and 2 of the FROM or TO (xxxx) time. Bytes 1 and 2 of the time field
contain the hour value, and must be in the range of 00 - 23.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the hour value and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6828E
INVALID MINUTE VALUE IN xxxx TIME

Reason:

An invalid valued was specified in bytes 3 and 4 of the FROM or TO (xxxx) time. Bytes 3 and 4 of the time field contain the
minute value and they must be in the range of 00 - 59.

Action:

Processing ends.

Correct the minute value and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM6899E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU TO DBETM1 CONTROL RECORD, CODE = XX

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to read the control record in the options data set.

Processing ends.

Action:

Determine the cause of the bad status code, correct the problem and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD0

ETM7001I
DBETM1 OPTIONS DATA SET INIT STARTED FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The options data set name displayed in the message is initialized by the utility.
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The utility tries to initialize the data set named in the message.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1I0

ETM7002I
DBETM1 OPTIONS DATA SET INIT SUCCESSFUL

Reason:

The options data set was successfully initialized.

Action:

The options data set named in the ETM7001I message was initialized.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1I0

ETM7003E
EXEC PARM= TITLE AREA NOT PROVIDED

Reason:

The JCL did not have PARM= specified on the EXEC PGM= statement.

Action:

The job step abends with a U0999.

Supply the 1- to 50-byte parameter, and rerun the job step executing the ETMUD1I0 utility.

Module:

ETMUD1I0

ETM7004E
EXEC PARM= LENGTH CANNOT BE > 50

Reason:

The value specified for PARM= had more than 50 characters.

The job step abends with a U0999.

Action:

Supply the 1-to-50 byte parameter, and rerun the job step executing the ETMUD1I0 utility.

Module:

ETMUD1I0
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ETM7005E
DBIZT1 DD STMT CANNOT BE DUMMY

Reason:

The allocated options data set was defined as DUMMY or was allocated with a data set name of NULLFILE.

Action:

The job step abends with a U0999.

Allocate the options data set to DDNAME=DBIZT1, and re-run the JOB.

Module:

ETMUD1I0

ETM7006E
DBETM1 ALREADY INITIALIZED

Reason:

The allocated options data set has already been initialized.

Action:

The job step abends with a U0999.

If you want to reinitialize the options data set, then rerun the IDCAMS job defining the data set before rerunning the job
step executing the ETMUD1I0 utility.

Module:

ETMUD1I0

ETM7007E
DBETM1 OPTIONS DATA SET MUST BE KSDS CLUSTER

Reason:

The allocated options data set was not a VSAM KSDS cluster.

The job step abends with a U0999.

Action:

Make sure the IDCAMS job used to define the cluster is correct; rerun the job (after making any necessary corrections)
before rerunning the job step executing the ETMUD1I0 utility.

Module:

ETMUD1I0

ETM7008E
DBETM1 OPTIONS DATA SET RECORDSIZE NOT CORRECT

Reason:

RECORDSIZE(120 120) must be specified.
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Action:

The job step abends with a U0999.

Make sure the IDCAMS job used to define the cluster is correct; rerun the job (after making any necessary corrections)
before rerunning the job step executing the ETMUD1I0 utility.

Module:

ETMUD1I0

ETM7009E
DBETM1 OPTIONS DATA SET KEY LENGTH NOT CORRECT

Reason:

KEY(9 0) must be specified.

Action:

The job step abends with a U0999.

Make sure the IDCAMS job used to define the cluster is correct; rerun the job (after making any necessary corrections)
before rerunning the job step executing the ETMUD1I0 utility.

Module:

ETMUD1I0

ETM7010E
DBETM1 OPTIONS DATA SET KEY OFFSET NOT CORRECT

Reason:

KEY(9 0) must be specified.

Action:

The job step abends with a U0999.

Make sure the IDCAMS job used to define the cluster is correct; rerun the job (after making any necessary corrections)
before rerunning the job step executing the ETMUD1I0 utility.

Module:

ETMUD1I0

ETM7011E
DBETM1 OPTIONS DATA SET OPEN ERROR RC=########

Reason:

The VSAM cluster was not successfully opened in load mode.

The job step abends with a U0999.

Action:

If you cannot determine the appropriate response from the return code or from other messages displayed at the time of
the abend, contact CA Support for help. Otherwise, take the appropriate corrective action, and rerun the job step that
executes the ETMUD1I0 utility.
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Module:

ETMUD1I0

ETM7012E
PUT RECID=## RC=######## FDBK=########

Reason:

The attempt to add a DBETM1 record failed.

Action:

The job step abends with a U0999.

If you cannot determine the appropriate response from the return code or from other messages displayed at the time of
the abend, contact CA Support for help. Otherwise, take the appropriate corrective action and rerun the job step executing
the ETMUD1I0 utility.

Module:

ETMUD1I0

ETM7013E
DBETM1 OPTIONS DATA SET CLOSE ERROR RC=########

Reason:

The VSAM cluster may not have been successfully closed.

The job step abends with a U0999.

Action:

If you cannot determine the appropriate response from the return code or from other messages displayed at the time
of the abend, contact CA Support for help. Otherwise, take the appropriate corrective action, and rerun the job step
executing the ETMUD1I0 utility.

Module:

ETMUD1I0

ETM7014E
NO DD STATEMENT OR DYNALLOC MEMBER FOR DBETM1

Reason:

The options data set initialization utility encountered an error. The utility was unable to find a DD statement or dynamic
allocation member for options data set DBETM1.

The job terminates with a U0999 ABEND.

Action:

Add a DD statement for DBETM1 or add the dynamic allocation member to a STEPLIB library, and rerun the job.

ETM7101I
###########
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Reason:

The message displays a control statement supplied by the user for the //ETMIN DD statement.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7103E
DBETM1 OPTIONS DATA SET NOT ALLOCATED

Reason:

This message is displayed if no //DBETM1 DD statement was specified in the JCL and the update utility was not able to
dynamically allocate the options data set.

Action:

The job step abends with a U0999.

Make sure that the DFSMDA member for the DBETM1 options data set is present in one of the //STEPLIB DD statements
or that a //DBETM1 DD statement is present in the JCL before rerunning the job step.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7104W
ABOVE CONTROL STATEMENT IGNORED

Reason:

A comment record is being ignored.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7105E
LOGON=USERID requires USERID= be specified

Reason:

The USERID= keyword parameter is required for LOGON=USERID.

Action:

The options data set is not updated. Specify the user name in the USERID= keyword parameter and rerun the batch utility.

Module:

ETMUD1U0
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ETM7106E
%% PROCESSING NOT SUCCESSFUL

Reason:

The processing for the current group of transactions was not successful. The function being attempted is represented by
%% ( ZP, ZN, and so on).

If any options data set updates were performed, the updates were backed out.

Action:

Based on the information displayed in previous error messages, correct or remove any erroneous control statements
before rerunning the update utility.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7110E
** POSITIONAL PARM MISSING

Reason:

The positional parameter (first parameter) was not specified.

The batch update utility terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Correct the invalid control statement and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7112W
ETMMATRIX disabled, keyword_parameter specified

Reason:

Mutually exclusive Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV) security options were specified. Keyword parameters
TRANLTRM, TRANPSWD, SUPPICH, and SAFPREFIX are mutually exclusive with ETMMATRIX=Y.

Action:

The options data set is updated with the specified keyword parameters and ETMMATRIX is set to NO. SAF ETV is used
for the transaction/LTERM authorization.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7113W
ETMMATRIX=Y specified, TRANLTRM, TRANPSWD, SUPPICH and SAFPREFIX disabled.

Reason:
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Mutually exclusive Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV) security options were specified. Keyword parameters
TRANLTRM, TRANPSWD, SUPPICH, and SAFPREFIX are mutually exclusive with ETMMATRIX=Y.

Action:

ETMMATRIX=YES is set and all mutually exclusive keyword parameters are disabled. ETM MATRIX ETV is used for the
transaction/LTERM authorization.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7114E
TRANLTRM=Y and/or TRANPSWD=Y require SAFPREFIX= be specified

Reason:

The SAFPREFIX= keyword parameter is required for TRANLTRM=Y and TRANPSWD=Y.

Action:

The options data set is not updated.

Specify the SAF prefix in the SAFPREFIX= keyword parameter.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7115E
ASOT MUST BE 0 OR 10 - 1440

Reason:

An invalid numeric value was entered for ASOT.

Action:

The control statement is rejected, followed by message ETM7104W.

Correct the ASOT value and try the transaction again.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7116E
ALOT MUST BE 0 OR 10 - 1440

Reason:

An invalid numeric value was entered for ALOT.

The control statement is rejected, followed by message ETM7104W.

Action:

Correct the ALOT value and try the transaction again.

Module:

ETMUD1U0
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ETM7117E
DFS3650 USER MOD IS MISSING

Reason:

The DFS3650=MOD keyword was specified, but MOD3650= was not.

The control statement is rejected, followed by message ETM7104W.

Action:

Correct or remove the control statement as required.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7118E
** MOD3650= USER MOD CANNOT BE SPECIFIED WITH OTHER DFS3650 OPTIONS

Reason:

A value for the MOD3650= option cannot be specified if any option for the DFS3650= option has also been specified.

The batch transaction is rejected.

Action:

If a value for MOD3650= needs to be specified, make sure no option is specified for DFS3650=.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7119E
DFS3649 USER MOD IS MISSING

Reason:

The DFS3649=MOD keyword was specified, but MOD3649= was not.

The control statement is rejected, followed by message ETM7104W.

Action:

Correct or remove the control statement as required.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7120E
DFS3649 USER MOD SHOULD NOT BE SPECIFIED

Reason:

The MOD3649= keyword was specified, but DFS3649=MOD was not.

The control statement is rejected, followed by message ETM7104W.

Action:
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Correct or remove the control statement as required.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7121E
** TRX NAME CANNOT BE SPECIFIED WITH OTHER DFS3650 OPTIONS

Reason:

A value for the TRX3650= option cannot be specified if any option for the DFS3650= option has also been specified. The
batch transaction is rejected.

Action:

If a value for TRX3650= needs to be specified, make sure no option is specified for DFS3650=.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7122E
UNKNOWN PARAMETER #################

Reason:

An unrecognized keyword was specified in the control statement.

The control statement is rejected, followed by message ETM7104W.

Action:

Correct or remove the control statement as required.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7123E
NON-NUMERIC VALUE SPECIFIED FOR #######

Reason:

A numeric value was expected for the ASOT= or ALOT= keywords.

The control statement is rejected, followed by message ETM7104W.

Action:

Correct or remove the control statement as required.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7124E
** OFFSET GREATER THAN MAX (99) FOR xxxx

Reason:
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An invalid value was specified for parameter xxxx. The maximum value allowed for the parameter is 99.

Action:

The batch update utility terminates with a non-zero return code.

Correct the invalid control statement and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7125E
** SPECIFIED VALUE MUST BE BETWEEN (2) and (4096) FOR MAXSESSION

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for MAXSESSION.

Action:

The batch update utility terminates with a non-zero return code.

Correct the invalid control statement and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7126E
MISSING PRINTER LTERM (2ND POS PARM)

Reason:

Function ZP was specified, but no LTERM was specified as the next word in the control statement.

The control statement is rejected, followed by message ETM7104W.

Action:

Correct or remove the control statement as required.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7127E
MISSING USERID (2ND POS PARM)

Reason:

Function ZU was specified, but no USERID was specified as the next word in the control statement.

The control statement is rejected, followed by message ETM7104W.

Action:

Correct or remove the control statement as required.

Module:

ETMUD1U0
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ETM7128E
MISSING NODE (2ND POS PARM)

Reason:

Function ZN was specified, but no NODE was specified as the next word in the control statement.

Action:

The control statement is rejected, followed by message ETM7104W.

Correct or remove the control statement as required.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7129E
** CANNOT SPECIFY BOTH OFFSET AND KEYWORD FOR xx

Reason:

The control statement contained both an offset and a keyword value for the VTAM USERDATA field. CA Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS will obtain logon/signon information from the VTAM userdata based on the
data offset or preceding keyword.

The control statement is ignored.

Reason:

Correct the control statement by specifying an offset or keyword, and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7130I
## PROCESSING SUCCESSFUL

Reason:

The requested function control statement was successfully processed. ## is ZP, ZU, or ZN.

Action:

All database changes are committed.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7131I
ORPHAN CLEANUP FAILED FOR nodename STAT=sc

Reason:

During SLU1 printer orphan record cleanup, a non-blank status code (sc) was returned when reading record nodename.
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Processing continues.

Action:

Because the record was to be deleted anyway, this does not pose a problem; however, if the message persists, contact
CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7132E
MAX CHARACTERS EXCEEDED FOR #####

Reason:

Too many characters were specified for the value portion of the ##### keyword.

The control statement is rejected, followed by message ETM7104W.

Action:

Correct or remove the control statement as required.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7133I
SLU1 PRINTER ORPHAN RECORD CLEANUP STARTED

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS determined that there may be orphan SLU1 printer records in
the options data set and initiated the ORPHAN record cleanup.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7134E
** ABEND CODE 0000 NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

An abend code of 0000 was specified, but it is not a valid value.

The batch update utility terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Correct the invalid control statement and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0
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ETM7135E
** BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMCTRX0

Reason:

An abend code of 0000 was specified, but it is not a valid value.

The batch update utility terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Correct the invalid control statement and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7136E
** INVALID TRAN/LTERM ABEND STATEMENT

Reason:

The format of the ABEND statement is invalid. The ABEND CODE/ABEND TYPE must be in the following format: name or
name/type/code (where type = U or S and code is the abend code).

The batch update utility terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Correct the invalid control statement and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7137E
NODE ALREADY DEFINED AS TYPE # (1/2)

Reason:

A node cannot be added as a SLUTYPE1 if it has already been added as a SLUTYPE2 (or vice versa).

The control statement is rejected, followed by message ETM7104W.

Action:

Correct or remove the control statement as required.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7138E
LTERM ALREADY IN USE AS SPQB

Reason:

An attempt was made to add a printer LTERM, but a user with the same name has already been added.

The control statement is rejected, followed by message ETM7104W.
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Action:

Correct or remove the control statement as required.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7139I
### RECORD BEING ADDED KEY=# ########

Reason:

A record with the indicated key was added to the database (### = IZN/IZL/IZU for node/printer LTERM/userID).

Action:

All database changes are committed.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7140I
### RECORD BEING DELETED KEY=# ########

Reason:

A record with the indicated key was deleted from the database (### = IZN/IZL/IZU for node/printer LTERM/userID).

Action:

All database changes are committed.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7141I
### RECORD BEING REPLACED KEY=# ########

Reason:

A record with the indicated key was replaced in the database (### = IZN/IZL/IZU for node/printer LTERM/userID).

Action:

All database changes are committed.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1U0
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ETM7142I
DL/I CALL #### STATUS=##

Reason:

The DL/I call and its status code are displayed.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7143E
DL/I CALL . STATUS=##

Reason:

An unexpected status code was received after trying to issue the DL/I call specified as ####.

The control statement is rejected, followed by message ETM7104W.

Action:

Correct or remove the control statement as required.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7144I
LTERM RECORD CLEANUP STARTED

Reason:

In a prior version of the batch update utility, LTERM records with wildcards may have been written to the options data set.
However, the utility now automatically deletes any records that were not supposed to be in the options data set in the first
place.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7145E
INVALID CHARACTERS IN SYSTEM ABEND

Reason:

The control statement requested that an ABEND record be created for a specific system ABEND, but the value specified
for the ABEND code was invalid. System ABEND codes must be in the hexadecimal format (001-FFF).

Action:
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Correct the ABEND code, and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7146E
NON-NUMERIC VALUE IN USER ABEND CODE

Reason:

The control statement requested that an ABEND record be created for a specific user ABEND, but the value specified for
the ABEND code was invalid. User ABEND codes must be a decimal number (0001-4095).

Action:

Correct the ABEND code, and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7147E
** USER ABEND CODE GREATER THAN 4095

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for a user abend code. The maximum value allowed for a user abend code is 4095.

The batch update utility terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Correct the invalid control statement and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7156W
MAX LTERMS ALREADY IN USE

Reason:

An attempt was made to add more than eight LTERMs to an existing LUNAME or USERID record.

System rejects the batch transaction.

Action:

Do not specify more than eight LTERMs.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7158E
NODE= OR USER= PARM MISSING

Reason:
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Function ZL was being attempted for an LTERM without a NODE= or USER= specification.

Action:

System rejects the batch transaction.

Add the appropriate parameters and try the transaction again.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7160W
LTERM DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

Function ZL was being attempted for an LTERM but the LTERM does not exist.

System rejects the transaction.

Action:

Make any necessary correction and try the transaction again.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7162W
SYMDEST DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

An attempt was made to delete an APPC/MVS symbolic destination from the refresh list; however, the destination had not
been previously added.

Action:

The control statement is ignored.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7163W
MAX SYMDESTS ALREADY IN USE

Reason:

The maximum number of APPC/MVS symbolic destinations in the refresh list (64) was already reached.

Action:

The control statement is ignored.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:
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ETMUD1U0

ETM7164W
SYMDEST ALREADY ADDED

Reason:

An attempt was made to add an APPC/MVS symbolic destination to the refresh list; however, the destination was already
added.

Action:

The control statement is ignored.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7177E
NODE STILL IN USE BY PRINTER LTERM xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An attempt was made to delete a printer node; however, the node is still being used by a different printer LTERM and
cannot be deleted.

Action:

The control statement is ignored.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7178E
INVALID WILDCARD CHARACTER SPECIFIED

Reason:

A wildcard character cannot be specified for an LTERM using the ZL function.

The requested entry is not added/updated in the database.

Action:

Correct the invalid control statements, and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7183E
ONLY ! ALLOWED AS WILDCARD FOR PRINTER LTERM

Reason:
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An exclamation point (!) is the only valid mask character allowed in printer LTERM names.

Action:

The requested entry is not added/updated in the database.

Correct the invalid entry, and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7185E
WILDCARD * CAN ONLY BE THE LAST CHARACTER FOR NODE MASK

Reason:

If used, the asterisk must be the last character in the node name.

Action:

The requested entry is not added or updated in the database.

Correct the invalid entry, and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7186E
WILDCARD "*" CAN ONLY BE THE LAST CHARACTER IN parm

Reason:

The parameter (parm) in the control statement that is listed in the previous message ETM7101I contained an asterisk (*)
in an invalid position. Asterisk (*) can be only the last character in the parameter.

Action:

The control statement is ignored, and the batch update utility terminates with a non-zero return code.

Correct the parameter in the control statement and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7188E
NO WILDCARD CHARACTER ALLOWED FOR xxxxxxxx=

Reason:

No wildcard character can be specified in the indicated parameter of the associated control statement.

The control statement is ignored.

Action:

Correct the parameter in the control statement, or remove it, before rerunning the update utility.

Module:
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ETMUD1U0

ETM7189E
MISSING VALUE FOR xxxxxxxx=

Reason:

No value was specified after the equal (=) character in the indicated parameter of the associated control statement.

The control statement is ignored.

Action:

Correct the parameter in the control statement, or remove it, before rerunning the update utility.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7190E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR xxxxxxxx=

Reason:

The value specified for xxxxxxxx= was not a valid choice for the indicated parameter of the associated control statement.

The control statement is ignored.

Action:

Correct the value specified in the parameter, or remove the parameter from the control statement before rerunning the
update utility.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7191E
VALUE PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED FOR xxxxxxxx=

Reason:

The xxxxxxxx= parameter cannot be specified more than once for the current control statement.

The control statement is ignored.

Action:

Make sure the indicated parameter was specified only once before. Or remove the parameter from the control statement
before rerunning the update utility.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7192E
INVALID CHARACTER SPECIFIED FOR xxxxxxxx=

Reason:
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One of the characters specified in the indicated xxxxxxxx= parameter is not allowed for the current control statement.

The control statement is ignored.

Action:

Make sure only valid characters are specified for the indicated parameter. Or remove the parameter from the control
statement before rerunning the update utility.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7193E
** LTERM WILDCARDS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS DEVICE TYPE

Reason:

An attempt was made to add an LTERM that contained a mask character (!) to a device type where mask characters are
not supported. Mask characters are valid on printer and SLU2/3270 devices only.

Action:

The batch update utility terminates with a non-zero return code.

Correct the invalid control statement and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7194E
** USERDATA MORE THAN 4 BYTES NOT ALLOWED WITH PRFXIMSID=Y

Reason:

When PRFXIMSID=Y is specified, the value specified for USERDATA cannot be more than four bytes long.

The batch update utility terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Correct the invalid control statement and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7195E
** MEMBER NAME IS REQUIRED

Reason:

The MEMBER= parameter must be specified.

The batch update utility terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Correct the invalid control statement and rerun the job.

Module:
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ETMUD1U0

ETM7196E
** USERDATA REQUIRED WHEN PRFXIMSID=Y

Reason:

If PRFXIMSID=Y is specified, the USERDATA parameter must also be specified.

The batch update utility terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Correct the invalid control statement and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7198I
RECORD NOT FOUND FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A DELETE action was requested for the indicated key, but the record was not located in the options data set.

The control statement is ignored.

Action:

Make sure the options data set key was specified correctly. Or remove the control statement before rerunning the update
utility.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7199E
ETMTDLI CALL=VINT R15=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid return code was received on a call to routine ETMTDLI. The return code is shown as xxxxxxxx.

The job step abends with a U0999.

Action:

Correct the error described by the return code, and rerun the job. Additional messages might be present in the syslog.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7201E
PASSWORD RESET FAILED FOR uuuuuuuu, RC=nnnn

Reason:
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An error occurred while trying to reset a password for a SLUP/3600/FINANCE or SLU1 console user ID attempting
automatic SAF signon. CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS was trying to reset the password for
user ID uuuuuuuu, and it received a non-zero return code (nnnn) on its call to the SAF routine ICHEINTY.

Automatic SAF signon fails for this device.

Action:

Check the MVS syslog for accompanying SAF messages.

Module:

ETMSGNXX

ETM7301W
LOG CALL FAILED FOR USER SIGNON

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to write a signon failure log record. Processing continues, but the log record is
not written to the log.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMSGNX0

ETM7302I
AUTO /TEST MFS DISABLED, /TEST MFS NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

Auto /TEST MFS was requested, but the IMS system generation did not allow for MFS test. The IMS COMM macro
specified NOMFSTEST, or the IMSGEN macro contained the MFSTEST=NO parameter.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMSGNX0

ETM7303W
FREEMAIN FAILED FOR USER TABLE

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to FREEMAIN a table. Processing continues.

Action:

Review the z/OS log for additional information, and contact CA Support if additional assistance is required.

Module:
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ETMSGNX0

ETM7304W
GETMAIN FAILED FOR USER TABLE

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to GETMAIN storage for a table. Processing continues.

Action:

Review the z/OS log for additional information, and contact CA Support if additional assistance is required.

Module:

ETMSGNX0

ETM7402E
UNABLE TO OPEN SMUIN DD

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to open the DD statement SMUIN data set.

The batch job is terminated with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Ensure that the SMUIN DD statement is coded properly, and run the job again.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7403E
UNABLE TO OPEN SMUOUT DD

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to open the DD statement SMUOUT data set.

The batch job is terminated with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Ensure that the SMUOUT DD statement is coded properly, and run the job again.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7404I
TO OPEN SAFLTRM DD, LTERM RECORDS WILL BE SKIPPED

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to open the DD statement SAFLTRM data set. Processing continues, but the
SAF transaction/LTERM control statements that are normally written to this DD are not created.

Action:
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If you want the SAF transaction/LTERM control records, correct the JCL error for this DD and run the job again.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7405W
UNABLE TO DETERMINE RECORD TYPE, RECORD SKIPPED

Reason:

The following record was read from the SMUIN DD but it contained an unknown control statement.

Processing continues but the job ends with a non-zero return code. The unknown control record is written to the SMUOUT
DD.

Action:

Correct the invalid record and run the job again.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7406W
NO PARAMETER SPECIFIED ON THE INPUT RECORD, RECORD SKIPPED

Reason:

The following record did not contain a parameter value.

Action:

Processing continues but the job ends with a non-zero return code. The record in error is written to the SMUOUT DD.

Correct the invalid record and run the job again.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7407W
INVALID PARAMETER LENGTH, RECORD REJECTED

Reason:

The following record contained an invalid parameter.

Action:

Processing continues but the job ends with a non-zero return code. The record in error is written to the SMUOUT DD.

Correct the invalid record and run the job again.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7408W
UNKNOWN PARAMETER TYPE, RECORD REJECTED
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Reason:

The following record contained an unknown record type.

Processing continues but the job ends with a non-zero return code. The invalid record is discarded.

Action:

Correct the invalid record and run the job again.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7409W
PASSWORD NOT SUPPORTED FOR TERMINAL STATEMENTS, RECORD SKIPPED

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS does not support PASSWORDS on TERMINAL statements.

Action:

Processing continues, but the job ends with a non-zero return code. The TERMINAL/PASSWORD record is discarded.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7410I
UNABLE TO OPEN SAFPSWD DD, PASSWORD RECORDS WILL BE SKIPPED

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to open the DD statement SAFPSWD data set.

Action:

Processing continues, but the SAF transaction/PASSWORD control statements that are normally written to this DD are not
created.

If you want the SAF transaction/PASSWORD control records, correct the JCL and run the job again.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7411I
UNABLE TO OPEN ETOCMD DD, ETMUD1U0 RECORDS WILL BE SKIPPED

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to open DD statement ETOCMD data set.

Processing continues, but the Terminal Command control statements for the options data set batch update utility
ETMUD1U0, are not produced.

Action:
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If you want the Terminal Command control statements for the options data set batch update utility ETMUD1U0, correct the
error in DD ETOCMD and run the job again.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7412I
RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER: nnnnnn

Reason:

This message is issued with another previous error message. The previous message describes the error that was
encountered in the SMUIN data set. This message lists the record sequence number in the SMUIN data set that
encountered the error.

Action:

Processing continues.

Use the previous associated error message to determine your next step.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7413E
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING DDS MUST BE OPENED

Reason:

This message is issued with ETM7414E when none of the described DD statement data sets were opened. ETMSMU00
requires at least one of the described DD names to be present.

Processing terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Provide at least one of the described DD statements and run the job again.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7414E
SAFLTRM, SAFPSWD, ETOCMD

Reason:

This message is issued with ETM7413E when none of the described DD statement data sets were opened. ETMSMU00
requires at least one of the described DD names to be present.

Processing terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Provide at least one of the described DD statements and run the job again.

Module:

ETMSMU00
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ETM7415E
CMD xxx FOR LTERM yyyyyyyy IS BYPASSED, NOT RESTRICTED BY ETM

Reason:

Command xxx is not restricted by CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS. Therefore, LTERM
yyyyyyyy is allowed to run this command and no entry is required in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for
IMS for z/OS options data set.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7420E
INVALID PARM DATA FORMAT

Reason:

The data specified on the PARM statement is incorrect.

The batch job terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Correct the parameter data and run the job again.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7421E
INVALID CHARACTER IN PARMDATA

Reason:

The data specified on the PARM statement contains invalid characters.

The batch job terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Correct the PARM data and run the job again.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7422E
UNABLE TO OPEN SYSPRINT DD

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to open DD statement SYSPRINT data set.
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Action:

The batch job terminates with a non-zero return code.

Ensure that the SYSPRINT DD statement is coded properly and run the job again.

Module:

ETMSMU00

ETM7501E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR ETMPRINT DCB STORAGE

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to GETMAIN storage for a work area. The job terminates with a U0998 ABEND.

Action:

Review the z/OS log for additional information, and contact CA Support if additional assistance is required.

Module:

ETMLIST

ETM7502E
OPEN FAILED FOR ETMPRINT

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to open DDNAME ETMPRINT. The job terminates with a U0998 ABEND.

Action:

Review the z/OS log for additional information, and contact CA Support if additional assistance is required.

Module:

ETMLIST

ETM7503E
OPEN FAILED FOR ETMPUNCH

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to open DDNAME ETMPUNCH. The job terminates with a U0998 ABEND.

Action:

Review the z/OS log for additional information, and contact CA Support if additional assistance is required.

Module:

ETMLIST

ETM7504E
MESSAGE EXCEEDS xxx BYTES

Reason:
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An internal logic error occurred in the ETMLIST utility. The job terminates with a U0998 ABEND.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMLIST

ETM7505E
TIME MACRO RETURNED RC=xx

Reason:

A non-zero return code was received while calling the z/OS TIME service. The job terminates with a U0998 ABEND.

Action:

Review the z/OS log for additional information, and contact CA Support if further assistance is required.

Module:

ETMLIST

ETM7506E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR STORAGE ABOVE THE 16M LINE

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to GETMAIN storage for a table. The job terminates with a U0998 ABEND.

Action:

Review the z/OS log for additional information, and contact CA Support if additional assistance is required.

Module:

ETMLIST

ETM7507E
PARM ERROR - NOT OF FORM PARM=PUNCH(SLU2,USER,PRINTER,GLOBAL)

Reason:

An error occurred while parsing the jobstep PARM data. The job terminates with a U0998 ABEND.

Action:

Correct the PARM statement format, and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMLIST

ETM7508E
INTERNAL ERROR PROCESSING PUNCH INDICATORS

Reason:
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An internal logic error occurred in the ETMLIST utility. The job terminates with a U0998 ABEND.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMLIST

ETM7509E
INTERNAL ERROR PROCESSING LTERM INDICATORS

Reason:

An internal logic error occurred in the ETMLIST utility. The job terminates with a U0998 ABEND.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMLIST

ETM7601E
INVALID CHARACTER IN RESOURCE NAME

Reason:

This is an internal logic error. The transaction/LTERM name compression routine detected an invalid character in the
passed parameter.

Action:

A non-zero return code is returned to the calling program.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMCTRX0

ETM7602E
INVALID ABEND TYPE, MUST BE USER OR SYS

Reason:

This is an internal logic error. The transaction/LTERM name compression routine passed an invalid parameter.

Action:

A non-zero return code is returned to the calling program.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMCTRX0
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ETM7603E
USER ABEND CODE 0000 NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

This is an internal logic error. The transaction/LTERM name compression routine passed an invalid parameter.

Action:

A non-zero return code is returned to the calling program.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMCTRX0

ETM7604E
USER ABEND CODE GREATER THAN 4095

Reason:

This is an internal logic error. The transaction/LTERM name compression routine passed an invalid parameter.

Action:

A non-zero return code is returned to the calling program.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMCTRX0

ETM7605E
INVALID SYS ABEND CHARACTER, MUST BE 0-9, A-F

Reason:

This is an internal logic error. The transaction/LTERM name compression routine passed an invalid parameter.

Action:

A non-zero return code is returned to the calling program.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMCTRX0

ETM7701E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.
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Enter a valid command and try again.

Module:

ETMJLST4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7702E
AN INVALID VALUE WAS SPECIFIED IN THE xxxxx OPTION FIELD

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in xxxxx field.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the invalid value in field xxxxx and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7703E
xxxxx DEST REQUIRED WHEN xxxxx OPTION NEW DEST SPECIFIED

Reason:

The option field for xxxxx requested that the message that caused the abend be routed to a new destination. However, the
NEW DEST field for xxxxx was not specified.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Either specify a NEW DEST, or choose another option, and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7704E
xxxxx DEST NOT ALLOWED UNLESS xxxxx OPTION NEW DEST SPECIFIED

Reason:

The NEW DEST field for xxxxx contained a destination name, but the option for xxxxx did not specify that the message
that caused the ABEND be routed to a new destination.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Either remove the NEW DEST name, or specify that the message be routed to a NEWDEST in the option field, and try the
operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5
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ETM7705E
ASTERISK (*) MUST BE THE LAST CHARACTER IN xxxxx NAME

Reason:

An asterisk was specified in the xxxxx name, but it was not the last character.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Correct the name and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7706E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = rc

Reason:

An error occurred processing the options data set. The z/OS syslog probably contains additional error messages.

Action:

The options data set I/O operation ends.

Check the z/OS syslog for additional messages. If any messages are found, take appropriate action based on those
messages. If there are no additional messages in the z/OS syslog, verify that the options data set is valid by running an
IDCAMS print of the data set. Contact CA Support if additional help is needed and provide the return code (rc).

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7707E
ERROR ON REPL CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7708E
INVALID ABEND TYPE SPECIFIED

Reason:

An invalid value was specified in the ABEND TYPE field.
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No processing is attempted.

Action:

Correct the invalid value and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7709E
ABEND CODE SPECIFIED WITHOUT ABEND TYPE

Reason:

The ABEND TYPE must be specified if an ABEND CODE is specified.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Either remove the ABEND CODE, or add the ABEND TYPE, and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7710E
ABEND TYPE SPECIFIED WITHOUT ABEND CODE

Reason:

The ABEND CODE must be specified if an ABEND TYPE is specified.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Either remove the ABEND TYPE, or add an ABEND CODE, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7711E
NON-NUMERIC VALUE SPECIFIED IN USER ABEND CODE

Reason:

An ABEND TYPE of USER was specified, but the ABEND CODE contained a non-numeric value.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Ensure only numeric values are specified for USER ABEND CODE, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5
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ETM7712E
SYSTEM ABEND CODE MUST BE THREE BYTES LONG

Reason:

An ABEND TYPE of SYSTEM was specified, but the ABEND CODE did not specify three characters.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Specify three characters for a SYSTEM ABEND CODE, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7713E
SYSTEM ABEND CHARACTERS MUST BE 0-9, A-F

Reason:

Invalid characters were specified for a SYSTEM ABEND CODE. Valid values for SYSTEM ABEND CODE are 0-9 and A-
F.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Correct the invalid ABEND CODE and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7714E
ABEND CODE 000 NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS does not allow the ABEND CODE to be specified as all
zeros.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Specify a valid ABEND CODE and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7715E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.
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No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid command and try again.

Module:

ETMJLST4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7716E
ERROR ON GU CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7717E
ERROR ON GN CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7718E
AN INVALID ROW COMMAND WAS ENTERED: x

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid command and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5
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ETM7719I
ENTRY NO LONGER EXISTS IN OPTIONS DATASET: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The selected entry no longer exists in the options data set. This is probably because one user deleted it while another
user attempted to process the record.

Processing ends.

Action:

Display the entries again, and if the problem persists, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7720E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7721E
ERROR ON GN CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7722E
CONFLICTING ROW COMMANDS HAVE BEEN ENTERED

Reason:

Conflicting row commands were entered. Only one type of command can be entered at a time. You can enter multiple D
(delete) commands, but you cannot enter different command types.
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No processing is attempted.

Action:

Determine which commands you want and remove the others.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7723E
xxxxx NAME IS A REQUIRED FIELD

Reason:

The NAME field for the xxxxx record was not specified, and it is a required field.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Specify the NAME field and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7724E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7725E
ERROR ON DLET CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5
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ETM7726E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7727E
ERROR ON REPL CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7728E
ERROR ON ISRT CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7729I
RECORD HAS BEEN REPLACED

Reason:

The record has been successfully replaced in the options data set.

Action:

Processing continues.
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No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7730I
RECORD HAS BEEN ADDED

Reason:

The record has been successfully added to the options data set.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7731E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFEID FOR xxxxx SUPPRESS DFS555I

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for the SUPPRESS DFS555I option.

The input is ignored.

Action:

Specify Y (yes) or N (no) and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7732E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR xxxxx WTO ETM9201I

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for the WTO ETM9201I option.

The input is ignored.

Action:

Specify either Y (yes) or N (no) and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7733E
WTO ETM9201I CANNOT BE Y UNLESS SUPP DFS555I IS Y FOR xxxxx
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Reason:

When Y (yes) is specified for WTO ETM9201I, Y (yes) must also be specified for SUPPRESS DFS555I.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Correct the invalid option and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7734E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR xxxxx NO USTOP TRAN/PSB

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for the NO USTOP TRAN/PSB option.

The input is ignored.

Action:

Specify either Y (yes) or N (no) and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7799E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU TO DBETM1 CONTROL RECORD, CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call while attempting to access the CA Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS control record.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause for the error code and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD4/ETMJUPD5

ETM7801E
FIND SCD FAILED IN ETMPPUEZ imsid

Reason:

An error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA search routine.

Processing ends.

Action:

Verify that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is installed properly by checking the messages
issued at IMS initialization.
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Module:

ETMPPUEZ

ETM7802W
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME PROCLIB imsid

Reason:

An error was encountered attempting an OPEN for ddname PROCLIB.

IMS initialization terminates.

Action:

Review the z/OS syslog for additional messages, take appropriate action based upon those messages, and restart IMS.

Module:

ETMPPUEZ

ETM7803W
INVALID CONTROL CARD IN PROCLIB MEMBER ETMimsid

Reason:

An invalid record was read from member ETMimsid in ddname PROCLIB. A WTO is issued for the invalid record and can
be found in the z/OS syslog as message ETM7899I.

The invalid record is ignored and IMS restart continues.

Action:

Identify the invalid record by reviewing message ETM7899I in the z/OS syslog, and correct the record in member
ETMimsid in ddname PROCLIB. Restart IMS if needed.

Module:

ETMPPUEZ

ETM7804W
EXIT NAME MORE THAN 8 CHARACTERS IN PROCLIB MEMBER ETMimsid

Reason:

An invalid record was read from member ETMimsid in ddname PROCLIB. The invalid input statement specified a user
Partner Product User Exit name (PPUE=) that was more than 8 characters in length. A WTO is issued for the invalid
record, and can be found in the z/OS syslog as message ETM7899I.

The invalid record is ignored and IMS restart continues.

Action:

Identify the invalid record by reviewing message ETM7899I in the z/OS syslog, and correct the record in member
ETMimsid in ddname PROCLIB. Restart IMS if needed.

Module:

ETMPPUEZ
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ETM7805W
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR WTO= PARM IN PROCLIB MEMBER ETMimsid

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for the WTO option.

The invalid parameter is ignored, default WTO=N is used, and IMS restart continues.

Action:

Correct member ETMimsid in ddname PROCLIB.

Module:

ETMPPUEZ

ETM7806E
PPUE=xxxxxxxx ENDED WITH RETURN CODE rc imsid

Reason:

A Partner Product User Exit was specified in member ETMimsid of ddname PROCLIB, but the specified exit terminated
with a non-zero return code. The return code is displayed as rc.

IMS restart terminates.

Action:

Determine the reason for the bad return code from Partner Product User Exit xxxxxxxx, take corrective action, and restart
IMS.

Module:

ETMPPUEZ

ETM7807I
PPUE=xxxxxxxx COMPLETED WITH A ZERO RETURN CODE imsid

Reason:

A Partner Product User Exit (PPUE=xxxxxxxx) was called and it completed with a return code zero.

Action:

IMS restart continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMPPUEZ

ETM7808E
INITIALIZATION FAILED FOR ETM DFSPPUE0 imsid

Reason:

An error was encountered during IMS initialization. IMS restart terminates.
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Action:

Review the z/OS syslog for additional messages, take corrective action, and restart IMS.

Module:

ETMPPUEZ

ETM7809I
INITIALIZATION COMPLETED ETM DFSPPUE0 imsid

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS Partner Product User Exit successfully completed
initialization.

Action:

IMS restart continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMPPUEZ

ETM7810W
PPUE=xxxxxxxx IS A DUPLICATE, EXIT WILL BE CALLED ONCE imsid

Reason:

Member ETMimsid of ddname PROCLIB specified the same named Partner Product User Exit (PPUE=xxxxxxxx) more
than once. CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS calls the same Partner Product User Exit only one
time.

The specified Partner Product User Exit is called one time, and IMS restart continues.

Action:

Remove the duplicate Partner Product User Exit (PPUE=xxxxxxxx) input statement from member ETMimsid in ddname
PROCLIB.

Module:

ETMPPUEZ

ETM7811W
LOAD FAILED FOR PPUE=xxxxxxxx imsid

Reason:

Member ETMimsid of ddname PROCLIB specified that a Partner Product User Exit (PPUE=xxxxxxxx) be called, but the
exit could not be loaded.

IMS restart terminates.

Action:

Ensure the specified exit is available to the IMS control region, and restart IMS.

Module:
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ETMPPUEZ

ETM7812W
PPUE=DFSPPUE0 IS NOT ALLOWED, AND WILL BE IGNORED imsid

Reason:

Member ETMimsid of ddname PROCLIB specified that a Partner Product User Exit (PPUE=DFSPPUE0) be called, but
exit name DFSPPUE0 is reserved for IMS.

IMS restart continues, but exit DFSPPUE0 is not called by CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS.

Action:

Remove PPUE=DFSPPUE0 from member ETMimsid of the data set identified by ddname PROCLIB.

Module:

ETMPPUEZ

ETM7813W
PPUE=ETMPPUEZ IS NOT ALLOWED, AND WILL BE IGNORED imsid

Reason:

Member ETMimsid of ddname PROCLIB specified that a Partner Product User Exit (PPUE=ETMPPUEZ) be called, but
exit name ETMPPUEZ is already running.

IMS restart continues, but exit ETMPPUEZ is not called by CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS.

Action:

Remove PPUE=ETMPPUEZ from member ETMimsid of the data set identified by ddname PROCLIB.

Module:

ETMPPUEZ

ETM7814I
ETM NOT ACTIVE  imsid

Reason:

This message indicates that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS is installed but is not active for
this execution of IMS system imsid.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUD1U0

ETM7899I
xxxxxxxxx

Reason:
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This message displays an invalid input statement from member ETMimsid of ddname PROCLIB. There is an additional
message describing the error in the input statement.

Depending upon the additional message describing the error, IMS restart either continues, or terminates.

Action:

Follow instructions in the additional message that describes the error encountered.

Module:

ETMPPUEZ

ETM7901W
OTMA DESCRIPTOR REC SKIPPED, COLUMN 72 IS NOT BLANK

Reason:

While reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid, an invalid record was encountered. Column 72 of the invalid record
contained a non-blank character. The accompanying message ETM7999W displays the invalid record.

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7902W
OTMA DESCRIPTOR REC SKIPPED, PATTERN= KEYWORD EXPECTED

Reason:

While reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid, an error was encountered. The first non-comment control statement
must contain PATTERN= in column 1. The accompanying message ETM7999W displays the invalid record.

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7903W
OTMA DESCRIPTOR REC SKIPPED, FAILED EDITING

Reason:

A syntax error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. The accompanying message
ETM7999W displays the invalid record.

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Action:
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Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7904W
OTMA DESCRIPTOR REC SKIPPED, INVALID PATTERN NAME

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. A PATTERN= record contained an invalid
pattern name. The name was either omitted, or was greater than 16 bytes long. The accompanying message ETM7999W
displays the invalid record.

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7905W
pattern- OTMA DESC BYPASSED, NO VALID PARM RECORDS

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. While attempting to build an OTMA Pattern
Descriptor entry for the specified pattern, no parameter records were found.

Action:

The invalid pattern is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Correct the invalid pattern descriptor in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7907W
pattern- OTMA DESC CONTAINED NON-NUMERIC OR INVALID DATA

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. A parameter record for the specified pattern
contained non-numeric data, or too many digits in the LTH= or POS= field. The accompanying message ETM7999W
displays the invalid record.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0
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ETM7908W
pattern- OTMA DESC PARM FIELD CONTAINED LTH=0 OR POS=0

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. A parameter record for the specified pattern
had either LTH=0 or POS=0. Valid numeric digits are 01-16. The accompanying message ETM7999W displays the invalid
record.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7909W
pattern- OTMA DESC VALUE GREATER THAN MAX (16)

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. A parameter record for the specified pattern
had a value greater than 16 coded on the LTH= or POS= parameter. The accompanying message ETM7999W displays
the invalid record.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7910W
pattern- INVALID RECORD SYNTAX

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. A parameter record for the specified pattern
did not follow the required syntax rules. The accompanying message ETM7999W displays the invalid record.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7911W
pattern- MISSING PARAMETER
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Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. A parameter record for the specified pattern
did not contain both the LTH= and POS= parameters. The accompanying message ETM7999W displays the invalid
record.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7912W
pattern- LTH= SPECIFIED MORE THAN ONCE

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. A parameter record for the specified pattern
contained more than one LTH= parameter. The accompanying message ETM7999W displays the invalid record.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7913W
pattern- POS= SPECIFIED MORE THAN ONCE

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. A parameter record for the specified pattern
contained more than one POS= parameter. The accompanying message ETM7999W displays the invalid record.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7916W
pattern - POS= PLUS LTH= GREATER THAN 16

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. A parameter record for the specified
pattern had a value greater than 16 when combining the LTH= value and the POS= value. The accompanying message
ETM7999W displays the invalid record.
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Action:

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7917W
pattern- INVALID TEXT RECORD (QUOTE AS FIRST CHAR)

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. A text parameter record for the specified
pattern had a quote specified as the first character of the text data. The accompanying message ETM7999W displays the
invalid record.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7918W
pattern - INVALID TEXT RECORD - DATA TOO LONG

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. A text parameter record for the specified
pattern had more than 16 bytes of text data. The accompanying message ETM7999W displays the invalid record.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7919W
pattern - INVALID TEXT REC, POS= PARAMETER MISSING

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. A text parameter record for the specified
pattern did not contain the required POS= parameter. The accompanying message ETM7999W displays the invalid
record.

Action:

The invalid record is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Correct the invalid record in PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.
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Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7921W
pattern - OPD FIELD LIMIT REACHED, INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. The maximum number of parameter records
for the specified pattern has been exceeded.

Action:

The invalid pattern is ignored, and IMS restart continues.

Reduce the number of parameter records for pattern in IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid, and, if necessary, restart IMS.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7990W
pattern - CONTAINED INVALID LENGTH - SET TO MAX (8)

Reason:

An error was encountered while reading IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid. An IMS control block replacement field for
the specified pattern has an invalid LTH= value specified. The accompanying message ETM7999W displays the invalid
record.

Action:

The maximum length value of 8 is used, and IMS restart continues.

Correct the LTH= value in IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7991I
MEMBER(OPDIMSID) SUCCESSFULLY LOADED

Reason:

Member OPDimsid was successfully loaded.

Action:

IMS startup continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMBOPD0
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ETM7992W
BAD RETURN CODE FROM FREE ROUTINE

Reason:

An error was encountered during the attempt to free storage used in the OTMA Pattern Descriptor build process.

Action:

IMS startup continues.

Review the z/OS syslog and follow instructions for any additional messages. If there are no additional messages, contact
CA Support.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM7999W
INVALID CONTROL STATEMENT

Reason:

This message lists an OTMA Pattern Descriptor (OPD) control statement that encountered an edit error. The error is
described in a prior message.

IMS startup continues, but the erroneous control statement is ignored.

Action:

Correct the erroneous control statement, and restart IMS if required.

Module:

ETMBOPD0

ETM8001E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid command and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8003E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = rc

Reason:

An error occurred while processing the options data set. The z/OS syslog probably contains additional error messages.
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Action:

The options data set I/O operation ends.

Check the z/OS syslog for additional messages. If any messages are found, take appropriate action based on those
messages. If there are no additional messages in the z/OS syslog, verify that the options data set is valid by running an
IDCAMS print of the data set. Contact CA Support if additional help is needed and provide the return code (rc).

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8006E
ERROR ON REPL CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8007E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid command and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8008E
ERROR ON GU CALL, STATUS CODE= xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD2
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ETM8009E
ERROR ON GN CALL, STATUS CODE= xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8010E
AN INVALID ROW COMMAND WAS ENTERED: x

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid command and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8011I
ENTRY NO LONGER EXISTS IN OPTIONS DATASET: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The selected entry no longer exists in the options data set. This is probably because one user deleted it while another
user attempted to process the record.

Processing ends.

Action:

Display the entries again. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8012E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:
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Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8013E
ERROR ON GN CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8014E
CONFLICTING ROW COMMANDS HAVE BEEN ENTERED

Reason:

Conflicting row commands were entered. Only one type of command can be entered at a time. You can enter multiple D
(delete) commands, but you cannot enter different command types.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Determine which commands you want, and remove the others.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8015E
LOGMODE IS A REQUIRED FIELD

Reason:

LOGMODE is required, but has not been specified.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Specify the LOGMODE and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPD2
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ETM8016E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8017E
ERROR ON DLET CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8018E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8019E
ERROR ON REPL CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.
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Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8020E
ERROR ON ISRT CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8021I
RECORD HAS BEEN REPLACED

Reason:

The record has been successfully replaced in the options data set.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8022I
RECORD HAS BEEN ADDED

Reason:

The record has been successfully added to the options data set.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8023E
LOGOND IS A REQUIRED FIELD
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Reason:

LOGOND is required, but has not been specified.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Specify the LOGOND and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8099E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU TO DBETM1 CONTROL RECORD, CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call while attempting to access the CA Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS control record.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause for the error code and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD2

ETM8101E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid command and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8102E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR SYNC'D SESSION

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for the SYNC'D option.

The input is ignored.

Action:

Specify either Y (yes) or N (no) and try again.
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Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8103E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR PERSISTENT SESSION

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for the PERSISTENT option.

The input is ignored.

Action:

Specify either Y (yes) or N (no) and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8104E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR HOLD QUEUE

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for the HOLD QUEUE option.

The input is ignored.

Action:

Specify either Y (yes) or N (no) and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8105E
MEMBER NAME IS REQUIRED

Reason:

MEMBER name is required, but has not been specified.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Specify a either a MEMBER or OTMA Pattern Descriptor (OPD) name, and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8106E
PERSISTENT=Y REQUIRES SYNC'D=Y

Reason:
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In order to have a PERSISTENT session, it must also be a synchronized session. Therefore, when PERSISTENT=Y is
specified, SYNC'D=Y must also be specified.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Correct the conflicting parameters and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8107E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR PREFIX W/IMSID

Reason:

A value other than Y (yes) or N (no) was specified for the PREFIX MEMBER NAME W/IMSID option.

Action:

The input is ignored.

Specify either Y (yes) or N (no) and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8108E
PDS MEMBER MUST BE 4 BYTES OR LESS WHEN PREFIX W/IMSID = Y

Reason:

When ETMUDATA member name is prefixed with the IMSID (PREFIX MEMBER NAME W/IMSID=Y), the value specified
for PDS MEMBER must be 1-4 characters long.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Either correct the invalid PDS MEMBER name, or set PREFIX MEMBER NAME W/IMSID to N (no), and try the operation
again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8109E
PDS MEMBER MUST BE SPECIFIED WHEN PREFIX W/IMSID = Y

Reason:

PREFIX MEMBER NAME W/IMSID is set to Y (yes), but the member name suffix (PDS MEMBER) is not specified.

No processing is attempted.

Action:
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Either set PREFIX MEMBER NAME W/IMSID to N (no), or add the PDS MEMBER name suffix, and try the operation
again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8110E
ASTERISK (*) MUST BE LAST CHARACTER IN DESTINATION LTERM

Reason:

An asterisk was specified in the DEST LTERM name, but it was not the last character.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Correct the name and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8111E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = rc

Reason:

An error occurred processing the options data set. The z/OS syslog probably contains additional error messages.

Action:

The options data set I/O operation ends.

Check the z/OS syslog for additional messages. If any messages are found, take appropriate action based on those
messages. If there are no additional messages in the z/OS syslog, verify that the options data set is valid by running an
IDCAMS print of the data set. Contact CA Support if additional help is needed and provide the return code (rc).

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8112E
DEST LTERM MUST START WITH AN ALPHANUMERIC OR WILDCARD

Reason:

The first character of the DEST LTERM field must be alphanumeric (A-Z, 0-9), national (@ # $), or a wildcard (% ? *).

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the first character of the DEST LTERM, and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3
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ETM8113E
INVALID CHARACTER DETECTED IN THE DEST LTERM FIELD

Reason:

An invalid character was found in the DEST LTERM field. Valid DEST LTERM characters are alphanumeric (A-Z, 0-9),
national (@ # $), and wildcards (% ? *).

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Correct the DEST LTERM name and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8114E
ERROR ON REPL CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8115E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid command and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8116E
ERROR ON GU CALL, STATUS CODE=xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:
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Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8117E
ERROR ON GN CALL, STATUS CODE=xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8118E
AN INVALID ROW COMMAND WAS ENTERED: x

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Enter a valid command and try again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8119I
ENTRY NO LONGER EXISTS IN OPTIONS DATASET: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The selected entry no longer exists in the options data set. This is probably because one user deleted it while another
user attempted to process the record.

Processing ends.

Action:

Display the entries again, and if the problem persists, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMJUPD3
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ETM8120E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8121E
ERROR ON GN CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8122E
CONFLICTING ROW COMMANDS HAVE BEEN ENTERED

Reason:

Conflicting row commands were entered. Only one type of command can be entered at a time. You can enter multiple D
(delete) commands, but you cannot enter different command types.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Determine which commands you want, and remove the others.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8123E
DESTINATION LTERM IS A REQUIRED FIELD

Reason:

DEST LTERM is a required field, but has not been specified.

No processing is attempted.
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Action:

Add the DEST LTERM name, and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8124E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8125E
ERROR ON DLET CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8126E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD3
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ETM8127E
ERROR ON REPL CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8128E
ERROR ON ISRT CALL, STATUS CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8129I
RECORD HAS BEEN REPLACED

Reason:

The record has been successfully replaced in the options data set.

Action:

Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8130I
RECORD HAS BEEN ADDED

Reason:

The record has been successfully added to the options data set.

Action:

Processing continues.
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No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8131E
LOGOND IS A REQUIRED FIELD

Reason:

LOGOND is a required field, but has not been specified.

No processing is attempted.

Action:

Specify the LOGOND field, and try the operation again.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8199E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU TO DBETM1 CONTROL RECORD, CODE = xx

Reason:

An invalid status code was returned by IMS from a DL/I call while attempting to access the CA Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS control record.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause for the error code, and correct the problem.

Module:

ETMJUPD3

ETM8201E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An unknown or invalid option was specified on the command line.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Specify a valid option and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8202E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = rc
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Reason:

An error occurred when processing the options data set.

Action:

Processing is aborted.

Review the MVS syslog for more messages. If any messages are found, take an appropriate action. If there are no
additional messages in the MVS syslog, verify that the options data set is valid by running an IDCAMS print of the data
set.

Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the return code (rc).

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8203E
ERROR ON REPL CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8205E
ERROR ON GU CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8206E
ERROR ON GN CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.
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Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8207E
AN INVALID ROW COMMAND WAS ENTERED: command

Reason:

An invalid line command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid line command and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8208I
ENTRY NO LONGER EXISTS IN OPTIONS DATASET: member-name

Reason:

The selected member (member-name) does not exist in the options data set. Another user probably deleted the entry after
obtaining the member list.

Action:

No processing is performed.

If the entry is necessary, add an entry with the appropriate name.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8209E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8210E
ERROR ON GN CALL, STATUS CODE = sc
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Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8211E
CONFLICTING ROW COMMANDS HAVE BEEN ENTERED

Reason:

Conflicting row commands were entered. Only one type of command can be entered at a time. You can enter multiple D
(delete) commands, but you cannot enter different command types.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Remove the conflicting commands and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8212E
TRANSACTION NAME IS A REQUIRED FIELD

Reason:

The TRANSACTION name was not specified.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter the TRANSACTION name and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8213E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.
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Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8214E
ERROR ON DLET CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8215E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8216E
ERROR ON REPL CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8217E
ERROR ON ISRT CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:
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IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8218I
RECORD HAS BEEN REPLACED

Reason:

The record has been successfully replaced in the options data set.

Action:

Processing ends.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8219I
RECORD HAS BEEN ADDED

Reason:

The record has been successfully added to the options data set.

Action:

Processing ends.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8220E
RETURN CODE REQUIRED

Reason:

The RETURN CODE field was not specified.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter the RETURN CODE and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDB
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ETM8221E
RETURN CODE CONTAINS NON-NUMERIC DATA

Reason:

The RETURN CODE field contains non-numeric data.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the data in the RETURN CODE field, and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8222E
IF USED, AN ASTERISK (*) MUST BE THE LAST CHARACTER IN TRAN NAME

Reason:

An asterisk (*) was specified in the TRAN name field in an invalid position. Asterisk can be only the last character in a
name.

Action:

Processing is aborted.

Correct the name that is specified in the TRAN field and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8223E
INVALID CHARACTER IN TRANSACTION NAME

Reason:

An invalid character was specified in the TRANSACTION name field. Only national, alphanumeric, and wildcard
characters are allowed in the TRANSACTION name.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Remove the invalid character in the TRANSACTION name field and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8229E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU TO DBETM1 CONTROL RECORD,CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.
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Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDB

ETM8301E
AN INVALID COMMAND HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An unknown or invalid option was specified on the command line.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Choose a valid option and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8302E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM ETMTDLI = rc

Reason:

An error occurred when processing the options data set.

Action:

Processing is aborted.

Review the MVS syslog for more messages. If any messages are found, take an appropriate action. If there are no
additional messages in the MVS syslog verify that the options data set is valid by running an IDCAMS print of the data set.

Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the return code (rc).

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8303E
ERROR ON REPL CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:
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EMTJUPDD

ETM8305E
ERROR ON GU CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8306E
ERROR ON GN CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8307E
AN INVALID ROW COMMAND WAS ENTERED: command

Reason:

An invalid line command was entered.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter a valid line command and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8308I
ENTRY NO LONGER EXISTS IN OPTIONS DATASET: member-name

Reason:

The selected member (member-name) does not exist in the options data set. Another user probably deleted the entry after
obtaining the member list.
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Action:

No processing is performed.

If the entry is necessary, add an entry with the appropriate name.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8309E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8310E
ERROR ON GN CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8311E
CONFLICTING ROW COMMANDS HAVE BEEN ENTERED

Reason:

Conflicting row commands were entered. Only one type of command can be entered at a time. You can enter multiple D
(delete) commands, but you cannot enter different command types.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Remove the conflicting commands and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDD
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ETM8312E
PSB NAME IS A REQUIRED FIELD

Reason:

The PSB name field was not specified.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter the PSB name, and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8313E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8314E
ERROR ON DLET CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8315E
ERROR ON GHU CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.
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Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8316E
ERROR ON REPL CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8317E
ERROR ON ISRT CALL, STATUS CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8318I
RECORD HAS BEEN REPLACED

Reason:

The record has been successfully replaced in the options data set.

Action:

Processing ends.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8319I
RECORD HAS BEEN ADDED
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Reason:

The record has been successfully added to the options data set.

Action:

Processing ends.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8320E
RETURN CODE REQUIRED

Reason:

The RETURN CODE field was not specified.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Enter the RETURN CODE and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8321E
RETURN CODE CONTAINS NON-NUMERIC DATA

Reason:

The RETURN CODE field contains non-numeric data.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Correct the data in the RETURN CODE field, and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8322E
IF USED, AN ASTERISK (*) MUST BE THE LAST CHARACTER IN PSB NAME

Reason:

An asterisk (*) was specified in the PSB name field in an invalid position. Asterisk can be only the last character in a
name.

Action:

Processing is aborted.

Correct the name that is specified in the PSB field and retry.
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Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8323E
INVALID CHARACTER IN PSB NAME

Reason:

An invalid character was specified in the PSB name field. Only national, alphanumeric, and wildcard characters are
allowed in the PSB name.

Action:

No processing is attempted.

Remove the invalid character in the PSB name field and retry.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8399E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED ON GU TO DBETM1 CONTROL RECORD,CODE = sc

Reason:

IMS returned an invalid status code (sc) from a DL/I call.

Action:

Processing ends.

Determine the cause of the error, correct the problem, and retry the operation.

Module:

ETMJUPDD

ETM8801E
PARM INVALID OR MISSING

Reason:

The EXEC statement PARM field was either not specified, or is invalid. The PARM must contain the IMSID of the system
where the ETMUDATA table should be refreshed.

Action:

The job step terminates with a return code 12.

Add or correct the PARM statement, and run the job again.

Module:

ETMUDAT0

ETM8802E
ETM ECSA ANCHOR NOT FOUND
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Reason:

An error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA search routine.

The job step terminates with a return code 12.

Action:

Verify that the ETMUDATA refresh job ran on the correct CPU. If so, verify the ETM prefixed messages in the IMS
control region to ensure that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS initialized properly. If additional
assistance is needed, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT0

ETM8803E
INVALID ADDRESS RETURNED FROM ECSA SEARCH ROUTINE

Reason:

An error occurred in the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA search routine. It appears the
CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA tables were not properly initialized.

The job step terminates with a return code 12.

Action:

Verify that the ETMUDATA refresh job ran on the correct CPU. If so, verify the ETM prefixed messages in the IMS
control region to ensure that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS initialized properly. If additional
assistance is needed, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT0

ETM8804E
ECSA TABLE FOR imsid NOT FOUND

Reason:

The CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS E/CSA tables did not contain information for the IMSID
specified in the EXEC statement PARM data.

The job step terminates with a return code 12.

Action:

Verify that the ETMUDATA refresh job ran on the correct CPU. If so, verify the ETM prefixed messages in the IMS
control region to ensure that CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS initialized properly. If additional
assistance is needed, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT0

ETM8901E
INVALID REQUEST TYPE

Reason:
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An internal error occurred. The job step terminates with a return code 12.

Action:

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8902E
ERROR OPENING DDNAME ETMUDATA

Reason:

An error occurred opening the data set specified in ddname ETMUDATA.

The job step terminates with a return code 12.

Action:

Review the joblog for the failed job for additional messages, take appropriate action based upon those messages, and run
the job again.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8903E
ETMUDATA DD STATEMENT MISSING

Reason:

The DD statement for ddname ETMUDATA was not present.

The job step terminates with a return code 12.

Action:

Add the DD statement and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8904W
BLDL FAILED FOR USERDATA MEMBER xxxxxxxx / yyyyyyyy

Reason:

Member xxxxxxxx was specified as a user data member in OTMA record yyyyyyyy, but the load module was not found in
the data set identified by ddname ETMUDATA.

Processing continues, but the job step terminates with a return code 4, unless a more severe error is encountered.

Action:

Create user data member xxxxxxxx in the data set identified by ddname ETMUDATA, or remove the specification in the
OTMA record yyyyyyyy.

Module:
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ETMUDAT1

ETM8905W
INVALID LENGTH IN USERDATA MEMBER xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An edit error occurred in member xxxxxxxx, which was loaded from the data set identified by ddname ETMUDATA.

Processing continues, but the job step terminates with a return code 4, unless a more severe error is encountered.

Action:

Ensure that user data member xxxxxxxx is created using either macro $ETMIC1 or $ETMMQ1. If additional assistance is
required, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8906W
INVALID LENGTH IN USERDATA MEMBER xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An edit error occurred in member xxxxxxxx, which was loaded from the data set identified by ddname ETMUDATA.

Processing continues, but the job step terminates with a return code 4, unless a more severe error is encountered.

Action:

Ensure that user data member xxxxxxxx is created using either macro $ETMIC1 or $ETMMQ1. If additional assistance is
required, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8907W
INVALID LENGTH IN USERDATA MEMBER xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An edit error occurred in member xxxxxxxx, which was loaded from the data set identified by ddname ETMUDATA.

Processing continues, but the job step terminates with a return code 4, unless a more severe error is encountered.

Action:

Ensure that user data member xxxxxxxx is created using either macro $ETMIC1 or $ETMMQ1. If additional assistance is
required, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8908W
USERDATA MEMBER xxxxxxxx CONTAINED INVALID NAME
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Reason:

An edit error occurred in member xxxxxxxx, which was loaded from the data set identified by ddname ETMUDATA.

Processing continues, but the job step terminates with a return code 4, unless a more severe error is encountered.

Action:

Ensure that user data member xxxxxxxx is created using either macro $ETMIC1 or $ETMMQ1. If additional assistance is
required, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8909W
USERDATA MEMBER member-name CONTAINED INVALID TYPE

Reason:

An edit error occurred in the member that was loaded from the data set identified by ddname ETMUDATA.

Action:

Processing continues, but the job step terminates with a return code 4, unless a more severe error is encountered.

Verify that user data member is created using either macro $ETMIC1 or $ETMMQ1. If additional assistance is required,
contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8910W
USERDATA MEMBER xxxxxxxx CONTAINED UNSUPPORTED VERSION ID

Reason:

An edit error occurred in member xxxxxxxx, which was loaded from the data set identified by ddname ETMUDATA.

Processing continues, but the job step terminates with a return code 4, unless a more severe error is encountered.

Action:

Ensure that user data member xxxxxxxx is created using either macro $ETMIC1 or $ETMMQ1. If additional assistance is
required, contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8911E
INTERNAL ERROR, DBIZT1 SECTION NOT FOUND

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

The job step terminates with a return code 12.
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Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8912E
INTERNAL ERROR, ECSA SECTION WAS LOADED WITH A DIFFERENT VERSION OF ETM

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The job step terminates with a return code 12.

Action:

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8913E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED OBTAINING OTMA USERDATA TABLE

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The job step terminates with a return code 12.

Action:

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8914W
NO VALID OTMA USERDATA MEMBERS FOUND/REQUESTED

Reason:

The OTMA members in the E/CSA tables did not have any entries that specified user data, or all specified user data
members were not present in the data set identified by ddname ETMUDATA.

The job step terminates with either a return code 4 if no user data members were specified, or a return code of 12 if any
members failed during LOAD.

Action:

Ensure that the proper data set was specified for ddname ETMUDATA, and that the OTMA members specify the correct
user data member names, and run the job again.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8915I
OTMA USERDATA TABLE INITIALIZATION COMPLETED
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Reason:

The user data members were successfully loaded from the data set identified by ddname ETMUDATA.

Action:

The job step terminates with a return code 0.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8916W
TABLE OVERFLOW, ERROR MESSAGE SUPPRESSION TERMINATED

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

The job step terminates with a return code 12.

Action:

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8917W
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN TABLE FREE ROUTINE

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Processing continues.

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMUDAT1

ETM8918E
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME ETMPRINT

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to OPEN ddname ETMPRINT.

The job step terminates with a return code 12.

Action:

Ensure ddname ETMPRINT is properly specified in the JCL, and run the job again.

Module:
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ETMUDAT1

ETM9001E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN HIOP STORAGE

Reason:

DFS3650I Transaction Replacement could not acquire storage to build the input message.

Action:

DFS3650I Transaction Replacement is bypassed, and processing continues using the IMS default for DFS3650I.

Increase the value specified for the HIOP parameter, and restart IMS.

Module:

ETMINIT0

ETM9002E
INVALID TRAN TEXT DESCRIPTOR TYPE

Reason:

An internal error occurred. DFS3650I Transaction Replacement is bypassed, and processing continues using IMS default
actions.

Action:

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMINIT0

ETM9101E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN HIOP STORAGE

Reason:

DFS3650I Transaction Replacement could not acquire storage to build the input message.

Action:

DFS3650I Transaction Replacement is bypassed, and processing continues using the IMS default for DFS3650I.

Increase the value specified for the HIOP parameter, and restart IMS.

Module:

ETMLGNX0

ETM9102I
AUTSIG - LU=luname USER=userid-imsid

Reason:

The auto signon for the LU name (luname) on the IMS system (imsid) was performed with the user name userid.

Action:
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Processing continues.

No action is required. This message is informational only.

Module:

ETMLGNX0

ETM9201I
MESSAGE DFS555I SUPPRESSED. TRAN=tttttttt,PSB=pppppppp, ABEND=aaaaa,USER=uuuuuuuu

Reason:

Transaction tttttttt / PSB pppppppp entered by USER uuuuuuuu abended with code aaaaa. Message DFS555I, which is
typically returned following an abend, was suppressed.

Processing continues.

Action:

Determine the cause of the abend, correct the error, and have the USER retry the transaction.

Module:

ETMNDMX0

ETM9901W
SIGNON REJECTED USER uuuuuuuu

Reason:

USER REC REQUIRED FOR SIGNON was specified in the LU 6.1 (ISC) device global record, but there is no LU 6.1 user
ID record for uuuuuuuu.

The session fails.

Action:

Verify the /OPNDST command was coded properly, and create an LU 6.1 (ISC) user ID record for uuuuuuuu, and try the /
OPNDST command again.

Module:

ETMSGNX0

ETM9999E
NDMX MODULE ERROR

Reason:

A critical error occurred setting the intercept for ABEND message routing. IMS abends with a U4008 ABEND.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. To restart IMS, you can remove the CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for
IMS for z/OS version of exit ETMPPUEZ.

Module:

ETMUXIT0
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ETMM001E
ETMGENX EXIT ROUTINE CALLED FOR INCORRECT EXIT TYPE

Reason:

An error was encountered when attempting to convert IMS stage1 source to CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
for IMS for z/OS batch update (ETMUD1U0) control statements using the ETMGEN process. This message indicates that
an internal logic error occurred.

The job terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMGENX

ETMM002E
ETMGENX EXIT ROUTINE CALLED WITH UNEXPECTED REQUEST TYPE

Reason:

An error was encountered when attempting to convert IMS stage1 source to CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
for IMS for z/OS batch update (ETMUD1U0) control statements using the ETMGEN process. This message indicates that
an internal logic error occurred.

The job terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Module:

ETMGENX

ETMM003E
DFSDSCXX STMT ERROR - xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error was encountered when attempting to convert IMS stage1 source to CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
for IMS for z/OS batch update (ETMUD1U0) control statements using the ETMGEN process. An invalid record was read
from DFSDSCxx PROCLIB member. The error is further described by xxxxxxxx.

The job terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Correct the erroneous record in PROCLIB member DFSDSCxx, and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMGENX

ETMM004E
ETMGENX EXIT - OPEN FAILED FOR PROCLIB DD
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Reason:

An error was encountered when attempting to convert IMS stage1 source to CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
for IMS for z/OS batch update (ETMUD1U0) control statements using the ETMGEN process. The open for DDNAME
PROCLIB failed.

The job terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Review the z/OS log for additional information, correct the error, and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMGENX

ETMM005E
ETMGENX EXIT - FIND FAILED FOR PROCLIB MEMBER xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error was encountered when attempting to convert IMS stage1 source to CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
for IMS for z/OS batch update (ETMUD1U0) control statements using the ETMGEN process. Member xxxxxxxx was not
found in DDNAME PROCLIB.

The job terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Correct the member name, and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMGENX

ETMM006E
ETMGENX EXIT - MACRO/COPY EMBEDDED IN PROCLIB MEMBER - xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error was encountered when attempting to convert IMS stage1 source to CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
for IMS for z/OS batch update (ETMUD1U0) control statements using the ETMGEN process. Member xxxxxxxx contained
an unknown operation code (Macro/COPY).

The job terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Remove the unknown operation code, and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMGENX

ETMM007E
ETMGENX EXIT - SWAREQ FAILED RC=rc

Reason:
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An error was encountered when attempting to convert IMS stage1 source to CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
for IMS for z/OS batch update (ETMUD1U0) control statements using the ETMGEN process. A SWAREQ macro failed
with the indicated return code.

The job terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Contact CA Support.

Module:

ETMGENX

ETMM008E
ETMGENX EXIT - UNABLE TO FIND PROCLIB DD

Reason:

An error was encountered when attempting to convert IMS stage1 source to CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
for IMS for z/OS batch update (ETMUD1U0) control statements using the ETMGEN process. There was no PROCLIB
ddname specified in the JCL.

The job terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Add the required PROCLIB ddname, and rerun the job.

Module:

ETMGENX

ETM2220W
UNABLE TO CLEAN UP USER - DFSSQQRY ERROR

Reason:

The DFSSQQRY macro failed to determine if there are messages queued for any LTERM requested for a user that is
signing on to IMS or signing off of IMS. The macro returned an error indication.

The Signoff or Signon continues without dequeueing any messages.

ETM0010W
ETM YPRX processing disabled, enhanced exit processing enabled

Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS (ETM) has detected that the IMS Enhanced Exit processing
is active for IMS Exit DFSYPRX0 and has disabled the ETM processing for this exit.

Action:

Remove the EXITDEF control statement for OTMAYPRX from the IMS PROCLIB member DFSDFxxx.

ETM0011W
ETM NDMX processing disabled, enhanced exit process enabled
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Reason:

CA Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS (ETM) has detected that the IMS Enhanced Exit processing
is active for IMS Exit DFSNDMX0 and has disabled the ETM processing for this exit.

Action:

Remove the EXITDEF control statement for NDMX from the IMS PROCLIB member DFSDFxxx.
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HPO Messages
HPO prefixed messages are generated by the online reorg (High Performance Online Reorg) component of CA Database
Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS.

HPO0A00I
ISSUING /DBD FOR dbdname DATABASE TO sysid GLOBAL

Reason:

A GLOBAL /DBD or /DBR command was issued against the database (dbdname) on the IMS system (sysid). A /DBD is
issued on the first outage and a /DBR is issued on the second outage before FFOR returns the reorganized database to
IMS.

In a non-data sharing environment, the GLOBAL parameter is omitted.

HPO0A01E
ERROR TRYING TO /DBR DATABASE dbdname

Reason:

A failure occurred when trying to stop the specified database using the /DBR command.

Action:

See the message HPO0A05E. If the message does not contain PAUSETIMEOUT information or does not exist, examine
the job log of the IMS/DC or DLISAS region for possible failure reasons.

HPO0A02I
END-OF-VOLUME FORCED WITH PRECEDING /DBR COMMAND

Reason:

The previous /DBR command was issued without the NOFEOV operand. This forces an IMS log switch.

HPO0A05E
TIMEOUT OCCURRED WHILE WAITING FOR aaaa - FEEDBACK: bbbb, PAUSETIMEOUT VALUE: ccc.

Reason:

The Full Function Online Reorg (FFOR) component attempted to issue a command or activity (BMPC, PAUS, PAUC,
PAUA, or /DBR) associated with the /DBR of the database twice, but both attempts failed or the command did not
complete.

The message text contains the command or activity, feedback code, and optional PAUSETIMEOUT value (displayed in
seconds).

Action:

Complete either of the following tasks:

• Review the message log of the IMS DLI region for reasons why the /DBR command or activity did not complete. The
timeout condition can also occur due to poor system performance or service delays.

• Increase the timeout value on the PAUSETIMEOUT parameter, and rerun the failing task.
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HPO0A10E
DBR RETRY LIMIT REACHED.

Reason:

DBO FFOR sent a /DBR command to an IMS but a response was not returned.

This message follows HPO0A00I messages. The number of HPO0A00I indicates how many times the /DBR command
was sent. The total message count is the limit.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. The database is reinstated to the state before the FFOR reorganization was initiated and it is
useable.

Rerun the FFOR step when IMS is less active.

HPO0B00E
RDJFCB FAILURE FOR ddname

Reason:

HPO failed in trying to acquire the data set name of the specified ddname, probably because the data set is not allocated.

Action:

Allocate the specified ddname and resubmit the job.

HPO0B01I
RENAMING dsname TO dsname

Reason:

HPO is renaming the data set.

HPO0B02E
ERROR DOING LISTCAT FOR dsname

Reason:

HPO failed in acquiring the name of the data or index portion of the specified VSAM data set.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0B03E
ERROR WHILE RENAMING dsname TO dsname

Reason:

HPO failed in trying to perform the specified rename.

Action:

Examine the SYSPRINT output from the reorg.
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HPO0B04I
TRYING TO REVERSE RENAMING PROCESS DUE TO PRIOR ERROR

Reason:

HPO is trying to reverse the renaming process.

HPO0B05E
STORAGE OBTAIN ERROR, R15=xxx

Reason:

A STORAGE OBTAIN request failed.

Action:

Increase the region size and resubmit the job.

HPO0B06E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION LIST.DB

Reason:

HPO failed in issuing a LIST.DB command to acquire the data set names of the secondary indexes.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0B07E
DSN MISMATCH. DBRC: dsname JCL: dsname

Reason:

HPO verifies that the allocated data set names match those registered to DBRC. Any mismatch will produce this
message.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

HPO0B12E
ERROR IN DBRC DB ''RECOVABL'' STATUS, CODE= xxxxxxxx , INFO= xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A call to DBRC to check for RECOVABL status has failed. The return code is 12.

Action:

Check in DBRC for the status of the DBD.

HPO0B13E
DATABASE=dbname, DDNAME=ddname, HAS THE IC NEEDED FLAG TURNED ON IN DBRC.

Reason:
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The specified database cannot be reorganized because the IC NEEDED flag is ON and there is no recovery point in
DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Take an image copy of the database data set and rerun the FFOR reorg.

HPO0B50E
UNABLE TO COMPOSE 'OLDDDNAMEMASK' VALUE

Reason:

HPO has failed in trying to compose a suitable OLDDDNAMEMASK parameter value.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0C00E
STORAGE OBTAIN ERROR, R15=xxx

Reason:

A STORAGE OBTAIN request failed.

Action:

Increase the region size and resubmit the job.

HPO0C01I
ATTACHING pgmname FOR function WITH ddname AS FOLLOWS:

Reason:

HPO is invoking DBC to do an image copy. The control statements for the copy are in the indicated DD (ddname).

HPO0C02I
control card content

Reason:

Informational message echoing the control statements used for the process.

HPO0C03E
ERROR DURING DBC INVOCATION

Reason:

HPO failed when trying to ATTACH IDIDBO to do an image copy.

Action:

If R15 is 8, increase the HPO batch job region size and rerun the job. Otherwise, contact CA Support for assistance.
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HPO0C04E
ERROR DURING DBC INVOCATION, CHECK DBOMSGSB DATASET

Reason:

Image copy creation failed.

Action:

Examine the DBOMSGSB data set for the cause of the error.

HPO0C05E
ERROR READING COPY CONTROL CARDS

Reason:

HPO failed in trying to read member HPOS2 from the IDIPARM data set.

Action:

Examine the HPOMSGS data set for a more explicit error message.

HPO0D00E
ERROR OBTAINING RECON TOKEN FROM DBRC INTERFACE

Reason:

A call to the DBRC Interface routine to return the RECON data set token returned a non zero return code.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check the messages file and JOBLOG for additional error messages from the DBRC interface
explaining the problem.

HPO0E03I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:

An error occurred while getting the service pack level. See previous messages for more information.

HPO0F00E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

Control statements specified in the submitted job are invalid.

Action:

Correct the control statements and rerun the job.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0F01I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED
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Reason:

Control statement analysis started.

HPO0F02I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED

Reason:

Control statement analysis completed.

HPO0000I
START OF THE HIGH PERFORMANCE REORG

Reason:

HPO has started.

HPO1B00E
UNABLE TO ACTIVATE CALL INTERCEPT, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) failed in trying to activate the call intercept.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1B01E
STC ACTIVATE FAILURE, MVS=xxxx, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A request to activate the Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) call intercept code has failed.

Action:

Analyze the HPO STC output and report the problem to CA Support.

HPO1B50E
LXCF ERROR, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx, FUNCTION=xxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

An XCF error occurred during request processing.

Action:

Review the HPOMSGS data set and the output from the HPO STC. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1D00I
TRYING TO REINSTATE THE ORIGINAL DATABASE

Reason:

HPO has entered recovery and perceives the need to reinstate the original database.
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HPO1D01I
ORIGINAL DATABASE SUCCESSFULLY REINSTATED

Reason:

Database is reinstated to the status before the start of the online reorganization step after an FFOR task failure.

HPO1D02E
UNABLE TO REINSTATE THE ORIGINAL DATABASE

Reason:

Database could not be reinstated to the status before the start of the online reorganization step after an FFOR task failure.

Action:

Review the HPOMSGS and DBOMSG for more information about the error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1D03E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN DETECTED, CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An abend has occurred.

Action:

No action is required. HPO will try to recover.

HPO1D04E
ULU TERMINATION FAILED

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) failed at terminating an ULU environment.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0001E
UNABLE TO OPEN ddname FILE

Reason:

Open failed for the specified ddname (ddname).

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

HPO1E00E
DYNALLOC OF DD=ddname, DSN=dsname FAILED

Reason:
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Dynamic allocation of the specified ddname (ddname) failed. The following message HPO1E01E provides the return
codes.

Action:

See the SVC codes in the following message.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1E01E
R15=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed. This message provides SVC codes for previous message HPO1E00E.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

HPO1E04E
LINK TO ASMA90 FAILED, R15=00C, SEE SYSPRINT DATASET

Reason:

The Full Function Online Reorg product failed in trying to assemble a PSB for its internal use.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1E08E
IMS ACB GENERATION ABENDED CODE U0016

Reason:

The IMS ACBGEN procedure was invoked to generate an ACB and it failed as indicated in the message.

Action:

See the SYSPRINT data set for further details.

HPO1E11E
FAILURE DURING AUTO-PSB GENERATION

Reason:

Online reorg failed during PSB generation.

Action:

See previous messages for details about the failure.

HPO1E14E
PSB xxxxxxxx IS ALREADY IN USE, RC=xxxxxxxx
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Reason:

The specified DOPT PSB is already being used.

Action:

Select a different DOPT PSB or wait for the job that is currently using the specified PSB to end.

HPO1E15E
THE DYNAMIC PSB FEATURE IS IN USE ELSEWHERE

Reason:

An attempt to start a reorg with DYNPSB=Y has been detected and the dynamic PSB generation feature is already in use.
This feature can only be used by one reorg job at a time.

Action:

Wait for the job to end and rerun.

HPO1E17E
NO PSB AVAILABLE

Reason:

FFOR could not find a free PSB to use for the requested reorg.

Action:

Check for the following:

• A DOPT ACBLIB is specified under both ACBLIBA and ACBLIBB.
• The DOPT ACBLIB contains members.
• The members have corresponding entries in the IMS gen.
• The PSBs are started in IMS.

HPO1E18I
THE PSB TO BE USED IS psbname.

Reason:

This message lists the PSB selected for use by FFOR.

HPO1E53E
UNABLE TO FIND DSAB FOR IMSACB DATASET

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg wanted to copy its generated ACB into the DOPT ACBLIB but could not find the name of
correct data set.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1E55E
IMS SYSTEM IS NOT SET UP FOR DOPT PSBS
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Reason:

HPO has failed to find a second entry in the IMSACBx concatenation and since this indicates the lack of support for DOPT
PSBs, it can not continue.

Action:

Add a second, DOPT, ACBLIB dataset to the IMSACBA and IMSACBB concatenations in the IMS control region startup
JCL. Further, check that you have DOPT PSBs defined to the IMS system and that one of them is included in the PSB=
specification when submitting the online reorg JCL. The IMS system will have to be recycled for this dataset any newly-
generated PSBs to be recognised.

HPO1F00E
DEALLOCATION FAILURE OF DD=ddname, R15=xxx, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

Dynamic deallocation of the specified ddname (ddname) failed.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action. Contact CA Support for assistance.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

HPO0002E
UNKNOWN FUNCTION REQUESTED

Reason:

The function requested is unknown. Only FUNCTION=REORG is supported.

Action:

Correct the FUNCTION parameter and resubmit the job.

HPO0003I
A U4005 ABEND WILL BE ISSUED DUE TO THE ABENDRC= SETTING

Reason:

A return code has been set that exceeds the ABENDRC setting. HPO will abend as requested.

HPO0004E
ERROR IN CONTROL STATEMENTS

Reason:

An error was incurred in parsing the control statements.

Action:

Correct the control statements and resubmit the job.

HPO0005I
END OF THE HIGH PERFORMANCE REORG
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Reason:

The reorganization has finished.

HPO0006E
THE LAST REQUEST RESULTED IN NO ACTION TO PERFORM

Reason:

The last control statement processed was not of the type that resulted in the execution of any function. This usually
indicates a follow-on control statement was missing.

Action:

Correct the control statements and rerun the job.

HPO0007E
PRODUCT IS NOT LICENSED FOR THIS SITE

Reason:

An attempt was made at executing HPO on an unlicensed machine.

Action:

Rerun the job on a machine that is licensed.

HPO0008E
HPO IS NOT APF AUTHORIZED

Reason:

The STEPLIB concatenation must be APF-authorized for HPO to correctly execute.

Action:

Ensure that all data sets in the STEPLIB are APF-authorized.

HPO0009I
ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS: APF AUTHORIZED, 31 BIT DFP SUPPORT

Reason:

The environmental parameters are APF-authorized, 31-bit DFP support.

HPO0010I
SYSTEM DEFINED BLOCK SIZE USED FOR FILE "filename"

Reason:

The block size for the specified file has been reset to zero, which will cause the system to allocate the optimum block size
for the device on which the file is allocated.

HPO0011I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES
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Reason:

An error occurred while getting the service pack level. See previous messages for details. The return code is zero.

HPO0050I
INTEGRITY SUBTASK INITIALIZED

Reason:

The specified subtask has been successfully attached.

HPO0051I
INTEGRITY SUBTASK TERMINATED

Reason:

The specified subtask has been successfully detached.

HPO0052E
ERROR IN DBRC 'LIST.DB' COMMAND, CODE=xxxxxxxx, INFO=yyyyyyyy

Reason:

An attempt at reading database-specific information from the RECON data sets failed.

Action:

Examine the HPOFROG data set for further information. If this does not help determine the problem, contact CA Support
for assistance.

HPO0053E
IMS SYSTEM xxxxxxxx IS NOW SHARING yyyyyyyy

Reason:

The specified IMS system (xxxxxxxx) has activated and is now sharing the database being reorganized (yyyyyyyy). The
reorg will be abandoned because HPO cannot verify the integrity of the database due to the presence of the new IMS
system.

Action:

Rerun the job with all sharing systems active prior to the start of the reorg. If this does not help determine the problem,
contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0054E
REORG ABANDONED DUE TO PRECEDING ERROR

Reason:

An error has occurred which makes it impossible for the reorg to continue.

Action:

Examine the HPOFROG data set and output from the HPO STC for further information. If this does not help determine the
problem, contact CA Support for assistance.
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HPO0055E
OPEN OF HPOFROG DATASET FAILED

Reason:

The HPOFROG output data set failed to open.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0100E
IDCAMS INITIALIZATION FAILURE

Reason:

A STORAGE OBTAIN request failed.

Action:

Increase the region size and resubmit the job.

HPO0200E
A NOTIFY.IC COMMAND MUST BE DONE AGAINST THE dbd DATABASE USING THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION

Reason:

HPO failed when trying to notify DBRC of the image copy.

Action:

The information in the following messages (HPO0201I, HOP0202I, HPO0203I, HPO0204I, HPO0205I, HPO0206I) can be
used to manually issue the notify.

HPO0201I
DBD(dbdname)

Reason:

Informational message echoing the dbdname used for the process. See HPO0200E.

HPO0202I
DN(ddname)

Reason:

Informational message echoing the ddname used for the process. See HPO0200E.

HPO0203I
ICDSN(imagecopydsname)

Reason:

Informational message echoing the image copy data set name used for the process. See message HPO0200E for details.
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HPO0204I
RUNTIME(datetime)

Reason:

Informational message echoing the run date and time used for the process. See message HPO0200E for details.

HPO0205I
RECDCT(recordcount)

Reason:

Informational message echoing the record count used for the process. See message HPO0200E for details.

HPO0206I
VOLLIST(vol1,vol2,......vol5)

Reason:

Informational message echoing the volumes used for the process. See message HPO0200E for details.

HPO0301E
BUFFER ROUTER INTERFACE FAILED WITH CODE: xx

Reason:

The buffer handler router cannot process the current DL/I call function.

• xx
Indicates the reason code of the error as follows:
– 4 -- The address of the IMS router is invalid from its anchor block.
– 8 -- The BRIB anchor is missing or invalid.
– 12 -- The BRIB eye-catcher is missing or invalid.

Action:

The standard IMS DFSDVBH0 module is automatically reinstated at the time of failure and the DL/I call is repeated under
the control of the IMS buffer router.

The current an all new online reorganization (FFOR) tasks terminate with message DBO0307E. DL/I processing for non-
FFOR tasks continues normally.

The database is reinstated to the status before the start of the online reorganization step. See the following messages
(HPO0516I, HPO1D01I, or HPO0517E and HPO1D02E) for the results of database reinstatement.

Resolve this error before using FFOR again. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0301I
DBRC SUCCESSFULLY NOTIFIED OF IMAGE COPY

Reason:

DBRC was notified about the image copy.
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HPO0302W
DFSDVBH0 REINSTATED AT x

Reason:

The buffer handler router successfully switched back to standard IMS DL/I buffer router, DFSDVBH0, after an internal
error was encountered during the online reorganization (FFOR) processing.

• x
Identifies the storage address for the newly loaded DFSDVBH0 module.

Action:

New FFOR tasks terminate with message DBO0307E. IMS processing for non-FFOR tasks continues.

The current FFOR task terminates abnormally. The database is reinstated to the status before the start of the online
reorganization step. See the following messages (HPO0516I, HPO1D01I, or HPO0517E and HPO1D02E) for the results
of database reinstatement.

Resolve this error before using FFOR again. Review the information in the preceding message HPO0301E and contact
CA Support for assistance.

HPO0303E
UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE DFSDVBH0, RC: rc

Reason:

The CA buffer handler router failed to load the module DFSDVBH0 to take over IMS processing after an internal error was
encountered during the online reorganization (FFOR) processing.

Action:

The IMS control region terminates abnormally and must be restarted.

If FFOR was active, the task terminates abnormally and the database is reinstated to the status before the start of the
online reorganization step. See the following messages (HPO0516I, HPO1D01I, or HPO0517E and HPO1D02E) for the
results of database reinstatement.

Remove the CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS load library from the failing IMS control region
STEPLIB libraries and restart the control region.

IMS emergency restart service backs out any updates that were in progress at the time of the failure.

Contact CA Support for assistance to resolve this error before using FFOR again.

NOTE
For more information about the IMS system services return code (rc), see the IBM IMS Messages and Codes.

HPO0304E
UNABLE TO LOCATE BRIW STORAGE, REQUESTING A PSEUDO ABEND

Reason:

The CA buffer handler router cannot locate control storage for the current online reorganization (FFOR) processing region.

Action:

The FFOR region is terminated with a pseudo abend code of 4020. The FFOR task terminates abnormally.

Resolve this error before using FFOR again. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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HPO0400E
DBD "dbdname" NOT FOUND IN "IMS" OR "DBDLIB"

Reason:

The DBD could not be found.

Action:

Amend the IMS or DBDLIB to point at a data set that contains the specified DBD, or correct the DBDNAME control
statement.

HPO0401I
DBD "dbdname" IS A PARTITIONED DATABASE

Reason:

HPO does not use partitioned databases.

HPO0402E
UNSUPPORTED DATABASE TYPE

Reason:

HPO currently supports only HDAM and HIDAM databases.

Action:

Check your database type.

HPO0403E
DATABASES CONTAINING LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS ARE NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) does not support reorganizations of databases containing logical relationships.

One-Step Batch Reorg does not support reorganizations of non-HALDB databases containing logical relationships.

One-Step Batch Reorg does not support reorganizations of HALDB databases containing logical relationships in any
release before Version 20 of CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS.

Action:

Do not use HPO to reorganize this database.

You can use One-Step Batch Reorg to reorganize HALDB databases containing logical relationships starting in Version 20
of CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS.

HPO0404E
PARTITIONED DATABASES ARE NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

HPO does not support partitioned database.

Action:
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Do not use partitioned databases.

HPO0405E
NON-UNIQUELY KEY SEGMENTS NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

HPO requires that all segments in the database to be reorganized have a key field and that the field is defined to be
unique.

Action:

Do not use non-unique keys..

HPO0406E
FULL HALDB REORG REQUESTED BUT 'DSNPREFIX' KEYWORD WAS NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

The requested operation requires the specification of keyword DSNPREFIX=.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

HPO0407E
THE PARTITION AND ALLPARTS KEYWORDS ARE ONLY VALID WHEN PROCESSING A HALDB. 

Reason:

Invalid combination of keywords was specified for the requested operation.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

HPO0408E
THE NUMBEROFPARTS KEYWORD IS ONLY VALID WITH THE PARTITION KEYWORD

Reason:

Invalid combination of keywords was specified for the requested operation.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

HPO0409E
DD CARD 'DBOUNLD1' REQUIRED WHEN UNLOADFILE=Y IS SPECIFIED

Reason:

Invalid combination of keywords was specified for the requested operation.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.
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HPO0413E
SAFETY NET CAN NOT BE INVOKED BECAUSE OF ONLINE DBD CHANGE.

Reason:

A comparison of the databases will fail, because the DBD parameters were changed. The command is rejected.

Action:

Remove the SAFETYNET=Y specification or the OLDDBD specification; whichever is in error.

HPO0414I
SAFETY NET WILL NOT BE USED BECAUSE ONLINE DBD CHANGE IS REQUESTED.

Reason:

Because the DBD parameters were changed, a comparison of the databases will fail.

SAFETYNET will not be used.

HPO0415E
THE NON-UNIQUE ROOT SPECIFICATION IN THE DBD PREVENTS THE USE OF SAFETY NET.

Reason:

The roots in the database will change order if there is no root key or the root key is non-unique and the insert rule is
FIRST or HERE. Therefore, a comparison of the before and after reorganization databases will fail. Since the comparison
was explicitly requested, the command is rejected.

Action:

Remove the SAFETYNET=Y specification from the control statements.

HPO0416I
SAFETY NET WILL NOT BE USED BECAUSE OF THE NON-UNIQUE ROOT SPECIFICATION IN THE DBD.

Reason:

The roots in the database will change order if there is no root key or the root key is non-unique and the insert rule is
FIRST or HERE. Therefore, a comparison of the before and after reorganization databases will fail.

SAFETYNET will not be used.

HPO0417E
THE NAME SPECIFIED BY INDEXDBD KEYWORD MUST BE A SECONDARY INDEX DBD NAME.

Reason:

The INDEXDBD keyword must specify a secondary index DBD name. The return code is 12.

Action:

Specify a correct secondary index DBD name.

HPO0418E
ALLPARTS=Y MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR HALDB INDEX-ONLY REORG.
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Reason:

ALLPARTS=Y must be specified for PSINDEX DBD reorg. The return code is 12.

Action:

Specify ALLPARTS=Y.

HPO0419E
THE FINALIZETIME KEYWORD IS MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE WITH HALDB UNLESS ALLPARTS=Y OR ONLY ONE
PARTITION IS REORGANIZED.

Reason:

The database to be processed is a HALDB and more than one partition may be processed serially. The FINALIZETIME
keyword can only apply to the first partition, then the others would be processed serially, which defeats the purpose of the
keyword.

Action:

You can specify a FINALIZETIME and ALLPARTS=Y to process all the partitions as a group. Or, you can specify only one
partition and still use FINALIZETIME. In that case, you would need separate jobs; one per partition with FINALIZETIME.

HPO0420E
ALLPARTS=Y MAY NOT BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE PARTITION OR NUMBEROFPARTS KEYWORDS

Reason:

The ALLPARTS=YES specification is mutually exclusive with the PARTITION and NUMBEROFPARTS keywords.

Action:

Specify only one of ALLPARTS=YES, or PARTITION and NUMBEROFPARTS keywords and resubmit the job.

HPO0421E
ALLPARTS=Y MAY NOT BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH COPYUNLOAD=Y OR WITH FLASHUNLOAD=Y.

Reason:

The ALLPARTS=YES specification is not supported by the COPYUNLOAD or FLASHUNLOAD features.

Action:

If ALLPARTS=YES operation is required, omit the COPYUNLOAD or FLASHUNLOAD control statement.

HPO0422E
ALLPARTS=Y AND REORGSI=Y ARE REQUIRED BECAUSE THE REORG INVOLVES SECONDARY INDEXES.

Reason:

The ALLPARTS=YES and REORGSI=YES control statements are required to perform a full function online reorganization
(FFOR) of a HALDB with secondary indexes.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Specify ALLPARTS=YES and REORGSI=YES on the control statements and resubmit the job.
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HPO0423E
PROCESSING CATALOG DATABASE IS NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg does not support online processing of the IMS Catalog database.

Action:

None.

HPO0501E
DMB FOR dbdname COULD NOT BE LOCATED, R15=rc

Reason:

The data management block (DMB) for the specified DBD could not be located. The search routine ended with a return
code of rc.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Check the specified DBD and the DBDLIB specified in JCL and rerun the job.

HPO0502E
PLEASE STOP DATABASE AND INDEXES AND PRODUCE IMAGE COPIES THERE OF BEFORE CONTINUING

Reason:

HPO has failed in trying to create an image copy of the reorganized database.

Action:

We recommend that you stop the database, create a valid image copy, register the image copy to DBRC, and restart the
database.

HPO0503E
DATABASE DD ddname IS NOT ALLOCATED

Reason:

The database ddname specified is not allocated in the JCL.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

HPO0505E
SEVERE ERROR DURING REORG, CHECK OUTPUT BEFORE CONTINUING. REPLY 'OK' TO CONTINUE.

Reason:

This message is issued as a WTOR. A serious error has occurred during the reorganization process.

Action:
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Stop the database and any associated indexes manually. Then, create the requisite image copies and restart the
database.

Examine the HPOMSGS data set for the cause of the error and report the problem to CA Support.

HPO0506E
PSB FOR psbname COULD NOT BE LOCATED OR IS UNAVAILABLE, R15=xxx

Reason:

The PSB to be used by HPO during the reorg or the HPOIO PSB is unavailable.

Action:

Verify that the PSB is generated in the IMS/DC system and that it is started. If the problem persists, contact CA Support
for assistance.

HPO0507E
REORG ABANDONED DUE TO THE DETECTION OF AN UNRECOVERABLE ERRORREASON TEXT : reason_text

Reason:

One of the four components of HPO has detected an unrecoverable error.

• reason_text
Text from the ITK STC that provides more information about the error. The ITK STC output may also provide additional
information.

Action:

The reorg job is aborted. View the reason in the HPOALOG file of the HPO started task and correct the problem. If this
information does not help resolve the problem, contact CA Support for assistance.

NOTE
If the message in HPOALOG indicates "PROCSEQ CALL ENCOUNTERED," the call intercept of HPO has
detected that an ISRT using a PROCSEQ PCB has been issued by an application which cannot be played back
forcing HPO to terminate. This type of call is not supported.

HPO0508E
ERROR DURING XCF INITIALIZATION

Reason:

An error occurred during XCF initialization.

Action:

Examine the HPOMSGS data set for an earlier error message. If this does not help determine the problem, contact CA
Support for assistance.

HPO0509E
INITIALIZATION ERROR FOR taskname TASK

Reason:

The HPO BMP has not initialized properly.

Action:
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Check the job output for clues and if the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0514I
ISSUING START FOR taskname TASK

Reason:

Specified task has started.

HPO0515I
TRYING TO REINSTATE THE ORIGINAL DATABASE

Reason:

An error has occurred during the reorg that requires reinstatement of the original database.

Action:

Examine the HPOMSGS data set for the cause of the error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0516I
ORIGINAL DATABASE SUCCESSFULLY REINSTATED

Reason:

Database is reinstated to the status before the start of the online reorganization step after an FFOR task failure.

HPO0517E
UNABLE TO REINSTATE THE ORIGINAL DATABASE

Reason:

Database could not be reinstated to the status before the start of the online reorganization step after an FFOR task failure.

Action:

Review the HPOMSGS and DBOMSG for more information about the error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0519E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED, CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED

Reason:

HPO ESTAE was invoked because of an abend. HPO will try to recover.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0534E
ATTACH OF HPOFROG0 FAILED, R15=xxx

Reason:

An error occurred in attaching the integrity subtask.

Action:
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Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0535E
ENQUEUE FAILED. ANOTHER TASK IS REORGANIZING SOME OR ALL PARTITIONS OF XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

Another job is reorganizing the same partitions or HALDB. The return code is 12.

Action:

Check the other job.

HPO0536E
IEFRDER LOG FILE MUST BE ON DISK.

Reason:

The IEFRDER log file must reside on direct access device (disk).

Action:

Specify direct access device for IEFRDER data set.

HPO0537W
EMPTY object name WAS NOT REORGANIZED.

Reason:

The empty database or partition was not reorganized.

• object
Indicates DATABASE or PARTITION.

• name
Indicates the name of the database or partition.

HPO0540I
SORT OUTPUT FILE SOUPDAT1 IS NOT AVAILABLE. TRANSACTIONS WILL NOT BE SORTED.

Reason:

If error messages preceded this message, then there was a problem allocating the output file for sorted transactions.

Action:

Correct or add the ITKDYN member of IDIPARM if transaction sorting is desired or add keyword SORTUPDATES=N if it is
not desired.

HPO0543E
ERROR OBTAINING DBRC STORAGE FOR "storage-name": RETURN CODE = nnnn

Reason:

Insufficient storage was available for the named DBRC work area. The required work area was not acquired.

Action:
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Processing terminates.

Increase the REGION JCL parameter and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0544E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function”; RETURN CODE=rc

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC.

• function
Identifies the function requested of DBRC.

• rc
Identifies the return code returned by DBRC.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0545E
THE INTEGRITY SUBTASK DETECTED A DATABASE INTERLOPER

Reason:

New subsystems have begun using the database that is being reorganized. Because the updates were on another system
or from a batch job, they were not captured.

Action:

The reorganization will be abandoned. Message HPO0053E in the job log lists the systems that have opened the
database. If all potential sharing subsystems are listed in that message and in message HPO5210I, then resubmit the
online reorganization job. If not all systems are listed, ensure that the database is open on the remaining systems before
resubmitting the job.

HPO0551E
INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN SDFSRESL AND IMS ONLINE SYSTEM

Reason:

Indicates that there is an IMS release level inconsistency between the allocated DFSRESLB and the IMS control region
specified by the IMSID parameter.

Action:

The return code is set to 12. Ensure that the allocated DFSRESLB data set is consistent with the home IMS system (as
indicated by the IMSID parameter).

HPO0600E
ALLOCATION FAILURE OF DD=ddname, R15=xxx, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

HPO failed when trying to allocate the specified ddname to DUMMY.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

HPO0700E
DYNALLOC OF DD=ddname, DSN=dsname FAILED, R15=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the specified temporary data set (dsname) failed.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

HPO0701E
OPEN FAILURE FOR ddname

Reason:

The OPEN of the indicated temporary data set failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0701I
xxxxxx.xxxxxx SUCCESSFULLY DONE FOR DBDNAME, DDNAME

Reason:

The specified DBRC command (xxxxxx.xxxxxx) has been successful.

HPO0702E
ATTACH FAILURE FOR pgmname, R15=xxx

Reason:

HPO was unable to start the indicated program.

Action:

If R15 is 8, increase the HPO batch job region size and rerun the job.

HPO0703E
PROGRAM xxxxxxxx ABENDED, CODE abbbb

Reason:

The program specified was invoked by HPO, however it abended. A preceding message indicates why the program was
being invoked. The message indicates whether a user abend (CODE Udddd) or a system abend (CODE Shhh) occurred.

Action:
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If the message indicates a user abend from an IMS program, such as DFSRRC00, look the abend code up in the IBM IMS
Messages and Codes manual. The user abend can refer you to messages, which can be found in the jobs JESMSGLG.
Respond according to the IMS documentation. If a system abend occurred, look the message up in the IBM MVS System
Codes manual. Respond according to the information therein.

HPO0704E
ERROR READING SWA, R15=XXX

Reason:

Attempt to read JFCB extension failed.

Action:

Check RC in R15 on error message.

HPO0705E
NOTIFY.PRILOG NEEDS TO BE ISSUED WITH THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS: STARTIME (xxxxxxxxxxxx) -DSN
(dsn) FIRSTREC (1)

A NOTIFY.PRILOG NEEDS TO BE ISSUED WITH THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERSVOLSER (xxxxxx,  xxxxxx ,……, 
xxxxxx ) -RUNTIME( xxxxxxxxxxxx )

Reason:

Indicates that a DBRC NOTIFY command has failed but DB is made available online. You are required to issue the two
NOTIFY.PRILOG, two NOTIFY.ALLOC, and DELETE.LOG DBRC commands with the specified parameters on the error
message. The return code is 8.

Action:

Issue the specified command manually.

HPO0706E
A NOTIFY.ALLOC NEEDS TO BE ISSUED WITH THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS:DBD (dbdname) DDN (ddname)
ALLTIME (xxxxxxxxxxxx) -STARTIME ( xxxxxxxxxxxx )

A NOTIFY.ALLOC NEEDS TO BE ISSUED WITH THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS:DBD ( dbdname ) DDN ( ddname
) ALLTIME ( xxxxxxxxxxxx ) -DEALTIME ( xxxxxxxxxxxx )

Reason:

Indicates that a DBRC NOTIFY command has failed but DB is made available online. You are required to issue the two
NOTIFY.PRILOG, two NOTIFY.ALLOC, and DELETE.LOG DBRC commands with the specified parameters on the error
message. The return code is 8.

Action:

Issue the specified command manually.

HPO0707E
A DELETE.LOG NEEDS TO BE ISSUED WITH THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS :HPO0707E
STARTIME(XXXXXXXXXXXX)

Reason:
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Indicates that a DBRC NOTIFY command has failed but DB is made available online. You are required to issue the two
NOTIFY.PRILOG, two NOTIFY.ALLOC, and DELETE.LOG DBRC commands with the specified parameters on the error
message. The return code is 8.

Action:

Issue the specified command manually.

HPO0708E
ERROR IN xxxxxx.xxxxxx DBRC COMMAND, R15=xxx

Reason:

The specified DBRC command (xxxxxx.xxxxxx) has failed.

Action:

Check the message log and HPOMSGS output.

HPO0709E
ERROR ACQUIRING TIMESTAMP FOR DBRC

Reason:

HPO was unable to generate a Timestamp to be used for DBRC.

Action:

Check HPOMSGS output.

HPO0710E
ERROR CALLING RDJFCB, R15=xxx

Reason:

Call to RDJFCB has failed.

Action:

Check RC in R15 on error message.

HPO800DE
PREMATURE EOF ON xxx DATABASE

Reason:

The safety net feature noted a difference between the two databases.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0800E
UNABLE TO FIND ptrtype TARGET SEGMENT IN DBD - SOURCE SEGMENT = segname, TARGET SEGMENT =
segname

Reason:
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This message occurs as a result of an invalid DBD.

Action:

Correct the DBD and rerun the job.

HPO800EE
ERROR DURING ENVIRONMENT INITIALISATION

Reason:

Environment initialization for JOHNNY failed. Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Action:

Review output messages for details about the error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO0801E
UNABLE TO FIND BOTH TARGET AND SOURCE DATASET NUMBERS IN DBD - SOURCE SEGMENT = segname,
TARGET SEGMENT = segname

Reason:

This message occurs as a result of an invalid DBD.

Action:

Correct the DBD and rerun the job.

HPO0802E
UNABLE TO FIND DATASET NUMBER IN DBD FOR SEGMENT = segname

Reason:

This message occurs as a result of an invalid DBD.

Action:

Correct the DBD and rerun the job.

HPO0900E
RELATED DBD dbdname WAS NOT FOUND IN EITHER FILE "IMS" or "DBDLIB"

Reason:

This message occurs as a result of an invalid DBD.

Action:

Correct the DBD and rerun the job.

HPO0901E
HIDAM DBD DOES NOT HAVE AN LCHILD FOR THE INDEX

Reason:

This message occurs as a result of an invalid DBD.

Action:
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Correct the DBD and rerun the job.

HPO0902E
HIDAM INDEX DBD ACCESS METHOD NOT DEFINED

Reason:

This message occurs as a result of an invalid DBD.

Action:

Correct the DBD and rerun the job.

HPO0903E
NON-KEY FIELDS AND NON-UNIQUE KEY FIELDS ARE NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

HPO requires that all segments in any INDEX database related to the database to be reorganized have a key field and
that the field is defined to be unique.

Action:

Do not use the noted types of keys.

HPO1000E
VALUE OF value IS INVALID FOR KEYWORD keyname

Reason:

The indicated value is not valid for the indicated keyword.

Action:

Correct the control statements and resubmit the job.

HPO1001E
'PSB' PARAMETER INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED

Reason:

The PSB specified for UNLOAD, RELOAD, and REPLAY processing is invalid, such as being blank.

Action:

Correct the parameter in the control statements and resubmit the job.

HPO1002E
'PSBAOI' PARAMETER INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED

Reason:

The PSB specified for the HPO Automated Operator Interface BMP is invalid, such as being blank.

Action:

Correct the parameter in the control statements and resubmit the job.
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HPO1005E
THE 'IDCAMS' KEYWORD WAS INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The IDCAMS keyword syntax is incorrect.

Action:

Correct the syntax as needed and resubmit the job.

HPO1010E
COPYUNLOAD REQUIRES A DSNPREFIX SPECIFICATION

Reason:

The COPYUNLOAD feature requires a DSNPREFIX specification to allow it to dynamically allocate the output image copy
data sets.

Action:

If COPYUNLOAD is used, provide a valid DSNPREFIX specification.

HPO1011I
DELETEIC=N IS NOT CURRENTLY SUPPORTED AND WILL BE IGNORED

Reason:

The ability to keep and register the image copy created by COPYUNLOAD and FLASHUNLOAD is not currently provided.

The DELETEIC=N specification will be ignored.

HPO1012E
UNLOADFILE=Y IS ONLY SUPPORTED FOR A SINGLE DATABASE REORG

Reason:

UNLOADFILE=YES is not supported when reorganizing multiple partitions of a HALDB.

Action:

To specify UNLOADFILE=YES remove ALLPARTS=YES and NUMBEROFPARTS=n and resubmit the job.

HPO1013E
AN IDCAMS= SPECIFICATION IS ONLY VALID IN CONJUNCTION WITH ALLPARTS=YES.

Reason:

The IDCAMS control statement may only be used when ALLPARTS=YES is specified.

Action:

Correct the control statements and resubmit the job.

HPO1014E
DELETEIC=Y REQUIRES A FLASHUNLOAD OR A COPYUNLOAD SPECIFICATION
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Reason:

The DELETEIC=Y keyword can only be specified with the FLASHUNLOAD=Y or COPYUNLOAD=Y keyword.

Action:

The job ends with return code 12. Correct the keyword selection and rerun.

HPO1100I
ISSUING /STA FOR dbdname DATABASE TO sysid GLOBAL (ACCESS=access)

Reason:

A GLOBAL /STA command was issued against the database (dbdname) on the IMS system (sysid).

In a non-data sharing environment, the GLOBAL parameter is omitted.

The ACCESS mode (access) identifies the original access mode as before the online reorganization.

 

HPO1101E
ERROR TRYING TO /STA DATABASE dbdname

Reason:

A failure occurred when trying to start the specified database (dbdname) using the /STA command.

Action:

Examine the job log of the IMS/DC or DLISAS region to help with problem diagnosis.

HPO1102E
REORG ABANDONED DUE THE DETECTION OF AN UNRECOVERABLE ERRORREASON TEXT : reason_text

Reason:

An online reorg component has requested that the reorg be abandoned.

• reason_text
Text from the ITK STC that provides more information about the error. The ITK STC output may also provide additional
information.

Action:

Check the HPOALOG data set in the HPO STC for an explanation.

HPO1103E
LXCF ERROR, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx, FUNCTION=SENDMSG

Reason:

An error occurred in sending an XCF message. The return code values (R15) indicate the error:

• 04 -- Call completed successfully; however, the answer area (ANSAREA) is not sufficient for all requested data.
• 23 -- LXCF is not initialized.
• 2C -- LXCF could not obtain storage for control blocks.
• 30 -- MEMBERTOKEN does not identify a registered member.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1104E
TIMEOUT OCCURRED WHILE WAITING FOR /STA, R15=xxxx

Reason:

Online reorg failed in trying to start the database.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1153E
CHECKPOINT COMMAND BYPASSED DUE TO PRECEDING TIMEOUT

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) would normally signal the HPO STC to issue a /CHE command. In this case, however,
a previous request to the HPO STC failed to complete so issuing the /CHE command is also unlikely to complete.

Action:

Review the HPOMSGS data set and the output from the HPO STC. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1200I
THERE ARE ACTIVE USERS OF THE dbdname DATABASE AS FOLLOWS:

Reason:

The Online reorg component of CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS issues this message immediately prior to a /
DBR command to document the fact that there are active BMPs accessing the specified database. To allow the /DBR
command to complete these BMPs must be terminated.

HPO1201I
BMP bmpname IN ASID X'xxxx'

Reason:

See HPO1200I.

Action:

The specified BMP must be stopped to allow the /DBR command to work. This message is followed by message
HPO1203A.

HPO1202E
REORG ABANDONED AT USER REQUEST

Reason:

This message is issued as a result of replying CANCEL to message HPO1203A. The reorg job is aborted.

Action:

No action is required.
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HPO1203A
STOP BMPS LISTED IN HPO1201I THEN REPLY 'OK' OR 'CANCEL'

Reason:

Appears when a reorg can be stopped.

Action:

To continue the reorg stop the BMPs listed in the previous message (HPO1201I and reply OK. Otherwise, to abort the
reorg, reply CANCEL.

HPO1300I
ATTACHING pgmname FOR function WITH ddname AS FOLLOWS:

Reason:

HPO is invoking DBO for the UNLOAD/RELOAD process. The control statements for the UNLOAD are in the indicated DD
(ddname).

HPO1301E
ERROR DURING DBO INVOCATION

Reason:

HPO was unable to invoke DBO for the UNLOAD/RELOAD.

Action:

See the following messages that indicate the nature of the problem.

HPO1302E
ERROR DURING DBO EXECUTION, CHECK DBOMSGSA DATASET

Reason:

DBO encountered a problem during the UNLOAD/RELOAD process.

Action:

Check the DBOMSGSA data set for more information as to the nature of the problem.

HPO1303I
control card content

Reason:

Informational message echoing the control statements used for the UNLOAD/RELOAD process.

HPO1305E
ERROR READING UNLOAD CONTROL CARDS

Reason:

Another program was unable to read the model UNLOAD control statements from the IDIPARM DD.
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Action:

Messages will follow this one indicating the nature of the problem.

HPO1306E
STORAGE OBTAIN ERROR, R15=xxx

Reason:

Not enough virtual storage is available to satisfy the storage allocation request.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

HPO1400E
STORAGE OBTAIN FAILURE

Reason:

A STORAGE OBTAIN request failed.

Action:

Increase the region size and resubmit the job.

HPO1401E
OPEN FAILURE FOR IDIPARM DATASET

Reason:

The IDIPARM data set must be allocated to an HPO reorg job.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

HPO1402E
IDIPARM DATASET MUST HAVE DSORG=PO

Reason:

The IDIPARM data set must be a PDS.

Action:

Correctly specify the data set and resubmit the job.

HPO1403E
IDIPARM DATASET MAY NOT SPECIFY A MEMBER NAME

Reason:

The IDIPARM data set must not have a member name specified on the DD statement.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.
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HPO1404E
memname NOT FOUND IN IDIPARM DATA SET

Reason:

The specified member name could not be found.

Action:

Correctly specify the data set and resubmit the job.

HPO1405E
ERROR DURING xxxxxxxx request, R15=xxx

Reason:

The specified error was incurred while trying to read a member of the IDIPARM data set.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1406E
memname IS EMPTY

Reason:

The specified member name is empty.

Action:

Correctly code the member and resubmit the job.

HPO1407E
IDIPARM DATASET MUST CONSIST OF FIXED-LENGTH 80 BYTES RECORDS

Reason:

The IDIPARM data set must be in fixed or fixed-block format and the logical record length must be 80 bytes.

Action:

Correctly specify the data set and resubmit the job.

HPO1440E
STORAGE OBTAIN FAILURE

Reason:

A getmain request failed.

Action:

Increase the region size and resubmit the job.

HPO1441E
ERROR DURING RENAME, SEE SYSPRINT DATASET.
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Reason:

An error occurred when renaming a data set.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check the SYSPRINT DD for additional messages.

HPO1500E
UNABLE TO FIND SSCT ENTRY FOR xxxx

Reason:

HPO could not find its started task of the specified subsystem ID.

Action:

Start the HPO started task and resubmit the job.

HPO1501E
THE STC CODE AT VERSION LEVEL xxxx IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH THIS LEVEL OF THE BATCH CODE.

Reason:

The ITK-started task is running a level of the code that is incompatible with the batch online reorganization job.

Action:

Ensure that compatible versions of the code are used. If the batch job JCL is correct, the started task and any associated
IMS systems must be brought down and then back up using a compatible version of the code. If the batch job is using an
incorrect version, change the batch job JCL and resubmit the batch job after making the appropriate corrections.

HPO1502I
VERIFYING PRESENCE OF STC FOR SSID ssid

Reason:

The system is checking whether the specified ITK started task (ssid) exists.

HPO1550E
ERROR IN DBRC_command_name DBRC COMMAND, R15=rc

Reason:

A call to the DBRC Interface routine to issue the named DBRC command issued a non zero return code.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check the messages file and JOBLOG for additional error messages from the DBRC interface
explaining the problem.

HPO1553E
ERROR CALLING RDJFCB, R15=rc

Reason:

A RDJFCB macro issued a non zero return code.
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Action:

Processing terminates. Check the messages file and JOBLOG for additional error messages explaining the problem.

NOTE
For RDJFCB return codes, see the z/OS macro manual.

HPO1600E
UNABLE TO CONNECT TO HPO STARTED TASK, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Restart of HPO STC failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1601E
STC CONNECT FAILURE, MVS=xxxx, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A request to connect to the HPO STC has failed.

Action:

Analyze the HPO STC output and report the problem to CA Support.

HPO1700W
FAILURE IN DISCONNECT PROCESS, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Disconnect failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1701E
STC DISCONNECT FAILURE, MVS=xxxx, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A request to disconnect from the HPO STC has failed.

Action:

Analyze the HPO STC output and report the problem to CA Support.

HPO1800E
CHANGE.DBDS FAILURE FOR dbdname

Reason:

The Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) attempt at issuing a CHANGE.DBDS against the specified database (dbdname)
failed.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1900E
RDJFCB FAILURE FOR IEFRDER

Reason:

HPO failed to acquire the data set name of the IEFRDER data set.

Action:

For recovery purposes, the data set must be allocated to a permanent cataloged data set.

HPO2000I
HPO INITIALIZATION STARTED, RELEASE: vv.r

Reason:

HPO repository services have begun initialization processing.

• vv.r
Identifies the version and release number of HPO. For example, 15.0.

HPO2001I
HPO INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

Reason:

HPO repository services have initialized and are ready for requests.

HPO2002I
HPO TERMINATION INITIATED

Reason:

HPO repository services have begun termination processing.

HPO2003I
HPO TERMINATION COMPLETE

Reason:

HPO repository services have completed termination.

Action:

Repository address space terminates.

HPO2004I
HPO COLD START INITIATED

Reason:

HPO repository services cold start was requested. The repository is being restarted and a cold start is being requested.
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Action:

Ensure that all IMS regions are shut down and restarted before or immediately following a cold start of the HPO repository
services address space. Cold starting the repository services address space causes new common storage areas (CSA)
to be obtained. The addresses of these CSA areas are obtained by HPO code running in IMS regions only during the IMS
initialization. Therefore, the IMS regions must be restarted to reestablish these addresses.

All participating IMS regions must be restarted following a cold start for HPO to function properly.

HPO2005I
HPO WARM START INITIATED

Reason:

HPO repository services warm start was requested. The repository is being restarted and a warm start is being requested.

HPO2006I
STCSSID (ssid) XCFID (group-name)

Reason:

This message displays the system parameter values that were specified or implied in the HPOPARM library member that
is specified in the message HPO2036I.

HPO2009E
INVALID PARAMETER RECORD: parameter record

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization has encountered an HPO initialization parameter that is not valid.

Action:

The invalid parameter is ignored. If necessary, correct this error and restart HPO.

HPO2010I
HPO INITIALIZATION PARAMETER MISSING

Reason:

Indicates that a parameter is missing.

Action:

See subsequent messages for more information about this error.

HPO2011I
PARAMETER: parameter name

Reason:

Provides the parameter name that was missing from HPO initialization on message HPO2010I.

HPO2012I
ENTER OPTIONAL PARAMETER VALUE, NULL OR 'EXIT'.
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Reason:

Provides additional information related to message HPO2010I and HPO2011I.

To prevent this error from occurring in the future, update the HPO parameter to correct the missing member.

HPO2013E
HPOPARM DD STATEMENT MISSING

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization was unable to find the HPOPARM DD allocation.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Add the HPOPARM DD to the HPO started task JCL and restart HPO.

HPO2014E
UNABLE TO OPEN HPOPARM DATASET

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization was unable to open the HPOPARM DD allocation.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Correct the problem and restart HPO.

HPO2015E
OPEN EXTEND FAILED FOR HPOPARM DATASET

Reason:

HPO issued an OPEN macro with the EXTEND parameter, which has failed.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Look for related messages. Correct the problem and restart HPO.

HPO2016E
BPAM STOW FAILED FOR HPOPARM DATASET

Reason:

HPO issued the STOW macro against the HPOPARM data set, which has failed.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Look for related messages. Correct the problem and restart HPO.

HPO2017E
INVALID PARAMETER VALUE: parameter record

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization has encountered a parameter with an invalid Boolean, decimal, or hexadecimal
value.

Action:
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The invalid parameter record is ignored. If necessary, correct the problem and restart HPO.

HPO2018E
INVALID PARAMETER KEYWORD: parameter record

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization has encountered a parameter with an invalid parameter keyword.

Action:

The invalid parameter record is ignored. If necessary, correct the problem and restart HPO.

HPO2019E
HPO PARAMETER INITIALIZATION FAILURE

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization has encountered a fatal error in processing HPO initialization parameters
(HPOPARM DD).

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Look for related messages, correct, and restart HPO.

HPO2020E
HPO MUST RUN APF AUTHORIZED

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization has determined that it has been started without APF authorization.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. APF authorize the HPO load library and restart HPO.

HPO2021E
HPO MUST RUN AS A STARTED TASK

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization has determined that it has been started in a batch job or under TSO. Because HPO
repository services are a cross-memory service provider, it should only be executed as a started task.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Restart HPO as a started task.

HPO2022E
HPO INITIALIZATION FAILURE - ALREADY ACTIVE

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization has determined that a copy of HPO is already running.

Action:

Stop the running copy of HPO before attempting to start another copy.
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HPO2023E
HPO VERSION MISMATCH - PLEASE COLD START

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization has determined that it is being restarted with a warm start, however the version of
HPO being started does not match the version of HPO that was last executed. The CSA areas built by HPO cannot be
reclaimed by a warm start because the existing CSA areas are not compatible with the HPO version you are attempting to
start.

Action:

Perform an HPO cold start (make sure that you restart your IMS regions as well) or start HPO using the same version of
HPO as was last executed.

HPO2025E
HPO GETMAIN FAILED FOR HPCOM (XCSA)

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization was unable to get extended CSA for the HPO HPCOM control block.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Correct the problem and restart HPO.

HPO2026E
HPO MUST RUN IN KEY 8 (CHECK SCHEDXX)

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization has determined that HPO was started with a default PSW key other than key 8.

Action:

Check your SCHEDxx PARMLIB member and ensure that HPO is not defined, or is defined to start in key 8.

HPO2027E
HPO SUB-MSTR JES JOBID REQUEST FAILED

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization has determined that HPO was started SUB=MSTR, but the request to JES for a job
ID assignment has failed.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Correct the problem and restart HPO, or restart HPO with SUB=JES2 or SUB=JES3.

HPO2030E
HPO LOAD FAILED FOR MODULE module-name

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization failed to load one of its required load modules.

Action:
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Initialization is terminated. Correct the problem and restart HPO.

HPO2031E
MVS LXRES SERVICED FAILED IN INITIALIZATION

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) repository services initialization attempted the LXRES macro service, which has failed.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. It is possible that your system has exhausted all available linkage indexes, and an IPL may be
necessary to reclaim orphaned entries.

If this problem persists after an IPL, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2032E
HPO CONTROL BLOCK DAMAGE CIRCUMVENTED

Reason:

The ITK STC initialization routine has abeded while scanning the HPCOM control block chain anchored in the SSCT data
area.

Action:

The SSCT anchor is cleared and the initialization continues with a cold start.

HPO2033E
HPO WARM START FAILED TO COMPLETE

Reason:

HPO repository services warm start has failed.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Look for related messages. Correct the problem and restart HPO.

HPO2035E
HPO TERMINATING WITH ABEND Sxxx Uxxx

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) repository services initialization or main task has abended.

Action:

HPO is terminated. Correct the problem and restart HPO.

If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2036I
USING HPOPARM MEMBER: member-name

Reason:
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This message identifies the HPOPARM library member that is used to configure the current instance of the started task
(ITK STC).

HPO2037E
INVALID STCSSID= / JOBNAME COMBINATION

Reason:

The job name that is assigned to the ITK STC address space is the same as the STCSSID value that is specified in the
HPOPARM library member.

Action:

Change the ITK STC job name or the STCSSID value and restart the started task.

HPO2038E
HPO ATTACH FAILED FOR subtask-name SUBTASK

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) repository services initialization failed to attach the specified subtask.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Correct the problem and restart HPO.

If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2039E
HPO JOBID REQUEST TO JES HAS FAILED

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) repository services initialization issued the IEFSSREQ service macro to obtain a JES2
or JES3 job ID, which failed.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Correct the problem and restart, or start HPO SUB=JES2 or SUB=JES3.

If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2040E
ALLOCATION FAILED FOR HPO ACTIVITY LOG

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg(HPO) repository services initialization has failed to dynamically allocate the HPO activity log
SYSOUT data set.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Look for related messages.

Correct the problem and restart HPO. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2041E
OPEN FAILED FOR HPO ACTIVITY LOG
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Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) repository services initialization has failed to open the HPO activity log SYSOUT data
set.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Look for related messages.

Correct the problem and restart HPO. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2042E
ALLOCATION FAILED FOR HPO COMMAND LOG

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg repository services initialization has failed to dynamically allocate the Full Function Online
Reorg command log SYSOUT data set.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Look for related messages.

Correct the problem and restart Full Function Online Reorg. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2049I
WAITING FOR JOBS TO DISCONNECT

Reason:

HPO repository services termination has determined that there are active reorg jobs.

Termination will wait for all active reorg jobs to complete before allowing termination to continue.

HPO2100I
CN(xx): command

Reason:

HPO command processing has acknowledged the specified console command and will attempt execution of the specified
command.

HPO2101W
HPO CONSOLE COMMAND WAS NOT RECOGNIZED

Reason:

HPO command processing has encountered an invalid command.

Action:

Check the command syntax and reissue the command using proper syntax.

HPO2102I
HPO CONSOLE COMMAND ACCEPTED

Reason:
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HPO command processing has accepted the command specified by message HPO2100I, and is now about to execute the
command.

HPO command processing will call the routine to execute this command.

HPO2103I
THE FOLLOWING SESSIONS ARE ACTIVE:

Reason:

HPO command processing encountered a shutdown request, but has found that there are active reorg jobs.

Action:

HPO command processing will list the active reorg job repositories and request shutdown confirmation.

HPO2104I
jobname ims-region dbdname

Reason:

See message HPO2103I.

HPO2105I
PROCEED WITH HPO SHUTDOWN (Y/N)?

Reason:

See message HPO2103I.

HPO command processing will wait for a response to this message. Response Y to commence the termination.

HPO2106I
HPO SUBSYSTEM IS DRAINING

Reason:

HPO command processing has encountered the DRAIN (DISABLE) command, and has found that there are active reorg
jobs.

Action:

HPO repository services will not allow additional reorg jobs to start while in this mode of operation. Once all existing reorg
jobs have terminated, message HPO2107I will be issued.

HPO2107I
D HPO SUBSYSTEM HAS BEEN DRAINED

Reason:

HPO command processing has encountered the DRAIN (DISABLE) command, and has found that there are no active
reorg jobs.

Action:

HPO repository services will not allow reorg jobs to start while in this mode of operation.
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HPO2108I
HPO SUBSYSTEM IS NOW ACCEPTING CONNECTS

Reason:

HPO command processing has encountered the ENABLE command.

Action:

HPO repository services will now allow new reorg jobs to start. This command is the opposite of the DRAIN (DISABLE)
command.

HPO2115E
HPO REPOSITORY SUBTASK TERMINATED

Reason:

The HPO repository services subtask that creates and owns all HPO data spaces has terminated abnormally.

Action:

All active reorg jobs are terminated and HPO repository services address space termination will commence.

HPO2116I
message text

Reason:

HPO command processing has encountered the DISPLAY ACTIVE command and displays active or idle HPO sessions.

• message text
Lists active and idle HPO sessions. Message text can be one of the following:
– No active or idle HPO sessions found
– jobname ims-region dbdname -- FFOR ACTIVE
– ims-region -- IMS session idle
– jobname -- Batch Session Active

HPO2141E
OPEN FAILED FOR THE HPO ACTIVITY LOG

Reason:

HPO command processing has encountered the REFRESH ALOG command, but was unable to open the newly allocated
activity log SYSOUT data set.

Action:

The HPO activity log is disabled. Look for related messages. Correct the problem and reissue the REFRESH command or
restart HPO.

HPO2150I
LOCK: value OWNER: module + offset

Reason:
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HPO command processing has encountered the DISPLAY LOCK command. This command displays the contents of the
main HPCOM internal lock, as well as the module name and offset of the last module to obtain this lock.

HPO2151I
LOCK IS NOT HELD

Reason:

HPO command processing has encountered the FREE LOCK command, but the main HPO HPCOM internal lock is not
currently in a "held" state.

HPO2152I
LOCK HAS BEEN FREED

Reason:

HPO command processing has encountered the FREE LOCK command, and found the main HPO HPCOM internal lock
was is a "held" state.

Action:

The main HPO HPCOM lock is unconditionally freed.

HPO2200E
DATASPACE ADD FAILED: imsid dbdname RC=return-code, RS=reason-code

Reason:

HPO repository services found it necessary to extend an existing repository by adding a new data space. However, the
creation of the new data space has failed.

Action:

Look for related messages and correct the problem. If a repository fills and cannot be expanded, a reorg job might hang
or terminate abnormally. Note that HPO anticipates the need to extend a repository, so it is possible that a reorg job could
complete normally although this error has occurred.

HPO2201W
RECURSIVE ABENDS - CONNECT DENIED

Reason:

An ABEND has occurred during the processing of a CONNECT request directed at the Full Function Online Reorg
repository services.

Action:

Correct the problem. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2202W
RECURSIVE ABENDS - DISCONNECT FAILED

Reason:

An ABEND has occurred during the processing of a DISCON request directed at the Full Function Online Reorg repository
services.
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Action:

Correct the problem. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2203W
RECURSIVE ABENDS - SAVE FAILED

Reason:

An ABEND has occurred during the processing of a SAVE request directed at the Full Function Online Reorg repository
services.

Action:

Correct the problem. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2204W
RECURSIVE ABENDS - ADDDIV FAILED

Reason:

An ABEND has occurred during the processing of an ADDDIV request directed at the Full Function Online Reorg
repository services.

Action:

Correct the problem. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2205W
RECURSIVE ABENDS - CLSALL FAILED

Reason:

An ABEND has occurred during the processing of a CLSALL request directed at the Full Function Online Reorg repository
services.

Action:

Correct the problem. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2300E
DDIR NOT FOUND DURING /STA CHECK

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg could not find the database directory (DDIR) for the database in question.

Action:

Issue a /DIS DB dbname IMS console command to verify that the database is defined in the IMS/DC SYSGEN. If the
database is present, and the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2301E
TIMEOUT DURING /STA CHECK

Reason:
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The time period for which Full Function Online Reorg is prepared to wait to ensure that a /STA command has completed
has been exceeded.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2302E
ABEND OCCURRED DURING /STA CHECK

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg incurred a program check while trying to ensure that a /DBR command had completed.

Action:

This typically occurs when the IMS system to which the /DBR command had been issued is quiescing or quiesced. Rerun
the job.

HPO2310E
TIMEOUT DURING /CHE CHECK

Reason:

The time period for which Full Function Online Reorg is prepared to wait to ensure that a /CHE command has completed
has been exceeded.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2311E
ABEND OCCURRED DURING /CHE CHECK

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg incurred a program check while trying to ensure that a /CHE command had completed.

Action:

This typically occurs when the IMS system to which the /CHE command had been issued is quiescing or quiesced. Rerun
the job.

HPO2320E
DDIR NOT FOUND DURING /DBR CHECK

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg could not find the database directory (DDIR) for the database in question.

Action:

Issue a /DIS DB dbname IMS console command to verify that the database is defined in the IMS/DC SYSGEN. If the
database is present, and the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2321E
TIMEOUT DURING /DBR CHECK
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Reason:

The time period for which Full Function Online Reorg is prepared to wait to ensure that a /DBR command has completed
has been exceeded.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2322E
ABEND OCCURRED DURING /DBR CHECK

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg incurred a program check while trying to ensure that a /DBR command had completed.

Action:

This typically occurs when the IMS system to which the /DBR command had been issued is quiescing or quiesced. Rerun
the job.

HPO2400I
HPO LXCF SUBTASK INITIALIZED

Reason:

The specified subtask has been successfully attached.

HPO2401I
HPO LXCF SUBTASK TERMINATED

Reason:

The specified subtask has been successfully detached.

HPO2402E
LXCF ERROR, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx, FUNCTION=xxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

An XCF error occurred during request processing.

Action:

The XCF subtask continues processing.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2403E
REORG ABANDONED - xxxxxxxx(xxxxxxxx)  RC:  return-code   RS: reason-code

Reason:

An unrecoverable error has occurred during the reorg. The reorg is abandoned.

Action:

Examine the output of the HPO STC and report the problem to CA Support.
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HPO2404E
UNSOLICITED DCAP RECORD RECEIVED FROM xxxxxxx

Reason:

An unexpected database update has been received.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. and report the problem.

HPO2405I
STC|REORG name HAS STARTED|ENDED ON ssid (state-change)

Reason:

This messages notifies of a state change in the XCF group used by HPO.

• STC|REORG
Indicates the type of the activity.

• name
Identifies the system job or STC name.

• STARTED|ENDED
Indicates the status of the activity.

• ssid
Identifies the z/OS system name.

• state-change
Provides the hex representation of the state change.

HPO2406I
UNKNOWN XCF MESSAGE TYPE RECEIVED, MT=xx

Reason:

An unexpected XCF (xx) message type has been received.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2500E
DDIR NOT FOUND DURING INTS CHECK

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg could not find the database directory (DDIR) for the database in question.

Action:

Issue a /DIS DB dbname IMS console command to verify that the database is defined in the IMS/DC SYSGEN. If the
database is present, and the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2716E
THE POINTER TO THE LVB CONTROL BLOCK IS INVALID.
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Reason:

An internal error or storage overlay has occurred. An user abend 4021 has occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2717E
LVB CONTROL BLOCK VALIDITY CHECK.

Reason:

The Log Volume Control Block (LVB) eye-catcher validity check has failed. An internal error or storage overlay has
occurred. A user abend 4021 has occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2718I
AN U4021 ABEND WILL BE ISSUED.

Reason:

This message notifies you of a severe error. See the preceding actual error message for the action needed.

HPO2900W
urgent-message-text

Reason:

An urgent message was written to the HPO activity log (urgent messages are echoed to the OS/390 console by the WTO
service).

Action:

Review the urgent message for information. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2901W
HPOPUT HAS BEEN CALLED WITHOUT MSG LOCK

Reason:

HPOPUT was internally called where the HPOPUT message lock was not in a "held" state. This represents an internal
logic error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2902E
HPOPUT HAS ABENDED - MESSAGES LOST

Reason:

HPOPUT has abended, resulting in lost activity log messages.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2903W
HPOPUT CALLED WITH INVALID MSGAREA

Reason:

HPOPUT was called with an invalid internal message structure. This represents an internal logic error.

Action:

An activity log message is lost. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2908E
HPO TERMINATING WITH ABEND SxxxUxxx

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) repository services initialization has abended in HPOPARM processing.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Correct any problems and restart HPO. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

HPO2910I
HPO TIMER SERVICES SUBTASK INITIALIZED

Reason:

HPO repository services initialization has successfully initialized the HPO timer services subtask.

HPO2911E
HPO TIMER SERVICES DETECTED AN INVALID HPCOM

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) repository services initialization had detected an invalid HPCOM control block in
HPOTIMR.

Action:

Initialization is terminated. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2912I
HPO TIMER SERVICES SUBTASK TERMINATED

Reason:

HPO repository services termination has terminated the HPO timer services subtask.

HPO2913E
IXCQUERY ERROR, RF=xxx, R0=xxx
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Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) has incurred an error in monitoring the status of its XCF group.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO3000E
LXCF ERROR, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx, FUNCTION=xxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error occurred in sending, or trying to send, an XCF message.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO3001E
NO STCS ARE ACTIVE

Reason:

The HPO reorg job has determined that the HPO started task is inactive.

Action:

Start the HPO STC and rerun the job.

HPO3002E
HPO STC INACTIVE ON xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The HPO reorg job has determined that the HPO started task is inactive on the specified system.

Action:

Start the HPO STC on the specified system and rerun the job.

HPO3003E
STORAGE OBTAIN FAILURE, R15=xxx

Reason:

A getmain request failed.

Action:

Increase the region size and resubmit the job.

HPO3004E
UNKNOWN MESSAGE TYPE RECEIVED, MT=xx

Reason:

An XCF message was received that was not recognized.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO3005E
MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM UNKNOWN SOURCE xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An XFC message was received from an unexpected source.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO3007E
WAIT CONFLICT DETECTED IN HPOWAIT0.

Reason:

An internal logic error occurred in the named module.

Action:

The FFOR job ends with a return code of 12 and the reorganization is aborted, leaving the original database online.
Contact CA Support and provide the job output.

HPO3006E
FAILURE DURING REQUEST PROCESSING - CHECK HPO STC OUTPUT ON xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error occurred during STC request processing.

Action:

If the STC output does not explain the cause of the error contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO4000I
CALL INTERCEPT ACTIVE IN IMS - XXXX.

Reason:

Call intercept is active in IMS.

HPO4004E
COULD NOT FIND HPCOM CONTROL BLOCK.

Reason:

An error has occurred locating or building HPO STC control blocks. The HPO STC has not initialized properly or this is an
internal error. The HPO call intercept is not active and a reorg cannot be run.

Action:

If the HPO STC has not initialized properly, correct the problem, and recycle it and IMS. Otherwise, contact CA Support
for assistance.
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HPO4005E
UNABLE TO BLDL CALL INTERCEPT MODULE RC=rc RSN=rsn.

Reason:

An error occurred on the BLDL for the HPO call intercept modules.

Action:

The HPO call intercept is not active and a reorg cannot be run. Correct the problem and recycle IMS.

NOTE
For more information about the return (rc) and reason codes (rsn), see the DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data
Sets.

HPO4006E
Unable to locate TASKLIB DCB.

Reason:

Unable to locate the DCB address for an HPO intercept routine that is returned from BLDL.

Action:

The HPO call intercept is not active and a reorg cannot be run.

HPO4007E
IMODULE GETMAIN ERROR REASON=rsn.

Reason:

Unable to acquire ECSA for the HPO call intercept control blocks and modules using an IMODULE GETMAIN.

• rsn
Identifies the R15 code from the GETMAIN.

Action:

The HPO call intercept is not active and a reorg cannot be run. Correct the problem and recycle IMS.

HPO4008E
UNABLE TO LOAD CALL INTERCEPT MODULE module-name Sxxx-rr.

Reason:

An error occurred on the LOAD for the HPO call intercept module (module-name).

• Sxxx-rr
Identifies the abend and reason code that is returned from the LOAD.

Action:

The HPO call intercept is not active and a reorg cannot be run. Correct the problem and recycle IMS.

NOTE
For the description of the abend and reason code, see the MVS System Codes.
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HPO4009E
CALL INTERCEPT NOT ACTIVE IN IMS - xxxx.

Reason:

An error has occurred in initializing the Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) call intercept in this IMS. The HPO call intercept
is not active and a reorg cannot be run.

Action:

See the preceding messages or the HPO STC for messages indicating the error.Correct the problem and recycle IMS, or
the HPO STC, or both. If no other messages accompany this message, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO4010I
IMS imsid SCD ADDRESS address

Reason:

This message displays the address of the IMS system contents directory (SCD).

HPO4011I
STC ssid HPCM ADDRESS address - ITK STC     ACTIVE

Reason:

This message displays the status of the ITK started task.

• ssid
Identifies the started task (STCSSID) that the IMS system which is starting is trying to communicate with.

HPO4012I
IMS imsid IMS HPCM ADDRESS address

Reason:

This message displays the started task information.

HPO4013I
IMS imsid CALLI ADDRESS address LENGTH length

Reason:

This message displays the started task information.

HPO4014I
IMS ismid SCDDLI07 xxxxxxxx SCDDLICT xxxxxxxx SCDDLIDR xxxxxxxx SCDFXC50 xxxxxxxx SCDDDBH0
xxxxxxxx .

Reason:

This message displays the started task information.

HPO4015E
UNSUPPORTED VERSION OF IMS. FFOR CALL CAPTURE DISABLED.
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Reason:

CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS Full Function Online Reorg (FFOR) attempted to initialize into a nonsupported
version of IMS.

Action:

FFOR call capture is not initialized. IMS continues normally.

Specify the version of the CA load library that supports the version of IMS being executed and resubmit the job. If the
required version of CA load library is not available, remove the CA load library from the IMS control region JCL.

HPO4400I
ATTACHING HPOISRx FOR TRANSACTION PLAYBACK

Reason:

HPO is invoking HPOISR to perform the first phase of call replay.

HPO4401I
CONTINUING TRANSACTION PLAYBACK

Reason:

HPO is invoking HPOISR to perform the second phase of call replay.

HPO4402E
ATTACH FAILURE FOR DFSRRC00, R15=xxx

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) has failed in trying to ATTACH the region controller, DFSRRC00.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO4403E
ERROR DURING HPOISRx EXECUTION, CHECK ISRMSGS DATA SET

Reason:

The call replay phase of Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) has incurred an error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO4404E
TRANSACTION PLAYBACK ABENDED, CODE TLLLL

Reason:

The call replay phase of Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) has abended.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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HPO4405I
ABORTING TRANSACTION PLAYBACKREASON TEXT : reason_text

Reason:

An error has occurred in the part of Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) that controls the call replay function.

• reason_text
Text from the ITK STC that provides more information about the error. The ITK STC output may also provide additional
information.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO4408I
DATABASE FINALIZATION WILL BE DELAYED UNTIL hh:mm ON dd mmm yyyy

Reason:

This message reminds you why the online reorganization job might appear to be stalled and when the finalization will
occur.

HPO4409E
THE TRANSACTION SORTING SUBTASK FAILED. CHECK HPOSUMSG DATASET.

Reason:

The task that was sorting the transactions for replay failed.

Action:

See the messages in the HPOSUMSG data set.

HPO4410I
Transactions could not be sorted because the LRECL would be too large.

Reason:

The LRECL calculated for the sorted-updates file was beyond the 32760 LRECL limit. The transactions will not be sorted.
The performance of the online reorganization may be impacted if there are a significant number of database updates.

HPO4411I
DATABASE dbname FINALIZATION DELAYED UNTIL hh:mm. REPLY "GO" TO FINALIZE NOW OR "CANCEL" TO
ABORT THE REORG.

Reason:

This message prompts you for an optional reply to finalize or abort the REORG before the FINALIZETIME has been
reached.

Action:

Reply to the message with one of the following values:

• GO
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Immediately commences the database finalization and proceeds with the reorganization.
• CANCEL

Aborts the database reorganization.

To hold on the database finalization until the FINALIZETIME has been reached, do not reply to the message.

HPO4412I
INCORRECT RESPONSE. "GO" AND "CANCEL" ARE VALID VALUES. PLEASE TRY AGAIN.

Reason:

You entered an invalid response to the HPO4411I message.

Action:

Enter a valid response. See HPO4411I for valid values.

HPO4413E
REORG HAS BEEN ABORTED BY THE USER.

Reason:

Database reorganization has been aborted by user request.

HPO4414I
BY USER REQUEST, FINALIZATION HAS BEGUN.

Reason:

The database reorganization finalization processing has started before the time specified with FINALIZETIME.

HPO4501E
UNABLE TO OPEN ddname FILE

Reason:

The HPO DLI playback program was unable to open the indicated DD.

Action:

Check the DD specification in JCL and resubmit the job.

HPO4502I
SYSTEM DEFINED BLOCK SIZE USED FOR FILE ddname

Reason:

The named DD is in the uses JCL, but the BLKSIZE specified is not an even multiple of 133. The BLKSIZE has been reset
to a value of zero. This value causes the MVS system to allocate the optimum BLKSIZE for the device on which the data
set is allocated.

Processing continues.

To avoid this message in next run, review the DD DCB specification in JCL and correct the JCL.
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HPO4503S
PROCESSING ABORTED DUE TO ABEND.

Reason:

The Call Replay processor detected an abend. Processing is aborted.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the abend information, which precedes this message.

HPO4505E
COULD NOT FIND HPCOM CONTROL BLOCK

Reason:

The HPO DLI playback program could not establish communication with the HPO started task.

Action:

DLI playback and the reorg aborts. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO4506E
UNABLE TO COMPLETE IMS INTERFACE, REASON=rc

Reason:

The FFOR call replay function was not able to interface properly with IMS.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance. Provide your IMS release, maintenance level, and the job output.

HPO4600E
ERROR RETRIEVING TRANSACTION, RC=xxx, REASON=yyy

Reason:

There was an error in retrieving a captured database update from the product started task.

Action:

The online reorganization is aborted. Contact CA Support for assistance. and provide the job output and the started task
job log.

HPO4601E
TIME OUT OCCURRED WHILE WAITING ON PENDING TRANSACTION

Reason:

During HPO DLI playback, the maximum wait time was exceeded while waiting on DLI transactions to complete.

Action:

If the system is extremely busy, rerun the job when system activity is lower. Otherwise, contactCA Support for assistance.
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HPO4602I
Error processing GETUPD number nnnnnnnn

Reason:

During HPO DLI playback, a non-blank status code was returned by IMS. Subsequent messages will detail the call made
and the status code.

A non-blank status code on a DLI playback indicates that some DLI updates were (attempted to be) played back that are
already reflected in the database. That is normal because database updates occur while the database is being unloaded
during the reorganization process.

HPO4604E
UNABLE TO OPEN INPUT FILE ddname

Reason:

The call replay task was unable to open the file containing the sorted transactions.

Action:

See the IEC-prefixed messages in the job log.

HPO4605E
PROCESSING ABORTED BECAUSE OF SORT-UPDATES FAILURE. SEE HPOSUMSG.

Reason:

The task that was sorting the transactions for replay failed.

Action:

See the messages in the HPOSUMSG data set.

HPO4900E
ERROR RETRIEVING TRANSACTION, RC=xxx, REASON=yyy

Reason:

There was an error in retrieving a captured database update from the product started task.

Action:

The online reorganization is aborted. Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide the job output and the started task job
log.

HPO4901E
SORT failure, RC=rc. See messages in SYSOUP.

Reason:

There was a SORT failure while trying to sort the transactions for playback.

Action:

See the sort messages DD, SYSOUP, to determine why sort failed.
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HPO4903E
ERROR SETTING TIMER, RC=xxx

Reason:

The subtask which retrieves transactions and sorts them for faster replay had an unexpected error setting a timer.

Action:

The online reorganization is aborted. Provide the job output and the started task job log to CA Support.

To circumvent the problem, specify SORTUPDATES=N.

HPO5200E
IXCQUERY ERROR, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

IXQUERY returned a return code or reason code greater than 4.

Action:

Verify that the IRLM in the IRLMCFNAME control statement definition is defined.

HPO5201E
IXCQUERY CALL REPORTS NO ACTIVE MVS SYSTEMS

Reason:

An internal call to construct a list of the MVS systems from the IRLM coupling facility yielded no entries.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO5204E
THE RECON DATASETS REPORT MULTIPLE IMS SYSTEMS BUT 'IRLMCFNAME' WAS NOT SPECIFIED

HPO5205E
ERROR IN DBRC 'LIST.DB' COMMAND, CODE=xxxxxxx, INFO=xxxxxxx

Reason:

An attempt at reading database-specific information from the RECON data sets failed.

Action:

Examine the HPOMSGS data set for further information. If this does not help determine the problem, contact CA Support
for assistance.

HPO5207I
DATABASE IS NOT SHARED

Reason:

This database cannot be shared across multiple IMS systems.
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HPO5208I
DATABASE IS NOT CURRENTLY SHARED

Reason:

This database can be shared across multiple IMS systems but is not currently being shared.

HPO5209I
DATABASE IS SHARED BETWEEN THE FOLLOWING SUBSYSTEMS

Reason:

This database is being shared by multiple IMS systems that are listed in following message HPO5210I.

HPO5210I
xxxx xxxx

Reason:

This message lists the IMS systems sharing the database to be reorganized.

HPO5211E
INTERNAL OVERFLOW IN SSID LIST

Reason:

The subsystem identifier was not found in the internally constructed list during processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO5300E
ERROR IN CALL TO IGWASMS, RETC=xxxxxxxx, RSNC=xxxxx

Reason:

A call to retrieve SMS-related information failed.

• xxxxxxxx
Identifies the return code.

• xxxxx
Identifies the reason code.

NOTE
For information about return and reason codes, see the IBM DFSMSdfp Advanced Services.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO5301E
ERROR IN RETRIEVING DATASET INFORMATION FOR DD=xxxxxxxx

Reason:
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An internal program call to obtain the information about a data set size failed.

Action:

Respond to the preceding error messages.

HPO5302E
RDJFCB FAILURE FOR DD=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A call to obtain information about the indicated ddname failed.

Action:

See JESMSGLG for reason and action. If you cannot resolve this error based on JESMSGLG, contact CA Support for
assistance.

HPO5303E
xxxxxxx FAILURE FOR VOL=xxxxxx, RF=xxx, R0=xxx

Reason:

A call for data set or device information failed.

• If DEVTYPE is indicated, see the return code and reason code in the IBM DFSMSdfp Advanced Services.
• If EDTINFO is indicated, see the return and reason code in the IBM MVS Programming Assembler Services

Reference.

Action:

Respond to the detailed problem in the IBM manual. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO5304I
CONTINUING TO PARTITION xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An on-line reorganization of a HALDB partition has completed successfully. Processing continues to the named partition.

HPO5350E
DYNALLOC OF DD=ddname, DSN=dsname FAILED

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the indicated data set failed.

Action:

See the following message, HPO5351E.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO5351E
R15=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:
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The dynamic allocationf failed. This message provides return codes for previous message .

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

HPO5352E
ERROR WHILE MODELLING newdsn ON olddsn

Reason:

An error occurred while invoking IDCAMS to create a data set (newdsn) modeled on another (olddsn).

Action:

Respond to the error detail in the SYSPRINT data set.

HPO5353E
SEE SYSPRINT DATASET FOR DETAILS

Reason:

An error occurred while invoking IDCAMS to create a data set (newdsn) modeled on another (olddsn).

Action:

Respond to the error detail in the SYSPRINT data set.

HPO5401E
VALUE FOR FINALIZETIME IS NOT A VALID TIME. FORMAT IS HH:MM, USING A 24 HOUR CLOCK.

Reason:

The value specified for the FINALIZETIME keyword is not a recognized time. The correct format is hh:mm in range of
00:00 to 23:59.

Action:

Correct the FINALIZETIME value and resubmit the job.

HPO5402E
FINALIZETIME VALUE IS OUT OF RANGE.

Reason:

The time specified for the FINALIZETIME keyword is more than 23 hours in the future.

Action:

Correct the FINALIZETIME value and resubmit the job.

HPO6000I
HPO REQUEST SUBTASK INITIALIZED

Reason:
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The specified subtask has been successfully attached.

HPO6001E
ESTAE INVOCATION FAILED

Reason:

The specified macro invocation failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO6002E
CONNECT FAILURE, MVS=xxxx JOB=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A request to connect to the HPO STC has failed.

Action:

Analyze the HPO STC output and contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO6003E
ERROR WHILE ISSUING IMS COMMAND, RF=xxx

Reason:

An error occurred while Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) was trying to issue a command to IMS.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO6004E
APARM VALUE EITHER MISSING OR OF INVALID LENGTH

Reason:

The APARM value specified in the start AOIBMP is completely missing or is missing necessary information.

Action:

This value is generated by Full Function Online Reorg (HPO). Verify that the HPO BMP, started task, and HPO job are all
at the same release level.

HPO6004I
HPO REQUEST SUBTASK TERMINATED

Reason:

The specified subtask has been successfully detached.

HPO6005E
HPOAOPGM NEEDS TO RUN AUTHORIZED
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Reason:

The HPO AOI BMP must run authorized.

Action:

Ensure all data sets in the BMP STEPLIB concatenation are properly authorized and rerun the job.

HPO6006E
UNEXPECTED MESSAGE TYPE RECEIVED, MT=xx

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) received an unexpected message type.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO6007E
UNEXPECTED SERVICE REQUEST RECEIVED, SR=xxxx

Reason:

An unexpected request type has been received.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO6008E
IMS-LEVEL HPCOM NOT FOUND FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) has detected an error while trying to verify the presence of its call intercept code in the
specified IMS system.

Action:

Verify that the HPO call intercept code is properly installed in the specified IMS system. If the problem persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

HPO6008I
xxxxxxxx SERVICE REQUESTED

Reason:

HPO invokes a service.

HPO6009E
CALL INTERCEPT CODE INACTIVE IN xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) has detected an error while trying to verify the presence of its call intercept code in the
specified IMS system.
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Action:

Verify that the HPO call intercept code is properly installed in the specified IMS system. If the problem persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

HPO6010E
DISCONNECT FAILURE, MVS=xxxx IMS=xxxx

Reason:

A request to disconnect from the HPO STC has failed.

Action:

Analyze the HPO STC output and report the problem to CA Support.

HPO6011I
xxxxxxxx SERVICE RETURNED xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The requested service returned the value indicated.

HPO6012E
IMS RELEASE OF xxxxxxxx UNIDENTIFIED.

Reason:

During an online reorg, the IMS release of the system specified could not be identified.

Action:

Verify that the IMS system you are running under is supported. If you cannot identify the source of the error, contact CA
Support for assistance.

HPO6015E
START FAILURE, IMS=xxxx, DBD=xxxxxxxx, RF=xxx, R0=xxx

Reason:

A request to activate the Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) call intercept code has failed.

Action:

Analyze the HPO STC output and report the problem to CA Support.

HPO6017E
UNABLE TO FIND SCD FOR xxxx

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) has detected an error while trying to verify the presence of its call intercept code in the
specified IMS system.

Action:

Verify that the specified IMS system is up and running. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.
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HPO6018E
STOP FAILURE, IMS=xxxx, DBD=xxxxxxxx, RF=xxx, R0=xxx

Reason:

A request to deactivate the Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) call intercept code has failed.

Action:

Analyze the HPO STC output and report the problem to CA Support.

HPO6019E
HPO6019E ABEND WHILE TRAVERSING THE SSCVT CHAIN

HPO6019E ABEND WHILE TRAVERSING THE SSCVT CHAIN

Reason:

While processing the Subsystem Communication Vector Table z/OS control blocks, a system abend occurred for one of
the following reasons:

• No running online IMS was found. 
• A running online IMS was found, but it is not registered in the ITK started task. 

Action:

On the subsystem where the message was issued, ensure that all online IMS systems are up and running and that they
are registered with the ITK started task.

When this error message is displayed after running a Full Function Online Reorganization (FFOR), message HPO5209I
provides a list of the queried IMS systems. 

HPO6021E
DUPLICATE DATAGRP REQUEST REJECTED

Reason:

An attempt was made to DBR a DATAGRP that is already enqueued to the HPO STC.

Action:

Submit a job to restart paused resources before attempting another DBR for the specified DATAGRP.

This message is followed by message HPO6022I displaying the name of the already enqueued DATAGRP.

HPO6022I
DATAGRP:xxxxxxxx JOB:xxxxxxxx TIME:xx.xxx xx:xx:xx.xx

Reason:

This message starts a series of messages to indicate a DATAGRP operation. The message displays the name of the
DATAGRP, job name, and time enqueued to the HPO STC.

HPO6023E
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE STORAGE FOR DATAGRP REQUEST

Reason:
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There is not enough storage to perform DATAGRP request.

Action:

Increase the amount of storage available for HPO STC and resubmit the job.

HPO6024E
DATAGRP xxxxxxxx DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

An attempt to START DATAGRP that is not enqueued to the HPO STC was made.

• xxxxxxxx
Indicates the name of the DBRC DATAGRP.

Action:

Issue a DBR request before a STA can be attempted.

HPO6025I
DATAGRP xxxxxxxx ENQUEUED - yyyy

Reason:

The DATAGRP (xxxxxxxx) is enqueued to the HPO STC at specific address (yyyy).

HPO6026I
DATAGRP xxxxxxxx DEQUEUED

Reason:

The DATAGRP (xxxxxxxx) completed processing and was removed from the HPO STC.

HPO6027I
DATAGRP DBR IN PROGRESS FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A DBR request is in progress for DATAGRP xxxxxx.

HPO6028I
DATAGRP DBRECOVERY CHECK

Reason:

The system is verifying the successful completion of a DBR request for a given DATAGRP.

HPO6029I
DATAGRP PAUSE IN PROGRESS FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

BMP PAUSE is preparing to suspend processing for a BMP region (xxxxxxxx).
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HPO6030I
DATAGRP BMP PAUSE CHECK

Reason:

The system is verifying the successful completion of pausing BMPs referencing databases defined in a given DATAGRP.

HPO6031E
xxxx REQUEST REJECTED. DBD=xxxxxxxx EXISTS IN A CURRENT ENQUEUED DATAGRP

Reason:

A request (xxxx) was rejected because DBD (xxxxxxxx) is a member of a current DATAGRP enqueued to HPO STC.

Action:

Wait until HPO STC terminates processing of the noted DATAGRP before issuing a new DBR or STA request.

This message is followed by message HPO6022I.

HPO6032I
DATAGRP START IN PROGRESS FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

START is in progress for given DATAGRP.

HPO6033I
DATAGRP START CHECK

Reason:

The system verifies the successful completion of a STA request.

HPO6034I
DATAGRP RESUME IN PROGRESS FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

BMP RESUME is in progress for the DATAGRP (xxxxxxxx).

HPO6035I
DBR CHECK OF xxxxxxxx, yyyyy

Reason:

Displays the result of a DBR operation for the database xxxxxx.

• yyyy
Indicates the status of the operation.

HPO6036I
STA CHECK OF xxxxxxxx, yyyy

Reason:
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The system verifies the successful completion of a /STA DB request.

• xxxxxxxx
Indicates the name of the database.

• yyyy
Indicates the results of the operation.

HPO6037I
DATAGRP BACK OUT: START IN PROGRESS FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

During a backout of a failed DBR operation on the database xxxxxxx, an attempt is made to return the named databases
to its original state as before the DBR request.

HPO6038I
DATAGRP BACK OUT: RESUME IN PROGRESS FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

During a backout of a failed DBR operation an attempt is made to resume a paused BMP job (xxxxxxxx).

HPO6039E
DATAGRP BACK OUT: FAILED TO START xxxxxxxx

Reason:

HPO STC was unable to START the database (xxxxxxxx) during DATAGRP back out.

Action:

Refer to the IMS/DC and DLISAS regions to determine the reason for failure and correct it.

Rerun the job after you have corrected the problem in IMS.

HPO6041E
DATAGRP DBRECOVERY FAILED

Reason:

HPO STC was unable to issue a DBR request for a given DATAGRP.

Action:

Refer to the IMS/DC and DLISAS regions to determine the reason for failure and correct it.

Rerun the job after you have corrected the problem in IMS.

HPO6042E
DATAGRP DBRECOVERY CHECK FAILED

Reason:

HPO STC was unable to check successful DBRECOVERY of DATAGRP.

Action:
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Refer to the IMS/DC and DLISAS regions to determine the reason for failure and correct it.

Rerun the job after you have corrected the problem in IMS.

HPO6043E
DATAGRP PAUSE FAILED

Reason:

HPO STC was unable to PAUSE BMPs for given DATAGRP.

Action:

Refer to the JESMSGLG of the HPO STC for the reason of failure and resubmit the DBR request.

HPO6044E
DATAGRP PAUSE CHECK FAILED

Reason:

HPO STC was unable to check PAUSE of BMPs for given DATAGRP.

Action:

Refer to the JESMSGLG of the HPO STC for the reason of failure and resubmit the DBR request.

HPO6045E
DATAGRP START FAILED

Reason:

HPO STC was unable to START given DATAGRP.

Action:

Refer to the IMS/DC and DLISAS regions to determine the reason for failure and correct it. Rerun the job after you have
corrected the problem in IMS.

HPO6046E
DATAGRP START CHECK FAILED

Reason:

HPO STC was unable to check START of given DATAGRP.

Action:

Refer to the IMS/DC and DLISAS regions to determine the reason for failure and correct it. Rerun the job after you have
corrected the problem in IMS.

HPO6047E
DATAGRP RESUME FAILED

Reason:

HPO STC was unable to RESUME BMPs for given DATAGRP.

Action:
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Complete the following steps:

1. Check HPOALOG of the HPO STC.
2. Use the following command to display the status of paused regions:

/F HPO,D P

3. Use the following command to manually resume paused regions if any regions found by the previous command
display:

/F HPO,RES

4. Use the following command to verify that all regions had been resumed:

/F HPO, D P

HPO6048I
PAUSE OF database, yyyy

Reason:

The result (yyyy) of a PAUSE request for the named database.

HPO6049I
RESUME OF database, yyyy

Reason:

The result (yyyy) of a RESUME request for the named database (database).

HPO6101E
SSCVT CHAIN IS EMPTY

Reason:

The SSCVT anchor address is zero. This is likely an internal error.

Action:

The reorg is aborted. Contact CA Support for assistance. if you are sure that there are subsystem entries.

HPO6102E
INVALID SSCVT ENTRY DETECTED

Reason:

The SSCT chain contains an entry with an invalid eye catcher value.

Action:

The reorg is aborted. Correct the SSCT chain and run the program again.
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HPO6104E
COULD NOT OBTAIN STORAGE FOR ABMP

Reason:

The program could not obtain storage in the private area for an internal control block.

Action:

The reorg is aborted. Increase the region or change the value to 0M and run the reorg job again.

HPO6105E
IMS - XXXX - NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

The specified IMS control region is not active.

Action:

The reorg job is aborted. Ensure that the target IMS is active and run the reorg job again.

HPO6106E
ERROR CREATING ALET FOR IMS - XXXX

Reason:

The program received an error when attempting to establish a cross-memory environment to the specified IMS system.

Action:

The reorg job is aborted.

HPO6107E
ABEND OCCURRED DURING BMP CHECK

Reason:

A program check occurred while identifying active BMPs. This typically occurs when the IMS system is quiescing or has
quiesced.

Action:

Rerun the job or, if the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO6200E
INVALID UCM FOUND

Reason:

An internal error occurred while trying to issue an IMS command.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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HPO6201E
ERROR IN ORE CHAIN

Reason:

An internal error occurred while trying to issue an IMS command.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO6202E
NO OUTSTANDING ORE FOR SPECIFIED IMS

Reason:

An attempt at issuing an IMS command failed and the retry of the command also failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO6203E
THE AOI BMP FAILED TO INITIALIZE

Reason:

The program waits 45 seconds for the AOI BMP STC to initialize. The program checks every second to determine if the
task is active or not. After 45 seconds, this error is issued.

Action:

The reorg is aborted. Look at the output for the AOI BMP STC to determine the cause of failure. Correct the problem and
run the reorg again.

HPO6204E
CANNOT FIND THE STC ADDRESS

Reason:

The HPO STC anchor address is zero. The Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) job has not connected to the HPO STC
prior to calling this program.

Action:

The reorg job is aborted. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO7100E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function”; RETURN CODE=rc dbdname.

Reason:

A DBRC request has failed as specified.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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HPO7101I
NOTIFY.REORG SUCCESSFULLY DONE FOR dbdname.

Reason:

HPO has successfully issued a NOTIFY.REORG for the specified database.

HPO7400E
ERROR IN NOTIFY.IC DBRC COMMAND, R15=xxx

Reason:

A DBRC request has failed as specified.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO7401I
DBRC SUCCESSFULLY NOTIFIED OF IMAGE COPY

Reason:

HPO has successfully issued a NOTIFY.IC for the specified database.

HPO7402I
DELETE.IC SUCCESSFULLY DONE FOR DBDNAME, DDNAME

Reason:

Indicates that a virtual image copy (VIC) copy entry has been successfully deleted from DBRC. The entry was temporarily
inserted into DBRC for the use of index-only reorg. The return code is 0.

HPO7500E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function”; RETURN CODE=rc. SEE IMS MESSAGES MANUAL

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC.

• function
Identifies the function requested of DBRC.

• rc
Identifies the return code returned by DBRC.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO7600E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function”; RETURN CODE=rc. SEE IMS MESSAGES MANUAL

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC.
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• function
Identifies the function requested of DBRC.

• rc
Identifies the return code returned by DBRC.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO7601E
UNABLE TO LOAD DBRC MODULE "XXXXXXXX" - ADD RESLIB TO DFSRESLB

Reason:

HPO has failed in attempting to LOAD the specified module.

Action:

Ensure that the SDFSRESL data set is allocated to both the STEPLIB and DFSRESLB concatenations and rerun the job.

HPO7602E
NOT ENOUGH MEMORY FOR DBRC CONTROL BLOCKS - INCREASE REGION SIZE

Reason:

A GETMAIN request has failed.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

HPO7701E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION; RETURN CODE =xxx- CALL CA

Reason:

A DBRC request has failed as specified.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO7702E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION. CODE =x.

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) has incurred a problem in trying to extract information from the RECONs about the
RECONs themselves.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO7703E
ULU WORK AREA NOT FOUND
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Reason:

An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO7800E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE FOR WORK AREA

Reason:

A STORAGE OBTAIN request has failed.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

HPO7801E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH IMS ENVIRONMENT NEEDED FOR DBRC

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) failed in an attempt at raising an ULU environment.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8000E
DEVTYPE FAILURE FOR ddname

Reason:

The specified ddname is not allocated to the reorg job but is required when SAFETYNET=YES is specified.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

HPO8001E
RDJFCB FAILURE FOR ddname

Reason:

HPO failed in trying to acquire the data set name of the specified ddname, probably because the data set is not allocated.

Action:

Allocate the specified ddname and resubmit the job.

HPO8002E
SAFETY NET FAILURE

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) could not perform the safety net test. The reorg job will be aborted.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8003I
ATTACHING pgmname FOR function WITH ddname AS FOLLOWS:

Reason:

HPO is invoking DBO to perform an unload. The control statements for the copy are in the indicated DD (ddname).

HPO8004E
ERROR DURING DBO INVOCATION

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) failed when trying to ATATACH IDIDBO to perform an unload.

Action:

If R15 is 8, increase the HPO batch job region size and rerun the job. Otherwise, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8005E
ERROR DURING DBO EXECUTION, CHECK ddname DATASET

Reason:

Unload failed.

Action:

Examine the specified data set for the cause of the error.

HPO8006E
DATABASE COMPARISON UNSUCCESSFUL, R15=xxx

Reason:

The comparison of the old and new databases has failed.

Action:

The old database will be reinstated.Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8007I
DATABASE COMPARISON SUCCESSFUL

Reason:

The comparison of the old and new databases was successful. The reorg job continues.

HPO8100I
NEW DATABASE SUCCESSFULLY BUILT

Reason:

The initial build of the new database has successfully completed.
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HPO8101E
FAILURE BUILDING NEW DATABASE

Reason:

The initial build of the new database has failed.

Action:

Review the HPOMSGS output from the batch reorg job output and act according to the more detailed message or
messages contained therein.

HPO8102I
IMAGE COPY SUCCESSFULLY CREATED

Reason:

The initial build of the image copy has successfully completed.

HPO8103E
FAILURE CREATING IMAGE COPY

Reason:

The initial build of the image copy has failed.

Action:

Review the HPOMSGS output from the batch reorg job output and act according to the more detailed message or
messages contained therein.

HPO8104I
CALL REPLAY SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

Reason:

The application of interim updates to the new database has successfully completed.

HPO8105E
FAILURE DURING CALL REPLAY

Reason:

The application of interim updates to the new database has failed.

Action:

Review the HPOMSGS output from the batch reorg job output and act according to the more detailed message or
messages contained therein.

HPO8106I
NEW DATABASE SUCCESSFULLY PASSED TO IMS

Reason:

The starting of the new database in the IMS control region has successfully completed.
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HPO8107E
FAILURE PASSING NEW DATABASE TO IMS

Reason:

The starting of the new database in the IMS control region has failed.

Action:

Review the HPOMSGS output from the batch reorg job output and act according to the more detailed message or
messages contained therein.

HPO8108I
INCREMENTAL IMAGE COPY SUCCESSFULLY CREATED

Reason:

The build of the incremental image copy has successfully completed.

HPO8109E
FAILURE CREATING INCREMENTAL IMAGE COPY

Reason:

The build of the incremental image copy has failed.

Action:

Review the HPOMSGS output from the batch reorg job output and act according to the more detailed message or
messages contained therein.

HPO8110I
DBRC SUCCESSFULLY NOTIFIED OF REORG AND IMAGE COPY

Reason:

The notification to DBRC of the reorganization and image copy has successfully completed.

HPO8111E
FAILURE NOTIFYING DBRC OF REORG AND IMAGE COPY

Reason:

The notification to DBRC of the reorganization and image copy has failed.

Action:

Review the HPOMSGS output from the batch reorg job output and act according to the more detailed message or
messages contained therein.

HPO8112E
ERROR DETECTED IN SUBTASK xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An abend was detected in the named subtask program.
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Action:

See the HPOFROG data set for that subtask’s failure. See the HPOSUMSG data set for the HPOSOUP subtask failure.

HPO8113I
DBRC SUCCESSFULLY NOTIFIED OF PRILOG AND DBDS ALLOC

Reason:

Reorg was successful.

HPO8114E
FAILURE NOTIFYING DBRC OF PRILOG AND DBDS ALLOC

Reason:

DBRC notification has failed.

Action:

Check HPOMSGS.

HPO8115I
HPO8115I NOTIFY.IC SUCCESSFULLY DONE

Reason:

An IC entry has been successfully notified to DBRC. The return code is 0.

HPO8116I
DELETE.IC SUCCESSFULLY DONE

Reason:

Indicates that an IC entry has been successfully deleted from DBRC. The return code is 0.

HPO8117I
NOTIFY.REORG SUCCESSFULLY DONE

Reason:

Indicates that the reorg has been successfully notified in DBRC. The return code is 0.

HPO8119E
MANAGED ACBs ARE NOT SUPPORTED IN FFOR.

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg does not support managed ACBs.

Action:

Add the IMS libraries to the job statements, remove the catalog keywords and/or catalog user exit and rerun the job.
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HPO8201E
LOG DD "IEFRDER" NOT ALLOCATED.

Reason:

IEFRDER ddname is missing on the job JCL.

Action:

Add the IEFRDER ddname.

HPO8202E
UNABLE TO OPEN LOG DD "IEFRDER".

Reason:

IEFRDER cannot be opened.

Action:

Check the IEFRDER data set.

HPO8203E
STCK SYSTEM CLOCK ERROR.

Reason:

Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) is unable to get a system clock time.

Action:

Retry. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8204E
STCK TIMESTAMP CONVERSION ERROR.

Reason:

Conversion from STCK to UTC time failed.

Action:

Retry the conversion. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8205I
LOG START UTC TIME: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Reason:

Indicates the Replay log start time.

HPO8205I 1
LOG END UTC TIME: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Reason:

Indicates the Replay log end time.
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HPO8206I
TOTAL LOG RECORDS PROCESSED ===> XXXXXXXX

Reason:

Indicates the number of logs modified to reset timestamp.

HPO8207E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR THE LVB CONTROL BLOCK. SPECIFY A LARGER REGION SIZE.

Reason:

The getmain failed for the Log Volume Control Block.

Action:

Specify a larger region size and rerun the job.

HPO8208E
LVB CONTROL BLOCK VALIDITY CHECK.

Reason:

The Log Volume Control Block eye-catcher validity check has failed. An internal error or storage overlay has occurred. A
user abend 4021 has occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8209I
LOG VOLUME NUMBER=nn, VOLSER=volser, UTC TIME: yyyy/dd.hh:mm:ss.thmiju+-qqQ

Reason:

Informational message is issued when TSTFLG2=Y is specified in DD HPOCTRL.

HPO8210I
AN U4021 ABEND WILL BE ISSUED.

Reason:

This message notifies you of a severe error. See one of the prior error messages for the actual error message and action
needed.

HPO8211E
DUPLICATE VOLSERS FOUND IN THE LOG VOLUME CONTROL BLOCK FOR VOLSER=volser

Reason:

A duplicate volser was detected in the Log Volume Control Block. Online Reorg must terminate so that invalid information
is not specified in DBRC for the log. A user abend 4021 has occurred.

Action:

Ensure the log data set does not contain duplicate volumes. Otherwise, contact CA Support for assistance.
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HPO8400I
PREPARING FLASHCOPY ENVIRONMENT FOR DATABASE

Reason:

This message is issued when FLASHUNLOAD=Y is specified to indicate the initialization of Snapshot General Services
on a subsystem.

HPO8401E
DATABASE NOT STOPPED FOR FLASHCOPY

Reason:

Internal processing error detected. The HPO STC issued a /DBR for the indicated database, but current database status
indicates that the database was not stopped. The failing database appears in the message text.

Action:

The job terminates with a return code of 12. Determinie the reason for the failing /DBR by analyzing the JESMSG log of
the HPO STC and IMS DLI region. Rerun the job after the problem has been corrected.

HPO8402E
LIST.DBDS FAILED

Reason:

An internal DBRC request failed.

Action:

Processing terminates

Verify that the job is pointed to the correct DBRC recons.

HPO8403E
NO DBDS ENTRIES FOUND

Reason:

An internal LIST.DBDS failed for the indicated DBD and DDN.

Action:

Processing terminates. Make sure the job is pointed to the correct DBRC recons.

HPO8404E
NO MATCHING DBDS ENTRIES

Reason:

An internal LIST.DBDS failed for the indicated DBD and DDN, but no matching recon entries returned.

Action:

Processing terminates. Make sure the job is pointed to the correct DBRC recons.
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HPO8405I
SUBSYSTEM DETECTED - ACCESS INTENT: ENCODED STATE:

Reason:

One or more subsystems are updating the database for which a /DBR is issued. The access intent and encoded state of
the subsystem are indicated in the message text.

Processing continues normally.

HPO8407I
FLASHCOPY IN PROGRESS FOR DDN, and DSN

Reason:

FFOR is preparing a FLASHCOPY to issue a snapshot request to the indicated DDN and DSN.

HPO8408E
ERROR IN FLASH PREPARE - RETURN CODE: REASON CODE:

Reason:

A request for snapshot failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. See Snapshot General Services return and reason codes for the reason for the failure. Make
sure that the database resides on a snapshot-enabled device with enough free space equal to the size of the database to
be copied. If not, remove the FLASHUNLOAD keyword and rerun the job with COPYUNLOAD=Y, or fall back on normal
processing by removing the keywords above.

HPO8409E
ERROR IN FLASH EXECUTE - RETURN CODE: REASON CODE:

Reason:

A snapshot operation failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. See Snapshot General Services return and reason codes for the reason of the failure. Remove
the FLASHUNLOAD keyword and rerun the job with COPYUNLOAD=Y or fall back on normal processing by removing the
keywords above.

HPO8410E
ERROR IN FLASH QUERY - RETURN CODE: REASON CODE:

Reason:

A snapshot operation failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. See Snapshot General Services return and reason codes for the reason for the failure. Remove
the FLASHUNLOAD keyword and rerun the job with COPYUNLOAD=Y or fall back on normal processing by removing the
keywords above.
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HPO8411E
ERROR IN FLASH CLOSE FOR DDN: RETURN CODE: REASON CODE: DSN44

Reason:

A FLASHCOPY CLOSE operation for the indicated DDN and DSN failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. See Snapshot General Services return and reason codes for the reason for the failure. Remove
the FLASHUNLOAD keyword and reun the job with COPYUNLOAD=Y or fall back on normal processing by removing the
keywords above.

HPO8412I
FLASHCOPY SUCCESSFUL FOR DDN, DSN:

Reason:

The snapshot request completed successfully for the indicated DDN and DSN.

Processing continues by unloading the database from the snapshot image file.

HPO8413I
FLASHCOPY CLOSED WITH "DEL" / "KEEP" OPTION FOR DDN: DSN:

Reason:

If DELETEIC=Y was specified, the snapshot data set is deleted after use. If DELETEIC=Y is not specified, the snapshot
data set is kept and cataloged in DBRC as a user image copy.

HPO8500E
PARMLIST PASSED BY THE CALLER CONTAINS ZEROS AND IS INVALID.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8501E
PARMLIST POINTER TO THE DATA SET NAME CONTAINS ZEROS AND IS INVALID.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8502E
PARMLIST POINTER TO THE MEMBER RETURN AREA CONTAINS ZEROS AND IS INVALID.

Reason:
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Internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8503E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE PASSED BY THE CALLING MODULE. FUNCTION CODE=X'nnnn'

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8504E
DSA CONTROL BLOCK VALIDITY CHECK FAILED. DSA POINTER=X'nnnn'

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8505E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR THE DSA CONTROL BLOCK. GETMAIN RC=X'nnnn'

Reason:

The region size is too small.

Action:

Increase the region size.

HPO8506E
ERROR CALLING ITKDSF00 - FUNCTION CODE=xxxx, RC=rc, REASON CODE=rsn

Reason:

An error occurred while processing a data set.

Action:

See preceding ITK54nnx message for the data set name and associated error messages. Attempt to correct any errors
associated with message ITK54nnx.

HPO8507I
NO MEMBERS WERE RETURNED BY ITKDSF00 IN DSN=dsn

Reason:

No members were found in data set name dsn.

Action:
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Check the data set and ensure it contains members. Ensure you are using the correct IMS subsystem.

HPO8601E
ERROR WHILE COPYING from-dsnname TO to-dsnname

Reason:

The attempt to copy from existing index DSN to new index DSN failed. The return code is 12.

Action:

Review the SYSPRINT data set for details of the error.

HPO8602E
SEE SYSPRINT DATASET FOR DETAILS

Reason:

The attempt to execute a VSAM command failed. The return code is 12.

Action:

Review the SYSPRINT data set for details of the error.

HPO8604I
NEW INDEX COPY IS DONE. SEE SYSPRINT FOR DETAILS

Reason:

Indicates that the copy of the current index to the new index was successfully done. The return code is 0.

Action:

Review the SYSPRINT data set for details.

HPO8701E
ERROR DURING DBO INVOCATION

Reason:

Indicates that the call to CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS to apply log updates to the new index has failed. The
return code is 12.

Action:

Review HPOMSGS, CHAMSGS, DBOMSGS0, and DBOMSGSR for details.

HPO8703E
ERROR READING RECOV CONTROL CARDS MEMBER HPOS8

Reason:

Parmlib member HPOS8 for RECOVERY parameters could not be read. The return code is 12.

Action:

Check for existence of HPOS8 member.
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HPO8704E
STORAGE OBTAIN ERROR, R15=xxx

Reason:

Indicates that an error occurred in obtaining storage. The return code is 12.

Action:

Check return code in R15.

HPO8705E
ERROR DURING /DBR, R15=xxx

Reason:

Indicates that there was an error in executing the /DBR for the index database. The return code is 12.

Action:

Check return code in R15, the IMS control region and the HPO STC region.

HPO8900E
ERROR IN RETRIEVING DATASET INFORMATION FOR DD=ddname

Reason:

An internal call to retrieve data set space information for the dsname associated with the specified ddname failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8901E
ERROR IN CALL TO IGWASMS, RETC=xxxxxxxx, RSNC=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A call to retrieve SMS-related information failed.

• xxxxxxxx
Identifies the return code.

• xxxxx
Identifies the reason code.

NOTE
For information about return and reason codes, the IBM DFSMSdfp Advanced Services.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8902E
DYNALLOC OF DD=ddname, DSN=dsname FAILED

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified dsname failed.
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Action:

See the following message HPO8903E for more information.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8903E
R15=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

The dynamic allocation failed. This message provides return codes for previous message HPO8902E.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

HPO8904E
ERROR WHILE MODELLING dsname1 ON dsname2

Reason:

A call to IDCAMS to model a new cluster based on an existing cluster failed.

Action:

See the SYSPRINT data set of the REORG step for further details. If in doubt, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8905E
SEE SYSPRINT DATASET FOR DETAILS

Reason:

This message provides guidelines for HPO8904E.

Action:

See text for HPO8904E.

HPO8906E
RDJFCB FAILURE FOR DD=ddname

Reason:

An attempt to retrieve JFCB-related information for the specified ddname failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8907E
xxxxxxx FAILURE FOR VOL=volser, RF=xxx, R0=xxx

Reason:

There was an error in either a UCBSCAN or EDTINFO invocation for the specified volser.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8908I
COPYING dsname1 TO dsname2

Reason:

This message documents the start of the copy of a DSG.

HPO8909E
xxxxx FAILURE FOR DD=ddname

Reason:

Either an OPEN or a CLOSE of the specified ddname failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8910E
ERROR DURING ATTACH OF ITKVSAM0, R15=xxx

Reason:

An ATTACH of the specified module failed with the return code as stated.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8911E
TOO MANY DATASETS ENCOUNTERED

Reason:

The COPYUNLOAD feature currently supports the copying of just 16 data sets.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8912E
COPY OF xxxxxxxx FAILED WITH RC=xxx

Reason:

IDCAMS was attached to copy a data set but failed with the return code as stated.

Action:

See the SYSPRINT data set for details.

HPO8913E
COPY OF xxxxxxxx ABENDED WITH CODE Sxxx/Uxxxx
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Reason:

IDCAMS was attached to copy a data set but abended with the abend code as stated.

Action:

See the SYSPRINT data set for details.

HPOC000E
LOAD FAILED FOR module

Reason:

A load failed for the named Health Check module.

Action:

Ensure that the module is located in the ITK started task steplib. Ensure that the region size is large enough to run the ITK
started task. The ITK started task continues without CA Health Checking.

HPOC001E
CA HEALTH CHECK MODULE xxxxxxxx IS MISSING THE HCDBLK

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

The ITK Started Task will continue without the Health Checking module. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPOC002E
CA HEALTH CHECKER INITIALIZATION FAILED, RC=rc RSN=rsn

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

The ITK started task continues without Health Checking.

HPOC003E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR HEALTH CHECK CONTROL BLOCK. USE LARGER REGION SIZE.

Reason:

The region size is not large enough to getmain the CA Health Check control block.

Action:

The ITK Started Task continues without Health Checking. Specify a larger region size for the ITK Started Task.

HPOC004W
HEALTH CHECKER INITIALIZATION HAS FAILED. ITK STK CONTINUES WITHOUT HEALTH CHECKING

Reason:

The CA Common Services component is not installed and the health check cannot be executed.
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Action:

The ITK started task continues without CA health checking.

Review the ITK started task JOBLOG and locate other health check messages to determine the problem. Verify that CA
Common Services component is installed.

HPOC005E
CA HEALTH CHECKER ADD FAILED, MODULE=xxxxxxxx RC=xxxx RSN=xxxx

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

The ITK Started Task will continue without Health Checking. Examine the ITK Started Task JOBLOG and locate other
Health Check messages to determine the problem.

HPOC006I
CA HEALTH CHECKER ADDED: health.check.name

Reason:

The Health Check name was added to the CA Health Checker.

HPOC007I
CA HEALTH CHECKER SUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED, CHECK OWNER=CA_IMST

Reason:

The CA Health Checker was successfully initialized.

HPOC008E
CA HEALTH CHECKER TERMINATION FAILED, RC=rc RSN=rsn

Reason:

An internal error occurred during termination of the CA Health Checker.

Action:

Examine the ITK started task JOBLOG and locate other CA Health Check messages to determine the problem.

HPOC009I
CA HEALTH CHECKER SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED

Reason:

The CA Health Checker was successfully terminated.

HPOC010E
CA HEALTH CHECK MODULE module IS MISSING THE HCP_MARK

Reason:
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This is an internal error.

Action:

The ITK started task continues without the CA Health Checker module.

HPOC011E
HHK CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER VALIDITY CHECK FAILED

Reason:

An internal error has occurred. Most likely a storage overlay has occurred in the ITK started task.

Action:

The ITK started task continues without CA Health Checker processing.

HPOC012E
CA HEALTH CHECKER TERMINATION FAILED

Reason:

An internal error occurred during termination of the CA Health Checker.

Action:

Examine the ITK started task JOBLOG and locate other CA Health Checker messages to determine the problem.

HPOC013E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR DSA. USE LARGER REGION SIZE

Reason:

The region size is not large enough to getmain the DSA.

Action:

The ITK started task continues without Health Checking. Specify a larger region size for the ITK started task.

HPOC101E
An abend has been detected in one or more tasks in the ITK started task on this system.

Any abending tasks in the ITK Started Task will be listed below:

MODULE COMPLETIONNAME CODE-------- -----------

HPOmmm1 X'000C1000' HPOmmm2 X'000C4000' HPOmmm3 X'000C3000' * High Severity Exception *

Reason:

The ITK started task attaches many tasks on which work can be dispatched. It is critical that all tasks are available
and running normally. However, an abend has been detected in one or more of the tasks in the ITK started task on this
system. See the above report for the tasks which are not functioning correctly.

Action:

The ITK started task is not functioning correctly and may be in a non operational state.

Notify the systems programmer of this condition. To troubleshoot this error issue an SVC dump, stop the ITK started task,
restart the ITK started task and contact CA Support.
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Follow these steps:

1. From a z/OS console, issue the following command:

DUMP COMM=(jjj)

In response to this command, the system issues the following:

*id IEE094D SPECIFY OPERAND(S) FOR DUMP COMMAND

2. Reply as follows:

Rid,JOBNAME=jjj,

  SDATA=(SQA,CSA,PSA,TRT,LSQA,RGN,SUM,SWA) 

3. Once the SVC dump is completed, issue the following command to terminate the ITK started task:

P jjj

4. Now bring up the ITK started task by entering the following command on the console:

S jjj

Contact CA Support for assistance.

NOTE
For more information about the DUMP command, see the IBM z/OS System Commands manual.

Message table:

HPOHM010

HPOC102I
There are currently no abending tasks in the ITK started task

Reason:

Check for abending tasks in the ITK started task. When all subtasks are operating normally, this health check message is
issued.

The ITK started task attaches many tasks on which work can be dispatched. It is critical that all tasks are available and
running normally. Currently none of the tasks have any abends. The ITK started task is operating normally.

Message table:

HPOHM010

HPOC110I
Check routine HPOHC010 entered with call type xx with code xx

Reason:

The health check is running in verbose mode.
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HPOC111E
#HCHECK FUNCTION=CHK-MSG failed RC=nnnn with R0=nnnn

Reason:

An internal error has occurred while issuing the #HCHECK FUNCTION=CHK-MSG macro.

Action:

The health check message will not be issued. The ITK started task will continue without the health check message.

HPOC199I
Health Check Message

Reason:

Informational text issued by the health check module.

Message table:

HPOHM010

HPOD600E
DFSTIMX REQUEST HAS FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

A call to the IMS time service using IMS macro DFSTIMX failed.

Action:

Verify that the IMS RESLIB specification in JCL is correct.

HPOD601E
LOAD OF MODULE DFSCNVT0 HAS FAILED RC=rc

Reason:

An attempt to load IMS service routine DFSCNVT0 failed.

Action:

Verify that the IMS RESLIB specification in JCL is correct.

HPOTX00E
LXCF ERROR, R15=00000008, R0=00000008, FUNCTION=SENDMSG

Reason:

The batch reorg job incurred an error in sending a message to the AOI BMP telling it to shutdown. The most likely cause
of this is that the AOI BMP already shut down due to an error or abend.

Action:

Check AOIBMP job for reason and action. The return code is set to 12.
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HPOX000I
MSG SENT; DEST=dest, SRVC=service, DBD=dbdname,T=trace, ID=id

Reason:

This message is a trace entry and represents outbound XCF communications.

HPOX001I
MSG RECD; SRCE=xxxx, SRVC=xxxx, DBD=xxxxxxxx, T=xxxxxxxx, RSP=xxxx

Reason:

Denotes the receipt of an XCF message during normal request processing and will only appear when XCF tracing is
turned on.

HPO1200E
INVALID PARMLIST PASSED FROM CALLER TO IDCAMS PROCESSOR.

Reason:

The IDCAMS processor detected an invalid parameter list passed by DBOCIDC0.

Action:

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1201E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR "ddname", S99ERROR=error, S99INFO=info.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified ddname (ddname) required to invoke IDCAMS failed.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

HPO1203E
REQUIRED DD STATEMENT MISSING FOR "ddname".

Reason:

A DD statement for AMSPDS must be provided when the IDCAMS keyword is specified.

Action:

Add the AMSPDS DD statement or remove the IDCAMS keyword, and rerun the job.

HPO1204E
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:
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The open failed for either the AMSPDS or DELPDS data set.

Action:

Correct the open failure and rerun the job.

HPO1205E
INPUT "ddname" DATASET NOT DSORG=PO.

Reason:

The AMSPDS or DELPDS data set is not DSORG=PO.

Action:

Correct the JCL to refer to the correct PDS and rerun the job.

HPO1206E
INPUT "ddname" DATASET NOT RECFM=FB.

Reason:

The AMSPDS or DELPDS data set is not RECFM=FB.

Action:

Correct the JCL to refer to the correct PDS and rerun the job.

HPO1207E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR "ddname" BUFFERS, RC=rc

Reason:

Unable to get the storage required for I/O buffers.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

HPO1209W
IDCAMS MEMBER "member-name" NOT FOUND IN "ASMPDS" - PROCESSING BYPASSED FOR THIS MEMBER.

Reason:

The member indicated was not found in the AMSPDS library.

Action:

Create the AMS, define member in the AMSPDS library and rerun the job.

HPO1210I
IDCAMS MEMBER "member-name" NOT FOUND IN "ddname" - DELETE MEMBER OPTIONAL.

Reason:

The member indicated was not found in the DELPDS library.
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HPO1211E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR IDCAMS SYSPRINT, DDNAME "ddname" , RC=rc

Reason:

Unable to dynamically allocate the SYSPRINT data set required to invoke IDCAMS.

Action:

Determine the cause of the failure, and resubmit the job.

HPO1212E
LINK TO IDCAMS FAILED, RC=rc

Reason:

The LINK to IDCAMS returned a non-zero return code.

Action:

Check the AMS control statements in the IDCPRTx output for errors. Correct as required and resubmit the job.

HPO1213I
LINK TO IDCAMS SUCCESSFUL, RC=rc

Reason:

The LINK to IDCAMS successfully completed.

HPO1214I
OPTIONAL DD STATEMENT FOR "ddname" OMITTED.

Reason:

The optional DD statment "DELPDS" has been omitted.

HPO1215E
DDNAME "ddname" ALLOCATED - UNABLE TO PERFORM IDCAMS PROCESSING.

Reason:

The indicated ddname is currently allocated which prevents IDCAMS processing.

Action:

Determine if this is a valid condition. Correct the JCL if required and rerun the job.

HPO1216I
IDCAMS DELETE/DEFINE PROCESSING COMPLETE, RC=rc.

Reason:

The IDCAMS processing has successfully completed.
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HPO1440I
RENAMING dsname1 TO dsname2

Reason:

The named data set is being renamed to the named new data set name.

HPO1551I
DBRC_command SUCCESSFULLY DONE FOR dbdname, ddname

Reason:

A call to the DBRC Interface routine to issue the named DBRC command completed successfully.

HPO1552E
ERROR ACQUIRING TIMESTAMP FROM DBRC

Reason:

A call to DFSCNVT0 to obtain a timestamp failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check the messages file and JOBLOG for additional error messages explaining the problem.

HPO1554E
ERROR READING SWA, R15=rc

Reason:

A SWAREQ macro call returned a non zero return code.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check the messages file and JOBLOG for additional error messages explaining the problem.
Check the z/OS macro manual for SWAREQ return codes.

HPO1555E
A NOTIFY.PRILOG NEEDS TO BE ISSUED WITH THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS:STARTIME(date-time) -
DSN(dsname) FIRSTREC(1) -VOLSER(volset-list)RUNTIME(date-time) LASTREC(last-record-number)

Reason:

A previous failure occurred necessitating the manual issuance of the named DBRC command.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check the messages file and JOBLOG for additional error messages explaining the problem.

HPO1556E
A NOTIFY.ALLOC NEEDS TO BE ISSUED WITH THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS:DBD(dbdname) DDN(ddname)
ALLTIME(date-time) -STARTTIME(date-time) DSSN(dssn) USID (xxxxxxxx)

A NOTIFY.ALLOC NEEDS TO BE ISSUED WITH THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS:DEALTIME(date-time)

Reason:
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A previous failure occurred necessitating the manual issuance of the named DBRC command.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check the messages file and JOBLOG for additional error messages explaining the problem.

HPO1557E
A DELETE.LOG NEEDS TO BE ISSUED WITH THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS:STARTIME(date-time)

Reason:

A previous failure occurred necessitating the manual issuance of the named DBRC command.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check the messages file and JOBLOG for additional error messages explaining the problem.

HPO7A03E
IDENTIFY FAILURE FOR progname, R15=xx

Reason:

An unexpected internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the job output.

HPO7A06E
LOGIC ERROR x in HPOHOOK0

Reason:

An unexpected internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the job output.

HPO0410E
OLDDBD=xxx IS ONLY SUPPORTED FOR HDAM DATABASES. DBD=dbdname IS NOT HDAM.

Reason:

Invalid combination of keywords was specified for the requested operation.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

HPO1015E
KEYWORD keyword IS INVALID FOR FUNCTION=fc

Reason:

Invalid combination of keywords was specified for the requested operation.

Action:
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Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

HPO1002I
BMPPAUSE=NO WILL BE USED BECAUSE REORGACCESS=READ WAS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The default for BMPPAUSE was changed to NO because REORGACCESS=READ was specified.

Action:

A WTOR will be issued to let you shut down any active BMPs before processing continues.

HPO1016E
BMPPAUSE=YES IS INVALID WITH REORGACCESS=READ.

Reason:

BMPPAUSE=Y conflicts with REORGACCESS=READ. Update BMPs cannot run against a read-only database.

Action:

Specify BMPPAUSE=N or let it default. A WTOR will be issued to let you shut down any active BMPs before processing
continues.

HPO8212E
ERROR IN DBRC LIST.DB COMMAND, CODE=xxxxxxxx, INFO=xxxxxxxx, FLAGS=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS could not find any entries in the RECON when attempting to perform LIST.DB
for the DBD/DDN.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO8213E
ERROR IN DBRC FREE COMMAND, CODE=xxxxxxxx, INFO=xxxxxxxx, FLAGS=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS could not find any entries in the RECON when attempting to perform FREE for
the DBD/DDN.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

HPO0546E
DATABASES MARKED AS NON-RECOVERABLE IN THE RECON ARE NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The database was marked as non-recoverable in the recon.

Action:
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If an online reorg(FFOR) is to be performed on the database, then it must be marked as recoverable in the RECON.
Otherwise, the NOTIFY.ALLOC command will fail later on in FFOR processing.

HPO0547E
PROCESSING HALTED DUE TO PARTITION xxxxxxxx  NOT BEING INITIALIZED.

Reason:

The partition was not initialized or marked as needing initialization.

Action:

Ensure that the partition is initialized in the RECON before attempting an online reorg(FFOR).

HPO1702W
RESMGR DELETE FAILED, R15=xx

Reason:

An attempt to delete the z/OS resource manager that is tracking an FFOR batch job has failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support. Supply the job output and any other FFOR jobs that were running at the same time.

HPO2121I
CANNOT ABORT FFOR, DBDNAME: dbdname ON IMS: imsid IS NOT CURRENTLY BEING REORGANIZED.

Reason:

The ABORT command is ignored because the database specified by dbdname is not a database currently being
reorganized on the IMS system specified by imsid.

HPO2122I
COULD NOT OBTAIN LOCK FOR ABORT COMMAND, PLEASE TRY AGAIN.

Reason:

The ITK started task is currently busy and could not obtain a lock to perform the ABORT command. Retrying the
command should result in a successful ABORT.

HPO2206W
RESMGR DELETE FAILED, R15=xx

Reason:

An attempt to delete the z/OS resource manager that is tracking an IMS system has failed.

Action:

Issue a DIS INT command to the started task. Contact CA Support and supply the started task output.

HPO2407E
ITKVSML0 LOAD FAILURE.

Reason:
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The load module for internal storage diagnostics checking could not be loaded.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2408E
ITKVSML FAILED: xx

Reason:

Internal storage diagnostics checking has failed with the return code xx.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2409I
Above the line storage used back below:  xx %

Reason:

Total above the line storage usage by the ITK started task has settled down below the percentage indicated by xx.
Processing continues normally.

HPO2410W
Above the line storage is greater than:  xx %

Reason:

Total above the line storage usage by the ITK started task is greater than the percentage indicated by xx. This can occur
when the ITK started task is under a heavy load, processing a large number of commands for multiple reorganizations
while simultaneously capturing a large number of BMP updates to the database(s) being reorganized.

Action:

If this message appears often, run fewer concurrent online reorganizations to prevent potential out-of-storage conditions
from occurring.

HPO2411E
REORGS ABANDONED FOR IMS: imsid     RC: return-code       RS: reason-code

Reason:

An error occurred during the processing of a data capture record which may have compromised the integrity of the online
reorganizations running under the IMS system specified in imsid.

Action:

The reorganizations are aborted. If this message appears often while running many concurrent online reorganizations, try
running fewer concurrent online reorganizations. If the condition persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2412E
ENVIRONMENT INITIALIZATION FAILED RC: return-code RS: reason-code

Reason:
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An error occurred during the initialization of the internal diagnostics environment.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO2413E
SYNCHRONIZATION FAILED BECAUSE HPCOM FOR DBD: dbdname IS MARKED AS BEING state

Reason:

The synchronization of the final updates to be replayed during the online reorganization has failed for the database
indicated by dbdname due to its HPCOM control block being in an ”IN ERROR” or “INACTIVE”  state.

Action:

The online reorganization for this database will be aborted and the original database reinstated. If there were multiple
reorganizations running concurrently and there was an instance of message HPO2411E prior to this failure in the ITK
started task, the reorganization for this database can be resubmitted. Otherwise, contact CA Support for assistance.

HPO1E19E
ENQ FOR ACBLIB COPY FAILED, RC=return-code

Reason:

An attempt to synchronize the use of dynamic ACB resources among other FFOR jobs has failed.

Action:

Save the job output and report the error to CA Support. If there is no contention, the job may run if resubmitted.

HPO6005I
DISCONNECT dbdname  MVS=system, IMS=imsid

Reason:

The ITK started task received a request to disconnect database dbdname for IMS imsid from processing. The FFOR batch
job is running on the MVS system.

Action:

No action is required. This information can be used for problem diagnosis.

HPO0A03E
REORG ABANDONED DUE TO THE DETECTION OF AN UNRECOVERABLE ERRORREASON TEXT : reason_text

Reason:

An unrecoverable error caused the REORG to be abandoned.

• reason_text
Text from the ITK STC that provides more information about the error. The ITK STC output may also provide additional
information.

Action:

Check the HPOALOG data set in the HPO STC for an explanation.
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HPO0548E
INDEX DATABASE dbdname IS SET RECOVERABLE IN DBRC. FFOR OF RECOVERABLE INDEX DATABASE IS
NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

Online index reorg was invoked for a database which is marked recoverable in DBRC. This is not supported.

Action:

Run FFOR for the main database, which will also reorganize the index database.

HPO0549E
BMP PAUSE IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR NON-RECOVERABLE NON-HALDB INDEXES.

Reason:

Online index reorg was invoked for a non-HALDB index database which is marked non-recoverable in DBRC and
BMPPAUSE=Y was specified.

Action:

Rerun the job with BMPPAUSE=N. Or run FFOR for the main database with BMPPAUSE=Y which will also reorganize
index database.

HPO0550I
BMPPAUSE=NO WILL BE USED FOR NON-RECOVERABLE NON-HALDB INDEXES.

Reason:

BMPPAUSE default was changed to NO because online index reorg was invoked for a non-HALDB index database which
is marked non-recoverable in DBRC.

Action:

None.

HPO1017E
KEYWORD IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR INDEX-ONLY REORG.

Reason:

The specified keyword is not supported for online index reorg.

Action:

Correct and resubmit the JCL.

HPO8606I
DATABASE DATASET IS EMPTY. INITILIZATION WILL BE DONE.

Reason:

Initialization of an empty index database dataset will be performed.
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Action:

None.

HPO1801E
CHANGE.DB RECOVABL FAILURE FOR dbdname

Reason:

The Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) attempted to issue a CHANGE.DB RECOVABL command against the specified
database (dbdname) but the attempted command failed.

Action:

Review the previous messages, and make the appropriate corrections.

HPO1802E
CHANGE.DB NONRECOV FAILURE FOR dbdname

Reason:

The Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) attempted to issue a CHANGE.DB NONRECOV command against the specified
database (dbdname) but the attempted command failed.

Action:

Review the previous and following messages, and make the appropriate corrections.

HPO1803E
PLEASE STOP THE DATABASE AND PERFORM FAILED CHANGE.DB COMMAND MANUALLY.

Reason:

The Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) attempted to issue a CHANGE.DB NONRECOV command to restore the index
database back to a non-recoverable state but the attempted command failed.

Action:

Review the previous messages, make the appropriate corrections, and submit the CHANGE.DB NONRECOV command
manually.

HPO1804E
CHANGE.DB FAILURE FOR dbdname

Reason:

The Full Function Online Reorg (HPO) attempted to issue a CHANGE.DB command against the specified database
(dbdname) but the attempted command failed.

Action:

Review the previous messages, and make the appropriate corrections.

HPO2914W
LOCK CLEARED, M=XXXXXXXX, O=XXXXXXXX, A=XXXX
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Reason:

This is a diagnostic message issued by the ITK STC. This message indicates that an invalid data lock has been
overridden and cleared.

Action:

None required.
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HPR Messages
HPR messages are generated from CA High Performance Recovery for IMS for z/OS.

HPR0001E
UNABLE TO DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATE X FILE. RETURN CODE=Y. ERROR CODE=Z. INFORMATION CODE=A.

Reason:

An attempt to dynamically allocate the specified file X failed. The return code Y, error code Z, and information code A
specify the reason.

Action:

Look up codes, fix, and rerun.

HPR0201E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION; RETURN CODE=xxx.

Reason:

An error was returned by DBRC during a DBRC call. The return code specifies the error returned by DBRC.

Action:

Look up the return code. Fix and rerun.

HPR0202E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION; CODE=xxx.

Reason:

An error was returned by DBRC during a DBRC call. The return code specifies the error returned by DBRC.

Action:

Look up the return code. Fix and rerun.

HPR0203E
DYNALLOC OF DD=SYSIN, DSN=dsname FAILED, R15=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specifed data set (dsname) in the SYSIN DD failed.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

HPR0204E
OPEN FAILURE FOR SYSIN.
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Reason:

HPR attempted an open for SYSIN DD and it failed.

Action:

Find out why the open failed and rerun.

HPR0205E
DBRC EXECUTION FAILED, R15=rc

Reason:

An error occurred during the DBRC execution.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Review the DBRC messages that precede this message to determine the error. Take corrective action, and resubmit the
job.

HPR0206E
DBRC INVOCATION FAILED CODE S code

Reason:

An error occurred while invoking DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified abend code (S code).

Look up the abend code (S code) in the IBM z/OS MVS System Codes and take corrective action. If the problem persists,
contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR0207E
FAILURE IN READING DBRC OUTPUT, R15=xxx.

Reason:

HPR failed in reading the DBRC output. R15 contains the return code.

Action:

Look up the reason code, fix, and rerun.

HPR0300E
DEALLOCATION FAILURE OF DD=ddname, R15=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

Deallocation of the specifide ddname (ddname) failed.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.
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HPR0400E
ALLOCATION FAILURE OF DD=ddname, R15=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified ddname (ddname) failed.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

HPR0501E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION; RETURN CODE=xxx - CALL CA.

Reason:

An error was returned by DBRC during a DBRC call.

• xxx
Identifies the return code that specifies the error returned by DBRC.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR0502E
INPUT IC DOES NOT MATCH RECON.

Reason:

The supplied input image copy does not match the image copy name in the recon.

Action:

Fix and rerun.

HPR0503I
DDNAME=X, DSN=Y.

Reason:

This message follows an error message. It specifies the DDNAME X and the DSNAME Y that the error occurred against.

HPR0504E
INPUT CA DOES NOT MATCH RECON.

Reason:

The supplied input change accumulation does not match the image copy name in the recon.

Action:

Fix and rerun.
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HPR1200E
ATTACH FAILURE FOR DFSUCUM0, R15=rc

Reason:

While attempting to invoke the IBM change accumulation product, DFSUCUM0, an error was returned to HPR. R15
contains the reason code.

Action:

Look up the reason code, fix, and rerun.

HPR1201E
IMS CHANGE ACCUMULATION INVOCATION ABENDED CODE x

Reason:

While running the IBM change accumulation product, DFSUCUM0, an ABEND of type x occurred. This is an error in CA
High Performance Recovery for IMS for z/OS or an error in DFSUCUM0.

Action:

Rerun with an ABENDDUMP control statement set to yes and contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR1202E
DYNALLOC OF DD=ddname FAILED, R15=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified ddname failed.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action. Rerun DBC using a DEDB DBD.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

HPR1203E
UNABLE TO LOCATE TASKLIB DCB

Reason:

In an attempt to locate a TASKLIB DCB, an error occurred. This is likely an internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR1204E
UNABLE TO LOCATE TASKLIB DEB

Reason:

In an attempt to locate a TASKLIB DEB, an error occurred. This is likely an internal error.

Action:
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Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR1205E
UNABLE TO GET DSNAME FOR CHANGE ACCUM

Reason:

An error occurred while acquiring the data set name for the change accumulation file from the IBM DFSUCUM0 product.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR1206E
ERROR IN UNALLOC OF DFSUCUMN

Reason:

While attempting to unallocate the DFSUCUMN data set an error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR1207E
ERROR IN ALLOC OF DFSUCUM

Reason:

While attempting to allocate the DFSUCUMN data set an error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR1300E
DYNALLOC OF DD=SYSIN, DSN=&&&&CHGACC.

Reason:

An error occurred during the dynamic allocation of the SYSIN DD. The DSN specified in the message is the DSN that the
allocation failed against.

Action:

Fix and rerun.

HPR1301E
OPEN FAILURE FOR SYSIN

Reason:

The open for the SYSIN DD failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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HPR1302E
DYNALLOC OF DD=ddname FAILED, R15=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified ddname failed.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

HPR1303E
STORAGE OBTAIN ERROR, R15=xxx

Reason:

An attempt to get storage failed. R15 contains the failure code.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR1400E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function”; RETURN CODE=rc.

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC.

• function
Identifies the function requested of DBRC.

• rc
Identifies the return code returned by DBRC.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR1401E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR COMMAND INTERFACE TO DBRC.

Reason:

A getmain failed for storage that was to be used as a command buffer for DBRC.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun.

HPR1402I
DBRC NOTIFY.RECOV SUCCESSFUL, IMAGE COPY NEEDED SET ON.

Reason:
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Indicates that the notification to DBRC of the recovery was successful and that the image copy needed flag is now set to
ON in the recon.

HPR1403E
NO DBRC ERROR MESSAGE FOUND.

Reason:

A DBRC Notify error occurred, but a scan of the message buffer could not find an error message.

Action:

Check the system messages for any DBRC error messages. Run a list history command, and also a notify.recov
command if required.

HPR1404E
DSPxxxxx dbrc error message

Reason:

A DBRC Notify error occurred and the DBRC error message is displayed.

Action:

Review DBRC error message and act accordingly.

HPR1405I
DBRC ADS STATUS FOR AREA(area name) ADDN(ddname) SET TO “AVAIL”.

Reason:

The Notify for a DEDB database was successful, and the ADS status is set to available.

HPR1500E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE INPUT FILE WITH DD NAME “ddname”.

Reason:

An error occurred trying to open the input image copy.

Action:

Check the JESMSG file for information on the error. Once the error has been corrected, resubmit the job.

HPR1501E
UNABLE TO READ THE HEADER RECORD FROM IMAGE COPY FILE WITH DD NAME “ddname”.

Reason:

An I/O error has occurred trying to read the image copy header.

Action:

Check the JESMSG file for information on the error. Once the error has been corrected, resubmit the job.
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HPR1502E
THE PARAMETERS USED TO CREATE THE IMAGE COPY FILE DON''T MATCH THE RECOVER PARAMETERS -
MISMATCH IS ON.

Reason:

The DBD or DDNAME on the image copy do not match the database being recovered.

Action:

Determine the cause for an incorrect image copy, and resubmit the job.

HPR1503I
RECOVER USING ictype FROM timestamp

Reason:

This message confirms the type of image copy that is being used and the date and time it was created.

• ictype
Identifies the type of image copy. The following values are available:
– BATCH IMAGE COPY
– ONLINE IMAGE COPY
– CONC. IMAGE COPY

• timestamp
Identifies the time in the following format:
DD MMM YYYY hh:mm:ss.t(hmiju)

 
– DD

Identifies the day of the month.
– MMM

Identifies the month (short month name).
– YYYY

Identifies the year.
– hh

Identifies the hours local time.
– mm

Identifies the minutes local time.
– ss

Identifies the seconds local time. 
– t

Identifies the tenth's of a second local time.
– hmiju

(Optional) Identifies microseconds.

HPR1505E
LOAD OF MODULE DFSURTR0 HAS FAILED RC=nnnn.

Reason:

Unable to load IBM module DFSURTR0.
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Action:

Make sure that the IMS SDFSRESL is in the STEPLIB or DFSRESLB concatenation. Correct and rerun the job.

HPR1506E
IMAGE COPY FILE OLDER THAN IMS 6.1 IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

Image copy input prior to IMS release 6.1 is not supported.

Action:

Create a current release image copy and then resubmit the job.

HPR1507E
IMAGE COPY IS IMS 8.1 OR ABOVE - REQUIRES CORRESPONDING IMS RESLIB.

Reason:

Mismatch on IMS release level for image copy and execution of this job.

Action:

Resubmit job using correct IMS SDFSRESL.

HPR1508E
READ JFCB FOR STACKED IMAGE COPY FAILED.

Reason:

Unable to read the Job File Control Block for the ddname passed to recovery from Change Accumulation.

Action:

Verify the ddname in the control statements. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR1509E
OPEN TYPE=J FOR STACKED IMAGE COPY FAILED.

Reason:

Unable to open the stacked image copy using affinity to prior ddname allocation.

Action:

Verify the DSN in the control cards. Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR1510E
INPUT IMAGE COPY FOR RECOVERY, WITH DDNAME "DDDDDDDD” IS BMC COMPRESSED, RECOVERY
ABORTED.

Reason:

An input image copy is in BMC compressed format.

Action:

Processing terminates with return code 12.
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HPR3500I
Data Base Analyzer Complete, RC=nn

Reason:

CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS has been invoked by recovery, and completed successfully (RC <= 4).

Action:

This is an informational message. If the return code is 4, review the DBAMSGS output for warning messages.

HPR3501E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR "ddname", S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specfied ddname (ddname) required to invoke CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS failed.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

HPR3502E
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME "ddname", RC=xxxx.

Reason:

The open failed for the control data set used to invoke CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.

Action:

Correct the open failure and re-run the job.

HPR3503E
LINK to DBA Analyze failed, RC=xx.

Reason:

The LINK to CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS completed with errors (RC > 4).

Action:

Review the DBAMSGS output to determine the database error and required actions.

HPR3600E
THE AREA NAME IN THE SECOND CI DOES NOT MATCH THE DDNAME= VALUE.

Reason:

The allocated database data set did not match the AREA statement.

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the DDNAME JCL statement and resubmit. Recovery is terminated with RC=12.
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HPR3601I
DATA BASE CLUSTER WITH DD NAME "XXXXXXXX" IS EMPTY.

Reason:

A forward recovery was issued against a VSAM ESDS database data set that was empty.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

HPR3602E
THE SDEP CYCLE COUNT IN THE SECOND CI IS NOT EQUAL TO 1.

Reason:

The SDEP cycle count in the second CI (the DMAC) should be equal to 1 for an initialized DEDB area. The cluster
allocated to this run has a cycle count of 1.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Use a cluster that has been initialized and rerun the job.

HPR3603E
DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME "xxxxxxxx" IS NOT VSAM ORGANIZATION.

Reason:

An attempt was made to access a VSAM cluster with ddname xxxxxxxx, but the data set with ddname xxxxxxxx is not a
VSAM cluster.

HPR3604I
DATA BASE CLUSTER WITH DD NAME "XXXXXXXX" IS NOT EMPTY.

Reason:

A forward recovery was issued against a VSAM ESDS database data set that was empty.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

HPR3605E
FOR DATA BASE CLUSTER WITH DD NAME "XXXXXXXX", THE RECORD LENGTH OF YYYYYYYY IS TOO SHORT
FOR THE LONGEST SEGMENT ZZZZZZZZ.

Reason:

The VSAM ESDS cluster associated with ddname x was to be opened for output processing. It was determined that the
record length is not large enough to contain the longest segment that the DBD says will exist in this cluster plus IMS CI
and record overhead.

While y is the record length of the cluster, less than this will be available for segment data due to IMS CI and record
overhead. z is the length of the longest segment in this data set group.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Change the DBD or the cluster definition and then rerun the job.

HPR3606E
DMAC WAS PREFORMATTED BY IMS X.X.X BUT HPR USED THE INCORRECT IMS Y.Y.Y. SPECIFY RESLIB WITH
THE CORRECT IMS.

Reason:

A DEDB was selected for FWDRECOV and was formatted by IMS Release X. HPR was running with IMS Release Y.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=12. Specify the correct SDFSRESL and rerun the job.

HPR3700E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM DATA BASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME "XXXXXXXX".

Reason:

The open of an OSAM database data set, using QSAM, failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the open failure and rerun the job.

HPR3701E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM DATA BASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME "XXXXXXXX".

Reason:

The open of an OSAM database data set, using BDAM, failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the open failure and rerun the job.

HPR3702E
UNABLE TO FORMAT OSAM DATA BASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME "XXXXXXXX".

Reason:

The formatting of an OSAM database data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the format failure and rerun the job.

HPR3703E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM DATA BASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME "XXXXXXXX".

Reason:

The open of an OSAM database data set failed.
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Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Determine the cause of the open failure and rerun the job.

HPR3704E
OSAM DATA BASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME "XXXXXXXX" IS NOT "PS OR DA" ORGANIZATION.

Reason:

When attempting to open an OSAM database data set, it was determined that the data set associated with ddname “x”
was not of the correct organization. An OSAM database data set must be DSORG=PS or DSORG=DA.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Reallocate the data set with the correct DSORG and rerun the job.

HPR3705E
FOR DATA BASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME "x", THE RECORD LENGTH OF y IS TOO SHORT FOR THE LONGEST
SEGMENT z.

Reason:

The VSAM ESDS cluster associated with ddname x was to be opened for output processing. It was determined that the
record length is not large enough to contain the longest segment that the DBD says will exist in this cluster plus IMS CI
and record overhead.

• y
Identifies the record length of the cluster. Less than this will be available for segment data due to IMS CI and record
overhead. 

• z
Identifies the length of the longest segment in this data set group.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Change the DBD or the cluster definition and then rerun the job.

HPR3801I
THE DATA BASE CLUSTER IS EMPTY.

Reason:

A forward recovery was issued against a VSAM KSDS database data set that was empty.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

HPR3803E
DATA BASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME "XXXXXXXX" IS NOT VSAM ORGANIZATION.

Reason:

An attempt was made to access a VSAM KSDS cluster with ddname “x”. It was determined that the data set associated
with ddname “x” is not a VSAM KSDS cluster.
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Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Rerun the job after changing the data set name to a VSAM KSDS cluster.

HPR3804I
THE DATA BASE CLUSTER IS NOT EMPTY.

Reason:

A forward recovery was issued against a VSAM KSDS database data set that was not empty.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

HPR3805E
FOR DATA BASE CLUSTER WITH DD NAME "XXXXXXXX",THE RECORD LENGTH OF YYYYYYY IS TOO SHORT
FOR THE LONGEST SEGMENT ZZZZZZZ.

Reason:

The VSAM KSDS cluster associated with ddname x was to be opened for output processing. It was determined that the
record length is not large enough to contain the longest segment that the DBD says will exist in this cluster plus IMS CI
and record overhead.

While y is the record length of the cluster, less than this will be available for segment data due to IMS CI and record
overhead. z is the length of the longest segment in this data set group.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Change the DBD or the cluster definition and then rerun the job.

HPR3806E
VSAM AND DBD DEFINITION ERROR WITH KEY LENGTH.THE VSAM KEY LENGTH IS "XXXXXX" THE DBD KEY
LENGTH IS "YYYYYY".

Reason:

The VSAM KSDS cluster associated with ddname x was to be opened for output processing. It was determined that the
VSAM Key Length X does not match the DBD Key length definition.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Change the DBD or the cluster definition and then rerun the job.

HPR3807E
VSAM DEFINITION ERROR, THE RKP(KEY OFFSET) VALUE OF "XXXXXX" SHOULD BE "YYYYYY".

Reason:

When DBO went to open a VSAM file, we found that the key offset “Y” in the VSAM definition did not match the key offset
in the DBD.

Action:
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The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed. Check VSAM definition and correct.

HPR3900E
THE RBA IN THE CI SUFFIX IS INCORRECT OR VSAM RETURNED THE WRONG CI.

Reason:

A CI has been encountered that does not have the proper format.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after correcting the format of the incorrect CI. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

HPR3901E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

A logic error in the software has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR4002E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

A logic error in the software has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR4003E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

A logic error in the software has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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HPR4007W
DATABASE RECOVERY FAILED LICENSE VALIDATION

Reason:

Indicates a valid product license was not found. An attempt to execute the product on a CPU other than the CPU on which
it is licensed has been detected.Action:Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR4008I
PLEASE ENSURE THE LICENSE INFORMATION IS CORRECT

Reason:

The product license cannot be validated.

Action:

The return code is not affected.

Correct the LMP key. For correct LMP key, contact the Total License Care (TLC) group at http://ca.com/support. When
contacting TLC, have your site ID and CA serial number available.

HPR4200E
Error on CA file.

Reason:

When DBO went to read the input Change Accumulation file there was an unexpected error. Previous messages will have
been issued.

Action:

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed. Determine the cause of the error and correct.

HPR4300E
FWDRECOV WAS REQUESTED BUT THERE WERE NO LOG OR CHANGE ACCUMULATION FILES SPECIFIED.

Reason:

HPR went to update the database data set but there was no input.

Action:

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed. Determine the cause of the error and correct.

HPR4501E
LINK TO ITKADR00 FAILED , RC=xxxx

Reason:

Error detected when processing an IC2 image copy.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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HPR4502I
IC2 ADRDSSU PROCESSING COMPLETE

Reason:

Indicates that the IC2 image copy processing has completed.

HPRI330I
RECOVERY PROCEEDING WITH FWDRECOV=xxx.

Reason:

Informational only. This message is issued when forward recovery is invoked where xxx is the value being processed.

Action:

Processing continues.

HPRI347E
FWDRECOV=OLR CAN BE ONLY SPECIFIED FOR NON-INDEX HALDB.

Reason:

Online Reorg does not apply to an index or non-HALDB database.

Action:

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated DBO return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed. Modify or remove the FWDRECOV control statement to an acceptable value and rerun the job.

HPR3706E
LARGE FORMAT DATASET DETECTED FOR DD=ddn BUT IS NOT SUPPORTED BY THE LEVEL OF THE
OPERATING SYSTEM.

Reason:

The specified data set (ddn) is a Large Format data set. Data set has been defined with DSNTYPE=LARGE.

Action:

Rerun the job on z/OS 1.7 or higher. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109). Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR4005E
LAST POINT RBN IS NOT THE SAME AS CURRENT RBN FOR FILE "ddn", REQUESTED RBN = nnnn, POINT RBN
= nnnnnnnn.

Reason:

Internal error or storage overlay has occurred.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109). Contact CA Support for assistance.
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HPR4004E
INTERNAL ERROR. OSAM DATA BASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME "ddn" WAS NOT OPEN. DETECTING
MODULE=mmmmmmmm+nnnn.

Reason:

Internal error or storage overlay has occurred.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109). Contact CA Support for assistance.

HPR4503E
DATA SET FOR FILE "ddn" IS NOT CATALOGED - "dsn".

Reason:

Data set was not cataloged because the utility could not determine the characteristics of the file (ddn). The volume serial
of the data set was not provided on the DD statement.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Catalog the data set or specify a VOLSER parameter on the allocation and rerun the job.

HPR4504E
FILE "ddname" IS NOT ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The specified file ddname was not allocated to a data set.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Include a DD statement for the file and rerun the job.

HPR4505E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR DDNAME "ddname", DSNAME "dsname", RC=rc

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed for the specified ddname and data set name.

• rc
Identifies the return code from z/OS or OS/390.

Action:

Determine the cause of the allocation failure and rerun the job.
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ICB Messages
ICB messages are generated by the Control Block Validity Manager component of CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/
OS.

ICB0A00E
"PRINT" OPERAND INVALID.

Reason:

The operand of the PRINT control statement has been incorrectly specified.

Action:

Refer to the Control Block Validity Manager documentation for details on how to correctly specify this operand.

ICB0F00E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

Control statements specified in the submitted job are invalid.

Action:

Correct the control statements and rerun the job.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB0F01I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED.

Reason:

Information only.

ICB0F02I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.

Reason:

Information only.

ICB0000I
Start of the Control Block Validity Manager

Reason:

This message indicates that the Control Block Validity Manager has started.

ICB0001E
UNABLE TO OPEN FILE ICBRPTS
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Reason:

An error occurred while trying to open the ICBRPTS dataset.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB0003I
A U4005 ABEND WILL BE ISSUED DUE TO THE ABENDRC= SETTING

Reason:

A function execution incurred an error greater than the ABENDRC setting.

Action:

Correct the function or adjust the ABENDRC setting.

ICB0004E
ERROR IN CONTROL STATEMENTS

Reason:

An error occurred while parsing the input control statements.

Action:

Review the ICBMSGS content for the error.

ICB0007E
PRODUCT IS NOT LICENSED FOR THIS SITE

Reason:

A licensing check shows that the Control Block Validity Manager is not licensed for the machine on which it is running.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB0008I
ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS: xxx APF AUTHORIZED, xx 31 BIT DFP SUPPORT

Reason:

Information only.

ICB0009E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED, CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An abend has occurred and the code will attempt to recover.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ICB0010I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:

An error occurred getting the service pack level. The return code is zero.

See previous messages for more information.

ICB0100E
KEYWORD "keyword-name" CAN NOT HAVE A VALUE.

Reason:

When specifying parameters using IDCAMS-style syntax a function, such as MAP, can not be assigned a value.

Action:

Correct the control statement and resubmit the job.

ICB0101E
MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS REQUESTED

Reason:

When specifying parameters using IDCAMS-style syntax only one function, such as MAP or DECODE, may be coded.

Action:

Correct the control statement and resubmit the job.

ICB0200E
DYNALLOC OF DD=ddname DSN=dsname

Reason:

A dynamic allocation error occurred for the specified ddname/dsname combination.

Action:

See the codes in the ICB0201E message to determine the problem.

ICB0201E
R15=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

A dynamic allocation error occurred for the ddname/dsname combination specified in ICB0200E.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.
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ICB0202E
DATASET NOT CATALOGUED; dsname

Reason:

While trying to dynamically allocated the specified dsname it was determined that the dataset did not exist.

Action:

Correct the dsname specification and resubmit the job.

ICB0300E
OPEN FAILURE FOR ddname DATASET

Reason:

An attempt at opening the specified ddname failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB0301E
'SRCLIB' DATASET IS NOT A PDS(E)

Reason:

The SRCLIB dataset must be a PDS(E).

Action:

Correct the specification for SRCLIB and resubmit the job.

ICB0302E
'member' ALREADY EXISTS IN OUTPUT DATASET AND REPLACE(Y) WAS NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

The output from the DECODE/DISASSEMBLE function is to be written to the SRCLIB dsname but the member name to
be used already exists in that dsname.

Action:

Delete the existing member or specify REPLACE(Y) in the control statements and resubmit the job.

ICB0303E
BLDL FAILURE, R15=xxx

Reason:

While trying to determine whether a member already exists in the SRCLIB data set, an error occurred in the BLDL service.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ICB0400E
DEALLOC OF DD=ddname FAILED

Reason:

The deallocation of the specified ddname failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. and provide the information from the ICB0401E message.

ICB0401E
R15=rc S99ERROR=xxxx S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

A dynamic allocation error occurred for the ddname specified in ICB0400E.

Action:

Contact CA Support and provide the return and SVC codes from this message.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC error and information codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler
Services Guide.

ICB0500E
member IS NOT A DFSMDA MEMBER

Reason:

While trying to disassemble a DFSMDA member the mandatory 'MDA' literal, usually present in all DFSMDA members,
was missing.

Action:

Correct the member name to be disassembled and resubmit the job.

ICB0600E
OPEN OF SRCLIB DATASET FAILED

Reason:

An OPEN request for the SRCLIB ddname failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB0601E
SOURCE BUFFER OVERFLOW

Reason:

A very large DBD, PSB or ACB has caused an overflow condition.

Action:
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Increase the SOURCESIZE parameter from the default value of 5000 and resubmit the job. If the problem persists,
contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB0700E
member IS PROBABLY NOT A PSB

Reason:

The specified member (member) does not resemble a PSB.

Action:

Provide a valid PSB name and resubmit the job. If the member is a valid PSB, contact CA Support and provide the
specified member.

ICB0701E
UNABLE TO FIND IMS RELEASE LEVEL

Reason:

All PSBs should contain the IMS release level against which they were assembled. This information cannot be found so
the input member is probably not a PSB.

Action:

Provide a valid PSB name and resubmit the job. If the member is a valid PSB, contact CA Support and provide the
specified member.

ICB0702I
member DOES NOT RESEMBLE A PSB

Reason:

The specified member does not resemble a PSB.

Action:

Provide a valid PSB name and resubmit the job. If the member is a valid PSB, contact CA Support and provide the
specified member.

ICB0703E
>> "prgname" MUST BE LINK-EDITED WITH RMODE(24). <<”, relink PSB with AMODE(31) RMODE(24), RC=08.

Reason:

The specified program must be link-edited with rmode(24). The return code is 8.

Action:

Relink the PSB with AMODE(31) RMODE(24).

Example:

//LINKPSB EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=2048K,                            

//             PARM='LIST,REUS,AMODE(31),RMODE(24)'              

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                          

//SYSLMOD   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=<PSBLIB DSName>                      

//SYSUT1    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                      
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//SYSLIN    DD *                                                 

  INCLUDE SYSLMOD(<psbname>)  <=== OLD: AMODE(31) RMODE(ANY)     

  ENTRY   <psbname>                                              

  SETSSI  <xxxxxxxx>          <=== OPTIONAL                      

  NAME    <psbname>(R)        <=== NEW: AMODE(31) RMODE(24)      

/*                                                               

//*

ICB0704E
xxxxxxxx CONTAINS INVALID SENSEG OFFSETS

Reason:

The PSB module cannot be decoded because the segment addressing is corrupt.

Action:

Decode the related ACB member to generate the PSB source.

ICB0800E
xxxxxxxx IS PROBABLY NOT A PSB

Reason:

The specified member is missing the 'PSB' identifier, normally placed in a PSB-type ACB by the ACBGEN procedure, and
does not resemble a PSB-type ACB.

Action:

Specify a valid PSB-type ACB name and resubmit the job. If the member is a valid PSB-type ACB, contact CA Support
and provide the specified member.

ICB0801E
UNABLE TO FIND IMS RELEASE LEVEL

Reason:

All PSB-type ACBs should contain the IMS release level against which they were genned. This information cannot be
found so the input member is probably not a PSB-type ACB.

Action:

Specify a valid PSB-type ACB name and resubmit the job. If the member is a valid PSB-type ACB, contact CA Support
and provide the specified member.

ICB0802E
UNABLE TO FIND JCB

Reason:

The 'JCB' identifier, normally placed in a PSB-type ACB by the ACBGEN procedure, is missing and the member does not
resemble a PSB-type ACB.

Action:

Specify a valid PSB-type ACB name and resubmit the job. If the member is a valid PSB-type ACB, contact CA Support
and provide the specified member.
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ICB0803I
ERROR ABSTRACTING DATA FROM xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Information only. See the explanation for the message immediately preceding this message.

ICB0804E
UNABLE TO FIND SEGCODE nn IN dbdname

Reason:

When attempting to resolve PROCSEQ information for the PSB-type ACB, an error was incurred while trying to find the
specified segment code (nn) in the specified DBD (dbdname).

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB0805E
UNABLE TO FIND XDFLD xdname IN dbdname

Reason:

When attempting to resolve PROCSEQ information for the PSB-type ACB, an error was incurred while trying to find the
specified XDFLD entry (xdname) in the specified DBD (dbdname).

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB0807E
member CONTAINS AN INVALID DBPCB OFFSET

Reason:

The specified PSB-type ACB member (member) contains an invalid pointer.

Action:

Specify a valid PSB-type ACB name and resubmit the job. If the member is a valid PSB-type ACB, contact CA Support
and provide the specified member.

ICB0810E
UNABLE TO FIND INTLIST CONTROL BLOCK IN psbname

Reason:

When attempting to resolve PROCSEQ information for the PSB-type ACB, an error occurred while trying to find the Intent
list control block in the specified PSB(psbname).

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ICB0900E
REPORT BUFFER OVERFLOW

Reason:

A very large DBD or ACB has caused an overflow condition.

Action:

Increase the SOURCESIZE parameter from the default value of 5000 and resubmit the job. If the problem persists,
contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1000E
MISSING OR INVALID FUNCTION

Reason:

A valid function was not provided in the input control statements.

Action:

See the Control Block Validity Manager documentation for details about valid function names.

ICB1001E
INVALID ENTITY TYPE FOR FUNCTION function-name

Reason:

A function such as MAP only operates against entity types of DBD, PSB or ACB. This message shows that for the given
function name a valid entity type has not been specified.

Action:

Correct the input control statements and resubmit the job.

ICB1002E
REQUIRED DATASET MISSING - ddname

Reason:

An entity type such as PSB usually requires that PSBLIB be specified. This message shows that according to the
specified entity type the ddname detailed in the message is missing.

Action:

Correct the input control statements or JCL and resubmit the job.

ICB1003E
SELECTED REPORT(S) REQUIRE THAT ddname BE SPECIFIED BUT IT IS NOT

Reason:

Each report of the CROSSREFERENCE feature requires that a certain ddname may be present. This message indicates
that the selected reports require that the ddname detailed in the message be present.

Action:

Correct the input control statements or JCL and resubmit the job.
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ICB1004E
PSBLIB2 OR ACBLIB2 DD STATEMENTS/PARMS ARE REQUIRED

Reason:

For a PSB-based comparison either the PSBLIB2 or ACBLIB2 dsnames must be provided.

Action:

Correct the input control statements or JCL and resubmit the job.

ICB1005E
DBDLIB2 OR ACBLIB2 DD STATEMENTS/PARMS ARE REQUIRED

Reason:

For a DBD-based comparison either the PSBLIB2 or ACBLIB2 dsnames must be provided.

Action:

Correct the input control statements or JCL and resubmit the job.

ICB1006E
PSBLIB2 OR DBDLIB2 OR ACBLIB2 DD STATEMENTS/PARMS ARE REQUIRED

Reason:

For an ACB-based comparison either the PSBLIB2, DBDLIB2 or ACBLIB2 dsnames must be provided.

Action:

Correct the input control statements or JCL and resubmit the job.

ICB1007E
THE 'RELATED' KEYWORD IS ONLY VALID FOR THE DECODE AND MAP FUNCTIONS

Reason:

The 'RELATED' keyword was specified for functions other than DECODE or MAP.

Action:

Remove the 'RELATED' keyword and resubmit the job.

ICB1009E
RDJFCB FAILURE FOR ddname

Reason:

An error was incurred in the RDJFCB service while trying to determine the dsname allocated to the specified ddname.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ICB1010E
ITKDSNM0 FAILURE PROCESSING MEMBER = <member name>, DDNAME = <DD name>: RC = <error identifier,
reason code, return code>. PLEASE CALL CA CUSTOMER SUPPORT.”, call CA customer support, RC=16.

Reason:

This message is intended for CA internal diagnostic purposes only and is unlikely to be displayed in practice. The error
identifier, reason code, and return code are documented in the ASM module ITKDSNM0, which builds, sets, and returns
the RC to the calling module (in this case ICBPCSV0, which then issues the message on DSNM's behalf.

Action:

Collect information from the message and contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1012E
BSDSHLQ KEYWORD IS SUPPORTED ONLY FOR DECODE FUNCTION.

Reason:

The BSDSHLQ keyword is only supported in the disassemble (decode) function of the Control Block Validity Manager
(ICB).

You have specified the BSDSHLQ keyword to use IMS-managed ACBs for an unsupported function.

Action:

Remove the BSDHLQ keyword, or use the disassemble (decode) function of ICB

ICB1013E
BSDSHLQ KEYWORD IS NOT SUPPORTED WITH "keyword" KEYWORD.

Reason:

You have specified an invalid keyword combination with the BSDSHLQ keyword.

Action:

Correct the syntax, and resubmit the job.

ICB1100I
search criteria

Reason:

This message displays specified search criteria.

ICB1101E
UNABLE TO OPEN PSB SELECT FILE ICBSIN.

Reason:

For the SEARCH function the ICBSIN dataset is mandatory. This message details a failure in opening the ICBSIN
ddname.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.
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ICB1102E
ERROR CALLING ITKDSF00 FUNCTION CODE=fc-code, RC=rc, REASON CODE=rsn

Reason:

An error was incurred while processing a dataset.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1103E
ERROR CALLING ITKPATM0, RC=rc

Reason:

An error was incurred while performing pattern matching.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1104E
ERROR CALLING ICBAPS00, RC=rc

Reason:

An error was incurred while abstracting PSB data.

Action:

Review preceding error messages for a more expansive explanation.

ICB1105E
KEYWORD "keyword" NOT FOUND IN KEYWORD TABLE.

Reason:

The specified keyword-name is not valid while searching PSBs.

Action:

Correct the input search criteria and resubmit the job.

ICB1106E
EXCEEDED MAXIMUM SEARCH TABLE ENTRIES.

Reason:

The maximum number of 20 search criteria has been exceeded.

Action:

Reduce the number of input search criteria and resubmit the job.

ICB1107E
INVALID RELATIONAL OPERATOR "xx" FOR KEYWORD "keyword".
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Reason:

The relational operator for the specified keyword-name is not valid.

Action:

Correct the input search criteria and resubmit the job.

ICB1108E
INVALID BOOLEAN OPERATOR "xxx" FOR KEYWORD "keyword-name".

Reason:

The boolean operator for the specified keyword-name is not valid.

Action:

Correct the input search criteria and resubmit the job.

ICB1109E
INVALID KEYWORD "keyword" SPECIFICATION IN SEARCH TABLE.

Reason:

The search criteria for the specified keyword-name are not valid.

Action:

Correct the input search criteria and resubmit the job.

ICB1110E
INVALID NUMERIC VALUE "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx" FOR SEARCH CRITERIA.

Reason:

The specified numeric value is too great.

Action:

Correct the input search criteria and resubmit the job.

ICB1111E
FREEMAIN ERROR FOR ABSTRACT PSB "xxxxxxxx", RC=xxxx.

Reason:

A freemain error occurred in releasing the abstract PSB storage.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1112I
TOTAL PSBs MATCHED nnnn.

Reason:

This message details the number of members (nnnn) in the input data set that matched the input search criteria.
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ICB1113E
VALUE "value" INVALID FOR KEYWORD "keyword".

Reason:

The combination of the specified value and keyword is invalid.

Action:

See the Control Block Validity Manager documentation for details on valid values for each searchable keyword name.

ICB1114E
PARSE ERROR - MAX CHARACTERS EXCEEDED FOR FIELD "field-name".

Reason:

The maxiumum length for either the keyword name, keyword value, relational operator or boolean operator is too great.

Action:

Correct the input search criteria and resubmit the job.

ICB1115E
PARSE ERROR - MAX FIELDS EXCEEDED.

Reason:

The maximum number of 20 search criteria has been exceeded.

Action:

Reduce the number of input search criteria and resubmit the job.

ICB1116E
PARSE ERROR - NO VALID USER SEARCH INPUT.

Reason:

The ICBSIN dataset is either empty or contains no valid input.

Action:

Correct the input search criteria and resubmit the job.

ICB1117E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED IN MODULE ICBPSRH0. CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

An abend has occurred and the code will attempt to recover.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1200I
SEARCH CRITERIA:
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Reason:

Information only.

ICB1201E
UNABLE TO OPEN DBD SELECT FILE ICBSIN.

Reason:

For the SEARCH function the ICBSIN dataset is mandatory. This message details a failure in opening the ICBSIN
ddname.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

ICB1202E
ERROR CALLING ITKDSF00 FUNCTION CODE =xxxx, RC=xxxx, REASON CODE=xxxx

Reason:

An error was incurred while processing a dataset.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1203E
ERROR CALLING ITKPATM0, RC=xxxx

Reason:

An error was incurred while performing pattern matching.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1204E
ERROR CALLING ITKADCV0, RC=xxxx

Reason:

An error was incurred while abstracting DBD data.

Action:

Review preceding error messages for a more expansive explanation.

ICB1205E
KEYWORD "xxxxxxxx" NOT FOUND IN KEYWORD TABLE.

Reason:

The specified keyword-name is not valid while searching PSBs.

Action:

Correct the input search criteria and resubmit the job.
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ICB1206E
EXCEEDED MAXIMUM SEARCH TABLE ENTRIES.

Reason:

The maximum number of 20 search criteria has been exceeded.

Action:

Reduce the number of input search criteria and resubmit the job.

ICB1207E
INVALID RELATIONAL OPERATOR "xx" FOR KEYWORD "xxxxxxxx".

Reason:

The relational operator for the specified keyword-name is not valid.

Action:

Correct the input search criteria and resubmit the job.

ICB1208E
INVALID BOOLEAN OPERATOR "xxx" FOR KEYWORD "xxxxxxxx".

Reason:

The boolean operator for the specified keyword-name is not valid.

Action:

Correct the input search criteria and resubmit the job.

ICB1209E
INVALID KEYWORD "xxxxxxxx" SPECIFICATION IN SEARCH TABLE.

Reason:

The search criteria for the specified keyword-name are not valid.

Action:

Correct the input search criteria and resubmit the job.

ICB1212I
TOTAL DBDs MATCHED xxxx.

Reason:

This message details the number of members in the input dataset which matched the input search criteria.

ICB1301E
ICBPSBS0 RETURNED AN INVALID POINTER TO THE PSB STATEMENTS FOR PSB x, PSB NAME=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the specified PSB.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1302E
AN ERROR OCCURRED IN MODULE ICBPSBS0. RETURN CODE=xxx WAS DETECTED PROCESSING
PSB=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the specified PSB.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1303E
FIELD xxxxxxxx PASSED BY DRIP WAS NOT POPULATED.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the specified PSB.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1304E
END OF MACRO STATEMENT COULD NOT BE LOCATED FOR THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT:

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the specified PSB.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1306E
INVALID PARMS PASSED TO ROUTINE=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the specified PSB.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1307E
KEY TABLE OVERFLOW. MORE STORAGE IS NEEDED TO PROCESS THIS REQUEST.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the specified PSB.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ICB1308E
DSAPCOM0 CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER FAILED VALDITY CHECK.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the specified PSB.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1309E
ICBPCOM0 TERMINATED PREVIOUSLY WITH RC=xxx. CALLED BY DRIP AGAIN WITH FC=xxx

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the specified PSB.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1310E
POINTER TO DRIP CONTROL BLOCK CONTAINS ZEROS.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the specified PSB.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1311E
DRIP CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER DOES NOT CONTAIN 'DRIP'.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the specified PSB.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1312E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE=xxx WAS PASSED BY DRIP TO ICBPCOM0. ONLY FUNCTION CODES 0, 4, AND 8 ARE
VALID.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the specified PSB.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ICB1313E
POINTER TO DSAPCOM0 CONTROL BLOCK IS INVALID.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the specified PSB.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1314E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED IN MODULE ICBPCOM0. CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

An abend has occurred and the code will attempt to recover.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1400I
INPUT DATASET IS EMPTY

Reason:

A member pattern, using * or +, was specified but the input dataset proved to be empty.

Action:

Specify an input dataset containing the required members and resubmit the job.

ICB1401E
SUMMARY MEMBER TABLE OVERFLOW. LARGER GETMAIN IS REQUIRED TO PROCESS THIS REQUEST.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1402W
RELATED DATABASES NOT PROCESSED BECAUSE 'DBDLIB' IS UNAVAILABLE

Reason:

RELATED processing was requested for either DECODE or MAP but no DBDLIB was provided.

Action:

Processing continues but the RELATED parameter is ignored.

ICB1403I
INPUT DATASET: dsn
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Reason:

Information only.

ICB1404I
OUTPUT DATASET: dsn

Reason:

Information only.

ICB1405W
MAJORITY COMPARISON PERFORMED DUE TO MIXED INPUT (NON-ACB/ACB OR ACB/NON-ACB)

Reason:

When an ACBGEN is done against either a DBD or a PSB certain pieces of information present in the input control block
are either changed in or omitted from the output control block. So, when a comparison is done between a DBD and a
DBD-type ACB or between a PSB and a PSB-type ACB, the comparison code performs a comparison of the majority of
the parameters - those it knows are not altered by the ACBGEN.

Action:

None.

ICB1406E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED BY MODULE ICBDRIP0, CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

An abend has occurred and the code will attempt to recover.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1407I
SECONDARY INPUT DATASET IS EMPTY

Reason:

There is no second input for COMPARE function.

Action:

Specify the second library, such as DBDLIB2.

ICB1408E
CONSOLIDATED SMD OVERFLOW. LARGER GETMAIN IS REQUIRED TO PROCESS THIS REQUEST.

Reason:

When running COMPARE function, you have specified too many objects in second library (like, DBDLIB2).

Action:

Reduce the amount of objects to COMPARE from second library, such as using DBDSTART parameter.
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ICB1409E
PDS MEMBER "member" NOT FOUND IN DSNAME "dsname"

Reason:

For the COMPARE function, this message indicates that the specified member (member) from the second library
(DBDLIB2) was not found in the first library (DBDLIB, dsname).
For other function types, this message indicates that a DBD or PSB (member) was not found in the library (dsname).

Action:

Verify that the member exists in the specified data set.

ICB1410E
ERROR OCCURRED DURING PATTERN MATCHING. CHECK SPECIFIED MEMBER NAMES(S).

Reason:

An internal error occurred during COMPARE function.

Action:

Exclude specified members from processing (like using DBDSTART, DBDEND).

ICB1411E
NO QUALIFYING OBJECTS FOUND. SUMMARY REPORT WILL NOT BE PRINTED

Reason:

No members after filtering (such as using DBDSTART and DBDEND) remained to process.

Action:

Change DBDSTART parameter to select more members from libraries (from DBDLIB).

ICB1412E
INVALID REQUEST; CANNOT COMPARE PSB-TYPE ACB (xxx) TO DBD (xxx).

Reason:

You are trying to compare PSB-type ACB to DBD or DBD-type ACB to PSB.

Action:

Specify another members to process, or provide correct member type.

ICB1414W
SKIPPING MEMBER "membername"

Reason:

This message identifies the member that will not be processed.

Action:

Return code is set to 4. See message ITK5415E for more information.
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ICB1415E
INVALID ENTITY "xxx" FOR FUNCTION "REPORT". PSB-TYPE ACB IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

Control statements contain the ACB keyword with a PSB-type entity specified (xxx). The REPORT function does not
support PSB or PSB-type ACBs.

Action:

Specify ACB for a DBD-type entity.

ICB1416E
MIGRATION TO HALDB OF DBD "dbd-name" FAILED.

Reason:

Migration of the specified DBD (dbd-name) to HALDB failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

See the preceding message (ICB31*) to determine the reason of the failure. Correct the error and resubmit the job.

ICB1418E
MIGRATETOHALDB DOES NOT SUPPORT PSB

Reason:

A PSB-type control block was specified in control statements, but only DBD can be migrated to HALDB.

Action:

Processing stops with the return code of 12.

Remove the PSB-type control block from the syntax and resubmit the job.

ICB1419E
PATTERN DECODING NOT SUPPORTED WITH BSDSHLQ KEYWORD.

Reason:

The BSDSHLQ keyword is not supported with the pattern decoding functionality.

You must specify a single DBD by full name to use IMS-managed ACBs with the Control Block Validity Manager (ICB).

Action:

Specify a single DBD by full name, or remove the BSDSHLQ keyword, and resubmit the job.

ICB1420E
LIST INPUT FORMAT NOT SUPPORTED WITH BSDSHLQ KEYWORD.

Reason:

The BSDSHLQ keyword is not supported with the list input format.

You must specify a single DBD by full name to use IMS-managed ACBs with the Control Block Validity Manager (ICB).
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Action:

Specify a single DBD by full name, or remove the BSDSHLQ keyword, and resubmit the job.

ICB1501E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE=xxx WAS PASSED TO ICBLST00. ONLY FUNCTION CODES 0 (ADD), AND 8 (FREE)
ARE VALID

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1502E
THE LIST ANCHOR HAS BEEN OVERLAYED. A DUMP WILL BE NEEDED TO SOLVE THIS ISSUE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1503E
THE LIST HEADER EYECATCHER HAS BEEN OVERLAYED. A DUMP WILL BE NEEDED TO SOLVE THIS ISSUE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1504E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR THE LIST HEADER. TRY SELECTING A SMALLER RANGE OF MEMBERS.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1505E
A STORAGE OVERLAY OF THE LIST ANCHOR KEY HAS OCCURRED OR THE KEY LENGTH DEFINED IN THE
ANCHOR IS GREATER THAN 255.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:
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Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1506E
STORAGE OVERLAY OF LIST ENTRY BKWD CHAIN POINTER OR BAD POINTER TO FIRST LIST ENTRY. A DUMP
WILL BE NEEDED TO SOLVE THIS ISSUE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1507E
THE LIST HEADER EYECATCHER HAS BEEN OVERLAYED. STORAGE WAS NOT FREEMAINED.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1508E
During free processing a freemain error was detected. STORAGE WAS NOT FREEMAINED.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1509E
THE LIST ANCHOR EYECATCHER HAS BEEN OVERLAYED.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1510E
DURING DIAGNOSTICS AN OUT OF SEQUENCE KEY CONDITION WAS FOUND. A DUMP WILL BE NEEDED TO
SOLVE THIS ISSUE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ICB1511E
STORAGE OVERLAY OF LAST LIST ENTRY POINTER IN THE FIRST LIST HEADER. A DUMP WILL BE NEEDED TO
SOLVE THIS ISSUE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1512E
THE LIST HEADER EYECATCHER HAS BEEN OVERLAYED. A DUMP WILL BE NEEDED TO SOLVE THIS ISSUE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1513E
THE POINTER TO THE LIST ENTRY HEADER IN THE LIST ANCHOR HAS BEEN OVERLAYED. A DUMP WILL BE
NEEDED TO SOLVE THIS ISSUE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1600I
-** NO DATABASES SELECTED FOR PROCESSING

Reason:

Information only.

ICB1601I
The following libraries will be audited:

Reason:

Information only.

ICB1602I
DBD, ACB, DBRC, DFSMDA, MODBLKS, EXITLIB

Reason:

Information only.
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ICB1603E
UNABLE TO OPEN EXITLIB

Reason:

A failure was incurred in trying to open the EXITLIB dataset.

Action:

Correct the EXITLIB specification and resubmit the job.

ICB1604I
-** NO EXCEPTIONS DETECTED

Reason:

Information only.

ICB1606E
POINTER TO DRIP CONTROL BLOCK CONTAINS ZEROS

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1607E
DRIP CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER DOES NOT CONTAIN 'DRIP'

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1608E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE=xxx

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1609E
ICBDAUD0 TERMINATED PREVIOUSLY WITH RC=xxx. CALLED BY DRIP AGAIN WITH FC=xxx.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1901E
FIELD 'xxxxxxxx' PASSED BY DRIP WAS NOT POPULATED.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1902E
DSAXRE20 CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER FAILED VALIDITY CHECK

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1903E
ICBXRE20 TERMINATED PREVIOUSLY WITH RC=xxx CALLED BY DRIP AGAIN WITH FC=xxx

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1904E
POINTER TO DRIP CONTROL BLOCK CONTAINS ZEROS

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1905E
DRIP CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER DOES NOT CONTAIN 'DRIP'

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ICB1906E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE=xxx WAS PASSED BY DRIP TO ICBXRE20. ONLY FUNCTION CODES 0, 4, AND 8 ARE
VALID.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1907E
POINTER TO DSAXRE20 CONTROL BLOCK IS INVALID

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1908E
AN ERROR OCCURRED DURING DFS MEMBER BUILD PROCESSING

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1909E
ABSTRACT SEGMENT EYECATCHER DOES NOT CONTAIN 'ASGT'

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1910E
ABSTRACT SEGMENT EYECATCHER DOES NOT CONTAIN 'AFLD'

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ICB1911E
ABSTRACT XFLD EYECATCHER DOES NOT CONTAIN 'AXDF'

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1912E
ABSTRACT DBD EYECATCHER DOES NOT CONTAIN 'ADBD'

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB1913E
DBDLIB OPEN ERROR. DSN=dsname

Reason:

An OPEN against the specified dsname failed.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

ICB1914E
MEMBER 'member' COULD NOT BE LOADED FROM DBDLIB.

Reason:

The specified member could not be found in DBDLIB.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

ICB1915E
ABSTRACT FAILURE OCCURRED FOR MEMBER NAME=member

Reason:

A data abstraction error occurred for the specified DBD name.

Action:

See preceding messages for a more expansive explanation.

ICB2001E
FIELD 'xxxxxxxx' PASSED BY DRIP WAS NOT POPULATED.
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Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2002E
DSAXRE10 CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER FAILED VALDITY CHECK.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2003E
ICBXRE10 TERMINATED PREVIOUSLY WITH RC=xxx CALLED BY DRIP AGAIN WITH FC=xxx

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2004E
POINTER TO DRIP CONTROL BLOCK CONTAINS ZEROS

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2005E
DRIP CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER DOES NOT CONTAIN 'DRIP'

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2006E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE=xxx WAS PASSED BY DRIP TO ICBXRE10. ONLY FUNCTION CODES 0, 4, AND 8 ARE
VALID.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2007E
POINTER TO DSAXRE10 CONTROL BLOCK IS INVALID

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2008E
AN ERROR OCCURRED DURING DFS MEMBER BUILD PROCESSING

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2009E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED IN MODULE ICBXRE10. CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

An abend has occurred and the code will attempt to recover.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2010E
ABSTRACT ACB EYECATCHER DOES NOT CONTAIN "ADBD"

Reason:

An internal error in the ACB decoder occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2011E
ACBLIB OPEN ERROR. DSN=dsname

Reason:

Control Block Validity Manager could not open the specified dsname (dsname).

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.
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ICB2012E
MEMBER member COULD NOT BE LOADED FROM ACBLIB.

Reason:

Control Block Validity Manager could not find the specified member (member) in ACBLIB.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

ICB2013E
ABSTRACT FAILURE OCCURRED FOR MEMBER NAME=member

Reason:

A data abstraction error occurred for the specified ACB name (member).

Action:

See preceding messages for details.

ICB2014E
ERROR OCCURRED DURING PATTERN MATCHING. CHECK LODMB AND HIDMB PARMS.

Reason:

An error occurred during pattern matching.

Action:

Correct the LODMB and HIDMB parameters in JCL and resubmit the job.

ICB2101E
FIELD 'xxxxxxxx' PASSED BY DRIP WAS NOT POPULATED.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2102E
DSAXRE40 CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER FAILED VALIDITY CHECK

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2103E
ICBXRE40 TERMINATED PREVIOUSLY WITH RC=xxx CALLED BY DRIP AGAIN WITH FC=xxx
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Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2104E
POINTER TO DRIP CONTROL BLOCK CONTAINS ZEROS

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2105E
DRIP CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER DOES NOT CONTAIN 'DRIP'

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2106E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE=xxx WAS PASSED BY DRIP TO ICBXRE40. ONLY FUNCTION CODES 0, 4, AND 8 ARE
VALID.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2107E
POINTER TO DSAXRE40 CONTROL BLOCK IS INVALID

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2108E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED IN MODULE ICBXRE40. CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

An abend has occurred and the code will attempt to recover.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB2200E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED IN MODULE ICBPMAP0.

ICB3000I
SPECIFIED DVCTBL NOT FOUND. USING DVCTBL=0.

Reason:

The utility cannot find the device characteristics table with the specified suffix (DVCTBL) at the DFSRESLB DD.

Action:

Processing continues with the default value of DVCTBL=0.

Check your DFSRESLB for the specified DVCTBL. Resubmit your job if required.

ICB3001W
DVCTBL=0 NOT FOUND. USING DEFAULT SETTINGS.

Reason:

The utility cannot find the device characteristics table with the default suffix (DVCTBL=0).

Action:

Processing continues using the default system settings. The default system settings may differ from your settings.

Check your DFSRESLB for the specified DVCTBL. Resubmit your job if required.

ICB3002W
MEMBER member-name UNABLE TO PROCESS. MOD, MID,DIF OR DOF NOT FOUND OR MID/MOD
INPUTSEQUENCE ERROR.

Reason:

The specified message descriptors (MID, MOD) or device formats (DIF, DOF) were not found in the format library
(member-name) or the MIDs and MODs are specified in an incorrect order.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Verify that MIDs and MODs are specified correctly. Examine your JCL for possible dsname errors and rerun the job.

ICB3003E
ICBCTRL NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The utility cannot find the specified ICBCTRL ddname.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=0.
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Examine your JCL for possible dsname errors and rerun the job.

ICB3004E
UNABLE TO OPEN FORMAT DD.

Reason:

The utility cannot open the format library data set specified under the FORMAT ddname.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=0.

Verify that the specified members and data sets exist. Examine your JCL for possible dsname errors and rerun the job.

ICB3005E
INVALID CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

An invalid control statement was specified for DISASSEMBLE MFS.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=0.

Correct control statements in your JCL and rerun the job.

ICB3006W
UNABLE TO PROCESS dif|dof FOR mid|mod member-name

Reason:

The device formats (dif, dof) for the specified message descriptors (mid, mod) were not found in the format library member
(member-name).

Action:

Processing terminates.

Review the JCL and verify that DIFs and DOFs for the specified MIDs and MODs exist.

ICB3101E
DBD EYECATCHER INVALID

Reason:

An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ICB3102E
EXTERNAL DBD NOT FOUND - dbd-name

Reason:

An external DBD (dbd-name) was referenced but not being migrated.
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Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

Verify that the external DBD exists in DBDLIB or ACBLIB and include it in the migration process (either modify the DBD=
statement or use RELATED=YES). Resubmit the job.

ICB3103E
PAIRED SEGMENT NOT FOUND - seg-name.

Reason:

A virtually paired segment (seg-name) was referenced but not found.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

Verify that the paired DBD contains referenced segment and resubmit the job.

ICB3104E
LCHILD ALLOCATION FAILED

Reason:

Memory allocation was attempted but failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

Increase the REGION size and rerun the job.

ICB3105E
SEGMENT seg-name1 HAS NO LCHILD POINTING TO seg-name2

Reason:

A logical child for segment seg-name2 was expected under segment seg-name1 but none was found.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

Verify that the virtual pairing is specified correctly in your DBD and resubmit the job.

NOTE
For more information about virtual pairing, see the IBM IMS Database Administration guide.

ICB3106I
DBD "dbd-name" NOT MIGRATED, ONLY DECODED.

Reason:

The specified DBD (dbd-name) was decoded, but not migrated to HALDB. The type of the DBD is not supported for
migration to HALDB, or the DBD was already migrated.
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ICB3107E
STRUCTURAL ERROR IN DBD - dbd-name

Reason:

The migration of the index DBD dbd-name failed. Possible reasons are:

• Pointer segment does not have an LCHILD with the INDEX= keyword.
• Pointer segment does not have a key field.
• Target segment does not have an XDFLD statement with the INDEX= keyword matching INDEX= in LCHILD.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8. Correct the DBD and resubmit the job.

ICB3108W
DBD "dbd-name" HAS NON-UNIQUE KEYS

Reason:

HALDB secondary indexes must have unique keys. The secondary index DBD (dbd-name) that you attempt to convert to
HALDB has nonunique keys.

Action:

Processing continues but the return code is set to at least 4.

Convert the nonunique secondary index keys in the DBD to unique; for example, by adding a subsequent key to the
secondary field. This migration can require changes in the application.

NOTE
For more information about converting database types, see the IBM IMS Administration Guide.

ICB3109W
SHARED INDEXES ARE NOT SUPPORTED FOR HALDB

Reason:

HALDB secondary indexes must not be shared. The specified DBD (dbd-name) contains the CONST= keyword on the
XDFLD statement. CONST is not supported for HALDB databases.

Action:

The CONST keyword will be dropped. Processing continues but the return code is set to at least 4.

Correct the migrated source of DBD (dbd-name) and resubmit the job.

ICB3110I
PRIMARY INDEX DBD "dbdname" WAS NOT CONVERTED

Reason:

The specified DBD (dbdname) is a primary index DBD and is not needed for the migration to HALDB. The DBD is not
converted. Processing continues.
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IDI Messages
IDI messages are generated from the CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS common components.

IDI0000E
THE "x" IS INCORRECT FOR FILE "y".

Reason:

One of the DCB parameters associated with the file with a ddname of y was incorrect. x will be LRECL or BLKSIZE.
For LRECL, the value specified is not compatible with processing requirements. For example, the program expected an
LRECL=80 file but the data set LRECL is not 80. For BLKSIZE, the value is zero.

Action:

The product continues execution. The return code is not changed. Change the JCL to point to a data set with the correct
LRECL and BLKSIZE and rerun the job.

IDI0001E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE FOR x FILE PROCESSING - AREA = y.

Reason:

In attempting to open file x, main storage was not available for work area y. Message IDI0002I follows this message to
indicate the amount of additional storage that was needed.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately if the file is mandatory for correct execution. Otherwise execution continues without the
use of the named file.

If the file is mandatory, the return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code is less than 12. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

If the file is mandatory for correct execution then increase the REGION JCL parameter value by that specified in the
IDI0002I message and rerun the job. If the file is optional then ensure that the file is not needed for the current execution.

IDI0002I
INCREASE REGION BY xK BYTES.

Reason:

This message follows IDI0001E. It indicates how many more bytes of region size were needed that were not available.

Action:

See message IDI0001E.

IDI0003E
UNABLE TO OPEN FILE x.

Reason:

An attempt was made to access a file with a ddname of "x". The file was allocated but could not be opened.
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Action:

Execution terminates immediately if the file is mandatory for correct execution. Otherwise execution continues without the
use of the named file.

If the file is mandatory then the return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

If the file is mandatory for correct execution then add a DD statement and rerun the job. If the file is optional then ensure
that the file is not needed for the current execution.

IDI0004E
ULU WORKAREA IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

DBRC was needed but no ULU workarea was available for opening DFSURWF1. This is an internal error. The return code
is 08.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI0100E
FILE x CLOSED - ACTIVE BUFFERS EXIST.

Reason:

A file with a ddname of "x" was closed but all the active buffers had not been purged. The file may be missing some
records at the end.

Action:

The product continues execution. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code is less than 16. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI0101E
DATA SET = "x" DID NOT CATALOG. RC = y.

Reason:

The named data set could not be cataloged, as requested. The return code from the catalog request gives the reason.

Action:

The product continues execution. The return code is not changed.Look up the reason in the MVS manuals. Correct the
problem and rerun the job.

IDI0103E
ULU WORKAREA IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

DBRC was needed but no ULU work area was available for closing DFSURWF1. This is an internal error. The return code
is 08.

Action:
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Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI0201E
UNABLE TO BACKSPACE x FILE.

Reason:

The file (x) could not be backspaced during a repositioning of the file.

Action:

Execution terminates if the file is mandatory for correct execution. Otherwise execution continues without the use of the
named file.

If the file is mandatory, the return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code is less than 16. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI0202E
UNABLE TO ACQUIRE A x FILE BUFFER.

Reason:

Mo buffer was available for the positioning operation when repositioning file x.

Action:

Execution terminates if the file is mandatory for correct execution. Otherwise execution continues without the use of the
named file.

If the file is mandatory, the return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code is less than 16. Otherwise, the return
code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI0301E
UNABLE TO ACQUIRE A x FILE BUFFER.

Reason:

No buffer was available for the write operation when writing to file x.

Action:

Execution terminates if the file is mandatory for correct execution. Otherwise execution continues without the use of the
named file.

If the file is mandatory, the return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI0400E
RECORD LENGTH ERROR OCCURRED ON FILE x.

Reason:

During a read operation on file x, a record was read that was longer than the program could handle.
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Action:

Execution terminates if the file is mandatory for correct execution. Otherwise execution continues and the record is
ignored or used in a truncated form.

If the file is mandatory, the return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support.

IDI0401E
UNABLE TO ACQUIRE A x FILE BUFFER.

Reason:

No buffer was available for the read operation when reading file x.

Action:

Execution terminates if the file is mandatory for correct execution. Otherwise execution continues without the use of the
named file.

If the file is mandatory, the return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI0500E
I/O ERROR ON x FILE.

Reason:

During an I/O operation to the file x, an error occurred that precluded the correct execution of the I/O. Message IDI0501I
follows this message and gives the details of the error that occurred.

Action:

Execution terminates if the file is mandatory for correct execution. Otherwise execution continues without the use of the
named file.

If the file is mandatory, the return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI0501I
error data.

Reason:

This message follows an IDI0500E message. It provides the details as to the type of error that occurred.

Action:

See message IDI0500E. The return code is not changed.

IDI0600E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH THE RECOVERY ENVIRONMENT - x.
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Reason:

During initialization processing, an MVS recovery environment could not be established to trap ABENDs.

• x
Identifies the reason code.

Action:

Execution terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI0601I
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE "x". PROCESSING WILL CONTINUE.

Reason:

During initialization processing, the product attempted to dynamically allocate SYSUDUMP and ABNLIGNR, in
order to be sure that sufficient documentation will be gathered for problem determination. These are only needed if
ABENDDUMP=YES is specified and an abend condition occurs, but this allocation is always done, so that the needed
dump will not be lost.

Note that the ABNLIGNR allocation is for a "DD DUMMY", and its purpose is to turn off the ABEND-AID product for this
job step only. It will have no other effect if ABEND-AID is not installed.

Action:

Execution continues. The return code is not changed.

This error should not normally occur. If this message is received when trying to capture a dump for a product problem, first
try to add a DD statement to the JCL for SYSUDUMP. If this is found, dynamic allocation will be bypassed and this error
will not occur.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI0602I
"x" HAS BEEN ALLOCATED AS SYSOUT=*.

Reason:

During initialization processing, the product dynamically allocates SYSUDUMP as SYSOUT=* in order to be sure that
sufficient documentation will be gathered for problem determination. If SYSUDUMP has been pre-allocated, this message
will not appear.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI0603I
THE FOLLOWING WERE ALLOCATED AS DD DUMMY: ddname1 ddname2 ddname3 ... ddnameN

Reason:

During initialization processing, the product dynamically allocated the listed ddnames (ddname1 through ddnameN) to a
DUMMY data set. The allocations are performed to prevent debugging aid products from interfering with abend recovery
and with information gathering for problem diagnosis.
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IDI0604I
THE RECOVERY ENVIRONMENT IS ESTABLISHED WITHOUT XCTL=YES.

Reason:

During initialization processing, an MVS recovery environment is established without XCTL=YES.

IDI0700E
THIS PRODUCT EXPIRED ON dd mmm yyyy.

Reason:

This product is expiry date controlled. The product library being used contains modules that have expired.

Action:

The product terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

A current release of the product is needed. This message is followed by message IDI0702I.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI0701W
THIS PRODUCT WILL EXPIRE ON dd mmm yyyy.

Reason:

This product is expiry date controlled. The product library being used contains modules that will expire on the date shown
in the message (dd mmm yyyy).

Action:

The product continues execution. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

A current release of the product is needed. This message is followed by message IDI0702I.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI0702I
PLEASE CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATES IMS CUSTOMER SUPPORT.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI0700E or IDI0701W to provide additional information to the user.

Action:

See message IDI0700E or IDI0701W. The return code is not affected.

Document the reason stated in the message that precedes this one and contact CA Support.

IDI0703E
PRODUCT IS NOT LICENSED FOR CPU XXXXXXXX.

Reason:
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The user is attempting to execute the product on a CPU other than the CPU on which it is licensed.

Action:

The product terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI0801I
SEGMENT NAME - x.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI0800E to provide the segment name that was subject of the DL/I call.

Action:

See message IDI0800E. The return code is not affected.

IDI0802I
SEGMENT LEVEL - x.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI0800E to provide the segment level that was reached during the DL/I call.

Action:

See message IDI0800E. The return code is not affected.

IDI0803I
PROCESSING OPTIONS - x.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI0800E to provide the processing options in use during the DL/I call.

Action:

See message IDI0800E. The return code is not affected.

IDI0804I
STATUS CODE - x.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI0800E to provide the status code returned by DL/I for the call.

Action:

See message IDI0800E. The return code is not affected.

IDI0805I
DL/I FUNCTION CODE - x.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI0800E to provide the type of call that incurred the error.
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Action:

See message IDI0800E. The return code is not affected.

IDI0900E
UNABLE TO ACQUIRE STORAGE FOR WORK AREA - x.

Reason:

Insufficient storage was available for the named work area. The virtual storage for the work area was not acquired.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Increase the REGION JCL parameter value by at least 4 KB and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

IDI1000E
UNABLE TO FREE STORAGE

Reason:

An attempt to free the storage failed. The storage area could not be freed.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI1001E
INVALID FREE STORAGE ADDRESS - x.

Reason:

The address of the work area to be freed was invalid.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI1002E
INVALID FREE STORAGE LENGTH.

Reason:

The length of the work area to free was incorrect.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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IDI1100E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS - x WON'T OPEN.

Reason:

The control statement file could not be opened properly. The control statements are read from the file associated with
ddname x.

Action:

The product terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Include a pppCTRL file in the JCL that contains the necessary control statements and rerun the job.

IDI1101W
NO SPECIFICATIONS FOUND IN THIS STATEMENT - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

No data at all was found in this statement.

Action:

The entire statement is ignored and processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Eliminate or correct the statement for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the statement
was important to the results expected.

IDI1102W
KEYWORD x FOUND AGAIN - LATEST VALUE HAS BEEN USED.

Reason:

The specified keyword (x) has already been processed and another occurrence has been found.

Action:

The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Eliminate the duplicate keyword specifications for subsequent executions. Rerun the current execution if the wrong value
was used.

IDI1103E
THE KEYWORD VALUE IS MISSING.

Reason:

No value followed the keyword but this keyword requires a value.

Action:

The keyword and the rest of the statement are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Eliminate the keyword or place a value after the keyword for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to
be rerun if the keyword was important to the results expected.
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IDI1104E
THE PARAMETER VALUE IS TOO LONG - "x".

Reason:

The value assigned to the keyword is longer than that allowed for that keyword.

Action:

The keyword is ignored. Processing the rest of the statement continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Eliminate the keyword or change the value to the range supported for subsequent executions. The current execution may
have to be rerun if the keyword was important to the results expected.

IDI1105E
UNDEFINED KEYWORD - x.

Reason:

The named keyword is unknown.

Action:

The keyword and its value are ignored. The remainder of the statement is processed. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Eliminate the keyword or correct it for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the keyword
was important to the results expected.

IDI1106E
A CONTINUATION STATEMENT WAS EXPECTED BUT WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The previous statement implied there would be a continuation statement. No continuation was found. A continuation
statement is expected if there is a character in the continuation field or if the last statement ended with a comma.

Action:

Execution continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Eliminate the continuation character or add a continuation statement for subsequent executions. The current execution
may have to be rerun if the continuation was important to the results expected.

IDI1107E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS - x IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

The control statement file was not available. The control statements are read from the file associated with ddname "x".

Action:

The product terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Include a file with ddname "x" in the JCL that contains the necessary control
statements and rerun the job.
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IDI1108E
A COMMAND WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

A command was expected in the input file that indicated the function to be performed. No command was found.

Action:

The keyword and the rest of the statement are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add a command to the statement and rerun the job.

IDI1109E
MANDATORY KEYWORD "x" IS MISSING.

Reason:

Keyword "x" is required for proper execution but was not found in the control statements.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add the named keyword to the control statements and rerun the job.

IDI1110E
MANDATORY KEYWORD "x" IS IN ERROR.

Reason:

A valid value for keyword "x" is required for proper execution but the value specified is invalid.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the named keyword value and rerun the job.

IDI1111W
KEYWORD "x" IS A SYNONYM FOR KEYWORD "y".

Reason:

Keyword x is a synonym for keyword y. Multiple occurrence of those keywords is not allowed.

Action:

The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

IDI1112E
A LEFT PAREN MUST FOLLOW THIS GROUP-TYPE KEYWORD.

Reason:
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The keyword specified must be followed by a series of sub keywords enclosed in parenthesis. A left paren did follow the
keyword.

Action:

The keyword is ignored and processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is
less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

IDI1113W
GROUP KEYWORD "x" IS NOT COMPLETE - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

No recognizable control statement keywords were found in the preceding control statement.

Action:

The entire statement is ignored and processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Eliminate the keyword or add a left paren for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the
keyword was important to the results expected.

IDI1114E
UNABLE TO SAVE VALUE FOR "x", LIMIT IS "n" VALUES.

Reason:

Keyword "x" is limited to "n" values that can be accepted. The limit was exceeded.

Action:

The additional values are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Eliminate the additional values for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the additional
values were important to the results expected.

IDI1115E
A LIST OF VALUES IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR KEYWORD "x".

Reason:

Only one value is allowed for keyword x but a list of values, headed by a left paren, was found.

Action:

The entire list of values is ignored and processing continues with the next keyword on this statement. The return code is
set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Eliminate the additional values for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the keyword was
important to the results expected.

IDI1116W
THE LIST OF VALUES FOR KEYWORD "x" IS NOT COMPLETE - ASSUMED RIGHT PAREN AFTER LAST VALUE.

Reason:
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A list of values for keyword "x" was found headed properly by a left paren but the list was not ended by a right paren.

Action:

A right paren is assumed after the last value. All the valid values in the list are accepted. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add a right paren for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the assumed right paren was
incorrect.

IDI1117W
LIST OR GROUP PREMATURELY TERMINATED - ASSUMED RIGHT PAREN AFTER LAST VALUE.

Reason:

The control statement indicated that group sub keywords or list values were to be continued on the next statement but no
continuation statement was found.

Action:

A right paren is assumed after the last value. All the valid values in the list are accepted. The return code is set to 12 if the
accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add a continuation statement or eliminate the continuation indicator for subsequent executions. The current execution
may have to be rerun if the continuation statement is important to the results expected.

IDI1118I
FLUSHING THE FOLLOWING SYSIN CONTROL STATEMENTS:

Reason:

Errors occurred that resulted in flushing the remaining SYSIN control statements.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed. Correct the preceding errors and rerun the job.

IDI1119E
GLOBAL PARAMETER PROCESSING BYPASSED.

Reason:

The system was unable to allocate or open the data set defined for the Global Parameter Library (PARMLIB) for the
current function.

Action:

This is a serious error, and will cause termination of the current function. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8.

If global parameter processing is desired, provide a DD statement for the correct Global Parameter Library data set, or
make sure that the installation steps to activate this function have been properly performed.

If a DD statement was provided, this message can indicate that the data set referenced in the DD statement could not be
opened. Be sure that the DD statement is correct.

If no DD statement was provided, this message can indicate that the DFSMDA that was assembled to the STEPLIB is
incorrect, or references a data set for PARMLIB that is not valid. Correct the error or delete the IDIPARM member from the
STEPLIB, to de-activate global parameter processing.
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Preceding messages help to pinpoint the exact nature of the problem. Correct any indicated errors and rerun the job.

IDI1120E
UNABLE TO OPEN "IDIPARM" FILE - GLOBAL PROCESSING BYPASSED.

Reason:

An error occurred during the OPEN of the file specified for global parameter processing, either as coded in the DD
statement, or as defined in the DFSMDA.

Action:

This is a serious error, and will cause termination of the current function. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8.

Determine why the OPEN failed, correct the problem, and resubmit the job. There should be other IBM error messages
that help to determine what the problem is.

IDI1121I
GLOBAL PARAMETER PROCESSING STARTED.

Reason:

All control statements from the SYSIN file for a function have been processed, and the program will now read the global
parameter data set for the requested function.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI1122I
GLOBAL PARAMETER PROCESSING ENDED.

Reason:

All control statements from the IDIPARM file have been processed, and the program will now process the requested
function.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI1123E
NO PARAMETER MEMBER DEFINED FOR CURRENT FUNCTION.

Reason:

The function currently being performed does not provide support for global parameter processing.

Action:

This is a serious error, and will cause termination of the current function. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 16.

For assistance, contact CA Support.
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IDI1125I
BYPASSING REMAINING GLOBAL CONTROL STATEMENTS:

Reason:

Control statements are present in the global parameter data set being used, which follow the last statement without a
continuation.

Action:

All remaining statements in the global parameter data set will be printed and ignored. The return code is not changed.

Make sure that the statements being bypassed are not needed for processing. This could be caused by inadvertently
deleting a continuation character, in which case the bypassed statements may be needed. To avoid this message, remove
the extra statements from the global parameter data set.

IDI1126I
JCL DD STATEMENT FOR IDIPARM HAS BEEN FOUND.

Reason:

A DD statement for IDIPARM was present in the JCL for the current JOBSTEP.

Action:

This is an informational message only, to let the user know that the DD statement was found, and the data set that it
references will be read for the global parameters for the current function. The return code is not changed.

IDI1127E
IDIPARM DATASET IS NEITHER SEQUENTIAL OR PARTITIONED.

Reason:

The data set referenced for IDIPARM (by a DD statement or by the DFSMDA), is not a valid file format for this processing.

Action:

This is a serious error, and will cause termination of the current function. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 8.

The data set used for global parameter processing must be a sequential or partitioned file. Correct the DD statement or
the DFSMDA to reference a data set of the correct type.

IDI1128I
USING GLOBAL PARAMETER DATASET "x".

Reason:

Shows the data set name x referenced for IDIPARM by a DD statement.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI1129I
USING GLOBAL PARAMETER MEMBER "x".
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Reason:

If the IDIPARM data set is partitioned, this message shows the member name "x" which will be used for the current
function.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI1130E
EMBEDDED BLANK IS NOT ALLOWED IN TIMESTAMP.

Reason:

Embedded blank was found in the timestamp value and it is not allowed.

Action:

Execution terminates. Correct the timestamp value and rerun the job. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated
return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

IDI1200I
VSAM STATUS - x.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI1208I. It provides an explanation of the VSAM exception codes.

Action:

Execution continues or terminates depending upon the severity of the condition.

For warning conditions the return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4 and processing
continues. For error conditions the return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8 and
processing terminates. If the condition is unknown the return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less
than 16 and processing terminates.

For return code 4 and 8 determine the reason for the condition.

For return code 16, contact CA Support.

IDI1201E
UNABLE TO DECODE VSAM REQUEST TYPE.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI1208I. The VSAM request type that incurred the condition is unknown.

Action:

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16 and processing terminates.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI1202E
UNABLE TO DECODE VSAM RETURN CODE.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI1208I. The VSAM return code is unknown.
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Action:

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16 and processing terminates.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI1203E
UNABLE TO DECODE VSAM RETURN CODE.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI1208I. The VSAM return code is unknown.

Action:

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16 and processing terminates.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI1204E
UNABLE TO DECODE VSAM ERROR CODE.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI1208I. The VSAM error code is unknown.

Action:

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16 and processing terminates.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI1205E
UNABLE TO DECODE VSAM FEEDBACK CODE.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI1208I. The VSAM feedback code is unknown.

Action:

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16 and processing terminates.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI1206E
UNABLE TO DECODE VSAM FEEDBACK CODE.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI1208I. The VSAM feedback code is unknown.

Action:

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16 and processing terminates.

For assistance, contact CA Support.
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IDI1207I
VSAM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, RETURN CODE=b, FEEDBACK=c, CONTROL BLOCK=d, OUT=e, CD=f.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI1208I. It contains a hexadecimal display of the error codes relating to the VSAM error
condition where a is the VSAM request type, b is the return code from VSAM, c is the feedback code in the RPL or the
error code in the ACB, and d, e, and f is debugging information.

Action:

The return code is not changed.

Use this data when referring to the VSAM return code tables in the IBM VSAM Programmer's Guide.

When contacting Technical Support, have this information available for reporting suspected software problems.

IDI1208I
A VSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE y, HEX OFFSET z).

Reason:

A call to VSAM resulted in an exception condition, where x is the VSAM request that was issued and y and z is debugging
information.

Action:

The return code is not changed. Message IDI1200I and IDI1207I follow this message and provide the details of the
condition.

See messages IDI1200I and IDI1207I forT additional information.

When contacting Technical Support, have this information available for reporting suspected software problems. For
assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI1209E
UNABLE TO DECODE VSAM ERROR CODE.

Reason:

This message follows message IDI1208I. The VSAM error code is unknown.

Action:

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16 and processing terminates.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI1300E
A x RC=y ABEND OCCURRED (MODULE module-name, HEX OFFSET v,w).

Reason:

The executing program has ABENDed.

• x
Identifies the ABEND code.

• y
Identifies the ABEND reason code.
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The INVALID value indicates that no valid reason code can be obtained or the reason code is not known.
• module-name

Identifies the module that failed.
• v,w

Identifies the hexadecimal offset within the module and the method that is used to calculate the offset value.

Action:

The following message IDI1301I, IDI1302I, or IDI1304I indicates the program action.

If the named module does not refer to a customer-supplied randomizer or user exit, contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI1301I
RECOVERY WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

This message follows an IDI1300E message when an ABEND occurs and recovery will be attempted.

Action:

The program attempts to recover from the ABEND and continue processing.

Even if recovery is successful, if the module named in the IDI1300E message does not refer to a user-supplied
randomizer or user exit then For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI1302I
RECOVERY WILL NOT BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

This message follows an IDI1300E message when an ABEND occurs and recovery will not be attempted.

Action:

The program returns to MVS with an indication to continue ABEND processing.

If the module named in the IDI1300E message does not refer to a user-supplied randomizer or user exit, contact CA
Support.

IDI1303I
A RECURSIVE ABEND HAS OCCURRED - RECOVERY WILL NOT BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

This message follows an IDI1300E and IDI1301I message when an ABEND occurs and recovery was unsuccessfully.

Action:

The program returns to MVS with an indication to continue ABEND processing.

If the module named in the IDI1300E message does not refer to a user-supplied randomizer or user exit, contact CA
Support.

IDI1304I
THE ABEND IS NOT IN CAI SOFTWARE - RECOVERY WILL NOT BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:
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This message follows an IDI1300E message when an ABEND occurs within executable code that is not part of any CA
program and therefore recovery will not be attempted.

Action:

The program returns to MVS with an indication to continue ABEND processing.

Refer to the module named in the IDI1300E message to determine what software program ABENDed and take the
appropriate action.

IDI1305I
ABEND CODE: w PROGRAM: x EPA: y MAIN: z

Reason:

This message is produced along with messages IDI1300I through IDI1304I to further document error information. The
ABEND code, program name and program entry point are displayed in the same format as in an MVS dump in the
RTM2WA section. The "z" value refers to the CA module whose ESTAE routine detected the ABEND.

Action:

Message IDI1301I, IDI1302I or IDI1304I will precede this to indicate the program action.

Message IDI1301I, IDI1302I or IDI1304I will precede this to indicate the user action.

IDI1306I
PSW: wwwwwwww xxxxxxxx yyyyyyyy zzzzzzzz

Reason:

This message is produced along with messages IDI1300I through IDI1304I to further document error information. The
Program Status Word (PSW), instruction length code, interruption code and translation exception address are displayed in
the same form as in an MVS dump in the RTM2WA section.

Action:

Message IDI1301I, IDI1302I or IDI1304I will precede this to indicate the program action. Message IDI1301I, IDI1302I or
IDI1304I will precede this to indicate the user action.

IDI1307I
REGISTER n: X1 X2 X3 X4

Reason:

This message is produced along with messages IDI1300I through IDI1304I to further document error information. The
contents of the specified register are displayed in hexadecimal, 4 registers per line with "n" being the register displayed
first.

Action:

Message IDI1301I, IDI1302I or IDI1304I will precede this to indicate the program action and user action.

IDI1308I
RECOVERY WILL NOT BE ATTEMPTED - ABEND "x" IS NOT RECOVERABLE.

Reason:
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This message follows an IDI1300E message when an ABEND occurs and recovery will not be attempted. Abend codes
such as S222, S322 and certain others are defined by MVS to be non-recoverable.

Action:

The program returns to MVS with an indication to continue ABEND processing.

If the abend code indicates operator cancel or time or output limit exceeded then correct the JCL and/or operator
procedures and rerun the job. Otherwise, if the module named in the IDI1300E message does not refer to a user-supplied
randomizer or user exit, contact CA Support.

IDI1309I
RECOVERY WILL NOT BE ATTEMPTED - NO RECOVERY ROUTINE AVAILABLE.

Reason:

This message follows an IDI1300E message when an ABEND occurs and recovery will not be attempted. The abend
occurred in a function or processing stage for which abend recovery support is not provided.

Action:

The program returns to MVS with an indication to continue ABEND processing.

If the module named in the IDI1300E message does not refer to a user-supplied randomizer or user exit, contact CA
Support.

IDI1310I
ACC REG nnn: a b c d.

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

Action:

See any preceding messages and resolve the errors. If there are no previous error messages or the error is not obvious,
contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI1311I
Control Flags: registers  TCB:xxxxxxxx ABCB:yyyyyyyy

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

• xxxxxxxx
Identifies the address of the z/OS task control block (TCB).

• yyyyyyyy
Identifies the IDI ABCB address.

Action:

See any preceding messages and resolve the errors. If there are no previous error messages or the error is not obvious,
contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI1312I
THE ABEND IS NOT PART OF THE CA IMS TOOL KIT - RECOVERY WILL NOT BE ATTEMPTED.
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Reason:

This program will not perform abend recovery.

Action:

See the preceding messages. If a user error is not apparent, contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI1400E
LENGTH OF HEXADECIMAL STRING IS WRONG.

Reason:

A hexadecimal value was found that was less than four positions long. The minimum length hexadecimal value is X'a'
which is four positions long.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the keyword was
important to the results expected.

IDI1401E
VALUE CONTAINS NON-DECIMAL DIGITS.

Reason:

The keyword value contains one or more invalid characters. Each position of the value must be a digit from 0 to 9.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the keyword was
important to the results expected.

IDI1402E
VALUE IS TOO LARGE.

Reason:

The keyword value is greater than 32767. The value must range from 0 to 32767.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the keyword was
important to the results expected.

IDI1403E
UNABLE TO SAVE VALUE FOR "x", LIMIT IS "n" VALUES. VALUE = "y".
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Reason:

The keyword "x" is limited in the number of values that can be accepted. The limit "n" was exceeded. The second line of
this message shows the value "y" which could not be saved.

Action:

The additional value is ignored.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and processing continues.

Eliminate the additional values for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the additional
values were important to the results expected.

IDI1404W
DUPLICATE VALUE FOR KEYWORD "x" HAS BEEN IGNORED. VALUE = "y".

Reason:

The same value was specified more than once for the same keyword "x". Duplicate values serve no purpose. The second
line of this message shows the value "y" which is a duplicate.

Action:

The duplicate value is ignored.

The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the duplicate value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the
value was important to the results expected.

IDI1405E
HEXADECIMAL STRING DOES NOT END WITH A QUOTE.

Reason:

The hexadecimal value was not ended by a single or double quote.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the value was
important to the results expected.

IDI1406E
HEXADECIMAL STRING CONTAINS AN INVALID VALUE.

Reason:

A hexadecimal value was specified but contained digits other than 0-9 or A-F.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12
and processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the value was
important to the results expected.
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IDI1407E
A x VALUE IS INVALID FOR THIS KEYWORD.

Reason:

The value specified is not allowed for the keyword. Valid values for x are:

• ZERO
Indicates if a value of zero was specified but not allowed.

• POSITIVE
Indicates if a positive value was specified but not allowed.

• NEGATIVE
Indicates if a negative value was specified but not allowed.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12
and processing continues if the keyword is not mandatory. Eliminate or correct the value and rerun the job.

IDI1500E
LENGTH OF HEXADECIMAL STRING IS WRONG.

Reason:

A hexadecimal value was found that was less than four positions long. The minimum length hexadecimal value is X'a'
which is four positions long.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12
and processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the keyword was
important to the results expected.

IDI1501E
VALUE CONTAINS NON-DECIMAL DIGITS.

Reason:

The keyword value contains one or more invalid characters. Each position of the value must be a digit from 0 to 9.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12
and processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the keyword was
important to the results expected.

IDI1502E
VALUE IS TOO LARGE.

Reason:

The keyword value is greater than 2147483647. The value must range from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Action:
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The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12
and processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the keyword was
important to the results expected.

IDI1503E
UNABLE TO SAVE VALUE FOR "x", LIMIT IS "n" VALUES. VALUE = "y".

Reason:

The keyword "x" is limited in the number of values that can be accepted. The limit "n" was exceeded. The second line of
this message shows the value "y" which could not be saved.

Action:

The additional value is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues.

Eliminate the additional values for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the additional
values were important to the results expected.

IDI1504W
DUPLICATE VALUE FOR KEYWORD "x" HAS BEEN IGNORED. VALUE = "y".

Reason:

The same value was specified more than once for the same keyword "x". Duplicate values serve no purpose. The second
line of this message shows the value "y" which is a duplicate.

Action:

The duplicate value is ignored. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the duplicate value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the
value was important to the results expected.

IDI1505E
HEXADECIMAL STRING DOES NOT END WITH A QUOTE.

Reason:

The hexadecimal value was not ended by a single or double quote.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12
and processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the value was
important to the results expected.

IDI1506E
HEXADECIMAL STRING CONTAINS AN INVALID VALUE.

Reason:
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A hexadecimal value was specified but contained digits other than 0-9 or A-F.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12
and processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the value was
important to the results expected.

IDI1507E
A x VALUE IS INVALID FOR THIS KEYWORD.

Reason:

The value specified is not allowed for the keyword. Valid values for x are:

• ZERO
Indicates if a value of zero was specified but not allowed.

• POSITIVE
Indicates if a positive value was specified but not allowed.

• NEGATIVE
Indicates if a negative value was specified but not allowed.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12
and processing continues if the keyword is not mandatory.

Eliminate or correct the value and rerun the job.

IDI1601E
VALUE IS NOT THE CORRECT LENGTH.

Reason:

The keyword value was greater than 3 positions long. The value must have a length from 1 to 3.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12
and processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the keyword was
important to the results expected.

IDI1602E
ONLY A VALUE OF "YES", "NO", "ON" OR "OFF" IS VALID.

Reason:

The keyword value must be YES, NO, ON, or OFF. None of these was specified.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12
and processing continues.
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Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the keyword was
important to the results expected.

IDI1700E
A x STORAGE ERROR OCCURRED WITH THE REFERENCE OF a IN MODULE b, HEX OFFSET c.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred in module B at offset C.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16 and
processing continues.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI1801E
DATA SET FOR FILE x IS NOT CATALOGUED - y.

Reason:

In attempting to determine the characteristics of file x, the volume serial of the data set was not available because it was
not provided on the DD statement and the data set was not cataloged. y is the data set name.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Catalog the data set or specify a VOL=SER parameter on the allocation and rerun the job.

IDI1802E
FILE x IS NOT ALLOCATED.

Reason:

In attempting to determine the characteristics of file "x", it was determined that the file had not been allocated to a data
set.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Include a DD statement for the file and rerun the job.

IDI1803E
DATA SET FOR FILE x IS NOT IN THE VTOC - y.

Reason:

In attempting to determine the characteristics of file x, it was determined that the data set was not on the volume defined
in the cataloged or was not on the volume specified in the allocation. y is the data set name.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.
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Recatalog the data set or change the VOL=SER parameter on the allocation and rerun the job.

IDI1804E
DATA SET FOR FILE "ddname" JFCB EXTENSION ADDRESS CONVERSION ERROR - "dsname".

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

Action:

See any preceding messages and resolve the errors. If there are no previous error messages or the error is not obvious,
contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI1805E
DATA SET RESIDES IN THE CMS ON AN EAV AND CANNOT BE OPENED BY THIS LEVEL OF z/OS.
VOLSER=volser, DSN=dsn

Reason:

The data set resides in the cylinder-managed space of an Extended Address Volume (EAV). It cannot be opened by this
level of z/OS.

Action:

Move the data set to a non-EAV or run the job on a system running a later z/OS version.

IDI1900E
INTERNAL ERROR IN THE KEYWORD PROCESSOR.

Reason:

During processing of Boolean operand, a logic error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16 and
processing continues.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI1901E
INCOMPLETE SPECIFICATION - THE ENTIRE SPECIFICATION HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

An operand is missing in a Boolean statement.

Action:

Processing continues but the control statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12.

Correct the statement and rerun the job if necessary.

IDI1902E
AN OPERATOR IS MISSING - THE ENTIRE SPECIFICATION HAS BEEN IGNORED.
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Reason:

An operator is missing from a Boolean statement.

Action:

Processing continues but the control statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12.

Correct the statement and rerun the job if necessary.

IDI1903E
UNABLE TO SAVE VALUE FOR "x", LIMIT IS "n" VALUES. VALUE = "y".

Reason:

The keyword "x" is limited in the number of values that can be accepted. The limit "n" was exceeded. The second line of
this message shows the value "y" which could not be saved. The table used to save the Boolean operands is full.

Action:

Processing continues but the control statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI1904E
A DELIMITER IS MISSING - THE ENTIRE SPECIFICATION HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

A delimiter is missing from a Boolean statement.

Action:

Processing continues but the control statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12.

Correct the statement and rerun the job if necessary.

IDI1905E
NOT ENOUGH MEMORY - INCREASE REGION SIZE BY AT LEAST 4K AND RERUN.

Reason:

During control statement processing, there was no region left to complete the processing.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase the REGION value and rerun the job.

IDI1906E
OFFSET VALUE FOLLOWING "+" SIGN MUST BE NUMERIC WITH BETWEEN 1 AND 3 DIGITS.

Reason:

The offset value to start the key value selection must not exceed three digits. The return code is 8.
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Action:

Reduce the offset key value to three digits or lower.

IDI2000E
LENGTH OF HEXADECIMAL STRING IS WRONG.

Reason:

The hexadecimal string does not contain an even number of characters.

Action:

Processing continues but the control statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12.

Correct the statement and rerun the job if necessary.

IDI2001E
HEXADECIMAL STRING DOES NOT END WITH A QUOTE.

Reason:

A hexadecimal string must be prefixed by X' and suffixed by a single quote - '.

Action:

Processing continues but the control statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12.

Correct the statement and rerun the job if necessary.

IDI2002E
HEXADECIMAL STRING CONTAINS AN INVALID VALUE.

Reason:

The hexadecimal value does not contain the 16 valid hexadecimal characters of 0-9 and A-F.

Action:

Processing continues but the control statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12.

Correct the statement and rerun the job if necessary.

IDI2100E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE FOR WORK AREA.

Reason:

There was insufficient virtual storage to build a work area for logical relationship or secondary index processing.

Action:

The logical relationship or secondary index environment is not initialized. The return code is not changed.

Increase the region size and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.
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IDI2101E
UNABLE TO INTERFACE WITH IMS.

Reason:

The interface to IMS for creation of logical database and secondary index work records could not be initialized.

Action:

The logical relationship or secondary index environment is not initialized. The return code is not changed.

First review the messages generated by IMS in the JESMSG and SYSMSG files to determine why IMS was unable to
initialize itself. Take the corrective action defined by those IMS messages.

If no IMS or MVS messages exist in the JESMSG or SYSMSG files then contact CA Support.

IDI2102E
UNABLE TO FREE WORK AREA STORAGE.

Reason:

A work area could not be freed.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI2103E
UNABLE TO INTERFACE WITH IMS.

Reason:

The interface to IMS for creation of logical database and secondary index work records could not be initialized.

Action:

The logical relationship or secondary index environment is not initialized. The return code is not changed.

First review the messages generated by IMS in the JESMSG and SYSMSG files to determine why IMS was unable
to initialize itself. Take the corrective action defined by those IMS messages. If no IMS or MVS messages exist in the
JESMSG or SYSMSG files, contact CA Support.

IDI2104E
UNABLE TO INTERFACE WITH IMS.

Reason:

The interface to IMS for creation of logical database and secondary index work records could not be initialized.

Action:

The logical relationship or secondary index environment is not initialized. The return code is not changed.

First review the messages generated by IMS in the JESMSG and SYSMSG files to determine why IMS was unable to
initialize itself. Take the corrective action defined by those IMS messages.

If no IMS or MVS messages exist in the JESMSG or SYSMSG files, contact CA Support.
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IDI2105E
UNABLE TO LOAD IMS MODULE x.

Reason:

An attempt has been made to gain access to the IMS modules that create work records for logical databases and
secondary indexes. Load module "x" could not be located in STEPLIB, JOBLIB or link list.

Action:

The logical relationship or secondary index environment is not initialized. The return code is not changed.

First ensure that IMS modules DFSDSEH0, DFSDXMT0 and DFSRRC00 are available in STEPLIB, JOBLIB or the link list
libraries. If they aren't, add an appropriate STEPLIB or JOBLIB to IMS SDFSRESL. If the modules are available, contact
Technical Support.

IDI2106E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x.

Reason:

An internal error has occurred in the software. x is the code needed by CA to debug the problem. Valid values for x are:

• 0
Indicates that the IMS 3.1 or later was invoked to provide IMS services. The DBD Directory (DDIR) built by IMS does
not contain the DBD being used for the current function.

• 1
Indicates that the IMS 2.2 or earlier was invoked to provide IMS services. The DBD Directory (DDIR) built by IMS does
not contain the DBD being used for the current function.

Action:

The logical relationship or secondary index environment is not initialized. The return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI2107E
HALDB PARTITION FOUND, HALDB MASTER DBD MUST BE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The DBD name is incorrectly specified and is a HALDB partition name.

Action:

Processing is terminated with RC=8. Specify the master HALDB DBD name and rerun the job.

IDI2200W
ERROR WHEN TERMINATING INTERFACE WITH IMS.

Reason:

The interface to IMS for creation of logical database and secondary index work records could not be terminated cleanly.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.
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For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI2201W
ERROR FREEING WORK AREA.

Reason:

A work area could not be freed.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

IDI2202W
ERROR DELETING INDEX MAINTENANCE EXIT "x".

Reason:

An index maintenance user exit load module could not be deleted.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI2203W
IMS FAILED WITH RC = x.

Reason:

The interface to IMS for creation of logical database and secondary index work records could not be terminated cleanly. x
is the return code from IMS.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI2300E
THE LIBRARY WITH DD NAME "ddname" IS NOT DEFINED IN THE JCL.

Reason:

The ddname (ddname) was not allocated in the JCL. The module could not be loaded.

Action:

Processing conditionally proceeds. See the messages that follow this one. The return code is not changed.

Add the DD statement to the JCL and rerun the job.

IDI2301E
THE LIBRARY WITH DD NAME "ddname" COULD NOT BE OPENED.
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Reason:

The named ddname (ddname) was specified in the JCL but the library could not be opened. The module was not loaded.

Action:

Processing conditionally proceeds. See the messages that follow this one. The return code is not changed.

Add the DD statement to the JCL and rerun the job.

IDI2302E
MODULE "modulename" COULD NOT BE FOUND IN THE LIBRARY WITH DD NAME "ddname".

Reason:

The specified module (modulename) was not found in the directory of the library (ddname). The module could not be
loaded.

Action:

Processing conditionally proceeds. See the messages that follow this one. The return code is not changed.

Reallocate the library or place the named module in the named library and rerun the job.

IDI2303E
MODULE "modulename" COULD NOT BE LOADED FROM THE LIBRARY WITH DD NAME "ddname".

Reason:

The module (modulename) was found in the directory of the library (ddname) but it could not be loaded.

Action:

Processing conditionally proceeds. See the messages that follow this one. The return code is not changed.

Reallocate the library or place the named module in the named library and rerun the job.

IDI2304E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x, LOAD MODULE "modulename".

Reason:

A logic error has occurred.

Action:

Processing conditionally proceeds. See the messages that follow this one. The return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI2305E
UNABLE TO GET MEMORY TO LOAD MODULE "modulename".

Reason:

An attempt to load a module (modulename) from disk failed. Memory was not available to load the module.

Action:

Processing conditionally proceeds. See the messages that follow this one.
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Increase the region size and rerun the job.

IDI2306E
MODULE "module-name" COULD NOT BE DELETED FROM STORAGE.

Reason:

An error occurred attempting to delete the specified load module.

Action:

Processing conditionally proceeds. See the messages that follow this one.

Check any messages that precede this one. If a user error is not apparent, contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI2307E
NO SUPPORTED IMS LEVEL FOUND FOR "GET SUFFIX" REQUEST.

Reason:

The version of the IMS system that is connected to the program execution is not supported.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Execute the product with the IMS RESLIB for a supported version.

 

IDI2310I
IDIMMGR0 MODULE=module FUNC=function LOAD POINT=lpoint MMRB=mod-name FROM=mod-name+offset
LENGTH=length

Reason:

Indicates that the debug code has been activated in module IDIMMGR0. Processing continues.

• module
Specifies the module name just acted on.

• function
Specifies LOAD or DELETE.

• lpoint
Specifies the hex address of the module.

• mod-name
Specifies the module name just acted on.

• mod-name+offset
Specifies the module name plus the offset.

• length
Specifies the length of the module.

IDI2311E
IMS LEVEL MISMATCH BETWEEN STEPLIB (Vxx) AND DFSRESLB (Vyy).

Reason:
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The IMS RESLIB specified in the STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or tasklib concatenation is of a different version of IMS (Vxx) than the
RESLIB under the DFSRESLB DD (Vyy).

Action:

Correct the JCL to use the same RESLIB under both ddnames and resubmit the job.

IDI2400E
"DBRC=NO" IS NOT ALLOWED WHEN THE IMS SPECIFICATION IS "FORCE".

Reason:

IMS was generated with the "DBRC=FORCE" specification. An attempt to turn off DBRC with a control statement
specification of DBRC=NO is therefore not valid.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is not changed.

Eliminate the DBRC control statement or change it to DBRC=YES and rerun the job.

IDI2401I
DBRC IS NOT ACCESSIBLE AND WILL NOT BE USED.

Reason:

In an attempt to determine if DBRC should be used, the DBRC load modules were not available.

Action:

Processing continues. DBRC will not be invoked and the return code is not changed.

Add IMS SDFSRESL to the STEPLIB if DBRC is wanted and rerun the job.

IDI2402I
DBRC=NO OPTION IS CURRENTLY SPECIFIED

Reason:

DBRC=NO was specified in the IMS generation or in a control statement.

IDI2403I
DBRC WILL BE USED.

Reason:

DBRC=YES was specified in the IMS generation or DBRC=YES was specified in a control statement. DBRC has been
located and will be called.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI2405E
USE OF DBRC HAS BEEN REQUESTED BUT DBRC IS NOT ACCESSIBLE.

Reason:
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A DBRC=YES control statement was specified but the DBRC load modules were not available.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is not changed.

Change the DBRC control statement to DBRC=NO or add IMS SDFSRESL to STEPLIB and rerun the job.

IDI2406I
DATABASE IS NOT REGISTERED WITH DBRC: IMS "DBRC=FORCE" WILL BE IGNORED.

Reason:

The database is not registered with DBRC. IMS DBRC=FORCE is ignored. Processing continues with RC=0.

IDI2407E
THE RECON DATASETS MUST BE AVAILABLE WHEN "DBRC=FORCE".JOB TERMINATED DUE TO UNAVAILABLE
RECON DATASETS.

Reason:

The RECON data sets must be available when DBRC=FORCE. The job terminated with RC=12 because the RECON
data sets are unavailable.

Action:

Rerun job step with RECONs allocated or available for dynamic allocation.

IDI2500E
UNABLE TO AUTHORIZE DBRC ACCESS TO THE DATABASE.

Reason:

An error has occurred when attempting to communicate with DBRC for purposes of authorizing access to the database.
See message IDI2503I or IDI2504I, which follows this message for details.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI2501I
DATA BASE "dbdname" DDNAME "ddname" IS NOT REGISTERED WITH DBRC.

Reason:

DBRC has been called to authorize access to the database. DBRC has indicated that the database is not registered in the
RECON and so access may continue.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

If registration is wanted, register the database and rerun the job.
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IDI2502E
DBRC REFUSED TO GRANT ACCESS TO THE DATABASE - DBRC RETURN CODE = x.

Reason:

DBRC has been called to authorize access to the database. DBRC refused to grant access to the database. x is the return
code from DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is not changed.

Determine why the authorization was refused and rerun the job.

IDI2503I
"n" IS NOT AVAILABLE - ADD RESLIB TO STEPLIB AND RERUN.

Reason:

The specified IMS module (n), DFSDBAU0 or DBFDBAU0, could not be loaded from STEPLIB, JOBLIB or LINKLIST. This
module is needed to call DBRC for authorization.

Valid values for n are:

• DFSDBAU0 for full function databases.
• DBFDBAU0 for Fast Path databases.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is not changed.

Add SDFSRESL to STEPLIB and rerun the job.

IDI2505E
DBRC REFUSED TO GRANT ACCESS TO THE DATABASE - SEE DFS047A MESSAGE IN JES JOB LOG.

Reason:

DBRC has been called to authorize access to the database. DBRC refused to grant access to the database. DBRC issued
message DFS047A to describe the reason.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why the authorization was refused and rerun the job.

IDI2600E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function”; RETURN CODE=rc. SEE IMS MESSAGES MANUAL

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC.

• function
Identifies the function requested of DBRC.

• rc
Identifies the return code returned by DBRC.
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Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the function and return code in the DBRC (DSP) section of the IMS Message and Codes manual. The DSP
message will also be in the JESLOG. If a user error is not apparent, contact CA Support.

IDI2601E
UNABLE TO LOAD DBRC MODULE "x" - ADD RESLIB TO STEPLIB.

Reason:

IMS DBRC module "x" is needed to call DBRC for sign-on processing. The module could not be loaded from STEPLIB,
JOBLIB or LINKLIST.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Add SDFSRESL to STEPLIB and rerun the job.

IDI2602E
NOT ENOUGH MEMORY FOR DBRC CONTROL BLOCKS - INCREASE REGION SIZE.

Reason:

In attempting to build the control blocks needed to interface with DBRC, no virtual memory was available in the address
space.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Increase the region size by at least 4K and rerun the job.

IDI2603I
DBRC SIGNON SUCCESSFUL, SSID - ssid.

Reason:

The function successfully signed on to DBRC for the listed subsystem (ssid).

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

NOTE
For information about the execution, see the messages that follow this one.

IDI2700E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function”; RETURN CODE=rc, SSID: ssid,AUTHIDJN: job-name, SEE IMS
MESSAGES MANUAL.

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC.

• function
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Identifies the function requested of DBRC.
• rc

Identifies the return code returned by DBRC.
• ssid

Identifies the subsystem ID.

job-name

Identifies the name of the job.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the function and return code in the IBM IMS Messages and Codes. If a user error is not apparent, contact CA
Support.

IDI2701E
UNABLE TO DELETE DBRC MODULE "x".

Reason:

An error occurred when deleting IMS DBRC module "x" from memory.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

See the messages that precede this one. If a user error is not apparent, contact CA Support.

IDI2702E
UNABLE TO FREE DBRC CONTROL BLOCK MEMORY.

Reason:

An error occurred when attempting to free the memory used by DBRC control blocks.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

See the messages that precede this one. If a user error is not apparent, contact CA Support.

IDI2703I
DBRC SIGNOFF SUCCESSFUL, SSID = xxxxxxxx.

Reason:

The function successfully signed off from DBRC.

• xxxxxxxx
Identifies the subsystem ID.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.
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NOTE
For information about the execution, see the messages that follow this one.

IDI2705E
DEQUEUE FAILED, SSID = xxxxxxxx.

Reason:

After signing off from DBRC, the z/OS dequeue failed.

• xxxxxxxx
Identifies the subsystem ID.

Action:

The return code is set to 12. Contact CA Support.

IDI2800I
INCREASE REGION BY xK BYTES.

Reason:

This message follows IDI2801E. It indicates how many more bytes of region size were needed that were not available.

Action:

See message IDI2801E.

IDI2801E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE FOR x FILE PROCESSING - AREA = y.

Reason:

In attempting to open file x, main storage was not available for work area y. Message IDI2800I follows this message to
indicate the amount of additional storage that was needed.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately if the file is mandatory for correct execution. Otherwise execution continues without the
use of the named file.

If the file is mandatory then the return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

If the file is mandatory for correct execution then increase the REGION JCL parameter value by that specified in the
IDI2800I message and rerun the job. If the file is optional then ensure that the file is not needed for the current execution.

IDI2802I
FILE x IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to access a file with a ddname of x. The DD statement was not found.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately if the file is mandatory for correct execution. Otherwise execution continues without the
use of the named file.
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If the file is mandatory then the return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

If the file is mandatory for correct execution then add a DD statement and rerun the job. If the file is optional then ensure
that the file is not needed for the current execution.

IDI2804E
UNABLE TO FREE STORAGE FOR x FILE PROCESSING - AREA = y.

Reason:

Work area "y" associated with file "x" could not be freed.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI2805E
DCB PARAMETERS FOR FILE x ARE INCOMPATIBLE - y.

Reason:

If y=LRECL, the record size determined for the file with a ddname of x is zero.

If y=BLKSIZE, the block size determined for the file with a ddname of x is zero or the block size needed to hold a single
record of the file with ddname x is larger than the block size of the file. The block size used for this test is the block size
assigned to the data set when it was allocated or the maximum block size supported by the device otherwise.

If y=NCP, the file was overridden in the JCL to have an NCP value which is less than the BUFNO value. NCP must equal
or be larger than BUFNO.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

If y=LRECL, contact CA Support for assistance.

If y=BLKSIZE and a block size exists for the data set, eliminate it. Otherwise use a device with a larger block size
capacity.

IDI2806E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE FOR CE INITIALIZATION.

Reason:

While attempting to get storage for compression/expansion initialization, proper storage could not be attained.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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IDI2810I
LARGEBLKS=YES IS BEING IGNORED FOR THIS FILE.

Reason:

LARGEBLKS=YES is ignored because it is not supported by the device related to this file. Processing continues. The
return code is not changed.

IDI2811E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF WORKFILE DSN=dsname FAILED, S99ERROR=nnnn, S99INFO=nnnn.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified workfile (dsname) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

IDI2900E
FILE x TERMINATED - ACTIVE BUFFERS EXIST.

Reason:

Processing for a file with DD "x" was terminated but all the active buffers had not been purged. The file may be missing
some records at the end.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI2901E
UNABLE TO FREE STORAGE FOR x FILE PROCESSING - AREA = x.

Reason:

The work areas associated with file x could not be freed.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI2902E
UNABLE TO TERMINATE FILE x - FILE STILL OPEN.
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Reason:

An attempt was made to terminate processing for file x but the file was still open.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI3000E
THE LENGTH OF THE STRING WITHIN THE QUOTES IS TOO SHORT.

Reason:

A value enclosed by quotes was found that was less than three or four positions long. The minimum length hexadecimal
value is X'a' which is four positions long. The minimum length character string is C'a' which is four positions long or 'a'
which is three positions long.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12
and processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the keyword was
important to the results expected.

IDI3001E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x.

Reason:

An internal error has occurred in the software. x is the code needed by CA to debug the problem.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16
and processing continues.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI3002E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS THE VALUE.

Reason:

There is insufficient virtual storage in the address space to process the value.

Action:

The keyword and the value are ignored. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16
and processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the keyword was
important to the results expected.

Increase the region size before rerunning the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.
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IDI3003E
UNABLE TO SAVE VALUE FOR "x", LIMIT IS "n" VALUES. VALUE = "y".

Reason:

The keyword "x" is limited in the number of values that can be accepted. The limit "n" was exceeded. The second line of
this message shows the value "y", which could not be saved.

Action:

The additional value is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues.

Eliminate the additional values for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the additional
values were important to the results expected.

IDI3004W
DUPLICATE VALUE FOR KEYWORD "x" HAS BEEN IGNORED. VALUE = "Y".

Reason:

The same value was specified more than once for the same keyword "x". Duplicate values serve no purpose. The second
line of this message shows the value "y" which is a duplicate.

Action:

The duplicate value is ignored. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the duplicate value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the
value was important to the results expected.

IDI3005E
THE ENDING QUOTE IS MISSING OR THE QUOTE TYPES ARE MISMATCHED.

Reason:

A hexadecimal or character string was found and the ending quote was missing.

Action:

The keyword and value are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the value was
important to the results expected.

IDI3006E
THE HEXADECIMAL STRING CONTAINS AN INVALID VALUE.

Reason:

A hexadecimal value was specified but contained digits other than 0-9 or A-F.

Action:

The keyword and value are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues.
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Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the value was
important to the results expected.

IDI3007E
THE LENGTH OF THE HEXADECIMAL STRING WITHIN THE QUOTES IS NOT EVEN.

Reason:

A hexadecimal value was specified but contained an odd number of digits. Hexadecimal values must contain an even
number of digits.

Action:

The keyword and value are ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12 and
processing continues.

Eliminate or correct the value for subsequent executions. The current execution may have to be rerun if the value was
important to the results expected.

IDI3100E
UNABLE TO DELETE THE RECOVERY ENVIRONMENT - x.

Reason:

During termination processing, an MVS recovery environment could not be deleted. x is the reason code.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI3302E
UNABLE TO OPEN VSAM DATABASE CLUSTER WITH DD NAME x - CODE = y.

Reason:

The open of a VSAM database cluster failed. x is the ddname of the cluster that could not be opened and y is the error
code. Valid values for y are:

• 1
Indicates an attempt was made to acquire virtual storage for a buffer pool for the cluster. The GETMAIN request failed.

• 2
Indicates an attempt was made to acquire virtual storage for a buffer pool for the cluster. The GETMAIN request failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine the cause of the open failure and rerun the job. The cause of the error can be determined by reviewing the
messages that precede this one.

IDI3303E
DATABASE CLUSTER WITH DD NAME "x" IS NOT VSAM ORGANIZATION.
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Reason:

When attempting to open a VSAM database cluster, it was determined that the data set associated with ddname "x" was
not a VSAM cluster.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after changing the data set name to a VSAM cluster.

IDI3304E
DATABASE CLUSTER WITH DD NAME "x" IS EMPTY.

Reason:

The VSAM cluster associated with ddname "x" was to be opened for update and possibly extension. It was determined
that the cluster was empty when it shouldn't have been.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job after changing the data set name to a VSAM cluster that is not empty.

IDI3305E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR DATA SET WITH DD NAME x DBD NAME y RETURN CODE = z.

Reason:

An attempt was made to allocate the data set defined in the DFSMDA load module for DBD "y" and ddname "x". The
return code from the dynamic allocation was "z".

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the failure. Correct the error and rerun the job.

IDI3900E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x.

Reason:

A logic error occurred. x is the nature of the error that occurred and is meaningful to Technical Support only.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI4000E
A VSAM END-OF-FILE OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE 'y', HEX OFFSET z).
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Reason:

During the access of a VSAM database, a premature end of file occurred while reading the database.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Determine the cause of the end of file error and rerun the job.

IDI4001I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, FILE=b, ACB=c.

Reason:

During the access of a VSAM database, a premature end of file occurred while reading the database. This is a companion
message to IDI3300E.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed.

Determine the cause of the end of file error and rerun the job.

IDI4101E
UNABLE TO LOAD CALL INTERCEPTOR LOAD MODULE "IDICI" FOR APPLICATION PROGRAM "x".

Reason:

The CA Language Interface has been unable to load the Call Interceptor load module, IDICI, from STEPLIB, JOBLIB or
the system link list.

x is the name of the application program that called the Language Interface module. If x equals UNKNOWN, there was
insufficient memory in the address space to determine the program name.

Action:

An ABEND U4003 is issued. Determine why the load failed and restart the IMS region. In addition, when "x" equals
"UNKNOWN ", increase the region by at least 4K.

IDI4200E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x,y.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred in the Call Interceptor, where x has the following values:

• 0
Indicates that another thread was not available to connect to DBCTL.

• 1
Indicates that the thread could not be found to terminate.

• 2
Indicates that the thread could not be found for a DL/I call.

• 3
Indicates that the DBCTL interface could not be established.

y has the following values and meanings:
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• 0
Indicates that the module DFSPRRC1 could not be loaded.

• 1
Indicates that an internal error occurred when loading DFSPRRC1.

• 2
Indicates that the memory was not available to build thread control areas.

• 3
Indicates that the memory was not available to build thread control areas.

Action:

Processing returns to the application program.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI4201E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x,y,z.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred in the Call Interceptor.

Action:

An ABEND U4004 is issued.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI4202E
AN UNKNOWN TABLE ENTRY TYPE WAS FOUND.

Reason:

The table load module IDITABLE currently in use contains an entry that is unknown to the Call Interceptor. This situation
can occur for one of the following reasons:

• The release level of the Call Interceptor software is not compatible with the release level of the table.
• The IDITABLE load module was not created by the TBLGEN process.
• A memory overlay has occurred.

Action:

An ABEND U4004 is issued.

Rerun the job with an IDIDEBUG DD statement included to verify that the table load module was created by the TBLGEN
process and that the correct release level of the TBLGEN macros in sample library were used.

On the second page of the IDIDEBUG report the table entries are shown, entry-by-entry. If the entries do not look correct,
regenerate the table with the correct level of the TBLGEN macros.

IDI4203E
PRODUCT IS NOT LICENSED FOR THIS SITE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to execute the product on a machine that is not licensed for the product.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job on a machine that is licensed for the product.

IDI4206E
UNABLE TO DETERMINE IMS RELEASE OR UNSUPPORTED IMS RELEASE. API MODE BYPASSED.

Reason:

The DL/I call interface could not determine the IMS release, or the IMS release found is not supported.

Action:

Verify that the CA load library is ahead of the IMS SDFSRESL in the STEPLIB concatenation, and that the IMS
SDFSRESL is a version supported by the CA load library being used.

IDI4300I
CALL INTERCEPTOR DEBUG DATA.

Reason:

The Call Interceptor debug facility is active. Debug information follows this message.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI4301E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred in the Call Interceptor.

Action:

Processing continues. For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI4302E
UNABLE TO FIND THE x CONCATENATION - THE FIRST ENTRY HAS BEEN USED.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred in the Call Interceptor.

Action:

Processing continues. For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI4303W
THE TABLE WAS GENERATED USING x MACROS BUT THE SOFTWARE IS y.

Reason:

An IMS region was started that contained the Call Interceptor. The table load module "IDITABLE" and the Call Interceptor
load module "IDICI" were loaded. The table was generated using version "x" macros but the Call Interceptor software was
version "y". Usually the table must be re-generated with each new release of the software.
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Action:

Processing continues. If the table and the software are mismatched, the processing results are unpredictable.

Ensure that the table did not need to be re-generated for this release of the software or re-generate the table with macros
of the same release and rerun the job.

IDI4304E
INTERNAL STORAGE GETMAIN FAILED WITH RETURN CODE = nn. DEBUGGING MODE HAS NOW BEEN
SWITCHED OFF.

Reason:

These messages are written when the user has invoked call intercept debugging mode, but no print shared workarea
storage could be obtained for the debugging output file.

The STORAGE OBTAIN (GETMAIN) failure return code ‘nn’ appears in the first WTO to assist in diagnosis.

The second WTO informs you that debugging mode has been switched off. Leaving it switched on would result in a
subsequent S0C4 abend during execution).

Action:

The return code is always zero unless some unrelated error increases it.

Diagnose the cause of the problem from the return code. Increase the job steps REGION size parameter to allocate more
virtual storage and rerun. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI4305I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:

An error occurred getting the service pack level. The return code is zero.

See preceding messages for more information.

IDI4400E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred in the Call Interceptor.

Action:

Processing continues. For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI4500E
UNABLE TO LOCATE SERVICE PCB "x" FOR USE WITH PRIMARY PCB "y".

Reason:

The application program issued a DL/I call that requires that the Call Interceptor gain access to a service database. If the
SIX component is processing, the service database will be an index database. If the DDC component is processing, the
service database will be a collection database. In either case, the Call Interceptor determined that the service database
was not available because no PCB exists in the PSB.

x is the name of the index or collection PCB that was needed to service the original application DL/I call on PCB y.
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Action:

An ABEND U4004 is issued. Correct the Call Interceptor table or correct the PSB and restart the region.

IDI4503E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred in the Call Interceptor.

Action:

An ABEND U4004 is issued. For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI4504E
UNABLE TO LOAD INDEX RANDOMIZER MODULE "x".

Reason:

The Call Interceptor attempts to locate the index randomizer defined in the table created by the TBLGEN process. The
randomizer with a load module name of "x" could not be loaded from STEPLIB, JOBLIB or the system link list.

Action:

An ABEND U4002 is issued but no dump is produced. Add the load module library to the STEPLIB of the IMS region and
restart the region.

IDI4600E
UNKNOWN DEBUG CODE = x.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred in the Call Interceptor.

Action:

Processing continues. For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI4700E
AN UNKNOWN ERRORACTION SPECIFICATION WAS FOUND.

Reason:

The table load module IDITABLE currently in use contains an entry that has an ERRORACTION specification unknown to
the Call Interceptor. This situation can occur for one of the following reasons:

• The release level of the Call Interceptor software is not compatible with the release level of the table.
• The IDITABLE load module was not created by the TBLGEN process.
• A memory overlay has occurred.

Action:

An ABEND U4004 is issued.

Rerun the job with an IDIDEBUG DD statement included to verify that the table load module was created by the TBLGEN
process and that the correct release level of the TBLGEN macros in sample library were used.
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On the second page of the IDIDEBUG report the table entries are shown, entry-by-entry. If the entries do not look correct,
regenerate the table with the correct level of the TBLGEN macros.

IDI4800I
START OF TABLE GENERATION.

Reason:

This is the first message written to the messages file after the title is generated. All messages written to the messages file
follow this message.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the execution of the Table Generator.

IDI4801E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE IDITRPTS FILE.

Reason:

The Table Generator writes all its statistical reports to the IDITRPTS file but was unable to open the file.

Action:

The Table Generator terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less
than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add or correct the IDITRPTS DD statement and rerun the job.

IDI4802E
UNABLE TO INITIALIZE THE "x" FILE.

Reason:

The Table Generator was preparing to open a file with a ddname of "X" but an error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this message. Correct the error and rerun the job.

IDI4803E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE "x" FILE.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to open a file with a ddname of "X" but an error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this message. Correct the error and rerun the job.
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IDI4804E
THE FIRST POSITION IS NOT BLANK - ALL CONTINUATIONS WILL BE IGNORED.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to parse the first record of a table generation statement. At least the first position on the
record must be blank but it wasn't.

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

IDI4805E
UNABLE TO FIND A TABLE KEYWORD IN THE PRECEDING STATEMENT - ALL CONTINUATIONS WILL BE
IGNORED.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to parse the first record of a table generation statement. A valid statement type was not
found. Valid statement types are SIXINDEX, DDCOLECT, IDIGEN, and END.

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

IDI4806E
UKNOWN TABLE GENERATION STATEMENT - ALL CONTINUATIONS WILL BE IGNORED.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to parse the first record of a table generation statement. A valid statement type was not
found. Valid statement types are "SIXINDEX", "DDCOLECT", "IDIGEN" and "END".

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

IDI4807I
END OF TABLE GENERATION.

Reason:

This is the last message written to the messages file after table generation is complete. All messages written to the
messages file precede this message.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one for information regarding the execution of the Table Generator.
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IDI4808I
TABLE GENERATION ENDED WITH ERRORS.

Reason:

The Table Generator has completed its processing of the table generation statements found in the IDITIN file. Errors were
detected.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Review the messages in both IDITMSGS and IDITRPTS for information regarding the errors that occurred.

IDI4809W
DUPLICATE STATEMENT - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to process the statement but found that the same statement was already found and
processed previously. This is a duplicate statement.

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far
is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Remove the duplicate statement before the next TBLGEN is run.

IDI4810E
PRODUCT IS NOT LICENSED FOR THIS SITE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to execute the product on a machine that is not licensed for the product.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job on machine that is licensed for the product.

IDI4900E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO EXECUTE THE TABLE GENERATOR.

Reason:

Memory allocation failed during the Table Generator initialization.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

Increase the REGION size and rerun the job.

IDI5000E
AN ERROR OCCURRED READING THE NEXT RECORD FROM THE INPUT FILE.
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Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to read the next record from the input file with a ddname of IDITIN but an error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this message. Correct the error and rerun the job.

IDI5001E
AN ERROR OCCURRED WRITING THE NEXT RECORD TO THE OUTPUT FILE.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to write the next record to the output file with a ddname of IDITOUT but an error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this message. Correct the error and rerun the job.

IDI5002E
THE "x" FILE IS NO LONGER AVAILABLE.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to perform an I/O operation on the file with a ddname of "X" but the file has been disabled
by previous errors.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this message. Correct the error and rerun the job.

IDI5100E
THE SEGMENT TABLE IS FULL - CALL IDI.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to add a new ISS or CAP segment to its internal segment table but the table is full.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI5101E
INCOMPLETE KEYWORD SPECIFICATION ON THIS STATEMENT.

Reason:
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The Table Generator attempted to parse a record of a table generation statement. A blank was found before a valid
keyword and value were fully processed.

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

IDI5102E
EQUAL SIGN NOT FOUND BEFORE THE END OF THIS STATEMENT.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to parse a record of a table generation statement. A keyword was found but no equal sign
followed it.

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

IDI5103E
DELIMITER NOT FOUND BEFORE THE END OF THIS STATEMENT.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to parse a record of a table generation statement. A keyword and equal sign were found
but the value was delimited correctly before the end of the record was reached.

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

IDI5104E
THE KEYWORD PARAMETER VALUE IS LONGER THAN 8 BYTES.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to parse a record of a table generation statement. A keyword and equal sign were found
but the value was greater than 8 bytes in length.

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

IDI5105E
THE KEYWORD PARAMETER VALUE IS NOT FOLLOWED BY A COMMA OR BLANK.

Reason:
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The Table Generator attempted to parse a record of a table generation statement. A keyword, equal sign and value were
found but they were not properly terminated with a comma or a blank.

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

IDI5106E
A VALUE WAS NOT FOUND BEFORE THE END OF THIS STATEMENT.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to parse a record of a table generation statement. A keyword and equal sign were found
but a value was not found before the end of the record was reached.

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

IDI5107E
THE CONTINUATION COLUMNS 1-15 ARE NOT BLANK IN THIS STATEMENT.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to parse a continuation record of a table generation statement. Columns 1 through 15
must be blank for a continuation statement.

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

IDI5108E
THE CONTINUATION COLUMN 16 IS BLANK IN THIS STATEMENT.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to parse a continuation record of a table generation statement. Columns 16 of a
continuation statement must not be blank.

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

IDI5109E
A DBD NAME AND SEGMENT NAME WERE NOT FOUND IN THIS STATEMENT.

Reason:
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The Table Generator has completed the parsing of an entire SIXINDEX or DDCOLECT statement. For a SIXINDEX
statement, both a PRIMEDBD and ISSNAME keyword were not found. For a DDCOLECT statement, both a
CAPTUREDBNAME and CAPTURESEGNAME keyword were not found.

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

IDI5110E
PREMATURE TERMINATION OF THIS STATEMENT.

Reason:

The Table Generator expected a continuation record but one was not found.

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

IDI5200E
UNABLE TO PROCESS DATABASE "x" - THE DBD IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to load DBD "x" from DBDLIB but the DBD was not found.

Action:

Processing continues and all SIXINDEX and DDCOLECT statements that relate to DBD "x" will be bypassed.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Correct the DBDLIB or change the table generation statements and rerun the job.

IDI5202E
THE DBD TABLE IS FULL - CALL IDI.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to add a new primary or capture DBD to its internal DBD table but the table is full.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

IDI5203E
THE "IDITOUT" FILE IS NO LONGER AVAILABLE.

Reason:
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The Table Generator attempted to perform an I/O operation on the IDITOUT file but the file has been disabled by previous
errors.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this message. Correct the error and rerun the job.

IDI5204E
AN ERROR OCCURRED WRITING THE NEXT RECORD TO THE OUTPUT FILE.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to write the next record to the output file with a ddname of IDITOUT but an error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this message. Correct the error and rerun the job.

IDI5300E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO EXECUTE THE TABLE GENERATOR.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to acquire virtual storage to continue table generation but there was no virtual storage left
in the address space.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase the region size and rerun the job. If a larger region size does not correct the problem, For assistance, contact
Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI5301E
THE PATH TABLE IS FULL - CALL IDI.

Reason:

The Table Generator attempted to add a new segment path to its internal DBD-related path table but the table is full.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI5400E
TABLE GENERATION FAILED DUE TO PREVIOUS ERROR(S).

Reason:

At the completion of processing of the table macros, errors have been found which prevent the generation of an accurate
table. The errors have been previously reported.
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Action:

TBLGEN generates a dummy table. The TBLGEN return code is set to 12 unless it is already greater than 12 in which
case it remains unchanged by this error. Correct the errors previously reported and rerun the TBLGEN.

WARNING
Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this
run.

IDI5401E
NO SIXINDEX OR DDCOLECT STATEMENTS WERE FOUND.

Reason:

At the completion of processing of the table macros, no SIXINDEX or DDCOLECT statements were found in the input
stream.

Action:

TBLGEN generates a dummy table. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8 unless it is already greater than 8 in which case
it remains unchanged by this error. Add one or more SIXINDEX or DDCOLECT statements to the input stream and rerun
the TBLGEN.

Important! Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this
run.

IDI5402W
DUPLICATE STATEMENT - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

During the processing of the table macros, a statement was found which is identical to a previously processed statement.
This is a duplicate statement.

Action:

Processing continues and the entire statement is ignored. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so
far is less than 4. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. Remove the duplicate statement before the next TBLGEN is
run.

IDI5403E
DUPLICATE ENTRIES FOUND IN THE TABLE: PRIMEDBD=aaaaaaaa INDEXDBD=bbbbbbbb ISSNAME=cccccccc
XDFLDNAME=dddddddd REMOVE THE DUPLICATE ENTRIES. RERUN THE TABLE GENERATOR.

Reason:

During table generation (TBLGEN) processing, the table was found to have duplicate table entries. This may cause
duplicate records to be generated when running a SIXEXTRACT or may result in an NI status code or a failed GHU in the
application program when the Call Interceptor processes a DL/I call.

The message gives the values from the SIXINDEX or DDCOLECT statements that caused the duplicate entry.

Action:

The return code for the table assembly step is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Remove the duplicate entries from the table and rerun the table generation.
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IDI5500E
UNDEFINED TYPE= VALUE ON THE IDIITBL MACRO. SPECIFY "MAP" OR "THDRIDV".

Reason:

The IDIITBL macro was invoked but the TYPE keyword parameter specifies an unknown value. Only MAP and THDRIDV
are supported.

Action:

The return code is set to 12 unless it is already greater than 12 in which case it remains unchanged by this error. Change
the TYPE keyword to specify a supported value and rerun the job.

IDI5601E
A env ENVIRONMENT ERROR HAS OCCURRED - CODE = code, VERSION OF IMS = imsver, VERSION OF MVS =
mvsver.

Reason:

The product probably runs with an unsupported version of IMS. This message contains debugging information.

• env
Identifies the environment name.

• code
Identifies the debug code.

• imsver
Identifies the version of IMS.

• mvsver
Identifies the version of MVS.

Action:

Processing terminates with the abend U4004.

Look up previous error messages in the JES or the JESMSG file and take a corrective action.

IDI5602E
CANNOT LOAD MODULE DFSVC000. UNEXPECTED ERROR IN IDIMMGR0.

Reason:

The module IDIMMGR0 failed with an unexpected return code when attempting to load module DFSVC000. This is an
internal error.

Action:

Processing terminates with the abend U4004.

Review previous messages in the log. Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI5603E
UNABLE TO LOAD SUFFIXED LOAD-MODULE: module. RC=rc.

Reason:

Module IDIMMGR0 ended with the specified return code (rc) while attempting to load the named module (module). This is
an internal error.
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Action:

Processing terminates with the abend U4004.

Review previous messages in the log. Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI5604E
UNSUPPORTED IMS RELEASE. CHECK RESLIB SPECIFICATION.

Reason:

Module IDIMSUF0 cannot recognize the running release of IMS. The product is probably running with an unsupported
version of IMS.

Action:

Processing terminates with the user abend 4004.

Review the RESLIB specification for conflicts. See message IDI5601E for details. Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI5605E
UNSUPPORTED IMS RELEASE.

Reason:

An unknown version of IMS/MVS is specified in the CA utility load module. The product is probably running with an
unsupported version of IMS.

Action:

Processing terminates with the abend U4004.

Review the RESLIB specification for conflicts. See message IDI5601E for details.Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI5606E
UNEXPECTED ERROR WHILE GETTING NAME OF THE SUFFIX-LOAD MODULE. RC=rc

Reason:

Module IDIMSUF0 failed with the specified return code (rc). This is an internal error.

Action:

Processing terminates with the abend U4004.

Review previous messages in the log. Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI5700I
NO DD CARD FOR DBOCTRL OR PLUSIN - API MODE BYPASSED. NO SIX TABLE MODULE 'IDITABLE' - SIX
BYPASSED.

Reason:

The Call Interceptor attempts to locate the table created by the TBLGEN process, which has a name of IDITABLE. The
Call Interceptor could not load IDITABLE from STEPLIB, JOBLIB or the system link list.

Action:

Since neither API mode nor SIX have been requested, control will be passed to IMS for normal processing.
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IDI5701E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred in the Call Interceptor. x is the error code as follows:

• 0
Indicates that an error occurred when loading IDITABLE.

• A
Indicates that the call interceptor is unable to get storage to create the sequential load file.

Action:

An ABEND U4004 is issued.

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI5703E
THE TABLE LOAD MODULE "IDITABLE" IS INVALID.

Reason:

The table load module IDITABLE currently in use is not in the correct format for use by the Call Interceptor. This situation
can occur for one of the following reasons:

• The release level of the Call Interceptor software is not compatible with the release level of the table.
• The IDITABLE load module was not created by the TBLGEN process.
• A memory overlay has occurred.

Action:

An ABEND U4004 is issued.

Rerun the job with an IDIDEBUG DD statement included to verify that the table load module was created by the TBLGEN
process and that the correct release level of the TBLGEN macros in sample library were used.

IDI5706E
AN ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE TABLE GENERATION PROCESS.

Reason:

The IDITABLE table loaded was generated by a TBLGEN execution when errors were detected and reported. This table
cannot be used by the Call Interceptor.

Action:

An ABEND U4004 is issued.

Correct the table input, rerun the TBLGEN and restart the region.

IDI5709E
UNABLE TO OPEN WORK FILE SIXUNLD1.

Reason:

A file with a ddname SIXUNLD1 was found in the JCL indicating that a database load is in progress. The file could not be
opened.
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Action:

An ABEND U4004 is issued. Review the other error messages, correct the error and rerun the job.

IDI5712I
CAI SIX/DDC CALL INTERCEPTOR INITIALIZED (VERSION x).

Reason:

An IMS region was started that contained the Call Interceptor. Each DL/I call issued will be intercepted to process the
work defined in the table. x is the version of the software in use in this IMS dependent region.

Action:

Processing continues. Ensure that the software version is the correct release.

IDI5713E
THE TABLE WAS GENERATED USING x MACROS BUT THE SOFTWARE IS y.

Reason:

An IMS region was started that contained the Call Interceptor. The table load module "IDITABLE" and the Call Interceptor
load module "IDICI" were loaded. The table was generated using version "x" macros but the Call Interceptor software was
version "y". The table and the software are incompatible.

Action:

An ABEND U4004 is issued.

Rerun the TBLGEN using the correct macros and restart the region or restart the region using the correct level of the Call
Interceptor software.

If there is uncertainty as to which table and software were actually used, rerun the job with the debug option activated.
The first page of the debug report will show the libraries where the modules were found and the date and time of their
creation. The debug option is activated by adding the following statement to the job step:

//IDIDEBUG DD SYSOUT=A

IDI5800I
START OF THE VTOC UPDATE UTILITY.

Reason:

This is the first message written to the messages file after the title is generated. All messages written to the messages file
follow this message.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed. Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding
the execution of the VTOC update utility.

IDI5801E
INVALID PARAMETER ON THE EXEC STATEMENT - SPECIFY RESET OR NORESET.

Reason:
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The VTOC update utility expects to find no parameter on the EXEC statement or a value of PARM=RESET or
PARM=NORESET. The PARM keyword was found on the EXEC statement but it did not contain a value of RESET or
NORESET.

Action:

The VTOC update utility terminates immediately.

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Correct or remove the PARM keyword on the EXEC statement and rerun the job.

IDI5802I
THE VTOC WAS SUCCESSFULLY UPDATED.

Reason:

The VTOC for the multi-volume OSAM database has been updated.

Action:

Processing is complete.

The return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one for information regarding the execution of the VTOC update utility.

IDI5803I
THE VTOC WAS NOT UPDATED.

Reason:

The VTOC for the multi-volume OSAM database has not been updated. The reason is shown in a message previous to
this one in the messages file.

Action:

Processing terminates.

The return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one for information regarding the execution of the VTOC update utility.

IDI5804E
PRODUCT IS NOT LICENSED FOR THIS SITE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to execute the product on a machine that is not licensed for the product.

Action:

Processing terminates.

The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Rerun the job on machine that is licensed for the product.
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IDI5805I
END OF THE VTOC UPDATE UTILITY.

Reason:

This is the last message written to the messages file after the VTOC update utility has complete. All messages written to
the messages file precede this message.

Action:

Processing terminates.

The return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one for information regarding the execution of the VTOC update utility.

IDI5900I
THE DATA SET IS NOT IN THE CATALOG (IE: LOCATE FAILED).

Reason:

This is a follow-on message to IDI5905E to provide the reason that the VTOC update utility could not process the data set.
It is generated when the data set named in the VTOC DD statement is not in the catalog.

Action:

See message IDI5905E.

The return code is not changed.

Catalog the data set and rerun the job.

IDI5901I
THE DATA SET IS NOT AVAILABLE IN THE JCL (IE: RDJFCB FAILED).

Reason:

This is a follow-on message to IDI5905E to provide the reason that the VTOC update utility could not process the data set.
It is generated when the VTOC DD statement is missing from the JCL.

Action:

See message IDI5905E. The return code is not changed.

Include a DD statement with a ddname of VTOC and rerun the job.

IDI5902I
THE DATA SET COULD NOT BE OPENED (IE: OPEN FAILED).

Reason:

This is a follow-on message to IDI5905E to provide the reason that the VTOC update utility could not process the data set.
It is generated when the data set named in the VTOC DD statement could not be opened.

Action:

See message IDI5905E. The return code is not changed.

Correct the open error and rerun the job.
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IDI5903I
THE DATA SET IS NOT IN THE VTOC ON VOLUME "x".

Reason:

This is a follow-on message to IDI5905E to provide the reason that the VTOC update utility could not process the data
set. It is generated when the data set named in the VTOC DD statement was cataloged on volume "x" but has not been
allocated on that pack.

Action:

See message IDI5905E. The return code is not changed.

Allocate the data set on the named volume or remove the volume from the catalog and rerun the job.

IDI5904I
THE LOAD LIBRARY IS NOT APF AUTHORIZED.

Reason:

The VTOC could not be updated because the VTOC update utility is not executing out of an authorized library.

Action:

See the preceding message IDI5905E. The return code is not changed.

Authorize the load library or move the utility to an APF authorized library and rerun the job.

IDI5905E
UNABLE TO PROCESS MULTIVOLUME DATA SET.

Reason:

The VTOC update utility determined that the VTOC for the data set assigned to the VTOC DD statement in the JCL could
not be updated as requested. Two messages are generated after this one with the details.

Action:

The VTOC update utility terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less
than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

See the message that follows this one in the messages file.

IDI5906I
DDNAME: "x" DATA SET NAME: "y".

Reason:

This is a follow-on message to IDI5905E, IDI5907E and IDI5908E to provide the ddname and the data set name that the
VTOC update utility could not process.

Action:

See the previous message in the messages file. The return code is not changed.

See the previous message in the messages file.
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IDI5907E
THE VTOC DOES NOT NEED TO BE UPDATED BECAUSE THE DATA SET IS ON A SINGLE VOLUME.

Reason:

The VTOC update utility determined that the data set assigned to the VTOC DD statement in the JCL was not defined in
the catalog as a multi-volume data set. As such, no VTOC update is needed. Message IDI5906I follows this one with the
ddname and data set name involved.

Action:

The VTOC update utility terminates immediately.

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the JCL to refer to a multi-volume data set and rerun the job or eliminate the execution of the VTOC update utility
because it is not needed.

IDI5908E
THE VTOC CANNOT BE UPDATED BECAUSE THE DATA SET IS ON MORE THAN 20 VOLUMES.

Reason:

The VTOC update utility determined that the data set assigned to the VTOC DD statement in the JCL was defined in the
catalog as residing on more than 20 volumes. More than 20 volumes are not supported by the VTOC utility. Message
IDI5906I follows this one with the ddname and data set name involved.

Action:

The VTOC update utility terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less
than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the JCL to refer to a data set on 20 or less volumes and rerun the job.

IDI6011E
UNABLE TO DELETE MODULE DCMPPUE0 - REASON= .

Reason:

The delete of module DCMPPUE0 has failed with the reason code supplied in the message. However, the module was
called successfully.

Action:

Correct the problem. If an internal error is indicated, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI6020I
THE HPOPPUE0 MODULE HAS BEEN LOADED.

Reason:

Indicates that the HPOPPUE0 module for the HPO product has been loaded and called.

Action:

Processing continues. This message is informational only. No action is required.
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IDI6021E
UNABLE TO DELETE MODULE HPOPPUE0 - REASON= .

Reason:

The delete of module HPOPPUE0 has failed with the reason code supplied in the message. However, the module was
called successfully.

Action:

Correct the problem. If an internal error is indicated, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI6022E
UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE HPOPPUE0 - REASON= .

Reason:

The load of module HPOPPUE0 has failed with the reason code supplied in the message. The HPO product has not been
properly initialized.

Action:

Correct the problem and recycle IMS.

IDI6030I
THE DFSPPUE2 MODULE HAS BEEN LOADED.

Reason:

This message indicates that the DFSPPUE2 module for the user defined partner product exit has been loaded and called.

Action:

Processing continues. This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI6031E
UNABLE TO DELETE MODULE DFSPPUE2 - REASON= .

Reason:

The delete of module DFSPPUE2 has failed with the reason code supplied in the message. However, the module was
called successfully.

Action:

Correct the problem. If an internal error is indicated, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI6032E
UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE DFSPPUE2 - REASON= .

Reason:

The load of module DFSPPUE2 has failed with the reason code supplied in the message. The user defined partner
product exit has not been properly initialized.

Action:

Correct the problem and recycle IMS.
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IDI6600E
KEYWORD "x" IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

Keyword "x" was specified but is not supported in the product.

Action:

Processing continues but the keyword is ignored. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less
than 12.

Correct the statement and rerun the job if necessary.

IDI6700W
KEYWORD "keyword" HAS NO CORRESPONDING FUNCTION.

Reason:

The specified keyword has no function.

• keyword
Identifies the invalid keyword entered for processing.

Action:

Processing continues but the keyword is ignored.

To bypass this warning message, remove the keyword from the JCL.

IDI6800E
AN EXCEPTION OCCURRED ON FILE "x" (MODULE 'y', HEX OFFSET z).

Reason:

During the access of a sequential file with a ddname of x, an error occurred. y is the module name involved, and z is the
offset where the error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the cause of the error and rerun the job. If the problem does not appear to be related to environmental problems,
For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI6801I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: COMPLETION CODE=c, RETURN CODE=d, DCB=e.

Reason:

During the access of a sequential file, an error occurred. a is the request type. This is a companion message to IDI6800E.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed.

See message IDI6800E.
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IDI6900E
DFSMDA MODULE NOT FOUND FOR DBD "x" IN STEPLIB.

Reason:

An attempt was made to load the DFSMDA dynamic allocation load module named x. The load module could not be
found.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Add the DD statements or make the DFSMDA load module available and rerun the job.

IDI6901E
FAILURE ALLOCATING DATASET FOR DBD ="dbdname" DDNAME = "ddname".

Reason:

The DFSMDA dynamic allocation load module defines the data set name for ddname "y" in member "x". The data set
could not be allocated.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

See the messages IDI6906I and IDI6905I that follow this for information about the failure. Correct the error and rerun the
job.

IDI6902E
REQUESTED DDNAME "x" WAS NOT FOUND IN DFSMDA MODULE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to dynamically allocate ddname "x". The ddname was not defined in the DFSMDA load module.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the DBD or the DFSMDA load module and rerun the job.

IDI6903I
DELETE FOR DFSMDA WAS NOT SUCCESSFUL.

Reason:

An attempt was made to remove a DFSMDA load module from memory but the request failed.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the failure.
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IDI6904I
DATASET SUCCESSFULLY ALLOCATED FOR DBD = "dbdname" DDNAME = "ddname".

Reason:

The data set defined in the DFSMDA load module for x and DD y has been successfully allocated. IDI6906I follows this
message to provide the data set name.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Ensure that the correct data set was allocated.

IDI6905I
S99ERROR=error-code, S99INFO=information-code, DSN="dsname".

Reason:

Dynamic allocation or deallocation of the specified data set (dsname) failed. This message provides dynamic allocation
error and information codes for previous message IDI6901E.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC error and information codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler
Services Guide.

IDI6906I
DSN OBTAINED FROM DFSMDA ==? "data-set-name".

Reason:

This message provides the data set name for previous messages IDI6904I and IDI6901E.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

See the previous message.

IDI6907W
DYNALLOC MDA IS INVALID - MDA CONSTANT = "X".

Reason:

A load module was retrieved which is supposed to be a DFSMDA to define a data set name to be allocated. This module
should have a constant "MDA " in positions 9-12, but it does not.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the DFSMDA load module, and rerun the job.

IDI6908I
DFSMDA MODULE NOT FOUND FOR IDIPARM IN STEPLIB.
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Reason:

An attempt was made to load the DFSMDA dynamic allocation load module for IDIPARM. The load module could not be
found. This is an informational message only.

Action:

Processing continues, but no global parameter processing will be done. The return code is not changed.

Alternatively, add a DD statement for IDIPARM, which points to a valid data set containing keyword parameters for the
function being performed, and rerun the job.

If global parameter processing is not needed, ignore this message.

IDI6909E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN 24 BIT WORKAREA.

Reason:

The program failed to allocate 24-bit memory.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

Increase the REGION size and rerun the job.

IDI6910E
FAILURE DEALLOCATING DATASET FOR DBD = "dbdname" DDNAME = "ddname".

Reason:

A failure occurred when deallocating the data set for the specified DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI6911I
DATASET SUCCESSFULLY DEALLOCATED FOR DBD="dbdname" DDNAME ="ddname".

Reason:

The data set for the specified DDNAME and DBD has been dynamically deallocated. See message IDI6906I for additional
information.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI7000I
INCREASE REGION BY xK BYTES.

Reason:

This message indicates how many more bytes of region size were needed that were not available. See the preceding
message IDI7001E for more information.
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IDI7001E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE FOR x FILE PROCESSING - AREA = y.

Reason:

In attempting to open file x, main storage was not available for work area y. Message IDI7000I follows this message to
indicate the amount of additional storage that was needed.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately if the file is mandatory for correct execution. Otherwise execution continues without the
use of the named file.

If the file is mandatory then the return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

If the file is mandatory for correct execution then increase the REGION JCL parameter value by that specified in the
IDI7000I message and rerun the job. If the file is optional then ensure that the file is not needed for the current execution.

IDI7002I
FILE x IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to access a file with a ddname of x. The DD statement was not found.

Action:

Execution terminates immediately if the file is mandatory for correct execution. Otherwise execution continues without the
use of the named file.

If the file is mandatory then the return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

If the file is mandatory for correct execution, add a DD statement and rerun the job. If the file is optional, ensure that the
file is not needed for the current execution.

IDI7004E
UNABLE TO FREE STORAGE FOR x FILE PROCESSING - AREA = y.

Reason:

Work area "y" associated with file "x" could not be freed.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI7005E
DCB PARAMETERS FOR FILE x ARE INCOMPATIBLE - y.

Reason:

If y=LRECL, the record size determined for the file with a ddname of x is zero.
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If y=BLKSIZE, the block size determined for the file with a ddname of x is zero or the block size needed to hold a single
record of the file with ddname x is larger than the block size of the file. The block size used for this test is the block size
assigned to the data set when it was allocated or the maximum block size supported by the device otherwise.

If y=NCP, the file was overridden in the JCL to have an NCP value which is less than the BUFNO value. NCP must equal
or be larger than BUFNO.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

If y=LRECL, contact CA Support assistance.

If y=BLKSIZE and a block size exists for the data set, eliminate it. Otherwise use a device with a larger block size
capacity.

IDI7104I
DBRC ABEND RECOVERY SIGNOFF SUCCESSFUL.

Reason:

During abend recovery processing, signoff from DBRC has been successful.

Action:

Abend recovery processing continues. The return code is not changed.

No action is required.

IDI7105E
ERROR IN DBRC ABEND RECOVERY SIGNOFF; DBRC RETURN CODE = x. SEE IMS MESSAGES MANUAL.

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC during abend recovery processing. An attempt to signoff from DBRC was
not successful.

x is the return code returned by DBRC.

Action:

Abend recovery processing continues.

The return code is not changed.

Look up the function and return code in the IMS Messages manual. If a user error is not apparent, For assistance, contact
Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI7106I
DBRC ABEND RECOVERY SIGNOFF BYPASSED

Reason:

Signoff from DBRC has been bypassed.

IDI7201E
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE ddname.
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Reason:

The program could not allocate storage for the specified ddname.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=4.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI7301E
USER MEMBER "x" NOT FOUND IN GLOBAL PARAMETER LIBRARY.

Reason:

The member named "x" is needed to process the global parameters for the current function, but it could not be found
in the partitioned data set defined for IDIPARM. This message only occurs if the JCL for this JOBSTEP contains a DD
statement for IDIPARM, with a fully qualified PDS, including a member name.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the IDIPARM DD statement, or create a member named "x" in the Global Parameter Library which contains the
required global parameters for this function, and rerun the job.

IDI7302E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE GLOBAL PARAMETER DATASET.

Reason:

Before attempting to do a BLDL function to find the required member in the Global Parameter Library, the data set must
first be OPENed, but this OPEN has failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Try to determine the reason for the OPEN failure from other IDI messages, or from the system log, correct the errors and
rerun the job.

If the reason for the error cannot be determined, For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI7303E
UNABLE TO GETMAIN STORAGE FOR BLDL.

Reason:

In order to do the BLDL function, a GETMAIN is issued for a small work area, and this GETMAIN has failed.

Action:

Processing terminates.

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Try to increase the region size for this job and rerun it.
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If the reason for the error cannot be determined, or if it still fails with a larger region, For assistance, contact Technical
Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI7304I
STANDARD MEMBER "x" NOT FOUND IN GLOBAL PARAMETER LIBRARY.

Reason:

The member named "x" is needed to process the global parameters for the current function, but it could not be found in
the partitioned data set defined for IDIPARM. This is an informational message only.

Action:

Processing continues, and no global parameter processing is done. The return code is not changed.

If global parameter processing is desired for the current function being performed, create a member named "x" in the
Global Parameter Library which contains the required global parameters for the function, and rerun the job.

IDI7400E
OBTAIN FOR DSCB FAILED RC = rc.

Reason:

The OBTAIN for the DSCB failed during End of Volume (EOV) processing for a multivolume sequential input or output file.

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified return code (rc).

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI7401E
SWAREQ FOR JFCB FAILED RC = rc.

Reason:

The SWAREQ for the JFCB failed during End of Volume (EOV) processing for a multivolume sequential input or output
file.

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified return code (rc).

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI7500E
UNABLE TO LOAD IMS MODULE DFSPR000. MAKE SURE DFSRESLB HAS BEEN ALLOCATED IN THE JCL.

Reason:

The program tried to load DFSPR000 and it failed. This can occur for the following reasons:

• Storage is not available for file control blocks.
• DFSRESLB DD is not allocated in the JCL.
• DFSRESLB could not be opened
• The storage for file control blocks could not be freed

Action:
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Check these conditions, fix, and resubmit. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI7600I
FUNCTION RETURN CODE = rc.

Reason:

Informational message that displays at the end of each function.

IDI7601E
"IN" FILE RECORDS ARE NOT VARIABLE.

Reason:

While attempting to expand compressed files, record(s) passed during expansion were not variable length format. These
records are invalid.

Action:

An RC=12 is issued and processing terminates.

Correct the IN file, or if correct, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI7601I
FUNCTION RETURN CODE = rc (MODULE x, SUFFIX(0), OFFSET y).

Reason:

This message displays a return code (rc) that was received in the step.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

IDI7602E
THE "OUT" FILE DD IS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

During the sequential file compression, the user specified a file for test that did not exist.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Specify the correct DD and resubmit the job.

IDI7602I
CUMULATIVE RETURN CODE = rc.

Reason:

This message displays cumulative return code (rc) for the step.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.
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IDI7700E
INTERNAL ERROR IN CE - ERROR TYPE.

Reason:

During compression/expansion, an internal error occurred.

Action:

The return code is 12 and processing stops.

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI7701E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE FOR CE PROCESSING.

Reason:

While attempting a compression/expansion, there was not enough storage to load.

Action:

The return code is 12 and processing terminates.

Specify a larger region size and rerun the job.

IDI7800E
INTERNAL COMPRESSION ERROR TYPE 1.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while attempting to complete sequential file compression.

Action:

The return code is 16 and processing terminates.

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI7801E
INTERNAL COMPRESSION ERROR TYPE 2.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while attempting to complete sequential file compression.

Action:

The return code is 16 and processing terminates.

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI7900E
INTERNAL EXPANSION ERROR TYPE 1.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while attempting to complete a sequential file compression/expansion.
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Action:

The return code is 16 and processing terminates.

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI7901E
INTERNAL EXPANSION ERROR TYPE 2.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while attempting to complete a sequential file compression/expansion.

Action:

The return code is 16 and processing terminates.

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI8000E
MVS ROUTINE CSRCESRV QUERY RC='??'.

Reason:

While interfacing with CSRCESRV, a return code was returned creating an internal error.

Action:

The return code is 16 and processing stops.

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI8001I
MVS COMPRESS/EXPAND ROUTINE NOT AVAILABLE IN SP ENVIRONMENT.

Reason:

Informational message.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI8002I
'????????' IS ON A DEVICE W/HARDWARE COMPACTION.

Reason:

Informational message.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI8003I
COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES IS BEING IGNORED FOR THIS FILE.

Reason:
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Informational message.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI8004I
'????????' FILE WILL BE COMPRESSED USING TYPE 1 COMPRESSION.

Reason:

Informational message.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI8005I
'????????' FILE WILL BE EXPANDED USING TYPE 1 EXPANSION.

Reason:

Informational message.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI8101I
MAXIMUM SIZE DATA SPACE FOR "X" COULD NOT BE CREATED.'

Reason:

Product x attempted to create a data space and the maximum size was not available. See accompanying messages for
details.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

IDI8102E
UNABLE TO CREATE DATA SPACE FOR "TOOLKIT". DSPSERV RETURN CODE = XX. REASON CODE
=XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

When attempting to create a data space, the DSPSERV macro returned an error to the product that requested the data
space.

Action:

Processing stops. Return and reason codes from the DSPSERV macro are documented in IBM MVS Programming:
Assembler Services Reference.

IDI8103E
UNABLE TO ADD DATA SPACE FOR "TOOLKIT". ALESERV RETURN CODE = Y.

Reason:
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When attempting to obtain another data space, an error occurred.

Action:

Processing continues. This message is informational only. No action is required. You can look up the return and reason
codes in the operating system manual.

IDI8104I
"X" DATA SPACE CREATED. SIZE = Y.

Reason:

A data space was requested by program X and is size Y.

Action:

Processing continues. This message is informational only. No action is required.

IDI8105E
NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL MEMORY AVAILABLE - INCREASE REGION SIZE.

Reason:

A request to allocate storage failed.

Action:

Processing stops. Increase the region size or specify REGION=OM and rerun. The processing determines the return code
is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.

IDI8106E
AUXILIARY STORAGE SHORTAGE, DATASPACE CREATION BYPASSED

Reason:

Auxiliary storage usage has exceeded 70%, so a call to DSPSERV was bypassed.

Action:

Relieve the auxiliary storage shortage and resubmit the job.

IDI8107I
PAGES REQUESTED =xxxxxxxx PAGES USED =xxxxxxxx 70% THRESHOLD =xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A call to DSPSERV would have taken MVS over the 70% auxiliary storage utilization level, so the call was bypassed.

Action:

Relieve the auxiliary storage shortage, or specify the product DIV-related parameters.

IDI8301E
NO MORE SPACE FOR DATA IN DATA SPACE "xxxxxxxx".

Reason:

The data space has no more space available.
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Action:

Processing stops. If multiple databases are being processed in one step, try breaking the processing into multiple steps.

IDI8401E
UNABLE TO RELEASE DATA SPACE STORAGE FOR dspname DSPSERV RETURN CODE = xx REASON CODE =
xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An attempt was made to release some data space blocks. The request was failed by MVS.

Action:

Processing continues. Report the error to Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

IDI8402E
ADDRESS "xxxxxxxx" CANNOT BE FREED, IT WAS NEVER ALLOCATED.

Reason:

A request was made to release storage that was never allocated or had already been freed.

Action:

The request is ignored and processing continues. Report the error to CA Support.

IDI8500E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE FOR SF PROCESSING.

Reason:

While attempting to get storage for sequential file processing, storage could not be accessed.

Action:

The return code is 12 and processing terminates.

Specify a larger region for storage and rerun the job.

IDI8605E
DATA SET FOR FILE 'x' JFCB VOLUME COUNT ERROR -'y'

Reason:

For DD x and DSN y, the volume count in the JFCB was larger than the number of JFCBXs available.

Action:

The return code is set to 8.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI8606E
DATA SET FOR FILE 'x' JFCBX VOLUME COUNT ERROR -'y'

Reason:

For DD x and DSN y, the volume count in the JFCB was smaller than the number of JFCBXs available.
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Action:

The return code is set to 8.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI8609E
FORMAT 9 DSCB OBTAIN ERROR RC=rc, FILE "ddn" VOLUME "volser" - dsn

Reason:

The data set resides on an Extended Address Volume (EAV). The OBTAIN for a format 9 DSCB failed with return code rc.

Action:

Check the data set dsn on volume volser to determine if the data set is valid. To circumvent the problem, move the
sequential data set to a non-EAV.

Note: For more information about the return code, see the section OBTAIN Macro Specification, the IBM DFSMSdfp
Advanced Services.

IDI8610E
FORMAT 9 DSCB VALIDITY CHECK FAILURE FILE "ddn" VOLUME "volser" - dsn

Reason:

The data set resides on an Extended Address Volume (EAV).

The format 8 DSCB pointer (DS1PTRDS) should point to a Format 9 DSCB. The OBTAIN of the Format 9 DSCB was
successful. However, field DS9FMTID in the format 9 DSCB does not appear valid.

Action:

Check the data set dsn on volume volser to determine if the data set is valid.

To circumvent the problem, move the sequential data set to a non-EAV.

IDI8611E
FORMAT 9 DSCB FIELD DS9F3P CONTAINS ZEROS. FAILURE FILE "ddn" VOLUME "volser" - dsn

Reason:

The data set resides on an Extended Address Volume (EAV).

The first format 3 DSCB pointer (DS9F3P) in the Format 9 DSCB contains zeros instead of pointing to a Format 3 DSCB.

Action:

Check the data set dsn on volume volser to determine if the data set is valid. As a circumvention, move the sequential
data set to a non-EAV.

IDI8612E
SEQUENTIAL DATASETS ON EAV VOLUMES ARE NOT CURRENTLY SUPPORTED. DD=ddn, DSN=dsn,
VOL=volser

Reason:

Sequential data sets on an Extended Address Volume (EAV) in the cylinder-managed space are not currently supported.

Action:
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Move the sequential data set to a non-EAV.

IDI9100E
DATASET DEFINITION FAILURE, R15=xxx

Reason:

A link to IDCAMS to define a linear data set has failed. xxx is the return code received.

Action:

See the SYSPRINT data set for details.

IDI9101E
DYNALLOC OF DD=ddname, DSN=dsname FAILED

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified data set (dsname) failed. The following message IDI9102E provides return codes.

Action:

See the following message IDI9102E for more information.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI9102E
R15=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed. This message provides return codes for preceding message IDI9101E.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

IDI9200E
ACB GENERATION FAILURE, R15=xxx

Reason:

A GENCB call has failed, as documented.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI9201E
DATASET OPEN FAILURE, R15=xxx

Reason:

A VSAM open call has failed, as documented.

Action:
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Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI9202E
SHOWCB FAILURE, R15=xxx

Reason:

A SHOWCB call has failed, as documented.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI9203E
DIV ERROR (R15=xxx, R0=xxxxxxxx) DURING xxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The specified DIV call failed, as documented.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI9303E
DIV ERROR (R15=xxx, R0=xxxxxxxx) DURING xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The specified operation failed, as detailed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI9401E
UNABLE TO OPEN IMS DD, RC=rc

Reason:

The program could not open the IMS DD to add databases to the DBRC environment.

Action:

Ensure that the IMS DD was specified in the JCL and is pointing to the correct DBD library.

IDI9402E
DBD dbdname NOT FOUND IN LIBRARY POINTED TO BY IMS DD.

Reason:

The program could not access the IMS DD to add databases to the DBRC environment.

Action:

Ensure that the IMS DD was specified in the JCL and is pointing to the correct DBD library.
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IDI9403E
ERROR BUILDING BLOCKS FOR DBD dbdname; RC=rc

Reason:

The IMS interface issued an unexpected return code.

Action:

Ensure that the IMS DD was specified in the JCL and is pointing to the correct DBD library.

If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI9500W
INVALID PARAMETER CODE "??" WAS PASSED TO "xxxIDCFG".

Reason:

An error has occurred. The return code is 0.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI9501W
PRODUCT CODE "???" IS NOT RECOGNIZED.

Reason:

An error has occurred. The return code is 0.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI9502W
RELEASE CODE "?" IS NOT RECOGNIZED.

Reason:

An error has occurred. The return code is 0.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI9503I
PRODUCT CODE "???" HAS NO SERVICE PACK FIXES OR RELEASE TYPE.

Reason:

An error has occurred. The return code is 0.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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IDI9504W
UNABLE TO OPEN DDNAME = <loadlib> FOR PRODUCT CODE “...”.

Reason:

An error has occurred. The return code is 0.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI9505W
UNABLE TO LOAD “configuration module name” FROM DDNAME = loadlib/STEPLIB FOR PRODUCT CODE “...”.’

Reason:

An error has occurred. The return code is 0.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI2308E
INVALID SUFFIX SUPPLIED FOR "USE SUFFIX" REQUEST.

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

Action:

See any preceding messages and resolve the errors. If there are no previous error messages or the error is not obvious,
contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI2309E
NO ROOM FOR SUFFIX IN MODULE NAME FOR "USE SUFFIX" REQUEST.

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

Action:

See any preceding messages and resolve the errors. If there are no previous error messages or the error is not obvious,
contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI0800E
ERROR IN DL/I CALL.

Reason:

DL/I returned a nonblank status code to a DL/I call. Messages IDI0801I through IDI0805I follow this message to provide
more details as to the nature of the error.

Action:

If the error is serious, the product terminates and the return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less
than 16. Otherwise, the return code is not changed. If the error is not serious, processing continues.
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Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI0902E
ZERO-LENGTH GETMAIN FROM module+offset.

Reason:

An attempt to acquire the storage with a length of zero bytes was made.

• module
Identifies the calling module name.

• offset
Identifies the offset within the module.

Action:

The program terminates with RC=99.

Rerun your job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI2808I
COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES IS IGNORED FOR THIS FILE.

Reason:

Option COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES is ignored for the file specified in message IDI2807I and the software compaction is
not performed.

IDI2504E
DFSCBTS SCAN SERVICES FAILED FOR DATA BASE "dbdname" - RETURN CODE = rc

Reason:

A call to the IMS DFSCBTS macro failed. The IMS DFSCBTS service failed to locate the named database (dbdname) in
the IMS DDIR chain.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI2506I
DATABASE "dbname" ACCESS AUTHORIZED BY DBRC.

This message is informational. No action is needed.

IDI2604E
DBRC SSID GENERATION FAILURE, R15:rc

Reason:

An internal ENQ/DEQ logic error detected. The reason code (rc) is indicated in 15.

Action:

Save the job output and report the error to CA Support for assistance.
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IDI2807I
ddname IS ON A DEVICE WITH HARDWARE COMPACTION.

Reason:

Hardware compaction is enabled for the device that stores the specified data set (ddname).

IDI3201W
UNABLE TO OPEN ddname RC=rc

Reason:

The utility could not open the report file (ddname).

• rc
Identifies the return code.

Action:

Correct the supplied DD statement in JCL and resubmit the job.

IDI4205E
UNABLE TO FIND DFSPR000.

Reason:

The program could not find DFSPR000. This can occur for the following reasons:

• DFSRESLB DD is not allocated in the JCL.
• DFSRESLB could not be opened.

Action:

Program terminates with ABEND 4023.

Verify that the DFSRESLB DD is allocated in JCL and that the DFSRESLB can be opened. Resubmit the job. If the
problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI8600E
DATASET FOR FILE fname IS NOT ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The program cannot access the data set.

• fname
Identifies the file associated with the data set.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

Verify that your input JCL is correct and all data sets required to be allocated are in place. Rerun the job.

IDI8601E
DATASET FOR FILE fname IS NOT CATALOGUED - dsname.

Reason:
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The program cannot access the data set.

• fname
Identifies the file associated with the dsname data set.

• dsname
Identifies the data set.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

Verify that your input JCL is correct and all data sets required to be allocated are cataloged. Rerun the job.

IDI8602E
FILE fname IS NOT ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The program cannot access the specified file while reading JFCB.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

Verify that your input JCL is correct and all data sets required to be allocated are cataloged. Rerun the job.

IDI8603E
DATA SET FOR FILE fname IS NOT IN THE VTOC ON VOLUME vol - dsname.

Reason:

Program has failed obtaining DSCB. This is an internal error.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI8604E
DATASET FOR FILE fname JFCB EXTENSION ADDRESS CONVERSION ERROR - dsname.

Reason:

This is an internal issue.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI8302E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE. INCREASE REGION SIZE OR ALLOW DATA SPACE USE.

Reason:

The STORAGE OBTAIN request failed.

Action:
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Processing with RC=8.

Increase region size or allow data space use and rerun the job.

IDI8403E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE =rc.

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=16.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI8607E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR PROCESSING.

Reason:

The STORAGE OBTAIN request failed during program initialization.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

Increase the REGION size and rerun the job.

IDI8608E
DATA SET FOR FILE "ddn" LARGE FORMAT DATA SET ERROR - dsn

Reason:

Data set (dsn) has been defined with DSNTYPE=LARGE but the level of the operating system does not support Large
Format data sets.

Action:

Rerun the job on z/OS 1.7 or higher. If this is an error, rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(90).

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI8801E
HPR MUST RUN APF AUTHORIZED AND MODULE IDIRRC00 MUST BE RENAMED TO DFSRRC00.

Reason:

APF authorization is required for this program.

Action:

Processing terminates with the user abend 4008.

Verify that all libraries connected to the program execution are APF-authorized. Rename the IDIRRC00 module in your
loadlib to DFSRRC00 if applicable. Rerun the job.

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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IDI8802E
UNABLE TO LOAD THE IBM VERSION OF DFSURDB0.

Reason:

Module DFSURDB0 is unavailable.

Action:

Processing terminates with the user abend 4012.

Review your JCL and verify that the DFSRESLB DD points to the IMS RESLIB and that the IMS RESLIB is placed after
the CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS loadlib in the STEPLIB concatenation.
Verify that the DFSURDB0 module is present in your loadlib provided by IBM.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI8600I
IDI COMPRESS/EXPAND UTILITY STARTED.

Reason:

Indicates start of either Compress or Expand utility.

IDI8901E
'IN' FILE RECORDS ARE NOT VARIABLE LENGTH.

Reason:

The records under IN ddname are not of a variable length.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=12.

Verify that your input data sets are set up properly. Rerun the job.

IDI8902E
THE 'OUT' FILE DD IS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The output files under ‘OUT’ ddname could not be found.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=12.

Verify that your output data sets are set up properly. Rerun the job.

IDI8903I
IDI COMPRESS/EXPAND UTILITY ENDED.

Reason:

Informational message.
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IDI8904I
DBO UNLOAD FILE FOUND.

Reason:

Informational message.

IDI8905E
IDI COMPRESSION NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The output of a compress utility was not compressed properly.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=12.

Verify that all compress-related files and data sets are in place. Examine your JCL for possible dsname errors. Correct the
errors and rerun the job.

IDI8906I
IMS IMAGE COPY FILE FOUND.

Reason:

Informational message.

IDI8907I
EXPANDING UNLOAD FILE FROM 'DD MMM YYYY' 'HH' 'MM' 'SS'

Reason:

Informational message.

IDI8908E
UNABLE TO DETECT A VALID IMAGE COPY OR UNLOAD FILE TYPE.

Reason:

While compressing an image copy or unload file, the program could not find an image copy or unload file.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=12.

Specify a valid image copy or unload file and rerun the job.

IDI8909I
IDI COMPRESSION FOUND.

Reason:

Informational message.
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IDI8910I
EXPANDING IMAGE COPY FILE FROM 'DD MMM YYYY' 'HH' 'MM' 'SS'

Reason:

Informational message.

IDI8911I
FILE EXPANDED TO IMS IMAGE COPY FORMAT.

Reason:

Informational message.

IDI8912I
FILE EXPANDED TO DBO ENHANCED FUNCTION UNLOAD FORMAT.

Reason:

Informational message.

IDI9001E
UNABLE TO OPEN TRACE FILE.

Reason:

An error occurred when trying to dynamically allocate or open the trace file.

Action:

Respond to the messages preceding this message.

IDI9002E
UNABLE TO INITIALIZE TRACE ENVIRONMENT.

Reason:

The storage is not sufficient to initialize the trace environment.

Action:

Increase the region size and resubmit the job.

IDI2109E
IDENTIFY FAILURE, R15=xx.

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

Action:

See any preceding messages and resolve the errors. If there are no previous error messages or the error is not obvious,
contact CA Support for assistance.
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IDI5600I
LOAD MODULE "IDIppppx" INITIALIZED.

Reason:

The specific load module for the MVS and IMS release has been initialized. If STEPLIB and DFSRESLB do not point to
IMS SDFSRESL, the load module that supports the latest release of MVS and IMS is used by default.

• pppp
Identifies the component name.
Limits: 3 or 4 characters

• x
Identifies the code that indicates the MVS and IMS release.

IDI9700E
ERROR DURING TOKEN SERVICES service-name R15=xxx.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified R15 code.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

IDI9701I
rqtype REQUEST FOR token-name R15=xxx.

Reason:

This is an internal information message.
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ITK Messages
ITK prefixed messages are generated by the CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS common component.

ITK0000E
DYNALLOC OF DD=ddname, DSN=dsname FAILED

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the specied data set failed.

Action:

Verify the DD and DSN definition and resubmit the job. See the following message ITK0001E for SVC codes.

If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0001E
R15=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with the return code specified in R15.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

ITK8E00I
ISSUING /CHE TO imsid

Reason:

A checkpoint command was issued to the specified IMS system.

ITK8E01E
ERROR TRYING TO ISSUE /CHE

Reason:

A checkpoint command was issued but failed.

Action:

The job terminates with a return code of 8. See Recovering from Timeout Conditions for information to recover the
condition.

ITK8E02E
LXCF ERROR, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx, FUNCTION=SENDMSG
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Reason:

An error occurred in sending an XCF message. The return code values (R15) indicate the error:

• 04 -- Call completed successfully; however, the answer area (ANSAREA) is not sufficient for all requested data.
• 23 -- LXCF is not initialized.
• 2C -- LXCF could not obtain storage for control blocks.
• 30 -- MEMBERTOKEN does not identify a registered member.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK8E03E
TIMEOUT OCCURRED WHILE WAITING FOR /CHE, R15: rc

Reason:

The timeout value for waiting for a reply from the IMS control region or the ITK started task service had been exceeded.

• rc
Identifies an internal return code pertaining to the ITK started task timeout failures.

Action:

See Recovering from Timeout Conditions for information to recover the condition.

ITK8F00I
ISSUING dbdcmd DATAGRP FOR datagroup NOFEOV

Reason:

A /DBR or a /DBD command (dbdcmd) was issued for the indicated data group with a NOFEOV parameter.

ITK8F01E
ERROR TRYING TO dbdcmd DATAGRP datagroup R15=rc

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of the /DBR or /DBD command (dbdcmd) for the indicated data group.

Action:

The job terminates with a return code of 8. Analyze the JESMSGLG of the IMS control region, DLI SAS region, and the
ITK started task for a possible cause of failure. See Recovering from Timeout Conditions for information to recover the
condition.

ITK8F02E
LXCF ERROR, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx, FUNCTION=SENDMSG

Reason:

An error occurred in sending an XCF message. The return code values (R15) indicate the error:
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• 04 -- Call completed successfully; however, the answer area (ANSAREA) is not sufficient for all requested data.
• 23 -- LXCF is not initialized.
• 2C -- LXCF could not obtain storage for control blocks.
• 30 -- MEMBERTOKEN does not identify a registered member.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK8F03E
TIMEOUT OCCURRED WHILE WAITING FOR req-type, R15: rc

Reason:

The timeout value for waiting for a reply from the IMS control region or the ITK started task service had been exceeded.

• rc
Identifies an internal return code pertaining to the ITK started task timeout failures.

Action:

See Recovering from Timeout Conditions for information to recover the condition.

ITK8F07E
DATAGRP datagrp DBR REQUEST FAILED. BACKOUT WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

The HPO STC was not able to execute a DATAGRP command. An attempt is made to backout the failed request. If not
successful, the request will be aborted.

Action:

Check previous error messages in the HPO STC. Wait until backout completes and follow resulting action messages to
correct the problem.

ITK8F08I
BACKOUT OF DATAGRP datagrp SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

Reason:

A request to reinstate BMPs and databases to the state before a DBR request was successful.

ITK0100E
DEALLOCATION FAILURE OF DD=ddname, R15=rc, S99ERROR=error, S99INFO=information

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified data set (ddname) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with the return code specified in R15. Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and
take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.
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ITK0101E
UNKNOWN PRODUCT CODE RECEIVED BY THE LICENSE MANAGER, CODE=prod-code.

Reason:

The license validation for the specified product (prod-code) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with the return code higher that 8.

Ensure that the licensing information is correct. Verify that your installation of CA Common Services is current. Verify the
product definition and resubmit the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support at for assistance.

ITK0102E
PRODUCT prod-code IS WITHIN THE 30 DAY EXPIRATION PERIOD.

Reason:

Licence for the specified product (prod-code) expires in 30 days.

Action:

Contact CA Technologies for license renewal.

ITK0104E
INTERNAL ERROR VALIDATING LICENSING FOR prod-code.

Reason:

An undefined error occurred while validating the product license.

Action:

The return code is not affected.

Verify the LMP key. Contact the Total License Care (TLC) group at http://ca.com/support and provide your site ID and CA
serial number.

ITK0105E
LOAD OF ITKGCRD0 FAILED, R15=xxx.

Reason:

The new licensing code will always try to load ITKGCRD0 since it dictates which products are allowed to be called. This
message indicates that the load failed.

Action:

Verify ITKGRCD0 is in one of the libraries of the STEPLIB concatenation and if not, add it.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0106I
LICENSE CHECK BYPASSED.

Reason:
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Indicates that a product was called from another product and the first product will not be checked for licensing because it
is okay with ITKGCRD0.

ITK0200E
ALLOCATION FAILURE OF DD=ddname, R15=xxx, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the specified data set (ddname) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with the return code specified in R15. Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and
take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

ITK0300E
ERROR IN IMS PNT/PCT CHAIN.

Reason:

The internal IMS PNT/PCT chain could not be navigated.

Action:

Processing terminates. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0301E
NAMED PARTITION partname NOT FOUND IN DBD dbdname.

Reason:

The program was not able to relate the named HALDB partition back to the named HALDB master DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. Determine the correct HALDB DBD and associated partition name and rerun the job.

ITK0302E
PARTITION= AND PARTNUM= COMBINATION IS OUT OF RANGE OF ACTUAL PARTITIONS IN HALDB.

Reason:

The keyword combination sets a partition range whose ending partition is beyond the last HALDB partition.

Action:

Processing terminates. Set the PARTNUM or NUMBEROFPARTS keyword so the ending partition is within a valid subset
of the available HALDB partition.

ITK0303E
PARTNUM= CANNOT BE SPECIFIED WITHOUT PARTITION=.

Reason:

The keyword PARTNUM or NUMBEROFPARTS was specified without the necessary PARTITION keyword.
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Action:

Processing terminates. Set the starting partition name with the PARTITION keyword and rerun the job.

ITK0304I
HALDB PARTITION SELECTION COMPLETE, DBD=dbdname, PARTITION=part name.

Reason:

The named HALDB partition was selected for processing. Processing continues.

ITK0305E
ERROR IN PARTITION DYNAMIC DATASET ALLOCATION.

Reason:

An error has occurred during dynamic allocation of the HALDB partition data sets.

Action:

Processing terminates. Review the preceding error messages in the JES message log and utility message log to
determine the cause of the error. Correct the error and rerun the job.

ITK0306E
ERROR, CANNOT DETERMINE DATABASE TYPE.

Reason:

The program did not find a valid HALDB database type.

Action:

Processing terminates. Ensure that the utility is being run against a HALDB database. Correct the error and rerun the job.
If this is a HALDB, this is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0307E
ERROR, CAN NOT GET PDA STORAGE.

Reason:

An error occurred while obtaining storage for partition definition area (PDA).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that sufficient storage is available to the APPC application programs.

ITK0309E
ERROR DURING PSE TERMINATION, RC=rc, USR=user

Reason:

The termination of partition selection exit (PSE) failed.

• rc
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Identifies the return code.
• user

Identifies the user exit.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the preceding messages to determine the problem.

ITK0400E
INTERNAL ERROR - NO DDNAME SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The program was not passed the required ddname.

Action:

Processing terminates. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0401E
DDNAME NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The ddname specified is not defined for this HALDB database.

Action:

Processing terminates. Determine the correct HALDB database ddname and rerun the job.

ITK0500E
ERROR IN ESTABLISHING CONNECTION WITH PARTITION SELECTION EXIT.

Reason:

The HALDB Partition Selection Exit program cannot be found.

Action:

Processing terminates. This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0501I
PARTITION SELECTION EXIT psename WILL BE USED.

Reason:

The named Partition Selection Exit will be used. Processing continues. T

ITK0502I
THERE IS NO PARTITION SELECTION EXIT.

Reason:

No Partition Selection Exit was found for this HALDB database or HALDB secondary index.
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This message is informational only and indicates that no partition selection exit is defined to the HALDB primary or
secondary index being processed. This message will be produced separately for each HALDB database and secondary
index. It is valid for a secondary index to have no partition selection on exit even though the main HALDB database has
one defined.

ITK0503E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN A NEW PARTITION BY EXIT psename.

Reason:

The named partition selection exit (psename) did not return a HALDB partition when called.

Action:

Processing terminates. Determine the key passed to the exit program and ensure that the exit program is working
properly. If the error persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0504E
RC=rc RETURNED FROM PARTITION SELECTION EXIT psename

Reason:

Message displays return code (rc) for psname partition selection exit (PSE).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the preceding messages to determine the the problem.

ITK0700E
THE POINTER TABLE HAS OVERFLOWED.

Reason:

The number of pointers defined in the DBD and all its related DBDs exceeds the number was calculated.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

A JES output file with the ddname of IDIDUMP is automatically created when the error occurs. The file contains debug
information needed to correct the problem. Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the IDIDUMP file for
debugging.

ITK0801E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE= nnn WAS PASSED TO ITKLST00.ONLY FUNCTION CODES 0 (ADD), AND 8 (FREE)
ARE VALID

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITK0802E
THE LIST ANCHOR HAS BEEN OVERLAYED. A DUMP WILL BE NEEDED TO SOLVE THIS ISSUE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0803E
THE LIST HEADER EYECATCHER HAS BEEN OVERLAYED. A DUMP WILL BE NEEDED TO SOLVE THIS ISSUE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0804E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR THE LIST HEADER TRY LARGER REGION SIZE.

Reason:

The region size is not sufficient to obtain storage for the list header.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Increase below the line region size and rerun the job.

ITK0805E
A STORAGE OVERLAY OF THE LIST ANCHOR KEY HAS OCCURRED OR THE KEY LENGTH DEFINED IN THE
ANCHOR IS GREATER THAN 255.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0806E
STORAGE OVERLAY OF LIST ENTRY BKWD CHAIN POINTER OR BAD POINTER TO FIRST LIST ENTRY. A DUMP
WILL BE NEEDED TO SOLVE THIS ISSUE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITK0807E
THE LIST HEADER EYECATCHER HAS BEEN OVERLAYED. STORAGE WAS NOT FREEMAINED.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0808E
DURING FREE PROCESSING A FREEMAIN ERROR WAS DETECTED.STORAGE WAS NOT FREEMAINED.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0809E
THE LIST ANCHOR EYECATCHER HAS BEEN OVERLAYED.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0810E
DURING DIAGNOSTICS AN OUT OF SEQUENCE KEY CONDITIONWAS FOUND. A DUMP WILL BE NEEDED TO
SOLVE THIS ISSUE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0811E
STORAGE OVERLAY OF LAST LIST ENTRY POINT IN THE FIRSTLIST HEADER. A DUMP WILL BE NEEDED TO
SOLVE THIS ISSUE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITK0812E
THE LIST HEADER EYECATCHER HAS BEEN OVERLAYED. A DUMPWILL BE NEEDED TO SOLVE THIS ISSUE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0813E
THE POINTER TO THE LIST ENTRY HEADER IN THE LIST ANCHORHAS BEEN OVERLAYED. A DUMP WILL BE
NEEDED TO SOLVE THISISSUE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0814E
THE POINTER TO THE OUT AREA IS INVALID

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0815E
THE POINTER TO THE CDA/MDA IS INVALID.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK0816E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR THE DSA. TRY LARGERREGION SIZE.

Reason:

There is not enough storage below the line for the GETMAIN request.

Action:

Rerun the job with a larger region size. The caller of EXCP services can continue using an alternative method.

See the log for related messages and correct the problem. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITK0900E
GETMAIN FAILURE IN LMOD ITKMMG00.

Reason:

There is not enough storage for the getmain request.

Action:

Specify larger region size. The caller of Media Manager may decide to continue using an alternative method.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0903E
DATASET ALLOCATION ERROR. RC: X'nnnn' RSN: X'nnnn' DSN=dataset name.

Reason:

An error occurred executing the DYNALLOC macro request. The first two bytes of RSN (reason code) contain R15 at the
time of the DYNALLOC error. This should contain the DYNALLOC Class Code (1 - 7). The Class reason code should be
in the last two bytes of RSN.

NOTE
For more information about DYNALLOC return codes, see the Authorized Assembler Service Guide.

Action:

Attempt to determine the meaning of the Class Reason Code. Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0904E
UNABLE TO CONNECT TO DATASET. RC: X'ccccffss' DSN:/DDN: dataset name/ddname.

Reason:

The required data set name or ddname can not be opened by Media Manager. RC contains the Media Manager return
code (R15) in the format (ccccffss). Error codes for ss are as follows:
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• X'00' - No Error
• X'08' - Extent Error
• X'0C' - Logic Error
• X'10' - Permanent I/O error
• X'14' - Error can not be determined

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0905E
ERROR DISCONNECTING FROM DATASET. RC: X'ccccffss' DSN:/DDN: dataset name/ddname.

Reason:

The required data set name or ddname can not be closed by Media Manager. RC contains the Media Manager return
code (R15) in the format (ccccffss). Error codes for ss are as follows:

• X'00' - No Error
• X'08' - Extent Error
• X'0C' - Logic Error
• X'10' - Permanent I/O error
• X'14' - Error can not be determined

Action:

Ensure the data set name/ddname is a valid VSAM data set and contains data.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0906E
MEDIA MANAGER I/O ERROR DETECTED. RC: X'ccccffss' DSN:/DDN: dataset name/ddname.

Reason:

The required data set name or ddname can not be closed by Media Manager. RC contains the Media Manager return
code (R15) in the format (ccccffss). Error codes for ss as follows:
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• X'00' - No Error
• X'08' - Extent Error
• X'0C' - Logic Error
• X'10' - Permanent I/O error
• X'14' - Error can not be determined

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0907E
LOGIC ERROR: CHECK ISSUED BUT AN I/O WAS NOT PENDING.

Reason:

An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0908E
UNABLE TO SERVICE I/O REQUEST. NO @MMIO BLOCKS ARE AVAILABLE FOR USE IN SCHEDULING THE I/O.

Reason:

An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:
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MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0909E
LOGIC ERROR: BUFFER ADDRESS NOT SUPPLIED ON GETSEQ REQUEST, BUT THE DATASET WAS OPENED
WITH "UBUF=YES" OPTION.

Reason:

An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0910E
UNABLE TO EXTEND DATASET. RC: X'ccccffss' DSN:/DDN: dataset name/ddname.

Reason:

The required data set name or ddname can not be extended Media Manager. Ensure the data set has secondary space.
Ensure there is free space on the volume. Multivolume data sets must have secondary space defined to extend to another
volume when using Media Manager. RC contains the Media Manager return code (R15) in the format (ccccffss). Error
codes for ss are as follows:

• X'00' - No Error
• X'08' - Extent Error
• X'0C' - Logic Error
• X'10' - Permanent I/O error
• X'14' - Error can not be determined

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.
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ITK0911E
LOGIC ERROR: REQUESTED KEY IS NOT IN THE CURRENT DATASET.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0912E
LOGIC ERROR: REQUESTED KEY IS NOT IN THE CURRENT DATASET.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0913E
LOGIC ERROR: MULTI-PAGE GETDIR REQUEST CANNOT BE PROCESSED. DATASET MUST BE OPENED WITH
"SEQUBUF=YES" OPTION.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES
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To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0914E
LOGIC ERROR: REQUESTED KEY IS BEYOND HIGH USED RBA.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0915E
LOGIC ERROR: POINT SERVICE NOT ALLOWED AFTER FIRST PUTSEQ REQUEST HAS BEEN ISSUED.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0916E
ERROR: RC: X'nnnn' RSN: X'nnnn'.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. A storage overlay could have occurred or someone has specified an invalid value in RC.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:
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TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0917E
DEVTYPE FAILED WITH RC: X'nnnn' DSN:/DDN: dataset name/ddname.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of a DEVTYPE Macro.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0918E
TRKCALC FAILED WITH RETURN CODE RC: X'nnnn' DSN:/DDN: dataset name/ddname.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of the TRKCALC macro.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0919E
MODULE name COULD NOT BE LOADED. ABEND CODE=X'nnnn', RSN=x'nnn'.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of a LOAD Macro. Look in the MVS System Codes for an explanation of the
ABEND CODE and RSN (reason code). For more information about the message, see the JES Joblog.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0920E
ITKDSST0 failed with RC: X'nnn' DSNAME MASK: name.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of module ITKDSST0. The failing return is located in RC the failing data set name
or partial dataset name ITKDSST0 is attempting to use is located in DSNAME MASK.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0921I
MEDIA MANAGER ACCESS METHOD USED FOR DSN:/DDN: dsn/ddname.

Reason:

This message indicates that the Media Manager is used to access the listed data set (dsn) and ddname (ddname).

ITK0923E
INVALID MMGR CONTROL BLOCK ITKMMTX.

Reason:

An invalid Control Block eyecatcher was detected by the Media Manager Termination Routine after the I/O has been

completed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. If a SVC Dump has been taken include it with your documentation.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES
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TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0924E
ONE DATASET IS EA AND ONE DATASET IS NOT EA. RUN LISTCAT ON DSNAME MASK: dsn-mask.

Reason:

A data set name mask has been specified on the Media Manager call. One of the VSAM data sets in the data set name
mask has been defined as Extended Addressability and one of the VSAM data sets in the DSNAME MASK has NOT been
defined as Extended Addressability. Either all of the VSAM data sets must be defined as Extended Addressability or none
of the data sets must be defined as Extended Addressability when using DSNAME MASK.

Issue a LISTCAT using the DSNAME MASK: to determine how the data sets are defined.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0925E
SWAREQ FAILED WITH RETURN CODE RC: X'nnnn' DSNAME MASK: dsn-mask.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of a SWAREQ Macro.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0926E
DDNAME: ddname was not found in the JCL.

Reason:
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The required data set name referenced by ddname was not found.

Action:

Ensure the data set referenced by the ddname is valid and contains data.

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0927E
VSAM CLUSTER ERROR. CLUSTER NOT DEFINED OR USING NON VSAM DATASET. DSN:/DDN: dataset name/
ddname.

Reason:

The required data set name is referenced by DSN:/DDN: is empty or is a NON VSAM data set. Media Manager can only
process VSAM data sets.

Action:

Ensure the data set referenced by the ddname is valid and contains data.

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0928I
CALCULATED CA SIZE: nnn, IS LARGER THAN THE MAXIMUM: nnn ALLOWED. DSN:/DDN: dataset name/
ddname.

Reason:

The calculate Control Area size exceeds the Media Manager internal maximum Control Area size. The calling module is
permitted to continue. The job should continue normally using the VSAM access method.

Action:

Issue a LISTCAT of the data set name.

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES
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TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0930I
CLUSTER CA SIZE IS NOT A CYLINDER. MEDIA MANAGER WILL NOT BE USED.

Reason:

The calculated CI size and CI size of CA returned by module ITKDSST0 are not equal. The system will use the standard
VSAM API to access the database. Media Manager will not be used.

ITK0931I
TO MAKE USE OF MEDIA MANAGER THE CODE MUST RUN APF-AUTHORIZED.

Reason:

One of the STEPLIB Libraries is not APF Authorized or the calling module is not APF Authorized.

Action:

Check each STEPLIB and ensure it is APF Authorized.

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0932I
CANDIDATE VOLS. NOT USED WHEN SECONDARY SPACE = ZEROS.

Reason:

This message should only be issued during a load or append of a VSAM data set. The cluster definition contains
candidate volumes and the secondary space contains zeros. Media Manager cannot use candidate volumes when the
secondary space contains zeros. There have been many discussions with IBM on this issue. This is a restriction.

Action:

None. VSAM will be used to load the data set.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.
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ITK0933E
MM CISIZE=nnn AND DCS CISIZE=nnn are not equal. DSN:/DDN: dataset name/ddname.

Reason:

This is an internal error. There is a discrepancy in the CI Size obtained by Media Manager and the CI Size returned by
module ITKDSST0.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0934E
DSS/DCS STORAGE OVERLAY WAS DETECTED.

Reason:

This is an internal error. A storage overlay has been detected accessing information returned by module ITKDSST0.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0935E
INVALID RBA=X'nnnn' DETECTED WHILE BUILDING MMIOs AND MMREs. DSN:/DDN: dataset name/ddname.

Reason:

This is an internal error. Either a storage overlay has occurred or an invalid RBA was passed to Media Manager by the
calling module.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES
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To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0936E
INVALID MMRCICNT=X'nnn' CALCULATED WHILE BUILDING MMIOs AND MMREs. DSN:/DDN: dataset name/
ddname.

Reason:

This is an internal error. When VSAM EA was introduced the number of CIs to be processed by the MMRE (MMRCICNT)
should always be one.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0937E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE X'nnn' passed to ITKMMST0. DSN:/DDN: dataset name/ddname.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0938I
Z/OS 1.2 OR HIGHER IS REQUIRED FOR MEDIA MANAGER.

Reason:

The minimum level of z/OS to run Media Manager is z/OS 1.2.

Action:
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None. Processing should continue using VSAM Access method.

To circumvent the ,message, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0939I
TO MAKE USE OF MEDIA MANAGER THE CODE MUST RUN APF-AUTHORIZED OR THE ITK STARTED TASK
MUST BE ACTIVE.

Reason:

If you are running in API mode the only way to use Media Manager is by staring the ITK started task. If you are running an
analyze, unload, or image copy it is recommended you APF-AUTHORIZE all STEPLIBS in the STEPLIB concatenation.
Starting the ITK started task will also allow use the use of Media Manager during analyze, unload, or image copy.

Action:

Processing should continue using VSAM Access method.

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0940E
MODULE module name+NNNN CALLED ITKMMER0 WITHOUT SETTING A VALUE IN @MMGR_RETCODE.

Reason:

Internal Error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0941W
GENCB ERROR. RC: X'nnn' DSN:/DDN: dataset name/ddname.

Reason:
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A GENCB error occurred generating an ACB for the implicit verify. The calling module will have to option to continue using
the VSAM access method.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0942W
OPEN ACB ERROR. RC: X'nnn' DSN:/DDN: dataset name/ddname.

Reason:

An VSAM OPEN ACB error occurred for the implicit verify. The calling module will have to option to continue using the
VSAM access method.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0943W
SHOWCB ERROR. RC: X'nnn' DSN:/DDN: dataset name/ddname.

Reason:

An SHOWCB error has occurred for the implicit verify. The calling module will have to option to continue using the VSAM
access method.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO
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Rerun the job.

ITK0944W
HURBA/CI ERROR. HURBA: X'nnn' CI: X'nnn' DSN:/DDN: dataset name/ddname.

Reason:

An invalid High Used RBA was detected. The calling module will have to option to continue using the VSAM access
method.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0945W
HARBA/CI ERROR. HARBA: X'nnn' CI: X'nnn' DSN:/DDN: dataset name/ddname.

Reason:

An invalid High Allocated RBA was detected. The calling module will have to option to continue using the VSAM access
method.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK0946I
CALLING MODULE WILL BE GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO CONTINUE.

Reason:

The caller of Media Manager has requested control on non critical errors so an examination can be performed to
determine if processing can continue using an alternate method.

ITK0947E
GETDSAB ERROR. RC: X'rc , RSN: X'rsn, dbtype, dbname
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Reason:

The GETDSAB macro failed for database type (dbtype) and database name (dbname). Most likely the ddname was not
found in the JCL.

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified return code (rc) and reason code (rsn).

Verify that the ddname specification in the JCL is correct.

NOTE
For more information about the return and reason codes for the GETDSAB macro, see the IBM MVS Authorized
Assembler Services.

ITK0999W
XXXMSG DCB WAS NOT SPECIFIED OR WAS NOT OPEN.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

A prior error message should have been written describing the error via a WTO. This message is issued via WTO
because there was no way to write to the pppMSGS data set. It may help in diagnosing the actual error.

Contact CA Support for assistance. Send the LISTCAT information.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

MMGRIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITK1000E
DYNALLOC OF DD=ddname , DSN=dsname FAILED, R15= rc S99ERROR=error, S99INFO=info.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified database failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with the return code specified in R15.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services.

ITK1001E
OPEN FAILURE FOR ddname

Reason:
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An attempt to open a database (ddname) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify the SYSIN and SYSPRINT DD statements and resubmit the job.

ITK1002E
DBRC EXECUTION FAILED, R15=rc

Reason:

An error occurred during the DBRC execution.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Review the DBRC messages that precede this message to determine the error. Take corrective action, and resubmit the
job.

ITK1003E
DBRC INVOCATION FAILED CODE S code

Reason:

An error occurred while invoking DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified abend code (S code).

Look up the abend code (S code) in the IBM z/OS MVS System Codes and take corrective action. If the problem persists,
contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK1300I
DD=ddname/DSN=dsname SUCCESSFULLY ALLOCATED.

Reason:

A dynamic allocation for the named DD (ddname) and DSN (dsname) was successfully.

ITK1301I
DD=ddname DEALLOCATED SUCCESSFULLY.

Reason:

A dynamically allocated DD (ddname) was successfully deallocated.

ITK1302E
DD=ddname - SPECIFIED AS "DD DUMMY".

Reason:

A required DD (ddname) was specified as "DD DUMMY."

Action:
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DD statements for a required database ddname cannot be "DUMMY." Correct the DD statements and rerun.

ITK1303E
DD=ddname - DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILURE RC=rc, ERROR CODE=errcode, INFO
CODE=infocodeDSN=dsname.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified database failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified return code (rc).

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services.

ITK1304I
DDNAME - ddname ALREADY ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The dynamic allocation process found the DDNAME (ddname) was already specified on a JCL DD statement.

ITK1305I
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR DBRC COMMAND BUFFER.

Reason:

A GETMAIN failed for the DBRC command buffer storage. To avoid this message in future increase the region size.

ITK1400I
API LOAD FAILURE - ATTEMPT TO CONTINUE PROCESSING.

Reason:

An error occurred during DBRC API load. The system tries to continue processing.

ITK1401I
RECON DATASET NOT UPGRADED - PROCESSING CONTINUES

Reason:

The version of the RECON data set does not match the IMS version.

ITK1402E
SUBSYSTEM MAY ALREADY BE ACTIVE - CORRECT AND RESUBMIT.

Reason:

The DBRC SIGNON routine for subsystem failed. The subsystem can be active or SIGNOFF was not performed due to
the system ABEND.

Action:
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Processing terminates.

Verify that subsystem had finished its processing. If an abnormal termination occurred, stop the subsystem using the
following commands in the JCL:

//SYSIN      DD    *

CHANGE.SUBSYS    SSID(name)    STARTRCV

CHANGE.SUBSYS    SSID(name)    ENDRECOV

DELETE.SUBSYS    SSID(name) 

/*

ITK1403E
UNABLE TO PROCESS RECONS, API LOAD FAILURE

Reason:

The version of RECON data set does not match the IMS version.

Action:

Processing terminates.

See the messages file and JOBLOG for additional error messages from the DBRC interface.

ITK1404E
NO VALID IMAGE COPY FOR PIT REQUEST.

Reason:

The DBRC process did not find an image copy with a timestamp lower than the RECOVERTIME value supplied.

Action:

Correct timestamp, and rerun.

ITK1405E
NO VALID IMAGE COPY FOR PIT REQUEST, DBD=dbdname DDN=ddname.

Reason:

A recoverable image copy with a timestamp before the point in time request was not found.

Action:

Choose a different PIT for the requested recovery. Issue a LIST.HISTORY inquiry on the database and examine the listing
for a timestamp where recoverable assets are available.

ITK1406E
Unable To Load Conversion Module DFSCNVT0

Reason:

The DFSCNTV0 module was not loaded. Timestamps cannot be converted. Module DFSCNVT0 is missing from the
STEPLIB concatenation.

Action:

Processing terminates.
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Verify that IMS SDFSRESL is in the DFSRESLB or STEPLIB statements and resubmit the job.

ITK1407E
 

PIT CANNOT BE TO A CURSOR ACTIVE STATE, DBD=dbdname DDN=ddname.

 

Reason:

 

The point in time specified was to a time when there was an Online Reorganization (OLR) cursor active; indicating an
OLR was started, but not yet finished. A point in time recovery to such a transient state is not supported.

 

Action:

 

Chose a recovery time that does not overlap with the Online Reorganization. Issue a LIST.HISTORY inquiry on the
database and examine the listing. Chose a time before the REORG record RUN time or after the STOP time.

ITK1408E
RECON Failure - See previous message.

Reason:

Errors noted during a RECON process.

Action:

See previous error messages.

ITK1409E
Unable to Obtain Storage for DBRC Workarea.

Reason:

A GETMAIN failed attempting to create a workarea for the DBRC interface.

Action:

Increase region size and rerun.

ITK1411E
Message Output required for DBRC API

Reason:

An error occurred during the DBRC execution. The DD statement for message output is missing. Message was issued
with WTO.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Specify a valid statement in the JCL and resubmit the job.
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ITK1412E
DBRC API function ERROR, RETURN CODE=rc REASON CODE=rsn

Reason:

An error occurred while calling the DBRC interface function routine. The requested function has not completed.

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified return code (rc).

See the messages file and JOBLOG for more error messages from the DBRC interface.

NOTE
For information about IBM DBRC API return code and reason code, see the IBM IMS System Programming
APIs reference.

ITK1413E
UNABLE TO FIND ACTIVE DATASET IN SPECIFIED POINT IN TIME, DBD=dbdname, DDN=ddname.

Reason:

It is unclear which set of datasets (A-J or M-V) were active in the time specified with the RECOVERTIME keyword.

Action:

Contact CA support and provide the output of the DBRC command LIST.HISTORY DBD(dbdname). An alternative is to
separate the recovery job into multiple steps, one for each database dataset and specify the DDNAME keyword in each
step with the correct A-J or M-V suffix.

ITK1500E
imsid IS NOT A VALID IMSID OR IMSGROUP NAME

Reason:

The imsid value specified for the IMSID keyword is not a valid IMSID or IMSGROUP name.

Action:

Correct the IMSID keyword value and resubmit the job.

ITK1501I
USING IMSID imsid FOR IMSGROUP imsgroup

Reason:

The value for the IMSID keyword was found to be an IMSGROUP name. The IMS system that was chosen from the
IMSGROUP has the subsystem id imsid.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

ITK1601E
Database dbname not found in RECON.

Reason:
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The DBRC process could not read a DATABASE record from the RECON that matched the specified database name
(dbname).

Action:

Correct the DATABASE name and rerun. If this message is in error, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK1602E
VSAM ERROR ON RECON reconx RETURN CODE(rc) REASON CODE(rsn).

Reason:

The DBRC process had a VSAM problem while processing the RECON data set.

• reconx
Identifies the RECON DD.

Action:

Look up the return code (rc) and reason code (rsn) in the DFSMS/MVS Macro Instructions for Data Sets. Correct the
errors and rerun.

ITK1603E
Unable to Locate Needed SLDS Record - Please correct and rerun.

Reason:

While processing a STR request, no corresponding SLDS record was found to use for the timestamp process. This
message indicates that the timestamp can be incorrect.

Action:

Correct the STR value and rerun. If this message is in error, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK1605W
Allocation W/O an Archived Log Dataset DBDNAME=dbdname DNAME=ddname Timestamp yyyy.ddd hh:mm:ss.t.

Reason:

A recovery or change accumulation was attempted while one of the log files needed was still allocated to the IMS system.

Action:

Ensure that all logs needed for the recovery or change accumulation are available for use.

ITK1606E
RECOVERY TO AN INVALID PIT. TIME IS WITHIN AN ALLOCATED TIME FRAME. USE STR OR SELECT A VALID
TIME

Reason:

A point-in-time recovery failed because of wrong timeframes.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Specify STR=Y or a valid timestamp from DBRC, or CURRENT to use the current time. Correct the control statements
and rerun the job.
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ITK1607E
REORG OCCURS AFTER IMAGE COPY AND BEFORE AN ALLOCATIONDBDNAME=dbdname
DDNAME=ddnameTimestamp yyyy.ddd hh:mm:ss.t

Reason:

The allocation timestamp is less than the image copy timestamp. The database (dbdname) was probably reorganized
before the recovery routine.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Read the log information that is associated with the allocation record, find the checkpoint information, and save.

ITK1700E
CAGRP xxxxxxxx not found in RECON.

Reason:

The DBRC process was unable to read a CAGRP record from the RECON that matched the name xxxxxxxx provided.

Action:

Correct the CAGRP name and rerun.

ITK1800E
Database yyyyyyyy not found in RECON.

Reason:

The DBRC process was unable to read a DATABASE record from the RECON that matched the name (yyyyyyyy)
provided.

Action:

Correct the DATABASE name and rerun.

ITK1801E
DDNAME not found in RECON - DBD(xxxxxxxx) DDNAME(yyyyyyyy).

Reason:

The DBRC process was unable to read a DDNAME record from the RECON that matched the name (yyyyyyyy) provided.

Action:

Correct the DDNAME name and rerun.

ITK1803E
DDNAME (ddname) NOT IN CAGRP(grpname) DBD(dbdname).

Reason:

The requested DBD/DD combination does not exist in the CAGRP (grpname). The specified ddname is not part of the
DBD (dbdname) as described in the RECON.

Action:
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Correct the DBD and ddname as applicable, and rerun.

ITK1804E
NO CAGRP FOUND FOR DBD(dbdname).

Reason:

The database (dbdname) is not defined to a CAGRP. None of the DBDSs in this database has a CAGRP name.

Action:

Create a CAGRP for the database or add the database to a CAGRP, and rerun.

ITK1805E
NO CAGRP FOUND FOR DBD(dbdname) DDNAME(ddname) COMBINATION.

Reason:

The DBDS record for the specified DBD (dbdname) ddname (ddname) does not point to a CAGRP.

Action:

This error is a possible oversight. Add DBD and ddname as applicable to the CAGRP and rerun.

ITK1811I
NO REUSABLE IMAGE_COPY FOUND: rsn

Reason:

System encountered reusable image copy running on IMS 10. IMS version 10 API call returns images only if they are real
images.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK1905E
NO STORAGE FOR GETMAIN PROCESSING - RERUN WITH A LARGER REGION.

Reason:

The DBRC process was unable to get storage for constructing of internal table entries. This is probably due to a large
number of databases, partitions, or logs present during the process.

Action:

Increase the REGION parameter on the job step and rerun.

ITK2202I
ITKOPTN0 PROCESSED SUCCESSFULLY.

Reason:

During processing, the option table ITKOPTN0 was found and used to set processing flags. The options you coded in the
option table were processed.

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.
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ITK2203I
ITKOPTN0 NOT FOUND, NOT PROCESSED.

Reason:

The ITKOPTN0 module does not exist in the runtime library. Environment-specific product customizations were disabled,
system runs on default settings.

Action:

Verify that the ITKOPTN0 module is available in the runtime library. Rebuild the ITKOPTN0 module from the current
members in the sample library (hlq.CIMTSAMP). Resubmit the job.

ITK2300E
THIS PROGRAM MUST EXECUTE APF-AUTHORIZED WHEN MORE THAN 5 TAPE VOLSERS ARE SPECIFIED ON
DDNAME = "ddname".

Reason:

More than five VOLSERS were specified for the database (ddname). System needs to update the JFCBX(s). The APF-
authorization is required.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that all libraries in the STEPLIB concatenation that is connected to the program execution are APF-authorized.

ITK2301E
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR: UNRECOGNIZED JFCB PROCESSING PARAMETER "parm" WAS PASSED FOR
DDNAME = "ddname".

Reason:

An invalid parameter (parm) was passed to process JFCB and JFCBX(s). Valid parameters are LIST or UPDT.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Correct the parameters in the ddname DD statement in JCL and resubmit the job.

ITK2302E
JFCB EXTENSION ADDRESS CONVERSION ERROR FOR DDNAME = " ddname ".

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

Action:

See any preceding messages and resolve the errors. If there are no previous error messages or the error is not obvious,
contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2303E
STORAGE GETMAIN FAILED: INCREASE REGION SIZE BY size K BYTES.
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Reason:

No memory was available to allocate the storage. Storage was not allocated.

Action:

Increase the region parameter size and rerun the job.

ITK2400E
UNABLE TO ACQUIRE STORAGE FOR WORK AREA - block-name.

Reason:

Insufficient storage was available for the named work area. The virtual storage for the work area was not acquired.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Increase the REGION JCL parameter value by at least 4 KB and rerun the job. If the error persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

ITK2402E
ZERO-LENGTH GETMAIN FROM module+offset.

Reason:

An attempt to acquire the storage with a length of zero bytes was made.

• module
Identifies the calling module name.

• offset
Identifies the offset within the module.

Action:

The program terminates with RC=99.

Rerun your job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2500E
UNABLE TO FREE STORAGE

Reason:

An attempt to free the storage failed. The storage area could not be freed.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2501E
INVALID FREE STORAGE ADDRESS.

Reason:
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The address of the work area to free was invalid.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2502E
INVALID FREE STORAGE LENGTH.

Reason:

The length of the work area to free was incorrect.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2600E
ITKASEL0 PASSED INVALID FUNCTION CODE.

Reason:

ITKASEL0 has been called with a function code that is outside the range of valid values.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is se to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2601E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR 31-BIT LOCAL WORK AREA.

Reason:

Area selection is unable to obtain storage above the line.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.

Increase above the line region size and rerun the job.

ITK2602E
ITKASEL0 PASSED INVALID ASCB CONTROL BLOCK.

Reason:

ITKASEL0 has been called with an invalid address for the ASCB control block.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.
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This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2603E
AREA LIST AND DDNAME ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

Reason:

The request to area selection is invalid. A valid request is a list of area names or the ddname of an area.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Review the control statements. If the control statements are valid, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2604E
ITKASEL0 MUST BE PASSED A POINTER TO THE DBD OR THE DMB.

Reason:

An invalid pointer was passed to area selection.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2605E
ITKASEL0 PASSED INVALID DBD.

Reason:

Area selection has detected that the DBD for the requested database is not for a DEDB.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Ensure that the DBD specified in the control statements is correct. If it is, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2606E
PASSED INVALID DDNAME ===> XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

Area selection has detected that the ddname requested is not valid for the specified DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Ensure that the ddname specified is valid for the requested DBD. If it is, contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITK2607E
ITKASEL0 PASSED INVALID AREA NAME ===> XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

Area selection has detected that the area name requested is not valid for the specified DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Ensure that the area name specified is valid for the requested DBD. If it is, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2608E
ITKASEL0 UNABLE TO GET STORAGE FOR AREA CONTROL BLOCK(S).

Reason:

Area selection is unable to obtain above the line storage for internal control blocks.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase the above the line region size and rerun the job.

ITK2610E
INVALID PARM LIST PASSED TO ITKASEL0 - AREA COUNT MISSING.

Reason:

Indicates an internal error has occurred in the software.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2611E
INVALID PARM LIST PASSED TO ITKASEL0 - ARCB POINTER MISSING.

Reason:

Indicates an internal error has occurred in the software.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2612E
ITKASEL0 UNABLE TO FREE DDNAME ===> XXXXXXXX.
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Reason:

Area selection's attempt to free the area represented by DD xxxxxxxx has failed. This typically is due to some other type
of failure.

Action:

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2613E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR 24-BIT LOCAL WORK AREA.

Reason:

Area selection is unable to obtain storage below the line.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase below the line region size and rerun the job.

ITK2614E
ITKASEL0 UNABLE TO ALLOCATE REQUESTED AREA.

Reason:

Area selection's attempt to allocate the requested area has failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Check the job message log for specific information about the failure. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

ITK2615E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN INFORMATION FROM DBRC ABOUT DATABASE XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

Area selection's request to DBRC for information concerning the database has failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Ensure that the DBD name specified has been registered to DBRC. If the problem persists, CA Support for assistance.

ITK2616E
NO AREA INFORMATION AVAILABLE FOR DBD XXXXXXXX FROM DBRC.

Reason:

There is no area information in DBRC for DBD XXXXXXXX.
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Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Ensure that the requested area for the DBD has been registered to DBRC, or you can run the request with DBRC=NO.

ITK2617E
UNABLE TO DETERMINE DSN FOR DD XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

Area selection is unable to determine the data set name for the requested DD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

If the request specified DBRC=NO, the job must contain a DD statement allocating the area name or make a DFSMDA
member available for the area.

If the request specified DBRC=YES, the ddname must be defined to DBRC or in the JCL. Correct the job and rerun.

ITK2618E
AREA XXXXXXXX NOT FOUND IN THE RECON DEFINITIONS FOR DBD ZZZZZZZZ.

Reason:

The area name specified in the request does not appear in the area list for DBD zzzzzzzz.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

The requested specified DBRC=YES, but the RECON did not contain information for the area specified. Correct the
RECON and rerun the job.

ITK2619E
DSN IN JCL FOR AREA XXXXXXXX DOES NOT MATCH DSN IN RECON/DFSMDA.

Reason:

The requested area has been allocated by the user via JCL. The user has specified VERIFY=YES, but the data set name
for the allocated area does not match the DSN specified in the RECON or the DFSMDA member for the area.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the allocated data set to match the RECON/DFSMDA DSN or specify VERIFY=NO.

ITK2620E
DDNAME XXXXXXXX NOT FOUND IN DBRC LIST OF DBD ZZZZZZZZ.

Reason:
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The ddname specified by the user is not found in the information for the DBD held by DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the ddname to one that has been defined to DBRC for the specified DBD or run with DBRC=NO.

ITK2621E
INVALID PARM LIST PASSED TO ITKASEL0 - AREA COUNT INVALID.

Reason:

Indicates an internal error has occurred in the software.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2622E
ITKASEL0 UNABLE TO LOAD DBRC INTERFACE - ITKDBRC*.

Reason:

Area selection is unable to load the DBRC interface program from STEPLIB.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Make ITKDBRC* available to area selection.

ITK2623E
INVALID AREA NUMBER PASSED TO ITKASEL0; USE "1" THRU "2048".'

Reason:

Indicates an internal error has occurred in the software.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2624E
REQUESTED AREA NUMBER NOT FOUND.

Reason:

Indicates an internal error has occurred in the software.

Action:
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Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK2700E
DFSRESLB REQUIRES APF AUTHORIZATION, UNABLE TO EXECUTE REQUESTED FUNCTION

Reason:

Steplib and its concatenations must be APF-authorized. Processing was terminated.

Action:

APF the indicated libraries specified in the STEPLIB concatenation

ITK2701E
UNABLE TO LOCATE IMS CTL REGION BLOCKS FOR IMSID: xxxx

Reason:

This is an internal error. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance. Forward the job output to the support team.

ITK2702E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FORM GETMAIN PROCESSING, RERUN WITH A LARGER REGION SIZE

Reason:

Insufficient storage to execute the reorg utility. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Rerun the job with a larger region specification.

ITK2703E
IMODULE LOAD ERROR, MEMBER NAME aaaaaa, REASON CODE: xx

Reason:

An error was encountered during loading utility modules. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Correct the error as indicated in the return code, and resubmit the job. Valid values are as follows:
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• 4 (Module Not Found)
• 8 (Module Allocation Error)
• C (Bldl/Fetch Allocation Error)
• 10 (Bldl/Fetch I/O Error)
• 14 (Fetch Invalid Record Type)
• 18 (Fetch Invalid Address)
• 1C (Fetch Program Check)
• 20 (Bldl/Fetch Undefined Error)
• 24 (DCB Not Open For Bldl)
• 28 (Auth Caller But Module Found In Unauthorized Library)
• 2C (Illogical Error)
• 38 (Caller In SRB Mode, XM Mode Or Task Mode Without a SVRB)

ITK2704E
INITIALIZATION CALL FAILED FOR DBD aaaaaa, AREA bbbbb, RC: xx

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. An invalid return code was received from the initialization routine. Processing
was terminated.

Action:

See the preceding job output and message log for error-specific information. If you can correct the error, rerun the job. If
the error persists, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK2705E
CONNECT CALL FAILED FOR DBD aaaa AREA bbbbb, RC: xx

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. An invalid return code was received while connecting to the IMS control region.
Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the preceding job output and message log for error-specific information. If you can correct the error, rerun the job. If
the error persists, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK2706E
DISCONNECT CALL FAILED FOR DBD aaaaa, AREA bbbbb, RC xx

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. An invalid return code was received while disconnecting from the IMS control
region. Processing was terminated.

Action:

The requested database utility completed successfully. Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK2707E
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF OVERFLOW ENTRIES REACHED, (IOVF RBAS)
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Reason:

This message indicates an internal error, an insufficient allocation of IOVF stack blocks. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK2708E
DFSRESLB MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR ORU EXECUTION.

Reason:

The DFSRESLB statement is missing from utility JCL. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Rerun the job with the DFSRESLB DD pointing to the IMS SDFSRESL used for the execution.

ITK2709E
ATTACH FAILURE FOR ITKURE50, RC:

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. There was an error during Attach. The RC displays the reason for the error.
Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the preceding job output and message log for error-specific information. If you can correct the error, rerun the job. If
the error persists, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK2710E
ORU FRONT-END ABENDED, ABEND CODE:

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. System or User and encountered. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the preceding job output and message log for error-specific informaiton. If you can correct the error, rerun the job. If
the error persists, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK2712E
UNABLE TO LOCATE DBF#FPU0 FROM DFSRESLB

Reason:

The DFSRESLIB name that is provided on the DD statement contains an invalid DBF#FPU0 location.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the module is in the STEPLIB concatenation or DFSRESLB, specify correct statements, and resubmit the job.
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ITK2713E
STEPLIB / DFSRESLB REQUIRES APF AUTHORIZATION, UNABLE TO EXECUTE THE REQUESTED FUNCTION

Reason:

The IDIRRC00 was not renamed to DFSRRC00 in the execution library or the STEPLIB/DFSRELB are not APF
authorization.

Action:

Make sure IDIRRC00 is renamed to DFSRRC00 in the Load library and make sure STEPLIB and DFSRESLB are APF
authorized.

ITK2800E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FORM GETMAIN PROCESSING - RERUN WITH A LARGER REGION SIZE

Reason:

Insufficient region size. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Increase the size of the storage (4mb).

ITK2801E
UNABLE TO CONNECT DATABASE aaaaa, AREA NAME bbbbb, RC:

Reason:

One or more errors were detected while trying to connect to an area. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the preceding job log and message file output for error-specific information. If you can correct the error, rerun the job.
If the error persists, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK2802E
UNABLE TO LOCATE AREA NAME aaaaa IN DATABASE bbbbb

Reason:

The Area name provided on the control statement did not match the area name of the database. Processing was
terminated.

Action:

Specify the correct area names and resubmit the job.

ITK2803E
DATABASE NOT FOUND IN DDIR DIRECTORY

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. The utility was unable to locate the DDIR of the DBD name provided on the
control statement. Processing was terminated.

Action:
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Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK2804E
FPTRACE DD REQUIRED WHEN FASTPATH TRACE IS ACTIVE, ORU TERMINATED

Reason:

Internal trace services were requested, but the request did not specify //FPTRACE DD.

Action:

Processing was terminated.

Include the //FPTRACE DD SYSOUT= statement in the job stream and rerun the job. Set the FASTPATH trace option if
you do not intend to trace the utility run.

ITK2805E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN AUTHORIZATION, AREA "area-name" FUNCTION: function RC: rc

Reason:

The setup of the DBRC CTL environment and post ESTAE failed. Authorization for the function (function) was
unsuccessful.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that all data sets in the STEPLIB concatenation are APF-authorized. Review the DBOMSGS, DBORPTS, and the z/
OS messages to determine the problem. Correct the error and resubmit the job.

ITK2806E
NO DATA SET REGISTERED IN DBRC RECON ADS LIST FOR AREA "area-name"

Reason:

The ADS replication was requested, but no ADS are defined to DBRC. Area cannot be registered.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify the ADS definition and the area name. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

ITK2807E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN AUTHORIZATION, AREA "area-name"

Reason:

STEPLIB and the STEPLIB concatenation are not APF-authorized for the area (area-name).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the messages that precede this one to determine the problem.
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ITK2900E
UHSW STORAGE REQUEST FAILED FOR AREA aaaaaa. RC:xx

Reason:

The utility was unable to obtain storage for IMS private pools. Processing was terminated.

Action:

If the return code is 08, increase the region size and rerun the job. Forward the job output to your support team if the
problem persists.

ITK2901I
DATABASE aaaaaa, AREA bbbbbb CONNECTED

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating that the area has been successfully connected to the IMS control region. The
Job will continue normally.

ITK2902E
OPEN FAILED FOR DATABASE aaaaa, AREA bbb. RC:xx

Reason:

A request to open the named area under IMS failed. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the preceding job output and message log, and correct the error. If you cannot correct the error, then forward the job
output to your support team.

ITK2903E
UNABLE TO ACQUIRE AN AREA LOCK. DBD aaaaa AREA bbbbb. RC:xx

Reason:

The utility region was unable to loc a requested UOW. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the preceding job output and IMS CTL region log, and correct the error. Check for conflicts with Program isolation
(Deadlock and IRLM). Forward the job output to your support team if the problem persists.

ITK2904E
BUFFER POOL ACQUISITION FAILED. DBD aaaaa AREA bbbbb. RC:xx

Reason:

Private pool acquisition failed for database buffers under IMS. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the preceding job output and message log, and correct the error. If you can correct the error, rerun the job. If the error
persists, forward the job output to your support team.
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ITK2905E
RECURSIVE INIT RECEIVED FOR DATABASE aaaaa, AREA bbbbb

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error, a recursive initialization call was received. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK2906E
DMAC SYNC FAILED FOR DATABASE aaaaaa, AREA bbbbb, RC:xx

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. An invalid return from IMS block level sharing routine was received. Processing
was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, job and the IMS Control region log. If you can correct the error, rerun the job. If the error persists,
forward the job output to your support team.

ITK2907E
JOBNAME. PGMNAME. IN LOCK CONTENTION WITH AREA "areaname" - RBA: offset, RC: rc

Reason:

The transition to UOW lock mode was unsuccessful for the job (JOBNAME) and program (PGMNAME).

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified return code (rc).

Find and fix conflicts with the program isolation (deadlock and IRLM).

ITK2908E
UOW LOCK MODE TRANSITION FAILED, RC: rc, RS: rsn

Reason:

The utility region could not lock the requested UOW.

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified return (rc) and reason (rsn) code.

See the preceding job output and IMS control region log, and correct the error. Find and fix conflicts with the program
isolation (deadlock and IRLM). If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance and provide the job output.

ITK2929I
DBD ROOT PARAMETER SPEC TO ROOT

Reason:

Indicates that the area has been extended successfully.
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Action:

The recalculated values for the ROOT parameter specification for the DBD definition displays. Apply these values to the
DBD definition and reassemble the DBD at a convenient time. Failing to do so will not impose integrity exposure.

NOTE
This message does not display if the extension was performed on the SDEP section only.

ITK2930I
CLUSTER SPACE PARAMETER TO xxxx yyyyy

Reason:

Indicates that the area was extended successfully. The recalculated values for cluster space parameters of the extended
area are displayed.

Action:

Apply the values to the cluster definition of the extended area to prevent out-of-space conditions during normal
maintenance procedures.

ITK3000E
UOW LOCK ACQUISITION FAILED, DBD aaaa, AREA bbbb. UOW NUMBER (cccc). RC:xx

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. An invalid return from IMS sync point processing was received. Processing was
terminated.

Action:

See the message file, job and the IMS Control region log. If you can correct the error, rerun the job. If the error persists,
forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3001E
BUFFER SET ACQUISITION FAILED. DBD aaaa, AREA bbbb. RC:xx

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. An invalid return from IMS private pool services was received. Processing was
terminated.

Action:

See the message file, job and the IMS Control region log. If you can correct the error, rerun the job. If the error persists,
forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3002E
ERROR DETECTED DURING READ. DBD aaaaa, AREA bbbb UOW NUMBER (,,,,,). RC:xx

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. An invalid return from UOW server was received. The RBAs of the blocks in
error display on the IMS control region log. The UOW in error displays as part of the message. Processing was terminated

Action:
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See the message file, job and the IMS Control region log. If you can correct the error, rerun the job. If the error persists,
forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3002I
DATABASE dbname AREA area-name SUCCESSFULLY DISCONNECTED

Reason:

The specified database (dbname) in the area (area-name) was successfully disconnected.

ITK3003E
RBA VALIDATION FAILED. DBD: aaaa, AREA: bbbb, DMHRRBA: cccc DENDRRBA: ddddd

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. An invalid data CI was returned from the UOW server. The RBA of the block
read displays as DMHRRBA. The Actual RBA of the block displays in the DENDRBA field. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, job and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. Rerun the job if the error can be
corrected. Forward the job output to your support team if the problem persists.

ITK3300E
LICENSE VERIFICATION FAILED

Reason:

An attempt was made to execute the product on a machine that is not licensed for the product. Processing was
terminated.

Action:

Rerun the job on a machine which is licensed for the product.

ITK3301E
INVALID RETURN FROM ADSC BUILDER, ORU TERMINATING

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error during system initialization. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3302E
NO AREAS SELECTED FOR PROCESSING, ORU TERMINATING

Reason:

The utility was unable to match the specified area names on with IMS DMCB block. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Forward the job output to your support team.
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ITK3303E
INVALID IMS ESCD IDENTIFIER, ORU TERMINATED

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3304E
INVALID ORU IDENTIFIER, ORU TERMINATED

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3305E
INVALID HSR MODULE IDENTIFIER, ORU TERMINATED

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3306E
INVALID INTERCEPT IDENTIFIER, ORU TERMINATED

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3308I
ORU STARTED FOR DATABASE aaaa AREA NAME bbbbb

Reason:

This message is informational. The DEDB Online Reorg utility validated, completed, and started processing.

ITK3309I
NUMBER OF UOWS REORGANIZED aaaaa, PERCENTAGE RECLAIM xxxx

Reason:
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This message is informational. It presents the number of UOWs reorganized and the percentage free space reclaim. This
message follows ITK3308I. Processing will complete on the indicated area.

ITK3310I
ORU ENDED PROCESSING DATABASE aaaaa AREA NAME bbbbb, RC:xx

Reason:

This message is informational. It indicates that ORU has successfully reorganized the area. This message follows
ITK3309I. Processing will complete on the indicated area.

ITK3311E
INVALID RETURN FROM ORU, RUN ABORTED

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. The untility was unable to proceed with Online Reorg of the remaining areas.
Processing was terminated.

Action:

Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3312E
UNABLE TO LOCATE MDA ANCHOR BLOCK

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3313E
ORU TERMINATING WITH ABEND

Reason:

An internal error occurred. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, job and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. If the error can be corrected, rerun
the job. If the error cannot be corrected and the problem persists, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3314E
ORU TERMINATING WITH ABEND Sxxx Uyyy

Reason:

An abend occurred.

• xxx
Identifies the system abend code.

• yyy
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Identifies the user abend code.

Action:

Processing was terminated.

See the message file, job, and the IMS control region log for error-specific information. If the error can be corrected, rerun
the job. If the error cannot be corrected and the problem persists, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3315I
DEDB CONTROLLER REVERTING TO IMS

Reason:

This message is informational only. DEDB controller was set to serve online reorganization.

ITK3316I
DEDB CONTROLLER RESET AT: xxx FOR MASTER EP AT: yyy

Reason:

This message is informational only. DEDB controler was removed.

• xxx
Identifies the address of ESCD anchor.

• yyy
Identifies the address of IMS HS reorg.

ITK3401E
INVALID ESCD ADDRESS ENCOUNTERED

Reason:

An internal error occurred. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3402E
HSR EYE-CATCHER INVALID

Reason:

An internal error occurred. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3403E
ITK EYE-CATCHER INVALID

Reason:

Indicates an internal error. Processing was terminated.
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Action:

Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3404E
INVALID RETURN RECEIVED FROM CONNECT CALL

Reason:

Indicates an internal error. An invalid return code was received while connecting to the IMS control region. Processing was
terminated.

Action:

See the preceding job output and message log for error-specific information. If you can correct the error, rerun the job. If
you cannot correct the error, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3405W
INVALID RETURN RECEIVED FROM UOW SERVER

Reason:

Indicates an internal error. An invalid return code was received while connecting to the IMS control region.

Action:

Processing terminates.

See the preceding job output and message log for error-specific information. If you can correct the error, rerun the job. If
you cannot correct the error, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3406E
INVALID RETURN FROM SYNC PROCESSOR, RC:xx

Reason:

Indicates an internal error. An invalid return from the IMS sync point processor was received. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, the job, and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. If you can correct the error,
rerun the job. If you cannot correct the error, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3407E
INVALID RETURN FROM IOVF DEALLOCATE RC:xx

Reason:

Indicates an internal error. An Invalid IOVF CI was encountered. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, the job, and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. Execute your database
analyzer utility to verify the integrity of the database. If you can correct the error, rerun the job. If you cannot correct the
error, forward the job output to your support team.
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ITK3408E
INVALID RAP CI DETECTED, RBA: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Indicates a database error. A non-RAP CI was detected in the RAP section of the area. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, the job, and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. Execute your database
analyzer utility to verify the integrity of the database. If you can correct the error, rerun the job. If you cannot correct the
error, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3409I
END OF REORG FORCED BY /STO, UOW: uow-number

Reason:

The system received an /STO command. Interruption was forced while processing UOW (uow-number).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

ITK3501E
INVALID RETURN FROM UOW SERVER READ REQUEST, RC:xx

Reason:

Indicates an internal error while processing Space Map records. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, job, and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. If the error can be corrected, rerun
the job. If the error persists, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3502E
INVALID RETURN FROM READ REQUEST, DMHRBA: xxxxxxxx, DATA RBA: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Indicates an internal or database integrity error. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, job, and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. Execute your database analyzer
utility to verify the integrity of the database. If the error can be corrected, rerun the job. If the error persists, forward the job
output to your support team.

ITK3503E
INVALID SPACE MAP DETECTED, DMHRBA: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Indicates an internal or database integrity error. Processing was terminated.

Action:
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See the message file, job, and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. Execute your database analyzer
utility to verify the integrity of the database. If the error can be corrected, rerun the job. If the error persists, forward the job
output to your support team.

ITK3504E
INVALID UOW NUMBER DMHRBA: xxxxxxxx'

Reason:

Indicates an internal error. Processing was terminated.

Action:

Forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3610E
UNABLE TO RECOVER THE AREA DUE TO A READ ERROR DETECTED ON AREA aaaaa, DDN=bbbbb. R15
RETURN CODE: cccc, VSAM FEEDBACK CODE: dddd, RBA: eeee, BLOCK NUMBER: ffff; ARGUMENT: hhhh,
TYPE OF DATA INTERVAL: iiii, TYPE OF OPERATION: jjjj.

Reason:

The utility terminated abnormally. A read error was detected during the extension phase. The extension cannot be
completed and the area must be recovered. The values indicated in the message are:

• aaaa
Indicates the database area name.

• bbbb
Indicates the ddname.

• cccc
Indicates the VSAM return code.

• dddd
Indicates the VSAM feedback code.

• eeee
Indicates the RBA of the data CI in error.

• ffff
Indicates the relative block number.

• hhhh
Indicates the address of the VSAM RBA argument.

• iiii
Indicates the type of data interval.

• jjjj
Indicates the type of operation.

Action:

Analyze the job log produced by the utility run to determine the cause of the error. You can determine the reason for
failure by using IDCAMS feedback and the return codes indicated in cccc and dddd and any preceding messages
displayed in the job log.

If the situation can be corrected (hardware error, catalog/system related issues), rerun the job to complete recovery
procedures. If the area cannot be recovered by this utility, perform the recovery using standard unload/reload or database
recovery procedures.

The database remains available for online processing but should be recovered at the earliest convenient time possible.
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ITK3611E
AREA yyyyyyyy MUST BE IN QUIESCE MODE FOR EXTENSION RUN

Reason:

The utility terminated without extending the area. A request was made to extend the IOVF section of the database defined
with a sequential depended section. IOVF extension for databases with sequential dependent segments requires that the
area be stopped during the extension process.

Action:

Use the IMS/DIS AREA command to determine the status of the area to be extended. Stop the area and resubmit the
request. After the extension has completed successfully, restart the database using the IMS/STA AREA command
services. SDEP segments must be stripped and deleted before the extension can take place. For more information, see
the OPERATIONS section.

ITK3612E
SDEP WRAP CONDITION EXISTS FOR AREA bbbbbbb

Reason:

A request was made to extend the sequential depended part of a database area while the area contained a WRAPPED
SDEP condition. The utility terminated without extending the area.

Action:

See the associated job output for information regarding this error. You have to run the SDEP Strip and Delete utility to
clear the condition. Rerun the extension request after the SDEPs have been stripped and deleted. Note the internal policy
regarding the sequential dependent strip and delete procedures defined for this database.

ITK3700E
UOW LOCK MODE INITIATION FAILED, AREA aaaaa DISCONNECTED

Reason:

Unable to initialize UOW locking survives. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, job, and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. If the error can be corrected, rerun
the job. If the error persists, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3701E
AREA CONNECT FAILED, SEE PRECEDING DFS0535 MESSAGE

Reason:

Unable to connect to the IMS Control Region. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, job, and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. If the error can be corrected, rerun
the job. If the error persists, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3702E
INSUFFICIENT BUFFERS REMAINING FOR BUFFER POOL ACQUISITION
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Reason:

There were insufficient buffers remaining for buffer pool acquisition to occur. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, job, and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. If the error can be corrected, rerun
the job. If the error persists, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3703E
BUFFER POOL ACQUISITION FAILED, RC:xx

Reason:

Unable to obtain a private buffer set from IMS for FASTPATH processing. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, job, and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. If the error can be corrected, rerun
the job. If the error persists, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3800E
UOW LOCK ACQUISITION FAILED, RC:xx

Reason:

Unable to obtain a UOW lock from IMS. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, job, and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. If the error can be corrected, rerun
the job. If the error persists, forward the job output to your support team.

ITK3801E
UOW READ FAILURE, DATABASE aaaaa AREA bbbb RC:xx

Reason:

An internal or database integrity error occurred. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, job, and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. Execute your database analyzer
utility to verify the integrity of the database. If the error can be corrected, rerun the job. If the problem persists, forward the
job output to your support team.

ITK3802E
SRB SYNC FAILURE, RC:xx

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. Processing was terminated.

Action:

See the message file, job, and the IMS Control region log for error-specific information. If you can correct the error, rerun
the job. If the error persists, forward the job output to your support team.
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ITK3900E
STEPLIB NOT APF AUTHORIZED

Reason:

The steplib and its concatenations must be APF authorized. The utility terminated without extending the area.

Action:

APF authorize the indicated libraries.

ITK3901E
ERROR PROCESSING ACBLIB--OPEN ERROR

Reason:

Unable to open ACBLIB data set. The utility terminated without extending the area.

Action:

See the preceding messages on the job log to determine the reason for the error. Verify that the correct data set name has
been selected for the active IMS ACB library.

NOTE
The ACB library is dynamically allocated according to the status of the current ACB library selection of the IMS
control region.

ITK3902E
ERROR PROCESSING ACBLIB-AREA NAME aaaaaaaa NOT FOUND IN THE IMS LIBRARY

Reason:

One or more of the Area names specified in the JCL do not match the area names found in the IMS ACB library. The utility
terminated without extending the area.

Action:

Use the IMS/DIS DB command to list the areas names allocated to the database. Compare the area names specified on
the control statements with the names defined for that area. Correct the error and resubmit the job.

NOTE
Alternate sources to be referenced for area names are DBRC or the DBD source definition for the database.

ITK3903E
ERROR PROCESSING DATASET INFORMATION: {MODCB|SHOWCB|RDJFCB}, AREA NAME bbbbbbbb. R15=xx,
[R0=]

Reason:

An error was encountered while processing a MODCB, SHOWCB, or RDJFCB macro on the indicated area. The return
code received from data set management displays in R15. The reason code for the failure is contained in R0. The utility
terminated without extending the area.

Action:

For an explanation of the VSAM return and reason codes, see the VSAM Macro Instruction Reference for MVS/DFP.
Correct any user errors and resubmit the job.
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ITK3904E
INVALID RETURN CODE RECEIVED FROM THE AMS LOCATE SERVICE. R15=xx:'

Reason:

An invalid return code was received from the LOCATE CAMSLIST service when verifying the volume serial numbers for
an area R15 contain the return code received. The utility terminated without extending the area.

Action:

See the preceding messages displayed on the job log to resolve the error. Run an IDCAMS LISTCAT ALL service on the
area data set to aid diagnostic procedures. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK3905E
VOLSER VALUE THE SAME AS DATABASE VOLUMES'

Reason:

A VOLSER keyword was specified as an alternate volume to be used for the extension of the area. The indicated volume
serial number is the same as the one on which the data set is currently allocated. The utility terminated without extending
the area.

Action:

Use your space management tools to identify a suitable volume to be used for extending the area. If there is sufficient
space to perform the extension on the same volume, remove the volume keyword. Specify a different volume if the
extension is to take place on a separate volume.

ITK3906E
PROGRAM ERROR DETECTED WHILE PROCESSING AREA yyyyyyyy. BACKOUT/RESTART PROCEDURES
REQUIRED

Reason:

The utility terminated abnormally. An abnormal condition was encountered while extending a DEDB area.

Action:

See the job output to determine the specific reason for the failure.

The utility must be restarted with the RESTART=BACKOUT or RESUME option to clear the condition. The area remains
available for online processing under IMS but must be recovered by the extension utility at the earliest convenient time.
Resubmit the utility with the same parameters specified as at the time of failure.

ITK3907E
INVALID DMB TYPE, ACB NOT A DEDB

Reason:

System failed to allocate the database. The type of the specified database is not DEDB.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify the DD statements and rerun the job.
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ITK3908E
RECOVERY TOKEN MISMATCH FOR TOKEN ID (xxxxx-yyyyyy)

Reason:

The restart information entered on the TOKENID keyword differs from the recorded information in the area to be
recovered. The utility terminated to preserve database integrity.

Action:

Check that the recovery token corresponds to the token value allocated in the original extension request. See the original
job output to confirm the recovery token. The token ID displayed contains the date and time of the original extension
request and must match the Token value entered on the TOKENID= parameter. Enter the correct recovery token value
and run the job.

If the token entered is identical to the original token value the database must be extended using unload/reload or recovery
procedures.

The database remains available for online processing but should be recovered at the earliest convenient time possible.
This condition should never occur.

ITK3909E
INVALID RESTART / TOKENID keyword specified

Reason:

The utility terminated to preserve the integrity of the database. A request for restart was entered in the input job stream
but the control information in the database area does not contain restart requirements.

Action:

Verify that the prior extension has completed successfully. Remove the RESTART and/or TOKEN keywords and rerun the
job.

ITK3910E
UNABLE TO LOCATE ADDN " " IN IMS DMAC

ITK3911E
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE AREA areaname ADSN datasetname

Reason:

The system failed to allocate the area data set. The area (areaname) was not selected for processing.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code was not affected. System processes the next area. Verify the areaname and
datasetname, review the job message log to determine the error. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

ITK3912E
CATALOG LOCATE ERROR, AREA areaname R15: rc

Reason:

The system failed to allocate the area (areaname). The area has a catalog error.
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Action:

Processing terminates with the return code, which is specified in the register R15 (rc). Resolve the catalog problem and
rerun the job.

ITK3913E
UNABLE TO EXTEND THE AREA DUE TO THE INDICATED DESCREPANCIES DISPLAYED BELOW

Reason:

One or more discrepancies were found during the DMAC validation phase. The utility terminated without extending the
area.

Action:

Determine the reason for the indicated discrepancies. A detailed report of the fields in error displays in the Area Activity
Report. See the associated job output for error-specific information. A possible cause is out-of-sync conditions between
the ACB library and the database. Resolve the sync condition and rerun the job.

If this message displays during a restart run, the area cannot be recovered by the utility and must be recovered using
standard unload/reload or database recovery procedures.

The database remains available for online processing but should be recovered at the earliest convenient time possible.
This condition should never occur.

ITK3914E
INVALID SPACE MAP CI AT RBA zzzzzzzz DETECTED, AREA bbbbbb

Reason:

An invalid overflow unit (space map) was detected while searching for the last overflow unit control interval for the
indicated area. The utility terminated without extending the area.

Action:

Determine the reason for the indicated discrepancies. See the associated job output for error-specific information.
Possible causes are out-of-sync conditions between the ACB library and the database. Rerun the job after the sync
condition is resolved.

If this message displays during a restart run, the area cannot be recovered by the utility and recovered using standard
unload/reload or database recovery procedures.

The database remains available for online processing but should be recovered at the earliest convenient time possible.
This condition should never occur.

ITK3915E
STEPLIB NOT APF AUTHORIZED

Reason:

Steplib and its concatenations needs to be APF authorized. The utility terminated without extending the area.

Action:

See the associated job output for error-specific information. APF the indicated libraries.

ITK3916E
GENACB FAILED FOR DATABASE, R15: xxx,
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Reason:

An error was encountered while generating an ACB control block. The return code from the macro displays in R15. The
utility terminated without extending the area.

Action:

See the associated job output for error-specific information. Correct any user errors and resubmit t he job. For an
explanation of the VSAM return and reason codes, see MVS/ESA VSAM Administration: Macro Instruction Reference for
MVS/DFP.

ITK3917E
UNABLE TO LOCATE DATASET CATALOG ENTRY ON DATA VOLUME yyyyyyyy

Reason:

An error was encountered while performing catalog management services. The utility terminated without extending the
area.

Action:

See the associated job output for error-specific information. Correct the error and resubmit the job.

ITK3918E
MAX EXTENT LIMIT REACHED

Reason:

The maximum number of extents is in use for this data set. The utility was unable to reserve space for the extension. The
utility terminated without extending the area.

Action:

See the associated job output for error-specific information. Backup/restore the data set with larger secondary extent
definitions and rerun the job.

ITK3919E
INSUFFICIENT SPACE FOR EXTENSION, VOLSER=yyyyyyyy

Reason:

There is not enough space available on the indicated volume to honor the extension request. The utility terminated without
extending the area.

Action:

See the associated job output for error-specific information. Free space on the volume or use the VOLSER parameter to
extend the area on a different volume.

ITK3919W
SDEP IN WRAP STATUS. RUN STRIP UTILITY TO ACTIVATE EXTENDED SPACE

Reason:

The sequential dependent segment (SDEP) is in wrapped status. The segment is full or should be emptied for the
process.

Action:
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Processing terminates. Run the strip utility to expand the space.

ITK3920E
INTERNAL ERROR xx ON CATALOG MANAGEMENT DETECTED

Reason:

An internal error was detected during system validation routines. xx is an abbreviation of the type of error detected. The
utility terminated without extending the area.

Action:

Analyze the job log produced by the utility run to determine the cause of the error. You can determine the reason for
failure by using IDCAMS feedback and the return codes indicated in cccc and dddd and any preceding messages
displayed in the job log.

If the situation can be corrected (hardware error, catalog/system related issues), rerun the job to complete recovery
procedures. If the area cannot be recovered by this utility, perform the recovery using standard unload/reload or database
recovery procedures.

The database remains available for online processing but should be recovered at the earliest convenient time possible.
This condition should never occur.

ITK3920I
DEDB EXTENSION IN PROGRESS ON “ddname” DMAC (dsnname).

Reason:

The DEDB extension process started for the database (ddname). Processing continues.

ITK3921E
UNABLE TO RESERVE xxxx CYLINDERS ON yyyy, CODE: zzzz

Reason:

The utility could not reserve the required amount of space on the indicated volume. The utility terminated without
extending the area.

• xxxx
Indicates the number of cylinders needed for extension.

• yyyy
Indicates the volume to be used for the extension.

• zzzz
Indicates the dynamic allocation error code.

Action:

The utility attempted to allocate the required amount of space on the volume specified on the VOLSER parameter, but
the allocation failed. Determine the reason for failure using the dynamic allocation return code, provided in the zzzz field.
Correct the error and rerun the job. Alternatively, use a different volume to extend the area by specifying the VOLSER
parameter.

ITK3921I
MODE OF EXTENSION SELECTED (ONLINE|OFFLINE)

Reason:
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This message indicates whether the extension is processed in an online or offline mode. Processing continues.

ITK3922E
UNABLE TO FREE RESERVED SPACE ON yyyyyy, CODE xxxx

Reason:

The utility verifies the ability to allocate space before attempting the extension by allocating an intermediate data set on
the designated volume (yyyyyy). The utility then frees the space but failed.

• yyyyyy
Indicates the volume designated for extension.

• xxxx
Indicates the dynamic allocation error and reason codes for failure.
The utility terminated without extending the area.

Action:

Determine the reason for failure by examining the dynamic allocation reason and error codes (xxxx). The format data set
name used to test allocation is in the following format:

HILEVEL.ddddddd.aaaaaa.EXTEND

• HILEVEL
Indicates the high-level qualiifier for the area data set.

• ddddddd
Indicates the name of the database to be extended.

• aaaaaaa
Indicates the name of the area to be extended.

Manually delete the test allocation and rerun the job.

ITK3923E
INITIALIZATION CALL FAILED, RETURN CODE (rc)

Reason:

The system failed to connect an area.

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified return code (rc). Verify job statements. Review the job message log to determine
the error. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

ITK3924E
AREA DISCONNECT CALL FAILED, RETURN CODE (rc)

Reason:

The system failed to disconnect an area.

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified return code (rc). Review the job message log to determine the error. Correct the
problem and resubmit the job.
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ITK3924I
SIZE OF INDEPENDENT OVERFLOW HAS BEEN INCREASED FOR AREA

Reason:

Indicates that the Independent Overflow Area has been successfully extended online. The utility completed normally and
the area was extended successfully.

ITK3925E
EXTENDING MADS FOR AREA NAME “areaname” (rc)

Reason:

The processed data set is a multiple area data set (MADS) and could not be extended.

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified return code (rc). Verify job statements. Review the job message log to determine
the error. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

ITK3925I
SIZE OF SEQUENTIAL DEPENDENT HAS BEEN INCREASED FOR AREA

Reason:

Indicates that the Sequential dependent section of the area has been successfully extended online. The utility completed
normally and the area has been extended successfully.

ITK3926E
UNABLE TO EXTEND THE AREA DUE TO A WRITE ERROR, AREA=aaaa, DD=bbbb, R15 RETURN CODE: cccccc,
VSAM FEEDBACK CODE: dddd, RBA: eeee BLOCK NUMBER: ffff; ARGUMENT: hhhh, TYPE OF DATA INTERVAL:
iiii, TYPE OF OPERATION: jjjj

Reason:

A write error was detected during the extension phase, where:

• aaaa
Indicates the database area name.

• bbbb
Indicates the ddname.

• cccc
Indicates the VSAM return code.

• eeee
Indicates the RBA of the data CI in error.

• ffff
Indicates the relative block number.

• hhhh
Indicates the address of the VSAM RBA argument.

• iiii
Indicates the type of data interval.

• jjjj
Indicates the type of operation.
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The utility terminated without extending the area.

Action:

Analyze the job log produced by the utility run to determine the cause of the error. You can determine the reason for
failure by using IDCAMS feedback and the return codes indicated in cccc and dddd and any preceding messages
displayed in the job log.

If the situation can be corrected (hardware error, catalog/system related issues), rerun the job to complete recovery
procedures. If the area cannot be recovered by this utility, perform the recovery using standard unload/reload or database
recovery procedures.

The database remains available for online processing but should be recovered at the earliest convenient time possible.

ITK3927I
AREA yyyyyyyy SUCCESSFULLY EXTENDED

Reason:

This message is informational only. The area was successfully extended.

ITK3928I
PLEASE APPLY THE FOLLOWING CHANGES

Reason:

This is an informational message. It advises new values for the ROOT parameter in the DBDGEN source statements and
new space parameter settings for the VSAM cluster of the extended data set. The area was extended successfully.

Action:

Respecify the DBD and cluster definition parameters with the values indicated in messages ITK2929I and ITK2930I at a
convenient time.

ITK4000E
THE LIBRARY WITH DD NAME "ddname" IS NOT DEFINED IN THE JCL.

Reason:

The ddname (ddname) was not allocated in the JCL. The module could not be loaded.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

ITK4001E
THE LIBRARY WITH DD NAME "ddname" COULD NOT BE OPENED.

Reason:

The named ddname (ddname) was specified in the JCL but the library could not be opened. The module was not loaded.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 16. Review the JESMSG and SYSMSG for an MVS open error message,
correct the problem, and resubmit the job.
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ITK4002E
MODULE "modulename" COULD NOT BE FOUND IN THE LIBRARY WITH DD NAME "ddname".

Reason:

The specified module (modulename) was not found in the directory of the library (ddname). The module could not be
loaded.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. Reallocate the library or place the named module in the named library and
resubmit the job.

ITK4003E
LOAD FOR MODULE "modulename" FAILED, R15=rc, R1=rsn, DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:

The module (modulename) was found in the directory of the library (ddname) but it could not be loaded. The executed z/
OS macro LOAD failed with the specified return (rc) and reason code (rsn).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the specified member is a proper load module. Look up the LOAD macro return code in the IBM
documentation.

ITK4003I
BACKOUT IN PROGRESS ON DASD DMAC, RBA : offset

Reason:

The system started a recovery process. Backout is in progress on DASD DMAC at the specified RBA (offset).

Processing continues.

ITK4004E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x, LOAD MODULE "modulename".

Reason:

A logic error has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified error code (x). Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK4004I
BACKOUT COMPLETED ON DASD DMAC (2NDCI) : offset

Reason:

The system completed a backout process on DASD DMAC. Processing continues.
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ITK4005I
BACKOUT IN PROGRESS FOR SPACEMAP AT RBA : offset

Reason:

The system started a recovery process. Backout is in progress for a spacemap at the specified RBA (offset). Processing
continues.

ITK4006E
IMODULE (DMB) "dmb" COULD NOT BE DELETED FROM STORAGE.

ITK4006I
BACKOUT COMPLETED FOR SPACEMAP RECRD RBA: offset

Reason:

The system completed a backout process for a spacemap at the specified RBA (offset). Processing continues.

ITK4007E
UNABLE TO GET MEMORY TO LOAD DMB "dmb".

Reason:

An attempt to load a module (dmb) from a disk failed. A GETMAIN macro could not obtain memory to load the module.

Action:

Processing terminates with the return code of 16. See the messages that follow this one. Increase the region size and
resubmit the job.

ITK4008E
INVALID SPACEMAP BEFORE IMAGE FOUND RBA : offset

Reason:

An internal or database integrity error occurred while processing spacemap records.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the message file, job, and the IMS control region log for error-specific information. Execute your database analyzer
utility to verify the integrity of the database. If the error can be corrected, resubmit the job.

ITK4008I
ddname DDNAME WILL BE USED FOR DMB SEARCH.

Reason:

The MODSTAT data set was not specified. The ACBLIB ddname will be searched for the DMB.

Processing continues.
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ITK4009E
UNABLE TO FIND IMSACBA OR IMSACBB IN MODSTAT DATASET.

Reason:

The system could not locate IMSACBA or IMSACBB library that is specified in the MODSTAT data set.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. Correct the IMS DD specification and resubmit the job.

ITK4010E
MODSTAT DATASET IS EMPTY.

Reason:

The system could not locate the IMSACBA or IMSACBB library that is specified in the MODSTAT data set. The MODSTAT
data set is empty.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 16. Correct the IMS DD specification and resubmit the job.

ITK4011I
RESTART / BACKOUT TOKEN DETECTED. : token-name

Reason:

No recovery info was specified. The system detected a token (token-name) that the user did not specify. Processing
continues.

ITK4101E
ERROR IN FUNCTION CALL. A U4022 ABEND WITH REASON CODE 0 WILL BE ISSUED.

Reason:

Indicates a FUNCTION call error.

Action:

Correct the FUNCTION call. It should be INIT, PUT, or EOF. Launch the job again.

ITK4102E
ERROR DETACH TCB. U4022 ABEND WITH REASON CODE 1 WILL BE ISSUED.

Reason:

Indicates an error when detaching the TCB.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK4103E
ERROR DELETE DBO MODULE. A U4022 ABEND WITH REASON CODE 2 WILL BE ISSUED.
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Reason:

An error occurred when deleting the copy of the <dborg > utility load module from virtual memory.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK4104E
NOT ENOUGH STORAGE TO START. A U4022 ABEND WITH REASON CODE 3 WILL BE ISSUED.

Reason:

Indicates that a storage error has occurred.

Action:

Increase storage and launch the job again.

ITK4105I
INITIALIZING FABEUR6.

Reason:

Indicates that FABEUR6 is initializing.

ITK4106E
ERROR IN INITIALIZING FABEUR6. A U4022 ABEND WITH REASON CODE 4 WILL BE ISSUED.

Reason:

Indicates that an error occurred during FABEUR6 initialization.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK4107E
SAVE AREA IN ERROR. A U4022 ABEND WITH REASON CODE 5 WILL BE ISSUED.

Reason:

Indicates that a Save area is in error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK4200E
RECON Dataset in Error - Missing Header Record.

Reason:

While reading the RECON data sets on an initial open, the control information could not be located within the RECON.

Action:

Indicates that you might be pointing at the wrong data sets or a RECON data set, which has never been initialized by
DBRC. Change the RECONx DD statements to point to the correct RECON datasets and rerun.
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If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK4201E
Incompatibility - RECON is Version a - RESLIB is Version b - Correct and rerun.

Reason:

While reading the RECON on an initial open, the RECON data set was found to be version a while the version of the
RESLIB specified in the SDFSRESL DD statement was b. The RECON cannot be processed properly unless the correct
IMS SDFSRESL is being used.

Action:

Correct the SDFSRESL or the RECON DD statements and rerun.

If the problem persists, Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK4202E
No Available RECON DD Statement or MDA Member.

Reason:

While attempting to retrieve information from DBRC, the program could not find a RECON DD statement and could
not dynamically allocate the RECON because no RECON MDA members were present in any library on the STEPLIB
concatenation.

Action:

Add the RECON DD statements to the JOB step or concatenate the load library that contains the correct RECON MDA
members.

ITK4203E
Getmain Failure for Workareas.

Reason:

While processing the RECON information a Getmain process failed.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun.

ITK4204E
Unable to Open the RECON Dataset Successfully.

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the RECON data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. Verify the DD and DSN definition, correct the IMS DD specification, and
resubmit the job.

ITK4205E
VSAM Error on RECON Routine rtnxx Return Code(aaaa) Reason Code(bbbb).
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Reason:

The DBRC process had a VSAM problem while processing the RECON data set, where rtnxx is the process being
performed identified along with the return code (aaaa) and the reason code (bbbb) associated with the error.

Action:

Look up the return code (xxxx) and reason code (yyyy) in the DFSMS/MVS Macro Instructions for Data Sets manual.
Correct the errors and rerun.

ITK4206I
DBRC Serialization Enabled < OR > DBRC Serialization Disabled

Reason:

During the open process for the RECON data set, it was determined that the process was running in an authorized < or
unauthorized> mode.

If authorized, we issue an ENQ/RESERVE on the RECON data set prior to open and issue the first form of the message.

Otherwise, we bypass the ENQ/RESERVE and issue the second form of the message.

Action:

If any errors occurred against the RECON data set during processing in a disabled mode, rerun the job. If the errors
persist, authorize the libraries on the STEPLIB concatenation and reprocess the job in an authorized mode.

ITK4207I
Dynamic Allocation for RECONX Failed. S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the RECON data set failed. The system proceeds to next RECON.

Action:

Processing continues.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

ITK4208E
RECON DATASET NOT REUSABLE FOR RESTORE OPERATION - TASK FAILED.

Reason:

Open failed for the restore operation because the VSAM cluster was not defined with the REUSE attribute.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 16. Delete and redefine the VSAM cluster using the REUSE attribute, and
resubmit the job.

ITK4209E
No Valid RECON Dataset Available.

Reason:
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System failed to find a valid version of the RECON data sets.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12. Verify that the job points to the correct DBRC RECONs and resubmit the
job.

ITK4301E
ERROR IN FUNCTION CALL. A U4023 ABEND WITH REASON CODE 0 WILL BE ISSUED.

Reason:

Indicates an error in function call.

Action:

Correct the FUNCTION call. It should be INIT, PUT, or EOF. Launch the job again.

ITK4302E
NOT ENOUGH STORAGE TO START. A U4023 ABEND WITH REASON CODE 1 WILL BE ISSUED.

Reason:

Indicates that a storage error has occurred.

Action:

Increase storage and launch the job again.

ITK4303I
INITIALIZING FABEUR7.

Reason:

Indicates that FABEUR7 is initializing.

ITK4304E
INITIALIZATION ERROR FOR FABEUR7. A U4023 ABEND WITH REASON CODE 2 WILL BE ISSUED.

Reason:

Indicates that an error occurred during FABEUR7 initialization.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK4305E
SAVE AREA IN ERROR. A U4023 ABEND WITH REASON CODE 3 WILL BE ISSUED.

Reason:

Indicates that a Save area is in error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITK4401E
Storage Obtain for CI failed, RC=xx.

Reason:

Unable to obtain storage for the CI buffer. This message indicates a severe storage problem.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK4402E
VSAM open/read/write Error on ADDN “ddname”, Return Code(nnnn) Reason Code(nnnn).

Reason:

A VSAM error occurred.

Action:

Determine the reason for the error based on the return and reason codes. Replicate the MADS using the IBM utility if
required.

ITK4404I
MADS ADDN “ddname” successfully replicated, nnnnnnnn VSAM Control Intervals.

Reason:

The MADS have been replicated after a successful recovery.

ITK4405E
MADS ADDN “ddname” not allocated.

Reason:

Unable to replicate the MADS because it was not dynamically allocated.

Action:

Review any previous messages indicating the status of the dynamic allocation. Resolve the allocation problem, and
replicate the MADS using the IBM utility if required.

ITK4406E
MADS ADDN “ddname” DD DUMMY.

Reason:

Unable to replicate the MADS because the recovered DEDB data set has been allocated as DD DUMMY.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK4407E
MADS ADDN “ddname” is not same device type - replication not supported.
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Reason:

Unable to replicate MADS using different device types.

Action:

Replicate the MADS using the IBM utility if required.

ITK4408E
VSAM Open Error on ADDN “ddname”, Empty dataset.

Reason:

Unable to replicate MADS because the database is empty.

Action:

Replicate the MADS using the IBM utility if required.

ITK4409E
The VSAM cluster is not empty, ADDN "XIVE1019".

Reason:

MADS replication failed because the DEDB ADS is not empty.

Action:

Delete and define the VSAM cluster, or specify REUSE=YES in the control statements and resubmit the job.

ITK4410E
REUSE=YES was specified, but the dataset is not reusable.

Reason:

Open failed using the reset option because the VSAM cluster was not defined with the REUSE attribute.

Action:

Delete and define the VSAM cluster using the REUSE attribute, and resubmit the job.

ITK4411E
The keyword REUSE=YES was not specified.

Reason:

Open failed because the VSAM cluster was not empty, and the REUSE keyword was not specified.

Action:

Delete and define the VSAM cluster, or specify REUSE=YES in the control statements and resubmit the job.

ITK4731E
#IOVF UOWS SMALLER THAN RESIDUAL IN SMAP REQUEST REJECTED.

Reason:
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The number of blocks requested for extending the IOVF section is smaller than the minimum requirement to fill at least the
last IOVF Control Unit (Spacemap). During the extension of the IOVF section, new IOVF blocks are added starting directly
after the last allocated block of the last control unit until the quantity specified from the IOVFUOWS= request is satisfied.

Action:

Rerun the extension utility with an IOVFUOWS specification value that is larger than 120 CIs.

ITK5409E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR "ddname", S99ERROR=xxxs, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified file (ddname) failed.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

ITK5412E
STOW FAILED FOR MEMBER "xxx", RC=zzz.

Reason:

The STOW macro issued by the program for the specified member (xxx) failed.

• xxx
Identifies the member that the STOW macro was issued for and failed.

• zzz
Identifies the return code from the operating system.

Action:

Look for related messages. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

ITK5415E
LOAD FAILED FOR MODULE "module" IN DSNAME "dsn", R15=xxxx, R1=xxxx

Reason:

An error occurred during loading specified module. The executed z/OS macro LOAD failed with specified return and
reason code.

Action:

Check the specified member, if it is proper load module. Look up the LOAD marco return code in the IBM documentation.

ITK5420E
DESERV GET_ALL FAILED FOR DDNAME "ddn", RETURN CODE=X'rc', REASON=X'rsn'

Reason:
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An error occurred using the IBM Directory Entry Services macro DESERV Function=GET_ALL.

Action:

Examine all data sets in the ddn concatenation to determine if all data sets are PDS or PDSE data sets. Look
up the return and reason codes in the IBM DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data Sets under section "DESERV
Function=GET_ALL".

ITK5421E
ITK5421E OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME "ddn", RC=rc.

Reason:

An open error has occurred for DDNAME ddn.

Action:

Examine all data sets in the ddn concatenation to determine if all data sets are PDS or PDSE data sets. Look up the Open
return code in the IBM DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data Sets .

ITK5422E
FIND FAILED FOR DDNAME "ddname", MEMBER=”member”, RETURN CODE=X'rtnc', REASON CODE=X'reason'.

Reason:

The FIND macro has failed for the specified member.

Action:

Ensure all data sets in the 'ddname' concatenation are PDSs and/or PDSEs. For problem determination, locate the FIND
macro return and reason codes in the IBM z/OS DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data Sets.

ITK5500E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE ABOVE/BELOW THE LINE FOR prg-name IN THE AMOUNT OF X'size BYTES.

Reason:

A GETMAIN request failed. The utility could not obtain storage above or below the line for the program.

• prg-name
Identifies the program for which the storage was requested.

• size
Identifies the requested storage size (in bytes).

Action:

Processing terminates.

Increase the region size and resubmit the job.

ITK5600E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE.

Reason:

A getmain request failed.

Action:
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Increase the region size and resubmit the job.

ITK5601E
MEMBER member-name IS NOT A DMB.

Reason:

The input DBD-type ACB does not resemble either a DMB or a DMCB.

Action:

Specify a valid ACB name and resubmit the job.

ITK5602E
MEMBER member-name DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE A DBD.

Reason:

The pointers in the DBD prefix do not appear to be valid.

Action:

Specify a valid DBD name and resubmit the job.

ITK5603E
MEMBER member-name IS A DMCB (DEDB ACB-TYPE DBD) OF AN UNSUPPORTED RELEASE OF IMS.

Reason:

The ACB member (member-name) is for a DEDB-database-type ACB that was generated on an IMS release that is no
longer supported.

Action:

Regenerate the ACB on a supported release of IMS and resubmit the job.

ITK5700E
MEMBER member-name DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE A DBD.

Reason:

The pointers in the DBD prefix do not appear to be valid.

Action:

Specify a valid DBD name and resubmit the job.

ITK5701E
DBD dbdname WAS GENERATED ON AN IMS WITH AN INCOMPLETE SET OF CATALOG APARS APPLIED

Reason:

The specified DBD was generated on an IMS system without the required maintenance level. CA Database Management
Solutions for IMS for z/OS could not process the DBD.

Action:

Apply the required IMS maintenance (RSU1209), regenerate the DBD, and resubmit the job.
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ITK5800E
MEMBER member-name DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE A DBD.

Reason:

The database type in the DBD prefix does not appear to be valid.

Action:

Specify a valid DBD name and resubmit the job.

ITK5801W
DBD NAME dbdname DOES NOT MATCH DBDLIB MEMBER NAME member-name.
Reason:
The member name that represents the DBD in a DBDLIB does not match the DBD name specified in the NAME
parameter of the DBD statement in the DBD source.
Action:
Correct the member name input for the DBDGEN or the NAME parameter of the DBD statement and regenerate the DBD
with the DBDGEN.

ITK5918E
ERROR OBTAINING DBRC REQUEST BLOCK, RC=rc

Reason:

A STORAGE call to obtain a DBRC request block failed with the specified return code (rc).

Action:

Processing terminates.

Increase the private region specification for the job and resubmit the job.

ITK6000E
UNABLE TO FIND INTERNAL DEFINITION OF DBD.

Reason:

Unable to find DBD in DBD prefix.

Action:

Specify a valid DBD name and resubmit the job.

ITK6400E
ERROR OPENING DATASET, PASSTHRU NOT ESTABLISHED

Reason:

The load library concatenation defined by the DFSRESLB DD statement could not be opened.

The job abends with code U4004.

Action:

See the JES messages to determine why the library concatenation could not be opened.
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ITK6401E
FAILURE LOADING xxxxxxxx FROM DFSRESLB, PASSTHRU NOT ESTABLISHED

Reason:

The specified module could not be loaded from the DFSRESLB concatenation. The specified module should exist in the
SDFSRESL data set, which should be concatenated under the DFSRESLB ddname.

The job abends with code U4004.

Action:

Ensure the SDFSRESL data set is concatenated under the DFSRESLB ddname.

ITK6402E
PASSTHRU FAILURE FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The specified module could not be loaded from the DFSRESLB or STEPLIB concatenations. The specified module should
exist in the SDFSRESL data set, which should be concatenated under the DFSRESLB or STEPLIB ddnames.

The job abends with code U4004.

Action:

Ensure the SDFSRESL data set is concatenated under the DFSRESLB or STEPLIB ddname.

ITK6403I
PASSTHRU SUCCESSFULLY ESTABLISHED FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message denotes success in passing control from one of the ITK IBM-replacement load modules to its IBM
counterpart. Processing continues.

ITK6500I
PAUS SUBTASK INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

Reason:

The BMP PAUSE server has successfully initialized.

This message appears as part of the BMP PAUSE initialization process.

ITK6501E
PARAMETER INITIALIZATION FAILURE: PARMFIELD (jobname)

Reason:

The internal request passed to the BMP PAUSE server is invalid, and the server terminates processing. The originating
job name that triggered the request appears with this message.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITK6502E
IMS CTL REGION NOT FOUND FOR IMSID: aaaa - (jobname)

Reason:

The IMS control region (aaaa) associated with a BMP PAUSE internal request cannot be located in the system. The
request is ignored, and the originating job name that triggered the request appears in the message.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6503E
ALESERV FAILED, R15:(rc). (jobname)

Reason:

The BMP PAUSE server is unable to locate the ALETS of the IMS CONTROL and DLI regions. The server terminates
processing. The originating job name that triggered the request appears in the message.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6504E
PROGRAM LOAD FAILED: MEMBER NAME: aaaa R15(xx)

Reason:

A program load for one or more of the BMP PAUSE server modules has failed during system initialization. The name of
the failing module appears with this message (aaaa).

The BMP PAUSE service terminates processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6505E
LINKLIST / STEPLIB DCB LOCATE FAILED

Reason:

A program load for one or more of the BMP PAUSE server modules has failed during system initialization. The name of
the failing module appears with this message (aaaa).

The BMP PAUSE service disconnects from the HPO starter task.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6506E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR DIRECTED LOAD. MEMBER (aaaa)

Reason:
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A program load for one or more of the BMP PAUSE server modules has failed during system initialization. The name of
the failing module appears with this message (aaaa).

The BMP PAUSE service disconnects from the HPO starter task.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6507E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR SP 241, R15(rc). (jobname)

Reason:

A request for storage could not be satisfied. The originating job name that triggered the request appears with this
message. Register 15 contains the reason code (rc) returned by the storage request.

Action:

Increase the region size to 4096 kilobytes before rerunning the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

ITK6509E
STEPLIB REQUIRES APF AUTHORIZATION, UNABLE TO EXECUTE THE REQUESTED FUNCTION

Reason:

The STEPLIB concatenation must be APF-authorized for HPO to correctly execute.

Action:

Ensure that all data sets in the STEPLIB are APF-authorized.

ITK6510I
SYNC CTLR LOADED AT xxxxxxxx SSID:AUTH CTLR LOADED AT xxxxxxxx SSID:

Reason:

This message is an informational message to assist you in determining the problem. This message appears as part of the
BMP PAUSE initialization process. The name of the IMS system appears after the SSID literal.

ITK6511E
CONTROL BLOCK IDENTIFIER INVALID: (xxxx)

Reason:

An invalid control structure has been detected in one of the initialization modules (xxxx denotes the name of the structure).
The BMP PAUSE service terminates processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6512E
CONTROL BLOCK IDENTIFIER INVALID: (xxxx)

Reason:
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An invalid control structure has been detected in one of the subordinate routines (xxxx denotes the name of the structure).
The BMP PAUSE service terminates processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6514I
PAUS SUBTASK DISCONNECTING

Reason:

The BMP PAUSE service completed processing and is disconnecting from the HPO started task.

ITK6515E
IMS RELEASE NOT SUPPORTED, xxxx. UNABLE TO EXECUTE THE REQUESTED FUNCTION

Reason:

An invalid IMS release has been detected. The BMP PAUSE service terminates processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6516I
aaaa ANCHOR LOCATED AT xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This informational message displays information to assist you in determining the problem.

• aaaa
Identifies the anchor: PSTA, DBPG, ROUT, PAUS.

ROUTER ENTRY REFRESHED aaaaaaaa SSID bbbb

Reason:

The BMP PAUSE subsystem detected a new request for an IMS system after the IMS system has been recycled. The
address of the router table appears as aaaa. The name of the IMS system appears as bbbb.

ITK6517E
Imsid UNAVAILABLE FOR PAUSE ON database (jobname)  

Reason:

The internal router table in the PAUSE component contains an invalid IMS SCD address and is therefore unable to
connect the current FFOR request to its IMS destination. This situation presents itself when the ITKSTC was terminated
without a PRIOR shutdown of one or all of the target IMS control regions. The name of the IMS control region (IMSID) is
appended to the message followed by the name of the database under reorganization for the indicated FFOR job name.

Action:

Shutdown the ITKSTC and COLDSTART BMPPAUSE, for example "/S  ITKSTC,PAUSE=C".
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ITK6518W
DBPG ENTRY AT aaa DEQUEUED FOR bbbb, RC:(xx), cccc (jobname)

Reason:

An invalid internal condition caused a database table to be dequeued. The address of the table entry appears as aaaa,
bbbb is the name of the database, and cccc is the name of the IMS control region.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6521I
N1 OF N2 REGIONS PAUSED FOR DATABASE aaaa

Reason:

Indicate the number of BMP regions paused for the database named in aaaa. If N1 is less than N2, then N1 is the number
of databases automatically paused by a prior PAUSE request for another database, on the same BMP, in this PAUSE
cycle.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

ITK6522I
ROUTER ENTRY LOADED AT xxxxxxxx SSID xxxxxxxxSYNC BLOCKS LOADED AT xxxxxxxxSSID xxxxxxxxAUTH
BLOCKS LOADED AT xxxxxxxx SSID  xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This informational message appears at startup time of the BMP PAUSE server.

ITK6523I
NO PRIOR SYNCPOINT REACHED, aaaa TO BE DEQUEUED FOR bbbb, (jobname )

Reason:

An internal abort of a prior pause request has been issued, due to a time-out (one or more BMPs using an enqueued
database has not reached a checkpoint within the defined user value). aaaa is the name of the database, bbbb is name of
the IMS system, and jobname is the name of the job requesting the database to be paused.

Action:

BMPs that have been suspended by the BMP PAUSE facility are resumed for normal processing. The request to pause
the database cannot be completed.

ITK6524A
EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS DUE TO ABEND sxxx uxxx

Reason:

An internal BMP PAUSE server abend has been detected. BMPs suspended by the BMP PAUSE service will be resumed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITK6525I
aaaa - bbbb RESUMED FOR DATABASE cccc. dddd (jobname)

Reason:

The indicated region (aaaa) for the named PSB (bbbb) and database (cccc) has been resumed for normal processing
after the successful completion of a pause request. dddd is the name of the IMS system. jobname is the name of the job
requesting the database to be paused.

ITK6526I
PAUS COLD START INITIATED

Reason:

The BMP PAUSE server has been cold started. A cold start is selected at initial startup after an IPL or by request
(PAUSE=C) on the HPO procedure.

ITK6527I
PAUS WARM START INITIATED - yyyymmdd.hhmm.

Reason:

The BMP PAUSE server has been restarted as a result of a warm start of the HPO STC. The timestamp of the prior BMP
PAUSE cycle is appended to this message in the following format: yyyymmdd.hhmm.

ITK6528E
NAME TOKEN ERROR DETECTED. ERROR CODE: xxxx, REASON CODE: (xx)

Reason:

An internal error has been encountered with the MVS name token services. The error code and reason code appear with
the message. The BMP PAUSE server is unable to initialize.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6529I
PAUS ANCHOR LOCATED AT: aaaa

Reason:

This message displays the location of the BMP PAUSE server anchor (aaaa) as part of the startup procedure.

ITK6530I
region.. - aaaa DEQUEUED FOR bbbb W/O POST imsid (jobname)

Reason:

The named PSB (aaaa) has been resumed from paused processing for database bbbb. The name of the IMS system and
job name originating the pause request are appended to the message.
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ITK6531I
ROUTER ENTRY OBSOLETE xxxxxxxx SSID imsid

Reason:

An internal router control block has been dequeued for an IMS system that is no longer in use.

ITK6532A
THE FOLLOWING IMS SYSTEM(S) STILL ACTIVE: STC NUMBER-xxxxxxxx

Reason:

During a forced cold start, the BMP PAUSE server detected that one or more IMS systems are active. The IMS ID and the
STC number of the control region are appended to this message.

Forced cold start procedures should only be executed when all participating IMS systems have been shut down. This
message precedes the response message ITK6533A.

Action:

Refer to Special Considerations for restarting a failed system.

ITK6533A
REPLY "R" TO RETRY, OR "I" TO IGNORE

Reason:

This message is a reply prompt to message ITK6532A.

Action:

See the message ITK6532A. Shut down the indicated IMS systems and reply 'R' to execute cold start procedures. Use the
'I' option only when advised by CA Support.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6534E
WARM START VERIFICATION FAILED. RC: (....)

Reason:

An internal failure has been detected during the initialization phase of a warm start. The BMP PAUSE server is unable to
initialize.

The error code and reason code appear in the message text.

Action:

Recycle the IMS systems associated with the BMP PAUSE server and cold start the HPO STC with the PAUSE=Y
parameter.

Refer to Special Considerations for information about restarting a failed system.Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6535I
COLD START OVERRIDE REQUESTED FOR PAUSE SESSION.

Reason:
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This informational only messages that a cold start was requested for the BMP PAUSE startup.

ITK6536E
UNABLE TO LOCATE AUTH ROUTER: (xxxxxxxx), RC  (rrrr)

Reason:

The router address was not found in the internal control block. xxxxxxxx is the router address and rrrr is the return code.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6537I
INVALID ROUTER ANCHOR DETECTED AT xxxxxxxx.

Reason:

This informational only message indicates the router anchor at address xxxxxxxx did not match the internal control block.

ITK6538E
imsid... (imsstc..) OWNED BY hpoi (hpostc), REQUEST REJECTED

Reason:

The request was rejected because imsid is owned by another HPO started task(hpostc).

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6539I
LOCK RESET AT EOD - lockhold

Reason:

This informational only message indicates as part of the shutdown process, the master lock at EOD has been reset.

ITK6540I
SVC DUMP REQUESTED FOR ASID hhhh,iiii,dddd

Reason:

This informational only message indicates that as part of recovery processing, a SVC dump has been requested where
hhhh is HPO ASID, iiii is IMS ASID, and dddd is DLI ASID.

ITK6541E
rrrrrrrr NOT RESUMED FOR dbdname imsx (jobnamex).

Reason:

The RESUME call for IMS region(rrrrrrrr) against DBD(dbdname) on IMSID(imsx) did not complete successfully.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITK6542E
MAX SERIALIZATION ATTEMPTS REACHED FOR dbdname, jobnamex, imsx.

Reason:

IMS region cleanup timed out after a RESUME call was issued for the associated DBD(dbdname), job(jobnamex), and
IMSID(imsx).

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6547I
aaaa bbbb cccc dddd

Reason:

This message is issued after message ITK6523I. The values in this message are:

• aaaa
Indicates the name of the BMP region that has not reached a sync point within the timeout value.

• bbbb
Indicates the name of the PSB.

• cccc
Indicates the name of the FFOR job.

• dddd
If present, indicates the reason or condition preventing the BMP application from reaching a sync point.
Possible values are:

• – APPL PI—Program Isolation/Deadlock contention
– REGION TRM—Region termination
– PST WAIT—PST in a wait
– BACKOUT—Program backout
– SYNC BUSY—Sync processor busy

Action:

No action is required. For more information, see message ITK6523I.

ITK6549I
aaaa LOCK REQUEST. OWNER: bbbb, ASID: cccc - dddd, REQUESTOR: eeee

Reason:

A lock request failed to force serialization between PAUSE events.

The values indicated in this message are as follows:

• aaaa
Indicates the type of lock request (GET or FREE).

• bbbb
Indicates the name of the PAUSE module that holds the lock.

• cccc
Indicates the ASID of the program that holds the lock.

• dddd
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Indicates the offset in the module where the lock request was done.
• eeee

Indicates the name of the module requesting serialization.

Action:

The FFOR run continues normally. In some cases, new BMP arrivals may ABEND with U-3303. Resubmit those
instances. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6601E
DDIR aaaa NOT DEFINED TO IMS: bbbb (jobname)

Reason:

The named database definition (aaaa) is not defined on the indicated IMS system (bbbb). The job name (jobname)
originating the pause request is appended to the message.

The BMP PAUSE server is unable to process the request.

Action:

This error is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6602E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR SP 241, R15:(..). (jobname)

Reason:

A request for storage could not be satisfied. The originating job name (jobname) that triggered the request appears with
this message. Register 15 contains the reason code returned by the storage request.

Action:

Increase the region size to 4096 kilobytes before rerunning the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

ITK6603I
DDname ENQUEUED FOR bbbb, cccc (jobname)

Reason:

The indicated ddname has been enqueued for BMP PAUSE processing for the named database (bbbb). The IMS system
ID (cccc) and job name originating the pause request (jobname) are appended to the message.

ITK6701E
CONTROL BLOCK IDENTIFIER INVALID (jobname)

Reason:

An invalid control structure has been detected during the execution of a pause request. The BMP PAUSE service
terminates processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITK6702I
NO CHECKPOINTs FOUND aaaa bbbb. DBCOUNT: cccc (jobname)

Reason:

No checkpoints have been taken by the indicated BMP region (aaaa) for database (bbbb) at the time a pause request had
entered the system. The number of DB calls at the time of the request (cccc) is appended to the message. jobname is the
name of the originating job that triggered the request.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6703E
BUFFER/OFFSET FOR SIDX FAILED

Reason:

An internal error has been detected while processing a pause request.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6704E
RECOVERY UTILITY ACTIVE. (jobname)

Reason:

The BMP PAUSE server is unable to suspend processing for databases being reorganized by the HALDB Online reorg
function. The originating job name (jobname) that triggered the request appears with this message.

The pause request is rejected.

Action:

Resubmit the request when the HALDB OLR has completed its function.

ITK6705E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR SP 241, R15:(..). (jobname)

Reason:

A request for storage could not be satisfied. The originating job name (jobname) that triggered the request appears with
this message. Register 15 contains the reason code returned by the storage request.

Action:

Increase the region size to 4096 kilobytes before rerunning the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

ITK6707E
PAUSE REQUEST REJECTED FOR REGION regionname JOBNAME jobname PSB: psbname (rc)',

Reason:

A WFI BMP or a MPP region caused a PAUSE request to be rejected.
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• rc
Identifies the reason code that explains the reason for the rejection during the PAUSE request. The following values
are valid:
– MPP (transaction processing MPP)
– WFI (WFI BMPs)
– PST (PSTs with invalid SAPS)
– INTN (PSB intent failures)
– SCHD (scheduling conflicts)
– POOL (pool failures-PSB, PSBW, or DMB)
– DBR (an already pending DBR)

Action:

The PAUSE request is rejected and reorg task will be aborted.

In the case of MPP and WFI, ensure that all MPP and WFI BMPs with processing intent against the database to be
reorganized are stopped.

All other failures are related to IMS and the reorg job will be aborted.

Refer to Intent conflicts and PSB and Scheduling failures.

ITK6711I
aaaa LOCK REQUEST. OWNER: bbbb, ASID: cccc - dddd, REQUESTOR: eeee

Reason:

A lock request failed to force serialization between PAUSE events.

The values indicated in the message are as follows:

• aaaa
Indicates the type of lock request (GET or FREE).

• bbbb
Indicates the name of the PAUSE module that holds the lock.

• cccc
Indicates the ASID of the program that holds the lock.

• dddd
Indicates the offset in the module where the lock request was done.

• eeee
Indicates the name of the module requesting serialization.

Action:

The FFOR run continues normally. In some cases, new BMP arrivals may ABEND with U-3303. Resubmit those
instances. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6800I
imsreg - psb QUIESCED FOR dbname chkpt# dbcalls (jobname) wfi

Reason:

The IMS-dependent region has been suspended from processing to allow the database to prepare the environment for /
DBR and /STA commands.

• imsreg
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Identifies the paused IMS region.
• psb

Identifies the PSB of the pause request.
• dbname

Identifies the database for which the pause request was generated.
• chkpt#

Identifies the checkpoint number at which the BMP was paused or resumed.
• dbcalls

Identifies the number of database calls.
• jobname

Identifies the name of the job that generated the pause request.
• wfi

Indicates the wait for input (WFI) status.

ITK6801I
imsreg - psb RESUMED FOR dbname chkp# imsid jobname wfi

Reason:

The IMS-dependent region has been resumed for processing after a /DBR command was issued against the database
and the database was started (/STA). The following message ITK6525I indicates that the BMP PAUSE server has
finalized the PAUSE/RESUME sequence for the specified region.

• imsreg
Identifies the paused region.

• psb
Identifies the PSB of the pause request.

• dbname
Identifies the database for which the pause request was generated.

• chkpt#
Identifies the checkpoint number at which the BMP was paused or resumed.

• imsid
Identifies the IMS system.

• jobname
Identifies the name of the job that generated the pause request.

• wfi
Indicates the wait for input (WFI) status.

ITK6802E
INVALID CONTROL BLOCK ERROR CODE: xx

Reason:

An invalid control structure has been detected during the execution of the PAUSE / RESUME sequence. The BMP PAUSE
server is unable to complete its current function. The error code appears in the message text.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6803E
SYNC ERROR DETECTED CODE: xx
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Reason:

An invalid control structure has been detected during the execution of the PAUSE / RESUME sequence. The BMP PAUSE
server is unable to complete its current function. The error code appears in the message text.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6808I
aaaa ENQUEUED FOR DATABASE bbbb- PSBNAME1 - dumyownr (jobname) PSTA:

Reason:

The named IMS dependent region (aaaa) has been suspended from processing to allow the database (bbbb) to prepare
the environment for /DBR and /STA commands. The PSB associated with this activity appears with the job name.

ITK6809I
aaaa PAUSE ABORT bbbb - cccc / dddd (jobname)

Reason:

An internal abort of the current pause request has been issued, due to a time-out or a problem associated with /DBR or /
STA activity. aaaa is the name of the message region, bbbb is the name of the database, cccc is the PSB name, dddd is
the current checkpoint number, and jobname is the name of the job requesting the database to be paused.

Action:

BMPs that have been suspended by the PAUSE facility are resumed for normal processing. The request to /DBR the
database is not executed.

ITK6811W
IMSREGION MAX LOCKOUT DETECTED, DATABASE - PSBNAME1 TRNCODE1 OWNER

Reason:

An attempt to serialize WFI processing for control parallel scheduling failed.

IMSREGION is the name of the dependent region. The database, PSB, and transaction code are displayed in the
message text. The owner entity indicates an internal label of the requestor of the lock.

Action:

The PAUSE request will be rejected in the form of a time out. The /DBR environment cannot be set and will fail to switch
the reorganized database data set. Refer to the reorg message data set of the reorganization task for more detail.

ITK6901I
SEARCHING FOR REMAINING PAUSED REGIONS

Reason:

Phase 1 processing has ended and ITKBMP90 is starting Phase 2 processing.

ITK6902E
BUFFER/OFFSET FOR SIDX FAILED

Reason:
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An internal error has been detected while processing a pause request.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6903I
aaaa, bbbb, cccc, dddd, eeee, ffff, gggg

Reason:

Phase 2 detected a paused BMP region that was not resumed by Phase 1 processing. Phase 2 will attempt to resume the
BMP region.

• aaaa
Indicates the IMS ID.

• bbbb
Indicates the job name of the paused BMP region.

• cccc
Indicates the job number of the paused BMP region.

• dddd
Indicates the PSB name used by the BMP region.

• eeee
Indicates the outcome of the resume activity.

• ffff
Indicates the database name.

• gggg
Indicates the job name of the FFOR job that paused this region.

Action:

The outcome of the attempted resume is indicated in field eeee. Possible values are:

• Successful—BMP region was resumed.
• Failed—Unable to resume the BMP region. Use the /DIS A command to determine if the region is still active. If so,

issue a /STO REG ABDUMP followed by a /STO REGION CANCEL command to cancel the region. After the region is
cancelled, restart the BMP from the checkpoint indicated in message ITK7607I.

• In doubt—BMP region may not have been resumed. Use the /DIS A command to determine if the region is still active.
If so, issue a /STO REG ABDUMP followed by a /STO REGION CANCEL command to cancel the region. After the
region is cancelled, restart the BMP from the checkpoint indicated in message ITK7607I.

ITK6904I
IMSBMP01 SUCCESSFULLY RESUMED

Reason:

The BMP named in message ITK6903I has been resumed for processing after a /DBR command. Message ITK6801I is
issued by the dependent region when processing has resumed, and is followed by message ITK6525I to signal that the
BMP PAUSE server has finalized the PAUSE / RESUME sequence for the named region.

ITK6905I
SEARCH PHASE COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

Reason:
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The PAUSE back out utility scan phase completed successfully.

ITK6906E
RESET COMPLETED WITH ERRORS

Reason:

The PAUSE back out utility completed with errors.

Action:

Refer to preceding messages to determine the cause. If any BMPs are still in a PAUSE state, cancel the BMP with the
ABDUMP option. PAUSED BMPs are identified through message ITK6903I followed without a corresponding ITK6904I. If
the BMP does not respond to the /STO REG ABDUMP recycle IMS and contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6907A
DATABASE aa STOPPED, PLEASE ISSUE A /STA DATABASE OPEN TO PERFORM AUTO RESUME, REPLY "Y"
WHEN DONE.

Reason:

This message indicates that the database (aa),must be started before the region mentioned in message ITK6903I can be
resumed.

Action:

Complete the following steps:

1. Issue a /STA DB DBALLOC OPEN command, followed by a /DIS DB command to determine if the database had been
started.
a. The status of the /DIS DB command should indicate “ALLOCS” and the DLI address space should indicate

“DFS2500I DATABASE SUCCESSFULLY ALLOCATED”.
2. If the database could not be started, determine the reason for failure and correct it.
3. After the database has been successfully, started, reply ‘Y’.
4. If the /STA command could not be resolved, reply ‘EXIT’ to message ITK690A. In this case the BMP resumes but the

database open fails.
5. Cancel the BMP with a /STO REG ABDUMP and determine the reason for the open failure.
6. When corrected, restart the BMP. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK6908E
aa REGION IS INVALID, PSB: bb, DBD: cc

Reason:

An internal error had been detected during the batch back out step for the named job (aa) with PSB (bb) and DBD (cc).

Reason:

Cancel the region with a /STO REG ABDUMP command.

Forward the job message log (JESMSGLG) to CA Support for assistance.

ITK6909E
aa ECB IS INVALID, PSB: bb, DBD: cc

Reason:
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An internal error had been detected during the batch back out step for the named job (aa) with PSB (bb) and DBD (cc).

Action:

Forward the job message log (JESMSGLG) to CA Support for assistance.

Cancel the region with a /STO REG ABDUMP command.

ITK6910E
aa ECB IS INVALID, PSB: bb, DBD: cc

Reason:

The DDIR storage is invalid for the indicated database (cc), job name (aa), PSB name (cc). This should never happen,
except if IMS is in the process of shutting down during the execution of the back out utility.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Cancel the region with a /STO REG ABDUMP command.

ITK6911I
NO REGIONS IN PAUSE MODE

Reason:

The batch back out utility did not find any regions to be resumed.

ITK7001I
DB: aaaa DDIR: bbbb JOB: (jobname)

Reason:

A request to /DBR the named database (aaaa) for DDIR bbbb has been queued for processing by the BMP PAUSE
server. IMS message DFS0488I DBR COMMAND COMPLETED is usually followed by this message.

ITK7001W
RECURRING EVENT, REQUEST ROUTED FOR PROCESSING

Reason:

This condition is an internal condition on /DBR processing that should not occur. Processing completes normally.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7002W
NO PRIOR SYNCPOINT REACHED. aaaa TO BE DEQUEUED

Reason:

A /DBR request for the named database (aaaa) has been received without the required PAUSE validation criteria. This
condition is an internal condition and the /DBR request will be issued. Processing completes normally.

Action:
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Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7200I
AUTO RESUME IN PROGRESS FOR aaaa DATABASES AND bbbb PAUSE REQUESTS

Reason:

Paused regions are being resumed for normal processing as a result of one of the following conditions:

• The BMP PAUSE server abended.
• One or more IMS systems are in the process of shutting down, which requires that paused regions be resumed

immediately so they cannot interfere with the shutdown process.
• A user request occurred through the HPO STC (/P HPO,RES).

aaaa is the number of paused databases in the system. bbbb is the number of paused regions in the system.

ITK7201I
DATABASES CURRENTLY IN PAUS MODE:

Reason:

This message is issued as a result of ITK7200I. A list of databases associated with paused regions appears.

ITK7202I
aaaa=99 bbbb #PSTSs=99 #SUSP=99 #WARN=99 #RESU=99 jobname STARTED=Y

Reason:

This message is issued as a result of ITK7200I. A single line appears for each database associated with a paused
condition. The following information appears:

• aaaa
Indicates the name of the IMS system (IMS ID).

• bbbb-
Indicates the name of the database.

• #PSTSs
Indicates the number of BMPs associated with this database that have been paused.

• #SUSP-
Indicates the number of IMS dependent regions that have been paused (suspended) from processing.

• #WARN
Indicates the number of discrepancies detected in the internal control block structures associated with this database.

• #RESU
Indicates the number of dependent regions associated with the paused database that already resumed.

• jobname
Indicates the name of the job that requested the pause activity.

• STARTED
Indicates whether the database is started (Y) or closed (N).

ITK7203I
STATUS OF IMS REGIONS UNDER PAUS CONTROL

Reason:
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This message is issued as a result of ITK7200I. Detail regarding IMS dependent regions under BMP PAUSE control
follows this message.

ITK7204I
aaaa bbbb cccc dddd eeee (jobname)  STATUS:

Reason:

This message displays a detail line for each IMS dependent region that is currently in PAUSE mode:

• aaaa
Name of the IMS system (IMS ID).

• bbbb
Name of the database.

• cccc
Job name of the paused BMP.

• dddd
Name of the PSB used in the BMP.

• eeee
ID of the current user checkpoint.

• jobname
Name of the job that initiated this pause request.

• STATUS
One of the following conditions:
– REGION STARTED

The region has been resumed.
– REGION PAUSED

The region is paused or suspended.
– REGION FORCED

The region has manually been restarted.
– REGION IN DOUBT

One or more internal errors were detected.
– WAITING CHKPT

The region is waiting for the next CHKPT call.
– ECB POST ERROR

An error occurred during the resume process.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance if a REGION IN DOUBT or ECB POST ERROR status condition exists.

ITK7205A
THE FOLLOWING DATABASES MUST BE RESTARTED FOR AUTOMATIC RESUME:

Reason:

This message includes a list of databases to be started before the dependent regions displayed by message ITK7204I
can be resumed.

Action:

All databases in this list must be started under their respective IMS control regions.

Where possible, use the /DIS command to verify that the database has been successfully started.
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When done, reply 'Y'.

ITK7207A
REPLY "Y" WHEN DONE

Action:

See message ITK7205A.

ITK7208A
REPLY "Y" TO RESUME PAUSED REGIONS, "R" TO REFRESH

Reason:

This message gives you a chance to review and ensure that all prerequisites stipulated in ITK7205A have been met.

Action:

Enter Y to proceed.

Enter R to refresh the status of regions and databases to be resumed.

ITK7210I
NO REGIONS FOUND TO BE IN A PAUSED STATE

Reason:

This message follows ITK7200I and indicates that there are no regions or databases to be resumed.

ITK7211E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR SP 252

Reason:

A request for storage could not be satisfied. The originating job name that triggered the request appears with this
message. Register 15 contains the reason code returned by the storage request.

Action:

Increase the region size to 4096 kilobytes before rerunning the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

ITK7212E
CONTROL BLOCK IDENTIFIER INVALID: xxx (jobname)

Reason:

An invalid control structure has been detected in one of the server modules. xxx denotes the name of the structure. The
BMP PAUSE service terminates processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7213E
NO PSTA FOR DBPG AT xxxx. DBD: xxxxxxxx IMSS (jobname)
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Reason:

An invalid control structure has been detected in one of the server modules. xxxx denotes the name of the structure. The
BMP PAUSE service terminates processing. The name of the associated IMS control region and the job name requesting
the PAUSE function are appended to the message.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7214I
AUTO RESUME PROCEDING FOR database psbname1 IMSRREGN (jobname)

Reason:

This message confirms the outcome of the triggered events from the resume operation (described under message
ITK7200I).

ITK7216E
--* IMS CONTROL REGION INVALID *--',

Reason:

The IMS control region is terminating abnormally during a pause operation. PAUSE dequeues all references to paused
regions and databases and continues normally. The dequeued regions and databases are displayed under message
ITK7807W.

ITK7400I
SHUTDOWN DETECTED ON xxxx. NO REGIONS IN PAUS MODE

Reason:

The BMP PAUSE controller detected the termination of an IMS system. xxxx is the name of the terminating IMS system.
This message confirms that there are no dependent regions or databases in PAUSE mode at the time.

ITK7401I
SHUTDOWN DETECTED ON xxxx. aaaa DATABASE(S) AND bbbb REQUESTS TO BE RESUMED

Reason:

The BMP PAUSE controller detected the termination of an IMS system. xxxx is the name of the terminating IMS system.
This message confirms that there are one or more databases (aaaa) and BMP regions (bbbb) in PAUSE mode. The
named resources will be resumed to allow the IMS control region to perform its shutdown functions.

ITK7402A
THE FOLLOWING DATABASES MUST BE RESTARTED FOR AUTOMATIC RESUME:

Reason:

This message includes a list of databases to be started before the suspended BMP regions can be resumed.

Action:

All databases in this list must be started under their respective IMS control regions.

Where possible, use the /DIS command to verify that the database has been successfully started.
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When you have started all databases in the list, reply Y.

ITK7403A
REPLY "Y" WHEN DONE OR "EXIT" TO BYPASS STARTX

Action:

See message ITK7402A for more information.

ITK7405E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR SP 252

Reason:

A request for storage could not be satisfied in one of the server modules. The originating job name that triggered the
request appears with this message. Register 15 contains the reason code returned by the storage request.

Action:

Increase the region size to 4096 kilobytes before rerunning the job. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

ITK7406E
CONTROL BLOCK IDENTIFIER INVALID xxxx

Reason:

An invalid control structure has been detected in one of the server modules. xxxx denotes the name of the structure. The
BMP PAUSE service terminates processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7407I
AUTO RESUME PROCEDING FOR aaaa bbbb cccc (jobname)

Reason:

This message confirms that, for the specified job (jobname), a paused database (aaaa) used by PSB bbbb and BMP
region cccc will be resumed for normal processing.

ITK7409I
aaaa LOCK REQUEST. OWNER: bbbb, ASID: cccc - dddd, REQUESTOR: eeee

Reason:

A lock request failed to force serialization between PAUSE events.

The values indicated in the message are as follows:

• aaaa
Indicates the type of lock request (GET or FREE).

• bbbb
Indicates the name of the PAUSE module that holds the lock.

• cccc
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Indicates the ASID of the program that holds the lock.
• dddd

Indicates the offset in the module where the lock request was done.
• eeee

Indicates the name of the module requesting serialization.

Action:

The FFOR run continues normally. In some cases, new BMP arrivals may ABEND with U-3303. Resubmit those
instances. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7500E
ERROR LOADING PROGRAM ITKCAV00

Reason:

Unable to load the indicated program module.

Action:

The FFOR job terminates abnormally and the database is reinstated as before the reorganization request. This should
never occur. Contact CA support for assistance.

ITK7501E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR ITKCAV PLIST

Reason:

Unable to obtain storage.

Action:

The FFOR job terminates abnormally and the database is reinstated as before the reorganization request. Increase the
region size by 1-MB and rerun. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7502E
GETMAIN ERROR FOR ITKVIR PLIST

Reason:

Unable to obtain storage.

Action:

The FFOR job terminates abnormally and the database is reinstated as before the reorganization request. Increase the
region size by 1-MB and rerun. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7503E
ERROR ISSUING IMS /STA COMMAND FOR DATABASE dbdname

Reason:

FFOR is unable to restart the database.

Action:

FFOR determined that database dbdname needs to be restarted before paused BMP regions can be resumed, and issued
an internal /STA DB command. The command was not successful and therefore must be manually restarted. Refer to the
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IMS DLI region to determine the reason for failure. The FFOR job terminates abnormally and the database is reinstated
as before the reorganization request. Increase the region size by 1-MB and rerun. If the problem persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

ITK7600I
aaaa LOCK REQUEST. OWNER: bbbb, ASID: cccc - dddd, REQUESTOR: eeee

Reason:

A lock request failed to force serialization between PAUSE events.

The values indicated in the message are as follows:

• aaaa
Indicates the type of lock request (GET or FREE).

• bbbb
Indicates the name of the PAUSE module that holds the lock.

• cccc
Indicates the ASID of the program that holds the lock.  

• dddd
Indicates the offset in the module where the lock request was done.

• eeee
Indicates the name of the module requesting serialization.

Action:

The FFOR run continues normally. In some cases, new BMP arrivals may ABEND with U-3303. Resubmit those
instances. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7601I
LOCK: aa-bb LABEL: cc - (dd)

Reason:

This message results from the /F HPO, D P command to reflect the outcome of a PAUSE command. The output of the
display command is routed to the ALOG data set of the HPO STC. The values indicated in the message are as follows:

• aa
Identifies the module that last issued a lock request.

• bb
Identifies the offset in the module from where the lock was acquired.

• cc
Indicates an internal label associated with the lock request.

• dd
Indicates the current locking status as follows:
– HELD

Indicates that a lock is active.
– NOT HELD

Indicates that no lock is active.

ITK7602I
NO REGIONS FOUND TO BE IN A PAUS STATE

Reason:
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During processing, no regions were found to be in a pause state.

ITK7603I
aa DATABASE(S) AND bb REGIONS SELECTED

Reason:

This message is a continuation of ITK7600I:

• aa
Specifies the number of paused databases in the system.

• bb
Specifies the number of paused regions in the system.

ITK7604I
DATABASE SUMMARY:

Reason:

This message displays a group heading for message ITK7605I, which identifies the status of all databases currently in
PAUSE mode. This message is a continuation of ITK7600I.

ITK7605I
aa= bb= #BMPS=cc #PAUSED=dd *#WAIT=ee #RESU=ff #WARN=gg jobname STA=',

Reason:

This message is issued as a result of ITK7600I. A single line appears for each database associated with a paused
condition. The message text describes the following:

• aa
Identifies the name of the IMS system (IMS ID).

• bb
Identifies the name of the database for which a PAUSE request has been issued.

• #BMPS
Identifies the number of BMPs associated with the database to be paused.

• #PAUSED
Identifies the number of BMPs that have been paused (suspended).

• *#WAIT
Specifies the number of BMPs that have not reached checkpoints.

• #RESU
Specifies the number of BMPs that have been resumed after a PAUSE operation.

• #WARN
Specifies the number of internal (out-of-sync) incidents.

• jobname
Identifies the name of the FFOR reorg task that requested the pause.

• STA
Specifies whether the database is started (Y) or closed (N).

ITK7606I
REGION SUMMARY:
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Reason:

This message is a continuation of ITK7600I. It displays a group heading for message ITK7607I that identifies the status of
all BMP regions currently in PAUSE mode.

ITK7607I
a,bb,cc,dd,ee,ff,gg,hh,ii

Reason:

This message is a continuation of ITK7600I. For each IMS dependent region currently in PAUSE mode, it displays the
following information:

• a
Provides information about the transaction.
– a=i indicates a transaction generated with WFI attributes that is currently in an idle, "WAIT-IINPUT" mode.
– a=p indicates a transaction that is executing in a pseudo WFI region that is currently in an idle, "WAIT-MESSAGE"

mode.
• bb

Identifies the name of the IMS system (IMS ID) associated with the online reorganization task.
• cc

Identifies the name of the IMS dependent region.
• dd

Identifies the name of the PSB associated with the IMS dependent region.
• ee

Identifies the checkpoint ID of the current user checkpoint for BMP regions or the transaction code for MPP regions.
• ff

Identifies the name of the database to be /DBR'd.
• gg

Identifies the job name of the FFOR reorg task.
• hh

Identifies the state of the PAUS request for each dependent region:
– REGION STARTED indicates that the region has been resumed.
– REGION PAUSED indicates that the region is paused.
– REGION FORCED indicates that the region has manually been restarted.
– REGION IN DOUBT indicates that one or more internal errors have been detected.
– WAITING CHKPT indicates that the region is waiting for the next CHKPT call.
– 'ECB POST ERROR indicates that an error occurred during the resume process.

• ii
Indicates the region type, BMP or MPP.

Action:

If the status is REGION IN DOUBT or 'ECB POST ERROR, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7608E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR SP 252

Reason:

A request for storage could not be satisfied in one of the server modules. The originating job name that triggered the
request displays with this message. Register 15 contains the reason code returned by the storage request.
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Action:

Increase the region size to 4096 KB before rerunning the job.

If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7609E
CONTROL BLOCK IDENTIFIER INVALID: addrress-cbtype (jobname)

Reason:

An invalid control structure has been detected in one of the server modules. addrress-cbtype  (jobname) identifies the
name of the structure. The BMP PAUSE service terminates processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7610E
NO PSTA FOR DBPG AT xxxxxxxx. DBD: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

In invalid condition has been detected in the specified internal control block structure.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7611E
--* IMS CONTROL REGION INVALID *--',

Reason:

The IMS control region is terminating abnormally during a pause operation. PAUSE dequeues all references to paused
regions and databases and continues normally. The dequeued regions and databases are displayed under message
ITK7807W.

ITK7700E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE:(xx)

Reason:

An invalid function code (xx) has been passed to an internal routine. The BMP PAUSE server is unable to complete the
request.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7701I
aaaa QUIESCED FOR bbbb cccc (jobname)

Reason:
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The named IMS dependent region (bbbb) has been suspended from processing to prepare the database (aaaa) for /DBR
and /STA commands. The PSB name used by the BMP region (cccc) and the name of the job that originated the request
(jobname) also appears in the message.

This message is issued when the named BMP region is already in PAUSE mode for a different database by a prior and
current active pause request.

ITK7702E
INVALID CONTROL BLOCK PREFIX: xxxxx ADDRESS: xxxxxxxx. ERROR CODE: xxxx

Reason:

An invalid control structure has been detected during the execution of a pause request. The message text includes
information about the structure and the type of error. The BMP PAUSE service terminates processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7705E
SYNC ERROR DETECTED CODE:

Reason:

An invalid control structure has been detected during the execution of a pause request. The BMP PAUSE service
terminates processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7706I
aaaa ENQUEUED FOR bbbb, cccc (jobname)

Reason:

The indicated BMP region (aaaa) has been suspended from processing for the named database (bbbb). The IMS system
ID (cccc) and job name originating the pause request (jobname) also appears in the message.

This message is issued when the named BMP region is already in PAUSE mode for a different database by a prior and
current active pause request.

ITK7807W
RESUME BYPASSED - imsid database psbname bmp-region jobname-- REGION status

Reason:

This message notifies that internal control blocks for paused objects were dequeued from the BMP PAUSE structures
during an IMS abend.

• imsid
Specifies the name of the IMS system (IMS ID).

• database
Specifies the name of the database.

• psbname
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Specifies the name of the PSB used in the BMP.
• bmp-region

Specifies the name of the BMP region being paused.
• jobname

Specifies the name of the REORG job that initiated this pause request.
• status

Specifies the status as one of the following conditions:
– REGION STARTED (the region has been resumed)
– REGION PAUSED (the region is paused or suspended)
– REGION FORCED (the region has been restarted manually by /F HPO, RES. REGION IN DOUBT - one or more

internal errors were detected)
– WAITING CHKPT (the region is waiting for the next CHKPT call)
– ECB POST ERROR(an error occurred during the resume process)

ITK7900E
STEPLIB REQUIRES APF AUTHORIZATION

Reason:

The STEPLIB concatenation must be APF-authorized to correctly execute.

Action:

The batch resume utility terminates abnormally. Ensure that all data sets in the STEPLIB are APF-authorized.

ITK7901E
DFSURCDS DD NOT DEFINED.

Reason:

The function requested requires the Control Data Set as input, but it was not provided via the DFSURCDS DD.

Action:

Add the DFSURCDS DD, pointing it to the CDS created by the pre-reorg utility.

ITK7902E
UNABLE TO OPEN DFSURCDS DD.

Reason:

There was an error opening the Control Data Set.

Action:

Check that the DFSURCDS DD specification is correct. Look for IEC messages in job output.

ITK7903E
PREMATURE EOF REACHED ON DFSURCDS.

Reason:

There was a logical inconsistency with the Control Data Set.

Action:
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Contact CA Support for assistance. Provide a dump of the Control Data Set (DFSURCDS DD).

ITK7904E
BATCH RESUME COMPLETED WITH ERRORS

Reason:

This is an informational message that indicates the batch resume utility terminated with errors.

Action:

BMP regions that were successfully resumed are indicated by message ITK7800I or ITK6903I. A region that could not
be resumed or is doubtful is indicated in the status column of message ITK6903I. If the indicated regions are still active,
they must be cancelled and restarted using normal IMS /STO region ABEND and /STO region CANCEL commands. Next,
restart the BMPs from their latest check points indicated in message ITK7607I.

ITK8000E
UNKNOWN CALL TYPE

Reason:

A type of call is invalid.

Action:

Command processing fails. Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the command is correct.

ITK8001E
UNABLE TO FIND ITK STC (itkssid)

Reason:

The system failed to locate the specified ITK STC (itkssid).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the specified ITK STC is running on the same system as the target IMS system and on every LPAR containing
a member of the IMSplex in a data sharing environment.

ITK8002E
THE ITK STC IS NOT ACTIVE (itkssid)

Reason:

The specified ITK STC (itkssid) is not started.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. Start the ITK STC and resubmit the call.

ITK8003E
NOTIFIED OF ABEND; TIDYUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED

Reason:
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An ABEND occurred while processing the command.

Action:

Processing continues to clean the exit. See the messages that precede this one to determine why the ABEND occurred.

ITK8101E
#IMSID# is not active.

Reason:

The displayed value is not an active IMSID.

Action:

Processing termintaes. Provide a valid IMSID in the IMSID= field.

ITK8201I
XCF REPORTS NO ACTIVE USERS OF xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

An IXCQUERY call against the IRLM CFNAME specified in the message returned no active users.

ITK8202I
IMS COMMANDS WILL BE ISSUED TO JUST xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Data sharing was not detected so all IMS commands will be issued to just the specified IMS system.

ITK8203I
XCF RETURNED NO DATA FOR cfname

Reason:

An IXCQUERY call against the IRLM CFNAME specified in the message returned no data.

ITK8204I
SYSTEM=xxxx, JOB=xxxxxxxx, STATE=xxxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message is issued once for each IRLM sharing the CFNAME specified in the ITK8205I message.

ITK8205I
XCF REPORTS THE FOLLOWING USERS OF xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message precedes the ITK8204I.

ITK8403I
xxxx
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Reason:

This message is issued once for each IMS sharing the database specified in the preceding ITK8404I message.

ITK8404I
DBRC REPORTS THE FOLLOWING USERS OF xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message precedes the ITK8403I message.

ITK8405I
DBRC REPORTS NO ACTIVE USERS OF database

Reason:

A LIST.DB DBDS call against the database specified in the message returned no active subsystem records.

ITK8406E
DATAGRP PROCESSING ABORTED DUE TO database INUSE BY A PARTNER IMS SYSTEM

Reason:

DATAGRP processing cannot be applied to a database that associated with other IMS systems.

The activity code (DBR or STA) and the name of the sharing system is displayed with this message.

Action:

Stop the database authorized by the remote IMS system(s) and resubmit the job, or do not use DATAGRP processing.

ITK8407E
NO TARGET IMS SYSTEMS FOR DBD xxxxx

Reason:

The CAVE component was not able to enumerate subsystems associated with the DBD (xxxxx).

Action:

Make sure that the ITKMGR batch job is executed on the correct z/OS image.

ITK8408E
ACCESS KEYWORD IS INVALID FOR DATA SHARING OR BMP PAUSE ENVIRONMENTS

Reason:

The ACCESS keyword is invalid in a data sharing environment and with BMPPAUSE=YES. 

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. 

Remove the ACCESS= keyword in a data sharing or BMPPAUSE environment and rerun the job.

ITK8600E
LXCF ERROR, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx, FUNCTION func
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Reason:

An error occurred in sending an XCF message. The return code values (R15) indicate the error:

• 04 -- Call completed successfully; however, the answer area (ANSAREA) is not sufficient for all requested data.
• 23 -- LXCF is not initialized.
• 2C -- LXCF could not obtain storage for control blocks.
• 30 -- MEMBERTOKEN does not identify a registered member.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK8601E
req-type TIMEOUT WHILE AWAITING A RESPONSE FROM imsid

Reason:

The timeout value for waiting for a reply from the IMS control region or the ITK started task service had been exceeded for
the indicated IMS system.

Action:

The job terminates with a return code of 8. See Recovering from Timeout Conditions for information to recover the
condition.

ITK8602E
UNKNOWN MESSAGE TYPE RECEIVED, MT=msg-type

Reason:

An invalid message type (msg-type) was received from the LXCF server.

Action:

The job terminates with a return code of 8. See Recovering from Timeout Conditions for information to recover the
condition.

ITK8603E
MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM UNKNOWN SOURCE host-name

Reason:

A message was received from an invalid destination.

• host-name
Identifies the SSID of the z/OS where the ITK starter task is running.

Action:

The job terminates with a return code of 8. See Recovering from Timeout Conditions for information to recover the
condition.

ITK8604E
FAILURE DURING REQUEST PROCESSING - CHECK HPO STC OUTPUT ON host-name

Reason:
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A failure occurred during the execution of a request in the IMS control region or ITK starter task.

• host-name
Identifies the SSID of the z/OS where the ITK starter task is running.

Action:

The job terminates with a return code of 8. See Recovering from Timeout Conditions for information to recover the
condition.

ITK8605I
req-type RECD; SRCE=src, DBD=dbdname, T=timestamp SP=xxxx(xxxx)

Reason:

A request was issued to the ITK started task or returned by the IMS system for the indicated DBD name. The timestamp
indicates the TOD of the activity with internal return codes (SP).

ITK8700I
ISSUING dbd-cmd obj FOR dbname NOPFA GLOBAL NOFEOV TO imsid

Reason:

A /DBD or /DBB command (dbd-cmd) is issued for a fast path area or database (obj) for the indicated database or area
name to the specified IMS system.

ITK8701E
ERROR TRYING TO dbd-cmd obj dbname R15=rc

Reason:

A /DBD or /DBB command failed for a fast path area database for the indicated database or area name.

Action:

The job terminates with a return code of 8. See Recovering from Timeout Conditions for information to recover the
condition.

ITK8702E
LXCF ERROR, R15=xxxxxxxx, R0=xxxxxxxx, FUNCTION SENDMSG

Reason:

An error occurred in sending an XCF message. The return code values (R15) indicate the error:

• 04 -- Call completed successfully; however, the answer area (ANSAREA) is not sufficient for all requested data.
• 23 -- LXCF is not initialized.
• 2C -- LXCF could not obtain storage for control blocks.
• 30 -- MEMBERTOKEN does not identify a registered member.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK8703E
TIMEOUT OCCURRED WHILE WAITING FOR req-type, R15= rc
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Reason:

The timeout value for waiting for a reply from the IMS control region or the ITK started task service had been exceeded.

• rc
Identifies an internal return code pertaining to the ITK started task timeout failures.

Action:

See Recovering from Timeout Conditions for information to recover the condition.

ITK8800I
ISSUING /STA DATABASE [GLOBAL] FOR obj-name ON IMS ssid access-mode

Reason:

The /START (/STA) command with the specified keywords was issued for the object. In a data sharing environment, the
command is /STA DATABASE GLOBAL.

• obj-name
Identifies the object for which the command was issued.

• ssid
Identifies the IMS system where the object resides.

• access-mode
Identifies the access mode in which the /STA command is executed. The access mode is indicated as follows:
– ACCESS=value

The /STA command was issued in a non-data sharing environment. The database has been started with the access
mode specified in the control statement.

– (ACCESS INTENT=value)
The /STA command was issued in a non-data sharing environment. The database has been started with the same
access mode as before the /DBD or /DBR. The ACCESS control statement was not specified in the job.

– (ACCESS INTENT=value) + GLOBAL
The /STA command was issued in a data sharing environment. The database has been started with the same
access mode as before the /DBD or /DBR. The ACCESS control statement was not specified in the job.

ITK8801E
ERROR TRYING TO /STA DATABASE xxxxxxxx R15=0104

Reason:

The CAVE component, acting on behalf of Database Copier snapshot or HPR Recovery Analyzer, encountered an error in
attempting to start a database. The requested function will terminate.

Action:

Check the IMS control region or DLISAS region for reasons for the failure. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK8803E
TIMEOUT OCCURRED WHILE WAITING FOR req-type, R15= rc

Reason:

The timeout value for waiting for a reply from the IMS control region or the ITK started task service had been exceeded.

• rc
Identifies an internal return code pertaining to the ITK started task timeout failures.
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Action:

See Recovering from Timeout Conditions for information to recover the condition.

ITK8804I
ISSUING /STA DATAGRP FOR datagrp

Reason:

The CAVE component is about to request the HPO STC to issue IMS command /STA DATAGRP for the specified DBRC
data group (datagrp).

ITK8805E
DATAGRP datagrp STA REQUEST FAILED. BACKOUT WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

HPO STC was not able to complete the /STA DATAGRP request for the specified data group (datagrp). An attempt is
made to backout the failed request.

Action:

Check previous error messages in the HPO STC JESMSGLG. Wait until backout completes and follow the resulting action
messages for corrective actions.

ITK8806I
BACKOUT OF DATAGRP datagrp SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

Reason:

A backout for a DATAGRP request for the specified data group (datagrp) was successful after a failed STA or DBR
request.

ITK9203I
INVALID TIME RANGE - END TIME CANNOT BE ZEROS.

Reason:

A time range was specified that had an ending time of all zeros.

Action:

Correct values and reprocess.

ITK9400E
THE LOAD LIBRARY IS NOT APF AUTHORIZED.

Reason:

The STEPLIB concatenation must be APF-authorized to correctly execute.

Action:

Ensure that all data sets in the STEPLIB are APF-authorized.
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ITK9401I
IMS SYSTEM WITH ID imsid IS NOT ONLINE

Reason:

The IMS system (imsid) was not active during the execution of the DSA utility. Collection of space management statistics
will be executed in offline mode only.

Action:

If online extraction is required be sure that the correct IMSID value is entered via the IMSID= parameter of the DSACTRL
control file for the next run.

ITK9500W
DBD xxxxxxxx NOT DEFINED TO imsid

Reason:

The named database (xxxxxxxx) is not defined in the IMS system. DSA executes normally.

Action:

If the situation is intended, no action is needed.

If the situation is not intended, resolve the problem.

ITK9601E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN UCB COPY FOR VOLSER aaaaaa, RC=bb, RSN=cc

Reason:

The UCBCOPY service failed on the volume indicated by aaaaaa. The failing return code bb and reason code cc is
displayed as part of this message.

Action:

The DSA utility is unable to extract volume information for the named volume. Space management information will be
incomplete for the named database. DSA continue to process the next database. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK9700E
CVAFDSM ERROR DETECTED. CVFCTN: aa CVSTAT: bb CVFL1: cc CVFL2: dd

Reason:

The CVAFDSM service failed. CVAF status and flag bytes accompany this message.

Action:

The DSA utility is unable to extract volume information Space management information will be incomplete. DSA continue
to process the next database threshold. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK9701E
UCB SERVICE FAILED ON VOLUME: vvvvvvv RC: XX

Reason:
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The UCBSCAN service failed to extract free extent information for the named volume. The failing return code is displayed
as part of this message.

Action:

The DSA utility is unable to extract volume information for the named volume. Space management information will be
incomplete. DSA continue to process the next database. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK9702E
DEVTYPE SERVICE FAILED ON VOLUME: VVVVVV RC: rc RS: rs

Reason:

The DEVTYP service failed for the named volume. The failing return code and reason code is displayed as part of this
message.

Action:

The DSA utility is unable to extract volume information for the named database (dd). Space management information will
be incomplete. DSA continue to process the next database. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK9703E
FORMAT 7 DSCB OBTAIN ERROR RC: rtnc VOLUME: volser

Reason:

The data set resides on an Extended Address Volume (EAV). The OBTAIN for a format 7 DSCB failed with return code
rtnc.

Action:

Look up the rtnc in the IBM DFSMSdfp Advanced Services, section OBTAIN Macro Specification. For further assistance,
rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(105) and contact CA Support.

ITK9704E
LSPACE ERROR RC: rtnc VOLUME: volser LSPACE extended message will be displayed.

Reason:

The LSPACE macro has failed with return code rtnc.

Action:

Look up rtnc in the IBM DFSMSdfp Advanced Services, section LSPACE Macro Specification. For further assistance,
rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(105) and contact CA Support.

ITK9705E
LSPACE FORMAT 4 DSCB VALIDITY CHECK ERROR VOLUME: volser

Reason:

The OBTAIN of the Format 4 DSCB was successful. However, field DS4FMTID in the format 4 DSCB does not appear
valid.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(105) and contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITK9800I
PHYSICAL LOGGER IS ACTIVE

Reason:

The CA Technologies replacement for the IMS physical logger is executing.

ITK9900E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR WORK AREA.

Reason:

Program is unable to obtain storage below the line for a work area.

Action:

Processing terminates. Increase the region size below the line and rerun the job.

ITK9901E
UNABLE TO LOAD DBRC INTERFACE FROM STEPLIB.

Reason:

An attempt was made to load program ITKDBFE0 but the program could not be found in the STEPLIB data set or other
data sets.

Action:

Processing terminates. Ensure that the CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS load library is specified in
the STEPLIB or JOBLIB concatenation for the job.

ITK9902E
CALL TO DBRC INTERFACE HAS FAILED.

Reason:

The DBRC interface has returned a non-zero return code.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check the messages file for error messages from the DBRC interface explaining the problem. Fix
the problem and rerun the job.

ITK9903II
DATABASE SUCCESSFULLY DEALLOCATED FOR DBD="dbdname" DDNAME ="ddname".

Reason:

The named DDNAME for the named DBD has been dynamically deallocated. See message ITK9906I for additional
information.

ITK9904E
FAILURE ALLOCATING DATASET FOR DBD ="dbdname" DDNAME="ddname".

Reason:
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A failure occurred allocating the named DDNAME for the named DBD. See message ITK9908E for further information.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check the JOBLOG and messages data set for more information. Correct the problem and
resubmit the job.

ITK9905I
DATABASE SUCCESSFULLY ALLOCATED FOR DBD = "dbdname" DDNAME = "ddname".

Reason:

The named DDNAME for the named DBD has been successfully dynamically allocated. See ITK9906I for further
information.

ITK9906I
DSN OBTAINED FROM RECON ===> "dataset name".

Reason:

The named data set name was obtained from the RECON data sets. The data set was dynamically allocated or
deallocated to the DDNAME for the DBD specified in the previously issued ITK9905I or ITK0993I message.

ITK9907I
UNABLE TO DETERMINE DSNAME FOR DBD = "dbdname".

Reason:

Program was unable to determine the data set name for the named dbdname from the information obtained from the
RECON data sets.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Check the JOBLOG and messages data set for more information. Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

ITK9908E
S99ERROR=xxxx S99INFO=xxxx DSN = "dsname".

Reason:

Program could not allocate or deallocate the named database data set (dsname). The listed ERROR and INFO codes
where returned from z/OS DYNALLOC macro invocation.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

See the messages ITK9904E or ITK9911E, the messages data set, and JOBLOG for more information. Review the
S99ERROR= and S99INFO= codes and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about these codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.
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ITK9910E
DSNAME SUBSTITUTION ERROR FOR DDNAME = 'ddname".

Reason:

An error occurred during DBPREFIX or DBAPPEND processing attempting to apply the prefix or suffix nodes to the
dataset name. The database data set could not be allocated.

Action:

Processing terminates. Examine the DBPREFIX or DBAPPEND parameter specifications taking into consideration the
actual database data set names. Check messages dataset and JOBLOG for further information. Correct problem and
resubmit the job.

ITK9911E
FAILURE DEALLOCATING DATASET FOR DBD = "dbdname" DDNAME = "ddname".

Reason:

A failure occurred deallocating the named DDNAME for the named DBD. For more information, see the message
ITK9908E.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check JOBLOG and messages data set for more information. Correct the problem and resubmit
the job.

ITK9912E
PARAMETER ERROR, PROCESSING BYPASSED.

Reason:

A call to dynamic allocation routine, ITKDYDB0, passed an invalid parameter.

Action:

Processing terminates. Check the JOBLOG and messages data set for more information.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK9913E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR 31-BIT WORK AREA Extension.

Reason:

Program is unable to obtain storage above the line for a work area.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Increase above the line region size and rerun the job.

ITK9914E
NO IMAGE COPY DATASETS AVAILABLE FOR USE.

Reason:
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A call to the DBRC interface routine to return the last Image Copy data set failed to return an Image Copy data set name.

Action:

Processing terminates. Ensure there is a valid Image Copy data set registered in the RECON data sets. For more
information, see the JOBLOG and messages data set. Fix the problem and rerun the job.

ITK9915E
LAST IMAGE COPY DATASET IS NOT USABLE.

Reason:

A call to the DBRC interface routine to return the last Image Copy data set returned either a data set that was not a Batch
Image Copy or it was marked as 'in error' in DBRC.

Action:

Processing terminates. Ensure there is a valid Image Copy data set registered in the RECON data sets. For more
information, see the JOBLOG and messages data set. Fix the problem and rerun the job.

ITK9916E
IMAGE COPY UNIT INVALID, UNIT = "unit name", DSN = "dataset name".

Reason:

A call to the DBRC interface routine to return the last Image Copy data set returned UNIT information for the Image Copy
data set that was not a TAPE or DASD unit type.

Action:

Ensure the unit type of the last Batch Image Copy data set registered in the RECON data sets is a TAPE or DASD unit
type. Check the JOBLOG and messages data set for more information. Fix the problem and rerun the job.

ITK9917I
IMAGE COPY OBTAINED FROM RECON ===> "image copy dataset name".

Reason:

A call to the DBRC interface routine to return the last Image Copy data set returned a valid Batch Image Copy data set.

Action:

Processing continues. For more information, see ITK9905I.

ITK9918E
IMAGE COPY NOT CATALOGED, DSN = "image copy dataset name".

Reason:

A call to the DBRC interface routine to return the last Image Copy data set returned the listed Batch Image Copy data set
name. DBRC is defined as CATDS, but the Batch Image Copy data set is not cataloged.

Action:

Processing terminates. Ensure there is a valid Image Copy data set registered in the RECON data sets. Check the
JOBLOG and messages data set for more information. Fix the problem and rerun the job.
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ITK65013
Max retries - investigate and consider restarting

Reason:

The PAUSE component has reached its maximum number of ESTAE retries after one or more ABEND conditions had
been experienced. A typical example would be where a BMP abends while under PAUSE control which in turn renders
PAUSE structures and associations with the abending object in an invalid state causing OC4 or OC1 ABENDS. In
such cases PAUSE ESTAE intercept performs cleanup to retain operational availability of the ITKSTC and the PAUSE
component. The current ESTAE threshold is set to 10 abends before this message will be issued.

Action:

If multiple occurrences of message ITK65013 are experienced recycle the ITKSTC at the earliest convenience with a
warm start. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKA000E
INPUT DD ddname IS NOT DEFINED.

Reason:

The program cannot find specified ddname.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Verify that your input JCL is correct and all data sets required to be allocated are cataloged. Rerun the job.

ITKA002E
SORT INITIALIZATION FAILED FOR DD ddname.

Reason:

The request of a SORT utility failed during initialization.

• ddname
Identifies the file that the SORT utility was trying to process.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that your input JCL is correct and all data sets are set properly. Rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact CA
Support for assistance.

ITKA003E
OBTAIN CAMLST FAILURE OCCURRED FOR DD=ddn, VOLSER=vvvvvv, RETURN CODE=X'rtnc'.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of an OBTAIN macro. RETURN CODE is the return code from OBTAIN. The return
codes are as follows:

• 00
Indicates successful completion of OBTAIN routine.

• 04
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Indicates that the required volume was not mounted.
• 08

Indicates that the format-1 DSCB was not found in the VTOC.
• 12

Indicates that a permanent I/O error was encountered, or an invalid format-1 DSCB was found when processing the
specified volume, or an unexpected error return code was received from CVAF (common VTOC access facility).

• 16
Indicates an invalid work area pointer.

Action:

Examine the RETURN CODE to determine the error. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109). Contact CA Support for
assistance.

ITKA004E
LARGE FORMAT DATASET DETECTED FOR DD=ddn BUT IS NOT SUPPORTED BY THE LEVEL OF THE
OPERATING SYSTEM.

Reason:

The specified ddn is a Large Format data set. The data set has been defined with DSNTYPE=LARGE.

Action:

Rerun the job on z/OS 1.7 (or higher) with TRACEPOINTS=(109). Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKA100W
OPEN ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddname.

Reason:

The required data set name (ddname) cannot be opened.

Action:

Processing continues with RC=4.

Ensure the data set referenced by the ddname is valid and contains data. Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the
following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following control statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA101E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE WAS PASSED TO MODULE ITKEXCP0

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:
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Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following control statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA102E
OBTAIN CAMLST FAILURE OCCURRED FOR DD=ddname VOLSER=volser RETURN CODE=nnn.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of an OBTAIN Macro. Obtain Return Code is described as follows:

• 00
Indicates successful completion of OBTAIN routine.

• 04
Indicates that the required volume was not mounted.

• 08
Indicates that the format-1 DSCB was not found in the VTOC facility.

• 12
Indicates that either a permanent I/O error was encountered, or an invalid format-1 DSCB was found when processing
the specified volume, or an unexpected error return code was received from CVAF (common VTOC access facility).

• 16
Indicates the invalid work area pointer.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA103E
CALCULATED POINT BLOCK=blknn EXCEEDS BLOCKS PER CYLINDER=cylnn FOR DD=ddname.

Reason:

An error occurred during the calculation of the block for a POINT. This is an internal error.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES
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TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA104E
AN EXTENT VIOLATION HAS OCCURRED FOR DD=ddname.

Reason:

An Extent error was detected during EXCP processing of ddname.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA105I
IF THE PROBLEM PERSISTS TRY RE-RUNNING THE JOB WITH EXCPIO=NO.

Reason:

This message provides instructions for troubleshooting.

ITKA106E
AN INVALID POINTER TO THE CDA (@XCPCDA@) WAS PASSED BY THE CALLING MODULE.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.
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ITKA107W
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR THE DSA. TRY LARGER REGION SIZE.

Reason:

There is not enough storage below the line for the getmain request.

Action:

Specify larger region size. The caller of EXCP services may decide to continue using an alternative method.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA108E
POINTING TO A PRIOR VOLUME IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR DD=ddname VOLUME=volser PASSED KEY=X'key#'
PRIOR BLOCK COUNT=X'nnnn'.

Reason:

Internal POINT error. Pointing to a block on the prior volume is not supported.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA109E
CALCULATED TTR IS GREATER THAN DS1LSTAR FOR DD=ddname CALCULATED TTR=X'ttrn'
DS1LSTAR=X'nnn'.

Reason:

Internal POINT error. Pointing to a block beyond DS1LSTAR is prohibited.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES
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Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA110E
MORE THAN 255 VOLUMES WERE DETECTED FOR DD=ddname LAST VOLSER=volser CALCULATED
VOLS=vol# JFCBNVOL=nnn'.

Reason:

Internal EOV error. More than 255 volumes have been processed; volser is the current volume serial number; vol# is the
number of volumes we have processed, JFCBNVOL is the number of volumes in the JFCB.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA111E
EOV ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddname VOLSER=volser. THE VOLSER BEFORE AND AFTER EOV IS THE
SAME.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of EOV macro. The volume serial numbers before and after EOV should always be
different.

Action:

Determine if someone manually cataloged the data set using two volume serial numbers that are the same.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA112E
DEBUCBA IN DCB CONTAINS ZEROS FOR DD=ddname. FUNCTION WILL TERMINATE.
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Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of an OPEN or EOV macro. The pointer to the UCB from the DEB (DEBUCBA)
contains zeros.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA113W
OPEN ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddname. DATASET DOES NOT RESIDE ON DASD.

Reason:

Internal error. The caller of EXCP services may decide to continue using an alternative method.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA114W
LARGE FORMAT DATASET DETECTED FOR DD=ddn BUT IS NOT SUPPORTED BY THE LEVEL OF THE
OPERATING SYSTEM.

Reason:

The ddname is a large format data set. Data set has been defined with DSNTYPE=LARGE.

Action:

Rerun the job on z/OS 1.7 or higher with TRACEPOINTS=(90). To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL or an
IDIPARMS keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA115W
DEVTYPE ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddname RETURN CODE=nnnn.
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Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of a DEVTYPE Macro. The caller of EXCP services may decide to continue using
an alternative method.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA116E
EOV ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddname RETURN CODE=nnnn.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of an EOV Macro.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA117W
RDJFCB ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddname RETURN CODE=nnnn.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of an RDJFCB macro. The caller of EXCP services may decide to continue using
an alternative method.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO
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Rerun the job.

ITKA118W
GETMAIN FAILURE. TRY LARGER REGION SIZE.

Reason:

There is not enough storage for the getmain request.

Action:

Specify larger region size. The caller of EXCP services may decide to continue using an alternative method.

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA119E
DCBDEBA IN DCB CONTAINS ZEROS FOR DD=ddname. FUNCTION WILL TERMINATE.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of an OPEN or EOV macro. The pointer to the DEB from the DCB (DEBDEBA)
contains zeros.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA120W
TRKCALC ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddname RETURN CODE=nnnn.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of an RDJFCB macro. The caller of EXCP services may decide to continue using
an alternative method.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:
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TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA121I
EXCP ACCESS METHOD USED FOR DD=ddname, DSN=dataset name.

Reason:

This message indicates the access method used for teh specified ddname.

ITKA122E
TTR TO MMBBCCHHRR CONVERSION ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddname RETURN CODE=nnn.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of TTR to MMBBCCHHR routine.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA123W
DCB ERROR DETECTED FOR DD=ddname DSN=dataset name LRECL(JFCLRECL) CONTAINS ZEROS.

Reason:

The dataset name was created with LRECL=0. This is not supported by EXCP services. The caller of EXCP services may
decide to continue using an alternative method.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO
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Rerun the job.

ITKA124W
DCB ERROR DETECTED FOR DD=ddname DSN=dataset name LRECL IS GREATER THAN BLOCK SIZE.
LRECL=lrecl# BLOCK SIZE=nnnn.

Reason:

The dataset name was created with LRECL greater that the Block Size. This is not supported by EXCP services.

The caller of EXCP services may decide to continue using an alternative method.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA125W
LRECLS REQUESTED FOR DD=ddname DSN=dataset name LRECL NOT MULTIPLE OF BLOCK SIZE.
LRECL=lrecl# BLOCK SIZE=nnnn.

Reason:

The data set name was created with LRECL that was not a multiple of Block Size. Only Fixed and FIXED blocks are data
sets are supported by EXCP services. The caller of EXCP services may decide to continue using an alternative method.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job.Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA126E
I/O ERROR HAS OCCURRED FOR DD=ddname DSN=dataset name FUNCTION WILL TERMINATE.

Reason:

An error occurred during EXCP Processing of the data set.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:
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TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA127E
AN INVALID POINTER TO @XCP PARMS OR POINTER IN @XCP PARMS IS INVALID. FUNCTION WILL
TERMINATE.

Reason:

Internal error. A storage overlay has occurred or the caller to EXCP services has passed and invalid @XCP Parm.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA128E
AN INVALID POINTER TO @XCP PARMS OR POINTER IN @XCP PARMS IS INVALID. FUNCTION WILL
TERMINATE.

Reason:

Internal error. A storage overlay has occurred or the caller to EXCP services has passed and invalid @XCP Parm.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA128W
DCB ERROR DETECTED FOR DD=ddname DSN=dataset name BLOCK SIZE(JFCBLKSI) CONTAINS ZEROS.
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Reason:

The data set was created with a block size of zeros. This is not supported by EXCP services. The caller of EXCP services
may decide to continue using an alternative method.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA129E
SHORT BLOCK DETECTED FOR DD=ddname DSN=dataset name SHORT BLOCK SIZE=nnn, BLOCK SIZE=nnn
VOLSER=volser, VOLUME BLOCK NUMBER=nnn FUNCTION WILL TERMINATE.

Reason:

Internal Error. The caller of EXCP services did not expect to find short blocks in the data set. Short blocks should not
appear in IMS databases. Short blocks are expected in Fixed Block sequential files.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA130I
CALLING MODULE WILL BE GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO CONTINUE.

Reason:

The caller of EXCP Services has requested control on non critical errors so an examination can be performed to
determine if processing can continue using an alternate method.

ITKA131E
OPEN, POINT, OR EOV ERROR HAS PREVIOUSLY OCCURRED FOR DDN=ddname.

Reason:

Internal error. The caller did not check the return code from a previous Open, Point, or EOV failure.

Action:
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Define the following control statement:

TRACEPOINTS=(88,90) 

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, specify the following control statement and rerun the job.

EXCPIO=NO

ITKA132I
Error message built by IBM via using SYNADAF macro.

Reason:

An EXCP error occurred while attempting to read the data set specified in message ITKA126E. This message is built by
SYNADRLS and contains the cause of the error. Pay special attention to this message.

Action:

See message ITKA126E for the ddn and dsn. Use messages ITKA126E and ITKA133I to determine the error. Verify that
someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Examine the data set to determine
it has been built correctly. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(90). To circumvent the problem re-run the job with
EXCPIO=NO specified in the pppCTRL or IDIPARMS.

ITKA133I
VOL=vol, IOD@=nnnnnnnn, TYPE=type, BLKS/TRK=nnnn, TRKS/CYL=nnnn, DEB MAXTRKS=nnnn,
DS1LSTAR=nnnnnnnn, TTR=nnnnnnnn, MBBCCHHR=nnnnnnnn, LAST CCW@=nnnnnnnn, VOL BLK#=nnnn,
DATASET BLK#=nnnn, FAILING BLK#=nnnn, IOB=nnnn

Reason:

This message helps debugging SYNAD error message ITKA132I and ITKA126E.

NOTE
For more information about nnn = IOB Status fields, see IOBSTDRD in the IBM DFSMSdfp Diagnosis manual.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(90).

To circumvent the problem re-run the job with EXCPIO=NO specified in the pppCTRL or IDIPARMS.

ITKA134E
SEQUENTIAL DATASETS ON EAV VOLUMES ARE NOT CURRENTLY SUPPORTED. DD=ddn, DSN=dsn,
VOL=volser

Reason:

Sequential data sets on an Extended Address Volume (EAV) in the cylinder-managed space is not currently supported.

Action:

Move the sequential data set to a non-EAV.

ITKA136W
EXCPIO IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS DATASET TYPE. DDN=ddn
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Reason:

Striped (extended), PDSE, and HFS data sets are not supported by EXCP. The caller of the EXCP services may decide to
continue using an alternative method in which case no action is required.

Action:

Determine if the ddn contains the correct data set name. Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control
statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES 

Rerun the job.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO 

Rerun the job.

ITKA137W
EXCPIO IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS DATASET RECFM. DDN=ddn

Reason:

ISAM, PDS, and VSAM data sets are not supported by EXCP. The caller of the EXCP services may decide to continue
using an alternative method in which case no action is required.

Action:

Determine if the ddn contains the correct data set name. Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control
statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES 

Rerun the job.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO 

Rerun the job.

ITKA138W
EXCPIO IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS DATASET DSORG. DDN=ddn

Reason:

Variable blocked, undefined, and some fixed block data sets are not supported. The caller of the EXCP services may
decide to continue using an alternative method in which case no action is required.

Action:

Determine if the ddn contains the correct data set name. Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control
statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES 

Rerun the job.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:
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EXCPIO=NO 

Rerun the job.

ITKA199W
XXXMSG DCB WAS NOT SPECIFIED OR WAS NOT OPEN.

Reason:

Internal Error. A prior error message should have been written describing the error via a WTO. This message is issued via
WTO because there was no way to write to the pppMSGS data set. It may help in diagnosing the actual error.

Action:

Include a pppCTRL keyword that contains the following control statements:

TRACEMODULE=YES

TRACEIO=YES

Rerun the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent the problem, include a pppCTRL keyword containing the following statement:

EXCPIO=NO

Rerun the job.

ITKA301E
DATABASE "dbdname" NOT IN RECON.

Reason:

The program failed to locate the database with dbdname in the RECON data sets.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the correct RECON is being used and the database is defined to it.

ITKA302E
DATABASE "dbdname" DDNAME "ddname" NOT IN RECON.

Reason:

The program failed to locate the database with dbdname and ddname in the RECON data sets.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the database and the database data sets are correctly defined in the RECON.

ITKA400E
DBRC COMMAND FAILED WITH RETURN CODE rc.

Reason:

Error occurred while processing DBRC commands using DBRC API interface.
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• rc
Identifies the return code of the DBRC interface call.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8 if partial success or with 20 when not successful at all, depending on the
DBRC return code.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKA401E
DBRC Interface STORAGE OBTAIN Error, RC=rc, Routine=rtid

Reason:

The specified routine (rtid) returned an unexpected nonzero return code when obtaining command buffer storage.

Action:

Processing terminates.

See the messages file and JOBLOG for more error messages from the DBRC interface.

ITKA501E
DATABASE "dbname" NOT FOUND IN RECON.

Reason:

The program failed to locate the database with dbdname in the RECON data sets.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the correct RECON is being used and the database is defined to it.

ITKA502E
DATABASE "dbname" DDNAME "ddname" NOT FOUND IN RECON.

Reason:

The program failed to locate the database with dbdname and ddname in the RECON data sets.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the database and the database data sets are correctly defined in the RECON.

ITKA600E
BSH CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER VALIDITY CHECK FAILED. ADDRESS=X'nnnnnnnn'. DCB(S) NOT CLOSED.

Reason:

This is an internal error or due to storage overlay.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).
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ITKA600I
BSH CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER VALIDITY CHECK FAILED. ADDRESS=X'nnnnnnnn'. DCB(S) NOT CLOSED.

Reason:

This is an internal error or due to storage overlay.

Action:

The job will complete normally because the DCB was open for input. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA601E
BSV CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER VALIDITY CHECK FAILED. ADDRESS=X'nnnnnnnn'. DCB(S) NOT BE
CLOSED.

Reason:

This is an internal error or due to storage overlay.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA601I
BSV CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER VALIDITY CHECK FAILED. ADDRESS=X'nnnnnnnn'. DCB(S) NOT CLOSED.

Reason:

This is an internal error or due to storage overlay.

Action:

The job completes normally because the DCB was open for input. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA602I
DATASET STATS FOR DD=ddn, VOLSER=vvvvvv, EOVS=nnnn, REOPENS=nnnn.

Reason:

This message is informational only and is used during debugging or when any tracing is active.

ITKA900E
DATASET OPEN FAILURE; DD=ddn, VOLUME NUMBER=vnnn, OF nnnn.

Reason:

The data set could not be opened.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Ensure VOLUME
NUMBER=vnnn is online and a VTOC exists on the volume. Examine the data set to determine it has been built correctly.
Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA901E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE=nnnn WAS PASSED TO MODULE ITKBSOP0.
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Reason:

This is owing to an internal error.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA902E
EOV ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddn, RETURN CODE=X'rc'.

Reason:

This message identifies the return code from FEOV.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA905E
RDJFCB ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddn, RETURN CODE=X'rc'.

Reason:

A RDJFCB error occurred.

• rc
Identifies the return code in hex from the RDJFCB macro. The following values are available:
– 00

Indicates successful completion of RDJFCB
– 04

Indicates that the DDNAME is not allocated.
– 08

Indicates that one or more DCBs had an ARL that could not be processed.

Action:

Examine the return code and determine the error. Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to
another set of volumes. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA906E
DCB BLOCKSIZE CONTAINS ZEROS. DD=ddn, VOLUME NUMBER=vnnn, OF nnnn.

Reason:

After the Open of the DCB and the Open Exit, the Blocksize in the DCB contains zeros.

Action:

Verify that the data set blocksize (BLKSIZE), LRECL, and Record Format (RECFM) specified in your JCL and on th
evolume number vnnn are correct. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA907E
DCB LRECL CONTAINS ZEROS. DD=ddn, VOLUME NUMBER=vnnn, OF nnnn.

Reason:
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After the open of the DCB and the Open Exit, the logical record length (LRECL) of the DCB contains zeros.

Action:

Verify that the data set blocksize (BLKSIZE), LRECL, and Record Format (RECFM) specified in your JCL and on th
evolume number vnnn are correct. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA908E
MORE THAN 255 VOLUMES WERE DETECTED FOR DD=ddn, VOLUME COUNT=nnnn.

Reason:

The data set appears to be cataloged on more than 255 volumes. More than 255 FEOVs were issued to determine the
number of volumes for the data set.

Action:

Verify that you do not have duplicate volumes defined for the data set. We recommend that you use a LISTCAT. Rerun the
job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA909I
DD=dsn, JFCB VOLUME COUNT=nnnn, FEOV VOLUME COUNT=nnnn.

Reason:

This message provides debugging information.

ITKA910E
DATASET REOPEN FAILURE; DD=ddn, DSN=dsn, VOL=vol, VOLUME NUMBER=vnnn, OF nnnn.

Reason:

The data set (dsn) on the volume could not be reopened.

Action:

Verify that the data set is not in use and resides on the specified volume. Verify that someone did not delete, move, or
reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA911E
REOPEN FAILED. DCBDEBA IN DCB CONTAINS ZEROS FOR DD=ddn, DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv,
DCB=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

The data set (dsn) on the specified volume could not be reopened. The DCBDEBA field in the DCB (Pointer to the DEB)
contains zeros.

Action:

Verify that the data set is not in use, it is defined correctly, and the volume is online. Verify that someone did not delete,
move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA912E
REOPEN FAILED DEBUCBA IN DCB CONTAINS ZEROS FOR DD=ddn, DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:
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The data set (dsn) on the specified volume could not be reopened. The DEBUCBA field in the DEB (Pointer to the UCB)
contains zeros.

Action:

Verify that the data set is not in use, it is defined correctly, and the volume vvvvvv is online. Verify that someone did not
delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA913E
REOPEN FAILED INITIAL VOLSER AND NEW VOLSER DIFFERENT FOR DD=ddn, DSN=dsn, INITIAL VOL=ivvvvv,
REOPEN VOL=rvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

The data set (dsn) on the specified volume (ivvvv) could not be reopened.

Action:

Verify that the data set is not in use. It appears something externally has happened to the data set. The number of
volumes has changed. Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes.
Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA914E
DDNAME=ddn, WAS NOT FOUND IN THE JCL.

Reason:

The specifie ddname could not be found in the JCL.

Action:

Add //ddn DD DSN= to your JCL.

ITKA915E
DDNAME=ddn, DD DUMMY IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The specified ddname (ddn) DD DUMMY is not suported.

Action:

Remove //ddn DD DUMMY from your JCL. Add //ddn DD DSN= to your JCL. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKA916E
DDNAME=ddn, MUST BE ALLOCATED TO DASD.

Reason:

The specifie ddname data set is not allocated to a DISK device.

Action:

Ensure that //ddn is allocated to a DASD device. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).
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ITKA931E
REOPEN FAILED INITIAL VOLSER AND NEW VOLSER DIFFERENT FOR DD=ddname.DSN=dsn, INITIAL
VOL=involser, REOPEN VOL=revolser, DCB=X'xx'

Reason:

The VOLSER parameter of a ddname data set has changed during the program execution.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB000E
POINT ISSUED TO CLOSED DCB. DSN=dsn, VOL=vnnnn, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB001E
POINTING PRIOR TO FIRST BLOCK ON FIRST VOL. DSN=dsn, BLOCK=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

Most likely a storage overlay has occurred.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB002E
POINTING PAST LAST BLOCK ON VOLUME. DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn', POINT
BLOCK=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

An internal error pointing past the last block on the specified volume has occurred. The volume is not the last volume.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB003E
POINT EODADDR EOV SWITCH OCCURRED. DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn', POINT
BLOCK=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:
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The EODADDR routine was taken during the issue of a POINT macro. EOV was also detected.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB004E
POINT EODADDR OCCURRED WITH ERRORS. DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn', POINT
BLOCK=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

The EODADDR routine was taken during the issue of a POINT macro. An error was also detected.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB005E
POINT EODADDR OCCURRED. DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn', POINT BLOCK=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

The EODADDR routine was taken during the issue of a POINT macro.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB006E
POINT KEY POINTS BEYOND LAST BLOCK ON LAST VOLUME. DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn',
POINT BLOCK=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

Pointing beyond the last block on the last volume is considered to be an error to the caller.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB006I
POINT KEY POINTS BEYOND LAST BLOCK ON LAST VOLUME. DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn',
POINT BLOCK=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

The caller is pointing past the last block on the last volume. The caller wants to treat this condition as EOF.

Action:

This is an informational message used during debugging

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).
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ITKB200E
BSH CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER VALIDITY CHECK FAILED. ADDRESS=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB201E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE=nnnn WAS DETECTED. CALLING MODULE=module.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB202E
BSV CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER VALIDITY CHECK FAILED. ADDRESS=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB203E
AN INVALID POINTER TO THE CDA (@BSPCDA@) WAS PASSED BY THE CALLING MODULE.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB204E
AN INVALID POINTER TO @BSP PARMS OR POINTER IN @BSP PARMS IS INVALID. FUNCTION WILL
TERMINATE.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).
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ITKB205E
BSH CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER VALIDITY CHECK FAILED AFTER RETURN FROM MODULE=module.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB206E
BSV CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER VALIDITY CHECK FAILED AFTER RETURN FROM MODULE=module.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB300I
MIGRATED DATASET WILL NOT BE RECALLED FOR DSN=dsname, RC=X'nnnn’.

Reason:

The caller of ITKDSST0 did not want the migrated data sets to be recalled.

ITKB301I
UNABLE TO GET COMPLETE VOLUME LIST, SWAREQ RC=rc. DSN=dsname.

Reason:

The SWAREQ request failed reading JFCB extensions for the specified data set (dsname).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 32.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB302E
NONZERO RC RETURNED BY MODULE=modname, DSN=dsname, RC=X'nnnn’, RSN=X'nnnn’.

Reason:

An error occurred in module modname while attempting to acquire information about the data set dsname.

Action:

Ensure dsname is a valid data set and is cataloged. Run IDCAMS with the following SYSIN:
LISTCAT ENT(dsname) ALL.

Examine the output to determine if there is an error.Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITKB303E
ERROR OCCURRED RECALLING DSN=dsname, RC=X'nnnn’, RSN=X'nnnn’.

Reason:

An error occurred in module ITKDSRC0 while attempting to recall data set dsname.

Action:

Ensure dsname is a valid data set and is cataloged. Ensure the operator or automation did not cancel the recall.

Ensure you have enough space to recall the data set. Try recalling dsname manually to determine if the data set can be
recalled. Run IDCAMS with the following SYSIN:

LISTCAT ENT(dsname) ALL  

Examine the output to determine if there is an error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB304E
LOCATE VOLUME FAILURE OCCURRED FOR DSN=dsname, RC=X'nnnn’, RSN=X'nnnn’.

Reason:

An error occurred obtaining a list of volumes for data set dsname during the execution of a LOCATE macro.

Action:

Ensure the data set is cataloged and contains a valid volume serial number. For more information about LOCATE return
codes and reason codes see IBM DFSMSdfp Advanced Services Guide. Run IDCAMS with the following SYSIN:

LISTCAT ENT(dsname) ALL  

Examine the output to determine if there is an error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB305E
NO VOLUMES RETURNED FROM LOCATE VOLUME FOR DSN=dsname, RC=X'nnnn’.

Reason:

The LOCATE macro did not return a volume serial number for data set name dsname.

Action:

Run IDCAMS with the following SYSIN:

LISTCAT ENT(dsname) ALL  

Examine the output to determine if there is an error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB306E
OBTAIN FAILURE OCCURRED FOR DSN=dsname, VOL=volser, RC=X'nnnn’, RSN=X’nnnn’.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of an OBTAIN macro. The format-1 DSCB could not be located.

Action:

Ensure the data set is cataloged and contains a valid volume serial number. Ensure the data set actually resides on the
volume. Consider the following cases:
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• If RC=X’0004’ - A volume could not be mounted.
• If RC=X’0008’ - The format-1 DSCB was not found in the VTOC on Volume volser.
• If RC=X’000C’ - A permanent I/O error was encountered.
• If RC=X’0010’ - Invalid workarea pointer.

More return code (RC) information can be found in the IBM DFSMSdfp Advanced Services manual under OBTAIN return
codes and reason codes.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB307E
FORMAT 1 DSCB OBTAIN ERROR. DSN=dsname, VOL=volser, RC=X'nnnn’, RSN=X’nnnn’.

Reason:

The format-1 DSCB was not returned by the OBTAIN macro.

Action:

Ensure the data set is cataloged and contains a valid volume serial number. Ensure the data set actually resides on the
volume volser. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB400E
NOT APF AUTHORIZED.

Reason:

The program requires APF-authorization for every associated data set.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that all the data sets in the STEPLIB concatenation are APF-authorized. Rerun the job.

ITKB401E
NOT APF AUTHORIZED AND THE ITK STARTED TASK NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The program requires APF-authorization for every associated data set.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that all the data sets in the STEPLIB concatenation are APF-authorized. Rerun the job.

ITKB402E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12 or higher.
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Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB500E
BSH CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER VALIDITY CHECK FAILED.

Reason:

An EOV occurred while processing BSAM large format data set but with no BSH, CDA, or @BSP available.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB502E
BSV CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER VALIDITY CHECK FAILED.

Reason:

Internal Error or storage overlay.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109). Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB503E
@BSP CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER VALIDITY CHECK FAILED.

Reason:

Internal error or storage overlay.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109). Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB504E
CDA CONTROL BLOCK EYECATCHER VALIDITY CHECK FAILED.

Reason:

Internal Error or storage overlay.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109). Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB505E
A BSAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED. (MODULE mod-name, HEX OFFSET nnnn).

Reason:

A SYNAD error has occurred.

Action:
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Examine messages ITKB506I, ITKB507I, and ITKB508I, and determine the error. Verify that the data set has not been
deleted, moved, or reallocated to another set of volumes. Ensure that all volumes are online. Verify that the data set has
been built correctly. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB506I
SYSTEM INFO: FILE=ddn, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn', DECB=X'nnnnnnnn', EXCEP CODES=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

Informational message used to aid in debugging SYNAD error message ITKB505E.

Action:

Examine messages ITKB505E, ITKB507I, and ITKB508I, and determine the error. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB507I
synad-error-message

Reason:

This is an informational message used to aid in debugging a Synchronous Error Routine Exit (SYNAD) error message
ITKB505E.

Action:

Examine messages ITKB505E, ITKB506I, and ITKB508I to determine the cause of the error. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB508I
VOL=vvvvvv, IOB=nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn

Reason:

This is an informational message used to aid in debugging SYNAD error message ITKB505E.

Action:

To determine the error, examine messages ITKB505E, ITKB506I, and ITKB508I. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKB800E
POINT ISSUED TO CLOSED DCB. DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).
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ITKB801E
POINTING PRIOR TO FIRST BLOCK ON FIRST VOL. DSN=dsn, BLOCK=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

Most likely a storage overlay has occurred.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB802E
POINTING PAST LAST BLOCK ON VOLUME. DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn', POINT
BLOCK=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

An internal error pointing past the last block on the specified volume has occurred. The volume is not the last volume.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB803E
POINT EODADDR EOV SWITCH OCCURRED. DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn', POINT
BLOCK=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

The EODADDR routine was taken during the issue of a POINT macro. EOV was also detected.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB804E
POINT EODADDR OCCURRED WITH ERRORS. DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn', POINT
BLOCK=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

The EODADDR routine was taken during the issue of a POINT macro. An error was also detected.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. For further assistance,
rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB805E
POINT EODADDR OCCURRED. DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn', POINT BLOCK=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:
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The EODADDR routine was taken during the issue of a POINT macro. This should not occur during the execution of a
POINT.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB806E
POINT KEY POINTS BEYOND LAST BLOCK ON LAST VOLUME. DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn',
POINT BLOCK=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

Pointing beyond the last block on the last volume is considered to be an error to the caller.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volume(s). Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB806I
POINT KEY POINTS BEYOND LAST BLOCK ON LAST VOLUME. DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn',
POINT BLOCK=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

The caller is pointing past the last block on the last volume. The caller wants to treat this condition as EOF.

Action:

This is an informational message used furing debugging.

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB900E
DATASET OPEN FAILURE; DD=ddn, VOLUME NUMBER=vnnn, OF nnnn.

Reason:

The specified ddname could not be opened.

Action:

Verify that the data set Blocksize (BLKSIZE), Logical Record Length (LRECL), and Record Format (RECFM) are
correct and that the data set is cataloged on the correct volumes. Ensure that all volumes are online. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB901E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE=nnnn WAS PASSED TO MODULE ITKBSOR0

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).
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ITKB902E
FEOV EOF DETECTED FOR DD=LOAN

Reason:

The FEOV from the initial open disagrees with the current volume count.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB903E
EOV ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddn, RETURN CODE=X'rc'.

Reason:

This message identifies the return code from FEOV.

Action:

Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB904E
RDJFCB ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddn, RETURN CODE=X'rc'.

Reason:

A RDJFCB error occurred.

• rc
Identifies the return code in hex from the RDJFCB macro. The following values are available:
– 00

Indicates successful completion of RDJFCB
– 04

Indicates that the DDNAME is not allocated.
– 08

Indicates that one or more DCBs had an ARL that could not be processed.

Action:

Examine the return code and determine the error. Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to
another set of volumes. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB905E
DCB BLOCKSIZE CONTAINS ZEROS. DD=ddn, VOLUME NUMBER=vnnn, OF nnnn.

Reason:

After the Open of the DCB and the Open Exit, the Blocksize in the DCB contains zeros.

Action:

Verify that the data set blocksize (BLKSIZE), LRECL, and Record Format (RECFM) specified in your JCL and on th
evolume number vnnn are correct. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).
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ITKB906E
DCB LRECL CONTAINS ZEROS. DD=ddn, VOLUME NUMBER=vnnn, OF nnnn.

Reason:

After the open of the DCB and the Open Exit, the logical record length (LRECL) of the DCB contains zeros.

Action:

Verify that the data set blocksize (BLKSIZE), LRECL, and Record Format (RECFM) specified in your JCL and on th
evolume number vnnn are correct. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB907E
MORE THAN 255 VOLUMES WERE DETECTED FOR DD=ddn, VOLUME COUNT=nnnn.

Reason:

The data set appears to be cataloged on more than 255 volumes. More than 255 FEOVs were issued to determine the
number of volumes for the data set.

Action:

Verify that you do not have duplicate volumes defined for the data set. We recommend that you use a LISTCAT. Rerun the
job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB908I
DD=dsn, JFCB VOLUME COUNT=nnnn, FEOV VOLUME COUNT=nnnn.

Reason:

This message provides debugging information.

ITKB909E
DATASET REOPEN FAILURE; DD=ddn, DSN=dsn, VOL=vol, VOLUME NUMBER=vnnn, OF nnnn.

Reason:

The data set (dsn) on the volume could not be reopened.

Action:

Verify that the data set is not in use and resides on the specified volume. Verify that someone did not delete, move, or
reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB910E
REOPEN FAILED. DCBDEBA IN DCB CONTAINS ZEROS FOR DD=ddn, DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv,
DCB=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

The data set (dsn) on the specified volume could not be reopened. The DCBDEBA field in the DCB (Pointer to the DEB)
contains zeros.

Action:

Verify that the data set is not in use, it is defined correctly, and the volume is online. Verify that someone did not delete,
move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).
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ITKB911E
REOPEN FAILED DEBUCBA IN DCB CONTAINS ZEROS FOR DD=ddn, DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

The data set (dsn) on the specified volume could not be reopened. The DEBUCBA field in the DEB (Pointer to the UCB)
contains zeros.

Action:

Verify that the data set is not in use, it is defined correctly, and the volume vvvvvv is online. Verify that someone did not
delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB912E
REOPEN FAILED INITIAL VOLSER AND NEW VOLSER DIFFERENT FOR DD=ddn, DSN=dsn, INITIAL VOL=ivvvvv,
REOPEN VOL=rvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

The data set (dsn) on the specified volume (ivvvv) could not be reopened.

Action:

Verify that the data set is not in use. It appears something externally has happened to the data set. The number of
volumes has changed. Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volumes.
Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB913E
DDNAME=ddn, MUST BE ALLOCATED TO DASD.

Reason:

The specifie ddname data set is not allocated to a DISK device.

Action:

Ensure that //ddn is allocated to a DASD device. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB914E
DDNAME=ddn, WAS NOT FOUND IN THE JCL.

Reason:

The specifide ddname could not be found in the JCL.

Action:

Add //ddn DD DSN= to your JCL. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKB915E
DDNAME=ddn, DD DUMMY IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The specified ddname (ddn) DD DUMMY is not suported.

Action:
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Remove //ddn DD DUMMY from your JCL. Add //ddn DD DSN= to your JCL. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKC000E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE=nnnn WAS PASSED TO MODULE ITKBSXI0.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKC001E
DCBDEBA IN DCB CONTAINS ZEROS FOR DD=ddn, VOLUME NUMBER=vnnn, OF nnnn, DSN=dsn,
DCB=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

The DCBDEBA field in the DCB (Pointer to the DEB) contains zeros. This should never occur.

Action:

Ensure that the data set is not in use, defined correctly, and all volumes are online. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKC002E
DEBUCBA IN DCB CONTAINS ZEROS FOR DD=ddn, VOLUME NUMBER=vnnn, OF nnnn, DSN=dsn,
DCB=X'nnnnnnnn', DEB=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

The DEBUCBA field in the DEB (Pointer to the UCB) contains zeros. This should never occur.

Action:

Ensure data set is not in use, it is defined correctly, and all volumes are online. Verify that someone did not delete, move,
or reallocate the data set to another set of volume(s).

ITKC003E
EOV ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddn, VOLUME NUMBER=vnnn, OF nnnn, DSN=dsn, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn',
DEB=X'nnnnnnnn', UCB=X'nnnnnnnn'.

Reason:

A FEOV macro was issued to switch to the next volume. The return code from FEOV was zeros indicating that the FEOV
was successful. However, the VOLSER of the last FEOV is the same as the current FEOV.

Action:

Ensure data set is not in use, it is defined correctly, and all volumes are online. Verify that someone did not delete, move,
or reallocate the data set to another set of volume(s).

ITKC004E
OBTAIN CAMLST FAILURE OCCURRED FOR DD=ddn, VOLUME NUMBER=vnnn, OF nnnn, DSN=dsn,
VOL=vvvvvv, DCB=X'nnnnnnnn', RETURN CODE=X'rc'.
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Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of an OBTAIN macro.

• rc
Identifies the RETURN CODE from OBTAIN. The following values are available:
– 00

Indicates successful completion of OBTAIN routine.
– 04

Indicates that the required volume was not mounted.
– 08

Indicates that the format-1 DSCB was not found in the VTOC.
– 12

Indicates that a permanent I/O error was encountered, or an invalid format-1 DSCB was found when processing the
specified volume, or an unexpected error return code was received from CVAF (common VTOC access facility).

– 16
Indicates an invalid work area pointer.

Action:

Examine the RETURN CODE to determine the error. Examine the data set to determine it has been built correctly. Verify
that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the data set to another set of volume(s).

ITKC005E
OPEN ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddn. DATASET DOES NOT RESIDE ON DASD.

Reason:

The specified data set does not reside on a DASD volume.

Action:

Examine the JCL and ensure that the ddn resides on a DASD volume. Only data sets that reside on DASD can be used
for this function.

ITKC006E
TRKCALC ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddn, VOLUME NUMBER=vnnn, OF nnnn, DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv,
DCB=X'nnnnnnnn', RETURN CODE=X'rc', REASON CODE=X'rsn'.

Reason:

An error occurred during the execution of a TRKCALC macro.

• rc
Identifies the return code from TRKCALC (R15).

• rsn
Identifies the reason code from TRKCALC (R0).

The following table contains a list of return code values and their corresponding reason codes with their description.

RETURN CODE REASON CODE DESCRIPTION
00 nn R0 contains the new Track Balance
04 0 Record did not fit
08 nn Record did not fit. R0=Maximum data

length
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0C 0 The system could not find an entry in
the device characteristics table whose
attributes match those of the user specified
device type. Register 0 is set to zero.

Action:

Examine the return and reason codes to determine the error. Ensure that the data set resides on the specified volume.
Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKC007E
INVALID COMBINATION OF LARGE FORMAT AND BASIC DATASETS DETECTED. DSN=dsn, VOL=vvvvvv,
TYPE=yyyyyyyy

Reason:

Some of the data sets for the specified dsn on some of the volumes are Large Format Data Sets and some are basic data
sets. This combination of basic and large format data sets in invalid.

• yyyyyyyy
Identifies the type of the data sets on the volume, LARGE FORMAT DATASET or BASIC DATASET.

Action:

Investigate why some of the volumes for dsn are large format and why some of the volumes for dsn are basic data sets.

Some possibilities are as follows:

• If all of the volumes should be large format data sets someone copied one of the volumes to another volume and did
NOT specify DSNTYPE=LARGE in the JCL.

• If all of the volumes should be basic data sets someone copied one of the volumes to another volume and specified
DSNTYPE=LARGE in the JCL.

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKC100E
A BSAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED. FILE=filename, LAST ITKBSM00 REQUEST=bsmrq COMPLETION
CODE=cc RETURN CODE=rc DCB=dbc

Reason:

A BSAM data exception occurred with the stated codes.

Action:

Processing terminates with a user abend.

Review the JES messages. If the problem is not obvious contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKC101E
A BSAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED. FILE=ddn, LAST ITKBSM00 REQUEST=xxxxxxxx, COMPLETION
CODE=cccc, RETURN CODE=rc, DCB=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

The DCB ABEND Exit was taken.

Action:
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Attempt to determine the cause of the abend. The data set may need more space etc. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(109).

ITKC101I
A BSAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED. FILE=ddn, LAST ITKBSM00 REQUEST=xxxxxxxx, COMPLETION
CODE=cccc, RETURN CODE=rc, DCB=nnnnnnnn

This message is informational. No action is needed.

ITKC200E
DBRC AUTH ERROR, RETURN CODE=rc, REASON rsn on DB dbdname, AREA areaname

Reason:

An IBM DBRC API AUTH call for database authorization failed for the named database (dbdname) and area name
(areaname), if the database is a Fast Path DEDB.

• rc
Identifies the return code from the IBM DBRC API.

• rsn
Identifies the reason code from the IBM DBRC API.

Action:

Processing terminates.

See the messages file and JOBLOG for additional information.

NOTE
For information about IBM DBRC API return code and reason code, see the IBM IMS System Programming API
Reference.

ITKC201E
AUTH ERROR REASON=rsn

Reason:

An IBM DBRC API AUTH call failed.

• rsn
Identifies the reason code from the IBM DBRC API.

Action:

Processing terminates.

See the messages file and JOBLOG for additional error messages from the DBRC interface that explain the problem.

NOTE
For information about DBRC API reason code, see the IBM IMS System Programming API Reference.

ITKC202E
INVALID ACCESS CODE FOR DBRC API AUTH REQUEST.

Reason:

This is an internal error.
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Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKC203E
INVALID UTILITY CODE FOR DBRC API AUTH REQUEST.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 12.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKC204E
AUTHORIZATION INVALID, SIGNON NOT DONE.

Reason:

DBRC was called with a request to authorize the access to the database but the authorization failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the messages that precede this one to determine the problem.

ITKC400E
GROUP "group-name" NOT FOUND IN RECON.

Reason:

The specified group (group-name) does not exist in the recovery table.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the messages that precede this one to determine the problem.

ITKC401E
DBDNAME, dbd-name, NOT A HALDB OR HALDB PARTITION.

Reason:

The specified database (dbd-name) is not of a valid type.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify a valid DBD definition in the JCL and resubmit the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITKC601E
GETMAIN FAILURE SPECIFY A LARGER REGION SIZE.

Reason:

The GETMAIN routine failed because more storage was needed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 20.

Specify larger region size and execute the program again. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKC602E
MODULE ISPLINK COULD NOT BE LOADED. TRY LARGER REGION OR ADD STEPLIB FOR ISPLINK.

Reason:

Program failed loading ISPLINK. The reason can be lack of space for loading, or ISPLINK library was not defined.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 24.

Specify larger region size, verify the definition of ISPLINK library, and execute the program again. Contact CA Support for
assistance.

ITKC800E
NEW|OLD DBD "dbdname" WAS NOT FOUND IN DDN1 ddn1name OR DDN2 ddn2name.

Reason:

New or old DBD (dbdname) could not be loaded from the specified data sets (ddname1, ddname2).

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify the DBD and DDN definitions and resubmit the job.

ITKC801E
THE NEW|OLD DBD NAME OR DDN PASSED BY THE CALLING MODULE IS INVALID. DBD="dbdname"
DDN=ddnname CALLING MODULE=module

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the new dbdname, old dbdname, DDN1, or DDN2 name.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify the DBD and DDN definitions and resubmit the job.

ITKC802E
INTERNAL ERROR HAS OCCURRED. POINTER TO THE NEW|OLD DBD "dbdname" WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:
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The pointer to the old or new dbdname contains zeros.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

This is an internal program error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKC803E
CALCULATED NEW|OLD DBD "dbdname" SIZE=X'xxxx IS GREATER THAN ACTUAL DBD SIZE=X'xxxx.

Reason:

The old and new DBD has been loaded. The calculated length of the DBD minus the length of the DBD extension is
greater than what was loaded.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Review the new and old DBD definitions and verify that the caller passed correct DBD length. Contact CA Support for
assistance.

ITKC804W
UNEQUAL DBD COMPARE OCCURRED AT OFFSET=X'xxxx. NEW DBD="dbdname" LOADED BY CALLER, OLD
DBD="dbdname" LOADED BY CALLER

Reason:

The new and old DBDs did not compare successfully.

Action:

Processing continues with a return code of 4.

See the messages that precede this one to determine the problem. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKC805E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR THE DSA CONTROL BLOCK. SPECIFY A LARGER REGION SIZE.

Reason:

The GETMAIN routine failed for the Database Space Analyzer. More storage needed.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify larger region size and resubmit the job.

ITKC806E
AN INVALID POINTER TO THE CDA (CDBNDA@) WAS PASSED BY THE CALLING MODULE.

Reason:

CDBNDA@ contains an invalid pointer to the common data area. Trace is not possible.

Action:

Processing terminates with return code 8. This is an internal program error. Contact CA Support for assistance.
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Module:

ITKCMDB0

ITKC807E
AN ONLINE DBD CHANGE COMPARE WAS REQUESTED. HOWEVER, THE DBDS ARE EXACTLY THE SAME.
THE ONLINE DBD COMPARE IS REJECTED.NEW DBD="dbdname" LOADED BY CALLER, OLD DBD="dbdname"
LOADED BY CALLER

Reason:

The new and old DBDs specified in DDN1 and DDN2 are the same.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the DBD definitions are correct and that you specified a correct library, and resubmit the job. Contact CA
Support for assistance.

ITKC808E
ONLINE DBD CHANGE COMPARE REQUIRES THE NEW DBD NAME="dbdname" AND THE OLD DBD
NAME="dbdname" TO BE THE SAME NAME

Reason:

The old DBD and new DBD names that the caller passed do not match.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the dbdnames are the same and resubmit the job.

ITKC809E
THE NEW|OLD DBD NAME "dbdname" PASSED BY THE CALLER IS NOT THE SAME AS THE INTERNAL DBD
PREFIX NAME "dbdname"

Reason:

The new dbdname does not match the loaded DBD internal name.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify that the new dbdname definition is correct and resubmit the job. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKC810E
ONLY HDAM DATA SETS ARE SUPPORTED FOR ONLINE DBD CHANGE COMPARE. NEW|OLD DBD "dbdname"
IS NOT HDAM

Reason:

The type of the specified DBD (dbdname) is not supported for online DBD change compare.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.
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Specify an HDAM database and resubmit the job.

ITKC811E
AN U4021 ABEND WILL BE ISSUED

Reason:

An internal program error occurred. The function issues a U4021 user abend and creates a dump.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8. Contact CA Support for assistance and forward the dump.

ITKC812I
NEW DBD ADDR=X'xxxx, NEW DBD SIZE=X'xxxx, OLD DBD ADDR=X'xxxx, OLD DBD SIZE=X'xxxx

This message is informational. No action is required.

ITKC813E
THE CDB CONTROL BLOCK PASSED BY CALLING MODULE=module IS INVALID.

Reason:

Validation of the Compare DBD Control Block failed

Action:

This is an internal program error. Contact CA Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

ITKD001I
IDENTIFY failure in ITKCRTR0.

Reason:

An unexpected internal error occurred, but processing can continue.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the job output.

ITKD60AE
ERROR WHEN REUSING IMAGE COPY DBD(dbd) DDN/AREA(ddn) RECTIME(timestamp) RC=rc

Reason:

The RECON update required to reuse an image copy failed.

• dbd
Identifies the database.

• ddn
Identifies the database data set or area ddname.

• timestamp
Identifies the image copy timestamp in compressed format.

• rc
Identifies the DBRC return code.
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Action:

Review results of the latest DELETE.IC command issued by CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS in the job log, and
check IMS DBRC error messages. To update the RECON, manually delete the image copy record identified by the DBD,
DDN/AREA and RECTIME fields of this message.

ITKD60BI
IMAGE COPY REUSED

Reason:

The RECON data set was successfully updated after the specified image copy was reused.

ITKD60CE
ERROR WHEN RELEASING REUSABLE IC DBD(dbd) DDN/AREA(ddn) RC=rc

Reason:

The RECON update required to release a reusable image copy after a failure did not succeed.

• dbd
Identifies the database.

• ddn
Identifies the database data set or area ddname.

• rc
Identifies the DBRC return code.

Action:

Review results of the latest INIT.IC and DELETE.IC DBRC commands issued by CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS
in the job log, and check IMS DBRC error messages:

• If the INIT.IC command failed, create new image copy record for the identified database and database data set or area
in RECON. Then delete the oldest image copy record for that database and database data set or area. Rerun the job.

• If the DELETE.IC command failed, delete the oldest image copy record for the identified database and database data
set or area. Rerun the job.

ITKD60DI
REUSABLE IMAGE COPY RELEASED

Reason:

The RECON was successfully updated after a reusable image copy failure.

ITKD60EE
ERROR WHEN INVALIDATING IMAGE COPY DBD(dbd) DDN/AREA(ddn) RECTIME(timestamp) RC=rc

Reason:

The RECON update required to denote an image copy in error failed.

• dbd
Identifies the database.

• ddn
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Identifies the database data set or area ddname.
• timestamp

Identifies the image copy timestamp in compressed format.
• rc

Identifies the DBRC return code.

Action:

Review results of the latest CHANGE.IC command issued by CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS in the job log and
the IMS DBRC error messages. To update the RECON, manually issue the CHANGE.IC DBRC command to denote the
failed image copy as follows:

• Use DBD, DDN/AREA and RECTIME fields of this message to identify the image copy record for the CHANGE.IC
DBRC command.

• Use the INVALID keyword, if the DBO4301W message was issued, or INVALID2 keyword, if the DBO4302W message
was issued.

ITKD100E
GETMAIN FAILURE FOR ITKDSTI0's WORKING STORAGE

Reason:

The GETMAIN failure occurred.

Action:

See the preceding messages and fix the problem. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD101E
ATTACH FAILURE FOR ITKDSVR0, R15=XXX

Reason:

Attach failure for ITKDSVR0 module occurred during the build WAIT_List for DBRC Server TCB

Action:

This is an internal program error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD102E
ITKDSVR0 ABENDED, CODE txxxx

Reason:

A premature task (txxxx) terminated in module ITKSVR0.

Action:

See the preceding messages. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD103E
ERROR DURING TOKEN SERVICES xxxxxxxx R15=rc

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:
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Processing terminates with the return code specified in R15.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD201E
MODULE NOT APF AUTHORIZED

Reason:

This module must run in APF authorized mode.

Action:

Ensure that all libraries in the concatenation are APF authorized. Correct the problem and rerun the job.

ITKD202E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR ADR SYSOUT DDname "ddname”, RC=xxxx

Reason:

Unable to dynamically allocate the SYOUT data set for the ADRDSSU processing.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD203E
PARMLIST ERROR - NO IC2 DDNAME

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD204E
IC2 DDNAME "ddname” NOT ALLOCATED.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD205E
PARMLIST ERROR - IC2 INCLUDE DSN REQUIRED.'

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITKD206E
RDJFCB FAILED FOR OUTPUT DDNAME "ddname”, RC=xxxx

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD207E
OUTPUT DDNAME "ddname" NOT ALLOCATED, RC=xxxx

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD208E
LINK TO ADRDSSU FAILED

Reason:

Link to SMS to restore IC2 copy failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD209I
ADRDSSU RESTORE PROCESSING COMPLETE

Reason:

Informational message indicating the IC2 image copy restore processing has completed.

ITKD301E
INVALID EXIT ID BLOCK (ADREID0)

Reason:

Invalid SMS control block detected in ADRDSSU exit.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD302E
INVALID USER INTERACTION BLOCK (UIM)

Reason:

Invalid SMS control block detected in ADRDSSU exit.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD400E
GETMAIN failure in module for area-name

Reason:

The GETMAIN routine for a 24-bit work area (area-name) failed in the specified module (module).

Action:

Processing terminates.

See the preceding messages and resolve the error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD401E
Unable to LOAD DFSVC000.

Reason:

The load of the DFSVC000 module for IMS release information failed. IMS is not available.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD404I
DBRC DSN does not match allocated DSN for DBD=dbdname, DDname=ddname

Reason:

A DBRC Database Authorization call has determined that the data set name (DSN) for the DBD (dbdname) and DDname
(ddname) in the RECON data sets does not match the DSN allocated in the JCL. Processing continues.

See the messages file and JOBLOG for additional information.

ITKD405E
DBRC Auth check, DBDname=dbdname DDname not allocated for DDname=ddname

Reason:

A DBRC Database Authorization call has determined that the ddname (ddname) is not allocated for the dbdname
(dbdname).

Action:

Verify that the ddname was specified correctly for the dbdname and that the ddname is present in the JCL or available
to be dynamically allocated. See the messages file and JOBLOG for additional error messages from the DBRC interface
explaining the problem.

ITKD406E
RDJFCB error for DDname=ddname, RC=rc

Reason:
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A RDJFCB macro call to obtain the data set name for the ddname (ddname) returned a nonzero return code (rc).

Action:

Processing terminates.

See the messages file and JOBLOG for additional error messages from the DBRC interface explaining the problem.

ITKD407E
DBRC Interface error Func=function, Caller:caller +X’hhhhh’, RC= rc

Reason:

A call to the DBRC interface returned an unexpected nonzero return code (rc).

• function
Identifies the function that the caller was attempting to perform.

• caller
Identifies the caller of the DBRC interface.

• X'hhhhh'
Identifies the hexadecimal offset.

Action:

See the messages file and JOBLOG for additional error messages from the DBRC interface explaining the problem.

ITKD408E
Error obtaining Stack storage for DBRC Server Action routine.

Reason:

An error occurred while obtaining stack workarea storage.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See previous error messages and resolve the errors. If there are no previous error messages or the error is not obvious,
contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD420E
DBRC SERVER NAME TOKEN NOT FOUND, R15=rc.

Reason:

The search of the DBRC server name token failed.

Action:

Processing terminates with the return code specified in R15.

See previous messages and resolve errors. If there are no previous error messages or the error is not obvious, contact
CA Support for assistance.

ITKD421E
DBRC SERVER NOT ACTIVE

Reason:
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A call to the DBRC interface routine to return information about a specific dbdname and ddname failed because the
ddname associated with the dbdname could not be found.

Action:

Verify that the ddname was specified correctly for the named dbdname.

See the messages file and JOBLOG for additional error messages from the DBRC interface explaining the problem.

ITKD433I
DBRC AUTH failure Reason: reason-text

Reason:

This message indicates the reason for the DBRC failure.

ITKD500I
DDNAME=ddname UNIT=unit SPACE=space PRIM=prim SEC=sec #VOLS=vols.

Reason:

Information message displayed immediately prior to allocating a work file with one or more parameters overridden by
ITKDYN.

• ddname
Identifies the DDNAME of the work file to be allocated.

• unit
Identifies the name of the unit where the work file will be allocated.

• space
Identifies the unit of space (CYL, TRK, BLK) to be used when allocating the work file.

• prim
Identifies the amount of primary space to be allocated to the work file.

• sec
Identifies the amount of secondary space to be allocated to the work file.

• vols
Identifies the maximum number of volumes to be used for allocating the work file.

ITKD501E
AN ERROR WAS DETECTED IN THE FOLLOWING ITKDYN CARD:

Reason:

The card in error follows this message.

The job is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

See the error diagnostic message displayed, correct the card in error and resubmit the job.

ITKD502E
PRODUCT CODE "xxx" IS UNKNOWN.

Reason:
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Indicates that the product is not one of the following: CHA, DBA, DBC, DBE, DBO, DBS, DCM, DDC, HPO, HPR, IDI, ITK,
ITU, LMC, RAP, SIB, or SIX.

Action:

The job is terminated with CC=08.

Correct the displayed card in error and then resubmit the job.

ITKD503I
PLEASE CORRECT THIS AND RESUBMIT THE JOB.

Reason:

Indicates an error in the displayed card.

Action:

Correct the displayed card in error and then resubmit the job.

ITKD504E
SPACE FOUND BEFORE OR MISSING "(|)" {OPENING|CLOSING} PARENTHESIS.

Reason:

An opening '(' paren must immediately follow the 3-char product code.

A closing ')' paren is required at the end of the work file parameter overrides and no blank space (' ') may exist between
the opening and closing parentheses.

Action:

The job is terminated with CC=08.

Correct the displayed card in error and then resubmit the job.

ITKD506I
ITKDYN MEMBER FOUND IN IDIPARM.

Reason:

Indicates that the ITKDYN member was found in IDIPARM.

ITKD507I
DYNAMIC WORKFILE ALLOCATION OVERRIDE PARAMETERS: ANALYSIS STARTED.

Reason:

Indicates that analysis has started.

ITKD508E
THE ABOVE CARD SPECIFIES A UNIT ESOTERIC GLOBAL DEFAULT FOR A PRODUCT OTHER THAN ITK.

Reason:

Only ITK can specify a global unit esoteric default name to be used by ITK products whose ITKDYN cards specify no unit
esoteric name of their own. For example:
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• ITK(,SYSALLDA) and ITK(,SYSDA) are both valid cards, specifying that SYSALLDA (or SYSDA) should be used if no
unit name is specified on a subsequent card.

• ITK(HPORCOUT,SYSDA) is also valid, but contains DDNAME=HPORCOUT and is therefore not recognized as a
global unit esoteric default name.

• DBO(,SYSDA) is invalid, because DBO may not declare global unit esoteric defaults.

Action:

The job is terminated with CC=08.

Correct the displayed card in error and then resubmit the job.

ITKD509W
THE FOLLOWING CARD SPECIFIES NEITHER A DDNAME NOR A UNIT GLOBAL DEFAULT: IGNORED.

Reason:

Information contained in a card, which specifies no DDNAME and no global default unit name, cannot be interpreted and
used: the card is ignored.

ITKDYN processing continues.

ITKD510I
DYNAMIC WORKFILE ALLOCATION OVERRIDE PARAMETERS: ANALYSIS COMPLETED OK.

Reason:

Indicates that analysis has completed.

ITKD511E
PARAMETER "xxxxxxxx" CONTAINS {TOO FEW|TOO MANY|INVALID} CHARACTERS.

Reason:

Parameters are positional. The one shown contains too few, too many or invalid characters.

Action:

The job is terminated with CC=08.

Check and correct the parameter in error, and then resubmit the job.

ITKD512E
TOO MANY PARAMETERS WERE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The card contains more parameters-or commas indicating omitted parameters-than can be processed.

Action:

The job is terminated with CC=08.

Check and correct the number of parameters or commas in the displayed card, and then resubmit the job.

ITKD514E
IF SPECIFIED, # OF VOLUMES TO USE MUST BE 1 TO 255.
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Reason:

The maximum number of volumes that can be allocated to a dataset is 255, but the figure specified is outside the range 1
to 255.

Action:

The job is terminated with CC=08.

Specify a number of volumes in the range 1 to 255 or omit the parameter (to use the default of 1).

ITKD515I
ITKDYN OVERRIDES PROCESSING TERMINATED BECAUSE OF ERRORS SHOWN ABOVE.

Reason:

The job is allowed to proceed using the default work file allocation parameters.

ITKD516W
WORKFILE DYNALLOC OVERRIDES STORAGE OBTAIN FAILURE.

Reason:

Indicates insufficient allocated real storage > 16Mb, or virtual storage < 16Mb, to create ITKDYN overrides table.

ITKDYN processing terminates, but job is allowed to proceed using the default work file allocation parameters.

Action:

Increase region size.

NOTE
This problem is unlikely to happen.

ITKD517I
ITKDYN DYNAMIC ALLOCATION INFORMATION IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation information for work files was not available because the IDIPARM DD was unavailable, the ITKDYN
member was not found, or the IDIPARM DD is pointing at a sequential data set, not a PDS.

Action:

No action required. To dynamically allocate work files, create member ITKDYN in the PARMLIB PDS with the information
required to allocate the work files.

ITKD518I
ENVIRONMENT INITIALISATION FAILED. RC=rc

Reason:

The initialization of OUT/DEBUG environments failed with the specified return code (rc).

ITKD519E
DD KEY IS MISSING. RC=rc

Reason:
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Required parameters are missing.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify valid DD definitions in the JCL and resubmit the job.

ITKD520E
NO OVERRIDE PARAMETERS FOUND. RC=rc

Reason:

Required parameters are missing.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Specify valid DD definitions in the JCL and resubmit the job.

ITKD521I
PRODUCT= prod-code DD DDKEY=ddkey DBDNAME=dbdname DDNAME=ddname DDMASK=ddmask

Reason:

This message displays product parameters that are used for processing.

ITKD522I
PRODUCT= prod-code DSN DDKEY=ddkey DBD=dbdname DDNAME=ddname

Reason:

This message displays product parameters that are used for processing.

ITKD523I
UNIT= unit-name SPACE= space-type PRIM= prim-space SEC= sec-space #VOLS= max-volumes

Reason:

This message displays product parameters that are used for processing.

• unit-name
Identifies global unit esoteric name.

• space-type
Identifies space allocation type: CYL, TRK, or BLK.

• prim-space
Identifies primary space allocation.

• sec-space
Identifies secondary space allocation.

• max-volumes
Identifies the maximum number of volumes that can be used.

ITKD524I
... DSNMASK= dsnmask
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Reason:

This message displays DSN mask for preceding messages ITKD522I and ITKD523I.

ITKD600E
ERROR IN DBRC NOTIFY.xxx FUNCTION, RETURN CODE: yyyy.

Reason:

Logic error detected while registering the image copy.

• xxx
Identifies the type of the image copy.
– UIC

Indicates user image copy.
– IC

Indicates normal image copy.

Action:

Processing continues. Determine the reason why the data set failed to be registered and contact CA Support for
assistance.

To circumvent the error, do a manual DBRC NOTIFY.IC or NOTIFY.UIC of the image copy.

ITKD601I
NOTIFY.xxx SUCCESSFULLY ISSUED DONE FOR dbd,ddn  TIMESTAMP: timestamp, DSN: dsname

Reason:

Indicates the timestamp of the image copy registered to DBRC for a specific DBD (dbd) and ddname (ddn).

• xxx
Identifies the type of image copy.
– UIC

Indicates user image copy.
– IC

Indicates normal image copy.
• dbd

Identifies the DBD name.
• ddn

Identifies the ddname.
• timestamp

Specifies the timestamp in the following form:
DDMMMYYYYhh:mm:ss.t(hmiju)

– DD
Identifies the day of the month.

– MMM
Identifies the month (short month name).

– YYYY
Identifies the year.

– hh
Identifies the hours local time.

– mm
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Identifies the minutes local time.
– ss

Identifies the seconds local time.
– t

Identifies the tenth's of a second local time.
– hmiju

(Optional) Identifies microseconds.
• dsname

Identifies the data set name of the image copy.

ITKD602E
UNABLE TO LOCATE AREA FOR DDN: ddn

Reason:

Internal processing error.

• ddn
Identifies the database data set ddname.

Action:

The job terminates abnormally.Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD603E
INVALID STORE CLOCK VALUE

Reason:

Internal error converting timestamp.

Action:

The job terminates abnormally. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD604E
USER IMAGE COPY DATASET DSN NOT CATALOGED

Reason:

Unable to process snapshot image file.

Action:

Determine the reason why the data set failed to be cataloged and rerun the job.

ITKD605E
NO VOLSERS FOR IMAGE COPY dsname

Reason:

Unable to obtain volumes for image copy.

Action:

List the catalog to determine whether there are any volumes for the indicated data set. Correct the problem and rerun the
job.
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ITKD606W
NUMBER OF VOLSERS TRUNCATED FOR IMAGE COPY NOTIFICATION: dsname

Reason:

Unable to record all the volume serial numbers for the image copy. Because the snapshot data set is cataloged, you can
retrieve the data set characteristics by the data set name (dsname).

• dsname
Identifies the name of the image copy data set.

Action:

None.

ITKD607E
FLASH COPY DOES NOT RESIDE ON DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE

Reason:

The snapshot data set does not reside on a DASD. The name of the data set is indicated within the message.

Action:

The job terminates abnormally. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD608E
INTERNAL ERROR IN DBRC NOTIFY. R15=xxxx.

Reason:

Logic error detected during the composition of the DBRC NOTIFY command.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

To circumvent this error, do a manual DBRC NOTIFY.IC of the image copy.

ITKD609E
NO UNIT FOR IMAGE COPY dsname

Reason:

Unable to obtain the unit for image copy.

Action:

List the catalog to determine whether there is a DEVTYPE entry for the indicated data set. Correct the problem and rerun
the job.

ITKD701E
ERROR action DBD dbdname RC=rc

Reason:

The indicated action (action), such as LOADING, failed for the named DBD.
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Action:

Verify that the IMS DD points to the correct DBDLIB. If so, contact CA Support at http://ca.com/support.

ITKD702E
ERROR CONVERTING DBD "dbdname" RC=rc RSN=rsn

Reason:

The DBD could not be translated into a common format.

Action:

See the preceding messages for more information.

If the preceding messages are not enough help, contact CA Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

ITKD703E
UNABLE TO FIND SEGMENT segname IN DBD dbdname

Reason:

The named segment was not found in the DBD.

Action:

Ensure that the correct DBDLIB is specified on the IMS DDname.

ITKD704E
LOGIC ERROR IN MODULE ITKBLRT0.

Reason:

A logic error occurred when attempting to build the logical relationship table.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance and provide the DBDLIB and the DFSURCDS data set.

ITKD800I
DATAGRP SUMMARY:

Reason:

The DATAGRP summary is going to display.

ITKD801I
xxxxxxxx ------------- JOB: yyyyyyyy T:yy.ddd hh:mm:ss.ff

Reason:

This message contains basic information about a database group (DATAGRP).

• xxxxxxxx
Identifies the name of the DATAGRP.

• yyyyyyyy
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Identifies the name of the job that requested the DATAGRP activity.
• T:yy.ddd hh:mm:ss.ff

Identifies the timestamp of when the job was submitted for execution.

ITKD802I
DATABASE--DBR-STA--BMP-----#BMPs-#PAUS-#WAIT-#RESU-#WARN

Reason:

This message shows a group header to explain the information displayed in the message ITKD803I.

ITKD803I
aaa bbb ccc ddd eeed ffff gggg hhhh iiii

Reason:

This message displays the status of active pause requests for a database in a database group (DATAGRP).

• aaa
Identifies the name of the database associated with the DATAGRP.

• bbb
Indicates the status of the stop (/DBR) database request using one of the following values:
– NA -- Database not opened, no /DBR operation attempted.
– ABD -- Operation abandoned because of previous error.
– ERR -- Error or failure. See preceding messages in the STC log.
– OK -- /DBR operation successfully executed.
– PGS -- /DBR operation in progress.
– ??? -- An invalid condition detected, contact CA Support.

• ccc
Indicates the status of the start (/STA) database operation at the time the display is requested using one of the
following values:
– NA -- /STA operation not attempted. The database is still in paused mode (/DBRed).
– ABD -- Operation abandoned because of previous error.
– ERR -- Error or failure. See preceding messages in the STC log.
– OK -- /STA operation successfully completed.
– PGS -- /STA operation in progress.
– ??? -- An invalid condition detected, contact CA Support.

• ddd
Indicates the status of the BMPs associated with the database using one of the following values:
– NO BMPs -- No BMPs referencing the database.
– PAUS ERR -- Error detected during a pause operation. See preceding messages.
– PAUSED -- All BMPs associated with this database were paused successfully.
– WAITSYNC -- Waiting for one or more sync points.
– ?????? -- An invalid condition detected, contact CA Support.

• eeee
Identifies the number of BMPs associated with the database.

• ffff
Identifies the number of paused BMPs associated with the database.

• gggg
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Identifies the number of BMPs associated with the database that have not reached a sync point or checkpoint.
• hhhh

Identifies the number of resumed BMPs associated with the database.
• iiii

Identifies the number of BMPs associated with the database on which one or more error conditions were detected. See
preceding messages in the STC JESMSG log.

ITKD804I
IMS--BMPREGN--PSBNAME--CHKPTID--DATABASE-JOBNAME--STATUS

Reason:

This message shows a group header to explain the information displayed in the message ITKD805I.

ITKD805I
aaaa bbbbbbbb cccccccc dddddddd eeeeeeee ffffffff gggggggggg

Reason:

This message displays the status of BMPs associated with the database when displaying the status of active pause
requests for a database group.

• aaaa
Identifies the name of the IMS system.

• bbbbbbbb
Identifies the job name of the BMP region.

• cccccccc
Identifies the PSB name in the BMP region.

• dddddddd
Identifies the checkpoint ID of the program. When SYNC calls are used instead of CHKPT calls, the message shows
the number of DL/I calls that the BMP has executed up to this moment.

• eeeeeeee
Identifies the name of the database to be stopped.

• ffffffff
Identifies the name of the job step that initiated the pause or /DBR request.

• gggggggggg
Indicates the status of the pause request using one of the following values:
– PAUSED -- BMP successfully paused.
– WAITING -- Awaiting checkpoint or sync point.

ITKD808E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR SP 252

Reason:

There is no free storage for the data required to display information about DATAGRPs.

Action:

Increase the amount of storage available for the HPO STC.
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ITKD810I
NO DATAGRPs ENQUEUED

Reason:

There are no DATAGRPs to display.

ITKD811E
BAD BMPMDA CONTROL BLOCK $$$$$$$$

Reason:

An invalid control structure has been detected at a given address.

Action:

Recycle the HPO STC. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD901E
ERROR CALLING DBRC INTERFACE.

Reason:

The call to the DBRC interface failed with a return code of 12.

Action:

Review other messages in the step output report, such as DBOMSGS. Verify that RECON data sets are valid.

ITKD902E
DDIR NOT FOUND FOR DBD xxxxxxxx.

Reason:

The master DDIR is missing or not found. The return code is 12.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD903E
NO DDNAME FOUND BY DBRC.

Reason:

The call to DBRC did not return any ddnames. The return code is 12.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKD904E
IDIDDIR0 LOGIC ERROR IN IDIDDIR0 REASON CODE rc.

Reason:

An internal logic error detected.
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• rc
Indicates the error condition relating to an invalid DSID or invalid DCB# that DBRC passed. Valid values are 1 or 2.

Action:

Save the job output and contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKE001E
INVALID PARMLIST FOR MAP

Reason:

Incorrect parameter list passed to ITKDSM00.

Action:

This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKE002E
GETMAIN FOR PDS BUFFERS FAILED, RC=return_code

Reason:

A GETMAIN request failed.

Action:

Increase the region size and resubmit the job.

ITKE003E
GETMAIN FOR USER SMRB FAILED, RC=return_code

Reason:

A GETMAIN request failed.

Action:

Increase the region size and resubmit the job.

ITKE004E
PDS MEMBER "member_name" NOT FOUND IN DSNAME "dsn"

Reason:

IMS Information Repository could not find the specified PDS member ("member_name").

Reason:

Verify that the member exists in the specified data set.

ITKE005E
READ FAILED FOR ACB "acb_name" - DDNAME "ddname" NOT OPENED

Reason:

The specified ddname ("ddname") was not opened before ITKDSM00 processing started.

Action:
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This is an internal error. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKE006E
FIND FAILED FOR DDNAME "ddname", MEMBER="member_name",RETURN CODE="x", REASON CODE="x"

Reason:

The FIND macro has failed for the specified member ("member_name").

Action:

Verify that all data sets in the ddname concatenation are PDS or PDSE.

To determine the problem, see the FIND macro return and reason codes in the IBM z/OS DFSMS Macro Instructions for
Data Sets. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

ITKE101E
LOAD FAILURE, MODULE modname LIBRARY ddname Sabe RSN=rsn

Reason:

The attempt to load the module into storage failed.

Action:

Look up the abend code (Sabe) and reason code (rsn) in the IBM z/OS MVS System Codes to determine why the failure
occurred and correct the error. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

ITKE102E
UNABLE TO OPEN ddname

Reason:

The attempt to open the specified DD (ddname) failed.

Action:

Verify that the DD is provided in the JCL and is pointing to the IMS RESLIB.

ITKE103E
IDENTIFY FAILURE FOR progname, R15=xx

Reason:

An unexpected internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance and provide the job output.

ITKE104E
BLDL FAILURE, MODULE modname LIBRARY ddname RC=rc RSN=rsn

Reason:

The PDS directory lookup failed for the module (modname).

Action:
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Look up the return code and reason code in the IBM DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data Sets guide to determine why the
failure occurred and correct the error. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

ITKE201E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE=nnn WAS PASSED TO ITKMMFI0.

Reason:

The specified function code is invalid.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKE202E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE WAS PASSED TO MODULE ITKMMFI0

Reason:

The function code was invalid.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKE203W
MODULE ITKMMG00 COULD NOT BE LOADED. CHECK STEPLIB AND/OR REGION SIZE. RETURN CODE=rc,
REASON CODE=rsn

Reason:

An error occurred while loading the ITKMMG00 module. The executed z/OS macro LOAD failed with specified return and
reason code.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Verify the STEPLIB concatenation, the APF authorization, and verify or increase the region size. Resubmit the job.

ITKE204E
THE @MMGR CONTAINS AN INVALID POINTER TO THE DSA.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKE205E
MEDIA MANAGER ERROR HAS OCCURRED. DDN=ddname, DSN=dsname  MM RETURN CODE=mmrc, MM
REASON CODE=mmrsn  FUNCTION=error-type, RETURN CODE=rc.

Reason:

The operation specified in the FUNCTION section of the message failed with the documented return and reason codes.
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Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKE206E
AN INVALID POINTER TO THE CDA WAS PASSED BY THECALLING MODULE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKE207E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR THE DSA. TRY LARGERREGION SIZE.

Reason:

This message indicates an insufficient storage below the line for the GETMAIN request.

Action:

Rerun the job with a larger region size. The caller of EXCP services can continue using an alternative method.

See the log for related messages and correct the problem. If the problem persists, contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKE208E
INVALID @MMGR CONTROL BLOCK PASSED TO THE MODULE=ITKMMFI0. @MMGR EYECATCHER IS INVALID.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKE301I
CPU/zIIP processor utilization summary

Reason:

This message introduces the processor utilization summary.

ITKE302I
SRB time as pct of total:    nn% 

Reason:

Indicates the percentage (nn%) of total CPU time that was incurred in SRB mode. CPU time refers to the total GCP plus
zIIP time.

ITKE303I
zIIP time as a pct of SRB:   nn% 
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Reason:

Indicates the percentage of total SRB time that was incurred running on a zIIP processor.

ITKE310I
Total CPU used:   hh:mm:ss.hh

Reason:

Indicates the total CPU time used. Total CPU represents a sum of all GCP processors plus all zIIP processors.

ITKE311I
Total TCB CPU used:   hh:mm:ss.hh

Reason:

Indicates the total amount of CPU time that is used while running in task mode. All task mode processing runs on a GCP.
zIIP processors do not run task mode programs.

ITKE312I
Total SRB CPU used:   hh:mm:ss.hh

Reason:

Indicates the total amount of CPU time that is used while running in SRB mode. SRB mode execution can occur on zIIP
processors and GCP processors.

ITKE313I
CPU zIIP on zIIP:   hh:mm:ss.hh

Reason:

Indicates the time that zIIP-enabled programs ran on a zIIP processor. In this message, the zIIP time is normalized to the
equivalent time it would take to run on a normal CP.

Action:

None.

ITKE314I
CPU zIIP on CP:   hh:mm:ss.hh

Reason:

Indicates the time that zIIP-enabled programs ran on a GCP processor.

ITKE315I
CPU zIIP eligible total:   hh:mm:ss.hh

Reason:

Provides the sum of the CPU times that are given in ITKE313I and ITKE314I.
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ITKE316I
zIIP on CP percentage:    nn%

Reason:

Indicates the percentage of  zIIP-enabled programs that were run on GCP-processor time out of total zIIP-enabled
program CPU time. 

Action:

To benefit from lowering cost by offloading workload to zIIP processors, try to minimize this percentage number. To help
you to do so, manage the IIPHONORPRIORITY settings in z/OS MVS parmlib member IEAOPTxx.

ITKE401I
zIIP enablement / initialization complete.

Reason:

zIIP processing was explicitly or implicitly requested for the current function. zIIP initialization has completed.

ITKE402I
zIIP processing is disabled.

Reason:

zIIP processing was explicitly or implicitly disabled for the current function or data set group (DSG).

NOTE
zIIP processing is disabled in the following situations:

• ZIIP=YES is not specified on the function control statement.
• No zIIP processors are available in the configuration.
• The requesting program is not APF-authorized.
• zIIP processing is not beneficial for the current DSG.

ITKE403E
zIIP management error occurred in function: fcname

Reason:

An error was encountered while performing the specified zIIP function (fcname).

Action:

See the diagnostic messages ITKE404E and ITKE405E.

ITKE404E
ZBB function returned RC: rc RSN: rsn INFO: info

Reason:

This message provides return code (rc), reason code (rsn), and info code (info) for the message ITKE403E.

Action:

Identify the reason of the error using the provided codes, fix the error, and rerun the job.
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ITKE405E
@ZE function returned RC: rc RSN: rsn INFO: info

Reason:

This message provides return code (rc), reason code (rsn), and info code (info) for the message ITKE403E.

Action:

Identify the reason of the error using the provided codes, fix the error, and rerun the job.

ITKE406W
zIIP processing requires APF authorization.

Reason:

The program that requested a zIIP service is not APF-authorized.

Action:

APF-authorize the program that requests a zIIP service and rerun the job.

ITKE407E
zIIP Blackbox LOAD has failed.

Reason:

The CA zIIP Blackbox load module could not be loaded; zIIP services cannot be enabled.

Action:

Verify that the CA Common Services load library is accessible. If it is not, download and install the current release and
maintenance for CA Common Services. Otherwise resubmit with ZIIP=NO to run the job without using zIIP services.

ITKE501E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR BMP RECORD PROCESSING. IMODULE RC = rc.

Reason:

Unable to obtain storage for the buffer router interface using an IMODULE GETSTOR.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKE502E
UNABLE TO FREE STORAGE FOR BMP RECORD PROCESSING. IMODULE RC = rc.

Reason:

Unable to free storage for the buffer router interface using an IMODULE FREESTOR.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITKE503E
PST NUMBER IS OUT OF RANGE.

Reason:

The Partition Specification Table (PST) entry that is associated with the buffer router interface control block exceeds the
maximum value allowed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKE504E
BUFFER INTERFACE NOT INSTALL IN IMS SYSTEM imsid.

Reason:

The IMS system (imsid) was not brought up with the current CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS load
library. The IMS system does not contain the interface for FFOR to operate.

Action:

To activate the needed interface, restart the IMS system using the current CA Database Management Solutions for IMS
for z/OS load library.

ITKE700I
ITKACBC0 INITIALIZATION SUCCESSFUL.

Reason:

The Rapid Application Control Block Generator processing is in effect. Initialization successful.

ITKE701I
ITKACBC0 TERMINATION SUCCESSFUL.

Reason:

The Rapid Application Control Block Generator processing has successfully terminated.

ITKE702I
STEPLIB NOT APF AUTHORIZED - IMPROVED PROCESSING DISABLED.

Reason:

The Rapid Application Control Block Generator processing cannot be used. A standard ACBGEN is in effect.

ITKE703W
UNSUPPORTED VERSION OF DBD

Reason:

The Rapid Application Control Block Generator cannot process this version of DBD.
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ITKE704I
ABEND OCCURED - TURNING OFF SVC SCREENING

Reason:

The Rapid Application Control Block Generator SVC screening has been turned off.

ITKE707I
ITKACBCO SVC SCREENING CONFLICT

Reason:

Possible conflict with another product or z/OS release.

Action:

Contact CA Support.

 

ITKE708I
ITKACBC0 SVC SCREENING CORRUPTED

Reason:

Possible conflict with another product or z/OS release.

Action:

Contact CA Support

ITKF000I
PSEUDO ULU REGION INITIALIZATION COMPLETE FO DATABASE dbname

Reason:

The pseudo ULU region initialization has successfully completed the initialization for the indicated database (dbname).

ITKF001I
PSEUDO ULU REGION RTM CLEANUP (EOT) COMPLETED FOR DATABASE dbname

Reason:

The pseudo ULU region termination and cleanup have successfully completed initialization for the indicated database
(dbname).

ITKF003E
PSEUDO ULU REGION (nnn) failed for database (dbname), reason (rc)

Reason:

An abend occurred during the initialization or termination of the region (nnn) for the specified database (dbname). The
reason code (rc) indicates a user abend or system abend.

Action:
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If region initialization failed, the job cannot continue. If the step failed in the termination phase the job step execution is
successful, but need to be reported.

Save the job output and contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKF004E
PSEUDO ULU REGION INITIALIZATION FAILED FOR DATABASE dbname WITH REASON CODE.

Reason:

An internal logic error detected. The database name (dbname) and reason code is appended to the message.

Action:

Save the job output and contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKF005I
ITKSVCE0 LOADED AT LOCATION: xxx

Reason:

The SVC subsystem screening initialization completed successfully.

• xxx
Identifies the entry point address of the SVC routine.

ITKF006I
ITKSVCE0 CLEANUP (EOT) COMPLETED

Reason:

The SVC subsystem screening is disengaged during the termination of pseudo-ULU region cleanup.

ITKF007E
SVC SERVICE FAIL FOR MEMBER: member-name. error-description

Reason:

The SVC subsystem screening routine encountered a logical error while loading secondary or sparse index routines.

• member-name
Identifies the failing member.

• error-description
Indicates the type of the error.

Action:

The job step terminates abnormally with a return code of 8.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKF008E
SVC SERVICE FAIL FOR MEMBER: member-name. error-description

Reason:

The SVC subsystem screening routine encountered a logical error while loading secondary or sparse index routines.
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• member-name
Identifies the failing member.

• error-description
Indicates the type of the error.

Action:

The job step terminates abnormally with a return code of 8.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKF100E
No User ID passed to exit.

Reason:

The ITKCXT security exit did not receive a userid to validate Datacom/AD Server access.

Action:

Ensure that the userId to connect to the Datacom/AD Server is defined.

ITKF101I
Login successful. UserId : <userid>

Reason:

Login to the Datacom/AD Server was successful. The user name is <userid>.

Action:

None.

ITKF102E
Login fail. UserId : <userid>.

Reason:

Login to the Datacom/AD Server failed. The user name is <userid>.

Followed up by ITKF104E.

Action:

Check the return code in ITKF104E to determine the appropriate action

ITKF103W
ACEE delete fail

Reason:

SAF/RACF structures that were created for logging could not be deleted.

Followed up by ITKF104E.

Action:

Check the return code in ITKF104E to determine the appropriate action.
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ITKF104E
SAF RC = <saf rc>, RACF RC=<racf rc>, RACF Reason=<racf rs>

Reason:

An SAF/RACF failure was encountered. The return/reason codes from these services are duplicated.

Action:

Check the return codes from SAF and RACF to determine the appropriate action

ITKF201I
EMPTY CLUSTER INITIALIZED

Reason:

An empty VSAM database dataset was primed.

Action:

Information only, no action required.

ITKF202E
FAILED TO INITIALIZE EMPTY CLUSTER

Reason:

An empty VSAM dataset database could not be primed.

Action:

For the appropriate action, review the VSAM macro messages in DBAMSGS.

ITKF501E
Resource xxxxxxxx not found in "name" (IMS Library, DBD Library, PSB Library, IMS Catalog)

Reason:

The specified DBD or PSB was not found in the IMS Library, DBDLIB, PSBLIB, or IMS Catalog.

Action:

Specify the correct IMS Library, DBDLIB, PSBLIB, or IMS Catalog for the DBD or PSB. Resubmit the job.

ITKF502I
IMS Catalog connection established. BSDS=dsname

Reason:

IMS Catalog defined in the specified boot strap data set (BSDS) has been opened and will be used for loading resources.

Action:

None.

ITKF504I
IMS Catalog enabled for loading.
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Reason:

IMS Catalog has been enabled for this run. All requested resources will be loaded as a PSB or DBD from the IMS
Catalog.

Action:

None.

ITKF505W
Freeing of resource "name" failed.

Reason:

Application was not able to free memory obtained within the loaded resource.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

ITKF506E
Unable to load IMS Catalog API.

Reason:

IMS Catalog API (DFS3CATQ) has not been loaded.

Action:

Check your STEPLIB concatenation.

If the STEPLIB concatenation contains a valid SDFSRESL data set for IMS release 14 or 15, ensure that your SDFSRESL
contains a DFS3CATQ module.

ITKF507E
Unable to open connection to IMS Catalog for DFS3CATQ RC=rc.

Reason:

Unable to open IMS Catalog for reason defined by DFS3CATQ return code for OPEN call.

Action:

Consult IBM documentation for DFS3CATQ macro OPEN call return codes.

ITKF508E
Unable to terminate IMS Catalog API for DFS3CATQ RC=rc.

Reason:

Unable to close IMS Catalog for reason defined by DFS3CATQ return code for CLOSE call.

Action:

Consult IBM documentation for DFS3CATQ macro CLOSE call return codes.

ITKF509E
Custom user-provided DBDLIB is not supported with catalog.
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Reason:

User-defined custom DBDLIB is not supported when you are running with the IMS Catalog.

Action:

Replace user-defined DBDLIB with standard IMS DBDLIB.

ITKF510E
Different resource repository detected.

Reason:

Unable to run multiple functions in one SYSIN using different DBD/PSB sources.

For example, you cannot use one function with the IMS Catalog and another function with the DBDLIB.

Action:

Use separate Job steps for different DBD/PSB sources.

ITKF511E
Unable to get BSDS dsname from DBRC.

Reason:

The service has not been able to get boot strap datat set (BSDS) dsname from DBRC.

This message is accompanied by ITKF512E which describes the DBRC error.

Action:

Check message ITKF512E for more details about the DBRC error.

ITKF512E
Internal error: "message-text"

Reason:

The internal error described in the message text has occurred.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

ITKF513I
IMS Catalog connection closed.

Reason:

IMS Catalog has been closed.

Action:

None.

ITKF514E
Unable to load PROCLIB member xxxxxxxx.
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Reason:

Unable to load specified IMS DFSDF PROCLIB member.

Action:

Ensure that your PROCLIB data set contains the specified member.

ITKF515E
Unable to locate PROCLIB DD name.

Reason:

No PROCLIB DDNAME has been allocated in the JCL.

Action:

Check your JCL to ensure that the PROCLIB DDNAME is present, and pointing to the correct PROCLIB data set.

ITKF516E
Missing or incomplete CATALOG SECTION.

Reason:

The IMS DFSDF PROCLIB member has been read, but the IMS CATALOG section is missing or incomplete.

Action:

Check your IMS PROCLIB member to ensure that the IMS CATALOG section is present and valid.

ITKF517E
Invalid IMS Catalog information.

Reason:

IMS Catalog exit DFS3CDX0 returned a non-zero return code.

Action:

Check you DFS3CDX0 user exit and correct the error causing the non-zero return code.

ITKF518I
IMS managed ACBs are disabled in DFS3CDX0 user exit.

Reason:

IMS user exit DFS3CDX0 was used, but IMS-managed ACBs are disabled.

DBDLIBs, PSBLIBs, and ACBLIBs will be used.

Action:

None required.

ITKF519I
IMS managed ACBs are disabled in DFSDF PROCLIB member.

Reason:
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The IMS DFSDF PROCLIB member was used, but IMS-managed ACBs are disabled.

DBDLIBs, PSBLIBs, and ACBLIBs will be used.

Action:

None required.

ITKF520E
Unable to load DBRC Server.

Reason:

Unable to load DBRC server modules.

Action:

Check your STEPLIB concatenation.

Ensure that your STEPLIB concatenation contains CIMTLOAD with DBRC server modules.

ITKF521E
BSDS HLQ FOR IMS CATALOG DATABASE "name" HAS NOT BEEN FOUND IN DBRC.

Reason:

Unable to find the boot strap data set (BSDS) high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the specifed database "name" in the Recon
data sets.

Action:

Check your Recon data sets.

Ensure that your IMS Catalog is registered in your Recon data sets.

ITKF701E
UNABLE TO FIND SSCVT ANCHOR

Reason:

The system cannot locate the SSCVT anchor block that was created during IPL time.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKF702E
UNABLE TO FIND SSCVT ENTRY

Reason:

The SSCVT could not be found for the specified IMS (for example, the IMSID= parameter in HPOCTRL). This error
typically means that the requested IMS is inactive.

Action:

Start the specified IMS system or correct the IMS ID specification.
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ITKF703E
UNABLE TO FIND SSCVT EXTENSION

Reason:

The extension of SSCVT for the specified IMS system was not found. The IMS SSCVT does not appear to be built
correctly.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKF704E
UNABLE TO FIND DUMP SSCVT

Reason:

The dump SSCVT for the specified IMS system was not found. The IMS SSCVT does not appear to be built correctly.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKF705E
UNABLE TO FIND IMS SCD

Reason:

The system contents directory (SCD) for the specified IMS system was not found.

Action:

Verify the specified IMSID in parameters. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKF706E
IMS SSCVT FOUND FOR INACTIVE IMS

Reason:

System found an inactive SSCVT when active was expected.

Action:

Verify that the IMS being up is on the same CPU where the job is running. If the error persists, contact CA Support for
assistance.

ITKG000W
DBRC UNAUTH REQUEST FAILED FOR DATABASE dbname DDNAME ddname SSID ssid RETURN CODE rc

Reason:

A request to UNAUTHORIZE the identified database data set (dbname,ddname) from the job step (ssid) failed.

• rc
Indicates the reason of the failure.

Action:
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The utility function completes normally. The database remains authorized to the indicated job step until it is released at job
step termination.

Save the job output and contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKG001I
DATA BASE dbname, DD NAME ddname UNAUTHORIZED FROM SSID ssid

This message is informational. No action is needed.

ITKG002W
UNAUTH REQUEST INVALID FOR DATABASE dbname, DDNAME ddname FOR SSID ssid

Reason:

A request to UNAUTHORIZE a data base data set (dbname, ddname) for the specified job step (ssid) failed.

Action:

The utility function completes normally. The database remains authorized to the indicated job step (SSID) until it is
released at the job step termination.

Save the job output and contact CA Support for assistance.

ITKH000E
BMCSIU COMPATIBILITY MODE MUST BE APF AUTHORIZED.

Reason:

To execute PGM=BMCSIU in compatibility mode, it must be APF-authorized.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=8.

ITKO000W
VERIFICATION OF ITKOPTN0 FAILED. RE-BUILD THE MODULE ITKOPTN0.

Reason:

The validation of ITKOPTN0 version failed. The version of the ITKOPTN0 module does not match the version that is
required by product logic.

Action:

Rebuild the ITKOPTN0 module from the current members in the sample library (hlq.CIMTSAMP).

ITKO001I
ACTIVE OPTION(S) FOUND: xxxxxxx

Reason:

This message displays options that are active for this execution.

ITK7901I
PAUSE  CLEANUP UTILITY - RUN: yyyymmdd hhmmsss (bbbbbbbb)
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• bbbbbbbb
Indicates the address of the PAUSE control block.

Reason:

This is an informational message that indicates the date and time the STC started. Due to failure of the STC, the batch
resume utility will resume paused BMP regions.

Action:

None

ITK7902I
RESETTING IMS PAUSED REGIONS

Reason:

This is an informational message that indicates all basic verification procedures have been completed in order to proceed
with the batch resume process.

ITK7903I
PAUSE CLEANUP TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

Reason:

This is an informational message that indicates the batch resume utility has completed successfully.

ITK7906E
IMS RELEASE NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

This version of the ITKBMP90 batch resume utility does not support the IMS version and release number.

Action:

The batch resume utility terminates abnormally. Correct the value of the first parameter of the IMS region and resubmit the
batch resume utility. If the IMS ID is correct, contact CA support for assistance.

ITK7907I
MDA EYECATCHER INVALID

Reason:

This message indicates that the batch resume utility will not attempt to resume paused regions via Phase 1 processing,
but instead continues with Phase 2 processing.

ITK7909E
INVALID OR MISSING IMSID PARAMETER

Reason:

The IMS ID parameter in the EXEC statement is missing or invalid.

Action:

Specify the name of the IMS ID followed by the STC name in the EXEC statement and resubmit.
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For example:

EXEC PGM=ITKBMP90,PARM='IMSD,ITK0'

ITK7910E
ITKBMP90 ISSUED A RETRY ATTEMPT FROM ABEND Uxxx Syyy:

Reason:

ITKBMP90 intercepted a user or system ABEND and is attempting to resume from the point of failure.

• Uxxx
Indicates the user ABEND code.

• S  yyy
Indicates the system ABEND code.

Action:

This is an informational message. If the batch resume utility is unable to complete Phase 1 processing, it will attempt
Phase 2 processing. Contact CA support for assistance.

ITK7911E
UNABLE TO LOCATE THE NAME TOKEN

Reason:

ITKBMP90 is unable to locate the name token blocks used by the ITK STC.

Action:

The batch resume utility terminates abnormally and is unable to execute. Verify that the correct STC name is specified in
the second parameter of the EXEC statement.

For example:

EXEC PGM=ITKBMP90,PARM='IMSD,ITK0'

Correct the STC name if necessary and resubmit.

If the second parameter is correctly specified and ITKBMP90 is unable to perform cleanup, BMP regions must be
manually stopped and restarted with a COLD start of the STC. Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITK7912A
aaaa ACTIVE, ENTER "Y" TO CONTINUE, "N" TO ABORT

Reason:

The batch resume utility requires the STC to be in the shutdown state before the utility can be executed.

• aaaa
Indicates the name of the ITK STC as specified in the STC SSID  name. 

Action:
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If the STC has abended and is inoperable, enter Y to continue or enter N to abort the batch resume utility execution. If Y is
entered, Phase 1 processing is bypassed and processing continues with Phase 2.

ITK6912E
PHASE 2 RETRY ROUTINE FAILED DUE TO ABEND: Uaaa Sbbb

Reason:

The batch resume utility terminated abnormally. The ESTAE routine failed during Phase 2 processing.

• U  aaa
Indicates the user ABEND code.

• S  bbb
Indicates the system ABEND code.

Action:

Issue the /DIS A command to determine if there are active regions to be resumed.

If so, issue a /STO REG ABDUMP followed by a /STO REGION CANCEL command to cancel the indicated region(s).
After the region is cancelled, restart the BMP from the checkpoint values indicated in message ITK7607I.

ITK7905E
IMS CTL REGION NOT FOUND FOR IMS ID aaaa:

Reason:

The value of the first parameter on the EXEC statement does not correspond to any IMS system associated with the ITK
STC.

• aaaa
Indicates the name of the IMS system specified on the EXEC parameter.

Action:

The batch resume utility terminates abnormally. Correct the value of the first parameter of the IMS region and resubmit the
batch resume utility.
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ITL Messages
ITL messages are generated from the CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS common components.

ITL0000I
DFSRRC00 FINISHED WITH status=code

Reason:

Displays status information as follows for DFSRRC00 processing:

• status
Indicates whether the application program ended normally (RTN CODE) or abended (ABEND CC).

• code
Specifies the return code assigned.

• 0 to 4095
Indicates the normal end.

• Shhh
Indicates the system abend.

• Udddd
Indicates the user abend (usually from IMS).

• 0 to 4095
Indicates the normal end.

• Shhh
Indicates the system abend.

• Udddd
Indicates the user abend (usually from IMS).

Action:

BLT will leave the execution record in the OLE if an abend occurred. If a user abend occurred, look up the user abend
code in the IMS manuals to determine why DLIBATCH failed. Run backout as needed. If you recover the databases in
question, you might need to manually delete any remaining execution records in the OLE.

ITL0001E
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR SUBCODE = X

Reason:

A logic error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL0002I
DBRC STATUS PRECLUDES CONTINUED PROCESSING.

Reason:

The database status indicates that the application program would fail if it were to execute. Previous messages detail
which database status. An execution record with a matching PSB does not exist in the OLE.
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Action:

Recover the named databases or perform image copies as indicated in preceding messages. Resubmit the job after all
backouts have been performed and/or databases have been recovered.

ITL0003E
BACKOUT IS NEEDED FOR PSB CHECKPOINT ID: chkptid-timestamp

Reason:

The database status indicates that the application program would fail if it were to execute. Previous messages detail the
database status. There is an execution record in the OLE with a matching PSB name.

Action:

Run backout using the logs from the abended execution. The message indicates the last checkpoint id and timestamp,
although that may not be the point to which you want to back out the application program changes. Resubmit the job after
all backouts have been performed and/or databases have been recovered. If you recover databases, you might need to
manually delete any remaining execution records in the OLE.

ITL0004I
UNABLE TO INVOKE DFSRRC00. CHECK JCL.

Reason:

The batch log tracker was unable to invoke the real DFSRRC00.

Action:

Ensure that the DFSRESLB DD points to the IMS SDFSRESL. Resubmit the job.

ITL0005E
PREVIOUS EXECUTION RECORD EXISTS FOR PSB psbname JOB jobname IMSID imsid CCODE code

Reason:

A previous execution record was found in the OLE but because the DLIBATCH parameters specified DBRC N, DBRC
could not be queried as to the actual status of the databases.

Action:

Run backout using the logs from the abended execution. Resubmit the job after all backouts have been performed
and/or databases have been recovered and the execution record has been manually deleted from the OLE using the
LTEXECDELETE command.

ITL0006E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE OLE.

Reason:

BLT was unable to open the OLE KSDS.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.
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ITL0007E
UNABLE TO LOAD PSB psbname

Reason:

BLT was unable to find the PSB named in the DLIBATCH parms in the IMS DD.

Action:

Correct the IMS DD specification and resubmit the job.

ITL0008I
UNABLE TO CONTINUE, BLT MUST USER ABEND code

Reason:

Error conditions exist that will prevent BLT from starting the application program.

Action:

Respond to the messages which precede this message.

ITL0009I
PSB DOES NOT UPDATE ANY NON-GSAM DATABASES.

Reason:

The PSB being used does not indicate update mode on any non-GSAM databases.

Action:

No action is required since BLT does not need to monitor the application program. Control will be passed to the real
DFSRRC00.

ITL0011W
UNABLE TO what THE EXECUTION RECORD.

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to read, insert, update, or delete the execution record in the OLE.

Action:

Processing continues. However, the execution record was probably not deleted. Delete the execution record manually
using the LTEXECDELETE function.

ITL0012I
MATCHING EXECUTION RECORD WILL BE REPLACED, TIMESTAMP: chkptid-timestamp

Reason:

The current step seems to be a re-run of a previously abended step, since an exactly matching execution record was
found (same PSB, jobname, and IMS id).

Action:
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No compelling reason was found to not run the application (like database status). BLT assumes that all previously-existing
problems have been fixed, but that the execution record was not manually deleted. BLT replaces the existing record with
one for the current step. If the application program does not abend, the execution record will then be deleted.

ITL0014E
PRIMARY LOG (IEFRDER) NOT ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The primary log file was not allocated. The LOGEXCHANGE value was not N. This error occurs when the dynamic
allocation model record is missing or there is a problem allocating the log file. If the log file was not allocated, a message
preceding this one should identify the problem.

Action:

Correct the dynamic allocation model record or add the primary log allocation to the JCL. Resubmit the job.

ITL0015W
EXECUTION PROCEEDING WITH DUMMY LOGS DESPITE THE FACT THAT PSB psbname INDICATES UPDATES
WILL OCCUR.

Reason:

There is no primary log file allocated in the JCL, but since the LOGEXCHANGE value is N, BLT cannot try to allocate the
log file.

Action:

Use a different LOGEXCHANGE value if you want BLT to perform the dynamic allocation of the log files or add the
primary log allocation to the JCL. Resubmit the job.

ITL0016I
EXECUTION RECORD CREATED

Reason:

An execution record was created before the DLI batch processing started. The execution record will be stored in the OLE
data set. If the batch process ends successfully, the execution record will be deleted, otherwise it will be updated.

Action:

No action required.

ITL0100I
START OF THE BATCH LOG TRACKER

Reason:

Indicates the start of BLT processing.

ITL0103E
UNABLE TO OPEN MESSAGE FILE ddname

Reason:

This message is issued as a WTO if BLT is unable to open the messages file.
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Action:

Look for system messages indicating what the problem was with opening the file. Fix those problems and resubmit the
job.

ITL0104E
UNABLE TO LOAD ITLTRACK MODULE.

Reason:

A logic error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL0203E
UNABLE TO OPEN REPORTS FILE rptsdd

Reason:

This message is issued if BLT is unable to open the reports file.

Action:

Look for system messages that describe the problem opening the file. Fix those problems before rerunning the job. No
reports will be generated for this run of the job.

ITL0301E
group - EXPDT AND RETPD ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

Reason:

Both the EXPDT and RETPD dynamic allocation parameters were specified.

Action:

Delete one of the parameters. The containing keyword statement (MODEL, IEFRDER or IEFRDER2) is shown in the
message.

ITL0302E
group - EXPDT VALUE IS INVALID: xpdspec

Reason:

The expiration date specified is not in yyddd or yyyy/ddd format.

Action:

Change the specification to the appropriate format. The containing keyword statement (MODEL, IEFRDER or IEFRDER2)
is shown in the message.

ITL0303E
group - EXPDT DAY VALUE IS OUT OF RANGE: xpdspec

Reason:

The day specified in the expiration date is not in the range 0 to 366.
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Action:

Change the day specification. The containing keyword statement (MODEL, IEFRDER or IEFRDER2) is shown in the
message.

ITL0304E
group - SPACE UNIT QUALIFIER IS INVALID: spacey

Reason:

The SPACE unit qualifier was not TRK, CYL, or a number.

Action:

Correct the specification. The containing keyword statement (MODEL, IEFRDER or IEFRDER2) is shown in the message.

ITL0306E
group - TRTCH IS INVALID: tchniq

Reason:

The tape recording technique was not COMP or NOCOMP.

Action:

Correct the specification. The containing keyword statement (MODEL, IEFRDER or IEFRDER2) is shown in the message.

ITL0400E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE LOGEXCHANGE KEYWORD - MUST BE "NO", "YES", "DBRC", OR
"UPDATE".

Reason:

The LOGEXCHANGE specification is invalid.

Action:

Correct the LOGEXCHANGE specification in the dynamic allocation model record or the control statements. Resubmit the
job.

ITL0500I
BATCH BACKOUT FINISHED WITH status=code

Reason:

Displays status information as follows for batch backout processing:

• status
Indicates whether the application program ended normally (RTN CODE) or abended (ABEND CC).

• code
Specifies the return code assigned.

• 0 to 4095
Normal end.

• Shhh
System abend.

• Udddd
User abend (usually from IMS).
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Action:

If the result was anything other than RTN CODE=0, look up the return code or user abend in the IMS manuals to
determine why backout failed. Rerun backout if needed. If you recover the databases in question, you may need to
manually delete any remaining execution records in the OLE.

ITL0501I
ATTEMPTING TO MONITOR BATCH BACKOUT FOR PSB NAME psb  AND LOG DATA SET NAME dsn

Reason:

When the IMS batch backout process is invoked through DFSBBO00, the Batch Log Tracker checks that the PSB name
and Log Data Set name match the information in the execution record.

Action:

No action required.

ITL0504I
UNABLE TO INVOKE DFSRRC00. CHECK JCL.

Reason:

The batch log tracker was unable to invoke the real DFSRRC00.

Action:

Ensure that the DFSRESLB DD points to the IMS SDFSRESL. Resubmit the job.

ITL0506E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE OLE.

Reason:

BLT was unable to open the OLE KSDS.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL0507I
BATCH BACKOUT WILL NOT BE MONITORED.

Reason:

This informational message is issued before BLT passes control to the real DFSRRC00.

Action:

Messages will precede this one indicating why BLT will not be monitoring batch backout. If those messages are in error,
contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL0508I
UNABLE TO CONTINUE, BLT MUST USER ABEND

Reason:
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Previously reported conditions will prevent BLT from invoking batch backout.

Action:

Respond to the messages that precede this message.

ITL0509E
IMSLOGR DD NOT DEFINED. BACKOUT WILL FAIL.

Reason:

The input file for batch backout is not defined. Batch backout will fail.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

ITL0510E
NO MATCHING EXECUTION RECORD FOUND.

Reason:

An execution record with a matching PSB name and log data set name was not found.

Action:

BLT does not observe backout processing. Control is passed to the real DFSRRC00 quickly.

ITL0511W
UNABLE TO what THE EXECUTION RECORD.

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to read, insert, update, or delete the execution record in the OLE.

Action:

Processing continues. However, the execution record was probably not deleted. Delete the execution record manually
using the LTEXECDELETE function.

ITL0512I
THE EXECUTION RECORD HAS BEEN updated or deleted

Reason:

The execution record in the OLE was successfully updated or deleted.

Action:

This message is issued after backout processing is complete. If batch backout was unsuccessful, the execution record is
updated instead of deleted.

ITL0600E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

There was an error invoking the keyword processor.
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Action:

Messages should have preceded this one detailing the problem. Respond to those messages.

ITL0601I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED.

Reason:

This informational message is issued just before calling the keyword processor.

ITL0602I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.

Reason:

This informational message is issued after calling the keyword processor.

ITL0701E
SPECIFIED RECORD NOT FOUND FOR RECORD KEY: rcdkey

Reason:

There was no dynamic allocation model record in the OLE that matched the specified values for DDNAME and/or
GLOBAL/IMSID.

Action:

Check for misspellings in the specifications and resubmit.

ITL0702E
KEYWORDS GLOBAL AND IMSID ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

Reason:

Both GLOBAL and an IMSID were specified.

Action:

Specify GLOBAL or IMSID. Only one can be specified. Delete GLOBAL or IMSID from the control cards and resubmit the
job.

ITL0703E
FUNCTION REQUIRES EITHER GLOBAL OR IMSID TO BE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Neither GLOBAL nor an IMSID were specified.

Action:

Specify GLOBAL or IMSID. One must be specified. Add GLOBAL or IMSID to the control cards and resubmit the job.

ITL0704E
FUNCTION REQUIRES EITHER IEFRDER OR IEFRDER2 TO BE SPECIFIED.
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Reason:

The DDNAME parameter was not specified or its value was not IEFRDER or IEFRDER2.

Action:

Correct the DDNAME specification and resubmit the job.

ITL0705E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE OLE MASTER FILE.

Reason:

BLT was unable to open the OLE KSDS.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL0706I
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION MODEL FOR which DD NAME=logddnam SUCCESSFULLY whatdid

Reason:

The operation requested was successfully performed. If the FUNCTION was LTDYNOPTDELETE, then whatdid will be
deleted; otherwise, it is updated, or inserted. which will be GLOBAL or the IMSID of the dynamic allocation model record.

ITL0707E
UPDATE FAILED FOR RECORD KEY: rcdkey

Reason:

There was a failure in attempting to manipulate the OLE KSDS.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL0801E
SPECIFIED RECORD NOT FOUND: rcdkey

Reason:

There was no execution record in the OLE that matched the specified values for PSBNAME, JOBNAME, and IMSID.

Action:

Check for misspellings in the specifications and resubmit.

ITL0803E
FUNCTION REQUIRES PSBNAME, JOBNAME, AND IMSID TO BE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The delete operation requires that you specify PSBNAME, JOBNAME, and IMSID.

Action:

Correct the specifications and resubmit.
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ITL0805E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE OLE MASTER FILE.

Reason:

BLT was unable to open the OLE KSDS.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL0807E
DELETE FAILED FOR EXECUTION RECORD: rcdkey

Reason:

An attempt to delete the execution record from the OLE KSDS has failed.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL0808I
EXECUTION RECORD SUCCESSFULLY DELETED: rcdkey

Reason:

The operation requested was successfully performed.

ITL0900E
Load failed for Module ITLTRACK.

Reason:

The STEPLIB concatenation does not include the data set into which ITLTRACK was linked during product installation.

Action:

Correct the STEPLIB specification and resubmit the job.

ITL0901E
ERROR ALLOCATING OLE DSN dsname DYNALLOC RC=rc S99ERROR=xxxx S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the OLE data set failed.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

ITL0902E
ATTACH FAILURE FOR DFSRRC00, R15=rc
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Reason:

BLT was unable to invoke the real DFSRRC00 for DLIBATCH processing. The return code from the ATTACH is shown in
the message.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL0902E 1
Getmain Failure for Workareas.

Reason:

There was not enough storage for allocation of the program work areas.

Action:

Increase region size significantly. BLT uses a lot of storage in comparison with that required when the DLIBATCH program
is invoked.

ITL0903E
IDENTIFY FAILURE FOR module, R15=rc

Reason:

BLT was unable to rename a program needed for invoking the real DFSRRC00.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL0903E 1
Unable to Open the OLE Dataset Successfully.

Reason:

An error occurred when trying to open the OLE. Message ITL0905I should preceed this one and identify the OLE dsn.

Action:

Check the job log for messages that describe the problem. Correct the problem and resubmit the job. Otherwise, contact
CA Support for assistance.

ITL0904E
VSAM Error on OLE Calling operation Return Code X"hexrc" Reason Code X"hexrsn"

Reason:

An error was reported by VSAM while attempting to access the OLE.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

Note: For the meaning of the condition, see the IBM DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data Sets.
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ITL0905I
USING OLE WITH DSNAME= olename

Reason:

This informational message is issued after the OLE has been dynamically allocated to identify the file in case there is an
error.

ITL0905W
UNABLE TO INVOKE LOGGER EXIT. CHECK JCL.

Reason:

BLT was unable to load the program used as the logger exit to obtain information about application program processing.

Action:

Processing will continue. However, BLT will be unable to monitor processing and generate reports about processing
performed.

ITL1000E
INTERNAL ERROR DETECTED, ERROR CODE: 01

Reason:

A logic error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL1100E
NO PARAMETERS PASSED

Reason:

A logic error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL1101E
NO DBD COUNT VALUE PASSED

Reason:

A logic error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL1102E
NO DBD ADDRESS VALUE PASSED
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Reason:

A logic error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL1104E
GETMAIN FAILURE

Reason:

There was not enough storage for allocation of the program work areas.

Action:

Increase region size significantly. BLT uses a lot of storage in comparison to that required when the DLIBATCH program is
invoked.

ITL1105W
UNABLE TO LOAD ITKDBFE0....... CHECK JCL.

Reason:

The STEPLIB concatenation does not include a necessary program.

Action:

Correct the STEPLIB specification and resubmit the job.

ITL1107W
DBD (dbdname) DD (ddname) FLAGGED AS flag- CORRECT AND REPROCESS

Reason:

The indicated database has a status in the RECON which could lead to the application program failing.

• flag
Indicates the problem, such as recovery needed, image copy needed, or backout of subsys xxx needed.

Action:

Perform the requested function and resubmit the job.

ITL1108W
DBD (dbdname) DD (ddname) NOT REGISTERED

Reason:

The use of DBRC is indicated, but the named database is not registered.

Action:

Processing continues. However, the database or databases listed should be registered.

ITL1200E
UNABLE TO GETMAIN DYNAMIC STORAGE FOR WORKAREA: PLEASE INCREASE REGION SIZE.
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Reason:

There was not enough storage for allocation of the program work area.

Action:

Increase region size significantly. BLT uses a lot of storage in comparison to that required when the DLIBATCH program is
invoked.

ITL1201E
THE CALL TO MODULE ITLOLEI0 ENDED WITH RETURN CODE = cc

Reason:

There was an error reading the OLE.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL1202E
A DSNMASK MAY NOT BEGIN WITH A punct PLEASE CORRECT THE FOLLOWING AND RESUBMIT dsnmask.

Reason:

The shown dsnmask is in error.

Action:

Correct the DSNMASK specification in the dynamic allocation model record or the control statements. Resubmit the job.

ITL1205E
THE DSNMASK IS LONGER THAN 44 CHARACTERS: dsnmask

Reason:

The shown dsnmask is in error.

Action:

Correct the DSNMASK specification in the dynamic allocation model record or the control statements. Resubmit the job.

ITL1206E
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR SUBCODE = X PLEASE CALL CUSTOMER SUPPORT.

Reason:

A logic error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITL1208E
LABEL lbltyp MUST BE 'SL' OR 'NL'. PLEASE CORRECT AND RESUBMIT.

Reason:

The shown label type is invalid.
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Action:

Correct the LBLTYPE specification in the dynamic allocation model record or the control statements. Resubmit the job.

ITL1210E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF ddname FAILED WITH RC = rc S99ERROR = X'xxxx' S99INFO = X'xxxx'

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of the indicated ddname failed.

• rc
Indicates the return code from an internal program.

Action:

Look up the SVC error and information codes and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC error and information codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler
Services Guide.

ITL1211E
THE SYMBOLIC VARIABLE '&var' IS UNRECOGNIZED.

Reason:

The shown dsnmask contains a variable reference that is unrecognized. This can occur when the variable is misspelled.

Action:

Correct the DSNMASK specification in the dynamic allocation model record or the control statements. Resubmit the job.
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ITU Messages
ITU prefixed messages are generated from the CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS common
components.

ITU0100I
START OF IMS TOOLKIT

Reason:

Utility processing has begun. This message is issued at the start of processing.

ITU0101E
ITKASEL0 UNABLE TO OBTAIN 31-BIT/24-BIT STORAGE FOR LOCAL WORK AREA.

Reason:

Utility is unable to obtain storage above the line.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase above or below the line region size and rerun the job.

ITU0102I
SYSTEM DEFINED BLOCK SIZE USED FOR FILE ITUMSGS/ITURPTS/ITUDBUG.

Reason:

Utility used system defined block size for the specified file.

Processing continues.

ITU0103E
UNABLE TO OPEN ITUMSGS/ITURPTS/ITUDBUG FILE.

Reason:

Utility was unable to open the specified file.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Check joblog for further information. Correct problem and resubmit the job.

ITU0104I
UTILITY END.

Reason:
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Informational message issued when all processing is complete.

Program ends.

ITU0105E
UNABLE TO LOAD FUNCTION PROGRAM XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

The utility program needed to support the user specified function cannot be loaded.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Check the joblog for further information regarding this error. Ensure that the loadlib is in the steplib concatenation.

ITU0106I
XXXXXX HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED.

Reason:

The utility program needed to support the user specified function has been loaded.

Processing continues.

ITU0200E
ITKCTRL DD STATEMENT INVALID IN COMPATABILITY MODE.

Reason:

In compatibility mode, input control statements are read from the PFPSYSIN DD statement. However, the utility has
detected the presence of an ITKCTRL DD statement in the JCL.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Ensure that the job stream contains a PFPSYSIN DD statement instead of an ITKCTRL DD statement.

ITU0201E
PFPSYSIN DD STATEMENT INVALID IN NATIVE MODE.

Reason:

In native mode, input control statements are read from the ITKCTRL DD statement. However, the utility has detected the
presence of a PFPSYSIN DD statement in the JCL.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Ensure that the job stream contains an ITKCTRL DD statement instead of a PFPSYSIN DD statement.
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ITU0300E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN 31-BIT/24-BIT LOCAL STORAGE.

Reason:

Utility is unable to obtain storage above the line.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase above/below the line region size and rerun the job.

ITU0301E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR CONTROL CARDS.

Reason:

Utility is unable to obtain storage above the line.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase above the line region size and rerun the job.

ITU0302E
UNABLE TO OPEN INPUT FILE ===> ITKCTRL.

Reason:

Utility cannot open ITKCTRL.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Check the joblog for further information. Correct error and resubmit job.

ITU0303E
UNSUPPORTED FUNCTION SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The user specified function is not supported by the utility.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

ITU0304E
CONTROL STATEMENT MUST BEGIN WITH "FUNCTION" SPECIFICATION.

Reason:
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A control statement must begin with the specification of the function. FUNCTION= for example.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the control statement and resubmit the job.

ITU0305E
UNABLE TO LOAD FUNCTION PROGRAM xxxxxxx

Reason:

Indicates that the specified program could not be loaded.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITU0400E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE RESTART KEYWORD - MUST BE "BACKOUT" OR "RESUME".

Reason:

An invalid RESTART value was specified. Valid values for the RESTART keyword are BACKOUT or RESUME.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Specify a valid value in the JCL and resubmit the job.

ITU0500E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE =rc.

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

Action:

See any previous messages and resolve those errors. If there are no previous error messages or the error is not obvious,
contact CA Support for assistance.

ITU0501E
THE REORG FUNCTION MUST BE RUN IN ONLINE MODE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to run offline mode while performing the REORG function of the Uberutility.

Action:

Verify that the REORG function is running in online mode.

ITU0504E
DBD dbdname WAS NOT FOUND IN EITHER THE FILE WITH DD NAME "IMS" OR "DBDLIB".
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Reason:

The DBD specified in DBDNAME control statement was not found in the DBD library specified in the IMS or DBDLIB file.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the DBDNAME control statement or the IMS or DBDLIB DD statement and rerun the job.

ITU0600E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

Control statements specified in the submitted job are invalid.

Action:

Correct the control statements and rerun the job.

ITU0601I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED.

Reason:

The analysis of control statements has started.

ITU0602I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.

Reason:

The analysis of control statements has finished.

ITU0603E
SPECIFIED DBDNAME=XXXXX DOES NOT MATCH THE DBDNAME IN THE EXEC STATEMENT: yyyyyyyy

Reason:

When running in online mode, the DBD name must be specified in the PARM of the EXEC statement.

Action:

It is not necessary to specify the DBDNAME keyword in the utility control statements. If it is specified, however, it must
match the one specified in the EXEC statement.

ITU0700E
INTERNAL EXCEPTION - CODE =rc.

Reason:

An internal program error occurred.

Action:
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See any previous messages and resolve those errors. If there are no previous error messages or the error is not obvious,
contact CA Support for assistance.

ITU0701E
THE EXTEND FUNCTION MUST BE RUN IN ONLINE MODE WHEN THE DATABASE HAS SDEPS.

Reason:

An attempt was made to run offline mode while performing the EXTEND function of the Uberutility.

Action:

Verify that the EXTEND function is running in online mode.

ITU0704E
DBD dbdname WAS NOT FOUND IN EITHER THE FILE WITH DD NAME "IMS" OR "DBDLIB".

Reason:

The DBD specified in DBDNAME control statement was not found in the DBD library specified in the IMS or DBDLIB file.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated DBA return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the DBDNAME control statement or the IMS or DBDLIB DD statement and rerun the job.

ITU0800E
SYNTAX ERROR; INPUT STRING MUST BEGIN WITH VALID COMMAND.

Reason:

This is a command string syntax error.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the command string by ensuring that the command string begins with a valid command and resubmit the job.

ITU0801E
COMMAND NOT SUPPORTED ===> XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

The specified function/command is not supported.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

ITU0802E
COMMAND ABBREVIATION INVALID ===> XXXXX.

Reason:
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The specified command abbreviation is not unique, making it impossible to determine the correct function.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the command specification in the control string and resubmit the job.

ITU0803E
SYNTAX ERROR; COMMAND MUST BE FOLLOWED BY SUBCOMMAND OR KEYWORD.

Reason:

The specified command has no subcommands or keywords following it.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed. Correct the command specification in the control string and resubmit the job.

ITU0804E
SUBCOMMAND ABBREVIATION INVALID ===> XXXXX.

Reason:

The specified subcommand abbreviation is not unique, making it impossible to determine the correct subcommand.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the subcommand specification in the control string and resubmit the job.

ITU0805E
CMD/SUBCMD COMBO INVALID ===> CCCC/SSSS.

Reason:

The specified subcommand ssss is not valid when used with command cccc.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the control or input string and resubmit the job.

ITU0806E
SYNTAX ERROR FOLLOWING SUBCOMMAND XXXX.

Reason:

The utility has detected a syntax error following subcommand xxxx.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.
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Check the command string for proper delimiters following subcommand xxxx. Correct the control/input string and resubmit
the job.

ITU0807E
SYNTAX ERROR FOLLOWING KEYWORD XXXX.

Reason:

The utility has detected a syntax error following keyword xxxx.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Check the command string for proper delimeters following keyword xxxx. Correct the control/input string and resubmit the
job.

ITU0808E
KEYWORD NOT SUPPORTED ===> keyword.

Reason:

The specified keyword is not currently supported.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Remove the keyword from the job.

ITU0809W
KEYWORD NOT SUPPORTED ===> keyword.

Reason:

The specified keyword is not currently supported.

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Remove the keyword from the job.

ITU0810E
KEYWORD ABBREVIATION INVALID ===> XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

The specified keyword abbreviation is not unique, making it impossible to determine the correct keyword.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the keyword specification in the control/input string and resubmit the job.
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ITU0811E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN ABOVE THE LINE LOCAL STORAGE.

Reason:

The program could not get sufficient above the line storage for local usage.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase above the line region size and resubmit the job.

ITU0812E
CMD/KEYWORD COMBO INVALID ===> CCCC/KKKK.

Reason:

The specified keyword kkkk is not valid when used with command cccc.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the control/input string and resubmit the job.

ITU0813E
SUBCMD/KEYWORD COMBO INVALID ===> SSSS/KKKK.

Reason:

The specified keyword kkkk is not valid when used with subcommand ssss.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the control/input string and resubmit the job.

ITU0814E
SYNTAX ERROR; THE "GLOBAL" COMMAND MUST BE THE FIRST COMMAND.

Reason:

The GLOBAL command was specified in an invalid position.

Action:

Specify the GLOBAL command as the first command and rerun the job.

ITU0815E
SYNTAX ERROR; THE INPUT STREAM CONTAINS NO COMMAND.

Reason:
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No commands were specified in the syntax.

Action:

Correct the syntax and rerun the job.

ITU0899E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

An internal programming error has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Contact CA Support for assistance.

ITU0900E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN 31-BIT LOCAL STORAGE.

Reason:

Utility is unable to obtain storage above the line.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase above the line region size and rerun the job.

ITU0901E
SYNTAX ERROR; "OPTIONS" MUST BE FIRST COMMAND.

Reason:

The OPTIONS command must be the first command in the PFPOPTS file.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the OPTIONS command and resubmit the job.

ITU0902E
SYNTAX ERROR; CHECK "WARNING" KEYWORD FOR ERROR.

Reason:

The utility has detected a syntax error in the warning keyword.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.
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Check the warning keyword for proper syntax, paying special attention to proper delimeters and valid values.

ITU1000E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN 31-BIT/24-BIT LOCAL STORAGE.

Reason:

Utility is unable to obtain storage above/below the line.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase above/below the line region size and rerun the job.

ITU1001E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR CONTROL CARDS.

Reason:

Utility is unable to obtain storage above the line.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase the above the line region size and rerun the job.

ITU1002E
UNABLE TO OPEN INPUT FILE ===> PFPOPTS/PFPSYSIN.

Reason:

Utility was unable to open the specified file.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Check joblog for further information. Correct problem and resubmit the job.

ITU1003I
READING OPTIONS COMMAND FROM PFPOPTS.

Reason:

This informational message precedes printing of control cards found in the PFPOPTS file.

Processing continues. The return code is not affected.

ITU1004I
READING CONTROL CARDS FROM PFPSYSIN.

Reason:
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This informational message precedes printing of control cards found in the PFPSYSIN file.

Processing continues. The return code is not affected.

ITU1100E
PROCESSING STOPS; KEYWORD NOT SUPPORTED ===> XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

The keyword xxxxxxxx is not currently supported.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

No action is required.

ITU1101W
PROCESSING CONTINUES; KEYWORD NOT SUPPORTED ===> XXXXXXXX.

Reason:

The keyword xxxxxxxx is not currently supported.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

No action is required.

ITU1102E
COMPRESS BY SEGMENT NAME NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

Segment name compression is currently not supported.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

ITU1103W
COMPRESSION PARM NOT RECOGNIZED; USING DEFAULT "NO".'

Reason:

Compression(NO) will be used for this execution.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

No action is required.
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ITU1104E
INVALID DBDNAME SPECIFIED; MUST BE 1 TO 8 CHARACTERS.

Reason:

Syntax error specifying DBDNAME parameter.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the DBDNAME keyword specification and resubmit the job.

ITU1105E
INVALID DBRC VALUE SPECIFIED; MUST BE "YES" OR "NO".

Reason:

Syntax error specifying DBRC parameter. Only DBRC(YES) and DBRC(NO) are valid.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the DBRC keyword specification and resubmit the job.

ITU1106I
"ERROR_THRESHOLD=0" SUBSTITUTED FOR SPECIFIED VALUE.

Reason:

Only ERROR_THRESHOLD(0) is currently specified.

Processing continues. The return code is unaffected.

ITU1107E
EXPAND BY SEGMENT NAME NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

Segment name expansion is currently not supported.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Resubmit job with out keyword.

ITU1108E
"EXTEND_IOVF_#UOWS" PARM TOO LONG; VALID RANGE IS 0-32765.

Reason:

Keyword parameter specification is outside of the valid range of 0 to 32765.
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Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct keyword and resubmit the job.

ITU1109E
"EXTEND_IOVF_#CIS" PARM TOO LONG; VALID RANGE IS 0-8388601.'

Reason:

Keyword parameter specification is outside of the valid range of 0 to 8388601.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct keyword and resubmit the job.

ITU1110E
ONLY "EXTRACT_FORMAT=HDUNLOAD" IS SUPPORTED.'

Reason:

The only supported parameter value for keyword extract format is UNLOAD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct keyword and resubmit job.

ITU1111E
SYNTAX ERROR; "FREESPACE_ANAYLSIS" VALUE MUST BE "YES" OR "NO".

Reason:

Syntax error specifying freespace analysis parameter. Only YES and NO are valid.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the keyword specification and resubmit the job.

ITU1112E
SYNTAX ERROR; "HISTORY_DDNAME" VALUE MUST BE 1-8 CHARACTERS LONG.

Reason:

Syntax error specifying HISTORY_DDNAME parameter.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.
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Correct the keyword specification and resubmit the job.

ITU1113E
SYNTAX ERROR; "IAREA" VALUE MUST BE 1-8 CHARACTERS LONG.

Reason:

Syntax error specifying IAREA parameter.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the keyword specification and resubmit the job.

ITU1114E
SYNTAX ERROR; "NOTIFY" VALUE MUST BE "YES" OR "NO".

Reason:

Syntax error specifying NOTIFY parameter.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the keyword specification and resubmit the job.

ITU1115E
SYNTAX ERROR; "OCACHE" VALUE MUST BE "SDEP" OR "IOVF".

Reason:

Syntax error specifying OCACHE parameter.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the keyword specification and resubmit the job.

ITU1116E
SYNTAX ERROR; "ORPHANED_SDEP_MSG" VALUE INVALID.

Reason:

Syntax error specifying ORPHANED_SDEP_MSG parameter.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the keyword specification and resubmit the job.
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ITU1117E
SYNTAX ERROR; "POINTER_VALIDATION" VALUE INVALID.

Reason:

Syntax error specifying POINTER_VALIDATION parameter.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the keyword specification and resubmit the job.

ITU1118E
SYNTAX ERROR; "SDEP_VALIDATION" VALUE INVALID.

Reason:

Syntax error specifying keyword parameter.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the keyword specification and resubmit the job.

ITU1120E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN ABOVE-LINE WORK AREA.

Reason:

Utility is unable to obtain storage above the line.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase above the line region size and rerun the job.

ITU1121E
SYNTAX ERROR; "REPORT_DEFAULT" VALUE MUST BE "YES" OR "NO".

Reason:

Syntax error specifying REPORT_DEFAULT parameter.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Correct the keyword specification and resubmit the job.

ITU1200E
ITUBERR UNABLE TO OBTAIN ABOVE THE LINE LOCAL WORK AREA.
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Reason:

Utility is unable to obtain storage above the line.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase the above the line region size and rerun the job.
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PRM Messages
PRM messages are generated from CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS.

PRM0001I
CHECKPOINT ID TRACKING IS ACTIVE

Reason:

The CTDS was successfully allocated and is being used to record all symbolic checkpoint calls made by the application.

The job continues normal processing.

Action:

No action is required. However, if this message does not appear in the message log for the job, and the job later abends,
you might have to manually supply the restart checkpoint ID (if you determine that the job step needs to be restarted).

PRM0002I
CHECKPOINT ID TRACKING CLEANUP IS COMPLETE

Reason:

The job completed normally, and the CTDS was successfully deleted.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0003W
CHECKPOINT ID TRACKING CLEANUP BYPASSED

Reason:

The application terminated without abending; however, the RCERROR=nnnn return code threshold signified that no
cleanup or delete of the CTDSs takes place.

The job terminates normally.

Action:

The next run of the job proceeds as if an abend had occurred and an extended restart was to be done. No action is
required unless this result was not your intention in specifying the RCERROR=nnnn parameter. In this case, you might
want to delete the CTDSs before the next run of the job.

PRM0004W
AUTOXRST=NO PARAMETER IN EFFECT - NO AUTOMATIC XRST WILL BE ATTEMPTED

Reason:

AUTOXRST=NO was specified in one of the following places:

• Inclusion options data set entry for this job
• //PRMCTRL DD statement
• PRM#CPID JCL CKPTID module
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No automatic IMS Extended Restart processing occurs, even if the CTDS exists from a previous abend of the job. The job
continues normal processing.

Action:

No action is required if you did not intend automatic IMS Extended Restart processing for this job.

PRM0005E
CTDSHLQ= MUST BE 1-8 CHARACTERS - ABEND U3626 WILL FOLLOW

Reason:

You cannot specify the CTDSHLQ= parameter with more than eight characters. Normally parameters specified with
too many characters are truncated. However, the job step abends because the eight characters specified for data sets
created by CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS must not be unique; otherwise, data sets might be
overwritten.

The job abends with a U3626 completion code.

Action:

Correct the value specified in the CTDSHLQ= parameter in the inclusion options data set.

PRM0006E
CTDS DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILURE - ABEND U3620 WILL FOLLOW

Reason:

The attempt to dynamically allocate a new CTDS was unsuccessful. The job abends with a U3620 completion code.

Action:

Other IKJ* or IGD* series messages preceding this message might give you enough information about what caused the
abend. You might have to review and change the global options specified in your inclusion options data set to dynamically
allocate this CTDS. If these actions do not resolve the problem, contact CA Technical Support.

PRM0007E
CURRENT JOB: PGM=xxxxxxxx PSB=xxxxxxxx PSTP=xxxxxxxx JSTP=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Messages PRM0007E, PRM0008E, and PRM0009E are displayed if a job requiring restart is being restarted from the
wrong job step.

The job abends with a U3621 completion code after messages PRM0007E, PRM0008E, and PRM0009E are displayed.

Action:

Restart the job from the correct step.

PRM0008E
ABENDED JOB: PGM=xxxxxxxx PSB=xxxxxxxx PSTP=xxxxxxxx JSTP=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Messages PRM0007E, PRM0008E, and PRM0009E are displayed if a job requiring restart is being restarted from the
wrong job step.

The job abends with a U3621 completion code after messages PRM0007E, PRM0008E, and PRM0009E are displayed.
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Action:

Restart the job from the correct step.

PRM0009E
ABENDED PGM/PSB NOT MATCHING CURRENT JOB - ABEND U3621 WILL FOLLOW

Reason:

Messages PRM0007E, PRM0008E, and PRM0009E are displayed if a job requiring restart is being restarted from the
wrong job step.

The job abends with a U3621 completion code after messages PRM0007E, PRM0008E, and PRM0009E are displayed.

Action:

Restart the job from the correct step.

PRM0010W
INDOUBT XRST CKPTID=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The last time the job ran, an abend occurred. This message indicates that the checkpoint ID might be committed, but CA
Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS was unable to confirm its completion.

The job displays message PRM0011E and then possibly abends with a U3625 completion code.

Action:

No action is required unless this restart attempt abnormally terminates with a U3625 or a U0102 abend completion code.
If corrective action is needed, see message PRM0011E.

PRM0011E
AUTOXRST=LAST/FORCE MUST BE SPECIFIED - ABEND U3625 FOLLOWS

Reason:

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS was unable to confirm whether the indoubt checkpoint ID that is
displayed in message PRM0010W was committed before the IMS control region abended. Therefore, you must manually
verify the last committed checkpoint ID.

The job abends with a U3625 completion code.

Action:

You must perform one of the following tasks:

• Review the appropriate IMS logs to determine the checkpoint ID from which the job can be restarted.
• If the control region abended, wait for the DFS682I message to be displayed before issuing a control region

emergency restart of the BMP. If the checkpoint ID displayed in message PRM0017I is correct, make sure
AUTOXRST=LAST is also specified for the restart. If the checkpoint ID displayed in message PRM0010W is correct,
make sure AUTOXRST=FORCE is specified instead.

PRM0012E
INCLDSN NOT FOUND - ABEND U3622 FOLLOWS - DSN=xxxxxxxx
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Reason:

The data set name specified for the inclusion options data set in the PRM#INCL module could not be located in the
catalog.

The job abends with a U3622 completion code.

Action:

Other IKJ* or IGD* messages preceding this message might give you enough information about what caused this abend.
The most common cause is that the data set was allocated to another job or TSO session. If the messages do not provide
enough information to resolve the problem, contact CA Technical Support.

PRM0013E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERROR FOR XRST CTDS - ABEND U3623 WILL FOLLOW

Reason:

The attempt to dynamically allocate an old CTDS required for IMS Extended Restart processing was unsuccessful. This
message is displayed just before the job step abending with a U3623.

The job abends with a U3623 completion code.

Action:

Other IKJ* or IGD* messages preceding this message might give you enough information about what caused the abend.
The most common cause is that the data set was allocated to another job or TSO session. If the messages do not provide
enough information to resolve the problem, contact CA Technical Support.

PRM0014A
REPLY WITH AUTOXRST OPTION: "YES", "NO" OR "ABEND"

Reason:

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS determined that the running job might require an extended
restart. However, no extended restart checkpoint ID was specified in the JCL for the restarted job. This WTOR is
displayed because you specified AUTOWTOR=YES in the inclusion options data set.

The job waits until the operator replies with one of the following:

• YES
Specifies that the job continues with an automatic extended restart.

• NO
Specifies that the job continues, but no extended restart takes place.

• ABEND
Specifies that the job abends with a U3627 abend.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0014I
AUTOXRST=NO IN EFFECT - CKPTID=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The value specified in CKPTID= was found in table module PRM#CPID. The job is not considered a restart job if the
previous attempt to run it resulted in an abend.
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The job continues processing normally.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0015I
CTRLDDN OPT: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The message shows the options specified in PRMCTRL ddname in the batch JCL. The job continues processing normally.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0016I
INCLDSN OPT: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The message shows the options specified for the job mask entry selected from the inclusion options data set. The job
continues processing normally.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0017I
LAST VERIFIED TRACKING XRST CKPTID=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The last time the job ran, an abend occurred. This message indicates the last committed checkpoint ID that CA Mainframe
Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS was able to verify.

If there is no indoubt checkpoint ID, CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS provides the last verified
checkpoint ID to IMS Extended Restart.

Action:

No action is required unless message PRM0010W is also displayed and this restart attempt abnormally terminates with a
U3625 or U0102 abend completion code; see messages PRM0010W and PRM0011E to determine the corrective action.

PRM0018W
CKPTID= ALREADY SPECIFIED - NO OVERRIDE ALLOWED

Reason:

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS does not override a JCL-specified checkpoint ID unless one of
the following is true:

• The ID is NOMSGS.
• The ID is NOMSG540.
• The ID is NOMSG681.
• The ID is specified in the PRM#CPID table.
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The job continues processing but without the intended checkpoint ID substitution.

Action:

No action is required. Your specification is ignored.

PRM0019W
DINTVL MUST BE IN HHMMSSTH FORMAT

Reason:

The BCDINTVL= parameter was specified in the job mask entry in the inclusion options data set; however, the parameter
was specified incorrectly.

The job continues processing as if BCDINTVL= was not specified.

Action:

Specify an eight-character HHMMSSTH format:

• HH
Represents hours.

• MM
Represents minutes.

• SS
Represents seconds

• T
Represents tenths of a second.

• H
Represents hundredths of a second.

Make the necessary correction to the inclusion options data set entry for the job or the in-stream //PRMCTRL DD
statement.

PRM0020W
ABOVE PARAMETER UNKNOWN

Reason:

The parameter displayed just above this message, and also displayed as part of the PRM0016I message, does not exist.

The job continues processing as if the unknown parameter was not specified.

Action:

Review the entry and correct it.

PRM0021I
PROGRAM RC=X'xxxxxxxx'

Reason:

The return code of the terminating application is displayed. The program name is specified on the MBR= symbolic
parameter for the IMSBATCH, DLIBATCH, and DBBBATCH procedures. The value is returned in hexadecimal format and
represents the fullword value that the program specified in register 15 just before terminating.

The job step terminates.
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Action:

No action is required.

PRM0022I
BYPASS CHECKPOINT PROCESSING IS ACTIVE

Reason:

Parameter BCDINTVL= was specified, enabling the bypass checkpoint processing feature.

The job step continues running, bypassing checkpoint processing for some checkpoint calls based on the time interval
specified for the BCDINTVL parameter.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0023I
BCDINTVL=xxxxxxxx BCSTATUS=xx BCRETRN=X'xxxxxxxx' BCREASN=X'xxxxxxxx' BCERRXT=X'xxxxxxxx'

Reason:

Bypass checkpoint processing is active. This message displays the parameters that are in effect for this job step.

The job step continues running.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0024W
AUTOXRST=LAST SPECIFIED - LAST VERIFIED CHECKPOINT ID WILL BE SELECTED

Reason:

The extended restart being attempted uses the last committed checkpoint ID, which is specified in message PRM0017I,
instead of the last indoubt checkpoint ID. This extended restart is happening because a JCL override of //PRMCTRL DD *
was submitted with the control statement AUTOXRST=LAST.

The job step continues to execute.

Action:

Remove the special JCL override as soon as possible.

PRM0025W
VALUE FOR BCERRXT= MUST BE 1-16 NUMERIC DIGITS

Reason:

A non-integer value was specified in BCERRXT= in the inclusion options data set. The job continues processing; however,
the value of zero is set for this parameter.

Action:

Correct the parameter by specifying the integer value that you intended.
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PRM0026W
VALUE FOR CTDSTRKS= MUST BE 1-3 NUMERIC DIGITS

Reason:

A non-integer value was specified in CTDSTRKS= in the inclusion options data set. The job continues processing;
however, the value of zero is set for this parameter.

Action:

Correct the parameter by specifying the integer value that you intended.

PRM0027W
USERMOD NOT APPLIED - DFSZSC00 REPLACED BY PRMZSC00

Reason:

One of the USERMODS for CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS was not applied. The job step
continues to execute.

Action:

No action is required. However, this message is considered a warning because a newer maintenance level for DFSZSC00
might be available. We recommend applying the SMP/E USERMOD that updates DFSZSC00.

PRM0028E
PROGRAM RC ABEND THRESHOLD REACHED - ABEND U3624 FOLLOWS

Reason:

The application terminated and issued a non-zero return code that is equal to (or higher than) the value specified in the
RCABEND= parameter. CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS treats this job as if it has abended.

The job step abends with a U3624.

Action:

No action is required. If a corresponding RCERROR= parameter was also specified, an automatic extended restart is
attempted the next time the job is run.

PRM0029I
INCLDSN GBL: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

Global options specified at the beginning of the inclusion options data set are being displayed. The job continues
processing normally.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0030W
ABOVE PARAMETER IGNORED FOR bmp,dli

Reason:
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An parameter that you specified might not apply for the selected dependent region type. The job continues processing
normally.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0031W
WAITING FOR INCLDSN - DSN=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Another job, task, or TSO user exclusively holds the inclusion options data set. The job attempts to read the data set
every 10 seconds.

Action:

No action is required. However, until the TSO user or the batch job holding the data set releases it, no IMS-related batch
jobs runs. If the situation persists, have an operator issue the appropriate display commands to determine the source of
the delay (D GRS,RES=(SYSDSN,<incldsn>).

PRM0032I
INCLDSN: PGM PSB JOB xxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The mask entry in the inclusion options data set that is used for this job step is displayed. This mask entry can be PGM,
PSB, or JOB.

The job continues processing.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0033W
VALUE FOR RCABEND= MUST BE 1-16 NUMERIC DIGITS

Reason:

A non-integer value was specified in RCABEND= in the inclusion options data set. The job continues processing;
however, the value of 01 is set for this parameter.

Action:

Correct the RCABEND= parameter with the integer value that you intended for the return code threshold.

PRM0034W
VALUE FOR RCERROR= MUST BE 1-16 NUMERIC DIGITS

Reason:

A non-integer value was specified in RCERROR= in the inclusion options data set. The job continues processing;
however, the value of 01 is set for this parameter.

Action:

Correct the RCERROR= parameter with the integer value that you intended for the return code threshold.
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PRM0035W
VALUE FOR BCRETRN= MUST BE 1-16 NUMERIC DIGITS

Reason:

A non-integer value was specified in BCRETURN= in the inclusion options data set.

The job continues processing; however, the value of zero is set for this parameter.

Action:

Correct the parameter with the integer value that you intended.

PRM0036W
VALUE FOR BCREASN= MUST BE 1-16 NUMERIC DIGITS

Reason:

A non-integer value was specified in BCREASON= in the inclusion options data set.

The job continues processing; however, the value of zero is set for this parameter.

Action:

Correct the parameter with the integer value that you intended.

PRM0037W
AUTOXRST=FORCE SPECIFIED - INDOUBT CHECKPOINT ID WILL BE FORCED

Reason:

The attempted extended restart uses the indoubt checkpoint ID recorded in the CTDS. This extended restart is
happening because you resubmitted the job with a JCL override of //PRMCTRL DD * with the control statement
AUTOXRST=FORCE.

The job step continues processing.

Action:

Remove the special JCL override as soon as possible.

PRM0038I
JCL SPECIFIED CKPTID=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A value for a symbolic checkpoint ID was specified in the JCL for the job being run. The job uses this checkpoint ID for
any IMS Extended Restart processing.

Action:

This message might be a warning for you to remove this JCL-specified checkpoint ID to avoid future U0102 abends.

PRM0041W
BYPASS CHECKPOINT PROCESSING REQUEST IGNORED - IN= HAS BEEN SPECIFIED

Reason:
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The request to use the bypass checkpoint processing feature was ignored because a transaction name was specified in
the IN= parameter for the BMP.

The job continues running without the bypass checkpoint processing feature.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0042I
BCSTCLST=xxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

This messages lists the status codes specified by the BCSTCLST= parameter that is used by bypass checkpoint
processing. The job continues running.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0043I
CKPTID TABL: xxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The options for the special checkpoint ID coded in the PRM#CPID table are displayed. The job continues running.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0044W
PROGRAM RC THRESHOLD REACHED

Reason:

The application terminated with a return code equal to (or higher than) the threshold return code specified in the
RCERROR= parameter.

The job terminates. However, CTDS cleanup is bypassed so that the subsequent restart of the job is considered an
extended restart.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0045W
CTDSHLQ= CAN ONLY BE SPECIFIED AS GBL PARAMETER

Reason:

The CTDSHLQ= parameter can only be specified as a GBL parameter in the inclusion options data set. The job continues
processing, but the specification is ignored.

Action:

No action is required.
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PRM0046W
AUTOXRST=YES OVERRIDES JCL SPECIFIED CHECKPOINT ID

Reason:

The CKPTID= parameter has been manually provided; however, CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/
OS ignores this specification, and supplies the correct checkpoint ID instead.

The job continues processing, but the specification is ignored.

Action:

No action is required unless the manually supplied checkpoint ID is incorrect.

PRM0047W
VALUE FOR UABEND= MUST BE 1-16 NUMERIC DIGITS

Reason:

A non-integer value was specified for UABEND= in the inclusion options data set. The job continues processing, but the
value for this parameter is set to 0.

Action:

Correct the parameter using an integer value. The value for the user completion code must be 0-4095.

PRM0048E
ABRETRY SYS ABEND CODE MUST BE 3 HEX DIGITS 0-9, A-F ONLY

Reason:

You have specified GBL ABRCC system abend completion code incorrectly in the inclusion options data set.

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS ignores the incorrect GBL ABRCC control statement.

Action:

Correct the GBL ABRCC control statement and resubmit the job.

PRM0048W
VALUE FOR CHKPCNT= MUST BE 1-16 NUMERIC DIGITS

Reason:

Non-numeric characters were specified for this parameter. The job continues processing and ignores anything you
specified for this parameter.

Action:

Respecify the parameter with your intended numeric integer value.

PRM0049W
VALUE FOR CHKPCMP= SHOULD BE 1-4095

Reason:

One of the following error conditions was encountered for this parameter:
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• Non-numeric characters were specified.
• The specified value is 0 (zero).
• The specified value is greater than 4095.

The job continues processing and ignores anything you specified for this parameter.

Action:

Respecify the parameter with your intended integer value.

PRM0050W
VALUE FOR CHKPRSN= MUST BE 1-16 NUMERIC DIGITS

Reason:

Non-numeric characters were specified for this parameter. The job continues processing and ignores anything you
specified for this parameter.

Action:

Respecify the parameter with your intended integer value.

PRM0053W
PGM xxxxxxxx IOAREA=X'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx' JOB:xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The IOAREA for the XRST call in the application was not initialized to spaces.

The job continues processing as if the area were initialized to spaces.

Action:

Change the application program to initialize this field to spaces as time permits.

PRM0054I
XRST CKPTID=LAST

Reason:

The special restart checkpoint ID of 'LAST' is being used for this restart of this job. The job continues processing.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0055I
XRST FOR BMP zzzzzzzz ON xxxx - ABEND IMSID=aaaa

Reason:

Job zzzzzzzz terminated abnormally on the IMS subsystem aaaa. The job is being restarted on IMS subsystem xxxx.

The extended restart continues to be processed for job zzzzzzzz.

Action:

No action is required.
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PRM0058W
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A value for the named parameter in the message is invalid. The job continues processing and ignores anything you
specified for this parameter.

Action:

Respecify the parameter with your intended value.

PRM0059W
VALUE SPECIFIED FOR BCSKIPCT= MUST BE NUMERIC

Reason:

Non-numeric characters were specified for the BCSKIPCT parameter. The job continues processing and ignores anything
you specified for this parameter.

Action:

Respecify the parameter with your intended numeric integer value.

PRM0060W
IMMEDIATE ABEND Uxxxx SCHEDULED DB=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message displays for ABEND U0474 or ABEND U3303. For ABEND U0474, an operator has entered a MODIFY
jobname, STOP command. For ABEND U3303, one of various IMS licensed programs is attempting to take offline a
database that is being used by the running job.

For the U0474 form of this message, the job abends with a U0474 user abend code. For the U3303 form of this message,
the job step of the job is suspended after a U3303 abend and put into a wait state. This wait state persists until the
database that was taken offline is started again. When the database is started again, IMS Extended Restart resumes the
job step from the last successfully completed checkpoint.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0061I
SUSPEND AND RESUME PROGRESS MESSAGE

Reason:

REATTACH=YES was specified as a parameter for the running job. The running job is eligible for the suspend and
resume feature. The suspend and resume feature allows various IMS licensed programs to suspend running BMPs while
databases are taken offline and then to resume them after the databases are brought back online.

This message indicates the progress of the suspend and resume process, telling you that attach or reattach is in progress
or that detach is successful. This message is also issued when one or more of certain abends that you specified in a table
of abend completion codes have occurred and ABRETRY=YES was also specified.

The job continues processing normally.

Action:
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No action is required.

PRM0062W
ABEND TCBCMP=xxxxxxxx TCBARC=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

You have specified REATTACH=YES and the attached task for the application has abnormally terminated. In this
message, TCBCMP=xxxxxxxx represents the abend completion code, and TCBARC=xxxxxxxx represents the abend
reason code.

The job continues processing normally.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0063W
MODIFY COMMAND INVALID - JOB=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

You issued an MVS MODIFY command for the job, but the operand was not STOP or HOLD. The job continues
processing.

Action:

Issue the MVS MODIFY command again with the STOP or HOLD operand.

PRM0064I
STOP OR HOLD COMMAND ACCEPTED - JOB=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The MVS MODIFY command you issued for the job was accepted for processing.

The job step is abended. If the STOP operand was issued, the job step terminates with a U0474 abend. If the HOLD
operand was issued, the application abends with a U3303 code and goes into a wait state.

Action:

No action is required if you issued the STOP operand. If you issued the HALT operand, you must also issue a MODIFY
jobname, XRST command to resume the job.

PRM0065W
STOP/HOLD COMMAND IGNORED - JOB=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The MVS MODIFY command you issued for the job was recognized but is ignored because the job is ineligible to process
MVS MODIFY requests.

The job continues processing.

Action:

No action is required.
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PRM0066I
STOP OR HOLD COMMAND ACCEPTED - JOB=xxxxxxxx DB=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The MVS MODIFY command that you issued for the job was accepted for processing because the database you specified
is used by the job.

The job step abends. If you issued the STOP operand, the job step terminates with a U0474 abend. If you issued the
HOLD operand, the application abends U3303 and goes into a wait state.

Action:

No action is required if you issued the STOP operand. If you issued the HALT operand, you must also issue a MODIFY
jobname, XRST command to resume the job.

PRM0067W
STOP/HOLD COMMAND IGNORED - JOB=xxxxxxxx DB=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The MVS MODIFY command you issued for the job was ignored because the database specified is not used by the job.

The job continues processing.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0068I
JOB xxxxxxxx HOLD FOR QN=iiiiDBQ DB=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The job is being suspended by CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS on behalf of one of the IMS
licensed programs that are attempting to take a database offline. The variable iiii is the IMSID of the IMS control region on
which the database being taken offline is allocated.

The job waits for the database to be started, then the job is resumed at the last successfully completed checkpoint.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0069I
MODIFY xxxxxxxx,xxxx

Reason:

You issued an MVS MODIFY command for the job. The text of the command is displayed in the job log. The job continues
processing.

Action:

No action is required.
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PRM0071I
REATTACH SCHEDULED FOR JOB aaaaaaaa PSB bbbbbbbb iiii

Reason:

A job with the value aaaaaaa using PSB with the value bbbbbbbb has abended on IMS subsystem iiii. Instead of the job
step being terminated, the job is allowed to restart.

The job waits for a user-specified delay interval. Or, if the job was held with the value of F aaaaaaaa, HOLD command,
the job waits until an F aaaaaaaa, XRST command has been issued.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0071W
REATTACH WAITING FOR MVS CMD: F jobname, XRST

Reason:

The job jobname has abended. Instead of the job step being terminated, the job is allowed to restart.

The job waits for an MVS command to be issued.

Action:

Issue MVS command F  jobname , XRST, or issue an MVS CANCEL command.

PRM0072E
ABRCC PARAMETER ERROR

Reason:

The GBL ABRCC control statement parameter was incorrectly specified in the inclusion options data set.

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS ignores the incorrect GBL ABRCC control statement
parameter.

Action:

Correct the GBL ABRCC control statement in the inclusion options data set, and resubmit the job.

PRM0073E
ABRETRY SYS ABEND CODE MUST BE 3 HEX DIGITS 0-9, A-F ONLY

Reason:

The GBL ABRCC system abend completion code has been specified incorrectly in the inclusion options data set.

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS ignores the incorrect GBL ABRCC control statement.

Action:

Correct the GBL ABRCC control statement, and resubmit the job.

PRM0074E
ABRETRY USER ABEND CODE MUST BE 4 DECIMAL DIGITS 0-9 ONLY
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Reason:

The GBL ABRCC user abend completion code was specified incorrectly in the inclusion options data set.

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS ignores the incorrect GBL ABRCC control statement.

Action:

Correct the GBL ABRCC control statement, and resubmit the job.

PRM0075E
ABRETRY SYSTEM/USER ABEND CODE REQUIRED

Reason:

The GBL ABRCC control statement that was specified in the inclusion options data set does not contain a valid system or
user completion code.

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS ignores the incorrect GBL ABRCC control statement.

Action:

Correct the GBL ABRCC control statement, and resubmit the job.

PRM0076E
ABRETRY RECORD INVALID KEYWORD FOUND

Reason:

The GBL ABRCC control statement that was specified in the inclusion options data set does not contain a valid keyword
parameter.

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS ignores the GBL ABRCC control statement.

Action:

Correct the GBL ABRCC control statement, and resubmit the job.

PRM0077E
ABRETRY REASON= MUST BE 8 HEX DIGITS 0-9, A-F

Reason:

The specified GBL ABRCC control statement in the inclusion options data set has an invalid value for the REASON=
parameter.

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS ignores the invalid GBL ABRCC control statement keyword
parameter.

Action:

Correct the GBL ABRCC control statement, and resubmit the job.

PRM0078E
ABRETRY MAXRETRY= COUNT MUST BE DEC DIGITS 0-9

Reason:
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The GBL ABRCC control statement specified in the inclusion options data set contains an invalid value for the
MAXRETRY= parameter.

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS ignores the invalid GBL ABRCC control statement keyword
parameter.

Action:

Correct the GBL ABRCC control statement, and resubmit the job

PRM0079E
ABRETRY DELAY= IN MINUTES MUST BE 1-99

Reason:

The GBL ABRCC control statement specified in the inclusion options data set contains an invalid value for the DELAY=
parameter.

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS ignores the invalid GBL ABRCC control statement keyword
parameter.

Action:

Correct the GBL ABRCC control statement, and resubmit the job.

PRM0080W
REATTACH MAXIMUM REACHED FOR JOB xxxxxxxx

Reason:

You have specified REATTACH=YES, and the attached task for the application has abnormally terminated (where
xxxxxxxx represents job name). The maximum number of retries specified in the inclusion options has been exceeded, so
no further retry processing will be attempted.

The job abends.

Action:

No action is required. If necessary, increase the retry count or increase the retry time so retries do not occur as quickly
after the abend occurs.

PRM0081I
modname ESTAI ABEND=code [RSN=reason]

Reason:

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS has detected an abend in one of the subtasks in the job. The
message shows the main module name for the TCB, the abend code, and, when specified, the reason code.

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS reviews the abend to see if it should be the subject of a retry. If
so, retry processing will be attempted. If not, the job will abend.

Action:

Review the reason for the abend and respond based on the abend code and any other messages that are associated with
the abend.
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NOTE
PRM0081 and PRM0082 are identical messages, but they are issued based on different TCBs, so both
messages are maintained.

PRM0082I
modname ESTAI ABEND=code [RSN=reason]

Reason:

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS has detected an abend in one of the subtasks in the job. The
message shows the main module name for the TCB, the abend code, and, when specified, the reason code.

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS reviews the abend to see if it should be the subject of a retry. If
so, retry processing will be attempted. If not, the job will abend.

Action:

Review the reason for the abend and respond based on the abend code and any other messages that are associated with
the abend.

PRM0101I
TYPE 'PRMXSORT' TO SEQUENCE THIS DATA SET BEFORE REPLACING.

Reason:

The standard TSO or ISPF sort will not sequence the records properly. Records should be sorted by record type (GBL,
PGM, PSB, or JOB) with generic '*' patterns sorting after job-specific entries.

The ISPF dialog edit session continues until you either exit the ISPF edit session with no changes (CANCEL) or you sort
the records (using the PRMXSORT macro) and then save the records (SAVE).

Action:

Exit the ISPF edit session with no changes (CANCEL) or sort the records (using the PRMXSORT macro), and save the
records (SAVE).

PRM0102I
EDIT/VIEW COMPLETE FOR INCLUSION OPTIONS DATA SET

Reason:

You have terminated the ISPF EDIT/VIEW session of the inclusion options data set. The ISPF dialog terminates.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0103E
INCLUSION OPTIONS DATA SET NOT FOUND

Reason:

The ISPF dialog was unable to locate the inclusion options data set. The ISPF dialog terminates.

Action:

Ensure that you have specified the data set name correctly.
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PRM0104I
TYPE 'CANCEL' TO BYPASS FINAL PRMXSORT MACRO EXECUTION.

Reason:

There might be further actions that you need to perform in the ISPF EDIT session of the inclusion options data set to
sequence the records in the data set properly.

The ISPF dialog edit session continues until you exit the ISPF edit session with no changes (CANCEL) or you sort the
records (using the PRMXSORT macro) and then save the records (SAVE).

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0201I
ADMINISTRATION DIALOG COMPLETE FOR PROGRAM RESTART MANAGER

Reason:

You have terminated the ISPF dialog.

Action:

No action is required.

PRM0202E
INCLUSION OPTIONS DATA SET NOT FOUND

Reason:

The ISPF dialog was unable to locate the inclusion options data set. The ISPF dialog terminates.

Action:

Ensure that you have specified the data set name correctly.

PRM0203E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR INCLUSION OPTIONS DATA SET

Reason:

The ISPF dialog was unable to dynamically allocate the inclusion options data set. The ISPF dialog continues without
processing the indicated data set.

Action:

Check any other related messages in the log. If you cannot determine the solution, contact CA Technical Support.

PRM0204E
GBL PARAMETER FOR CTDSHLQ= NOT FOUND IN INCLUSION OPTIONS DATA SET

Reason:

The ISPF dialog was unable to find the CTDSHLQ= parameter in the inclusion options data set. The ISPF dialog
terminates.
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Action:

Ensure that the ISPF dialog is referencing the correct inclusion options data set, and try again.

PRM0205I
CATALOG SEARCH INTERFACE ERROR - CSI RC=xxxxxxxx RSN=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The ISPF dialog did not locate any abended jobs requiring administration. The ISPF dialog terminates.

Action:

No action is required.

 

PRM0206E
TBCREATE ERROR

Reason:

The ISPF dialog was unable to perform the TBCREATE ISPF function. The ISPF dialog terminates.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

PRM0207E
TBADD ERROR

Reason:

The ISPF dialog was unable to perform the TBADD ISPF function. The ISPF dialog terminates.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

PRM0208E
VREPLACE ERROR

Reason:

The ISPF dialog was unable to perform the VREPLACE ISPF function. The ISPF dialog terminates.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

PRM0209E
CTX SVC99 ERROR xxxx DSN=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The ISPF dialog was unable to dynamically allocate the job control options data set. The ISPF dialog continues without
processing the indicated data set.

Action:
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Check the dynamic allocation return code and other messages in the log. If you cannot determine the solution, contact CA
Technical Support.

PRM0210E
DYNALLOC ERROR RC=xxxx DSN=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The ISPF dialog was unable to dynamically allocate a checkpoint tracking data set. The ISPF dialog continues without
processing the indicated data set.

Action:

Check the dynamic allocation return code and other messages in the log. If you cannot determine the solution, contact CA
Technical Support.

PRM0211E
SAF ERROR

Reason:

The person using ISPF has insufficient authority to read the inclusion options data set. No access is allowed.

Action:

Consult your security administrator.

PRM2001I
AUTOBKO SUPPORT ENABLED FOR JOB jobname

Reason:

The executing job (jobname) is eligible for automatic backout processing if an abend occurs. The job continues
processing.

PRM2002I
DFSRRC00 ESTAI CMPC=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

The job has abended with the specified completion code (nnnnnnnn). The job terminates abnormally.

PRM2003I
DFSULTR0 PARM=’DBRC=x’

Reason:

Batch backout facility has linked to the log termination utility with the DBRC parameter (Y or N) indicated after an abend
has occurred. The job continues to attempt a batch backout automatically.

• x
Specifies the value of the DBRC parameter.

PRM2004I
DFSULTR0 RC=nnnnnnnn
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Reason:

The log termination utility has completed with a completion code of nnnnnnnn. The job continues to attempt a batch
backout automatically.

PRM2005I
DFSBBO00 SYSIN: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Batch backout facility has linked to the batch backout utility with the indicated parameters. Batch backout is being
attempted for the abended application.

• xxxxxxxx
Specifies the parameters for the batch backout facility.

PRM2006I
DFSBBO00 RC=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

The batch backout utility completed with a completion code of nnnnnnnn. Batch backout processing has completed for the
abended application. The job step terminates with the original application abend code.

Action:

Determine the appropriate action based on the return code. Return codes from DFSBBO00 of 00000000 or 0000001C
(dec 28) indicate that no further backout processing is required.

NOTE
For information about return codes, see the IMS Utilities Reference: Database and Transaction Manager.

PRM2007I
SVC99 VERB=nn RC=rc RSN=rsn DDN=ddn

Reason:

This message displays information about a dynamic allocation. The job continues processing.

• nn
Identifies the type of the request. The following values are available:
– VERB=01

Indicates an allocation request.
– VERB=02

Indicates an unallocation request.
• rc

Specifies the hexadecimal return code from the DYNALLOC macro instruction.
• rsn

Specifies the hexadecimal reason code.
• ddn

Specifies the DDNAME.

PRM2008I
EXE ESTAI CMPC=nnnnnnnn
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Reason:

The job has abended with completion code nnnnnnnn. The job continues to terminate abnormally.

PRM2009W
WAITING FOR DATASET xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Batch backout facility is waiting to access the inclusion options data set (xxxxxxxx). The data set is unavailable, probably
because a TSO user is holding the data set in edit mode. The job waits until the data set is released.

Action:

Wait for the holder of the data set to release the exclusive hold on the data set.

PRM2010E
SVC99 RC=rc RSN=rsn DSN=dsn

Reason:

An unexpected return code from a dynamic unallocation request for the inclusion options data set has been detected. The
job step abends with a U3630 abend code and a reason code of 00000204.

Action:

Correct the problem with the data set, and rerun the job.

PRM2011E
SVC99 RC=rc RSN=rsn DSN=dsn

Reason:

An unexpected return code from a dynamic allocation request for the inclusion options data set has been detected. The
job step abends with a U3630 abend code and a reason code of 00000204.

Action:

Correct the problem with the data set, and rerun the job.

PRM2012I
DDN=dddddddd LRECL=nnnnn

Reason:

This message was issued because debug mode is active. The specified DD statement has been opened, and the logical
record length is shown in the message text.

• dddddddd
Identifies the opened DD statement.

• nnnnn
Identifies the length of the logical record.

Action:

No action is required.
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PRM2013I
JOB xxxxxxxx HAS BEEN EXCLUDED

Reason:

The EXCLUDE=YES option has been specified for the job (xxxxxxxx) in the inclusion options data set. The job is not
eligible for automatic backout processing. The job continues running with the batch backout facility inactive

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

To include the job, remove the EXCLUDE= option from the appropriate entry in the inclusion options data set.

PRM2014I
INCLDSN OPT: xxx yyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

Reason:

This message displays the option record for the job mask entry selected in the inclusion options data set. The job
continues to run.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

PRM2015E
INCLDSN LRECL=nnnnn IS LESS THAN MINIMUM LRECL=80

Reason:

The inclusion options data set was allocated with an LRECL less than 80. The job abends with a U3630 abend code and a
reason code of 300.

Action:

Review the allocation of the inclusion options data set. Correct the allocation, and rerun the job.

PRM2016I
xxxx yyyyyyyy

Reason:

The SHOWDSNS option has been specified in the inclusion options data set.

• xxxx
Identifies the data set type. The following values are available:
– LOG1

Identifies the name of the log data set that the batch backout facility dynamically allocates for the IEFRDER DD
statement if JCL allocation is not being used.

– LOG2
Identifies the name of the log data set that the batch backout facility dynamically allocates for the IEFRDER2 DD
statement if JCL allocation is not being used.

– LTR1
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Identifies the name of the log data set that the batch backout facility dynamically allocates for the NEWRDER DD
statement if the Log Recovery utility (DFSULTR0) needs to be invoked in DUP mode to create an interim log before
attempting batch backout (DFSBBO00).

– LTR2
Identifies the name of the log data set that the batch backout facility dynamically allocates for the NEWRDER2 DD
statement if the Log Recovery utility (DFSULTR0) needs to be invoked in DUP mode to create an interim log before
attempting batch backout (DFSBBO00).

– BBO1
Identifies the name of the log data set that the batch backout facility dynamically allocates for the IEFRDER DD
statement if the Batch Backout utility (DFSBBO00) needs to be invoked.

– BBO2
Identifies the name of the log data set that the batch backout facility dynamically allocates for the IEFRDER2 DD
statement if the Batch Backout utility (DFSBBO00) needs to be invoked.

– BBDS
Identifies the name of the batch backout data set that the batch backout facility dynamically allocates to contain
control information about logs that will be used by the current job. The job continues to run.

• yyyyyyyy
Identifies the data set name that the batch backout facility uses to dynamically allocate the data set.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

PRM2017E
DSNAME NOT VALID - data-set-name

Reason:

The data set name generated for a log data set is not valid. The job abends with a U3630 abend code and a reason code
of 00000299.

Action:

Correct the specification for the erroneous log data set name mask.

PRM2018E
FATAL ERRORS FOUND DURING PARM PROCESSING

Reason:

Significant errors were found during parameter or option processing phase. The job abends with a U3630 abend code and
a reason code of 00000299.

Action:

Review the error messages preceding this message, including PRM2019E, and make the necessary corrections.

PRM2019E
INVALID PARM: xxx yyyyyyyyyyyyyy

Reason:

The displayed parameter option (xxx yyyyyyyyyyyyyy) has not been specified correctly. The job continues to run or
abends with a U3630 abend code and a reason code of 00000299, depending on the severity of the error.

Action:
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Correct the specification of this parameter option.

PRM2020E
BBDSHLQ MUST BE 1 TO 22 CHARACTERS

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the BBDSHLQ parameter option. The job continues to run or abends with a U3630
abend code and a reason code of 00000299, depending on the severity of the error.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the parameter option.

PRM2021I
AUTOBKO SUPPORT NOT ENABLED FOR JOB xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The executing job (xxxxxxxx) is eligible for automatic backout processing in the event of an abend. The job continues
normal processing.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

PRM2022I
PRMCTRL OPTIONS DD STATEMENT PRESENT

Reason:

The executing job contains a DD statement containing additional options that are not coded in the inclusion options data
set. The job continues normal processing.

Batch backout facility processes any additional options present. Unless the EXCLUDE option is present, the job is
automatically considered included even if the EXCLUDE option was coded for the job in the inclusion options data set.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

PRM2023E
VALUE FOR IEFRDER= MUST BE "DYNALLOC/DUMMY/JCL/FORCE"

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the IEFRDER parameter. The job step attempts to continue running using the value that
was specified in the JCL for IEFRDER DD statement.

Action:

Specify a valid value the parameter.

PRM2024E
VALUE FOR IEFRDER2= MUST BE "DYNALLOC/DUMMY/JCL/FORCE"

Reason:
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An invalid value was specified for the IEFRDER2 parameter. The job step attempts to continue running using the value
that was specified in the JCL for IEFRDER2 DD statement.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the parameter.

PRM2025E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE FROM DFSULTR0

Reason:

The Log Recovery Utility (DFSULTR0) completed with an unexpected return code. The job step abends with a U3630
abend code and a reason code of 00000500.

Action:

To determine the next action, see the IMS Utilities Reference: System.

PRM2026E
VALUE FOR SPACE= MUST BE "TRK" OR "CYL"

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the parameter SPACE. The job attempts to process without this parameter.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the parameter.

PRM2027E
VALUE FOR PRIME= MUST BE NUMERIC

Reason:

A non-numeric value was specified for the PRIME parameter. The job attempts to process without this parameter.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the parameter.

PRM2028E
VALUE FOR SECND= MUST BE NUMERIC

Reason:

A non-numeric value was specified for the SECND parameter. The job attempts to process without this parameter.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the parameter.

PRM2029E
VALUE FOR SHOWS99= MUST BE ''Y'' OR ''N''

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the SHOWS99 parameter. The job attempts to process without this parameter.
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Action:

Specify a valid value for the parameter.

PRM2030E
VALUE FOR SHOWDSNS= MUST BE ''Y'' OR ''N''

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the SHOWDSNS parameter. The job attempts to process without this parameter.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the parameter.

PRM2031E
DATASET NAME CANNOT BE GREATER THAN 44 CHARACTERS

Reason:

One of the log data set names generated by the corresponding data set name mask is invalid. The job abends with a
U3630 abend code and a reason code of 00000299.

Action:

Correct the specification for the erroneous log data set name mask.

PRM2032E
BBDS PARM CAN ONLY BE SPECIFIED AS A "GBL" PARM.

Reason:

All batch backout control data set (BBDS) parameters must be specified as global (GBL) parameters in the inclusion
options data set. The job continues processing but ignores the erroneous specification.

Action:

Correct the specification as required.

PRM2033I
AUTOBKO FOR SUBSYSTEM xxxxxxxx IS BEING ATTEMPTED

Reason:

The job has failed and is eligible for automatic batch backout processing. Batch backout facility attempts automatic batch
backout for this failed subsystem (xxxxxxxx).

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

PRM2034E
AUTOBKO INFO INDOUBT FOR SUBSYSTEM

Reason:

The information stored in the batch backup data set (BBDS) does not match the attributes of the currently running job.
Batch backout facility abends the job step with a U3630 abend code and a reason code of 00000400.
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Action:

Correct the JCL for the job as required.

PRM2035I
JFCBEXAD=aaaaaa JFCBNVOL=nn JFCBVOLS=vvvvvv

Reason:

This message was issued because debug mode is active. A DD statement has been opened, and the JFCB at address
aaaaaa shows the number of volumes (nn) and the VOLSER (vvvvvv).

• aaaaaa
Identifies the address of the JFCB.

• nn
Identifies the number of volumes.

• vvvvvv
Identifies the volser.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

PRM2036E
FAILED SUBSYSTEM xxxxxxxx ABEND/RERUN PSB CONFLICT

Reason:

The information stored in the batch backout control data (BBDS) set for the PSB in use at the time of the original abend
does not match the PSB of the currently running job. Batch backout facility can abend the job step with a U3630 abend
code and a reason code of 00000410.

Action:

Correct the JCL for the job being rerun as required. See accompanying message PRM2037E for more information.

PRM2037E
ABENDPSB=xxxxxxxx RERUNPSB=yyyyyyyy ** NOT A MATCH

Reason:

The information stored in the batch backout control data set (BBDS) for the PSB in use at the time of the original abend
(xxxxxxxx) does not match the PSB of the currently running job (yyyyyyyy). Batch Backout Facility abends the job step
with a U3630 abend code and a reason code of 00000410.

• xxxxxxxx
Identifies the PSB that was in use at the time of the original abend.

• yyyyyyyy
Identifies the PSB of the currently running job.

Action:

Correct the JCL for the job as required.

PRM2038E
VALUE FOR VLCNT= MUST BE NUMERIC
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Reason:

A non-numeric value for volume count was specified for the VLCNT parameter. The job continues attempt to process
without this parameter.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the parameter.

PRM2039E
VALUE FOR RETPD= MUST BE NUMERIC

Reason:

A non-numeric value for retention period was specified for the RETPD parameter. The job continues attempt to process
without this parameter.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the parameter.

PRM2040E
VALUE FOR EXPDT= MUST BE IN FORMAT yyddd OR yyyy/ddd

Reason:

An invalid value for expiration date was specified for the EXPDT parameter. The job attempts to continue processing
without this parameter.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the parameter (yyddd or yyyy/ddd).

PRM2042E
SPECIFICATION FOR VOL= IS NOT VALID

Reason:

An invalid volume serial number was specified for the VOL parameter. The job continues attempting to process without
this parameter. A valid value is one- through six-character serial number.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the parameter.

PRM2043E
INVALID SPECIFICATION FOR NEXTUTIL=uuuuuuuu

Reason:

The NEXTUTIL keyword was specified with an invalid value (uuuuuuuu). The specified value is ignored.

Action:

Verify that the NEXTUTIL= keyword is specified with a value of DFSBBO00, DFSULTR0, or DFSZSR00.

PRM2044I
AUTOBKO FOR SUBSYSTEM xxxxxxxx COMPLETE
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Reason:

Batch backout facility has completed all automatic batch backout processing for the identified job (xxxxxxxx). The job step
terminates with the original abend completion code of the failed job, with a U3630 abend (reason code 00000507), or with
both.

Action:

Prepare the job to be resubmitted. If an extended restart is indicated, verify the value specified for CKPTID= matches the
CHKPT ID specified in the DFS395I BACKOUT COMPLETE message or in the DFS888I NO DATABASE RECORDS
READ message displayed by the batch backout utility.

PRM2045W
RERUN/RESTART MAY BE PENDING FOR JOB xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Batch backout facility has completed all automatic batch backout processing for this job. This message can be displayed
with message PRM2044I. The job step terminates with a U3630 abend and a reason code of 00000507.

Action:

Prepare the job to be resubmitted. If an extended restart is indicated, verify the value specified for CKPTID= matches the
CHKPT ID specified in the DFS395I BACKOUT COMPLETE message or the DFS888I NO DATA BASE RECORDS READ
message displayed by the batch backout utility.

PRM2046E
UNRESOLVED SYMBOLIC IN DSN xxxxxxxx

Reason:

One of the log data set names generated by the corresponding data set name mask is invalid. The job abends with a
U3630 abend code and a reason code of 00000299.

Action:

Correct the log data set name mask, and resubmit the job.

PRM2047E
LOG TERMINATION RECORD NOT FOUND - U3630 RSN=047

Reason:

The Log Recovery Utility did not close properly the log data set being processed. The job abends with a U3630 abend
code and a reason code of 00000047.

Action:

Verify that the Log Recovery Utility (DFSULTR0) properly closes the log data set.

PRM2048E
VALUE FOR UNCNT= MUST BE NUMERIC

Reason:

A non-numeric value was specified for the UNCNT parameter. The job continues attempt to process without this
parameter.
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Action:

Specify a valid, numeric, value for the parameter.

PRM2049W
INCLUSION OPTIONS DATA SET NOT FOUND

Reason:

The data set name assembled in the PRM#INCL CSECT does not exist or is not cataloged. The job continues without any
user-specified global options.

Action:

Assemble and link edit the desired name of the inclusion options data set.

PRM2050E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE FROM DFSBBO00

Reason:

The Batch Backout Utility (DFSBBO00) completed with an unexpected return code. The job step abends with a U3630
abend code and a reason code of 00000507.

Action:

For more information about the return code and next action, see the IMS Utilities Reference: System.

PRM2051W
USING UNCATALOGED VOLSERS FOR DSN=dddddddd

Reason:

Batch backout facility is using a data set that is not cataloged for a log volume.

Action:

Verify that DBRC does not use the CATDS option, or failures could occur using the log data set.

PRM2052W
BYPASS LOGGING OPTION HAS BEEN SELECTED

Reason:

The BYPLOGR option has been selected for this job. The job step continues to execute, and if all conditions for use of the
bypass logging option are met, no logging is performed.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

PRM2053E
BYPASS LOGGING OPTION NOT ALLOWED WITH IRLM=Y

Reason:

The BYPLOGR option had been selected for this job, but IRLM=Y was also specified. The job step continues to execute,
but logging is performed for the job.
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Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

PRM2054I
BYPASS LOGGING IN EFFECT

Reason:

The BYPLOGR option has been selected for this job. The job step continues to execute without logging being performed.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational only.

PRM2059E
DFSULTR0 DUP MODE ERROR(S) FOUND

Reason:

Batch backout facility invoked IMS utility DFSULTR0 as part of the log close process. DFSULTR0 found errors attempting
to perform DUP processing. The batch job abends.

Action:

Close the log using the standard IMS utilities. If successful, perform batch backout using the closed logs.

PRM2060W
DFSULTR0 REP MODE MAY BE REQUIRED

Reason:

Batch backout facility invoked IMS utility DFSULTR0 as part of the log close process. DFSULTR0 found errors attempting
to perform DUP processing. The batch job abends.

Action:

Close the log using the standard IMS utilities. If successful, perform batch backout using the closed logs.

PRM2061W
DFSULTR0 MAY BE REQUIRED

Reason:

Batch backout facility invoked IMS utility DFSULTR0 as part of the log close process. DFSULTR0 found errors attempting
to close the log. The batch job abends.

Action:

Attempt to close the log using the standard IMS utilities. If successful, perform batch backout using the closed logs.

PRM2062W
ABENDLTR=Y REQUESTED

Reason:
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Batch backout facility invoked IMS utility DFSULTR0 as part of the log close process. The ABENDLTR=YES option was
specified for this job, and causes the job to abend when log recovery is performed. The batch job abends with a 3630
abend code and a reason code of 702.

Action:

If the abend is not desired, change the ABENDLTR=YES option to ABENDLTR=NO.

PRM2068E
LOG BLKSIZES IN INCLUSION OPTIONS MUST BE NUMERIC

Reason:

An invalid, non-numeric value was specified for a log block size (BLKSIZES) in the inclusion options used in this job
execution. The specified block size is ignored.

Action:

Specify a valid value for a log block size in the inclusion options data set or the PRMCTRL DD if present.

PRM2070I
LOG BLOCK COUNT = nnnnnnnn

Reason:

This messages displays the number (nnnnnnnn) of blocks bypassed by the bypass logging option for the job.

PRM2071E
UNABLE TO FORCE LOG CLOSE

Reason:

Batch backout facility was unable to read the interim log to determine the block count, or there were no blocks written to
the interim log. The job abends with a 3630 abend code and a reason code of 500.

Action:

Review the MVS SYSLOG for this job for additional error messages, related errors in the log close process, or log open
failures.

PRM2072W
IMS RELEASE UNKNOWN - BATCH BACKOUT FACILITY BYPASSED

Reason:

Batch backout facility encountered an unknown release of IMS. Batch backout facility is bypassed and no features are
available for this job execution.

Action:

Determine if additional maintenance is required for Batch backout facility to support the version of IMS used in this job
execution.

PRM2073W
INCLDSN SYNTAX ERROR %

Reason:
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There was a syntax error in the inclusion options data set for the displayed IJS statement (%). The statement is ignored.
Processing continues.

Action:

Verify the syntax of the IJS statement. The values specified for the IMSID, jobname, step names, program name, and PSB
name are all positional parameters that must be coded in specific columns.

PRM2100E
NO PARAMETERS PASSED

Reason:

A logic error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

PRM2101E
NO DBD COUNT VALUE PASSED

Reason:

A logic error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

PRM2102E
NO DBD ADDRESS VALUE PASSED

Reason:

A logic error occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

PRM2104E
GETMAIN FAILURE

Reason:

There was not enough storage for allocation of the program work areas.

Action:

Increase the region size. CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS requires more storage than required
when the batch program is invoked natively.

PRM2105W
UNABLE TO LOAD ITKDBFE0....... CHECK JCL.

Reason:
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The STEPLIB concatenation does not include a necessary program.

Action:

Correct the STEPLIB specification and resubmit the job.

PRM2107W
DBD (dbdname) DD (ddname) FLAGGED AS flag - CORRECT AND REPROCESS

Reason:

The indicated database (dbdname) has a status in the RECON that could lead to the application program failing.

• flag
Indicates the problem, such as recovery needed, image copy needed, or backout of subsys xxx needed.

Action:

Perform the requested function and resubmit the job.

PRM2108W
DBD (dbdname) DD (ddname) NOT REGISTERED

Reason:

The use of DBRC is indicated, but the named database is not registered.

Action:

Processing continues. We recommend that you register the database or databases listed.

PRM2200I
CA Program Restart Manager active

Reason:

The CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS execution controller front end has found the PRM#INCL
member that was created during the CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS customization process.

Action:

Control passes to CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS to determine the action required for the job.
No action is required.

PRM2201E
ONLY A TEMPORARY DSN IS PERMITTED FOR BYPASS LOGGING

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the BYPDSNAM keyword. Only a temporary data set is needed because no actual log
data will be written to the log file.

Action:

The invalid data set mask is ignored and the default temporary data set is used.

PRM2202E
UNABLE TO LOAD IMS MODULE DFSRRC00
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Reason:

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS could not find the named IMS module that is needed to pass
control to for database processing.

Action:

Verify that the STEPLIB concatenation contains the CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS followed by
the library containing the IMS reslib modules with PRM USERMODs applied, followed by the IMS reslib. Verify that the
DFSRESLB DD concatenation contains the library containing the IMS reslib modules with PRM USERMODs applied,
followed by the IMS reslib.

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

PRM2203E
Program Restart Manager environment initialization failed.

Reason:

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS could not establish an environment for the utility to begin
processing.

Action:

To determine next action, see the messages preceding PRM2203E for more information about the initialization problem.

If the problem persist, contact CA Support for assistance.

PRM2204E
UNABLE TO OPEN BBDS, RC=xx

Reason:

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS could not open the batch backout data set (BBDS) for output.

Action:

Look for a dynamic allocation error in preceding messages. Address the dynamic allocation failure first.

If the BBDS was not dynamically allocated, contact CA Support and provide the job message log, the options data set,
and any PRMCTRL control statements in the job.

PRM2205E
VALUE FOR KEYWORD MUST BE 'Y' OR 'N'

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the keyword indicated in the previous message.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the keyword and resubmit the job.

PRM2206E
DBRC VALUE OF 'N' IS INVALID IN A DBRC=FORCE ENVIRONMENT

Reason:

The DBRC parameter was specified with a value of N, but the system was configured with DBRC=FORCE.
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Action:

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS ignores the N specification and uses Y instead. This behavior is
an IMS standard.

PRM2301I
Logging activity report will not be generated.

Reason:

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS could not load the program used as the logger exit to obtain
information about application program processing.

Processing continues. CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS cannot monitor logging activity and then
generate a report about processing performed.

PRM2303E
IDENTIFY FAILURE FOR module, R15=xx

Reason:

CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS could not define an alias for the named module (module).

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

PRM4007W
CA Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS FAILED LICENSE VALIDATION

Reason:

A valid product license was not found. An attempt to execute the product on a CPU other than the CPU on which it is
licensed has been detected.Action:Contact CA Support for assistance.

PRM4008I
PLEASE ENSURE THE LICENSE INFORMATION IS CORRECT

Reason:

The product license cannot be validated.

Action:

The return code is not affected.

Correct the LMP key. For correct LMP key, contact the Total License Care (TLC) group at http://ca.com/support. When
contacting TLC, have your site ID and CA serial number available.
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PRU Messages
PRU prefixed messages are generated from the Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update component of CA Database
Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS.

PRU0001E
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE WORK DATA SPACE.

Reason:

Options indicated that a work data space should be allocated. However, the program was unable to do so.

Action:

Respond to the messages that preceded this message. Consider running again with SMDSPACE=NO.

PRU0002E
NO OUTPUT CREATED BY PREFIX RESOLUTION. AN ABEND WILL BE GENERATED BECAUSE OF
ABENDNOOUTPUT SETTING.

Reason:

Prefix Resolution ran without errors, but no output records were created to update secondary indexes or to update
logically related databases. The ABENDNOOUTPUT setting causes the program to abend.

Action:

Verify that all WF1 data sets were included under the SORTIN DD. Another possibility is that no segments need to be
updated (such as if DBR was specified for the reorganization of a logical child database).

PRU0003E
UNABLE TO OPEN MESSAGE FILE PRUMSGS

Reason:

The messages file could not be opened. Look for IECxxx messages in the JESMSGLG for more information.

Action:

The product should be able to dynamically allocate PRUMSGS to SYSOUT=* if the DD is not provided. Try specifying the
DD in your JCL.

PRU0004S
UNKNOWN CALL TO PREFIX RESOLUTION AND UPDATE.

Reason:

An unknown method was used to invoke Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update.

Action:

Use a supported method to invoke PRU.
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PRU0005S
PROCESSING ABORTED DUE TO ABEND.

Reason:

An abend was detected.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance. Provide the abend information.

PRU0006E
UNABLE TO OPEN PRURPTS

Reason:

The reports file could not be opened. The product should be able to dynamically allocate PRURPTS to SYSOUT=* if the
DD is not provided.

Action:

Look for IECxxx messages in the JESMSGLG for more information. Try specifying the DD in your JCL.

PRU0007W
PREFIX RESO-UPDATE FAILED DBO LICENSE VALIDATION.

Reason:

The program was unable to validate the DBO license information. An attempt to execute the product on a CPU other than
the CPU on which it is licensed has been detected.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU0007I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:

An error occurred getting the service pack level.

Action:

Check previous messages. The return code is zero.

PRU0008I
 PLEASE ENSURE THE LICENSE INFORMATION IS CORRECT 

 Reason: 

The product license cannot be validated.

 Action: 

The return code is not affected.
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Correct the LMP key. You can get the correct LMP key from the Total License Care (TLC) group at Broadcom Support.
When contacting TLC, have your site ID and CA serial number available.

PRU0009I
PRU0009I FOR COMPATIBILITY WITH IMS PREFIX RESOLUTION, THE FINAL RETURN CODE WILL BE: xxxx

Reason:

The final return code to the operating system was adjusted because IMSRCCOMPATIBLE=YES was specified in the
control statements.

Action:

No action is required. However, if the final return code is 4 because there were logical parents with no logical children,
which is normally an acceptable situation, you may not want to specify the IMSRCCOMPATIBLE control statement.

PRU0100E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE FUNCTION KEYWORD.

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the FUNCTION keyword.

Action:

Correct your JCL and resubmit.

PRU0101I
SPECIFY "PFXRES", "PFXUPD", OR "PFXRESUPD".

Reason:

This message follows PRU0100E.

Action:

See message PRU0100E.

PRU0102E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE UPDATE KEYWORD - SPECIFY YES OR NO.

Reason:

YES or NO was not specified for the UPDATE keyword.

Action:

Correct your JCL and resubmit.

PRU0200I
PREFIX RESOLUTION: step FINISHED WITH cond=code (REASON=xxxxx)

Reason:

The named prefix resolution substep (such as "SORT 1" or "SORT 2") ended with the indicated return code or abend
code. If an abend occurred, a reason code might follow.
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This message is mostly informational. In the case of a failure, messages may precede this message and describe the
problem.

Action:

In the case of an abend, contact Broadcom Support for assistance, and provide the abend information.

PRU0201E
UNABLE TO LOAD DFSURG10.

Reason:

PRU was unable to load IBM's prefix resolution for HISAM processing.

Action:

Ensure that the IMS SDFSRESL is in the STEPLIB concatenation, or invoke IMS prefix resolution directly for HISAM
processing.

PRU0202E
ATTACH FAILURE, R15=xx

Reason:

A failure occurred when an attempt was made to invoke a Prefix Resolution substep.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU0203E
IDENTIFY FAILURE FOR xxxxx , R15=rr

Reason:

A failure occurred while attempting to create the handle by which Prefix Resolution would be invoked.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU0204S
ABEND DURING SECOND SORT. PROCESSING ABORTED.

Reason:

An abend was detected.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Provide the abend information.

PRU0205E
UNABLE TO FIND SEGMENT ASSOCIATED WITH DBD "xxxx", SEGMENT NUMBER=nn

Reason:
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The indicated segment number was not found in the DBD.

Action:

Verify that the correct DBD library was specified on the IMS DD.

PRU0206E
UNABLE TO FIND DDNAME ASSOCIATED WITH DBD "dddd", DSG NUMBER=nn

Reason:

The indicated data set group number was not found in the DBD.

Action:

Verify that the correct DBD library was specified on the IMS DD.

PRU0207E
PREFIX RESOLUTION ENDING PREMATURELY BECAUSE ALLOWORPHANLx SETTING IS "NO".

Reason:

The indicated option causes PRU to end processing. Messages precede this message and provide details about the
orphan relationship(s).

Action:

Correct the load programs and rerun. Alternatively, change the option to YES, if the application can tolerate the situation.

PRU0208E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF 'ddname' FAILED WITH RC=rc: S99ERROR=X'xxxx' S99INFO=X'xxxx'

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified work file failed.

Action:

Verify the TEMPUNIT keyword specification. Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective
action.

To circumvent the error, specify the work data set allocation in your JCL.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

PRU0209W
HISAM DATABASES FOUND. WILL ATTEMPT TO CALL IBM RESOLUTION.

Reason:

At least one of the databases involved in the logical relationship(s) is HISAM. PRU does not support HISAM.

PRU attempts to call IBM's prefix resolution, unless options prevent it from doing so.

Action:

Consider changing the job to call IBM's prefix resolution directly.
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PRU0210S
RELATIONSHIP TABLE EXCEEDS DESIGN PARAMETERS, REASON=x

Reason:

While building an internal table describing the logical relationships in related databases, a design parameter was
exceeded.

Action:

The step is aborted to avoid abends.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Provide the PRUMSGS data set, the DFSURCDS file, and the DBDs specified on the pre-reorg step that created the
DFSURCDS file.

PRU0211E
IMS CATALOG REQUIRES DBRC.

Reason:

You must specify DBRC=Y to run CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS with IMS-managed ACBs.

Action:

Specify DBRC=Y and resubmit the job.

PRU0400I
PREFIX UPDATE pfx FINISHED WITH cond=code (REASON=xxxxx)

Reason:

A Prefix Update subtask ended with the indicated return code or abend code. If an abend occurred, a reason code might
follow. The variable pfx contains the prefix used in front of any Prefix Update messages interspersed in PRUMSGS.

This message is mostly informational. In the case of a failure, messages may precede this message and describe the
problem.

Action:

In case of an abend, contact Broadcom Support for assistance. Provide the abend information.

PRU0401E
IDENTIFY FAILURE FOR xxxxx , R15=rr

Reason:

A failure occurred while attempting to create the handle by which Prefix Update would be invoked.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU0402E
ATTACH FAILURE FOR modname, R15=xx

Reason:
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A failure occurred while attempting to invoke a Prefix Update subtask.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU0403E
LOGIC ERROR IN PRUUCTL0 ETXR

Reason:

The named program had a logic error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Provide the JCL that was used to invoke PRU, and provide the complete PRUMSGS output and any interesting messages
in JESMSGLG.

PRU0404E
IMS CATALOG REQUIRES DBRC.

Reason:

You must specify DBRC=Y to run CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS with IMS-managed ACBs.

Action:

Specify DBRC=Y and resubmit the job.

PRU0500I
START OF PREFIX UPDATE USING INPUT FILE x

Reason:

This message indicates that a Prefix Task has been attached, using input WF3 file x.

PRU0503E
ERROR ON INPUT WF3 FILE f FAILURE MODE GET RC= rrrr

Reason:

An I/O error occurred while reading the WF3 input file f or data space.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Correct the reason for the I/O error and resubmit the job.

PRU0504I
WF3,INPUT FILE f SUCCESFULLY PROCESSED - n RECORDS.

Reason:

Variable n indicates that n records were read and processed from WF3 input file f.
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Termination continues with RC=0.

PRU0505I
PROCESSING DDN “x” UNDER DBD “y”

Reason:

Prefix Update is processing the WF3 records for DDN x under DBD y.

PRU0506E
UNABLE TO FIND DDNAME ASSOCIATED WITH DBD “x”, DSG NUMBER=y

Reason:

After reading DBD x using DSG number y, Prefix Update was unable to find the associated ddname.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Correct the DBD in the library specified by the file in JCL ddcard IMS, and then rerun the job.

PRU0507E
ERROR ON UPDATE DATABASE FILE DBD = “x” DDN = “y” FAILURE MODE OPEN RC= “r”

Reason:

Open processing for DDN y under DBD x failed with return code r. Messages might be issued before this message to help
determine the cause of the failure.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Determine the cause of the failure, and then rerun the job.

PRU0508E
ERROR SEGMENT n NOT FOUND AT RBA r FOR DDN d

Reason:

Prefix Update was going to update segment n in database data set d at RBA offset r, but the segment was not there.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU0509E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERROR FOR DBD = "dbdname' DDNAME = "ddname" from xxxxxx RC=return_code

Reason:
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An error occurred attempting to dynamically allocate a data set for the named DDNAME and DBD. Allocation information
was obtained from xxxxxx where xxxxxx is 'DFSMDA' or 'DBRC'.

Action:

Processing terminates. For more information, see JOBLOG and messages data sets. Correct the problem and resubmit
the job.

PRU0510E
UNABLE TO INITIALIZE DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ENVIRONMENT.

Reason:

Program was unable to initialize the dynamic allocation environment. The most likely reason is lack of virtual storage.

Action:

Processing terminates. For more information, see the job and/or jobstep region parameter and JOBLOG. Correct the
problem and resubmit the job.

PRU0600E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

PRU process control statements were not available to PRU due to an internal error.

PRU terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated PRU return code so far is less than 16.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU0601I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED.

Reason:

This message is the first message written to the messages file when the control statements in the PRUCTRL file
are about to be processed. All messages related to control statement analysis follow this message and precede the
PRU0602I message.

PRU continues processing. The PRU return code is not changed.

Action:

Review the messages that follow this message for information regarding the parsing of the control statements.

PRU0602I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.

Reason:

This message is the last message written to the messages file after the control statements in the PRUCTRL file have
been parsed. All control-statement-related messages that are written to the messages file precede this message.

PRU starts the analysis of the database. The PRU return code is not changed.
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Action:

Review the messages that precede this message for information regarding the control statements.

PRU0603E
NO FUNCTION SPECIFIED OR IMPLIED.

Reason:

PRU was invoked as ITKPRU, but no function was specified.

Action:

Correct the control statements and resubmit the job.

PRU0604I
KEYWORD keyword IS IGNORED WHEN PROCESSING HALDBs.

Reason:

The indicated keyword is not relevant when processing HAL databases and is ignored.

NOTE
The keyword may not have been specified explicitly, but was defaulted by invoking Prefix Resolution and Update
(PRU) as in IMS compatibility mode.

Action:

Processing continues.

If the keyword was set by default, use native mode JCL. If the keyword was specified, remove it from the control cards
and resubmit the job.

PRU0605E
DBRC=N NOT ALLOWED WITH MIGRATETOHALDB=Y.

Reason:

DBRC=N and MIGRATETOHALDB=Y were specified in the Prefix Resolution and Update control statements. DBRC=YES
is required when operating on HALDB.

Action:

Specify DBRC=Y and rerun the job.

PRU0701E
ERROR action DBD dbdname RC=xx

Reason:

The indicated action, such as LOADING, failed for the named DBD.

Action:

Verify that the IMS DD points to the correct DBDLIB. If so, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU0702E
ERROR CONVERTING DBD "dbdname" RC=cc RSN=rr
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Reason:

The DBD could not be translated into a common format. Messages should precede this message, detailing the problem.

Action:

If the messages that precede this message are not enough help, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU0801I
LOGICAL PARENT lpdbd/lpsegm AT RBA X'hexrba' HAS NO LOGICAL CHILDREN WITH LCHILD lcdbd/
lcsegmLPCK: C'ccccc' or X'xxxx' -or-PRE-REORG LP RBA X'oldrba'

Reason:

The indicated logical parent has no logical children. The information is printed because the PRINTORPHANLP setting is
YES or because the ALLOWORPHANLP setting is NO.

The default setting is to not stop processing or display orphan logical parents.

Action:

If your application cannot tolerate orphan logical parents, correct the load programs. Otherwise, this message is
informational.

PRU0802E
LOGICAL CHILD LAST RECORD NOT PRECEDED BY LOGICAL PARENT RECORD. LOGICAL PARENT DBD
dbdname SEGMENT NO. sss, PRE-REORG RBA x'oldrba', LOGICAL CHILD DBD dbdname, SEGMENT NO. nnn

Reason:

No logical parent record existed to have its logical child last field updated.

Action:

Verify that all WF1 files were specified for SORTIN. Correct the JCL and resubmit.

PRU0803E
UNABLE TO OPEN WORK FILE, DDNAME ddname

Reason:

PRU was unable to open the indicated work file.

Action:

If the work file was dynamically allocated by PRU, check the TEMPUNIT specification. Alternatively, you can define the
work file explicitly in your JCL. Change the JCL or control statements (or both), and then resubmit.

PRU0804E
NO ROOM LEFT IN DATA SPACE FOR INTERMEDIATE DATA.

Reason:

The data space is full. The default size of the data space is determined by available auxiliary storage. If the system was
active when this size was determined, the default size might be too small.

Action:
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Specify a larger size with the DSPBLKS keyword, or specify SMDSPACE=N and TEMPUNIT=esoteric to have PRU
use disk data sets for intermediate data. If any of the input WF1 data sets are on tape, you should specify a tape unit or
esoteric with TEMPUNIT. Change the control statements and rerun the job.

PRU0805I
LOGICAL CHILD lcdbd/lcsegm AT RBA X'hexrba' HAS NO LOGICAL PARENT lpdbd /lpsegm WITH LPCK: C'ccccc'
or X'xxxx' -or-PRE-REORG LP RBA X'oldrba'

Reason:

The indicated logical child has no logical parent. The information is printed because the PRINTORPHANLC setting is YES
or because the ALLOWORPHANLC setting is NO.

Normally, this problem is related to the load program, so the default setting is to display orphan logical children and stop
processing.

Action:

Correct the load programs. If your application can tolerate orphan logical children, rerun the job with
ALLOWORPHANLC=YES.

PRU0806E
LOGIC ERROR NEAR OFFSET X'offset' programname assemblydate

Reason:

The named program had a logic error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Provide the JCL that was used to invoke PRU, and provide the complete PRUMSGS output.

PRU0807E
NO LOGICAL CHILD RECORD WITH PRE-REORG RBA X'lcoldrba' FOUND TO UPDATE THE lcdbd/lcsegm lptr
POINTER OF THE SEGMENT AT RBA X'lcnewrba'. LOGICAL PARENT lpdbd/lpsegm PRE-REORG RBA X'lpoldrba'.

Reason:

There was no logical child record to have its indicated pointer field updated.

Action:

Check that all WF1 files were specified for SORTIN. Correct the JCL and resubmit.

PRU0808I
nnnnnnn RECORDS WRITTEN TO ddname

Reason:

The indicated number of secondary-index update records were written to the named DD.

This message is informational, indicating that secondary-index records are available that should be used as input to CA
Secondary Index Builder for IMS for z/OS.

Action:

For optimum performance, specify FILEFORMAT=DFSURIDX to SIB.
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PRU0809I
nnnnnnn RECORDS WRITTEN FOR SECONDARY INDEX DBD dbdname

Reason:

SPLITOUTPUT=YES was specified in the control statements. The indicated number of secondary-index update records
were written to the named DD for updates to the DBD of the same name.

This message is informational, indicating that secondary-index records are available that should be used as input to CA
Secondary Index Builder for IMS for z/OS.

Action:

For optimum performance, specify FILEFORMAT=DFSURIDX to SIB.

PRU0810E
HISAM IS NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

PRU does not support HISAM logical relationships.

This error could have been recognized earlier if the IMS DD had been provided, pointing to the DBDLIB.

Action:

Change the JCL to invoke IMS Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update directly for HISAM databases.

PRU0811E
DUPLICATE LOGICAL PARENT lpdbd/lpsegm AT RBAS X'lprba1' AND X'lprba2' LPCK: C'ccccc' or X'xxxx' -or-
PRE-REORG LP RBA X'oldrba'

Reason:

Multiple logical parents with the same logical parent concatenated key were found.

If the two RBAs are the same, one of the WF1 files was probably specified twice in the SORTIN concatenation. Otherwise,
the load programs are in error.

Action:

If a WF1 file was specified twice in the SORTIN concatenation, delete the duplicate and rerun.

PRU0812E
MULTIPLE LOGICAL CHILDREN BUT NO LTF POINTERS, lcdbd /lcseg AT RBAS X'1stlcrba' AND
X'nxtlcrba'UNDER LOGICAL PARENT lpdbd /lpseg AT RBA X'lprba' WITHLPCK: C'ccccccc' or X'xxxxxxxxx'

Reason:

Multiple logical children were found under the indicated logical parent. The logical parent has an LCF pointer to the logical
child, but the logical child does not have logical twin pointers. In this case, you cannot have logical twins without logical
twin pointers.

Action:

If one logical child per logical parent is the desired database design, correct the load programs so that the logical children
have only one logical parent. If this design is not the desired database design, remove the POINTER=SNGL/DBLE on
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the logical parent's LCHILD statement, or add LTWIN/LTWINBWD to the logical child's SEGM POINTER statement. Then
regenerate the DBDs, reload the databases, and rerun Prefix Resolution.

PRU0813E
UNRECOGNIZED INPUT RECORD. WF1 : X'hex data'

Reason:

An unrecognized record was returned from SORT.

Action:

Ensure that only the correct WF1 files are in the SORTIN concatenation. Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

PRU0814W
DUPLICATE VIRTUAL LOGICAL CHILDREN AT RBAS X'onelcrba' AND X'twolcrba'SEQ : C'ccccc' or X'xxxx'OF
REAL LOGICAL CHILD lcdbd/lcsegm - LOGICAL PARENT lpdbd/lpsegm WITH LPCK: C'ccccc' or X'xxxx' -or-PRE-
REORG LP RBA X'oldrba'

Reason:

The virtual logical child was defined with a unique sequence field, but a duplicate virtual logical child was detected. The
virtual logical child's sequence field is shown in the SEQ line of the message, and the logical parent is identified on
subsequent lines.

Prefix Update marks the duplicate as deleted on the logical path. Processing continues.

Action:

Change the load program(s) so that duplicates will not be inserted, or change the virtual logical child definition so that the
child is not defined with a unique sequence.

PRU0901E
ERROR OPENING WF3 DDNAME ddname RETURN CODE=xx

Reason:

The named output file could not be opened.

Action:

Look for IECxxx messages in the JESMSGLG for more information. If the work files were dynamically allocated by PRU,
check the TEMPUNIT specification. Otherwise, check the specification of the indicated DD in your JCL. Ensure that you
specified SPACE if on DASD.

NOTE
Do not specify DCB information; the program will provide this information, and the system will determine an
appropriate BLKSIZE.

PRU0902I
nnnnnnn RECORDS WRITTEN TO ddname

Reason:

The indicated number of records were written to the named DD for updates to the logically related database(s). If the
ddname is TOOLKIT, the records were written to the work data space.

Action:
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This message is informational, indicating that records are available that should be used as input to Prefix Update. If
UPDATE=YES was specified, the records are automatically sent to Prefix Update.

PRU0903I
nnnnnnn RECORDS WRITTEN TO ddname FOR UPDATES TO DBD dbdname DSG NUMBER nnn

Reason:

SPLITWF3OUTPUT=YES was specified in the control statements. The indicated number of records were written to the
named DD for updates to the named DBD. If the ddname is TOOLKIT, the records were written to the work data space.

Action:

This message is informational, indicating that records are available that should be used as input to Prefix Update. If
UPDATE=YES was specified, the records are automatically sent to Prefix Update.

PRU0904E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF 'ddname' FAILED WITH RC=rc: S99ERROR=X'xxxx' S99INFO=X'xxxx'

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified work file failed.

Action:

Verify the TEMPUNIT keyword specification. Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective
action.

To circumvent the error, specify the work data set allocation in your JCL.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

PRU0905E
LOGIC ERROR NEAR OFFSET X'offset' programname assemblydate

Reason:

The named program had a logic error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Provide the JCL that was used to invoke PRU, and provide the complete PRUMSGS output.

PRU0906E
NO LOGICAL CHILD RECORD WITH RBA X'lcrba' - UNABLE TO UPDATE ITS lptr POINTER LOGICAL CHILD
lcdbd/lcsegm - LOGICAL PARENT lpdbd/lpsegm

Reason:

A DBR-type reorganization was specified, and an update to a logical child's indicated pointer could not be performed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Provide the JCL that was used to invoke PRU, and provide the complete PRUMSGS output.
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PRU1000E
DBD NOT HDAM OR HIDAM.

Reason:

Prefix Update attempted to update a database data set, but the database was not HDAM or HIDAM.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Correct the database type and rerun the job.

PRU1001E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE FOR DSB, TERMINATING.

Reason:

Prefix Update attempted to get storage but was unable to do so.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

PRU1002E
UNABLE TO OPEN DATABASE WITH DDNAME d

Reason:

Prefix Update attempted to open database data set d but was unable to do so.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Be sure the JCL DD statement for the database data set is in the prefix. Update job step and rerun the job.

PRU1301E
ERROR action DBD dbdname RC=xx

Reason:

The indicated action, such as LOADING, failed for the named DBD.

Action:

Verify that the IMS DD points to the correct DBDLIB. If so, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU1302E
ERROR CONVERTING DBD "dbdname" RC=cc RSN=rr

Reason:
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The DBD could not be translated into a common format. Messages should precede this message, providing details about
the problem.

Action:

If the messages that precede this message are not enough help, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU1400E
INPUT FILE ddname IS NOT DEFINED.

Reason:

The named file was not defined in the JCL.

Action:

Correct the JCL if the DD was inadvertently not included. Otherwise, verify that the IMSFORMAT keyword reflects the type
of input to Prefix Resolution.

PRU1401E
UNABLE TO OPEN INPUT FILE ddname

Reason:

An error occurred while the named file was being opened.

Action:

Look for IECxxx messages in the JESMSGLG for more information. Verify that the DD is pointing to a file that was created
by Prefix Resolution. If so, verify that the IMSFORMAT keyword reflects the type of input to Prefix Resolution.

PRU1402E
INPUT FILE ddname IS EMPTY.

Reason:

Prefix Update hit EOF on the first read of the input file.

Action:

Verify that the DD is pointing to a file that was created by Prefix Resolution. Verify that Prefix Resolution created WF3
records.

PRU1403E
ERROR PROCESSING INPUT FILE ddname,CODE xx

Reason:

The PRU-format WF3 input file did not contain the expected header(s).

Action:

Verify that the DD is pointing to a file that was created by Prefix Resolution. Verify that maintenance was properly applied
to the load library. Verify that the same load library was used for both Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update.

PRU1404E
DBRC=N NOT ALLOWED WHEN PROCESSING HAL DATABASES.
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Reason:

Prefix resolution was performed with MIGRATETOHALDB=Y, which requires DBRC=Y, but DBRC=N was specified for the
prefix update step (FUNCTION=PFXUPD).

Action:

Specify DBRC=Y in the Prefix Update and rerun the job.

PRU1500E
UNKNOWN RECORD TYPE X'xx' IN INPUT FILE ddname

Reason:

The Prefix Update input file contained an unrecognized record.

Action:

Verify that the DD is pointing to a file that was created by Prefix Resolution. Verify that maintenance was properly applied
to the load library. Verify that the same load library was used for both Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update.

PRU1600E
DATABASE CLUSTER WITH DD NAME “x” IS EMPTY.

Reason:

The VSAM ESDS cluster associated with ddname x was to be opened for output processing. However, the cluster was
empty when it should not have been empty.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Determine why the cluster is empty, correct it, and then rerun the job.

PRU1601E
DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “x” IS NOT VSAM ORGANIZATION.

Reason:

An attempt was made to access a VSAM cluster with ddname x. However, the data set associated with ddname x is not a
VSAM cluster.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Change the data set name to a VSAM cluster, and then rerun the job.

PRU1602E
FOR DATABASE CLUSTER WITH DD NAME “x”, THE RECORD LENGTH OF y IS TOO SHORT FOR THE LONGEST
SEGMENT z.

Reason:
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The VSAM ESDS cluster associated with ddname x was to be opened for update processing. However, the record length
is not large enough to contain the longest segment that the DBD says will exist in this cluster plus IMS CI and record
overhead.

While y is the record length of the cluster, less than this length will be available for segment data, due to IMS CI and
record overhead. Variable z is the length of the longest segment in this data set group.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Change the DBD or the cluster definition, and then rerun the job.

PRU1700E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME x.

Reason:

The opening of an OSAM database data set failed.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Determine the cause of the failure, and then rerun the job.

PRU1701E
UNABLE TO OPEN OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME x.

Reason:

The opening of an OSAM database data set failed.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Determine the cause of the failure, and then rerun the job.

PRU1702E
OSAM DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “x” IS NOT “PS OR DA” ORGANIZATION.

Reason:

An attempt was made to open an OSAM database data set, but the data set associated with ddname x was not of the
correct organization. An OSAM database data set must be DSORG=PS or DSORG=DA.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Reallocate the data set with the correct DSORG, and then rerun the job.
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PRU1703E
FOR DATABASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME “x”, THE RECORD LENGTH OF y IS TOO SHORT FOR THE LONGEST
SEGMENT z.

Reason:

The OSAM data set associated with ddname x was to be opened for output processing. However, the record length is not
large enough to contain the longest segment that the DBD says will exist in this data set plus IMS CI and record overhead.

While y is the record length of the data set, less than this length will be available for segment data, due to IMS CI and
record overhead. Variable z is the length of the longest segment in this data set group.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Change the DBD or the data set definition, and then rerun the job.

PRU1800E
THE RBA IN THE CI SUFFIX IS INCORRECT OR VSAM RETURNED THE WRONG CI.

Reason:

A CI has been encountered that does not have the proper format.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Correct the format of the CI, and then rerun the job.

If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU1801E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred in the software.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU1902E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.
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Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU1903E
INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2000E
A BSAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE 'y', HEX OFFSET z).

Reason:

During access of an OSAM database, an error occurred. Variable x is the request type, y is the module name, and z is the
offset where the error occurred.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2001I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, FILE=b, COMPLETION CODE=c, RETURN CODE=d, DCB=e.

Reason:

During access of an OSAM database, an error occurred. Variable a is the request type. This message is a companion
message to PRU2000E.

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2100E
A BDAM/BSAM-OSAM EOF EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A tttttttt REQUEST (MODULE
nnnnnnnn, HEX OFFSET nnnn).

Reason:

End of File (EOF) was found to soon during PRU processing.

Action:

Most likely the database was not built correctly. Examine the data set to determine it has been built correctly. Rerun the
job with TRACEPOINTS=(90, 109).
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Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2101I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, FILE=b, DCB=c.

Reason:

During access of an OSAM database, an error occurred. Variable a is the request type. This message is a companion
message to PRU2100E.

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2200E
A VSAM END-OF-FILE OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE 'y', HEX OFFSET z).

Reason:

A premature end-of-file occurred while reading the database VSAM cluster.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Determine the cause of the end-of-file error and rerun the job.

PRU2201I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, FILE=b, ACB=c.

Reason:

During access of a VSAM database, a premature end-of-file occurred while reading the database. This message is a
companion message to DBO0200E.

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed.

Action:

Determine the cause of the end-of-file error and rerun the job.

PRU2300E
A BDAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE 'y', HEX OFFSET z).

Reason:

During access of an OSAM database, an I/O error occurred. Variable x is the request type, y is the module name, and z is
the offset where the error occurred.

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Action:

Determine the cause of the I/O error and rerun the job.
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PRU2301I
SYSTEM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, FILE=b, DCB=c, DECB=d, RBN=e, EXCEPTION CODES=f.

Reason:

During access of an OSAM database, an error occurred. Variable x is the request type. This message is a companion
message to DBO3200E.

Processing terminates. The return code is not changed.

Action:

Determine the cause of the I/O error and rerun the job.

PRU2400I
VSAM STATUS -x.

Reason:

This message follows message PRU2408I. This message provides an explanation of the VSAM exception codes.
Execution continues or terminates, depending on the severity of the condition:

For warning conditions, the return code is set to 4 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 4, and then
processing continues.

1. For error conditions, the return code is set to 8 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 8, and then
processing terminates.

2. If the condition is unknown, the return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16, and then
processing terminates.

Action:

For return code 4 and 8, determine the reason for the condition.

For return code 16, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2401E
UNABLE TO DECODE VSAM REQUEST TYPE.

Reason:

This message follows message PRU2408I. The VSAM request type that incurred the condition is unknown.

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16, and then processing terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2402E
UNABLE TO DECODE VSAM RETURN CODE.

Reason:

This message follows message PRU2408I. The VSAM return code is unknown.

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16, and then processing terminates.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2403E
UNABLE TO DECODE VSAM RETURN CODE.

Reason:

This message follows message PRU2408I. The VSAM return code is unknown.

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16 and processing terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2404E
UNABLE TO DECODE VSAM ERROR CODE.

Reason:

This message follows message PRU2408I. The VSAM error code is unknown.

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16, and then processing terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2405E
UNABLE TO DECODE VSAM FEEDBACK CODE.

Reason:

This message follows message PRU2408I. The VSAM feedback code is unknown.

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16, and then processing terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2406E
UNABLE TO DECODE VSAM FEEDBACK CODE.

Reason:

This message follows message PRU2408I. The VSAM feedback code is unknown.

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16, and then processing terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2407I
VSAM INFORMATION: REQUEST=a, RETURN CODE=b, FEEDBACK=c, CONTROL BLOCK=d, OUT=e, CD=f.

Reason:
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This message follows message PRU2408I. The message contains a hexadecimal display of the error codes relating to the
VSAM error condition. Variable a is the VSAM request type; b is the return code from VSAM; c is the feedback code in the
RPL or the error code in the ACB; and d, e, and f contain debugging information.

The return code is not changed.

Action:

Use this data when referring to the VSAM return code tables in the IBM VSAM Programmer's Guide.

When contacting Broadcom Support for assistance, have this information available for reporting suspected software
problems.

PRU2408I
A VSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A x REQUEST (MODULE y, HEX OFFSET z).

Reason:

A call to VSAM resulted in an exception condition, where x is the VSAM request that was issued, and y and z contain
debugging information.

The return code is not changed. Messages PRU2400I and PRU2407I follow this message and provide details of the
condition.

Action:

For additional information, see messages PRU2400I and PRU2407I.

When contacting Broadcom Support for assistance, have this information available for reporting suspected software
problems.

PRU2409E
UNABLE TO DECODE VSAM ERROR CODE.

Reason:

This message follows message PRU2408I. The VSAM error code is unknown.

The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16, and then processing terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2501S
LOGIC ERROR NUMBER xxx IN PRUIIIF0

Reason:

An unknown method was used to invoke Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

. Provide the JCL that you are using.

PRU2601S
LOGIC ERROR NUMBER xxx IN PRUUFLR0
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Reason:

Prefix Update was unable to resolve a logical relationship.

Action:

Verify that your IMS DD is pointing to the correct DBDLIB. If so, contact Broadcom Support for assistance. Provide the
JCL that you are using.

PRU2700E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE FOR WORK AREA.

Reason:

Not enough storage was available to allocate the work area needed to initiate the DBRC environment.

Action:

Increase the REGION size to at least 4M and resubmit the job.

PRU2701E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH IMS ENVIRONMENT NEEDED FOR DBRC INTERFACE.

Reason:

Prefix Update was unable to establish the IMS environment needed to interface with DBRC.

Action:

Look for other utility messages that precede this message. Look also for IMS messages in JESMSGLG that might indicate
a problem.

PRU2702E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION “function”; RETURN CODE=rc

Reason:

An error occurred when interfacing with DBRC.

• function
Identifies the function requested of DBRC.

• rc
Identifies the return code returned by DBRC.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2703E
UNABLE TO AUTHORIZE ACCESS TO DBD dbdname DDN ddname

Reason:

The request for authorization to the database failed.

Action:

Look for other utility messages that precede this message. Look also for IMS messages in JESMSGLG that might indicate
a problem.
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PRU2704I
DATA BASE "DFMD6T38" IS NOT REGISTERED WITH DBRC.

Reason:

DBRC was called to authorize access to the database. DBRC indicated that the database is not registered in the RECON.

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Action:

If registration is desired, register the database and rerun the job.

PRU2705E
UNABLE TO SET IC NEEDED FLAG FOR DBD dbdname DDN ddname

Reason:

Prefix Update attempted to set the image copy needed flag on the named DBD. The attempt failed.

Action:

Look for other utility messages that precede this message. Look also for IMS messages in JESMSGLG that might indicate
a problem.

PRU2706I
THE IC NEEDED FLAG HAS BEEN SET FOR DBD dbdname DDN ddname

Reason:

Prefix Update set the image copy needed flag for the named DBD.

Action:

Take an image copy of the database before attempting to bring the database online.

PRU2801I
LOGICAL PARENT lpseg/lpdbd IN PID pidnum AT RBA X'hexrba' HAS NO LOGICAL CHILDREN WITH LCHILD
lcseg/lcdbd

Reason:

The indicated logical parent (lpsegname/lpdbdname) in the partition ID (pidnum) has no logical children. The information is
printed because the PRINTORPHANLP setting is YES or because the ALLOWORPHANLP setting is NO.

The default setting is not to stop processing or display orphan logical parents.

Action:

If your application cannot tolerate orphan logical parents, correct the load programs. Otherwise, this message is
informational.

PRU2802E
WORK FILE ERROR. THE RELOAD OF DBDNAME dbdname USED A DIFFERENT DFSURCDS DATASET.

Reason:
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The DFSURCDS file used as input to Prefix Resolution and Update (PRU) was not the same as the DFSURCDS file used
by at least one of the RELOAD functions. All RELOAD functions of logically related databases and PRU must use the
same DFSURCDS file as a frame of reference for the logical relationships.

Action:

Rerun all the steps that were using a different DFSURCDS file so that the same file is used for all. Resubmit the PRU
job with the correct DFSURCDS file or correct DFSURWF1 files from the CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/
OS RELOAD.

PRU2803E
UNABLE TO OPEN WORK FILE, DDNAME ddname

Reason:

Prefix Resolution and Update (PRU) could not open the indicated work file.

Action:

If PRU dynamically allocated the work file, review the TEMPUNIT specification. Alternatively, you can define the work file
explicitly in your JCL. Change the JCL or control statements (or both), and then resubmit.

PRU2804E
NO ROOM LEFT IN DATA SPACE FOR INTERMEDIATE DATA.

Reason:

The data space is full. The default size of the data space is determined by available auxiliary storage. If the system was
active when this size was determined, the default size is possibly too small.

Action:

Specify a larger size with the DSPBLKS keyword, or specify SMDSPACE=N and TEMPUNIT=esoteric to have Prefix
Resolution and Update (PRU) use disk data sets for intermediate data. If any of the input WF1 data sets are on tape,
specify a tape unit or esoteric with TEMPUNIT. Change the control statements and rerun the job.

PRU2805I
LOGICAL CHILD lcdbd/lcsegm IN PID pidnum AT RBA X'hexrba' HAS NO LOGICAL PARENT lpdbd/lpsegm WITH
LPCK: C'ccccc' or X'xxxx'

Reason:

The named logical child (lcdbd/lcsegm) in the partition ID (pidnum) has no logical parent. The information is printed
because the PRINTORPHANLC setting is YES or because the ALLOWORPHANLC setting is NO.

This problem is typically related to the load program, so the default setting is to display orphan logical children and stop
processing.

Action:

Correct the load programs. If your application can tolerate orphan logical children, rerun the job with
ALLOWORPHANLC=YES.

PRU2806E
LOGIC ERROR NEAR OFFSET X'offset' program-info

Reason:
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The named program had a logic error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Provide the JCL that was used to invoke Prefix Resolution and Update, and the complete PRUMSGS output.

PRU2808I
PAIRED LOGICAL CHILD lc1segm/lc1dbd IN PID pid1num AT RBA X'hexrba' HAS NO PAIRED SEGMENT
lc2segm/lc2dbd WITH PPCK: C'ccccc' or X'xxxx' LPCK: C'ccccc' or X'xxxx' FID: C'ccccc' or X'xxxx'

Reason:

The named physically paired logical child (lc1segm/lc1dbd) in partition ID (pidnum) has no pair. The information is printed
because the PRINTORPHANPAIR setting is YES or because the ALLOWORPHANPAIR setting is NO.

• PPCK
Identifies the physical parent concatenated key.

• LPCK
Identifies the logical parent concatenated key.

• FID
Identifies the fixed intersection data.

This problem is typically related to the load program or the original database, so the default setting is to display orphan
paired logical children and stop processing after prefix resolution.

Action:

Verify that all logically related databases were reloaded or migrated and that all DFSURWF1 files were provided as input
to Prefix Resolution.

PRU2811E
DUPLICATE LOGICAL PARENT lpsegm/lpdbd AT PID:RBAs pid1num:lp1rba AND pid2num:lp2rba

Reason:

The indicated logical parent (lpsegm/lpdbd) was found more than once. All logical children will be linked to the first one
found.

Action:

If the partition IDs (pid1num, pid2num) and RBAs (lp1rba, lp2rba) are the same, then one of the DFSURWF1 files was
listed twice as an input to Prefix Resolution. Otherwise, this error is a load program error.

PRU2813E
UNRECOGNIZED INPUT RECORD.WF1 : X'hex-data'

Reason:

An unrecognized record was returned from SORT.

Action:

Verify that only the correct WF1 files are in the SORTIN concatenation. Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.
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PRU2901E
ERROR OPENING WF3 DDNAME wf3ddn RETURN CODE=xxx

Reason:

The named output file (ddname) could not be opened.

Action:

See the IECxxx messages in the JESMSGLG for more information. If Prefix Resolution and Update (PRU) dynamically
allocated the work files, review the TEMPUNIT specification. Otherwise, review the specification of the indicated DD in
your JCL. Ensure that you specified SPACE if on DASD.

NOTE
Do not specify DCB information; the program provides this information, and the system determines an
appropriate BLKSIZE.

PRU2902I
n RECORDS WRITTEN TO ddname

Reason:

The indicated number of records (n) were written to the named DD (ddname) for updates to the logically related
databases. If the ddname is TOOLKIT, the records were written to the work data space.

The records are available to be used as input to Prefix Update. If UPDATE=YES was specified, the records are
automatically sent to Prefix Update.

PRU2903I
n RECORDS WRITTEN TO ddname FOR UPDATES TO DBD dbdname

Reason:

SPLITWF3OUTPUT=YES was specified in the control statements. The indicated number of records (n) were written to the
named DD (ddname) for updates to the DBD (dbdname). If the ddname is TOOLKIT, the records were written to the work
data space.

The records are available to be used as input to Prefix Update. If UPDATE=YES was specified, the records are
automatically sent to Prefix Update.

 

PRU2904E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF 'ddname' FAILED WITH RC=rc: S99ERROR=X'xxxx' S99INFO=X'xxxx'

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified work file failed.

Action:

Verify the TEMPUNIT keyword specification. Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective
action.

To circumvent the error, specify the work data set allocation in your JCL.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.
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PRU2905E
LOGIC ERROR NEAR OFFSET X'offset' program-info

Reason:

The named program had a logic error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Provide the JCL that was used to invoke PRU, and the complete PRUMSGS output.

PRU3001E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE="code" WAS DETECTED. CALLING MODULE="module-name".

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the log for other errors. Correct them and rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU3002E
AN INVALID POINTER TO @BSP PARMS WAS DETECTED. CALLING MODULE="module-name".

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

See the log for other errors. Correct them and rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU3003E
MODULE "ITKBSM00" COULD NOT BE LOADED. CHECK STEPLIB AND/OR REGION SIZE. RETURN
CODE=X'rtnc', REASON CODE=X'rsnc', CALLING MODULE=module-name.

Reason:

Most likely the region size is too small or module could not be located in the STEPLIB.

Action:

Specify a larger region size if the region size is too small. Determine why ITKBSM00 is not in the STEPLIB. Rerun the job
with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

NOTE
For the explanation of the return code and reason code, see the z/OS: MVS Systems Code.
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PRU3004E
UNABLE TO ISSUE ITKBSAM OPEN FOR DD=ddn. CALLING MODULE=module-name.

Reason:

An Open error has occurred for the specified ddname.

Action:

Investigate preceding ITK messages and determine the error. Verify that the data set has not been deleted, moved, or
reallocated to another set of volumes. Verify that all volumes are online and a VTOC exists on each volume. Examine the
data set to determine it has been built correctly. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

PRU3005E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR @BSP PARMS. CHECK REGION SIZE. CALLING MODULE=module-name.

Reason:

The region size is too small.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 8.

Verify, that CA Common services component is installed, increase the region size and rerun the job. If the error persists,
contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU3201I
message text

Reason:

This informational message helps in debugging Synchronous Error Routine Exit (SYNAD) errors.

Action:

See the log for other errors, correct them, and rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109). If the error persists,
contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU1704E
LARGE FORMAT DATASET DETECTED FOR DD=ddn BUT IS NOT SUPPORTED BY THE LEVEL OF THE
OPERATING SYSTEM.

Reason:

The specified data set (ddn) is a Large Format data set that has been defined with DSNTYPE=LARGE.

Action:

Rerun the job on z/OS 1.7 or higher. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU1905E
LAST POINT RBN IS NOT THE SAME AS CURRENT RBN FOR DDNAME "ddn", REQUESTED RBN = nnnn, POINT
RBN = nnnnnnnn.
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Reason:

Internal error or storage overlay has occurred.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU1904E
INTERNAL ERROR. OSAM DATA BASE DATA SET WITH DD NAME "ddn" WAS NOT OPEN. DETECTING
MODULE=mmmmmmmm+nnnn.

Reason:

Internal error or storage overlay has occurred.

Action:

Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(109).

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2304I
VOL=vvvvvvvv, IOB=nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn

Reason:

vvvvvv = Volume Serial Number. nnnn = IOB.

For more information about the status fields, see IOBSTDRD in the IBM DFSMSdfp Diagnosis manual.

Action:

Examine other PRU23 messages and determine the error. Rerun the job with TRACEPOINTS=(90, 109).

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

PRU2303E
A BSAM-OSAM EXCEPTION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A tttttttt REQUEST (MODULE nnnnnnnn, HEX
OFFSET nnnn).

Reason:

An SYNAD error has occurred using a BSAM DCB.

Action:

Examine other PRU23 messages and determine the error. Verify that someone did not delete, move, or reallocate the
data set to another set of volume(s). Examine the data set to determine it has been built correctly. Rerun the job with
TRACEPOINTS=(90,109).

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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RAP Messages
RAP prefixed messages are generated by the Randomizer Analysis Program component of CA Database Analyzer™ for
IMS for z/OS.

RAP0000I
RANDOMIZER ANALYSIS PROGRAM STARTED.

Reason:

This is the first message written to the messages file after the title is generated. All messages written to the messages file
follow this message.

Action:

RAP continues with processing. The RAP return code is not changed. Review the messages that follow this one for
information regarding the execution of RAP.

RAP0001E
UNABLE TO OPEN RAPRPTS FILE.

Reason:

RAP writes all its statistical reports to the RAPRPTS file but was unable to open the file.

Action:

RAP terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add or correct the RAPRPTS DD statement and rerun the job.

RAP0002E
ERROR IN CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

An error occurred during the processing of the RAP control statements.

Action:

RAP terminates immediately. The RAP return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one for information regarding the errors in the control statements.

RAP0003I
HDAM ANALYSIS STARTED - RANDOMIZER=a, # OF RAA BLOCKS=b, # OF RAPS/BLOCK=c, KEYLENGTH=d.

Reason:

For each HDAM randomizer analysis, this message is issued to identify the parameters that will control the analysis.

This message is written to both the messages file and the error file.

Action:
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RAP continues processing. The RAP return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the analysis.

RAP0004I
END OF THIS RANDOMIZER ANALYSIS.

Reason:

Upon completion of each analysis, this message is issued to denote the end of the analysis.

This message is written to both the messages file and the error file.

Action:

RAP continues processing. The RAP return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one to see if any errors occurred in the analysis.

RAP0005I
END OF RANDOMIZER ANALYSIS PROGRAM MESSAGES.

Reason:

This is the last message written to the messages file. All messages written to the messages file precede this message.

Action:

RAP has complete its processing and will return to MVS. The RAP return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one for information regarding the execution of RAP.

RAP0006E
UNABLE TO OPEN THE RAPKEYS FILE.

Reason:

RAP reads actual keys from the file with a DD name of RAPKEYS. The RAPKEYS file could not be opened.

Action:

RAP terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add or correct the RAPKEYS DD statement and rerun the job.

RAP0008E
NO KEYS WERE FOUND IN THE RAPKEYS FILE.

Reason:

RAP reads actual keys from the file with a DD name of RAPKEYS. The RAPKEYS file contained no keys.

Action:

RAP terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add or correct the RAPKEYS DD statement and rerun the job.
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RAP0009E
UNABLE TO LOAD RANDOMIZER "x".

Reason:

RAP attempted to load the load module named by the RANDOMIZER control statement but was unable to do so. The
libraries that have been searched are RAPLOAD, STEPLIB, JOBLIB, and link list.

Action:

RAP terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct or change RAPLOAD or STEPLIB to include the randomizer load module or change the RANDOMIZER
statement.

RAP0010E
ERROR IN SORT UTILITY - KEY DETAIL REPORT SUPPRESSED.

Reason:

The sort utility is invoked to sort the block number and RAP number. Otherwise, the sort utility is not invoked. A key detail
report was requested, by specifying KEYDETAIL=YES, and the sort utility returned a nonzero return code or it ABENDed.

Action:

Processing continues but the key detail report is not produced. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated RAP return
code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Review the errors generated by the sort utility and rerun RAP if the key detail report is needed.

RAP0011E
PRODUCT IS NOT LICENSED FOR THIS SITE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to execute the product on a machine that is not licensed for the product.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Rerun the job on a machine that is licensed for the product.

RAP0012I
DEDB ANALYSIS STARTED - RANDOMIZER=a, # OF BASE BLOCKS=b, # OF AREAS=c, KEYLENGTH=d.

Reason:

For each DEDB randomizer analysis, this message is issued to identify the parameters that will control the analysis.

This message is written to both the messages file and the error file.

Action:

RAP continues processing. The RAP return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the analysis.
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RAP0013W
UNABLE TO OPEN RAPERROR FILE.

Reason:

RAP writes all errors found in the randomizer to the RAPERROR file but was unable to open the file.

Action:

RAP terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add or correct the RAPERROR DD statement and rerun the job.

RAP0014I
INVOKING SORT UTILITY.

Reason:

If a detailed key report is requested, by specifying KEYDETAIL=YES, the sort utility is invoked to sort the block number
and RAP number. Otherwise, the sort utility is not invoked. A key detail report was requested and RAP is now invoking the
sort utility.

Action:

RAP continues with processing. The RAP return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the execution of the sort utility.

RAP0015E
THE RAPKEYS FILE RECORD LENGTH IS TOO SMALL - LRECL=x, KEYLENGTH=y.

Reason:

Each record in the RAPKEYS file must be large enough to contain a complete root key. The record size (LRECL) of the
RAPKEYS file is not large enough to hold a complete root key of a length equal to the KEYLENGTH value or the DBD-
defined key length.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Change the KEYLENGTH value, the DBD-defined key length or rebuild the key file with a larger LRECL and rerun the job.

RAP0016I
THE RAPKEYS FILE RECORD LENGTH IS LARGER THAN THE KEYLENGTH - THE EXTRA WILL BE IGNORED -
LRECL=x, KEYLENGTH=y.

Reason:

Each record in the RAPKEYS file must be large enough to contain a complete root key. The record size (LRECL) of the
RAPKEYS file is larger than the length of the root key as defined on the KEYLENGTH statement or in the DBD.

Action:

Processing continues and RAP will only use the first n positions of each record where n is the key length in use for the
analysis. The RAP return code is not changed.
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Ensure that the LRECL of the RAPKEYS file and the key length used by RAP is what was expected.

RAP0017E
THE RAPKEYS FILE RECORDS ARE NOT FIXED OR VARIABLE LENGTH - RECFM=F(B) OR V(B) IS MANDATORY.

Reason:

The RAPKEYS file must contain fixed or variable length records. The LRECL of the data set allocated to the RAPKEYS
file is not fixed or variable length.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Rebuild the input as RECFM=F, RECFM=FB, RECFM=V or RECFM=VB and rerun the job.

RAP0018I
NUMBER OF RECORDS PROCESSED WAS XX,XXX,XXX.

Reason:

This message shows the number of records read from the input file.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Ensure the correct number of records was processed.

RAP0019I
NUMBER OF KEYS ANALYZED WAS XX,XXX,XXX.

Reason:

This message shows the number of root keys processed from the input file.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Ensure the correct number of roots was processed.

RAP0020I
NUMBER OF RANDOMIZER ERRORS WAS x.

Reason:

This message shows the number of times the randomizer returned a bad value.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Correct the errors and rerun the job.

RAP0100E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS.
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Reason:

RAP requires control statements to operate properly. The control statements were not available to RAP due to an internal
error.

Action:

RAP terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 16.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

RAP0101I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED.

Reason:

This is the first message written to the messages file when the control statements in the RAPCTRL file are about to be
processed. All messages related to control statement analysis follow this message and precede the RAP0102I message.

Action:

RAP continues processing. The RAP return code is not changed.

Review the messages that follow this one for information regarding the parsing of the control statements.

RAP0102I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.

Reason:

This is the last message written to the messages file after the control statements in the RAPCTRL file have been parsed.
All control-statement-related messages written to the messages file precede this message.

Action:

RAP starts the analysis of the database. The RAP return code is not changed.

Review the messages that precede this one for information regarding the control statements.

RAP0103E
REQUIRED KEYWORD IS MISSING - x.

Reason:

Keyword x is required before an analysis can be performed. The keyword is missing.

Action:

RAP terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why keyword x is missing, correct the situation and rerun RAP.

RAP0104E
THE NUMBER OF RAPS IN AREA # x IS NOT DEFINED.

Reason:
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For an analysis of a DEDB randomizer, the size of each area must be known to RAP. This information comes from a DBD
or from AREA statements. RAP was unable to determine the size of area x.

Action:

RAP terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why area x is not defined and add an AREA statement or change the DBD and rerun RAP.

RAP0200E
DBD "dbdname" NOT FOUND IN EITHER IMS OR DBDLIB.

Reason:

The specified DBD name could not be loaded from the libraries referenced by either the IMS or DBDLIB DD statements.

Action:

Correct the DD statements to refer to the DBD library containing the DBD.

RAP0201E
DBD "x" IS NOT HDAM NOR DEDB.

Reason:

The DBD named by the DBDNAME statement is not for an HDAM or DEDB database. Randomizers are only used for
HDAM and DEDB databases.

Action:

RAP terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Correct the DBDNAME control statement or the DBDLIB DD statement and rerun the job.

RAP0202E
UNABLE TO BUILD FAST PATH CONTROL BLOCKS.

Reason:

During the analysis of a DEDB database, RAP was unable to build the control blocks needed to pass to the randomizer.

Action:

RAP terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 16.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

RAP0203E
THE DBDLIB FILE IS NOT ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The DBDNAME statement was specified and RAP attempted to open the DBDLIB to load the DBD. DBDLIB was not
allocated.

Action:
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RAP terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Allocate DBDLIB or eliminate the DBDNAME keyword and rerun the job.

RAP0204E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x.

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the software. x is the nature of the error and will be used by Technical Support to debug the
problem.

Action:

RAP terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

RAP0205I
THE ROOT SEGMENT DOES NOT HAVE A KEY FIELD.

Reason:

The DBDNAME statement was specified and RAP has found that the root segment in the named HDAM DBD does not
have a key field defined.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed.

Ensure that the analysis was to be performed with a DBD that did not define a key field for the root segment of the HDAM
database.

RAP0207E
DELETE FAILED FOR DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RAP0300I
HD UNLOAD FILE BEING PROCESSED.

Reason:

Indicates that an unload file is being processed by RAP for key analysis.

RAP0400E
UNABLE TO BUILD FAST PATH CONTROL BLOCKS.

Reason:
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During the analysis of a DEDB database, RAP was unable to build the control blocks needed to pass to the randomizer.

Action:

RAP terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 16.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

RAP0401W
THE DEFINITION FOR THIS AREA HAS ALREADY BEEN PROVIDED BY A PREVIOUS CONTROL STATEMENT -
LATEST VALUES HAVE BEEN USED.

Reason:

The area defined on this AREA statement has already been defined by a previous AREA statement.

Action:

RAP ignores the previous definition and uses the latest one. The RAP return code is not changed.

Eliminate the duplicate definitions for subsequent executions.

RAP0500E
RANDOMIZER GENERATED AN INVALID VALUE - BLOCK NUMBER=x, RAP NUMBER=y.

Reason:

This message is written to the RAPERROR file whenever the randomizer returns an incorrect value. Message RAP0502I
will follow this message to provide the key that caused the randomizer to ABEND.

Action:

RAP continues processing by assuming the randomizer had returned the following values.

For an HDAM Randomizer:

• Block Number = last block in root addressable area
• RAP Number = last RAP in a block

For a DEDB Randomizer:

• CI Number = first block in the root addressable part
• Area Number = first area in the database

The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Review the messages and correct the randomizer so that it returns valid values.

RAP0501E
THE BLOCK NUMBER HAS BEEN SET TO 1 AND THE x NUMBER HAS BEEN SET TO 1.

Reason:

This message is written to the RAPERROR file whenever the randomizer ABENDs. This message follows the IDI1300E
and IDI1301I messages that describe the ABEND. Message RAP0502I will follow this message to provide the key that
caused the randomizer to ABEND.

x will be RAP or AREA.
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Action:

RAP continues processing by assuming the randomizer had returned a block number of 1 and a RAP or AREA number of
1. The return code is set to 8 if the accumulated RAP return code so far is less than 8. Otherwise, the return code is not
changed.

Review the messages and correct the randomizer so that it returns valid values.

RAP0502I
KEY VALUE IS x.

Reason:

This message is written to the RAPERROR file whenever a randomizer ABENDs or returns a bad value. This message
follows a RAP0500E or RAP0501E message.

x is the key that was passed to the randomizer that caused the ABEND or bad value.

Action:

RAP continues processing. The return code is not changed.

Review the messages and correct the randomizer so that it returns valid values and does not ABEND.

RAP0503E
INTERNAL ERROR - x.

Reason:

An internal error has occurred in the software. x is the type of error that has occurred.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

RAP0600E
STORAGE NEEDED FOR PROCESSING OPTIONS EXCEED REGION, STORAGE NEEDED = XXX,XXX,XXX.

Reason:

RAP attempted to do a GETMAIN for the amount of storage indicated in the message and the amount exceeds the
amount available in the region.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

This will normally occur with a DEDB DBD that has a large number of AREA's defined. Increase the region size by the
amount indicated or reduce the AREA's being processed by using the AREARANGE keyword.

RAP0705I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:
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An error occurred getting the service pack level.

RAP0805E
ERROR IN SORT UTILITY

Reason:

The SORT invoked by RAP incurred an error. Processing terminates with return code 12.

Action:

Check the SYSOUT data set for error messages related to SORT processing.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RAP0900I
HD UNLOAD FILE BEING PROCESSED.

Reason:

The input file is an HD unload file. Processing continues and the return code is not changed.

Action:

Ensure that the input file is an HD unload file.

RAP0901W
MULTIPLE STAT RECORDS WITH DIFFERENT SEGMENT NAMES FOUND.

Reason:

Different format of STAT (trailer) record found.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed. Ensure that the input files are correct.

RAP0902W
FIRST STAT RECORD WILL BE PASSED AND OTHERS IGORED.

Reason:

Different format of records ignored.

Action:

Processing continues. The return code is not changed. See RAP0901W message.

RAP1001I
Partition statistics (aaaaaaaa )

Reason:

Provides statistical information about the number of root and dependent segments processed by the RAP pre-processor
for each partition within the master HALDB named in the (aaaaaaa) descriptor of this message.

Action:

Processing continues normally.
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This message is informational only. No action is required. It will be followed by messages RAP1003I to RAP1006I for each
partition containing database records.

RAP1003I
( aaa) Database name : (bbbbbbbb) DDname: (cccccccc) DSn: (ddddd)

Reason:

Identifies database data set information for each partition found on the input unload file. (aaa) is the partition number,
(bbbbbbbb) is the name of the database partition, (cccccccc) is the name of the ddname, and (ddddd) is the data set
name.

Action:

Processing continues normally.

This message is informational only regarding the identification of a specific database partition. No action is required. It will
be followed by messages RAP1004I to RAP1006I.

RAP1004I
High key value on file : ( xx) yyyyyyyy

Reason:

Displays the length of the partition key (xx), and the highest key value (yyyyyyyy) found in input file for a specific partition.

Action:

Processing continues normally.

This message is informational only regarding the high key found in a specific database partition. No action is required. It
will be followed by messages RAP1005I to RAP1006I.

RAP1005I
High key value defined ( xx) yyyyy

Reason:

Displays the length of the partition key (xx), and the highest key value (yyyyyyyy) defined for a specific partition.

Action:

Processing continues normally.

This message is informational only regarding the high key value definition for a specific database partition. No action is
required. It will be followed by message RAP1006I.

RAP1006I
Number of Root keys : (xx) number of dependents: (yy)

Reason:

Displays the number of root (xx) and dependent (yy) segments processed by the RAP preprocessor for a specific partition.

Action:

Processing continues normally.

This message is informational only regarding the statistics for a specific database partition.
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RAP1100E
Invalid request received from caller, task will be terminated.

Reason:

An invalid internal call function has been received from the E-15 sort exit.

Action:

Processing terminates abnormally. An internal error has been detected by the sort input exit module.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RAP1101E
Error returned from the DBRC processor.

Reason:

An invalid return code has been received from the DBRC processor.

Action:

Processing terminates abnormally. An internal error has been detected by the sort input exit module. For assistance,
contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

RAP1102E
Invalid partition number returned from the DBRC processor.

Reason:

An invalid partition number has been returned from the DBRC processor for a HALDB.

Action:

Processing terminates abnormally. An internal error has been detected by the sort input exit module. For assistance,
contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

RAP1103W
No partition selection routine defined, default selected.

Reason:

The HALDB has been defined without a partition selection exit routine. The default IMS provided partition selection exit
routine DFSPSE00 will be used by the HD sort function to determine the distribution boundaries of records across the
various HALDB partitions.

Action:

This message is informational only. It will be followed by RAP1104I. No action is required.

RAP1104I
DFSPSE00 loaded from steplib +xx.

Reason:

The default IMS provided partition selection exit routine DFSPSE00 was loaded from the steplib concatenation. 'xx' is the
concatenation number.
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Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

RAP1105E
Unable to locate DFPSE00, terminating.

Reason:

The default IMS provided partition selection exit routine DFSPSE00 cannot be loaded from the RAPLOAD, STEPLIB,
JOBLIB, or linklist libraries.

Action:

Processing terminates abnormally. Ensure that the IMS SDFSRESL is included through the RAPLOAD, STEPLIB, JOBLIB
libraries specified in the job JCL, and rerun the job.

RAP1110E
UNABLE TO LOAD PARTITION SELECTION EXIT.

Reason:

The partition selection exit that is specified in the DBD or RECON cannot be loaded from the STEPLIB or JOBLIB of the
step that invokes the Randomizer Analysis Program (RAP).

Action:

Add the library containing the partition selection exit to the STEPLIB of the step that invokes RAP and resubmit the job.

RAP1200E
ARITHMETIC OVERFLOW DETECTED IN CSECT "<CSECT name>" - ERROR CODE = nn.'

Reason:

An arithmetic overflow occurred in the named CSECT, which prevented correctly calculating the figures for the RAP
Analyzer report. “ERROR CODE = nn” is displayed only to assist CA in determining the cause of the error. This is a CA
internal logic processing error and should never happen in normal circumstances.

Action:

The RAP Analyzer job step is terminated with CC=12. For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

RAP5003I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES

Reason:

An error occurred getting the service pack level.
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RMG Messages
RMG messages are generated from the Recovery Analyzer component of CA Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS.

RMG0F00E
UNABLE TO PROCESS THE CONTROL STATEMENTS.

Reason:

Control statements specified in the submitted job are invalid.

Action:

Correct the control statements and rerun the job.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG0F01I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED.

Reason:

The analysis of control statements has started.

RMG0F02I
CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.

Reason:

Recovery Analyzer keyword processing completed.

RMG0F03E
MANAGED ACBs ARE NOT SUPPORTED IN RECOVERY ANALYZER.

Reason:

The Recovery Analyzer component of CA High Performance Recovery for IMS for z/OS does not support IMS-managed
ACBs.

Action:

Add the IMS libraries to the job statements. Remove the IMS Catalog keywords and/or IMS Catalog user exit. Resubmit
the job.

RMG0000I
Start of the Recovery Analyzer

Reason:

Recovery Analyzer processing started.

RMG1A00I
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RMG1A01E
UNABLE TO OPEN SELECT FILE RMGSIN.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The Recovery Analyzer REXX module did not allocate the input file correctly for database
selection.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1A02E
INVALID TRANSLATE FIELD.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. A blank field was detected at a place where data is required.

Action:

Rerun the job with SNAP(Y) and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1A03E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR "smrb" STORAGE.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while obtaining storage for processing.

Action:

Rerun the job with a larger region. If the problem persists, document the request and contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

RMG1A04W
NO DBD LIST ENTRIES FOUND.

Reason:

The specified DBD wildcard has no entries.

Action:

Modify the request, and then retry.

RMG1A05E
ERROR CALLING DBRC FOR DBD LIST, RC=nnnn.

Reason:

The database object might not be defined correctly to DBRC.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Verify the DBRC status of the database object, and then retry the
request. If the failure persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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RMG1A06E
MAXIMUM SOURCE STATEMENTS EXCEEDED FOR AMS MEMBER.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while generating the AMS source member.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1A07W
ERROR CALLING ITKDSST0 FOR DSN "dsname",RC=xxxx.

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to obtain data set information.

Action:

Determine whether the data set is valid. If so, document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1A08W
DSN "dsname" IS ARCHIVED/MIGRATED.

Reason:

The data set is archived or migrated. Generation of AMS source statements is bypassed.

Action:

If desired, recall the data set and rerun the request.

RMG1A09W
UNABLE TO CREATE MEMBER "member" for DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

This message is issued along with other error conditions.

Action:

Respond according to the error that precedes this message.

RMG1A10E
UNSUPPORTED SELECTION ENTRY.

Reason:

Invalid DBD selection criteria input was specified.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun.

RMG1A11E
ERROR CALLING ITKDSF00 - FUNCTION CODE =xxxx, RC=xxxx, REASON CODE=xxxx.
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Reason:

The generated AMS source could not be stored in the PDS.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Verify that the output PDS is not full.

RMG1A13W
DSN "dsname" ERROR - ZERO field name.

Reason:

An invalid field was returned from the catalog services interface.

Action:

Determine whether the data set is valid. If so, document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1A14W
DSN "dsname" ERROR - error reason.

Reason:

An invalid data set name was returned from the catalog services interface.

Action:

Determine whether the data set is valid. If so, document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1A15W
DSN "dsname" IS NOT CATALOGED.

Reason:

The data set is not cataloged.

Action:

Determine whether the data set is valid. If so, document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1A16E
DSNAME SUBSTITUTION ERROR FOR MEMBER "member".

Reason:

An error occurred while processing data set name substitution using DBPREFIX or DBAPPEND.

Action:

Refer to the associated ITK error message. Correct the problem, and then rerun.

RMG1A17E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED IN MODULE RMGAAMS0. CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

An abend occurred. The ESTAE in module RMGAAMS0 will attempt cleanup.
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Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1A18W
DBPREFIX/DBAPPEND NOT SUPPORTED FOR HALDB.

Reason:

This option is not supported for HALDB databases. The member is bypassed.

Action:

HALDB defines that have a new data set name must be done manually.

RMG1C01E
UNABLE TO OPEN SELECT FILE RMGSIN

Reason:

The RMGSYSIN file failed to open. Processing terminates with RC=12.

Action:

Ensure that RMGSYSIN is coded in the JCL, and then resubmit the job.

RMG1C04W
NO 'DBD' LIST ENTRIES FOUND.

Reason:

A LIST.DBD was attempted for the specified DBD, but no entries were listed in the RECON.

Action:

Processing terminates with RC=04.

Ensure the specified DBD is correct, and then resubmit the job.

RMG1C05E
ERROR CALLING DBRC FOR DBD LIST, RC='rc'.

Reason:

A LIST.DBD was attempted for the specified DBD, but no entries were listed in the RECON.

Action:

Processing terminates with the specified code.

Ensure the specified DBD is correct, and then resubmit the job.

RMG1C10E
UNSUPPORTED SELECTION ENTRY.

Reason:

An unsupported selection was specified in RMGSIN. Processing terminates with RC=12.
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Action:

Check the product documentation for supported selection formats, and then resubmit the job.

RMG0001E
UNABLE TO OPEN DD NAME "ddname".

Reason:

A required file referenced by ddname cannot be opened.

Action:

This is installation error; verify that the correct high-level prefix was specified.

If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG0002E
UNKNOWN FUNCTION REQUESTED

Reason:

Invalid function requested.

Action:

This is an internal error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG0004E
ERROR IN CONTROL STATEMENTS

Reason:

Invalid control statement specified.

Action:

This is an internal error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG0005I
END OF THE Recovery Analyzer

Reason:

Recovery Analyzer processing ended.

RMG0008I
ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS: xxx APF AUTHORIZED, yy 31 BIT DFP SUPPORT

Reason:

This message indicates the current execution status:

• xxx
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Indicates the current APF authorization of the load library.
• yy

Indicates the DFP support type.

RMG0009E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED, CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED

Reason:

An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG0010E
UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE "module" FROM "ddname" DD.

Reason:

A required module was not found in the specified library.

Action:

Verify that the module exists in the library indicated, and correct if necessary. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

RMG0011E
NO SUPPORTED IMS RELEASE LEVEL FOUND.

Reason:

Unable to determine the IMS release level.

Action:

Verify that the IMS SDFSRESL being used is a supported release. Correct if necessary.

If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG0012I
ERROR OCCURRED IN GETTING SERVICE PACK LEVEL: SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES.

Reason:

An error occurred getting the service pack level. See previous messages for error details.

RMG0014E
RECON Version unsupported. Correct the JCL to specify appropriate version of CA code.

Reason:

The load library (hlq.CIMTLOAD) specified in the JCL does not support the RECON version.

Action:
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Perform a LIST.STATUS against the RECON and verify that the [set to your product name] code level can support the
version of IMS used to initialize the RECON. Correct the JCL and rerun the job.

RMG0015E
OPEN failed for DD ddname, Correct the JCL and RESUBMIT.

Reason:

The Recovery Manager could not open the data set associated with the ddname listed in the message (ddname).

Action:

Verify that a valid data set was specified and that the data set is either empty or populated as required for the requested
function. Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

RMG0100E
KEYWORD "keyword" CAN NOT HAVE A VALUE.

Reason:

If you specify a function as a verb, it cannot specify a value.

Action:

This is an internal error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG0101E
MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS REQUESTED

Reason:

You can specify only one function for invoking Recovery Analyzer.

Action:

This is an internal error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG0200E
DYNALLOC OF DD=ddname, DSN=dsname FAILED

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specifed data set (dsname) required to invoke Recovery Analyzer failed. The following message
RMG0201E provides return codes.

Action:

NOTE
Verify the data set names in the configuration member. Correct the invalid data set name and retry the request.

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.
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RMG0201E
R15=xxx, DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed. This message provides the dynamic allocation error and reason codes for previous message
RMG0200E.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

RMG0202E
DATASET NOT CATALOGUED; dsname

Reason:

Unable to dynamically allocate the data set required to invoke Recovery Analyzer.

Action:

Verify the data set names in the configuration member. Correct the invalid data set name and retry the request.

RMG0203E
DYNALLOC CONCATENATION REQUEST FAILED. CONCATENATION DD=ddn1, CONCATENATING DD=ddn2

Reason:

A dynamic allocation concatenation error occurred concatenating ddn2 to ddn1.

Action:

See message RMG0201E for dynamic allocation errors and information codes.

RMG0400E
DEALLOC OF DD=ddname FAILED

Reason:

Deallocation of the specifed ddname failed. The following messagte RMG0401E provides return codes.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

RMG0401E
R15=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

Deallocation failed. This message provides the dynamic deallocation error and reason codes for previous message
RMG0400E.
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Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take a corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

RMG0600E
INVALID REQUEST.

Reason:

No valid TYPE was found in the RECON function request.

Action:

Program fails with CC 0008.

Correct the TYPE value and rerun the job.

RMG0601E
RECONCPY PARAMETER NOT COMPATIBLE WITH RCNCPY DD CARD - DSN MISMATCH.

Reason:

The RECONCPY parameter is not valid when RCNCPY DD is specified with a different DSN.

Action:

The program fails with CC 0008.

Supply the correct parameter and rerun the job.

RMG0602E
BACKUP1 INPUT NOT RECOGNIZABLE AS RECON INFORMATION.

Reason:

The first record read from the BACKUP1 DD is not a RECON header record.

Action:

Program fails with CC 0008.

Correct the input and rerun.

RMG0603E
ERROR CALLING ITKDBRC, RC=xxxx.

Reason:

Call to RECON processing routine failed.

Action:

Program fails with CC 0008.

Correct the steplib and rerun.
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RMG0604E
INPUT FILE (BACKUP1) IS EMPTY.

Reason:

The BACKUP1 DD points to an empty file.

Action:

Program fails with CC 0008.

Correct the input file and rerun.

RMG0700I
SUBSYSTEM RECORD FOR xxxxxxxx DELETED.

Reason:

Subsystem record for SSID xxxx was deleted during a RECON Update process.

RMG0705I
llllllll RECORD FOR SUBSYSTEM xxxxxxxx DELETED.

Reason:

Some type of OLDS record were deleted during the RECON Update process.

RMG0706E
Unable To Load Conversion Module DFSCNVT0 - Please correct and rerun.

Reason:

The required module DFSCNVT0 is missing from steplib concatenation.

Action:

Correct the job and rerun.

RMG0900E
OPEN OF SRCLIB DATASET FAILED

Reason:

OPEN failed for SRCLIB DD.

Action:

Verify the data set name in the configuration member. Correct the invalid data set name and retry the request.

RMG1000E
MISSING OR INVALID FUNCTION

Reason:

The function specified was invalid or omitted.

Action:
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This indicates an internal error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1001E
REQUIRED KEYWORD "keyword" NOT SPECIFIED.

Reason:

This function requires the specified keyword.

Action:

This indicates an internal error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1002E
INVALID KEYWORD "keyword" VALUE "value" SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The specified keyword is invalid.

Action:

This indicates an internal error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1003E
REQUIRED DATASET MISSING - ddname

Reason:

RECON utility requires the ddname specified in the message text.

Action:

If you are running the RECON utility as a batch job, provide the specified DD statement and rerun the job. If the JCL was
generated by Recovery Analyzer online, document the problem and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1004E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:

Recovery Analyzer could not dynamically allocate one of the data sets specified in the configuration member for the IMS
system.

Action:

Verify the data set name in the configuration member. Correct the invalid data set name and retry the request.

RMG1005E
INVALID DATE/TIME VALUE "date/time" SPECIFIED.

Reason:
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Value specified for date/time range is invalid.

Action:

Correct the syntax and resubmit the job.

RMG1006E
ONLY SINGLE VALUE FOR RECOVERY POINT TYPE (RPTYPE) ALLOWED.

Reason:

When requesting recovery assets, only a single recovery point value may be specified.

Action:

Correct the sytax and resubmit the job.

RMG1007E
RECOVPT KEYWORD INVALID FOR CURRENT OR LASTIC RECOVERY.

Reason:

Current or last IC recovery may not specify the RECOVPT keyword.

Action:

This message indicates an internal error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1009E
DBPREFIX and DBAPPEND keywords are mutually exclusive.

Reason:

The specified keywords are mutually exclusive.

Action:

Correct the syntax and resubmit the job.

If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1010E
RECONDSN MUST IDENTIFY A RECON1 DATASET NAME.

Reason:

The recon data set allocated does not have a suffix of ".RECON1".

Action:

Verify the data set name in the configuration member. Correct the invalid data set name and retry the request.

RMG1011E
NO OPTION SPECIFIED FOR RECON UTILITY.

Reason:
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You must specify the OPTIN keyword as CHECK, UPDATE, BACKUP, or RESTORE.

Action:

This message indicates an internal error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1013E
RECONDSN INCOMPATIBLE WITH RECON DD CARDS.

Reason:

The RECONDSN was specified, but the RECON DD was not allocated.

Action:

Add the correct DD statement and rerun the job.

RMG1014E
RECONDSN AND RECONCPY ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

Reason:

You specified mutulally exclusive keywords.

Action:

Correct the control statements and rerun the job.

RMG1015E
RPRANGET/RPRANGEF CANNOT BE SPECIFIED FOR QA PROCESSING

Reason:

The RPRANGET and RPRANGEF control statement are not valid for the QA timestamp processing (RPTYPE=Q).

Action:

Correct the syntax and resubmit the job.

RMG1016E
PIT STR RECOVERY POINT REQUIRES RECOVPT (timestamp)

Reason:

A point-in-time recovery was selected, but the RECOVPT timestamp was not specified.

Action:

The RPTYPE(P) keyword was specified, but the RECOVPT(timestamp) was not. Correct the input and rerun the job.

NOTE
This problem can occur only when using the batch interface to find recovery points.

RMG1019E
TOO MANY ENTRIES FOUND FOR KEYWORD "keyword", MAXIMUM ENTRIES=nnnn.

Reason:
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The number of entries of the specified keyword (keyword) exceeded the limits. Currently the keyword can be PSBLIB or
DBDLIB.

Action:

Correct the above number of entries for the keyword. Do not exceed the maximum number of entries for the keyword.

RMG1100I

RMG1101E
UNABLE TO OPEN SELECT FILE RMGSIN.

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error. The Recovery Analyzer REXX module did not pass allocate the input file
correctly for database selection.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1102W
DBRC GROUP "grpname" NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The specified group is not defined to DBRC.

Action:

No action is required for this warning message.

RMG1103E
ERROR CALLING PATTERN MATCH (ITKPATN0), RC=nnnn.

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error calling the pattern match subroutine.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1104W
NO grp/dbd/psb LIST ENTRIES FOUND.

Reason:

The specified Group, DBD, or PSB wildcard has no entries.

Action:

No action is required for this warning message.

RMG1105E
ERROR CALLING DBRC FOR GRP/DBD LIST, RC=nnnn.
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Reason:

The database object may not be defined correctly to DBRC.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Verify the DBRC status of the database object and retry the request.
If this problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1107E
NO DBRC GROUP TABLE ENTRIES FOR GROUP "grpname".

Reason:

Invalid group defined to DBRC, or internal error.

Action:

Verify that group is correctly defined to DBRC - correct and resubmit. Otherwise, document the request and contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1108E
NO DBRC DBD TABLE ENTRIES FOR GROUP "grpname".

Reason:

Internal error - the DBRC interface did not return correct data.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1110E
UNSUPPORTED SELECTION ENTRY.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The Recovery Analyzer REXX module did not pass this database selection correctly.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1118E
Call to ITKPSBD0 failed, RC=nn.

Reason:

Unable to extract the PSB database objects.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Validate the PSB, and retry the request.

RMG1119E
No DBD/DDNs returned from call to ITKPSBD0.

Reason:
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Unable to extract the PSB database objects.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Validate the PSB, and retry the request.

RMG1120E
ERROR CALLING ITKDSF00 - FUNCTION CODE = XXXX, RC=9999 REASON CODE=9999.

Reason:

Error attempting to process PSB library directory.

Action:

Verify the PSB library specified in the IMS configuration member. Correct and retry the request. If the problem persists,
contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1121E
DBD NAME "dbdname" NOT FOUND IN GRP/PSB "grp/psb".

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1122E
DBDname or GRPname must be specified for RELATED selection.

Reason:

Internal error - the Recovery Analyzer REXX module should not allow this selection.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1123E
Call to ITKLRDB0 failed, RC=99.

Reason:

Unable to extract the logically-related database objects.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Validate the PSB, Group, or DBD, and retry the request. If the failure
persists. contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1124E
ITKLRDB error - must return at least original DB for related call.

Reason:

This message indicates an ITKLRDB error.
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Action:

Validate the PSB, Group, or DBD, and retry the request. If the failure persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1125E
FIRST ENTRY IN DBRC GTB TABLE IS NOT DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

Internal error - the DBRC interface did not return correct data.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1126E
INVALID HALDB MASTER DBD NAME IN DBRC TABLE ENTRY FOR PARTITION "partition".

Reason:

Internal error - the DBRC interface did not return correct data.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1127E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR MULTI-GRP DBD/DDN TABLE.

Reason:

Unable to obtain the storage for the group table.

Action:

Increase the TSO address space size and retry the request.

RMG1128E
GRPname must be specified for multiple group selection.

Reason:

Internal error - the Recovery Analyzer REXX module should not allow this selection.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1129E
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DBD/DDNs EXCEEDED.

Reason:

The combination of multiple groups exceeded the maximum number of entries allowed (1024).

Action:

Modify the database object selection, and retry the request.
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RMG1130E
No DBD/DDNs found for multiple group selection.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1200I

RMG1201E
UNABLE TO OPEN DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:

Unable to open the required file indicated.

Action:

Check the IMS configuration member and insure that DFSRESLB is specified. Correct the error and retry the request.

RMG1202E
LOAD FAILED FOR IMS MODULE "module name".

Reason:

The requested IMS module could not be loaded from the IMS SDFSRESL.

Action:

Verify that a valid DFSRESLB is allocated from the IMS configuration member. Correct and retry the request.

RMG1203I
** DBRC "dbrc-cmd" COMMAND SUCCESSFUL.

Reason:

Indicates DBRC command completed successfully.

RMG1204E
NO DBD ENTRIES IN ITKDBRC TABLE.

Reason:

Internal error - the DBRC interface did not return correct data.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1205E
ERROR CALLING ITKDBRC FOR DBD "dbdname", RC=nnnn.
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Reason:

The database may not be defined correctly to DBRC.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Verify the DBRC status of the database, correct and retry the
request. If failure persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1207E
DATABASE "dbdname" NOT REGISTERED TO DBRC.

Reason:

The database is not defined to DBRC.

Action:

Register the database to DBRC, and retry the request. If the failure persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1208E
DUPLICATE DBD/DDN "dbdname/ddname" INVALID.'

Reason:

Duplicate entries are invalid for a DBRC group.

Action:

Correct the database list to eliminate duplicates, and retry the request.

RMG1209E
DBRC COMMAND BUFFER FULL.

Reason:

Maximum size for DBRC command buffer (32K) has been exceeded.

Action:

Modify the database list to reduce the number of entries, and retry the request.

RMG1210E
ERROR IN DBRC FUNCTION "function" - dbrc-cmd grp-type"; RETURN CODE = nnn.

Reason:

Error occured issueing DBRC command.

Action:

The IBM DSPxxx message is captured and diplayed. Correct the cause of the DBRC problem and retry the request.

RMG1211E
DSPxxx message.

Reason:

DBRC error occurred issueing DBRC command; IBM DSPxxx message displayed.
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Action:

Determine the cause of the DBRC error. Correct the cause of the DBRC problem and retry the request.

RMG1212E
NO DBRC ERROR MESSAGE FOUND.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1218E
DBRC FUNCTION "function" " FAILED, RC=nn.

Reason:

Error occurred initializing IBM DBRC interface.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1220I
*** grp-type "grp-name" SUCCESSFULLY add|del|upd.

Reason:

Indicates the group has been added, deleted, or updated in DBRC.

RMG1221E
DATABASE DATASET "dsname" " NOT REGISTERED TO DBRC.

Reason:

DBDS cannot be included in a group because it is not registered to DBRC.

Action:

Register the DBDS to DBRC and retry the request.

RMG1222E
DBD/DDN "dbd/ddn" ALREADY DEFINED TO grp-type "grp-name".

Reason:

DBD/DDN is not eligible for the group because it is already defined to the indicated group.

Action:

Modify the DBD/DDN list or delete from other group, then retry the request.

RMG1223E
FIRST ENTRY IN DBRC GTB TABLE IS NOT DB ENTRY FOR DBD "dbdname".
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Reason:

Internal error - the DBRC interface did not return correct data.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1224E
DDN (AREA) REQUIRED FOR INPUT GROUP ENTRY FOR DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

Group type requires DDN or Area to be specified.

Action:

Select DDN or Area for group being added, and retry the request.

RMG1225E
GROUP "grp-name" ALREADY DEFINED TO DBRC.

Reason:

Group name being added already exists in DBRC.

Action:

Specify another group name, and retry the request.

RMG1226E
AN ERROR OCCURRED IN MODULE=ITKLST00, RC=x’nnnn’

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1227E
NO GROUP DBD/DDN FOUND IN RMGSIN DD.

Reason:

There were no statements found in DD RMGSIN.

Action:

If you are running Recovery Analyzer in batch, add the correct statements to RMGSIN.

RMG1228E
DYNALLOC FAILED FOR DD=ddname DSN=dsname

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specifed data set failed. The following message RMG1229E provides return codes.
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Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

RMG1229E
R15=rc, S99ERROR=xxxx, S99INFO=xxxx

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed. This message provides dynamic allocation error and information codes for previous message
RMG1228E.

Action:

Look up the SVC codes (S99ERROR= and S99INFO=) and take corrective action. Contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

NOTE
For more information about the SVC codes, see the IBM MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

RMG1230E
UNABLE TO FREE DDNAME “ddn”. REMOVE DD FROM JCL OR FREE F(ddn). MAY NEED TO LOGOFF/LOGON
TSO.

Reason:

The ddn could not be freed. Most likely, an abnormal condition had occurred previously. For example, possibly the
DDNAME we are attempting to FREE is allocated in another ISPF session.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

As a circumvention, perform the following steps:

• If you are running a batch job, attempt to remove the DD from the JCL.
• If you are running under TSO, issue the following command on the ISPF command line:

TSO FREE FI(ddn)

If the message persists, logoff and logon

RMG1300I

RMG1301E
UNABLE TO OPEN DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:

Unable to open the required file indicated.

Action:

Check the IMS configuration member and insure that DFSRESLB is specified. Correct and retry the request.
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RMG1302E
LOAD FAILED FOR IMS MODULE "module name".

Reason:

The requested IMS module could not be loaded from the IMS SDFSRESL.

Action:

Verify that a valid DFSRESLB is allocated from the IMS configuration member. Correct and retry the request.

RMG1303E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR VIRTUAL GROUP TABLE.

Reason:

Unable to obtain the storage for the virtual group table.

Action:

Increase the TSO address space size and retry the request.

RMG1305E
ERROR CALLING ITKDBRC FOR type "name", RC=nnnn.

Reason:

The database object may not be defined to DBRC.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Verify the DBRC status of the database object, and retry the
request. If the failure persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1306E
VIRTUAL GROUP TABLE MAXIMUM ENTRIES EXCEEDED.

Reason:

User attempted to build a virtual group that exceeded the maximum number of entries allowed (2048).

Action:

Modify the database object selection, and retry the request.

RMG1308E
RECOVERY POINT DATE/TIME RANGE NOT SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Internal error - the Recovery Analyzer REXX module did not pass this parameter correctly for the selected recovery.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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RMG1318E
Call to ITKPSBD0 failed, RC=nn.

Reason:

Unable to extract the PSB database objects.

Action:

See the ITK messages for additional information. Validate the PSB, and retry the request.

RMG1319E
No DBD/DDNs returned from call to ITKPSBD0.

Reason:

Unable to extract the PSB database objects.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Validate the PSB, and retry the request.

RMG1400I

RMG1401E
UNABLE TO OPEN DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:

Unable to open the required file indicated.

Action:

Check the IMS configuration member and insure that DFSRESLB is specified. Correct and retry the request.

RMG1402E
LOAD FAILED FOR IMS MODULE "module name".

Reason:

The requested IMS module could not be loaded from the IMS SDFSRESL.

Action:

Verify that a valid DFSRESLB is allocated from the IMS configuration member. Correct and retry the request.

RMG1403E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR VIRTUAL GROUP TABLE.

Reason:

Unable to obtain the storage for the virtual group table.

Action:

Increase the TSO address space size and retry the request.
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RMG1404E
DBRC environment error, RC=nnnn.

Reason:

A call to the DBRC interface failed for CATDS/NOCATDS request.

Action:

Validate the Recons and SDFSRESL are correct for the IMS configuration member. Correct any discrepancy and retry the
request.

RMG1405E
ERROR CALLING ITKDBRC FOR type "name", RC=nnnn.

Reason:

The database object may not be defined to DBRC.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Verify the DBRC status of the database object, and retry the
request.

RMG1406E
NO DBRC GROUP TABLE FOR DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

Internal error - the DBRC interface did not return correct data.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1407E
NO DBRC DBD TABLE FOR GROUP "grpname", DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

Invalid group defined to DBRC, or internal error.

Action:

Verify that group is correctly defined to DBRC - correct and resubmit. Otherwise, document the request and contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1408E
RECOVERY POINT DATE/TIME RANGE NOT SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Internal error - the Recovery Analyzer REXX module did not pass this parameter correctly from the selected recovery.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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RMG1409E
VIRTUAL GROUP TABLE MAXIMUM ENTRIES EXCEEDED.

Reason:

User attempted to build a virtual group that exceeded the maximum number of entries allowed (2048).

Action:

Modify the database object selection, and retry the request.

RMG1410I
DBRC environment is "catds|nocatds".

Reason:

Indicates the DBRC environment - CATDS or NOCATDS.

RMG1418E
Call to ITKPSBD0 failed, RC=nn.

Reason:

Unable to extract the PSB database objects.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Validate the PSB, and retry the request.

RMG1419E
No DBD/DDNs returned from call to ITKPSBD0.

Reason:

Unable to extract the PSB database objects.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Validate the PSB, and retry the request.

RMG1420E
No GROUPS returned from call to DBRC interface.

Reason:

A call for a list of all GROUPS did not return any. Return code is set to 12.

Action:

Verify that there are any GROUPS in DBRC.

If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1500I
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RMG1501E
UNABLE TO OPEN DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:

Unable to open the required file indicated.

Action:

Exit from Recovery Analyzer and ISPF session, and then retry the request.

RMG1503E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR VIRTUAL GROUP TABLE.

Reason:

Unable to obtain the storage for the virtual group table.

Action:

Increase the TSO address space size and retry the request.

RMG1504E
DBRC environment error, RC=nnnn.

Reason:

A call to the DBRC interface failed.

Action:

Validate the Recons and SDFSRESL are correct for the IMS configuration member. Correct any discrepancy and retry the
request.

RMG1505E
ERROR CALLING ITKDBRC FOR type "name", RC=nnnn.

Reason:

The database object may not be defined to DBRC.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Verify the DBRC status of the database object, and retry the
request.

RMG1506E
NO VIRTUAL GROUP ENTRIES CREATED.

Reason:

No database input was provided for recovery, or internal error.

Action:

Verify at least one database was selected, and retry the request. If the failure persists, contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.
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RMG1509E
VIRTUAL GROUP TABLE MAXIMUM ENTRIES EXCEEDED.

Reason:

You attempted to build a virtual group that exceeded the maximum number of entries allowed (2048).

Action:

Modify the database object selection, and retry the request.

RMG1511I
NO RECOVERIES GENERATED.

Reason:

Only index databases were selected, and they were deleted from the virtual group when AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES was
specified for the recovery.

Action:

Select at least one non-index database or do not specify AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES, and retry the request.

RMG1518E
Call to ITKPSBD0 failed, RC=nn.

Reason:

Unable to extract the PSB database objects.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Validate the PSB, and retry the request.

RMG1519E
No DBD/DDNs returned from call to ITKPSBD0.

Reason:

Unable to extract the PSB database objects.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Validate the PSB, and retry the request.

RMG1520E
INVALID DBRC DBTYPE CODE RETURNED FOR DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

DBD is not properly defined to DBRC.

Action:

Verify the DBD and DBDS information is correctly defined to DBRC. Correct any discrepancy and retry the request.
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RMG1521E
AREA/PARTITION NOT FOUND IN DBRC FOR DBD "dbdname", AREA/PART "area/part-name".

Reason:

DBD is not properly defined to DBRC.

Action:

Verify the DBD and AREA/PARTITION information is correctly defined to DBRC. Correct any discrepancy and retry the
request.

RMG1522E
FIRST ENTRY IN DBRC GTB TABLE IS NOT DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

Internal error - the DBRC interface did not return correct data.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1600I

RMG1601E
UNABLE TO OPEN DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:

Unable to open the required file indicated.

Action:

Exit from Recovery Analyzer and ISPF session, and then retry the request.

RMG1602E
LOAD FAILED FOR IMS MODULE "module name".

Reason:

The requested IMS module could not be loaded from the IMS SDFSRESL.

Action:

Verify that a valid DFSRESLB is allocated from the IMS configuration member. Correct and retry the request.

RMG1603E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR VIRTUAL GROUP TABLE.

Reason:

Unable to obtain the storage for the virtual group table.

Action:

Increase the TSO address space size and retry the request.
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RMG1604E
DATABASE "dbdname" NOT REGISTERED TO DBRC.

Reason:

The database is not defined to DBRC.

Action:

Register the database to DBRC, and retry the request. If failure persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1605E
ERROR CALLING ITKDBRC FOR type "name", RC=nnnn.

Reason:

The database object may not be defined to DBRC.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Verify the DBRC status of the database object, and retry the
request.

RMG1606E
NO VIRTUAL GROUP ENTRIES CREATED.

Reason:

No database entries were added to the virtual group.

Action:

If PSB was selected, check if any valid databases are defined to the PSB. Otherwise, contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

RMG1607E
NO DBRC DBD TABLE FOR GROUP "grpname".

Reason:

Invalid group defined to DBRC, or internal error.

Action:

Verify that group is correctly defined to DBRC - correct and resubmit. Otherwise, document the request and contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1608E
NO DBRC DBD TABLE ENTRIES FOR GROUP "grpname".

Reason:

Invalid group defined to DBRC, or internal error.

Action:

Verify that group is correctly defined to DBRC - correct and resubmit. Otherwise, document the request and contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.
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RMG1609E
VIRTUAL GROUP TABLE MAXIMUM ENTRIES EXCEEDED.

Reason:

User attempted to build a virtual group that exceeded the maximum number of entries allowed (2048).

Action:

Modify the database object selection, and retry the request.

RMG1610E
ERROR CALLING ITKCAV00 FOR IMS CMD "imscmd", RC=nnnn, RSN=nnnn.

Reason:

Error calling the IMS command interface.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages and documentation. Correct the IMS environment, and retry the command. If failure persists,
document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1611I
IMS COMMAND SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED.

Reason:

The IMS command was successfully issued.

RMG1618E
Call to ITKPSBD0 failed, RC=nn.

Reason:

Unable to extract the PSB database objects.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Validate the PSB, and retry the request.

RMG1619E
No DBD/DDNs returned from call to ITKPSBD0.

Reason:

Unable to extract the PSB database objects.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Validate the PSB, and retry the request.

RMG1620E
INVALID DBRC DBTYPE CODE RETURNED FOR DBD "dbdname".

Reason:
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DBD is not properly defined to DBRC.

Action:

Verify the DBD and DBDS information is correctly defined to DBRC. Correct any discrepancy and retry the request.

RMG1621E
AREA/PARTITION NOT FOUND IN DBRC FOR DBD "dbdname", AREA/PART "area/part-name".

Reason:

DBD is not properly defined to DBRC.

Action:

Verify the DBD and AREA/PARTITION information is correctly defined to DBRC. Correct any discrepancy and retry the
request.

RMG1622E
FIRST ENTRY IN DBRC GTB TABLE IS NOT DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

Internal error - the DBRC interface did not return correct data.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1623E
INVALID RECONS FOR IMSID "imsid".

Reason:

Incorrect RECONs specified for the indicated IMSID.

Action:

Correct the RECONs specified in the configuration member and retry the request.

RMG1624E
DEDB REQUIRES PREOPEN OPTION FOR BMP PAUSE - DBD "dbdname", AREA "area".

Reason:

PREOPEN must be defined for a DEDB area when BMP PAUSE is specified for the IMS DBR/START commmand. This
only applies to IMS V8.1.

Action:

Set the DEDB area to PREOPEN using the DBRC CHANGE.ADS command and retry the request.

Another alternative is to omit the BMPPAUSE option from the command.

RMG1625E
DATAGRP PROCESSING CANNOT BE USED FOR DEDB AREA aa

Reason:
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DEDBs are not eligible for DATAGRP processing.

Action:

Remove the DEDB area from the DATAGRP or do not use DATAGRP processing.

RMG1626E
DATAGRP PROCESSING CANNOT BE USED FOR HALDB MASTER aa

Reason:

HALDB masters are not eligible for DATAGRP processing.

Action:

Replace the HALDB master by enumeration of all its partitions in the DATAGRP or do not use DATAGRP processing.

RMG1627E
PROCESSING CATALOG DATABASE WITH BMPPAUSE=YES IS NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

CA High Performance Recovery for IMS for z/OS does not support online processing of the IMS Catalog database using
functions that would cause the Catalog to be paused.

Action:

None.

RMG1700I
List DBRC statements

Reason:

List the DBRC statments for this request.

RMG1701E
UNABLE TO OPEN DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:

Unable to open the required file indicated.

Action:

Check the IMS configuration member and insure that DFSRESLB is specified. Correct and retry the request.

RMG1702E
LOAD FAILED FOR IMS MODULE "module name".

Reason:

The requested IMS module could not be loaded from the IMS SDFSRESL.

Action:

Verify that a valid DFSRESLB is allocated from the IMS configuration member. Correct and retry the request.
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RMG1703I
** DBRC COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL|UNSUCCESSFUL

Reason:

Verify the DBRC process

Action:

Check the RMGRPTS and RMGMSGS datasets to determine if the DBRC command failed. If the DBRC command failed,
correct and retry the request.

RMG1704E
REQUIRED DDNAME IS MISSING "ddname".

Reason:

Unable to locate the required ddname indicated.

Action:

Check the IMS configuration member to insure all datasets are valid. If running in batch, add the required dd statement to
the JCL.

RMG1707I
DBRC SUBTASK COMMAND WAS UNSUCCESSFUL. RETURN CODE=X'rc’, ECB=X'ecb’, TCB=X’tcb’

Reason:

Informational message to determine DBRC errors.

RMG1708E
DBRC SUBTASK ERROR HAS OCCURRED. IF YOU START HAVING PROBLEMS WITH RECOVERY ANALYZER
LOGOFF/LOGON TSO. THE DBRC SUBTASK MAY HAVE NOT FREEMAINED ALL STORAGE AND CLOSED ALL
DATASETS.

Reason:

When running DBRC a very severe error was detected. This message is alerting you to the DBRC error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1717E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED IN MODULE RMGARDB0. CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

An Abend has occurred. The ESTAE in module RMGARDB0 will attempt to clean up.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1800I
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RMG1801E
UNABLE TO OPEN DDNAME "ddname".

Reason:

Unable to open the required file indicated.

Action:

Check the IMS configuration member and insure that DFSRESLB is specified. Correct and retry the request.

RMG1802E
LOAD FAILED FOR IMS MODULE "module name".

Reason:

The requested IMS module could not be loaded from the IMS SDFSRESL.

Action:

Verify that a valid DFSRESLB is allocated from the IMS configuration member. Correct and retry the request.

RMG1805E
ERROR CALLING ITKDBRC FOR type "name", RC=nnnn.

Reason:

The database object may not be defined to DBRC.

Action:

Refer to the ITK messages for additional information. Verify the DBRC status of the database object, and retry the
request. If failure persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1806E
NO DBRC GROUP TABLE FOR DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

Internal error - the DBRC interface did not return correct data.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1807E
RMG1807E NO DBRC DBD TABLE FOR GROUP "grpname", DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

Invalid group defined to DBRC, or internal error.

Action:

Verify that group is correctly defined to DBRC - correct and resubmit. Otherwise, document the request and contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.
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RMG1810E
UNSUPPORTED SELECTION ENTRY.

Reason:

Internal error - the Recovery Analyzer REXX module did not pass this database selection correctly.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1811E
DBD/DDN "dbdname/ddname" unrecognized PDRCINFO Code, RC=nnnn, PDRCINFO=nnnn.

Reason:

Internal error - the DBRC interface returned a non-zero return code with an unrecognized information code.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1812W
NO grp/dbd/psb LIST ENTRIES FOUND.

Reason:

The specified Group, DBD, or PSB wildcard has no entries.

Action:

Warning message. Modify the request and retry.

RMG1813W
NO DBRC DBDS Records were found for DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

The DBRC definitions for the above DBD are incomplete. The DBD has not been defined with an INIT.DBDS.

Action:

Run a LIST.DBDS DBD(dbdname) specifying the dbdname in the message to verify. Run an INIT.DBDS to complete the
DBRC definitions.

RMG1820E
DBD/DDN "dbdname/ddname" NOT DEFINED TO DBRC DBRC.

Reason:

The DBRC definitions for the above dbdname/ddname are incomplete. The DBD has not been defined with an INIT.DBDS.

Action:

Run a LIST.DBDS DBD(dbdname) specifying the dbdname in the message to verify. Run an INIT.DBDS to complete the
DBRC definitions.
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RMG1821E
ERROR CALLING PATTERN MATCH (ITKPATN0), RC=nnnn.

Reason:

Internal error calling pattern match subroutine.

Action:

Document the request and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1822W
DBD "dbdname" NOT DEFINED TO DBRC DBRC.

Reason:

The DBRC dbdname has not been defined to DBRC.

Action:

Define the DBD to DBRC or select another DBD and retry your request.

RMG1823E
CAN NOT PROVIDE FAST PATH INFORMATION FOR DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

A Fast Path database is required. The dbdname in the above message is not a Fast Path database.

Action:

Specify a Fast Path database and retry your request.

RMG1824W
NO ADS ENTRIES FOUND FOR DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

A Fast Path database is required. The dbdname in the above message is not a Fast Path database or the ADS entries are
incomplete for the Fast Path database.

Action:

Specify a Fast Path database and retry your request or define the DBRC ADS entries for the Fast Path database and retry
your request.

RMG1825W
NO MATCHING REQUESTS FOUND FOR DBD "dbdname".

Reason:

There were no DBDs found in the Recons that match your request.

Action:

Specify another DBD name or pattern and retry your request.
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RMG1900E
GETMAIN FOR MESSAGE WRITER DCB FAILED

Reason:

Insufficient storage for SNAP dump DCB.

Action:

Specify larger region size or turn off the SNAP option.

RMG1901E
SNAP=Y MUST BE CODED

Reason:

Hex dump module called, but SNAP was not specified.

Action:

Internal error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG1902E
NO RMGSNAP DD-CARD FOUND

Reason:

Hex dump module called, but RMGSNAP DD was not provided.

Action:

Internal error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG2014E
PARSE ERROR - MAX CHARACTERS EXCEEDED FOR FIELD "field".

Reason:

Invalid value specified for the input database selection.

Action:

Internal error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG2015E
PARSE ERROR - MAX FIELDS EXCEEDED.

Reason:

Maximum values exceeded for the input database selection.

Action:
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Internal error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG2016E
PARSE ERROR - NO FIELDS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

No values specified for the input database selection.

Action:

Internal error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG2400E
RDJFCB ERROR OCCURRED FOR DD=ddn, RETURN CODE=X'rc'.

Reason:

A RDJFCB error occurred for ddname ddn.

Action:

Retur code can be located in the IBM DFSMSdfp Advanced Services manual under section RJDFCB Macro Specification.

RMG2401E
INVALID PARMS PASSED TO ROUTINE=xxxxxxx.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG2402E
INVALID VERSION DETECTED IN THE CONFIG PDS. MEMBER="$VERSION" DSN="dsn". YOU ARE RUNNING
VERSION Rnnn OF THE TOOLKIT CODE BUT THE CONFIG PDS IS FOR VERSION Ryyy. CONFIG MBR $VERSION
SHOULD CONTAIN: "VERSION ( Rnnn ) - ". HOWEVER, MEMBER $VERSION CONTAINS : "VERSION ( Ryyy ) - ".

Reason:

The version of the utility code (Rnnn) and the Version Member $VERSION in the Config PDS (Ryyy) are not the same.

Action:

If you are running Recovery Analyzer as a batch job, check ddname IDIPARM and ensure the correct Config PDS data set
name is specified.

If you are running Recovery Analyzer under TSO, ensure the correct Config PDS data set name is specified in CLIST
$ITK or $RMG.
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RMG2403E
CONFIG PDS VERSION MEMBER IS CORRUPTED. MEMBER="$VERSION", DSN="dsn". CONFIG MBR
$VERSION SHOULD CONTAIN: "VERSION ( Rnnn ) - "HOWEVER, MEMBER $VERSION CONTAINS :
"???????????????????" ENSURE IDIPARM DD CONTAINS THE CORRECT DATASET NAME.

Reason:

The Config PDS dsn($VERSION) member is corrupted. "VERSION","(", and/or ")" is missing from the member.

Action:

If you are running Recovery Analyzer as a batch job, check ddname IDIPARM and ensure the correct Config PDS data
set name is specified. If you are running Recovery Analyzer under TSO, ensure the correct Config PDS data set name is
specified in CLIST $ITK or $RMG.

If the $VERSION member is corrupted, use ISPF and edit the member to contain "VERSION ( Rnnn ) -".

RMG2404E
PDS MEMBER "mbr" NOT FOUND IN DSNAME "dsn". ENSURE IDIPARM DD CONTAINS THE CORRECT DATASET
NAME.

Reason:

The specified PDS member is not found.

Action:

If you are running Recovery Analyzer as a batch job, check ddname IDIPARM and ensure the correct Config PDS data set
name is specified.

If you are running Recovery Analyzer under TSO, ensure the correct Config PDS data set name is specified in CLIST
$ITK or $RMG.

NOTE
For additional information about setting up the ISPF interface for Recovery Analyzer, see the Installation Guide.

RMG2500E
ERROR LOADING IIR INTERFACE - ITKIIRI0. ADD ITK AND CA DATACOM LIBRARIES TO THE STEPLIB.

Reason:

Library concatenation is not correct.

Action:

The return code is set to 8, or to 4 if IIRWARN=YES is specified in the ITKOPTN0 samplib member.

Processing continues but not data is written to the IMS Information Repository tables.

Add the ITK and CA Datacom®/AD libraries to the STEPLIB and rerun the job.

RMG2501E
ERROR OCCURRED IN ITKIIRI0 LOADING DBINFPR, RC=rc. ADD ITK AND CA DATACOM LIBRARIES TO THE
STEPLIB.

Reason:

Library concatenation is not correct.
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• rc
Identifies the return code from the ITK module manager.

Action:

The return code is set to 8, or to 4 if IIRWARN=YES is specified in the ITKOPTN0 samplib member.

Processing continues but not data is written to the IMS Information Repository tables.

Add the ITK and CA Datacom®/AD libraries to the STEPLIB and rerun the job.

RMG2502E
ERROR OCCURRED IN ITKIIRI0 ON xxxxx OF yyy, DATACOM RC=zz(nnn)

Reason:

Indicates a CA Datacom/AD error.

• xxxxx
Identifies the CA Datacom/AD command that encountered the error.

• yyy
Identifies the table that encountered the error.

• zz
Identifies the return code from CA Datacom/AD.

• nnn
Identifies the reason code from CA Datacom/AD.

Action:

The return code is set to 8, or to 4 if IIRWARN=YES is specified in the ITKOPTN0 samplib member.

Processing continues but not data is written to the IMS Information Repository tables.

For more information about the CA Datacom/AD codes (zz, nnn), see the CA Datacom documentation.

 

RMG2503E
DD NAME ddname NOT ALLOCATED. ADD THE ddname DD STATEMENT OR USE RECONDSN FOR DYNAMIC
ALLOCATION.

Reason:

The specified RECON ddname (ddname) was not allocated.

Action:

Add the missing RECON ddname to the job or use the RECONDSN control statement for dynamic allocation of recon data
sets. Resubmit the job.

RMG2504E
 ERROR OCCURRED IN IIR INTERFACE. 

 Reason: 

Communication with CA Datacom through the IMS Information Repository (IIR) interface failed. This message is
associated with an ABEND during IIR processing.

The most common problem is that CA Datacom cannot find or access required libraries (CUSLIB or CAxxLOAD).
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 Action: 

Processing terminates with RC=16.

See messages that follow this one for more information. Verify that the CAxxLOAD and CUSLIB libraries are available and
accessible to CA Datacom and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom Support for
assistance.

RMG2505W
NO CATALOG INFORMATION FOR THE DATA SET dsn. THE RECORD WILL BE WRITTEN WITH NULL VALUES.

Reason:

The system catalog does not contain information about the specified data set (dsn). The data set was not found or has
been migrated.

Action:

Processing continues. The data set record will be written with NULL values.

Add the dsn to the catalog or fix the data set name in the RECON record and rerun the RECON scan job.

RMG2506W
NOT APF AUTHORIZED - DATA ABOUT AVAILABLE EXTENTS WILL NOT BE COLLECTED. RUN THE PROGRAM
APF AUTHORIZED TO GET ALL DATA.

Reason:

The program must be APF-authorized to collect information about available extents from the system catalog.

Action:

Processing continues. The data set record will be stored with NULL value for available extents.

Rerun the RECON scan job with APF authorization.

RMG4007W
RECOVERY ANALYZER LICENSE ERROR

Reason:

Indicates that a valid product license was not found. An attempt to execute the product on a CPU other than the CPU on
which it is licensed has been detected.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG4008I
 PLEASE ENSURE THE LICENSE INFORMATION IS CORRECT 

 Reason: 

The product license cannot be validated.

 Action: 

The return code is not affected.
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Correct the LMP key. You can get the correct LMP key from the Total License Care (TLC) group at Broadcom Support.
When contacting TLC, have your site ID and CA serial number available.

RMG2409E
MEMBER NAME MUST BE SPECIFIED ON THE DATASET NAME FOR DD NAME "IDIPARM”.

Reason:

DD name IDIPARM contains only a data set name instead of a data set name(member).

Action:

Ensure that the ddname IDIPARM contains:

//IDIPARM DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Config.Pds(Member)

RMG2408E
ITKDSF00 FAILED TO RETURN MEMBER DATA. RETURN CODE=X'0000'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG2407E
ITKDSF00 FAILED TO RETURN DSN DATA. RETURN CODE=X'0000'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RMG2406E
DD NAME “IDIPARM” MUST BE A FIXED OR FIXED BLOCK PDS OR PDSE.

Reason:

DD name IDIPARM must be a PDS or PDSE. The record format must be FIXED or FIXED block. The logical record length
must be 80.

Action:

Ensure you are using the correct IDIPARM data set name for Recovery Analyzer. The IDIPARM data set name should
be the Configuration PDS data set name. The Configuration PDS is automatically allocated for you when you invoke
Recovery Analyzer. If the Configuration PDS is corrupted it can be allocated with ISPF 3.2:

Space units . . . . . CYLINDER  
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Primary quantity  . . 5    

Secondary quantity    5    

Directory blocks  . . 100  

Record format . . . . FB   

Record length . . . . 80   

Block size  . . . . . 27920

Data set name type    PDS

RMG2405E
REQUIRED DD NAME “IDIPARM” WAS NOT FOUND IN THE JCL.

Reason:

DD name IDIPARM is required when running Recovery Analyzer.

Action:

Add //IDIPARM DD to your JCL.
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SEGCC Error Messages (DBDGEN)
This section shows SEGCC error messages with the following information:

Severity

Message text

Comments

 

None

CONTINUATION OF segname CSECT.

This message will occur normally.

None

THE SEGMENT NAME ASSUMED TO BE LOADABLE FDT MEMBERNAME.

This is an informational message and always occurs when the FN parameter is omitted.

8

INVALID FN PARAMETER.

The value was not a validly constructed 8-character symbol.

8

MACRO LABEL MISSING. NEEDED TO CONTINUE CSECT.

The SEGCC macro needs this label to continue the control section generated by the associated SEGM macro.

8

EXTRA PARAMETER FOUND. VALUE IS “x ... x.”

A parameter was found that is not valid. Remove it and reassemble.
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SHR Messages
SHR messages are generated from CA Compress Data Compression for IMS:

• Messages SHR002I through SHR110I are common CA Compress Data Compression for IMS error messages.
• Messages SHR201I through SHR244I are RDL error messages.

RDL error messages can be issued from the Interactive Dialog (online) or the PREPASS facility (batch) when
generating the File Descriptor Table (FDT) using user-coded RDL.
The message issued by the Interactive Dialog displays when entering the HELP command (or pressing the Help PF
key) after receiving a short error message.
When the PREPASS facility abends, RDL messages appear within the listing of user-coded RDL specifications,
generated by the PRINT dd statement. These messages appear in conjunction with an abend user code of 8 and the
abend message, ERROR IN RECORD DEFINITION.
In all cases, the user response is to correct the RDL specifications in error and execute the online or batch process
once again.

• Messages SHR301I through SHR336I are CA Compress Data Compression for IMS error messages.
All input parameter statements of the PARMFL data set are printed on the PRINT data set. Notation for highlighting
errors is:
– Syntax errors are underscored by asterisks.
– Incorrect continuation of a line is shown by an asterisk in column 72.
– Parameters that are duplicates or cannot be used together are shown by asterisks under the second parameter.
Other error messages are directed to the system output writer. Any error condition causes termination of IMSPASS
execution.

• Messages SHR350I through SHR352I are Express error messages.
• Messages SHR800E through SHR3899E are Interactive Dialog error messages. 

 

SHR002I
INVALID FILE DESCRIPTOR TABLE

Reason:

Abend code: 0002

The data set defined by a TABLxx DD statement or the PDS member indicated by an SCB is not a File Descriptor Table.

Action:

The job abends and a dump is produced.

Correct the TABLxx DD statement and resubmit the job.

SHR004I
{CA-COMPRESS or SHRINK} RECORD DEFINITIONS TOO LONG

Reason:

Abend code: 0004

Record definitions exceed the File Description Table (FDT) capacity.

Action:
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The job abends and a dump is produced.

Consolidate field definitions and resubmit the job.

SHR005I
INVALID {CA-COMPRESS or SHRINK} PARM

Reason:

Abend code: 0005

The PARM value for File Compression Utility is invalid.

Action:

The job abends but no dump is produced.

Correct the PARM value and resubmit the job.

SHR006I
CANNOT OPEN ddname

Reason:

Abend code: 0006

No DD statement was found for the specified ddname.

Action:

The job abends and a dump is produced.

Specify valid ddname and resubmit the job.

SHR008I
ERROR IN RECORD DEFINITIONS

Reason:

Abend code: 0008

One or more errors are detected by the File Prepass Utility in user-coded RDL specifications. A descriptive message
accompanies each error detected and appears in the RDL listing.

Action:

The job abends but no dump is produced.

Correct RDL specifications and resubmit the job.

SHR010I
fdt CHECK BYTE MISMATCH

Reason:

Abend code: 0010 (RC=4)

Several conditions may cause this error:
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• The File Description Table (FDT) that is used to expand the file does not correspond to the file that is expanded.
• The record area address passed to the EXPAND subroutine is not the first byte of the data portion of the record.
• The compressed record is modified by the user before expansion.
• The RDL Position Function is used incorrectly.

Action:

The job abends with a user code of 10 and a dump is produced.

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

SHR013I
FN AND P PARMS MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE. FN IGNORED.

Reason:

Abend code: 0013

The File Description Table (FDT) in load module format is incompatible with execution of the File Prepass Utility. File
Prepass Utility creates FDTs always in sequential data set format.

Action:

Correct the record as follows:

• If you are executing PREPASS, remove the FN parm.
• If you are executing COMPRESS, remove the P parm.

Resubmit the job.

SHR015I
fdt REC DEFS IMPLY WRONG LENGTH

Reason:

Abend code: 0015 (RC=4).

RDL specifications do not completely define the record, or the Position Function is used improperly.

Action:

The job abends with a user code of 15, and a dump is produced.

Correct RDL specifications and resubmit the job.

SHR016I
‘fdtname’ ICB MISMATCH - RECORD ICB = rrr, FDT ICB = fff

Reason:

Abend code: 0016

During the EXPAND process, a record was discovered to have been compressed by a File Description Table (FDT) other
than the current one.

• rrr
Identifies the FDT number from the record.

• fff
Identifies the current FDT number.
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Action:

The record is not expanded.

Use the FDT Services of the Interactive Dialog to determine the FDT name for the FDT numbers in question.

SHR020I
"fdt" INVALID TYPE VP OR VZ FIELD

Reason:

Abend code: 0020 (RC=8)

A field defined as type VP does not contain packed decimal data, or a field defined as VZ does not contain zoned decimal
data.

Action:

The job abends with a user code of 20, and a dump is produced.

Check the RDL specification for errors. Verify that all user records are valid.

SHR025I
"fdt" D FIELD >> 128 BYTES

Reason:

Abend code: 0025 (RC=4)

A field whose field length descriptor is coded in the "Dc" form does not contain the delimiter character within the first 128
bytes.

Action:

The job abends with a user code of 25, and a dump is produced.

Use a different field length descriptor and resubmit the job.

SHR031I
{INFILE or OUTFILE} DD CARD INVALID

Reason:

Abend code: 0031

Action:

The job abends with a user code of 31, but no dump is produced.

Resubmit the job with the correct DD statement.

SHR032I
{INFILE or OUTFILE} PDS MEMBERNAME NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

Abend code: 0032

The INFILE or OUTFILE data set is a PDS, but the member name is not coded on the DD statement as required.

Action:
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The job abends with a user code of 32, but no dump is produced.

Code the member name and resubmit the job.

SHR033I
{INFILE or OUTFILE} DSCB NOT FOUND

Reason:

Abend code: 0033

UNIT and VOL JCL parameters are coded, but the data set is not contained on the specified volume.

Action:

The job abends with a user code of 33, but no dump is produced.

Provide the correct UNIT and VOL parameters and resubmit the job.

SHR034I
{INFILE or OUTFILE} BLKSIZE NOT A MULTIPLE OF LRECL

Reason:

Abend code: 0034

Applies to fixed-length records only.

Action:

The job abends with a user code of 34, but no dump is produced.

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

SHR035I
{INFILE or OUTFILE} BLKSIZE TOO SMALL

Reason:

Abend code: 0035

The value of the BLKSIZE attribute is less than the value of the LRECL attribute for the file.

Action:

The job abends with a user code of 35, but no dump is produced.

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

SHR036I
OUTFILE RECFM DIFFERS FROM RECFM BEFORE COMPRESSION

Reason:

Abend code: 0036

The RECFM attribute of an expanded data set must be identical to the RECFM attribute of the original uncompressed
data set.

Action:
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The job abends with a user code of 36, but no dump is produced.

Correct the OUTFILE DD statement and resubmit the job.

SHR037I
OUTFILE LRECL LESS THAN LRECL BEFORE Reason:COMPRESSION

Reason:

Abend code: 0037

The LRECL attribute of an expanded data set must be at least equal to the LRECL attribute of the original uncompressed
data set.

Action:

The job abends with a user code of 37, but no dump is produced.

Correct the OUTFILE DD statement and resubmit the job.

SHR038I
OUTFILE KEYLEN ABSENT. NO DEFAULT TAKEN.

Reason:

Abend code: 0038

The data set defined by the INFILE DD statement has physical sequential organization. The data set defined by the
OUTFILE DD statement has indexed sequential organization but the KEYLEN attribute is not specified.

Action:

The job abends with a user code of 38, but no dump is produced.

Specify the KEYLEN attribute in the OUTFILE DD statement and resubmit the job.

SHR039I
OUTFILE KEY NOT WITHIN TYPE N DEFINITIONS

Reason:

Abend code: 0039

The ISAM/VSAM key for the compressed data set is not exempted from compression.

Action:

The job abends with a user code of 39, but no dump is produced.

Exempt the key from compression in your RDL specifications and resubmit the job.

SHR040I
OUTFILE RKP INVALID FOR RECFM=V..

Reason:

Abend code: 0040

The value of the OUTFILE data set RKP attribute is less than 4. This is invalid for RECFM=V.., because the first four bytes
contain the RDW.
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Action:

The job abends with a user code of 40, but no dump is produced.

Specify a value greater than 3 in the OUTFILE DD statement and resubmit the job.

SHR041I
OUTFILE IS OUTFILE NOT SUPPORTED FOR EXPRESS

Reason:

Abend code: 0041

Only VSAM or PS files may be created from Express compressed data sets.

Action:

Specify VSAM or PS data set DSORG type in the OUTFILE DD statement and resubmit the job.

SHR042I
OUTFILE RECFM MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR EXPRESS OUTFILE

Reason:

Abend code: 0042

The RECFM parameter is required for OUTFILE DD when expanding to a PS file.

Action:

Add the RECFM parameter to the OUTFILE DD statement and resubmit the job.

SHR043I
OUTFILE LRECL MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR EXPRESS OUTFILE

Reason:

Abend code: 0043

The LRECL parameter is required for OUTFILE DD when expanding to a PS file.

Action:

Add the LRECL parameter to the OUTFILE DD statement and resubmit the job.

SHR050I
INVALID PARM PASSED TO EXPAND

Reason:

Abend code: 0050

PARM value for the File Expansion Utility is invalid.

Action:

The job abends with a user code of 50, but no dump is produced.

Correct the PARM value and resubmit the job.
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SHR0101
COMPANY CONTROL CARD NOT FIRST CARD READ

Reason:

The first control card read was not the company "C" card.

Action:

Correct the order of the cards and rerun the job.

SHR101I
INFILE KEY IS SCRAMBLED ON OUTFILE

Reason:

All or part of the key, as indicated by the INFILE data set’s RKP and KEYLEN attributes, is compressed according to RDL
specifications.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

SHR0102
AUTHORITY CARD NOT SECOND CARD READ

Reason:

Abend code: 0102.

The second control card read was not the authority "A" card.

Action:

Correct the order of the cards and rerun the job.

SHR102I
OUTFILE ISAM/VSAM BUT UNCOMPRESSED WAS SEQUENTIAL

Reason:

Abend code: 0102

Issued from File Compression and File Expansion utilities.It is expected that the DSORG file attribute remains the same
for the expanded and compressed versions of the file.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

SHR0103E
SVC 26 FAILED TO GET DATA PORTION SHAREOPTIONS, R15=xx

or

SVC 26 FAILED TO GET DATA PORTION SHAREOPTIONS, R15=xx

or
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CONTROL FILE DOES NOT HAVE SHARE OPTIONS (4,3). WITHOUT THESE SHARE OPTIONS, THE CONTROL
FILE IS DESTROYED WHEN SHARED BETWEEN MULTIPLE USERS. CURRENT DATA SHARE OPTION IS (X,X).
CURRENT INDEX SHARE OPTION IS (X,X).

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0103. If SVC 26 was unable to get the share options for the data
and/or index components, one or both of the first two messages precedes the third message. The problem is that
SHAREOPTIONS defaulted or was incorrectly specified on the DEFINE for the control file.

Action:

Recreate control file with shareoptions (4,3) at the cluster level. If SVC 26 failed, call Technical Support. Then mail all
output and the dump if requested to do so.

SHR103I
OUTFILE KEYLEN NOT EQ KEYLEN BEFORE COMPRESSION

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0103. Issued from File Compression and File Expansion utilities. It is
expected that the KEYLEN file attribute remains the same for the expanded and compressed versions of the file.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

SHR0104
END OF CONTROL CARDS BEFORE COMPANY AND AUTHORITY CARDS WERE READ

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0104. Neither the company nor the authority cards were found.

Action:

Supply the needed control cards and rerun the job.

SHR104I
OUTFILE LRECL LARGER THAN BEFORE COMPRESSION

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0104. Issued from the File Expansion Utility. The expanded file’s LRECL is
expected to be identical to the LRECL of the file before compression.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

SHR0105E
SFEANAL OPEN ERROR, ERROR = xxx

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0105. The OPEN failed with error code xxx. If xxx=128, the DD card is
missing or misspelled, and this message was preceded by IEC130I. If xxx=188, the data set is not VSAM.

Action:
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Make sure that the SFEANAL DD card is present and describes the control file. If you are unable to resolve the problem,
contact Technical Support for assistance.

SHR105I
OUTFILE LRECL NOT 8 LONGER THAN INFILE LRECL

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0105. Issued from the File Compression Utility. The compressed output file’s
LRECL should be at least eight bytes greater than the uncompressed file’s LRECL to avoid system abends in the event
that a particular compressed record is longer than the uncompressed record from which it is created.

Action:

Define the compressed output data set to include the additional 8 bytes in the record length. Then resubmit the job.

SHR0106E
SFEANAL CLOSE ERROR, ERROR = xxx

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0106. The CLOSE failed with error code xxx. Error code xxx=004 indicates
that the file is already closed. Other conditions probably indicate damage to the catalog or device.

Action:

For xxx=004, contact Technical Support. For other conditions, contact your systems programmer.

SHR106I
OUTFILE RECFM (F..) USUALLY INVALID

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0106. Issued from the File Compression Utility. Compressed output is
usually defined as RECFM=Vxx, or RECFM=U. Unless the user specifically intends RECFM=Fxx, this message denotes
an error which must be corrected.

Action:

Specify RECFM=Vxx on the OUTFILE dd statement.

SHR107I
OUTFILE RKP NOT EQ RKP BEFORE COMPRESSION

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0107. Issued from the File Expansion Utility. The expanded file’s RKP is
expected to be identical to the RKP of the file before compression.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

SHR108I
OUTFILE RKP PROBABLY SHOULD BE nnnn

Reason:
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This message is associated with abend code 0108. Issued from the File Compression Utility. According to RDL
specifications, the key is placed at offset nnnn in the compressed record, but the OUTFILE data set RKP indicates a
different location.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

SHR109I
OUTFILE RKP VALUE PREVENTS RECORD DELETION

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0109. Issued from the File Compression Utility. The RKP value is zero for
fixed-length records, or less than five for variable-length records. This RKP value prevents deletion by the DCB parameter
OPTCD=L.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

SHR110I
OUTFILE IS SUBSYSTEM DATA SET

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0110. This warning message indicates that the OUTFILE data set is
allocated to a JES or a BrightStor CA-Compress data set. OUTFILE will be a compressed data set. If OUTFILE is a
BrightStor CA-Compress data set, the data will be compressed twice. If OUTFILE is a JES data set, JES will try to print/
punch compressed data.

Action:

Check your JCL.

SHR201I
"P" USED BUT NO PRIOR POSITION FUNCTION.

SHR202I
FIXED FIELD LENGTH EXCEEDS 16K.

SHR203I
FIXED FIELD LENGTH IS ZERO.

SHR204I
ILLEGAL 00 IN TYPE S OR TYPE X.

SHR205I
INVALID CHARACTER IN HEX STRING.
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SHR206I
INVALID FIELD LENGTH DESCRIPTOR.

SHR207I
INVALID OPERAND IN POSITION FUNCTION.

SHR208I
ALID VARIABLE DEFINITION LENGTH.

SHR209I
MISSING QUOTE AFTER REPETITION FACTOR.

SHR210I
MORE THAN 15 NESTED QUOTES.

SHR211I
MORE THAN 16 CONDITIONS IN GROUP.

SHR212I
MORE THAN 16 VALUES IN TYPE S OR X FLD.

SHR213I
NESTED PARENTHESES ILLEGAL.

SHR214I
NUMBER CANNOT EXCEED 32767.

SHR215I
NUMBER EXCEEDS 8 DIGITS.

SHR216I
PD FIELD EXCEEDS 8 BYTES.

SHR217I
RECORD DEFS EXCEED MAX SIZE.

SHR218I
RECORD DEFS WILL IMPLY WRONG LENGTH.
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SHR219I
TOTAL TYPE N LENGTHS EXCEED 4095.

SHR220I
TYPE M NOT ALLOWED IN CONDITION GROUP.

SHR221I
TYPE M NOT ALLOWED IN VS"..." REP GROUP.

SHR222I
TYPE N NOT ALLOWED IN REP OR CONDIT GROUP.

SHR223I
TYPE N PRECEDED BY VARIABLE LEN FLD.

SHR224I
UNEXPECTED CHARACTER ENCOUNTERED.

SHR225I
UNPAIRED LEFT PARENTHESIS.

SHR226I
UNPAIRED LEFT QUOTE.

SHR227I
UNPAIRED QUOTE.

SHR228I
UNPAIRED QUOTE WITHIN PARENTHESES.

SHR229I
UNPAIRED RT PARENTHESIS.

SHR230I
VAR LEN ALLOWED FOR C, GA & UN FLDS ONLY.

SHR231I
VS USED WITHOUT PRIOR TYPE V DEFINITION.
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SHR232I
ZERO REPETITION FACTOR.

SHR233I
"xxxxxxxx" IS AN INVALID COMPRESSION TYPE CODE.

SHR234I
A REPETITION FACTOR MUST BE A 2-DIGIT NUMBER FROM 02 THROUGH 99.

SHR235I
DATA REQUIRED TO BE NUMERIC CONTAINS NON-NUMERIC CHARACTERS.

SHR236I
S/X FIELD LENGTH MUST BE A 2-DIGIT NUMBER.

SHR237I
CONDITIONAL FIELD LENGTH MUST BE A 2-DIGIT NUMBER.

SHR238I
S/X TABLE ENTRIES MUST BE A 2-DIGIT NUMBER.

SHR239I
DATA LENGTH (xxxxxxxx) DEFINED BY RDL IS SMALLER THAN RECORD LENGTH.

SHR240I
DATA LENGTH (xxxxxxxx) DEFINED BY RDL IS LARGER THAN RECORD LENGTH.

SHR241I
LENGTH OF ENTRY VALUES FOR S OR X TABLE IS TOO SHORT.

SHR242I
LENGTH OF ENTRY VALUES FOR S OR X TABLE IS TOO LONG.

SHR243I
A CONDITION VALUE MUST HAVE THE LENGTH SPECIFIED FOLLOWED BY A COMMA.

SHR244I
A CONDITION VALUE MUST HAVE THE LENGTH SPECIFIED FOLLOWED BY A COMMA.
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SHR301I
IMSHRINK. SEGM xxxxxxxx. KEY COMPRESSION WOULD OCCUR

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3986. Type N RDL specification does not completely contain the segment
key.

Action:

Rerun IMSPASS with corrected RDL.

SHR302I
COMPRESSION EXIT RE-ENTERED FOR SAME SEGMENT TYPE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3991. A given transAction: was compressing/expanding a segment while
another transAction: was attempting to compress/expand the same segment. This condition can only occur in a data
communications environment.

Action:

Retry the transAction:.

SHR303I
IMSHRINK. SEGM xxxxxxxx. "SHR" REQUEST IN SEGCC BUT NO TYPE C1

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3987. The specified segment cannot share the FDT unless type C1 is
defined in RDL associated with the FDT.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

SHR304I
IMSHRINK. TOO MANY FDT’s.

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3990. The default is 350 FDTs.

Action:

Change the SHRMAXN EQU and reassemble, relink as non-re-entrant.

SHR305I
IMSHRINK. INVALID SHRINKCB MODULE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3989. The loaded module does not have the word SHRINKCB as its first 8
characters.

Action:
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Correct the error and resubmit the job.

SHR306I
IMSHRINK. LOAD FAILED FOR SHRINKCB MODULE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3988. The SHRINKCB module is probably not on STEPLIB, JOBLIB, etc.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

SHR307I
DYNAMIC AREA GETMAIN ERROR

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3996. Not enough region for GETMAIN, or insufficient core specified.

Action:

Increase the region size

SHR308I
IMSHRINK. SEGM xxxxxxxx. OPEN PROCESSING HAS FAILED.

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3985.

Action:

Check prior messages for Reason:.

SHR309I
xxxxxxxx CHECK BYTE MISMATCH

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3993. The message will be accompanied by message SHR320I.

Action:

Check the correspondence between the segment type and the File Descriptor Table.

SHR310I
SEGMENT xxxxxxxx.00000000 COMPRESSED. SHORTEST=00000 LONGEST=00000 AVG=00000

Reason:

This WTO message is generated when a database is closed. It is an informational message that can be shut off by
specifying STAT=NO in the SEGCC macro in your DBD.

Action:

None.
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SHR311I
SEGMENT xxxxxxxx.00000000 EXPANDED

Reason:

This WTO message is generated when a database is closed. It is an informational message that can be shut off by
specifying STAT=NO in the SEGCC macro in your DBD.

Action:

None.

SHR312I
ANOTHER CARD EXPECTED WHEN EOF REACHED

Reason:

Invalid card at the end of file (EOF) encountered.

 

SHR312E
GETMAIN ERROR OCCURRED FOR DMBCPAC EXTENSION

Reason:

The GETMAIN request failed for DMBCPAC extension.

Action:

Processing terminates with abend U3996.

Increase the REGION size and rerun the job.

SHR313I
NO DDCARD FOR xxxxxxxx, PROGRAM NOT RUN

Reason:

Self explanatory. (xxxxxxxx is the required data set ddname.)

Action:

None.

SHR314I
ERROR ON READING DATABASE, PCB STATUS CODE xx

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 111. The xx indicates the PCB status code.

Note: In addition to the above abend, normal File Prepass Utility abends may be issued during IMSPASS execution.

Action:

None.
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SHR315I
CANNOT OPEN OUTFILE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0006. Self-Explanatory.

Action:

Check SYSLOG for additional messages.

SHR316I
OUTFILE DCB INFO MISSING OR INVALID

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0034. Self-Explanatory.

Action:

Rerun after specifying valid DCB information.

SHR317I
MODULE=xxxxxxxx RC=xxx

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3997. Unable to load "SHRINKCB" or an "FDT."

Action:

Make sure link edit was successful (return code 0).

SHR318I
SEGM xxxxxxxx. KEY COMPRESSION REQUEST IGNORED

Reason:

The key compression was requested in the DBD macro, SEGM.

Action:

Make sure that keys and/or sequence fields are defined as type N in the RDL.

SHR319I
SEGM xxxxxxxx. NO INIT PROCESSING SPECIFIED - DYNAMICALLY CORRECTED

Reason:

The COMPRTN keyword parameter of the SEGM macro should read:

COMPRTN=(IMSHRINK,DATA,INIT).

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.
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SHR320I
SEGM xxxxxxxx. SHRINK OR EXPAND ERROR

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3993. This message will be accompanied by one of the following messages:

IMPLY WRONG LENGTH

or

xxxxxxxx CHECK BYTE MISMATCH

Action:

Check the correspondence between the segment type and the File Descriptor Table.

SHR321I
SEGM xxxxxxxx. INVALID SEGM LENGTH AND/OR KEY LENGTH SPECIFIED

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3994. Either the SEGM specified a length greater than 32K or the sequence
field extends beyond the record length.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

SHR322I
SEGM xxxxxxxx. CANNOT ISWITCH TO/FROM CONTROL REGION

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3995. If the LSO=X or S parameters were specified, this message will not be
written.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SHR323I
SEGM xxxxxxxx. IMODULE GETMAIN ERROR

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3996. Not enough region for GETMAIN, or insufficient core specified.

Action:

Increase the region size
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SHR324I
SEGM xxxxxxxx. IMODULE LOAD FAILED FOR FILE DESCRIPTOR TABLE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3997. The FDT must be a load module (created by the utility FDTLOADR)
on STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or LINKLIB.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

SHR325I
SEGM xxxxxxxx. IMODULE DELETE FAILED

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3998.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SHR326I
PCB PARM MUST PRECEDE THE BEGIN PARM

SHR327I
SEG OR P PARAMETER MISSING

Reason:

The SEG or P parameters is missing. Both parameters are required for execution.

Action:

None.

SHR328I
OUT PARM REQUIRES CORRESPONDING C OR P PARAMETER

Reason:

OUT=C or OUT=P has no associated parameter.

Action:

None.

SHR329I
PCB NUMBER NOT IN PSB LIST OR DBDNAME NOT IN ANY PCB

Reason:

PCB=n was coded with an invalid PCB number or PCBNAME=dbdname specified an invalid name.

Action:
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None.

SHR330I
SEGM xxxxxxxx. SEGM LENGTH IS ZERO OR NEGATIVE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3993. An invalid segment length was encountered. This error can occur in a
database level sharing environment, where subsystem ALPHA is updating a segment while subsystem BETA is reading
the same segment.

Action:

Make sure the PSB PROCOPT of the subsystem doing the inquiry is "GOT" or "GON".

SHR331I
SEGMENT xxxxxxxx FROM PARMCARD NOT IN PCB

Reason:

This message is issued by the IMSPASS Program. The specified PCB does not contain this segment name.

Action:

Use PCB that is sensitive to segment.

SEGM xxxxxxxx LARGER THAN EXPANSION WORK AREA

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3993. After segment expansion, the expanded length was greater than the
maximum length specified in the DBD.

Action:

Verify that the program is accessing the correct DBD and the correct FDT for the database.

SHR332I
NO DDCARD FOR OUTDB

Reason:

Must specify //OUTDB data definition card.

Action:

Rerun job when DD CARD is specified.

SHR333I
ERROR EDITING PARM FILE, PROGRAM NOT RUN

Reason:

Validate proper parameter specification.

Action:

Ensure valid parameters are specified.
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SHR334I
IO PCB DETECTED. PROVIDE PROPER PCB OR PCBNAME PARAMETER.

Reason:

The PSB contains an IO PCB that is not defined in the PCB or in the PCBNAME parameter.

Action:

Update the PCB or PCBNAME parameter in the IMSPASS Parameter File (PARMFL) and re-run the job.

SHR335I
‘xxxxxxxx’ RECORD WAS NOT COMPRESSED BY THIS FDT.

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3993. The ICB in the FDT is not the same as the ICB in the Segment. The
application is using a different FDT to expand the data than the one used to initially compress the data.

Action:

Check the FDT that the application is using. Resubmit the job with the correct FDT.

SHR336I
SEGM xxxxxxxx. PROCOPT IS xxxx AND IS BEING UPDATED. PSB=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This is a warning message and the job will not abend. While attempting to expand a segment, BrightStor CA-Compress
encountered and error because another application was simultaneously updating the same segment.

Action:

Due to the Processing option of GOxx, the data is returned without integrity and is not reliable. The request should be
successful if you issue it again. If many of these messages are encountered, you may consider changing the Processing
option to G to read with integrity.

SHR350I
SEGM xxxxxxxx. FIXED SEGMENT DIDN’T EXPAND TO CORRECT LENGTH

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3980. Express was called to expand a segment that was fixed in length.
However, after expansion the segment was not the correct length.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SHR351I
SEGM xxxxxxxx. NON-COMPRESSED SEGMENT LARGER THAN DEFINED

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3981. Express was called to expand a segment. However, it was discovered
that the segment wasn’t compressed by Express and that the length of the segment was larger than defined in the DBD.
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Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SHR352I
SEGM xxxxxxxx. KEY LOCATION INVALID

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3982. Express was called to compress or expand a variable-length keyed
segment. The location of the segment’s key included part, or all, of the segment’s length field.

Action:

Correct the key location in the DBD for that segment or, if the length is desired as part of the key, remove compression
from that segment.

 

 

 

SHR3596E
UNEXPECTED I/O RETURN ON SHRINKReason:INTERACTIVE DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3596. The return from an I/O to the Interactive Dialog Control File was not
one of those expected.

Action:

Obtain the error report which routed to the user’s default SYSOUT class. If it is a physical error, investigate and fix the
problem locally. If it is a logical error, determine if it is something that can be corrected locally. If it cannot be corrected
locally, contact the Technical Support for assistance.

SHR3597E
THE "SFEFILE" DCB FAILED TO OPEN

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3597. The file being analyzed must be opened to obtain needed information.
The file open failed for some Reason:.

Action:

Check the job log for any error messages. Correct the error and resubmit the job. The JCL will be found in the Interactive
Dialog GENLIB with a member name of SFETAPEA.

SHR3598E
FILE "********" DATA SET NAMES DO NOT MATCH

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3598. The data set name used to analyze the data set was not the same
as the data set name found in the header label of the tape file. This was probably caused by the tape being reused
prematurely.
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Action:

Correct the catalog. Using the Interactive Dialog, delete the old information about the file and re-analyze the correct data
set.

SHR3599E
FILE "********" NOT IN THE CA-COMPRESS INTERACTIVE DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3599. The information about file "********" was not found in the Interactive
Dialog Control File. Either the job’s JCL was created by hand and an error was made or the information about the file was
deleted from the Interactive Dialog Control File before the batch analysis job ran.

Action:

The JCL for the batch tape analysis job is generated and submitted when the Dialog analyzes the data set.

• Only analyze data sets using the Interactive Dialog.
• Do not delete tape file data from the Dialog Control File until after the batch analysis has completed.
• If it was decided that the file was not to be considered for compression, take no Action:.

SHR3600E
A CA-COMPRESS SIMULATION SUBROUTINE TRIED TO CALL A CA-COMPRESS SERVICE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3600. This abend should never occur.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3601E
AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO USE THE EXPAND CODE DURING A COMPRESSION TEST

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3601. This abend should never occur.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3615E
RDL FOR "********" IMPLIES WRONG LENGTH

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3615. The RDL specification does not properly match the record passed.

Action:

Correct the RDL definition for the segment/record. Then re-execute the byte distribution job and the test compression job.

SHR3620E
INVALID BYTE VP OR VZ FIELD
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Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3620. A field defined as type VP does not contain packed decimal data, or a
field defined as VZ does not contain zoned decimal data.

Action:

Correct the RDL definition for the segment/record. Then re-execute the byte distribution job and the test compression job.

SHR3625E
"********" D FIELD >> 128 BYTES

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3625. A field whose field length descriptor is coded in the "Dc" form does not
contain the delimiter character within the within the first 128 bytes.

Action:

Use a different field length descriptor and re-execute the job.

SHR3684E
INVALID TESTING PROCEDURE. DATABASE DATA SETS MUST BE DEFINED BEFORE COMPRESSION TESTING.

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3684. The correct procedure for testing is:

• Analyze the DBD structure.
• Set data sample extrAction: parameters.
• Define the data set name that belongs to each ddname in the database and each associated database.
• Generate testing JCL.
• Execute testing jobs.

This abend has occurred because one or more of these steps was not performed in the proper sequence.

Action:

Activate the Dialog and enter the data set names for each of the listed ddnames. Then generate new testing JCL and
proceed with the compression testing.

SHR3685E
NO BYTE DISTRIBUTION DATA FOR SEGMENT ******** IN DATABASE ********

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3685. The Byte Distribution Analysis job was not run prior to running the Test
Compression job.

Action:

Execute the Byte Distribution Analysis job and then execute the Test Compression job.

SHR3686E
ERROR OCCURRED IN "SFEMFCMP"

Reason:
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This message is associated with abend code 3686. A compression error occurred during the Test Compression job.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3687E
COMPRESS FOR RECORD FAILED

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3687. A compression error occurred during the Test Compression job.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3688E
COMPRESSION CODE GENERATION FAILED FOR RECORD

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3688. An error occurred during the generation of the compression control
code for the specified segment/record.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3689E
NO TEST COMPRESSION CONTROL CARD FOUND

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3689. There was no test compression run control card found in the JCL.
This was probably caused by someone trying to create the test compression JCL rather than by generating it using the
Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:

Generate the Test Compression JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

SHR3690E
INVALID CA-COMPRESS INTERFACE CODE IN THE CONTROL CARD

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3690. The Interface code in the control card does not represent a valid
Interface. This was probably caused by someone trying to create the test compression JCL rather than by generating it
using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:

Generate the Test Compression JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

SHR3691E
THIS IS NOT A TEST COMPRESSION CONTROL CARD
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Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3691. The control card read is not for the Test Compression program.
This was probably caused by someone trying to create the test compression JCL rather than by generating it using the
Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:

Generate the Test Compression JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

SHR3692E
CA-COMPRESS INTERFACE CODE IN CONTROL CARD DOES NOT AGREE WITH THE EXTRACT FILE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3692. The Interface code in the control card does not agree with
the Interface code contained in the Data Extract file. This is probably caused by someone trying to create the test
compression JCL rather than generating it using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:

Generate the test compression JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

SHR3693E
EXTRACTS FOR DIFFERENT SHRINK INTERFACES

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3693. While the test compression program can accept a file that contains the
merged data from several extract runs, all of the extract files must be from a single extract program.

Action:

Check the source of the merged extract data sets and eliminate the incorrect extract data sets. Then re-execute the
merge operation and the test compression job.

SHR3694E
INVALID EXTRACT RECORD TYPE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3694. This indicates that the input file was not created by one of the
BrightStor CA-Compress data extrAction: programs.

Action:

Check your JCL. To be safe, regenerate the test compression analysis JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation
facilities.

SHR3696E
LOAD OF "********" FAILED

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3696. The load of the indicated module failed. This can be caused if the
module cannot be found in the STEPLIB or because there was not enough storage in the region to load the module.

Action:
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If the load failed due to insufficient storage, increase the region size and rerun the job. If the module was not found,
contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3698E
UNEXPECTED VSAM RETURN CODE WHILE ACCESSING THE DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3698. An unexpected return code was received from VSAM while
processing the Interactive Dialog Control File. A snap dump of the control areas for the file will be produced.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3699E
"********" NOT IN THE DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3699. The indicated data structure (database or file) could not be found in
the Interactive Dialog Control File. The probable cause of this is one of the following:

• This is old JCL for a data structure that has been deleted from the Interactive Dialog Control File.
• Someone tried to create test compression JCL by converting the JCL for another data structure.

Action:

Generate the test compression JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

SHR3786E
DISTRIBUTION COUNTER OVERFLOW -- X"**"

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3786. The number of occurrences of a single hexadecimal byte exceeded
the physical limit of a one word binary number. The specific hexadecimal character is shown in hex notation.

Action:

Using the Interactive Dialog, modify the data extrAction: parameters. Reduce the number of records or segments to be
extracted and re-execute the data extrAction: job.

SHR3787E
BDA FAILED

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3787. An error occurred when the byte distribution analysis code was being
executed for the indicated component (segment or record).

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.
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SHR3788E
DISTRIBUTION CODE GENERATION FAILED

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3788. An error occurred when the byte distribution analysis code was being
generated for the indicated component (segment or record).

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3789E
NO BYTE DISTRIBUTION CONTROL CARD FOUND

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3789. No byte distribution run control card was found in the JCL. This is
probably caused by someone trying to create the byte distribution JCL rather than generating it using the Interactive
Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:

Generate the byte distribution JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

SHR3790E
INVALID SHRINK INTERFACE CODE IN THE CONTROL CARD

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3790. The Interface code in the control card does not represent a valid
Interface. This is probably caused by someone trying to create the byte distribution JCL rather than generating it using the
Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:

Generate the byte distribution JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

SHR3791E
THIS IS NOT A BYTE DISTRIBUTION CONTROL CARD

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3791. The control card read is not for the byte distribution program. This
is probably caused by someone trying to create the byte distribution JCL rather than generating it using the Interactive
Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:

Generate the byte distribution JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

SHR3792E
SHRINK INTERFACE CODE IN CONTROL CARD DOES NOT AGREE WITH THE EXTRACT FILE

Reason:
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This message is associated with abend code 3792. The Interface code in the control card does not agree with the
Interface code contained in the data extract file. This is probably caused by someone trying to create the byte distribution
JCL rather than generating it using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

Action:

Generate the byte distribution JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

SHR3793E
EXTRACTS FOR DIFFERENT SHRINK INTERFACES

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3793. While the byte distribution program can accept a file that contains the
merged data from several extract runs, all of the extract files must be from a single extract program.

Action:

Check the source of the merged extract data sets and eliminate the incorrect extract data sets. Then re-execute the
merge operation and the byte distribution job.

SHR3794E
INVALID EXTRACT RECORD TYPE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3794. This indicates that the input file was not created by one of the
BrightStor CA-Compress data extrAction: programs.

Action:

Check your JCL. To be safe, regenerate the byte distribution analysis JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation
facilities.

SHR3795E
LOAD OF "SFEMCPLD" FAILED

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3795. The load of the byte distribution code compiler failed. This can be
caused if the module cannot be found in the STEPLIB or because there is not enough storage in the region to load the
module.

Action:

If the load failed due to insufficient storage, increase the region size and rerun the job. If the module was not found,
contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3796E
LOAD OF "SFEMRDLP" FAILED

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3796. The load of the RDL processor module failed. This can be caused if
the module cannot be found in the STEPLIB or because there is not enough storage in the region to load the module.

Action:
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If the load failed due to insufficient storage, increase the region size and rerun the job. If the module was not found,
contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3797E
NO JCL RECORD FOR "********" IN THE DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3797. A required record was not found in the Interactive Dialog Control File
for the indicated data structure (database or file). A snap dump of the control areas for the file will be produced.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3798E
UNEXPECTED VSAM RETURN WHILE ACCESSING THE DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3798. An unexpected return code was received from VSAM while
processing the Interactive Dialog Control File. A snap dump of the control areas for the file will be produced.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3799E
"********" NOT IN THE DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3799. The indicated data structure (database or file) could not be found in
the Interactive Dialog Control File. The probable cause of this is one of the following:

• This is old JCL for a data structure that has been deleted from the Interactive Dialog Control File.
• Someone tried to create byte distribution JCL by converting the JCL for another data structure.

Action:

Generate the byte distribution JCL using the Interactive Dialog JCL generation facility.

SHR3888E
NO RECORDS WERE EXTRACTED FOR THE DATA SAMPLE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3888. The "BYPASS" value in the extract parameters specified in the
Interactive Dialog exceeded the total number of records in the file; or, the file in which the data sample is to be extracted
may be an empty data set.

Action:

Check the sample data extract parameters and verify that the file is not empty. If the problem persists, contact Technical
Support for assistance.
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SHR3889E
RECEIVED AN UNEXPECTED STATUS OF "**" FROM IMS

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3889. The indicated IMS status code was received after a GN call. The
extrAction: of the data sample must be accomplished with read integrity.

Action:

If the status code is "GG", it indicates that the PCB being used has a PROCOPT of "GO". Regenerate the extract JCL
using a PCB that has a PROCOPT of only "G". For all other status codes, contact your local database administrator for
assistance.

SHR3890E
UNKNOWN SEGMENT IN DATABASE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3890. IMS returned a segment that was not in the DBD specified at the time
of DBD analysis. This can be caused by one of the following:

• The data sets specified for the database were for the wrong version of the database.
• The DBD analyzed was not for the desired version of the database.

Action:

If the data sets are incorrect, correct the data set name for the database and regenerate the extract JCL. If the wrong
version of the DBD was analyzed, delete the DBD from the Interactive Dialog Control File and start the DBD analysis
process from the correct DBDLIB.

SHR3891E
THE DL/I LANGUAGE INTERFACE WAS NOT FOUND

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3891. The DL/I language interface module DFSLI000 was not found in the
STEPLIB or the LINKLIST.

Action:

If the IMS modules must be accessed using a STEPLIB, modify the skeleton SFESIMSE in the SHRINK Interactive Dialog
ISPSLIB data set. Add the appropriate data set to the STEPLIB dd statement, and then regenerate the JCL and re-
execute the job.

SHR3893E
PCB(***) IN PSB(********) IS NOT FOR DBD(*******)

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3893. The PCB was specified to be used for extracting the sample data.
This PCB was not for the database shown.

Action:

Using the JCL generation facility of the Interactive Dialog, regenerate the extract JCL specifying a correct PCB/PSB.
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SHR3894E
"***" IS NOT A SUPPORTED RELEASE OF IMS

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3894. Extracting a data sample from an image copy of a database can only
be accomplished when using an IMS release of 1.3.0 or higher.

Action:

Regenerate the extract JCL to extract from the actual database using standard DL/I calls.

SHR3895E
INVALID IMS RECORD TYPE ON DIALOG CONTROL FILE INVALID MVS RECORD TYPE ON DIALOG ANALYSIS
FILE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3895. This error indicates a logic failure in the maintenance of the Interactive
Dialog Control File, or that the Control File has been damaged.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O error report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3896E
PROGRAM "SFEPIMSE" DOES NOT WORK FOR "DEDB" DATABASES

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3896. The extrAction: of data from a FAST PATH (DEDB) database requires
the use of program "SFEPIMSD". The probable cause of this error is that someone tried to create data extract JCL without
using the JCL generation facility of the Interactive Dialog.

Action:

Generate the desired JCL using the Interactive Dialog.

SHR3897E
NO "JCL" RECORD FOR DATABASE "*******" IN THE DIALOG CONTROL FILE NO JCL RECORD FOR FILE "*******" IN
DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3897. This indicates an error in the analysis program or the delete program,
or a damaged Interactive Dialog CONTROL File.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O error report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3898E
UNEXPECTED VSAM RETURN CODE WHILE ACCESSING THE DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:
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This message is associated with abend code 3898. VSAM returned an abnormal/unexecuted status code. The abend will
be accompanied by a snap dump of the Interactive Dialog Control File’s ACB, RPL, EXLST and I/O area.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance. Then mail any I/O error report and the snap dump if requested.

SHR3899E
FILE "*******" NOT IN SHRINK CONTROL FILE DATABASE "*******" NOT IN DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 3899. The specified file or database identifier was not found in the
Interactive Dialog Control File. The probable cause of this is:

• This is old JCL for a database or file that has been deleted from the file.
• Someone tried to create extract JCL without using the JCL generation facility of the dialog.

Action:

Generate the desired JCL using the Interactive Dialog.

This section lists alphabetically the messages issued by the VARISAM subroutines. It also lists the SEGCC messages.

SHR801E
CA-COMPRESS DIALOG QSAM/BPAM I/O ERROR

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0801. A DASD PHYSICAL error has occurred while one of the Interactive
Dialog programs was processing a physical sequential data set or a partitioned data set.

Action:

Obtain the I/O error report and the SYSUDUMP and contact your own operations area for assistance.

SHR800E
******** ERROR ON THE CA-COMPRESS DIALOG CONTROL FILE

Reason:

This message is associated with abend code 0800. A LOGICAL VSAM error or a DASD PHYSICAL error has occurred
while the Interactive Dialog Control File was being processed.

Action:

Obtain the I/O error report and the SYSUDUMP. If the error is a LOGICAL VSAM error, contact Technical Support for
assistance. If the error is a DASD PHYSICAL error, contact your own operations area for assistance.

SHR355E
IMS VERSION IS NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

IMS version that is not supported by CA Compress Data Compression for IMS was found to be used.

Action:
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Verify that the STEPLIB data set concatenation contains the correct IMS SDFSRESL and resubmit the job.

Module:

SHRBSUF0

SHR354E
UNABLE TO LOAD IMS VERSION SPECIFIC MODULE

Reason:

CA Compress Data Compression for IMS could not load its module that supports the specific IMS version.

Action:

Verify that correct CA Compress Data Compression for IMS load library is allocated under STEPLIB DD statement and
that the library is complete. Resubmit the job.

Module:

SHRBSUF0

SHR353E
UNABLE TO DETERMINE IMS VERSION

Reason:

CA Compress Data Compression for IMS could not determine the IMS version used.

Action:

Verify that IMS SDFSRESL is present in the STEPLIB concatenation and resubmit the job.

Module:

SHRBSUF0

SHR400I
LOAD MODULE "module-name" INITIALIZED.

Reason:

This is an informational message. No action is required.

SHR401E
ERROR LOADING MODULE "module-name" RC=rc.
Reason:
The named module could not be found in the STEPLIB concatenation.
Action:
Ensure that the named module exists in the same library as IMUSHRNK, which has the alias of IMSHRINK. If the error
cannot be resolved, contact Broadcom Support.

SHR4007W
COMPRESS FOR IMS FAILED LICENSE VALIDATION

Reason:
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A valid product license was not found. An attempt to execute the product on a CPU other than the CPU on which it is
licensed has been detected.

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

SHR4008I
PLEASE ENSURE THE LICENSE INFORMATION IS CORRECT

Reason:

The product license cannot be validated.

Action:

The return code is not affected.

Correct the LMP key. To obtain the correct LMP key, contact the Total License Care (TLC) group at CA Support. When
contacting TLC, have your site ID and CA serial number available.

SHR014I
'fdtname' EXPAND AREA EXCEEDED

Reason:

The length of the data expanded using FDT ‘fdtname’ is greater than what is expected using this FDT.

The expanded length was greater than the maximum length specified in the DBD.

Action:

Verify that the program is accessing the correct DBD and the correct FDT for the database.
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SIB Messages
SIB messages are generated by CA Secondary Index Builder for IMS for z/OS.

SIB4007W
DATABASE RECOVERY FAILED LICENSE VALIDATION

Reason:

Indicates a valid product license was not found. An attempt to execute the product on a CPU other than the CPU on which
it is licensed has been detected.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIB4008I
 PLEASE ENSURE THE LICENSE INFORMATION IS CORRECT 

 Reason: 

The product license cannot be validated.

 Action: 

The return code is not affected.

Correct the LMP key. You can get the correct LMP key from the Total License Care (TLC) group at Broadcom Support.
When contacting TLC, have your site ID and CA serial number available.

SIBH000E
THE SORT UTILITY ENDED WITH RETURN CODE = nn.

Reason:

This message is issued when processing is terminated because of a SORT internal error. The job is terminated with
CC=12.

Action:

See preceding error messages, check SORT SYSOUT messages, check SORT return code 'nn', take appropriate
corrective action, and then resubmit the job.

SIBH001E
UNSUPPORTED DATABASE TYPE - ONLY PHIDAM AND PHDAM DATABASES ARE SUPPORTED.

Reason:

This is an internal logic error. HALDB SIB has been invoked to process a data base other than a HALDB. The job is
terminated with CC=12.

Note: This problem is unlikely to occur.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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SIBH002I
THE DATA FOR THE INDEXES WILL BE EXTRACTED FROM DATA BASE “dbdname”.

Reason:

This message indicates that the database from which the data for the indexes will be extracted.

SIBH004I
CHECKPOINTING INITIALIZED - A RESTART CAN BE PERFORMED IF A FAILURE OCCURS.

Reason:

This message indicates that checkpointing has been initialized and that you can now perform a restart if a failure occurs.

SIBH005I
CHECKPOINTING TERMINATED - A RESTART IS NO LONGER NEEDED SHOULD A FAILURE OCCUR.

Reason:

This message indicates that checkpointing has terminated and that a restart is no longer needed if a failure should occur.

SIBH006I
INDEX DATA ASE PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR “dbdname”.

Reason:

This message indicates that index database processing has completed.

SIBH007I
INVOKING SORT UTILITY.

Reason:

This message indicates the sort utility has been invoked.

SIBH008E
THE SORT UTILITY ABENDED. SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES AND JESMSGLG FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

This message indicates that the sort utility abended.

Action:

See previous messages, check SORT SYSOUT messages, check job log messages, take appropriate action, and then
resubmit the job.

SIBH009E
DBD “dbdname”IS DEFINED AS AN INDEX DATABASE FOR THE EXTRACT SIDE OF AN INDEXCREATE
OPERATION.

Reason:
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This message indicates that the DBDNAME=dbdname control statement specifies an index DB name instead of the
primary HALDB name.

Action:

The job is terminated with CC=12.

Change the DBDNAME control statement to specify the primary HALDB name as dbdname, and then resubmit the job.

NOTE
This message is usually followed by message SIBH010I.

SIBH010I
RERUN SPECIFYING THE PRIMARY DBD NAME IN THE DBDNAME= CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

This message indicates that you should rerun the job and specify the primary DBD name in the DBDNAME control
statement.

Action:

Correct the control statement as indicated and resubmit the job.

NOTE
This message is usually preceded by message SIBH009E.

SIBH011E
DBRC DATABASE AUTHORIZATION ABENDED.

Reason:

This message indicates that SORT was deliberately terminated because the call to IMS, to authorize the database,
abended.

The job terminates with CC=12.

Action:

See previous messages, check job log messages (JESMSGLG), take appropriate action, and then resubmit the job.

NOTE
This message is usually followed by message SIBH014I.

SIBH012E
DBRC DATABASE AUTHORIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

This message indicates that the call to authorize the first primary HALDB partition failed.

The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

See previous messages, check job log messages (JESMSGLG), check the RECON data sets to ensure the HALDB is not
currently locked by another task or job, take appropriate action, and then resubmit the job.
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SIBH013E
DBD “dbdname” DOES NOT USE VSAM OR OSAM.

Reason:

This message indicates that a internal logic error has probably occurred. The only database access methods supported by
HALDB are VSAM and OSAM, but “dbdname” is defined as neither of these.

The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

Ensure that HALDB dbdname is defined as VSAM or OSAM, and then resubmit the job. If the job still fails, contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH014I
THE SORT UTILITY WAS TERMINATED BECAUSE OF ERROR(S) SHOWN ABOVE.

Reason:

This message indicates that the sort utility was terminated.

Action:

See previous messages to determine the reason of the error.

SIBH015E
UNABLE TO LOAD THE SORT UTILITY. SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES AND JESMSGLG FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

This message indicates that the z/OS or OS/390 load of the SORT utility program failed. An executable copy of SORT
was not found in the link pack area or linklist libraries, nor in the STEPLIB or JOBLIB libraries.

The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

See previous messages, check job log messages (JESMSGLG), check that an executable copy of the SORT utility is
available to the job step, and then resubmit the job.

SIBH016E
ILDS BUILD FAILURE.

Reason:

This message indicates that SORT was deliberately terminated because an error occurred when building the ILDS.

The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

See previous messages, take appropriate action, and then resubmit the job.

NOTE
This message is usually followed by message SIBH014I.
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SIBH017E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED - CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

This message is issued after an abend has been detected and before ESTAE recovery processing is attempted.

The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

Check for any previous error messages and take corrective action before resubmitting the job; otherwise, contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH018E
INDEXCREATE EXTRACT - INITIAL HALDB PARTITION SELECTION FAILED, SUBCODE=1.

Reason:

This message indicates that selection of the first primary HALDB partition failed.

The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

Check for any previous error messages, take corrective action, and resubmit the job; otherwise, contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

SIBH019E
GENERAL INITIALIZATION ROUTINE FAILED.

Reason:

This message indicates that the HALDB SIB data extract initialization routine failed.

The job is terminated with CC=12 if user error or with CC=16 if internal logic error.

Action:

If CC=12, check previous messages, take appropriate action, and then resubmit the job; if CC=16, contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

SIBH020E
ULU ENVIRONMENT SETUP FAILED.

Reason:

This message indicates that the initialization of the DBRC ULU region interface to IMS failed.

The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

See previous messages, check job log messages (JESMSGLG), take appropriate action, and then resubmit the job.

SIBH021E
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR: SIBHCTL0 WAS INVOKED TO PROCESS A NON-HALDB DATABASE: dbdname.
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Reason:

This message indicates that an internal logic error has occurred. The database to be processed, dbdname, is not a
HALDB.

The job is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH022E
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR: SIBHCTL0 WAS INVOKED TO PERFORM A PROCESS OTHER THAN AN
"INDEXCREATE", FOR DATABASE: dbdname.

Reason:

This message indicates that an internal logic error has occurred. The HALDB SIB routine was invoked to process
database dbdname for a non-SIB function.

The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH023E
DBRC INITIALIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

This message indicates that creation of a batch DBRC environment and/or sign on to DBRC failed.

The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

See previous messages, check job log messages (JESMSGLG), take appropriate action, and then resubmit the job.

SIBH024E
USER EXITS INITIALIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

This message indicates that either the DBO user exits or segment edit/compression exits defined in the DBD has failed.

The job is terminated with CC=12 or 16.

Action:

If CC=12, see previous messages, take appropriate action, and then resubmit the job. If CC=16, contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

SIBH025E
PARTITION DSB UPDATE FAILED, SUBCODE=1.

Reason:

This message indicates that an internal logic error has occurred. The partition DSB could not be updated with the
information contained in the DMB.
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The job is terminated with CC=16.

Action:

See previous messages to determine the reason of the error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH026E
OPEN PRIMARY DB FOR INPUT FAILED.

Reason:

This message indicates that the primary HALDB partition could not be opened for extract processing. This error typically
occurs when the HALDB is PHIDAM and its primary index is empty or corrupted.

The job is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

Specify NOPRIMARY=YES or PRIMIND=YES in the control statements, and then resubmit the job.

SIBH027E
PRIMARY INDEX INITIALIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

This message indicates that initialization of the HALDB primary index failed, probably caused by a GETMAIN failure.

The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

See previous messages, check job log messages (JESMSGLG), take appropriate action, and then resubmit the job.

SIBH028E
OUTPUT DB OPEN FAILED.

Reason:

This message indicates that the index database to be built could not be opened.

The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

See previous messages, check job log messages (JESMSGLG), take appropriate action, and then resubmit the job.

SIBH029E
REPOSITIONING FOR POSSIBLE RESTART FAILED.

Reason:

This message indicates that neither the sequential files nor the primary HALDB could be repositioned to restart extracting
the index data.

The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

See previous messages, take appropriate action, and then resubmit the job.
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SIBH030E
RESTART CHECKPOINT FAILED.

Reason:

This message indicates that the index extract function was successfully initialized, but the initial checkpoint for a possible
restart failed.

The job is terminated with CC=12 or 16.

Action:

If CC=12, see previous messages, take appropriate action, and then resubmit the job.

If CC=16, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH031E
DDNAME=SYSOUT IS NOT ALLOCATED, BUT IS NEEDED FOR SORT.

Reason:

This message indicates that the SORT utility requires that a //SYSOUT DD … statement be coded in the job step, but
none was found and the program could not allocate SYSOUT dynamically.

The job is terminated with CC=04.

Action:

See previous messages, take appropriate action, if necessary add a SYSOUT DD card in the job step, and then resubmit
the job.

SIBH032E
STORAGE GETMAIN FAILURE.

Reason:

This message indicates that a conditional storage GETMAIN,LOC=(BELOW,ANY) request failed.

The job terminates with CC=12 or with the return code issued by the failed GETMAIN.

Action:

See previous and subsequent messages, check job log messages (JESMSGLG), check job's CC against GETMAIN
return codes, take appropriate action, and then resubmit the job.

SIBH033E
STORAGE FREEMAIN FAILURE.

Reason:

This message indicates a freemain failed occurred.

Action:

Ensure enough storage exists. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH034E
SECONDARY INDEX PROCESSING TERMINATION FAILED.
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Reason:

This message indicates that termination of in-use secondary index DSB's failed.

The job is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

See previous messages if any, take appropriate action, and then resubmit the job.

If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH035E
SECONDARY INDEX PROCESSING TERMINATION: CHECKPOINT FAILED.

Reason:

Final checkpoint on completion of index processing failed. The job is terminated with CC=12 or 16.

Action:

If CC=12, see previous messages, take appropriate action and then resubmit the job.

If CC=16, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH036E
SECONDARY INDEX PROCESSING TERMINATION: DB CLOSE FAILED.

Reason:

At least one DSB could not be closed on completion of index processing. The job is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

See previous messages if any, take appropriate action and then resubmit the job.

If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH037E
DBRC SIGN-OFF FAILED.

Reason:

At termination of INDEXCREATE processing, DBRC signoff failed. The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

See previous messages and check job log messages (JESMSGLG), then take appropriate action.

SIBH038E
ULU ENVIRONMENT TERMINATION FAILED.

Reason:

At termination of INDEXCREATE processing, clean up of the ULU environment failed. The job is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

See previous messages and check job log messages (JESMSGLG), then take appropriate action.
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SIBH039E
HALDB PARTITION DEALLOCATION FAILED, SUBCODE=2.

Reason:

At termination of INDEXCREATE processing, deallocation of a HALDB partition failed. The job is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

See previous messages and respond accordingly.

SIBH040I
ONLY ASSOCIATED PRIMARY INDEX AND/OR ILDS PARTITION(S) CAN BE CREATED IF PRIMARY "PARTITION="
IS SPECIFIED. REQUEST IS IGNORED.

Reason:

The control cards contained a PARTITION= statement. But they also contained a default implicit request to build the
secondary indexes; this could not be fulfilled, because there is no one-to-one correspondence between primary HALDB
and secondary index partitions. Job execution continues as normal.

To avoid receiving this message, specify BUILDILDS=ONLY or PRIMIND=ONLY or both, as either of these implies that no
secondary indexes should be built.

SIBH041E
INVALID COMBINATION OF PARAMETERS: SECONDARY INDEXES CANNOT BE CREATED IF PARTITION= IS
SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The control cards contained a PARTITION= statement, but contained no PRIMIND= or BUILDILDS= statement, thereby
requesting that only the secondary indexes should be created. This could not be done, because there is no one-to-one
correspondence between specific primary HALDB and secondary index partitions. The job is terminated with CC=08

Action:

Include a BUILDILDS=ONLY and/or PRIMIND=ONLY statement in the control cards. Only associated ILDS and/or primary
index partitions can be built when PARTITION= specifies a HALDB primary partition or set of partitions to be processed.
See the accompanying message SIBH043I.

SIBH042E
INVALID COMBINATION OF PARAMETERS: NUMBEROFPARTS= CANNOT BE SPECIFIED UNLESS PARTITION= IS
ALSO SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The control cards contained a NUMBEROFPARTS=nn statement, but contained no PARTITION= statement to say which
primary HALDB partition should be processed first. The job is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

Include a PARTITION= statement in the control cards, to specify which primary HALDB partition should be the first of the
nn partitions to be processed. See the accompanying message SIBH043I.
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SIBH043I
PLEASE CHECK THAT THE INDEXCREATE SUB-PARAMETERS ARE COMPATIBLE AND APPROPRIATE, AND
THEN RESUBMIT THE JOB.

Reason:

See previous messages, respond accordingly, and resubmit the job.

SIBH044I
BUILDILDS=YES CANNOT BE EXECUTED IF INDEXDBDNAME= IS SPECIFIED: REQUEST IS IGNORED.

Reason:

The control cards contained both an INDEXDBDNAME= and a BUILDILDS=YES statement. The ILDS cannot be partially
rebuilt only for the secondary index specified via INDEXDBDNAME: it must be completely rebuilt for all the secondary
indexes and for any paired logical relationships in the primary HALDB. As the secondary index pointers are corrected in a
secondary index during a rebuild, the ILDS itself is not rebuilt to avoid the unnecessary and additional I/O overhead. Job
execution continues as normal.

To avoid receiving this message, do not specify both INDEXDBDNAME= and BUILDILDS=YES in the same
FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE statement. Processing is not affected.

SIBH045E
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR: NO SECONDARY INDEX FOUND FOR MASTER HALDB DBD "HALDB DBD name".

Reason:

No PSINDEX DDIR was found, but SIB was invoked to create secondary indexes for HALDB <HALDB DBD name>. The
return code is 08.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH046E
BUILD PARTITION SELECTION EXIT CONTROL BLOCK FAILED WITH RETURN CODE = xx.

Reason:

While attempting to build a PSE (partition selection exit) control block, module ITKPSEL set a non-zero return code xx.
The return code is x'08' or x'0C'.

Action:

See preceding ITK03nn messages.

If no preceding ITK03nn messages are present, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH047E
INDD KEYWORD IS REQUIRED FOR HALDB INDEXBUILD FUNCTION.

Reason:

The INDD ddname to indicate the input (extract) file was not specified for the INDEXBUILD function.

Action:
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Processing completes with a return code of 12.

Specify the INDD ddname on the job step.

SIBH048E
The call to the IDCAMS Processor failed, RC=xxx.’

Reason:

The CA Secondary Index Builder for IMS for z/OS call to IDCAMS failed with the reported return code (xxx).

Action:

Review the IDCAMS messages in data set IDCPRTx to determine the cause of the error.

SIBH049E
An internal error was encountered - Code:x - call Technical Support.

Reason:

Processing of the HALDB control blocks encountered an unexpected error.

• x
Identifies the area of code where the error occurred.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH053I
NO PSINDEXES WERE FOUND IN "dbname" AND 'BUILDILDS=YES|ONLY' WAS NOT SPECIFIED: THE ILDSES
FOR THE LR'D PAIRED SEGMENTS WILL NOT BE BUILT.

Reason:

The INDEXCREATE function was requested for a HALDB (dbname) that contains no indexed segments but does contain
logically related paired segments, and BUILDILDS=YES or ONLY was not specified in the syntax.

The PSINDEXes and primary indexes for the HALDB are built correctly.

SIBH100E
THE SORT UTILITY ABENDED. SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES AND JESMSGLG FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

The sort utility abended.

Action:

See preceding error messages and job log messages (JESMSGLG), check SORT SYSOUT messages, take appropriate
corrective action and then resubmit the job.

SIBH101E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED - CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:
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This message is issued after an abend has been detected and before ESTAE recovery processing is attempted. The job is
terminated with CC=12.

Action:

Check for any previous error messages, and if appropriate, take corrective action before resubmitting the job.

If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH102E
READ OF PRIMARY DATABASE FAILED.

Reason:

A primary HALDB partition could not be read to extract the data needed to create the index and/or ILDS partitions. The job
is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

See previous messages and job log messages (JESMSGLG), and then take appropriate corrective action before
resubmitting the job.

SIBH103E
PARTITION SELECTION EXIT "PSE name" FOR PSINDEX "PSINDEX name" FAILED WITH RETURN CODE = xx.

Reason:

The PSE (partition selection exit) module for the specified secondary index set a non-zero return code xx (in field PSERC)
after being called to return the target partition number for a secondary index key.

Action:

Investigate why the specified user-written PSE set a non-zero return code xx when called with field PECACT=08 (select
target partition for the key whose address is stored in field PECKEY); see DSECT DFSPECA.

SIBH104E
READ OF INDEX EXTRACT FILE FAILED.

Reason:

Reading of input extract file was unsuccessful. Processing completes with RC=8.

Action:

Verify that the input file exists and is valid.

SIBH200I
RERUN SPECIFYING "INDEX" IN THE INDEX DBD.

Reason:

This message provides additional information for preceding message SIBH209E. The PTR=INDX DBD pointed-to by the
primary HALDB is not a secondary index DBD.

SIBH201I
CHECKPOINTING INITIALIZED - A RESTART CAN BE PERFORMED IF A FAILURE OCCURS.
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Reason:

Checkpointing was successfully initialized.

SIBH202I
CHECKPOINTING TERMINATED - A RESTART IS NO LONGER NEEDED SHOULD A FAILURE OCCUR.

Reason:

This message is preceded by message SIBH203I. A final checkpoint has been successfully issued.

SIBH203I
INDEX DATABASE PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR DBD=“dbdname”.

Reason:

Index database processing has completed successfully for the specified DBD.

SIBH204E
THE SORT UTILITY ABENDED. SEE PREVIOUS MESSAGES AND JESMSGLG FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

The sort utility abended.

Action:

See preceding error messages and job log messages (JESMSGLG), check SORT SYSOUT messages, take appropriate
corrective action and then resubmit the job.

SIBH205I
THE INDIRECT LIST DATA SET (ILDS) IS BEING BUILT FOR “primary HALDB name".

Reason:

This message precedes the building of the first ILDS partition for the HALDB.

SIBH206I
THE PHIDAM PRIMARY INDEX IS BEING BUILT FOR “primary HALDB name".

Reason:

This message precedes the building of the first primary index partition for the HALDB.

SIBH207E
DBRC DATA BASE AUTHORIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

The call to authorize the primary HALDB (for the primary index or ILDS) or to authorize the secondary index DB failed.
The job is terminated with CC=08 (authorization denied) or CC=16 (logic error).

Action:

If CC=08, see previous messages, check job log messages (JESMSGLG), check the RECON data sets to ensure the
HALDB is not currently locked by another task or job, take appropriate action and then resubmit the job.
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If CC=16, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH208E
DBD “dbdname" DOES NOT USE VSAM OR OSAM.

Reason:

Only VSAM and OSAM are supported by HALDB, but DBD dbdname specifies another access method. The job is
terminated with CC=12.

Action:

If there is no obvious reason for this error, this is probably an internal logic error.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH209E
DBD “dbdname" IS NOT DEFINED AS AN INDEX DATA BASE FOR THE BUILD SIDE OF AN INDEXCREATE
OPERATION.

Reason:

This message is followed by message SIBH200I. The PTR=INDX DBD pointed-to by the primary HALDB is not a
secondary index DBD. The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

Ensure the PTR=INDX DBD named in the primary HALDB is a secondary index DBD with ACCESS=PSINDEX, and then
reassemble and linkedit the corrected DBDs.

SIBH210I
THE SECONDARY INDEX TO BE BUILT IS “secondary index dbdname".

Reason:

This message precedes the building of the first partition of a HALDB secondary index.

SIBH211I
EXTRACTION OF INDEX DATA COMPLETE.

Reason:

This message follows the successful extraction of the data needed to create the primary indexes, secondary indexes and/
or ILDS's, and precedes the building of these.

SIBH212E
AN ABEND HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED - CLEANUP WILL BE ATTEMPTED.

Reason:

An abend has been detected and ESTAE recovery processing is attempted. The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

See any previous error messages and, if appropriate, take corrective action before resubmitting the job.
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SIBH213E
INDEXCREATE EXTRACT - INITIAL HALDB PARTITION SELECTION FAILED, SUBCODE=2.

Reason:

Selection of the first primary index, secondary index or ILDS partition failed. The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

See any previous error messages and, if appropriate, take corrective action and resubmit the job.

SIBH214E
INTERNAL ERROR: DDIR OF DBD “dbdname" WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

None of the DMB symbolic names in the DDIR chain matched the current DBD dbdname. The job is terminated with
CC=12.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH215E
USER EXITS INITIALIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

Initialization of a user exit failed. The job is terminated with CC=12 or 16.

Action:

See any preceding DBO51* messages to determine the reason for the error. Take corrective action and then resubmit the
job.

SIBH216E
PARTITION DSB UPDATE FAILED, SUBCODE=2.

Reason:

Update of the HALDB partition DSB (from the DMB info) failed. This is probably an internal logic error.

Action:

The job is terminated with CC=12 or 16.

Review preceding messages to determine the reason for the error, correct the error, and resubmit the job.

SIBH217E
BUILD TERMINATION FAILED FOR DBD “dbdname”.

Reason:

At the end of a DB reload, termination of a dataset pointed-to by a DSB associated with DBD “dbdname” failed. The job is
terminated with CC=08.

Action:
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See any preceding messages and job log messages (JESMSGLG) to try to identify the cause of the error. Take
appropriate corrective action and then resubmit the job.

SIBH218E
BUILD INDEX TERMINATION: CHECKPOINT FAILED.

Reason:

After successfully building the indexes, the final checkpoint issued to flush out the buffer pool failed. The job is terminated
with CC=08.

Action:

See any preceding messages and job log messages (JESMSGLG) to identify the cause of the error. If this fails to explain
the problem, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH219E
BUILD INDEX TERMINATION: DB CLOSE FAILED.

Reason:

After a successful reload, closure or dynamic deallocation or both of the DB failed. The job is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

See any preceding messages and job log messages (JESMSGLG) for errors. If this fails to explain the cause, contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH220E
DBD INITIALIZATION FAILED (IDBD).

Reason:

Initialization of the DBD failed. The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

See preceding DBO12* messages for an explanation of the problem.

SIBH221E
DB INITIALIZATION FAILED (RIIN).

Reason:

Initialization of a data set associated with a DSB failed during reload. The job is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

See any preceding messages and job log messages (JESMSGLG) for errors. If this fails to resolve the problem, contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH222E
RESTART REPOSITIONING FAILED.

Reason:

Repositioning for reload failed after a restart. The job is terminated with CC=08.
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Action:

See preceding DBO31* messages.

SIBH223E
BUILD INDEX INITIALIZATION: CHECKPOINT FAILED.

Reason:

Checkpointing was active, but the initial checkpoint failed prior to reload. The job is terminated with CC=12 or 16.

Action:

See preceding DBO19* messages.

SIBH224E
WRITE TO PRIMARY INDEX FAILED.

Reason:

Insertion of a primary index record failed (VSAM error). The job is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

See any preceding messages and job log messages (JESMSGLG) for details. If this fails to explain the cause of the
problem, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH225E
WRITE TO SECONDARY INDEX FAILED.

Reason:

Insertion of a secondary index record failed. The job is terminated with CC=08 or 12.

Action:

See preceding DBO20* messages.

SIBH226E
HALDB PARTITION DEALLOCATION FAILED, SUBCODE=1.

Reason:

Deallocation of a primary HALDB partition failed before the build phase could begin. The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:

See preceding ITK03* messages.

SIBH227E
PREMATURE END OF PARTITIONS.

Reason:

No partition was found when attempting to select the first/next primary index, secondary index or ILDS partition to be built.
The job is terminated with CC=12.

Action:
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See preceding ITK03* messages.

SIBH228E
PARTITION NOT FOUND WITH HIGH KEY GREATER THAN KEY “key”.

Reason:

Th high-key values of all partitions are less than the specified key (key). The root segment could not be reloaded because
the partition could not be determined.

• key
Displays first 16 bytes of the key.

Action:

Processing terminates. Ensure that a partition is defined whose high-key value is greater than the highest root key for the
HALDB.

See preceding SIBH30* and ITK03* messages. If this fails to explain the problem, contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

SIBH229E
SELECTION OF DBD "PSINDEX name" PARTITION #nnnn FAILED WITH RC = xx.

Reason:

When attempting to switch to partition nnnn of the specified PSINDEX, module ITKPSEL set a non-zero return code xx.
The return code is normally x'08'.

Action:

See the preceding ITK05nn messages. If no preceding ITK05nn messages are present, contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

SIBH230I
READING INPUT INDEX EXTRACT FILE COMPLETE.

Reason:

Reading of the input extract file has completed successfully.

SIBH300E
DBRC DATA BASE AUTHORIZATION FAILED.

Reason:

The partition selected has not been authorized for processing, in the RECONs. The job is terminated with CC=08 or 16.

Action:

See preceding IDI25* messages and job log messages (JESMSGLG) for further details.

SIBH301E
PARTITION DSB UPDATE FAILED, SUBCODE=3.

Reason:
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The DSB of the selected partition could not be updated from the DMB information. This is probably an internal logic error.

Action:

The job is terminated with CC=12 or 16.

Review any preceding messages to determine the reason for the error, correct the error, and resubmit the job.

SIBH302E
PRIMARY INDEX TERMINATION FAILED.

Reason:

Building the primary index could not be completed (VSAM error). The job is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

Check any preceding messages and job log messages (JESMSGLG) to determine the cause of the problem, take
corrective action and then resubmit the job.

SIBH303E
OPEN DATABASE PARTITION FAILED.

Reason:

A data set associated with a partition selected for unload could not be opened. The job is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

Check any preceding messages and job log messages (JESMSGLG) to determine the cause of the problem, take
corrective action and then resubmit the job.

SIBH304E
PARTITION SELECTION FAILED.

Reason:

The first/next partition could not be selected for processing. The job is terminated with CC=08.

Action:

See preceding ITK03* messages, take corrective action and then resubmit the job.

SIBH400E
AN INTERNAL ERROR HAS OCCURRED.

Reason:

Internal logic error: no ILDS AMP could be found for an ILDS build. The job is terminated with CC=16.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH401I
ILDS “…” WAS SUCCESSFULLY REBUILT.

Reason:
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The named ILDS was successfully rebuilt.

SIBH402E
ILDS WORK FILE ALLOCATION FAILED.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the ILDSWRK data set failed.

Action:

Processing terminates.

Search DBOMSGS and the job system messages (JESYSMSG) for 'ILDSWRK'. Review the ILDSWRK allocation
parameters and, if necessary, override them using the ITKDYN parmlib member.

SIBH403E
QSAM ERROR IN INTERMEDIATE WORK FILE.

Reason:

An error occurred when processing the ILDSWRK data set. The job is terminated with CC=16.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH404I
ILDS “…” WAS REBUILT AS EMPTY.

Reason:

No required entries were found or extracted for the specified ILDS partition. The partitiont was built as empty.

SIBH050E
An internal error was encountered - Code:x - call Technical Support.

Reason:

CA Secondary Index Builder for IMS for z/OS encountered an internal error when processing a HALDB. The U4028 abend
follows this error.

• x
Identifies the location of the error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Provide the U4028 abend dump.

SIBH051W
INDD is not supported for INDEXCREATE of a HALDB. The keyword is ignored.

Reason:

When processing a HALDB, CA Secondary Index Builder for IMS for z/OS does not accept input from the INDD data set,
such as DFSURWF1.
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Action:

The INDD keyword and value are ignored and the function continues as an INDEXCREATE with the index extract and
index build processing.

We recommend that you eliminate the separate SIB INDEXCREATE job step, and have DBO RELOAD build the index
by specifying AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES and ALLPARTS=YES. This specification eliminates the extra index extract
processing.

SIBH052I
HALDB REQUIRES DBRC, DBRC WILL BE USED.

Reason:

This message notifies you that DBRC=YES is being forced because the processed database is a HALDB.

SIBH406E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN BELOW THE LINE STORAGE FOR DBRC COMMANDS.

Reason:

An error occurred while obtaining storage for DBRC commands.

Action:

Processing terminates with a return code of 16.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIBH054E
PROCESSING OF A HALDB OSAM 8 GIG DATABASE IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The CA Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS toolkit does not support an 8GB HALDB OSAM database.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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SIX Messages
SIX prefixed messages are generated by CA Secondary Index for IMS for z/OS.

SIX0000I
INDEX ERROR - DBD = x, STATUS CODE = NE, KEY = y.

Reason:

During the index maintenance for a DLET call, an attempt was made by the Call Interceptor to retrieve a segment from a
secondary index database with DBD name x. The segment should exist in the index but it does not.

• x
Identifies the secondary index database.

• y
Identifies the key of the segment.

Action:

Processing continues. Determine if an integrity error exists in the index. If it does, rebuild the index using the Index
Extractor and Index Builder utilities.

An NE status will exist in an index for one of three reasons:

1. Application program. An application program accessed the index as a standalone database and deleted one or more
records. In this case, ignore the NE condition.

2. Recovery error. The index was recovered using the IMS recovery utility but not all the logs were used or the wrong
image copy was used. Rerun the recovery using the correct image copies, change accumulations and logs.

3. CA Secondary Index for IMS for z/OS error. CA Secondary Index for IMS for z/OS failed to properly insert a secondary
index segment. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

SIX0100I
INDEX ERROR - DBD = x, STATUS CODE = NE, KEY = y.

Reason:

During index maintenance for a REPL call, an attempt was made by the Call Interceptor to retrieve a segment from a
secondary index database with DBD name x. The segment should exist in the index but it does not.

• x
Identifies the secondary index database.

• y
Identifies the key of the segment.

Action:

Processing continues.

Determine if an integrity error exists in the index. If it does, rebuild the index using the Index Extractor and Index Builder
utilities.

An NE status will exist in an index for one of three reasons:

1. Application program. An application program accessed the index as a standalone database and deleted one or more
records. In this case, ignore the NE condition.
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2. Recovery error. The index was recovered using the IMS recovery utility but not all the logs were used or the wrong
image copy was used. Rerun the recovery using the correct image copies, change accumulations and logs.

3. CA Secondary Index for IMS for z/OS error. CA Secondary Index for IMS for z/OS failed to properly insert a secondary
index segment.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIX0200E
THE "ERRORACTION" VALUE IS MISSING.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the statement did not include
the ERRORACTION keyword parameter. This parameter is mandatory.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add the ERRORACTION keyword to the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0201E
THE "ERRORACTION" VALUE IS INVALID.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
ERRORACTION keyword is invalid. The keyword must be set to ROLB, ROLB-xx, STATUSCODE, STATUSCODE-xx, or
ABEND.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the ERRORACTION keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0202E
THE "DELETEOPTION" VALUE IS MISSING.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the statement did not include
the DELETEOPTION keyword parameter. This parameter is mandatory.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add the DELETEOPTION keyword to the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.
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SIX0203E
THE "DELETEOPTION" VALUE IS INVALID.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
DELETEOPTION keyword is invalid. The keyword must be set to DELETE-xx or STATUSCODE-xx, where xx is a 2-byte
status code.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DELETEOPTION keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0204E
THE "INDEXDBD" VALUE IS MISSING.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the statement did not include
the INDEXDBD keyword parameter. This parameter is mandatory.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error. Do not use the table generated by this
run.

The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add the INDEXDBD keyword to the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0205E
THE "INDEXDBD(n)" LENGTH IS GREATER THAN 8.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the nth value specified for
the INDEXDBD keyword was longer than 8 alphanumeric positions. The value must be set to a value no greater than 8
positions long.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error. Do not use the table generated by this
run.

The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the INDEXDBD keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0206E
THE SUM OF THE SF LENGTHS, THE SSF LENGTHS, THE DDF LENGTHS AND THE ITF LENGTH IS TOO LARGE.
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Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined based on one or more search fields (SFs), up to 5
subsequence fields (SSFs) and up to 5 duplicate data fields (DDFs). The length of the index pointer segment must be
large enough to contain all the search fields plus all the subsequence fields plus all the duplicate data fields plus the index
target field plus 2 if the IPS is a variable length segment. The sum of the SFLENGTHn values, the SSFLENGTHn values,
the DDFLENGTHn values, the ITFLENGTH value plus 2 if the IPS is variable length is greater than the second value
specified for the IPSLENGTH keyword.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error. Do not use the table generated by this
run.

The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Change the SFLENGTHn values, the SSFLENGTHn values, the DDFLENGTHn values, the ITFLENGTH value or the
IPSLENGTH length value and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0207E
THE SFLENGTHn VALUE PLUS THE SFOFFSETn VALUE IS GREATER THAN THE ISSLENGTH VALUE.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined based on several search fields. The offset of search field n
plus its length is past the end of the index source segment.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error. Do not use the table generated by this
run.

The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SFLENGTHn, SFOFFSETn and the ISSLENGTH keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0208E
THE "IKFNAME" VALUE IS MISSING.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the statement did not include
the IKFNAME keyword parameter. This parameter is mandatory.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error. Do not use the table generated by this
run.

The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add the IKFNAME keyword to the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0209E
THE "IKFNAME" LENGTH IS GREATER THAN 8.
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Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
IKFNAME keyword was longer than 8 alphanumeric positions. The keyword must be set to a value no greater than 8
positions long.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the IKFNAME keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0210E
THE "IPSLENGTH" VALUES ARE MISSING.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the statement did not include
the IPSLENGTH keyword parameters. These parameters are mandatory.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add the IPSLENGTH keyword to the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0211E
THE "IPSLENGTH" KEYWORD MUST HAVE 2 VALUES.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
IPSLENGTH keyword did not have two values enclosed in parentheses.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Change the IPSLENGTH keyword to have 2 values and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0212E
THE FIRST "IPSLENGTH" VALUE MUST BE VL OR FL.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the first value specified for
the IPSLENGTH keyword was not either FL or VL. It must be one of these two values.

Action:
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TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Change the first value of the IPSLENGTH keyword to FL or VL and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0213E
THE SECOND "IPSLENGTH" VALUE IS NOT BETWEEN 1 and 32767.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the second value specified
for the IPSLENGTH keyword was not between 1 and 32767. The keyword must be set to a value in this range.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Change the second value specified for the IPSLENGTH keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0214E
THE "IPSNAME" VALUE IS MISSING.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the statement did not include
the IPSNAME keyword parameter. This parameter is mandatory.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add the IPSNAME keyword to the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0215E
THE "IPSNAME" LENGTH IS GREATER THAN 8.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
IPSNAME keyword was longer than 8 alphanumeric positions. The keyword must be set to a value no greater than 8
positions long.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the IPSNAME keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.
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SIX0216E
THE "XDFLDNAME" VALUE IS MISSING.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the statement did not include
the XDFLDNAME keyword parameter. This parameter is mandatory.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add the XDFLDNAME keyword to the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0217E
THE "XDFLDNAME" LENGTH IS GREATER THAN 8.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
XDFLDNAME keyword was longer than 8 alphanumeric positions. The keyword must be set to a value no greater than 8
positions long.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the XDFLDNAME keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0218E
THE "SFOFFSET1" VALUE IS MISSING.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the statement did not include
the SFOFFSET1 keyword parameter. This parameter is mandatory.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add the SFOFFSET1 keyword to the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0219E
THE "SFOFFSETn" VALUE IS NOT BETWEEN 1 and 32767.

Reason:
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During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
SFOFFSETn keyword was not between 1 and 32767. n will be between 1 and 5. The keyword must be set to a value in
this range.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SFOFFSETn keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0220E
THE "ISSLENGTH" VALUE IS MISSING.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the statement did not include
the ISSLENGTH keyword parameter. This parameter is mandatory.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add the ISSLENGTH keyword to the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0221E
THE "ISSLENGTH" KEYWORD MUST HAVE ONLY 1 VALUE.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
ISSLENGTH keyword did not have a single value.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Change the ISSLENGTH keyword to have 1 value and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0222E
THE "ISSLENGTH" VALUE IS NOT BETWEEN 1 and 32767.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
ISSLENGTH keyword was not between 1 and 32767. The keyword must be set to a value in this range or have a value of
VL.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.
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Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Change the value specified for the ISSLENGTH keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0223E
THE "ISSNAME" VALUE IS MISSING.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the statement did not include
the ISSNAME keyword parameter. This parameter is mandatory.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add the ISSNAME keyword to the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0224E
THE "ISSNAME" LENGTH IS GREATER THAN 8.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
ISSNAME keyword was longer than 8 alphanumeric positions. The keyword must be set to a value no greater than 8
positions long.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the ISSNAME keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0225E
THE "ITFLENGTH" VALUE IS MISSING.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the statement did not include
the ITFLENGTH keyword parameter. This parameter is mandatory.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add the ITFLENGTH keyword to the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0226E
THE "ITFLENGTH" VALUE IS NOT BETWEEN 1 and 255.
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Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
ITFLENGTH keyword was not between 1 and 255. The keyword must be set to a value in this range.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the ITFLENGTH keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0227E
A /CK SUBSEQUENCE FIELD MAY NOT BE USED WITH ERRROACTION=BACKOUTCALL.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro. The SIXINDEX statement
specified a concatenated key (/CK) subsequence field (SSFTYPEn=/CK) for an index defined with a BACKOUTCALL
ERRORACTION. These specifications are incompatible.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SSFTYPEn or ERRORACTION keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0228E
A /CK DUPLICATE DATA FIELD IN A SPARSE INDEX MAY NOT BE USED WITH ERRROACTION=BACKOUTCALL.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro. The SIXINDEX statement
specified a concatenated key (/CK) duplicate date field (DDFTYPEn=/CK) for a sparse index defined with a
BACKOUTCALL ERRORACTION. These specifications are incompatible.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DDFTYPEn, ERRORACTION or SPARSEEXIT keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0229E
THE "ITSNAME" VALUE IS MISSING.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the statement did not include
the ITSNAME keyword parameter. This parameter is mandatory.

Action:
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TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add the ITSNAME keyword to the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0230E
THE "ITSNAME" LENGTH IS GREATER THAN 8.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
ITSNAME keyword was longer than 8 alphanumeric positions. The keyword must be set to a value no greater than 8
positions long.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the ITSNAME keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0231E
THE "PRIMEDBD" VALUE IS MISSING.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the statement did not include
the PRIMEDBD keyword parameter. This parameter is mandatory.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add the PRIMEDBD keyword to the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0232E
THE "PRIMEDBD" LENGTH IS GREATER THAN 8.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
PRIMEDBD keyword was longer than 8 alphanumeric positions. The keyword must be set to a value no greater than 8
positions long.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the PRIMEDBD keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.
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SIX0233E
THE "RANDOMIZER" NAME LENGTH IS GREATER THAN 8.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
RANDOMIZER keyword was longer than 8 alphanumeric positions . The keyword must be set to a value no greater than 8
positions long.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the RANDOMIZER keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0234E
FOR "DELETEOPTION=STATUSCODE-XX", THE VALUE MUST BE 13 CHARACTERS LONG.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for
the DELETEOPTION keyword was not exactly 13 alphanumeric positions long. The keyword must be set to a value 13
characters long of the form STATUSCODE-xx where xx is a 2 byte status code.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DELETEOPTION keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0235E
THE "SPARSEEXIT" LENGTH IS GREATER THAN 8.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
SPARSEEXIT keyword was longer than 8 alphanumeric positions. The keyword must be set to a value no greater than 8
positions long.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SPARSEEXIT keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0236E
THE "RANDOMIZER" KEYWORD WAS SPECIFIED BUT MULTIPLE "INDEXDBD" VALUES WERE NOT SPECIFIED.

Reason:
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During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro, the RANDOMIZER keyword
was specified but multiple INDEXDBD values were not specified. The specification of a randomizer requires the
specification of multiple INDEXDBD values.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add more INDEXDBD values or delete the RANDOMIZER keyword and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0237E
THE NUMBER OF "INDEXDBD" VALUES IS NOT BETWEEN 2 and 255.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the number of INDEXDBD
values is not between 2 and 255. The number of INDEXDBD values must be set to a value in this range which defines the
number of partitions or areas the index will be divided into.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add additional INDEXDBD values or delete the RANDOMIZER keyword and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0238E
FOR "DELETEOPTION=DELETE-XX", THE VALUE MUST BE 9 CHARACTERS LONG.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for
the DELETEOPTION keyword was not exactly 9 alphanumeric positions long. The keyword must be set to a value 9
characters long of the form DELETE-xx where xx is a 2 byte status code.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DELETEOPTION keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0239E
THE COMBINED LENGTH OF ALL SEARCH AND SUBSEQUENCE FIELDS IS NOT BETWEEN 1 AND 240.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, the values specified for SFLENGTH1 through SFLENGTH5 and SSFLENGTH1 through
SSFLENGTH5 were added together to determine the total length of the index key field. The total was not between 1 and
240.

Action:
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TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SFLENGTHn or the SSFLENGTHn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0240E
THE "SFLENGTHn" VALUE WAS NOT SPECIFIED BUT AT LEAST ONE OF THE SUBSEQUENT LENGTH
KEYWORDS WAS.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, an SFLENGTHn keyword was not found but at least one other keyword was found with a
value greater than n. For instance, SFLENGTH3 was not specified but SFLENGTH4 or SFLENGTH5 was.

When defining the search fields for one index, the SFLENGTHn keywords must be specified in order with no gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SFLENGTHn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0241E
THE "SFLENGTHn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT ALL THE PRECEDING LENGTH KEYWORDS WEREN'T.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, an SFLENGTHn keyword was found but at least one other keyword was not found with a
value less than n. For instance, SFLENGTH3 was specified but both SFLENGTH1 and SFLENGTH2 were not.

When defining the search fields for one index, the SFLENGTHn keywords must be specified in order with no gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SFLENGTHn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0242E
THE "SFLENGTHn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT THE CORRESPONDING "SFOFFSETn" VALUE WAS NOT.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, the SFLENGTHn keyword was found, where n is between 1 and 5. If the length of search
field n is provided, the offset of the field must also be provided but it wasn't.

When defining the search fields for one index, the SFLENGTHn keywords must be specified in order with no gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.
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Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SFLENGTHn keyword or add a corresponding SFOFFSETn keyword and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0243E
THE "SFOFFSETn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT THE CORRESPONDING "SFLENGTHn" VALUE WAS NOT.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, the SFOFFSETn keyword was found, where n is between 1 and 5. If the offset of search
field n is provided, the length of the field must also be provided but it wasn't.

When defining the search fields for one index, the SFOFFSETn keywords must be specified in order with no gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SFOFFSETn keyword or add a corresponding SFLENGTHn keyword and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0244E
THE "SFOFFSETn" VALUE WAS NOT SPECIFIED BUT AT LEAST ONE OF THE SUBSEQUENT LENGTH
KEYWORDS WAS.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, an SFOFFSETn keyword was not found but at least one other keyword was found with a
value greater than n. For instance, SFOFFSET3 was not specified but SFOFFSET4 or SFOFFSET5 was.

When defining the search fields for one index, the SFOFFSETn keywords must be specified in order with no gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SFOFFSETn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0245E
THE "SFLENGTH1" VALUE IS MISSING.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the statement did not include
the SFLENGTH1 keyword parameter. This parameter is mandatory.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Add the SFLENGTH1 keyword to the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.
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SIX0246E
THE "SFLENGTHn" VALUE IS NOT BETWEEN 1 AND 240.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, the value specified for SFLENGTHn, where n is between 1 and 5, was not between 1 and
240. An individual search field must have a length in this range.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SFLENGTHn keyword named in the message and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0247E
FOR "ERRORACTION=STATUSCODE-XX", THE VALUE MUST BE 13 CHARACTERS LONG.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for
the ERRORACTION keyword was not exactly 13 alphanumeric positions long. The keyword must be set to a value 13
characters long of the form STATUSCODE-xx where xx is a 2 byte status code.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the ERRORACTION keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0248E
MORE THAN ONE "INDEXDBD" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT THE "RANDOMIZER" KEYWORD WAS NOT
SPECIFIED.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the INDEXDBD keyword has
more than one value but no randomizer was specified. For a partitioned index, multiple DBDs can only be used when a
randomizer is provided.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Delete all but the first INDEXDBD value or add the RANDOMIZER keyword and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0249E
FOR "ERRORACTION=ROLB-XX", THE VALUE MUST BE 7 CHARACTERS LONG.

Reason:
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During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for
the ERRORACTION keyword was not exactly 7 alphanumeric positions long. The keyword must be set to a value 7
characters long of the form ROLB-xx where xx is a 2 byte status code.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the ERRORACTION keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0250E
THE "DDFLENGTHn" VALUE WAS NOT SPECIFIED BUT AT LEAST ONE OF THE SUBSEQUENT LENGTH
KEYWORDS WAS.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a DDFLENGTHn keyword was not found but at least one other keyword was found with a
value greater than n. For instance, DDFLENGTH3 was not specified but DDFLENGTH4 or DDFLENGTH5 was.

When defining the duplicate data fields for one index, the DDFLENGTHn keywords must be specified in order with no
gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DDFLENGTHn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0251E
THE "DDFLENGTHn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT THE CORRESPONDING "DDFOFFSETn" OR "DDFTYPEn"
VALUE WAS NOT.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, the DDFLENGTHn keyword was found, where n is between 1 and 5. If the length of
duplicate data field n is provided, the offset and type of the field must also be provided but it wasn't.

When defining the duplicate data fields for one index, the DDFLENGTHn keywords must be specified in order with no
gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DDFLENGTHn keyword or add a corresponding DDFOFFSETn or DDFTYPEn keyword and rerun the
TBLGEN.

SIX0252E
THE "DDFLENGTHn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT ALL THE PRECEDING LENGTH KEYWORDS WEREN'T.
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Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a DDFLENGTHn keyword was found but at least one other keyword was not found with a
value less than n. For instance, DDFLENGTH3 was specified but both DDFLENGTH1 and DDFLENGTH2 were not.

When defining the duplicate data fields for one index, the DDFLENGTHn keywords must be specified in order with no
gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DDFLENGTHn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0253E
THE "DDFOFFSETn" VALUE WAS NOT SPECIFIED BUT AT LEAST ONE OF THE SUBSEQUENT LENGTH
KEYWORDS WAS.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a DDFOFFSETn keyword was not found but at least one other keyword was found with a
value greater than n. For instance, DDFOFFSET3 was not specified but DDFOFFSET4 or DDFOFFSET5 was.

When defining the duplicate data fields for one index, the DDFOFFSETn keywords must be specified in order with no
gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DDFOFFSETn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0254E
THE "DDFOFFSETn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT THE CORRESPONDING "DDFLENGTHn" OR "DDFTYPEn"
VALUE WAS NOT.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, the DDFOFFSETn keyword was found, where n is between 1 and 5. If the offset of duplicate
data field n is provided, the length and type of the field must also be provided but it wasn't.

When defining the duplicate data fields for one index, the DDFOFFSETn keywords must be specified in order with no
gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DDFOFFSETn keyword or add a corresponding DDFLENGTHn or DDFTYPEn keyword and rerun the
TBLGEN.
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SIX0255E
THE "DDFOFFSETn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT ALL THE PRECEDING OFFSET KEYWORDS WEREN'T.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a DDFOFFSETn keyword was found but at least one other keyword was not found with a
value less than n. For instance, DDFOFFSET3 was specified but both DDFOFFSET1 and DDFOFFSET2 were not.

When defining the duplicate data fields for one index, the DDFOFFSETn keywords must be specified in order with no
gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DDFOFFSETn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0256E
THE "DDFTYPEn" VALUE WAS NOT SPECIFIED BUT AT LEAST ONE OF THE SUBSEQUENT LENGTH
KEYWORDS WAS.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a DDFTYPEn keyword was not found but at least one other keyword was found with a value
greater than n. For instance, DDFTYPE3 was not specified but DDFTYPE4 or DDFTYPE5 was.

When defining the duplicate data fields for one index, the DDFTYPEn keywords must be specified in order with no gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DDFTYPEn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0257E
THE "DDFTYPEn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT THE CORRESPONDING "DDFLENGTHn" OR "DDFOFFSETN"
VALUE WAS NOT.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, the DDFTYPEn keyword was found, where n is between 1 and 5. If the type of duplicate
data field n is provided, the length and offset of the field must also be provided but it wasn't.

When defining the duplicate data fields for one index, the DDFTYPEn keywords must be specified in order with no gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DDFTYPEn keyword or add a corresponding DDFLENGTHn or DDFOFFSETN keyword and rerun the
TBLGEN.
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SIX0258E
THE "DDFTYPEn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT ALL THE PRECEDING TYPE KEYWORDS WEREN'T.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a DDFTYPEn keyword was found but at least one other keyword was not found with a value
less than n. For instance, DDFTYPE3 was specified but both DDFTYPE1 and DDFTYPE2 were not.

When defining the duplicate data fields for one index, the DDFTYPEn keywords must be specified in order with no gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DDFTYPEn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0259E
THE DDFLENGTHn VALUE PLUS THE DDFOFFSETn VALUE IS GREATER THAN THE ISSLENGTH VALUE.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined containing several duplicate data fields. The offset of
duplicate data field n plus its length is past the end of the index source segment.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DDFLENGTHn, DDFOFFSETn and the ISSLENGTH keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0260E
THE "DDFTYPEn" VALUE IS INVALID.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
DDFTYPEn keyword is invalid. The keyword must be set to ISS or /CK.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the DDFTYPEn keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0261E
ALL SIXINDEX STATEMENTS MUST PRECEDE ALL DDCOLECT STATEMENTS.

Reason:
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During a TBLGEN execution, a SIXINDEX statement was found in the input but a least 1 DDCOLECT statement had
already been processed. The SIXINDEX statements must come first followed by the DDCOLECT statements.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the order of the SIXINDEX and DDCOLECT statements and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0262E
ERRROACTION=BACKOUTCALL MUST BE SPECIFIED ON ALL SIXINDEX STATEMENTS REFERRING TO THE
SAME PRIMARY DATABASE.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro. The SIXINDEX statement
specified an ERRORACTION value of BACKOUTCALL but at least one other SIXINDEX statement referencing the same
primary database (PRIMEDBD) did not specify BACKOUTCALL.

All SIXINDEX statements referring to the same primary database must specify BACKOUTCALL or none of them may.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the ERRORACTION keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0270E
THE "SSFLENGTHn" VALUE WAS NOT SPECIFIED BUT AT LEAST ONE OF THE SUBSEQUENT LENGTH
KEYWORDS WAS.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, an SSFLENGTHn keyword was not found but at least one other keyword was found with a
value greater than n. For instance, SSFLENGTH3 was not specified but SSFLENGTH4 or SSFLENGTH5 was.

When defining the subsequence fields for one index, the SSFLENGTHn keywords must be specified in order with no
gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SSFLENGTHn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0271E
THE "SSFLENGTHn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT THE CORRESPONDING "SSFOFFSETn" OR "SSFTYPEn"
VALUE WAS NOT.

Reason:
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During a TBLGEN execution, the SSFLENGTHn keyword was found, where n is between 1 and 5. If the length of
subsequence field n is provided, the offset and type of the field must also be provided but it wasn't.

When defining the subsequence fields for one index, the SSFLENGTHn keywords must be specified in order with no
gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SSFLENGTHn keyword or add a corresponding SSFOFFSETn or SSFTYPEn keyword and rerun the
TBLGEN.

SIX0272E
THE "SSFLENGTHn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT ALL THE PRECEDING LENGTH KEYWORDS WEREN'T.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, an SSFLENGTHn keyword was found but at least one other keyword was not found with a
value less than n. For instance, SSFLENGTH3 was specified but both SSFLENGTH1 and SSFLENGTH2 were not.

When defining the subsequence fields for one index, the SSFLENGTHn keywords must be specified in order with no
gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SSFLENGTHn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0273E
THE "SSFOFFSETn" VALUE WAS NOT SPECIFIED BUT AT LEAST ONE OF THE SUBSEQUENT LENGTH
KEYWORDS WAS.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, an SSFOFFSETn keyword was not found but at least one other keyword was found with a
value greater than n. For instance, SSFOFFSET3 was not specified but SSFOFFSET4 or SSFOFFSET5 was.

When defining the subsequence fields for one index, the SSFOFFSETn keywords must be specified in order with no gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SSFOFFSETn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0274E
THE "SSFOFFSETn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT THE CORRESPONDING "SSFLENGTHn" OR "SSFTYPEn"
VALUE WAS NOT.
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Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, the SSFOFFSETn keyword was found, where n is between 1 and 5. If the offset of
subsequence field n is provided, the length and type of the field must also be provided but it wasn't.

When defining the subsequence fields for one index, the SSFOFFSETn keywords must be specified in order with no gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SSFOFFSETn keyword or add a corresponding SSFLENGTHn or SSFTYPEn keyword and rerun the
TBLGEN.

SIX0275E
THE "SSFOFFSETn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT ALL THE PRECEDING LENGTH KEYWORDS WEREN'T.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, an SSFOFFSETn keyword was found but at least one other keyword was not found with a
value less than n. For instance, SSFOFFSET3 was specified but both SSFOFFSET1 and SSFOFFSET2 were not.

When defining the subsequence fields for one index, the SSFOFFSETn keywords must be specified in order with no gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SSFOFFSETn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0276E
THE "SSFTYPEn" VALUE WAS NOT SPECIFIED BUT AT LEAST ONE OF THE SUBSEQUENT LENGTH
KEYWORDS WAS.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, an SSFTYPEn keyword was not found but at least one other keyword was found with a
value greater than n. For instance, SSFTYPE3 was not specified but SSFTYPE4 or SSFTYPE5 was.

When defining the subsequence fields for one index, the SSFTYPEn keywords must be specified in order with no gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SSFTYPEn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0277E
THE "SSFTYPEn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT THE CORRESPONDING "SSFLENGTHn" OR "SSFOFFSETN"
VALUE WAS NOT.
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Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, the SSFTYPEn keyword was found, where n is between 1 and 5. If the type of subsequence
field n is provided, the length and offset of the field must also be provided but it wasn't.

When defining the subsequence fields for one index, the SSFTYPEn keywords must be specified in order with no gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SSFTYPEn keyword or add a corresponding SSFLENGTHn or SSFOFFSETN keyword and rerun the
TBLGEN.

SIX0278E
THE "SSFTYPEn" VALUE WAS SPECIFIED BUT ALL THE PRECEDING TYPE KEYWORDS WEREN'T.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, an SSFTYPEn keyword was found but at least one other keyword was not found with a
value less than n. For instance, SSFTYPE3 was specified but both SSFTYPE1 and SSFTYPE2 were not.

When defining the subsequence fields for one index, the SSFTYPEn keywords must be specified in order with no gaps.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SSFTYPEn keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0279E
THE SSFLENGTHn VALUE PLUS THE SSFOFFSETn VALUE IS GREATER THAN THE ISSLENGTH VALUE.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined containing several subsequence fields. The offset of
subsequence field n plus its length is past the end of the index source segment.

Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SSFLENGTHn, SSFOFFSETn and the ISSLENGTH keywords in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0280E
THE "SSFTYPEn" VALUE IS INVALID.

Reason:

During a TBLGEN execution, a secondary index was defined using the SIXINDEX macro but the value specified for the
SSFTYPEn keyword is invalid. The keyword must be set to ISS or /CK.
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Action:

TBLGEN continues processing the remaining keyword parameters and statements. The TBLGEN return code is set to 8
unless it is already greater than 8 in which case it remains unchanged by this error.

Do not use the table generated by this run. The Call Interceptor will ABEND if it loads the table created by this run.

Correct the SSFTYPEn keyword in the statement and rerun the TBLGEN.

SIX0800E
UNABLE TO LOAD SIX TABLE LOAD MODULE "IDITABLE".

Reason:

The SIX Index Extractor attempts to locate the table created by the TBLGEN process, which has a name of IDITABLE.
The Index Extractor could not load IDITABLE from DBOLOAD, STEPLIB, JOBLIB or the system link list.

Action:

SIX terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Add the table load module library to the DBOLOAD or STEPLIB of the JCL and rerun the job.

SIX0801E
AN ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE TABLE GENERATION PROCESS.

Reason:

The IDITABLE table loaded was generated by a TBLGEN execution when errors were detected and reported. This table
cannot be used by the Index Extractor.

Action:

SIX terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed. Correct the table input, rerun the TBLGEN and rerun the job.

SIX0802E
THIS DATABASE DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY INDEX SOURCE SEGMENTS.

Reason:

Using the IDITABLE table, the Index Extractor determined that the database named on the DBDNAME control statement
does not contain any index source segments (ISS). Therefore there is no extraction work to do.

Action:

SIX terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Correct the table input, rerun the TBLGEN and rerun the job or change the DBDNAME statement to name a database that
does have index source segments.

SIX0803E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE = x.

Reason:

A logic error has occurred in the CA Secondary Index for IMS for z/OS Index Extractor.
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Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 16 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 16.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Contact Broadcom Support.

SIX0804E
UNABLE TO LOAD INDEX RANDOMIZER MODULE "x".

Reason:

The SIX Index Extractor attempts to locate the index randomizer defined in the table created by the TBLGEN process.
The randomizer with a load module name of x could not be loaded from DBOLOAD, STEPLIB, JOBLIB or the system link
list.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add the load module library to STEPLIB rerun the job.

SIX0805E
UNABLE TO LOAD SPARSING EXIT MODULE "x".

Reason:

The SIX Index Extractor attempts to locate the sparsing exit defined in the table created by the TBLGEN process. The
sparsing exit with a load module name of x could not be loaded from DBOLOAD, STEPLIB, JOBLIB or the system link list.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Add the load module library to STEPLIB rerun the job.

SIX0806E
THE TABLE WAS GENERATED USING x MACROS BUT THE SOFTWARE IS y.

Reason:

The Index Extractor loaded the table load module IDITABLE. The table was generated using version x macros but the
Index Extractor software was version y. The table and the software are incompatible.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Rerun the TBLGEN using the correct macros and restart the Index Extractor or restart the Index Extractor using the
correct level of the software.

SIX0807E
THE TABLE LOAD MODULE "IDITABLE" IS INVALID.

Reason:
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The table load module IDITABLE currently in use is not in the correct format for use by the Index Extractor. This situation
can occur for one of the following reasons:

1. The release level of the Index Extractor software is not compatible with the release level of the table.
2. The IDITABLE load module was not created by the TBLGEN process.
3. A memory overlay has occurred.

Action:

SIX terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise,
the return code is not changed.

Correct the table input, rerun the TBLGEN and rerun the job.

SIX0808E
BASED ON THE INDEXDBDNAME VALUES AND THE IDITABLE, THERE ARE NO INDEXES TO EXTRACT.

Reason:

During an index extract, it was determined that there are no indexes to extract. Either table IDITABLE contains no indexes
for the database named in the DBDNAME control statement or the values named in the INDEXDBDNAME do not exist in
the table for this DBD.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Change the value specified for the DBDNAME control statement, provide a different IDITABLE or regen the DBD and
rerun the job.

SIX0809E
UNABLE TO GET STORAGE TO BUILD AN OUTPUT SPLIT TABLE - INCREASE REGION BY 4K AND RERUN.

Reason:

During an index extract, there was no region left to build the split table required to process the SPLITOUTPUT=YES
control statement.

Action:

Processing terminates. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12. Otherwise, the
return code is not changed.

Increase the REGION value and rerun the job.

SIX0900E
STATUS CODE "FM" CONDITION GENERATED BY RANDOMIZER x FOR INDEX DATABASE y.

Reason:

The SIX Index Extractor was building a record for an index pointer segment. The randomizer was called to determine
which partition the segment should be placed in. The randomizer set a return code of 4, which indicates that an FM status
code should be set. Since this an OS batch job, the Index Extractor issues this message instead. x is the randomizer that
was called and y is the DBD name of the index.

Action:
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Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why the randomizer could not process the index pointer segment and rerun the job.

SIX0901E
U1021 ABEND CONDITION GENERATED BY RANDOMIZER x FOR INDEX DATABASE y.

Reason:

The SIX Index Extractor was building a record for an index pointer segment. The randomizer was called to determine
which partition the segment should be placed in. The randomizer set a return code other than 0 or 4 or returned an
area number that is too large, which would cause IMS to issue a U1021 ABEND. Since this an OS batch job, the Index
Extractor issues this message instead. x is the randomizer that was called and y is the DBD name of the index.

Action:

Processing terminates immediately. The return code is set to 12 if the accumulated return code so far is less than 12.
Otherwise, the return code is not changed.

Determine why the randomizer could not process the index pointer segment and rerun the job.

SIX1100E
UNABLE TO LOAD SPARSING EXIT MODULE "x".

Reason:

The Call Interceptor attempts to locate the sparsing exit defined in the table created by the TBLGEN process. The
sparsing exit with a load module name of x could not be loaded from STEPLIB, JOBLIB or the system link list.

Action:

An ABEND U4002 is issued but no dump is produced.

Add the load module library to the STEPLIB of the IMS region and restart the region.

SIX1101E
INTERNAL ERROR - CODE =

Reason:

A logic error has occurred in the Call Interceptor.

Action:

An ABEND U4004 is issued including a dump.

Contact Broadcom Support.

SIX4007W
DATABASE RECOVERY FAILED LICENSE VALIDATION

Reason:

Indicates a valid product license was not found. An attempt to execute the product on a CPU other than the CPU on which
it is licensed has been detected.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SIX4008I
 PLEASE ENSURE THE LICENSE INFORMATION IS CORRECT 

 Reason: 

The product license cannot be validated.

 Action: 

The return code is not affected.

Correct the LMP key. You can get the correct LMP key from the Total License Care (TLC) group at Broadcom Support.
When contacting TLC, have your site ID and CA serial number available.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadocm and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM
THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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